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HISTORY 
 
This symposium was founded in 1996 by the support of Science and International Affairs Bureau, 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports Science and Technology, Japanese Government. Since then, 
this symposium has been held every year at B-Con Plaza, Beppu, Oita, Japan except in Oita, Japan 
(AROB 5th ’00) and in Tokyo, Japan (AROB 6th ’01). The eleventh symposium will be held on 
23-25 January, 2006, at B-Con Plaza, Beppu, Oita, Japan. This symposium invites you all to discuss 
development of new technologies concerning Artificial Life and Robotics based on simulation and 
hardware in the twenty first century. 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The objective of this symposium is the development of new technologies for artificial life and 
robotics which have been recently born in Japan and are expected to be applied in various fields. 
This symposium will discuss new results in the field of artificial life and robotics. 
 
TOPICS 
 
Artificial brain research  
Artificial intelligence 
Artificial life  
Artificial living  
Artificial mind research  
Bioinformatics chaos  
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION (North-Holland). All correspondence related to the 
symposium should be addressed to AROB Secretariat. 
 
 
Dept. of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
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700 Dannoharu, Oita 870-1192, JAPAN 
TEL：+81-97-554-7841, FAX：+81-97-554-7818 
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MESSAGES 
 
 

 
Masanori Sugisaka 

General Chairman of AROB 
 

It is my great honor to invite you all to the Eleventh International
Symposium on Artificial Life and Robotics (AROB 11th ’06). 
  The symposiums from the first (February 18-20, 1996) to the tenth
(February 4-6, 2005) were organized by Oita University under the
sponsorship of the Science and Technology Policy Bureau, the Ministry of
Education, Science, Sports, and Culture (Monkasho), Japanese Government
and Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Asian Office of Aerospace
Research and Development (AFOSR/AOARD), USA and co-operated by
Santa Fe Institute (USA), SICE, RSJ, IEEJ, ICASE, CAAI, ISCIE, IEICE,
IEEE (Japan Council), and JARA. 
  I would like to express my sincere thanks to Monkasho, The
Commemorative Organization for the Japan World Exposition(‘70) and
scientific societies for their repeated support. 
  This Eleventh symposium is sponsored by The Commemorative
Organization for the Japan World Exposition(’70) and Japanese companies
(Mitsubishi Electric Corporation Advanced Technology R&D Center, Oita
Gas Co. Ltd., ME System Co.Ltd., Sanwa Shurui Co. Ltd., Yatsushika
Brewery Co. Ltd. And others. I would like to express special thanks for The
Commemorative Organization for the Japan World Exposition(’70) and the
companies stated above. 
  The symposium invites you to discuss the development of new
technologies in the 21st century concerning Artificial Life and Robotics,
based on simulation and hardware. 
  We hope that AROB 11th ’06 will facilitate the establishment of an
international joint research institute on Artificial Life and Robotics in future.
I hope that you will obtain fruitful results from exchange of ideas between
researchers during the symposium. 

 

 
 Masanori Sugisaka 

General Chairman 
(Professor, Oita University) 
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Hiroshi Tanaka 
Program Chairman 

 (Professor, Tokyo Medical 
 and Dental University) 

Hiroshi Tanaka 
Program Chairman of AROB 

 
On behalf of the program committee, it is my great pleasure and honor to

invite you all to the Eleventh International Symposium on Artificial Life and
Robotics (AROB 11th ’06). This symposium is made possible owing to the
cooperation of Oita University and Santa Fe Institute. We are also debt to
Japanese academic associations such as SICE, RSJ, and several private
companies. I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of those who
make this symposium possible. 

As is needless to say, the Alife and biologically-inspired Robotics
approach now attracts wide interests as a new paradigm of science and
engineering. Take an example in the field of bioscience, the accomplishment
of HGP (Human Genome Project) and subsequent post-genomic
comprehensive “Omics data” such as transcriptome, proteome and
metabolome, bring about vast amount of bio-information. However, as a
plenty of omics data becomes available, it becomes sincerely recognized that
the framework by which these omics data can be understood to make a
whole picture of life is critically necessary, thus, in the post-genomic era,
Alife approach is expected to give one of new alternative ideas to integrate
this vast amount of bio-data. 

This example shows the Alife approach is very promising and becomes
widely accepted as a paradigm of next generation of life science. We hope
this symposium becomes a forum for exchange of the ideas of the attendants
from various fields who are interested in the future possibility of complex
systems approach. 
  I am looking forward to meeting you in Beppu, Oita. 
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 Y. G. Zhang 

Vice Chairman of AROB 
 
Dear all friends and all participants,  

Here I would like to show my warm welcome to you all attending the
Eleventh International Symposium on Artificial Life and Robotics
(AROB’06). As you know, this annual symposium was founded in 1996 by
the support of Science and International Affairs Bureau, Ministry of
Education, Science, Sports, and Culture (presently, Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) of Japan. Since then AROB is
gradually become worldwide famous international symposium. Now AROB
is already not an “academic baby”, but “academic teenage”, and AROB also
owns an international journal, named the “Journal of Artificial Life and
Robotics” published by Springer in last eight years.  

The objective of AROB is aimed to develop new technologies for
Artificial Life and Robotics which have been born recently. The important
devotion of AROB is not only pay attention to the development of theory on
Artificial Life, but also expected to apply the principle to various fields,
especially, the combination of both the Artificial Life and Robotics together.
So far there are only few international symposiums or conference on
artificial life, however, AROB is the only one that to explore the new
generation of Robotics in far-sight with artificial life principle. This is a very
great and difficult career, and need continuous and consistent efforts of more
and more scientists and engineers. All participants to AROB are the part of
team and we are devoting to the same target. 

Beppu, the place of held most AROB symposium, is very charming
city in Japan, she has variety of hot spring (jijaoku), spa, beautiful bay and
colorful mountains. Her phantasmagoric visual change in various season
attract many tourists. I hope all of you enjoy and appreciate her. 

Finally, I would like to show my great thanks to all people who are
working for this AROB’06, including all staffs of AROB Lab, secretariat,
and students, the successful holding of AROB symposium is dependent on
the contributions of you all.  
 

          
 

Y. G. Zhang 
Vice Chairman 

(Professor, Academia Sinica) 
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 Ju-Jang Lee 

ViceChairman of AROB 
 
The 11th International Symposium on Artificial Life and Robotics (AROB)
will be held in Beppu, Oita, JAPAN from Jan. 23rd to 25th, 2006. This year's
Symposium will be held amidst the high expectations of the increasingly
important role of the new interdisciplinary paradigm of science and
engineering represented by the field of artificial life and robotics that is
continuously attracts wide interests among scientist, researchers, and
engineers around the globe. 
 
Since the time of the very first AROB meeting in 1996, each year,
distinguished researchers and technologists from around the world are
looking forward to attend and to meet at AROB. AROB is becoming the
annual excellent forum that represents a unique opportunity for the academic
and industrial communities to meet and assess the latest developments in this
fast growing artificial life and robotics field. AROB enables them to address
new challenges and share solutions, discuss research directions for the future,
exchange views and ideas, view the results of applied research, present and
discuss the latest development of new technologies and the relevant
applications. In addition, AROB offers offer the opportunity of hearing the
opinions of well known leading experts in the field through the keynote
sessions, provides the bases for regional and international collaborative
research, and enables to foresee the future evolution of new scientific
paradigms and theories contributed by the field of artificial life and robotics
and associated research area. The twenty-first century will become the
century of artificial life and intelligent machines in support of humankind
and AROB is contributing through wide technical topics of interest that
support this direction. 
 
It is a great for me as the Vice Chairman of the 11th AROB 2006 to welcome
everyone to this important event. Also, I would like to extend my special
thanks is owed to all the authors and speakers for contributing their research
works, the participants, and to forget the organizing team of the 11th AROB.
Looking forward to meet you at the 11th AROB in Beppu-Oita and wish you
all the best. 

         
 

Ju-Jang Lee 
Vice Chairman 

(Professor, KAIST) 
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Plenary talker: 
 PT1 Multi-locomotion robots -PDAC for intelligent control- 

T. Fukuda, 
Masahiro Doi, Hideki Kajima, Yoshihiko Asano, Takayuki Matsuno 

(Nagoya University, Japan) 
Yasuhisa Hasegawa (Tsukuba University, Japan), 

 
In this paper, we introduce the novel control method for multi-locomotion
robot named Passive Dynamic Autonomous Control (PDAC). PDAC
assumes two following premises: 1) point-contact 2) interlocking. The
second premise means that the angles of robot joints are connected with the
angle around contact point. The approach of PDAC is to describe the robot
dynamics as a 1-DOF autonomous system, which is the dynamics around
contact point. This approach makes it possible to generate natural motion.
The effectiveness of proposed method is confirmed by experiments using
multi-locomotion robot. 

 
 
 Prof. ToshioFukuda 
 
 
 
 

 PT2 Present State and Future of Intelligent Space Discussion  
on Implementation of RT in our Environments 

Hideki Hashimoto 
 Institute of Industrial Science 
 University of Tokyo, Japan 

http://dfs.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp 
 
“Intelligent Space” is a platform which we can implement advanced 
technologies easily to realize smart services to human. We have developed
and reported the vision system based on color information, the handover
scheme networking multi cameras, the human following mobile robot systems, 
the path generator based on human watching, etc. In this talk, I will 
summarize the present state of Intelligent Space and try to describe a future
from a viewpoint of system integration. Also we are now introducing 
RT(Robot Technology) to develop the Intelligent Space as an actual standard
platform which could be approved by Robotics Community.   

 

     
 

 
Prof. Hideki Hashimoto

 
 
 
 
 
 
 PT3 Development of Future Intelligent Sweet Home for the Disabled 

Ju-Jang Lee 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 

Korea 
 
This presentation introduces a new smart house, Intelligent Sweet Home,
developed at HWRS-ERC center of KAIST, Korea for testing advanced
concepts on independent living of the elderly and people with disabilities. The
work focuses on technical solutions for human-friendly motion/mobility
assistance and advanced human-machine interfaces that provide easy control of
both assistive robotic systems and home-installed applications. To improve the

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

©ISARO
Prof. Ju-Jang Lee
 inhabitant comfort, an intelligent bed, intelligent wheelchair and transferring
system between bed and wheelchair have been developed and tasted. The
solutions applied to their design comply with most of the user’s requirements
and suggestions collected by a special questionnaire survey among people with
disabilities. The intelligent sweet home behaves in accordance with the user
commands and/or the recognized intentions of the user. Various interfaces
based on hand gesture, voice, body movement and posture have been studied
and tested. The presentation shows the overall structures of the system and
explains the design and functionality of main system components. I hope that
this plenary talk will provide not only speech on the progress of new
technologies but also the future vision of a better life for the disabled and
elderly. 
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The Eleventh International Symposium on 
ARTIFICIAL LIFE AND ROBOTICS 

(AROB 11th '06) 
 
 

January 23 (Monday) 
Room E: 10:40-11:00 
 

Opening Ceremony 
  Chair: H.H. Lund (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark) 
 

Welcome Addresses  

1. General Chairman of AROB 
 

2. Program Chairman of AROB 
 

M. Sugisaka (Oita University, RIKEN, Japan) 
 
H. Tanaka (Tokyo Medical& Dental University, 
Japan) 

3. Vice Chairman of AROB 
 
4. Vice Chairman of AROB 
 

Y. G. Zhang (Academia Sinica, China) 
 
J. J. Lee (Korea Institute of Science and Technology, 
Korea) 

  

January 24 (Tuesday) 
Hotel Shiragiku: 18:20-20:20 
 

 

AROB Award Ceremony 
Chair: K. Watanabe (Saga University, Japan) 

Banquet 
  Chair: S. Sagara (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 

 

Welcome Addresses 
 T. Hano (President of Oita University, Japan) 

 

 H.H. Lund (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark) 
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TIME TABLE  
 RoomA RoomB RoomC RoomD RoomE 

 

Registration (Registration Desk) 
1/22    13:00  

(Sun)   17:00  
Welcome Party (at Beppu Kamenoi Hotel 3th Floor) 

Registration (Registration Desk) 

GS2(4) 

Chair  D. Ai 

will end at 10:00 

OS13(5) 

Chair  J .J. Lee 

GS21(5) 

Chair  S. Sagara 

GS12(5) 

Chair  S. Ishikawa  

Coffee Break 
Ceremony  

Plenary Talk 
PT1 T. Fukuda 
Chair  J .J. Lee

Lunch 

GS3(4) 

Chair  X. Wang 

OS10(4) 

Chair T.Yamamoto

 

GS22(4) 

Chair  N. Homma 

 

GS11(4) 

Chair  J-Q. Liu 

 

 

Coffee Break 
OS1(7) 

Chair  F. Dai 

 

OS4(7) 

Chair  J. M. Lee 

GS20(7) 

Chair  C-Y. Lee 

GS4(7) 

Chair  Z. Shi 

 

1/23     8:00 

(Mon)   8:40 

 

 
  

10:20 
10:40 

 
 
 
 
 

11:40 
 

12:40 
 
 
 
 
 

14:00  
14:10 

  
 
 
 

     
 
 
 

16:30 
 
 
 
 
 

17:50 

OS2(4) 

Chair  S. Omatu 

GS7(5) 

Chair  M. Eaton 

will end at 18:10 

GS6(4) 

Chair  K. Ikeda 

 

 

 

GS: General Session         OS: Organized Session 
 
GS1 Artificial Brain Research 
GS2 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅰ 
GS3 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅱ 
GS4 Artificial Life 
GS5 Computer Graphics 
GS6 Complexity 
GS7 Cooperative Systems 
GS8 Evolutionary Computations 
GS9 Genetic Algorithms-I 
GS10 Genetic Algorithms-Ⅱ 
GS11 Human-Machine 
GS12 Image Processing 
GS13 Intelligent Control and Modeling-I & Cognitive Science 
GS14 Intelligent Control and Modeling-Ⅱ 
GS15 Innovative Computations-I 
GS16 Innovative Computations-Ⅱ 
GS17 Mobile Vehicles & Human-Welfare Robotics 
GS18 Molecular Biology 
GS19 Neural Networks 

GS20 Robotics-I 
GS21 Robotics-Ⅱ 
GS22 Robotics-Ⅲ 
GS23 Others 
OS1 Student’s Session-Recognition and Control for Robot  
OS2 Intelligent Systems 
OS3 Biomimetic Machines and Robots 
OS4 Ubiquitous Automated Systems 
OS5 Bio-inspired Approach and Application 
OS6 Cognitive Robotics 
OS7 Intelligent Systems and Learning 
OS8 Vision, Automata and Neural Network 
OS9 Robotics, Automata and Control 
OS10 Soft Robotics and Information 
OS11 Dynamics and Control for Complex Systems 
OS12 Analysis and Implementation of Neural Systems 
OS13 Intelligent Sensor and Algorithm 
OS14 Robot Control and Application 
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GS: General Session         OS: Organized Session 

 RoomA RoomB RoomC RoomE 

Registration (Registration Desk)  

GS9(5) 

Chair   A. Nakamura  

will end at 10:20 

GS17(5) 

Chair  P. Sapaty 

will end at 10:20 

OS7(6) 

Chair  K. Abe 

 

  

Coffee Break 
 Plenary Talk 

PT2 H. Hashimoto 
Chair: K-B. Sim 

Lunch 
GS10(4) 
Chair   H. Yamamoto 
will end at 13:50 

GS8(5) 

Chair  M. Oswald 

GS13(5) 

Chair  J. S. Yang 

 

 

Coffee Break 
GS15(4) 

Chair  T. Arita 

will end at 15:50 

GS14(3) 

Chair  T. Nakashima  

will end at 15:30 

OS11(5) 

Chair  H. Suzuki 

GS16(4) 

Chair  Y. Ishida 

will end at 17:10 OS12(5) 

Chair  T. Kohno 

will end at 17:50 GS5(3) 

Chair  A. Niimi 

will end at 18:10 

GS19(6) 

Chair  Y. Kinouchi 

will end at 17:30 

 

AROB Award Ceremony (Chair K. Watanabe) 

Banquet -Hotel Shiragiku- (Chair S. Sagara)...... Welcome Address T. Hano / H. H. Lund 

1/24     8:00 

(Tue)     8:40 
 
 
 
 
 

10:40 
10:50 

 
 

11:30 

12:30 

 
 
 

     14:10  
14:30 

 
             

 
 
 

 
 
  

  
16:10 

 
 
 
 
 
 

        18:20 

20:20 
 

 
GS1 Artificial Brain Research 
GS2 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅰ 
GS3 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅱ 
GS4 Artificial Life 
GS5 Computer Graphics 
GS6 Complexity 
GS7 Cooperative Systems 
GS8 Evolutionary Computations 
GS9 Genetic Algorithms-I 
GS10 Genetic Algorithms-Ⅱ 
GS11 Human-Machine 
GS12 Image Processing 
GS13 Intelligent Control and Modeling-I & Cognitive Science 
GS14 Intelligent Control and Modeling-Ⅱ 
GS15 Innovative Computations-I 
GS16 Innovative Computations-Ⅱ 
GS17 Mobile Vehicles & Human-Welfare Robotics 
GS18 Molecular Biology 
GS19 Neural Networks 

GS20 Robotics-I 
GS21 Robotics-Ⅱ 
GS22 Robotics-Ⅲ 
GS23 Others 
OS1 Student’s Session-Recognition and Control for Robot  
OS2 Intelligent Systems 
OS3 Biomimetic Machines and Robots 
OS4 Ubiquitous Automated Systems 
OS5 Bio-inspired Approach and Application 
OS6 Cognitive Robotics 
OS7 Intelligent Systems and Learning 
OS8 Vision, Automata and Neural Network 
OS9 Robotics, Automata and Control 
OS10 Soft Robotics and Information 
OS11 Dynamics and Control for Complex Systems 
OS12 Analysis and Implementation of Neural Systems 
OS13 Intelligent Sensor and Algorithm 
OS14 Robot Control and Application 
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GS: General Session         OS: Organized Session 

 RoomA RoomB RoomC RoomE 

Registration (Registration Desk) 

OS14(6) 

Chair  S. H. Han 

OS6(6)  

Chair  M. Yokota 

OS5(6) 

Chair  I. Yoshihara 

 

Coffee Break 

 Plenary Talk 

PT3 J.J.Lee 

Chair  J. Du 

Lunch 

GS1(5) 

Chair  Y. G. Zhang 

OS8(5)  

Chair  Y. Yoshitomi 

 

OS3(6) 

Chair  K. Watanabe 

will end at 14:40 

GS18(4) 

Chair   K. Ohnishi  

will end at 15:40 

GS23(11) 

Chair   M. Rizon 

OS9(6)  

Chair  M. Kono 

 

Farewell Party (Room A) 

1/25     8:00 

(Wed) 8:40 

 

 

 

 
 

 
10:40 
11:00 

 
 
 
 

11:40 
              
 

12:40 
 
 
 

  
 

14:20 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

16:20 
 

17:00 
 

 
GS1 Artificial Brain Research GS20 Robotics-I 
GS2 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅰ GS21 Robotics-Ⅱ 
GS3 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅱ GS22 Robotics-Ⅲ 
GS4 Artificial Life GS23 Others 
GS5 Computer Graphics OS1 Student’s Session-Recognition and Control for Robot  
GS6 Complexity OS2 Intelligent Systems 
GS7 Cooperative Systems OS3 Biomimetic Machines and Robots 
GS8 Evolutionary Computations OS4 Ubiquitous Automated Systems 
GS9 Genetic Algorithms-I OS5 Bio-inspired Approach and Application 

OS6 Cognitive Robotics GS10 Genetic Algorithms-Ⅱ 
OS7 Intelligent Systems and Learning GS11 Human-Machine 
OS8 Vision, Automata and Neural Network GS12 Image Processing 
OS9 Robotics, Automata and Control GS13 Intelligent Control and Modeling-I & Cognitive Science 
OS10 Soft Robotics and Information GS14 Intelligent Control and Modeling-Ⅱ 
OS11 Dynamics and Control for Complex Systems GS15 Innovative Computations-I 
OS12 Analysis and Implementation of Neural Systems GS16 Innovative Computations-Ⅱ 
OS13 Intelligent Sensor and Algorithm GS17 Mobile Vehicles & Human-Welfare Robotics 
OS14 Robot Control and Application GS18 Molecular Biology 

GS19 Neural Networks 
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TECHNICAL PAPER INDEX 
 
January 23 (Monday) 
 
Room E 
 
11:00~11:40 Plenary Talk  
Chair J. J. Lee （Korea Institute of Science and Technology, Korea）           
 
PT-1  Multi-locomotion robots -PDAC for intelligent control-  
     T. Fukuda (Nagoya University, Japan) 
 
 
January 24 (Tuesday) 
 
Room E 
 
10:50~11:30 Plenary Talk 
Chair K-B. Sim（Chung-Ang University, Korea） 
  
PT-2  Present state and future of intelligent space –discussion on implementation of 

RT in our environments 
      H. Hashimoto(University of Tokyo, Japan) 
 
 
January 25 (Wednesday) 
 
Room E 
 
11:00~11:40 Plenary Talk  
Chair J. Du (Beijing Technology and Business University, China)             
 
PT-3  Development of future intelligent sweet home for the disabled 
      J. J. Lee (Korea Institute of Science and Technology, Korea) 
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January 23 (Monday) 
 
8:00~Registration 
 
Room A 
 
8:40~10:00 GS2 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅰ 
Chair: D. Ai (University of Science and Technology Beijing, China) 
 
GS2-１ Locating static targets by matching image frames 
      X. Wang(Niihama National College of Technology, Oita University, Japan) 
      M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
      J. Wang (Hebei University of Science and Technology, China) 
 
GS2-2 Perceptual and introspective learning for developmental robot 
      Z. Shi, Q. Li (Chinese Academy of Sciences, China) 
 
GS2-3 A robot control method using evolutive binary decision diagrams 
      M. Kanoh (Chukyo University, Japan) 
      H. Itoh (Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS2-4 Waste incinerator emission prediction using probabilistically optimal ensemble of 

multi-agents and neural networks 
D. Yamaguchi, M. Takahashi, E. Tazaki (Toin University of Yokohama, Japan) 
K. J. Mackin (Tokyo University of Information Sciences, Japan) 

 
12:40~14:00 GS3 Artificial Intelligence-Ⅱ 
Chair: X. Wang (Niihama National College of Technology, Japan)  
               
GS3-1 Model-based reinforcement learning for large-scale multi-agent games with 

sampling-based state estimation 
      H. Fujita, S. Ishii (Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan) 
       
GS3-2 Analyzing robustness in multi-agent reinforcement learning 

-A comparison between profit sharing and Q-learning 
       T. Nehashi, K. Takadama(Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan) 

    K. Miyazaki (National institution for Academic Degrees and University Evaluation, 
Japan)  

 
GS3-3 Natural policy gradient reinforcement learning method for a looper-like robot 

      Y. Nakamura, T. Mori, S. Ishii(Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST), 
Japan) 

 
GS3-4 Vector control of induction motor using advanced hybrid system based on GA and 

Bacteria Foraging 
      D-H. Kim (Hanbat National University, Korea) 
 
14:10~16:30 OS1 Student’s Session-Recognition and Control for Robot 
Chair: F. Dai (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
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Co-Chair: J. Hayashida (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS1-1 Remote Control of robot using wireless LAN 
      N. Kawasaki, F. Dai, Y. Fujihara (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS1-2 Research on face recognition system by genetic algorithm 
      F. Dai, T. Kodani, Y. Fujihara (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS1-3 Research on autonomous mobile robot for visually handicapped humans 
      T. Nakamura, F. Dai, Y. Fujihara (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS1-4 Walking orbit of biped robot by using the simulation 
    K. Umezaki, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
OS1-5 Motion trace through head control 
     E. Goubaru, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
OS1-6 Characteristic measurement of artificial muscle  
     S. Ichikawa, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
OS1-7 Motion control of biped robot 
     K. Kabata, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
16:30~17:50 OS2 Intelligent Systems  
Chair: S. Omatu (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
Co-Chair: H. Ido (Niihama National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS2-1 Intelligent classification of bill money 

S. Omatu (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
      T. Kosaka(Glory TD Himeji, Japan) 
      M. Teranisi (Nara University of Education, Japan) 
 
OS2-2 Intelligent smell classification by neural networks 

S. Omatu,T. Fujinaka, S. Okazaki(Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
      T. Sumiya, M. Ono (Funai Electric Advanced Applied Technology, Research Institute 

Inc., Japan) 
 
OS2-3 Graph construction with maximum number of trees by continuous edge addition 
      H. Ido, Y. Ohama, T. Takahashi (Niihama National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS2-４ Graph Extension with Constant Connectivity 
      H. Ido (Niihama National College of Technology, Japan) 

S. Omatu (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
 

Room B 
 
8:40~10:20 OS13 Intelligent Sensor and Algorithm 
Chair: J. J. Lee(Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Korea) 
Co-Chair: M. Habib (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, 
Korea) 
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OS13-1 Design and fabrication of tactile sensor system of FBG optical fiber sensors 
      J. S. Heo, J.J. Lee (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Korea) 
 
OS13-2 Implementation of an intelligent personalized digital library system based on 

improved negotiation mobile multi agents,  
      Y. I. Cho (Suwon University, Korea) 
  
OS13-3 Crowd simulation with virtual force model 
       C.Y. Lee (Kyungpook National University, Korea) 

S. Baek (ETRI, Korea) 
 

OS13-4 Driver fatigue detection using genetic algorithm 
       S. Jin, S-Y. Park. J. J. Lee(Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, 

Korea) 
 
OS13-5 Virtual planes and active vision for fast 3D real time obstacle detection and avoidance 
      M. K. Habib, J. J. Lee(Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Korea) 
  
12:40~14:00 OS10 Soft Robotics and Information 
Chair: T. Yamamoto (University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
Co-Chair: H. Kinjo (University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
 
OS10-1 Identification using dynamical neural network with modified BP method 
      K. Nakazono, H. Kinjo (University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 

K. Ohnishi (Keio University, Japan) 
 

OS10-2 Nonholonomic system control using neurocontroller evolved by genetic algorithm 
      N. Ogino, H. Kinjo, K. Nakazono, T. Yamamoto(University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
 
OS10-3 Searching performance of real-coded genetic algorithm using biased probability 

distribution functions and mutation 
      H. Nakanishi, H. Kinjo, N. Oshiro, T. Yamamoto (University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
 
OS10-4 A self-organizing model of place cells with periodically distributed receptive fields 
      N. Oshiro, K. Kurata, T. Yamamoto(University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
 
14:10~16:30 OS4 Ubiquitous Automated Systems 
Chair: J. M. Lee (Pusan National University, Korea) 
Co-Chair: S-C. Kim (Pusan National University, Korea) 
 
OS４-1 On-line prognostics health maintenance for induction motors based on time-series data mining 
      J. Park, Y. Kim, Y-I. Kim, H. Bae, S. Kim (Pusan National University, Korea)  
 
OS４-2 The curvature detect system of the lane using image 
      J-w. Kim, S-k. Ha, S-b. Cho, K-r. Baek (Pusan National University, Korea) 
 
OS４-3 Implementation mass flow controller for adaptive PID 
      B. Cho, K. Baek (Pusan National University, Korea) 
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OS4-4 A force reflection electronic joystick using single hall sensor 
      S.K. Cho, S. S. Han, J.M. Lee (Pusan National University, Korea) 

 
OS4-5 An self-localization of mobile robot in an RFID sensor space 
     B. S. Choi, H. S. Choi, J. M. Lee (Pusan National University, Korea) 
 
OS4-6 Fuzzy posture control for biped walking robot based on force sensor for ZMP 
     K.C. Choi, M.C. Lee, J. M. Lee (Pusan National University, Korea) 
 
OS4-7 Bluetooth network for distributed autonomous robotic system 
     S-H. Whang, I-H. Jang, K-B. Sim (Chung-Ang University, Korea) 
 
16:30~18:10 GS7 Cooperative Systems 
Chair: M. Eaton (University of Limerick, Ireland)                  
 
GS7-1 Mapping children and playgrounds into multi-agent systems 
      A. Derakhshan, F. Hammer, H. H. Lund (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark) 
      Y. Demazeau (CNRS, Laboratoire LEIBNIZ, Institut IMAG, France) 
 
GS7-2 Reference-position detection using fan beam laser for cooperative localization of 
       multiple mobile robots 
      H. Takai, J.Mitsuoka (Hiroshima City University, Japan) 

K. Tachibana(Osaka Gakuin University, Japan） 
 

GS7-3 Learning method of cooperative team play using the immune system 
      N. Kogawa, K. Kobayashi, M. Obayashi, T. Kuremoto (Yamaguchi University, Japan) 
 
GS7-4 A study on stability analysis of cooperative AGV systems using decentralized control 
       algorithm  
      J. H. Suh, K. S. Lee(Dong-A University, Korea) 
      Y. B. Kim(Pukyong National University, Korea) 
 
GS7-5 Development of learning support system for piano-keying 

-Relationship between the activity of finger muscles and key release velocities of an 
expert- 

      T. Tamei, T. Shibata, S. Ishii(Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan) 
 
Room C 
 
8:40~10:20 GS21 Robotics-Ⅱ 
Chair: S. Sagara (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan)                   
 
GS21-1 Implementation of infrared wireless communication system for multi-mobile robots’ 

team operations 
      H. Takai, T. Ninomiya (Hiroshima City University, Japan) 
      K. Tachibana (Osaka Gakuin University, Japan) 
  
GS21-2 The development of robot palletizing simulator using pallet pattern algorithm and 

trajectory optimization 
      S-n. Yu, S-j. Lim, H-k.Yoon, C-s.Han (Han Yang University, Korea) 
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GS21-3 Redundant arm positioning control by linear visual servoing based on linear 

approximation of forward kinematics 
      S. Mukai, N. Maru (Wakayama University, Japan) 
 
GS21-4 A study of an autonomous mobile robot for sewer inspection system 
      A. Ahrary, A. Nassiraei (FAIS-Robotics Research Institute, Kyushu Institute of 

Technology, Japan) 
     M. Ishikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS21-5 Detection of face pose with neural networks 
      Y-Z. Chang, G-T. Hung (Chang Gung University, Taiwan) 
  
12:40~14:00 GS22 Robotics-Ⅲ 
Chair: N. Homma (Tohoku University, Japan)                 
 
GS22-1 A study on the development of actively controlled anti-seasickness bed 
      Y. B. Kim (Pukyong National University, Korea) 
      J. H. Suh, K. S. Lee (Dong-A University, Korea) 
  
GS22-2 A modeling and position control based on two –mass system for machine stand 

vibration system 
      S. Watanabe, F. Ohkawa, R. Oguro, J. Kobayashi (Kyushu Institute of Technology, 

Japan) 
 
GS22-3 Reinforcement learning of switching multiple controllers to control a real robot 
       Y. Tokita, Y. Nakamura, S. Ishii (NARA Institute of Science and Technology, Japan) 
       J. Yoshimoto (Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Promotion Corporation, 

Japan) 
 
GS22-4 Real time control of humanoid-robot cooperative motion using a genetic algorithm 

and neural network 
      K-J. Choi, Y-K. Hwang, D. S. Hong (Changwon National University, Korea) 
 
14:10~16:30 GS20 Robotics-Ⅰ 
Chair: C-Y. Lee (Kyungpook National University, Korea) 
 
GS20-1 Navigation system for an autonomous robot using an ocellus camera in indoor 

environment 
       T. Umeno, E. Hayashi (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS20-2 RAC for underwater vehicle-manipulator systems using dynamic equation 
       T. Yatoh, S. Sagara, M. Tamura (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
  
GS20-3 Digital tracking control of space robots using transpose of Generalized Jacobian 

Matrix  
S. Sagara (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
Y. Taira (National Fisheries University, Japan) 
 

GS20-4 Optimal parameter tuning in proportional control for the unicycle mobile robot  
:An experimental study 
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       D. Hazry, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
GS20-5 Development of an autonomous personal robot “System of recognition for work” 

H. Mizoguchi, Y. Matsumoto, E. Hayashi (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
 
GS20-6 A model of Mckibben muscle actuator based on experiment 
      H. Zhao (University of Science and Technology Beijing, China / Oita University, 

Japan) 
M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
D. Yu (University of Science and Technology Beijing, China) 

 
GS20-7 Offensive strategy of a billiard robot 
      J-S. Yang, J-T. Li (Tamkang University, Taiwan) 

C.Y. Yang (Northern Taiwan Institute of Science and Technology, Taiwan) 
 

16:30~17:50 GS6 Complexity 
Chair: K. Ikeda (Kyoto University, Japan) 
 
GS6-1 VeriSync:A verification system for firing squad synchronization protocols on 

one-dimensional cellular automata 
      K. Matsumoto, H. Umeo (University of Osaka Electro-Communication, Japan) 
 
GS6-2 State-efficient synchronization protocols for communication-restricted cellular 

automata 
      T. Yanagihara, M. Kanazawa, H. Umeo (University of Osaka Electro-Communication, 

Japan) 
 
GS6-3 Analysis and simulation of group dynamics based on interaction between decision 

making and Heider’s POX systems 
      T. Nomura (Ryukoku University, Japan) 
 
GS6-4 Cut off of Zipfs power law in US cities 
      K. Yamasaki, M. Ohshiro, K.J. Mackin, E. Nunohiro (Tokyo University of information 

Sciences, Japan) 
 
Room D 
 
8:40~10:20 GS12 Image Processing 
Chair: S. Ishikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan)                 
 
GS12-1 Visualization of an invisible space based on the MR technique 
      S. Hashimoto, J. K. Tan, S. Ishikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS12-2 Face emotion recognition-a survey 
      M. Karthigayan, M. Rizon , S. Yaacob, R. Nagarajan（Northern Malaysia University 

College of Engineering, Malaysia) 
       
GS12-3 Moments in IC chip classification 
      M. Karthigayan, R.Nagarajan, S. Yaacob, P. Pandian, M. Rizon (Northern Malaysia 

  University College of Engineering, Malaysia) 
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      M. Rozailan (Terengganu Advanced Technical Institute(TATI), Malaysia) 
 
GS12-4 Dimensions reduction for face recognition using principal component analysis 
      M. F. Hashim, M. Rizon ,P. Saad, M. Karthigayan S. Yaakob, H. Yazid (Kolej 

Kejuruteraan Utara Malaysia (KUKUM), Malaysia) 
      M. R. Mamat (Terengganu Advanced Technical Institute (TATI), Malaysia) 
 
GS12-5 Automatic motion detection for surveillance 
      N. Mokhtar, M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
12:40~14:00 GS11 Human-Machine 
Chair: J-Q. Liu (ATR Network Informatics Labs., Japan)               
 
GS11-1 Surface based spatial awareness for mobile robots 
      K. Kanev (The University of Aizu, Japan) 
      S. Kimura (Kanazawa University, Japan) 
 
GS11-2 Interactive musical editing system to support human errors and offer personal 

preferences for an automatic piano- A system of inferring phrase expression- 
      Y. Hikisaka, E.Hayashi (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS11-3 Minimal design of “in situ” communication agents 
      N. Matsumoto, H. Fujii, M. Okada (ATR Network Informatics Laboratories, Japan) 
 
GS11-4 A novel human-environment interface for conceptualizing spatial information in  

non-speech audio 
      S. Nomura, M. Tsuchinaga, Y. Nojima, T. Shiose, H. Kawakami, O. Katai (Kyoto 

University, Japan) 
      K. Yamanaka (Federal University of Uberlandia, Brasil) 
 
14:10~16:30 GS4 Artificial Life 
Chair: H.H Lund (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark) 
 
GS4-1 Emerging cell array based on reaction-diffusion 
      S. Miyashita (University of Zurich, Switzerland) 
      S. Murata (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS4-2 Biomimetic control of mobile robots based on the information processing model of 

Paramecium 
      A. Hirano, T. Tsuji, N. Takiguchi (Hiroshima University, Japan) 
      H. Ohtake (Osaka University, Japan) 
 
GS4-3 Evolutionary simulation of an agent based mobility system using indirect 

communication 
      F. Zanlungo (University of Bologna, Italy) 

T. Arita (Nagoya University, Japan) 
     
GS4-4 Evolution, development and learning in the prisoner’s dilemma game 
      Y. Ogawa, T. Arita (Nagoya University, Japan) 
 
GS4-5 Describing metabolic pathways using an artificial chemistry based on pattern matching 
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  and recombination 
      Y. Suzuki, K. Tominaga (Tokyo University of Technology, Japan) 
GS4-6 Morphogenesis of 3D sheets exploiting a spatial condition 
      S. Miyashita (University of Zurich, Switzerland) 
 
GS4-7 Sexual reproduction in digital organisms 
     D. Ai, X. Ban. Y. Yin, X. Tu (University of Science and Technology Beijing, China) 
  
January 24 (Tuesday) 
 
8:00~ Registration 
 
Room A 
 
8:40~10:20 GS9 Genetic Algorithms-Ⅰ 
Chair: A. Nakamura (National Institute of Advanced Science and Technology 

(AIST), Japan)                               
 
GS9-1 Development of NC tool path generation system by absolute and incremental type  

individual  
      H. Yamamoto, R.B. Ramli (Gifu University, Japan) 
 
GS9-2 A study of selecting optimal parameters for genetic algorithm 
      S.Y. Park, S. Jin, J.J. Lee (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 

Technology(KAIST), Korea.) 
 

GS9-3 The new DFM approach based on genetic algorithm 
      M. Yoshikawa, H. Terai (Ritsumeikan University, Japan) 
 
GS9-4 Design of an augmented automatic choosing control with constrained input by 
      extremizing a combination of Hamiltonian and Lyapunov functions 
      T. Nawata (Kumamoto National College of Technology, Japan) 

H. Takata (Kagoshima University, Japan) 
 

GS9-5 Colour quantisation using simulated annealing 
      G. Schaefer, L. Nolle (Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom) 

 T. Nakashima( Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
 
12:30~13:50 GS10 Genetic Algorithms-Ⅱ 
Chair: H. Yamamoto (Gifu University, Japan) 
 
GS10-1 Applying genetic algorithm to a programming training support system 
      E. Nunohiro, K. J. Mackin, M. Ohshiro, K. Yamasaki(Tokyo University of Information 

Sciences, Japan) 
 
GS10-2 Automatic generation of B-spline curve using the evolution technique 
      M. Saito, S. Serikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS10-3 A genetic approach to the design of autonomous agents for futures trading 
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      H. Kitano, T. Nakashima, H. Ishibuchi (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
 
GS10-4 Comparison between self-organization with sampling and genetic algorithms in 

multi-modal function 
     T. Higo, K. Takadama (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)  
     M. Katuhara, T. Majima (National Maritime Research Institute , Japan) 
 
14:30~16:10 OS11 Dynamics and Control for Complex Systems 

Chair: H. Suzuki(The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
Co-Chair: S. Horai (The University of Tokyo, Japan)        
 
OS11-1 A simple model of evolving ecosystems 
     T. Shimada, K. Aihara (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, The 

University of Tokyo, Japan) 
Y. Murase, S. Yukawa, N. Ito(The University of Tokyo, Japan) 

 
OS11-2 The behavioral adaptation and the diversification in ecosystem 
      Y. Murase, S.Yukawa, N. Ito (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
      T. Shimada (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 
 
OS11-3 Stability of equilibrium state of multi-type SIS model on network with certain property 
      N. Sugimine (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 

      K. Aihara ( Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, The University of 
Tokyo, Japan) 

 
OS11-4 On chaos suppression by resonant parametric perturbation 
      M. Sekikawa (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 

  N. Inaba (Utsunomiya University, Japan) 
   K. Aihara ( The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
 

OS11-5 State estimation with finite data rates and information pattern 
      H. Shimokawa (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 

   K. Aihara (The University of Tokyo, Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, 
JST, Japan) 

 
16:10~17:50 OS12 Analysis and Implementation of Neural Systems 
Chair : T. Kohno(The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
Co-Chair: Y. Hirata (The University of Tokyo) 
 
OS12-1 Modeling of birdsong learning with chaotic Elman network 
      M. Funabashi (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
     K. Aihara (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
 
OS12-2 Classification of the spike sequences by discriminating their sources of time 

correlation 
 K. Fujiwara (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 

K. Aihara(The University of Tokyo, and ERATO, JST, Japan) 
 
OS12-3 Spike train surrogates and dual coding 
     Y. Hirata, H. Suzuki (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
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K. Aihara (The University of Tokyo, Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, 
JST, Japan) 
 

OS12-4 Dynamic switching of neural coding schemes in a network with gap junctions  
      Y. Katori, K. Aihara (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 
     N. Masuda (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, RIKEN Brain 

Science Institute, Japan) 
 
OS12-5 MOSFET implementation of two-dimensional neuron model 

T. Takemoto (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
T. Kohno, S. Tsuji (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, Japan) 
K. Aihara (Aihara Complexity Modelling Project, ERATO, JST, The University of 
Tokyo, Japan) 

 
Room B 
 
8:40~10:20 GS17 Mobile Vehicles & Human-Welfare Robotics 
Chair: P. Sapaty (National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine)           
 
GS17-1 A stepping motor control for electric vehicle 
      M. Sugisaka, K. Ahmad (Oita University, Japan)  
 
GS17-2 Reinforcement learning with self-instruction by using dual Q-tables  
      O. Nishimura, H. Matsui, C. Hioki, Y. Nomura ( Mie University, Japan) 

C. Hioki (Toyota Communication Systems Co., Ltd., Japan) 
 

GS17-3 Position estimation of a mobile robot using U-SAT (Ultrasonic Satellites)  
      S.Y. Kim, C. S. Kim, S. M. Kim , M. H. Lee( Pusan National University, Korea) 
 
GS17-4 Robotics safety issues for human welfare in an automated manufacturing system 
      B. Rajamony, M. Rizon (Northern Malaysia University College of Engineering, 

Malaysia) 
 
GS17-5 Asymmetry analysis of human motions for examining rehabilitation training 

K. Noda, J.K. Tan, S. Ishikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan)  
N. Kito, K. Okumura (Kawashima Orthopedic Hospital, Japan) 
 

 
12:30~14:10 GS8 Evolutionary Computations 
Chair: M. Oswald (Vienna University of Technology, Austria)                  
 
GS8-1 Optimization of coordinated control parameters of traffic signals using ACO 
      M. Shinohara, K. Shoji, F. Toyama, J. Miyauchi (Utsunomiya University, Japan) 
 
GS8-2 Evolution strategies based gaussian sum particle filter for state estimation of nonlinear 

stochastic systems 
      K. Uosaki, T. Hatanaka ( Osaka University, Japan) 
 
GS8-3 A new algorithm for obtaining molecular information based on TaqMan real time PCR 
      Z. Ibrahim (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia / Meiji University, Japan) 

Y. Tuboi, S. Sasaki, T. Yamaguchi, O. Ono (Meiji University, Japan) 
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GS8-4 Automatic evolution of bipedal locomotion in a simulated humanoid robot with many 

degrees of freedom 
      M. Eaton, T.J.Davitt (University of Limerick, Ireland) 
 
GS8-5 Interpretability-accuracy tradeoff by multiobjective genetics-based machine learning 

for pattern classification problems 
      Y. Nojima, H. Ishibuchi (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
 
14:30~15:50 GS15 Innovative Computations-Ⅰ 
Chair: T. Arita (Nagoya University, Japan)                  
 
GS15-1 Recovering the network through mutual recognition and copying 
       Y. Ishida, Y. Sugawara (Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS15-2 Dynamics of spatial strategies in regulating copying strategies in a self-repair 

network 
      Y. Ishida, M. Oohashi (Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS15-3 Sensor data mining system with multiagent approach for metrological data and 

pachinko system 
A. Niimi (Future University-Hakodate, Japan) 
 

GS15-4 Application of graduated PCR in concentration-controlled direct-proportional 
length-based DNA computing 

       Z. Ibrahim (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia / Meiji University, Japan) 
Y. Tsuboi, O. Ono (Meiji University, Japan) 
 

15:50~17:10 GS16 Innovative Computations-Ⅱ  
Chair: Y. Ishida (Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan) 
   
GS16-1 Molecular computing approach for constraint assignment problem 
       Z. Ibrahim(Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia / Meiji University, Japan) 

Y. Tsuboi, O. Ono (Meiji University, Japan) 
 

GS16-2 Matrix multiplication by DNA computing 
       N. Kasai,Y. Tsuboi, O.Ono(Meiji University, Japan) 

  Z. Ibrahim (Meiji University, Japan / Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia) 
 
GS16-3 Independent agents in a globalized world modelled by tissue P systems 
       M. Oswald (Vienna University of Technology, Austria) 
 
GS16-4 A bioinformatics method for signaling pathways in cells 
     J-Q. Liu, K. Shimohara (ATR Network Informatics Laboratories, Japan) 

 
17:10~18:10 GS5 Computer Graphics  
Chair: A. Niimi (Future University-Hakodate, Japan)                
 
GS5-1 3-D Modeling of remote dynamic situations using mobile stereo cameras 
      I. Yamaguchi, J. K. Tan, S. Ishikawa ( Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
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GS5-2 Tracking an object using an update type two-dimensional histogram 
      H. Uemura, J. K Tan, S. Ishikawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
GS5-3 Detecting method of coconuts location using circular hough transform 
      M. Rizon, H.Yazid, P.Saad, A.Y. M. Shakaff, A.R.Saad, S. Yaacob, M.Karthigayan,  

M. F. Hashim (Northern Malaysia University College of Engineering, Malaysia) 
      M. Sugisaka (Waseda University, Oita University, Japan) 
      M. R. Mamat (Terengganu Advanced Technical Institute (TATI), Malaysia) 
 
Room C 
 
8:40~10:40 OS7 Intelligent Systems and Learning 
Chair: K. Abe (Nihon University, Japan) 
Co-Chair: N. Homma(Tohoku University, Japan) 
 
OS7-1 Brain regions related to odor learning and memory in terrestrial slug, Inciralia  

fruhstorferi:Two lobes of the cerebral ganglion show different spatio-temporal 
activities 

      Y. Makino, H. Makinae, T. Obara, M. Yano (Tohoku University, Japan) 
 
OS7-2 Natural intelligence: Noise-resistance of neural spike communication 
      N. Homma, M. Sakai (Tohoku University, Japan) 

K. Fuchigami (Toshiba Med. Sys. Corp., Japan) 
K. Abe (Nihon University, Japan) 
 

OS7-3 Acquisition of deterministic exploration behavior by reinforcement learning 
      K. Shibata (Oita University, Japan) 
 
OS7-4 Hierarchical Q-learning in POMDP environments 
      H. Kamaya (Hachinohe National College of Technology, Japan) 

 K. Abe ( Nihon University, Japan) 
 

OS7-5 Improvement of finishing quality on blow mold’s constriction parts by using an 
intelligent finishing robot 

      F. Nagata (Fukuoka Industrial Technology Center, Japan) 
      T. Hase, M. Omoto, Z. Haga (Meiho Co.Ltd., Japan) 

K. Watanabe( Saga University, Japan) 
 

OS7-6 Self-organizing neural networks for incremental category learning 
      M. Sakai, K. Takei, N. Homma (Tohoku University, Japan) 

Y. Koyanaka (FANUC LTD, Japan) 
K. Abe (Nihon University, Japan) 

 
12:30~14:10 GS13 Intelligent Control and Modeling-Ⅰ& Cognitive Science  
Chair: J. S. Yang (Tamkang University, Taiwan)                   
 
GS13-1 Simplified geometric models in skill-based manipulation for practical use 

A. Nakamura, K. Kitagaki, T. Suehiro (National Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology (AIST), Japan) 
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GS13-2 Constructing technique of state space with low dependence on sensor configurations 

for autonomous mobile robots 
     T. Shibuya, T. Hamagami(Yokohama National University, Japan) 
 
GS13-3 Emergent Societies :An advanced IT support of crisis relief missions  
      P. Sapaty (National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine) 
      M. Sugisaka(Oita University, Japan) 
      R. Finkelstein(Robotic Technology Inc., USA) 
      J. Delgado-Frias (Washington State University, USA) 
      N. Mirenkov (University of Aizu, Japan) 
 
GS13-4 Cognitive contour detection for negative filtering 
      Z. Petres, B. Resko (The University of Tokyo, Japan / Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 

Hungary) 
H. Hashimoto (The University of Tokyo, Japan) 
 

GS13-5 Multistable perception model by multilayered bidirectional associative memory 
    K. Kitamura, T. Isokawa. H. Nishimura, N. Kamiura, N. Matsui (University of Hyogo, 

Japan) 
 
14:30~15:30 GS14 Intelligent Control and Modeling -Ⅱ 
Chair: T. Nakashima (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
 
 
GS14-1 Comparative study on fuzzy and non-fuzzy cost-sensitive classification systems  
      T. Nakashima, Y. Yokota, H. Ishibuchi (Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) 
      G. Schaefer (Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom) 
 
GS14-2 Emergent design of a control system for cooperation between robots 

       K. Nakayama, K. Shimohara (ATR Network Informatics Lab., Japan) 
       H. Matsui (Mie University, Japan) 

       
GS14-3 A design of mass estimated adaptive friction compensator for position control of 

linear motor system 
      J. W. Lee, J. H. Suh, K.S. Lee (Dong-A University, Korea) 
 
15:30 ~17:30 GS19 Neural Networks 
Chair: Y. Kinouchi( Tokyo University of Information Sciences, Japan)             
 
GS19-1 Implicit principle discovery in tourism geography information based on data mining  
       D. Junping (Beijing Technology and Business University, China) 
       G. Wensheng (University of Science and Technology, China) 
 
GS19-2 Development of neural network based pattern classification system for cDNA micro 

array 
     D-W. Kim, C-H. Park, H-C.Yang, K-B. Sim (Chung-Ang University, Korea) 

 
GS19-3 Remarks on tracking method of neural network weight change for adaptive type 

neural network direct controller 
       T. Yamada (Ibaraki University, Japan) 
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GS19-4 Situation recognition mechanism based on the fuzzy ART for a communication robot 
       K. Iwatsubo, Y. Hoshi, B. T. Nohara (Musashi Institute of Technology, Japan) 
       Y. Haga (Bandai Co.,Ltd., Japan) 
 
GS19-5 Multi-module neural network system with concept formation and primitive 

consciousness 
       Y. Kinouchi, K. Masuda (Tokyo University of Information Sciences, Japan) 
       S. Inabayashi (Pacific Technos Corp., Japan) 
 
GS19-6 A bayesian approach to blind source separation with variable number of sources 
       J. Hirayama. S. Maeda, S. Ishii (Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan) 
 
January 25 (Wednesday) 
 
8:00~ Registration 
 
Room A 
 
8:40~10:40 OS14 Robot Control and Application 
Chair: S. H. Han (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-1 A controller design for a motion generator based on dual linear motors 
      D. H. Lee, S.Y. Seo, W. S. Choi, S-H. Lee, H. S. Kim (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-2 Stiffness analysis of a limited-DOF parallel manipulator including the compliance of 

both joints and links 
      H. S. Kim, C-R. Shin, J-W. Kim, S-H. Lee (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-3 A robust adaptive control of robot manipulator based-on DSPs 
      S. H. Han, U. Z. Na, W. S. Lee, H. B. Shin, Y. K. Kim (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-4 A Study on image based visual feedback control of robot system 
      S. H. Han, U. Z. Na, H. R. Kim, Y. K. Kim, C. R. Shin(Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-5 Lateral-shearing interferometer for optical testing of DVD pick-up lenses 
      B. C. Kim, S.H.Kim. Y. K. Kwon, W. I. Kim (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
OS14-6 Permanent magnet biased magnetic bearings and robotic applications 
       T. H. Son, U.J. Na (Kyungnam University, Korea) 
 
12:40~14:20 GS1 Artificial Brain Research 
Chair: Y.G. Zhang (Academia Sinica, China) 
 
GS1-1 A free-scale model of knowledge growth 
      Y. G. Zhang, L. Tang (Academia Sinica, China) 
      M. Sugisaka ( Oita University, Japan) 
 
GS1-2 Fundamental study of dielectric elastomer as artificial muscle 
      J. Hayashida, F. Dai, Y. Fujihara (Matsue National College of Technology, Japan) 
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GS1-3 A state space filter for reinforcement learning 
      M. Nagayoshi (Kobe University, Hyogo Assistive Technology Research and Design 

Institute, Japan) 
H. Murao, H. Tamaki (Kobe University, Japan) 
 

GS1-4 Prediction of the aperiodic time series of a visual target by humans 
      M. Shikauchi, S. Ishii, T. Shibata (Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan) 
 
GS1-5 Robotic emotion generation using dynamics-based information processing 
      M. Hashimoto (Shinshu University, Japan) 

 Y. Katoh (Harmonic Drive Systems Inc, Japan) 
 

14:20~15:40 GS18 Molecular Biology & Bio-inspired Approach 
Chair: K. Ohnishi (Niigata University, Japan)               
 
GS18-1 Data manipulation of DNA relational database 
      Y. Kita, S. Kashiwamura ( Hokkaido University, Japan) 

A. Kameda ( CREST, Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), Japan) 
M. Yamamoto, A. Ohuchi(Hokkaido University, CREST, Japan Science and 
Technology Agency(JST), Japan)  
 

GS18-2 Stability evaluation method of DNA tile structure 
      N. Iimura, F. Tanaka (Hokkaido University, Japan) 

M. Yamamoto, A. Ohuchi(Hokkaido University, CREST, Japan Science and 
Technology Agency(JST), Japan)  

      A. Kameda ( CREST, Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), Japan) 
 
GS18-3 Evolutionary emergence of the 16S/18S-ribosomal RNA from a poly-tRNA structure  
      containing a”(5’)tRNA(Gly)-spacer-tRNA(Cys)-spacer-tRNA(Leu)(3’)”region 
      K. Ohnishi, S. Hokari (Niigata Univeresity, Japan) 
 
GS18-4 Stochastic analysis of schema distribution in multiplicative landscape 
     H. Furutani, S. Katayama , M.Sakamoto(University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
     T. Ito (Ube National College of Technology, Japan) 
 
Room B 
 
8:40~10:40 OS6 Cognitive Robotics 
Chair: M. Yokota (Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 
Co-Chair: G. Capi (Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS6-1 Integrated multimedia understanding based on mental image directed semantic theory 
  M. Yokota, G. Capi (Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS6-2 Associative learning method in hyper-column model 
    A. Shimada, R. Taniguchi (Kyushu University, Japan) 

N. Tsuruta (Fukuoka University, Japan) 
 

OS6-3 Incremental acquisition of behavioral concepts through social interactions with a 
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caregiver 
    T. Taniguchi, T. Sawaragi (Kyoto University, Japan) 
 
OS6-4 A step towards artificial ‘Kansei’ 
    K. Sugita, G. Capi, M. Yokota( Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 
 
OS6-5 A spoken language interface to a mobile robot 

     J. Bos (Universita di Roma “La Sapienza”, Italy) 
T. Oka (Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 

 
OS6-6 Performance evaluation of evolutionary multiobjective optimization 

     G. Capi, M. Yokota ( Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Japan) 
K. Bode (Polytechnic University of Tirana, Albania) 

 
12:40~14:40 OS3 Biomimetic Machines and Robots 
Chair: K. Watanabe (Saga University, Japan) 
Co-Chairman: K. Izumi (Saga University, Japan) 
 
OS3-1 Mobile robot navigation by visual perception with vision decision agent in an  

unstructured environment 
C. D. Pathiranage, K. Watanabe, K. Izumi(Saga University, Japan)  

 
OS3-2 Guiding mobile robots in ubiquitous environment using binocular vision system and 

intelligent decision making 
      J. C. Balasuriya, K. Watanabe, K. Izumi (Saga University, Japan) 
 
OS3-3 Kansei and human experience analysis for mobile robot navigation in ubiquitous environment  
      J. C. Balasuriya, K. Watanabe, K. Izumi (Saga University, Japan) 

C. A. Marasinghe(University of Aizu, Japan) 
 

OS3-4 A natural language based human friendly network robotic system 
      C. Jayawardena, K. Watanabe, K. Izumi (Saga University, Japan) 
 
OS3-5 Some properties of coupled Van del Pol Oscillators with Inhibitory or excitory 

connections 
      K. Izumi, A. Tajima, G. L. Liu, K. Watanabe (Saga University, Japan) 
 
OS3-6 Optimal design method for region setting in fuzzy energy switching control of 

underactuated manipulators 
      K. Ichida, K. Izumi, K. Watanabe, N. Uchida (Saga University, Japan) 
 
14:40~16:20 GS23 Others 
Chair: M.Rizon (Northern Malaysia University College of Engineering, Malaysia) 
 
GS23-1 Design and implementation of a novel part-feeding fixture mechanism for a stationary 

robot 
      T. C. Manjunath (Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India) 
 
GS23-2 Remarks on texture synthesis and texture segmentation with the aid of multi-level 

logistic model of Markov Random Field 
      T. Kubik (Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland) 
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  M. Sugisaka (Oita University, Japan) 
 
GS23-3 Tension-based movement corrections of the artificial agent 
      B. Matosiuk, B. Grzyb (Maria Curie-Sklodowska University, Poland) 
 
GS23-4 Development of a mobile robot for video and thermal monitoring of railway tunnels 
      N. M. Bykova, S. V. Yeliseev, A. A. Loukianov, A. P. Khomenko (Irkutsk State 

University of Railway Transport, Russia) 
 
GS23-5 A unique design and implementation of a mobile octagon 
      D. Trivedi, A. Joshi, S. A. Patekar, T. C. Manjunath (Indian Institute of Technology 

Bombay, India) 
 
GS23-6 Design of an home/office automation for the physically handicapped using mobile 

robots 
T. C. Manjunath (Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India) 

 
GS23-7 An efficient path planning mechanism for a micro-robot 
      T. C. Manjunath(Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India) 
 
GS23-8 Design of a intelligent sensing interface for a flexible manufacturing system 
      T. C. Manjunath(Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India) 
 
GS23-9 Application of uncertain variables to knowledge-based decision making in complex 

systems with uncertain and random parameters 
      Z. Bubnicki (Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland) 
 
GS23-10 Firing Cell: An artificial neuron with a simulation of long-term-potentiation-related 

memory 
       J. Bialowas (Medical University of Gdansk, Poland) 
       B. Grzyb (Maria Curie- Sklodowska University, Poland) 
       P. Poszumski (Institute of Oceanology Polish Academy of Science, Poland) 
 
GS23-11 Land-cover/land-use mapping based on color feature extraction 
       T. Kubik, W. Paluszynski (Wroklaw University of Technology, Poland) 

A. Iwaniak, P. Tyｍｋoｗ(Agricultural University of Wroklaw , Poland) 
 
Room C 
 
8:40~10:40 OS5 Bio-inspired Approach and Application 
Chair: I. Yoshihara (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
Co-Chair: M. Yasunaga (University of Tsukuba, Japan) 
 
OS5-1 A functional motif scanning algorithm for invertebrate EST analysis 
      M. Ohkubo, F. Aranishi (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS5-2 Molecular clocks in aquatic invertebrates 
      F. Aranishi, T. Okimoto (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS5-3 Self-organizing map of species using ribosomal protein DNA sequences 
      Y. Higashi, M. Yoshihara, I. Yoshihara, K. Yamamori, N. Kenmochi  
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(University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS5-4 Non-transcriptional region analysis of dictyostelium discoideum using 1/f noise 
      M. Sato, I. Yoshihara, K. Yamamori (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 

 M. Yasunaga (University of Tsukuba, Japan) 
 

OS5-5 A bio-inspired tracking-camera system 
     K. Hayashi, N. Aibe, Y. Yamaguchi (University of Tsukuba, Japan) 
     Y. Yamamoto (Yamamoto System Design Inc., Japan) 

 I. Yoshihara (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS5-6 A robot semantic recognition using support vector machine 

 H-C. Lai, C-T. Chou, S- J. Horng ,G-C. Chao (National Taiwan University of Science 
and Technology, Taiwan) 

 
12:40~14:20 OS8 Vision, Automata and Neural Network  
Chair: Y. Yoshitomi (Kyoto Prefectural University, Japan) 
Co-Chair: A. Date (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS8-1 Flowering analysis based on image segmentation 
      H. Kamikokuryo, M. Yokomichi (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS8-2 Recognition of word expressed by sign language using thermal image processing 
      Y. Yamaguchi (KKC Information System Corp., Japan) 

 Y. Yoshitomi (Kyoto Prefectural University, Japan) 
H. Fushimi (NTT DATA SANYO SYSTEM Corp., Japan) 

 
OS8-3 Hierarchies based on the number of counters or the space allowed by four-dimensional 

multicounter automata 
      M. Saito, M. Sakamoto, K. Iihoshi, T. Ito, H. Furutani, M. Kono (University of 

Miyazaki, Japan) 
K.Inoue (Yamaguchi University, Japan) 
 

OS8-4 Iterative use of a pair of the self –organizing maps looking at data in two different ways 
      A. Date (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
      K. Kurata (University of the Ryukyus, Japan) 
 
OS8-5 Orbit control for the KEK 12GeV PS-MR by using NN algorithm 
     Y. Hitaka (Kitakyushu National College of Technology, Japan) 
      M. Shirakata, H. Sato (Proton Synchrotron Accelerator Division, KEK, Japan) 
      M. Yokomichi, M. Kono (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
14:20~16:20 OS9 Robotics, Automata and Control 
Chair: M. Kono (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
Co-Chair: M. Yokomichi (University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
 
OS9-1 Ｔrajectory for saving energy of direct-drive manipulator in throwing motion 

A. Sato (Miyakonojo National College of Technology, Japan) 
O. Sato, N Takahashi, M. Kono (University of Miyazaki, Japan)  

 
OS9-2 Underwater moving object tracking and grasping with telerobotic system 
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      P. Zhang, E. Shimizu, M.I to (Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, 
 Ｊapan) 

 
OS9-3 A designing method research of the control system for autonomous underwater vehicle 

(AUV) using linear matrix inequalities(LMIs) 
      Y. Nasuno, E. Shimizu, M. Ito (Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, 

 Ｊapan) 
T. Aoki, I. Yamamoto, S. Tsukioka, H. Yoshida, T. Hyakudome, S. Ishibashi (Japan 
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), Japan) 
 

OS9-4 Three-dimensional synchronized alternating turing machines 
T. Ito, M. Sakamoto, M. Saito, K. Iihoshi, H. Furutani, M. Kono(University of 

Miyazaki, Japan) 
K. Inoue(Yamaguchi University, Japan) 
 

OS9-5 Leaf-size bounded computation for four-dimensional alternating turing machines 
K. Iihoshi, M. Sakamoto, T. Ito, M. Saito, H. Furutani, M.Kono(University of 
Miyazaki, Japan) 
K. Inoue(Yamaguchi University, Japan) 
 

OS9-6 Existence and comparison for solutions in stochastic algebraic Riccati equation 
      N. Takahashi, M. Kono(University of Miyazaki, Japan) 
      M. Nakai (YASKAWA Electric Corp., Japan) 
      M. Ishitobi (Kumamoto University, Japan) 
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Present State and Future of Intelligent Space Discussion  
on Implementation of RT in our Environment 

Abstract 
Latest advances in network sensor technology and state 

of the art of mobile robot, and artificial intelligence 
research can be employed to develop autonomous and 
distributed monitoring systems.  

“Intelligent Space” is a platform which we can 
implement advanced technologies easily to realize smart 
services to human. We have developed and reported the 
vision system based on color information, the handover 
scheme networking multi cameras, the human following 
mobile robot systems, the path generator based on human 
watching, etc. In this talk I will summarize the present state 
of Intelligent Space and try to describe a future from a 
viewpoint of system integration. Also we are now 
introducing RT(Robot Technology) to develop the 
Intelligent Space as an actual standard platform which 
could be approved by Robotics Community.  I will discuss 
how to use RT in our Intelligent Space and show our new 
results. 
 
Keywords: Intelligent space, spatial memory, vision, 
tracking, mobile robot 
 
1. Introduction 

'Intelligent Space(iSpace)' has been proposed by 
Hashimoto lab. in university of Tokyo [1]. Intelligent 
Space is an environmental system, which is able to support 
human in informative and physical ways. Most of 
intelligent system interacts with human in a passive space, 
but in Intelligent Space, a space, which contains human and 
artificial systems, is an intelligent system itself. Human and 
artificial systems become clients of Intelligent Space and 
simultaneously the artificial systems become agents of 
Intelligent Space. Since the whole space is an intelligent 
system, Intelligent Space, a spatial system, is able to 
monitor and to provide services to clients easily. Specific 
tasks, which cannot be achieved only by Intelligent Space, 
are accomplished by utilizing its clients. For examples, 
Intelligent Space utilizes computer monitors to provide 
information to the human, and robots are utilized to provide 
physical services to the human as physical agents. Robot as 
well as human is supported by Intelligent Space if it is 
necessary. When a robot is lacking of sensors to navigate 
around in Intelligent Space, the robot is treated as a client 
of Intelligent Space and lacking information is provided to 
the robot by Intelligent Space. 

The ultimate goal of Intelligent Space project is to 
accomplish an environment that comprehends human's 
intentions and satisfies them. It seems that such a system is 
hardly achieved, since a huge number of functions should 
be prepared and human-like intelligence is required. Even 

though such a complete system cannot be achieved 
immediately, it is convinced that a useful system can be 
achieved with current technology by proper system 
integration. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 
the basic concepts and achievements of the iSpace. Section 
III introduces the present state of iSpace as the artificial 
spatial memory, real time vision and feature tracking, 
which have been developed for active human support. 
Section IV explains the DIND data fusion with Covariance 
Intersection(CI) that is ongoing research in iSpace. Section 
V introduces the robot technology for human-iSpace 
interaction. Finally, the directions for future work and 
conclusions are described in Section VI and Section VII, 
respectively. 
 
2. Concepts and Achievements of iSpace 

The iSpace is a space (room, corridor or street), which 
has ubiquitous distributed sensory intelligence (various 
sensors, such as cameras and microphones with 
intelligence) actuators (TV projectors, speakers, and mobile 
agent) to manipulate the space, as shown in Fig. 1.  The 
iSpace propagates mobile robots in the space, which act in 
the space in order to change the state of the space. These 
mobile robots are called mobile agents. Mobile Agents 
cooperating with each other and with the core of the iSpace 
to realize intelligent services to inhabitants. Mobile robots 
become more intelligent through interaction with the 
iSpace. Moreover, robots can understand the requests (e.g. 
gestures) from people, so that the robots and the space can 
support people effectively.  
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Agent control
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Fig. 1. Vision of Intelligent Space, as a human support system for 
more comfortable life. 

The Intelligent Space can physically and mentally 
support people using robot and VR technologies; thereby 
providing satisfaction for people. These functions will be 
an indispensable technology in the coming intelligence 
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consumption society. Inhabitants in the iSpace are 
producing intelligent reactions against instantaneous 
situation. The iSpace evaluates situations (actions-
reactions) from sensed information. The ranges of the 
services of the mobile agents are from guiding in the 
exhibition area to delivering parcels in a train station. For 
both type of services, the mobile robots have to navigate in 
a human shared environment, which is very dynamic, 
because the inhabitants changes its position quite often. 

These intelligent devices have sensing, processing and 
networking functions, and are named distributed intelligent 
networked devices (DINDs) [2]. These devices observe the 
positions and behaviour of both humans and robots 
coexisting in the iSpace. The information acquired by each 
DIND is shared among the DINDs through the network 
communication system. Based on the accumulated 
information, the environment as a system is able to 
understand the intention of humans. For supporting 
humans, the environment/system utilizes machines 
including computers and robots. 
 
 
3. Present State of Intelligent Space 
3.1  New Intelligent Space Scheme 

The Intelligent Space is constructed as shown in Fig. 2. 
Figure 3 shows the present configuration of the Intelligent 
Space in the Hashimoto Lab. Our laboratory room, which is 
about 5 m in both width and depth, is used for the iSpace. 
The present configuration involves eight pan-tilt-zoom 
CCD cameras, handled by 4 sensing nodes (PCs), an 
ultrasound positioning system and two mobile robots. 
Moreover, the iSpace has a large size screen and speakers 
for presenting information to the users of the space. All the 
modules are connected through the local area network. 
Also, for achieving appropriate conditions for the operation 
of cameras, the lighting in the space can be easily adjusted. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of Intelligent Space(iSpace). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Experiment environment. 

Camera system 
In the iSpace, CCD cameras are adopted as sensors for 

tracking the objects in the space. The cameras are placed so 
that the whole area of the room is covered. The placement 
of the cameras can also be optimized to expand the 
viewable area of the cameras, which was a subject of our 
previous research [3]. 

In our currently used system, the human and robot 
tracking is done by background subtraction and using color 
information [4]. Skin color is used for human tracking. The 
robot tracking makes use of color markers positioned on 
top of the robot. Using the information from all cameras the 
position of both the humans and robots can be 
reconstructed. The tracking software also provides a GUI 
for easy operation. 

Ultrasound positioning system 
The ultrasound positioning system in the iSpace is used 

to obtain the 3D position of objects in the space. In consists 
of small size transmitters and 96 receivers positioned on the 
ceiling and connected to the control unit. The transmitters 
send an ultrasound signal, which is detected by the 
receivers from which the position of the transmitter can be 
calculated. In order to obtain the information form the 
positioning system the nodes on the network access a 
network server connected with the system. 

Mobile robots in the iSpace 
In the iSpace we currently use two mobile robots. One is 

a Pioneer 2-DX robot and the other a Pioneer 2-AT mobile 
robot, both produced by ActivMedia Robotics 
(www.activrobots.com). A PC is mounted on each mobile 
robot in order to provide processing of date from the 
sensors mounted on robots and for communication with the 
iSpace via wireless LAN. 

For the detection of the robot position data fusion of 
information from cameras, ultrasound system and robot 
wheel encoders are implemented. Based on the obtained 
position, tracking and position control of the robot are 
performed. The observations from both cameras and the 
ultrasound positioning system are also used to detect the 
humans and obstacles in the space, which is in turn used for 
planning the path of the robots. 
3.2 Spatial Memory  
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The spatial memory as an aid system for human activity 
utilizing knowledge in iSpace has been proposed, as shown 
in Fig. 4. It is expected as a new interface between human 
and iSpace. The spatial memory was designed in order to 
utilize information in the form of documents, images, web 
pages, commands, etc. instantaneously and intuitively. The 
spatial memory regards three-dimensional space like mass 
storage of computers, i.e. three- dimensional point is 
treated as an address of stored memory such as various data 
and commands for machines. Consequently, we can access 
a stored memory by indicating the point using our own 
arms, which we named “human indicator”. We 
implemented a prototype of the spatial memory system 
which was supposed to be utilized for a desk work in 
iSpace.  
 

Proceeding 2000
Proceeding 2004

demo movies

Robot program

Commands for robot
Documents of robot

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the spatial memory. 

 
The implemented system was evaluated through two 

types of experiments. First, the usability of the spatial 
memory was investigated from the viewpoints of 
accessibility and effectiveness of memorizing [5]. The 
results of the usability investigations showed that almost all 
subjects could complete the access to all SKTs without 
additional learning, in a time as short as in the second 
performance in all subsequent performances. These results 
confirmed that the accessibility was improved and the 
spatial memory improved memorizing the stored 
knowledge once it was learned. Second, the performance 
efficiency using the spatial memory was evaluated from the 
viewpoint of time required for completion of the task [6]. 
The efficiencies in two experiments performed by using the 
spatial memory and by not using it were compared. The 
results confirmed that the time required for the processes of 
both access and saving data is reduced by using the spatial 
memory. Applying the t-test under the 5% level of 
significance, significant difference of the input efficiency 
in the two performances was confirmed. 
 
3.3 Real Time Image Processing & Feature Extraction 

The main source of information in Intelligent Space is 
the image information of the distributed camera system. 
Therefore, it is crucial for the robust and efficient operation 
to adapt fast and accurate image processing methods. 
Already color information based tracking algorithm [7] is 
operating in our environment which requires a special 
marker object to enable tracking. However, color based 
segmentation can only be used in controlled environment 

(e.g. in random environment any object can have the same 
color as the marker that confuses the existing system). 

That is why Hashimoto Lab has endowed the existing 
system with a shape recognition ability, which combined 
with the color based segmentation yields more reliable 
results in less laboratory environments. The shape 
recognition ability is based on an intelligent contouring 
method which was inspired by cognitive functions of 
biological vision systems. For, both shape recognition and 
intelligent contouring is performed using vast parallel 
computational architecture. The proposed architecture is 
built up by numerous, simple computational elements that 
can perform only primitive functions such as addition, 
subtraction. These computational elements are connected to 
each other like the neurons in the brain. This architecture 
can be much more efficient in certain tasks than the 
complex, classical algorithms as in spite of the fact that 
thousands of simple operations are done, due to its special 
architecture, they can be performed in a fully parallel 
manner that can offer real time operation.  

In contrast with conventional image processing 
algorithms, the proposed model performs a pixel-to-object 
transformation on the input image. The output data consists 
of recognized line segments of certain properties that can 
be mapped to predefined features of the object being 
tracked [8]. In the Fig. 5, the recognized line segments of a 
certain property are together with sought colors. If the same 
color occurs in the neighbourhood of line segments of 
different characteristics, it will not be mistaken for the 
sought object. 
 

  
Fig. 5. The input image and the line object recognized by the 
proposed model. 
 
3.4 Features Tracking 

The schema that involves the use of a space doted by 
intelligence requires an environment capable of recognize 
its own controllable components as mobile robots. The 
process of gain knowledge about its own interaction layer 
and the rest of the events in the space is a crucial task in the 
intelligent space objectives. The use of camera sensors as a 
DIND in the proposed framework gives the Intelligent 
Space a rich and huge amount of information. In the past 
simple object recognition was achieved by means of 
artificial beaconing or simple image descriptors [1, 2].  
However, potential level of interpretation using visual 
information and the recent achievements in computer 
vision allows the intelligent space to reach a new level of 
perception capabilities. 

The inclusion of modern techniques of structure 
recovery from multiples images [9] to the classical 
definition and the successful use of modern probabilistic 
approaches already used in other applications [10] allows a 
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new problem statement for robot localization in Intelligent 
Space [11]. 
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Fig. 6. Scheme of localization. 

 
Problem statement is defined as follows: 

• Any robot should be recognized by the environment 
not because of complex structure recognition, instead 
it will be recognized as an individual agent because of 
its properties of be controlled. The only requirement of 
the system should be this controllability of robotic 
agents against the environment. 

• No prior robot model is necessary and unknown metric 
landmarks are available on it. 

• The system obtains structural information of each 
robot at the same time the localization process is 
running. 

To achieve the goals proposed is of absolute importance 
the definition of a robust feature extraction and tracking. 
The problem to address is to obtain an enough amount of 
features that belong to robot structure. This requirement is 
translated into two main conditions. Both should define by 
construction what should be considered a feasible 
landmark. 

• A projection model of the feature is required, so it 
should be related to a three dimensional concept 
through its image detection 

• Such a feature should be capable of being tracked 
during robot motion with unequivocal matching 
between frames. 

Natural landmark tracking is extensively used in many 
essential tasks such as optical flow, camera calibration or 
pose computation. Depending on the prior information 
available, two kind of algorithms used to obtain features 
from robot structure are possible, as shown in Fig. 6. 

• Matching based on visual information: Landmark 
extraction and tracking methods when there is no 
additional information available apart from the 
sequence of images captured during object motion. A 
complete tracker based only in image interpretation is 
defined. The tracker starts using a classic approach 
borrowed from spare stereo matching approaches [12]. 
It should be modified to fit the specific conditions 
which it should be exposed to such as hard cluttering 
and high projective changes during robot motion.   

• Data association with stochastic model: Using a 

stochastic representation of all parameters in the 
system the development of data association uses a 
probabilistic estimation for each landmark. The 
estimation is modelled as a random process, so it is 
possible to design a 'Mahalanobis' test to look for the 
closest candidate in consecutive frames [13]. 

 
4. DIND Data Fusion with Covariance 

Intersection(CI) 
4.1 Distributed Data Fusion Network 

One of the most important areas of research in the field 
of control and estimation is distributed data fusion. The 
motivation for decentralization is that it can provide a 
degree of scalability and robustness that cannot be achieved 
with traditional centralized architectures. In industrial 
applications, decentralization offers the possibility of 
producing plug-and-play systems in which sensors can be 
slotted in and out to optimize a trade off between price and 
performance. This has significant implications for 
intelligent space with network sensors as well because it 
can dramatically reduce the time required to incorporate 
new computational and sensing components into fighter 
aircraft, ships, and other types of platforms. 

The benefits of decentralization are not limited to sensor 
fusion onboard a single platform; decentralization also can 
allow a network of platforms to exchange information and 
coordinate activities in a flexible and scalable fashion that 
would be impractical or impossible to achieve with a 
single, monolithic platform. Interplatform information 
propagation and fusion form the crux of the distributed 
intelligent network devices (DIND) for the intelligent 
space. The goal of DIND is to equip all intelligent space 
entities - car, ships, and even individual mobile agents - 
with communication and computing capabilities to allow 
each to represent a node in a vast decentralized command 
and control network. The idea is that each entity can 
dynamically establish a communications link with any 
other entity to obtain the information it needs to perform its 
multi-tasking role. 
 

DIND
DIND
NODE

COMMUNICATION
  LINK

SYSTEM
MONITOR

 
 
Fig. 7. A distributed data fusion network. Each box represents a 
fusion node. Each node possesses 0 or more sensors and is 
connected to its neighbouring nodes through a set of 
communication links. 
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A distributed data fusion system is a collection of 

processing nodes, connected by communication links, as 
shown in Fig. 7, in which none of the nodes has knowledge 
about the overall network topology. Each node performs a 
specific computing task using information from nodes with 
which it is linked, but no “central” node exists that controls 
the network. There are many attractive properties of such 
decentralized systems [16, 17], including: 

•  Distributed systems are reliable in the sense that the 
loss of a subset of nodes and/or links does not 
necessarily prevent the rest of the system from 
functioning. In a centralized system, however, the 
failure of a common communication manager or a 
centralized controller can result in immediate 
catastrophic failure of the system. 

•  Distributed systems are flexible in the sense that nodes 
can be added or deleted by making only local changes 
to the network. For example, the addition of a node 
simply involves the establishment of links to one or 
more nodes in the network. In a centralized system, 
however, the addition of a new node can change the 
topology in such a way as to require massive changes 
to the overall control and communications structure. 

 
4.2 Using Covariance Intersection for Distributed Data 
Fusion 

The network consists of N DIND nodes whose 
connection topology is completely arbitrary (i.e., it might 
include loops and cycles) and can change dynamically. 
Each node has information only about its local connection 
topology (e.g., the number of nodes with which it directly 
communicates and the type of data sent across each 
communication link). 
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Fig. 8. A canonical node in a general data fusion network that 

constructs its local state estimate using CI to combine information 
received from other nodes and a stochastic filter to incorporate 
independent sensor measurements. 
 

Assuming that the process and observation noises are 
independent, the only source of unmodeled correlations is 
the distributed data fusion system itself. CI can be used to 
develop a distributed data fusion algorithm which directly 
exploits this structure. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Estimates that are propagated from other nodes are 
correlated to an unknown degree and must be fused with 
the state estimate using CI. Measurements taken locally are 
known to be independent and can be fused using the 
Kalman filter equations. 
 
5. Implementation of RT in Intelligent Space 

We have introduced state-of-the-arts in our intelligent 
space project which is motivated to be adapted to a real 
environment to give more services to human. However, 
conventional robot system development has difficulty in 
integrating these advanced robotics technologies which are 
remained in laboratory level. One of the reasons of it is 
originated from the lack of standard platform which should 
be using the same protocol to integrate individual 
technologies.  

RT-middleware(AIST, Japan) [14] is the one of several 
solutions in this moment and being supported by Japanese 
government comparing with other middleware platforms 
which are more to industrial applications. Therefore, we’ve 
been working on implementing our intelligent space on the 
RT-Middleware network platform [15]. Firstly, we 
introduce preliminary approach on implementing tele-
micromanipulation system with RT-Middleware to collect 
the knowledge which is inevitable for prospective 
intelligent space system implementation issue. We have 
proved flexibility which is required for building complex 
system such as intelligent space using RT-Middleware  
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Fig. 9. Implementation of RT in Intelligent Space 
 

We also started to make RT-component of human 
detecting sensor to be distributed to the intelligent space. 
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The necessary features are currently being organized. 
Sensors (ultrasonic, vision), actuators (mobile robot) are to 
be implemented to RT-component in the first stage. Then, 
the ongoing algorithm development of spatial memory, 
feature tracking, real-time vision should be implemented on 
RT-Middleware network infrastructure to improve the 
intelligent space. Figure 9 shows the implementation of RT 
in iSpace. 
 
6. Future of Intelligent Space 

The current level of Intelligent Space technology enables 
the control of the robot motion. The future development of 
iSpace technology will however enable us to control the 
robot manipulators as well. This fact will beside a vast 
increase in possible applications have a large positive 
feedback impact on the iSpace itself. When manipulator 
control is possible within iSpace, sensors will namely be 
mounted on manipulators as well. As a result a more 
accurate input data will be available. 

An interesting topic within iSpace research is the 
interface between human beings and iSpace. Improved 
interface would enable humans to control object within IS 
with voice or hand movement (depending on the type of 
sensors used). As a result iSpace would be ideal tool for the 
development of systems capable of helping disabled 
people. Robots would namely be able to guide blind people 
or offer help to people in the wheelchair (bring a book from 
a shelf for example). 

Another important area of iSpace research deals with the 
prospect of its usage outside closed buildings, which 
represent a well-defined boundary. If there is no such 
boundary, iSpace systems sensors are subjected to noise 
from different sources. Therefore there are currently no 
known applications of iSpace outside buildings. When the 
development goes beyond this obstacle many new 
applications will be feasible. iSpace together with its robots 
could be used in areas which are dangerous for human 
beings because of different reasons (poisonous gases and 
extreme temperatures in fire fighting when large fires break 
out for example).  
 
7. Conclusion 

This paper introduced the current research result on 
Intelligent Space Project. The Intelligent Space involves a 
ubiquitous distributed sensory network, which can track 
human and other object is the space; mobile robots, what 
gives guiding support to the humans, and utilizes the 
observed information of the sensory network; and artificial 
spatial memory for human-iSpace interaction. At the 
present state, the distributed sensory network can track 
several humans even the case of occlusion with other object 
or with each other, based on observation from several 
direction and global color model of the observed object. 
The artificial spatial memory is an efficient technology to 
handle the information exchange between human and 
iSpace, and gives robust gesture recognition of human 
hand. And we discussed the extremely important problem 
of data fusion in iSpace. It described a data fusion/update 
technique that makes no assumptions about the 

independence of the estimates to be combined. Also, we 
introduced robot localization based on natural landmark 
tracking and RT(Robot Technology) to develop the 
Intelligent Space as an actual standard platform which 
could be approved by Robotics Community. 
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Abstract 
This presentation introduces a new smart house, 
Intelligent Sweet Home, developed at HWRS-ERC 
center of KAIST, Korea for testing advanced concepts 
on independent living of the elderly and people with 
disabilities. The work focuses on technical solutions for 
human-friendly motion/mobility assistance and 
advanced human-machine interfaces that provide easy 
control of both assistive robotic systems and 
home-installed applications. To improve the inhabitant 
comfort, an intelligent bed, intelligent wheelchair and 
transferring system between bed and wheelchair have 
been developed and tested. The solutions applied to 
their design comply with most of the user’s 
requirements and suggestions collected by a special 
questionnaire survey among people with disabilities. 
The intelligent sweet home behaves in accordance with 
the user commands and/or the recognized intentions of 
the user. Various interfaces based on hand gesture, 
voice, body movement and posture have been studied 
and tested. The presentation shows the overall 
structures of the system and explains the design and 
functionality of main system components. I hope that 
this plenary talk will provide not only speech on the 
progress of new technologies but also the future vision 
of a better life for the disabled and elderly. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

As the number of the elderly is drastically increasing 
along with the number of the handicapped caused by a 
variety of accidents in the complicated and diversified 
society, the demand for the benefits and support of 
ever-progressing scientific technology is also increasing 
to lead more safe and comfortable lives as means of 
care-giving aids and to live well independently and 
conveniently along with people without disabilities with 
the blessed feeling of equality. In particular, the elderly 
or the handicapped has serious problems in doing a 
certain work with their own effort in daily life so that 
some assistive devices or systems will be very helpful if 
it can assist or do the work instead of human beings 
endowing as much independence as possible so as to 
improve their quality of life. 

If our ultimate goal is the realization of such a 
welfare state, a smart house for assisting the elderly and 
the handicapped can be an alternative to solve daily 
living problems in individual activities since it 
integrates systems for movement assistance of the 
inhabitants carrying out necessary tasks, devices for 
continuously monitoring of their health status, and 
interfaces for controlling home-installed devices in a 
human-friendly manner. Such a solution also has strong 

positive emotional impact on the inhabitants improving 
their quality of life, giving them privacy and feeling 
that they live in an ordinary house, not in a hospital, and 
reducing significantly the medical care costs per person. 

Our work is distinguished in the sense of fully 
supporting indispensable daily tasks with various 
functionalities to comply with the needs of the users 
from the statistical and questionnaire survey, and is 
based on the idea that the technologies and solutions for 
such smart house should be human-friendly, i.e. smart 
houses should possess high level of intelligence in their 
control, actions and interactions with the users, offering 
them high level of comfort and functionality. The effect 
of smart house toward its inhabitants is strongly 
dependable on the list of the devices that build the 
home environment and the efficiency of the automatic 
system that synchronizes their operation. The way of 
interaction of the inhabitant with the home-installed 
devices is also a significant aspect of smart house 
design. As a solution, Intelligent Sweet Home consists 
of several assistive systems and human-friendly 
interfaces. Intelligent bed, intelligent wheelchair and 
transferring system were designed and developed for 
the movement assistance and active services since the 
people with movement limitations usually spend most 
of time on bed or wheelchair. The conventional way for 
control of home-installed devices by switches and 
remote controllers is not suitable for some categories of 
people with movement disabilities. In order to offer an 
alternative for such people, accessible interfaces using 
hand gesture, voice, body movement and health 
condition were developed based an intention reading 
technique. The information exchange between 
subsystems is performed by the home network using 
wired and wireless communications. 
 

2. The KAIST’s Intelligent Sweet Home 
 
2.1. History 

The smart house idea started at KAIST in 1996 with 
the design of a prototype robotic arm, KARES I, 
mounted on a wheelchair. Various control modes and 
human-robot interaction were tested during the same 
project. The smart house development continued with 
the KARES II project. In the new project, a novel, very 
flexible, and small robot was made. In parallel to that 
research, various new interface systems were developed 
and tested in other research projects of the HWRS-ERC. 
The next project stage emphasized refining the smart 
house concept, developing a common strategy for 
control and information exchange, and designing new 
advanced robotic modules. An experimental smart 
house, called Intelligent Sweet Home, was arranged at 
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KAIST for practical testing of the new design solutions 
and concepts. 

 
2.2. Survey 

To develop a strategy that offers a beneficial 
response to some specific preferences and needs of the 
potential Korean users, the research team was greatly 
influenced by the results from a special questionnaire 
survey that we conducted among patients of the 
National Rehabilitation Center, district hospitals, and 
nursing homes. We involved 70 people between the 
ages of 18 and 75 who have lower-limb dysfunctions or 
are elderly (who form the main portion of the Korean 
people with movement impairment). We sought to 
gather users’ opinions regarding the effectiveness of the 
assistive systems that they use, the importance they 
assign to various everyday activities, a list of important 
tasks that cannot be supported by existing assistive 
systems, the difficulties experienced by these users 
when they perform certain tasks with assistive devices, 
the activities for which they currently need assistance 
from an external helper, and directions for further 
improvement of assistive devices. We also asked the 
reasons that make existing assistive devices 
non-applicable or inefficient in a range of tasks (such as 
too big, too small, too heavy, too noisy, requiring too 
much external power, too complicated, and difficult to 
control, etc). The survey results helped us to define the 
outlines and target tasks of our smart house design. It 
was found that people interviewed gave very high 
priority to activities such as independence in going 
outdoors, assistance in meal preparation, eating, 
drinking, and control of home appliances from the bed 
or wheelchair, and bringing/removing objects while 
they are in the bed. The survey results revealed that 
most of the people interviewed consider it very 
important to feel themselves comfortable in the bed and 
wheelchair where they spend most of their time. The 
majority of those surveyed noted that they are in 
difficulties when they need to change their body posture 
or want to transfer between the bed and wheelchair. 

 
2.3. The Intelligent Sweet Home Concept 

From a functional point of view, the smart house can 
be considered a large-scale robot capable of interaction 
with its inhabitant(s) in a way that provides gentle 
assistance, health monitoring of vital parameters, living 
comfort (appropriate humidity, temperature, lighting), 
and monitoring of home security. The smart house can 
respond to situation changes or a user’s demands by 
activating one or more different agents (hoist, robotic 
arm, bed, etc). Multiple assistive systems in the smart 
house can cooperate in the execution of a single task 
using synchronized actions and information sharing. 
Depending on the sensory information, each agent can 
act autonomously in certain tasks and situations. 
Cooperation between the systems may increase the list 
of tasks in which the user can be assisted. Given tasks 
may also become more efficient and more precisely 
executed. 

We based our smart house design concept on the 
following main considerations: 

1) USER-ORIENTED CONTROL: The algorithm 
for processing task requests should prioritize 
the user’s commands associated with urgent 

needs and sensor signals that indicate 
worsening of the user’s state of health or safety 
risks. 

2) FLEXIBILITY: The smart house organization 
should consider the nature of the disabilities of 
the user. Customization, based on a modular 
approach and common communication 
protocol, can make the design process much 
faster, easier, and more cost effective. 

3) EFFICIENCY IN ASSISTANCE AND 
HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTION: 
Home-installed technology should support 
users efficiently, allowing them to perform 
important everyday activities independently. 
Human-machine interaction should require 
minimal cognitive load, offering at the same 
time high speed of information transfer. 

4) HUMAN-FRIENDLY DESIGN: 
Human-machine interaction should be human 
friendly. The smart house should possess a 
high level of intelligence for control, actions, 
and interactions. The machine response should 
consider the user’s health/emotional state, 
offering them a simple and natural means of 
interaction. The smart house environment 
should include recognition of the direct user’s 
commands as well as detection and proper 
interpretation of the user’s intentions. 

5) COMFORTABLE POSTURE AND 
MOBILITY: Smart house technology should 
allow simple body posture change, either on 
the user’s command or automatically, by 
timing-based algorithms and information of the 
pressure distribution history. The design should 
also consider technology for smooth 
transportation to most places within the home 
and wheelchair control manners that require 
simple user’s instructions and automatic 
steering. The smart house design should also 
consider devices for effortless transfer of the 
user between the bed and wheelchair. 

 
2.4. System Architecture 

Our smart house design includes several robotic 
modules to assist motion and mobility, devices for 
human-machine interaction, sensors, and 
health-monitoring building blocks. A general block 
diagram of the Intelligent Sweet Home is shown in Fig. 
1. All home-installed components are integrated via a 
central control unit. Referring to the sensory 
information and the user’s commands, the central unit 
generates a set of actions for each agent and the 
sequence in which these actions will be executed. Most 
of the assistive modules developed (intelligent 
wheelchair, robotic arm, etc) have been designed to 
perform their inherent functions as well as to cooperate 
in tasks with other related systems. This approach has 
several advantages: such modules can be used as 
stand-alone devices, and their control can be based on 
high level commands when linked to another system. 
The cooperation among home-installed systems leads to 
very efficient and precise execution of given tasks and 
increases the list of everyday tasks in which the 
inhabitant can be assisted. When a new module is added 
to the initial architecture, the management system 
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modifies the earlier control strategy to allow more 
flexible and efficient use of each module. All systems 
in the proposed smart house are connected via a home 
network that includes both wired and wireless 
communication modules. 

The project exploits various ideas of human-machine 
interfaces (HMI), emphasizing solutions that do not 
require attachment of intermediate sensors to the user 
and that reduce the user’s cognitive load in task 
planning, command setting, and receival of feedback 
information from home-installed devices. For this 
purpose, we explored interface concepts based on hand 
gestures, voice, body movements, and an 
intention-reading technique. The same HMI is used to 
control various agents, for example, the gesture-based 
soft remote control system can be used to control the 
TV, air conditioner, position of the mobile robot, etc. 

Our smart house architecture contains two types of 
robotic modules: robots that help in manipulation, and 
robots for assistance in posture and mobility. The set of 
robots for assisting in manipulation includes a 
bed-mounted robot, a wheelchair-mounted robot, and a 
mobile robot for object delivery. The bed-mounted 
robot is responsible for tasks related to serving the user 
while they are in the bed (bringing objects, covering the 
user with the quilt, etc). In our prototype, a MANUS 
robotic arm was adopted and used as a bed-mounted 
robot. In certain tasks, this robot is assisted by a small 
mobile robot that transports objects to or from the bed. 
The wheelchair-mounted robot (developed in the 
KARES II project) is intended to assist the user in 
handling various objects, opening doors, etc, while they 
are in the wheelchair. A detailed description of the 
design and functionality of the robots for object 
handling can be found in some of our previous papers. 
The robots for manipulation assistance may be excluded 
from the smart house structure when the user has 
reasonable motion, adequate muscle strength in the 
upper limbs, and adequate hand dexterity. 

The intelligent bed has been designed to provide 
maximum posture comfort. The bed can change its 
configuration automatically or upon command. The bed 
also provides physical support for the user when 
changing posture via special force-sensitive bar 
mechanism. The robotic hoist is a special autonomous 
robot to transfer the user from the bed to the wheelchair 
and vice versa. The intelligent wheelchair provides easy 
user access to various places indoors and out. The 
sensor-based wheelchair facilitates user control by 
automatic obstacle avoidance maneuvers. The robots 
for assistance in posture and mobility are described in 
greater detail in the next section. 

An original ceiling-mounted navigation system, 
called Artificial Stars, has been developed to provide 
information about the positions and orientations of the 
installed mobile robotic systems. Originally, it was 
applied to the robotic hoist navigation. Later, the same 
navigation information will be used for planning the 
path of the intelligent wheelchair and mobile robot for 
object delivery (links are shown in Fig. 1 with dashed 
lines). The pressure sensor system detects the user’s 
posture in the bed. The pressure information is used to 
control the bed configuration. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Intelligent Sweet Home 

 
3. Intelligent Bed Robot System 

 
Usually, one third or a quarter of life is spent for 

being in bed. Especially, peoples who need care usually 
spend the whole day for being in bed. If their 
movements are measured and evaluated quantitatively, 
not only robots can assist humans properly, but also 
theses data can be used for a health monitoring and an 
evaluation of rehabilitation progress. 

Body movements are very important for humans to 
live. Moving the body makes humans take adaptive 
behaviour to the outside world. It is said that physical 
conditions and mental conditions are buried in the body 
movements, because humans often move their bodies 
when they are in good health, but move rarely their 
bodies when they are in bad health. Therefore, it is 
thought that physical and mental conditions can be 
estimated by measuring the body movements. 

A measuring system which has sensors attached to a 
human body directly is usually for the body movement 
or posture estimation. There is the system that can 
recognize postures using accelerometers [2]. Although 
this system can measure the body movement or posture 
accurately, many sensors must be attached to the body 
to measure accurate movements. Since attaching many 
sensors to the body produces mental burdens and 
restricts person's activities, it is difficult to measure 
unaffected body movements. In order to measure 
unaffected body motions, sensors need to be attached 
not to the body but to an environmental side as a bed. 

Many researches are performed for body motion 
tracking by using video camera [3], [4], [5]. However, it 
is difficult for these systems using video camera to 
extract motion features because the body is lost of sight 
in a quilt. Static charge sensitive bed is famous for 
monitoring the body movements in bed. It can measure 
respiration, a heart rate and twitch movements [6]. 
Temperature sensors distribution bed can measure gross 
movements such as body turns [7]. Pressure sensor 
distribution bed is applied in many researches [8]. 
Harada et al. has applied Pressure sensor distribution 
bed to estimate the body posture. His approach was 
based on the body model. This approach estimated the 
subtle posture and motion between main lying postures 
(supine and lateral posture). Since the body model had 
lots of model parameter determined, it takes lots of 
calculation time to determining the posture. 

In our system, the control of manipulator is 
performed from the result of patient's posture and 
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motion estimation. Therefore, short calculation time is 
required to control the manipulator based on posture 
estimation. In the previous paper, the system 
description of IBRS, which is capable of estimating the 
patient's posture and motion on bed in real-time and 
supporting the patient using manipulator, was 
introduced [1]. In this paper, the control scheme of 
robot arm is focused on. 
Section 4 briefly introduces the research background for 
designing IBRS and the proposed system. In Section 5, 
control and measurement algorithm for the system is 
described. Experimental results and conclusion are 
followed in Section 6 and 7. 
 

4. System Description 
 

Most previous researches have a focus on the system 
which can monitors the patient's posture and motion on 
bed. In this paper, we will propose the robotic system 
which can actively help the patient using robotic 
manipulator. While there exists the patient on the bed, 
the pressure sensors monitor his posture and motions. 
When he moves on the bed, the robotic manipulator can 
support his body.  
Before we design an intelligent bed robot system, we 
conducted a survey of patients' opinion on IBRS at a 
rehabilitation center and hospitals in Korea. At the 
survey, we made a questionnaire focused on activities 
in bed, the functionality of IBRS, and difficulties in 
doing something without assistant. The survey said that 
people with motor difficulties in their legs need 
assistant in doing body movement for posture change or 
taking a ride on a wheel-chair. They also answered a 
robot system supporting the stability of body posture 
during movement would be helpful. 

 
Fig. 2 System architecture for IBRS. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Intelligent Bed Robot System 

 
To assist user’s movement while one is on the bed and 

allow gentle active support of the user when he/she 
changes body posture, we attached a bar-type robotic 
arm as shown in Fig. 3. The same robotic arm can also 
be used to deliver some objects on the tray mounted to 
it. 
The robotic arm is shaped as a frame that is composed 
by two supporting bars (1 and 2) connected by 
horizontal bar (3). A tray (4) is attached to the bar 3. 
The height of the supporting bars (denoted as h in Fig. 
3) can be actively controlled by 50W DC motor (A). 
The frame is mounted to a mobile platform that allows 
the robotic arm to reach and serve the whole area on the 
bed by moving it along the bed (this motion is noted 
with l in Fig. 3). Two 50W DC motors (B) on both 
sides of the bed drive the moving platform. Two torque 
sensors mounted to each supporting bar measure the 
2-dimensional forces applied to the horizontal bar 3 as 
shown in Fig. 4. If the force, applied to the bar contains 
only a horizontal component (fx), the torques τA and 
τB measured by each torque sensor have the same 
directions, while application of vertical force 
component fy causes torques with opposite directions. 
When the user needs to change his/her posture on the 
bed, at first the user roughly positions the horizontal bar 
of the robotic arm near his/her chest by using voice 
command. The horizontal bar comes close to the user 
according to the position and the posture of the user as 
shown in Fig. 5. Then, the user grasps the horizontal bar 
and adjusts the position/height of the bar by pushing or 
pulling it. The forces coming from the user are sensed 
by the torque sensors and cause movement of each 
supporting bars. This “follow” mode of robotic arm can 
be change to “support” mode by voice command. In 
“support” mode, the supporting bars are fixed, and the 
user can slightly change his/her position and posture 
leaning over the horizontal bar. 
To position the horizontal bar near the user’s chest by 
voice command and achieve automatic bending of the 
bed according to the intention of the user, we applied 
posture recognition and analysis of the history of user’s 
motion on the bed. To this end, we distributed an array 
of pressure sensors over the bed surface as shown in Fig. 
6. Force Sensing Resistors (FSRs) are used to measure 
the pressure in the contact points. The FSR is a thin 
film sensor made from piezoresistive polymer which 
resistance decreases in proportion to the force applied 
on its active surface. We used pressure sensors that can 
measure forces up to 10kg/cm2. Sensors were uniformly 
distributed with 70mm and 50mm spatial interval in 
vertical and horizontal direction respectively. The 
dimensions of the pressure sensitive mat are 
1900mm×800mm×12mm. Since the mat covers a bed 
which shape is changeable, the mat is divided into 3 
parts, which dimensions coincide to the bed segments to 
provide easy bending of the mat correspond to bending 
of the bed. To get the pressure values, the control box 
scans the pressure sensors one by one using 
multiplexers, reads the pressure value of the selected 
sensor, and transmits the data to the main computer as a 
pressure distribution image. Sampling frequency of the 
image is 10Hz and the resolution is 10 bit. Analyzing 
the pressure data, the program recognizes both user’s 
posture and motion. 
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5. Control and Measurement 
 
5.1. Measurement of patient intension using 
pressure sensor mattress 
The mass of the body and the force produced by the 
muscle generate the pressure on the FSR sensors 
attached on the mattress. Normally, RBF neural 
networks are widely used for function approximation 
and pattern recognition wherein the pattern dimension 
in this application is usually small. But, the pressure 
distribution image in our system has a high dimensional 
property. The pressure distribution image has 336 
features (equal to the number of FSR sensors). Due to 
the high redundancy present in the pressure distribution 
image vector, principal component analysis (PCA) was 
used to reduce the dimensionality of data. The detail 
algorithm was introduced in the previous paper [1]. 
 
5.2. Control of supporting manipulator 
The robot arm has two kinds of operation mode. One is 
“support” and the other is “follow”. In the “support” 
mode, the robot arm is operated based on kinematic 
control. After the bed system estimates the position of 
patient, it controls the robot arm with the predefined 
path. Otherwise, in the “follow” mode, two torque 
sensors measure the intension of patient on the 
supporting manipulator. 
 
5.2.1. Kinematic Control 
In robotic motion planning and control, the solutions to 
the kinematics problems are essential to achieve the 
goals of a robotic operation. The forward kinematics 
problem in robotics is concerned with the 
transformation of position and orientation information 
in a joint space to a Cartesian space described by a 
forward kinematics equation 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of supporting bar 

 

 
Fig. 5. Various positioning of the horizontal bar 

 

 
Fig. 6. Pressure sensors-laid bed 

 

 ))(()( tqftr =    (1) 
where q(t) ∈ Rm  is joint variables, r(t) ∈ Rn  is 
Cartesian variables, and f(.) is a continuous nonlinear 
function whose structure and parameters are known for 
a given manipulator. The inverse kinematics problem is 
to find the joint variables given the desired positions 
and orientation of the end-effector through the inverse 
mapping of the forward kinematics equation (1) 

 ))(()( 1 trftq −=    (2) 
The inverse kinematics problem involves the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution, and effectiveness and 
efficiency of solution methods. The inverse kinematics 
problem is thus much more difficult to solve than the 
forward kinematics problem for serial manipulator. The 
difficulties are compounded by the requirement of 
real-time solution in sensor-based robotic operations. 
The most direct way to solve (2) is to derive a 
closed-form solution from (1). Unfortunately, obtaining 
a closed-form solution is difficult for most manipulators 
due to their nonlinearity of f(.).  
The two robot arms of the developed bed robot system 
are linked with the supporting bar. Although this 
supporting could change its length, the maximum 
length is defined. So, in the control procedure, this 
limitation should be considered.  
 
5.2.2. User intention analysis using torque sensors 
In the “follow” mode, the patient can control the robot 
arm. When he/she pull or push the supporting bar, robot 
arm measures the variation of torque sensors, then 
controls motor A and motor B. As shown in figure 4, 
two torque sensors are equipped for estimating user 
intention. Desired position of user is calculated from the 
combination of torque sensors. 
The relation between torque sensors and user intension 
can be expected intuitively. But, the structure of robot 
arm system is not easy to explain mathematically. 
Therefore, the fuzzy network was designed to infer the 
human intention. The rule table for fuzzy network is 
introduced in Table 1. The motor A and B is controlled 
based on rule table. 
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Table 1. Fuzzy rule table to infer the patient’s intension 
from two torque sensors. 

τB Motor A 
PL PS ZO NS NL 

PL ZO ZO PS PL PL 
PS ZO ZO PS PS PL 
ZO NS NS ZO PS PS 
NS NL NS NS ZO ZO 

τA 

NL NL NL NS ZO ZO 
 

τB Motor B 
PL PS ZO NS NL 

PL PL PL PS ZO ZO 
PS PL PS PS ZO ZO 
ZO PS PS ZO NS NS 
NS ZO ZO NS NS NL 

τA 

NL ZO ZO NS NL NL 
* P: positive, N: negative, L: large, S: small, ZO: zero 

6. Experimental Results 
 
Mainly four kinds of postures on the bed (supine, right 
lateral, left lateral, and sitting posture) are considered in 
this paper. These postures were used for body posture 
estimation process. In our system, discrimination that 
the current patient's posture belongs to the posture class 
is more important than the fact such as opening degree 
of legs. The patient's motion and intension are 
estimated from changes between the posture classes. 
The proposed algorithm was applied to estimate pose 
and motion. 
Figure 7 shows the postures to be estimated. The patient 
in a sleep takes main four postures. 
Table 2 describes the processing time according to the 
number of principal components (PC). The processing 
time for estimating the posture increases in proportion 
to the increasing number of PC. 
In order to finish the measurement and estimation at the 
processing rate 10Hz, the process should  be fast and 
exact. As shown in table 2, proposed algorithm 
(PCA+RBFNN) with 20 PCs hits highest performance. 
Though structure with higher PCs has higher accuracy, 
the calculation cost is much higher. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Postures to be estimated. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Demonstration of Intelligent Bed Robot System 

 
Table 2. Processing time and Recognition accuracy 
according to the number of PC. 
Structure Number 

of PC 
Processing 
time (ms) 

Recognition 
accuracy 

5 13 85.1 
10 18 87.2 
20 22 91.6 
30 29 91.8 

PCA 

50 57 90.9 
5 21 87.9 
10 30 90.8 
20 44 93.6 
30 63 93.7 

PCA+RBFNN

50 82 93.4 
 
The overall demonstration was performed as shown in 
figure 8. The developed bed robot system serves the 
patient with bar-type supporting robot arm and foldable 
mattress based on the sensor data which is obtained 
from pressure sensor distributed mattress. 

7. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, the unrestraint human pose and motion 
estimation system using the pressure sensor distribution 
bed was described. This system is thought to be used 
for analyzing the body pose and motion, assisting the 
patient with robotic manipulator. Furthermore, it can be 
used for a health monitoring and evaluation of 
rehabilitation progress and so on. 
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Abstract

We present a new algorithm to locate targets by match-
ing image frames taken from a moving platform. We have
noticed that an image point is environment sensitive, but
those energy changes of grouped points have their own
statistical similarities in two image frames within limited
time interval. This approach analyzes correspondence of
energy points around every feature points between inter-
frames in image sequence in order to decide those feature
points. Successful results are given for a vide frames.

1. Introduction

Motion detection is made diécult as both the observer
and some elements of the scene may be moving. But
detecting objects from a moving platform is one of the key
issues to the successful applications of mobile system, for
example, mobile robot system [2][3]. A common motion
analysis problem is to obtain comprehensive information
about moving and static targets presented in a scene.
Prior knowledge, which includes information about the
camera motion, mobile or static, and information about
the time interval between consecutive images for example
man-aid initial selection or varies information base, can
also help to decrease the complexity of analysis [1][4][5].
One of important diãerences between motion in moving
camera or moving platform and static camera is that all
is moving in the former case and only object are moving
in the later.
Generally, from the practical point of view, there are

three groups of motion-related problems: motion detec-
tion, object detection and location, and derivation of 3D
object properties. Our problem belongs to the second
group, i.e. tracking a static target from a moving plat-
form [6][8]. Our method is to match corresponding fea-
ture points (FP ), and to locate them. The presented
method is based on calculating the local minimum en-
ergy points around a feature point, analyzing the image
tensor, and then deciding the corresponding relations be-
tween frame intervals. We discuss the case of a camera
on a moving platform and the target is static on the as-
sumptions that motion is with maximum frame veloc-
ity constraint, which a target is scanned at discussing
frame time intervals, and with target mutual correspon-
dence, which the target exhibits some stable points and
not all but part of these points correspond to exactly
some points in the next image frame. In the presented
approach, we build a contour model of a target to get
some low-energy feature points. In order to get the cor-
responding relation on the feature points between frames,

it is necessary to select relevant key areas around these
points, to ånd some interest points in these areas, and
then to get the optimal correspondences or possible so-
lutions. In the next section, our algorithm to select the
feature points are introduced; Section 3 gives the princi-
ple about the statistical analysis in order to locate static
targets. Experimental results and discusions are in Sec-
tion 4.
We denote I(x), fx=(x, y): x2 R2g, as a frame in an

image sequence, the ith frame as Ii(x), and the jth as
Ij(x), (i; j = 1; 2; . . . ; nji < j; i 6= n; j 6= 1). Two target
frames Ii(x), Ij(x), in which the targets are, are sampled
by their appeared orders in image sequence. The input
frame is Ii(x), output is Ij(x).

2. Active Contour

The traditional active contour model, also named snake,
is deåned as an energy minimizing spline{the snake en-
ergy depends on its shape and location within an image.
The main idea of snake model is to estimate an initial-
ized curve, and use this curve to initialize the conven-
tional snake equations in order to get solutions about its
Euler-Lagrange equation. It is recomputed to eliminate
high-energy segments and renew the low-energy contours
until constrains are satisåed. The energy functional is
a weighted combination of internal and external forces.
The internal forces emanate from the shape of the snake,
while the external forces come from the image and/or
from higher-level image understanding processes. The
snake is deåned parametrically as v=v(s)=[x(s), y(s)],
where x(s), y(s) are x, y co-ordinates along the contour
and s2[0, 1], v(s) can be approximated as a B-spline.
The energy functional to be minimized may be written
as:

EÉs =
Z 1

0
Esna(v)ds (1)

=

Z 1

0
(Eint(v) + Eext(v))ds (2)

where Eint(v) represents the internal energy of the spline
due to bending. External energy Eext(v) includes image
forces Eim(v) and external constraint forces Ecst(v):

Eext(v) = Eim(v) + Ecst(v) (3)

Eim(v) is derived from the image data over which the
snake lies. Ecst(v) come from external constraints im-
posed either by a user or some other higher-level process
which may force the snake toward or away from particu-
lar features. We just select Ecst(v) = 0.
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Fig. 1: Initial control points on a rectangle.

Fig. 2: Converged contour after 25 iterations.

From (2), the functional to be minimized is (1). Then
from the calculus of variations, the Euler-Lagrange con-
dition states that the spline curve v(s) which minimizes
Esna(v) must satisfy

d

ds
EvsÄEv = 0 (4)

where Evs is the partial derivative if E(v) with respect to
dv(s)=ds and Ev is the partial derivative of Esna(v) with
respect to v. Then the Euler-Lagrange equation reduces
to

@v(s; t)

@t
Ä @

@s
[ã(s)

@v(s; t)

@s
] +

@2

@s2
[å(s)

@2v(s; t)

@s2
]Ä5Eext[v(s; t)] = 0 (5)

where ã(s), å(s) specify the elasticity and stiãness of the
snake, which control the internal spline energy.
The process and one of our results by the described

model are shown in the ågures [1][6]. Fig. 1 shows an
initial contour with nine control points. The results after
25 iterations are given in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, nine feature
points about the rectangle target are made, which is from
the converged contour shown in Fig. 2.

3. Statistical Similarity Analysis

Feature points represent speciåc places in an image
that carry distinctive features of the object being stud-
ied. Assume that there be two local windows A0m ö I(x)
and A0n ö I(x+Åx). Pay attention to the image energy
distribution around a feature point, two tracking win-
dows with diãerent scales in input space A0m ö Ii(x) and
output space A0n ö Ij(x) are selected. Let the elements
in the tracking windows be the ones around every fea-
ture point. If more than two of elements of A0m in A0n
are decided, the corresponding position of the x in Ij(x)
can be estimated. If some corresponding points of x are
found in A0n, we can also estimate the target in this new

Fig. 3: Feature points from the converged contour.

frame by parts of its feature points. Corresponding ele-
ments in A0m and A0n are recognized by simple directive
chain codes [6] with their neighborhoods. This process
are illustrated in Section . More details can be found in
[14].

Let Am=fxmg be the set of all energy points in the årst
starting image that is input state space, and An = fyng
the energy points in the second image that is output state
space. Let cmn be a vector connecting points xm and yn
(thus yn=xm+cmn). Let the probability of correspon-
dences of two points xm and yn be Ämn. Two points
xm and yn can be considered potentially corresponding
if their distance satisåes the assumption of maximum ve-
locity

jcmnj î çmax (6)

where çmax is the maximum distance which a point may
move in the time interval between two consecutive im-
ages. Two correspondences of points xmyn and xkyl are
termed consistent of

jcmn Ä cklj î Å (7)

where Å is a pixel distance deviation. Consistency of
corresponding point pairs will increases the probability
that a correspondence pair is correct. We determine the
sets of energy points Am ö A0m ö Ii(x), An ö A0n ö
Ij(x), and construct a data structure as follows:

[xm; (cm1 ;Äm1); (cm2 ;Äm2); . . . ; (EPC;EPP )]

where EPC, and EPV are special symbols indicating
that no potential correspondence was found. We iter-
atively calculate the probability of correspondence of a
point xm with all potential points yn as a weighted sum
of probabilities of correspondence of all consistent pairs
xkyl, xk are neighbors of xm and the consistency of xkyl
is evaluated by xm and yn. To a function F [14]:

Ä(s)mn = F(Ä(sÄ1)mn ;Ä(sÄ1)kl ) (8)

Those points that hold high probabilities that obviously
diãer from those energy points without correspondences.
Intuitively, we give N local approximate locations in

Ii(x) by coarse hand initialization. After executing the
algorithm, an active contour model is formed årst and
then the contour converges to N low-energy positions.
There are N FPs in the state space ïAm. An input state
space Am, Am=fxmg, is constructed around a kernel in
ïAm. A0m gives a tracking window in Ii(x). We can com-
pute the possible energy points around every FP in the
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Fig. 4: Initial energy distribution.

tracking window, and build another tracking window
A0n including a corresponding output state spaceAn=fyng
in Ij(x). In this paper, we give the results of one FP be-
tween frames to illustrate our method. This principle
is also suitable for more ones. The area of A0n is up to
the maximum distance çmax in (6). Finally the corre-
sponding relations are established by application of the
algorithm presented. We get a new FP in the frame A0n
including An=fyng. More FPs, which are to form a new
input space state, can also be calculated by repeating the
same process. The target is matched by tracking its these
kernels in consecutive image frames. This process is il-
lustrated in (9).

ïA(t)m ) A(t1)m ; A(t1)n ) ïA(t1)m ) A(t2)m ; A(t2)n

. . . ) ïA(tn)m ) A(tn+1)m ; A(tn+1)n . . . (9)

where tk, k = 1; 2; . . ., denotes sampling time at k. The
interval is up to the velocity of the moving platform.

4. Experiments and Discussions

In this section, some experimental results based on the
presented method are illustrated. We use the same video
image [7] to execute our experiments. In Fig. 5, (a) is
the original input image frame 2; (b) is the output im-
ages frame 9; (c) gives the active contour model based on
the algorithm described in Section 2. The feature points
and an area of A0m are shown in (d). A0m ö R2, there
are 24 Ç 24 (unit: 5 pixels) elements in it. (d) gives the
21 original energy points after the årst detection. 13 of
the 21 energy points are then kept after excluding the
points on the edge; (g) shows the energy points in A0n,
A0n ö R2, there are 100Ç 50 elements in it. Am and An
are detected from A0m and A0n respectively, Am ö A0m,
An ö A0n. An is in a larger area so there are more ele-
ments i.e. energy points in it. The reason why a larger
A0n in (g) is selected is that the size of A0n up to the veloc-
ity constraints of Dmax in (6) resulted from the moving
camera. The larger the size is the more energy points are
detected, but also accompanied with much time cost. (e)
and (h) give the detected results by using the algorithm
described in Section 3. The FP 0s position is also marked

Fig. 6: The energy distribution after 4 iterations.

by black-white \+" where is the center of mass in A0n.
xm and yn are located by \+" symbols with white cir-
cle background in (e) or (h). All 13 pairs of elements
are decided between Am and An. (e) and (h) show that
even if we selected a smaller local area around a FP , it
is still possible to catch some corresponding elements in
An since FPs locate on the low energy positions. To
show these results more clearly, (f) and (i) focus on the
detected corresponding part in (e) and (h), and give their
ampliåed eãects. The results have given very good cor-
responding relations. The whole process is shown in Fig.
5(c) to Fig. 5(i) where the values of xm and yn are their
indexes in Am and An in their storage spaces.
The correspondence points are decided with errors less

than 5 pixels because our calculating unit is 5 pixels.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a new approach starting from some con-
verged points by the snake principle. We depict the at-
tributes of a target by its signiåcant energy points. Our
idea to understand a target is from its points of this tar-
get to its lines, from its points to its lines and areas.
This is related to manipulate our knowledge database in
our further works. The proposed energy point detection
approach also gives very satisåed results.
In this work, we proposed three processes to track a

static target from a moving platform where an camera
is moving and an target is static: active contour model,
which are used to estimate kernel points at the ånal con-
verged contour position; the points detection, which is
in a area around a feature point, along with measures of
image energy, as the system input measurement; and a
statistical similarity analysis method, which uses corre-
spondence pairs detection, as the former system output
and the next system input. This approach takes us an-
other advantage to occlusion problems, because the tar-
get/object can be estimated by parts of their features.
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Fig. 5: Tracking a static target, a house corner, in image sequence from a moving platform.
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Abstract For the development robot learning strategies play very important role. Through learning the system 

performance will be improved. A learning model which contains observation learning and introspective learning will be 
proposed in this paper. Perceptual learning should be considered as an active process that embeds particular abstraction, 
reformulation and approximation within the Abstraction framework. Introspective learning is an inside learning of brain, 
which means without input information from outside environment. Perceptual learning and Introspective learning methods 
will be described respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
By a developmental robot means that the robot generates 
its “brain” through online, real time interactions with its 
environment[14]. For robots, the developmental program 
starts to run at the ``birth'' time of the robotics, which 
enables the robot to develop its cognitive and behavioral 
skills through direct interactions with its environment 
using its sensors and effectors. The basic nature of 
developmental learning plays a central role in enabling a 
human being to incrementally scale his or her level of 
intelligence from ground up. In order to scale up the 
robot's capability to understand what happens around it, 
the learning mechanism embedded in a developmental 
program must perform systematic self-organization, 
according to what it sensed, what it did, action imposed 
by the human when necessary, the reward it received 
from the humans, and the context.  As a fundamental 
requirement of scaling up, the robot must develop a 
value system.  

Learning is the basic cognitive activity and 
accumulation procedure of experience and knowledge. 
Through learning the system performance will be 
improved. A general learning model has been proposed 
as Fig 1. 

In general machine learning focuses on observation 
learning, that is inductive learning, analogical learning, 
case-based learning, explanation learning, evolutional 
learning, connectionist learning and so on. A lot of 
statistical learning methods and algorithms have been 
proposed and used in existing data mining system. 
Introspective learning is also play very important role for 
human learning. The general learning model could show 
the both learning activities.  

 

        

 
 
Environment

Introspective
Learning Unit  Observation 

Learning Unit  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Performance 

Unit  
 
 

Knowledge  
Base 

            Fig 1  Learning model 

 
Perceptual learning should be considered as an active 

process that embeds particular abstraction, reformulation 
and approximation within the Abstraction framework. 
The active process refers to the fact that the search for a 
correct data representation is performed through several 
steps. A key point is that perceptual learning focuses on 
low-level abstraction mechanism instead of trying to rely 
on more complex algorithm. In fact, from the machine 
learning viewpoint, Perceptual learning can be seen as a 
particular abstraction that may help to simplify complex 
problem thanks to a computable representation. Indeed, 
the baseline of Abstraction, i.e. choosing the relevant 
data to ease the learning task, is that many problems in 
machine learning cannot be solve because of the 
complexity of the representation and is not related to the 
learning algorithm, which is referred to as the phase 
transition problem. Within the Abstraction framework, 
we use the term perceptual learning to refer to specific 
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learning task that rely on iterative representation changes 
and that deals with real-world data which human can 
perceive. 

In this paper Section 2 will discuss perceptual 
learning. Introspective learning is described in Section 3. 
The conclusions will be given the final section.  

2. Perceptual Learning 
After Hubel and Wiesel[5;6] first showed that neurals in 

mammalian primary visual cotex (V1) were optimally 
stimulated by bars and edges, a large part of 
experimental, computational, and theoretical studies 
have been concerned with exploring the response 
characteristics of neurons in V1 and in higher visual 
areas.  

Aiming to reveal underlying relationships between the 
environmental information and internal representation of 
the visual cortex, Olshausen and Field introduced a 
learning algorithm for sparse coding[11]. It was shown 
that, by seeking sparse code for natural images, the 
network could develop a set of receptive fields similar to 
those simple cells found in the striate cortex (V1). 
Though such network successfully captures sparse 
nature of the input data, it is a feedforward model and it 
ignores one primary constraint on the visual system: 
perception task. The tasks faced by the organism are 
likely to be an even more important constraint. That is to 
say, sparse coding states only that information must be 
represented sparsely, it does not say anything about what 
information should be represented. 

In the classical feed-forward, modular view of visual 
processing, the early visual areas (LGN, V1 and V2) are 
modules that serve to extract local features, while higher 
extrastriate areas are responsible for shape inference, 
object recognition and so on. However, recent findings in 
primate early visual systems reveal that the computations 
in the early visual cortex are rather complex and 
dynamic, as well as interactive and plastic, subject to 
influence from global context, higher order perceptual 
inference, task requirement and behavioral experience. 
The evidence argues that the early visual cortex does not 
merely participate in the first stage of visual processing, 
but is involved in many levels of visual computation[7;8]. 
The idea that various levels in cognitive and sensory 
systems have to work together interactively and 
concurrently had been proposed in more general 
computational terms, particular by McClelland and 
Rumelhart in terms of interactive activation neural 
networks [10], by Grossberg in terms of adaptive 
resonance theory[3], and Dayan et al in terms of the 
Helmholtz machine[2]. Hinton proposed a graphical 
model and learning algorithms for perceptual system[4]. 

An important question in the study of visual 
processing is how to identify the features used by human 
subjects to classify visual stimuli: which features of an 
image are extracted and represented by the visual cortex? 
It has previously been proposed that complex objects are 
represented in the visual cortex in terms of sparse 
structures such as sparse coding or Gabor basis 
functions[11]. These 'building blocks' are universal in the 
sense that they are equally applicable to all natural 
images. Alternatively, we investigate a new supervised 
model, called here classification-oriented sparse coding 
(briefly as COSC) model, which encodes sparse and 
class-specific features. Based on Olshausen’s sparse 
coding scheme[12], COSC model incorporates an 
additional constraint, named discriminability, to learn 
the sparse and informative image features which are 
specifically selected to support visual classification⎯ 
one of the basic tasks of visual perception. COSC 
models probes into what information should be 
represented under feedback of visual classification tasks 
and provides a way of extracting sparse and informative 
features from natural images though linear Hebbian 
learning. 

The consideration of granularity is motivated by the 
practical needs for simplification, clarity, low cost, 
approximation, and tolerance of uncertainty. As an 
emerging field of study, granular computing attempts to 
formally investigate and model the family of 
granule-oriented problem solving methods and 
information processing paradigms. 

2.1 Linear image synthesis model  

The starting point is from Olshausen[11]. A perceptual 
system is exposed to a series of small image patches, 
drawn from one or more large images, just like the CRF 
of neurons. Imagine that each image patch, represented 
by the vector I (numbered row-wise), has been formed 
by the linear combination of N basis functions. The basis 
functions form the columns of a fixed matrix, A. The 
weighting of this linear combination is given by a vector, 
s. Each component of this vector has its own associated 
basis function, and represents a response value of a 
neuron in vision system. The linear synthesis model is 
therefore given by: 

∑
=

==
n

i
ii yxasAsyxI

1
),(*),(

          ( 1 ) 
In a cortical interpretation, the s model the responses 

of (signed) simple cells, and the column of matrix A 
closely related to their CRF’s. 

This model can be represented by a simple neural 
network, where x is an n-dimensional vector denoting 
the input to the network, si denotes the activity of the i-th 
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neuron, and ai (the i-th column of the A) is an 
n-dimensional vector composed of the connection 
weights between the i-th neuron and the input. 

The goal of sparse coding is to find a set of ai that 
forms a complete code (that is, spans the image space) 
and results in the coefficient values being as statistically 
independent as possible over an ensemble of natural 
images. The reason for statistical independence have 
been elaborated else where [1], but it can be summarized 
briefly as providing a strategy for extracting the intrinsic 
structure in visual signal. 

2.2 Sparse coding model  

In an influential paper, Olshausen and Field applied 
two criteria to seek the optimal basis vector and the 
coefficients [11]. One of the criteria is how well the code 
describes the input. It can be measured by the squared 
error between the input and its reconstruction by the 
network: 

2

,
),(),(I),(Error ∑ ∑ ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−=

yx i
ii yxasyxAs

   (2) 
As an additional criteria for sparse coding, Olshausen 

and Field proposed the ‘sparseness’ cost for seeking 
sparse codes. The sparseness cost function is given by 

∑ ⎟⎟
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⎝
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=
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σ
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              (3) 

where S(x) is a nonlinear function such as |x|,  
exp(-x2), and log(1+x2). The cost sparseness favors the 
codes which consist of minimal number of non-zero 
coefficients. As a result, the network seeks the 
coefficients which are statistically independent each 
other over an ensemble of input data. In the case that the 
data contains some forms of higher-order statistical 
structure as found in natural images, it can be captured 
by using this sparseness cost function. 

So the search for a sparse code can be formulated as 
an optimization problem by constructing the following 
cost function to be minimized: 
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For the visual classification purposes we must seek a 

reasonable transform method which maximizes the 
distance between the classes while minimizing the 
distance within each classes in coefficient state-space. So 
the code coefficients (or features ) are efficient for 
discrimination, unlike the sparse code that seeks the 

space efficient for representation. 

2.3 Classification-oriented sparse model   

A. Discriminability constraint  

In order to code the sensory visual information 
supervised by the visual classification task, it is 
necessary to incorporate a constraint for the 
classification task. Intuitively, it is very important for the 
coded coefficients to be good for classification, so the 
coefficients (or neuron responses) produced by the 
sparse coding model can be easily utilized by the higher 
neurons which process such task. Linear discriminant 
analysis, using within-class scatter and between-class 
scatter to choose coordinate for transformation, is 
broadly used for pattern classification. We investigate a 
somewhat similar approach, and incorporate the 
‘discriminability’ cost function which constrains the 
neuron activities to be more valuable for classification. 

Supposed that  and 

 represent the pattern sets, 
here we only consider the two-class classification, and 

, where 

}...,,,{ 1
1

1
2

1
11 NIIIX =
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2

2
2

2
12 NIIIX =

]...,,,[I 21 n
j

i sss= nksk ≤≤1,  is the 
coefficient produced by sparse coding model. N1 and N2 
are the number of patterns in class X1 and X2. 

The sparse coding model transforms the input stimuli 
into code coefficient vectors, I. We define the distance 
between two coefficient vectors as below: 

∑
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            ( 5 ) 
Within-class distance measures the distance between a 

coefficient vector and the center of class which includes 
the vector. The formula is 

)~,(D j
j

iw mID=
                     (6) 

where jm~
 is the center of the class j. On the contrary, 

between-class distance measures the distance between a 
coefficient vector and the center of class which excludes 
the vector. The equation is 

)~,(D ĵ
j

iB mID=
                      (7 ) 

where jm ˆ
~

represent the center of the excluding class. 
In order to make the patterns be correctly classified, 

we expect: 1) the within-class distance is smaller, so the 
class is more compact in the N-dimensional coefficient 
space; 2) the between-class distance is greater, thus the 
interval between the class 1 and class 2 is bigger. That is 
to say, we should maximize the between-class distance in 
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the same time minimize the within-class distance. So we 
make a tradeoff to optimize a ratio. The ratio is given by 

BD
WDDR£½

                            (8) 
When we look into the Eq.(8) we can find that its 

derivative for coefficient s is too complex to optimize. 
So we smartly transform the magnitude of the ratio by 
logarithm. The transformed ratio is as below: 
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                                        (9) 
As a result, the model produces an N-dimensional 

coefficient space in which the coefficients in the same 
class tightly locate in a subspace and are apart from the 
other class. 

 
B. Learning  

Learning is accomplished by minimizing the total cost 
function: 

)(),(),(),(E sDisAsSparsenessAsErrorAs ds λλ ++=
                                         (10) 

where sλ and dλ  are positive weights. The function 

to be minimized, , is the sum of three terms: 
the first term computes the reconstruction error, which 
forces the basis functions, A,  to span the input space; 
the second term incurs a penalty on the coefficient 
activities, which encourages sparse representation; and 
the third term calculates the discriminability which 
drives the coefficients to be more efficient for pattern 
classification. 

),(E As

The process for minimizing  can be divided 
into two nested stages. In the inner stage, E is minimized 
with respect to the s

),(E As

i for a batch of pattern, holding the A 
fixed. In the outer stage (i.e, on a long timescale, over 
many image presentations), E is minimized with respect 
to the A. The inner stage minimization over the si can be 
performed by conjugate gradient method, so the si are 
determined by the differential equation: 
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where 

. 
According to Eq.(11), the s

∑ ∑−=
yx

j
ijji yxayxasyxIb

,
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i are drived by a sum of three 
terms. The first term takes a spatially weighted sum of 

the current residual image using the basis function ai(x, y) 
and the weights. The second term applies the derivative 
of sparseness. Especially, the third term incurs a 
movement which makes the si near the center of the 
included class and apart from the excluded class. 

The outer stage minimization over the A may be 
finished by simple gradient descent method. The 
learning rule for it is given by  

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

∑−=∆
j

jji yxasyxIsyxai ),(),(),( η
 (12) 

where η is the learning rate. In the neural network 
view, ai are updated by Hebbian learing between the 
outputs coefficients, sj, and the resulting residual image. 

Because there is no closed-form solution for the si in 
terms of the input I(x, y), so si is calculated by recurrent 
computation similar to an analysis/synthesis loop. An 
intuitive interpretation for this algorithm is that in the 
inner stage, the gradient of ‘sparseness’ sparsifies the 
distribution of s by differentially reducing the value of 
small coefficients more than great coefficient, at the 
same time, the gradient of ‘discriminability’ makes the 
coefficient near to homogeneous center and apart from 
the unhomogeneous center. Then, the ai learn on the error 
induced by the sparseness criteria and discriminability 
criteria, resulting in a basis function set which can 
tolerate sparseness and discriminability in the condition 
of minimizing mean square reconstruction error. 

2.4 Selective attention model based on response 

saliency   

Response saliency is the response extent for a neuron 
compared with a group of neurons which respond to the 
same stimulus. The purpose of the response saliency is to 
represent the conspicuity for every neuron in the same 
perception level for a stimulus and to guide the selection 
of attended neuron, based on the value of response 
saliency[9]. The neuron response that has great response 
saliency value will be chosen to further process. On the 
contrary, the neuron that has small value will be omitted. 

In the framework of sparse coding, the simple cells in 
the primary visual cortex (V1) produce sparse code for 
the input stimuli. That is say, simple cell takes very small 
(absolute) values or very large values often; to 
compensate, it takes values in between relatively more 
rarely. The sparse code focuses on the possibility 
distribution of response. Intuitively, the response value 
itself provides very useful information: the response 
value is bigger, the information represented by the 
neuron is more important; otherwise, the information is 
less important. Obviously, the response value gives a 
foundation for the attention mechanism. Supposed here 
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that  represents simple cell i, and  represents the 
simple cell’s response. 

iA iR

Every simple cell (corresponding to the column of A 
in equation 1) carries a specific pattern. Furthermore, 
every such pattern is selective for location, orientation 
and frequency. Based on Gestalt similarity perception 
principle and Hebb rule, we can get that the neurons with 
similar selectivity increase the response values; on the 
contrary, the neurons with different selectivity decrease 
the response values. So we can suppose that the response 
saliency value of a neuron, which has great discrepancy 
among a group of neurons responding to the same 
stimulus, will decrease; and the value for a neuron which 
has small discrepancy will increase relatively. The 
neuron set responding to the same stimulus assumes as S, 

; the discrepancy between  

and A

},,,{ 21 mAAAS K= iA
j is represented as , and the value for 

 is a function of simple cell’s selective 
characteristics: location (L), orientation (O) and 
frequency (F). The equation as below:  
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(14 ) 
Here, operation N(.) represents the normalization 

operator which makes the values between 0 and 1, and 0 
≤W1, W2, W3≤ 1 represents the weights, W1+W2+W3=1.  

Then, the response saliency (RS) value is the 
weighted sum of norm response value and neuron 
discrepancy as following: 

),(*)(N)(RS SADiffRA iii λ+=      ( 15 ) 

Here λ  is a weight which determinates the 
importance of each components 
 
3. Introspective Learning 

Introspective learning is an inside learning of brain, 
which means without input information from outside 
environment [13]. Introspective learning process involves 
three steps: blame assignment, Explain failure, and 
Repair failure. Blame assignment, the system first makes 
definite and limited expectation of reasoning process, 
then compares the expectation with the actual reasoning 
to find out the difference. The difference between 
anticipant action and actual action is called as 
expectation failure. The confirmation of failure means 
that there are definite expectation values at the present 

position of reasoning in the system. Supervise 
expectation failure during reasoning, the system 
compares results with corresponding expectation at 
every step of reasoning to find out failure. Explain 
failure, the system looks for the explanation for failure 
according to the criteria of expectation failure and the 
trace of reasoning, then puts forward a relevant advice to 
update the reasoning based on the reason found out for 
avoiding latter same failure. Repair failure, the measures 
of repairing reasoning are attached to specific 
expectation, thus the accessional measures can be put 
forward when an expectation failure occurs. The 
description of the measure cannot specify how and what 
to repair, so the system should involve the mechanism of 
making repair measure. The repair module makes actual 
repair measures and repair according to the description 
of failure and the method advised to repair. 

The figure 2 is the general model of introspective 
learning. Besides the three process mentioned above, it 
includes knowledge base, trace of reasoning, expectation 
model of reasoning and supervised protocol and so on. 
The supervised protocol regulates how and where to 
supervise the system’s reasoning and the switch of the 
system’s control power. The knowledge base involves 
the relevant knowledge of reasoning, it is not only the 
base of reasoning but also blame assignment and explain 
failure. The expectation model of reasoning is a perfect 
model, it offers the criteria of reasoning expectation and 
becomes the central basis of blame assignment. The 
introspective learning units of intelligent knowledge 
system use existing knowledge about background, the 
expectation and the trace of reasoning to look over if 
expectation failure occurs at present state according to 
supervised protocol. Expectation failure occurs at two 
situations that one is when an expectation of perfect state 
is not accordance with the present actual reasoning and 
the other is when a catastrophic failure takes place in the 
system. If the reasoning unit does not find out the 
expectation failure, it means that all expectations are in 
accordance with actual situation and the system will be 
informed normal and regain the control power. If a 
failure is found, the reasoning unit will make use of the 
background knowledge, the trace of reasoning and the 
perfect expectation model to look for the preliminary 
reasons for the failure and explain the failure. When a 
failure is found, the available information is probably not 
sufficient for diagnosing and repairing. So, the 
introspective learning unit may pause its explanation and 
repairing, permit the system to continue working until 
ample information acquired. If necessary information is 
attained, the task of explanation and repair will restart 
from the position of pause. The explanation of failure 
can offer clues to the introspective reasoning unit for 
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repairing failure. The learning aim of repair failure is 
made after explain failure, the repair failure module will 
make the repair measures according to the learning aim 
and update the reasoning. When the repair finishes or 
when the repair is found impossible, the system will 
acquire the control power. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            

        Fig. 2 Introspective learning model 
 

4. Conclusions 
For the developmental robot two learning strategies 

have been proposed in the paper. One is perceptual 
learning. We have put forward a novel sparse coding 
model, called classification-oriented sparse coding 
(COSC) model, for learning sparse and discriminable 
structures in the natural images which is valuable for the 
higher perception task: visual classification. Vision 
attention mechanism is an active strategy in information 
processing procedure of brain, which has many 
interesting characteristics, such as selectivity, 
competition. Attention is everywhere in the visual 
pathway. A typical scene within the neuron’s classic 
receptive field (CRF) contains many different patterns 
which compete for neural representation because of the 
limited processing capacity of neurons in the visual 
system. In this paper, we also proposed an attention 
model, that is saliency-based data-driven module, in the 
framework of efficient coding hypothesis. 

Another learning strategy is introspective learning. 
We proposed a introspective learning process involves 
three parts that are blame assignment, explain failure and 
repair failure. In the future we are continue working on 
learning methods and algorithms for autonomous mental 
development which enables robots to incrementally scale 
its level of intelligence. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a learning-based method

for controlling robots using evolutive binary decision
diagrams (BDDs). BDDs are a ways of to represent
a logic function using a directed graph which consists
of binary switches having one input and two outputs,
and are mainly used to design LSI. Moriwaki et al.
proposed n-output BDDs (n-BDDs) which can evolve
BDDs, and they applied n-BDDs to food chain simu-
lation of evolutional agents. In the evolution method,
variable ordering of n-BDDs is fixed, but they showed
that n-BDDs provided good performance for deciding
best output on some inputs. In this paper, we in-
troduce a new genetic manipulation for avoiding the
problem of variable ordering to n-BDDs, and apply
the new n-BDDs to learn motion control of robots.
We demonstrate that our method is capable of pro-
viding good performance in this paper.

1 Introduction
Demand for robots is shifting from their use in in-

dustrial applications to their use in domestic situa-
tions. Such robots require sophisticated body designs
and interfaces to do this. Humanoid robots which have
multi-degree-of-freedom have been developed, capable
of working with humans using a body design simi-
lar to humans. However, it is very difficult to con-
trol intricately robots with human generated, prepro-
grammed, learned behavior. Learned behavior should
be obtained by the robots themselves in a human-like
way, not programmed manually.

Moriwaki et al. proposed n-BDDs which can evolve
multi-terminal BDDs (MTBDDs) [1], and they ap-
plied n-BDDs to food chain simulation of evolutional
agents. In the evolution method, variable ordering of
n-BDDs is fixed, but they showed that n-BDDs pro-
vided good performance for deciding best output on
some inputs. We introduce n-BDDs to learn motion
control of robots in this paper. We consider that a
controller which is learned by a robot using n-BDDs
can be used for a controller of other similar robots.

1 2

x1

x3

x2

0 1

0 1

1
0

1 2

x1

x3

x2

n

0 1

0 1

10

.....

(a) BDD (b) MTBDD

Figure 1: Examples of BDD and MTBDD.

However, learning of robot’s motion control involves
very large state space, so that it is difficult to provide
variable ordering for n-BDDs manually. In this paper,
we introduce a new genetic manipulation for avoiding
the problem of variable ordering to n-BDDs. To con-
firm the effectiveness of our method, we used action
learning of a mobile robot, LEGO Mindstorms. More-
over, as learning of high-dimensional state spaces, our
method was applied to motion control of a humanoid
robot, HOAP1 (Humanoid Open Architecture Plat-
form). We demonstrate that our method is capable of
providing good performance.

2 What are BDDs?

A binary decision diagram (BDD) is a data struc-
ture that is used to represent a Boolean function [2, 3].
Figure 1 shows examples of BDDs. The Boolean func-
tion is represented in a BDD as a rooted, directed,
acyclic graph where each nonterminal vertex is labeled
by a variable xi and has two directed edges connect-
ing to child nodes. The left edge represents a variables
assignment to zero (0-edge), and the right edge repre-
sents an assignment to one (1-edge). A “1” or “2”
labels all terminal vertexes. MTBDDs are an exten-
sion of BDDs, and the difference is that MTBDDs have
multiple outputs. For example, the MTBDD in Figure
1 has n outputs. Moriwaki et al. introduced to evolve
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(a) insertion (b) deletion (c) mutation

Figure 2: Genetic operations of n-BDDs.

MTBDDs by using genetic operations, and they called
them n-BDDs [1].

3 N-BDDs for controlling robots

3.1 N-BDDs

Figure 2 shows genetic operations of n-BDDs [1].
Genetic operations, insertion, deletion and mutation
are defined to operate an n-BDD as a gene.

Insertion inserts a new nonterminal vertex on an
edge selected at random. Either of 0-edge or 1-edge
of the new vertex must connect to the vertex which
was connected before. The other edge connects to a
subordinate vertex at random.

Deletion deletes a nonterminal vertex selected at
random. The edge connected to the deleted vertex
must connect to one of the vertexes which was con-
nected by the deleted vertex before.

Mutation changes the direction of one of the edge
of a nonterminal vertex selected at random. The note
connected by the edge must be a subordinate vertex of
the mutated vertex. This restriction avoids the loop
and cycle of edges.

3.2 New Genetic Manipulation for Con-
trolling robot

To avoid the problem of variable ordering in n-
BDDs, we introduce a new genetic manipulation for
insertion. Figure 3 shows the new insertion method.

Moreover, we consider the placement of n-BDDs.
Generally, the state space for controlling robots is to
be high-dimensional state spaces, because robots have
many motors. Only if we use an n-BDD for a robot,
the number of their output increases. Therefore, we
propose to place n-BDDs at each motor. Figure 4 is an
example placement of n-BDDs. Using this placement,
we can introduce crossover to evolution of n-BDDs.
Concretely, it is done by changing n-BDDs placed at
each motor between two robots. We consider that var-
ious individuals are carried out to next generation by
the crossover method.

Insert vertex
Input S: a set of already used variables in n-BDD.

1. begin
2. R := φ;
3. create a new nonterminal vertex V

which variable is xV ;
4. if xV is used as the root node
5. then go to 3.;
6. if xV ∈ S
7. then begin
8. if there are edges e that can insert xV

9. then add all candidates e to R as elements;
10. else go to 3.;
11. end;
12. if R = φ
13. then insert V on an edge selected at random;
14. else begin
15. select an edge e from R at random;
16. insert V on e;
17. end;
18. end.

Figure 3: New insertion operation.
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Figure 4: N -BDDs placement.

4 Experiments
In order to confirm the effectiveness of our method,

we did two experiments: learning a line-tracing robot
and controlling a humanoid robot.

4.1 Learning Line-Tracing Robot
Consider a course shown in Figure 5. This environ-

ment has a track with black line. The learning robot
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Figure 5: Course. Figure 6: Result.

Table 1: Sensed color and variable value.
Sensed color (x0, x1)

black (0, 1)

gray (0, 0)

white (1, 0)

Table 2: Actions for Mindstorms.
Terminal vertex Motor output

a0 -2 (backward)

a1 0

a2 2 (forward)

can sense floor color using a light sensor, and takes
action. Table 1 and 2 show floor colors sensed by the
robot and actions of the robot, respectively. In Ta-
ble 1, gray is sensed on the border between black and
white floors. The robot learn to trace gray color.

To simulate learning, we used the GURS [4] which
is a LEGO Mindstorms simulator. Fitness increases
if robot is on gray floor and its both motor does not
stop. We used 30 individuals in each generation. For
crossover, insertion, mutation and deletion rates, we
used the value of 0.5, 0.3, 0.15 and 0.05, respectively.
In the evolution, one individual is carried out to next
generation (elite strategy), and the other 29 individu-
als are selected by roulette strategy.

Figure 6 shows a result of evolution with n-BDD at
50th generation. You can see that the robot can trace
the border between black and white well.

4.2 Controlling a Humanoid Robot
In this section, as learning of high-dimensional state

spaces, n-BDD is applied to a humanoid robot learn-
ing to stand up from a chair (Figure 7). The learning
was simulated using the virtual body of HOAP1. Fig-
ure 8 shows HOAP1. The robot is 48 centimeters tall,
weighs 6 kilograms, has 20 DOFs, and has 4 pressure
sensors each on the soles of its feet. To simulate learn-

θW
θK

θA

θB

y

Figure 7: Learning mo-
tion.

Figure 8: HOAP1.

Table 3: Sensed degree and variable value.
Sensed degree (x0, x1)

3
4
(θmax − θmin) ≤ θ < θmax (1, 1)

1
2
(θmax − θmin) ≤ θ < 3

4
(θmax − θmin) (1, 0)

1
4
(θmax − θmin) ≤ θ < 1

2
(θmax − θmin) (0, 1)

θmin ≤ θ < 1
4
(θmax − θmin) (0, 0)

Table 4: Actions for HOAP1.
Terminal vertex Motor output

a0 -20.0 [deg/sec](backward)

a1 0

a2 20.0 [deg/sec](forward)

ing, we used the Open Dynamics Engine [5].
The robot’s state is sensed by the following variable

vector x(t):

x(t) = (xW
0 , xW

1 , xK
0 , x

K
1 , x

A
0 , x

A
1 , x

B
0 , x

B
1 ). (1)

where xW
i , xK

i and xA
i are variables for waist, knee

and ankle angles respectively, and xB
i is for the pitch

of its body (Figure 7). Outputs of these variables are
determined by current degree θ of joint (see Table 3).
Here, the values in the table are θW

min = −80.0 [deg],
θW

max = 70.0 [deg], θK
min = 0.0 [deg], θK

max = 120.0 [deg],
θA

min = −60.0 [deg], θA
max = 60.0 [deg], θB

min = −60.0
[deg], θB

max = 60.0 [deg]. Actions of the robot are
determined as Table 4.

One generation terminates when the robot fell down
or time passed over ttotal = 10 [sec]. Fitness is de-
termined by height y [cm] of the robot’s breast (see
Figure 7). We used 30 individuals in each generation.
For crossover, insertion, mutation and deletion rates,
we used the value of 0.75, 0.15, 0.075 and 0.025, re-
spectively. In the evolution, we used the same strategy
as section 4.1.

Figure 9 shows an evolution result at 1000th genera-
tion. You can see that the robot stood up while main-
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Figure 9: Result at 1000th generation.

Figure 11: N -BDD of waist. Figure 12: N -BDD of knee. Figure 13: N -BDD of ankle.
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Figure 10: Fitness.

taining its balance. Figure 10 shows the fitness per
generation with n-BDD. The results shown in the fig-
ure are averaged over 10 repetitions of the experiment.
In all experiments, the robot obtained the stand-up
motion. Figure 11, 12 and 13 show n-BDDs at each
joint in a successful experiment. You can see that vari-
able ordering of each joint differs from the others.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a learning-based method

for controlling robots using new manipulations for n-

BDDs. We did two experiments, and verified the effec-
tiveness of our method. The future work of this study
is verification of effectiveness of crossover of n-BDDs,
and is other motion generation, for example, walking.
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Abstract
Dioxin emission from waste incinerator plants is one

of the hottest ecological problems today. In waste in-
cinerator plants, the chemical reactions in the inciner-
ator occur under a very dynamic environment, mak-
ing its control a very complex task, and current state-
of-the-art incinerator facilities have not succeeded in
completely removing the dioxin emission. In this pa-
per, we propose applying a probabilistically optimal
ensemble technique, based on fault masking among
individual classifier for N-version programming. Our
purpose is to research the validity of using a training
based classifier method for emission prediction, com-
pared against the results of previous statistical meth-
ods and fuzzy decision methods. One agent locates it
with one member in optimization in the multi agent.
We create an optimal ensemble of trained neural net-
works and use the majority voting result to predict
waste incinerator emission. In a probabilistically op-
timal ensemble, the members of the ensemble are cho-
sen so that the members are correctly independent of
each other. We show that an optimal ensemble of
multi agent greatly improves the prediction error rate
of emission of dioxins.

Keyword : Multi-agent, Neural Network, Emer-
gence, Control Dioxin Emission, Incinerator Control,
Optimal Ensemble

1 introduction

The emission of dioxins from waste incinerators is
one of the most important environmental problems to-
day. It is known that optimization of waste incinerator
controllers is a very difficult problem due to the com-
plex nature of the dynamic environment within the in-
cinerator. There has been past research in intelligent
estimation of dioxin emission from waste incinerators.

Fujiyoshi et al. [1] has proposed applying fuzzy con-
trol to incinerator control to decrease the dioxin emis-
sion. Ichihashi et al. [2] has applied statistical analy-
sis to calculate the correlation of various input signals
with dioxin emissions. Fukushima [3] has proposed
applying fractal fuzzy control in order to estimate and
control dioxin emission. For this research, we inves-
tigate the validity of applying neural network trained
multi-agents for the prediction of dioxin emission to be
used for the combustion control in order to decrease
the dioxin emission. Neural networks, as with other
training based classifiers, inherently have a risk that
when classifying an untrained data set, the classify-
ing error rate may be much worse than the training
result. In order to overcome this risk, we applied a
probabilistically optimal ensemble technique proposed
by Imamura et al. [4] to N-version programming of
software agents. Our purpose is to research the va-
lidity of using a training based classifier method for
emission prediction, compared against the results of
previous statistical methods and fuzzy decision meth-
ods. We plan to continue this approach and apply
the proposed method to actual incinerator plant con-
trollers to test the validity of the method.

2 Incinerator control using multi-agent
system

For each of the different types of incinerator sensor
data, there is an apparent correlation just described,
but direct correlation between the sensor data and car-
bon monoxide concentration is not very strong. This
is because the environment in the incinerator is a com-
plex dynamic environment in which the different items
are dependent on each other, and is not a simple de-
pendency relationship.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) can be character-
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ized by its ”black box” approach to learn and classify
complex data patterns. For this research, we propose
applying 3 layer network structure (1 input layer, 1
hidden layer, 1 output layer) for the training of an
incinerator emission prediction agent, using the neu-
ral network to learn the complex relationship between
incinerator sensor data.

The proposed multi-agent system for incinerator
emission prediction is part of a larger incinerator con-
troller system plan. The incinerator controller sys-
tem will consist of two separate multi-agent systems,
the dioxin prediction section and the combustion con-
troller section. Each section will use a separate, in-
dependently trained multi-agent system. The dioxin
prediction multi agent-system uses incinerator sensor
input and predicts the carbon monoxide (hence dioxin)
emission rate before the actual emission occurs. The
combustion controller multi-agent system uses the out-
put from the dioxin prediction system as a trigger,
as well as incinerator sensors for input, and outputs
changes in incinerator control values in order to de-
crease the predicted carbon monoxide emission.

For this paper, we will propose methods applying
N-version programming using software agents to con-
struct the dioxin prediction section. We will discuss
the combustion controller system in future works.

3 Dioxin prediction with software
agent

First we describe the basic software agent for dioxin
prediction. We considered the 3 layer artificial neu-
ral network (1 input layer, 1 hidden layer, 1 output
layer) as the basic training classifier in the agent. We
use a sigmoid function for the synapse function of the
neuron, with back propagation (BP) training of the
incinerator data. The number of hidden neurons was
decided by results of preliminary experiments of the
neural network.

As a preliminary experiment, we tested a neural
network which took all of the sensor data except car-
bon monoxide concentration values for input, and the
single output of the network was used to predict the
correct carbon monoxide concentration. Time delay of
input data was not considered here.

For the network training we used the database
of collected incinerator sensor data, and applied BP
training based on the difference between predicted car-
bon monoxide concentration and the actual carbon
monoxide concentration recorded for the same time
frame.

Figure 1: Preliminary experiment results of pre-
diction error for untrained data

Figure 1 shows the training results of the prelimi-
nary experiment which predicted the carbon monox-
ide values directly using the neural network. From the
results of the preliminary experiment, we found that
the prediction accuracy is completely different between
normal range carbon monoxide values, and high car-
bon monoxide values. The network learned to accu-
rately predict normal range carbon monoxide values
fairly quickly, but the same network failed to learn
abnormal (high) range carbon monoxide values dur-
ing the same training period. When network training
was continued in order to increase the abnormal range
carbon monoxide prediction, this time the accuracy
of normal range carbon monoxide prediction deterio-
rated. This finding confirmed our initial estimate that
it would be difficult to train the neural network due
to the complexity of the correlation between carbon
monoxide concentration and each of the other sensor
values.

For this reason, we decided to focus on detec-
tion of abnormally high carbon monoxide emission
(Â 100ppm) as the preliminary goal of the dioxin pre-
diction network. The network output was changed
from direct carbon monoxide concentration prediction
value, to binary output where 1 predicts high carbon
monoxide concentration (Â 100ppm) and 0 predicts
normal carbon monoxide concentration (¹ 100ppm).

As for the neural network input, we considered the
possibility that the large number of input nodes in-
creases the problem domain and complicates the clas-
sification, causing an adverse affect on the network
training efficiency. With this assumption, we decided
to minimize the number of input nodes in order to
first achieve a workable learning curve and prediction
accuracy.
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It can be assumed that there must be some rela-
tionship between oxygen concentration, flapper angle
and carbon monoxide concentration, from the similar
changes seen in time-series data as in Figure 1. Based
on this assumption, for the initial model we use only
flapper angle and oxygen concentration data as neural
network input. Further, we can see that flapper an-
gle, oxygen concentration and carbon monoxide con-
centration each show a particular time delay in their
relationship. For this reason, in order to predict the
carbon monoxide value for a given instance, time de-
lay for the flapper angle and oxygen values must be
taken into account. Data at some fixed time frame
previous to the given output instance should be used
as the input data. Recurrent network structures could
be used to automatically treat such time sequence data
effectively, but for the initial model, we map sequen-
tial data of flapper angle and oxygen concentration of
specified time delay to individual input nodes to the
network. Specifically, we used 60 second delay for flap-
per angle (t¡60) and 30 second delay for oxygen data
(t¡ 30), to predict the emission for time t.

4 Experiment results of single agent in
Neural network

We trained the software agent with the above de-
scribed neural network using BP and evaluated the
prediction accuracy. A standard sigmoid function was
used as the neuron’s base synapse function. The num-
ber of neurons used in each layer was 3 input neurons
(1 flapper input, 1 oxygen input and 1 fixed input), 6
hidden layer neurons, and 1 output neuron.

For the training data, 100 cases of normal range
carbon monoxide data and 100 cases of abnormal
(Â 100ppm) carbon monoxide data, for a total of 200
cases were randomly selected from the incinerator sen-
sor database. For the untrained data used to plot the
training curve of network accuracy, 100 cases of nor-
mal range carbon monoxide data and 100 cases of ab-
normal range (Â 100ppm) carbon monoxide data, for
a total of 200 cases were randomly selected from the
incinerator sensor database.

Figure 2 shows the change in output error for the
untrained dataset of the proposed neural network. The
absolute output error for normal range carbon monox-
ide values, absolute output error for abnormal range
(Â 100ppm) carbon monoxide values, and absolute
output error for all values is graphed.

The absolute output error for a single neural net-
work shown in Figure 2 was 0.18 for all values, 0.23 for

Figure 2: Prediction error of untrained data us-
ing single neural network

normal range carbon monoxide values, and 0.13 for ab-
normal range carbon monoxide values. As was seen in
the preliminary experiment, as the network trained to
decrease the abnormal range output error, the normal
range output error in turn became higher.

5 Pobabilistically optimal ensemble of
multi-agents

Neural networks, as with other training based clas-
sifiers, inherently have a risk that when classifying an
untrained data set, the classifying error rate may be
much larger than the training result. In order to over-
come this risk, we applied a probabilistically optimal
ensemble technique proposed by Imamura et al. [4]
to N-version programming of software agents.

Fault masking in N-version programming assumes
that the individual members give completely indepen-
dent results. If certain members give similar output,
then correct fault masking will not occur. In a proba-
bilistically optimal ensemble, the members of the en-
semble are chosen so that the members are correctly
independent of each other. This is realized by select-
ing members so that the measures error rate of the
ensemble comes closest to the expected error rate of
the ensemble. If the members are correctly indepen-
dent of each other, then proper fault masking should
allow the measured error rate to become very close to
the expected error rate.

The expected binomab failure rate f of the proba-
bilistically optimal ensemble can be calculated by the
equation [4]
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f =
n∑

k=m

(
n
k

)
(1¡ p)n−kpk (1)

where p is the failure rate of each individual, n is
the size of the ensemble, m is the minimum number of
faulty outputs for an ensemble to fail. We assume the
same failure rate p for individuals for simplicity.

In the case where the ensemble has 3 members, ma-
jority vote (2 votes) for output, and p = 0.19 , then
f = 0.086 .

For our research we trained 6 neural network agents
using different initial weights, and the same training
set. Using the same training set, we compared the
measured ensemble failure rate for ensemble size 3, for
all combinations of agents. Using individual failure
rate p = 0.19 , the expected ensemble error rate was
f = 0.086.

Table 1 shows the results of the measured ensemble
failure rate. The ensemble with the closest ensemble
failure rate ( 0.085 ) was selected as the optimal en-
semble.

The selected optimal ensemble was evaluated using
untrained data. The resulting ensemble error rate was
f = 0.087, indeed very close the training ensemble
error rate, and vastly improved over the error rate 0.19
for the single neural network agent.

Table 1: Measured ensemble failure rate

ANN no. ensemble failure rate
0,1,2 0.11
0,1,3 0.115
0,1,4 0.095
0,1,5 0.085
0,2,3 0.115
0,2,4 0.12
0,2,5 0.1
0,3,4 0.13
0,3,5 0.12
0,4,5 0.115
1,2,3 0.13
1,2,4 0.135
1,2,5 0.115
1,3,4 0.14
1,3,5 0.13
1,4,5 0.115
2,3,4 0.145
2,3,5 0.135
2,4,5 0.125
3,4,5 0.125

6 Conclusion

In this research we applied a probabilistically op-
timal ensemble technique [4] to create an N-version
programming classifier system using software agents
trained by 3-layer neural networks to predict inciner-
ator emission. We were able to confirm that by using
an optimal ensemble of independent software agents,
the classification error rate can be greatly reduced.

For future works, we will consider methods to im-
prove prediction accuracy of the individual neural net-
work, including the increase in the types of sensor
input data, reevaluation of neural network structure,
combining fuzzy rules to treat input data, as well as
effect of using different base synapse functions for neu-
rons.
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Abstract

We present a model-based reinforcement learning (RL)
scheme for large-scale multi-agent problems with partial
observability, and apply it to the card game “Hearts”, which
is a well-defined example of an imperfect information
game. To reduce the computational cost, we use a sampling
technique based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
in which the heavy integration required for the estimation
and prediction can be approximated by a plausible number
of samples. Computer simulation results show that our RL
agent can perform learning of an appropriate strategy and
exhibit a comparable performance to an expert-level human
player in this partially-observable multi-agent problem.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) [12] has been devoted
much attention as an effective framework for strategic deci-
sion processes in multi-agent systems [9]. An optimal con-
trol problem in multi-agent environments, however, has a
high degree of difficulty due to interactions among agents.
These may make the Markov property of the state space
fail because the changing behaviors of other agents provide
dynamic nature. Although several RL researches based on
the game theory have attained some remarkable results in a
reasonably sized state space [1, 6], it is difficult to deal with
real-world applications due to their serious complexity.

In addition, the environments often have partial observ-
ability; the agents cannot directly access internal states of
the environment, but can get only observations which con-
tain partial information about the state. Decision-making
problems in such a situation can be formulated as par-
tially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs)
[5]. When introducing this framework to realistic prob-
lems, however, serious difficulties arise because not only
the estimation process for a large number of unobservable
states, but also computing the optimal policy depending on
the estimation require too heavy computation. To deal with
large-scale multi-agent problems with partial observability,
an estimation method with an effective approximation and

explicit learning of the environmental model to follow its
dynamics are necessary.

In this article, we present an automatic strategy-
acquisition scheme for large-scale multi-agent problems
with partial observability, and deal in particular with the
card game “Hearts”. To estimate unobservable states, we
use a sampling technique [13] based on Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) [2] for estimating the unobservable
variables with a plausible number of samples. To predict
the unknown environmental behaviors, we use a model-
based approach [11] in which the learning agent based on
our RL method has multiple action predictors for acquire-
ing policies of the opponent agents. These ideas provide
us with an effective solution for large-scale partially ob-
servable problems and ability to apply for various multi-
agent settings; this is shown by computer simulations us-
ing expert-level rule-based agents. These results suggest
that our method is effective in solving realistic multi-agent
problems with partial observability.

2 Preliminary
A POMDP [5] is a framework to make an agent learn

and act in a partially observable environment, and consists
of (1) a set of real statesS = {s1; s2; · · · ; s|S|}, (2) a set
of observation statesO = {o1; o2; · · · ; o|O|}, (3) a set of
actionsA = {a1; a2; · · · ; a|A|}, and (4) a reward function
R : S × A → R. The dynamics of the model is rep-
resented as transition probabilityP (st+1|st; at) and obser-
vation probabilityP (ot|st; at). The objective of each agent
is to acquire the policy which maximizes an expected fu-
ture reward in the partially observable world, in which the
statest is not observable for each agent; only the observa-
tion ot, which contains partial information about the state,
is available.

The targets of this study are partially observable and
multi-agent problems; there are multiple agents in a com-
mon environment with partial observability. In this arti-
cle, we then use the following notations.t indicates an
action turn of the learning agent. The variables (state, ob-
servation and action) for agenti (i = 0; : : : ;M) are de-
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noted bysi
t, o

i
t and ai

t, whereM is the number of op-
ponent agents andi = 0 signifies the learning agent;st,
ot andat are the same ass0

t , o0
t anda0

t , respectively. A
strategy of an agenti is denoted byφi. Note that we
make an assumption that there is only one learning agent
in the environment, and the other agents’ strategiesφi

(i = 1; : : : ;M) are fixed, for the time being. This assump-
tion will be loosened later. An action sequence of the op-
ponent agents is denoted byut = {a1

t ; · · · ; aM
t } and a his-

tory for the learning agent at itst-th action turn is given by
Ht ≡ {(ot;¡;¡); (ot−1; at−1; ut−1); · · · ; (o1; a1; u1)}.

3 Model

In our RL method, an action is selected according to
the greedy policy:π(Ht) = argmaxat

U(Ht; at), where
U(Ht; at) is the utility function at a time stept, defined by

U(Ht; at) =
∑

st∈St

P (st|Ht)

×
∑

st+1∈St+1

P (st+1|st; at) [R(st; at) + V (st+1)] ; (1)

whereR(st; at) denotes an immediate reward at the time
stept + 1, andV (st+1) denotes the state value function
of the next statest+1. In our application, the card game
Hearts, the reward is defined asR(st; at) = ¡n when the
agent getsn penalty points (n may be0) after thet-th play.
The value functionV is approximated by a normalized
Gaussian network (NGnet) [8] with a feature extraction
technique to its 52-dimensional input; by considering the
game property, a statest is converted to a 36-dimensional
input pt before the value function is updated so as to ap-
proximate the relationship between the inputpt and the
scalar output

∑13
i=tR(si; ai) according to the Monte Carlo

RL method [12].
In large-scale problems, it is difficult to learn the value

function over the belief space [3]. We then use a com-
pletely observable approximation [7]; the agent maintains
the state value function so that the self-consistency equa-
tion holds on the underlying MDP, and calculates the state-
action utility valueU(st; at) by a one-step-ahead predic-
tion. After that, it calculates the history-action utility value
U(Ht; at) as an expectation of the state-action utility with
respect to the belief state under the knowledge that the opti-
mal value function for the belief space can be approximated
well by a piecewise-linear and convex function [10]. The
calculation of the utility function, however, includes three
difficulties: (a) the computation for constructing the belief
stateP (st|Ht) over possible current states is intractable
due to the large state space and high dimensionality; (b) the
prediction to possible next states is difficult because the en-
vironmental modelP (st+1|st; at) is unknown for the agent

and may be changed in a multi-agent setting; and (c) the
summation in equation (1) over possible current states and
next states has computational intractability because there
are so many candidates in a realistic problem. Some effec-
tive approximations, therefore, are required for avoiding
the above difficulties.

To avoid difficulty (a), we do not deal with the
whole history Ht but do a one-step historyht =
{(ot;¡;¡); (ot−1; at−1; ut−1)}, which leads us to make
an assumption (A): the belief state represents a simple one-
step prior knowledge about states, but does not carry the
complete likelihood information. The historyHt contains
two kinds of information. The first is about impossible
states at thet-th turn; for example, in the game Hearts, if
an agent played♥9 after a leading card♣3 in a past trick,
the agent no longer has any club cards at thet-th turn and
any state in which this agent holds club cards is impossible.
The second is about likelihood, considering the character-
istics of the opponent agents; for example, in the same situ-
ation as above, it is unlikely for the agent to have any heart
card higher than♥9. Although the belief stateP (st|Ht),
which is the sufficient statistic for the historyHt, should in-
volve these two kinds of information, we partly ignore the
latter kind by replacing the whole historyHt with a one-
step historyht; namely, the belief stateP (st|Ht) is approx-
imated by the partial belief stateP (st|ht) in this study. No
impossible state, on the other hand, is considered in light of
the former type of information, but each possible state has
a one-step likelihood between the(t ¡ 1)-th andt-th time
steps. Although the maintenance of likelihood over possi-
ble states requires heavy computation and a large amount
of memory in realistic problems, this assumption enables
us to estimate internal states easily at each time step.

To solve problem (b), the agent uses action predictors.
Since the state transition of usual multi-agent games de-
pends on the other players’ actions, the transition proba-
bility P (st+1|st; at) in equation (1) is calculated by the
product of action selection probabilities forM opponent
agents, that is,

P (st+1|st; at) ≈ P (st+1|st; at; Φ̂)

=
M∏
i=1

exp(F i(oi
t; a

i
t)/T

i)∑
Ai exp(F i(oi

t; a
i
t)/T i)

; (2)

whereΦ̂ = {φ̂1; : : : ; φ̂M}. Note thatφ̂i is not a real pol-
icy φi but a policy approximated by the action predictor.
The learning agent maintainsM action predictors corre-
sponding to theM opponent agents. Note that the oppo-
nent agent’s observationoi

t is not observable to the agent,
but it can be determined from the estimated current stateŝt

without any ambiguity in usual games whose observation
process is deterministic.F i(oi

t; a
i
t) denotes the utility of
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actionai
t for a given observationoi

t of thei-th agent, which
is an output of the action predictor.Ai denotes the set of
possible actions for agenti, andT i is a constant which
denotes the assumed randomness of the agenti’s policy.
Equation (2) represents the behavior model of the environ-
ment. The action predictors thus approximate the environ-
mental dynamics for the learning agent. Each predictor is
implemented as Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP), and its
input and output are reduced to reasonably sized vectors
by a feature extraction technique which is the same as our
previous study [4].

To avoid the computational intractability problem (c),
we use sampling-based approximation; the agent obtains
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
samples,̂st andŝt+1, whose probabilities are proportional
to the partial belief stateP (st|ht) and acquired environ-
mental modelP (st+1|st; at; Φ̂), respectively. By consid-
ering the two approximations described above, the utility
function in equation (1) can be calculated as

U(Ht; at)

≈ 1
K

N∑
i=1

P (ŝ(i)
t |ht)

K∑
j=1

[
R(ŝ(j)

t+1; at) + V (ŝ(j)
t+1)

]
: (3)

Samples of current statesŝt are obtained by the Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) algorithm, the most popular Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique [2], in the following three
steps: the first step is to sample a previous stateŝ∗t−1

so as not to violate the whole historyHt, no impossi-
ble state being sampled (according to the former type of
information described above); the second step is to cal-
culate a one-step likelihoodP (ŝ∗t |ŝ∗t−1; at) by using the
action predictors according to equation (2); and the last
step is to replacês∗t with ŝ

(i+1)
t according to the prob-

ability p = min{1; P (ŝ∗t |ŝ∗t−1; at)/P (ŝ(i)
t |ŝ(i)

t−1; at)} and

otherwiseŝ(i)
t remains. Note that a Markov chain is uni-

form according to assumption (A). These three steps are
iteratedN times, and the agent obtains estimated current
states{ŝ(i)

t |i = 1; · · · ; N}. Samples of next stateŝst+1

are obtained by a simple sampling technique, according to
equation (2) given an estimated current stateŝ

(i)
t , an ac-

tion at and an action sequencêut = {â1
t ; : : : ; â

M
t } by the

available fact that̂s(j)
t+1 can be determined without any am-

biguity in usual games due to the deterministic nature of
P (st+1|st; at; ut). This is iteratedK times for each ofN
current states, and the agent obtains predicted next states
{ŝ(j)

t+1|j = 1; · · · ;K} with the learned model. Two sum-
mations in equation (1) are simultaneously approximated
by usingKN samples in equation (3). The three approx-
imations described above (the partial belief state, action
predictor and sampling) enable us to solve large-scale and
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Figure 1: Computer simulation result in an environment
where there are one learning agent trained by our RL
method and three rule-based agents.

partially observable problems. In particular, they provide
an effective solution to multi-agent problems whose under-
lying state space is discrete, including various multi-agent
games.

4 Computer simulations

We applied our RL method to the card game Hearts,
which is a well-defined example of large-scale and multi-
agent problems with partial observability. To evaluate our
method, we carried out computer simulations where an
agent trained by our RL method played against rule-based
agents which have more than 65 general rules for playing
cards from their hands. The performance of an agent can
be evaluated by the acquired penalty ratio, which is the ra-
tio of the penalty points acquired by the agent to the total
penalty points of the four agents. If the four agents have
equal strength, their penalty ratio averages 0.25. The rule-
based agent used in this study is much stronger than the
previous one [4], due to the improvement in the rules, so
to have almost the same strength as an expert-level hu-
man Hearts player. The learning agent based on our pre-
vious RL method then remained much weaker than this
rule-based agent even after 100,000 training games. Since
the outcome of this game tends to depend on the initial
card distribution (for example, an expert player with a bad
initial hand may be defeated by an unskilled player), we
prepared a fixed data set for the evaluation; the data set
is a collection of initial card distributions for 100 games,
each of which was generated randomly in advance. In
the evaluation games, the initial cards were distributed ac-
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cording to this data set. Since performance is influenced
by seat position (that is, an agent may have an advan-
tage/disadvantage based on its seat position if the agents
have different strengths), we rotated the agents’ positions
for each initial hand to eliminate this bias; each of the
100 evaluation games was repeated four times with the
four types of seating position. The performance of each
agent, therefore, is evaluated by the 400 fixed and unbi-
ased games. Note that learning of the agent was suspended
during the evaluation games. Each learning run comprised
several sets of 500 games, in which initial cards were dis-
tributed to the four agents at random and seat positions of
the agents were determined randomly. In an experiment,
accordingly, 400 evaluation games and 500 learning games
were alternated.

Figure 1 shows the result. The abscissa of the lower
panel denotes the number of training games and the ordi-
nate denotes the penalty ratio acquired by each agent. Each
point and error bar represents an average and standard de-
viation of the penalty ratio, respectively, for the 400 evalu-
ation games over 17 learning runs, each consisting of 5,500
training games. The upper panel represents P-values of the
t-test where the null hypothesis is “the RL agent has the
same strength as the rule-based agents” and the alternative
hypothesis is “the RL agent is stronger than the rule-based
agents”. The test was done independently at each point on
the abscissa. The horizontal line denotes the significance
level of 1%. The constantT i in equation (2) was1:0, and
the numbers of samples in equation (3) wereN = 80 and
K = 20. The penalty ratio of the RL agent decreased with
the learning process, and after about 5,000 training games,
the agent became significantly stronger than the rule-based
agents. Since the agent showed a better performance than
the expert-level rule-based agents after only several thou-
sand training games, the new RL method based on a sam-
pling method is a salient improvement over the previous
one, both in learning speed and in strength.

Figure 2 shows the result when two RL agents and two
rule-based agents played against each other. We executed
16 learning runs, each consisting of 4,000 training games.
The abscissa and the ordinate of the lower panel denote the
same as in Fig.1. The parameter values, other experimen-
tal setups and the representation of the upper panel are also
the same. The penalty ratios of both RL agents came to
acquire a smaller penalty ratio than the rule-based agents
after about 5,000 training games. In the previous experi-
ment, our method was based on the POMDP approxima-
tion; it was assumed that there is only one learning agent in
the environment. In this experiment, our method was ap-
plied directly to multi-agent environments, in which there
are multiple learning and hence dynamic environment, and
the new RL method showed good performance even in this
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Figure 2: Computer simulation result in an environment
where there are two learning agents trained by our RL
method and two rule-based agents.

complex setting. This ability is attributed to the fast learn-
ing owing to using three action predictors.
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Abstract 
 

This paper focuses on uncertainty of multi-agent 

reinforcement learning and analyzes the robustness against 

the uncertainty caused by state transitions of other agents that 

prevents agents from appropriate learning. In this paper, we 

categorize the uncertainty by analyzing what kind of factors 

cause the uncertainty through a comparison of Q-learning 

and Profit Sharing in simple environment. Through intensive 

simulations, the following implications have been revealed: 

(1) a combination of a noise added to in environments and 

indirect interaction among agents causes the uncertainty; (2) 

random initial positions do not cause the uncertainty; (3) our 

simulations derives inverse implications obtained by [Arai 

98], that is, the accumulated-based Profit Sharing is inferior 

to Q-learning in terms of the average acquisition rewards. 

This indicates that accumulating Q value does not cause the 

uncertainty of state transitions.  

 

Key words: multi-agent reinforcement learning, profit 

sharing, Q-learning, uncertainty, state transition. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Research on multi-agent reinforcement learning has been 

investigated in the context of multi-agent systems [Weiss, 

1999]. As a typical research, [Arai 98] compared Q-Learning 

and Profit Sharing in the multi-agent reinforcement learning 

environments (pursuit problem) and reported the robustness 

of Profit Sharing in such environments. The point of her 

paper is that an uncertainty is caused by (1) the state 

transitions of other agents that prevent agents from 

appropriate learning, (2) perceptual aliasing by restricting an 

input and (3) both influence. This claim shows a main 

difficulty of multi-agent reinforcement learning. 

However, the uncertainty claimed here is not described in 

detail, and thus it is not clear what kinds of factors cause the 

uncertainty. From this background, this paper aims at 

categorizing causes of the uncertainty of state transitions and 

analyzing reasons why cooperative behaviors of a 

multi-agent system becomes difficult. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts by 

categorizing the uncertainty of state transitions. Details of 

simulations are given in Section 3. Section 4 describes a 

simulation result and Section 5 discusses comparisons of the 

simulation results of PS and Q-learning. Finally, our 

conclusions are given in Section 6. 

 

 

2. Uncertainty 
 

2.1 The uncertainty of state transitions 

 

The uncertainty is caused by an environment based on a 

non-Markov decision process as shown in the following 

figure. This figure shows a state transitions of three agents A, 

B and C. S0 indicates the current state and S1~S4 indicate 

the next state. After taking the action a0 by agent A in S0, the 

next state becomes either of S1 to S4 by the action b0 or b1 

of the agent B and c0 or c1 of agent C. Here, if each agent 

has not yet learned, the state transitions probability from S0 

to S1 ~ S4 may change dynamically and a next state may 

also change further. 
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S3

S2
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b0
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c0

c1

c0

c1
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S1

S4
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b1

c0

c1

c0

c1

 
 

Figure 1: The uncertainty of state transitions by 

existence of other agents 

 

2.2 Categorization 

 

To clarify factors that cause the uncertainty, we propose 

the following categorization. 

(1) An environmental noise: 

(1-1)   Transportation (def., If an agent goes into a 

specific place, it moves at the moment by a 

certain probability.) 

(1-2)    Random initial position (def., An initial position 

changes at random when an agent starts.) 

(1-3)    Random goal position (def., The area of the goal 

moves or changes at random.) 
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(2) Ability of agents: 

(2-1)    Restriction of action (e.g., An agent cannot 

move to the right by a certain failure.) 

(2-2)    Restriction of percept (def., A sensing input is 

limited. e.g. perceptual aliasing) 

(3) Interaction: 

(3-1)    Indirect interaction (def., A cooperative behavior 

which is restricted by other agents to achieve 

common goals.) 

(3-2)    Direct interaction (e.g., A competitive behavior 

in addition to cooperative.) 

 

What should be noticed here is that the issues of the goal 

random, restriction of percept, and direct interaction are 

investigated in [Arai 98].  

 

 

3. Problem description 

 
Experiment environment is composed of 2x8 masses, 

where the upper 1x8 masses are used for an agent A, while 

the lower 1x8 masses are for an agent B. Each agents can 

move to the right and left, and cannot stop. The 6th is the 

initial position. Reward 10 will be given when both agents 

are located at the 1st or 2nd position. After reward is given, 

agents start from the initial position. One step is counted 

when moving one mass, and one episode is a sequence of 

steps until agents get rewards. 

 

 
Figure 2: Image of experiment environment. 

S: initial positions, r: rewards. 

 

In this paper, we investigate the other factors listed in the 

above items. (i.e. transportation, random initial position and 

indirect interaction.) Regarding transportation factors 

transportation, if either of agents is located at the 8th position, 

reward 0 is given by p% probability. In this simulation, we 

set p=80. For random initial position, agents are set random 

positions expect goal. Indirect interaction is finally 

implemented by torus environment where the 1st position is 

connected the 8th position. In this environment, moving left 

does not make sense because it cannot make agents step at 

the 1st position, and thus agents have to acquire their actions 

that move to goal at the same time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Simulation 

 

4.1 Simulation cases 

 

We divide simulations as the following four cases: 

 

(Case1) The predetermined initial position without torus 

environment 

(Case2) The predetermined initial position with torus 

environment 

(Case3) Random initial position without torus environment 

(Case4) Random initial position with torus environment 

 

In each case, we compare among Q-learning [Watkins 92], 

the estimated-based PS (Profit Sharing) [Grefenstette 88], 

and the accumulated-based PS [Miyazaki 94]. 

Q-learning updates Q values the following equation (1) in 

every step. 

)),()','(max(),(),(
)'('

asQasQrasQasQ
sAa

−++←
∈

γα  (1) 

In equation (1), s , 's , a , 'a  and ),( asQ  indicate the 

current state, the next state where an agent will actually move, 

the current action, the next action taken at the next state, and 

Q value, respectively. r  is the reward that an agent 

acquires. The parameter α (0<α≤1) is the learning rate which 

changes the learning speed, while the parameter γ (0<γ≤1) is 

the discount rate which decides the propagation rate of the 

reward. )'( sA  is the set of actions which is able to be 

selected at the next state 's . 

Profit Sharing (the estimated-based and accumulated-based 

PSs) updates Q values according to the following equation 

(2) and (3).  

• Estimated-based PS 

)],()([),(),( ttbidtttt asQtrCasQasQ −+←   (2) 

• Accumulated-based PS 

)(),(),( trasQasQ tttt +←   (3) 

In equations (2) and (3), t , 
bidC  (0<

bidC ≤1), and )(tr  

indicate a step, the parameter correspond to α in the 

Q-learning, and reinforcement function, respectively. The 

rewards are added to Q value according to the reinforcement 

function when acquiring rewards. In this simulation, we used 

geometric increasing function ( ) )2/1)((
1

rewardtr
t

×=
−

 

introduced by [Miyazaki 94]. What is the essential difference 

from Q-learning is to update all Q value in the episode when 

rewards are given. In this simulation, we set α=0.1, γ=0.9, 

and 
bidC =0.1. 

All of three learning mechanisms employ Boltzmann 

distribution as action selection. The parameter of the inverse 

temperature is 0.1.  

 

4.2 Simulation results 

 

 Figure 3 shows the simulation results on the acquired 

rewards per one step averaged in every 10 episodes until 

10000 episodes, which are also averaged from 10 times of 

different random seeds. 
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Estimated-based PS (1)
0123
456

1 100 199 298 397 496 595 694 793 892 991EpisodeAverage acquisitio
n rewards TransportationNon-transportation

 

 Estimated-based PS (2)
0123
456
1 101 201 301 401 501 601 701 801 901EpisodeAverage acquisitio

n rewards TransportationNon-transportation
 

 Estimated-based PS (3)
0123
456
1 100 199 298 397 496 595 694 793 892 991EpisodeAverage acquisitio

n rewards TransportationNon-transportation
 

 Estimated-based PS (4)
0123
456
1 89 177 265 353 441 529 617 705 793 881 969EpisodeAverage acquisition r

ewards TransportationNon-transportation
 

 

Q-learning (1)
0123
456
1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991Episode

TransportationNon-transportation
Case 1 

 Q-learning (2)
0123
456
1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991Episode

TransportationNon-transportation
Case 2 

 Q-learning (3)
0123
456
1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991Episode

TransportationNon-transportation
Case 3 

 Q-learning (4)
0123
456
1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991EpisodeTransportationNon-transportation

Case 4 

 

Accumulated-based PS (1)
0123
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TransportationNon-transportation
 

 Accumulated-based PS (2)
0123
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TransportationNon-transportation
 

 Accumulated-based PS (3)
0123
456
1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991Episode

TransportationNon-transportation
 

 Accumulated-based PS (4)
0123
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1 91 181 271 361 451 541 631 721 811 901 991Episode TransportationNon-transportation

 

 

Figure 3: Simulation results 
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The vertical axis indicates the average acquired rewards 

per each one step, and the horizontal axis indicates the 

episodes. The gray and blue lines indicate the results of 

transportation and non-transportation environments, 

respectively. From these results, we find the following 

implications. (1) In the non-transportation environment, a big 

difference is not seen in comparison of the estimated-based 

PS and Q-learning. (2) However, in the transportation 

environment, the difference is appeared in cases (2) and (4). 

 

 

5. Discussions 
 

5-1 Comparison of Profit Sharing and Q-learning 

 ▪▪▪▪ The transportation and indirect interaction  
Simulation result shows that the estimated-based PS is 

superior to Q-learning in terms of the average acquisition 

rewards in cases (2) and (4), while the estimated-based PS 

approximately equals to Q-learning in cases (1) and (3). This 

suggests that indirect interaction caused by torus with 

transportation in multi-agent learning gives a big influence to 

Q-learning rather than Profit Sharing. That is, since 

Q-learning updates Q values in order to identify environment, 

Q-learning cannot always find the optimal solution even if it 

finds the optimal solution at once and a convergence value is 

far from the optimal solution. In contrast, since Profit Sharing 

updates Q values of experimented situations, Profit Sharing 

has a chance to reinforce episodes without going to the 

transportation point. Therefore, Q-learning agents go to the 

transportation position many time compared with Profit 

Sharing agents, which derives that the convergence value of 

Q-learning is worse than Profit Sharing. 

 ▪▪▪▪ Random initial position 

 Simulation result shows that the estimated-based PS 

approximately equals to Q-learning in terms of the average 

acquisition rewards in cases (1) and (3) regardless of whether 

transportation position is included or not in an environment. 

This suggests that the factor of random initial position does 

not derive the difference of Q-learning and Profit Sharing in 

this environment. This is because Q values in all states are 

estimated through learning, which enables agent’s select 

correct action in any random initial position. 

 

5-2 Comparison of the estimated-based and 

accumulated-based PSs  ▪▪▪▪ The robustness of Profit Sharing  

Simulation result shows that the accumulated-based PS is 

inferior to the estimated-based PS in terms of the average 

acquisition rewards in cases (2) and (4). [Arai 98] claimed 

that the accumulated-based PS is robust to the uncertainty of 

state transitions, because accumulated rewards in Q values 

are not sensitive in comparison of Q-learning. However from 

these results, we claim the robustness is caused by 

mechanism of Profit Sharing, in particular estimating Q 

value at each updating. It is necessary to analyze this in the 

near future. 

 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

This paper presented our first attempt that analyzes the 

robustness in multi-agent reinforcement learning. Towards 

this goal, we investigated the uncertainty of state transitions 

introduced by [Arai 98] as one of the causes that make 

multi-agent reinforcement learning complicated, and 

categorized the uncertainty in more detail. Through intensive 

simulations, the following implications were revealed: (1) a 

combination of transportation and indirect interaction is one 

of the causes of the uncertainty of state transitions, (2) a 

random initial position dose not cause the uncertainty of state 

transitions, and (3) the robustness of Profit Sharing in 

multi-agent environment is supported by its mechanism. 

The following issues should be pursued in the near future, 

(1) detailed analyses of the difference between the 

estimated-based and the accumulated-based PSs in terms of 

influence to multi-agent learning; (2) investigations of other 

factors that may cause the uncertainty of state transitions; (3) 

improvements of categorizing the uncertainty of state 

transitions; and (4) experiments on other examples. 
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Abstract

To develop a mobile robot which has the adaptabil-
ity to various environments, we configured a looper-
like robot simulator and a CPG controller for this
robot, and applied a reinforcement learning (RL)
method to the automatic acquisition problem of ‘ver-
micular’ motions by this robot. Computer simulation
shows a good CPG controller for the looper-like robot
can be obtained by our proposed method.

1 Introduction

To realize a mobile robot that acts in a real envi-
ronment, adaptability to changes in the environment
due to its dynamic nature and disturbances is neces-
sary. RL is a framework for autonomous acquisition
of control rules and has been successfully applied to
various automatic control problems, such as balancing
a cart-pole [1], swinging up an acrobot [2]. Because
real robots often have a large number of degrees of
freedom, RL methods to control them require some
devices to avoid the “curse of dimensionality”.

Motivated by the animal’s control mechanism for
rhythmic locomotion, which is induced by neural cir-
cuits in the spinal cord of vertebrates called central
pattern generators (CPGs), robot control schemes us-
ing a CPG controller have been studied mainly in the
field of robotics [3][4]. In those studies, a CPG con-
troller is implemented as a kind of recurrent neural
network which generates rhythmic outputs, and the
character of the CPG controller is determined by con-
nection weights in the network. Because the parame-
ter of the CPG controller is designed to such that the
CPG controller and the robot interact with each other
and are eventually entrained into a stable limit-cycle
attractor, a robot controlled by a CPG controller is
robust against possible disturbances from the environ-
ment.

Although there have been some studies of design-
ing a CPG controller, the determination of CPG pa-

rameters is still difficult, since parameters of the CPG
controller must be tuned depending on both the target
physical system (robot) and the environment. There-
fore, autonomous learning framework for a CPG con-
troller is necessary to realize the adaptability to dy-
namic environments. We formerly proposed an RL
framework called a CPG-actor-critic model for design-
ing a CPG controller [5]. Since control signals are re-
stricted to be rhythmic in favor of the CPG, this RL
method would be able to avoid “curse of dimension-
ality”. In this method, the parameter of the CPG
controller is updated according to the gradient of the
performance indicator, the average reward per step for
example, with respect to the parameter (policy gradi-
ent) and this gradient can be obtained by interaction
with the environment. After learning, the CPG con-
troller becomes to generate stable locomotion suited
to the environment surrounding the robot.

In the current study, we configure a looper-like
robot simulator and its CPG controller. Because a
looper has an ability to move by simple and rhyth-
mic telescopic motions, a looper-like robot would have
an ability to behave in various environments. We ap-
ply our proposed method to the automatic acquisi-
tion task of ‘vermicular’ locomotion of the looper-like
robot. Computer simulations show that a good CPG
controller for the looper-like robot can be obtained by
our proposed method. This adaptability is important
to develop a mobile robot which is able to overcome
unexpected circumstances to go through various rough
terrains.

2 Control scheme

Looper-like robot The looper-like robot comprises
two links each possessing a wheel, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1. The two links are connected to each other by
a linear slider joint. This robot is controlled by three
signals: the force that expands or contracts the linear
slider, the brake for the head link’s (front) wheel, and

1
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Figure 1: Looper-like robot simulator

that for the tail link’s (rear) wheel. The robot moves
in the forward direction, if the expansion of the linear
slider and braking of the rear wheel occur simultane-
ously, and subsequently the contraction of the linear
slider and braking of the front wheel occur simultane-
ously.

In the simulation, the friction coefficient between
the link and the ground was assumed to be controlled
directly, instead of modelling the braking control of the
two wheels. We also assumed that there is a spring
in the linear slider to keep the joint length within a
specific range. Then, the link movements are defined
as

mẍ1 = τ1 − ks(l − x1 + x2)− τ2ẋ1

mẍ2 = −τ1 + ks(l − x1 + x2)− τ3ẋ2

, (1)

where x1 and x2 denote the position of the head link
and that of the tail link, respectively. Here, m, l and
ks denote the mass of the link, the length of the spring
and the spring constant, respectively, while τ1, τ2 and
τ3 are control signals which correspond to the force
of the linear slider, the friction coefficient of the head
link and that of the tail link, respectively. Constants
m, l, and ks were set to 0.1, 0.2, and 2.0, respectively.

CPG controller The CPG controller comprises
three neural oscillators, and each of them consists of
two neurons. The (2i − 1)-th and the 2i-th neurons’
dynamics are defined as

1
c
ẏ2i−1 =−y2i−1 + tanh

(
W Sy2i−1+W Iy2i+ui

)
1
c
ẏ2i = −y2i + tanh

(−W Iy2i−1 +W Sy2i

) , (2)

where y2i−1 and y2i denote the (2i − 1)-th and the
2i-th neurons’ states, respectively. W S, W I and c
are the self-excitatory connection weight, the mutual-
inhibitory connection weight and the time constant,
respectively. Also, ui is an input to the i-th neural os-
cillator and calculated from the robot’s state x and the
CPG controller’s state y. W S, W I, and c were fixed
at 1.1, 0.7, and 0.1, respectively. These parameters
were determined so that the frequency of the neural
oscillator’s output was similar to that of the looper-
like robot’s intrinsic movements, which are physically

determined by the spring constant and the link’s mass,
as 2π

√
m/ks. Figure 2 shows the behavior of the first

neural oscillator: phase portrait between y1 and y2 (a)
and their time series (b).
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Figure 2: Behavior of the first neural oscillator

Control scheme Figure 3 shows the control scheme
using a CPG controller. The CPG controller observes
the robot’s state x and outputs control signal τ . The
control signal τ is calculated as

τ1 = −0.3y1

τ2 = exp(y3)/(1 + exp(y3))
τ3 = exp(y5)/(1 + exp(y5)),

where the sigmoid function is employed to prevent the
friction coefficient from becoming negative.

CPG controller Control signal

State

Robot

x

τ

Figure 3: Control scheme using a CPG controller

3 Learning method

In this section, we describe an RL algorithm for
the CPG controller, which we formerly proposed and
called the CPG-actor-critic model. In a naive applica-
tion of usual RL to training of a CPG controller, the
CPG controller is regarded as an actor. In this case,
the control signal depends not only on the state of the
target system, but also its own state, because the CPG
controller has its own dynamics. This is problematic
because most RL algorithms assume the target pol-
icy is stationary (time-independent), and furthermore,
heavy computation would be required for training re-
current neural networks like the naive CPG controller.

In order to overcome these difficulties, the CPG
controller is divided into two parts, the basic CPG and
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CPG coupled
system

Basic CPG
Control signal

State
Robot

Actor

u

s=(x,y)_

τ

Figure 4: CPG-actor-critic model

the actor, as depicted in Figure 4 [5]. The basic CPG
is a part of the CPG controller with fixed connection
parameters, and its intrinsic properties, for example
frequency and amplitude of its basic oscillatory be-
haviors, is determined by these fixed parameters, i.e.,
W I , WS , and c. We treat the physical system and the
basic CPG as a single dynamical system, and we call
this system the CPG-coupled system.

The actor is the controller for the CPG-coupled sys-
tem. Since the actor turns out to be a feed-forward
neural network which has no its own dynamics, we
can easily apply usual RL algorithms to the training
of the actor. The control signal u for the CPG-coupled
system is conceptually represented as

u ∼ π(u, s), (3)

where π denotes the control policy of the actor and
s ≡ (x,y) is a state of the CPG-coupled system.

Natural policy gradient method For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that Eqs. (1) and (2) are
discretized in time by an appropriate method, and
the learning system receives an immediate reward
r(s(t),u(t)) at a discrete time step t. The policy
πθ(s,u) is defined by a parametric stochastic policy,
i.e., the probability of a control signal u at a state s:
p(u|s; θ), where θ is a parameter vector of the pol-
icy. We assume that πθ is differentiable with respect
to each parameter component θi, and there exists a
stationary invariant distribution of states under any
stochastic policy πθ.

The objective of RL here is to obtain the policy
parameter that maximizes the expected reward accu-
mulation defined by ρ(θ) ≡ Eθ

[∑
t γ

t−1r(s(t),u(t))
]
,

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor. The partial dif-
ferential of ρ(θ) with respect to the policy parameter
θi is calculated [6][7] by

∂ρ(θ)
∂θi

=
〈
ψi(s,u)Qθ(s,u)

〉
, (4)

where ψi(s,u) ≡ ∂
∂θi

lnπθ(u|s) and Qθ(s,u) denotes
the action-value function (Q-function).

〈 · 〉 stands

for the expectation with respect to the stationary
distribution of the state-action pair (s,u). When
the Q-function is approximated by a weighted sum
of bases ψ: Qw

θ (s,u) ≡ ∑
iwiψi(s,u), where w

is the weight vector of the approximate Q-function,
the optimal weight in the least square sense, w̃ =
argminw

〈(
Qθ(s,u)−Qw

θ (s,u)
)2〉, provides the nat-

ural policy gradient with no estimation bias for the
gradient, so that the policy parameter can be updated
[8][1] as

θi := θi + ηw̃i, (5)

where η is the learning rate. Then, it is sufficient to
obtain the optimal weight w̃ instead of to well ap-
proximate the Q-function itself which may be a high-
dimensional function.

When we introduce an approximate state-value
function V̂θ(s) ≡

∑
j vjφj(s), where φi for i =

1, . . . ,M are arbitrary basis functions of state s, and v
is the weight vector, the weight vectors, w and v, are
estimated together based on the least square method:

W =
〈
rϕT

〉〈
ϕϕT

〉−1
, (6)

where ϕ(t) =
(

ψ(s(t),u(t))
φ(s(t))−γφ(s(t+1))

)
and W ≡ ( w

v )
[9][5][1]. Note that W is the parameter of the value
function (critic).

4 Experiment

The aim of this experiment is to obtain a control
rule which allows the looper-like robot to move in the
forward direction. For this purpose, an immediate re-
ward r(s(t)) was given by

r(s(t)) = 5(ẋ1 + ẋ2).

We assumed the control signal was generated as

u1 = θ1X1 + θ2X2 + ε1

u2 = θ3y1 + θ4y2 + ε2

u3 = θ5y1 + θ6y2 + ε3

, (7)

where X = {x1 − x2 − l, ẋ1 − ẋ2}, and εi (i = 1, 2, 3)
is a small random noise obeying a normal distribu-
tion. The policy parameter θ determines phase rela-
tions among the robot and the neural oscillators and
is trained by RL.
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Basis functions of the state-value function Fig-
ure 2 showed the phase portrait between two neurons
which compose a neural oscillator. Because the phase
portrait presents a circle whose center is the origin,
the angle ω1 = arctan(y2/y1) carries essential infor-
mation of the state of the first neural oscillator. Sim-
ilarly, ω2 = arctan(y4/y3) and ω3 = arctan(y6/y5)
are useful features of the second and the third neu-
ral oscillators, respectively. Furthermore, when the
looper-like robot repeats expansion and contraction,
ω4 = arctan((x4 − x3)/(x2 − x1)) is also an important
feature of the robot’s movements. Because the phase
difference seemed to be more important than the phase
in this experiment, we employed 49 basis functions for
the approximate state-value function: φ16(i−2)+j(s) =
exp (−3(cos(ωi − ω1 + π/16j)− 1)) for i = 2, 3, 4 and
j = 1, 2, . . . , 16 and φ49 = 1.
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Figure 5: Learning curve
The horizontal axis denotes the number of learn-

ing episodes, and the vertical axis denotes the av-

erage reward in one episode. This figure shows

the moving average in 5 episodes.

At the beginning of an episode, the robot was ini-
tialized to a motionless state, and was controlled by
the current actor for 10 sec. Figure 5 shows the learn-
ing curve, indicating that after about 200 episodes the
robot was able to move forward. Figure 6(a) shows the
movements of the looper-like robot before learning and
after learning. Before learning the robot accidentally
moved backward, but after learning the robot was able
to move forward quickly. Figure 6(b) shows changes
of the phase difference between ωi (i = 2, 3, 4) and ω1.
These results suggest that the robot came to move fast
by enabling the neural oscillator composing the CPG
controller to possess an appropriate phase relation.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we configured a CPG-based control
architecture for a looper-like robot, and applied RL to
obtain a control rule for the robot simulator to move
in the forward direction. Computer simulation showed
that a good CPG controller for this robot can be ob-
tained by our RL method. To apply our RL method to
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Figure 6: Control result

The position of the looper-like robot’s center (a)

and phase differences of the feature variables from

the first neural oscillator ω1.

the autonomous control problem of a real looper-like
robot and to develop a robust mobile robot are our
future work.
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Abstract 
 
This paper is dealing with hybrid system (GA-BF) using 
the conventional GA (Genetic Algorithm) and BF 
(Bacterial Foraging) which is social foraging behavior of 
bacteria. To illustrate characteristics of the proposed 
hybrid system, a variety of test function is introduced 
and simulated to illustrate characteristics by mutation of 
GA-BF, crossover of GA-BF, performance by variation 
of step size. variation of chemotactic step of GA-BF, and 
variation of life time of GA-BF. This approach provides 
us with novel models of their foraging behavior and with 
new methods for distributed nongradient optimization, 
and also provides a connection between evolutionary 
forces in social foraging and distributed nongradient 
optimization algorithm design for global optimization 
over noisy surfaces. On the other hand, PID controllers 
have been widely used in industrial systems such as 
chemical process, biomedical process, and the main 
steam temperature control system of the thermal power 
plant. Very often, it is difficult to achieve an optimal PID 
gain with no prior expert knowledge, since the gain of 
the PID controller has to be manually tuned by a trial and 
error approach. This paper proposes a hybrid approach 
by combining a Euclidian data distance (EU) based 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and bacterial foraging based 
Optimization (PSO) method for tuning the PID controller 
of an Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). Using the 
hybrid EU-GA-PSO approach, global and local solutions 
could be simultaneously found for optimal tuning of the 
controller parameters. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In the last decade, evolutionary computation based 

approaches have received increased attention from the 
engineers dealing with problems which could not be 
solved using conventional problem solving techniques 
[1]. A typical task of a GA in this context is to find the 
best values of a predefined set of free parameters 
associated with either a process model or a control vector. 
One of the active areas of research in GA is system 
identification [2]. A recent survey of evolutionary 
algorithms for the evaluation of improved learning 
algorithm and control system engineering can be found 
in [3]. The general problem of evolutionary algorithm 
based engineering system design has been tackled in 
various ways. GA has also been used to optimize 

nonlinear system strategies. On the other hand, since 
natural selection of bacterial foraging tends to eliminate 
animals with poor foraging strategies for locating, 
handling, and ingesting food, optimization models can be 
provided for social foraging where groups of parameters 
communicate to cooperatively forage in engineering. 
This paper focuses on dealing with an enhanced optimal 
solution using a hybrid approach consisting of BA 
(Bacterial Foraging) and GA (Genetic Algorithm).  

This paper provides optimal vector control method by 
viewing the relevant research in foraging theory, 
foraging by communicating organisms (social foraging) 
which sometimes operate in swarms, and the relevance 
of these areas to optimization. 

2. Novel Hybrid System Using GA and 
Bacteria Foraging  

1.1 Overview of Bacterial Foraging 
 
This paper considers the foraging behavior of E. coli, 

which is a common type of bacteria as in the previous 
comment [4]. Its behavior to move comes from a set of 
up to six rigid 100–200 rps spinning flagella, each driven 
as a biological motor. An E. coli bacterium alternates 
between running and tumbling. Running speed is 10–
20 sec/mµ , but they cannot swim straight. When we can 
summarize the chemotactic actions of bacteria as the 
following description:  
- If in neutral medium, alternate tumbles and runs, its 
action is having search.  
- If swimming up a nutrient gradient (or out of noxious 
substances), swim longer (climb up nutrient gradient or 
down noxious gradient), its behavior seeks increasingly 
favorable environments.  
- If swimming down a nutrient gradient (or up noxious 
substance gradient), then search action is avoiding 
unfavorable environments. 

So, it can climb up nutrient hills and at the same time 
avoid noxious substances. The sensors it needs for 
optimal resolution are receptor proteins which are very 
sensitive and high gain. That is, a small change in the 
concentration of nutrients can cause a significant change 
in behavior. This is probably the best-understood sensory 
and decision-making system in biology.  

Mutations in E. coli affect the reproductive efficiency 
at different temperatures, and occur at a rate of about 

710− per gene and per generation. E. coli occasionally 
engages in a conjugation that affects the characteristics 
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of a population of bacteria. Since there are many types of 
taxes that are used by bacteria such as, aerotaxis (it are 
attracted to oxygen), light (phototaxis), temperature 
(thermotaxis), magnetotaxis (it can be affected by 
magnetic lines of flux. Some bacteria can change their 
shape and number of flagella which is based on the 
medium to reconfigure in order to ensure efficient 
foraging in a variety of media. Bacteria can form 
intricate stable spatio-temporal patterns in certain 
semisolid nutrient substances. They can eat radially their 
way through a medium if placed together initially at its 
center. Moreover, under certain conditions, they will 
secrete cell-to-cell attractant signals so that they will 
group and protect each other. These bacteria can swarm. 
 
2.2 Optimization by Bacterial Swarm Foraging 
 

The main goal based on bacterial foraging is to apply 
in order to find the minimum of nRP ∈φφ),( , not in the 
gradient )(φP∇ . Here, when φ  is the position of a 
bacterium, and )(φJ  is an attractant-repellant profile. 
That is, it means where nutrients and noxious substances 
are located, so P<0, P=0, P>0 represent the presence of 
nutrients. A neutral medium, and the presence of noxious 
substances, respectively can be defined by 

 
},...,2,1),,({),,( NilkjlkjH i == φ .             (1) 

 
Equation represents the positions of each member in 

the population of the N bacteria at the jth chemotactic 
step, kth reproduction step, and lth elimination-dispersal 
event. Let P(i, j, k, l) denote the cost at the location of the 
ith bacterium ni Rlkj ∈),,(φ , and   
 

)()((),,(),,1( jiClkjlkj ii ϕφφ +=+= ,        (2) 
 

so that C(i)>0 is the size of the step taken in the random 
direction specified by the tumble. If at ),,1( lkji +φ  the 
cost J(i, j+1, k, l) is better (lower) than at ),,( lkjiφ , then 
another chemotactic step of size C(i) in this same 
direction will be taken and repeated up to a maximum 
number of steps Ns . Ns  is the length of the lifetime of 
the bacteria measured by the number of chemotactic 
steps. Functions )(φi

cP , i=1, 2, . . . , S, to model the cell-
to-cell signaling via an attractant and a repellant is 
represented by [5] 
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(3)           

When we where T
p ][ ,...,1 φφφ =  is a point on the 

optimization domain, Lattract is the depth of the attractant 
released by the cell and attractδ  is a measure of the width 
of the attractant signal. attractrepellant LK =  is the height 
of the repellant effect magnitude), and attractδ  is a 
measure of the width of the repellant. The expression of 

)(φcP  means that its value does not depend on the 
nutrient concentration at position φ . That is, a 
bacterium with high nutrient concentration secrets 
stronger attractant than one with low nutrient 
concentration. Model use the function )(φarP  to 
represent the environment-dependent cell-to-cell 
signaling as 
 

( )( ) ( )φφφ car PPTP −= exp)(              (4) 
 
where T is a tunable parameter. Model consider 
minimization of P(i, j, k, l )+ ( )( )lkjP i

ar ,,φ , so that the 
cells will try to find nutrients, avoid noxious substances, 
and at the same time try to move toward other cells, but 
not too close to them. The function ( )( )lkjP i

ar ,,φ  
implies that, with M being constant, the smaller ( )φP , 
the larger Par (φ ) and thus the stronger attraction, which 
is intuitively reasonable. In tuning the parameter M, it is 
normally found that, when M is very large, Par (φ ) is 
much larger than ( )φJ , and thus the profile of the search 
space is dominated by the chemical attractant secreted by 
E. coli. On the other hand, if T is very small, then Par (φ ) 
is much smaller than ( )φP , and it is the effect of the 
nutrients that dominates. In Par (φ ), the scaling factor of 
Pc (φ ) is given as in exponential form.  

This paper describes the method in the form of an 
algorithm to search optimal value of parameters. 
[step 1] Initialize parameters n, N, NC, NS, Nre, Ned, Ped, 
C(i)( i=1,2,…,N), iφ .  
Where, n: Dimension of the search space, N: The number 
of bacteria in the population, NC : chemotactic steps, Nre : 
The number of reproduction steps, Ned : the number of 
elimination-dispersal events, Ped : elimination-dispersal 
with probability, C(i): the size of the step taken in the 
random direction specified by the tumble.  
[step 2] Elimination-dispersal loop: l=l+1  
[step 3] Reproduction loop: k=k+1 
[step 4] Chemotaxis loop: j=j+1 
    [substep a] For i =1,2,…,N, take a chemotactic step 

for bacterium i as follows.  
[substep b] Compute fitness function, ITSE (i ,j, k, 

l). 
[substep c] Let ITSElast=ITSE (i,j,k,l) to save this 

value since we may find a better cost via a run. 
[substep d] Tumble: generate a random vector 
∆(i) nR∈ with each element ,,...,2,1),( pmim =∆  
a random number on [-1, 1]. 

[substep e] Move: Let 
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)()(

)()(),,(),,1(
ii

iiClkjlkj
T

ii

∆∆

∆
+=+ φφ  

This results in a step of size )(iC in the direction of 
the tumble for bacterium i. 

[substep f] Compute ITSE ),,1,( lkji + . 
[substep g] Swim 

i) Let m=0 (counter for swim length). 
ii) While m< sN (if have not climbed down too 

long). 
 • Let m=m+1. 
 • If ITSE <+ ),,1,( lkji ITSElast ( if doing better), 

let ITSElast=ITSE ),,1,( lkji + and let 

)()(

)()(),,1(),,1(
ii

iiClkjlkj
T

ii

∆∆

∆
++=+ φφ  

   and use this ),,1( lkji +φ  to compute the new 
ITSE ),,1,( lkji + as we did in [substep f] 

• Else, let m= sN . This is the end of the while 
statement.  

[substep h] Go to next bacterium (i, 1) if Ni ≠ (i.e., 
go to [substep b] to process the next bacterium). 

[step 5]  If CNj < , go to step 3. In this case, continue 
chemotaxis, since the life of the bacteria is not over. 
[step 6] Reproduction: 
    [substep a] For the given k and l, and for each 

,,...,2,1 Ni =  let 

∑
+

=

=
1

1

),,,(
cN

j

i
health lkjiITSEITSE  

be the health of bacterium i (a measure of how many 
nutrients it got over its lifetime and how successful it 
was at avoiding noxious substances). Sort bacteria and 
chemotactic parameters )(iC in order of ascending cost 

healthITSE (higher cost means lowerhealth). 
[substep b] The rS  bacteria with the highest 

healthITSE values die and the other rS  bacteria with the 
best values split (and the copies that are made are placed 
at the same location as their parent). 
[step 7] If reNk < , go to [step 3]. In this case, we have 
not reached the number of specified reproduction steps, 
so we start the next generation in the chemotactic loop. 
[step 8] Elimination-dispersal: For ,...,2,1 Ni =  with 
probability edP , eliminate and disperse each bacterium 
(this keeps the number of bacteria in the population 
constant). 
To do this, if you eliminate a bacterium, simply disperse 
one to a random location on the optimization domain. If 

edNl < , then go to [step 2]; otherwise end. 
 

3. Vector Control of Induction Motor 
 
The direct torque and flux control for induction 

machine drives has been developed as direct torque 
control (DTC) and as direct self control (DSC). The 

technique was generalized to all ac drives, as torque 
vector control (TVC), and it was recognized as a viable 
alternative to field-oriented control (FOC). Industrial 
drives with DTC are present on the market today. DTC 
abandons the stator current control philosophy, 
characteristic of FOC and achieves bang-bang torque and 
flux control by directly modifying the stator voltage in 
accordance with the torque and flux errors. DTC is 
characterized by fast dynamic response, structural 
simplicity, and strong robustness in the face of parameter 
uncertainties and perturbations. It does not employ 
current controllers and pulsewidth modulation (PWM), 
and it is well suited for sensorless drives. Classic DTC 
has still several drawbacks: It exhibits large torque, flux, 
and current ripple, produces annoying acoustical noise, 
operates with nonzero steady-state torque error, has 
difficulties in controlling the flux at low speeds, and the 
switching frequency is variable and lower than the 
sampling frequency [6]-[9].  
 
4. Simulation of Vector Control By GA-BF 
 
In this paper, Test function ∑

=

=
3

1

2
1 )(

i
ixxF  is introduced 

for comparing the characteristic of chemotactic step in 
hybrid GA-BF (Genetic Algorithms- Bacteria Foraging). 
This paper illustrates characteristics between the 
proposed GA-BF and SGA (Simple Genetic Algorithm) 
using test function, De Jong [6]. Fig. 1 is showing 
characteristic GA-BF between objective function and 
generation (Generations: 1-70) to variation of life time of 
bacteria Ns. Table I is function value to chemotactic step.  

 
Table 1 

Function value to chemotactic step 

Chemotactic 
step  x1 x2 X3 

Optimal 
objective 
function 

Average 
objective 
function

100 -9.32E-
08 

3.78E-
07 

-8.57E-
09 1.52E-13 1.59E-13

500 2.97E-
08 

1.92E-
08 2.32E-08 1.79E-15 3.26E-15

1000 -1.70E-
08 

-1.44E-
08 

-2.31E-
09 5.01E-16 1.43E-15

 
Fig. 1. Characteristic GA-BF to variation of Ns. 

(Generations: 1-70) 
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of GA and GA-BF by test function. 
(Generations: 1-70)  

 
Fig. 2 illustrates characteristics of GA and GA-BF by 

test function between objective function and generation 
(Generations: 1-70). If performance of test generations 
Ns is a satisfactory result, the characteristic of BF 
(Bacteria Foraging) moves forward, and otherwise, BF 
searches new direction to obtain optimal result from 
generations after lifetime Ns. Fig. 3 is process of optimal 
search in GA and GA-BF. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Process of optimal search in GA-BF. 

 
Table 2 shows initial condition and resulting parameter 

simulated for test function. The value of Table III is 
simulated results based on range (searching range), 
chemotactic step, total number of chemotactic reaction of 
bacteria, step size, basic unit for movement of bacteria 
Ns, the number of critical reaction S, the number of 
bacteria N, generations G, mutation Mu, crossover Cr. 

 
Table 2 

Comparison by test function F1(x). 

Chemotatic 
step x1 x2 X3 

Optimal 
objective 
function 

Average 
objective 
function

GA 7.22E-
08 

5.07E-
08 

-9.43E-
09 7.87E-15 8.03E-15

GA-BF -1.70E-
08 

-1.44E-
08 

-2.31E-
09 5.01E-16 1.43E-15

 
5. Conclusion 

 
Recent many approaches of evolutionary algorithms 

for the evaluation of improved learning algorithm and 

control system engineering have been studying. The 
general problem of evolutionary algorithm based 
engineering system design has been tackled in various 
ways because of learning time and local or suboptimal 
solution. This paper suggested the hybrid system 
consisting of GA (Genetic Algorithm) and BF (Bacterial 
Foraging) and proved the characteristic of that system 
using test functions and vector control of induction motor. 
 This approach proposed in this has the potential to be 
useful in practical optimization problems (e.g., 
engineering design, online distributed optimization in 
distributed computing and cooperative control) as 
models of social foraging are also distributed 
nongradient optimization methods. Moreover, it remains 
to be seen how practically useful the optimization 
algorithms are for engineering optimization problems, 
because they depend on the theoretical properties of the 
algorithm, theoretical and empirical comparisons to other 
methods, and extensive evaluation on many benchmark 
problems and real-world problems. 
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Abstract  
 
Wireless LAN becomes rapidly widespread and its 

communication speed is made extensive improvements. 
 In the conventional case of a remote control to the 
robot with the radio controller, the signal to control the 
robot is only transmitted unidirectional from the radio 
controller and the data of sensors and images etc 
captured by the robot can’t be returned to the host 
computer for controlling the robot. But, it becomes easy 
to send directly the data from the robot by using 
wireless LAN instead of radio controller. 
Therefore, two-way communication can be done 

between the host computer and remote controlled robot, 
and robots can be controlled by feed back control. 
However, when PC of the desktop type or the note type 

is slotted into the robot to use wireless LAN, it becomes 
difficult to downsize the robot and to reduce the cost. At 
present, the network connection became possible in the 
field of the built-in microcomputer board, and Ethernet 
can be easily and cheaply used. 
 In this research, the microcomputer board is installed 
in the robot to control wireless LAN and the Ad hoc 
mode is utilized that can communicate directly among 
wireless LAN devices; it also follows IEEE802.11b of 
the long distance communication standard. 
The communication is mainly controlled by the 

firmware of the AVR microcomputer, and the wireless 
LAN device uses the 16bit PC Card interface of 5V 
power supply system. And the operation of transmitting 
the signal from host computer is mainly checked. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the conventional case of a remote control to the 

robot with the radio controller, the signal to control the 
robot is only transmitted unidirectional from the radio 
controller and the data of sensors and images etc 
captured by the robot can’t be returned to the host 
computer for controlling the robot. But, it becomes easy 
to send directly the data from the robot by using 
wireless LAN instead of radio controller.  
Therefore, two-way communication can be done 

between the host computer and remote controlled robot, 
and robots can be controlled by feed back control. 
Furthermore, the host computer can control the robot to 
work at the various situations by using the voices and 
images from the robot. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Concept of system 
 
In this paper, we propose a method to install wireless 

LAN to microcomputer of robot as the basic study to 
achieve network robot system. Fig.1 shows the concept 
of system. 
 
2. Microcomputer on which mounted 
Wireless LAN 
 
When a robot has a large size, it is possible that the 

desktop type personal computer (PC) is installed into the 
robot to control wireless LAN. But, it becomes difficult 
that a PC is installed in connection with a robot becomes 
a miniature. 
Moreover, if PC is being included into every robot one 

unit, the efficiency of the cost is bad. 
A network connection has recently become possible by 

the microcomputer board of embedded type and we can 
handle Ethernet easily and cheaply. 
Therefore, we propose a method to control wireless 

LAN by microcomputer board embedded in the small 
size robot as a network robot through Ethernet. 
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2.1 Outline of Control 
 

There are several communication protocols and 
correspondence procedures in wireless LAN. In this 
study, using Ad hoc mode, we directly hold 
correspondence between the wireless LAN devices 
according to IEEE802.11b that is a protocol of 
long-distance communication. 
We use an available 16bit PC Card interface of 5V 

power supply for the wireless LAN device, and an AVR 
microcomputer is used for the control of wireless LAN 
and for the control of I/O by firmware. 
 
2.2 AVR Microcomputer 
 
An AVR microcomputer is the CMOS 8bit RISC 

architecture microcomputer developed by Atmel 
Corporation. 
AVR microcomputer exhibits better performance than 

PIC and H8 microcomputer. Because AVR 
microcomputer has many kind of command and can 
execute for about 90% of all commands within one 
clock. And also its processing speed is about 
1MIPS/MHz. 
Moreover, the commands of AVR microcomputer are 

easy to handle, and AVR microcomputer has many 
registers and SRAM. Also it has a development 
environment in which can handle an assembler, C++ and 
Basic can be programmed freely. And as usage of 
programmer, these languages are divided into some 
systems. So, programmer can easily handle these 
languages. 
But, there are hardly materials and reference books 

written in Japanese because this microcomputer is the 
minor handling in Japan compared with PIC and H8 
microcomputer. 
In order to handle PC Card as an outside memory, we 

select the model number ATmega162 [1] among AVR 
microcomputer for movement control. 
ATmega162 is belonging to the 4414 or 8515 group of 

AVR microcomputer. These groups are superior to 
handle the outside memory and commands of I/O are 
especially abundant. The pin arrangement of this 
microcomputer is shown in Fig.2 and basic movement 
specifications are shown in Table.1. 
 

Table.1 Specification of AVR microcomputer 
 

SRAM 1KB 
EEPROM 512B 

Flash Memory 16KB 
External 
Memory 64KB 

Clock 16MHz 
I/O 35ch 

 
 

Fig.2 Pin arrangement of AVR microcomputer 
 
2.3 16bit PC Card 
 
A 16bit PC Card interface of PCMCIA interface is 

used in this time. It is divided into "memory card" and 
"I/O + memory card" in this interface, and wireless 
LAN card is being sorted by the latter. And, in the PC 
Card, there are three access spaces that consist of the 
common memory space, the attribute memory space and 
the I/O space. 
Common memory is the usual memory space that can 

access freely from the host CPU, and the attribute 
memory is the special memory space used only for a 
configuration. Wireless LAN includes “I/O + memory 
card”, therefore it is not necessary to mount a common 
memory in the wireless LAN card. Therefore, a wireless 
LAN card does the reading and writing of the data with 
alternately changing the attribute memory space and the 
I/O space [2]. 
In this study, it is possible that the PC Card can be 

controlled by the data access of 8bit. Therefore, an extra 
addition circuit is unnecessary so that the 
microcomputer control the PC Card. Because the control 
of the PC Card by the microcomputer becomes possible 
by connecting directly each address port and the data 
port of the PC Card to the microcomputer respectively, 
and fixing the signal of other I/O ports of the PC Card 
constantly. 
 
2.4 Wireless LAN 
 
The correspondence procedures of wireless LAN 

consist of an Infrastructure mode and an Ad hoc mode. 
The former is the system that communication is done 
through the access point, and the access point does all 
the control of communication. Because it is suitable for 
the exchange between more than one wireless LAN 
devices, this system is used to control such as the 
autonomous robot. 
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Fig.3 Circuit Diagram 
 

The latter is the form that communication is done with 
the wireless LAN devices, and we have to manage the 
communication by ourselves. And also, this form is 
suitable for controlling a robot directly because of the 
communication of one to one [3]. 
In this study, because our object is a movement 

verification of one to one communication, we decided to 
adopt the Ad hoc mode. 
And, also we used IEEE802.11b from the two reasons. 

One reason is that it is prohibited by Japanese laws to 
use the electric wave of the 5.2GHz band out of doors, 
and the other is that the processing speed of the 
microcomputer is low. Characteristics of IEEE802.11b 
are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table.2 Specification of Wireless LAN 
 

 802.11a 802.11g 802.11b
Speed 54Mbps 11Mbps

Bandwidth 5.2GHz 2.4GHz 
Method OFDM DSSS OFDM
Obstacle △ ◎ 

 
 
 
 

3. Method of control 
 
First, each signal line of the PC Card is handled as 

follows. A circuit diagram to satisfy this condition is 
shown in Fig.3 and signals of the PC Card are shown in 
Table.3.  
Next, the control of the PC Card is done by using I/O 

by the firmware of AVR microcomputer. Therefore, we 
describe how to handle the Ad hoc mode referring to the 
source program of the general-purpose wireless LAN 
driver of Linux [4]. We use UDP (User Datagram 
Protocol) as Internet protocol for realizing the real time 
communication to directly control the robot. And we 
process data of serial communication by using USART 
(Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver 
Transmitter) function of AVR microcomputer for I/O of 
the outside. 
 
4. Summary 
 
In this study, we formulated and proposed a plan of the 

main part to control the mobile robot by wireless LAN. 
In future, we must plan to mount both communication 
forms of wireless LAN and also adjust a serial 
communication to USB1.1 standard for increasing the 
communication speed. 
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Furthermore, we should aim to improve this system by 
mounting TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) of 
Internet protocol; the reason is UDP is deficient in 
reliability. 
 

Table.3 Signals of PC Card 
 

Signal (Pin No.) Control 
A0-A9 (29-22,12,11)  
D0-D7 (30-32,2-6)  

CE1# (7)  
OE# (9)  

WE# (15) CPU Control
IORD# (44)  
IOWR# (45)  
IREQ# (16)  
WAIT# (59)  
CE2# (42) Hi Level 

RESET (58)  
A10-A25 

(8,10,21,13,14,20,19,46-50,53-56) Low Level 

REG# (61)  
D8-D15 (64-66,37-41)  

CD1# (36)  
CD2# (67)  

IOIS16# (33)  
SPKR# (62) Non Connect

STSCHG# (63)  
INPACK# (60)  

VS1# (43)  
VS2# (57)  

Vcc (17,51) 
Vpp1 (18) 
Vpp2 (52) 

GND (34,68) 
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Abstract 
 

Computer vision and recognition plays more 
important role on modern intelligent control. Object 
detection is the first and the most important step for the 
object recognition. Traditionally, special object can be 
recognized by the template matching method. But the 
recognizing speed has always trouble. In this paper, the 
improvement of the general genetic algorithm-based 
face recognition system is proposed. Genetic algorithm 
(GA) has been considered as robust and global 
searching method. In this paper, the chromosomes 
generated by GA contain the information of the facial 
model, by which can we recognize it from an image. 
The purpose of the paper is to propose a practical 
method for face detection and recognition. Finally, the 
experimental results, the comparison to the traditional 
template matching method and some considerations are 
also given. 

 
Keywords: face detection, face recognition, genetic 
algorithm, image processing, template matching 
 
1.  Introduction 
 

If we search on the web or a conference proceeding 
about intelligent control, lots of papers and applications 
are presented. Among them, image processing and 
recognition occupy very large percentage. The higher 
the degree of intelligence is, the more important the 
image detection and recognition technology are. 

For an intelligent control system, it is necessary to 
automatically acquire the information of the external 
world by sensors, to recognize its position and the 
surrounding situation. Camera is one of the most 
important sensors for computer vision. 
  For controlling an intelligent system (autonomous 
mobile vehicle, robot, etc), the most important part is 
the control strategy. But before automatically 
controlling it to move, image recognition is needed. 
That is to say, the robot endeavors to find out what is in 
an image (environment of the robot) taken by the 
camera: traffic signs, obstacles or guidelines, etc. 

Object detection is an important step in the object 
recognition. Its reliability and time-response have a 
major influence on the performance and usability of the 
whole object recognition system [1]. The template 
matching method is a practicable and reasonable way 
used to the object detection [2]. And this paper gives the 

improvement of the general template matching method. 
Also, to search an image, lots of data need to be 

processed. GA has been considered as robust and global 
searching method (although it is said that GA is not 
used for finding the global optimization) [3]. In this 
paper, the chromosomes generated by GA contain the 
information of the image data, and the genetic and 
evolution operations are used to obtain the best match in 
an image to the template. Searching the best match is 
the goal of the paper. 

This thought emerged from the features of GA and 
the need of easily and quickly recognizing the face of 
people by an intelligent system. The single concept and 
feature of image processing and GA will not be 
introduced in the paper, for lots of books and papers 
have been written about them. 

In this paper, section 2 introduces the general method 
of pattern recognition. The theory and GA encoding, 
experimental setting in this paper will be given. In 
section 3, the experiment and the analysis are addressed. 
Conclusions will be given in section 4. 
  
2. Theory and experimental setting 
 

For an image recognition system, first, the interested 
part that has special features has to be detected from the 
original image. This is called object detection. And after 
that, this part will be compared to the template to see if 
it resembles to the template or not, which is called 
object recognition. For example, if we want to find a 
special person in an image, first, we have to detect 
people in the image, and then recognize him/her whether 
is the interested person or not. The whole procedure is 
shown in Fig.1. 

Result Image

Feature
extraction 

Pattern 
matching 

Preprocessing
Standard
pattern 

 template

Fig.1 Object recognition system 

One of the oldest techniques of pattern recognition is 
matching filtering [4], which allows the computation of a 
measure of the similarity between an image and a 
template . Define the mean-squared distance 

),( yxf
),( yxh
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and , if the image and 
template are normalized by  
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In the right hand of above equation, the first term is 
constant, thus Rfh can measure the least-squared 
similarity between the image and template [5]. If Rfh is a 
large value, then the image is judged to match the 
template. If Rfh is less than a pre-selected threshold, 
either rejecting this recognition or creating a new class, 
which means the similarity between the image and the 
current template is not satisfied. 

Statistical object recognition involves locating and 
isolating the targets from an image, and then identifying 
them by statistical decision theory. The comparable 
experiment of template matching method is given in 
section 3.  
 
2.1 Genetic encoding 
 

As introduced above, the chromosomes generated by 
GA contain the information of image data, so the first 
step is to encode the image data into a binary string [6]. 
The parameters of the center of face (x, y), the rate of 
scale to satisfy eqn.(2), and the rotating angle Ѳ are 
encoded into the elements of gene. Some important 
parameters of GA used in this paper are given in Table 1 
and the searching field is in Table 2. 

 
Table 1 Some GA parameters 

 
Source Files of the image and template 

Fields x, y, rate, Ѳ  

Generations Max = 300 (the stopping criterion) 

Population 
Size 

200 

Reproduction 
(selection) 

Pr of the best individuals will be 
selected to survive. The remained 
(1-Pr) will be treated by the genetic 
operators (crossover and mutation) 

Crossover 
Offspring is produced from parents 
by exchanging their genes at the 
crossover point, the ratio is Pc 

Mutation 
Produce spontaneous random 
changes in various chroms. General 
random change method at the rate 
of Pm 

Table 2 Settings for the experiment 
 

x 8 bits 
y 8 bits 

rate 8 bits 
Ѳ  8 bits 
Pr 0.6 
Pc 0.5 
Pm 0.01 

 
As shown in Table 2, one chromosome contains 4 

bytes: the coordinate (x, y) of the center of the template, 
the rate of scale and the angle Ѳ of rotation.  
 
2.2 Experimental setting 
 

The experiment is done by firstly given two files, the 
original image file and the template file. By searching 
the image file, GA is used to find whether in the image 
there is the object of template or not. If the answer is 
YES, then in the original image the result gives the 
coordinate of it, the rate of scale and the rotating angle 
to the template. 

And for comparison, the general template matching 
method is also presented [7]. The executive time shows 
the effectiveness of the GA-based recognition method. 

Fig.2 and Fig.3 are the original images and the 
templates for the experiment. The values are the width✕
height pixels of the image. 

In Fig.2, three images are presented, the content and 
the size of which are different. Fig.2(a) has two faces, 
Fig.2(b) gives the face that has the angle to the 
perpendicular. The person in Fig.2(c) wears the hat, and 
the background is more complicate than (a) and (b). 

 

 
(a) 238✕170    (b) 185✕196    (c) 275✕225 

Fig.2 Three original images 
 
 

(a) template-1          (b) template-2 
           62✕62                60✕64 

Fig.3 Templates for matching 
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The two templates in Fig.3 are not extracted from 
only one image. For the common use, the template 
should be extracted as the average of several feature 
images. In Fig.4, the template (a)-0 is generated from 
(a)-1, (a)-2 and (a)-3, which is the average value of the 
gray levels from those three models. The same is also 
for (b)-0. (a)                     (b) 

(a)-1     (a)-2      (a)-3   →   (a)-0
(c)  (d) 

 
Fig.5 Result of searching by GA 

3.  Experiment and comparison 
 
The genetic operations and GA parameters are 

presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The fitness is defined 
in eqn(4). 
 

∑
∈

−=
Ryx

yxtemplaterateyxffitness
),(

),(),,,( θ  

  (4) 

In eqn(4), template(x, y) is the gray level of the 
coordinate (x, y) in the template image file. f(x, y, rate, 
Ѳ ) is the gray level in the original image file, the 
coordinate of which is calculated from (x, y) by 
translation, change of scale and rotation of the template 
file. The field R is the whole region of the template. 

The maximum generation is made 300, and the 
threshold of the matching rate is set to 0.9 [6]. That is to 
say, if within 300 generations the matching rate can 
reach 0.9, then it is said that the template is found in the 
original image (the template is matched to the original 
image within the threshold). Otherwise the result gives 
the best match until the GA is trained to 300 
generations. 

The results of the GA-based face recognition are 
given in Fig.5 and Table 3. Fig.5(a), (c) and (d) are 
searched to match to the template of Fig.3(a), while 
Fig.5(b) is matched to Fig.3(b). 

In Fig.5, (a) and (b) reach the matching rate 0.9 
within 300 generations, while (c) and (d) cannot reach 
the matching rate 0.9 within 300 generations, but the 
best match is given in Table 3. 

In the images (a), (b) and (c) of Fig.5, we obtain that 
the result can match the template well. The coordinate 
(x, y), the rate of scale and the angle of rotation can be 
calculated correctly. But for Fig.5(d), the result is not 
satisfied. 

Table 3 Results of searching by GA 
(b)-1     (b)-2      (b)-3   →   (b)-0  

Fig.4 Generation of template Image in 
Fig.4 Explanation 

Original image is Fig.2(a), template is Fig.3(a). 

(a) 
The 18th generation gives the result, fitness = 
0.916591, time = 2second. 
 
(x, y) = (64, 97), rate = 1.31, Ѳ = 353o 

Original image is Fig.2(a), template is Fig.3(b). 

(b) 
The 2nd generation gives the result, fitness = 
0.901470, time = 0second. 
 
(x, y) = (179, 112), rate = 1.45, Ѳ = 18o 

Original image is Fig.2(b), template is Fig.3(a). 

(c) 
The 300th generation gives the result, fitness = 
0.889581, time = 39second. 
 
(x, y) = (111, 103), rate = 1.72, Ѳ = 349o 

Original image is Fig.2(c), template is Fig.3(a). 

(d) 
The 300th generation gives the result, fitness = 
0.832722, time = 39second. 
 
(x, y) = (165, 120), rate = 1.00, Ѳ = 30o 

 
The reasons is that (i) the template Fig.3(a) cannot 

represent the recognized face commonly. That is to say, 
although the person to be recognized is the same, the 
template cannot give all the features for this person at 
all time, in all conditions (the generation of template is 
shown in Fig.4). (ii) is that the algorithm itself has some 
problems. For example, by using GA-based recognition 
method, the settings of the searching field (x, y, rate, 
Ѳ ), the determination of the genetic operations, the 
selection and optimization of the fitness function are all 
important to the recognizing result. 
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For the purpose to compare the effect of the GA-based 
algorithm, the result of the general matching method [7] 
is also presented. From Fig.6, we see that although both 
the original image (the left-top image) and the template 
(the right-top image) are simplified by either decreasing 
or binarizing the image, the matching time is 1 minute 
and 22 seconds, cannot within several seconds. The 
recognized result is the left-bottom image in Fig.6. 

 

4.  Conclusions 
 
In this paper, the GA-based image recognition method 

is tested and the comparison with the general matching 
method is presented. 

As we know, GA starts with an initial set of random 
solutions called population. Each individual in the 
population is called chromosome, representing a solution 
to the problem. By stochastic search techniques based on 
the mechanism of nature selection and natural genetics, 
genetic operations (crossover and mutation) and 
evolution operation (selecting or rejecting) are used to 
search the best solution [8]. 

In this paper, the chromosomes generated by GA 
contain the information of the image, and we use the 
genetic operators to obtain the best match between the 
original image and the template. The parameters are the 
coordinate (x, y) of the center of the template, the rate of 
scale and the angle Ѳ of rotation. 

In fact, translation, scale and rotation are three main 
invariant moments in the field of pattern recognition [9]. 
But for the face recognition, the facial features are 
difficult to be extracted and calculated by the general 
pattern recognition theory and method [10]. Even these 
three main invariant moments will not be invariant 
because the facial expression is changed. 

Thus the recognized result only gives the best 
matching one upper the predetermined threshold. Both 

the GA-based and the general template matching 
method are presented in the paper, and the comparison  
with the traditional pattern matching method shows that 
the recognizing is satisfied, although under some 
conditions the result is not very good (Fig.5(d)). 

Based on the results of experiments in the paper, 
further work will be major emphasized to (i) optimizing 
the fields of GA chromosomes, (ii) improving the fitness 
function by adding some terms to it. These works are 
important and necessary to improve the GA-based face 
recognition system. 
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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we propose the autonomous mobile 

robot by improving the electric wheelchair for elderly 
people. The research aims at automatically moving the 
robot to the destination by GPS and image processing. 
Beforehand, the robot gets the information of the 
destination by GPS, it automatically moves to the 
destination by comparing the information of place where 
it is now, with that of the destination. But the robot 
cannot automatically move safely in this case. 

The self-position recognition is a very important 
function for the autonomous mobile robot. Under the 
indoor environment, the robot can easily detect the walls 
or the pillars to recognize the self-position with simple 
sensors. On the other hand, because in the outdoor 
environment there are fewer steady objects for 
recognizing the position of the robot, it is difficult for 
the robot to recognize the self-position and 
automatically move.  

Thus we propose that the robot uses the braille blocks 
that were laid on the sidewalk. The braille blocks are 
equipment to lead visually handicapped humans to walk, 
and it is laid widely in urban area. The robot can 
automatically move safely on the sidewalk by driving 
along the braille blocks. 

So the autonomous mobile robot uses not only the 
information of GPS but also the braille blocks that were 
laid on the sidewalk. The images of the braille blocks 
are processed by Hough transformation, and based on 
the data, the robot can arrive at the destination by fuzzy 
control. Furthermore, we will set up the base station to 
monitor the autonomous mobile robot with wireless 
LAN for safety drive. We will assist the robot from the 
base station to ensure the driver against danger.   
 
1. Introduction 
 

The visually handicapped humans can come and go 
freely in the place where they usually visit, but they 
cannot go to other place alone. Typically, the helpers are 
needed to help them. But such situations are big burden 
for both helpers and handicapped persons. In particular, 
it is said that mental burden of handicapped persons is 
larger. So we develop the autonomous mobile robot that 
is improved from the electric wheelchair for the elderly 
people [1][2][3]. 
    The object of this study is to automatically navigate 
the robot to the destination by GPS and image 
processing. The robot previously gets the information of 

destination by GPS and automatically moves to the 
destination by comparing the information of the current 
place with that of the destination. But in the case of the 
urban area where the route of the autonomous mobile 
robot is limited, the robot cannot be navigated safely 
only by GPS data. 

So the braille blocks that are laid widely in urban area 
are utilized to navigate the robot safely. The images of 
the braille blocks are processed by Hough 
transformation, and based on the data, the robot can 
arrive at the destination by fuzzy control. Furthermore, 
in order to assist the robot from the base station to 
ensure the driver against danger, the communication 
between the base station and the mobile robot by using 
the wireless LAN is also proposed in this paper. 
 
2. Present state 
 
2.1 The walking of the visually handicapped humans 

individually 
 

Now, the visually handicapped persons can 
individually go out to walk by the helping of the care 
person, the white walking stick, the guide dog and the 
auxiliary device. 

Walking with the care person gives the big burden to 
both the helpers and the handicapped persons 
themselves, especially for their mental burden. The 
visually handicapped persons must train themselves to 
walk safely with the white walking stick. However, 
the white walking sticks are mostly used to get the 
information of the road surface. But they are not enough 
to sense the conditions of the direction of movement. 
For example, when the visually handicapped persons 
use the white walking stick, they often bang against the 
car that is parked in the sidewalk of the road. 

The guide dog is satisfied for the safety of a walk of 
the visually handicapped persons. But if the visually 
handicapped person says, “I want to go to the library”, 
the guide dog cannot lead them to the destination [4]. 
 
2.2 The braille blocks 
 
 The braille blocks are the emblem to lead the visually 
handicapped humans to the destination and they are 
installed consecutively in the sidewalk. 

The braille blocks consist of the inductive blocks and 
the admonitory blocks (in Fig.1). The inductive blocks 
are marshaled salient of long square. The admonitory 
blocks are marshaled salient of small circular form. 
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Their colors are yellow, and can be easily recognized by 
the amblyopic persons. 

The inductive blocks are consecutively installed and 
show the route that the visually handicapped humans 
can walk on them. The admonitory blocks are installed 
at the branch point and the dead end of the inductive 
blocks, or the entrance of a building and so on. 

 

                      
(a) The inductive blocks    (b) The admonitory block 

 
Fig.1 The braille blocks 

 
3. The system of the autonomous mobile 

robot 
 
3.1 Introduction of the mobile robot 
 

The electric wheelchair that is developed by the 
SUZUKI company (Fig.2 (a)) is converted to the mobile 
robot by installing GPS, computer, CCD camera for 
image processing and other sensors for safety drive 
(Fig.2 (b)). By the Japanese traffic law, the electric 
wheelchair is treated as wheelchairs for the physically 
handicapped and is rated as walkers. Navigators do not 
need to have the driver's license. Therefore, anyone can 
drive it [5]. The specification of the electric wheelchair is 
as follows. 

Dimensions: 1170×660×1060[mm] 
Weight: 79kg  
Forward speed: 2～6km/h 
Reverse speed: 2km/h 
Drive system:  Direct drive system with rear-wheel 

drive 
Braking system: Electromagnetic brake that uses 

motor dynamic braking 
Control system: Microcomputer variable speed 

electronic control unit for accelerator lever 

 
(a) Before conversion 

 

CCD camera

computer & wireless LAN

GPS

base station

 
(b) After conversion 

Fig.2   The electric wheelchair and improved mobile robot 

3.2 Structure of the system 
 

The structure of the mobile robot system developed in 
our study is showed in Fig.3. 

 The robot previously gets the information of 
destination by GPS and then automatically moves to the 
destination by comparing the information of the current 
place with that of the destination. At the same time, the 
images of the direction of robot movement taken from 
the CCD camera are processed by the computer 
mounted on the robot and the braille blocks can be 
recognized for navigation. In the image processing, the 
binarization, the thinning, the elimination of the isolated 
point and the edge detection are performed. After these 
procedures, the straight line of the forward direction is 
recognized by Hough translation.  

The autonomous mobile robot can decide the 
controlled variable of both the speed regulation and the 
steering angle by the results of the recognition of the 
straight line using Hough translation. The speed is 
adjusted by the distance to the next moving point. The 
steering division uses the fuzzy rules to decide the 
controlled variables. When the DC motor moves, it 
detects the angle by a variable resistor and the value of 
the angle is fed back to the controller. 

Furthermore, the wireless LAN is used by the robot in 
order to increase security and communicate to the base 
station for monitoring the mobile robot. If the person at 
the base station judges that there are some dangers to the 
robot from the monitoring image, he can directly control 
the robot via LAN to avoid the danger state of the robot. 

  

PC

cameraGPS

A/D

DCmotor
DCmotor variable

resistor

motor driver
motor driver

steeringspeed regulation

sensor

handle

driving wheels

D/AD/A

wireless
LAN

base station

  
Fig.3   Structure of the system 
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3.3 Image processing 
 

The flowchart of image processing is shown in Fig.4. 
First, the camera that is mounted on the autonomous 
mobile robot gets the image of the braille blocks on 
sidewalks. The image is processed by binarization and 
only yellow color is left to be recognized. The input 
image is shown in Fig.5 (a), and the binarized image is 
in Fig.5 (b). 

S ta rt

R e a d  th e  im a g e

B in a r iz a t io n

re m o v e  th e  is o la te d  p o in ts

e d g e  d e te c t io n

H o u g h  t ra n s fo rm a t io n

d e c id e  th e  c o n t ro lle d  v a r ia b le  fro m
th e  p ro c e s s s e d  im a g e

 
Fig.4 Flowchart of the image processing 

 
 

          
 

(a) Original image         (b) Binarized image 
 

          
 
(c) Removal the isolated points (d) Edge detection 

 

 
 

(e) Hough transformation 

Fig.5 Image processing 

But only by this process, the isolated points remain in 
the image, which must be removed. The result is shown 
in Fig.5(c). After the removal, the edge should be 
detected, which is given by Fig.5 (d). This result is then 
processed by Hough transformation, and the outline of 
braille blocks is shown as two straight lines clearly, the 
result of which is given by Fig.5 (e). 
 
3.4 Hough transformation 
 

 Hough transformation transforms the orthogonal 
coordinate of each pixel of the object into the polar 
coordinate system to recognize the input image. 

θ0

ρ0

 
(a) XY-plane          (b)ρ-θplane 

 
Fig.6   recognition of a straight line by  

Hough transformation 
 

A straight line in the XY-plane shown in Fig. 6(a) is 
expressed by the equation (1) in polar coordinate.  

 
θθρ sincos yx +=             (1) 

Where, 
ρ: The length from the origin to the straight line. 
θ: The angle between the perpendicular line and the x 
axis. 

When the point (x, y) of the orthogonal coordinates 
transforms to the polar coordinate, the point on the 
orthogonal coordinates correspond to the curve on ρ-θ
plane. If a lot of points on orthogonal coordinates are 
translated , a lot of curves are drawn in theρ-θplane. 
The common point that the curves intersect can 
represent a straight line in the original x-y plane. The 
straight line can be expressed by the equations (2), (3) [6]. 

 

θ
ρ

θ
θ

coscos
sin

+−= yx            (2) 

θ
ρ

θ
θ

sinsin
cos

+−= xy            (3) 

 
3.5 The decision of controlled variable for steering 

angle  
 

Only by the straight line obtained from Hough 
transformation, it is still difficult for the robot to 
navigate accurately in every situation. For example, the 
robot is controlled to move according to the centerline 
of the braille blocks, but it often deviates from the 
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centerline at the place of sharp curve or crossing point 
of a series of the braille blocks. Therefore, the 
calculation of the objective vector, or the target vector to 
move from the obtained features of the image is 
necessary to navigate the robot autonomously.  

Several parameters such as the radius of curve, the 
velocity of the robot and so on are necessary to calculate 
the angle of the target vector. So we propose the 
navigation method that use the center of gravity of a 
straight line introduced by Hough transformation. The 
center of gravity can be easily obtained [7]. 
 
3.6 Derivation of angle of target vector 
 

In Fig.7, the coordinate of target from the center of 
gravity of (x1, y1), (x2, y2) of two straight lines is 
calculated from the equation (4). 

2/)(,2/)( 210210 yyyxxx +=+=        (4) 

Then, the steering angle θ is calculated by the equation 
(5).  

)2/()( 00
1 XLxyYLTan −−= −θ               (5) 

By using some membership functions from these 
computational results, fuzzy rules can be applied to 
autonomously control the robot. 
 

 
Fig.7  Derivation of angle of target vector 

  
4. Fuzzy control 
 
     Fuzzy control to navigate the robot is used in this 
paper. Even if accurate mathematical models of system 
cannot be obtained and sensor data is uncertain or 
imprecise, the controlled variable can be decided with 
the knowledge that is accumulated from the past 
experience. We define the desirability function by the 
fuzzy rules of the form, IF Ai THEN Bi, where Ai 
denotes a fuzzy logic formula from fuzzy predicates, 
and Bi is a fuzzy set of controls. For example, when a 
car is driven through the hard curve, the fuzzy rule is 
expressed by “if curve is hard then speed down”. 

In this research, the steering angle of target vector 
that is decided from the braille blocks is obtained by the 
membership function that has five triangular peaks 
shown in Fig.8 [8][9]. 

 

NL NS ZR PS PL

0 [rad]

G
ra

de

dθ
   

Fig.8 The membership function 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we propose the system of autonomous 
mobile robot for welfare with image processing and 
GPS. Now we are in the process of developing the robot. 
The structure of the whole system and the procedure of 
image processing are well explained and we have the 
plan to check that the robot can autonomously move to 
destination with safety and accuracy on the sidewalk of 
the urban area by the presented fuzzy rules. 
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Abstract 

The movement robot is researched and developed by 

a lot of enterprises and research laboratories. Those 

robots are expected to cooperate with human and work 

in a dangerous place in blast furnace and all that of 

atomic is enumerated as a reason. The biped robot is 

expected for the reason of excellent mobility and to be 

possible to act even in the small space. 

  Then this research, the obit where the biped robot 

walks used and demands the simulation. This time, we 

consider transmission of position of ZMP and correcting 

value in forward walking. 

 

1.  Introduction 

The multilegged movement robot is researched and 

developed by many enterprises and research laboratories. 

As the reason, as for the mulitilegged, it is raised that 

mobility in not flat ground is excellent compared with 

the wheeled movement robot. Those robots, it is 

expected to work cooperatively with work and human in 

a dangerous place such as in atomic blast furnaces. 

  Before, we generated operation by the biped robot 

with a servo motor But, those were problems the 

environment that can be operated by the difference of 

the influence of the friction of the back of the foot of the 

biped robot and the floor must be limited, else that 

position and those movement transitions of center of 

gravity and ZMP were not able to be understood. 

Then, in this research, the position and movement 

transition of center of gravity and ZMP depict by using 

the simulation. Then, we examined the result. 

2.  Metaphysic 

・ZMP(Zero Moment Point) [1] 

  It is a point of application when it substitute acting on 

one point with a normal element of the ground reaction 

that distributes the overall sole of feet. It is a point that 

the inertia force caused by gravity and the walking 

motion and the reaction force from ground 

equiponderates dynamically. 

 

・Target ZMP [1 ] 

 Target ZMP is a point that put over effort force f acting 

on center of gravity, and cross the floor. If target ZMP 

has observed ZMP there, a target point is without the 

occurrence of overturning moment. 

 

・Supporting leg polygon [1 ] 

Supporting leg polygon is 

shown in Fig.1. This is the 

one that the parts that the 

foot grounded was close 

Fig.1 supporting leg 
polygon 

round so as not to become 

concave. As for ZMP, the 

area that can be operated because of the feature is 

limited within the area of the supporting leg polygon.]It 
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is impossible to come off the motion when target ZMP 

is not in the supporting leg polygon. Observed ZMP is 

out of synchronization when target ZMP is outside of 

the supporting leg polygon. It’s contemplated that biped 

robot topples down by generating the overturning 

moment. 

 

・Equation of model [ 2 ][ 3 ] 

 The balance of axis of x element circumjacent based on 

center of gravity is shown in equation (1) and equation 

(2).  
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 ・Planned obit [ 2 ][ 3 ] 

The orbit generation run in the way herein

prescribed. 

1．We plan the landing position of sole of foot

timing. 

2．We settle on No.1 as required to comply with pos

of center of gravity. 

3．We settle on No.2 in accordance with position o

whole body. 

The planned orbit of center of gravity is shown in Fig.2. 

The orbit of target ZMP is shown in Fig.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.2 the planned orbit of Fig.3 the planned orbit of 
target ZMP center of gravity  

We take notice to the position of center of gravity, it 

moves smoothly. We take notice to the position of ZMP, 

(3)

(4)

：Moment that acts on  
center of gravity circumjacent 

：Position of center of gravity 

：Position of ZMP 
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it moves when center of gravity reaches on the (1)

 

ty to 

4). 

supporting leg. Moreover, the planned orbit of center of 

gravity stops on the supporting leg. However, the orbit 

of target ZMP has come off from the area of the 

supporting leg polygon. The purpose of this is to assume 

that the sole of foot of the model has adsorbed the floor 

when we calculated target ZMP by the simulation. 

(2)
 

 

after 

and 

ition 

f the 

3.  Setting of simulation 

 Application programming language 

：Borland C++ Builder5 

  Model：weigh 3.0[kg] 

          length of leg   0.29[m] 

          length of thigh  0.145[m] 

          length of shin   0.155[m] 

  Degree of freedom：Hip joint 3DOF 

                     Knee joint 1DOF 

                     Ankle joint 2DOF 

  Option 

   Necessary time for one step 0.5[s] 

   Rate of double support phase in one step 0.2 

   The maximum acceleration 0.5[m/s2] 

   Distance from target orbit  

to landing position of foot 0.03[m] 

72



4.  Result of simulation 

 The change in target ZMP, observed ZMP and 

correcting value when forward walking is shown from 

Fig.4 in Fig.9. The x element is shown from Fig.4 in 

Fig.6 (Back and forth movement). The y element is 

shown from Fig.7 in Fig.9 (Right and left movement). 

 The comprising item of motion is shown. First, start up 

a program. Next, it is state of rest for tow seconds. 

Afterward, to do the forward walking, we keep pushing 

the keyboard of five seconds. We release the keyboard. 

We stop the program in three seconds later. The model 

shifts from the state of both feet earth to the one feet 

earth with the left leg as for a reason that was state of 

rest for two seconds in the start immediately after 

beginning. Therefore, the correction is done. Then, it is 

because it was considered that this correcting value 

become 0. The reason where the keyboard is separated 

and done the state of rest of the program in three 

seconds is moreover that it decelerates gradually in no 

rest after motion separate the keyboard soon, and it 

enters the state of rest. 

We think about correcting value. Correcting value Ux 

of x element is generated with start and finish of motion. 

In these, the inertia force caused when the state of rest 

one is moved and when do the state of rest the moving 

one is causes. Correcting value Uy of y element is 

generated with start of motion. In this, the inertia force 

when shifting from the state of rest in the state of 

motion is a cause as well as the case of x element. 

Moreover, the similar amount of correction shape of 

waves has been repeatedly generated while both x 

element and y element are walking. A constant speed 

can be said that will repeat by these while walking 

thought is done the correction. 

We think from Fig.4 and Fig.7 about observed ZMP. 

The amount of the correcting value is extremely small  
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compared with the amount of the change of ZMP and it 

is not influenced in x element. It understands influenced 

in y element thought it is a little at the beginning of 

motion. 

 

5.  Discussion 

 This time, we described the orbit of ZMP in the 

forward walking. The correction by inertia force is done 

to start and finish of motion in x element as understood 

from the simulation result. In y element, the correction 

is done by inertia force at the beginning of motion. 

These correcting values don’t become 0. However, we 

think that secure walking motion can be done by less 

correcting value. 
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Abstract 
 

Recent years, researches about motion trace 
moving object is extensively studied. If we can 
motion trace-moving object, we can apply the 
skills of automotive control and so on. 

For example, if obstacle avoidance of 
moving object instead of obstacle avoidance of 
the static object becomes possible, the control 
becomes possible as for a more complex 
situation. 

Facial recognition was researched in my 
laboratory, but, this research is weak of change 
in light, so that my main research improve that 
and to motion trace through head control of 
mobile robot. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recent years, the introduction of robot was 
bean considered in various fields. Various 
functions were bean required and the robot use 
was expanded. One of the functions requires 
environmental recognition and avoidance of an 
obstacle. In order to develop such robot, this 
laboratory, for some time, has mainly respond 
to the field of welfare and nursing. A mobile 
recognition robot has been researched and 
developed [1][2][3]. 

Researches about motion trace moving 
object is extensively studied. In this research, 
we used our laboratory robot. Image import 
from CCD camera, we compute feature point 
and center point to track moving object, and 
implement motion control of the head. 
 
 

2. Experiment System 
 

The robot which is being used in this 
research was manufactured by incorporated 
company DENKEN in 2000.The figure is 
shown in Fig.1.It consists of 2 drive 2 caster 
(2DC2W) systems.  

The mobile robot is equipped on the right 
and left with the driving wheel, auxiliary caster 
rings at the front and back, a driving wheel on 
either side rotates by DC motor. Equipped with 
the rotary encoder of resolution 80 (Pulse Per 
Resolution) beside the driving wheel, and 
counting the number of pulses, the 
right-and-left independence can be achieved 
and a wheel can be controlled.  

The difference in the rotation speed of a 
right-and-left driving wheel performs a steering 
function. The CCD camera (EVI-G20: Sony) is 
carried by the height of about 130 [mm] at 55 
degrees of perpendicular directions at the head. 
The picture obtained from the camera is taken 
in by the memory on an image-processing 
board (FDM-PCI3: FOTORON). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 View of The Mobile robot 
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3. Image Processing 
 
3.1 Pixel Skipping  
 
  When the size of image is 300 by 300 [pixel], 
it is difficult to implement in real time 
processing, when the size of picture is small, 
moving object will be not detected.  
  In order to make realize real time processing, 
image processing time must be shortened. 
Therefore, by setting the area of pixel which to 
be removed and to be taken the image is 
processing again by re-sizing and showing only 
the taken pixel area. In this research, re-sizing 
of image is 30 by 30. Fig. 2 shows that gray 
color is taken pixel area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Conversion From RGB To HSI 
 
 The image is taken in from a CCD camera; it 
is a picture expressed with a total of 24 bits of 8 
bits each of RGB. 

Then, in order to treat the feature from a 
picture independently as much as possible, the 
following equation performs HSI conversion of 
the hue, saturation and intensity. Each of R, G 
and B is standardized to take values between 0 
and 1, with a maximum total intensity of 1. 
 
I=(R + G + B)/3       (1) 
S=1-min{R,G,B}/I       (2) 
H=arccos{(P - W)*(R - W) /[|P - W||R - W|] (3) 
 

Let P be the point as shown in Fig. 3.  

Fig.3 shows the triangle of points(r,g,b) 
=(R/(R+G+B),G/(R+G+B),B/(R+G+B)) that 
satisfy r + g + b = 1. The center point W has 
coordinates (1/3,1/3,1/3). We can find the angle 
H = for any point P on the triangle by the 
geometry of the triangle. Hue is a value 
between 0 and 360 [4]. 

In order to improve the threshold value, HSI 
value is corrected from the HSI image, then 
conversion from RGB to HSI is performed. 
After the conversion is performed. The 
threshold value of HSI value is finalized.  

Blue  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

However, if HSI value is not threshold area, 
the camera will not recognize the object. As the 
first step, we change the hue value to make 
RGB relational expression. 
 
3.3 Labeling Technique 
 
  The label represents number. The number, 
which represents value from 0 to 255, is 
boundary value. The processed image is labeled 
separate boundary value. Labeling-propagation 
processing by using raster scanning is shown in 
Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows that the label represents by 
using alphabet value. As a result, characteristics 
of the moving object are calculated. 
 
 

Red 

Green 

W(1/3,1/3,1/3) 

P(r,g,b) H 

Fig. 3 A slice of the color cube 

      

      

      

(b) Skipping Image 

          

          

          

          

          

(a) Original Image 

Fig. 2  Pixel Skipping 
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Fig. 4 labeling-propagation processing 
by using raster scanning 
 
4. Motion Detect Experiment 
 
  Motion detect experiment was actual 
conducted in the environment. Tracking 
moving object motion trace using red circle 
mark is carried out. After the red circle mark is 
detected, the head of the robot will move 
following the direction of the red circle mark 
movement. As the first step of processing is 
pixel skipping, second step is conversion from 
RGB to HSI and third step is labeling. The 
green point of the image (c) is shown in Fig. 5 
is center of circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

 (a) Labeling Start 

(b) Skipping Image 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Motion Detect Process 
 
Since the image (c) is shown in Fig. 5, center of 
the circle is calculated. Therefore, head of the 
robot rotate to center of the circle. However, 
moving object is difficult to detect in strong 
light. When moving object and other object are 
similar saturation, other object is detected, too. 

A A
A A
A A
A A
A A A A A

B B B

 (b) Labeling End 

(c) Result Image 

 
5. Conclusions 
 
  In this research, we are able to improve 
threshold in light. However, moving object is 
difficult to detect in strong light. When moving 
object and other object are similar saturation, 
other object is detected, too. Therefore, we 
would like to improve than this research in 
strong light and weak light, and we would like 
to consider about occlusion. 
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Abstract 

Recent years, artificial muscle is researched as a 

wearable actuator that a user can use in comfort. 

Therefore, we research the support equipment by using 

the artificial muscle. In this research, we made an 

artificial muscular robot. And, we measured the 

characteristic of each artificial muscle. As a result, we 

were able to obtain the expansion and contraction 

characteristic of the artificial muscle. 

 

1. Introduction 

Various commodities that support the senior 

physically and psychologically appear by the coming of 

the aged society. Many of them are equipped directly by 

the user. As for such equipment, physical safety and a 

psychological sense of security are requested. 

To secure physical safety and a psychological sense 

of security, the following are needed. 

（１）Even if controlling becomes impossible, it doesn't 

become a trouble. 

（２）It is small and light. (The senior citizen can easily 

carry possession.) 

（３）It flexibly fits the human body. 

（４）No operation sound. 

Recently, the artificial muscle is paid to attention as a 

wearable actuator that can be equipped the senior being 

relieved. 

Therefore, we research the support equipment by 

using the artificial muscle. 

In this research, we made an artificial muscular robot. 

And, we measured the characteristic of each artificial 

muscle. 

 

２．Artificial muscle 

There are various kinds of artificial muscles. They are 

shown in the following. 

・Actuator that used polymeric material 

・Actuator that used shape-memory material 

・Actuator using electrostatic power 

・Actuator that used air pressure 

In this research, the air actuator use as a suitable 

actuator for the support equipment that the user equips, 

the balance of the generative force and the contraction 

percentage is good (It is possible to adjust it by the 

design concerning the air pressure) and, the 

viscoelasticity characteristic is similar to the muscle. 

The McKibben type artificial muscle used by this 

research has structure that wrapped the rubber tube by a 

mesh of a net plastic fiber, and fixed both ends. 

Pattern diagrams are shown in Fig.1. It expands 

radically when pressurizing it in an inside rubber tube as 

shown in Fig.2, and power to constrict axially is 

generated. If the state before pressurizing air pressure at 

artificial muscles is set to 100, after the maximum 
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pressurization will be set to 70. 

The artificial muscle used from this by this research 

has the expansion and contraction rate of 30%. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Pattern diagrams 

is pressurized 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Pattern diagrams 

is pressurized 

 

３．artificial muscula

The model chart of

shown in Fig.3. 

The frame of the 
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Fig.3 Pattern diagrams of artificial muscular robot 

 

４．experimental apparatus 

The outline chart of the apparatus used by this 

research is shown in Fig.4.The air tube of the artificial 

muscle and the compress air supply tubes from the air 

compressor are connected with the air pressure 

controller. The control signal from the computer is given 

to the air pressure controller, and the artificial muscle 

can be expanded and contracted freely. 

 
  

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Experiment device

Artificial muscular robot

80
Pneumatic control system
Air compressor 
PC
 outline chart 



５．Expansion and contraction characteristic 

measurement 

 The artificial muscle with different two lengths is 

used (225mm, 450mm). First of all, the load is not put 

on the artificial muscle and constant air pressure is 

injected. The measurement result is shown in Fig.5 and 

Fig.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 pressure(Mpa)－length(mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 pressure(Mpa)－length(%) 

 

 Next, the load is not put on two artificial muscles and 

constant air pressure is exhausted. The measurement 

result is shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 pressure (MPa)－length (mm) 
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These are collectively shown in Fig.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9 Expansion and contraction characteristic chart of 

no load 

 

Injection and exhaust in the same length showed the 

characteristic with a different each curve (Fig.9). 

As this cause, it was thought that elastic modification 

of the rubber tube that is the material of artificial 

muscles had influenced. 

To this verification, 500g loads were hung on 

artificial muscles, and the expansion and contraction 

characteristic was measured. The result is shown in 

Fig.10. 
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Fig.10 Expansion and contraction characteristic chart of 

load 500g 

From Fig.10, if a certain amount of load was hung on 

artificial muscles, the influence of hysteresis is 

improvable. 

 

６．Conclusion 

In this research, an artificial muscular robot's creation 

and expansion and contraction characteristic 

measurement of artificial muscles were performed. 

However, there are many things that should still be 

measured, such as the expansion and contraction 

characteristic when hanging load. Therefore, other 

characteristics will be measured in the future. And, we 

move it to an artificial muscular robot by using the 

result. 
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Abstract 
 

Recent years, researches about biped robot 
are extensively studied. The vertical projection 
area of biped robot on the floor side is small, 
therefore, biped robot can move crooked road 
and narrow road.  

So we think it is best system on life space 
that has many irregular ground.  

In this paper, we made the robot with 
servomotor, and generate walking motion by 
application software. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recent years, researches about biped robot 
are extensively studied at the enterprise and the 
university. The purpose is human assistance, 
but it aims entertainment now.  

Modern society is created for human to live 
easily. Therefore, to assist human, we need 
robot that is suitable for life space.  

In the past research, wheel type robot was a 
mainstream. As a reason, the major factor is 
easy and steady to control. But, the fault is not 
able to move at irregular ground. The vertical 
projection area of biped robot on the floor side 
is small, therefore, biped robot can move 
crooked road and narrow road.  So we think it 
is best system on life space that has many 
irregular ground.  

In this research, we made the robot with 
servomotor, and generate walking operation by 
application software. 
 
 
 

2. Specific of biped robot 
 

Specific of biped robot are shown in Fig.1 
and Table 1. 
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3. Experiment 
 
3.1 The method of motion creation 
 

We use HSWB-01C to control the biped 
robot. This application software is to control 
servomotor equipped in the biped robot.  

First of all, we set home position to create 
motion of the biped robot. Next, we create the 
position of servomotor by the hour.  

We can create various motions by the 
position of the servomotor. We set position by 
the trial and error. 

In this paper, we use this method shown in 
Fig.2 to move biped robot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
3.2 Walking motion 
 

Figure of biped robot's joints are shown in 
Fig.3.  
 Hip joint
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3 Figure of biped robot's joints 
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STEP 1. Set home position.

 
 
 

Angle change graph of Right-and-Left (Hip 

STEP 2. Create the position of

servomotor by the hour. 
Fig.2 Method of motion creation 

joint, Ankle joint 2) and Angle change graph of 
Backward-and-Forward (Hip joint 2, Knee joint, 
Ankle joint) are shown in Fig.4. 

Position of servomotor (Fig.3) and the color 
of graph (Fig.4) are corresponding. 
 Fig.4 (a) shows the change in Right-and-Left. 
Fig.4 (b) shows the change in Backward-and 
-Forward. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EP 3. Transmit it to the robot. 

STEP 4. Motion 
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Hip joint (Right)

Ankle joint 2 (Right)

Hip joint (Left)

Ankle joint 2 (Left)

Time[sec]

(a) Right-and-Left 

84



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Comparing with human 
motion and robot walking moti
 

The rate of double stance phase a
stance phase in biped robot's walkin
are shown in Table 2. Double stance 
period standing with both legs, and
axopodium. Single stance phase is 
standing with one leg, and goes ahead
 

Table 2 Robot’s walking cycl
Double stance phase Single stanc

41% 59%

 
The ratio of double stance phase a

stance phase in human’s static w
shown in Table 3.  

The ratio of double stance phase a
stance phase in human’s dynamic w
shown in Table 4. 

The result of this experiment is sim
ratio of double stance phase and sing
phase in human's static walking. 
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Table 3 Human’s walking cycle (static) 
Double stance phase Single stance phase

40% 60% 

 
Table 4 Human’s walking cycle (dynamic) 
Double stance phase Single stance phase

20% 80% 

 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we researched about biped 
robot's walking motion. We transmit instruction 
value to the robot, and generate walking motion 
by application software. 

Comparing with human walking motion and 
robot walking motion, the ratio of this result is 
similar to the ratio of double stance phase and 
single stance phase in human's static walking. 

 But, we do not calculate ZMP (Zero 
Moment Point), so the walking motion is not 
proven steady. In the future, we make the 
simulation that uses ZMP. 
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Abstract 
For the pattern classification problems the 

neuro-pattern recognition which is the pattern 
recognition based on the neural network approach has 
been paid an attention since it can classify various 
patterns like human beings. In this paper, we adopt the 
learning vector quantization (LVQ) method to classify 
the various money. The reasons to use the LVQ are 
that it can process the unsupervised classification and 
treat many input data with small computational 
burdens. We will construct the LVQ network to 
classify the Italian Liras. Compared with a 
conventional pattern matching technique, which has 
been adopted as a classification method, the proposed 
method has shown excellent classification results. 

 
1.  Introduction 

 
Bill money classification by transaction machines 

has been important to make progress the office 
automation [1]. Since sizes of bills are different 
according to kinds of bills, the measurement data of 
bills include various variations. Human being can 
classify the bills correctly even if they are suffered 
from those variations such as rotation and shift. But 
usual pattern recognition using a conventional 
transaction machine cannot give us the correct 
classification result under such cases since the basic 
method is a pattern matching principle. Furthermore, 
the conventional pattern matching method requires 
many template patterns for many kinds of bills, which 
takes much time and needs much experience [1]. 
  Recently, neural networks which are based on the 
biological mechanism of human brain have been 
focussed since they have intelligent pattern recognition 
ability [2]. In this paper, we will apply the neural 
network approach to classify the bill money under 
various conditions by using transaction machines. The 
learning vector quatization (LVQ) has been used to 
classify the bills since it can treat high dimensional 
input and has simple learning structure [3]. The LVQ 
network adopted here has 64x15 units in the input layer 
and many units at the output layer. The bills are Italian 

Liras of 8 kinds, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 50,000 
(new), 50,000 (old), 100,000 (new), 100,000 (old) 
Liras with four directions A,B,C, and D where A and B 
mean the normal direction and the upside down 
direction and C and D mean the reverse version of A 
and B. The simulation results show that the proposed 
method can produce the excellent classification results.  
 
2.  Competitive Neural Networks 

 
We will explain the competitive neural networks 

that are used to classify the bill money. The structure 
of a LVQ competitive network is shown in Fig. 1. The 
input for the LVQ is bill money data where an original 
image consists of 128x64 pixels and the input data to 
the network is compressed as 64x15 pixels to decrease 
the computational load. The output of the network 
consists of the Italian Liras of 8 kinds, 1,000, 2,000, 
5,000, 10,000, 50,000 (new), 50,000 (old),  100,000 
(new), 100,000 (old) Liras with four directions A,B,C, 
and D where A and B mean the normal direction and 
the upside down direction and C and D mean the 
reverse version of A and B.  

In the input layer the original bill money data are 
applied and all the units at the input layer are 
connected to all the neurons at the output layer with 
connection weight W . ij Wij  denotes the connection 
weight from the unit j in the input layer to unit i in the 
output layer. The output layer will output only one 
neuron which is called winner neuron. The winner 
neuron is selected as the neuron with the minimum 
distance between an input vector and its connection 
weight vector. The connection weights Wij  are set by 
the random number at the beginning. Here, we set the 
mean vector of the cluster plus small random number. 
Then the following learning algorithm of the 
connection weight vector is used.  

LVQ algorithm 
 

Step 1. Find the unit c at the output layer which has the 
minimum distance from the input data x (t) 

iic tt WxWx −=− )(min)(
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where     denotes the Euclidean norm and t 
denotes the iteration time. 

Step 2. If the input x (t) belongs to Category c, then 
   ))()()(()()1( ttttt ccc wxww −+=+ α  

   ,  )()1( tt ii ww =+ i ≠ c

   and if the input x (t) belongs to the other Category j 

(j c), then ≠

   ))()()(()()1( ttttt ccc wxww −−=+ α  

  ,  )()1( tt ii ww =+ i ≠ c

whereα(t )  is a positive function and denotes learning 

rate.  
In the usual LVQ )(tα  is given by 

   )1()( 0 T
tt −=αα  

where (0<α0 <1) is a positive and T is a total number 

of learning iterations. 
 The above algorithm for selection of new weight 
vector  can be explained graphically as 

shown in Fig. 2 .  

)1( +tWc

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

  

Fig. 1.  Structure of the LVQ networks. 
 
In the above LVQ algorithm, the lear
plays an important role for convergence.
parameter, Kohonen has proposed an
method without proof as follows: 

 
)1()1(1

)1()(
−−+

−
=

tts
tt

c

c
c α

αα  

where s(t) =1 if x(t) belongs to the sam
and s(t)=-1 if x(t) does not belong 
Category c. Here, αc(t)  denotes the lea
the pattern of Category C. In what fol
prove the above relation. From the learn

LVQ, we have 

)()()()()())(1(                
))()()(()()()1(

tttsttts
ttttstt

ccc

cccc

xw
wxww
αα

α
+−=
−+=+

 

and 

 

w c(t) = wc(t −1) + s(t −1)αc (t −1)
             (x(t −1) − wc (t −1))
        = (1− s(t −1))α c(t − 1)wc (t −1)
           + s(t −1)αc(t −1)x(t −1)

 

Substituting the latter equation the former one, we have  

   
.1111
)1())1()1(1))(()(1()1(

)(t(t))s(t)α)((t)αs(t(t) (t)s(t)α
tttsttst

ccc

cccc

−−−−++
−−−−−=+

xx
ww αα

We assume that the optimal rate adjusts the effect of 
x(t) and x(t-1) equally within the absolute value, that 
is, 

)1())()(1()( −−= tttst ccc ααα . 
Then we have 

   
)1()1(1

)1()(
−−+

−
=

tts
tt

c

c
c α

αα . 

From the above equation, we can see that the value of  
)(tcα  become larger than 1 when s(t-1)= - 1, which 

may make the learning algorithm unstable. Thus, we 
must fix the )(tcα  to a boundary value 0α when it 
becomes larger than 1. 

1)1(    if    )1( 0 >+=+ tt cc ααα . 
Using the above OLVQ1 algorithm, we will classify 
the Italian bills in the following section. Output Layer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Input   Layer  

If c belongs to the 
same category as 
x(t) 

Wc(t+1) X(Wc(t) Wc(t

If c belongs to the 
different  category with 
x(t) 
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Fig.2. Principle of the LVQ algorithm where the right 
hand side shows the same category case of x(t) and 
Category c and the left hand side denotes the different 
category case. 
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3.  Preprocessing Algorithm 
 

The images obtained by transaction machine, there 
are variations such as rotation or shift. Therefore, we 
must adjust the images such that the variations may be 
reduced as much as possible by using the 
preprocessing. The flow char of the preprocessing 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. In this figure, the 
original image with 128x64 pixels are observed at the 
transaction machine in which rotation and shit are 
included. After correction of these effects, we select a 
suitable aria which show the bill image and 
compressed as the image with 64x15 pixels to the 
neural networks. Although the neural network of the 
LVQ type could process any order of the dimension of 
the input data, the small size is better to achieve the 
fast convergence result. Thus, we have selected the 
above size of the image. 

A direction Ｄ direction 

Transfer direction  
Ｃ direction Ｂ direction 

 
4.  Italian Lira Classification 
 

The bills used here are Italian liras, which have 8 
kinds such as 1,000 Liras, 2,000 Liras, 5,000 Liras, 
10,000 Liras, new 50,000 Liras, old 50,000 Liras, new 
100,000 Liras, and old 100,000 liras. Those Lira bills 
are used at the input of the transaction machine where 
four directions such as A, B, C, and D appear since 
normal direction, reverse direction, and their upside 
down directions occur at the input as shown in Fig.4. 
Thus, thirty-two bill images are one set of the 
classification pattern of the experiment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Pre
 
Total num

Fig. 4.  Four directions of bill money. 
 
used for training of the network and the remaining 20 
data sets are used to test the network. In order to 
reduce the misclassification, we have set the threshold 
value  such that if , unit c is not fired. This 
means that if the minimum distance is not less than , 
the input data is not classified. The parameters of the 
neural network used here are as follows: 

dθ dc > dθ
dθ

Number of units in the input layer=960 
Number of units in the output layer in the initial 
state=32 where every 50 iterations the number has 
been adjusted. 
Total learning time T=150, α i (0) = 0.5 ,  Mi L,1 =
Initial values of the weight vectors=mean vectors for 
training patterns ( )cc

c
md σθ 5.4min +=  

After training the neural network, 20 data sets are 
tested how well the LVQ network could work. Tables 
1 and 2 show those values at t=160. We can see the 
improvement by learning. Table 5 shows the number of 
the neuron units at t=160 which are determined by 
increasing them. Original image 

(64x128 pixels)  
Table 1.  Recognition rate (%) at t=160. 

Directions  

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ 
1,000 

100 100 100 100
2,000 

100 100 100 100
5,000 

100 100 100 100
10,000 

100 100 100 100
50,000(new) 

100 100 100 100
50,000(old) 

100 100 95 95 
100,000(new) 

100 100 90 100

Italian
Liras

100,000(old) 
100 100 95 90 

 

Input to NN 

(15x64 pixels) 
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0 and 10 data sets are  

 

From the original image data we can see that the 
difference between 50,000 Lira old and new is slight 
and the difference between old and new100, 000 Liras 
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 as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Therefore, it is rather 
difficult to recognize them so perfectly. But in this case 
the misclassification like old and new bills within the 
same values is not serious. Thus, we have regarded this 
misclassification as the correct one. Furthermore, we 
have introduced the threshold value to prevent from 
making the misclassification. Thus, even if the 
minimum distance criterion results in the correct 
classification, we have decided these bells are 
unknown. Without threshold constraints, we could 
obtain 100% classification rate. 

Table 2.  Not fired rate (%) at t=160. 

Directions  

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ 
1,000 

5 0 5 0 
2,000 

0 10 25 25 
5,000 

15 20 5 0 
10,000 

10 0 0 5 
50,000(new) 

5 0 0 0 
50,000(old) 

0 5 0 0 
100,000(new) 

0 0 0 0 

Italian 
Liras 

100,000(old) 
0 5 0 0 

 
 
5.  Conclusions 
 

We have proposed a new classification method of 
Italian Liras by using the OLVQ1 algorithm. The 
experimental results show the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm compared with the conventional 
pattern matching method. 
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Fig. 5.  New and old 50,000 Liras. 

(c) 50,000 Lira(new) 
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(d) 50,000 Lira(old)
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(h) 1 ra(old)

   D dir
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 (g) 100,000 Lira(new)
  D direction  

Fig.6. New and old 100,000 Liras. 

 

Table 3.  Number of units after learning. 

Directions  

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ 
1,000 

2 2 2 2 
2,000 

2 1 1 1 
5,000 

1 1 1 1 
10,000 

1 2 2 1 
50,000(new) 

2 1 1 1 
50,000(old) 

2 1 3 1 
100,000(new)

1 1 1 1 

Italian
Liras 

100,000(old) 
1 1 1 1 
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Abastract 
 

In this paper, a reliable electronic nose (EN) 
system designed from the combination of various 
metal oxide gas sensors (MOGS) is applied to detect 
the early stage of fire from various sources. The time 
series signals of the same source of fire in every 
repetition data are highly correlated and each source 
of fire has a unique pattern of time series data. 
Therefore, the error back propagation (BP) method 
can classify the tested smell with 99.6% of correct 
classification by using only a single training data 
from each source of fire. The results of the k-means 
algorithms can be achieved 98.3% of correct 
classification which also show the high ability of the 
EN to detect the early stage of fire from various 
sources accurately. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Every year the damage from the household fire disaster 
brings about not only severe loss to property assets, but 
also physical and psychological injuries of the people. 
Although most of the residences have installed the fire 
detectors system such as smoke detectors, those devices 
cannot detect the early stage of fire since their warning 
signals are triggered by the high smoke density or the 
high air temperature. In this paper, the reliability of a new 
electronic nose (EN) system developed from various 
metal oxide gas sensors (MOGSs) to specify the smell 
from various sources of fire is presented.    

Jame A. Milke [1] has proved that two kinds of 
MOGSs have the ability to classify several sources of fire 
more precisely than conventional smoke detector. 
However, his results can be achieved only 85% of correct 
classification. In this paper, a new EN that has been 
successfully applied to classify not only the same smell 
from different brands, but also the same smell at different 
concentration levels [2] is applied to measure smells from 
various sources of fire such as household burning 
materials, cooking smells, the leakage from the liquid 

petroleum gas (LPG). The time series signals of the 
MOGSs from the beginning to the time until the MOGSs 
are fully absorbed the smell from each source of fire are 
recorded and analyzed by the error back propagation (BP) 
neural networks and the k-means algorithms. The average 
classification rate of 99.6% can be achieved by using the 
BP method with only a single training data from each 
source of fire. The results from the k-means algorithm can 
be achieved 98.3% of correct classification that also 
confirms the reliability of this new device to be able to 
detect various sources of fire in the early stage much 
better than the results of Jame A. Mike [1]. 
  
2. Metal Oxide Gas Sensors for EN 

A commercial MOGS has been developed widely for 
more than thirty years.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the electronic nose system.  
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Generally, it is designed to detect some specific smell in 
electrical appliances such as an air purifier, a breath 
alcohol checker, and so on. Each type of MOGS has its 
own characteristics to response to different gases. When 
combining many MOGSs together, the ability to detect 
the smell is increased. An EN system shown in Fig. 1 has 
been developed based on the concept of human olfactory 
system by using the combination of MOGSs from FIS Inc. 
listed in Table I as the olfactory receptors in the human 
nose. The MOGSs unit is combined with the air flow 
system to flow the air and the tested smell into the 
MOGSs unit. The data logger converts the analog signals 
to digital signals and stores them in the data recording 
system before being analyzed by multivariate analytical 
methods, such as the BP method and the k-means 
algorithms. 

   The main part of the MOGS is the metal oxide 
element on the surface of the sensor. When this element is 
heated at a certain high temperature, the oxygen is 
absorbed on the crystal surface with the negative charge. 
The reaction between the negative charge of the metal 
oxide surface and deoxidizing gas makes the resistance of 
the sensor vary as the partial pressure of oxygen changes 
[3]. Based on this characteristic, we can measure the total 
voltage changes during the sensors absorbing the tested 
odor. 
 
Table I  List of MOGSs from the FIS Inc. 

Sensor Model  Main Detection Gas 
SP-53 
SP-MW0 
SP-32 
SP-42A 
SP-31 
SP-19 
SP-11 
SP-MW1 

Ammonia, Ethanol 
Alcohol, Hydrogen 
Alcohol 
Freon 
Hydrocarbon 
Hydrogen 
Methane, Hydrocarbon 
Cooking vapor 

 
Since the MOGS is sensitive to the temperature and the 

humidity, the MOGSs unit is put in a small chamber that 
has a heating system to increase the air temperature 
during winter season. The heating unit can also decrease 
the air humidity in the chamber. The clean water is 
manually sprayed into the chamber when the humidity 
drops lower than the control level. In this experiment the 
temperature in the chamber is kept between 20-30°C and 
the humidity is kept between 30-40%RH. The tested 
smell is sucked to mix with the fresh air before passing to 
the MOGSs unit. The distance from the tested smell to the 
MOGSs unit is approximately 1.5 m. 
 
3. Experimental Data Collection 

The smell from twelve sources of fire listed in Table II 
are measured by the EN system explained in previous 
section. Each source of fire has been tested with forty 
repetition data measured in different days in order to 
check the repeatability response of the MOGSs to the 
same smell. 

For each data, the voltage signal of the normal air is 
measured every second for one minute and its average 

value, airv , is used as an air reference point. After that, 
the voltage signals of the sensors when absorbing tested 
smell, , are collected every two minutes for each 
smell sample. Finally, the total change in signals at each 
period,  , is calculated by 

tsmellv ,

tsmellV ,

    airtsmelltsmell vvV −= ,,  
where  is the time from 1 to 120s. t

After testing one smell the MOGSs need to be cleaned 
by removing the tested smell and supplying only the fresh 
air until the MOGSs return to stable point before testing 
the new sample. This process is just like the human nose 
which need to breath the fresh air before able to recognize 
the new smell accurately. Some time series data from the 
experiment in Fig.2 show that all smells approach the 
saturation stages within the measuring periods. The 
signals from the same source of fire in every repetition 
data are similar in most data sources. The results using the 
BP method and the k-means algorithm to analyze the time 
series data from each source of fire every two seconds 
and  the average signals during the saturation 
stages(time 100-120s) are discussed in Section V. 

Table II  List of Burning Materials in the Experiment 

Sources of fire Abbreviati

on 

Steam from boiling water 

Burning joss stick 

Burning mosquito coil 

Aroma oil 

Aroma candle 

Flame from liquid petroleum gas(LPG) 

Leakage of LPG 

Steam from Japanese soup called “oden” 

Boiling  vegetable oil 

Toasted bread 

Burning paper 

Burning wood 

Steam 

Joss 

Mos 

Aroma 

Candle 

Flame 

LPG 

Oden 

Oil 

Toast 

Paper 

Wood 
 
4 Correlation of the Experimental Data 
   Before classifying each source of data, the correlation 
of each data source is investigated by using the similarity 
index (SI) and the principal components analysis (PCA). 
 
4.1. similarity index 
 

In the statistical application, the correlation value 
developed mainly by Karl Pearson is widely used to find 
the relationship between two random variables. In this 
paper, we call the correlation value as a similarity index 
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(SI). The SI value varies from -1 to 1. Two random 
variables with a SI of either 1 or 1 are highly correlated 
because knowledge of one provides precise knowledge of 
the other. However, the SI provides information only 
about linear relationships between random variables. 
Random variables could have a nonlinear relationship but 
still have a SI close to 0 [4]. Therefore, we make an 
assumption on this application that each data pattern has 
nearly linear relationship to the other data patterns. The SI 
value between two data is calculated by 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2 Time series data from some sources of fire in the 
experiment. 
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data which equals 480 (60 periodsx8 sensors). 
By using the SI to find the relationship between the 

repetition data of each data source, we found that all data 
sources except the paper and the wood have high average 
SI values above 0.99. During the experiment, the paper 
and the wood have inconsistent burning rates, therefore 
the signals from the repetition data of these sources are 
more fluctuated than the other sources that have better 
consistent burning rate.  

 
4.2 principal components analysis 
 

In this paper, the well known PCA is applied to analyze 
two cases of the experimental data. The full time series 
data case uses the data signals every two seconds, but the 
saturation stage data case uses only the average data from 
time 100 to 120s for analyzing. 
The plots of two main components are shown in Fig.3. 
The distribution of the paper and the wood burning smell 
are more scattered than the other kinds of smells 
especially in the case of saturation stage data. Most of the 
tested data are separated into their own clusters with some 
overlap zones between different data source. 
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5. Experimental Results and Discussion 
5.1  experimental result 
 

Two case of data are analyzed by the BP method and 
k-means algorithm. The full time series data (TSD) case 
uses the data from all MOGSs every two seconds as the 
input data. The saturation stage data (SSD) case uses only 
the average value from time 100 to120s of all sensors as 
the input data. 

 The BP structure contains three layers. The input layer 
of the TSD case, and the SSD case consists of four 
hundred eighty nodes (8 sensors x 60 periods), and eight 
nodes(average signal from 8 sensors), respectively. For the 
hidden layer, we have tried with several values and the 
size that gives a good accuracy and a reasonable training 
time for both data cases is forty nodes. The output layer 
contains twelve nodes, each node represents one data 
source. The learning rate, the momentum rate, and the 
minimum mean square error (MSE) during the training 
period are set by trial and error method to 0.1, 0.001, and 
0.0003, respectively. 

Based on the information during investigating the 
correlation of the data, most data sources are highly 
correlated to their repetition data with high SI values. 
Therefore, only one data that has the highest average SI 
value to the other  repetition data from each sources of 
fire are used as the training data for the BP and the rest of 
the data are used as the test data. We assume that a pattern 
is classified correctly if (output  0.7 and target=1) or 
(output 

≤
≤  0.3 and target =0). For the k-means algorithm, 

the training data of the BP method are used as the 
initialize data and then assigns the data patterns to the 
nearest cluster center by calculating the Euclidean 
distance. After that, the new cluster center is recalculated. 
The process continues until the position of the cluster 
center is not changed. The final results of this experiment 
are shown in Table III. 

The results using the TSD from both the BP method 
and the k-means algorithm are sufficiently effective. The 
data signals from the MOGSs are affected by many 
factors, such as the sampling condition, the inconsistency 
burning rate, the fluctuation from the standard air, and so 
on. Therefore, the saturation stages of the data are varied 
by those factors. By including the signal before 
approaching the saturation stage, the accuracy to classify 
all smell is increased. 
 
5.2 Discussion 
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 Although the distribution of PCA shown in Fig. 3 
cannot clearly separate similar smell such as the aroma oil 
and the aroma candle, the BP method and the k-means 
algorithms are able to classify them perfectly as shown in 
Table III. The results of TSD using the BP method have 
only two incorrect classified data. These two data are not 
misclassified as the other smells. Only the output values 
of their paper node are not high enough to classify them 
as the paper. The output values of these two data on the 
paper node are only 0.4951, and 0.4799, respectively and 
the output of the others output nodes are nearly 0.  The 
results are much better than the results from [1] which 
used two kinds of MOGSs to classify several sources of 
fire into three fire condition levels, flaming, smoldering, 
and nuisance, with only 85% of correct classification. The 
smoke density of the tested data is not high enough to 
trigger the alarm of the smoke detector. In case of unusual 
burning smells in the residences such as the wood burning, 
flaming from the LPG, or the leakage LPG, it is necessary 
to have a proper device to detect these sources before 
unable to stop the fire. We can conclude that the new EN 
system shown in this paper is a proper device for this 
application. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Conclusions  
  
 We have proposed a new EN system designed from 

various kinds of MOGSs. The EN has the ability to 
identify various sources of fire in the early stage with 
more than 99% of accuracy by using only a single 
training data in the BP case. The results from the 
k-means algorithm are also able to predict the sources of 
fire with more than 98% of accuracy. It can be 
concluded that the EN is suitable for detecting the early 
stage of fire. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Two main components of the experimental data 
using the PCA. 
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TSD SSD 
BP k-means   

Sources

True % True % True % True % 

Steam 
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Aroma 
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Flame 
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Oil 
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Paper 
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Abstract 
 

The simple computational algorithm is presented to 
construct the graph with maximum number of trees by 
adding edges one by one. The number of trees of a graph 
would become an index to estimate the overall reliability 
of probabilistic communication networks with same link 
probabilities. Our procedure Max-trees selects one edge 
which gives the maximum number of trees among edges 
not included in the original graph. And this process is 
continuously repeated in each step of adding edge, we get 
the sequence of new edges to be added. As examples of 
execution results, the edge sequence and the maximum 
number of trees are shown for each starting graph of two 
types which are a tree of series edges and a star-shaped 
tree for nodes n=7 and 8.  

To see how many trees these graphs have, the minimum 
numbers of trees for graphs with the same number of 
edges are similarly calculated by the minimum version 
algorithm Min-trees. An edge sequence of Max-trees 
makes long cycles, and Min-trees makes 3-cycles. And, 
the ratio of the maximum number of trees to the minimum 
of those is about from 1 to 6 within these examples.  

Keywords: Continuous edge addition, Maximum and 
Minimum number of trees, Node determinant, Clique  

 
1 Introduction 
 

The number of trees of a graph would be an index to 
estimate the reliability of probabilistic communication 
networks with either high or low link probabilities when 
those probabilities are independent and same [1].  

Some analytical methods have been reported for the 
number of trees of graphs obtained from the complete 
graph by deleting several types of subgraphs[2],[3]. Other 
ones are to maximize the number of graphs when some 
edges or subgraphs are deleted from the complete 
graph[4],[5]. Another one is to get the expressions of the 
trees of a graph which is obtained by connecting graphs of 
special structures[6]. 

These analytical methods are based on obtaining the 
expressions derived from a node determinant of the target 
graphs. And the graphs need to have any special structures. 
Therefore simple expressions haven’t been known for 
arbitrary graphs with no structural conditions so far. 

On the other hand, it is well known that the numerical 
calculation of the number of trees can be performed by 
the node determinant for any graph. So, we have tried to 
computationally construct graphs with the maximum 

number of trees by adding new edges continuously to the 
original graph. Also we constructed graphs with the 
minimum number of trees on the similar way. And the 
ratio of the maximum number of trees to the minimum of 
those is about from 1 to 6 for two types of starting graphs 
which are a tree of series edges and a star-shaped tree for 
nodes n=7 and 8. 

In the subsequent chapters, we show the algorithm for 
graph construction and results about the ratio of the 
maximum number of trees to the minimum for these 
examples. 
 
2 Algorithm of the Maximum Number of Trees 
 

First we introduce some graph theoretical terms. A 
graph denoted by is composed with a node set 
V and an edge set E. Each edge denoted by  
connects a pair of nodes and . A graph is said to be 
simple if it has no parallel edges, no self-loops and no 
directed edges. In this paper, we treat only simple graphs 
as shown in Fig.1 (a). A tree is a subgraph which connects 
all nodes of G and includes no closed circuits, as shown in 
Fig.1 (b). 

),( EVG
),( ji

i j

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            (a)                    (b) 

1v

4v

2v 3v

5v

1v

4v

2v 3v

5v

Fig.1.(a)Simple Graph, (b)Tree 
 

The complete graph of n nodes has one edge  
between every node pair , , and includes 

),( ji
i j )1(2

1 −nn  
edges. The node determinant T of a graph G with n 
nodes is a determinant of the matrix ( )ijaA = , where for 

1,1 −≤≤ nji , each diagonal element is the number of 
edges incident to node , and each non-diagonal element 

is –1 if there is an edge between two nodes  and , 
otherwise 0. Then, 

iia
i

ija i j
T  represents the number of trees of 

the graph G. Since the value of T  is always an integer 
for any graph, the determinant T  must be computed by 
using double precision floating point number for 
matrix A .And usual Gaussian elimination is available for 
this purpose. 
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Algorithm: Max-trees 
 
step1. Find the set P of position where there isn’t 

an edge  in the given original graph . 
Now, set ←  and k ← 0. 

),( ji
),( ji ),( EVG
0G ),( EVG

Step2. Calculate the number of trees *T  of each graph 
obtained by adding an edge  to the graph , 
for each position 

),( ji kG
Pji ⊂),( , respectively. 

Step3. Find the edge  that gives the maximum 

number of trees among 

),( ji
*T ’s in step2. And replace 

← + edge , 1+kG kG ),( ji P ← P - position , 
and k ← k+1. 

),( ji

Step4. If the set P  is empty, then terminate, otherwise 
go to step2. 

 
In this algorithm, step2 and step 3 will be repeated 

until  reaches to the complete graph.  kG
To compare the maximum number of trees with the 

minimum number of trees on the same number of edges, 
we make the minimum version algorithm Min-trees 
derived from Max-trees algorithm. Namely, in the 
minimum version, “the maximum number of trees among 

*T ’s” is replaced by “the minimum number of trees 
among *T ’s” in step3. Then we call the maximum 
version algorithm as Max-trees, and the minimum version 
algorithm as Min-trees, respectively.  
 
3 Examples and Results  
 

Two algorithms described above can be adapted to 
relatively small simple graphs with nodes . These 
algorithms are programmed in C and run on sx5 
computer. 

20≤n

When the algorithm starts, it usually needs the initial 
graph although it works to make a star shaped tree as an 
initial graph. Therefore, we examined two types of trees, 
one is a series edge and the other is star shaped as shown 
in Fig.2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (a) Series-edge tree.       (b) Star-shaped tree. 
 

Fig.2. Two types of trees as initial graphs. 
 
Results of edge sequences are represented by numbers 

near dotted lines as shown in Figs.3-Fig.6 for Max-trees 
and Min-trees, series edge and star-shaped of nodes n=7. 
And the numbers of trees are shown in Table 1 and 2 
comparing Max-trees with Min-trees according to edge 
sequences for nodes , respectively.  8 and 7=n

 

3.1  Characteristics of Edge Sequence 
 
Edge sequences shown in Fig.3 and Fig.5 obtained by  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Edge sequence by Max-tr
     for Series-edge tree of n=

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. Edge sequence by Min-tr
    for Series-edge tree of n=

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5. Edge sequence by Max-tr
    for Star-shaped tree of n=

1

(a) 1st ~ 4th. 
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Fig.6. Edge sequence by Min-trees 
   for Star-shaped tree of n=7. 

 
Max-trees mean that it is effective to make long cycles as 
many as possible for getting more trees. Similarly, edge 
sequences shown in Fig.4 and Fig.6 obtained by Min-trees 
mean that it is effective to make 3-cycles as many as 
possible for getting less trees. Namely, these 
characteristics can be clearly observed at the early part of 
each edge sequence. Particularly Min-trees is enlarging a 
size of a clique(a complete subgraph) by added edges. 
 

3.2  Characteristics of the Number of Trees 
 

Numbers of trees for each edge sequence obtained by 
Min-trees in both Table 1 and 2 are the same values. The 
reason for this phenomenon is that, as mentioned above, 
Min-trees make a clique of the same number of edges and 
the other edges are remained as parts of the original tree.  
 

Table 1. Comparison of Trees for . 7=n
Initial tree Series-edge Star-shaped 

Added  
edges Max-trees Min-trees Max-trees Min-trees

1 7  3  3  3  
2 19  8  9  8  
3 51  16  27  16  
4 117  40  63  40  
5 231  75  144  75  
6 408  125  320  125  
7 720  300  576  300  
8 1,200  540  1,024  540  
9 1,840  864  1,792  864  

10 2,800  1,296 2,688  1,296 
11 4,200  3,024 4,032  3,024 
12 6,125  5,292 5,880  5,292 
13 8,575  8,232 8,575  8,232 
14 12,005  12,005  12,005  12,005 
15 16,807  16,807  16,807  16,807 

 
Table 2. Comparison of Trees for . 8=n

Initial tree Series-edge Star-shaped 
Added 
edges Max-trees Min-trees Max-trees Min-trees

1 3  3  3  3  
2 9  8  9  8  
3 27  16  27  16  
4 72  40  72  40  
5 168  75  168  75  
6 377  125  377  125  
7 841  300  841  300  
8 1,537 540  1,537  540  
9 2,800 864  2,800  864  

10 4,928 1,296  4,928  1,296 
11 8,056 3,024  8,056  3,024 
12 12,440 5,292  12,440 5,292 
13 19,200 8,232  19,200 8,232 
14 28,800 12,005  28,800 12,005 
15 40,800 16,807  40,800 16,807 
16 57,600 38,416  57,600 38,416 
17 80,640 65,856  80,640 65,856 
18 110,592 100,352  110,592 100,352 
19 147,456 143,360  147,456 143,360 
20 196,608 196,608  196,608 196,608 
21 262,144 262,144  262,144 262,144 
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(a) Series-edge of n=7. 

(b) Star-shaped of n=7. 
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Fig.7. Ratio of Max-trees/Min-trees. 
 
Therefore, if we start Min-trees from any different trees, 
this phenomenon always happens and the number of trees 
depends upon the number of edges, apart from the number 
of nodes. Then, Min-trees of this case will give the global 
minimum edge sequences. 

Fig.7 shows the ratio of Max-trees to Min-trees 
according to the number of added edges. These figures 
(a)-(d) show that if we want to strengthen the networks by 
adding edges continuously, the over all reliability varies in 
a wide range according to an edge sequence. 
 

3.3  Additional Considerations 
 

The same maximum numbers and the same minimum  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
numbers of trees have often happened at more than one  
node-pair in the process of algorithm. Then, it may be the 
case of isomorphic graphs. If those are not isomorphic, 
we will select one with the maximum after additional 
calculation steps for a next edge. 
 

4. Conclusion 

 
We presented the simple algorithm Max-trees that gives 

the maximum number of trees by adding edges to the 
original graph one by one. The number of trees becomes 
an index to estimate the network reliability. 

(c) Series-edge of n=8. 

 Edge sequences obtained by Max-trees for examples 
indicate that long cycles are needed for more trees. And 
also, the minimum version algorithm Min-trees gives 
edge sequences which make a clique. And these edge 
sequences get the same minimum numbers of trees for 
any original trees. 
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Abstract 
 

According to scaling up the communication networks, 
numbers of communication stations(nodes) and the 
corresponding communication links(edges) are rapidly  
increasing. Then the reliability of the networks has 
become important. To keep the reliability of the networks, 
the connectivity(invulnerability) of the networks should 
be increased. In this paper, a method of extending the 
connectivity of a graph with constant connectivity has 
been proposed and some examples have been shown to 
realize the networks. 

 
Keywords: Network Reliability, Connectivity, Graph 

Extension. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Communication networks have been extended year 
after year to speed up the information transmission and 
grade up the quality of information. Then the reliability of 
communication networks has become more important to 
make the network system more robust. Since the 
communication networks could be represented as a graph, 
the graph theory could be applied to analysis of the 
reliability. 

We have considered the robustness of the networks 
from viewpoint of connectivity of the graph and proposed 
an extension method of a network with a constant 
connectivity when the nodes of the network have been 
increased by one more node[1].  

In this paper, we extend the result when the 
communication network has been extended by more than 
one nodes with the same connectivity based on the 
concept of the maximum connectivity of the graph theory. 

First, we will introduce some concepts of graph theory 
and summarize the results on the graph with maximum 
connectivity. Then we will state the results to construct 
the extended graph with constant connectivity for the 
communication network with more nodes. Finally, some 
examples are shown to show the effectiveness of the 
present extension method.  
 
2 Definition of the Graph Connectivity [2] 
 

We regard the stations and the links of communication 
networks as a set of nodes and a set of edges of a graph, 
respectively. Let the sets of nodes and edges of the graph 

be denoted as V  and E , respectively and let the 
communication network be a simple graph denoted by 

. The connectivity of the graph is shown 
as 

),( EVG ),( EVG
)(Gω  and the edge between nodes ts,  is denoted by 

. To open the edge is called as remove of the edge 
and we define the degree of node by the number of edges 
which have been connected to the node.  

),( ts

The minimal graph is the graph with  edges 
where  is the number of nodes and 

⎡ 2/)1( +nk ⎤
n )2( nkk <≤  is the 

connectivity and ⎡ ⎤  denotes the Gaussian notation. 
 

3 Preliminary Results 
 
 For the construction method of the graph with 
pre-assigned connectivity  and node , 
Hakimi’s report is the first one[3]. Tutte has proposed a 
method[4] to extend the nodes  for the 3-connected 
graph under some constraint on the edges. We have 
proposed a method to enlarge  step by step[5] and a 
method to extend the nodes  with a connectivity . 

)2( nkk <≤ n

n

k
n k

   We have proposed the following construction 
algorithm of new graph which preserve the connectivity 
when we add a new node. Note that only when  
are both odd, only one node has the degree

kn  and  
1+k and the 

remaining ones have the degrees of . k
   Then we have use the following construction 
algorithm to extend the nodes  of the network by one. n
Construction algorithm 

Step1. Set the removable edges :p ),( ji vv ji vv , W∈
   

such that the degree of node , for each 1−≥ kvi

Wvi ∈  where  },...,,{ 21 hvvvW = for different  h
   nodes of the graph . Let be the 

graph which was deleted  edges from . 
),( EVG ),( 11 EVG

p ),( EVG

Step2. Let },,,,,{ 21 lh vvvvA ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= be different l  
)( lkh ≤≤ nodes of the graph  such as 
. Add to a new node 

),( 11 EVG
VAW ⊂⊂ ),( 11 EVG Vu∉  

and edges :  and set the new 

graph as . 

l ),( ivu liAvi ≤≤∈ 1 , 
),( *** EVG

For the above construction algorithm, the following 
Lemmas have been proved in [4] which show that the 
connectivity by the above construction method is . k
[Lemma 1]  For a graph with connectivity  if we 2≥k
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apply the construction algorithm to the extension of the 
network and the graph satisfies),( 11 EVG 1)( 1 −≥ kGω , 

then  holds for the graph . kG ≥)( *ω ),( *** EVG
[Lemma 2] For the minimal graph with  nodes 
and the connectivity , we assume that 

),( EVG n
)2( ≥kk klh ==  

and the construction algorithm is adopted for the 
extension under the following conditions 

(a)  when are both odd  2/)1( += kp kn and
(b)   when  is even. ⎡ 2/kp = ⎤ kn or  

Then if 1)( 1 −= kGω , then the graph  is the 
minimal graph with number of nodes  and 

. 

),( *** EVG
)1( +n

kG =)( *ω
 
 
 
  (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Construction of minimal graph where (a) is original 
graph with three cycle, (b) added graph by a new node 

and three edges, (c) the 3-connected minimal graph. u
 
   To see the meaning of these Lemmas, we consider the 
case of  as shown in Fig.1(a). If we add the 
new node  and we select three cycle  at the 
node  with the node degree 4 as shown in Fig.1(b), we 
can remove two redundant edges and  
denoted by the dotted lines[6]. Thus, we obtain the 
minimal graph with the connectivity 3 by adding the new 
edges  as shown in Fig.1(c). 

5,3 == nk
u },,{ 321 vvv

1v
 ),( 41 vv  ),( 32 vv

432),,( ,,ivu i =
 
4 More General Extension Theorems   
 
  For more general extension of the original graph 
including plural nodes we propose two theorems. Let 

and be the simple graphs with 

connectivity 

),( 111 EVG ),( 222 EVG

)( 11 Gk ω= and )( 22 Gk ω= respectively, 
where  and 21 kk > ||)(|| 2211 VkkV +−≥ are 
assumed. 
[Theorem 1] As shown in Fig.2, for each node of , 
select the distinct set  of nodes of . 
And add new 

iu 2G

diV  )( 21 kk − 1G
 )( 21 kk − edges between these 

 )( 21 kk − nodes of each distinct set and the node 
of  respectively. Then we have got the resultant 

graph of connectivity . 

diV

iu 2G
*G 1

* )( kG =ω
 
 edge )( 21 kk −

  

1v

4v

2v 3v

1v

4v

2v 3v

u

1v

4v

2v 3v

u

 
 
 
 
 
 ,( 222 EVG 

  
 

Fig.2. More general extension of the graph 

),( 111 EVG
 

  including . 1G 2G
 
(Proof) We want to show that all remaining nodes of  
are connected after removing any set of 

*G
)1( 1 −k nodes. 

Let A be the set of )1( 1 −k nodes to be removed from 

.  *G
(1) Case of . Since new edges added between 

and  are incident to at least 
1VA ⊂

1G 2G

1221 )( kkkk =+−  nodes of , then even if 1G
)1( 1 −k nodes of A are removed from , the 

remaining graph is connected. 

*G

(2) Case of . All of the remaining nodes of  
are connected to the connected graph . 

2VA⊂ 2G

1G
(3) Case of except (1) and (2). The 

remaining subgraph of  is connected, and all the 
remaining nodes of  are connected to . 
(Q.E.D) 

21 VVA U⊂

1G

2G 1G

 
This Theorem 1 gives a sufficient condition so that the 

resultant graph keeps connectivity . Therefore 

 may have some redundant edges for connectivity . 
This will be shown in some examples below. 

*G 1k
*G 1k

The next theorem establishes the extension method  
connecting two graphs with same connectivity . k
[Theorem 2] When two graphs and have the same 
connectivity 

1G 2G
kkk == 21 , select each set and of 

distinct  nodes from and  respectively and 
dV dU

k 1G 2G
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connect by new  edges between a node of and one 
of  on 1-1 correspondence. Then the resultant graph 

has connectivity . 

k dV

dU
*G kG =)( *ω

Fig.3 shows the location of  edges by theorem 2. 
The proof for this theorem is clear and omitted. 

k

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Fig.3. Connection by  for  and   edges  k 1G 2G
   of same connectivity k. 
 
It will be easily observed that theorem 2 takes the similar 
edge location as theorem 1 in case of . 1 )( 21 =− kk
 
5 Examples   
 
  Some examples are shown in Fig.4 ~ Fig.10 to see 
previous two theorems. For simplicity and  are 
restricted to smaller graphs with , and 3, 

, and 3,respectively. 

1G 2G
4|| 1 =V 21 =k

3|| 2 =V ,2,1,02 =k
[Example 1] Fig.4 shows the case of and 21 =k 02 =k . 
6 new  edges are added, then the connectivity of the 
resultant graph is (Theorem 1). *G 21 =k
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. and . 21 =k 02 =k
 
[Example 2] Fig.5 shows the case of and 21 =k 12 =k . 
3 new edges are added between and , then the 

connectivity of the resultant graph is 
1G 2G

*G 21 =k  by 

Theorem 1. And has a redundant edge among 3 new 
edges. 

*G

 

[Example 3] Fig.6 shows the case of and 21 =k 22 =k . 
2 new edges are added between and , then the 

connectivity of the resultant graph is 
1G 2G

*G 21 =k  by 
Theorem 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5. 21 =k and . 12 =k
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6. 21 =k and . 22 =k
 
[Example 4] Fig.7 shows the case of and 31 =k 02 =k . 
9 new edges are added between and , then the 

connectivity of the resultant graph is 
1G 2G

*G 31 =k  by 
Theorem 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig
 
[Example 5] Fig.8
6 new edges are 

connectivity of th

Theorem 1. And 

1
1

2 2 

k
k

edges  k

),( 222 EVG  1G 2G

1G 2G

1G

),( 111 EVG
 

1G 2G

2G
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.7. 31 =k and .02 =k

 shows the case of 1k
added between and

e resultant graph 
1G

G

has a redundant edg*G
 

and 3= 12 =k . 
 , then the 

is 
2G

* 31 =k  by 

e among 6 new 



edges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.8. and . 31 =k 12 =k
 
[Example 6] Fig.9 shows the case of and 31 =k 22 =k . 
3 new edges are added between and , then the 

connectivity of the resultant graph is 
1G 2G

*G 31 =k  by 
Theorem 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.9. and . 31 =k 22 =k
 
[Example 7] Fig.10 shows the case of three graphs , 

 and  with , and 
1G

2G 3G 31 =k 22 =k 23 =k , 
respectively. First, 3 new edges are placed between 

and , then another 3 edges of dotted lines are 
added between and . The connectivity of the 

resultant graph is  by Theorem 1. 

1G 2G

2G 3G
*G 31 =k

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.10. , 31 =k 22 =k and . 23 =k
 
6 Further Considerations 
 

 About the extension of the graph keeping its 

connectivity, we first added edges between and . 
But, there may be another procedure that first increase the 
connectivity of  from up to , then next add 
edges between and . According to the latter, the 
example 6 shown in Fig.9 needs only 6 new edges, 
although the example 4 shown in Fig.7 need 9 new edges.  

1G 2G

2G 2k 1k

1G 2G

 When we are going to connect 3 or more graphs, it 
may be useful to apply repeatedly theorems described 
above. In this case, the order which graphs are to be 
connected becomes an important problem to be 
determined   

1G 2G    Related to the total number of edges, the minimal 
graph with minimum edges for nodes and connectivity 

 is important. as described at Introduction. When  
and  are both minimal graphs, then the resultant 
graph may become minimal, if the process of detecting 
and removing redundant edges succeeds. So, it needs to 
establish the reliable procedure to distinguish the set of 
necessary edges and the set of redundant edges.  

n
k 1G

2G

  Another problem is to extent these theorems to the 
network with link capacities or link directions. 

1G 2G

  
7 Conclusions   
 
   The simple procedure for graph extension is proposed. 
It becomes useful when the network is required to enlarge 
its communication stations or to connect with an another 
network. This method has the advantage to be able to 
apply repeatedly, so we can make the large network 
starting from small ones. 
   The problems to detect redundant edges and to get the 
minimal graph are left for further considerations. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper describes the flexible 3x3 array force 

sensors using fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and silicone 
rubber for the tactile sensor to detect the distributed 
normal force. This sensor has the simple principle. Once, 
the external force is applied to the transducer which is 
made of flexible silicone rubber, the reflective 
wavelength of the fiber Bragg grating which is 
embedded to the transducer is changed. Then the change 
of reflective wavelength, so called, Bragg wavelength 
indicates external force change. The chirping effect and 
the light loss for micro bending must be considered to 
design this flexible transducer. The performance of this 
transducer can be simulated using finite element method 
(FEM). The prototype is fabricated and the performance 
of prototype is evaluated. The temperature compensation 
is applied to this prototype for more precise measuring. 
And this array sensor is attached to the silicone rubber 
which is similar to the human skin to check the 
applicable possibility of the intelligent robot system.  

1. Introduction 
 
Sensory information of human skin for feeling some 

materials and determining many of their physical 
properties is provided by sensors in the skin. This tactile 
information is a kind of sense of touch that is one of the 
five senses including the sense of sight, hearing, smell 
and taste. Nowadays, many researchers try to apply the 
five senses to the intelligent robot system. Especially, 
many kinds of the tactile sensor combined small force 
sensors are introduced for intelligent robots, 
teleoperational manipulators and haptic interfaces. These 
tactile sensors which are able to detect the contact force, 
the vibration, the texture and the temperature can be 
recognized as the next generation information collection 
system.  

Some tactile sensors using the MEMS(Micro Electric-
Mechanical System) technology have been introduced[1-
4]. Although these sensors have a good spatial resolution, 
they remain some problems to apply the practical 
system: they are not enough flexible to attach the curved 
surface and the more elements of sensor connect, the 
more wires they need. Therefore, in this paper, we will 
show the flexible 3x3 array force sensor using flexible 
optical fiber sensor and newly designed small transducer 
that can be easily applied to the curved surface 
minimizing the wiring.  

2. The Structure of the Flexible FBG Sensor 
 

2.1 The Principle of the FBG sensor 
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors based on 

wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology 
are attracting considerable research interest and appear 
to be ideally suitable for structural health monitoring of 
smart structure[5]. FBG sensors are easily multiplexed 
and have many advantages such as linear response and 
absolute measurement. As the spectral response of the 
FBG sensor signal renders the measurement free from 
intensity fluctuations, it guarantees reproducible 
measurements despite optical losses due to bending or 
connectors. The basic principle of a fiber Bragg grating 
(FBG)-based sensor system lies in the monitoring of the 
wavelength shift of the returned Bragg-signal, as a 
function of the measurand (e.g. strain, temperature and 
force). The Bragg wavelength is related to the refractive 
index of the material and the grating pitch. Sensor 
systems involving such gratings usually work by 
injecting light from a spectrally broadband source into 
the fiber, with the result that the grating reflects a narrow 
spectral component at the Bragg wavelength, or in 
transmission this component is missing from the 
observed spectrum. Fig.1 shows this simply and 
schematically. The intensity of the reflected optical 
signal is a function of the Bragg grating wavelength that 
relates to the applied strain on the fiber Bragg grating. 
Therefore, the dynamic strain can be derived from the 
intensity change measurement as function of the 
wavelength of the reflected optical signal. The operation 
of a FBG is based on a periodic, refractive index change 
that is produced in the core of an optical fiber by 
exposure to an intense UV interference pattern. This 
grating structure results in the reflection of the light at a 
specific narrow band wavelength, called Bragg 
wavelength. The Bragg condition is given by   

 
Λ= eB n2λ  (1) 

 
where λB is the Bragg wavelength of the FBG, ne is the 

effective index of the fiber core, and Λ is the grating 
period. The shift of the Bragg wavelength due to strain 
and temperature can be expressed as 

 
 

( ) ( )[ ]εξαλλ ∆−+∆+=∆ effBB pT 1   (2) 
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where αf is the coefficient of the thermal expansion 

(CTE), ξf is the thermo-optical coefficient, and pe is the 
strain-optical coefficient of the optical fiber. The value of 
pe =0.227 was measured experimentally and used for this 
study. If there is no temperature change, we can measure 
the strain from the wavelength shift as  
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Fig.1 FBG sensor encoding operation 
 
2.2 The Structure of Flexible FBG Force Sensors  

In general case of small force sensor, the diaphragm 
type transducer which can be easily deflected by the 
applied force is mostly used. But, this diaphragm type 
transducer can be occurred the chirping which is caused 
by the non-uniform strain distribution and the loss of 
reflected light by micro bending of the optical fiber. 
These two effects have influence on the performance of 
sensor. Therefore, the minimizing these two effects 
must be considered when the small sensor is designed. 

First of all, the light loss caused by micro bending is 
much significant than that by the macro bending of 
optical fiber when the smaller sensor is fabricated. As the 
sensor size is minimized, the possibility that the local 
deflection of optical fiber is appeared is increased. As 
shown in Fig. 2, if the micro bending is occurred in the 
optical fiber, the intensity of the reflected light is 
remarkably decreased. Then, the proper Bragg 
wavelength can not be detected. Therefore, the 
transducer must be designed to minimize this micro 
bending effect.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Micro bending effect of Bragg wavelength 

 
In the case of using fiber Bragg grating sensor, FBG is 

frequently experienced non-uniform strain distribution. 
This non-uniform strain distribution makes the distorted 
Bragg wavelength, so called, chirping (Fig. 3) which 
interferes to find the exact Bragg wavelength. Therefore, 
the transducer must be designed to avoid this chirping 
effect.  

 

 
Fig. 3 The chirping effect of FBG 

 
To avoid these drawbacks, the transducer is designed 

as shown in Fig. 4. The transducer which looks like the 
bridge can be extended symmetrically to the optical fiber 
direction when the external normal force is applied to the 
top of that. This extension of the transducer makes the 
uniform elongation of the Bragg grating which is 
attached under the transducer. As this structure can be 
extended to only the fiber direction, there is no micro 
bending. Then, the Bragg wavelength shift occurs 
without the chirping and the light loss of Bragg 
wavelength.  
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Fig 4. Newly designed transducer using fiber Bragg 

grating sensor  

3.  Design of the Transducer using FEM 
First of all, the capacity of flexible force sensor must 

be decided. As this sensor will be applied to the tactile 
sensor system, maximum force range of 10N that is 
similar to the capacity of human skin is accepted. The 
length of FBG which is used in this sensor is 2mm. The 
shorter FBG can be used, the shorter spatial resolution 
can be realized when this force sensor can be utilized as 
the tactile sensor. Some researches introduce the dozens 
of µm FBG length [6]. Therefore, the spatial resolution 
of this array sensor can be improved more and more 
keeping pace with the development of minimized grating 
length. The 5mm spatial resolution of this array sensor is 
designed considering the size of transducer. Fig. 5 shows 
the designed dimension of transducer. And the transducer 
is made of beryllium copper (BeCu) which is often used 
as the spring material. As the extension to the optical 
fiber direction must be increased, the thickness of side 
rims is minimized as possible as we fabricate. And the 
diameter of holes which are on the center of the each rim 
is 0.3mm. That is suitable size to insert the optical fiber 
sensor which has 250µm diameter.  

 

 
Fig. 5 The dimension of the transducer 

 
If the extension of the transducer where the fiber 

Bragg grating sensor is attached can be simulated, the 
shift of the Bragg wavelength can be also estimated by 
using the equation (4). Using the finite element method, 
the extension of the transducer can be calculated like Fig. 
6-(a). As the structure of transducer is symmetric, the 
half geometric model is used and 2-dimensional element 
model is applied. And Fig. 6-(b) shows the estimated 
extension of the transducer and the shift of Bragg 
wavelength by the applied external normal force.   
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Fig. 6 Finite element analysis of the transducer: (a) 
FEM model, (b) Estimated extension and Bragg 
wavelength shift by the external normal force  

 

4. Fabrication and evaluation of the taxel 
 
As shown in Fig. 7, the alignment system using the 

microscope and the precision stage is made use of in 
fabricating the taxel (the element of the tactile sensor) to 
avoid the fracture of the optical fiber sensor. Aligned 
fiber Bragg grating sensor is fixed by the epoxy.  

 

            
Fig. 7 Fabrication of the taxel 

 
The fabricated prototype taxel is calibrated by the 

verified uniaxial loadcell as show in Fig. 8. The 
broadband light source having the 1527~1602nm 
wavelength is incident in the optical fiber and the light is 
separated by the 2 by 1 coupler. The isolator cannot 
transfer the reflected light to the broadband light source 
source. The separated light is transmitted in the Bragg 
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grating. And the reflected light is experienced the 
applied load is sent the tunable Fabry-Perot filter (TFPF) 
which can detect the Bragg wavelength. The prototype 
sensor is set on the z-stage and is aligned to the loadcell. 
As the z-stage moves up, the mesa of the prototype 
sensor is pressed by the loadcell. That is, the same force 
is applied to the loadcell and the prototype sensor and 
then the prototype sensor can be calibrated by comparing 
with the data of verified loadcell.  

 
Fig. 8 Calibration system of prototype taxel 

 
Fig. 9 shows the Bragg wavelength change by the 

applied force. There is linear relation between the Bragg 
wavelength change and the force. But some difference 
between the estimated and the experimental shift of the 
Bragg wavelength comes out. This difference results 
from the exclusion of the optical fiber in the FEM model.  
Using this relation, we can find the exact force detecting 
the Bragg wavelength. The accuracy of the prototype 
sensor is 99.9% and the resolution is 0.01N. The 
resolution of this optical force sensor depends on that of 
the tunable Fabry-Perot filter which detects the Bragg 
wavelength (0.02nm). Namely, if the resolution of the 
TFPF will be improved, that of the force sensor will be 
enhanced. 
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Fig. 9 Estimated and Experimental Bragg wavelength 

shift vs loadcell signal 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, the force sensor using fiber Bragg 

grating for the tactile sensor is newly designed and 
experimentally verified. The size of sensor is 5mm and 
the used length of FBG is 2mm. If shorter FBG is used, 
then smaller size of the flexible force sensor will be 

made. Especially, to avoid the chirping and light loss by 
micro bending effect, the transducer of taxel is newly 
designed. Using the FEM, the Bragg wavelength shift is 
estimated and this estimated result is well matched to the 
experimental results. There is linear relation between the 
applied force and the Bragg wavelength shift in each 
taxel. The resolution of the taxel is about 0.002N. The 
fiber Bragg grating sensors are multiplexed using 
wavelength division multiplexing method.  
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Abstract 

 
There are several problems in the searching of 

database of the existing digital library. To overcome some 
problems, I proposed a new platform of mobile multi 
agents for a personal digital library. For developing a 
new platform, I proposed DMMAF agent  
  For the higher relationship among searched documents 
from mobile servers, an unsupervised neural network is 
applied. For the user's preference, some modular clients 
are applied to a neural network. A multi agent platform 
and a mobile agent platform are combined to develop a 
new mobile multi agent platform so as to decrease a 
network burden. Also, a new negotiation algorithm and a 
scheduling algorithm are activated for the effectiveness of 
PDLS.  

PDLS is more intelligent system capable of establishing 
database in his computer by learning interests of users.  
We tried to set up the theoretical structure of the multi 
mobile agents and develop an algorithm of the modified 
intelligent negotiation agent for inducing interaction 
among multi agents.  

 
I.  Introduction 

 
Recent developments of the internet and network 

technologies evoke the technical change of the data 
processing from a conventional centralized and local 
processing system to the distributed processing system. The 
research about this network and the various approaches have 
been studied in order to efficiently manage mutual operations 
in such a network environment. 

Many studies have been actively carried out in a 
distributed processing environment by using agent systems 
for efficient network management. An agent system has the 
following characteristics: multi agents in the distributed 
environments promote efficiency by solving one problem 
through any cooperation. Each agent manages the problem 
by dividing a common work into the number of agents, or 
each agent manages it independently, and then they solve the 
problems by analyzing the results. In addition, it has some 
advantages such that intelligent agents reflecting the 
tendency of users make no limitation of movement in a 
network, and it remarkably decreases the network traffic [1]. 
  There are so many application areas of agents in the real 
world. One of these areas is a digital library system. The 
digital library is called an electronic library or a virtual 
library. This is a library developed to replace the 

conventional library, in order to serve information from 
databases on the web to users, according to the development 
of computers and the related fields.    
  However, there are several problems in the searching of 
data of the existing digital libraries. First, as the searching 
method is one dimensional and distinguishes the existence of 
the searching keyword from the database, the result is very 
simple. Secondly, the results may contain unnecessary 
information under a condition that was not given the prior 
information about the user. Thirdly, whenever a client 
connects to the servers, he has to receive the certification and 
be under the dominant power of the influence of network.  
  To overcome such problems, I proposed a new platform of 
mobile multi agents for a personal digital library in this paper. 
For developing a new platform, I combined the existing 
DECAF (Distributed Environment Centered Agent 
Framework) multi agent framework [2] with Voyager which 
is a mobile ORB (Object Request Broker). Also a new 
negotiation algorithm and a scheduling algorithm are 
proposed, so that I developed a PDLS (Personal Digital 
Library System) using this new platform. Although the 
partial studies for a personal digital library have been carried 
out, there has been none about the integrated and systemized 
personal digital library.  
  For the higher relationship among searched documents 
from mobile servers, an unsupervised neural network is 
applied. For the user's preference, some modular clients are 
applied to a neural network. A multi agent platform and a 
mobile agent platform are combined to develop a new mobile 
multi agent platform so as to decrease a network burden. 
Also, a new negotiation algorithm and a scheduling 
algorithm are activated for the effectiveness of PDLS.  
  PDLS is different from the electronic paper service system 
which is supplied only to members. It is a more intelligent 
system that is capable of establishing a database in users’ 
computer by learning the interests of those individuals. In 
this paper, I tried to set up the theoretical structure of the 
multi mobile agents and develop an algorithm of the 
modified intelligent negotiation agent for inducing 
interaction among multi agents. 
  This paper is composed of five chapters. Multi agents and 
DECAF framework is explained in chapter 2. PDLS based on 
a new mobile multi agent platform is explained in chapter 3. 
The simulation results of PDLS are explained in chapter 4, 
and finally the conclusions are in chapter 5.     
 
2. Multi Agent System 

 
2.1 DECAF framework and Voyager 
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DECAF (Distributed Environment-Centered Agent 

Framework) is a conventional framework to design a lot of 
intelligent agents [2]. DECAF is a kind of operating system 
including agent communication, planning, scheduling, 
monitoring, coordination, diagnosis, and learning among 
agents. DECAF makes a socket program by itself, and 
presents some building blocks which makes messages and 
communicates between agents. Therefore, users or 
programmers can produce agents without having some 
knowledge about API approaches. Also, users or 
programmers do not need to make the communication codes 
directly to communicate among agents. DECAF produces a 
KQML protocol automatically which sends messages and 
searches other agents and interacts between agents. Agent 
systems have been developed using various languages and 
platforms, and they are classified into so many types by 
purpose. In DECAF, many agents’ tasks are divided by both 
GPGP (Generalized Partial Global Planning) and TAEMS 
(Task Analysis Environment Modeling and Simulation) 
algorithms. 

 

Figure 1. DECAF 
 

GPGP is for improving of PGP which acts as a 
coordination algorithm of multi agents [3]. The first 
advantage of GPGP is that it reduces the system overhead 
which occurs by overlapping interaction among agents. And 
the second advantage of GPGP is that it is independent from 
some specific domain areas. Therefore, GPGP can make 
heterogeneous multi agents system having different functions. 
User’s requirements can be decomposed by GPGP, and be 
structured by TAEMS [4]. User’s requirements can be 
decomposed by GPGP, and be structured by TAEMS(Task 
Analysis Environment Modeling and Simulation)[4]. The 
root task can be decomposed into subtasks, and the subtasks 
can be decomposed into methods. The leaf node acts as a 
method which means actually acted elements.  

Voyager [5] is a distributed mobile agent’s framework for 
developing agent’s applications, whereas DECAF is a non-
mobile agent’s framework. Voyager is an interactive 
framework with Java programming. Also, Voyager can 
activate any Java class in remote sites, and it makes use of 
network bandwidths effectively.  

 
2.2  The Concept of Agent based Digital Library 

 
A digital library serves a lot of information on-line [6,7]. 

The advantages of digital libraries are user friendly, on-site 
service and accessibility. However, in case of not having 
standardized platform, the search of heterogeneous 
information from digital libraries may be hard, as well as 
impossible. If it does not have or learn about the user’s 
information, unnecessary or useless information will appear 
in the searched results from the digital library.  
  Each agent can access DBMS and search documents 
according to the user profile. And then each agent 
categorization of the searched results. 
 
3. Personal Digital Library System based on a 
DMMAF Agent Platform 

 
3.1 System Structure 

 
The proposed system, in Figure 2, is a Personalized Digital 

Library System (PDLS) based on a new multi mobile agent 
platform. The system combines a mobile system and a 
distributed processing system to make an optimization of 
behaviors in a distributed environment. To establish a 
distributed environment, DECAF is used, and to activate a 
mobile framework, Voyager is used here. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. PDLS Structure  
b 

The PDLS is composed of two parts: client group and 
server group. The client group is composed of three modules. 
First, a user interface module lets users make use and control 
the library. Second, a user profile control module learns the 
user’s preferences by neural network (SOM [8]), and makes 
databases accordingly. Third, a PLA (Personal Library 
Agent) module makes multi agents in real time, and searches 
information from the library according to the user’s profile, 
and stores the searched results into a database. The 
interactions among detailed modules in PDLS are explained 
in Figure 3(b).  

As shown in Figure 2, PLA has two modules and two 
databases. The monitoring agent module is composed of 
Voyager and DECAF, and it monitors the agents’ movements 
and controls their executions. When the user’s requirements 
are transferred to the PLA, the monitoring agent module 
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checks whether the servers are available or not. After that, it 
makes some agents, and passes them to the servers. The 
searched results are saved in a temporary repository. They 
are filtered by negotiation agents, and the final results are 
saved in the result repository.  

 
/* improved negotiation algorithm of multiagents */  
 

Switch(one of 5 relations) { /* relation_name(sender, 
receiver) */  

case 1: Add_R(Ai_Mi, Aj_Mj)  
/* (i≠j), Ai=agent, Mi=method */  

         while(Aj_Mj is finished)  
              no-operation (Ai-Mi); break;  
  case 2: Compensate_R(Ai_Mi, Aj_Mj)   

Ai_Mi and Aj_Mj are operated in real situation 
by call(inference) function;  

          Inference() is from user profiles or user information 
repository;  

          break;  
  case 3: Replace_R(Ai_Mi, Aj_Mj)  
          Aj_Mj=Ai_Mi;  
          break;  
  case 4: Contradict_R(Ai_Mi, Aj_Mj)  
          Aj_Mj=Aj_Mj;  
          break;  
  case 5: Activate_R(Ai_Mi, Aj_Mj)  
          if wait(Aj_Mj) then awake(Aj_Mj) and restart;  
          break;  
  default:  
}  

 
 

Figure 3. Negotiation Algorithm among Multi Agents 
 
In the proposed platform, the relationship among multi 

agents in negotiation agent module is in Figure 3. 
Agent_Task Group generates Task_1, Task_2 and Task_3 
according to Agent 1, Agent 2, and Agent 3. Tasks are 
automatically decomposed into methods and do their 
assigned tasks. Each method has five types of methods’ 
relationships. Add_R is to add the results of actions to the 
results of the other methods. Activate_R is to let the running 
method run continuously, Compensate_R is the relationship 
that the results among methods need to be compensated. 
Replace_R is to replace the results of receiving methods with 
the results of sending methods. Contradict_R is to disregard 
the results of receiving methods. Also, there are lots of 

relationships between methods and tasks and between 
methods and resources, such as Enable, Facilitate, Produce, 
Consume, Limits and so on. In the negotiation algorithm, if 
the agents in the same levels do the different actions, then 
max operation is operated to produce the output of the agents, 
and if the agents in the lower levels do the different actions, 
then min operation is operated.  
 
3.3. The Construction of User’s Profile   
 

The construction of the initial user’s profile is constructed 
by the user’s first input information. According to the user’s 
searched results, PDLS endows the user’s keywords to 
weight values, and updates user’s profile information by 
SOM (self organizing map) network in real time [7].  

 
SOM model

Abstract categorization
Map

Kohonen NetworkGenerate Input vector  
Figure 4. SOM network 

 
  SOM is an unsupervised neural network, In this paper, 2-
layered SOM network is used here. 
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Figure 5. Weight Vector in SOM 

 
In Figure 5, wij means a weight vector from node i to node 

j in SOM network. In SOM, a weight vector having the 
nearest Euclidian distance is categorized when searching 
documents. 

The user interface of PDLS is composed of four windows. 
The user’s window is for entering the user’s information and 
for recalling the user’s profile from databases. The 
monitoring window is for checking agent’s activities. The 
remote window shows the final results, and finally the local 
window shows the constructed hard disk information of the 
user’s computer by PDLS.    

 
4. Simulation Results 

 
The user interface is composed of four panes, and each 

pane is interconnected. The login window and query window 
is for user login. The user pane is for checking the agents’ 
activation states including monitoring. The remote pane is for 
representing the information of remote servers and searched 
results. The local pane is for representing the building states 
of a local library. The scenario for PDLS simulation is in 
Figure 6. 
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(a) Module Relations        

 
(b) PDLS Simulation Scenario   

 
Figure 6. PDLS Interface and Simulation Scenario 

 

① User login by user interface 
② The monitoring agent(MA) is activated, and MA check 
the current connected remote digital library. At the same time, 
a user profile is read from database. 
③ The queries according to users are sent to PLA. 
④ MA makes a search agent 1and registers it in ANS.  
⑤ The search agent 1 is sent to the remote library. 
⑥ The agent 1 is activated by receive the parameters from 
PLA. 
⑦ The results from the agent 1 with information such as 
name and index and abstract of the remote library are sent to 
PLA. And then they are sent to the negotiation agent(NA) for 
negotiation. At the same time, they inform to the MA and 
ANS. 
⑧ A is clustered using SOM network according to the 
received results   
⑨ The results by the user profile can be shown in the remote 
plane. 
⑩ user can move to his local library after receiving his 
necessary results. 
⑪ The user profile’s update is activated. 
 

Table 1. Keyword based Categorized Results 
 

Category Agent System Neural Network Digital Library
1 framework learning virtual 

2 mobile neural library 
3 java architecture indexing 
4 multi network structure 
5 personalized simulation distributed 
6 distributed layer agent 
7 environment agent retrieval 
8 neural artificial autonomous 
9 architecture associative neural 

10 autonomous algorithm multi 
  

 
Table I shows the categorized simulation results. As a 

results, there are 3 categorization by PDLS: agent system, 
neural network, digital library. 10 keywords in each 
categorization is classified by SOM network. For example, if 
the words such as framework, mobile, jave are found in any 
documents, the documents are classified “Agent System” 
group in PDLS.  
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Figure 7. SOM Categorization Results 

 
Figure 7 shows the simulation results according to the 

random documents in servers. The parameters used in SOM 
are like the followings. 2 dimensional array for output 
display and radius 2 for classification are used here. Also, the 
learning times and learning rate are 500 times and 0.05, 
respectively. The computer specification is CPU 1.8 
GHZ(RAM 1024MB), and window NT based Mysql are used 
for simulation. 

In Figure 7, the numbers in matrix mean the number of the 
classified documents. If the sum of the numbers in each 
category, the total will be 100, as we simulated using 100 
documents. 

The searching times between the proposed PDLS and the 
traditional client-server model are shown in Figure95. As 
time passed, PDLS showed a faster search time as well as a 
much safer search than the client-server model. The result 
showed that as the numbers of servers were increased, the 
searching time was decreased in PDLS. 
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(a) Actual Results 

 

 
(b) Comparison of  Simulation Results 

Figure 8. Simulation Results 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, I proposed a Personal Digital Library System. 
PDLS is designed based on a new mobile multi agent 
platform using Voyager and DECAF agent framework. The 
new platform is a hybrid system of a mobile and a distributed 
system in order to achieve  an optimality  in  distributed   
Environments,  and to make it operate effectively  by  the 
propose of a new negotiation algorithm and a new scheduling 
algorithm. From the simulation results of PDLS, the 
performance and the user’s satisfaction of this system is 
higher than any other information search systems as of now. 
Also, as the numbers of servers and agents are increased, the 
searched time of PDLS is lowered. And the degree of the 
user's satisfaction is increased four times than the 
conventional client-server model. In the future, PDLS needs 
to be compensated in order to be activated in the real world. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper presents a method of creating crowd 

scene by simulation with a virtual force model. The 

simulation results can be converted to a realistic crowd 

scene by incorporating motion capture data. Virtual 

force is used to generate a specific motion of character 

agent. Model of virtual force is based on the Helbing’s 

particle model and reflection force of the proposed 

method can be controlled by a set of parameters. Our 

experiments show that the generation of somewhat 

exaggerated crowd scene in movie can be easily done. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

These days, the techniques for creating human-

crowd scene have been studied actively because the 

demand of a large-scale crowd scene increases in the 

film industry. Previous researches focused on collision 

detection using particle or bounding volume, human-

behavior, and using motion capture data. However, 

these methods are somewhat insufficient to human 

crowd. For example, the trajectory that generated by 

the simulation of particle is natural but it is very 

difficult problem to convert the simulation result into 

human motion. In other problem, it has disadvantage 

that the performing actions are limited when applying 

to the crowd. 

This paper presents a method for simulating crowd 

scene by virtual force model. The result of this 

simulation can be converted into natural human 

locomotion by multi-layer posture. 

Virtual force generates various interactive situations 

between agents. These interactions give more vivid 

motions of agents.  Posture database stores important 

information for using these postures easily and 

efficiently in assigning motion capture data to a n 

agent. Our method takes advantage of the fact that it 

can create variable motions using a few motions and 

generate a natural human-crowd scene. Experimental 

results show various situations can be generated with 

the proposed force model. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In 

section 2, we explain related works for crowd 

simulation. Virtual force based simulation scheme is 

described in section 3. The experimental results are 

shown in section 4. We summarize future direction in 

section 5. 

 

 

2. Related Works 
 

There has been a great deal of past research in a 

number of crowd simulations, especially, collision 

detection that is known by bottleneck in computer 

simulation. I-Collide[2] is adopted a tow-level 

approach to control complex and the number of objects 

in a large scale environments.  Hubbard[3] proposed 
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progressive refinement method to guarantee accuracy  

while maintaining steady and high frame rate. Kim[4] 

presented an efficient collision detection algorithm 

among spheres moving with unknown trajectory. 

Reynolds[13][14], Xiaoyuan[18], Niederberger[9] 

solved a collision detection about non-human creature 

and focused on the behaviours of creature.  

In Improv[11], it is suggested a method that control 

the interactive actors by interpolation after defining the 

range of joint angle using script language. Improv 

consists of two subsystems, an animation engine and a 

behaviour engine. The combined system provided an 

integrated set of tools for authoring the minds and 

bodies of interactive actors. Lee et al.[6] presented that 

a connected set of a human-like character is able to be 

created from non-linear sequences of motion, 

automatically organized for search, and used real-time 

control of an avatar using three interface techniques: 

selecting from a set of available choices, sketching a 

path, and acting out a desired motion in front of a 

camera. Kovar et al.[5] constructed a directed graph 

called a  motion graph that includes connections 

among the database for creating realistic, controllable 

motion. The motion graph consists of original motions 

and automatically generated transitions. Li et al.[7] 

described motion texture that consists of LDS(linear 

dynamic system) for synthesizing complex human 

character that is statistically similar to the original 

motion captured data. Pullen et al.[12] discussed a 

method for creating animations by setting a small 

number of key-frames and used motion capture data to 

enhance the animation. Arikan et al.[1] created the 

new motion performs the specified actions at specified 

times by assembling the motion capture data from 

motion database and sketch on the timeline with 

annotations.  

Motion blending method produces new motions 

from example motions according to time-varying 

weights. Park et al.[10] suggested a motion transition 

graph to solve on-line motion blending and transition 

simultaneously. Rose at el.[15] presented technique for 

interpolating between example motions. They used  

verb, parameterized motions, and verb graph with 

smooth transition between motions.  

Thalmann[16] and Ulicny[17] presented the method 

that control the crowd by real time in virtual 

environment. Musse et al.[8] described a model for 

simulation of human crowd by a hierarchy composed 

of virtual crowds, groups and individuals in real time. 

 

 

3. Virtual Force Model 
 

The social force model by Helbing [19] was a 

foundation of the proposed virtual force model. For a 

crowd consisting of N agents, the force acting on the i-

th agent is denoted by  

∑∑
=

≠
=

++=
M

k

O
ik

N

ji
j

I
ij

S
ii ffff

11

        (1) 

where S
if  denotes the self-driven force which 

forces the agent toward desired location with desired 

speed, I
ijf  denotes the interaction force on agent i 

with agent j, and O
ikf denotes the obstacle avoidance 

force due to the k-th object. 

Here, we focused on the modeling of interaction 

force I
ijf . Commonly, this force is modeled by 

exponentially decaying function with distance in radial 

direction. Oval like shape is used as equi-force line for 

interaction force and the shape is controlled by three 

independent parameters. 

 ijij
I

ij nBdgAf )/)(exp(−=          (2) 
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where )( ijdg  represents effective distance 

conversion for calculating interaction force. Helbing 
used ijij ddg =)(  so that the resulting interaction 

force reduces according to the Euclidean distance.  

 

4. Simulation Results 
 

We conducted three kinds of experiment using the 

proposed virtual force model. The first case is to get 

together at the specified position for all agents (Fig. 1). 

The second case is to move randomly and the shape of 

virtual force is controlled interactively with the user 

during simulation (Fig. 2). The final case is to crack a 

group of ranks by a virtual force model (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 

shows a crowd scene generated by the virtual force 

model. 

 
Fig. 1. All agents get together at some position 

 
Fig. 2. Random Movement 

 

 
Fig. 3. Virtual Force for a group of ranks 

 

 

Fig. 4. A crowd scene made by the proposed method 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

To create a human crowd scene in a movie, an easy 

and efficient method is needed. The crowd motions 

should be looked like those of real humans and 

conformed to the scenario continuity. In this paper, 

simulation result by a virtual force can be mapped to 

the human motions and a few experiments for crowd 

scenes were conducted. 

The general formulation of virtual force by using 

spline curve will be our further research topics. 
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Abstract
Nowadays, a lot of traffic accidents occurred due

to driver fatigue. Driver fatigue detection based
on computer vision is one of the most prospective
applications of image recognition technology. There
are several kinds of factors that reflect driver’s
fatigue. Many efforts have been done on developing
fatigue monitoring, but most of them focus on only
a single behavior, feature of eye, or head motion, or
mouth motion, etc. When the fatigue monitoring is
implemented on a real model, it is difficult to predict
the driver fatigue accurately or reliably only based on
driver’s single behavior. Additionally, The changes
of driver’s performance are more complicated and
not reliable. In this paper, we represent a model
that simulates a space in a real car. A web camera
as a vision sensor is located to acquire video images
of the driver. Three typical characteristics of driver
fatigue are concerned, pupil shape, eye blinking
frequency, and yawn frequency. As the influences
of these characteristics to the driver fatigue are
quite different from each other, we propose a genetic
algorithm(GA) based neural network(NN) system to
make fusion of these 3 parameters. We use GA to
determine the structure of neural network system.
Finally, Simulation results show the proposed fatigue
monitoring system detects driver fatigue probability
more exactly and robustly.

Keywords : Driver Fatigue, Genetic Algorithm, Neural

Network.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, a lot of traffic accidents occurred due
to driver fatigue. Developing systems for actively de-
tecting driver’s fatigue and warning the tired driver is
rather necessary[1]. Driver fatigue detection based on
vision is one of the most prospective applications of

image recognition technology. There are several kinds
of factors that reflect driver’s fatigue[2]. Driver fatigue

Figure 1: Driver fatigue detection system

detection heavily relies on facial expression recogni-
tion and tracking. Much research has been done on
facial recognition technology, but most of them focus
on only a single behavior of facial expression, such
as feature of eye, or head motion, or mouth motion,
etc[3]. When the fatigue monitoring is implemented
on a real model, it is difficult to predict the driver
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fatigue accurately or reliably only based on singular
elements of driver’s behavior. The system relying on
a single behavior may encounter difficultly when the
detection of one facial expression cannot be acquired
accurately or reliably due to the uncertainty of real
model. In order to make the fatigue monitoring system
more stable and reliable, the 3 main characteristics of
driver’s facial expression are used. Pupil shape, eye
blinking frequency, and yawn frequency are detected,
but the influence of these 3 elements on driver fatigue
is quite different and nonlinear. Using these 3 kinds of
driver’s facial information, we propose the GA based
neural network system to achieve the fatigue warning
system. In this paper, we use back propagation learn-
ing algorithm to train weight value and apply genetic
algorithm to optimize the structure of neural network.
The driver fatigue detecting system is shown as Fig.1.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section
2 outlines the facial expression extraction for fatigue
detection and section 3 describes the driver fatigue de-
tection system using neural network and genetic algo-
rithm. Simulation results for driver fatigue monitoring
are given in section 4. Finally, conclusion is presented
in section 5.

2 Facial Expression Extraction

In order to detect fatigue probability, we should ex-
tract the facial expression parameters first. As fatigue
level can be properly characterized by eye and mouth
movement, a vision sensor is needed to recognize and
track eye and mouth. We can use a common video
camera as a vision sensor on the premise that environ-
ment is bright enough. In this paper, pupil shape, eye
blinking frequency, and yawn frequency can be mea-
sured using a Logitech web camera (QuickCam Pro
3000).

Figure 2: Eye and mouth regions from input image

Kalman filtering is widely used for object tracking.
It can impose a smoothing constraint on the face mo-

tion. For the trajectory of each facial feature, this
constraint removes random jumping due to the uncer-
tainty in the image. Combining the Kalman filtering
with the pupil motion can predict the current location
of each feature [4]. The Gabor wavelet based method
is used to identify each feature in the tracking initial-
ization. Linear and nonlinear filters have been used
for eye detection: oriented Gabor wavelets form an
approximation of the eye gray level images; non lin-
ear filters are applied to color image[3]. Based on the
above algorithms, we can detect the facial expression
and obtain the data of each motion. Fig.2 shows the
eye and mouth field regions; the facial feature in these
regions is highly considered. The parameters needed
in this paper for fatigue detection is as follows:

Figure 3: Pupil shape

• Pupil Shape
The degree of eye opening can be detected by the
shape of pupil. When the pupil gets occluded by
the eyelids, their shapes get more elliptical. So
we can test the ratio of pupil ellipse axes to char-
acterize degree of eye opening. We use parameter
X1 which is defined as (1) to describe pupil ellip-
tical degree. Pupil shape is described in Fig.3.

X1 = y/x (1)

• Eye Blinking Frequency
When people concentrate on specified work, eye
blinking frequency is much lower than they are
not tired. Eye blinking frequency(per minute) as
one parameter is detected to compute the fatigue
probability.

• Yawn Frequency
Besides pupil shape and eye blinking, another pa-
rameter that can potentially capture one’s fatigue
probability is frequent Yawning. We can focus
on monitoring mouth movement to detect yawn-
ing. Another parameter of yawn frequency is the
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occurrence frequency of yawning over time(per
minute).

3 Driver Fatigue Detection System
Configuration

As the diver environment and fatigue generation are
quite complicated, it is difficult to determine driver’s
fatigue probability only by one performance or by sim-
ple combination of several performances. Moreover,
the degree of each eye and mouth movement to ex-
press fatigue is so different and uncertain. Due to the
above reason, here, we propose a neural network sys-
tem to monitor driver’s fatigue. In addition, we use
genetic algorithm for selecting the optimal structure
of neural network system.

Figure 4: Neural Network System

3.1 Neural Network System

Neural network can simply solve the nonlinear com-
plicated problem and results in quite accurate approx-
imation of unknown system. Here, we use feedforward
neural network with backpropagation learning algo-
rithm. It is illustrated as Fig.4.

3.2 Neural Network Structure Tuning
with Genetic Algorithm

As GA is stochastic and less likely to get trapped in
local minima, it is an appropriate optimization algo-
rithm to identify both structure and parameter of neu-
ral networks[5]. The Hidden layer number and neuron
number of each hidden layer can be optimized by GA.
The fitness function is neural network performance.
Individuals of GA represent the layer and neuron num-
ber. GA process in detail is given in Fig.5.

Figure 5: Genetic Algorithm Process

4 Simulation

In order to simulate the GA based NN fatigue de-
tection system discussed above, we collected 60 data
set of different people’s pupil shape, eye blinking fre-
quency, and yawn frequency for training the system.
Furthermore, 50 set of extra data is used as the per-
formance detection data. The initial weight of neural
network is randomly generated, and the signal func-
tion of hidden layer is sigmoidal function. Here we use
one hidden layer for simulation. The specified param-
eter value is given in Table1.

Driver fatigue probability is detected by the given
system. Probability above 0.5 means the driver is very
tired and should be warned. Fig.6 represents the de-
tected fatigue probability compared with the desired
value of performance data set. It clearly shows that
the system totally detects the driver fatigue proba-
bility very well. From the simulation results, we know
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Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value

Input nodes 3
Output nodes 1
Hidden layer 1

Neuron number range 1∼ 30
Epoch number 500
Population size 20

Generation 20

that the best individual of neuron number is 4, and ac-
tually there are no obvious changes between distinct
generations. As the data set we considered is not as
complicated as the real situation, the fatigue system
may be learned rather easily. If we consider more diffi-
cult and uncertain circumstance, the fatigue detection
must be more relied on the increasing of generation.
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and GA

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we configured a driver fatigue detec-
tion system with genetic algorithm. The system was
displayed as a neural network, and the optimal struc-
ture of the neural network was tuned by genetic algo-
rithm. First, the facial expression of the driver was
extracted by a video camera, so 3 main parameters:
driver’s pupil shape, eye blinking frequency, and yawn
frequency can be obtained. Second, Neural network
system based on the input of these 3 parameters was
combined with genetic algorithm.

With the proposed system, we did the simulation
using samples of different people’s facial expression
parameters. The results showed that our driver fa-
tigue monitoring system just detected the driver fa-
tigue quite exactly. Due to the intricate and uncertain
real car environment, we should learn more informa-
tion about the driver fatigue, and then our system may
detect the fatigue level more correctly and appropri-
ately.
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Abstract 
 

     This paper presents the development of a fast 3D virtual 
planes and active vision based concept that can support 
real time obstacle detection and avoidance in a dynamic 
environment. This work enables an autonomous mobile 
robot to detect and avoid moving and static objects that 
may appear in front of the robot while navigating in real 
time. The developed approach encodes the space coarsely 
by using small number of 2D laser spots projected through 
fiber grating based active vision on the scene in front of an 
autonomous mobile robot to locate, track and avoid any 
object that may appear along the course of the robot 
movement. Efficient algorithm is developed to represent the 
detectable depth in front of the sensor system with dynamic 
resolution and decompose spatially the space along that 
depth into a number of parallel virtual planes that are 
perpendicular to the line of the robot movement.  To 
facilitate the real time tracking of dynamic objects, each 
virtual plane is divided into five zones and the laser spots 
within each zone are used as a base for the tracking. The 
distance between the virtual planes represents the spatial 
decomposition of spot’s movement space, i.e., spot’s 
moving path on the image plane. The detection of a spot at 
a certain virtual plane indicates the availability of an 
obstacle or object at the range of that plane with respect the 
robot. The longer a spot moves along its path the closer 
virtual plane to the robot activated.  Accordingly, the virtual 
plane closer to the robot has a higher priority in the 
detection and tracking process than the others. The laser 
posts, depth dynamic resolution, space spatial 
decomposition into virtual planes and the zones within each 
virtual plane have the advantage of reducing significantly 
the computation time of 3D information that is required for 
real time detecting, avoiding and tracking objects in 
dynamic environment.  The paper discusses and illustrates 
the developed concept along with results analysis. 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 

      Autonomous mobile robots are useful for many 
applications in indoor and outdoor environments and in 

environments that are characteristically more unstructured 
and unpredictable. These applications range from 
surveillance of buildings and supervision of plants, 
transport patients and delivery items, cleaning houses and 
guiding people, maintenance and repair in dangerous and 
inaccessible places, undersea operations, space exploration, 
mining operations, to hazardous-waste disposal. The use of 
autonomous mobile robots in such application allows 
humans to remain in a safe environment while acting in a 
supervisory capacity. In door mobile robots may need to 
carry out in populated and natural human habitat 
environments.  

Autonomous mobile robots are designed with aim to govern 
themselves, manage its resources including power, find 
paths between any two random point within its 
environment, avoid obstacles while navigation these paths, 
collect information about the environment, adjust strategies 
and adapt to changes based on the surrounding or in itself, 
learn or gain new capabilities, and make decisions without 
outside assistance.  It is necessary to achieve these 
activities efficiently and safely. Autonomous mobile robots 
must rely upon on-line sensory information to take actions 
and be able to react appropriately to unforeseen changes in 
the environment or to unpredictable objects blocking their 
trajectories. This requires having significant sensing 
capabilities, to reason about sensing data, and be flexible. 
They must be able to detect and track moving and non-
moving targets as a function of time, to report their status 
and approach a proper decision to avoid or track them as 
necessary. Therefore, it is necessary to have an efficient 
sensor system that can fulfill these tasks properly and in 
real time. A common property shared by all types of sensors 
is their noisy responses. This sensor uncertainty, together 
with the inaccuracy of the robot’s actuators and the 
unpredictability of real environments, make the design of 
mobile robot controllers a difficult task. 

      Some robot navigation systems may rely on global maps 
for global path planning and navigation. Other navigation 
systems use maps locally, to plan collision-free paths, to 
avoid obstacles, or to identify environment features for 
localization. Local navigation techniques are the ones 
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responsible to achieve these reactive issues. These 
techniques are sensory-based approaches, using only local 
sensory information, or an additional small fraction of the 
world model. Humans and other animals have a remarkable 
ability to coordinate their actions with complex, changing 
environments. With little conscious effort, we routinely 
reach or walk through cluttered scenes, avoiding obstacles, 
reaching goals, and intercepting moving targets safely and 
effectively. The change in the state of the robot action is a 
function of its current state and collected information about 
the environment. Behavior arises from interactions between 
the components of this mutually coupled system and 
reflects the constraints of both components. There are 
many successful navigation algorithms for various types of 
mobile agents and for various situations. The challenge 
thus becomes one of identifying behavioral variables 
relevant to the situations and the task goals that evoke the 
desired behavior in the system to shape the appropriate 
behavioral dynamics [1, 4]. Important approached for local 
navigation and reactive collision avoidance methods have 
been studied. This includes: the dynamical steering method, 
the artificial potential field, the vector field histogram, the 
curvature-velocity method, the dynamic window approach, 
and the global dynamic window approach [1-3, 7, 10, 11]. 

     Among the popular sensors that have been actively 
studied actively many fields including robotics research 
include: laser range finders, sonar sensors, infrared sensors 
and vision sensors. Vision sensor has numerous 
advantages for achieving such a task. Nevertheless, they 
have their own drawbacks. Vision systems are costly and 
very computationally challenging given the complexity of 
most of the algorithms developed by researchers. One of 
the traditional approaches in mobile robot research has 
been the use of stereovision systems to extract range 
information from pairs of images. Applying such approach 
time real time navigation in a dynamic environment faces the 
difficulty of the intrinsic computational expense of 
extracting three-dimensional 3D information from stereo 
pairs of images and this leads to limits the number of points 
that can be tracked. These limitations initiate the work in 
this paper to explore the use of an alternative sensor that 
could deliver 3D range information directly and facilitate real 
time detection and avoidance of obstacles. 
 
 

2 FG Based Active Vision Sensor 
     
     When a fiber-grating projector constitutes two-overlaid 
fiber sheets arranged at a right angle and irradiated by laser 
light, a sphere-like lens formed at each intersection of two 
fiber gratings. Spherical waves interfere with one another 
and generate a tetragonal 2D array of laser spots. Then, the 
generated 2D laser spots array is projected onto a plane 

ahead of the sensor system as shown in Figure 1. For the 
purpose of this work, the author selected a fiber of 20 µm 
in diameter and 10 mm in length [5, 8].   
The developed sensor hardware is based on this principles 
and it consists of a fiber grating based vision sensor, a 
frame memory, an image processing and decision making 
board, laser driving circuit, alarm indicators, and interfacing 
capabilities with a higher-level controller along with a user 
friendly interface when it is used as an independent 
module. The fiber grating based vision sensor consists of a 
bright laser-spots array projector and a CCD camera. The 
laser-spots array projector consists of a semiconductor 
laser light source that is compact and lightweight in design 
(laser diode of nm 830  wavelength, and mW 30  output 
power) and a fiber grating. Typically, the wavelength 
generated by the solid-state device in the 
range nm 850750 - . The laser diode, the collimating lenses, 
and the FG are integrated and mounted into one unit. 
 

                         

 
Fig. 1 2D laser spot pattern generated through two 

overlaid FG sheets irradiated by a laser beam 
 
3 Optical Arrangement and Working 

Principles          

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the optical arrangement for the 
FG vision sensor. The coordinate system is based on the 
lens of the CCD camera and the U-V coordinate is based on 
the image plane. The spot array projector is located parallel 
to the CCD camera at (0, - d , 0), and the image plane is 
located at (0, 0, l ). With this arrangement, the FG vision 
sensor treated as one unit, positioned and oriented as 
required with respect to the plane of projection [6, 7, 9].  

     With reference to Fig. 2, a 3D coordinate system is 
defined and the physical coordinates of any disturbed spot 

Laser Diode 
Side 

FG Side 

The FG 
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on an object can be expressed by ( ZsYsXs ,, ), s for spot. It 
is possible to clarify the measurement space of a detectable 
object height or range in relation with the optical 
arrangement as follows: When projecting a bright spot on a 
person or on an object, the position of the projected spot 
translates from its original reference in a particular direction 
on the image plane from ),( vuA to ),( δ+vuB . The 
number of pixels that represent spot’s translation (shift in 
position) due to the presence of an object is determined 
from the ),( vu coordinate values on the image plane and is 
used to calculate the 3D location ( Xs Ys Zs, , ) of a reflected 
spot at which the beam was projected: 

  
Fig. 2 FG vision sensor optical arrangement 
 
The physical location (Xs Ys Zs, , ) of a reflected spot at 
which the beam was projected can be calculated using the 
following equations, 

Zs   = (1)                        
2

δ
δ
hdl

h

+
 

Xs   = (2)                     )( Zsh
l
u -  

Ys  = (3)               )( Zsh
l

v -+δ  

Where: h  is the depth of the center of the CCD camera lens 
from the surface of the virtual reference plane. δ  is the shift 
quantity in pixels that describe the translation in spot 
position on the image plane. l is the distance from the lens 
to the image plane; d  is the center distance from the laser-
spot generator to the lens of the CCD camera; u and v are 

the reference image plane coordinates of a spot (i.e., the 
original coordinates of a spot before moving).   

      Each spot has a certain path to move along it, and this 
path is  represented by a certain number of pixels . The 
number of pixels is in a spot is moving is proportional to the 
depth calculated from the virtual reference plane. Table 1 
shows the experimental data that compares a spot’s 
movement limit in pixels  for different type lenses. 

Table 1 
 

Lens 
Focal 

Length 
 

mm 

Movement Limit of 
Spot’s Path with FG 

rotating by an 
Angle φ   

Pixels  
4.8 36 
6.5 46 
8.0 54 

 
4 The Generation of the Virtual Planes 
 

      For the purpose to help an autonomous mobile robot 
detects and avoids in real time dynamic or static obstacles 
such as human or objects while navigating, the developed 
optical sensor was integrated with the robot.  Before 
deciding the number of virtual planes and the distance 
between them, it is important to analyze the relation 
between the detectable depth of an object in front of the 
robot and the distance ( d ) between the laser spot projector 
and the CCD camera. Fig, 3 illustrate this relation. As the 
distance d  increases the maximum detectable object depth 
will decrease (calculated from a selected reference plane in 
front of the robot), i.e., the undetectable depth from the 
robot will increase and this is valid for all types of lenses. 
Also, as the distance (d ), the resolution of the FG based 
sensor will improve. 
 

 

Fig. 3 the relation between the maximum detectable depth, 
the FG-CCD Distance and the sensor resolution. 
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Therefore, for detecting and avoiding obstacles in real time 
the author selected following parameters: 

a. Lens with 8.0 mm focal length attached to the CCD 
camera. 

b. 12 mm distance (d ) for proper pixel resolution 
related to the application, and 

c. 200 cm depth from the robot (h ) between the 
reference virtual plane surface in front of the robot 
and the sensor on the robot. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 4 (a, b and c) shows the concept and the alignment of 
virtual planes  
 
      The sensor is fixed on the robot and aligned in a way 
that can achieve a horizontal projection of the laser spots a 
head of the robot while selecting a reference virtual plane in 
front of the robot at the maximum detectable depth between 
the sensor on the robot as and the reference plane. The 
space in between is divided in to several virtual planes as 

shown in Fig. 4-a. As mentioned earlier, the targeted 
reference virtual plane is selected at 200 cm from the sensor 
on the robot and the space between this reference and the 
robot has been divided into 9 virtual planes with distance 
of 20 cm between each of them to cover a depth between 40 
cm to 200 cm from the robot. The first virtual plane starts at 
a distance of 40 cm from the sensor edge on the robot. The 
dimension of the area covered by each of the virtual planes 
is inversely proportional with the focal length of the lens 
attached to the CCD camera and it is directly proportional 
with its distance from the CCD camera. This leads to the 
necessity to adjust the positions of the virtual planes and 
recalculate the area covered by them when having any of 
the following circumstances: 
i. Change the lens attached to the CCD camera with a 

lens of different focal length and,  
ii. Reconfigure the distances between the virtual planes 

and with respect to the CCD camera and the change in 
the number of the virtual planes. 

Fig. 4-b and c illustrates the generated virtual planes and 
their covered areas with different projection for lens with 
8.0 mm focal length.  
 
 

5 Operational Software Development 
 
The developed system software consists of the following 
main parts:  
i. For the purpose to enhance spot’s area, reject 

background noise, minimize its effect, and optimize 
searching for and deciding a spot, an efficient dynamic 
floating threshold algorithm has been developed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 The identified laser spots as seen on the reference 
plane. 
 
ii. The generation of a reference spot frame. The aim of 

this part is to identify all possible laser spots and to 
calculate the position in image coordinates and its 
brightness for each of the identified spot. Since the 

X 

40 cm 

180 cm 

The Optical  
Sensor 

The moving direction 
of the robot  
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area of each spot is not uniform, the position of a spot 
( refref vu , ) is calculated by determining the center of 

gravity for the extracted spot’s area (See Fig. 5). 
iii. During the calculation of spot’s reference frame, the 

relevant laser spots on each virtual plane and their 
translated movements in pixels are experimentally 
determined and tabled. The laser spots associated with 
the first virtual plane (the one closer to the robot) 
demonstrate largest translation in spot position than 
other planes to reflect the closeness of an obstacle 
with respect to the robot, i.e., the obstacle is within 40 
cm from the robot. While the laser spots associated 
with the last virtual plane (the one at the far end from 
the robot), demonstrate the smallest translation in spot 
position than other virtual planes. This reflects the 
detection of an obstacle at the far end of the marked 
depth distance, i.e., between 180-200 cm. The laser 
spots and the associated spots’ translation on the 
other virtual planes reflect the detection of an obstacle 
at a depth distance between the mentioned two ends. It 
is clear from the alignment in Fig. 4-a that, 

a. The virtual plane at the far end from the sensor 
on the robot has more laser spots associated with 
it than the virtual plane at the near end from while 
their spot’s translation in pixels is smaller. This is 
true when the area covered by the virtual plane at 
the near end can’t accommodate all of the 
projected laser spots. 

b. The laser spots associated with a virtual plane 
closer to the robot is a subset of the laser spots 
associated with a virtual plane just before it in the 
sequence toward the far end. 

iii. Real time detection, avoiding, tracking, communicating 
and reporting alarms to a different level of control. 

 
To facilitate the detection and the directional movement of 
any obstacle or object in front of the robot during the 
navigation task, each of the virtual planes is divided into 10 
zones as shown in Fig. 6. These zones are: Upper-Right 1, 
Upper-Right 2, Upper Center, Upper-Left 2, Upper-Left 1, 
Lower-Left 1, Lower-Left 2, Lower Center, Lower-Right 2 
and Lower-Right 1. The partitions into zones and the width 
of each zone are decided to facilitate fast detection and 
tracking of an obstacle. Also, the number of zones and their 
widths can be changed according to the need and 
requirements of the task at hand. To save time and have a 
quick decision, the searching process for any moved spot 
starts from the lower zones. Also, the author used state 
based events  to contract the transitions that will lead to 
conclude the current status for the space in front of the 
robot in relation to the appearance of an object. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 the available zones within each virtual pane.  
 
 

6 Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a 3D fiber grating based vision sensor to 
detect and track static and moving objects (human of 
obstacles) in indoor environment has been presented. The 
main feature of the introduces work is the use of virtual 
planes with FG based active vision to decompose the space 
in front of the robot into multiple layers and the partitioning 
of each virtual plane into zones. This helped to detect and 
extract in real time 3D information about any object that 
may appear within the active view of the sensor. The same 
concept can be applied to track and monitor human 
behavior in a realistic environment. The author is 
considering to apply computational intelligence techniques 
to conclude the targeted details about the obstacles  
location and movement directions  
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Abstract

In the present paper, we propose a dynamical neu-
ral network (DNN) with the characteristics of inertia,
viscosity, and stiffness and a training algorithm based
on the backpropagation (BP) method. In a previous
study, we proposed a modified training algorithm for
the DNN based on the error BP method. However,
in the previous method it was necessary to determine
the values of the DNN parameters by trial and er-
ror. So, in the proposed DNN, the BP method is de-
signed to train not only the connecting weights but
also the property parameters of the DNN. Simulation
results show that the DNN with characteristics of iner-
tia, viscosity, and stiffness trained by the modified BP
method obtains good training performances for time
series signals generated from an unknown system. In
the present paper, we compare the DNN with a con-
ventional neural network in order to verify the validity
of the DNN.

1 Introduction

Recently, recurrent neural networks and spiking
neural networks have attracted more research interest
than layered neural networks having static mapping
capability [1, 2, 3, 4]. The recurrent neural network is
a possible candidate for improving the system dynam-
ics because it incorporates a feedback structure in the
neuron unit and takes time delayed inputs into consid-
eration. Research on spiking neural networks is also
ongoing. Spiking neural networks treat spike trains
and process the signals based on spike pulses. How-
ever, the network structure in recurrent neural net-
works and spiking neural networks is complex com-

pared to that in layered neural networks with a train-
ing algorithm.

Here, we propose a dynamical neural network
(DNN) that realizes a dynamical property and has a
network structure with the properties of inertia, vis-
cosity, and stiffness without time delayed input ele-
ments. In a previous study, the proposed DNN was
constructed with a training algorithm that used er-
ror backpropagation (BP) method [5]. However, the
BP method modified only the connecting weights, and
the property parameters for the DNN had to be de-
termined by trial and error. We therefore designed a
GA-based training method [6] to train both the con-
necting weights and the parameters of the DNN [7, 8].
But the GA-based training method took the executing
time of computer program that evolved in GA simu-
lation.

The validity of the proposed DNN was verified by
identifying periodic functions such as a simple one-
period sine waveform and several periodic sine wave-
forms [7], and time series signals [8]. In the present
paper, it is verified by identifying the time series sig-
nals of an unknown system with strong nonlinearity.
Simulation results show that the proposed DNN pro-
vides higher performance than the conventional neural
network.

2 Structure of DNN

In the present paper, we propose a DNN using a
neuron having the properties of inertia, viscosity, and
stiffness. In this neuron model, we assume that the im-
age output from the neuron possesses the properties of
inertia, viscosity, and stiffness, and that the output is
propagated in the next neuron. The proposed DNN is
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composed of three hierarchy layers, and the proposed
neuron adopts only in a hidden layer. The structure
of the DNN is shown in Figure 1.
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wjkwij

Fig. 1 Structure of DNN

The equations for the DNN are expressed as follows:

yi = ui, (i = 1, 2, · · · , NI) (1)

yj = Kjfj(netj) + Dj ḟj(netj) + Mj f̈j(netj)

(2)

netj =

NI
∑

i=1

wijyi, (j = 1, 2, · · · , NJ) (3)

yk = fk(netk) (4)

netk =

NJ
∑

j=1

wjkyj , (k = 1, 2, · · · , NK) (5)

where ui is the input value to the DNN, and yi, yj ,
and yk are the output values in the input, hidden,
and output layers, respectively. The connecting weight
from unit i in the input layer to unit j in the hidden
layer is denoted by wij . Similarly, wjk is a connecting
weight from unit j in the hidden layer to unit k in
the output layer. The total sum of the products of the
connecting weight wij and wjk and the output value is
denoted by netj and netk, respectively. Mj , Dj , and
Kj are the property parameters of inertia, viscosity,
and stiffness, respectively, and NI , NJ , and NK are the
number of neurons in the input, hidden, and output
layers, respectively. The activation function fj(x) in
the hidden layer uses a sigmoid function in the the
range of [0, 1]. Also the activation function fk(x) in
the output layer is a linear function.

3 Training algorithm based on modi-

fied BP method

First, we derive a minimizing sequence of the mea-
surement of error function E:

E =
1

2

NK
∑

k=1

e2

k =
1

2

NK
∑

k=1

(dk − yk)2 (6)

where dk is the desired signal. In order to minimize
the measurement of the error function E of equation
(6), both of the connecting weights and the property
parameters of the DNN are modified.

The derivation of the BP method is shown in this
section. The connecting weights and the propery pa-
rameters of the DNN are updated sequentially based
on the steepest descent method.

w(new) = w(old)
− η

∂E

∂w
(7)

K
(new)
j = K

(old)
j − η

∂E

∂Kj

(8)

D
(new)
j = D

(old)
j − η

∂E

∂Dj

(9)

M
(new)
j = M

(old)
j − η

∂E

∂Mj

(10)

η is the training rate (η > 0).
The derivations of ∂E/∂wjk and ∂E/∂wij are de-

scribed as follows.

∂E

∂wjk

=
∂E

∂netk
·

∂netk
∂wjk

=
∂E

∂netk
· yj (11)

∂E

∂wij

=
∂E

∂netj
·

∂netj
∂wij

=
∂E

∂netj
· yi (12)

In the upper expression, the derivations are defined as

δk =
∂E

∂netk
(13)

δj =
∂E

∂netj
(14)

and δk and δj are calculated, respectively. First, δk is
expanded as

δk =
∂E

∂netk
=

∂E

∂ek

·

∂ek

∂yk

·

∂yk

∂netk

= ek · (−1) ·
dfk(netk)

dnetk
= −ekf ′

k(netk) (15)

δk finally becomes equation (15).
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When δj is calculated in the same way, it becomes
Equation (16).

δj =
∂E

∂netj

=

NK
∑

k=1

(

∂E

∂ek

·

∂ek

∂yk

·

∂yk

∂netk

)

·

∂netk
∂yj

·

∂yj

∂netj

=

NK
∑

k=1

δk · wjk ·
∂yj

∂netj
(16)

∂yj/∂netj is expressed as equations (17)–(20).

∂yj

∂netj

= Kj

∂fj(netj)

∂netj
+ Dj

∂ḟj(netj)

∂netj
+ Mj

∂f̈j(netj)

∂netj

(17)

∂fj(netj)

∂netj
= f ′

j(netj) (18)

∂ḟj(netj)

∂netj
= f ′′

j (netj) · ˙netj (19)

∂f̈j(netj)

∂netj
= f ′′′

j (netj) · ˙net
2

j + f ′′

j (netj) · n̈etj

(20)

Next, the derivation of ∂E/∂Kj is described as fol-
lows.

∂E

∂Kj

=

NK
∑

k=1

∂E

∂netk
·

∂netk
∂yj

·

∂yj

∂Kj

= fj(netj) ·

NK
∑

k=1

wjkδk (21)

When the property parameters Dj and Mj for the
error function E are calculated in the same way, it
becomes Equations (22) and (23).

∂E

∂Dj

=

NK
∑

k=1

∂E

∂netk
·

∂netk
∂yj

·

∂yj

∂Dj

= ḟj(netj) ·

NK
∑

k=1

wjkδk (22)

∂E

∂Mj

=

NK
∑

k=1

∂E

∂netk
·

∂netk
∂yj

·

∂yj

∂Mj

= f̈j(netj) ·

NK
∑

k=1

wjkδk (23)

In this way, the connecting weights and property pa-
rameters of the DNN are updated based on the concept
of the modified BP method.

4 Numerical simulation

4.1 System identification

The effectiveness of the proposed DNN is verified by
numerical simulation in order to identify a time series
signal. The method by which a time series signal from
an unknown system is identified is shown in Figure
2. The DNN is structured to have two input (u(t)

Unknown
System

+

−

DNN

u(t)

d(t)

y(t)

e(t)
z
−1

Fig. 2 System identification

and d(t− 1)) and single output. The input signal u(t)
both of the DNN and the unknown system is a periodic
signals expressed in Equation (24).

u(t) = 0.1 sin(2πft), f = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 (24)

The periodic input signal which has three frequencies
f = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 is inputted every five cycles sequen-
tially.

The desired signal, namely the training data d(t), is
the output signal of the unknown system. In numerical
simulation, the validity of the proposed DNN is veri-
fied by identifying the unknown system, for example,
as a nolinear system, expressed in Equation (25).

d(t) = 0.5 sin(2d(t− 1)) + 0.1 sin(2d(t− 2)) + u(t)

(25)

4.2 Simulation results

At this time, the number of neurons NJ in the hid-
den layer is 5 units and the training rate is set to
η = 0.1. The training involved 10,000 iterations. The
result of the error function E is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Error function

The figure shows the result of the error function in the
range of [0, 5000]. The result of the simulation shows
that the DNN provides good performance. The error
function E decreases gradually and E almost converge
about 0.01.

The result of regenerating the signal utilizing the
trained DNN is shown in Figure 4. The output y(t) of

-1

0

1

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

O
ut

pu
t s

ig
na

ls

t

DNN
d(t)

Fig. 4 Regenerated signal

the trained DNN negligibly deviates from the desired
signal d(t). The DNN trained by the modified BP
mothod obtained good training performance for the
time series signal generated from the output of the
nonlinear system.

5 Conclusion

In the present paper, the proposed DNN, exhibiting
the effectiveness of dynamical neuron with properties
of inertia, viscosity, and stiffness, was configured. The
training algorithm adopt the modified BP method. We
designed a modified BP method to train both the con-
necting weights and the parameters of the DNN. Simu-
lation results showed that the DNN trained by the BP
method realized good training performance for time
series signals generated from the unknown system with
strong nonlinearity.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a design method of track-
ing control using a neurocontroller for a two-wheel ve-
hicle optimized using genetic algorithm(GA). The two-
wheel vehicle is a class of nonholonomic system. For
nonholonomic systems, there are many control meth-
ods that utilize a chained form by applying stability
theories. In this paper, we propose a design method
for a nonholonomic system controller without chained
form conversions. The controller is a neural network
controller (NC). The training method of the NC uti-
lize a genetic algorithm. In this paper, we use NC
for tracking control. Simulation shows that the NC
trained using the GA has a good control performance
for the two-wheel vehicle.

Keywords: nonholonomic system, tracking con-
trol, genetic algorithm, neurocontroller, two-wheel ve-
hicle

1 Introduction

The control system design of a nonholonomic sys-
tem is difficult and complex. It is impossible to sta-
bilize the system using a static consecutive feedback
loop. It is necessary to construct uncontinuous or
time-varying feedback system. Recently, many control
methods for control system design have been proposed
[1]-[5]. One of the solutions to the problematic control
system design of the nonholonomic system is to utilize
a chained form conversion of the control objects. How-
ever, the chained form conversion has some limitations
of the controllable ranges in the state variables.

We propose a neurocontroller for the nonholonomic
system. The neurocontroller is a controller using a
neural network (NN). The neural network can obtain
a solution close to the most suitable solution by learn-
ing. The most populare learning methd for NN is
back propagation (BP). However, the BP cannot be

used when the solution is traped in the local optimum.
The training performance of the BP depends on the
sequence of training patterns. We use a genetic algo-
rithm (GA) for the NN training. GA training is easier
than BP from the viewpoint of mathematics.

In this study we use a two-wheel vehicle, which is
the simplest nonholonomic system, as a control object.
We construct a tracking system of the two-wheel ve-
hicle using a neural network controller (NC) with GA
training.

2 Two-wheel vehicle

2.1 Nonhoronomic restraint of two-wheel
vehicle

The two-wheel vehicle that is used in this study is
shown in Figure 1. (x, y) denotes the coordinates of
the middle point P between both wheels of the vehicle,
and θ denotes the angle between the horizontal axis
and traveling direction of the vehicle. η denotes the
direction of the vehicle. Rl and Rr are the radii of
the right and left wheels, respectively. The distance
between the wheels is assumed to be 2W .

Rl

Rr

W

P
η

y

x

θ

Figure 1: Two-wheel system
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The relationships between speed dη/dt and speed
dx/dt in the direction of x, and speed dy/dt in the
direction of y are described by the following equations.

dx

dt
=

dη

dt
cos θ,

dy

dt
=

dη

dt
sin θ (1)

The speeds dx/dt and dy/dt have the folowing re-
lation.

dy

dt
=

dx

dt
tan θ. (2)

This is a geometrical restraint shown at the position
and speed of two-wheel vehicle.

2.2 System equation of two-wheel vehicle

Let u1 and u2 be the control inputs. u1 is the speed
of the vehicle dη/dt and u2 is the angular speed dθ/dt
of the wheel, respectively. It can be shown that the
inputs are

u1 =
dη

dt
=

Rlωl + Rrωr

2
(3)

u2 =
dθ

dt
=
−Rlωl + Rrωr

2W
, (4)

where ωl and ωr are the angular speeds of the left and
right wheels, respectively.

The state equation of the two-wheel vehicle is de-
scribed by

d

dt

 x
y
θ

 =

 cos θ
sin θ

0

u1 +

 0
0
1

u2. (5)

This formula is called the driftless system.

3 Control system

3.1 Constitution of a controller

NC

GA

Two-wheel 
system

+

-
X

r
XU

Figure 2: Control system

Figure 2 shows the control system. U = [u1, u2]
T

is the input to the two-wheel vehicle. The output of

the vehicle system is X = [x, y, θ]T . The input to the
NC is (Xr

−X) and the output is U . Here, Xr is the
desired value. The NC is trained using the GA. We
use a real-coded GA to modify the connecting weights
of the NC.

3.2 Construction of NC

We use a three-layered NN as controller. The num-
bers of neurons are 3 for the input layer, 5 for the
hidden layer, 2 for the output layer. For the activ-
ity function of NC, the input and output layers use a
linear function, and the hidden layer uses a sigmoid
function.

3.3 Learning method

Desired position
after t seconds

Initial desired position

Initial vehicle posiiton

Figure 3: Tracking method

Figure 3 shows the tracking method. In Fig. 3, ve-
hicle is set to the initial state and the bullet denotes
the desired state and the dotted line the desired tra-
jectory.

We consider the problem that the vehicle traces the
desired trajectory after t[s]

t =

√
(x− xr)2 + (y − yr)2

0.2
+
|θ − θr

|

0.1
(6)

Here, x, y and θ are the current states. In this study,
t is limited to 0.01 ≤ t ≤ 0.1.

We train the NC to control the vehicle to trace the
desired trajectroy using the GA. The fitness function
used in the GA is defined by

f =
1

E
, (7)

where E is an error function described the following
equation.

E(t) = (x(t)
− xr(t))2 + (y(t)

− yr(t))2, (8)

where x(t) and y(t) express states after t seconds. Like-
wise, xr(t) and yr(t) express the state of the desired
value after t seconds.
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Before moving the vehicel, NC is tarined based on
the error function E(t). If E(t) < 10−5 then finish
the training and control the vehicle at step 1. Aftere
moving the vehicle, we check the vehicle state and per-
form the NC training. We iterate the NC training and
vehicle moving until the end of the control time.

4 Simulation of tracking control

4.1 Method of simulation

The plant that is described by the continuous time
model is calculated by the Runge-Kutta method with
a time step of 0.01[s] and zero-order hold control. The
desired position (xr, yr) is assumed to turn counter-
clockwise along the circumference of a circle with a
radius of 0.25[m] centered on (x, y)=(0,0). The cir-
cumferential velocity is set to 0.2[m/s]. The desired
angle θr is the angular difference between the direction
of the desired position and the horizontal axis. The
initial state of the desired value is set to x=0.25[m],
y=0.0[m] and θ=π

2
[rad].

Table 1 shows the parameters of the GA training.

Table 1: GA parameters

Population 50
Parents 15

Range parameter of α 0.6
Generations 1000

4.2 Simulation 1

Figures 4-8 show the control results from the ini-
tial state x=0[m], y=0[m] and θ=π

2
[rad] of the vehicle.

Figure 4 shows the control trajectory. Figure 5 shows
the error between the desired and control trajectories.
Figure 6 shows training iteraton. Figure 7 shows the
system states. Figure 8 shows the control inputs.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that the vehicle traces
the same line as that desired. From Figure 5, it is ob-
served that there are very small errors after 0.5 sec-
onds. From Figure 6, it can be seen that there are
many learning iterations when the error is large (refer
to Figure 5). From Figure 8, we can see that the con-
trol inputs u1 and u2 be come approximately constant
after 0.5[s], that is, u1 = 0.2[m/s] and u2 = 0.8[rad/s].
u1 and u2 in stady state are alomst the same as the
speed of the desired values.
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Figure 4: Tracking result
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4.3 Simulation 2

Figure 9 shows the control result from the initial
state x=0.5[m], y=0.5[m] and θ=π

2
[rad] of the vehicle.

It can be seen that tracking control is well performed.
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5 Summary

By this study, we proposed a tracking control
method for a nonholonomic system using a neurocon-
troller evolved using a GA. As a result of simulation,
we succeeded in the tracking control of the nonholo-
nomic system. There is no limitation in the controlable
ranges because this method does not use chained form
conversion in the control objects. It is shown that the
neurocontroller has suficient performance in the con-
trol of the nonholonomic system. the application of
this neurocontroller to a more complicated object is
the subject of future work.
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Abstract

One of the crossover methods for the real-coded ge-
netic algorithm (RGA) is the unimodal normal dis-
tribution crossover method (UNDX). The UNDX is
superior to the blend crossover method (BLX). How-
ever, the UNDX does not have a higher performance
than the BLX in terms of searching speed and conver-
sion stagnation. In this paper, we present a method of
improving the searching performance of the RGA. We
propose the use of biased probability distribution func-
tions (BPDFs) in the crossover process. The crossover
with BPDFs frequently produces offspring that are
close to the best individuals in the current generation
and it is highly likely that these offspring will offer
the best solution to the problem. Furthermore, we
propose a mutation that has a constant and extended
range that is wider than that of the UNDX. Simula-
tions show the efficiency of the proposed method.

Keywords: Real-coded GA, crossover method,
unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX), bi-
ased probability distribution function, optimization
problems.

1 Introduction

Recently, the real-code genetic algorithm (RGA)
has been well used for solving problems. A well-known
crossover method of the RGA is the blend crossover
method (BLX). The BLX uses a uniform distribution
function for breeding offspring. An excellent crossover
method is the unimodal normal distribution crossover
method (UNDX). The UNDX uses a Gaussian dis-
tribution function. Generally, GA solution searching
takes a long time. Sometimes, using a GA results in
evolution stagnation. In this paper, we present an
improvement in GA solution searching performance.
We present the first algorithm for solution searching
that uses a variable distribution for breeding offspring.

The proposed method involves the use of biased prob-
ability distribution functions (BPDFs) in a crossover
process. The crossover with BPDFs frequently pro-
duces offspring that are close to the best individuals
in the current generation and it is highly likely that
these offspring will offer the best solution to the prob-
lem. Furthermore, we propose a mutation that has a
constant and extended range that is wider than that
of the UNDX. The cause of the evolutionary stagna-
tion is that the search area becomes smaller with the
progress of the generation. The mutation maintains
the search area constant.

In a simulation study, we apply the proposed
method to the optimization problems of three test
functions: the Sphere function, Rastrigin function,
and Rosenbrock function. The results show that the
proposed method has a good searching performance
for the test functions.

2 Unimodal normal distribution

crossover

P

P

P

3

1

2

D C

Pp

Fig.1 Unimodal Normal Distribution Crossover,
UNDX

Figure 1 shows the original UNDX. The mechanism
of breeding offspring in the UNDX is described by

c = pp + ξd + D

n−1∑
i=1

ηiei, (1)

ξ ∼ N(0, σ2

ξ ), ηi ∼ N(0, σ2

η)
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where c is the offspring individual, Pp is the center be-
tween the individual parents p1 and p2, d is the sub-
traction vector between the individual parents. ei is
the orthonormal basis vector, n is the dimensions of
search space and D is the distance between the parent
p3 and main searching line. ξ and ηi are the normal
distribution functions with the mean zero deviations
σ2

ξ and σ2

η , respectively. The UNDX uses two nor-
mal distribution functions in the offspring production
process. The first and second terms denote the main
search ingredient. The third term is the subsearch in-
gredient.

3 Biased probability distribution func-

tions and mutation

3.1 Crossover method with BPDF

(a) Pb is outside of range R

Pb

(b) Pb is inside of range R

Pb

R

R

Fig.2 Crossover using biased probability density
functions (BPDFs) (n = 1)

Figure 2 shows the crossover with BPDFs. The
crossover with BPDFs produces offspring biased to
the individual pb based on a triangle distribution func-
tion. Figure 2 (a) shows the case when pb is outside
of the range R. Figure 2 (b) shows the case when pb

is inside of the range R. R is an offspring produc-
tion range determined using the same process as the
UNDX. The pb is the best individual in the generation
field. The crossover with BPDFs produces offspring
that are close to the best individuals in the current

generation and it is highly likely that these offspring
will offer the best solution to the problem.

3.2 Mutation

L

L

L

L
P1

2P

3σξ

3σξη

3ση

3σ

Pp

Fig.3 Mutation

Figure 3 shows the mutation method. L is a con-
stant that widens the offspring generation range. Gen-
erally, the search area R in the generation field de-
creases with progress of the evolution. Sometimes, R
is very small. The reduced field causes the evolution
stagnation. In this mutation method, the search field
is guaranteed to any constant width because there is
the constant range L in the crossover field.

4 Performance test

4.1 Test functions

In this section we investigate the searching perfor-
mance of the proposed method for optimization prob-
lems for three two-variable functions: the Sphere func-
tion, Rastrigin function, and Rosenbrock function.

The searching performance is measured using suc-
cessful evolution rates obtained from the minimum val-
ues of the following three functions: the Sphere func-
tion, Rastrigin function, and Rosenbrock function.

The Sphere function is described by

f1(x, y) = x2 + y2. (2)

The minimum value of this function is 0.0 and oc-
curs when (x, y) = (0, 0). The sphere function is the
simplest case.

The Rastrigin function is described by

f2(x, y) = 20 + {x2
− 10 cos(2πx)}

+{y2
− 10 cos(2πy)}. (3)

The minimum value of this function is 0.0 and oc-
curs when (x, y) = (0, 0). The Rastrigin function
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has many peaks. There are many suboptimum so-
lutions. The function has multimodal characteristics.
The function is of the separation type without a de-
pendence relation between variables.

The Rosenbrock function is described by

f3(x, y) = 100(x− y2)2 + (y − 1)2. (4)

The minimum value of this function is 0.0 and oc-
curs when (x, y) = (1, 1). The Rosenbrock function
has a single-peak shape. The solution of the function
is a deep valley in a bend. The function has an inter-
dependence relation between variables and has strong
nonseparation characteristics.

4.2 Experiment parameter

Parent individuals are chosen by roulette selection
using a fitness function based on the function f . The
fitness function F is defined in the next expression.

F = Cf − f(x, y) (5)

Here, Cf is a constant. We set Cf = 100 for functions
f1 and f2 and Cf = 500 for function f3. The popula-
tion numbers are set to 20 for functions f1 and f2 and
50 for function f3.

We use the crossover method with BPDF with the
probability of α = 20%. The mutation rate is set to
β = 10%.

In this experiment, we compare the evolutionary
performances of four methods: the original UNDX,
the addition of the BPDF with rate α, the addition
of the mutation with rate β, and the addition of both
the BPDF and mutation with rates α and β. We call
the latter three methods methods A, B, and C, respec-
tively.

4.3 Results

Figure 4 shows the evolution performance for the
Sphere function. Figure 4(a) shows the case of the
range of the initial parent individuals [−5, 5]. Figure
4(b) shows the case of the range of the initial parent
individuals [−5,−4]. The range of the initial parent
individuals shown in Fig. 4 (a) includes the solution to
the problem. The range of the initial parent individ-
uals in Fig. 4 (b) does not include the solution to the
problem. The horizontal axis denotes generation. The
vertical axis S denotes the success rate. The condition
for successful evolution is f1 < 0.001. The lines show
the mean of 100 evolution trial iterations. In Fig. 4
(a), there is no difference between the four methods.
In Fig. 4 (b), we can observe that the proposed meth-
ods are faster than the original UNDX.
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Fig.4 Evolution performance for Sphere function

Figure 5 shows the evolution performance for the
Rastrigin function. The range of the initial parent
individuals in Fig. 5 (a) includes the solution to the
problem. The range of the initial parent individuals in
Fig. 5 (b) does not include the solution to the problem.
The lines show the mean of 1000 evolution trial itera-
tions . From Fig. 5 (a), the success rate of method A
is higher than that of the original UNDX during early
generation. In late generation, there is no difference
in success rate between method A and the original
UNDX. In this test, methods B and C, i.e., those used
with mutation, increase searching performance. From
Fig. 5 (b), the success rates of three proposed meth-
ods are higher than that of the original UNDX. Both
the original UNDX and method A converge to a local
optimum. Methods B and C have higher performances
than the original UNDX and method A. We can ob-
serve that the mutation has an important role in the
search solution for the multimodal function.

Figure 6 shows evolution performance for the
Rosenbrock function. The range of the initial par-
ent individuals in Fig. 6 (a) includes the solution to
the problem. The range of the initial parent individ-
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Fig.5 Evolution performance for Rastrigin function

uals in Fig. 6 (b) does not include the solution to the
problem. The lines depicting the success rate S are
calculated for the mean of 1000 trials. From Fig. 6,
in the case that the range of the initial parent indi-
viduals includes the solution, it can be seen that the
four methods obtain the solution. In the case that the
range of the initial parent individuals does not include
the solution, it can be seen that only methods B and
C obtain the solution.

5 Summary

In this paper, we propose the crossover method of
the real-coded GA to speed up solution searching in
the UNDX. The method uses biased probability distri-
bution functions (BPDFs) in the crossover. Further-
more, we proposed a mutation that avoids stacking in
a local optimum and evolutionary stagnation. In the
simulation study, we apply the method to the opti-
mization problems of the Sphere function, Rastrigin
function, and Rosenbrock function. The results show
that the proposed method has a good searching per-
formance for the test functions.
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Fig.6 Evolution performance for Rosenbrock function
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Abstract

In this paper, we proposed new information sep-
aration method with inhibitory self-organizing map
(SOM). SOM has topological structure and dimension,
and inhibitory-connected SOMs are able to extract hi-
erarchical structure of inputs has same dimension of
map structure. We realized learning mechanism us-
ing this composition of SOM similar to some results of
recent study that spatial inputs caused periodic dis-
tribution of receptive field in entorhinal cortex.

1 Introduction

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) can extract major in-
formations from multi-dimensional information [1, 2].
We studied a model consisting of two SOMs con-
nected via anti-Hebbian connections, and showed that
it can extract two different information components
on the two SOMs each [3]. The model was applied
to extract position and rotation from visual infor-
mation acquired by a camera on a mobile robot in
a room surrounded by walls of different colors. In
this application, one of the two SOMs consists of
two-dimensional array of cells so that it can repre-
sent two-dimensional positional information, and the
other SOM consisting of one-dimensional array of cells
is assigned for one-dimensional information of direc-
tion of the robot. Numerical simulations showed that
position-sensitive and direction-insensitive cells are
formed on the two-dimensional SOM, and direction-
sensitive and position-insensitive cells are formed on
the one-dimensional SOM.

Such cells are found in real animal brains. In re-
cent study of cortical micro circuits, it was found that
spatial information are represented by ‘grid cell’ in
the dorsocaudal medial entorhinal cortex (dMEC) [4].
Grid cells are a kind of position cells but their ‘re-

ceptive field’ shows periodic grid structure in the area
within which rats are allowed to walk around. A re-
ceptive field of a position cell is a set consisting of
positions at which the cell fires. It is striking that the
receptive field of a position cell in dMEC was not con-
nected but distributed periodically in hexagonal lat-
tice, for in most of the self-organizing models recep-
tive fields of the cells tend to be connected. Also in
our preceding paper [2], the place cells had connected
receptive field.

In this paper, we show that SOMs connected via
anti-Hebbian synapses form this grid-structured recep-
tive field. This new representation of position may
contribute to more precise robot navigation.

2 Kohonen’s SOM algorithm

The self-organizing map (SOM) was proposed by
Kohonen [1, 5] as a model of the cerebral cortex and
its self-organization. It was successful at reproducing
a functional map of the visual cortex [6, 7], and was
applied to many kinds of data as a statistical tool of
nonlinear auto-regression [5].

A SOM usually consists of a two-dimensional array
of neuron-like units, each of which has an reference

vector mi, which is n-dimensional, as well as input
vectors x.

The SOM algorithm is as follows:

(SOM1) Assign random values for the reference vec-
tors.

(SOM2) Choose or generate an input vector x in
some random manner.

(SOM3) Find the unit whose reference vector is the
closest to the input vector x in the sense of
n-dimensional Euclidean distance. The unit is
called the winner.
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(SOM4) Apply the following learning rule for the ref-
erence vectors:

mi := mi + hci(x−mi), (1)

hci = αexp

(

−

‖rc − ri‖
2

2σ2

)

, (2)

where ri is the two-dimensional position of the
unit i on the unit array, and c is the index assigned
to the winner unit.

(SOM5) Return to (SOM2) and repeat (SOM2) -
(SOM4) many times.

This is called neighborhood learning, because a mod-
ification of the reference vectors takes place mainly in
the neighborhood of the winner, as is represented by
hci, which is called the neighborhood function. As a
result of this learning rule, the reference vectors are
scattered all over the input signal region and neighbor-
ing units tend to grow similar reference vectors, which
means a topological map of the input signal region is
self-organized on the unit array.

3 Layer composition of connected

SOMs

We prepare two layers, the superior and inferior lay-
ers, for representing spatial information. Each layer
consists of cells arranged in two-dimensional hexago-
nal array. We assume each of the cells in the inferior
layer receive inputs from all of the cells in the superior
layer via anti-Hebbian synapses.

All the cells on both layers receive a same locational
information x = (x, y) (Figure 1). The superior layer
receives no inputs from the inferior, so it works just
as usual SOM for the two-dimensional positional in-
formation. On the other hand, the learning process of
the inferior layer is influenced by the superior through
the anti-Hebbian synapses.

The robot moves randomly within a room, and its
position is represented by two-dimensional vector x

and supplied as input to the model.

The learning rule is detailed as follows:

(SOMAH1) Assign random values for all reference

vectors in the both layers m
(1)

i , m
(2)

j , where i =

1, ..., N (1), j = 1, ..., N (2), and superscript (1)

stands for the superior layer and (2) for the in-
ferior layer. Initialize inhibitory connections sj,i

Anti-Hebbian-connection to
inferior layer

Superior layer

Inferior layer

Robot field

(x,y)

Spatial inputs
of robot

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed model. Layers are
designed for formation of grid structure of spatial infor-
mation. Each layer consists of hexagonal layout of cells
and one-directional suppression. Locational information
of robot x = (x, y) given to both layers.

to zero. As iterative learning proceeds, the learn-
ing parameters α and β are updated as follows:

α := α0(1−t(1)/t(1)
max

), β := β0(1−t(2)/t(2)
max

). (3)

where α0, β0 are initial value of α, β, and t(l),

t
(l)
max (l = 1, 2) are iterative learning times and

maximum of iterative learning times respectively.
This update equation leads stability of learning.

(SOMAH2) Set the position x = (x, y) of the robot
randomly.

(SOMAH3) Find the winner, c(1) in the superior
layer for the input x.

c(1) = argmin
i

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
m

(1)

i − x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
. (4)

Then find the winner c(2) in the inferior layer for
the input, considering the inhibitory input sj,c(1)

from the winner in the superior layer.

c(2) = argmin
j

{

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
m

(2)

j − x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

+ sj,c(1)

}

. (5)

(SOMAH4) Update the reference vectors of all the
units in both layers,

m
(l)

i := m
(l)

i + hc(l)i

(

x−m
(l)

i

)

, (6)

(l = 1, 2).
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(SOMAH5) Update the inhibitory connections,

sj,i := sj,i + ∆sj,i, (7)

∆sj,i = β

(

y
(1)

i y
(2)

j −

1

N (1)N (2)

)

. (8)

where β is learning parameter of inhibitory con-
nections, and

y
(l)

i =

{

1, i = c(l),
0, otherwise,

(9)

(l = 1, 2). (10)

(SOMAH6) Return to (SOMAH2) and repeat
(SOMAH2) ∼ (SOMAH5) many times.

We can naturally let the both layers self-organize si-
multaneously as described above, but the learning pro-
cess of the superior layer is independent of the inferior.
We, therefore, simulate only the learning process of the
superior layer first until it reaches the equilibrium, and
then the learning process of the superior is stopped or

all the reference vectors m
(1)

i are fixed, and the learn-
ing process of the inferior layer and the anti-Hebbian
connections is started using the output of the superior
layer.

4 Simulation results

In the equilibrium of the learning process the learn-
ing rules (9) and (10) assure that the distribution of
the two winners on the two layers should be statis-
tically independent of each other or the joint proba-
bility of the two winners should be uniform. If the
two SOM layers were one-dimensional array, the two-
dimensional input would be decomposed into two one-
dimensional components and mapped on each of the
two SOMs. In this case, however, the two SOM layers
are two-dimensional as well. So, the superior layer is
sufficient to represent all of the input information, and
nothing seems to be left for the inferior layer.

4.1 One-dimensional example

Before showing our main results, we will elucidate
the our model’s property by more simple situation,
where we selected one-dimensional input and set the
dimension of the two SOM arrays two as well. Each
SOM has same number of cells N (1) = N (2) = 5, and

learning parameters are α(1) = 0.1, σ(1) = 0.6, t
(1)

max =
20, 000 for superior layer, α(2) = 0.001, β(2) = 0.005,

0 1

(a) Superior layer

(b) Inferior layer(b) Inferior layer

Figure 2: Learning results with one-dimensional input
for two one-dimensional SOMs. (a) Superior layer:
Reference vectors (filled circle) and receptive fields
(rectangular mark) of cells distributed widely in the
inputs range. (b) Inferior layer: Receptive fields are
not connected but consist of five small segments.

σ(2) = 1.5, t
(2)

max = 480, 000 for inferior layer. Range of
input x = x is [0, 1].

In Figure 2, the receptive fields and the reference
vectors of the five cells in each layer are shown. Be-
cause the superior layer is a usual SOM, the recep-
tive field of each cell is a connected segment around
the reference vector, which are nicely ordered on the
input range [0, 1]. As for the inferior layer the recep-
tive field of a cell is not connected but consists of five
small segments, each of which is contained in one of
the receptive fields of the cells in the superior layer.
Thus, the receptive field of a cell in the superior layer
is divided into five small segments, each of which are
contained in the receptive field of each cell in the in-
ferior layer. The reference vectors of the inferior layer
show little correspondence to the receptive fields. This
means the anti-Hebbian connections from the superior
layer play an important role in realizing these unusual
receptive fields. We can easily see that the distribution
of the two winners are statistically independent in this
result. This representation is equivalent to two-digit
“pental” number system.

4.2 Two-dimensional positional inputs

We used two SOM layers each of which consists
of 19 cells arranged in a hexagonal array (N (1) =
N (2) = 19). Learning parameters of this experi-
ment are α(1) = 0.02, σ(1) = {0.8 (0 ≤ t(1) ≤

15, 000), 0.2 (15, 000 < t(1) ≤ t
(1)

max)} and α(2) =

0.0001, β(2) = 0.005, σ(2) = 1.2. Also, t
(1)

max = 40, 000,

t
(2)

max = 260, 000. Input vector x = (x, y) is generated
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Figure 3: Receptive fields of the cells in both layers for
spatial inputs. The whole input area is divided into the
receptive fields of the cells in the superior layer (bold
line), each of which is subdivided into smaller area
(thin line), which constituting the receptive fields of
inferior layer. The receptive field of the 9-th cell in the
inferior layer is shaded. We can see it is disconnected
and periodically arranged.

randomly with uniform distribution within a circle of
radius 1.

Learning results are shown in Figure 3. As in one-
dimensional simulation, the receptive fields of the su-
perior layer are connected and cover the whole input
area altogether. Each of the receptive fields of the
inferior layer is not connected but consists of many
small areas, each of which are contained in one of the
receptive fields of the superior layer. The small ar-
eas constituting the receptive field of the inferior layer
show very regular periodic arrangement, which is very
similar to that observed for the ‘grid cell’ in dMEC of
rats.

5 Conclusion

We showed that two SOM layers connected via anti-
Hebbian synapses can form an expression similar to
‘multi-ary’ number system, and when two-dimensional
position vector is supplied to the model, the inferior

layer forms disconnected receptive fields showing a pe-
riodic grid structure, which is very similar to what was
observed in dMEC of rats by Hafting et al. [4]. Ac-
cording to our model, there must be some other posi-
tion cells with wider and connected receptive fields in
somewhere in rats’ brain.

We have to compare our results with Hafting’s ob-
servation in more details. Multi-ary representation ob-
tained in our model has advantage of higher resolution
with fewer cells, which would be nice for robots as well
as rats.
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Abstract − The motor is an essential part in 
manufacturing systems. The issues of preventive and 
condition-based maintenance, online monitoring, 
system fault detection, diagnosis, and prognosis are of 
increasing importance. This paper introduces an on-
line prognostics health maintenance (OPHM) for 
induction motors. The proposed OPHM algorithm is 
bases upon stator currents from induction motors. The 
stator currents are measured by the current meters and 
stored in the time series data. Preprocessing methods 
are applied to treat the signals, because the intact time 
series data is not suitable to represent the current 
signals. After preprocessing of the signals, the features 
have to be extracted by the time series data mining 
methods that include synchronization and wavelet 
analysis. The discovered features are constructed to the 
motor faults templates for the template matching 
method. The test results for based on real data show 
that the proposed approach is very useful and powerful 
method to detect the features in the signals. 
 

Keywords: fault detection, feature extraction, time-
series data mining 

 
1. Introduction 

The most popular way of converting electrical 
energy to mechanical energy is an induction motor. 
This motor plays an important role in modern 
industrial plants. The risk of motor failure can be 
greatly reduced     routine maintenance is completed, 
such as scheduling motor replacement or repairs and 
warnings of impeding failure can be recognized. In 
recent years fault diagnosis has become a challenging 
topic for many electric machine researchers and we 
introduce a real-time diagnosis algorithm for motors 
called on-line prognostics health maintenance (OPHM). 

The major faults of electrical machines can broadly 
be classified as follows [1]: 
• Abnormal connection of the stator windings 
• Broken rotor bar or cracked rotor end-rings 
• Static and/or dynamic air-gap irregularities 
• Bent shaft (akin to dynamic eccentricity) 
• Shorted rotor field winding  
• Bearing and gearbox failure 
Faults in electric machines produce one of more of 

the following symptoms: 
• Unbalanced air-gap voltages and line currents 
• Increase torque pulsations 
• Decreased average torque 
• Increase losses and reduction in efficiency 
• Excessive heating 
 
The diagnostic methods to identify the above faults 

may involve several different types of fields of science 
and technology [1], [2]. Several methods are applied to 
detect the faults in induction motors as the following: 
• Electromagnetic field monitoring 
• Temperature measurements 
• Infrared recognition 
• Radio frequency (RF) emissions monitoring 
• Noise and vibration monitoring 
• Chemical analysis 
• Acoustic noise measurements 
• Motor current signature analysis (MCSA) 
• Model, AI and NN based techniques 
 
In this research, we use several time-series data 

mining techniques for fault diagnosis. First, we introduce 
a synchronizing method, which is a very important issue 
in digitalized time-series measurement equipment.  
Wavelet transform is a method for time varying or non-
stationary signal analysis, and uses a new description of 
spectral decomposition via the scaling concept. Wavelet 
theory provides a unified framework for a number of 
techniques, which have been developed for various 
signals processing applications. One of its features is 
multi-resolution signal analysis with a vigorous function 
of both time and frequency localization. This method is 
effective for stationary signal processing as well as non-
stationary signal processing. Mallat’s pyramidal 
algorithm based on convolutions with quadratic mirror 
filters is a fast method similar to FFT for decomposing 
the original signal in an orthonormal wavelet basis or 
decomposing of the signal in a set of independent 
frequency bands. The independence is due to the 
orthogonality of the wavelet function [3]. However, 
performance changes according to the mother wavelet. 
Unfortunately, selecting a suitable mother wavelet is 
very difficult. To overcome this problem, we developed a 
non-supervising method, which supports the selection of 
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the most suitable mother wavelet for fault diagnosis. 
 

2. Synchronization with Hilbert Transform 
2.1 Hilbert Transform 

The Hilbert transform of the signal, x(t), is defined 
to be the signal whose frequency components are all 
phase shifted by -π/2 radians.  

 

 Fig. 1 Hilbert transform. 

The resulting signal is denoted by 
{ })()(ˆ txHtx =                                                         (1) 

)(ˆ tx is produced by passing x(t) through a filter with 
a transfer function. 

)sgn()( fjfH −=                                                   (2) 
The magnitude and phase of H(f) are given by 

1)( =fH                                                                (3) 

)sgn(
2

)( ffH π
−=∠                                              (4) 

This phase shift is very useful for synchronizing 
each measured signal. 

   
2.2 Synchronization 

We use the Hilbert transform to align the phases of 
each measured signal. The phase of the original signal 
can be established by using the arctangent from the 
created phase shift term that results from the Hilbert 
transform and the original signal. Each signal  is 
aligned to zero degrees, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Synchronization of signal. 

 
3. Wavelet Transformation 

A wavelet is a function ψ belonging to L2(R) with a 
zero average. It is normalized and centered in the in 
the neighborhood of t=0. A family of time-frequency 
atoms is obtained by scaling ψ by aj and translating is 
by b: 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −

=
−

j

j

ba a
bta ψψ 2

,
                                               (5) 

These atoms also remain normalized. The wavelet 
transform of f belonging to L2(R) at the time b and scale 
aj is: 

∫
+∞

∞−

−
== dt

a
bt

a
tffabWf jjab

j
j )(1)(,),( *

,
ϕϕ         (6) 

A real wavelet transform is complete and maintains an 
energy conservation as long as the wavelet satisfies a 
weak admissibility condition which is:  

∫ ∫
+∞

∞−

+∞<=
Ψ

=
Ψ

0

0 22 )()(
ψCdw

w
w

dw
w
w                   (7) 

When Wf(b, aj) is known only for a<a0 to recover f we 
need a complement of information corresponding to 
Wf(b, aj) for a<a0. This is obtained by introducing a 
scaling function φ that is an aggregation of wavelet at 
scales larger than 1. )(ˆ wψ  and )(ˆ wϕ  are Fourier 
transforms of ψ(t) and ϕ(t) respectively. ψ(t) is a band 
pass filter, and ϕ(t) is a low-pass filter. Taking positive 
frequency into account )(ˆ wϕ has information in [0, π] 
and )(ˆ wψ in [π, 2π]. Therefore they both have complete 
signal information without any redundancy. 
Decomposition of the signal in [0, π] using Mallat’s 
algorithm gives: 

K,2,1,0
)()2(2)(
)()2(2)(

1

1

=
−=

−=
−−

−−

j
nttng
nttnh

j

j

ϕψ
ϕϕ      (8) 

Wavelet decomposition does not involve the signal in 
[π, 2π]. In order to decompose the signal in whole 
frequency band, wavelet packet can be used for this 
purpose. After decomposition for l times, we will get 2l 
frequency bands each with the same bandwidth. That is: 

jnn iiffi 2,,2,1
2

,
2
)1(

K=⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −      (9) 

where fn is the Nyquist Frequency, in the ith frequency 
band. Wavelet packet de-composes the signal into one 
low-pass filter h(n) and 2l-1 band-pass filters g(n), 
provides diagnosis information in 2l frequency bands. 

Functions h(n) and g(n) can be obtained by inner 
product of ψ(t) and ϕ(t). 

ZnRt
nttng
nttnh

j

j

∈∈
−=

−=
−−

−−

,
)()2(2)(
)()2(2)(

1

1

ϕψ
ϕϕ     (10) 

K,3,2,1
)2()(
)2()(

1

1 =
−=
−=

∑
∑

−

− n
AnkgnD
AnkhnA

g jj

k jj   (11) 

where A0(k) is the original signal and Aj is the low 
frequency approximation at the resolution j. Dj is called 
high frequency detail signal. After de-composition of j 
time, we can obtain one approximation signal Aj and D1, 
D2, …, Dj detail signals.  

Wavelet packet decomposition is:  
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where x1(t) is the original signal. Comparing (12) with 
(10), we can find that Aj in (10) is decomposed but also 
Dj in (10) is decomposed in (12). 

Wavelet and wavelet packet decompose the original 
signal that is non-stationary or stationary into 
independent frequency bands with multi-resolution.  
 
4. Experimental Results 
4.1 Current Signals and Data Preprocessing 

The motor rating used in this paper depended on the 
electricity conditions. The rated voltage, speed, and 
horsepower were 220V, 3450RPM, and 5kw, 
respectively. Motor specifications include the number 
of slots, the number of poles, slip, and other factors. 
The actual motor specifications used were 34 slots, 4 
poles, and 24 rotor bars. Slip is determined by 
calculating the actual motor speed and the rated speed. 
The input current signal was sampled 16,384 tines, had 
a maximum frequency 3kHz, and measurement 
internal of 2.1333. The faults that were studied were a 
broken rotor, faulty bearing, a bowed rotor, unbalance, 
and static and dynamic eccentricity.  

If the wavelet decomposition is used to detect faults 
in induction motors, the unsynchronized current phase 
problem should significantly influence the results. If 
target signals are not synchronized as shown in Fig. 3, 
unexpected results will appear in the wavelet 
decomposition. 

 
Fig. 3 Original current signals. 

Therefore the signals were re-sampled by 
synchronizing the signals using phase 0 by using 
Hilbert transform. The average value divided by one 
cycle signal was calculated in order to reduce the noise 
of the original signals as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Data synchronizing and filtering. 

Last, four fault templates were made consisting of a 
broken rotor bar, bearing fault, misalignment, and 
unbalance. The fault templates were based on 40 test sets. 
Figure 5 shows that the template was produced by 
finding the difference between the averaged fault signal 
and healthy signal.  

 

 
Fig. 5 Fault templates. 

These produced templates have high frequency terms 
related to the characteristics of each fault. For this reason, 
wavelet decomposition was used to extract the detail 
terms. It thought that this improved performance and is 
introduced in the next section. 

 
4.2. Applying wavelet decomposition and finding a 
suitable mother wavelet for diagnosis 
 

Coming signal

De-noising and
Normalize

Synchronize

Wavelet 
decomposition

BF template BR template MA template UB template

Preprocess

Fault templates Correlation with

Find 
best matching rate

Diagnosis result
 

Fig. 6 Flow chart of diagnosis processes. 
The wavelet decomposition was applied to the 

produced templates. We use a produced-detail coefficient 
in the first step of decomposition. Figure 7 shows the 
characteristics of discrete wavelet transform. The detail 
coefficient produces a high frequency source signal.  

These become new fault templates and are used in a 
template matching method. A correlation is used to 
determine the matching rate. The flow chart in Figure 6 
shows the entry process of our proposed diagnosis. First, 
an unknown signal preprocessed. The results are 
mathematically correlated with the four templates. But, 
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before this process, we need to find most suitable 
mother wavelet for the motor diagnosis. The most 
suitable mother wavelet is taken from the various 
wavelet sets in Table 1. 

cD High FrequencycA Low Frequency

‘db1’ mother wavelet

Downscale 1/2

Source

Approx. coef. Detail. coef.

 
Fig. 7 Characteristics of DWT. 

 

Table 1 Mother wavelets for DWT  
Wavelets Window size 

Daubechies 1-15 
Symlets 2~15 
Coiflets 1~5 
Meyer . 

 
Each mother wavelet is used to match the signal to a 

wavelet to times. The number of hits is used to 
evaluate the diagnosis. Table 2 shows that the 
Daubeches wavelet of window size 1 (Harr wavelet) is 
the most suitable mother wavelet for diagnosis. The 
Daubeches wavelet has an accuracy rate of about 
97.5%. Diagnosis misalignment and unbalance was 
especially accurate at 100%  

Table 2 A list of results of diagnosis test sets in best 4 
mother wavelets (Each 40 times). 

Faults Wavelets 
BF BR MA UB 

Total

‘db1’ 37 39 40 40 156 
‘coif1’ 31 38 20 33 122 
‘db2’ 28 38 19 34 119 

‘sym13’ 25 31 5 18 79 
 

5. Conclusion 
The proposed OPHM algorithm is based upon several 

time-series data mining techniques. The stator current is 
measured by a current meter and stored in the time series 
data. Preprocessing methods are applied to the signals, 
because the intact time series data is not suitable for 
representing current signals. After preprocessing the 
signals, the features have to be extracted by the time 
series data mining methods which include 
synchronization and wavelet analysis. The resulting 
features are matched to the motor faults templates. 
Wavelet analysis is a possible method for detecting faults 
in induction motors, but it depends on locating the most 
suitable mother wavelet. We have established that the 
Daubeches wavelet is the most suitable mother wavelet 
for diagnosis of motor. It can produce a diagnostic 
accuracy rate of about 97.5%. In future work, we will 
develop the OPHM based stand-alone hardware for 
diagnosing inductive motors and try to design the 
optimal mother wavelet for diagnosis.  
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we research real-time algorithm for the 
extraction of lane information. The algorithm in this 
paper based on EDF(edge distribution function), that 
give priority to lane direction and curvature information 
detect which are toughness and reliable.  And it 
composes a system optimization for the efficient conduct 
of lane curvature information detect algorithm base on 
EDF.  At first, this paper converts image using 
IPM(inverse perspective mapping) for reliable lane-
information detect algorithm.  In order to search the 
direction and a curvature of the lane from the image 
where the IPM is applied it divided an image equally 
with y direction, against each part histogram of the edge-
magnitude which relates in the direction angle of the 
edge, an edge distribution function defined.  It becomes 
to extracted lane information and scatter diagram using 
edge-pixel that agrees with peak value of the EDF for 
gets lane information from divided image.   
 
Keywords image, transformation, curvature, detect, 
lane, EDF 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Recently, automation equipment is developed that 
substitutes the human. The AGV(automatic guided 
vehicle) is one example, it is used at harbor of the world-
wide various nations. Also small-sized automation 
equipments are tendency which increase in industry. 
There is to control of automation equipments that it is 
important that acquires information of the location and 
progress direction. Various techniques is used in order to 
get these information, there are technique using magnet 
tape and technique using RF & laser beacon. However, 
there are fault difficult of the foundation and 
modification, moreover it is expensive. So image 
processing technique is increased. It is useful in current 
environment and need not additional equipment. In that 
one is the location and direction detect using image. It is 
many difficult in data processing because the image data 
is many too much at the past. Also the efficiency of the 
camera cannot be good, it did not use well. But now the 
operation speed of the processor comes to be quick and 

various applications includes the resolution of camera 
image getting better very, the method using image is 
receiving footlights.  
In this paper, it added from the image processor in 
equipment of existing and the algorithm it will be able to 
acquire information in traveling and moving easily it 
proposed. It proposed the algorithm which minimizes the 
operation which is whole algorithm and it guaranteed a 
real-time characteristic.  
 

2 The Pretreatment Algorithm for an Image 
 

2.1 Camera calibration 
Camera calibration entails solving for a large number of 

calibration parameters, it requires large scale nonlinear 
search. For example, focal distance from lens until CCD 
camera, vision angle of lens, the lens distortion.[1] In 
addition errors appear when mapping from 3D to 2D is 
nonlinear, the error appear when it acquire image data. In 
this paper, camera calibration use DLT(direct linear 
transformation) equation by M. Bretozzi and A. 
Broggi.[2]  

 
Fig. 1. Relationship between the two coordinate 

systems 

 

The parameter acquires data using coordinates and 
direction angle of the camera, vision angle and resolution 
of the lens. This method the calculation is simple for data 
acquisition; it has the advantage of real-time. W-image 
and I-image are shown in Fig. 1. 
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2.2 Image conversion algorithm 
It does pretreatment that convert the images from the 

camera into top-view for lane detect. It applies 
mathematics algorithm and it is calculated and there is a 
possibility of making the vector table where in actual 
location it corresponds. The data which is converted it is 
acquired information about a traveling direction and a 
curvature. It use Sobel mask for a traveling direction and 
a curvature, it use accumulation distribution function and 
image division for a curvature.  
 

2.2.1 Interrelation of image coordinate and actual 

location [3] 
Two Euclidean spaces are defined for convert I-image 

into W-image in Fig. 1.  

( ){ }
( )

( ){ }
( )

3

2

, , , representing the 3-D world space 

      world-coordinate ,  where the real world is defined.

, ,  representing the 2-D image space

      screen-coordinate ,  where the 3-D scene is project

W x y z E

I u v E

• = ∈

• = ∈

ed.

 (1) 

2.2.2 Convert top-view image  

The image which it is having actually from two space I-
image and the W-image is the I-image.  

( )

    :  the angle formed by the projection (defined by versor )

     

viewpoint : camera position is , ,
ˆviewing Direction : optical axis o is determined by

                   the following angles

C l d h W

γ η

= ∈

ˆ     of the optical axis o on the plane z=0 and the  axis

ˆ    :  the angle formed by the optical axis o and versor 

Aperture : camera angular aperture is 2
Resolution : camera resolution is n n

x

θ η

α
×

  (2) 

And when it applies the equation for a conversion with 
follow equation it is same and when it applies this, it 
show in Fig. 2.  
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( )
( )

( )
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1( , )

2tan
1
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1,
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1
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nx u v h l
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z u v n

αθ α
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αγ α

⎡ ⎤− +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦= × +
⎡ ⎤− +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤− +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦= × +
⎡ ⎤− +⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

= = −

  (3) 

 

 
 (a)                     (b)                   (c) 

Fig. 2. (a)Original image (b) Remapped image 

(c) Remapped image using inverse transform 

 

Fig. 2(a) is I-image and Fig. 2(b) is a image by the 
mapping W-image from I-image. Namely, it must 
interpolation for original W-image reconstruct. Fig. 2(c) 
is remapped image using inverse transform that it used 
the method which summons the coordinate of the 

( , , 0)W u v z =  from the ( , )I x y . Show equation (4a) and 
(4b). 

( ) ( )sin , ,0
arctan

( , ,0) 2
1

h x y
y d

u x y

n

γ
θ α

α

×⎡ ⎤
− −⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦=

−

  (4a) 

( )
( )arctan

, ,0 2
1

y d
x lv x y

n

γ α

α

−⎡ ⎤ − −⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦=

−

  (4b) 

The value of the tangent becomes infinite from the 
angle which is parallel with the surface in 0z = . This 
point is a disappearance point. When it mapping from 
lower region of disappearance point, the image become 
top-view image with the Fig. 2(c) it is same.  
 

3 Lane Information Detection Algorithm 
 

3.1 The edge detect algorithm [4] 
The edge is defined slope of the change which image 

brightness. The 1st differential from location of image, 
namely slope vector it is equation (5).  

x

y

f
G xf

fG
y

∂⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ ∂⎢ ⎥∆ = =⎢ ⎥ ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦

    (5) 

Here, slope vector f∇  in point ( , )x y  is maximum 
variable direction of ( , )f x y , amplitude and direction are 
equation (6a), (6b).  

( ) 2 2, x yf x y G G∆ = +    (6a) 

( ) 1, tan y

x

G
x y

G
α − ⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

    (6b) 

This paper used Sobel mask for algorithm.  
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Fig. 3. Sobel mask 

 

( )
( )
( )

( , ), ,
,

0, ,

:

f x y if f x y TH
f x yG if f x y TH

TH Threshold

>⎧⎪= ⎨
≤⎪⎩

 (7) 

 

After X-coordinate and Y-coordinate masking, it store 
data ( , )x yα  by threshold. Finally, it applies with the 
data about a slope.  
 

3.2 Convert one-loop algorithm  
It is repeated two loops when it applied Eq. (4), (5). So, 

it make vector table because image information is 
unchanged. The process receives 9 data which 
corresponds to the location of the I-image from the 
buffer it shows Fig. 4.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Sobel mask using vector array  

 

And then it store final operation value (vector location, 
( , )x yα ).  

 

3.3 Cumulative distribution function [5] 
Suggest CDF(cumulative distribution function) for edge 

direction of lane. it show follow equation.  

( ) ( )
( )

,
n d

F d f x y θ= ∆∑     (8) 

Here, ( )n d  means number of pixel that edge direction 
is ( , )x y dα = , range of angle d  is (0 ,180 )d ∈ .  
And it use gaussian filter for remove noise, then 

become Fig. 5.  
 

 

(a) 60       (b) 60  and 120   (c) 45  and 135  

Fig. 5. CDF of the edge direction for lane image 

 

3.3.1 Direction angle detect using CDF  

There is a possibility of getting LMP(local maximum 
point) using CDF. This is made by the pixels where the 
edge direction is from the converted image.  

( ) ( ){ }, ,x y x yα θΓ = =    (9) 

Here, ( , )x yα  is edge direction from ( , )x y . There is 
getting Fig. 6. by gathering the data which gets near to 
the LMP.  

( ) ( ){ }, ,x y LMP x y LMPδ α δ θΓ = − ≤ ≤ + =  (10) 

δ  is constant value, when the value becomes larger 
and the noise comes to be large, when the value becomes 
lover and the information comes to be lack.  
 

 
(a)                       (b)                        (c) 

Fig. 6. (a) Original image (b) Remapped image 

(c) Edge direction of the lane boundary 

 

3.3.2 Curvature information acquisition of the lane  
This paper used PABLF(principal axis-based line 

fitting) for acquisition of slope information in image. 
This method must assume which lane is a straight line.  
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Fig. 7. Image division 

 

It detect gravity center using (p+q) difference 
moment  for detect region of each part.  

( )
( ),

,p q
pq

x y
m x y f x y

∈Γ

= ∑    (11) 

pqm  is (p+q) difference moment, Γ  is pixel of 
( , )f x y . So, gravity center with follow it is same.  

10 01

00 00

,m mx y
m m

= =     (12) 

Follow equation is slope of principal axis by center 
moment.  

( ) ( ) ( )
( ),

,p q

x y

x x y y f x yµ
∈Γ

= − −∑   (13a) 

1 11

20 02

1 2tan
2

µ
µ µ

− ⎛ ⎞
Φ = ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

   (13b) 

The next is the equation using PABLF method.  
( )tany x x y= Φ − +     (14) 

Finally, it is bought the slope of each region. It searches 
the slope change quantity of each region then it is known 
the change the slope from the whole image.  
 

4 Conclusion 
 

This paper describes an image processing algorithm 
capable of extracting lain-related information (curvature, 
direction) using an edge distribution function (EDF), 
which is designed for the model function of the road lane. 
When image transformation is processed, Sobel masking 
is processed at the same time. So, performance of the 
system is improved. And without the change of external 
circumstance, the algorithm can apply to the driven 
system for gathering road information. 
But, it cannot be applied when lane is damaged. And it 

needs improvement because there is an error in uphill 
and downhill road. 
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Abstract 
 

  MFC(Mass Flow Controller) is a equipment that 
measures and controls flow rates of fluid. The MFC 
control problem includes the operating pressure and the 
physical parameters of fluid when the MFC system 
operates. Also, commonly, the piezo valve makes use of 
the control valve. The piezo valve controls a detailed 
displacement and is not sensitive for a temperature and a 
pressure. But, when the piezo valve assembles the MFC 
system, a distance error generates. Though this distance 
error is very small distance, a large error of flow rates 
generate.  
In this paper, we implement MFC system and propose 

adaptive PID controller with self tuning. It makes use of 
adaptive PID controller with self tuning in order to 
compensate these problems of the MFC system. The 
adaptive PID control algorithm makes use of a method to 
estimate the parameters of a MFC system. This paper 
implements MFC system using Ziegler & Nichols's 
method and the proposal adaptive PID. And, it makes a 
comparative analysis of the proposal adaptive PID and 
the traditional PID.  
 
Keywords: MFC(mass flow controller), adaptive PID, 

self tuning  
 

1. Introduction  
 
Recently, it is important to measure and control flow 

rates of fluid in many industries. The mass flow control 
is an important factor for a decision of the quality of 
product in many industries. Therefore, the high speed 
and highly accurate control of mass flow controller have 
demanded on the industry.   
Most of MFC are still using the PID algorithm. The PID 

controller shows superior performance on the MFC 
system. But the PID controller in the MFC system has a 

few problems. The flow rates of fluid are related to a 
pressure drop and a cross-sectional area of pipe, when a 
fluid flows through a pipe. Also the flow rates are related 
to physical parameters of fluid [2]. 

1 2 4

128ulP P P Q
dπ

= − =    (1.1) 

mQ Qρ=     (1.2) 

1

2

where pressure at inlet of pipe, pascal
pressure at outlet of pipe, pascal
pressure drop flrom inlet to outlet, pascal
absolute viscosity of fluid,pascal second
length of the pipe, meter
inside diameter of the pipe, meter

P
P
P
u
l
d

=
=
=
=
=
=

mass flow rate, kilogram/second
volume flow rate, cubic meter/second
fluid density, kilogram/cubic meter

mQ
Q
ρ

=

=
=

  

 
Due to this reasons, the parameters of MFC system are 

changing according to the operating condition of the 
MFC system. When the MFC system control, a operating 
pressure and a kind of fluid become important variables.  
Also, the piezo valve has the characteristic of 

nonlinearity that includes a hysteresis characteristic. The 
maximum stroke of the piezo valve is 50 um, actually, 
20um distance is enough in the flow control. But, when 
the piezo valve assembles the MFC system, a distance 
error generates. This distance error is about 5~20um. 
Though this distance error is very small, the operating 
point of piezo valve is enough to change. A change of 
operating point has a effect on the system characteristic, 
because piezo valve has hysteresis characteristic. 
It is very difficult to find out the value of parameters of 

the MFC system. When the MFC system implements 
using the PID algorithm, a man of ripe experience must 
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be repeatedly tune the different PID coefficient about 
each of the MFC system.  
In this paper, we implement MFC system and propose 

adaptive PID controller with self tuning. The mass flow 
measurement makes use of the heated bypass capillary 
thermal mass flow meter, and the mass flow control 
make use of piezo valve in the MFC system [4,5]. It 
makes use of adaptive PID control algorithm with self 
tuning in order to compensate these problems of the 
MFC system. The adaptive PID algorithm estimates the 
parameters of MFC system. And parameters of PID 
controller are updated by this estimated MFC system 
parameters [1,3]. The adaptive PID algorithm 
compensates the operating condition due to using the 
estimated parameters for operating MFC system. And 
this paper implement MFC system using Ziegler & 
Nichols's method as traditional PID controller and 
proposal adaptive PID. And, it makes a comparative 
analysis of the traditional PID and the proposal adaptive 
PID.  
 
2. Design adaptive PID controller  
2.1 Design PID controller  
 
 The MFC system assumes that it approximates a second 
system. A transfer function of the MFC system is given 
by Eq (2.1), and a transfer function of PID controller is 
given by Eq (2.2). If express Parameters for PID 
controller as Eq (2.3), A transfer function of close loop 
become Eq (2.4). Therefore, if it gets a parameters of the 
MFC system, the close loop system become first system 
with a gain 1 and time constant τ . 

1 2

( )
( 1)(p

KG s
p s p s

=
+ +1)

   (2.1) 

1
( ) 1c p d

i

G s k T s
T s

⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
   (2.2) 

1 2
1 2

1 2

, , i
d i p

Tp pT T p p k
p p Kτ

= = +
+

=   (2.3) 

( ) 1
( )

1 ( )close loop
G sG s

G s sτ− = =
+ +1

  (2.4) 

 
2.2 Structure of adaptive PID controller  
 
 Parameters of the MFC system change according to 
operating pressure, a kind of fluid and assembly error of 
piezo valve. When operating conditions of the MFC 

system changes, the new parameters are estimated and 
parameters of PID controller are redesigned. This paper 
proposes adaptive PID controller system that parameters 
of the MFC system estimate from operating data of the 
MFC system using the method of least mean squares, 
and parameters of PID controller are readjusted using 
these estimated parameters.  
 

( )e n

1 2 1 2a a b b

( )u t ( )y t

( )y n

P i dK T T

F FA B

( )r t ( )r n

( )u n

 

Figure 2.1 Adaptive PID controller system 

 
2.3 Estimation of MFC system  
 
If continuous equation of MFC system that express Eq 

(2.1) convert discrete equation with sampling time T, 
discrete equation express Eq (2.5).  
 

1 2 1 2[ ] [ 1] [ 2] [ 1] [ 2]y n a y n a y n bu n b u n= − + − + − + − (2.5) 

( )

1 2 1 2

1 2

1 1( )

1 2

2 1

1 2

1 1 2 2

where, , ,

,

1 , ( )

T T T
p p p p

T T
p p

a e e a e

p e p ec
p p

b K a c b K a c

− − − +

− −

= + = −

−
=

−

= − + + = − −

 

 

In this paper, I propose method as follow. It expresses 
relation between input and output of MFC system as Eq 
(2.5). The parameters are estimated by input and output 
data. The parameters are defined a vector as Eq (2.6). 
And the input and output data y[k-1], y[k-2], …, y[k-n], 
u[k-1], u[k-2], …, u[k-n] are defined a vector as Eq (2.7). 
Using the method of least mean square, the estimated 
parameters calculate Eq (2.8).  
 

1 2 1 2[ ]T
n na a a b b b=θ L L   (2.6)  

[ ][ ] [ 1] [ 2] [ ] [ 1] [ 2] [ ]T k y k y k y k n u k u k uk n= − − − − − −f L L (2.7) 
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1ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T TN N N N
−

⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦θ F F F y   (2.8) 

where, ( ) [ ( ) ( 1) ( )]T T TN n n N= +F f f fL T

⎤⎦

)N

 
 
Because Eq (2.8) includes inverse matrix, estimating 

new parameters need many calculations. So we use 
recursive least mean square method. It expresses 
recursive equation as Eq (2.9) ~ (2.12)[1,3]. 
 

1
( ) ( ) ( )TN N N

−
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦P F F     (2.9)  

1
( 1) ( ) ( 1) 1 ( 1) ( ) ( 1)TN N N N N N

−
⎡+ = + + + +⎣L P f f P f   (2.10)  

ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( )TN N N y N N N⎡ ⎤+ = + + + − +⎣ ⎦θ θ L f θ (2.11)

        (2.12) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) (TN N N N+ = − + +P P L f P

 

Using this method, parameters of MFC system become 
Eq (2.13)  
 

1 2
1 2

1 2

, ,
ln ln 1

b bT Tp p K
r r a

+
= − = − =

− −1 2a
  (2.13)  

2
1 1

1 2

4
here, ,

2
a a a

r r
± +

= 2  

 
3. Actual experiment  
3.1 MFC system  
 
 The MFC system consists of a measurement part, a 
control valve part and control and signal processing part. 
Figure 3.1 is the block of MFC system.  
 

 

Figure 3.1 : block of MFC system 
 

3.1.1 Measurement part  
 The measurement part consists of the constant 
temperature control thermal mass flow meter. And the 
sensor for the mass flow measurement makes use of 
coiled platinum wire around bypass capillary. 
Advantages of this thermal mass flow meter are to 
measure mass flow of gases and liquids regardless of a 
temperature and a pressure, and have lower sensitivity 
related a surrounding thermal changing, high response 
and superior stability.  
 
3.1.2 Control valve  
A control valve uses a piezo valve. The piezo valve 

controls a precision displacement regardless of a 
temperature and a pressure. And a response speed is less 
below 1ms.  
 
3.1.3 Control and signal processing  
The control and signal processing part consist of a 

microprocessor and a peripheral device in order to 
control the MFC system. And it includes an analog 
circuit for sensing signal.  
 
3.2 Design using Ziegler & Nichols's method  
 
As design PID controller using Ziegler & Nichols's 

method as traditional PID controller, PID parameters 
are 0.24, 0.001073, 13.41P I DK K K= = = and 
step response is Figure 3.2.  
 

 
Figure 3.2 Ziegler & Nichols's step response 

 
If operating conditions of the MFC system change, PID 

controller is redesigned. Without redesign, the step 
response becomes to change according to operating 
pressure, a kind of fluid and assembly error of piezo 
valve. This response is Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 Operating condition change 

 
3.3 Design adaptive PID controller  
 
As proposed adaptive PID controller design, step 

response is Figure 3.4. Because proposal adaptive PID 
controller includes feedforward, it shows fast step 
response and improved transient response. As operating 
conditions of the MFC system change, step response is 
not a little change. Figure 3.5 is step response that 
operating conditions are changing. 
 

 
Figure 3.4 : Adaptive PID controller’s step response 

 

 
Figure 3.5 : Operating condition change in adaptive PID 

4. Conclusions 
 
This paper implements the MFC system using thermal 

mass flow meter and piezo valve. Control algorithm use 
proposed adaptive PID algorithm instead of Ziegler & 
Nichols's method. Proposed algorithm is that parameters 
of the MFC system are estimated from operating data of 
the MFC system using the method of least mean squares.  
Parameters of PID controller are readjusted using these 
estimated parameters. As result of the algorithm it shows 
more superior response than Ziegler & Nichols's method 
as traditional PID. In proposed algorithm, when 
operating conditions of the MFC system 
change(operating pressure, a kind of fluid and assembly 
error of piezo valve), system step responses show similar 
step response. 
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Abstract 

 
A force feedback electronic joystick for the efficient 
remote control of a mobile robot is proposed and 
implemented in this paper. There are several limitations 
in controlling a mobile robot in tele-operation mode 
based on CCD vision, which is a very popular method 
for the tele-operation of a mobile robot. For examples, 
shadows and curved areas cannot be viewed by the 
narrow view-angle camera, especially in bad weather 
conditions like snows or rains. To overcome this problem, 
a virtual force is generated according to the distance 
between the obstacle and the robot and a collision vector 
estimated from the ultrasonic sensor data. Therefore, the 
operator can control the position and speed of the mobile 
robot smoothly using both visual and haptic information. 
The sixteen ring – structure ultrasonic sensors are 
attached onto a mobile robot that was manufactured for 
this experiment, and two small-size DC motors are 
attached at each axis of the joystick. Although 
potentiometers have generally been used to measure the 
motion of the joystick bar, a non - contact electronic 
joystick was used so that a hall sensor would resolve the 
degradation problem caused by track-wear. Finally, the 
addition of the force feedback mode has been shown to 
be very helpful for experimentally avoiding obstacle.  
 
Keywords Force Feedback, Collision Vector, Tele-
operation, Hall sensor, Potentiometer 
 
 
1  Introduction 

 
The robotics industry has changed because of the 

development of the micro processor and sensor. The 
robotics ability to do dangerous or simple tasks instead 
of human being in industry has been greatly improved. 
However, recently developed robots are limited in their 
ability to recognize all dangerous situations and 
unexpected incidents unlike human beings. Tele-
operation allows used human beings to operate robots for 
tasks that require the judgment and selection. The 
service robot, which is used in a hospital or hotel, and 
the AGV, which is used in the Autonomous Port or 
factory, are based on an autonomous driving, but they 
can also be tele-operated when emergency situations 
occur. The latest teleoperation systems use a bilateral 
control method which transfer information from a slave 
site to a master site as we transfer information from the 

master site to the slave site. It is used to control the 
contact force, position, or velocity of the teleoperated 
robot, and it is commonly called teleoperation with force 
reflection. The general method of implementing tele-
operation systems is to provide visual information of the 
remote environment to the human operator. This method 
can provide the visual information needed to perform 
simple task, but can not ensure safe operation where 
visual information is limited be camera’s narrow viewing 
angle, bad weather or surrounding obstacle  

 Therefore, the operator can robustly control in any 
circumstance if the physical information about the 
working environment is supplied to the operator along 
with vision information. [1] 

 In this paper, we studied bilateral control that used 
both a teleoperated mobile robot and a joystick with two 
degrees of freedom, In addition to the Virtual Mass-
Spring-Damper Model was used. The relationship 
between the mobile robot and the objects in the remote 
environment were modeled to get collision vector. [2]  

Specially, A Hall sensor was used in the electronic 
joystick instead of a potentiometer. The use of a non-
contact electronic joystick solves the performance 
degradation problem due to a track wear, the non-linear 
problem, and complexity of the mechanism structure. 

Chapter 2 describes the composition of the entire 
system especially master joystick, Chapter 3 describes 
the method that provides the operator with virtual force 
using suggested collision vectors. Chapter 4 describes 
the results from the experiment using the mobile robot, 
And chapter 5 concludes the paper.. 

 
 

2  Composition of the Tele-operation 
 
In this study, the entire system is composed of the 

human operator, master joystick, slave mobile robot and 
communication block. The schematic diagram is shown 
in figure 1. If a human operator give force to the 
electronic joystick, displacement occurs as Force, This 
displacement is then read by the Hall sensor and 
transferred to the control part. The control part then 
perform on A/D conversion and finally the speed order, 
which is calculated by the control part, is given to the 
mobile robot. The mobile robot moves giving PWM 
which corresponds to that speed. The repulsive force, 
which corresponds to the distance between robot and 
obstacles is detected by ultra sonic sensor and transferred 
to the motor drive. The human operator can use the 
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repulsive force. Finally, the mobile robot follows 
reference point given by the human operator while 
supplying information about obstacles. The human 
operator uses feedback concerning the force, which 
corresponds to the distance and approach velocity 
between a teleoperated mobile robot and obstacles in the 
remote environment, so a telepresence is realized.  

 

Human 
Operator

433
MHz
RF
Moudle

Joystick
Main

Controller

Vision
Camera

Ultrasonic
Sensor

Mobile Robot

Motor
Driver

Environment

 
Fig. 1. The Total System architecture. 
 
2.1  Electronic joystick 
 

In this paper, a non – contact electronic joystick with 
single hall sensor is used to tele-operate a mobile robot. 
The performance of the existing contact electronic 
joystick using a potentiometer deteriorated due to track 
wear. To solve this problem a non-contact joystick was 
developed using a hall sensor. It has better accuracy and 
durability[4]. The Fig 2 shows a model of the non-
contact joystick. 

As can be seen in Fig 2, direction of the magnetic 
flux is indicated at the rotational center of the joystick. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The Mechanism of the Joystick.  

 
When a permanent magnet is inclined at an angle of 

θ  degrees, the horizontal vector hB  of magnetic flux 

density B is detected by the hall sensor, and yx BB ,  is 
determined from X,Y –axis direction. The hall sensor 
generates a voltage signal corresponding to yx BB ,  
which has a phase difference is 90°. The relationship 
between B and hB  is expressed in Eq. (1) 

)sin()( θθλ BBh =     (1) 
Because of the distribution feature of the magnetic 

flux of the permanent magnet, a non-linear element 
exists as )(θλ . If the direction of the flux is parallel 
with the direction of the joystick bar, 1)( =θλ . Due to 
the increasing rotation angle, θ , the horizontal 
vector hB  does not consistently increasing, but 
decreases when a specific rotational angle is exceeded. 
So a non-linear element, )(θλ , is defined as a 

decreasing function about the rotational angle 2θ . 

21
1)(
θ

θλ
k+

=                (2) 

Where, k  is a constant value corresponding to the 
geometrical features of the permanent magnet and 
joystick mechanism, and the magnetic flux density. 

The output voltage of the hall sensor has a linear 
relationship with a horizontal vector of magnetic flux 
density, so the output voltage satisfies Eq. (3). Where, 
C is a ratio constant value. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )αθθλα

αθθλα
sinsinsin
cossincos

BCCBV
BCCBV

hy

hx

==
==

    (3) 

The output voltage of the hall sensor is processed 
through an A/D converter in the Micro Processor, so Eq. 
(3) can become follow Eq.(4). [5].  
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     (4)  

 

    
(a) Electronic control part       (b) Hall sensor module 

    
(c) Joystick mechanism part 

Fig. 3. Joystick System.   

 

Where, ς  is a constant value corresponding to the 

θ
Y

X

α

B hB

Z

xB

yB
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amplifier value of a signal conversion circuit with sensor 

output. In Eq. (2) and (4), the constant values k and ς   
are essential features of the joystick system. Both k and 
ς change when the mechanism specifications change. 

The mechanism and controller of the joystick is 
shown at Fig. 3.  

The permanent magnet is made of alnico and is 
1800~2000 Gauss. 

The perpendicular distance between the permanent 
magnet and the Hall sensor is 13mm. The length of the 
total joystick bar including permanent magnet is 31mm.  

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of joystick system. A 
potentiometer is used to verify the usefulness of the Hall 
sensor. The joystick controller is designed using PIC 
Micro-Controllers. This repulsive the force at the 
joystick based on the force values, yx FF , , which are 
sent from the controller to the operator. For this purpose, 
it drives two DC motors by sending out PWM (Pulse 
Width Modulation) output corresponding to xF  and 

yF . The L6203 DC Motor drives are used to amplify 
the power. 

 

Joystick 
Controller
(PIC18F452)

Motors

Hall Sensor

PWM

Button data

Position data

Force data
from Mobile Robot

Position data
to S imulator

RF 
Moudle

dsPIC

potentiometer

Fig. 4. The Joystick System block Diagram. 
 
 

3  Virtual Force Feedback 
 
3.1 Order value Acquisition of human operator 

 
When the operator gives a force, hF , to the joystick, 

the position coordinates of the joystick are changed to 
the degree of displacement, mX , using Eq. (5) and (6)  

as shown in Fig. 5. The displacement, mX , generates the 

desired velocity dV  by the following equation. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Joystick axis and coordinates 

)()( sXKsV mmd ⋅=    (5) 

dssVKsX dvd ⋅⋅= )()(   (6) 

where, mK and vK  are constant scaling values, 

and ds  is a control period, and mX  and dV  are the 
position and velocity of next reference point.  
 
3.2  Virtual Force Feedback 

 
The virtual force, bF , which feedbacks to the 

operator can be derived from the next equation: 

∑∑
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where, odF  and osF  are derived from next 
equation: 
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             (8) 
As can be seen in Eq. (8), the virtual impedance 

method is a form of generating virtual force using 
distance and velocity, the modeling robot and a reference 
point, and the relationship between the robot and the 
obstacles as a spring and d damper. This method differs 
from the general impedance method[6,7,8]. We suggest a 
new virtual impedance method which uses a discrete 
value (approaching velocity) as damper: 

where, oρ is the measurable range of the ultrasonic 
sensor. 

The method for deriving C (collision vector) is 
introduced in chapter 3.3.  

In Eq. (9), bF , which is generated from a mobile 
robot at a remote site, is transferred to the operator in the 
master site. 

))(()( sFKsats bbb ⋅=τ   (9) 

⎩
⎨
⎧

⋅

≤
=

otherwisexx
xxifx

xsat
,)sgn(
,

)(
max

max (10) 

where, bK  is the constant of force feedback gain. 
In spite of limited visual information due to 

transmission delays, limited bandwidth, or camera 
trouble, the operator has the distance between the 
moving robot and the obstacles not seen on the visual 
display according to the force, bτ , felt from the joystick. 

 
3.3 collision vector detection for obstacle 

 
The ultra sonic sensor (SRF 04) consist of 16 ring 

structures place at 22.5° intervals on the robot. A decoder 
and multiplexor are used to reduce interference among 
the ultra sonic sensors.  In this paper, the collision 

xF
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hF

mX

Joystick Handle

myX

X
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vector ( C ) which is oriented toward the mobile robot's 
center, and is vertical to a tangent line of obstacle, is 
suggested in order to derive the virtual repulsive force 
using the suggested virtual impedance method. 

Three situations exist when an obstacle is recognized 
using the ultrasonic sensor. 

First a small cylindrical obstacle or human is 
detected by a single ultrasonic sensor. 

Second, a bigger obstacle is detected by two 
ultrasonic sensors. And third, an obstacle is detected by 
three ultrasonic sensors, in which case this may be a wall. 
 
1. The collision vector for the obstacle in the first 
situation is simply the distance to from the detecting 
sensor: 

LC =     (11) 
2. For the second case, when there are two vectors, L1 
and L2, which were detected by two neighboring 
ultrasonic sensors, the collision vector can be obtained 
by finding a perpendicular line from the center of robot 
to the line of obstacle location, 21PP . 

The second case is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6. The get collision vector of an obstacle 

 
3. The collision vector for the third situation can be 
derived using the same method as the second situation. 

 
 

4  Experiments and Results 
 

The mobile robot used in this experimental is 
equipped with CCD camera, encoders, ultra sonic 
sensors and two DC motors. Each wheel of the mobile 
robot is operated by two DC motors. The motor specs 
are 24V, 35W, 0.8A, 20rpm(10 : 1 Reduction gear), 
30kgf-cm torque. The figure of robot is shown at Fig. 7.  

The mobile robot was tele – operated in the hallway 
of the special building in Pusan National UNIV. The 
remote site had dark lighting and limited sight so that 
distances could not be ascertained using the camera. 

The experiment was performed to demonstrate the 
usefulness of the suggested virtual impedance control 
with collision vector using force reflection joystick.  

 

 
Fig. 7. The Mobile Robot Figure 

 
Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the results of the tele-

operation. Fig.8 (a) is the result from using only the 
camera, Fig. 8 (b) is the result from using the force 
reflection joystick with the camera. 

The results show that tele-operation of the robot 
using force reflection is more efficient and stable than 
when using only the camera. 

 

 
(a) Without Force Reflection 

 
(b) With Force Reflection 

Fig. 8. The Experimental results  
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Three operators worked the robot during the 
experiment will similar results from all three. When the 
camera alone was used, there were 1 to 2 collisions with 
obstacles. When the force reflection joystick and the 
camera were used, there were no collisions and the time 
needed to navigate to the goal was reduced by 13~14 
seconds. 

Fig. 9 shows the trajectory of the joystick bar in 
order to compare the performance of the dual 
potentiometer and the single Hall sensor. Because the 
output of the Hall sensor and the movement of joystick 
bar has non – linear characteristics, the motion of the 
joystick bar con not correctly represented. 

The result of the trajectory is almost circular when 
using a single Hall sensor. 

 

 
(a) Using Hall Sensor 

 
(b)Using Dual Potentiometer 

Fig. 9. Compassion of the performance of the Hall 
sensor and Dual Potentiometer 
 
 
5  Conclusion 

 
In this paper, the efficiency of tele-operation using 

the force reflection joystick is established through an 
experiment. When the mobile robot is being driven, 
information about obstacle is measured using ultra sonic 
sensor.  

 This information is communicated to the operator 
as feelings in the joystick. This method can improve the 
stability and controllability of robot through information 
acquired through repulsive force. This method is 
different than the existing method which uses only vision 
information. Also, using the single Hall sensor instead of 
dual structure potentiometer that has a non-linear section 
the displacement of the stick, can accurately be 
measured. The performance of the joystick was 

improved and can be widely used in fields that require 
remote control mobile robot or precision work.  

If information is acquired using a hybrid method 
which mixes various sensor types with ultra sonic 
sensors, although a mobile robot is located at a remote 
site, it can be accurately tele-operated by a human 
operator. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper presents an efficient localization scheme 

for an indoor mobile robot using RFID tags on the floor. 
The mobile robot carries an RFID reader at the bottom of 
the chassis, which reads the RFID tags on the floor to 
localize the mobile robot. Each RFID tag stores its own 
absolute position which is used to calculate the position 
and velocity of the mobile robot. Locating the RFID tags, 
which constitutes an intelligent sensor space, may 
require several factors: economics, feasibility, and 
accuracy. In this paper, the optimal allocation scheme of 
the RFID tags on the floor to satisfy the accuracy 
constraint has been proposed and verified by the 
experiments. Based on reading the RFID tags, the mobile 
robot navigation has been successfully demonstrated to 
avoid obstacles and to reach the goal within a pre-
specified time.  
 
Keywords RFID system, tag, mobile robot, allocation 
 
 
1  Introduction 

 
Recently robots have been developing rapidly with 

the strong support from the constitutional technologies 
such as integrated circuits, sensors, artificial intelligence, 
image processing, computers and microprocessors.  As 
a result, intelligent robots, which recognize the 
environment, and ubiquitous robots, which are connected 
to the network environment, are receiving attention 
instead of industrial robots, which perform repetitive 
labor[1]. Mobile robots, which are completely different 
from the manipulators, have expanded the fields that 
they can be applied to their mobility. Several 
applications of the mobile robot can be easily found: a 
vacuum robot which frees housekeepers, a service robot 
which guides visitors and explains articles in a museum, 
or a surveillance robot which performs dangerous tasks.  

For successful task execution and autonomous 
navigation, the position and orientation of the mobile 
robot itself must always be quickly and precisely 
recognized within the environment[2]. With a precise 
estimate of its position/orientation, the mobile robot can 
plan a trajectory to its goal. To estimate the position of 
the mobile robot, encoders and gyroscope sensors have 
been used to calculate its position based on its known 
initial position[3][4]. This method is effective when the 
initial position information is precisely given and  

displacement is small. However, when wheel slippage 
occurs during travel, errors in estimation increase and 
they aggregate so that the position is not precisely 
calculated[5]. To remove the problem of accumulative 
errors, ultrasonic sensors, IR sensors, vision sensors, and 
GPS have been recommended to establish the absolute 
position of the mobile robot based on the measured 
position and visual information[6]. However, there are 
also several problems with these systems. For example, 
the GPS-based positioning system is not effective after 
the mobile robot enters a building and the ultrasonic-
sensor based positioning system suffers from the 
interference of neighboring sensors. Also, a vision sensor 
is so sensitive to illumination and color that it is very 
expensive to maintain a suitable sensing environment. 
Another severe shortcoming of vision sensor is that the 
amount of computations required increases requires a 
heavy computational burden with the increase of 
resolution and number of cameras increases. To resolve 
all of these problems, a new concept of an ‘intelligent 
space’ or ‘sensor network space’ has been introduced 
[7][8]. In the sensor network space, the robot recognizes 
its position not by sensors attached its body but by the 
sensors that exist in the network space.  

In this paper, a new sensor network space is 
proposed. This space is formed by RFID tags and readers. 
Several RFID tags are attached to the floor, which are 
read by the RFID reader attached to the bottom of the 
mobile robot. Since each tag provides its position 
information, the robot’s position can be established. 
Usually the RFID tags have formed located a square 
pattern on the floor. However, in this paper, we propose a 
triangular pattern which provides better accuracy than 
the square pattern with the same number of tags in the 
same space. In section 2, the constitution of the RFID 
sensor space has been illustrated, and section 3 describes 
the position estimation scheme in the sensor space and 
the allocation pattern of the RFID tags. In section 4, the 
robot position has been estimated by simulation and 
experiments and section 5 concludes and summarizes the 
main contributions of this paper. 

 
 

2  RFID Sensor Space 
 
In this section, an RFID sensor space is illustrated to 

estimate position of a mobile robot.  
 

2.1  Position estimation system of robot 
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In the conventional approaches, several different 
kinds of sensors are attached to the mobile robot to 
recognize its location as shown in fig. 1-(a). To 
efficiently estimate position, a variety of sensors are 
needed, which implies that the robot must process all of 
the resulting data in to locate. Generally it is not 
guaranteed to utilize the same position estimation system 
for each robot. That is, the position estimation system 
should be matched to each robot’s localization capability 
when there are multiple robots working together.  

On the contrary, the position estimation of each robot 
in the sensor space can be accomplished through the 
distributed sensors in the space as shown in fig. 1-(b). 

 
Camera CCD

sensor  sonic-Ultra

sensor-IR

sensor LASER

Encoder
Robot
Mobile

 
(a) A conventional position estimation system. 

 
Sensor

Sensor
Sensor

Sensor

Robot
Mobile

 
(b) A position estimation system in a sensor space. 
 
Fig. 1. Types of position estimation systems. 
 
Each mobile robot establishes its position 

coordinates when it detects and uses a sensor’s position 
information. Since each mobile robot does not need to  
carry sensors, but only a reader, other robots operating in 
the sensor space cannot interfere with its position 
estimation. That is, each robot can be free from other 
robots in recognizing its own location. Even though 
there are obstacles in the space, the position estimation 
process can be continued without any degradation. 

 
2.2  RFID sensor network system 

 
Figure 2 illustrates the RFID sensor space proposed 

for the localization of a mobile robot in this paper. The 
RFID tags are regularly allocated on a two-dimensional 
X-Y plate on which a mobile robot with an RFID reader 
moves on. To form a wireless communication channel 
between an RFID reader and the tags, a suitable antenna 
pattern is engraved in each reader and tag. When the 
communication channel is connected, that is, the 
distance between the reader and tags becomes small 
enough for electric induction, the RFID reader provides 
electric power by RF to the tag and receives the position 
information that has been pre-stored in the tags. The 

computer system installed on the mobile robot processes 
the position information from the tags to estimate the 
position of the mobile robot. Figure 3 illustrates the 
composition of an RFID system for the localization of a 
mobile robot. 

 

TagRFID

ReaderRFwith
RobotMobile

X

Y

 
Fig. 2. An RFID sensor space. 
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RFID
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Comm. RF

TagRFID

TagRFID

Computer

 
 
Fig. 3. Composition of an RFID system. 
 
 

3 Position Estimation of a Mobile Robot 
 
3.1  Position of a mobile robot 

 
The center coordinates of a mobile robot can be 

represented in a two dimensional X-Y plane as 
follows[9] : 

 
[ ] T

RRR yxP θ=   (1) 
 

where  
Rθ  represents the orientation of the robot. 

In Fig. 4, the position and velocity of a mobile robot 
moving on a two dimensional space have been illustrated. 
When the mobile robot is moving along a curved path 
with a constant curvature, the position and velocity of 
the robot can be derived from the mobile robot 
kinematics. When a mobile robot is moving from  
location A to B, where location A is denoted as 

),,( RRR yx θ at time = t, and location B is demoted as 
),,( RRR yx θ ′′′  at time = tt δ+  , the following 

interesting relationships in the circular motion of the 
mobile robot occur:  

 

2
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Where Lv  and Rv  represent the velocity of the left 
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and right wheels, respectively, R is the rotation radius 
with respect to ICC(Inertial Center of Circle), and  
represents the distance between the two wheels. 

 

2
l

R

),,( RRR yx θ

),,( RRR yx θ ′′′

ϕ

Lv

Rv

Rv
Lv

d

A

B

ICC
X

Y0  
Fig. 4. Position and velocity of a mobile robot. 
 
Also the coordinated of ICC, the travel distance and 

angle, d and ϕ , can be obtained as follows: 
 

])cos(,)sin([ RRRR RyRxICC θθ +−=  (4) 

∫
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Using the rotation radius, travel distance and angle 

from the equations of (4)~(6), the linear and angular 
velocities of the mobile robot in the circular motion also 
can be obtained[10]. 

 
3.2  Position estimation in RFID sensor space 

 
The RFID sensor space for estimating the position of 

a mobile robot was observed in the previous chapter. If 
the tags are arranged at regular intervals and the distance 
between them does not exceed the range of reader, then 
the reader’s recognition area for the tags would be 
similar to that in figure 5. 

The position of the mobile robot ),( estest yx that has 
a reader antenna at its bottom, can be obtained through 
the tags that are located within the reader’s recognition 
area. 

 

2
},,min{},,max{ 11 NN

est
xxxxx LL +

=  (7) 

2
},,min{},,max{ 11 NN

est
yyyyy LL +

= , (8) 

 
where N  represents the number of tags detected by 

the reader and L,,,,, 21321 yyxxx  represents the 
coordinate information of the tags. 

 

),( 11 yx

)( , NN yx

X
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nrecognitioRead

),( 22 yx

),( 33 yx
TagRFID
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Fig. 5. RFID reader’s recognition area. 
 
When the position of the mobile robot is estimated as 

shown in fig. 5, fig. 6 illustrates position estimation error. 
 

)(a )(b

TagRFID

area
nrecognitioRead

 
Fig. 6. Estimation error in RFID sensor space. 
 
In fig 6. the position of reader-coordinates of the 

mobile robot-is estimated to be the same position in figs. 
6-(a) and 6-(b), because the tags have the same 
coordinate data. 

However, the real position of mobile robot is not 
same. The estimation error occurred between the real 
position of robot and estimated position. Recovery of the 
estimation error is related to the gap between the RFID 
tags. Figure 7 illustrates the relationships between the 
estimation error and gap between the RFID tags. 

If the X-dimension only is considered for the tags, 
then it is assumed that the each tags from left to right has 
coordinates, 

11321 ,,,,,, +− nnn aaaaaa L , and the gap 
between the tags is 

tagd . 
 

X
1a 2a 3a

tagd

1R 2R

1−na na 1+naL

TagRFID

readerRFID
areanrecognitio

 
 
Fig. 7. Estimation error and gap of tag. 
 
Also, the left boundary of the reader’s recognition 

area is  
1R , the right is 

2R . That is, the RFID reader 
can detect tags located between 

1R   and 
2R  . 

The estimation coordinate, estR , and the real center 
position of the reader realR , illustrated in fig. 9, are 
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represented as follows: 
 

2
12 −+

= n
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2
21 RRRreal

+
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The Estimation error, este , is defined as follows: 
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where the coordinates of 

1R  and 
2R  are 

represented as follows: 
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From (11) and (12), the estimation error can be 

represented as follows: 
 

tag
n

est daRaRe
2
1

2
)()( 1221 ≤

−+−
= −  (13) 

 
Equation. (13) shows that the estimation error is 

proportional to the gap between the tags and maximum 
value is half of the gap. 

Therefore, if the gap between the tags is reduced, 
then the accuracy of the estimation is improved. This 
solution increases costs because it increases the number 
of tags. The optimal allocation of the RFID tags in the 
sensor space proposed in this paper aims to improve the 
accuracy of the position estimation without increasing 
the number of tags. Traditionally tags have been 
allocated in a square pattern (fig. 5), but a triangular 
pattern (fig. 8) decreases the estimation error without 
increasing the number of tags. 
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Fig.  8. RFID tag allocation and reader’s 

recognition area in triangular pattern. 
 
Figure 9 illustrates the decrease in estimation error  

in the triangular pattern space. The coordinates of 
1R  

and 
2R  are represented in fig. 9 as follows: 
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Fig. 9. Estimation error decrease in triangular 

pattern. 
 

As shown in fig. 9, the estimation error in x-direction  
decreases as follows: 

 

tag
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2
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−+−
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4  Experiments and Results 
 

Before conducting a real experiment with a mobile 
robot, the position estimation accuracy of the two tag 
allocation patterns are simulated and compared. It is 
assumed that the mobile robot precisely follow the 
prescribed path. As can be seen in fig. 10, the position of 
the mobile robot is estimated every 0.1 seconds along a 
constant curvature Path-1 and Path-2. To compare the 
estimation accuracy, the RFID tags are allocated in two 
different patterns, square (fig. 10-(a)) and triangular (fig. 
6-(b)). The RFID reader’s recognition area was set as 2.5 
m * 2.5 m  

 
4.1  Simulation 

 
For the simulation experiments, two different path 

are set as Path-1 and Path-2 as shown in fig. 10. For the 
given path, the velocity and position of the mobile robot 
can be estimated using equations (2)~(4), and the path 
characteristics are summarized in Table 1. 

As illustrated in fig. 6, the two allocation patterns of 
RFID tags are tested under the same conditions, and the 
results are summarized in Table 2 for Path-1 and in Table 
3 for the Path-2. Through the close observation of the 
estimation accuracy of the two pat-terns in Tables 2 and 
3, it can be concluded that the triangular pattern provides 
better accuracy, especially in the x-coordinate estimation. 
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(a) Motion trajectory in square pattern. 

 

 
(b) Motion trajectory in triangular pattern 

 
Fig. 10. Allocation of RFID tags and the 

recognition area of reader. 
 
Table 1. Characteristics of Path-1 and Path-2 

 Path-1 Path-2 

Starting Point (0.2, 0.8) (0.2, 0.2) 

Ending Point (0.8, 0.2) (0.7, 0.7) 

Rotation Radius 0.6 m 0.5 m 

Velocity 
smvL /28.0=  

smvR /2.0=  
smvL /2.0=
smvR /3.0=  

ICC (0.2, 0.2) (0.2, 0.7) 

 
Table 2. Position estimation data of Path-1 

(simulation) 
Position Square pattern Triangular pattern

X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) 
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 

0.27 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.28 0.8 
0.34 0.78 0.3 0.8 0.33 0.8 
0.4 0.76 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 

0.48 0.73 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.7 
0.56 0.68 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 
0.61 0.63 0.6 0.65 0.63 0.6 
0.66 0.58 0.65 0.6 0.65 0.6 
0.7 0.52 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 

0.74 0.46 0.75 0.45 0.75 0.45 
0.76 0.42 0.8 0.4 0.75 0.4 
0.78 0.37 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 
0.79 0.31 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 
0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 

Table 3. Position estimation data of Path-2 
(simulation) 

Position Square pattern Triangular pattern

X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
0.27 0.21 0.3 0.2 0.28 0.2 
0.35 0.22 0.3 0.25 0.33 0.25 
0.42 0.25 0.4 0.2 0.43 0.2 
0.48 0.29 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 
0.52 0.32 0.55 0.3 0.5 0.3 
0.58 0.37 0.6 0.4 0.58 0.4 
0.60 0.41 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4 
0.63 0.45 0.6 0.4 0.63 0.4 
0.67 0.54 0.7 0.5 0.68 0.5 
0.70 0.62 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 
0.70 0.69 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
 
 

4.2  Real experiments 
 
The simulation results were verified through the real 

experiments. A mobile robot was utilized to carry an 
RFID reader at the bottom of the chassis, which reads 
the positions of the mobile robot when-ever the reader 
passes a tag.  

Figure 11 shows the RFID reader and a tag used for 
the real experiments. The main frequency of the RFID 
system was 13.56Mhz, the position coordinates of the 
tags were pre-stored, and the tags were regularly 
allocated at specific locations following a designed 
pattern. To show the superiority of the triangular pattern, 
the tags are allocated every 0.1m in a row for both of the 
square and triangular patterns. Figure 12 shows the 
mobile robot and RFID sensor space for the experiments. 
To allow a comparison with the simulation, the mobile 
robot followed the Path-1 and Path-2 while the RFID 
reader recognized and read the position data from the 
tags. 

 

 
(a) RFID Reader          (b) RFID Tag 

 
Fig. 11. RFID reader and tag for the experiments. 
 
The estimation error is represented through graphs in 

figure 13. As can be seen by comparing the error values, 
error for the triangular pattern has a lot smaller error than 
the square pattern for both of the Path-1 and Path-2. 
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(a) Mobile Robot   (b) Sensor Space 

 
Fig. 12. Mobile robot and sensor space for the 

experiments. 
 
 

 
(a) Estimation error in path-1 

 
(b) Estimation error in path-2 

 
Fig. 13. Estimation error of the each pattern. 

 
 
5  Conclusion 

 
This paper proposes a new pattern of RFID tag 

allocation for the efficient and accurate estimation of the 
mobile robot position in an RFID based sensor space. 
This pattern overcomes the shortcomings of the 
conventional absolute position estimation schemes and 
improves its efficiency and accuracy. The importers are  
demonstrated by a simulation of a moving object over an 
RFID-based sensor space. To illustrate the improved 
accuracy and economics of the position estimation 
scheme, the square and triangular tag patterns have been 
surveyed. The triangular pattern is shown to be the 
square pattern for position estimation of a mobile robot. 
Note that based on the approach described in an RFID 
sensor space, the absolute position of a mobile robot can 

be estimated precisely without any interference from  
environments. Therefore, this scheme is very effective 
for estimating the position of any object in the sensor 
space and it could be a good tool to form an ubiquitous 
environment. 
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Abstract 

 In these days, biped walking robots are concentrated 
on a service robot. Biped walking robots are suitable in 
a human life work such as walking up and down stairs 
and acrossing a threshold because they have two leg 
mechanism like a human. However, it is very difficult 
subject that robot maintains valance in walking. One 
way to solve this problem is using an accurate dynamic 
model of biped robot in 2-Dimension and 3-
Dimension. Another method to solve this problem is 
modeling biped robot simply and controlling the robot 
with an adaptive control, intelligent control and robust 
control algorithm and so on. ZMP(zero moment point) 
concept was invented in this field.  

In this paper, ZMP trajectory following for biped 
walking robot based on force sensors and posture 
control using fuzzy algorithm are studied. The posture 
control of the biped robot is performed by ZMP 
information in static standing. In this paper, posture of 
biped walking robot is controlled by fuzzy algorithm 
referring to the obtained ZMP trajectory information. 
The result of this study is confirmed by experiment 
applied fuzzy posture control to against disturbance 
and keep valance on a slope in static standing 

Keywords: Biped robot, ZMP, Force sensor, Fuzzy, 
Posture control 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A biped robot has a structure similar to human’s leg 
and has higher mobility than conventional wheeled 
robots. However stability of a biped walking robot is 
not yet solved completely and has to be solved to use 
advantage of a biped walking robot[1]. The biped 
walking robot is a multi-body system and has complex 
dynamics and many non-linear factors. Therefore it is 
very difficult to move a biped robot stably.  

Concept of ZMP has been introduced as important 
criterion for the stability of a biped walking robot[2]. If 
ZMP is measured only by using force sensors, we don’t 
need consider complicate dynamic analysis of a biped 
walking robot. The measured ZMP gives advantage 
that can directly recognize state of surface of land 
without the other sensors such as acceleration sensor 
and gyro-sensor[3]. The robot can recognize own 
posture by using ZMP by ground reaction force. In this 
paper, ZMP is measured to judge stability of a biped 
robot by using force sensor attached on a sole of a foot. 

A posture control algorithm using fuzzy logic controls 
posture of the robot as using the obtained ZMP 
information.  

The section 2 describes system configuration and 
kinematics of the biped walking robot which is 
manufactured for this research. Section 3 introduces 
analytic ZMP acquisition problem and then explains 
method obtaining ZMP based on the force sensors. 
Section 4 introduces posture control algorithm by fuzzy 
logic, and Sections 5 and 6 show experiment result and 
conclusions. 

 

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND 
KINEMATICS ANALYSIS 

2-1. System configuration 
 
The developed biped walking robot is shown in Fig. 

1. It’s height and weight are 28㎝ and 3.2kg, 
respectively. The biped robot is composed of 12 
degrees of freedom. Fig. 2 shows coordinates of the 
developed biped robot.  

The system can be divided into a control unit, a 
sensor module, and a motor module. The main control 
system is a Pentium Ⅳ computer and has trajectory 
compensation algorithm of the biped walking robot and 
send command to control motor module of each joint. 
The sensor module consists of a ATMEGA 128 that 

has 4-channel of A/D converter. Force data is acquired 
by using FSR(force sensor resistor) sensors. ZMP is 
calculated using force data and sent to control unit. The 
RS485 communication is used between the PC and the 
motor and the sensor module. 

 
Fig. 1 The developed biped robot 
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Fig. 2 The coordinates of the biped robot 

 

2-2. Kinematics 
In trajectory generation of the biped robot, forward 

and inverse kinematics equation are used to calculate a 
posture of the robot and angle of each joint.  

Kinematics analysis is based on Denavit-
Hartenberg's kinematics notation. The biped robot has 
12 degrees of freedom. Coordinate system of the biped 
robot is shown in Fig. 2. The base coordinates “BASE” 
is located on a ground surface in the middle point of 
the feet. The trunk coordinates “Trunk” is located on 
the middle point of waist directly above “BASE”. The 
left “PLT” and right “RLT” coordinates are located on 
the tip of the foot.  

 

3. ZMP MEASUREMENT BASED ON 
SENSOR 

3-1. Problem of Analytic ZMP 
The biped robot is supposed that robot is doing 

accurate action for analytic ZMP acquisition. That is, 
position or angular velocity, angular acceleration of 
each joint should be controlled correctly and each link 
must be a perfect rigid body. However control error of 
a biped walking robot exists clearly and a biped 
walking robot is not a perfect rigid body.  

Specially, because each link of the biped walking 
robot is connected, the error due to connection affects 
stability of a biped robot. If we use actuator with the 
high torque and high accuracy or manufacture the robot 
using a rigid-body, this error can be reduce. But when 
the biped robot is standing on the sloped bottom, the 
robot may falls down because obtaining analytic ZMP 
in real time is so difficult. 

3-2. ZMP measurement based on force sensor 
 

If we use the attached force sensor on a sole of a 
foot of the biped walking robot, position of the ZMP is 
found by simple calculation. 

Fig. 3 shows the force sensors attached on a sole of a 
foot of the designed biped robot. The force sensors 
measure ground reaction force from the sole. ZMP of 
the actual biped walking robot is calculated by using 
the detected force from force sensors. The sensors 
consist of 8 force sensors attatched on each sole of a 
foot corner. Formula for acquiring ZMP is as  

8

1
8

1

i i
i

i
i

f r

ZMP

f

=

=

×

=
∑

∑
              (1) 

Because force sensor has some measurement noise, 
3rd Chebyshev lowpass filter is used to acquire ZMP. 
The cutoff frequency and sampling frequency are set as 
2Hz and 100Hz, respectively. 

 
Fig. 3 The force sensors attached on a robot sole 

 
4. POSTURE CONTROL OF  ROBOT 

 
4-1. Fuzzy Posture algorithm 

This study is to keep stability of biped robot without 
changing walking trajectory. So a proposed algorithm 
is carried out by compensator which changes the 
coordinate of “Trunk” without coordinate change of 
other joints. 

Posture of a biped robot is stable when ZMP exists 
in ‘Desired area’ which is assumed as the most stable 
area according to ZMP. If ZMP does not exist in 
‘Desired area’, robot has to move a ZMP to the 
‘Desired area’. Fuzzy algorithm compensates 
coordinate of “Trunk” to move the measured ZMP to 
the desired ZMP, which calls ZMP compensator. Robot 
has a new reference angle of each motor, which is 
obtained to analyze inverse kinematics for stability of 
robot by ZMP compensator. ZMP compensation is 
accomplished by driving motor of each joint. 
Coordinate of “Trunk” is compensated for acumulative 
error. Fig. 4 is schematic diagram for posture control 
using ZMP compensation by fuzzy algorithm based on 
force sensor.  
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Fig. 4  The schematic diagram for posture control using 

ZMP by fuzzy algorithm 

 
4-2. Fuzzy rule for compensating coordinate of 
“Trunk” 
Three membership functions are constructed for x1 

and x2, where x1 is error between measured  ZMP and 
desired ZMP and x2 is error between measured ZMP 
variation and desired ZMP variation. Each of the input 
variables has three fuzzy sets: N, Z, P. Membership 
functions consist of overlapped isosceles triangles as 
shown in Fig. 5. All membership functions have equal 
base length.  The universe of discourse is assumed as    
–a ≤  x1 ≤  a(cm) and  –b ≤  x2 ≤  b(cm/sample time) 
for the two variables, which the universe of discourse 
is decided by displacement of robot “Trunk” for x1 and 
by moving velocity of robot for x2. Output value of 
fuzzy logic, which is to compensate coordinate of 
“Trunk”, is constructed in five membership function 
for u_com as shown in Fig  6.  

0

Z PN

-a a x1

x2-b b  
Fig. 5 Fuzzy membership functions of input variables 

 

 
Fig. 6 Fuzzy membership functions of output variables 

Nine rules are constructed in a 3x3 fuzzy table, which 
involves x1 and x2 in order to stabilize the biped 
walking robot by ZMP compensation. If x1 is P and x2 
is N, posture of robot incline forward and move 
backward to reference ZMP. Therefore, posture of 
robot can keep the ‘Desired area’ of ZMP for stability 
without ZMP compensation. The membership function 
for the coordinate of “Trunk” compensation is 
defuzzified by the centroid method. The defuzzified 
output values are compensated by reference coordinate 
of “Trunk” for inverse kinematics. 

Table 1 The rule base to trail the desired ZMP 

 P Z N 

P NB NS Z 

Z NS Z PS 

N Z PS PB 
 

 
5. EXPERIMENTS 

 
An experiment is carried out in single support phase 

and in static standing. A comparison of stability is 
carried out between posture control with ZMP 
compensation algorithm and without it against 
disturbance. Experiment is also carried out in single 
support phase on a slope. Desired ZMP is fixed on a 
zero position which is center of sole. 
 First, when the robot received disturbance forward 

and backward,  the obtained ZMP trajectory is shown 
in Fig. 7 and Fig 8. We can see that xzmp decreases and 
increases when disturbance is given backward and 
forward. If disturbance is given backward, “Trunk” 
moves forward to move desired ZMP under backward 
disturbance until ZMP is compensated. When 
disturbance is removed, ZMP trajectory is shown in the 
forward area because “Trunk” has moved forward to 
compensate for incremental error as shown Fig. 8. If 
ZMP is not compensated by fuzzy algorithm under 
backward disturbance, although disturbance is 
suddenly removed, ZMP trajectory is not shown in 
forward area as shown Fig. 7. 
We experiment to evaluate the stability of the robot 

on a slope(incline is a direction to clime a slope, 
decline is a opposite slope). First, when the proposed 
posture control algorithm using only position sensor is 
applied, ZMP trajectory is shown proportionally 
according to angle of decline and incline as shown in 
Fig. 9. If an angle of inclination is more increased, 
robot is fallen down because ZMP is not compensated.   

x2x1
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Fig. 7.  The ZMP trajectory for disturbance 
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Fig. 8 The ZMP trajectory for disturbance  

(with fuzzy posture algorithm ) 
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 Fig. 9 The ZMP trajectory on a slope 
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Fig. 10 The ZMP trajectory on a slope  

with fuzzy posture control 

Fig. 10 shows the result of experiment by fuzzy posture 
algorithm using  ZMP information according to incline 
and decline. It is more stable than posture control 
algorithm without ZMP information. If slope is 
declined, ZMP trajectory is moved to the desired ZMP 
because ZMP compensator compensates coordinate of 
“Trunk”. After then, as slope is moving to horizontal 
direction, ZMP trajectory is shown in the backward 
area temporary because posture of robot can not be 
completely compensated due to time delay by lowpass 
filter, a slow sampling time. And fuzzy membership 
function is not yet optimal. After then robot again 
move to compensate to the desired ZMP on a 
horizontal land. 
  

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The fuzzy posture control algorithm using ZMP 
information was introduced. The ground reaction force 
and the ZMP information was acquired as using force 
sensors. And we could find position of center of 
gravity of the biped walking robot as using the 
acquired ZMP and could control in real time so that 
ZMP always exists within ‘Desired area’ by fuzzy 
posture algorithm. The fuzzy posture algorithm using 
ZMP is able to control the posture suitably even if the 
bottom of road has a slope. Further works on the 
proposed ‘fuzzy posture algorithm using ZMP 
information’ improve posture stability by choosing the 
optimal fuzzy membership function and decrease time 
delay. So, robot has stability on a dynamic environment 
in walking  
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Abstract
Distributed Autonomous Robotic System (DARS)

is a system that independent autonomous robots in
the restricted environments infer their status from pre-
assigned conditions and operate their jobs through the
cooperation with each other. In the DARS, a robot
contains sensor part to percept the situation around
themselves, communication part to exchange informa-
tion, and actuator part to do a work. Especially, in
order to cooperate with other robots, communicat-
ing with other robots is one of the essential elements.
Because Bluetooth has many advantages such as low
power consumption, small size module package, and
various standard protocols, Bluetooth is rated as one
of the efficient communicating technologies which can
apply to small-sized robot system. In this paper, we
will develop Bluetooth communicating system for au-
tonomous robots. For the purpose, the communication
system must have several features – separated module,
flexible interface. We will discuss how to construct and
what kind of procedure to develop the communicating
system.

1 Introduction

In the Distributed Autonomous Robotic System
(DARS) [1] [2], each independent individual robot un-
derstands its situation through the surroundings, and
then operates its jobs through cooperation with each
others. For these cooperative works, the ex-change of
the information between the robots should be essential
and communication module is an important element to
construct a distributed autonomous robot.

Bluetooth is a kind of short distance wireless com-
munication methods and is developed for a portable
device. Because of its features, Bluetooth is regarded
as the most suitable wireless technology for build up
the small-sized robots. In this paper, we will intro-
duce Bluetooth network for distributed autonomous
robotic system. First of all, the Bluetooth network

has the ability of independent operations. We will de-
sign the system to organize a network scheme and to
maintain the network scheme in the small sized com-
munication module. In addition to these features, the
network module should serve a kind of standard in-
terface which commonly used by the most people. If
the Bluetooth network is developed in this way, devel-
opment convenience will be increased because of in-
dependent operation of each part in the robots and
this Bluetooth network will be applicable to other em-
bedded systems easily. Except the previous hardware
features, many considerable view points are remained
– about network scheme, constructing sequence, and
routing problem. We should deliberate on how to or-
ganize the network system, what kind of network form
to be constructed, and what sequence to be used.

The features of Bluetooth are briefly demonstrated
in the chapter 2. The constitutions of network module
are described in the chapter 3. The problems related
to network formation are investigated in the chapter 4.
The conclusions and future works about the Bluetooth
network system are denoted in the final chapter.

2 Bluetooth

2.1 Features

Bluetooth is designed for portable devices using the
power of a battery, so it satisfies the conditions – low
cost, low power, and compact size. With these reason,
Bluetooth is recognized as suitable wireless communi-
cation technology for applying to robotics. Besides,
this technology commonly supports various standard
protocols. Basically most of Bluetooth modules serve
HCI level interface and higher protocol stacks are im-
plemented by software. Sometimes, the rest serve RF-
COMM level interface – higher protocol than HCI –
in the Bluetooth module. The following figures show
com-positions of Bluetooth Stack in the typical system
using Bluetooth.
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2.2 Network Support

Fundamentally, Bluetooth is developed to support
master and slave structure. One master should have
up to 7 slaves. Master and slave role can be operated
in a module. There are two kind of network concept
in Bluetooth. The first, a piconet is made up of only
one master and several slaves. The next, a scatternet,
which consists of piconets, is larger than the piconet.

Figure 1: Bluetooth networks (Piconet/Scatternet)

3 Network Module

Bluetooth communication system consists of Blue-
tooth network modules – define as a hardware mod-
ule in this paper – and each module operates inde-
pendently of the embedded system connected to it.
In a word, Bluetooth network module takes charge of
constructing wireless networks. Since only Bluetooth
module cant construct and maintain networks, Addi-
tional circuital elements are required. Moreover when
this network system is applied for other system, stan-
dard interfaces are necessary for serving more conve-
nience to developers.

3.1 Hardware

Bluetooth network module is basically composed of
a Bluetooth module and a net-work controller to or-
ganize a network system with the Bluetooth modules.
We use the Bluetooth module which contains CSR
Bluetooth chipset and use ATmega128 as a network
controller. This Bluetooth chip-set supports UART
interface and is the most commonly used. An AT-
mega128 contains about 128KB memory and supports
2 UART interfaces and is widely used in the world.
The network controller communicates only HCI com-
mands with the Bluetooth module. Interfacing with
network controller and Bluetooth module, logic volt-
age difference problem may occur. However, it is eas-
ily solved by a level shifter device. If external UART

use the same voltage of Bluetooth module, exchanging
ATmega128 for ATmega128L can solve the interfacing
voltage problem.

3.2 Adaptation to Robots

In our lab, we are developing an agent robot for
DARS. In this agent robot, Bluetooth network module
takes a role of communication part and uses UART
as an interface with other parts. Fig. 2 Shows the
construction of the agent robot.

Figure 2: Adaptation of Bluetooth Network Module

3.3 Development & Test

Bluetooth module which we use supports several
kinds of interfaces such as UART, USB, and SPI. In
order to test Bluetooth network system in the same
environments that robot operates, we had better di-
rectly program to the robot. However, if only the op-
eration of Bluetooth module is inspected, the result
would be similar to that of direct programming. So
we recommend the following procedures.

1. The operation procedures of every Bluetooth
module should be designed in order of time se-
quence.

2. After that, to test the designed procedures is exe-
cuted. In this stage, we recommend test with se-
rial dongles, because HCI level command is stan-
dard and HCI level test program is offered.
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3. If thus much is correctly performed, network con-
troller may be programmed. After the program-
ming, test of each Bluetooth network module and
entire Bluetooth network system should be ex-
amined. Passing the test, the Bluetooth network
system would be operated well.

Figure 3: Bluetooth Development and Test

4 Bluetooth Network

In this paper, we use the tree structure of the net-
work formation, because tree formation is easy and
light to adapt for small embedded system. Besides,
in order to implement self-organized Bluetooth net-
works, self-organizing algorithm is essential and usu-
ally has four procedures – discovery, organization,
maintenance, and re-organization [8] [9].

4.1 Researches in Scatternet

There are three major parts about researches in
scatternet – scatternet structure formation algorithm,
routing algorithm, and scheduling in the bridge node.
Routing and Role scheduling is dependent on the net-
work structure, so these three parts of scatternet re-
searches are organically associated with each others.

There are three kinds of representative formation
algorithm by the shape of the scatternet structure
– tree, star, and ring. Representative tree structure
researches are MIT-TSF [3], MIT-BSFA [4] [5], and
Bluetrees [6]. This structure has high extensibility but
also has potentiality of bottleneck at the root of the

tree. In the star structure, BlueStar [7] is the repre-
sentative algorithm. Star structure is connected to a
number of piconets through the bridge node. In the
ring structure two kinds of algorithms exist by whether
the basic unit is node or piconet. Nevertheless, the
connected form of basic units is a ring.

4.2 Formation of Bluetooth Network

In this paper, we use the tree structure of the net-
work formation, because tree formation is easy and
light to adapt for small embedded system. Besides,
in order to implement self-organized Bluetooth net-
works, self-organizing algorithm is essential and usu-
ally has four procedures – discovery, organization,
maintenance, and re-organization.

1. Discovery phase
: All of Bluetooth modules are initialized and
receive unique module name from network con-
troller. After initializing, each module sends in-
quiry command to detect neighbor modules and
stores information about neighbor modules.

2. Organization phase
: Using stored information about neighbor mod-
ules, Bluetooth network structure would be con-
structed. At this time, efficiency of the struc-
ture is affected by which is the root of the tree.
To estimate the efficiency thorough the tree root
candidate, we define simple fitness function. The
Bluetooth module, which has the largest Fitness
function value, becomes the root of the tree.

(a) initialize variables : sum = 0, fcandidate = 0

(b) number of neighbors around candidate mod-
ule :
sum+ = nneighbor, fcandidate+ = sum

(c) candidate is replaced with neighbors during
the origin candidates neighbors and operates
the followings.

- initialize variables : sum = 0
- fitness function adds multiplied sum by

coefficient of neighbor order :
fcandidate+ = (1/2)order · sum

(d) Unless the neighbor module does not exist,
repeat the 3 procedure

3. Maintenance phase
: Each module updates the information about
neighbor module through periodic inquiry com-
mand.
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4. Re-organization phase
: Through the updated information, recalculate
the simple fitness function value of every Blue-
tooth module. If necessary, change the structure
of the tree.

4.3 Routing of Bluetooth Network

Bluetooth transmit rate is up to 1MBPS in Blue-
tooth core specification 1.1. Hence, transmission of
the massive packet – such as image data – could lead
any problems. Also, because of the structural prob-
lems, the larger numbers of modules exist, the heavier
transmission load is concentrated at the root of the
tree. As these reasons, we should use the pre-processed
and light-weight packet data.

Except these problems, data packet usually hops
a number of steps. Accordingly, we must design the
tunneling packet structure and related algorithm.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we develop the Bluetooth network
system for distributed autonomous robotic system. In
this system, we use Bluetooth modules, because of
its advantages – low power consumption, cheap price,
small size, and various standard protocols. To guar-
antee the applicability and flexibility of the hardware
module, we design Bluetooth network module with
a microcontroller and additional circuits. Also To
build simple and light weight structure, we select tree-
shaped network scheme and define a simple construc-
tion algorithm. Nevertheless, this Bluetooth module
has several problems. After understanding about this
modules features, we could use the Bluetooth network
system.

This Bluetooth System has numerous rooms for
performance improvements in the circuit, network for-
mation algorithm, and routings. We should try to in-
crease the performance in various ways – hardware
improvement and other network structure formation
algorithm.

For hardware improvements, there are several pos-
sibilities. We can replace the Bluetooth module with
another module which has more high speed transmis-
sion rate. Also circuital modification is needed for
convenience of usage. If the higher profile stack and
application program interface (API) are contained in
the network controller, it is certain that easier and
more flexible than that of the old system.

In the network scheme, we should compare a tree
formation algorithm with the other network formation

algorithm. We should examine what kind of algorithm
is really suitable for the Bluetooth network system.
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Abstract
We present how to adapt a playground using multi-

agent systems based upon live human agents. The
playground consist of tiles having sensing capabilities
and abilities to communicate with their four neigh-
bours. We propose a mapping of the children playing
on the playground to a multi-agent system inhabited
by BDI agents, which use an artificial neural network
to learn the children’s desires and intentions and iden-
tify these within seven categories; thus, enabling the
playground to adapt accordingly. The playground has
been developed, implemented and tested on a group of
children. Based on a 6×6 environment we show that
it is possible to learn and recognise childrens desires
and intentions based on the behaviour they exhibited
on the playground.

1 Introduction

In the western society there exists increasing prob-
lems related to obesity in the population. These prob-
lems cannot only be confronted by being increasingly
aware of proper diet, but also physical activity needs to
be taken into consideration. One attempt is to intro-
duce IT known from robotics, artificial intelligence and
multimedia on playgrounds in order to increase chil-
dren’s interest in these and thereby increasing their
physical activity [1, 2]. For instance, could some of
the techniques known from today’s computer games
be taken into consideration on the playgrounds; com-
puter games are dynamic universes versus the sta-
tic nature of playgrounds. These dynamic elements
could be introduced on the playground, by transform-
ing them into a physical form which are capable of
physical interactions. This would indeed help keeping

the children’s interest in the playground and therefore
proportionally increase the physical activity level of
the children.

By introducing this form of dynamic behaviour onto
the playground, the playground should have the possi-
bility to adapt in favour of each individual child play-
ing on it making it as interesting as possible as a whole.
These adaptations could be as small as changing the
colour of a LED to a child’s favourite colour, or to
larger adaptations which change the morphology of
the elements on the playground according to e.g. the
child’s build. This would essentially allow for equal
play on the playground along its users irrespective to
age, weight, speed, etc.

1.1 Playground Prototype

To allow dynamic behaviours on the playground a
new playground prototype has been developed. This
prototype consists of several building blocks or tiles
(see fig. 1). These tiles allow a high degree of freedom
for children to create their own game depending on e.g.
the assembling of the tile, thereby making the games
depend on the playgrounds morphology. The assem-
bled playground then contributes to the play (here by
sound and/or visual interaction) allowing an interest-
ing and even dynamic storyline to emerge with which
the children can e.g. merge with their own imaginary
stories. Additionally, by embedding ambient intelli-
gence into the tiles the playground gets the character-
istics of being personalizing, adaptive and anticipatory
according to the interactions exhibited by the children.

The tile prototype’s dimensions are 21cm×21cm×
6cm (width, height, depth) and it consists of a rubber-
like shell, a sandwich plastic case, a PCB and a force
sensor as illustrated in fig. 2. The rubber-like shell
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Fig. 1. An example of four tiles assembled into a playground.

has a ”bump” indicating the location of the force sen-
sor and a Plexiglas mark for light output. The PCB
uses an Atmel ATmega 128 microcontroller; a gen-
eral purpose microcontroller supporting 128kB of self-
programmable flash memory which runs up to 16MHz.
A 4-way communication bus is interfaced to the ser-
ial USART on the microcontroller via a Quad UART
chip (TL16C754BPN). The Quad UART is further-
more interfaced to a multi-channel line driver/receiver
(MAX211) in order to support RS-232 level connec-
tions between the tiles. Four bright Light Emitting
Diodes, capable of showing red, green and blue colours
at different intensities are connected to the microcon-
troller. A Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) sensor (Flex-
iForce A201) is interfaced of the A/D converter on the
microcontroller which supports up to a 10-bit resolu-
tion measurement of the sensor value.

1.2 Related Work

As the work presented here is being both novel and
interdisciplinary, the area of related work is limited to
some technical and conceptual aspects.

The Smart Floor [3] was developed for transpar-
ent user identification and tracking. The Smart Floor
measures the force exerted on a tile in order to identify
the person according to the footstep’s force signature.
The system assumes that the footstep signatures can
be uniquely recognized among a small ”enough” group
(approximately 15 people), but gets error prone when
the number of people becomes large. Before any iden-
tification can take place, each user must put their foot-
step signature into the system database – new users
cannot be seamlessly integrated.

The KidsRoom [4] is a perceptually-based, multi-
person, fully automated, interactive, narrative play
space where children are taken on a fantasy journey

Fig. 2. The tile consist of a rubber-like shell, a FSR sensor, a
plastic case, a PCB and some tightening screws.

through different worlds. The KidsRoom is based on
a 24× 18 ft. room modelled as a real child’s bedroom.
In addition the room has monitoring capabilities that
can track and analyse the behaviour of the children;
thus, by using sound, images, animations and music,
the room can communicate with the children. In ad-
dition the child or children can be part of the story
narrators, making them able to change the journey’s
course by their own behaviour and interaction with
the room.

The relating part of the KidsRoom to the play-
ground is the amount of freedom the child is given
and the unawareness the child has of the room’s ca-
pabilities. Therefore the child does not have to push
certain buttons or do anything extraordinary for the
storyline to proceed. In a sense, the room triggers a
game and the child then decides how he or she wants
to play this game and the room adjusts its behaviour
(storyline) by analysing (by using computer vision) the
child’s behaviour.

The vessel berthing system [5] uses a multi-agent
system to enhance the efficiency of a container ter-
minal operation. The essence is that the intelligent
agent can dynamically adapt to the changing environ-
ment. For example one agent (schedule agent) must
assign limited number of berths and resources (Cranes,
Trucks, etc.) in a terminal to a number of vessels. One
of the interesting aspects is that the agents are mod-
elled with a generic BDI architecture extended with an
intelligent entity making them capable of learning and
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adapting; hence, making the agent a better decision
maker. This intelligent entity is a mixture of an artifi-
cial neural network and fuzzy logic, named ”Adaptive
Neuro Fuzzy Interface System” (ANFIS) [6].

2 Children, Playgrounds and Multi-
Agent Systems

One way of optimizing the activity level of the chil-
dren playing on the playground is to increase or main-
tain the level of fun over time. In order to do this it is
necessary to have knowledge about each child’s playing
behaviour. This could be knowledge of favourite mov-
ing patterns, such as jumping, running, doing somer-
saults etc. It could be imagined that these moving pat-
terns could be mapped to specific games that favours
these behaviours. E.g. in the ”smash game”[7] a lo-
cation is indicated to the user that the user have to
”smash” e.g. by jumping on this location. In this type
of game, if a child favours running instead of jumping,
the locations to smash should be located farther apart
increasing the running in the game and thus also in-
creasing/maintaining the fun for that child.

Since all children are different their individual inter-
est in the game are also more or less different. Hence,
in order to increase/maintain a child’s interest in the
game, the playground should be able to adapt accord-
ingly. This implies that it must be possible to recog-
nise and/or predict the behaviour of a child playing at
the playground. However, when several children are
playing together on the playground, the playground
needs to be adapted in order to maintain several inter-
ests; thus, also the collective behaviour of the children
needs to be recognised and/or predicted.

We state that a playground can be viewed from
a multi-agent system (MAS) perspective. In gen-
eral MAS are considered consisting of agents, environ-
ments, interactions and organizations [8]. This could
be mapped into the playground as shown in fig. 3
where the children are considered as being agents, the
playground being the environment, the interactions
are those between the children and the playground or
other children respectively and finally the organiza-
tions – if any – are due to the formations of the chil-
dren. We now need to consider how the environment
and the agents can be modelled in the MAS.

2.1 Modelling the Environment

The playground defines the environment. Since the
playground consists of several tiles, the possible inter-
actions with the environment are defined by the tiles.

Fig. 3. Mapping the children and playground into a MAS.

The possible input sources of the tiles are the FSR
sensor and the communication lines; hence pressure
can be measured and movements can be calculated.
Pressure can be read directly from the FSR sensor on
each tile, and by using the communication lines, two
successive pressure points can be used to calculate the
distance travelled and the time the movement took.
Of course, the distance can only be calculated as long
as some a priori knowledge about the topology of the
tiles is known. These three physical units are illus-
trated in fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The three physical units that can be measured in the
environment. PP1 and PP2 are the pressure points.

Combining the pressure, the distance and the time
several interactions with the environment can be de-
fined. For simplicity we have reduced the numerical
span of the physical units from infinite to two leaving
us with the following:

Time (t) is either slow or fast.

Pressure (p) is either soft or hard.

Distance (d) is either near or far.

With these three units eight interactions can be
composed as listed in tab. 1. The definitions of p,
t and d are all relative and can thereby be specified
according to any appropriate threshold function.

2.2 Modelling the Agents

When modelling human or cognitive behaviour, the
BDI agent architecture is the most commonly used in
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Interaction ∆t ∆p ∆d

Walk slow soft near
Touch fast soft near
Step slow hard near
Tug fast hard near
Stretch slow soft far
Stroke fast soft far
Jump slow hard far
Run fast hard far

Tab. 1. The interactions defined according to the parameters
time (t), pressure (p) and distance (d).

the literature. BDI is an abbreviation for belief-desire-
intention and the agent model was first proposed by
Bratmann [9] and can be illustrated as in fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The BDI agent architecture [10].

The beliefs correspond to the information the agent
has perceived from the environment which can be in-
complete or even incorrect. The desires hold informa-
tion about the objectives the agents has to accomplish
and their priority – the desires are often referred to
as the motivational attribute of the agent. Intentions
represent the deliberative component of the agent (i.e.
which are the desires that the agent has committed
to achieve). When an agent has committed to some
desire, it tries to achieve this intention until it beliefs
that the intention is satisfied or until it beliefs that
the intention no longer is achievable. The plans con-
sist of a library of plans that specify courses of action
which achieve a specific intention. The interpreter is
responsible for the execution cycle of the agent. It
updates the beliefs according to new perceptions from
the environment, generate new desires according to
new beliefs, select which of the current active desires
should act as intentions, and finally selects an action
to perform according to the agent’s current intentions
and plan library.

When several agents, i.e. several children play-
ing together on the playground, a collective behav-
iour emerges from the organisation of the agents; that

is, the organisation defines which interaction patterns
comply in between the agents. This agent–agent in-
teraction, which defines the group behaviour, origi-
nate from the desires and intentions of the individual
agents. Thus, from having individual desires and in-
tentions, the agents also have joint desire and inten-
tions.

The agent–environment interactions (or agent ac-
tions) listed in tab. 1 define the basic entities of the
possible behaviours on the playground. A sequence
of actions corresponds to a plan being, which when
being executed complies with the desires and inten-
tions of the child playing by exhibiting these actions.
So, by recognising or learning this plan, the desires
and intentions of the child playing could be identi-
fied. This would allow for an agent only observing
the agent–environment (children–playground) interac-
tions to learn to recognize and/or identify the child’s
desires and intentions in order to adapt the playground
to serve these.

In order to design an agent architecture that allows
for this, we follow Shoham et al’s ”AI agenda” [11]
and look for an optimal (or at least effective) agent
design for the environment amongst the agents inhab-
iting it – that is the children. Thus, we propose an
agent architecture where the desires and intentions of
the child can be learned by an artificial neural net-
work (ANN). The input to the ANN then corresponds
to the child’s belief set which can be decomposed into a
plan (that is, a sequence of actions) and the perceived
environment (some limitation of the surrounding en-
vironment). Having this action/perception correlation
also indicates the effect of a given action performed in
the environment to the agent.

3 Observing Childrens Play

In order to collect data a playground consisting of
36 tiles arranged in a 6× 6 grid was used. A play called
”Bug Smasher” inspired from the ”Smash” game [7]
was implemented. The play shows three bugs (indi-
cated by green LEDs) moving around randomly keep-
ing a certain distance to the child. The child then
must try to squeeze the bugs by stepping on them.
Several responses according to the actions in tab. 1
were implemented.

To observe the children playing, two types of test
were performed; an individual test which settles the
childrens individual desires and intentions, and a group
test which settles the joint intentions of two children
playing together.
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The individual test was performed with 23 children
aged 5-6 years. In general two major behaviours were
observed. A ”Playing” behaviour was defined accord-
ing to children whos behaviour was under influence
by the environment. A ”Not Playing” behaviour was
defined according to children who were not under in-
fluence by the environment (i.e. playing their own
imaginary play). In the test, 10 of the children were
generally ”Playing” while the remaining 13 were gen-
erally ”Not Playing”.

Eight of the children also participated in the group
test. All of them had a general ”Playing” behaviour.
However, the playing behaviour varied from being co-
operative initially to becoming occasionally competi-
tive, e.g. some of the children pushed each other trying
to squeeze a bug (see fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Two children are competing to squeeze the bugs in the
group test. Each test lasted 5 minutes and was performed in a
neutral environment (here a kindergarten).

4 Learning desires and intentions

In order to adapt the playground three main disci-
plines must be considered, namely; observation, clas-
sification and finally adaptation (see fig. 7). An agent
being able to observe the child’s interactions with the
environment can learn the child’s desires and inten-
tions and use these in order to increase/maintain the
child’s physical activity by adapting the playground
accordingly.

From the tests, behaviours complying with the
seven desires and intentions were defined analytically
as shown in fig. 8. A sequences of 36 actions in the col-
lected data was selected as defining the behaviours in
the training set of the agents ANN as unambiguously
as possible1. In verifying the trained agent, a test set
including the rest of the collected data was all cor-
rectly classified (see fig. 9). However, as can be seen

1Only 5 of the analytically 7 behaviours existed in the col-
lected data.

Fig. 7. The cycle of adaptation on the playground.

in fig. 9 the percentages by which the classifications
are given are not as unambiguous as desirable – an ex-
ample is Silje; indications are that the children change
behaviours during the play. By producing a graphi-
cal representation of how the agent classifies epochs
of 36 actions, we see that Silje is indeed switching
different behaviours as expected (see fig. 10). Also
notice, that the individual behaviours can be distin-
guished from group behaviours by the agent; meaning
that the agent also is capable of recognizing joint in-
tentions that is agent–agent interaction, by observing
the agent–environment interaction.

Fig. 8. The seven classifications of the ANN corresponding to
different criteria. The continuously and discontinuously com-
plies with the behaviour being predictable or not.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

We have presented an approach to adapt play-
ground inspired from multi-agent systems; modelling
children as agents, the playground as the environment,
allowing children– playground (agent–environment)
and children–children (agent–agent) interactions and
for the children as being organised. This approach en-
abled the children as being view upon as BDI agents
where their actions are determined by their desires and
intentions.
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Fig. 9. Selected agent classifications of the test set. Bold
indicates the classification, while underline indicates the target.

Fig. 10. Classifications of Silje’s behaviour by the trained
agent. The orange curve shows ”I. Not-Playing Cont.” while
the purple shows ”I. Not-Playing Disc.”. The yellow is ”I. Play-
ing Slow”.

Seven desires and intentions of the children were de-
fined by their behaviour, from a combination of how
many children were playing and of how much they
were under influence by the environment. A training
set consisting of selected examples from the collected
data representing each of the defined behaviours was
constructed and an ANN capable of classifying the be-
haviours was trained.

Having the first two phases of fig. 7 the last phase
is to use this knowledge about the children to adapt
the playground in their favour, an aspect which we
present in another paper.
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Abstract 
 

In recent years, mobile robot systems that 
perform team operations such as repairing 
industrial equipment have been researched. 
However, since a number of robots have to 
work in a small indoor workspace for coop-
eration, they are prone to collisions and sen-
sor signal interference. We formed a hy-
pothesis that their collisions were caused by 
the ambiguity of their positional information.  

 
Since each robot has its own coordinate 

axis, they cannot compare their positional 
information. In order that each robot can 
detect the same position in the same coordi-
nate axis correctly, they need to decide ref-
erence positions in their workspace. We con-
sidered detecting "corners / edges" which 
were formed by walls and pillars that are in 
most buildings as indoor reference positions. 

 
In order to detect direction of "corners / 

edges" clearly, we propose to use the fan 
beam laser that can create a visual repre-
sentation of the object’s geometrical features. 
Since image sensors can capture the image of 
“the corner / edge”, the direction of "the tip of 
the corner / edge" can be detected using im-
age processing algorithms. Because more 
than two robots can capture the image of “the 
same corner / edge” illuminated by the fan 
beam laser simultaneously, they can detect 
direction of “the tip of the corner / edge” as 
the direction of the reference position.  

 
The direction detection method using a fan 

beam laser was proven and successful results 
were obtained. Each robot can acquire accu-
rate positional information using triangula-
tion based on detected reference position's 
direction and mutual localization among 
teammate robots. 

1. Introduction 
 

Recently, multiple autonomous mobile ro-
bots that can perform team operations have 
been developed. These robots are used for 
maintenance of nuclear reactors, repairing 
industrial equipment, and so on.  
 

When the number of robots increases in the 
workspace for cooperative operation, they 
will often suffer from collisions or signal in-
terference. One of the proposed collision 
avoidance methods of mobile robot teams is 
the exchange of their action programs 
through inter-robot communication. Commu-
nication signal interference known in wire-
less communication as "the hidden terminal 
problem" or "the exposed terminal problem" 
occurs when these robots transmit 
omni-directional signals simultaneously. 
Occurrences of these robots’ collisions or sig-
nal interference depend on their mutual lo-
cation. Inaccurate positional information is 
one of the causes of mobile robots’ collisions 
or signal interference.  

 
Accurate outdoor positional information 

can commonly be detected using GPS (Global 
Positioning System). However, indoor mobile 
robots cannot use GPS because they cannot 
receive signals from GPS satellites. In addi-
tion, since artificial landmarks also are hard 
to prepare for in advance in unknown work-
space, accurate detection of positional infor-
mation on global coordinate axis in indoor 
workspace is quite difficult. Therefore, we 
studied how to acquire the global coordinate 
axis among teammate robots in their work-
space. 

 
One of the proposed mutual localization 

methods uses teammate robots as landmarks, 
if these robots can detect direction and 
measure distance between each other. We 
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have developed an infrared wireless commu-
nication system that can detect the angle of 
arrival (AOA) of communication signals from 
the communicating partner. Normally, an 
image sensor and ultrasonic sonar also have 
been attached to remote controlled mobile 
robots as embedded sensors. These robots can 
measure the distance to the partner based on 
the time difference of arrival (TDOA) of in-
frared communication signals and ultrasonic 
waves provided the communication system is 
used with ultrasonic sonar simultaneously. 
Consequently, each robot can compute it’s 
relative location between each other by tri-
angulation ranging based on detected direc-
tion and measured distance.  

 
However, in order to avoid collisions with 

fixed obstacles and to form smooth action 
programs, these robots need to acquire their 
absolute positions in their workspace. These 
robots need to find out stationary reference 
positions used as the basis that determines 
their coordinate axis in their workspace to 
acquire their absolute positions. We consid-
ered detecting "corners / edges" which were 
formed by walls and pillars that are in most 
buildings as indoor reference positions.  

 
Since more than two robots have to detect 

direction of “the same corner / edge" in order 
to share its positional information, we pro-
pose to use the fan beam laser that can create 
a visual representation of the object’s geo-
metrical features. Image sensors can capture 
the image of “the corner / edge” created by 
fan beam laser and can detects its direction 
as a reference position using image process-
ing algorithms. The reference position can be 
calculated by triangulation ranging based on 
its detected direction, since each robot has 
computed its relative location mutually using 
the inter-robot communication system. These 
robots can exchange calculated positional 
information of reference positions through 
their inter-robot communication network. A 
map of their workspace also can be created 
from shared positional information of refer-
ence positions. 

 
In this paper, the method of multi-robot 

mutual relative localization using the infra-
red inter-robot wireless communication sys-
tem and the method of reference position de-
tection using the fan beam laser are de-
scribed. 

2. Multi-robot mutual localization using  
inter-robot communication system  

 
When the number of robots increases to 

accomplish complicated tasks in a small in-
door workspace, they are prone to collisions 
and sensor signal interference. Occurrences 
of their collisions or signal interference de-
pend on their mutual location and can be 
decreased by inter-robot communication us-
ing directional communication medium such 
as infrared rays or millimeter waves. We 
have designed an infrared wireless commu-
nication system for inter-robot communica-
tion.  

 
When these robots move or rotate, usual 

infrared wireless communication often loses 
communication links owing to the directivity 
of infrared rays. In the system that we de-
signed, in order to maintain communication 
links, several infrared transceivers are put 
on the circumference of the robot body and 
faced outwards. Figure 1 shows the ar-
rangement of transceivers. 

 

 
Fig.1 Arrangement of transceivers 

 
In order to maintain a communication link 

by tracking the communicating partner, each 
transceiver receives a communication signal 
and the transceiver detects the AOA of the 
communication signal simultaneously. These 
transceivers are also switched to adjacent 
transceivers that face communicating part-
ners when these robots move or rotate. 

 
This communication system is able to 

communicate in parallel with different part-
ners in different directions by using different 
transceivers simultaneously. As a result, 
space-division communication can take place. 
These robots create a communication net-
work by relaying information among them. 
The created communication network is called 
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ad hoc network, since each robot is inde-
pendently mobile and may change position 
depending on their tasks. Figure 2 shows an 
inter-robot communication network. 

 
Fig.2 An inter-robot communication network 

 
These robots can detect direction of partner 

robots using this infrared communication 
system and can also measure distance be-
tween partners using ultrasonic sonar with 
support of the communication system. Con-
sequently, these robots can compute their 
mutual location by triangulation using in-
formation about their direction and distance. 

 
The computation method of mutual loca-

tion requires three known partners’ location 
in the workspace. These partners’ locations 
are arranged on coordinates from P1(x1,y1) to 
P3(x3,y3), and P2 is the origin. When, the co-
ordinate of the robot is P(x,y) and the move-
ment direction of the robot is θ, these pa-
rameters are computed from equation 1. 
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Fig 3. Localization using triangulation 
 

Figure 3 shows mutual localization using 
triangulation based on the AOA of commu-
nication signals. The robot detects AOA ( θ01, 
θ12, θ23 ) of communication signals and com-
putes coordinate P(x,y) by triangulation.  

 
We tested this mutual localization method 

using PSD (Position Sensitive Device) PIN 
photo diode (Hamamatsu S6560) that can 
detect incidence angle of infrared rays as the 
reception devices. In an experiment of AOA 
detection, angle detection error is approxi-
mate 0.5 degrees and this result is able to 
detect an AOA precisely. The accuracy of 
mutual localization is approximately 90% 
with the true value based on the detected 
AOA. 

 
3. Reference position detection using 

fan beam laser  
 
Although mutual location information is 

extremely useful for local mutual cooperation 
among adjacent robots, it is not suitable for 
the use that needs to point to appointed po-
sitions such as stationary obstacles in their 
workspace. In order to point to appointed 
positions, these robots have to decide a global 
coordinate axis based on several reference 
positions in their workspace. 

 
"Corners / edges" which were formed by 

walls and pillars can be used as indoor ref-
erence positions in most buildings, since ar-
tificial landmarks are hard to prepare for in 
advance in unknown workspace. The fan 
beam laser that can create a visual repre-
sentation of the object's geometrical features 
is suitable for detection of "corners / edges". 
Figure 4 shows a model of “corner / edge” 
detection using fan beam laser.  
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Fig 4. A model of “corner / edge” detection 
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We probed the feasibility of the "corners / 
edges" detection method using fan beam laser 
with experiments. The laser emitter (Coher-
ent, LVM3 Laser-line micro 670nm 2.5mW 
60deg) and the image sensor (RF system Lab, 
PRO-5 2CCD color wireless TV camera with 
lens) were used in experiments. The laser 
emitter and the image sensor were attached 
to a motorized turntable (SIGMA KOKI, 
SGSP-160YAW) horizontally at a 10cm in-
terval vertically. The image sensor can cap-
ture 320 (horizontally)´480(vertically) pixel 
images and its horizontal view angle is ap-
proximately 23 degrees. We also measured 
angle detection error of this image sensor 
using a captured image. The angle detection 
error is approximately 1.5 degrees. 

 
We also examined the positional detection 

method based on the "corners / edges" detec-
tion. A motorized X-Y axis linear stage pair 
(SIGMA KOKI, SGSP46-500(X) and SGSP65- 
1200(X)) was used for a simulation of a mo-
bile robot that moves around an obstacle of 
cuboid set on the flat floor. The turntable in 
which the laser emitter and the image sensor 
were attached was put on the X-Y axis linear 
stage pair. The robot moved from P1(x1,y1) to 
P6(x6,y6)and the position of the cuboid's edge 
Pa(xa,ya), Pb(xb,yb) and Pc(xc,yc) were meas-
ured. Figure 5 shows experiment environ-
ment with an obstacle. Table 1 shows results 
of this experiment. In the table 1, “x” and “y” 
are arrangement coordinates. Detected an-
gle q  and f  are shown in “angle”, “x’” 
and ”y’” are results of triangulation. The de-
tection errors are less than 3% in this ex-
periment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Experiment environment 
 

 
Table 1 Results of triangulation 

 
 x y angle x’ y’ reference 

Pa 50 50     
P1 0 30 68.8 49.8 51.0  
P2 0 65 73.4 49.8 51.0  
Pb 63.5 90     
P3 10 70 70.4 63.3 89.0  
P4 10 100 78.3 63.3 89.0  
Pc 72 43     
P5 35 -7.5 54.8 71.5 44.2  
P6 75 -7.5 86.1 71.5 44.2  

Length: cm, Angle: deg 
 
Conclusion 

 
We proposed cooperative localization 

methods using inter-robot communication 
and fan beam laser. Also we examined the 
positioning method and successful results 
were obtained. In this method, accurate ref-
erence positions were detected. 

 
If this method is used effectively, the global 

coordinate axis of the robots' workspace will 
be acquired. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose the stability analysis to apply 

decentralized control to cooperative AGV systems whose 
subsystems are under nonholonomic constraints and convey a 
common rigid object in a horizontal plain. Moreover, it is 
shown that multiple AGV systems ensure stability and the 
velocities of augmented systems converge to a scaled multiple 
of each desired velocity field for cooperative mobile robot 
systems. Finally, the application of proposed virtual 
passivity-based decentralized algorithm via system 
augmentation is applied to trace a circle. 

1. Introduction 
A wheeled mobile robot named automatic guided vehicle 

(AGV) is an important element to convey work in the present 
flexible material handling system of factory automation and 
robots with the various kinds of payloads are developed. 
Therefore, we take a great interest in the cooperative 
object-transportation system by multiple vehicles.  

However, the passive velocity field control (PVFC) 
algorithm applied to a single manipulator could not extend to 
multiple AGV systems [2]. Especially, multiple robotic systems 
can execute various tasks which could not be done by a single 
manipulator such as the handling of a heavy object, for 
example, transportation of port containers using cooperative 
AGV systems. Therefore, many control algorithms have been 
proposed for the coordinated motion control of multiple robot 
systems. Moreover, various decentralized control algorithms 
have been proposed to overcome some problems of the 
centralized control algorithm in which each robot system is 
controlled by its own controller without explicit 
communication among cooperative systems. 

2. The proposed decentralized control 
algorithm for cooperative AGV systems 

2.1. Cooperative AGV systems 
We consider a case where two AGVs convey a rod for 

simplicity, however, the similar discussion can be applied for 
cases where AGVs arre carrying a general planer rigid object. 
In this section, we describe the configuration of cooperative 
AGVs as shown in Fig. 1. In considered systems, an object 
denoted by a rod is connected to each mobile robot by a free 
joint without friction and the length of an object is 2L. 

From the kinematic constraints by the passive joints, the 
holonomic constraints between the generalized coordinates are 
defined as follows: 
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Fig. 1 Configuration of 3-wheeled AGV systems for moving a 
rigid object 

 
If we define the constraint force, the actual dynamic 

equation of whole system can be decomposed into the 
following equations 

i
T
imiiiiiiii JGftH λτβηβηβ −=+ )(),()()( &   (3) 

λT
ooo JxM −=&& , λϕ ϕ

T
o JI −=&&    (4) 

Then, we can define a local control input given by 

i
T
iiii

T
iiiiimi JHGJfvHG λλτ 11 )( −− −++=    (5) 

where )2,1( =ivi  is new input. If we inject new control input 

iv  into cooperative mobile robots. Therefore, the actual 
dynamic equation of whole system is represented by 

λT
wwww JtvGxM −= )(&&     (6) 

2.2. Decentralized control algorithm 

 

Fig. 2 Configuration of cooperative AGV systems with 
virtual-based flywheel system 

 
The proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Also, if the actual 

control input is defined as 
( ) )(0 222211 ϕϕνν ϕϕ &&&& JJI +−′= ××    (7) 
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( ) )(0 222222 ϕϕνν ϕϕ &&&& JJI +−′= ××    (8)                           

Adding the dynamic equation of ox , we can describe the 
motion equation of an object as follows: 

212222 )( νν ′+′=++ ×× oo xIMI &&    (9) 
First of all, the procedure in order to apply an individual PVFC 
algorithm can be designed that the motion equation in Eq. (9) is 
separated as the following virtual dynamic equation 

)2,1( =′=′ ixM ioi ν&&     (10) 
where )2,1( =iiρ  is load sharing coefficient and it is 
satisfied with 121 =+ ρρ . 

Also, the dynamics of the virtual flywheel is given by 
)2,1( == ixM fwifwifwi ν&&    (11) 

where fwiν  is the coupling control input to the flywheel. Thus, 
the dynamics of the augmented system are composed as 
follows: 

)2,1( =′=′ iXM aiaiai ν&&                  (12) 

where ( )Tfwioai xxX &&& =  is the velocity of the augmented 

system, aiν ′  is the augmented control input, and aiM ′  is the 
augmented inertia matrix and is defined by 
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For each aiX , we can define the kinetic energy of the 

augmented dynamic system, aH ′  which is expressed in local 
coordinate by 

∑
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i
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T
aia XMXH &&     (14) 

Theorem 1: Consider the decentralized PVFC as shown in Fig. 
2 where the motion equation is given by Eq. (10), and the 
individual PVFC control law consists of the virtual dynamic 
augmentation Eq. (11) and coupling control law Equation. 
Furthermore if the control input about control internal force is 
defined by 
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and an actual control input about given system iν ′  is also 
defined by 

)2,1( =′+′=′ iIiaii ννν                         (16) 
where Iiν ′  is desired internal force and satisfies 021 =′+′ II νν . 
Then the passivity and convergence properties of decentralized 
PVFC are summarized as follows: 
(1) The augmented feedback system is passive with respect to 

the supply rate defined by 
xFxFxFs T &&& >==< ,),(            (17) 

where F and x&  are input and output. 
(2) For the augmented iα -velocity error ieα , the velocity of 

an object aiX&  is a Lyapunov stable solution in the 
absence of environment forces. 

 
Proof of (1): The derivation of kinetic energy defined by  
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Therefore, upon integration of Eq. (19), we can obtain 

∫ ′−>=′−′=′
t
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0

)0(0)0()()(&           (20) 

Since 0)0( ≥′aH , the system is passive with respect to the 
supply rate. 
Proof of (2): Given ℜ∈α , let’s define the positive definite 
storage function αW  as follows: 
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Differentiating Eq. (21) and the fact that aiai GM ′+′ 2&  is skew 

symmetric, we obtain 
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Since αW  is a positive definite function of iα -velocity error 

ieα , we know that the augmented iα -velocity error 0=ieα  
is Lyapunove stable of the error dynamics using Barlalet’s 
lemma [3]   ■ 

3. Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a new control methodology for 

cooperative AGV systems systems convey a rigid object, and 
the proposed decentralized control algorithm is also analyzed 
using passive velocity field control algorithm. Especially, the 
closed-loop input/output systems for multiple AGV systems are 
passive with the environment force as inputs, the system 
velocities as outputs, and the environment mechanical powers 
as supply rates as if it is similar to an original passive velocity 
field contorl. 
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Abstract
This study aims at comparing behaviors of an

expert piano player between two contrasting piano-
keying cases: when a player applies significant force
to keys (case A) and when the same player relaxes
their muscles as much as possible (case B). For this,
we developed a simultaneous measurement system for
the motions of an index finger and a key, and for Elec-
tromyographic (EMG) signals of the index finger. The
results acquired in a pilot experiment show the clear
difference in the key motion and the EMG signals be-
tween the two cases. Additionally, we found the strong
correlation between extensor muscle activities and the
key-release velocities. The results suggest that the de-
veloped measurement system has a possibility to eval-
uate the proficiency of pianists in particular for relaxed
keying motions.

1 introduction

Observing and imitating the motions of an expert
of, for example, sports and playing an instrument are a
good starting point for amateurs. It is, however, nec-
essary to know the time course of appropriate force
for each muscle movement, because it is generally
thought that the motor program of experts is opti-
mized to achieve highest accuracy with a minimum
effort, whereas amateurs often give much amount of
force, which hinders appropriate learning. Further-
more, trainers often refer to the importance of relax-
ation of muscles because uneconomic use of force hin-
ders learning, and may incur injuries. To our knowl-
edge, there are very few motor learning support sys-
tems which is not only for learning motions of experts
but also for learning appropriate time course of force
to be suitable to learner’s muscles.

The arguments above are applicable to piano-
playing. It is often said that the relaxation of player’s
muscles is important to achieve deft and fine fin-
ger movements or rich expression by producing sweet

sound. How to relax muscles during the play is hard to
learn even for students who have studied piano-playing
for a long time.

Therefore, we confine our interest to the simple
piano-keying with an index finger, and investigate the
difference in skill of piano-keying between beginners
and experts, and search for indices for muscle relax-
ation of players during piano-playing.

There are some previous studies related to this
study. Parlitz et al. measured keying force from ex-
pert and amateur pianists at ‘tied finger exercise’ by
means of a pressure sensor sheet placed beneath keys
[1]. Their results indicated that amateur pianists of-
ten take much amount of force to achieve the same
tempo and volume as those of experts. They also
found that experts strike keys with less effort than
amateurs. Their study, however, did directly focused
on relaxed playing, nor measure player’s muscle activ-
ities. Oshima et al. investigated the relationship be-
tween key-release velocity and sound proficiency with
a note of the importance of the relaxation in player’s
muscles [2]. They, however, did not measure muscle
activities and henceforce were not concerned the re-
lationship between the muscle activities and key key-
release velocities.

This article first presents our simultaneous mea-
surement system for joint angles, displacements of
keys, and Electromyographic (EMG) signals of a
player’s index finger to make their concern clear. We
then show the results of recording behaviors of an ex-
pert piano player using this apparatus. We show our
system successfully captures salient and direct features
of an expert, indicating the relationship between the
key-release velocity and muscle relaxation.
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Figure 1: System configuration

2 Methods

2.1 System configuration

Figure 1 shows our developed system for measuring
simultaneously motion, EMG and the displacement of
a key. We used an optical motion capture system Vi-
con512 (Oxford Metrics) for measurement of motions
at a sampling frequency of 120 Hz.

EMG signals were measured by an electromyograph
BA1104m (DEGITEX LABORATORY) with active-
type electrodes. The displacement of a key was mea-
sured with a laser displacement sensor CD3-250 (SICK
OPTEX). The outputs of them were input to an A/D
converter of Vicon512, which enabled synchronized
recording of motion data and other data. The sam-
pling frequency was 3000 Hz for recording of the EMG
and the displacement, while 120 Hz for motion as de-
scribed above. The postprocessing of EMG signals will
be described below.

2.2 Measured joints and finger muscles

In this study, MP, PIP and DIP joints of the right
index finger were measured. We attached infrared re-
flection markers for motion capturing to five points:
fingertip, DIP, PIP and MP joints and the back of
the subject’s right hand as shown in Figure 2. We
measured EMG signals of external muscles of the in-
dex finger at four points as shown in Figure 3. Two
of them were flexor muscles: flexor digitorum super-
ficialis (FDS) and flexor digitorum profundus (FDP),
and the other two were extensor muscles: extensor
digitorum (ED) and extensor indicis (EI).

2.3 Procedure

We conducted experiments where a subject was re-
quested to strike a piano key repetitively with an in-
dex finger of the right hand by moving the three finger
joints.

The subject was a healthy adult woman who ma-
jored at a music college in piano-playing and was a

Figure 2: Marker lo-
cations Figure 3: Electrode locations

piano instructor with years of experience. She under-
stood our research aim.

She sat on a chair and placed from her elbow to
ahead of wrist (locality of carpus) of the right arm
on the armrest in order to use only three joints of
an index finger without using other joints such as a
shoulder, elbow and wrist as much as possible. She
was instructed to be relaxed as possible as she was
able to do, (Figure 3).

The subject was instructed to let the key down syn-
chronized with a metronome under four conditions as
follows:
• ARCH1: let a key down every one meter in time

with the tempo of M.M.=50 with a natural form
(arched) of fingers.

• ARCH2: let a key down every two meters in time
with the tempo of M.M.=50 with natural form
(arched) of fingers.

• EXTE1: let a key down every one meter in time
with the tempo of M.M.=50 with the PIP and
DIP joints being extended, but by moving mainly
the MP joint.

• EXTE2: let a key down every two meters in time
with the tempo of M.M.=50 with the PIP and
DIP joints being extended, but by moving mainly
the MP joint.

Each task consisted of keyings of 10 times for each
of the two cases: the subject was instructed to apply
significant force to a key (case A), or was instructed to
relax her muscles as possible as she can during keying
(case B).

2.4 Data processing

The motion data of an index finger were used to
calculate the joint angles of MP, PIP and DIP based
on the acquired three-dimensional information of the
5 markers. The joint angle data were smoothed by a
second-order Butterworse filter at a cuttoff frequency
of 3 Hz.
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Figure 4: Sample time course of joint angles, EMGs,
and key displacements during condition ARCH2

The EMG signals were down-sampled by taking the
average of every 25 points after full-wave rectifica-
tion. The sampling rate of the EMG signals hence-
force became 120 Hz which was the same as the sam-
pling rate of motion capturing. Additionally, we per-
formed smoothing by taking the moving average over
five points:

EMGma(t) =
1
5

2∑

i=−2

EMGave(t− i). (1)

Next, the data were filtered by a second-order low-
pass filter proposed by Akazawa [3] which is known to
be effective in approximating the tension in a muscle.
The impulse response function of the Akazawa filter
is:

h(t) = 6.44× (
e−10.80t − e16.52

)
. (2)

Both the key displacement and motion data were
smoothed by a second-order Butterworse filter at a
cuttoff frequency of 10 Hz.

3 Results

A sample result acquired in condition ARCH2 is
shown in Figure 4. The top, the second, the third
and the bottom panels present time course of the MP
joint angles, flexor muscles (FDS and FDP), extensor
muscles (ED and EI) and the key displacement, re-
spectively. In the bottom panel, higher displacement
corresponds to keying down. For all panels, solid lines
and dashed lines denote the results of case A and case
B, respectively.

As shown in Figure 4, EMG signals in case A are
generally higher than in case B. In both of the cases,
the flexor and extensor muscles were activated when
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Figure 5: Key-touch and key-release velocities during
condition ARCH1

the key was pressed. The extensor muscles, how-
ever, were not activated in case B during key-release
whereas they were activated in case A (indicated by
arrow in the third panel of Figure 4).

It appears less difference between the two cases
when the subject stroke a key, while the difference dur-
ing key-release is clearly shown; the displacement of
the key changed more gently in case B. We calculated
the key velocities by taking the difference of adjacent
key displacements to investigate if there was difference
in key-touch velocity or key-release velocity between
the two cases. An example result of ARCH1 is shown
in Figure 5. The top panel shows the time course of
key displacements, and the bottom panel presents the
corresponding key velocities. The solid lines denote
the results in case A and the dashed lines case B. In
the bottom panel, positive peaks correspond to key-
touch timings, while the negative peaks correspond to
key-release timings.

We found that there is seemingly a strong rela-
tionship between extensor muscle activities and key-
release velocities at a key-release period in both cases.
Figure 6 actually depicts that there is a strong correla-
tion between the extensor muscle (ED) activities and
the key-release velocities. This figure shows normal-
ized maximum key-release velocity at the peak EMG
of ED during the key-release period, acquired in every
task. Each line presents a regression line over data
points in each task. Moreover, in order to examine
the difference in key-release velocity in the case B over
different experimental conditions, i.e., the finger form
and the number of keying meters, we performed two-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and found:
• the finger form: no significant difference (p-value:

0.665),
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Figure 7: The averaged normalized maximum key-
release velocity

• the number of keying meters: a significant differ-
ence (p-value: 0.000),

• interaction: no significant difference (p-value:
0.212).

These results indicate that the velocity difference was
due to the number of keying meters, but not to the
other factors. The averaged normalized maximum
key-release velocity for each experimental condition is
shown in Figure 7.

4 Discussion

In this study, the most salient difference in acti-
vation patterns between flexor and extensor muscles
were observed during the key-release period in case A.

As shown in the third panel of Figure 3, the ex-
tensor muscles activated not only during key-touching
periods but also during key-releasing periods indicated
by arrows in the figure in case A (cf. solid lines), but
not in case B (cf. dashed lines), while such secondary
activations are not observed for the flexor muscles as
presented in the second panel of this figure. These re-

sults would support a common belief among pianists
that a certain sweet sound on a key can be generated
by feeling the force to the finger applied by the key
during releasing.

As contrasted to the key-release period, there were
no such difference in the activation pattern between
the flexor muscles and the extensor muscles during
the key-touching period. Both muscles were simul-
taneously activated in both case A and B, while the
activity of the flexor muscles were higher than that of
the extensor muscles, which simply means the stiffness
of joints were higher in case A than in case B.

Key-release velocities in case B were slower than in
case A in either task, as clearly shown in Figure 7.
We further found that there is a strong correlation
between the extensor muscle activities and the key-
release velocities as shown in Figure 6. As a conse-
quence, measuring extensor muscles during the key-
release period gives a useful index of key-release ve-
locity involving in generating certain sweet sound (cf.
[2]).

In addition, the subject reported a difficulty in
ARCH1 and EXTE1 tasks in which the subject were
required to let a key down every one meter; letting
down a key every one meter requires higher key-release
velocity compared to the tasks to do the same thing
every two meters. Figure 7 actually reflects what she
mentioned.

Integrating sound recording and analysis into our
system is necessary because we need to define a certain
goal to be achieved as a sound.
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Abstract 
 

Recently, mobile robots’ team operation has 
been proposed as one of the effective solu-
tions that enable the execution of compli-
cated tasks [1]. These robots that join team 
operations need to communicate mutually for 
smooth task execution. Although radio waves 
are usually used for mobile robot's remote 
control or communication of mobile computer 
terminals, one drawback is that they spread 
out signals omni-directionally that can cause 
communication interference. 
 

We have proposed an infrared wireless 
communication system that can detect angle 
of arrival (AOA) of infrared signals from 
communicating partners for mobile robots' 
team operations. Infrared rays have strong 
directivity and limited beam width. They are 
advantageous to communicate between ad-
jacent robots, since they can decrease com-
munication interference. Signal intensity 
decreases with the square of the communi-
cating distance. Also the reception capability 
is in inverse proportion to the data trans-
mission rate. Transmission efficiency and 
reception capability are also restricted by the 
performance of the circuit elements such as 
infrared LEDs and photo diodes. 
 

A position sensitive device (PSD) PIN 
photo diode (HAMAMATSU S6560) that can 
detect incidence angle of infrared rays is used 
as the reception device of this infrared wire-
less communication system. This PSD has 2 
current output electrodes and these ratios 
show the incidence angle. We implemented 
communication signal amplifiers and 
threshold decision mechanisms that can re-
store digital pulse signals from received 
analog signals. These electronic circuits were 
tested and successful results were obtained. 

1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, multiple mobile robots that 
can perform team operations have been de-
veloped. These robots are used for SAR 
(search and rescue) operation, surveillance, 
patrol and so on. When the number of robots 
increases in the same workspace to accom-
plish their tasks, they will often collide or 
interfere with adjacent robots. Therefore, 
they need to communicate to decrease their 
collisions in order to achieve their tasks 
smoothly. Radio waves or infrared rays are 
used as carriers in inter-robot communica-
tion. 

 
Usually, radio waves are used for mobile 

robots’ remote control or communication of 
mobile computer terminals. However, radio 
waves spread out signals omni-directionally 
and cause communication interference that is 
known in wireless communication as "the 
hidden terminal problem" or "the exposed 
terminal problem". This signal interference 
can be decreased using directional commu-
nication mediums such as infrared rays or 
millimeter waves.  

 
Infrared rays have strong directivity and 

limited beam width. Moreover, infrared rays 
can be used in circuits easier than millimeter 
waves. However, infrared wireless commu-
nication often loses communication links 
when mobile robots move or rotate. In order 
to execute tasks smoothly, we have designed 
an infrared wireless communication system 
that can maintain their communication links 
by tracking the partner robot. This commu-
nication system communicates with partner 
robots and simultaneously detects an inci-
dence angle of infrared rays that points to the 
partner’s direction using PSDs in order to 
track the partner.  
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In this system, several transceivers used 
PSDs as reception devices are put on the cir-
cumference of the robot body and faced 
outwards. These transceivers detect angle of 
arrival (AOA) of the communication signals 
in order to maintain communication links by 
switching to adjacent transceivers that face 
communicating partners. 

 
Infrared signal intensity decreases with 

the square of the distance between the 
communicating partners. Also the reception 
capability is in inverse proportion to the data 
transmission rate. We designed amplifiers 
and threshold decision mechanisms that can 
restore digital pulse signals from received 
infrared signals. 

 
This paper describes the design and im-

plementation of the infrared wireless in-
ter-robot communication system.  

 
2. Basic design of the infrared wireless 

inter-robot communication system 
 
Infrared rays have strong directivity and 

limited beam width. Although it can elimi-
nate communication interference, usual in-
frared wireless communication often loses 
communication links when mobile robots 
move or rotate. We have designed an infrared 
wireless communication system that can 
maintain communication links. The commu-
nication system is formed by several infrared 
transceivers that are put on the circumfer-
ence of the robot body and faced outwards. 
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the 
transceivers. 

 
Fig. 1 Arrangement of transceivers 

 
In this system, these transceivers used 

PSD photo diodes that can detect incidence 
angle of infrared rays as reception devices. 
The incidence angle of infrared rays is used 
in order to find the partner's direction. 

The PSD photo diodes (HAMAMATSU 
S6560) that are reception devices have 2 
current output electrodes and these ratios 
show the incidence angle. Figure 2 shows a 
schematic view of this PSD.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 A schematic view of the PSD 
 
The electric current output ‘a’ and ‘b’ of the 

PSD has the relations of the equation 1 with 
the incidence angle of the infrared signals q . 

 
q = ( a – b ) / ( a + b )                   (1) 

 
The electric current output 'a' and 'b' of the 

PSD are feeble analog signals that need am-
plification. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of 
a signal processing amplifier. In figure 3, the 
signal processing amplifier outputs not only a 
digitized incidence angle but also serial data 
of communication signals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of amplifier 
 
The detected incidence angle also encoded 

to the 2bit direction code in order to select 
transceivers that are facing to communicat-
ing partners. Figure 4 shows the direction 
code in an infrared transceiver. 

 
Fig. 4 The direction code and detected angle 
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When a partner is in the left, center, and 
right view of a transceiver, the partner's di-
rection is encoded to the direction code '10', 
'11', and '01', respectively. When a partner 
moves or rotates, these transceivers detect 
the partner's direction in order to switch to 
an adjacent transceiver that is facing the 
partner. The direction code is used in order to 
maintain the communication link by switch-
ing these transceivers. Figure 5 shows 
transceiver exchange circuit. In figure 5, the 
serial data that is received by each trans-
ceiver is on the left side, and the direction 
code that is outputted from each transceiver 
is below. Since the serial data can be received 
from selected transceivers continuously, the 
infrared communication system can maintain 
their communication links. 

 
Fig. 5 Transceiver exchange circuit. 

Since infrared rays have strong directivity 
and limited beam width, infrared communi-
cation suffers from hardly any interference, if 
partners are in different directions. This 
communication system can communicate 
with different partners in different directions 
by using different transceivers simultane-
ously. As a result, space-division communica-
tion can take place. When each robot relays 
information between different partners, a 
communication network is created in their 
workspace. It is an ad hoc communication 
network because each robot is independently 
mobile and may change position depending 
on their task. Figure 6 shows an inter-robot 
communication network. 

 
 

Fig. 6 An inter-robot communication network 

3. Feasibility study of the infrared  
wireless communication system 

 
As previously mentioned, the infrared 

wireless communication system is able to 
adapt for the inter-robot communication, if 
its mechanism is designed appropriately. 
However, infrared signal intensity decreases 
with the square of the distance from the 
transmitter to the receiver. Also the commu-
nication capability is in inverse proportion to 
the data transmission rate. We studied the 
performance of the inter-robot communica-
tion system. 

 
In order to operate multiple mobile robots 

that perform team operations such as SAR 
operation or surveillance by remote control 
smoothly, the inter-robot communication 
system needs high-speed data transmission. 
The communication system has to send not 
only its positional information but also gath-
ered information such as compressed video 
images, direction of thermal sources, gas 
concentration data and so on. We determined 
384 kbps as a data transmission speed of the 
communication system in order to design the 
circuit, because it is similar to the speed used 
for the uplink from mobile phone terminals of 
walking users that transmit compressed 
QVGA video images. 

 
We implemented an infrared transmitter, 

two types of infrared receivers and two types 
of threshold decision circuits for feasibility 
study of this communication system. The in-
frared transmitter uses two infrared-LEDs 
(STANLEY DNF324U, 850nm) driven by 
2SA1300 transistor. One of the infrared re-
ceivers uses a PSD (HAMAMATSU S6560, 
960nm) that can detect an incidence angle of 
infrared rays. Another one uses a photo diode 
(TOSHIBA TPS703, 960nm) that has similar 
capabilities to the S6560 (except its angle 
detection) in order to test the design of 
amplifiers. 

 
Two threshold decision circuits that restore 

serial data from received infrared pulse sig-
nals were tested. Figure 7 shows the thresh-
old decision circuits. In figure 7, the circuit 
(A) calculates the median value of high side 
peak and low side peak as threshold voltage. 
Also in the circuit (B), the difference between 
high side peak and low side peak is divided 
into three in order to give hysteresis effects.  
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Fig. 7 Threshold decision mechanisms 
 
The infrared receiver that uses TPS703 

photo diode and is connected to MOSFET 
(2SK241) amplifiers was used for the test. In 
the test, the receiver detected infrared sig-
nals of 460kbps from the infrared transmitter 
in 1m distances and outputted 400mVpp ap-
proximately. 

 
In this test, the threshold decision circuits 

were possible to recover to digital pulse from 
the received signal voltage of 100mVpp, and 
it was also possible to receive signals up to 
460kbps. However, when the outputted sig-
nals of the infrared receiver were less than 
400mVpp, the wrong serial data was received 
because errors were included in the digital 
pulse sequence. At a slow transmission speed, 
these circuits were impossible to recover to 
the correct digital signals, because the 
threshold value is changed by the electric 
discharge of peak-hold capacitors.  

 
Conclusion 

 
We proposed and designed an infrared 

wireless communication system that is suit-
able for multiple mobile robots. We also im-
plemented an infrared transmitter, two types 
of infrared receivers and two types of 
threshold decision circuits in order to study 
the feasibility of the communication system. 

 
The infrared receivers were able to detect 

infrared signals of 460kbps from 1m dis-
tances and outputted 400mVpp approxi-
mately in this experiment. The threshold de-
cision circuits were able to operate in the 
signal of 100mVpp 460kbps. However, when 
the outputted signals of the infrared receiver 
were less than 400mVpp, wrong serial data 
was received. 

The photo-diode used for infrared reception 
detects both an infrared signal and back-
ground noise. In addition, the duty ratio of 
received signals influences the nonlinear 
character of the photo-diode, and makes am-
plification of signals unstable. The design of 
the amplifier circuit that suited the character 
of the photo-diode will be needed for 
high-speed long-distance infrared wireless 
communication. 
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Abstract 
 
 Palletizing task is necessary to promote 
efficiency of keeping and shipping task. This is, 
however one of the most monotonous and heavy 
laborious work in the factory. So, many types of 
Robot palletizing system have been developed. 
But many robot motion commands is still 
depends on the teach pendent. That is, the 
operator input the motion command line one by 
one. It is very troublesome and most of all, user 
must know how to type the code. So we propose 
the new GUI Interface of Palletizing System that 
can be used more conveniently. To do this, we use 
the algorithm of PLP, "Fast Algorithm" and 
realize the 3D Auto-Patterning Visualization.  
The usages of 3D pattern are following. First, an 
operator can identify the result of own task and 
edit it. Second, pass the position of object to a 
robot simulator. Using that position, palletizing 
operation can be simulated. We use the 
"Hyundai HHI series" and analyze the 
kinematics and dynamics to realize into a robot 
simulator. In this paper we propose the 3D 
patterning algorithm and 3d robot palletizing 
simulator. Future work is optimal path 
generation of robot manipulator and connecting 
this simulator to a real robot controller. 
 

 PLP(Pallet Loading Problem) 
 Fast Algorithm 
 Pallet loading Pattern 
 Robot Simulator 
 Trajectory Optimization 

 
1 Introduction 
 

 This paper will focus on palletizing, which is 
a form of unitizing. Palletizing refers to a 
uniform load stacked on a wooden pallet, using a 
pre-determined case pattern sequence and given 
number of layers. The process of palletizing 
typically involves the stacking of boxes, trays, 
bundles, bags, pails or drums in a predetermined 
pattern configuration. This paper will focus on 
the use of boxes only, as they make up the vast 

majority of palletizing application. Actually, the 
number of case patterns that can be 
programmed into a fully automatic palletizer is 
virtually limitless; however, when a pattern is 
programmed into a palletizer, it is not simply a 
software change in the controller itself. One of 
the biggest problems of manufactures is building 
loads to customer’s specifications.  

We propose the off-line robot palletizing 
simulator to combine Fast algorithm and 3D 
robot simulator. Fig.1 shows basic schematic of 
the simulator. 

 
Fig. 1 Proposed schematic of Palletizing simulator 

 
2. Fast Algorithm 
 
2.1 Steudel’s Heuristic Algorithm 
 

The objective of the pallet loading problem 
(PLP) is to maximize the number of products 
loaded onto a pallet that is used for the 
transportation and storage of products. We can 
reduce the distribution and storage costs of pro 
duct by increasing pallet utilization. 

 
Fig. 2 Steudel’s Heuristic Algorithm 

Fast Algorithm proposed in this study is 
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basically, improved algorithm compare with the 
4-block pattern heuristic algorithm which 
proposed Steudel. Typical pattern of Stuedel’s 
heuristic algorithm represented Fig.2. This 
heuristic finds the 4-block pattern where each 
block is a homogeneous pattern with the same 
box orientation [1]. This heuristics consist of two 
phases. First, an initial solution is made with 
the combination of iL  and  iW  that 
maximizes the utilization of all four pallet edges. 
Dynamic programming was applied to find the 
combination and the initial solution has one of 
the four patterns shown in Fig.3. An initial 
solution that has a central hole sufficiently large 
to load more than one box in the case of P1 and 
P3, or an infeasible pattern, such as P2 and P4, 
due to the overlapped area,  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Four patterns of the initial solution 
 
this will involve the second phase. In the second 
phase, Treatment 1 is Fixing (L3, W3) and (L4, 
W4), resize L1 and L2 and Treatment 2 is Fixing 
(L1, W1) and (L4, W4), resize W2 and W3. We 
can choose the better solution to compare the 
first and second method. 

   
(a)      (B) 

Fig. 4 Treatment of Steudel’s Algorithm 
Treatment 1, (b) Treatment 2 

 
2.2 The Fast Algorithm 
 
2.2.1 Definition 
 

The Fast Algorithm which we proposed has 
similar process to generate the initial solution of 
4 patterns. And additionally, we adapt our 
Treatment 3 to apply the heuristic recursively to 
the central hole in the following three methods 
to remove the overlapped area. (Fig.5) 

 

Fig. 5 Treatment of the Fast Algorithm 
 In the first method: the boxes that are cut by the 

two horizontal edges of the overlapped area. 
 In the second method: the boxes that are cut by the 

two vertical edges. 
 In the third method: the boxes that are cut by the 

left vertical edge and the lower horizontal edge. 
 
2.2.2 Schematic of Fast Algorithm 
 

We do not consider the all size of blocks; 
therefore this algorithm has more rapid 
calculation time. First phase’s initial solutions 
find the combination rather than using DP and 
define the 4 parameters. (Fig.6) 
a : When maximize the length of block and 

dispose the boxes lengthwise, maximal possible 

number of box = l5  
a : When maximize the length of block and 

dispose the boxes lengthwise, minimal possible 

number of box = l2  
b : When maximize the width of block and 

dispose the boxes lengthwise, maximal possible 

number of box = w8  
b : When maximize the width of block and 

dispose the boxes lengthwise, minimal possible 

number of box = w2  

 
Fig. 6 A parameters of Fast Algorithm 
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After making the four initial solutions in the 
first phase, redefine these solutions by applying 
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the three treatments in the second phase 
2.2.3 Computational Experience 
 

We implemented the algorithm in Visual C++ 
6.0 and compiled it with the maximized-speed 
option.  
 

Table 1  The test result problem of small size 
(L,W,l,w) Amount of box loaded

(1000,1000,205,159) 30 
(1000,1000,200,150) 33 

(22,16,5,3) 23 
(30,22,7,4) 23 
(14,10,3,2) 23 
(53,51,9,7) 42 
(34,23,5,4) 38 
(57,44,12,5) 41 
(87,47,7,6) 97 

(1200,800,176,135) 38 
(L: Length of Pallet, W: Width of Pallet 

l: Length of Box, w: Width of Box) 
 

Upper result acquired from a computer of K6-
350MHz CPU and 64Mbyte RAM. All problems 
were calculated within 1 second and resulted in 
optimal solutions. [1] This algorithm test is 
about two dimensional pattern generation of 
boxes and its calculation speed. To use this 
algorithm, however, consider the three 
dimensional space and physical constraint of box 
loading. To realize this, we consider the three 
constraint condition of palletizing, which is 
approach direction of robot hand to the pallet, 
multiple box gripping and weight center of 
palletized boxes. More information about this 
condition is referred to [2]. 

To use this algorithm to the industrial robot 
system, we developed GUI interface for a pallet 
loading problem using Fast Algorithm (Fig.7), 
and Fig.8 shows the calculated target position of 
each box. 

 
Fig. 7 Pallet Pattern Generation Software 

 
Fig. 8 Box target position (Robot Coordinates) 

 
3. The Development of 3D Robot 
Simulator 
 
3.1 Overview 
 

For an industrial robot, to generate the 
palletizing task, several methods had been 
introduced and used. First one is On-line 
teaching the robot using teach pendent or mimic 
and memorize the worker’s motion. Second one 
is Off-line method which is to generate task data 
using computer and download it to the robot 
controller. Especially, we focus to the Off-line 
task generation and simulation using robot 
simulator. In this phase, we represent three 
dimensional robot simulator based on the 
dimension data of our real target machine, 
HX300 which is a 6-axis industrial robot of 
Hyundai Heavy Industrial Co. This robot model 
is realized by commercial CAD modeler, and GUI 
interface is developed using OpenGL® and MFC 
of Microsoft Visual C++®. 

To solve and analyze the forward and inverse 
kinematics equation, we use D-H table and 
Lagrangian Dynamic Equation. And this 
simulator is possible to compute and display the 
joint torque, angle, angular acceleration 
simultaneously. 
 
3.2 Computation and Development of 
Robotic system 
 

We solve the transformation matrix of each 
joint space and derive the inverse kinematical 
equation. And we compute the energy equation 
of potential and kinetic energy of system using 
Lagrangian equation; finally we acquire the 
following equations (More detail equations are 
referred to [3]) 
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To build the dynamic equation, we 
differentiate each term and we derive the 
following equations. 
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iT  is angular acceleration inertia, ijD  is 
inertia of actuator, ijkD  is Coriolis term and 
Centrifugal force and iD  is gravity term. Using 
these equations, we realize the three dimension 
robot simulator as Fig.9. 

 
Fig. 9 Robot Simulator for Palletizing Task 

 

The performance test of upper simulator 
combined with Fast algorithm is explained to [2].  
 
4. Conclusion and Future work 
 

In this paper, we proposed Fast Algorithm for 
PLP, 3D robot simulator and schematic of 
combination of two systems. To develop total Off-
line palletizing simulator, however, the function 
of Trajectory generation and optimization of task 
are required. Fig.10 shows current status of our 
research. As a future work, we study the 
trajectory generation algorithm using path 
planning and obstacle avoidance. Especially, two 
topics will be considered. First issue is Cartesian 
Curve Fitting for a path defined by user and 
second one is Collision-Free Path Planning 
(CFPP) for automatic path generation. 

 
Fig. 10 Development Process 
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Abstract 
This paper describes KANTARO, a prototype 

autonomous mobile robot designed for inspecting sewer 
pipes. It is able to move autonomously in 200-300 mm 
diameter sewer pipes. KANTARO can also carry various 
sensors such as a camera for detecting faults and a 2D 
laser scanner for recording the pipe features. 
 
Keywords: Autonomous mobile robot, Sewer inspection, 
Sewer system, Navigation, Fault detection system. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Pipe walls in sewer systems are prone to be damaged 
due to aging, traffic and chemical reactions, through 
which inflow such as rainwater and groundwater seeps 
into the pipe systems. Regional city government reports 
[1] state that this inflow amounts to approximately 30% 
of the total flow. In addition to the inflow of groundwater 
into the sewer pipes, outflow from damaged systems also 
occurs, contaminating the surrounding environment 
[2]-[4]. 

The current state of the pipe maintains is carried out 
using a cable-tethered robot with an onboard video 
camera system. These platforms are connected to the 
outside world by a cable that gets used for energy supply, 
for transmission of commands from the human operator 
to the device, for data transmission back to the operator, 
as a life-line in case the device gets stuck in the pipe, and 
as a measuring line for the distance traveled. By this 
video-supported visual inspection, any notable damages 
or abnormalities are recorded in the video stream. The 
reliability of this system depends on the experience of an 
operator. The system is also prone to human error. 
Consequently, effective autonomous robot with online 
techniques to identify and extract objects of interest such 
as cracks from sensory signals is of immediate concern. 

There are some approaches on optimizing the design, 
handling and sensors abilities of these cable-tethered 
robots. An example related to this area is KARO [5]. The 

monolithic KARO robot prototype resembles much a 
standard non-autonomous sewer inspection robot, and it 
is tethered via a cable to a surveillance unit. Using 
inclinometers and an on-board control program, KARO 
is able to automatically correct for tilt in its pose and 
wheel slippage when driving inside a sewer pipe, thus 
freeing the human operator from this crucial control task. 
The main innovation of KARO is its wide range of novel 
inspection and navigation sensors, namely a microwave 
sensor and a 3D optical sensor, complementing the 
standard video camera and some ultrasound transducers. 

A step forward in completely autonomous sewer 
inspection robot is a semi-autonomous tethered sewer 
inspection robot. Piper [6] is good example close to this 
area. Piper's operating range is limited by the mandatory 
cable, having a length of about 45 meters. Two 
user-programmable microcontrollers provide for 
controlling locomotion and for automatically adjusting 
pan and tilt of the video camera head to the robot's 
locomotion speed. The video images can be either taped 
or captured on a computer. Its dimensions (9 inches 
width and 13.5 inches height) prohibit its application in 
smaller pipes.  

KURT [7] is a six wheeled autonomous robot of 
approximate dimensions 30x45x30 cm. With its pivoted 
ultrasound sensor, KURT1 is able to classify the type of a 
pipe junction, i.e. whether it is L-shaped, X-shaped, or 
T-shaped. A special innovative method for navigation 
under uncertainty enables KURT1 to detect and correct 
errors due to false classification or due to errors while 
performing turns at pipe junctions. 

MAKRO [8] is the prototype of a fully autonomous, 
self-steering articulated robot platform. It is designed for 
autonomous navigation in roughly cleaned, 
non-man-entry sewer pipes within a diameter range of 
300 to 600 millimeters at dry weather conditions. 

MAKRO is consisting of six segments connected by 
five motor-driven active joints, allows for simultaneously 
climbing a step and turning, e.g. at a junction consisting 
of a 600 millimeter pipe and a branching 300 millimeter 
pipe with equal top levels. MAKRO carries all the 
needed resources on-board. Standard NiCd batteries 
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provide the power for its 21 motors, the sensors, and the 
electronics, including an industry standard PC/104+ 
computer system and seven microcontrollers. 

The work we report here is an autonomous mobile 
sewer inspection robot, KANTARO. KANTARO differs 
from above conventional robot in two aspects: First it is 
smaller than others and able to allowing for an 
autonomous uptime of about nine hours. Second, it is 
able to detect various types of faults automatically. 

 KANTARO is able to move autonomously in 
200-300 mm diameter sewer pipes and it can also carry 
various sensors such as a camera for detecting faults and 
a 2D laser scanner for recording the pipe features.  

The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe 
the KANTARO's hardware design in Section 2. Then we 
sketch an outline related to the task of navigating and 
detecting the faults autonomously through the sewer 
system in Section 3. We conclude this paper in the last 
section. 
 

2 KANTARO's hardware design 
 

The sewer system is no easy place for such a robot to 
work. It is narrow, slippery, dirty and wet. The system 
must be constructed such that it is able to drive through 
long pipe sections quickly and with a minimum of energy 
consumption. Turning at narrow and slippery junctions 
must be possible with a minimum of mechanical wear 
out. 
 

2.1 Mechanism 
 

With regard to current sewer inspection technology, all 
commercial robots are capable to move in straight pipes 
but not any kind of pipe-bends such as “curves”, “joints” 
and “T-junctions”. However, because of the high range of 
pipe-bends in the sewer pipe system, pipe-bends pose a 
main problem for sewer inspection robots. Design a robot 
that can move into the straight pipes and pass pipe-bends 
will be a great industrial progress in sewer inspection 
industry. 

We designed a compact and a novel moving 
mechanism for the sewer pipe inspection robots. The 
design is based on the concept of passive adaptation of 
robot wheels to the bends in the pipe. This is 
accomplished by proper wheel orientation and passive 
damping of springs. A single robot, include of this new 
moving mechanism, can carry the controller, electronics, 
motors and sensors and it is able to pass any kind of the 
pipe bends, moves in different size of pipe, goes step 
down and passes the obstacles with no intelligent control 

and sensor reading. 
To achieve to wiring less and easy to assemble and 

disassemble robot, we designed the robot as a module 
system. As it showed in Fig. 1 robot consists of two main 
parts, upper box and bottom box that can connect to each 
other by a main connector. 

 

 
Figure 1: The KANTARO mechanism. 

 

2.2 Sensors 
 

Basically, if some sensor redundancy is desired, the 
benefit of having more sensor information must be 
weighed against the computer power required for 
exploiting it.  

In our case, one should use few sensors and implement 
domain dependent and cheap, yet robust algorithms 
instead, which compensate for any uncertainty in the 
sensor interpretation and the resulting incompleteness of 
the internal representation. 
 
2.2.1 Camera 
 

In many computer vision applications including robot 
navigation, a camera with extremely wide-angle view is 
required. The conventional camera, however, has a 
limited angle of view. Therefore “fish-eye” lens is 
employed in this paper. Omni-directional view has 
recently become popular in mobile robots.  

Here in our robot, we use a fish-eye lens CCD camera 
located in center with surrounded by circle type white 
LED light system. Fig. 2 shows the KANTARO camera 
and the lighting system. 

The environment in the pipe is less affected by 
changes of external light. The lighting condition is 
controlled by a white LED array around the camera to 
acquire the best quality image. 
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Figure 2: The KANTARO vision system. 
 
2.2.2 Laser scanner 
 

2D and 3D laser scanners are excellent distance 
sensors, because they can recognize the shape of a 
detected object accurately. Since conventional scanners 
are large and heavy, it is difficult to install them in 
KANTARO that moves through pipes with diameter of 
200-300 mm. Because of this, we develop a special 2D 
laser scanner that can measure the distance in sewer 
pipes and the angle of rotation and can be installed in 
KANTARO. The 2D laser scanner can locate features 
such as manholes and junction points. Fig. 3 shows the 
external view of the 2D laser scanner. 

 

 

Figure 3: 2D laser scanner. 
 
The triangulation method is used to measure the 

distance inside of pipes by the semiconductor 2D laser 
scanner using rotary scanning. It receives the reflected 
light by a light detecting element located at the axis of 
rotation, and measures the distance and the angle of 
rotation using a lens installed at the axis of rotation. Data 
is transmitted to a computer with the sampling speed of 
10 KHz. The network is connected with the transmission 
rate of 1Mbps. The distance error is ±1mm or less. 
 

3 Navigation 
 

One of the central issues in developing an autonomous 
sewer robot is its navigation with the following problems. 

First, computing the current position based on 
distinetivation local features such as manholes and pipe 
joints, and finds a path. Second, follow this path in the 
real sewer pipe system. 

Existing map of the sewer pipe system specify pipes, 
manholes and other local features is helpful to solve this 
overcoming problems. The high slip in sewer pipes 
caused unreliable odometry for an autonomous sewer 
robot. Furthermore, the metric information from the 
sewer pipe system map is not applicable in navigation for 
an autonomous sewer robot. Note that data from Global 
Positioning System (GPS) is inaccessible in underground 
sewer pipe system. Consequently, an autonomous robot 
has to compute the current position based on local 
features. 

In our previous works [9]-[11], various methods were 
proposed for the detection of local features and 
computing the current position. We conducted 
experiments for sewer robot navigation in a dry sewer 
test field at RRI, Kitakyushu. They succeeded in 
detecting local features by use sensors information. We 
use a fast and accurate method to compute the distance 
data between local features and robot. Finally, the refined 
current distance can be used for autonomous sewer robot 
navigation. 

In other works, we presented the detection of local 
features in sewer pipes based on fusion of laser scanner 
data and image data [12]. We still have to perform further 
experiments with different pipe material, different 
diameters and test these methods in real sewer pipe 
system. 
 

4 Automated fault detection system 
 

By current video-supported visual inspection system, 
any notable damages or abnormalities are recorded in the 
video stream. The reliability of this system depends on 
the experience of an operator. The system is also prone to 
human error. Consequently, effective autonomous online 
techniques to identify and extract objects of interest such 
as cracks from sensory signals are of immediate concern. 

In our previous works, we described a method for 
detecting faulty areas in a sewer pipe system based on 
images acquired by KANTARO [13] [14]. The proposed 
method is able to detect various types of faults 
automatically and can be implemented in a real time 
system. The proposed approach demonstrates high 
performance of detection and it is able to detect even 
faint faults in small areas. 

Graphic user interface (GUI) for the fault detection is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Some additional information such as 
edge image and correlation variation is displayed to help 
experts doing data analysis. 
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 Figure 4: The GUI for fault detection. 

 

5 Conclusions 
 

The RRI dry sewer test field is definitely real world, 
but it is not an operational sewerage system. Although 
we have made clear that we have respected many 
constraints in our test scenario that are present in the real 
application area, it is obvious that it is simplified in a 
number of aspects and this simplification was deliberate. 
In consequence, we do not claim to have a fully 
operational autonomous sewer system robot. 

Future work should aim to develop our robot much 
easier to use in the real world. Finally we hope that 
KANTARO use into the city sewer system in near future. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a strategy to detect the 
position of a face and estimate its pose using two neural 
networks. At the first stage of the arrangement, the color 
information was adopted to extract skin regions from 
grabbed images and the potential face regions are 
cropped according to vertical and horizontal projection 
of the segmented image. From this cropped image, we 
implement two neural networks to arbitrate the existence 
of face region and the position of features in consecutive 
operations. The first neural network is used to classify 
critical regions of the cropped image into three 
categories, i.e. eyes, mouths and non-of-them. The 
second neural network is then implemented to arbitrate 
the most possible composition of two eyes and one 
mouth. After the feature positions are found, we can 
derive the pose of the face by the geometric relationship 
between eyes and mouth. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method can successfully and robustly 
detect the existence and inclination of a face from 
images. 
 
Keyword: Face Detection, Artificial Neural Network. 

1. Introduction 

Face detection from complex and arbitrary 
backgrounds has been under intensive study in image 
processing and computer vision. Early efforts in face 
detection can be traced as early as the beginning of the 
1970s. Due to constant progress in computing power, the 
amount of research into face detection has grown in 
recent years.  

A survey of face detection is reported in [5], where the 
techniques are roughly divided into two categories: 
feature-based and image-based. The feature-based 
methods consider the nature characteristics of human 
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face, and the image-based methods directly investigate 
or learn those known/given images. 

In [6], an image-based face detection approach is 
proposed to detect upright and frontal views of human 
face using neural networks. In [1], a detection method is 
proposed by searching for elliptical contour and 
considering color distribution within the region 
enclosing the contour. [2] proposed a method to detect 
critical features, i.e. eyes, by the morphology techniques 
of image processing. In [3], triangles are used to model 
the relation between eyes and mouth, cooperated with 
the color information nearby the vertices of them. [4] 
adopted YCrCb color space to detect the human face in 
order to reduce the effects of illumination. As these 
works detect human face with skin color information 
and the outline of the face, they are classified as 
feature-based methods accordingly.  

In this work, face pose, in addition to its position, is to 
be estimated. This task is vital in an active display 
system, surveillance system or a robot with intelligent 
interface, etc. We will resort to both feature-based and 
image-based methods to solve this tough task.  

Considering its tremendous power in modeling the 
mapping between two sets of data, artificial neural 
networks (ANN) are used. Two neural networks are 
used to arbitrate the existence of face region and the 
position of features in consecutive operations. The first 
neural network is adopted to classify the connected 
region of the rest pixels into three categories, i.e. eyes, 
mouths and others. The second neural network is then 
implemented to arbitrate the most possible composition 
of two eyes and one mouth. After the feature positions 
are found, the pose of the face can be derived by the 
geometric relationship between them. 

2. Face Pose Detection 

The developed system of face pose detection consists 
of three parts: skin color segmentation, feature 
localization, and estimation of face pose. In the 
following sections, we will introduce our approach in 
detail. 

Detection of Face Pose with Neural Networks 
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2.1 Segmentation of Skin Color 

In this research, the color information was adopted to 
extract skin regions from grabbed images. As the RGB 
color space is sensitive to illumination, the segmentation 
is based on pixels represented in the CIE Lab color space. 
Table 1 shows the color values classified as skin. The 
potential face regions are cropped according to vertical 
and horizontal projection of the segmented image. Fig.1 
shows the results of skin color segmentation and its 
projection. At this stage, the system finds potential 
regions where human face might appear. 

2.2 Localization of the Face Features 

For scenarios with complex background, potential 
face regions should be verified firstly. We implement 
two neural networks to arbitrate from this cropped image 
the existence of face region and the position of features 
in consecutive operations. Fig.1 demonstrates typical 
results of skin color segmentation and its projection. At 
this stage, the system finds out the region which human 
face might appear. 

At the first stage, we eliminate the skin color pixels 
from the cropped image to exaggerate important features. 
In order to discriminate rest pixels for feature regions, 
we search and label all of the connected regions [7] 
within the eliminated image. Fig.2 shows the results of 
the elimination and labeling of the connected regions. 

The first neural network is employed to classify the 
connected feature regions into three categories: eyes, 
mouths and others. We randomly selected 528 images of 
eyes and 636 images of mouths, each of 15 by 8 pixels, 
from the MIT-CBCL face recognition database [8] and 
our own database to train the network. Some of the 
training data are shown as Fig.3.  

The network is of the two-layered Multi-layered 
Perceptron (MLP) architecture with 15 neurons in the 
first hidden layer and 8 neurons in the second hidden 
layer. Three output neurons were used to classify the 
input images into eye, mouth, and others. A standard 
back-propagation algorithm [9] was used to train this 
120-15-8-3 network for 2000 cycles.  

However, due to limited training data, the 
classification performance of the ANN is not stable. As 
shown in Fig.4, similar images may result in different 
categories. In this figure, squares represent the vertices 
of the mouth region, and the diamonds stand for eyes, 
respectively. To solve this problem, we design the 
second ANN to improve the correctness in feature 
detection. 

The second neural network is then implemented to 
arbitrate the most possible composition of two eyes and 
one mouth. In order to clearly verify the combination of 

selected 3 candidate features, 9 attributes were selected, 
including the relative distances of them, and relative 
coordinates in the images. The first 3 attributes are 
defined as: 
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where 
21 eyeeye PP ,

moutheye PP 1
 and 

moutheye PP 2
 stand for the 

distances between those three critical features. The rest 6 
attributes are defined as: 
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where 
xS  and 

yS  denotes the size of the cropped image. 

Two output neurons were used to indicate whether a 
candidate combination is a correct configuration of two 
eyes and one mouth, and they are in reasonable relative 
positions.  

In this work, we randomly selected 430 sets of proper 
combination and 325 sets with wrong combination. 
Typical combinations of the marked features are shown 
in Fig.5.  Also, the back-propagation algorithm was used 
to train this 9-8-5-2 network for 2000 cycles.  

Fig.6 shows an experimental result that demonstrates 
the effectiveness of the second ANN to detect critical 
features and to estimate face pose. 

3. Conclusion 

We propose a novel strategy using ANN to reliably 
detect the position of human face and estimate the face 
pose at the same time. The first neural network is used to 
classify the connected region of the rest pixels into three 
categories, i.e. eyes, mouths and nothing. The second 
neural network is then implemented to arbitrate the most 
possible composition of two eyes and one mouth.  

After the feature positions are found, we can derive 
the pose of the face by the geometric relationship 
between eyes and mouth. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method can successfully and robustly 
detect the existence and inclination of a face from 
images with a frame rate of 30 frame/sec. 
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Table 1. Values of the skin color in CIE Lab space 
 

 L a b 
Set 1 142.56 140.44 125.56 
Set 2 168.33 142.78 136.44 
Set 3 156.67 138.11 132.78 
Set 4 143.56 143.22 125 
Set 5 134.33 139.44 123.33 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.1  (a) Original image (b) results of color 
segmentation and (c) its projection 

 
 
 
 

 
(a) 

     
(b)            (c) 

Fig.2 (a) Elimination of the skin color in a cropped 
image (b) labeling of the connected region by different 

colors 
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(a) Images of various eyes 

 

 
(b) Images of various mouths 

 

 
(c) Images of objects other than eyes and mouths 

 
 

Fig.3  Training data of ANN corresponding to the 
regions of eyes, mouth and others 

 
 
 

    
 

Fig.4  The results of ANN classification. Similar images 
may result in different categories 

 
 
 

 
 

     
(a) 

 

           
(b) 

 
Fig.5 (a) Correct and (b) incorrect combination of critical 

features 
 
 
 

Rotated Angle =-4o

 
 

Fig.6  Detection of the face and estimation of its pose in 
a cluttered environment 
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Abstract 
In ship operation the consequence of roll and 

pitching motion can seriously degrade the performance 
of mechanical and personnel effectiveness. So many 
studies for the roll stabilization and trimming control 
system design have been performed and good results 
have been achieved where the stabilizing fins, tanks, 
rudders and flaps are used.[1-7]  

However the ultimate objective of such approach must 
be focused on improving the boarding sensitivity. But 
there exist many weak points, for examples, increasing 
of navigation resistance, ship control performance 
degradation and increasing of system complexity. And, 
the achieved control performance could not give us 
enough comfortable boarding sensitivity. The residual 
rolling and pitching motion are main drawbacks.  

To get rid of these disadvantages, the main hull control 
system design approach has been considered using 
semiactive absorber.[8] In this system, dampers, spring, 
dynamic dampers and control system with sensors are 
incorporated.  

In our system considered in this study, just two motors 
and control system with sensors are used for the bed. In 
other word, the control system can be installed on each 
bed. So, we can control every bed on the specified 
control objectives respectively. Above all, the good 
advantages of this system are the facts followed from 
simple idea and usefulness. Of course the structural 
modifications are needed. Considering actual sea states, 
a new apparatus for our objectives is necessary, such that 
we design a control system and verify the usefulness of 
developed system from the experimental study. 

 
 

I. Introduction 
New developments in naval architecture have been 

focused on fast ships for passenger and freight 
transportation. During 1970-1990 most new passenger 
ferries were built with speeds in the range 35-40kn and 
were considered to be fast. Since 1990, the speed of 
newly developed fast ferries has been increased about 
70kn. Further more, several container vessels will be 
able to cross the Atlantic between North America and 
Europe with 40kn ship speed. New technologies are 

being developed to achieve the necessary performances 
in the several points of view.[9]  

In ship operation and etc, wave, wind and other facts 
induce undesirable ship motions. For examples, roll, 
pitching motion and heaving are included in this category. 
These motions cause seasickness and degrade the 
performance of mechanical and personnel effectives.  

In the many articles [1-7], excellent solutions have 
been introduced where fins, tanks, rudders and flaps are 
used to reduce and suppress rolling and pitching. These 
strategies are mainly focused on improving the ship 
stability. In other word, the ship herself is the plant 
considered. Therefore the physical points for human are 
not considered in a sense.  

In the paper [8], a vibration reduction skill for main 
hulls is introduced using semiactive absorbers. In this 
article, the considered fact is the motion(vibration) 
oscillated by repeated excitations from the propellers, 
main engine and wave load. Because, the high-pitch 
propeller and long-stroke diesel engine have been more 
widely used, widespread problems relating to main hull 
require attention. Furthermore such vibrations affect the 
comfort of passengers and crew, damage the structure 
and impair the fighting efficiency of war ships.[8] 

In this paper, we do focus on the very specialized 
category or equipment which will bring the riding 
comport to the human. This is extended idea appeared in 
reference [10]. Especially, we design a bed to cope with 
unpredictable environment like winds and waves etc. 
The designed system is composed of sensors and several 
electric equipments. Comparing with hull control system, 
it is very simple and there exists easy application 
properties. If we consider the characteristics of the ocean 
vehicle, we can see that a fact of easy application to the 
real system is absolutely necessary condition. So, we 
introduce and verify the system properties of proposed 
system from experimental study.  

 
 

II. Problem Statement 
In this paper, we consider the main aspects of the 
problem, namely seasickness, sea states and ship motions. 
Studies on seasickness published in reference [11], it 
concludes that seasickness is a cumulative effect related 
to vertical eleration at certain frequencies. There is 
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frequency band around 1[rad/s]. In this area, the 
seasickness is most inducable. In the related studies, a 
mathmatical model of motion sickness incidence (MSI), 
an index defined as the percentage of the subjects who 
became ill after two hours dew to motion, is given as 
follws: 

⎥
⎥
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⎥
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⎢
⎢
⎢

⎢

⎡

⎟⎟
⎟

⎠
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⎛ ±
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0.4

)/(log
 erf 5.0 100MSI MSI10

µmga
v    (1) 

where erf is the error function; va  is the vertical 

acceleration, averaged over a half-motion cycle, in a 
chosen place; and  

2
10MSI )(log32.2819.0 eϖµ +−=  

where eϖ  is the dominant frequency[rad/s] of the 
vertical acceleration. 
  Ocean waves are generated by winds and those are 
described by terms of wave energy spectra. In The World 
Meteorological Organization(WMO), the sea states are 
distingushed by ten grades.  
  In this paper, our research intrest is focused on 
oscillated vibration induced by roll and pitch motion of 
ship regardless of the classified sea states. Ultimately, we  
supress this type of vibration and get the riding comfort. 
 
 

III. Considered System and System Description 
Here let us describe the considered system(plant) 

which is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
As shown Fig. 1, the bed is controlled by two motors 

for suppressing the roll and pitch motion respectively. 
Especially, the motor installed on the left side of bed is 
only controlled to suppressing pitch motion or heave 
motion. Based on this idea, some desirable riding 
comfort and performance can be achieved, because the 
heave motion is mainly related to seasickness.  

Let us explain the system properties in operational 
point. If the undesirable motions(pitching, rolling and 
heaving) are oscillated and measured by sensors, then the 
motor(for roll) is controlled to suppress the motion 
oscillated by ship rolling and the motor(for pitch) is 
controlled to suppress the motion induced by ship 
pitching or heaving. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let us describe the controlled system : 
a. Roll dynamics of the bed 
b. Pitch dynamics of the bed 

 
For the convenience, we express the each dynamics 

with 2nd order system as following : 

xxdxxxxxx TTKDI +=++ θθθ &&&                (2) 

yydyyyyyy TTKDI +=++ θθθ &&&                (3) 
where, equation (1) denotes the roll dynamics and (2) is 
pitch dynamics. 

And, 

forces  control :  ,

 esdisturbanc :  ,

tscoefficien  spring :  ,

tscoefficien  damping :  ,

moments  inertia :  ,

dynamicseach  for    angle : ,

yx

ydxd

yx

yx

yx

yx

TT

TT

KK

DD

II

θθ

  

The parameters are calculated or estimated by 
simulation and experiment. 

It is assumed that there does not exist any coupling 
terms in the system description. 

 
 

IV. Controller Design and Experiment 
As illustrated in the previous illustrations, it is assumed 

that there is no coupling term. Then the controller is 
designed for each system dynamics as shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram for system control 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In control system design, for the convenience, we Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the prototype of an anti-seasickness bed 
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 design two controllers based on the PID control scheme.  
In the results, the controllers : 
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 (a)roll motion 
Let us introduce the experimental results with the 

designed controllers.  

 

Where the frequency range of the disturbance input is 
specified in 3[Hz] because of the  constraint on the 
sensor specification used in this study. 

In Fig. 3, the uncontrolled case is shown where (a) 
denotes roll motion and (b) is pitch motion when the 
plant is exposed to oscillated vibration induced by 
disturbances. As shown in this figure, the bed is strongly 
exposed to and affected by disturbance. So, any desirable 
riding comfort can not be expected. 

Fig. 4 shows the controlled case when the disturbance 
exists. In this case, based on the proposed system design 
scheme, the effect of oscillated vibration is actively 
suppressed and good riding comfort is achieved. To 
compare the controlled case with the uncontrolled case, 
we show the results in Fig. 5. 

(b)pitch motion 
Fig. 4 Controlled case, when oscillated vibration exits 

 

 

  

 

(a)roll motion 

 

(a)roll motion 

 
(b)pitch motion 

Fig. 5 Experimental results for comparison, when the 
disturbances exist   (b)pitch motion 

Fig. 3 Uncontrolled case, when oscillated vibration exits 
 V. Conclusions 
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In this paper, we proposed and introduced an 
anti-seasickness bed to achieve good riding comfort of 
the ship. In many researchs, the authors have proposed 
effective control strategies. As introduced in the previous 
section, fin-stabilizer, anti-rolling tanks and etc are used 
for suppressing roll and pitch motions. These apparatus 
are useful for obtaing ship stability and riding comfort in 
a sense. But ultimate performance evaluation may not be 
achieved. So, in this article we tried to get more clarified 
and specified control performance. However we expect 
that the proposed apparatus may be useful for evaluating 
the unsolved problems in previous apparatus and skills. 
In the experimental results, we identified those 
possibilities.    
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Abstract

This paper describes a modeling and position con-
trol for a linear slider with Machine Stand Vibra-
tion．We focus on the similarity between the Machine
Stand Vibration System (MSVS) model and the Two-
Mass System(2MS) model. Then the MSVS model
was transformed into the 2MS model．By this means,
the conventional position control methods for the 2MS
are available for the MSV. It is shown that a position
control method of the MSVS is realized by using the
controller based on 2MS by simulations.

1 Introduction

Recently, machining center requires high-speed po-
sitioning of a linear slider system to improve produc-
tivity. Most conventional linear slider systems consist
of a ball screw slider. The ball screw slider has a mo-
tor, slider, ball screw, coupling and so on. When a
length of the ball screw slider becomes longer and/or
a mass of a work mounted on the slider becomes heav-
ier, an elasticity of the ball screw slider (ex. a coupling,
ball nuts and so on) cannot be ignored to control the
system. Namely, a vibration phenomenon may be oc-
cured, and it exerts a harmful influence on high-speed
and high-accurate positioning of the slider. The other
side, a direct drive system with a linear motor has
a little elasticity factor such as the ball screw slider.
However, in the direct drive system, a reaction force in-
fluences the machine stand directly because there is no
gear element in the linear motor slider. Recently, the
rigidity of the machine stand becomes lower because
a weight of the machine stand reduces. Therefore, a
quick motion of direct drive system by a linear motor
makes vibration phenomenon in machine stand due
to its elasticity. This phenomenon is called the ma-
chine stand vibration, and the system which has this

phenomenon is called MSVS[1]. The Machine Stand
Vibration greatly influences high-accurate positioning
of the slider. To overcome this problem, many con-
trol methods have been proposed[2, 3]. That most
methods are based on a system model, which con-
sisted of masses, springs and dampers[4]. The slid-
ers are expressed the mass and the dynamics of the
machine stand is expressed the mass, the springs and
the dampers. Therefore, control systems of MSVS be-
come complicated especially in comparison with one
for 2MS. A 2MS model is a famous general one com-
posed of masses, springs and dampers. Many position
control methods of the 2MS have been proposed since
the 80’s and are employed as one of benchmark prob-
lems of the robust control. If the dynamics of the
MSVS can be expressed with a 2MS, control methods
for the 2MS can be applied to MSVS. It can expect
that the control system becomes much more easy in
that case.
In this paper, we propose the modeling and posi-

tion control method for the MSVS. The methods are
derived by the similarity between the MSVS and the
2MS. First; we analyze a dynamics of the MSVS and
2MS, and obtained the common mathematical model
of these systems in chapter 2 and 3. Then, a trans-
fer function of the MSVS into the transfer function
of the 2MS is obtained in chapter 4. We realize the
position control of the MSVS with the control system
based on the 2MS model. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed method is validated by simulations. The control
method used here is the most general one based on
PD control with a disturbance observer (chapter 5).
Chapter 6 shows the conclusion of this paper.

2 General Model of MSVS
In this section, we describe a general model of

MSVS. Figure1 shows a physical model of a linear
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slider system of MSV. Table1 shows physical parame-
ters of the system shown in Figure1. Eq(1) is a differ-
ential equation that descrebes the motion of the linear
slider system. A transfer function between f to x1 is
derived from Eq.(1). This transfer function is being
used in many papers. Therefore, the Eq.(2) is defined
as a transfer function of MSVS based on the general
model.

Figure 1: General model of the MSVS

Table 1: Parameters of Figure1
Symbol Meaning of the Symbols Unit

x1 Relative Position of Slider to Base m
xabs1 Absolute Position of Slider m
M1 Mass of Slider kg
MB Mass of Base kg
f Force Reference for Slider N
KB Spring Constant N/m
DB Damper Constant kg/s

½
M1ẍ1 +M1ẍB = f
M1ẍ1 + (M1 +MB) ẍB +DBẋB +KBxB = 0

(1)

X1(s)

F (s)
=

1

M1s2
+

1

MBs2 +DBs+KB
(2)

3 General Model of 2MS
In this section, we describe a general model of 2MS.

Figure2 shows a general model of 2MS. The side of the
mass which can give it direct input is called 1st side,
and the other side is called 2nd side. Parameters in
Figure2 are shown in Table2.
A transfer function between fref to xM is derived as

shown in Eq.(3). This equation is defined as a transfer
function of 2MS based on general model.

XM(s)

Fref(s)
=

1

MM

s2 +
(DCs+KC)

ML

s2
µ
s2 +

(DCs+KC)

MM
+
(DCs+KC)

ML

¶ (3)

Figure 2: General model of 2MS

Table 2: Parameters of Figure2
Symbol Meaning of the Symbols Unit

xM Position of 1st side m
xL Position of 2nd side m
xs difference between xM and xL m
MM Mass of 1st side kg
ML Mass of 2nd side kg
fref Force Reference for 1st side N
KC Spring Constant between N/m

1st side and 2nd side
DC Damper Constant between kg/s

1st side and 2nd side

4 Relationship between the MSVS and
the 2MS

Next, we propose a method to transform the MSVS
into the 2MS. The method applies the similarity be-
tween the MSVS and the 2MS. Eq.(4) can be obtained
from Eq.(2).

X1(s)

F (s)
=
M1 +MB

M1MB


s2 +

DB
M1 +MB

s+
KB

M1 +MB

s2
µ
s2 +

DB
MB

s+
KB

MB

¶


(4)

Moreover, new parameters are defined as follows.


Mp =

(M1 +MB)MB

M1

Mt =M1 +MB

α =
M1 +MB

M1

(5)
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It can be expressed with Eq.(6) when Eq.(4) is col-
lected by using these parameters.

X1(s)

F (s)
=

1

Mp

s2 +
(DBs+KB)

Mt

s2
µ
s2 +

(DBs+KB)

Mp
+
(DBs+KB)

Mt

¶α2 (6)

The Eq.(6) is the same form as the Eq.(3) considering
thatMp is a mass of 1st side，Mt is a mass of 2nd side
and the Eq.(3) is multiplied by constant value. Fig-
ure3 shows a block diagram of Eq.(6). Then, xm and

Figure 3: Block diagram of MSVS based on 2MS

xl are positions of 1st side and 2nd side respectively，
Kc and Dc are spring and damping constant between
1st side and 2nd side in Figure3. Table3 shows a re-
lationship between the MSVS(variables : x1，xB，f，
parameters : KB，DB) and the 2MS(variables : xm，
xs，f1，parameters : Kc，Dc). Consequently, the dy-
namics of the MSVS can be expressed with a 2MS,
control methods for the 2MS can be applied to the
MSVS. It can be expected that designing the control
system becomes easy in that case.

Table 3: Relationship between MSVS and 2MS

MSV 2MS Conversion Coefficient

x1 xm 1
xB xs

M1+MB

M1

f f1
1
α2

KB Kc 1
DB Dc 1

5 Simulations

We realize the position control of the MSVS with
the control system based on the 2MS model by sim-
ulation. Many position control methods of the 2MS
have been proposed. The control method used in this
paper is the most general one based on PD control
with a disturbance observer[5]. Figure4 shows a block
diagram of this controller.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the controller based on
2MS

The purpose of this controller is to transform char-
acteristic equations of 1st side and 2nd side. The
characteristic equations after transforming is shown
in Eq.(7). This equations of 1st and 2nd side are same
form after transforming.µ

s2 + βs+
Kc

Mt

¶¡
s2 +Kvs+KvKp

¢
(7)

A torque reference to realize this transform is Eq.(8).
Frc is used for the cancellation of reaction force for 1st
side, Fpd is used for position control for 1st side and
Fsc is suppression control for 2nd side.

Torque reference

Fref =
1

α2
(Frc + Fpd + Fsc) (8)

• Cancellation of reaction for 1st side

Frc = Kcxs (9)

• Position control for 1st side (PD feedback)

Fpd =MpKv {Kp (xref − xm)− ẋm} (10)

• Suppression control for 2nd side

Fsc = −βMp

Kc
(Kcẋs+KvKcxs

+KvKp

Z
Kcxsdt) (11)

The parameters used for the simulations are shown
in the Table4. The parameters shown in Table4 are
transformed in the relations of Eq.(5). Figure5 shows
simulation result of PD feedback control as conven-
tional method. Figure6 shows simulation results of
position control and vibration suppression based on
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Table 4: Parameters for simulations
Symbol Value Unit

M1 3.22 kg
MB 42.0 kg
KB 505324 N/m
DB 0.0 kg/s
Kp 40 1/s
Kv 160 1/s
β 1

Figure 5: Simulation results of slider position control
and vibration suppression based on conventional PD
control

Figure 6: Simulation results of slider position control
and vibration suppression based on 2MS

2MS. In Figure5, the slider position has overshoot phe-
nomenon for reference trajectory. Additionally, the
base has vibration phenomenon in 15Hz as the char-
acter of the spring. By this influence, accurate posi-
tioning of the slider cannot be realized. In Figure6,
the slider position have no overshoot phenomenon for
reference trajectory. Moreover, the base vibration is
suppressed by the controller based on 2MS. It is con-
sidered that the position control and vibration sup-
pression can be realized using the controller based on
2MS.

6 Conclusion

This paper describes a modeling and position con-
trol for a linear slider with Machine Stand Vibration.
The methods are derived by the similarity between the
MSVS and the 2MS. It is shown that control methods
using in 2MS can be applied to MSVS by simulations.
Almost all cases of 2MS, the mass of 1st side is smaller
than the mass of 2nd side. However, the method dis-
cussed here, the mass of 1st side becomes bigger than
the other one. The investigation of this point is now
in progress.
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Abstract

Reinforcement learning (RL) for automatic control
of real robots is a challenging issue, because they usu-
ally have non-linear dynamics with a large number of
degrees of freedom. In this study, we propose an RL
method that switches controllers which have been de-
veloped in the ¯eld of control theory. We apply our
method to an automatic control problem of an acrobot
simulator. The results show that our method is able
to obtain a good controller autonomously and that the
robustness against the error in system identi¯cation is
improved.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) methods have been
successfully applied to automatic control problems of
various dynamical systems, such as balancing control
of a cart-pole [1]. In RL, a control rule can be ob-
tained autonomously without any knowledge of the
target system. Since most real robots have non-linear
dynamics with a large number of degrees of freedom,
and the action space would also be large, however, to
develop an RL method to deal with such situations is
a challenging issue. This di±culty is called “curse of
dimensionality” in the context of RL, and we formerly
proposed an RL method to overcome the di±culty, in
which the action space was restricted by utilizing the
knowledge about the robot and incorporating in part
the existing control theory.

In this study, we in particular focus on the control of
an acrobot, one of the simplest under-actuated robots,
as an instance of dynamical systems. In the ¯eld of
control theory, swinging-up and stabilizing this robot
can be realized by combining multiple controllers, each
of which tries to achieve a local subtask making up
the global control task [2] (we call such a local con-
troller an “incomplete controller”). Since the criterion

to switch incomplete controllers optimally is theoreti-
cally unsolved, however, a human designer must tune
the switching way based on trials and errors. Fur-
thermore, precise system parameters, such as the fric-
tion coe±cient of each joint and the inertia moment
of each link, must be known to design the incomplete
controllers.

In our previous work [3], the parameters of the
target system were estimated by a system identi¯-
cation method, and then incomplete controllers were
designed based on the identi¯ed system. We also de-
vised a framework to adaptively switch the incomplete
controllers based on RL, then succeeded in desirable
control of a real acrobot. However, its successful rate
was not so high and the robustness was not su±cient.
This degeneration of the performance might be due
to the inaccurate system identi¯cation. Since each
incomplete controller was designed based on the ap-
proximated system, it could be incompatible with the
control of the real robot, if the approximation error
was not negligible. In this study, therefore, we pro-
pose a learning method for improving each incomplete
controller by RL, to enhance the compatibility with
the real robot system.

2 Acrobot control by switching con-

troller

2.1 Acrobot

The acrobot is an under-actuated robot consisting
of two links and two joints, as shown in Fig. 1. This
robot is regarded as a simple model of a gymnast
swinging on a high bar. The torque can be applied
to the second joint (corresponding to the gymnast’s
waist), but not to the ¯rst joint (corresponding to the
gymnast’s hand on the bar). A state of the acrobot
is represented by a four-dimensional vector: angles of
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(a)

actuator

q2

q1

2nd link

1st link

(b)

Figure 1: Acrobot

the two joints (denoted by q1 and q2 in Fig. 1), and
their angular velocities. The objective of the control
task is to swing up and balance the acrobot at the
upright position (q1, q2, q̇1, q̇2) = (0, 0, 0, 0) from the
hanging position (q1, q2, q̇1, q̇2) = (−¼, 0, 0, 0).

2.2 Switching control

Spong realized swinging-up and stabilizing control
of the acrobot by designing several incomplete con-
trollers and a rule to switch them [2], where each in-
complete controller is a controller for a local subtask
(e.g., stabilizing at the upright position or swinging
up) and used in a particular situation. In this control
scheme, the global controller (GC) is composed of a
switching controller (SC) and a set of incomplete con-
trollers (ICs), in which the SC observes the state of the
robot and selects a single IC, and then the selected IC
generates a control torque.

Although the dynamics of the acrobot are essential
for designing ICs, it is di±cult to directly make use
of it in an actual situation. Therefore, it is often re-
quired to perform system identi¯cation by operating
the robot reasonably. Then, ICs are designed based
on the identi¯ed system equation. In our study’s case,
we employ the following ¯ve ICs: an LQR controller
for stabilizing at the upright position, Σ1 and Σ2 con-
trollers for swinging-up the acrobot from the hanging
position, a brake controller for avoiding large angular
velocities, and a τ0 controller for yielding no torque
(See [2][3]).

By appropriately switching these ICs, the swinging-
up and stabilizing control of the acrobot can be real-
ized [2] but the way to design the optimal SC theoreti-
cally has been unknown. We formerly proposed an RL
method to obtain an appropriate SC to combine and

switch ICs being based on the identi¯ed system. The
switching rule was then modi¯ed to be suited to the
real robot, but ICs, which were suited to the identi-
¯ed system, were not trained by using the real robot.
This may cause the performance degeneration of the
obtained controller.

3 Method

In our previous work [3], the global control rule
(GC) for the real acrobot was obtained by the fol-
lowing procedure.

1. System identi¯cation

2. Design of ICs based on the identi¯ed system

3. Acquisition of SC by RL using the computer sim-
ulation

4. Tuning of SC by additional RL using the real
robot

As a result, we obtained a GC that realizes swinging-
up and stabilizing the real robot, but the successful
rate remained around 50%.

Because the estimation of system equation from ob-
served trajectories of the target system has instability
due to the sampling bias, the identi¯ed system may be
di®erent from the true one. Therefore, ICs, designed
for such an identi¯ed system, may not necessarily suit
to the target system. To overcome this problem, in
this study, ICs are designed to have internal param-
eters so that they are adjusted by RL. Because the
internal parameters are trained through interactions
with the target system, ICs are expected to become a
suitable one to the target system. The learning of the
switching rule (SC) and that of IC parameters are al-
ternately performed in our new method. Our method
can be applied, especially when the accuracy of system
identi¯cation is not su±cient.

3.1 Training of SC

The output of the SC is an index of ICs, denoted by
a, and the action is selected according to action-value
function:

a(t) = arg max
a

Q(x(t), a). (1)

The action-value function Q(x, a) indicates the utility,
expected future rewards, if the robot is controlled by
an IC a at a robot’s state x, and is trained based on
the SARSA(λ) algorithm [5].
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3.2 Training of IC

In this learning phase, we assume that action a is
deterministically selected by the SC. Under this as-
sumption, the control torque u can be speci¯ed for
the robot’s state as

u = f(x;W), (2)

where W denotes a set of parameters of ICs, and is
updated by RL . We employ a policy gradient method
[4] for the training of this parameter vector, and we
assume that the control torque is generated by equa-
tion (2) plus white Gaussian noise; the distribution
of control torques follows a normal distribution whose
mean is given by equation (2).

3.3 Learning procedure

Our learning procedure is summarized as follows.¶ ³
1. System identi¯cation

(a) Observe time-series of states and control
signals by operating the real robot

(b) Design ICs for the identi¯ed system

2. Learning on the identi¯ed system

(a) Learning of the SC

3. Additional learning on the target system

(a) Learning of the ICs

(b) Learning of the SC

µ ´

4 Experiment

First, we performed the system identi¯cation. Two
datasets X1 and X2 were obtained from system tra-
jectories by operating the real robot, and two system
parameters Θ̂1 and Θ̂2 were calculated from the two
datasets. Since these datasets were di®erent from each
other due to the sampling bias, system parameters Θ̂1

and Θ̂2 were not necessarily the same. We then de-
note the di®erently identi¯ed systems by Ψ1 and Ψ2,
respectively. It is not guaranteed whether a good con-
troller for system Ψ1 works well for system Ψ2 as well.

In this experiment, we assumed that system Ψ2 was
the real target system while system Ψ1 was the iden-
ti¯ed and hence approximated system. We ¯rst de-
signed ICs for system Ψ1 (parameter of these ICs was

denoted by W1) and then performed RL of SC on
system Ψ1. After a good SC was obtained, we per-
formed additional learning of ICs on system Ψ2 and
subsequently RL of SC on system Ψ2.

The GC observes the acrobot’s state with a ¯xed
time interval of 0.01 sec, and outputs a control torque
according to the IC selected at the state. The con-
trol torque was limited within the range between
−4.5(Nm) and 4.5(Nm). At each time step, the GC
(and SC) receives an immediate reward de¯ned as

R(x) = 0.1 exp(−16 ‖x‖), (3)

where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. This reward
becomes the largest at the goal state x = (0, 0, 0, 0);
the return is expected to be maximum when the robot
is stabilized at the upright position. At the beginning
of each episode, the robot was set to an initial state,
and each episode was terminated after 60 sec elapsed.

We employed a CMAC to approximate the action-
value function [6] for the SC, which consisted of 20
maps with di®erent o®sets. In the learning phase of
ICs, we employed a radial basis function (RBF) net-
work to approximate the state-value function used by
the policy gradient method. The center of each RBF
was located at a lattice point in the state space.

Learning of SC for system Ψ1 Fig. 2 shows the
learning curve in the SC learning phase performed on
system Ψ1. In this case, the parameters of ICs were
¯xed at W1. After about 10,000 learning episodes,
a good controller that can stabilize the robot at the
upright position was obtained. Let Q1(x, a) be the
action-value function obtained in this phase.
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Figure 2: E®ectiveness of SC-learning on Ψ1

Learning of ICs for system Ψ2 RL of ICs was per-
formed on system Ψ2. In this phase, the action-value
function of SC was ¯xed at Q1(x, a). Fig. 3 shows the
learning curve. Although the controller might be in-
compatible with this control task, the controller grew
to achieve the task with the success rate of about 50%
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after 5,000 learning episodes. Let W2 be the parame-
ters of ICs obtained in this phase.
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Figure 3: E®ectiveness of ICs-learning on Ψ2

Learning of SC on Ψ2 In this phase, RL was per-
formed to train the SC by using system Ψ2, while the
parameters of ICs were ¯xed at W2. Fig. 4 shows the
learning curve. After 2,000 learning episodes, a good
controller was obtained. Let Q2(x, a) be the action-
value function obtained in this phase. Fig. 5 shows
a typical control sequence using the control rule (W2

and Q2(x, a)) after this learning phase.
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Figure 4: E®ectiveness of SC-learning on Ψ2
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Figure 5: Example of controlling system Ψ2

Discussion For comparison, we also performed an
additional RL of the SC on system Ψ2 where the pa-
rameters of ICs were ¯xed at W1, but no good con-
troller was obtained in this case. This result showed
that ICs should be trained at least in our experimen-
tal setting. Recently, system identi¯cation techniques

have been improved but it is still di±cult to be applied
to real robots, because there are many factors to be
considered, for example, sensor noise and time-delay
of signals. Although our proposed method is based on
the control theory and the system identi¯cation, it can
be applied to situations where the system identi¯ca-
tion is not very reliable.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed an RL method for train-
ing of a controller consisting of several incomplete con-
trollers, where not only the switching controller but
also incomplete controllers were trained. We applied
our method to the swinging-up and stabilization con-
trol problem of the acrobot simulator, and the results
showed that a good controller can be obtained by our
RL method.

On the other hand, a large number of training
episodes was necessary for obtaining a good controller.
This is a critical issue in implementing our scheme on
a real robot, because the real robot would be broken
by iterating a large number of episodes. To improve
the learning speed is our urgent future work.
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Abstract 
 

This study proposes a method to achieve real time 
posture control of humanoid robots using a neural 
network and genetic algorithm. Here, a humanoid-robot 
motion pushing an object is considered. When the robot 
takes a motion to push an object, the palm and the sole 
are assumed to be fixed at the object and the ground, 
respectively, and sense the reaction force from the object 
and the ground. The reaction force results in change of 
torques of the joints. This study finds an optimized 
posture using a genetic algorithm such that torques are 
evenly distributed over the all joints. Then, a number of 
different optimized postures are generated from varying 
the reaction forces at the palm and the sole. The data is 
to be used as training patterns of MLP(Multi-Layer 
Perceptron) neural network with BP(Back Propagation) 
learning algorithm. Using the trained neural network, 
humanoid robot can find the optimal posture at different 
reaction forces in real time. To verify the effectiveness 
of the proposed method, a number of simulations are 
carried out. The simulation result shows that the 
proposed method can be used for real time posture 
control of humanoid robots. 
 
Keywords : Humanoid Robot, Optimization, Genetic 
Algorithm, Neural Network, Cooperative motion. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

A number of research works on the motion control 
of humanoid robots have been reported on the basis of 
accurate kinematics and dynamic analysis. However, it 
has been known that human being takes a motion or 
posture by learning and experience. Also, human 
involuntarily takes a stable motion or posture against the 
inside or outside environment. This study proposes a 
method to achieve real time posture control of humanoid 
robots using a neural network and genetic algorithm. 

Humanoid robots have a number of joints, 
essential components for robots' motion, and each joint 
usually consists of pair of an actuator and a reducer. 
When a humanoid robot performs additional work as 
well as walking, torques of the joint actuators along its 
motion need to be adequately controlled, i.e. optimized, 

so as to increase working capabilities such as 
enlargement of working space and increase of overall 
working force.  

Until now, a number of research works on 
optimization of humanoid-robot motion have been 
reported: optimization of postures for generation large 
force using nonlinear equations[1][2], optimization of 
joint torque ratio using a steepest descent method[3], 
generating large Cartesian force with manipulator 
combination[4], and optimization of the  locomotion 
trajectory and velocity using genetic algorithms[5][6]. 
The nonlinear-equation-based method and the steepest 
descent method can find analytic solutions. However, 
they not only might not find a valid solution but also 
takes too much time to find solutions when the degree of 
freedom of motion becomes larger or the robot motion 
becomes more complex. The works on optimization of 
trajectory and velocity[5][6] are restricted to used for 
stabilizing robot locomotion under no external force. 
Thus, when humanoid robots are required to work with 
external environment, new efficient approaches to 
optimization of robot motion in consideration of external 
forces are required. 

For such purpose, this paper proposes a method of 
optimization of humanoid-robot cooperative motion with 
respect to external force using a genetic algorithm and 
neural network. This study adopts an eighteen degree-of-
freedom humanoid robot, and a motion pushing an 
object is considered. When the robot takes a motion to 
push an object, the palm and the sole are assumed to be 
fixed at the object and the ground, respectively, and 
sense the reaction force from the object and the ground. 
The reaction force results in change of torques of the 
joints. This study finds an optimized posture using a 
genetic algorithm such that torques are evenly 
distributed over the all joints. Then, a number of 
different optimized postures are generated from varying 
the reaction forces at the palm and the sole. The data is 
to be used as training patterns of MLP neural network 
with BP learning algorithm. Using the trained neural 
network, humanoid robot can find the optimal posture at 
different reaction forces in real time. To verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method, a number of 
simulations are carried out. The simulation result shows 
that the proposed method can be used for real time 
posture control of humanoid robots. 
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2. Modeling and analysis of humanoid robot 
 
2.1 Degree of freedom and coordinate system 
 

This study considers a humanoid robot with 
eighteen degrees of motion: two legs each of which 
having six degrees and two arms each of which having 
three degrees of freedom. Fig. 1 shows the degree of 
freedom of motion and the coordinate system. Usually, 
coordinate system for robots follows D-H parameter 
system. However, this study takes a point fixed to 
ground as the origin, and follows a joint coordinate 
system for clarity. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Degree of freedom and coordinate system. 

 
2.2 Jacobian analysis and torque 
 

Forward kinematics of a robot manipulator 
expresses the relation of the joint rotation and the end-
effector displacement. Based upon the forward 
kinematics, the end-effector velocity is determined from 
the angular velocity of joint and the Jacobian. That is, 
the Jacobian J plays a role of transforming the angular 
velocities ( iθ& ) the joints to the velocities of the end 

effector ( d&0
n ) in Cartesian space, the relation is 

expressed by 
 

θJX && =                  (1) 
 
where θ is a vector consisting of the joint angles, while 
X is a vector consisting of the displacements of the end 
effector. The Jacobian matrix is expressed by a 6×n (n: 
the number of joints) matrix: upper three rows for linear 
velocity and lower three rows for angular velocity. The 
Jacobian matrix deriving from the forward kinematics is 
express by the following equations: 
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The torques can be found from the Jacobian 
matrix. Since a work can be represented by the inner 
product of a force vector and a displacement vector, the 
torques are derived by the following equations: 
 

ΘxF δτδ ⋅=⋅ TT  
ΘJx δδ ⋅=  

ΘτΘJF δδ ⋅=⋅⋅ TT  
TT τJF =⋅  

  FJτ ⋅= T                 (4) 
 

The initial posture considered in this study is 
shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that palms of both 
hands are ready to push an object while the left leg takes 
a step forward. Under such initial posture, forces applied 
to the palms of hands and the soles of feet are assumed 
to be constant, then the torques are calculated from the 
constant forces. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Initial posture of the humanoid robot. 
 
The maximum torque of the leg is generated at 

joint 9 corresponding to the left knee, while the 
maximum one of the hand is at joint 13 and 16 
corresponding to the shoulder joints. 
 

3. Optimization using a Genetic Algorithm 
 
3.1 Parameters and objective functions 

 
Genetic algorithm is a search algorithm which 

simulates evolution process of survival of the fittest with 
crossover and mutation in ecology system, and can be 
applied to find solution in various complex optimization 
problems. This study adopts a genetic algorithm with 
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roulette wheel selection, simple crossover and mutation. 
In addition, elitist strategy, the strongest individual will 
be survived in the next generation, is used for enhancing 
performance of the algorithm. Table 1 shows parameters 
used in this algorithm. 
 
Table 1. Parameters of the genetic algorithm. 

Parameters Value 
Maximum Generation 300 

Population Size 100 
Number of Variables 3 

Probability of Crossover, Pc 0.8 
Probability of Mutation, Pm 0.01 
Range of Px (COG of robot) 0 ≤  Px ≤  0.15 (m)
Range of Pz (COG of robot) 0.6 ≤  Pz ≤  0.8 (m)
Range of Ry (COG of robot) -15 ≤  Ry ≤ 15 (°)

 
In this study, two kinds of objective functions are 

considered, as shown in Table 2. In the table, Case1 aims 
to maximize the overall surplus torque ratio for 
increasing overall acting force, while Case2 aims to 
maximize the surplus torque of the actuator having the 
smallest one.  
 
Table 2. Objective functions for optimization. 

No Name Objective function Purpose 
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=
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Maximize the 
surplus torque 
ratio 

2 Case2 )()( max iixF ττ −∧=  
Maximize the 
minimum 
surplus torque

 
3.2 Simulation and results 
 

Based upon the objective functions in Table 2, a 
series of simulations are carried out, and the results are 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Result for Case1. Fig. 4. Result for Case2.

 
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results for Case1. Sum 

of the torque ratios is reduced by 25.56%: 101.75 at the 
initial posture to 75.22 at the final posture. This result 
means that the acting force can be increased as much as 
the torque ratio has been reduced. Fig. 3 shows that the 
robot posture is rotated by -8° around the Y-axis. The 
apparent posture seems to be different from that of 
normal human. This result comes from the fact that the 
humanoid robot does not have the backbone that human 

being has. The torque ratio at the hip joints has been 
greatly reduced, while the ratio at the right knee joint has 
been increased. As a result, the sum of torque ratios for 
all joints has been reduced. Fig. 4 shows the results for 
Case2. Sum of generating torque ratios is reduced by 
29.95%: 101.05 at the initial posture to 71.10 at the final 
posture. It should be noted that the arms have been 
moved near the singular point for minimizing the torque 
of the arms; This result is coincide with the objective of 
Case2. The arm motion seems to be identical to human 
action that he stretches out his hand when he feels strong 
force at the palms. Also Fig. 4 shows that the surplus 
torque of the arm joint at the final posture is 57.47Nm. 
Actually, the maximum torque of the motor is known to 
be 57.8Nm, thus the generating torque is shown to be 
only 0.33Nm. It can be seen from this result that the 
toque ratio at the arm joint is remarkably reduced, but 
torque ratios at both the hip joints and the right knee 
joint are slightly changed. 

The simulation results show that surplus torque 
has been increased for both cases, that is, acting force 
has been increased at the final posture. Thus, it is 
concluded that the proposed method can be extended to 
the control of torques for humanoid robots cooperative 
with external environment. 
 

4. Neural network for real time control 
 
4.1 Multi-layer perceptron 
 
     To achieve real time control of humanoid-robot 
cooperative motion, a neural network with MLP(Multi-
Layer Perceptron) is used in this study. Fig. 5 shows 
MLP for real time control which is composed of three 
layers: input, hidden and output layer. Here, BP(Back 
Propagation) learning algorithm is used for training. 
 

 
Fig. 5. MLP structure for real time control. 
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     Reaction forces at the palm and sole are used as 
inputs, and the output is optimal posture. 
 
Table 3. Parameters of the neural network. 

Parameters Value 
Number of total node 28 

Learning rate 0.1 
Momentum rate 0.9 

Training step 500,000 
 
     A number of different optimized postures obtained 
from the above GA algorithm are used as training pattern 
of MLP. Table 3 shows the parameters used in this 
study. 
 
4.2 Result of real time control 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Result from the neural network. 

 
In Fig. 6, blue circles are training data, green cross 

marks are interpolated training data, and red line is the 
output from the trained neural network. It can be seen 
from the graphs that the neural network outputs are 
successfully generalized to the result of the GA. It 
means, trained neural network can  
 

5. Conclusion 
 

This paper proposed a method of real time control 
for humanoid-robots using a genetic algorithm and 

neural network. An eighteen degree-of-freedom 
humanoid robot is adopted, and a motion pushing an 
object is considered. Then, an optimized posture is found 
by a genetic algorithm such that torques are evenly 
distributed over the all joints. To achieve real time 
control for humanoid robots, this study adopts an MLP 
neural network with BP learning algorithm in which 
optimized postures obtained from the above GA 
algorithm and used as the training patterns. To verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method, a number of 
simulations were carried out by the trained neural 
network. The result shows that humanoid robot can find 
optimal postures at different reaction forces in real time. 
It can be seen that the proposed method can be used for 
real time posture control of humanoid robots. In further 
research, more complex and various tasks are considered 
to improve the proposed method. 
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Abstract 
 

We are attempting to develop an autonomous 

personal robot that has the ability to perform practical 

tasks in a  human living environment by using 

information derived from sensors and a knowledge 

database. When a robot is made to adjust to a human 

environment, the issue of safety must be considered in 

regard to its autonomous movement. Thus, robots 

absolutely require systems that can recognize the 

external world and perform correct driving control. We 

have thus developed a navigation system for an 

autonomous robot. The system requires only image 

data captured by an ocellus CCD camera. This 

navigation system has two functions: One is to 

determine whether or not the robot is driving itself 

accurately down a corridor. The other is to allow the 

robot to search for obstacles present on the floor. We 

applied this system to a robot in an indoor 

environment and in a discussion of our experimental 

results considered the system’s advantages and 

problems. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

     Currently, autonomous self-driving robots are 

expected to provide various services within humans’ 

living environments. Such robotic technology is 

already seeing practical use in industry. But so far the 

robots for industry simply follow a given motion by 

humans. Therefore, we are developing an autonomous 

personal robot with the ability to perform practical 

tasks in a human living environment by using 

information derived from sensors and a knowledge 

database. 
Our robot has a drive mechanism consisting of two 

front wheels and one back wheel. The front wheels are 

attached to a motor that operates the wheels on either 

side independently while the back wheel is a passive 

castor wheel. This method has the advantage that a far 

smaller turn can be negotiated than, for instance, that 

using a steering system that steers the wheel of a 

passenger car.  DC servo motors are used for the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Robot appearance 

 

 

robot’s drive mechanism, and position control and 

speed control are achieved by the drive mechanism’s 

control system. The robot also has two arms and hands 

and sensors; these devices enable the robot to respond 

to various demands. An installed wireless LAN can 

provide a remote control for humans. All devices are 

controlled by a PC, and lead batteries supply electric 

power. 

     The navigation system uses only an ocellus CCD 

camera and processes the image information displayed 

by that camera. In order to detect the robot’s distance 

errors in a corridor, the system uses the sides of the 

corridor as feature parameters and extracts them using 

the Hough transformation algorism. Thus, this system 

allows the robot to advance in a straight line without 

distance errors, because the changing amounts of 

feature elements extracted from actual images are 

compared with the ones calculated from the 

knowledge database. In order to detect obstacles, the 

system extracts the pixel group whose pixel groups are 

much different from the main background pixels and 

interprets them as obstacles. The system can predict 

the distances to the obstacles and also the obstacle’s 

height and width by using the extracted information 

and attached drive encoders. 
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2. Visual feedback system for auto- 
nomous driving 

 

2.1 Outline 
 

We developed a visual feedback system for robots 

that can detect distance errors using image information 

captured by an ocelus CCD camera. First of all, as an 

initial step in developing the overall system, we have 

started to develop a system that enables the robot to 

advance in a straight line in corridors. This visual 

feedback system detects the errors in distance 

calculation from the accurate driving course when the 

robot is advancing.  

 

 

2.2 Method for estimating distance error 

 

We have considered that the most significant 

feature elements in an image are the lines on the sides 

of a corridor. We applied the Hough transformation 

algorism to the system for image processing in order to 

extract lines on an image as feature elements. The 

processing flow is as follows. 

 

Ⅰ.  Image Acquisition  

      The image obtained by the CCD camera is read 

into a PC in the robot. This visual processing system 

uses only an 8-bit gray-scale image. 

 

Ⅱ. Edge processing 

The system uses Sobel edge enhancement. 

. 

Ⅲ.  Segmentation processing 

  To limit the extracted data that are required for 

form extraction, the system performs Segmentation 

processing. 

 

Ⅳ.  Thinning processing 

      The edge extracted by the edge processing has line 

width. In order to decrease the amount of calculation 

necessary and to stabilize the Hough transformation, 

the system performs thinning processing. 

 

Ⅴ.  Hough transformation and Characteristic point 

The Hough transformation can extract the straight 

lines contained in an image.  

 

For detecting the robot's distance errors, the 

system should evaluate the extracted straight lines. So, 

the system uses the pattern database. This database can 

show the predicted straight lines changed by 

advancement situation of robot. Figure 2 shows the 

pattern database. The system compares the extracted 

straight lines in an image with the lines given by the 

pattern database. As a result, the system can estimate 

the distance errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2. Patterns of straight lines based on robot’s position 

 

2.3 Experiment 

     We let the system work continuously while the 

robot was advancing down a corridor. We evaluate the  
availability of system by considering whether or not 

the system can estimate the distance error accurately. 

Figure 3 shows the straight lines extracted by the 

system in the case of that the robot advances straight. 

Figure 4 shows that the robot experiences a distance 
error to left. The results of the experiment show that 

the system was able to detect distance errors at an 

accuracy of +-5cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3. A result when the robot drives itself correctly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig4. A result when the robot generates a driving error 
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3. The visual processing system 
 

3.1 Outline of the system 
In order to ensure that the robot can drive safely in 

an indoor environment, the system must detect 

obstacles. Thus, data for avoiding obstacles is needed. 

We have developed a system of recognizing obstacle 

that uses only image data captured by an ocellus CCD 

camera. The purpose of this system is to enable the 

robot to detect obstacles and roughly recognize an 

obstacle's size and position.  

 

3.2 Method of extracting obstacles 
     First of all, the system converts 24bit RGB image 

data into HSV data. The system samples a group of 

image pixels in a rectangular region at the bottom 

center of an image. The system uses the group of 

image data inside this region as its sample image data. 

The system uses the deflection calculated by the 

sample data. The system extracts the floor region in 

terms of the difference of all pixels in the image.    
Figure 5 shows an extracted obstacle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5  Extracted obstacle. 

 

    The conditions of a real environment shift due to 

changes in light and shadows. Therefore, it is 

considered that this system is a source of some errors. 

We added the edge enhancement processing to the 

system so that the system can extract objects more 

accurately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The chain code is used to make one set of each 

group of image pixels extracted from image. The 
group of image pixels that leads to the detection of an 

obstacle is distinguished by this process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Chain code. 

 

Next, the system analyzes the object that has been 

determined to be an obstacle. We define the lower side 

of a group of image pixels as the distance to the object, 
and the system presumes the width of the obstacle 

based on the width of a group of image pixels. In 

addition, we defined the uppermost part of a group of 

image pixels as the height or a depth of the object. The 

robot runs on the floor side, and presumes the height of 

the obstacle based on the position of the change in the 

image pixel group, the camera position, and the angle 

between the two images.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Estimation about obstacle’s data 

 

The data identified by the system as an obstacle is 

reflected in the decision processing part of the robot. 

As a result, the robot can roughly recognize the 

obstacle. Figure 9 presents an image showing the 

obstacle in the system’s virtual space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9  Obstacle in virtual space 

   

  

  

 

 

    

 

 

    

Fig.6 Obstacle extracted using edge data. 
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The entire flow of the obstacle extraction process 

is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10 System flow. 

 

 

 

4.  Conclusions 
 

We have proposed a system that enables an 

autonomous robot to navigate an indoor environment 

using only an ocellus camera. 

     The developed system could produce visual 

feedback and successfully recognize objects when the 

robot drives down a corridor. The system could also 

obtain available information necessary for the robot’s 

safety using a visual approach. 

     Our next subject of study is to develop a system for 

action planning. 
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Abstract 
 
Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control is a 
control strategy that has been successfully used over 
many years. Simplicity, robustness, a wide range of 
applicability and near-optimal performance are some of 
the reasons that have made PID control are so popular in 
the academic and industry sectors. This paper introduces 
a method for parameter estimation in mobile robot as a 
first step of the research in realization of the 
autonomous unicycle mobile robot. Motion is achieved 
by using two independent DC electric motors that drive 
one wheel each. Differential drive is used to steer the 
robot. Two caster wheels are used to keep the robot 
horizontally. The velocity of each wheel is controlled 
indirectly by applying voltages to the motors. 
Experiment condition is stated as mobile robot on the 
floor and running with a constant velocity. The desired 
velocity is 80 (pulse/sec) in order to carry out a wheel 
rotation as one revolution in one second. We use 
proportional controller in order to get the constant and 
stabilized speed-movement of mobile robot. Coefficient 
parameter for each wheel is decided by confirmation of 
the minimal means square error of deviations wheel 
rotation of each wheel.    

 
Key words: PID controller, optimal parameter tuning, 
mobile robot.

 
1  Introduction 
 

At the moment, there exist many different methods 
to find suitable controller parameters [1]. The methods 
differ in complexity, flexibility, and in the amount of 
process knowledge used. Depending on the application, 
there is a need to have several types of tuning method. 
There are simple, easy to use methods which require 
little information, e.g. the method described in [2] as 
well as more sophisticated methods which require more 
information and more computations. In previous 
research [3], [4], [5] we use the proportional controller 
but the confirmation is done by computer simulation. In 
order to provide consistent, reliable and stabilized 
movement during running course, the experiment was 
performed in the real environment. This paper 
introduces the mean square root for parameter 
estimation. In addition, the mean square root forms have 
the added benefit of numerical stability and guaranteed 

positive semi-definiteness of the state covariance. This 
finding will assist in executing a more accurate testing 
in future experiments.    

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
explains the overview of the mobile robot. In section 3, 
operations of DC motor controlled by pulse-width 
modulation are introduced. Section 4, proportional 
control rules are  discussed. In section 5, tuning 
method for the optimal coefficient parameter is 
presented and finally, conclusions are drawn in the 
section 6. 

   
2  Overview of the Robot Model 
 

It is assumed that the plane of each wheel is 
perpendicular to the ground. The contact between the 
wheels and the ground is pure rolling and non-slipping. 
The velocity of the center of the mass of the robot is 
orthogonal to the wheel axis. The mobile robot has two 
independent motors, thus providing both drive and 
steering (differential steering system). At the back and 
rear, two passive castors are provided for support. The 
passive support does not considered in obtaining the 
kinematics and dynamics model. The encoder is used to 
measure rotation with accuracy of 4.5 degree with equal 
to 80 intervals per revolution. The robot uses 10cm 
diameter wheel.  
 
3 Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) DC 

Motor Wheel Operations 
 

PWM DC motor controls the wheel motor speed by 
driving the motor with short pulses. These pulses vary 
in duration to change the speed of the motor. 
Pulse-width modulation control works by switching the 
power supplied to the motor on and off very rapidly. 
The longer the pulses, the faster the motor turns, and 
vice versa. The DC voltage is converted to a 
square-wave signal, alternating between fully on and 
zero, giving the motor a series of power. DC motors are 
controlled by relays which switch the power on/off and 
change the polarity to give forward/reverse of wheel 
rotation. These relays are switched by bits zero to three 
of output port 0x281. The speed of the motors at any 
time is set by a byte. The right wheel speed byte is the 
output of port 0x282 and the left wheel speed byte is the 
output of port 0x283. A byte value of 0 will run a motor 
at full speed, while a byte value of 255 will stop the 
motor (see Table 1). The actual speed of the wheel 
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rotation DC motor may be estimated by counting the 
encoder pulse in a fixed 0.1 seconds of period time. The 
counter card can be configured to automatically count 
the pulse received in a periodic interval.   

 
Table 1: Byte-speed setting control wheel rotation 

number 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4  Proportional Control 
 

At this stage, we run the mobile robot only by 
proportional control because by computer simulation in 
previous research [3], [4], [5] we found that the 
numbers of wheel rotations reach to the target value in 
proportional control. We control the speed of the mobile 
robot by proportional control using the number of pulse 
obtained from the encoders. The control rules are given 
by the following equation: 

 
                                 (1) 
 

 
where, 
 

lrKptc ,)( =  x                (2)  )(te
 

opelr _& is the right and left wheel desired wheel 
rotation pulse number. is the correction factor to be 
applied to the system. lr is the adjustment coefficient 
parameter right and left wheel for the observed error. 

is the error function or error of the wheel rotation 
number, where is equal to the differences between 
desired rotation pulse number and current rotation pulse 
number.   

)(tc
Kp ,

)(te
)(te

 
5  Experimental Results 
 

In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed 
control method in a practical application, a laboratory 
experimental setup has been employed. Experiment 
condition is stated as the mobile robot on the floor with 
straight running. The desired pulse rotation number for 
each wheel is 80(pulse/sec) in order to carry out a wheel 
rotation as one revolution in one second. The minimum 
mean squares error of wheel rotation deviation from 
target rotation is taken as a coefficient control 
parameter.   

 
 
 

5.1 The mean square error (MSE) 
 

MSE is an old, proven measure of control and 
quality [6]. MSE equals the mean of the squares of the 
deviations from the target, i.e., 

 
 

MSE = 
2m

1
)(1 ∑

=

−
i

i Tx
m

        (3) 
 

where, 
ix = ith value of a group of m values, 

T = Target of intended values. 
 

MSE should be zero. Usually, the model is not perfect. 
The smaller MSE, the better performance of the model. 

 
5.2 Determining proportional control 
parameter 

 
Preliminary experimental has been conducted with 

the proportional parameter value between the ranges of 
0.1 to 1.8 for the right and left wheel. The result is 
shown as below:  

 
 

)(__
)(

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Preliminary experiment to confirm Kp parameter 
 
The lowest mean square error of the wheel rotation 
number is the best coefficient parameter. From the result 
we found that the lowest Kp coefficient parameter for 
right and left wheel is 1.1. From this result, we use to 
perform the fine tuning experiment. In fine tuning the 
test has been perform in the range of 1.0 to 1.2. The 
results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
Fig. 2: Right wheel mean square error- fine tuning 
 

__ opeoper
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tcr

+=
+=

l
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Fig. 3: Left wheel mean square error – fine tuning 
 

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the minimal wheel rotation 
square error selected to be the Kp coefficient parameter 
for the right and left wheel. The selected coefficient 
parameter is 1.14 for the left wheel and 1.16 for the 
right wheel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Right wheel rotation number 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: Left wheel rotation number 
 
From the result shown above (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), we 
found the target number of wheel rotation is stabilized 
but there is some amplitude are slightly out. We assume 
that, this is because of odometry non-systematic errors 
which may be cause by wheel-slippage or irregularities 
of the floor. We also found that the robot will reach 
target speed approximately after 0.7sec after the 
command is send due to load of mobile robot and 
resistance of the wheel.   
    
6  Conclusions 
 

In previous research [3], [4], [5] the movement of 
mobile robot is stabilized with the proportional 

controller but their confirmation of coefficient 
proportional parameter is done by computer simulation. 
The purpose of this study is to find out the best 
parameter for the proportional controller for each left 
and right wheel on real environment which is actual 
running on the laboratory floor. We found that the 
mobile robot is stabilized, means rotation of each wheel 
reached at the desired value and adhere to that value by 
using coefficient parameter of Kp=1.14 for the left 
wheel and Kp=1.16 for the right wheel. To make wheel 
rotation reach at the desire value of wheel rotation we 
use pulse-width modulation. Pulse-width modulation 
can be use to control the speed of mobile robot by 
switching ON nd OFF very quickly the power supply 
(voltage) to the DC motor in order to make a variation 
of speed. This finding will assist in executing a more 
accurate testing in future experiments. 

The authors are currently working, in making 
stable-target tracking research. The coefficient 
parameter with the proportional controller in this paper 
and other several controllers will be used. Experiment 
data will be collected in order to verify the result 
presented in this paper.  
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Abstract 

 

Due to  the profusion of research in robotics 

in recent years,  new kinds of robots,  including 

domestic robots and rescue robots,  have been 

developed.  However,  regardless of these 

advances,  the development of a  robot to  

replace human heal th workers in the home and 

in the hospital has proved problematic .  

Despite the challenges inherent  in this  area,  

our laboratory is developing an autonomous 

personal robot that can work in the above 

set tings and is easy to  command. 

    In the performance of i ts tasks,  the robot 

moves to the posi t ion of a work object shown 

on a map. As a resul t,  i t  is possible  to  move to  

the approximate area in front of the work 

object.  But because of external factors such as 

the margin of movement error  and so on, when 

the robot moves, the posi tions of the robot and 

the work object can vary. This system 

identifies an object by searching for the 

object‘s image in the robot’s database and 

comparing i t  to  a  CCD camera image based on 

pixel  information.  

 

1. Introduction 

  

Recently,  the chances of seeing a working 

robot in our surroundings have increased.   

Robots with var ious functions have been 

developed based on recent technological 

advances.   However,  a robot  capable of 

helping us autonomously has not  yet  appeared.   

Thus,  our  laboratory is  developing an 

autonomous personal robot that  can work in 

the home and the hospital while being easy to  

command. 

In order to allow the robot to work 

autonomously, it  is necessary to create a 

program for  the robot that  al lows i t  var ious 

actions.    

In this  paper we explain an algorithm of 

route searching and a  method of image 

processing used with a  recognit ion system. In 

addit ion, we descr ibe the results  of an 

experiment to evaluate the work search system, 

and discuss i ts resul ts .  

 

2. Composition of robot 

 

The robot developed based on this research 

is composed of a  recognition system that 

understands per ipheral information and a  

decision system that determines the robot‘s 

actions.  Figure 1  shows the system and the 

processing composit ion.  

 

2.1. Recognition system  

 

This system acquires per ipheral 

information from var ious sensors and uses i t  to  

develop the robot’s understanding of i ts 

surroundings. 

 

2.2. Movement determination system 

    

This system determines the robot’s d irect ion 

of movement and speed and so  on based on a  
feed-forward input  from the finite space map 

and feedback input from the recognit ion 
system.  

The robot  decides its  next  act ion based on 

input from the recognit ion system and the 

decision system, and then sends instructions to  

the dr ive control  system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
Fig.1 processing system for personal robot  

Recogn i t ion  Sys tem  

Superson ic  

wave  Sensor  

Di s t ance  

Measur ing Sensor  

CCD Camera  

Dr i ve  Con t ro l  Sys tem  

Motor  Actua t or  

Dec i s ion  Sys tem 

Map  o f  the  F in i t e -Space  Database  o f  Act ion  pa t t e rn  

Processo r  for  Au t onomic  d r ive  
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3．．．．Finite space map  

  

The robot  assumes a  l imited space exists  

within the home,  office,  s ickroom, etc.  Thus,  

the robot’s range of act ion is  defined by the 

limited space on each floor.  

    I t  is  necessary to calculate the necessary 

correct ions and process the image data in 

order to detect and evade obstacles,  as well as 

to maintain a sufficient error margin. I t  can be 

said  it  is  ineffic ient  when the obstacle  is 

detected in every case when moving to  the 

same space many times.  

Therefore,  the robot is constructed to be 

capable of processing information efficient ly 

using a “fini te space map” which contains 

information regarding the object’s  var ious 

aspects.  

 

3.1. Concept of f inite space map 

 

      The limited space map is given to the robo t  
as two- dimensional information. Information 

in this  map includes the size of the object ,  the 

posi tion of the object,  and the size of the room. 

This arranged object is assumed to  be within 

the limited range of a  rectangle or quadrangle.  

When the robot  moves based on this 

information,  feed-forward operation is 

achieved. 

 This map shows the robot’s init ia l  

coordinates on the map gr id,  as well as the 

posi tion of the target and the arrangement of 

objects in the room. Figure 2 shows this  

limited space map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. System for route searching 

 

When the robot’s ini tial route is  

interrupted by an unknown object,  the robot  

should make an evasive movement.  The robot  

is able  to  detect  and evade unknown objects,  

but is a lso able to  determine a more effic ient  

al ternate  route.  

 Therefore,  when establ ishing a route to the 

target point ,  two or more routes can be 

determined. 

   The robot der ives the route from the limited 
space map,  and decides the one with the 

shortest  distance from two or more routes in 

the beginning. This flow chart  is  shown in 

Fig3.   

 

 

Next,  i t  is explained how a middle point is  

determined. When the arrangement of objects 

is assumed as shown in Figure 4a, the presence 

of an obstacle is determined.   

     To evade the obstacle ,  the candidate in the 
middle point  is taken away in a point left from 

the corner  of the obstacle at a d iagonal of 45 

degrees and a length of 50cm.  

     A middle point that can actual ly be reached 
is chosen from among the candidates in the 

middle area (Fig.4b).   In this case,  four middle 

points P1,  P2, P3, and P4 can be obtained. 

When the robot takes two middle points 

P3 and P4,  the robot  judges object  from P3 or  

P4. Then it  judges the same object.  When the 

candidate in the middle point is taken away,  

the system takes this point. These are the last  

middle points.   

      A comparison of the length of the P0-P1 

route  with the length of the P0-P3-P1 route  

Fig.2 Finite  space map 

No 

Recogn i ze  

ob j ec ts  Take  t he m idd l e  

No 

ob j ec ts  

Take  t he new m idd l e  po i n t  

Recogn i ze  ob j ec ts  

Move  t o  t h e  m i d d l e  p o i n t .  

 

Se a r c h  t h e  o b j e c t s  ( To  t a r g e t  

No  

The  r o u t e  i s  d i sm i s se d .  

Ye s  

 D id  t h e  m i d d l e  p o i n t s  o f  c o n s ta n t  n umbe r  i s  t a ke n?  

Nex t  m i d d l e  p o in t  

Te rg e t .  

End 

Se a r c h  t h e  o b j e c t s  ( To  m i d d l e  

Make ob j ec t  g roup 

Fig.3  Flowchart 
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shows that the lat ter is  obviously longer.  

Therefore,  P1 is excluded from the middle 

point P3. P2 and P4 are excluded for  the 

reasons same as P1. 

Then, al l  the routes are  deleted from P3.  

This route  is  d ismissed because i t  becomes a 

route as shown in d and i t  is not  capable of 

reaching the target point .  I t  is similar in the 

case of P4. 

  Fig.4  Method of taking the middle point 

 

4．．．．System of recognition for work  

 

4.1. Purpose of system 

 

When the robot  works,  it  moves toward 

the approximate front of the work object  

shown in the map. But  because of external  

factors,  including the movement error  margin 

and so on,  when the robot  moves, the posi tions 

of the robot and the work object are not  

constant.   

Thus,  the recognit ion sys tem discovers the 

work object from among the images obtained 

by the CCD camera, and establ ishes the 

posi tion of the work object.   

Moreover,  the posi t ion of the robot and the 

object specified in this system is used also for  

the robot’s self-posi t ional  correct ion. For  

example,  when an object  in a cer tain fixed 

place, such as elevator buttons and light  

switches in a room, is d iscovered, the robot’s 

posi tion and those of the fixed objects can be 

confirmed.  As a resul t ,  the error margin 

between the robot‘s posit ion within the limited 

space map and the robot’s posit ion in real  

space during repeated movements can be 

corrected. Figure 5 shows the flow of the 

system.  

 

  

            

 

4.2. System processing 

 

We explain the processing of the system 

flow shown in Figure 5 .  First ,  data  regarding 

the work object is read. This data is taken from 

the robot’s knowledge data  base. The data  

regarding the object  contains var ious 

information such as object image,  the size, the 

posi tion, etc.   

Next,  the CCD camera image is acquired.  

In addit ion, the object‘s  shape are  extracted by 

processing the edge extract ion to the 

acquisit ion image. The acquired image is  

converted into binary data.  This t ransforms 

the image data  into monochrome data ,  and thus 

pixel  information can be simplified.  

Search processing seeks the object‘s 

image from among the acquired images.  The 

object is  searched for  by seeking pixel 

information shared by the acquired image and 

the object  image. 

The object image changes according to 

the distance between the camera and the object  
or the angle via which the camera sees the 

object.  Then,  the object’s  d istance and the 

angle to i t  is processed by the geometr ic  

transformation calculat ion and the project ion 

conversion. The distance and the angle of the 

image when the work object is  discovered 

become the resul ts  of a  posit ional decision of 

the work object of the system. 

A CCD camera is  posit ioned in the robot‘s 

head which rotates as the robot searches for  

the object.  The rotat ional  range facing forward 

is 60 degrees 

ＳＴ Ａ Ｒ Ｔ  

①Read i ng  o f  i mage  f o r  wo r k  

②Came ra  Image  Acqui s i t i o n    

③Binar izat i on  o f  c amera  

④Sear ch  P r ocess i ng   

⑤Trans f o rmat i on  o f  image  f o r  wor k  

La rge r  t han  

⑥Robo t  head  d r i ve   ＥＮＤ  

Ｙｅｓ  
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Fig.5 Sys tem f low 
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5. Experiment 

 

An experimental evaluat ion of the system 

was performed.  In this  experiment the robot 

moves to  the front of the room to face the 

elevator  and searches for  the elevator  button.  

The experiment  involved the robot 

searching for the elevator button from var ious 

distances and angles,  and determining the 

correct  posit ion for pushing the button. Tables 

1-4 show the results  regarding distance and 

angle.   

 

Fig.6．Situation of experiment  

 

Table 1.  Result  o f  exper iment  （Case1 L=300mm） 

Table 2 .  Result  o f  exper iment  （Case2 L=400mm） 
Angle  α[ °]  Resu lt  o f  d i s tance[ｍｍ ] Resu lt  o f  angle[  °]  

０  ４００  ９  

１５  ３８０  ２０  

３０  ３８０  ２６  

Table 3.  Result  o f  exper iment  （Case3 L=500mm） 
Angle  α[ °]  Resu lt  o f  d i s tance[ｍｍ ] Resu lt  o f  angle[  °]  

０  ４９０  ２  

１５  ４７０  ２０  

３０  ４４０  ３０  

Table 4.  Result  o f  exper iment  （Case4 L=600mm） 
Angle  α[ °]  Resu lt  o f  d i s tance[ｍｍ ] Resu lt  o f  angle[  °]  

０  ６００  ５  

１５  ５３０  ２６  

３０  ５５０  １９  

 

6. Consideration 

     

We can say as fol lows considerat ions from 

this exper iment  result .  

 First,  an object the size of an elevator  

button can be discovered when the distance 

between the robot  and the object is 300 to  

600mm. However,  the object’s  shape could not  

be easily obtained when the robot  was too 

close to  the object.  Moreover,  the button could 

not be discovered when the distance between 

the robot and the object was too great .  We can 

say that the shorter the distance between the 

robot and the object,  the more accurate is 

distance estimation. The shorter  the distance 

to the object,  the larger the image received by 

the camera, and thus more detai ls  of the 

object’s  shape can be captured.  

We can say that the determination of the 

angle  between the robot and the object  is  

difficul t only in the pixel match. We consider 

that this system should adopt only the 

determination of d istance by the pixel match,  

and analyze the angle based on the perspect ive 

that appears in the camera image.   

    

7. Conclusion 

  

In this  study, a system designed to  search 

for an object was designed, and experimental 

results show that the object could be 

discovered with a  high degree of probabili ty.  

Moreover,  the distance to the object  could  

be estimated with great  accuracy. However,  

est imation of the angle remains problematic,  

and the robot  has not  come to  work for  object .  

Improvement of the accuracy of posi t ion 

est imation is  a lso  needed. Est imation of the 

angle to the object is not a t ransformation 

condit ion of the object  image,  and should 

analyze the ent ire camera image as for 

consideration as descr ibed.  
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Abstract: Mckibben muscles are a kind of pneumatic 
artificial muscles. It can be used as actuators to actuate 
robots. Aiming at the force-length model, the paper 
compared the ideal model with experiments and revised 
the ideal model. Then it analyzed the reason leading to 
the hysteresis phenomena, and established the hysteresis 
model. The experiments showed that the hysteresis 
model was consistent and robust to different length 
Mckibben muscle actuators.  
Keyword: Mckibben muscle actuator, force-length 
model, hysteresis model 
 
1. Introduction 

There has been some ink used for Mckibben muscles 
[1-3]. It is a kind of pneumatic artificial muscles. It can 
generate enough force and maintain proper compliance at 
the same time-a little like real muscles. So it can be used 
as an actuator to actuate the robot. A robot actuated by 
Mckibben muscles probably will behave like an animal. 
But it is not easy to find a model in literatures. And 
different Mckibben muscle products are different. So we 
have to establish the special model of the kind used in 
our project. What we are interested about the model is its 
force characteristic, because it is used as an actuator. 

 
2. The ideal static model 

Mckibben muscles used in our project are like Fig.1. It 
has a double-layer structure like Fig.1 (b). It consists of a 
rubber tube covered in tough braided fiber mesh, which 
shortens in length when inflated with compressed gas. 
Gas can be input in from its one end, and the other end is 
closed. L and D are the nominal length and the nominal 
diameter. Another important structure parameter is θ
-the mesh weave angle. L and D will change when θ 
changes. So L and D must have close relationships with 
θ. 

If the actuator is supposed as a regular cylinder, a 
geometry model can be established (see Fig.2). Except L, 
D and θ, there are structure parameters n-the number of 
tunes that the fiber winds and b-the length of the fiber. 
θ will increase and L will decrease when compressed 

gas is input. But b will keep constant. Based on the 
assumption that the actuator is a conservative system, an 
ideal static model can be gotten as [2] 

F=Pgb2(3L2/b2-1)/ (4πn2)  (1) 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig.1 Structure of Mckibben muscles 

 

 
Fig.2 Geometry model 

 
In which, F is the pulling force generated by the actuator, 
Pg is the relative gas pressure between the outer 
environment and the inner rubber, which can be read 
from the pressure gage. L is the current length. b and n 
are the structure parameters. 
Based on the ideal model (1), the force output is related 
with the gage pressure, current length, and the structure 
parameters. Fig.3 is the simulation of force-length 
characteristic for a Mckibben muscle actuator that its 
free length is 450mm. It is easy to be seen that the 
maximal contraction ratios for different gage pressures 
are same based on this model. 
 
3. Revising of the force-length model 

Analyzing the ideal model and observing the 
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simulation figure, we can easily find something that is 
not consistent with the fact. First, it is not real that the 
maximal contraction ratios are same to different gage 
pressures (see Fig.3). Basic experiments have shown that 
the maximal contraction ratios are related with the 
pressures very much. The contraction ratio will be 
different if the gage pressure changes. Second, from 
Fig.3, the maximal contraction ratio can be calculated: 
(450-300)/450*%=33.3%. Based on the experiments, the 
maximal contraction ratio of the actuators used in our 
project is less than 30%. Any way, the force-length 
model must be revised.  

 

Fig.3 Simulation of force-length model (450mm) 
 
Now let’s do some experiments to measure the related 

data. Fig.4 is the experiment system. The experiment 
data is about the force–length relationship. In the 
experiment, to every gage pressure (0.1Mpa, 0.2Mpa, 
0.3Mpa, 0.4Mpa, 0.5Mpa), the length is changed from L0 

(free length) to the minimal length and then returned to 
the free length again. Doing the experiment this way is 
because Mckibben muscle actuator has hysteresis 
characteristic [4]. Here the gage pressure is limited 
within [0.1, 0.5]Mpa. Fig.5 is the experiment data. 

 

Fig.4 Experiment system 
 

Comparing the ideal model and the experiment (see 
Fig.6), it is found there are some differences as the 
following: 

 To the same current length and the same 
pressure, the model force is larger than that of 
the experiment. 

 The maximal contraction ratios related with 
different pressures are different in the 
experiment. 

 And all the contraction ratios in experiment are 
less than the corresponding ones of the model. 

What’s the reason leading to those differences? After 
analyzing, we know that the ideal model is based on 
some suppositions [2]. One of the suppositions is that all 
the absorbed energy can be output, in another word - no 
energy loss. But actually this is not possible. Another 
supposition is that Mckibben muscle actuator is thought 
as an ideal cylinder and the inner rubber is very thin and 
contacts the mesh very closely. But this is not the fact 
too.  

Fig.5 Experiment data (450mm) 
 

Fig.6 Comparison between the experiment and the model 
(450mm) 

 
Now let’s revise the model. Based on the above 

comparison, the following should be done: 
 Reduce the force. 
 Revise the contraction ratio and make it has 

relationship with the gage pressure. 
 Reduce the contraction ratio. 

Synthesizing the above three points, we revise the 
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model into: 
 F= c1b2/(4πn2) Pg{3[(1-c2Rc)L/b]2-1}  
In which, Rc is the definition of the contraction ratio 
(Rc=(L0-L)/L0)). Parameter c1<1, is used to reduce the 
force output. c2 is related with the gage pressure. So c2Rc 
is related with gage pressure too and used to change the 
contraction ratio. c2Rc can be called the new contraction 
ratio. Be sure that (1-c2Rc)<1.  

Based on the experiment data and the new model, c1 

and c2 can be got as the following: 
 c1 =0.90 
 c2 =1.11e-9Pg+0.34 
So the revised model is  
F=0.9b2/(4πn2) Pg{3[(1-(1.11e-9Pg+0.34)Rc)L/b]2-1} (2) 

Comparing the revised model with the experiment, we 
got Fig.7. Now the model and the experiment are 
consistent with each other. 

 

ig.7 Comparison between the revised model and the 

Fi he 

 
 revised model is based on the data with free 

le

 it is found that there is difference between 
th

he hysteresis model 
ts, we find that the 

hy

is phenomenon, we think it is 
m

Fig.9 The rel e fibers when 

Fig.10 Fric on model 

Based on the analyzing, force output can be divided 
in

sic static force and can be calculate 

F
experiment (450mm) 

g.8 Comparison between the revised model and t
experiment (225mm) 

The
ngth 450mm. Does the model fit to actuators with 

different lengths? In another word, is the model robust to 
length? Now let’s do the same experiment with another 
Mckibben muscle that its length is 225mm, right just half 
of the former one and compare with the revised model 

(see Fig.8).  
From Fig.8,
e revised model and the experiment data. But the 

difference is not large. So we can conclude that the 
revised model is somewhat robust to the length. 
     
4. T

From the above experimen
steresis characteristic is clear and can’t be ignored. 

The difference is large between the force outputs when 
the pressure increasing and that when the pressure 
decreasing (see Fig.7 and Fig.8). So the hysteresis model 
must be established too. 

Analyzing the hysteres
ainly due to the frictions between the inner rubber and 

the outer mesh as well as between the fibers in the mesh. 
They should be Coulomb friction generated by the 
relative movements when Mckibben muscle contracts. 
Any way it is not easy to calculate it, because the relative 
movements between the two layers and between the 
fibers are very complicated (see Fig.9). 

 

ative movement of th
contracting 

(a)            (b) 
 
ti
 

to two parts as the following: 
 F=Fs±Fd 

In which, Fs is the ba
by (2), and Fd is the friction force and can be expressed 
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as 
 Fd=sgn(dx/dt)μFN 

etical friction coefficient 
an

ment data, it is easy to find that Fd is 
re

2Fdm(L-Lmin)/(L0-Lmin)  (3) 
In which, 

dm=33.91Pg+2.13 
2+4bc2/(31/2L0)]1/2}L0/(2c2)   

So we can denote the hysteresis model as following: 
 

by (2) and Fd calculated by (3). 

re is a similar question: is the hysteresis 
m

 hysteresis model again as 
fo

n2) Pg{3[(1-(1.11e-9Pg+0.34)Rc)L/b]2-1}  

In

dm=32.291Pg+2.83 

2/(31/2L0)]1/2}L0/(2c2)   

And note:

min ≤L≤ L0

0.5Mpa 

5. Conclusion 
re a special kind of actuators. The 

Fig.11 Comparison between the experiment and the 

Reference 
Sugisaka, Huailin Zhao, Norrima Mokhtar, 

[2] Modeling of 

[3] pneumatic muscle”, 

[4] Pneumatic Artificial 

In which, μ is the symph
d FN is the corresponding positive pressure. We will 

establish Fd by experiments because it is not easy to 
value μ and FN. 

From the experi
lated with the gage pressure and the contraction ratio. 

Based on the experiment, a linear model of Fd can be got 
as following: 

Fd=
 
F
Lmin={-1+c2+[(1-c2)
（c2=1.11e-9Pg+0.34） 

F=Fs±Fd 

In which, Fs is calculated 
Fig.11 is the comparison between experiment and the 
model for a 450mm actuator. They are consistent with 
each other. 

Now the
odel robust to other actuators with different lengths? 

By the similar way, model Fd for 225mm can be got, and 
the comparison can be done too. The comparison shows 
that there is some difference. But the difference is not 
large. There is data showing that the maximal difference 
of their Fd is less than 1N. 

Now let’s rewrite the
llowing: 

F=Fs±Fd 

=0.9b2/(4π
±2Fdm(L-Lmin)/(L0-Lmin)    
 which,  

F
Lmin={-1+c2+[(1-c2)2+4bc
（c2=1.11e-9Pg+0.34） 
 

     L
0.1Mpa≤Pg≤
 

  Mckibben muscles a
robot actuated by it will behave a little like animals. 
Based on the ideal force-length model and the 
experiments, an actual model is established. At last a 
hysteresis model is designed too. All the comparisons 

show that the models are consistent with the experiments 
and are robust to other ones with different lengths. 

(a) Pg=0.1Mpa,0.3Mpa,0.5Mpa 

(b) Pg=0.2Mpa,0.4Mpa 
 

model (450mm) 
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Abstract 

      
Billiard is one of the most complex game to play for 

human beings in the real world. The objective of this 
paper is to develop an offensive strategy to make a 
position play for a billiard robot in a nine ball game. The 
robot is composed of a machine vision, decision-making, 
control and actuating subsystems in a miniature pool 
table. The experimental results indicate that the robot is 
able to make a position play to pocket the object balls 
from number one to four sequentially and successfully.  

 
Keywords： billiard robot, position play,  

decision- making 
 
1  Introduction 
 

The billiard robot is designed to imitate the learning 
ability of human beings to play billiard. The billiard is 
one of the amusing activities for years. The game of 
billiard is played on a rectangular table (billiard table). 
One ball (cue ball) is struck with the end of a cue stick, 
causing it to bounce into other balls and reflect off the 
side of the table. A player needs to have capability of the 
geometrical concept and offensive strategy to win the 
game. A good billiard player needs to visualize the 
geometrical relations between cue ball, object balls and 
pockets, and to control the strength of shot to strike the 
object balls into designate pockets one by one 
sequentially. 

There are several related researches that simulate 
the billiard game in virtual environments. Koo applied 
the concept of fuzzy logic to develop the decision 
algorithm on computer generated pool environments [1]. 
Koo demonstrated the balls identification and calibration 
for a pool robot by the image processing technique [2]. 
Nakama developed a shooting mechanism for a billiard 
robot by a precise position mechanism [3]. A wearable 
computer and augmented reality were demonstrated to 
help players to enhance the game of billiards [4]. All of 
them are lack of the integration both of strategy part and 
mechronics part. Yang demonstrated a shooting angle 

compensator for a billiard robot by the neural and fuzzy 
theory [5]. He also developed a pocket selection 
algorithm for the billiard robot by the grey theory [6]. 
 
2  Experimental setup 
 
(1) Machine vision subsystem：  

 
There are a CCD camera with an image capture 

card and a PC in this subsystem. The CCD is installed 
on the position of 2.7 meters high above the pool table 
(Fig. 1). First, the images of balls and pockets are 
captured to identify locations of the cue ball, each 
numbers of object balls (color balls), and pockets. Then, 
the centers of these balls and pockets are calculated by 
the developed image processing software in a PC. The 
geometrical data of this specific case will be sent to the 
decision-making subsystem for the further calculation 
(Fig. 2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The billiard robot  
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    Fig. 2. Flow chart of the experimental setup 
 
(2) Decision-making subsystem： 

 
The decision-making algorithm is developed by the 

following four factors of the extension theory [7]. The 
factors are (i) the shooting angle (θ ), (ii) the distance 
(d1) between the centers of the object ball and the 
corresponding pocket (Fig. 3), (iii) distance (d2) between 
the centers of the cue ball and object ball, and (iv) the 
perpendicular distance (db) from the center of block ball 
to the line (Y) (Fig. 4). The offensive strategy is 
developed based on these four factors. It will make up 
the shooting priority step by step automatically. 
 
 

Θ 

d 1 

d 2

Cue ball 

Object ball 

Visual 

hitting point 

  
       Fig. 3. The positions of cue ball, 

          object ball and pocket 
 

 
(3) Mechanical position subsystem:  

 
There are a x-y-z position platform and a two-axes 

rotating mechanism to align the actuating mechanism 
for the robot. The motion commands are determined by 
the center controller (PC) and sent to the corresponding 
motor controllers to drive the pneumatic cylinder to the 
desired position to strike the cue ball.   
 
(4) Actuating mechanism subsystem:  

 
There are a pneumatic pressure control valve and a 

cylinder in this subsystem. The first one is applied to 
control the strength of shot of this billiard robot. The 
second one is used to strike the cue ball to imitate the 
shooting behavior of human beings to play billiard with a 
cue stick.   
 
3  Offensive strategy  

 
The objective of the developed offensive strategy of 

the billiard robot is to win the nine ball game. The nine 
ball game is played with nine object balls numbered one 
through nine and a cue ball. On each shot, the first ball 
that the cue ball contacts must be the lowest number of 
object balls on the table. But, the balls need not be 
pocketed in order. If a player pockets any ball on a legal 
shot, he/she remains at the table for another shot and 
continues until he misses, fouls, or wins the game by 
pocketing the nine ball [8]. In the research, it is arranged 
to have a cue ball and 4 object balls (number one to four) 
on the table for simplification. 
 

The offensive strategy is determined by the above 
four factors of the extension theory [7]. The matter 
element is assigned as 
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The relational function can be assigned as 
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The shoot angle (θ ) between the direction of the 
cue ball to the hitting point and the direction of the 
hitting point to the pocket is a very important factor to let 
the object ball run into the pocket after collision (Fig. 3). 
If the angle (θ ) is equal to zero, that means the cue ball, 
object ball, and the pocket are on the straight line. It is 
the easiest way to pocket the object ball. If the absolute 
value of angle (θ ) is getting larger ( ,90°≥θ on either 
right or left side), it is more difficult to pocket the object 
ball successfully (eqn. (1)). If the distance d1 is small, 
that means the object ball is close to the pocket. It is 
easier to pocket the object ball. The half length of the 
pool table is 300 pixel (1 cm = 8 pixel) (eqn. 2). The 
distance d2 is between 85 and 215 pixel from many 
striking experiments for pocketing the object ball into 
designed pocket successfully (eqn. (3)). The diameter of 
the ball is 4 cm (32 pixel). If the distance db is small than 
32 pixel, there is a block ball on the moving direction 
from the cue ball to the object ball (Fig. 4). It will cause 
a foul during the game. In this case, the value of k4(db) is 
equal to –1. By contrast with this block ball, the value of 
k4(db) is equal to 1 (eqn. (4)). 

 

db

block ball

object ball

cue ball

Y = m‧X + b

hitting point

 
Fig. 4. The position of block ball 

In the ball game, it is necessary to make a position 
play for the next shot. The predicted position of the cue 
ball and other object balls after collision are calculated to 
make a position play in this offensive strategy in order to 
win the ball game. For example, the white ball is the cue 
ball (Fig. 5). First, the ball 1 is pocketed into pocket 4 
and the cue ball is controlled to stop at the position 2,1  
for the next shot. And the ball 2 is pocketed into pocket 2 
and the cue ball is controlled to stop at the position 3,2  
for the next shot. Then, the ball 3 is pocketed into pocket 
1 and the cue ball is controlled to stop at the position 

4,3  for the next shot. Finally, the ball 4 is pocketed into 
pocket 4. 

P

P

P

 

 

Pocket1 Pocket2 Pocket3 
3 

P3,4 P2,3 
 2

 Cue ball 

P1,2 4

1 
Pocket4 Pocket5 Pocket6 

Fig. 5. Specific example of a position play 
 

4  Result 
 

Figure 6 shows the experimental results of a cue 
ball and 4 object balls on the table in 9 pictures taken by 
a digital camera continuously. The picture (1) shows that 
the actuating mechanism is in the stand by situation 
before a shot. Picture (2) shows that the cue ball is 
striking and running into the object ball 1. Then, the 
object ball 1 one is moved and pocketed into the right 
bottom pocket (picture (3)). And the cue ball is bounded 
and stop at a good position for the next shot (picture (4)). 
After that, the object ball 2 is pocketed into the left side 
pocket (picture (5)). And the cue ball is bounded and 
controlled to stop on a good position for the ball 3 
(picture (6)). Similarly, the object ball 3 and 4 are 
pocketed into the left bottom pocket and right bottom 
pocket respectively (picture (7)~(9)). The experimental 
results, indicate that the robot is able to make a position 
play to pocket the object balls from number 1 to 4 
sequentially and successfully.    
 
5  Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we presents an intelligent billiard 
robot with the offensive strategy to strike object balls 
sequentially. The robot shows its ability to “read” the 
table and make its own decision to sink the object balls 
into the pockets in the nine ball game automatically and 
successfully. 
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VeriSync: A Verification System for Firing Squad Synchronization
Protocols on One-Dimensional Cellular Automata
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Abstract

In this paper, we develop a verification system
VeriSync that enables us to verify the correctness of
the synchronization protocols, focusing on the class of
optimum-time two-sided firing squad synchronization
algorithms. We give a genealogy from Waksman’s al-
gorithms [7] to Balzer [1], ending with Gerken [2]. A
formal design technique is also proposed that can en-
sure the correctness of synchronization processes.

1 Introduction

Cellular automata are considered to be a simple
model for complex systems in which an infinite one-
dimensional array of finite state machines (cells) up-
dates itself in a synchronous manner according to a
uniform local rule. Synchronizing a large scale of cel-
lular automata has been known as the firing squad
synchronization problem since its development, and
the problem was originally proposed by J. Myhill in
order to synchronize all parts of self-reproducing cel-
lular automata [4]. The firing squad synchronization
problem has been studied extensively for more than
forty years [1-7].

Since the problem was defined by Myhill in 1957,
a rich verity of synchronization protocols have been
developed. A class of optimum-time two-sided fir-
ing squad synchronization algorithms is interesting
from mathematical point of view and important in
the design of other class of synchronization proto-
cols. Waksman [7] presented a 16-state optimum-
time synchronization algorithm. Afterward, Balzer [1]
and Gerken [2] developed an eight-state and a seven-
state synchronization algorithm, respectively, thus de-
creasing the number of states required for the syn-
chronization. All of the algorithms are referred to as
optimum-time two-sided firing squad synchronization
algorithms. Global synchronization is a fundamental
computing primitives in parallel and distributed sys-
tems, thus the correctness of the synchronization pro-
tocols is very important from practical applications,

however, verification techniques for local rules of cel-
lular automata are very few. We develop a verifica-
tion system VeriSync that enables us to verify the cor-
rectness of the synchronization protocols, focusing on
the class of optimum-time two-sided firing squad syn-
chronization algorithms. We give a genealogy from
Waksmann’s algorithms [7] to Balzer [1], ending with
Gerken [2]. A formal design technique is also proposed
that can ensure the correctness of synchronization pro-
cesses.

C1 C2 C4 Cn

...

C3

Soldiers
Genaral

Figure 1: One-dimensional cellular automaton.

2 Two-Sided Firing Squad Synchro-
nization Algorithm

The firing squad synchronization problem is formal-
ized in terms of the model of cellular automata. Figure
1 shows a finite one-dimensional cellular array consist-
ing of n cells, denoted by Ci, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. All
cells (except the end cells) are identical finite state
automata. The array operates in lock-step mode such
that the next state of each cell (except the end cells)
is determined by both its own present state and the
present states of its right and left neighbors. All cells
(soldiers), except the left end cell, are initially in the
quiescent state at time t = 0 and have the property
whereby the next state of a quiescent cell having quies-
cent neighbors is the quiescent state. At time t = 0 the
left end cell (general) is in the fire-when-ready state,
which is an initiation signal to the array. The firing
squad synchronization problem is stated as follows.

Given an array of n identical cellular automata, in-
cluding a general on the left end which is activated
at time t = 0, we want to give the description (state
set and next-state function) of the automata so that,
at some future time, all of the cells will simultaneously
and, for the first time, enter a special firing state. The
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set of states must be independent of n. Without loss
of generality, we assume n ≥ 2. The tricky part of the
problem is that the same kind of soldier having a fixed
number of states must be synchronized, regardless of
the length n of the array.

Firing squad synchronization algorithms have been
designed on the basis of parallel divide-and-conquer
strategy that calls itself recursively in parallel. Those
recursive calls are implemented by generating many
Generals that are responsible for synchronizing di-
vided small areas in the cellular space. Initially a
General G0 located at the left end is responsible for
synchronizing the whole cellular space consisting of n
cells. In Fig. 2 (left), the General Gi, i = 2, 3, ..., is re-
sponsible for synchronizing the cellular space between
Gi and Gi−1, respectively. G1 synchronizes the sub-
space between G1 and the right end of the array. Thus,
all of the Generals generated by G0 are located at the
left end of the divided cellular spaces to be synchro-
nized by them independently. On the other hand, in
Fig. 2 (right), the General G0 generates General Gi,
i = 1, 2, 3, ...,. Each Gi, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., synchronizes
the divided space between Gi and Gi+1, respectively.
In addition, Gi, i = 2, 3, ..., does the same operations
as G0. Thus, in Fig. 2 (right), we find Generals lo-
cated at either end of the subspace for which they are
responsible.

If all of the recursive calls for the synchronization
are issued by Generals located at one (both two)
end(s) of partitioned cellular spaces for which the
General is responsible, the synchronization algorithm
is said to have one-sided (two-sided) recursive prop-
erty. We call the synchronization algorithm with one-
sided (two-sided) recursive property as one-sided (two-
sided) recursive synchronization algorithm. Figure 2
illustrates a time-space diagram for one-sided (Fig. 2
(left)) and two-sided (Fig. 2 (right)) recursive synchro-
nization algorithms both operating in optimum 2n−2
steps.

It is noted that optimum-time synchronization algo-
rithms developed by Balzer [1], Gerken [2] and Waks-
man [7] are two-sided ones and an algorithm proposed
by Mazoyer [3] is an only synchronization algorithm
with the one-sided recursive property.

[Observation 1] Optimum-time synchronization al-
gorithms developed by Balzer [1], Gerken [2] and
Waksman [7] are two-sided ones. The algorithm pro-
posed by Mazoyer [3] is a one-sided one.

cell

time 
t = 0

t = n-1

t = 2n-2

n
G0

G1

G2

G3

cell

time 
t = 0 n

t = n-1

t = 2n-2

G0

G1

G2

G3

Figure 2: Optimum-time one-sided (left) and two-
sided (right) firing squad synchronization scheme.

3 VeriSync: Overview of Verification
System

3.1 Optimization and Numbering
Gerken [2] reduced the number of states realizing

Balzer’s algorithm and constructed a seven-state, 118-
rule synchronization protocol. In our computer exam-
ination, no errors were found, however, 13 rules were
found to be redundant. In Table 1, we give a list of the
transition rules for Gerken’s algorithm. The symbols
“>”, “/”, “...” and “#” represent the general, quies-
cent, firing and boundary states, respectively. The
system VeriSync optimizes a transition rule set by
synchronization-test on n cells where 2 ≤ n ≤ 10000.
The transition rule set which was designed by Gerken
[2] can be optimized resulting in 105 rules from 118
onrs. Table 1 shows a complete list of transition rules
in which each rule consists of a unique rule number,
left-state, center-state, right-state and next-state.

[Theorem 1] The transition Table 1 can synchro-
nize any n cells in optimum 2n− 2 steps.

3.2 Rule Classification
The system VeriSync classifies synchronization

rules to verify the correctness of the rule set. We fo-
cus our attention to the subset of Gerken’s [2] transi-
tion rules which can synchronize any n cells such that
n = 2k(k ≥ 1). In our verification process, the rule
set is mainly divided into two categories in which α-
or β-areas in Figure 3.

Stage 1, it makes the transition rule set used in α-
area has 39 rules denoted by R1 ( See Table 2 ). Stage
2, it makes the transition rule set used in β-area has
38 rules denoted by R2 which includes the part of R1

( See Table 3). And Stage 3, it creates the transition
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Table 1: Gerken’s 7-state synchronization protocol R
consisting of 105 rules.� �

No. LS CS RS NS
1 / / / → /
2 / / ˆ → /
3 / / < → /
4 / / [ → /
5 / / � → /
6 > / / → ]
7 > / ˆ → ]
8 > / [ → ]
9 > / � → <
10 ] / / → >
11 ] / ˆ → >
12 ] / < → >
13 ] / � → [
14 ˆ / / → ˆ
15 ˆ / > → ˆ
16 ˆ / ˆ → ˆ
17 ˆ / < → [
18 ˆ / [ → <
19 < / / → /
20 < / ˆ → /
21 < / < → /
22 [ / / → /
23 [ / [ → /
24 / > / → ˆ
25 / > ] → ˆ
26 / > ˆ → >
27 / > < → [
28 ] > / → ˆ
29 ] > ] → ˆ
30 ] > ˆ → >
31 ] > < → [
32 ˆ > ] → ˆ
33 ˆ > ˆ → >
34 ˆ > < → [
35 < > / → >
36 < > ] → >
37 < > < → ...
38 < > � → ...
39 � > / → >
40 � > ] → >
41 � > < → ...
42 > ] / → ]
43 > ] > → ]
44 > ] ˆ → ]
45 > ] [ → <
46 ˆ ] / → /
47 ˆ ] > → /
48 ˆ ] ˆ → ]
49 ˆ ] [ → <
50 [ ] / → ]
51 [ ] > → ]
52 [ ] ˆ → ]
53 [ ] [ → <

54 / ˆ / → /
55 / ˆ > → ˆ
56 / ˆ ˆ → ˆ
57 / ˆ < → [
58 / ˆ [ → <
59 > ˆ / → ]
60 > ˆ > → ˆ
61 > ˆ ˆ → ˆ
62 > ˆ [ → <
63 ] ˆ / → >
64 ] ˆ ] → ˆ
65 ] ˆ ˆ → ˆ
66 ] ˆ < → [
67 ˆ ˆ / → /
68 ˆ ˆ > → ˆ
69 ˆ ˆ ] → ˆ
70 ˆ ˆ ˆ → ˆ
71 ˆ ˆ < → [
72 ˆ ˆ [ → <
73 < ˆ / → /
74 / < / → <
75 / < ˆ → <
76 / < [ → <
77 > < / → ]
78 > < > → ...
79 > < ˆ → ]
80 > < [ → ]
81 > < � → ...
82 ˆ < > → <
83 ˆ < ˆ → /
84 ˆ < [ → /
85 ˆ < � → <
86 [ < / → /
87 [ < > → <
88 [ < ˆ → /
89 [ < [ → /
90 [ < � → <
91 / [ / → [
92 / [ ] → [
93 / [ < → [
94 / [ � → [
95 ] [ / → >
96 ] [ ] → >
97 ] [ < → >
98 ] [ � → >
99 ˆ [ / → ˆ
100 ˆ [ ] → [
101 ˆ [ < → [
102 < [ / → ˆ
103 < [ ] → [
104 < [ < → [
105 < [ � → [

� �

rule set has 8 rules denoted by R3 which generates a
new general state in the boundary of α-area and β-
area and keeps a general state ( See Table 4 ). Figure
4 shows that it synchronizes by including R1, R2 for
optimum-time two-sided synchronization algorithm on
cells n = 2k.

We show verification of optimum-time two-sided
synchronization algorithm developed by Gerken. Gi

is generated with collision point where 1/1-wave and
1/2i−1-wave. So, the generation position of Gi can be
formulated for the synchronization algorithm. Figure
5 illustrates a general generation position P, a general
generation time T in α-area. And, the generated Gi

can be synchronize cellular-space below. The transi-
tion rule set R3 is necessary to generates Gi and to
stay it in the place.

Pα(n, i) = n/2i + 1 (1)

Tα(n, i) = n− 1 +
i∑

j=1

n/2j (2)

[Theorem 2] R1 ∪R2 ∪R3 is necessary to synchro-
nize cells, where n = 2k(k ≥ 1) for optimum-time two-
sided synchronization algorithm developed by Gerken.

t=n-1

t=2n-2

Cellular Space
1 nG

Step

Figure 3: Computation for α- and β-area in the time-
space diagram.

Table 2: State transition table R1 consisting of 39
rules for 7-state optimum-time synchronization algo-
rithm.� �

1 / / / → /
5 / / � → /
6 > / / → ]
9 > / � → <
10 ] / / → >
15 ˆ / > → ˆ
16 ˆ / ˆ → ˆ
24 / > / → ˆ
26 / > ˆ → >
28 ] > / → ˆ
29 ] > ] → ˆ
30 ] > ˆ → >
32 ˆ > ] → ˆ
33 ˆ > ˆ → >
39 � > / → >
40 � > ] → >
42 > ] / → ]
43 > ] > → ]
44 > ] ˆ → ]
45 > ] [ → <

46 ˆ ] / → /
47 ˆ ] > → /
48 ˆ ] ˆ → ]
49 ˆ ] [ → <
55 / ˆ > → ˆ
56 / ˆ ˆ → ˆ
59 > ˆ / → ]
60 > ˆ > → ˆ
61 > ˆ ˆ → ˆ
63 ] ˆ / → >
64 ] ˆ ] → ˆ
65 ] ˆ ˆ → ˆ
66 ] ˆ < → [
67 ˆ ˆ / → /
68 ˆ ˆ > → ˆ
69 ˆ ˆ ] → ˆ
70 ˆ ˆ ˆ → ˆ
71 ˆ ˆ < → [
72 ˆ ˆ [ → <

� �

4 Conclusions
We have developed a verification system for

optimum-time two-sided synchronization firing squad
synchronization protocols. Also, I verified the algo-
rithm developed by Gerken [2]. We must proceed with
the proof of the firing squad synchronization algorithm
more.
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Table 3: State transition table R2 consisting of 38
rules for 7-state optimum-time synchronization algo-
rithm.� �

1 / / / → /
2 / / ˆ → /
3 / / < → /
4 / / [ → /
6 > / / → ]
8 > / [ → ]
9 > / � → <
10 ] / / → >
14 ˆ / / → ˆ
17 ˆ / < → [
18 ˆ / [ → <
19 < / / → /
20 < / ˆ → /
21 < / < → /
22 [ / / → /
23 [ / [ → /
54 / ˆ / → /
66 ] ˆ < → [
71 ˆ ˆ < → [

72 ˆ ˆ [ → <
73 < ˆ / → /
74 / < / → <
75 / < ˆ → <
76 / < [ → <
83 ˆ < ˆ → /
84 ˆ < [ → /
85 ˆ < � → <
86 [ < / → /
89 [ < [ → /
90 [ < � → <
91 / [ / → [
93 / [ < → [
95 ] [ / → >
97 ] [ < → >
99 ˆ [ / → ˆ
101 ˆ [ < → [
102 < [ / → ˆ
104 < [ < → [

� �
Table 4: State transition table R3 consisting of 8 rules
for 7-state optimum-time synchronization algorithm.� �

35 < > / → >
36 < > ] → >
37 < > < → ...
41 � > < → ...

78 > < > → ...
81 > < � → ...
82 ˆ < > → <
87 [ < > → <

� �
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Figure 4: Configurations of R1 (left) and R1 ∪ R2

(right) implementation of optimum-time two-sided
synchronization algorithm on cells n = 2k(k ≥ 1).
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where n = 2k(k ≥ 1).
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose several state-efficient
bit-transfer-based synchronization protocols for one-
dimensional cellular automata. It is shown that there
exists a 1-state CA5−bit that can synchronize any n
cells in 2n−2 optimum-step. The result is interesting,
since we know that there exists no 4-state synchro-
nization algorithm on conventional cellular automata
with transition functions such that δ : Q3 → Q, where
Q is a set of internal states.

1 Introduction

Cellular automata (CA) are considered to be a good
model of complex systems in which an infinite one-
dimensional array of finite state machines (cells) up-
dates itself in a synchronous manner according to a
uniform local rule. In the long history of the study of
CA, generally speaking, the number of internal states
of each cell is finite and the local state transition
rule is defined in a such way that the state of each
cell depends on the previous states of itself and its
neighboring cells. Thus, in the finite state descrip-
tion of the CA, the number of communication bits
exchanged in one step between neighboring cells is as-
sumed to be O(1) bits. However, such inter-cell bit-
information is hidden under the definition of the con-
ventional automata-theoretic finite state description.

In the present paper, we study a firing squad syn-
chronization problem on a very restricted model of cel-
lular automata, CAk−bit, for which inter-cell commu-
nication at one step is restricted to k-bit, where k is
any positive integer such that k ≥ 1. We hereinafter
refer to the model as k-bit CA. The number of inter-
nal states of CAk−bit is assumed to be finite in the
usual sense. The next state of each cell is determined
by the present state of the cell and two binary k-bit

inputs from its left- and right-neighbor cells. A 1-bit
CA model, where k = 1, can be thought of as being
one of the simplest CAs to have a low computational
complexity. On the k-bit CA we consider the firing
squad synchronization problem that has been studied
extensively on the conventional CA model and pro-
pose several time-optimum firing squad synchroniza-
tion protocols together with its implementation on a
computer. Although many researchers have examined
various aspects of the conventional cellular automata
[1-5, 7, 8, 11-14, 20-23], studies focusing on the amount
of bit-information exchanged in inter-cell communica-
tions are few. Mazoyer [6] first studied this model
under the name of CAs with channels and proposed a
time-optimum firing squad synchronization algorithm
in which only one-bit information is exchanged. Umeo
[15] and Umeo et al. [17, 19] have studied algorithmic
design techniques for sequence generation and con-
nectivity recognition problems on CA1−bit. In addi-
tion, Umeo and Kamikawa [16, 18] showed that infi-
nite non-regular sequences such as {2n|n = 1, 2, 3, ..},
{n2|n = 1, 2, 3, ..}, Fibonacci and the prime sequences
can be generated in real-time by CA1−bit. Worsch [24]
established a computational hierarchy between one-
way 1-bit CAs.

First, in Section 2, we introduce a class of bit-
communication-restricted cellular automaton having
k-bit inter-cell communication (CAk−bit) and define

C1 C2 C3 C4 Cn

Figure 1: One-dimensional cellular automaton having
k-bit inter-cell communication links.
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the firing squad synchronization problem on CAk−bit.
In Section 3, we propose several state-efficient bit-
transfer-based synchronization protocols for CAk−bit.
Due to space constraints, we do not present the de-
tailed proofs of the theorems discussed herein.

2 Cellular automaton having k-bit
inter-cell communication

A one-dimensional k-bit inter-cell communication
cellular automaton consists of an infinite array of iden-
tical finite state automata, each located at a positive
integer point (See Fig. 1). Each automaton is re-
ferred to as a cell. A cell at point i is denoted by Ci,
where i ≥ 1. Each Ci, except for C1, is connected to
its left- and right-neighbor cells via a left or right one-
way communication link. These communication links
are indicated by right- and left-pointing arrows in Fig.
1, respectively. Each one-way communication link can
transmit k bits at each step in each direction. A cel-
lular automaton with k-bit inter-cell communication
(abbreviated by CAk−bit) consists of an infinite array
of finite state automata A = (Q, δ), where

1. Q is a finite set of internal states.

2. δ is a function, defining the next state
of any cell and its binary outputs to its
left- and right-neighbor cells, such that δ:
Q × {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → Q × {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k,
where δ(p, x1 , x2, ..., xk, y1, y2, ..., yk) =
(q, x′1, x

′
2, ..., x

′
k, y

′
1, y

′
2, ..., y

′
k), p, q ∈ Q,

xi, x
′
i, yi, y

′
i ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, has the fol-

lowing meaning. We assume that at step t the
cell Ci is in state p and is receiving k binary
inputs xi and yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, from its left and
right communication links, respectively. Then,
at the next step, t+1, Ci assumes state q
and outputs x′i and y′i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, to its left
and right communication links, respectively.
Note that k binary inputs to Ci at step t are
also outputs of Ci−1 and Ci+1 at step t. A
quiescent state q ∈ Q has a property such that

δ(q,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, 0, ..., 0,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, 0, ..., 0) = (q,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, 0, ..., 0,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, 0, ..., 0).

Thus, the CAk−bit is a special subclass of normal
(i.e., conventional) cellular automata. Let N be any
normal cellular automaton having a set of states Q
eand a transition function δ : Q3 → Q. The state
of each cell on N depends on the previous states of
the cell and its nearest neighbor cells. This means

that the total information exchanged per one step be-
tween neighboring cells consists of O(1) bits. By en-
coding each state inQ with a binary sequence of length
�log2 |Q|�, sending the sequences sequentially bit by
bit in each direction via each one-way communica-
tion link, receiving the sequences bit-by-bit again, and
then decoding the sequences into their corresponding
states in Q, the CA1−bit can simulate one step of N in
�log2 |Q|� steps. This observation yields the following
computational relation between the normal CA and
CA1−bit.

[Lemma 1] Let N be any normal cellular automaton
having time complexity T (n). Then, there exists a
CA1−bit which can simulate N in kT (n) steps, where
k is a positive constant integer such that k = �log2 |Q|�
and Q is the set of internal states of N .

In addition, the next lemma can be stated in the
case where each cell can transfer k-bits at each step.
[Lemma 2] Let N be any s-state normal cellular au-
tomaton. Then, there exists an s-state CAk−bit which
can simulate N in real time, where k is a positive in-
teger such that k = �log2 s�.

3 Firing Squad Synchronization Prob-
lem on CAk−bit

In this section, we study a famous firing squad
synchronization problem on the newly introduced
CAk−bit model for which solution gives a finite-state
protocol for synchronizing a large scale of cellular au-
tomata. The problem was originally proposed by J.
Myhill to synchronize all parts of self-reproducing cel-
lular automata [8]. The firing squad synchronization
problem has been studied extensively in more than 40
years [1-14, 17, 19-23].

The firing squad synchronization problem is formal-
ized in terms of the model of cellular automata. All
cells (soldiers), except the left end cell, are initially in
the quiescent state at time t = 0 and have the property
whereby the next state of a quiescent cell having quies-
cent neighbors is the quiescent state. At time t = 0 the
left end cell (general) is in the fire-when-ready state,
which is an initiation signal to the array. The firing
squad synchronization problem is stated as follows.
Given an array of n identical cellular automata, in-
cluding a general on the left end which is activated
at time t = 0, we want to give the description (state
set and next-state function) of the automata so that,
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Figure 2: A time-space diagram for Mazoyer’s
optimum-time synchronization scheme.

at some future time, all of the cells will simultaneously
and, for the first time, enter a special firing state. The
set of states must be independent of n. Without loss
of generality, we assume n ≥ 2. The difficult part of
the problem is that the same types of soldier having a
fixed number of states must be synchronized, regard-
less of the length n of the array.

All of the implementations given below are based
on Mazoyer’s 6-state synchronization scheme shown
in Fig. 2.
[Theorem 1][5] There exists a 6-state normal cellular
automaton that can synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2
optimum steps.
[Theorem 2] There exists a 54-state CA1−bit that
can synchronize any n cells in 2n− 1 steps.

Figure 3 (below) illustrates the snapshots of our
54-state (2n − 1)-step synchronization protocol 　 on
CA1−bit. The small black triangles � and � indicate
a 1-bit signal transfer in the right or left direction, re-
spectively, between neighboring cells. A symbol in a
cell shows internal state of the cell. For ease of un-
derstanding of the synchronization processes and for
the reference, we provide snapshots of the Mazoyer’s
6-state synchronization processes of the same size on
conventional cellular automata. See Fig. 3.
[Theorem 3] There exists a 6-state CA2−bit that can
synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2 optimum-step.
[Theorem 4] [1,2,11] There is no four-state CA that
can synchronize any n cells.

The question that remains is: “What is the mini-
mum number of states for an optimum-time solution of

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

0 Gf Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

1 Gf Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

2 Gf b0 Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

3 G c0 An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

4 G b0 a1 An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

5 G c0 a2 Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

6 G b0 As b0 Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

7 G c0 a0 b1 Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

8 G b0 As b2 c1 Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

9 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

10 G b0 As Bb2 Cc1 a0 Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

11 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

12 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 b1 Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

13 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 Aa1 b2 Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

14 G b0 As b2 Ac1 Aa2 Bb1 c0 Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

15 G c0 a0 b1 Ac2 Ba1 Bb2 c1 Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

16 G b0 As b2 c1 Ba2 Bb1 c2 a1 Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q Q QWL

17 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 Ba1 Bb2 Cc1 a2 Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q Q QWL

18 G b0 As Bb2 c1 Ba2 Cb1 Cc2 Aa1 b0 Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q Q QWL

19 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 a1 Cb2 Ac1 Aa2 b1 Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q Q QWL

20 G b0 As Bb2 Cc1 a2 Ab1 Ac2 Aa1 b2 c1 Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q Q QWL

21 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Ab2 Ac1 Aa2 Bb1 c2 Af Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn Q QWL

22 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 Ab1 Ac2 Ba1 Bb2 Cc1 a0 Af Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An Bn QWL

23 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Ab2 Bc1 Ba2 Cb1 Cc2 a1 Bl Af Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl Bf An BWL

24 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 b1 Bc2 Ca1 Cb2 Cc1 a2 b1 Bl Af Cl Bf Al Cf Bl Af Cl B AWL

25 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 Aa1 b2 c1 Ca2 Cb1 Cc2 Aa1 b2 Cf Bl Af Cl Bf Al Cf Bl B A CWL

26 G b0 As b2 Ac1 Aa2 Bb1 c2 Ca1 Cb2 Ac1 Aa2 Bb1 c0 Cf Bl Af Cl Bf Al B A C DWL

27 G c0 a0 b1 Ac2 Ba1 Bb2 c1 Ca2 Ab1 Ac2 Ba1 Bb2 c1 Al Cf Bl Af Cl B A C D QWL

28 G b0 As b2 c1 Ba2 Bb1 c2 Aa1 Ab2 Bc1 Ba2 Bb1 c2 a1 Al Cf Bl B A C D Q QWL

29 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 Ba1 Bb2 c1 Aa2 Bb1 Bc2 Ba1 Bb2 Cc1 a2 Bf Al B A C D Q Q QWL

30 G b0 As Bb2 c1 Ba2 Bb1 c2 a1 Bb2 Bc1 Ba2 Cb1 Cc2 Aa1 b0 B A C D Q Q Q QWL

31 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 Ba1 Bb2 Cc1 a2 Bb1 Bc2 Ca1 Cb2 Ac1 Aa2 b1 A C D Q Q Q Q QWL

32 G b0 As Bb2 c1 Ba2 Cb1 Cc2 a1 Bb2 Cc1 Ca2 Ab1 Ac2 Aa1 CWL Bn D Q Q Q Q Q QWL

33 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 a1 Cb2 Cc1 a2 b1 Cc2 Aa1 Ab2 Ac1 Cf DWL Gg Bn Q Q Q Q Q QWL

34 G b0 As Bb2 Cc1 a2 Cb1 Cc2 Aa1 b2 Ac1 Aa2 Ab1 Cf Dw QWL Gg b0 Bn Q Q Q Q QWL

35 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Cb2 Ac1 Aa2 b1 Ac2 Aa1 Cf Dw n2 Q Gg c0 An Bn Q Q Q QWL

36 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 Ab1 Ac2 Aa1 b2 Ac1 Cf Dw n2 n0 n1 G b0 a1 An Bn Q Q QWL

37 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Ab2 Ac1 Aa2 b1 Gg Dw n2 n0 n1 n2 G c0 a2 Bf An Bn Q QWL

38 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 Ab1 Ac2 Aa1 CWL Gg b0 n0 n1 n2 n0 G b0 As b0 Bf An Bn QWL

39 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Ab2 Ac1 Cf DWL G c0 A n2 n0 n1 G c0 a0 b1 Cl Bf An BWL

40 G b0 As b2 Cc1 a2 Ab1 Cf Dw QWL G b0 As B n1 n2 G b0 As b2 c1 Cl B AWL

41 G c0 a0 b1 Cc2 a1 Gg Dw n2 Q G c0 a0 Bb1 C n0 G c0 a0 Bb1 c2 B A CWL

42 G b0 As b2 Cc1 BWL Gg b0 n0 n1 G b0 As Bb2 Cc1 BWL G b0 As Bb2 c1 D C DWL

43 G c0 a0 b1 Gg AWL G c0 A n2 G c0 a0 b1 Bf AWL G c0 a0 Bb1 AWL Gg Bn QWL

44 G b0 As CWL Gg CWL G b0 As CWL G b0 As CWL Gg CWL G b0 As Af CWL Gg b0 BWL

45 G c0 Gg DWL Gg DWL G c0 Gg DWL G c0 Gg DWL Gg DWL G c0 Gg Gf DWL Gg c0 AWL

46 G G Gg G Gg G G G Gg G G G Gg G Gg G G G Gg G G G G G

47 T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

0 G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

1 A C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

2 G B A Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

3 G C G G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

4 G B A B C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

5 G C G Q C A Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

6 G B A Q A A G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

7 G C G Q A B B C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

8 G B A Q Q B C C A Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

9 G C G G Q Q C A A G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

10 G B A B C Q A A B B C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

11 G C G Q C Q A B B C C A Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

12 G B A Q C Q Q B C C A A G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

13 G C G Q C A Q Q C A A B B C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

14 G B A Q A A G Q A A B B C C A Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

15 G C G Q A B B Q A B B C C A A G Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

16 G B A Q Q B G Q Q B C C A A B B C Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

17 G C G G Q B B C Q Q C A A B B C C A Q Q Q Q Q Q

18 G B A B Q B C C A Q A A B B C C A A G Q Q Q Q Q

19 G C G G Q Q C A A Q A B B C C A A B B C Q Q Q Q

20 G B A B C Q A A A Q Q B C C A A B B C C A Q Q Q

21 G C G Q C Q A A A G Q Q C A A B B C C A A G Q Q

22 G B A Q C Q A A B B C Q A A B B C C A A B B C Q

23 G C G Q C Q A B B C C Q A B B C C A A B B C C G

24 G B A Q C Q Q B C C C Q Q B C C A A B B C C B A

25 G C G Q C A Q Q C C C A Q Q C A A B B C C B A C

26 G B A Q A A G Q C C A A G Q A A B B C C B A C B

27 G C G Q A B B Q C A A B B Q A B B C C B A C B Q

28 G B A Q Q B G Q A A B B G Q Q B C C B A C B Q Q

29 G C G G Q B B Q A B B B B C Q Q C B A C B Q Q Q

30 G B A B Q B G Q Q B B B C C A Q G A C B Q Q Q Q

31 G C G G Q B B C Q B B C C A A C G C B Q Q Q Q Q

32 G B A B Q B C C Q B C C A A C B G B Q Q Q Q Q Q

33 G C G G Q Q C C Q Q C A A C B Q G C Q Q Q Q Q Q

34 G B A B C Q C C A Q A A C B Q Q G B A Q Q Q Q Q

35 G C G Q C Q C A A Q A C B Q Q Q G C G G Q Q Q Q

36 G B A Q C Q A A A Q G B Q Q Q Q G B A B C Q Q Q

37 G C G Q C Q A A A C G C Q Q Q Q G C G Q C A Q Q

38 G B A Q C Q A A C B G B A Q Q Q G B A Q A A G Q

39 G C G Q C Q A C B Q G C G G Q Q G C G Q A B B A

40 G B A Q C Q G B Q Q G B A B C Q G B A Q Q B A C

41 G C G Q C G G C Q Q G C G Q C G G C G G Q G C B

42 G B A Q G A G B A Q G B A Q G A G B A B A G B Q

43 G C G C G C G C G C G C G C G C G C G B C G C Q

44 G B G B G B G B G B G B G B G B G B G B G G B G

45 G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G

46 T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T

Figure 3: Snapshots for Mazoyer’s synchronization
processes (above) and those for our 54-state (2n− 1)-
step protocol (below) on 24 cells.
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the problem?”. At present, that number is five or six.
On the CA3−bit model, we can establish the following
theorem.
[Theorem 5] There exists a 4-state CA3−bit that can
synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2 optimum-step.
[Theorem 6] There exists a 3-state CA4−bit that can
synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2 optimum-step.
[Theorem 7] There exists a 2-state CA4−bit that can
synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2 optimum-step.
[Theorem 8] There exists a 1-state CA5−bit that can
synchronize any n cells in 2n− 2 optimum-step.

4 Conclusions

We have made an investigation into a trade-off be-
tween internal states and communication bits in firing
squad synchronization protocols for communication-
restricted cellular automata and proposed several
time-optimum state-efficient bit-transfer-based syn-
chronization protocols. It has been shown that there
exists a 1-state CA5−bit that can synchronize any n
cells in 2n−2 optimum-step. The result is interesting,
since we know that there exists no 4-state synchroniza-
tion algorithm on conventional O(1)-bit communica-
tion cellular automata. The CAk−bit is confirmed to
be an interesting computational subclass of CAs that
merits further study. We conclude with the following
question for further investigations.

• What is the minimum number of states for pro-
tocols on each CAk−bit, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ..?
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Abstract

Heider’s balance theory is one of theories on micro
characteristics of triad relations in social psychology.
However, it has not sufficiently been discussed what
relations there are between group dynamics, this mi-
cro characteristic, and other psychological processes.
This paper proposes a model of interaction between
the social network dynamics based on POX systems
and decision making process under the human net-
work, while comparing the proposed model with the
previous group dynamics model based on only POX
systems.

1 Introduction

As one of theories on micro characteristics of indi-
viduals in social psychology, balance theory proposed
by F. Heider [1] states a psychological stability of an
individual included in a triad relation. In this theory,
a person (P ), another person (O), an object or the
third person (X), and relations from P to O, from O
to X , and from P to X construct a system (called POX
system). These relations have either + or − value cor-
responding to the fact that the person likes or dislikes
the object respectively. Heider’s theory argues that a
POX system is balanced if and only if the product of
the signs on these three relations is +, and if the sys-
tem is not balanced P changes one of the relations to
O and X so that the POX system becomes balanced.
As shown in Figure 1, if the system is not balanced,
then P inverts either the sign of P → O or that of
P → O to balance the POX system.

Although the original balance theory is limited to
triad relations, its extension to groups consisting of
more than three persons have been proposed [2, 3, 4].
These studies of balance in social networks focus on
network structures of balanced situations based on
graph theory.

However, it has not sufficiently discussed what

structures actually appear in large groups as a macro
structure of group dynamics based on micro behaviors
of the original POX systems in individual persons. As
an approach to this problem in the field of artificial so-
cieties, Wang and Thonegate [5] proposed a simulation
model of group dynamics based on POX systems, con-
sisting of full connected graphs. However, this study
focuses on non–digraphs, that is, cases where all the
dyad relations are symmetric. We proposed a formal-
ization of group dynamics based on POX systems as
a finite Markov chain with a state space consisting of
signs on all the edges in digraphs, characterized the
concept of balance as absorbing states of this Markov
chain, and executed computer simulations of the group
dynamics based on the Markov chain [6].

However, the model by Wang and Thonegate and
our model focus on group dynamics only based on
POX systems, and they lack interaction between POX
systems and other psychological processes. To con-
struct more realistic models of group dynamics, this
paper proposes a model of interaction between the so-
cial network dynamics based on POX systems and de-
cision making process under the human network.

2 Group Dynamics as a Finite Markov

Chain

In the same way as the previous work [6], we assume
that there are N persons and relations between them
are represented as a fully connected digraph in which
these relations have + or − value, where + and −
mean that the person likes and dislikes the other per-
son, respectively. In addition, it is assumed that these
individuals make decisions for a subject by agreement
(+) or disagreement (-).

This social network can be represented as a
signed digraph G = (P, A), P = {p1, p2, . . . , pN , s},
A = {(a12, s12), (a13, s13), . . . , (a21, s21), (a23, s23), . . . ,
(a1, s1), . . . , (aN , sN )}. P is the set of (N +1) vertices
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Figure 1: Balanced and Imbalanced Situations of POX Systems in Heider’s Balance Theory.

in the digraph, corresponding to the N persons and
the subject s, and A is the set of pairs of edges aij

from the i–th person to the j–th person and signs on
them sij , and pairs of edges ai from the i–th person
to the subject s and signs on them si.

In this model, each individual synchronously does
the following actions:

1. It selects one of the POX systems including itself
(these POX systems include the triads consisting
of the edge to the subject). If the selected POX
system is imbalanced, it balances the POX system
by randomly selecting any of the edges toward the
others and reversing the sign on the selected edge
(if the selected POX system includes the subject,
the sign of the edge toward the other is changed
and that toward the subject is not changed).

2. Among the POX systems including the subject, if
the number of the imbalanced ones is larger than
that of the balanced ones, the sign of the edge
toward the subject is reversed.

The above procedure 1 represents balance of the
POX systems in each individual. The above procedure
2 represents decision making of the individual based
on subordination to a majority and balance of POX
systems. The number of the balanced POX systems
including the subject is the sum of the total of the
number of the others having the same opinion as the
individuals and liked by the individual, and the num-
ber of the others having the opposite opinions to the
individual and disliked by the individual. Moreover,
the number of the imbalanced POX systems including
the subject is the sum of the total of the number of the
others having the opposite opinion to the individuals
and liked by the individual, and the number of the

others having the same opinions to the individual and
disliked by the individual. Thus, reversion of the sign
toward the subjects means reversion of these numbers,
and the procedure represents decision making for the
subject based on minimization of the imbalanced POX
systems including the subject.

The change of signs from individuals to others in
the above procedure 1 is stochastic and dependent
only on the current signs, although the change of
signs of individuals toward the subject is determinis-
tic. Thus, group dynamics based on these procedures
equals to a finite Markov chain with the state space
S = {(s12, s13, . . . , s21, s23, . . . , s1, . . . , sN )}, in which

the total number of states is 2N2

. Figure 2 shows an
example of this finite Markov chain with 3 persons.

Relations between Absorbing States and Bal-

anced Situations

Absorbing states in the above finite Markov chain
as group dynamics are situations where all the POX
systems are balanced. It is shown that these situations
coincide with the following situations of the group: (1)
the group is partitioned into two subgroups (including
the case that one of the subgroups is empty), (2) all the
relations between individuals in the same subgroup are
positive, (3) all the relations between individuals in the
different subgroups are negative, (4) the individuals in
the same subgroup have the same attitude toward the
subject, and those in the different subgroup have the
opposite attitude.

It is trivial that in the situations satisfying the
above four conditions all the POX systems are bal-
anced. The converse is proved as follows.

First, all the POX systems consisting of N–persons
are balanced. In the previous work [6], it was proved
that this condition is a necessary and sufficient con-
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Figure 2: An Example of the Finite Markov Chain of
the Group Dynamics (3 Persons)

dition for the above conditions (1)–(3). In fact, when
all the POX systems consisting of N–persons are bal-
anced, it is proved that the relation between persons

pi ∼ pj
def
= {pi = pj or the edge pi → pj is +} is an

equivalence relation. For this equivalence relation ∼,
persons in the same equivalence class are connected
each other by edges with + and vertices in the differ-
ent classes are connected each other by edges with −.
Since balance of all the POX systems does not permit
the existence of more than three classes, this situation
equals to the above conditions 1–3.

Then, if persons in the same subgroup have the dif-
ferent attitudes toward the subject, the POX systems
consisting of these persons and the subject are imbal-
anced since the relations between these persons are
positive. Moreover, if persons in the different sub-
groups have the same attitude toward the subject, the
POX systems consisting of these persons and the sub-
ject are imbalanced since the relations between these
persons are negative. Thus, the above condition (4)
must be satisfied.

3 Simulation

As shown in the previous section, the group dy-
namics based on individual POX systems and decision
making is represented as a finite Markov chain having

absorbing states corresponding to situations where the
group is polarized into two subgroups. However, this
analysis does not clarify whether this finite Markov
chain has cyclic states. In other words, there is a pos-
sibility of the existence of cyclic states where modifi-
cation of some POX systems and that of other POX
systems are repeated one another.

In order to investigate the above problem, we ex-
ecuted some computer simulations. The simulations
were executed for configurations of N = 4–8. For each
configuration, 300 trials with different random seeds
were executed. For each trial, the probability of selec-
tion of each POX system in the procedure 1 mentioned
in section 2 were fixed as follows: 1

2(N−1)(N−2)
for the

POX system not including the subject, and 1

2(N−1)
for

the POX systems including the subject (note that the
total number of POX systems including the subject
and that not including it for a person are N − 1 and
(N − 1)(N − 2) respectively).

Table 1 shows types of grouping in absorbing states
and the numbers of the corresponding states, the num-
bers of trials that converged to the corresponding
states, and mean number of iteration for convergence
to each grouping. The state converged to one of ab-
sorbing states shown in the previous section in all the
trials for all the configurations, and any cyclic state
was not observed. Moreover, no trend existed that
there is a specific absorbing state to which convergence
is faster than the other states.

Comparison with the Previous Model

In the previous work [6], we proposed the group
dynamics model based on only POX systems, with-
out the decision making process. This previous model
showed the analysis and simulation results similar to
the model proposed in section 2. However, there are
some phenomena different between the previous and
proposed model.

The absorbing states of the previous model are also
situations where the group is polarized into two sub-
groups, including the case that one of them is empty,
and the simulation results showed that the state con-
verged to one of absorbing states in all the trials. How-
ever, the speed of convergence to the absorbing states
in the proposed model was much faster than that in
the previous model. Figure 3 shows means of itera-
tion numbers spent until convergence for each N in
the proposed and previous models. For increase of the
number of persons, the convergence speed of the pro-
posed model increased linearly, although that of the
previous model increased exponentially.

Furthermore, there was a bias on which absorbing
state the group converged to, although this bias was
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Table 1: Results of Simulations
N 4 5 6

Types of Grouping 4 : 0 3 : 1 2 : 2 5 : 0 4 : 1 3 : 2 6 : 0 5 : 1 4 : 2 3 : 3

(#. Corresponding States) (1) (4) (3) (1) (5) (10) (1) (6) (15) (20)

#. Convergence 82 149 69 57 116 127 43 92 110 55

Mean #. Iteration 14.2 12.8 13.7 37.6 29.4 24.2 41.3 54.2 47.5 46.1

N 7 8

Types of Grouping 0 : 7 1 : 6 2 : 5 3 : 4 0 : 8 1 : 7 2 : 6 3 : 5 4 : 4

(#. Corresponding States) (1) (7) (21) (35) (1) (8) (28) (56) (35)

#. Convergence 18 67 112 103 17 61 114 71 37

Mean #. Iteration 81.7 65.5 63.1 63.1 111.9 123.7 102.8 98.0 97.1
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Figure 3: Means of Iteration Numbers Spent Un-
til Convergence (Solid Line: The Proposed Model,
Dashed Line: The Previous Model without Decision
Making Process)

not observed in the previous model. For example in
N = 4, the situation where all the persons like each
other appeared 82 times among 300 trials, although
the polarized group situations appeared about 20–40
times in average. In the same simulations of the previ-
ous model, the situation where all the persons like each
other appeared 29, 16, 7, 5, 2 times among 300 trials
for N = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 respectively. For each N , a χ2–
test revealed that there was a statistically significant
difference with 0.001 or 0.01 level on these numbers of
convergence between the proposed model and previous
model.

The above facts suggest that the decision making
process has an effect of acceleration and bias in conver-
gence of the group dynamics based on micro behaviors
of POX systems.

4 Summary

This paper proposed a model of interaction between
the social network dynamics based on POX systems
and decision making process under the human net-
work, while comparing the proposed model with the
previous group dynamics model based on only POX
systems.

As future problems, we should investigate a cause
of observed acceleration and bias in convergence of
the proposed model in comparison with the previous
model while exploring the corresponding psycholog-
ical phenomena. In addition, we need to extend the
full–connected graph structure of the model to general
graphs including 2–D cellular structures.
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Abstract 
This paper describes a novel technique for realizing a 

transparent space employing a mixed reality technique 
and a three-dimensional (3-D) modeling technique. 
Accidents often happen when a person, a car, etc., comes 
out suddenly from a blind corner. If the visibility of such 
a blind corner is improved, many of the accidents will not 
occur. The idea of this study is to devise a technique for 
achieving better visibility at various places of bad 
visibility by use of a mixed reality technique. Mixed 
reality was born from virtual reality study. It provides a 
technique for superposing virtual objects in a real space.  

As the initial step of realizing the above idea, in the 
present paper, a technique is described for giving a 3-D 
view of a space beyond a thick wall employing a 
computer vision technique and a see-through vision. The 
technique provides an observer with a view of a 3-D 
dynamic scene of the adjacent space partitioned by a wall 
in real-time without going into it. 

Future application of the preset technique may include 
its installation to various corners in the building and in 
the intersections on the road with bad visibility. This will 
surely contribute to reducing traffic accidents in future. 

Keywords: 3-D recovery, mixed reality, virtual reality. 

 
 
1 Introduction 

Mixed reality is a technique for unifying virtual entities 
and a real world using some instruments for see-through 
vision. Many applications of the mixed reality studies 
have already been reported [1].  

Employing the mixed reality technique, useful 
information can be added to a real world. This can be 
regarded as visualization of invisible information. An 
example of the invisible information in our daily life is 
blind or occluded spots. Many traffic accidents happen 
when a person, a motorcycle, a car, etc., suddenly come 
out of a blind corner. If the corner has good visibility, 
most of the accidents may not occur. The idea of this study 
is to devise a technique for achieving better visibility at 
various places of bad visibility by use of a mixed reality 
technique. 

There are some researches [2,3] with respect to making 

transparent objects, but the former cannot realize real-time 
operation, whereas the latter doesn’t give exact views 
when an observer changes his/her viewing direction.  

In this paper, we propose a method of making an 
invisible space visible by the employment of mixed reality 
technique and a simple 3-D recovery technique. By the 
employment of the simple 3-D recovery, the proposed 
technique realizes real-time operation. Moreover the 
technique offers exact views to an observer, irrespective of 
his/her viewing point, since it makes a 3-D virtual model 
of the real world observed. Overview of the proposed 
method is given followed by the description of 
computational strategies for realizing a transparent 
environment. Experimental results are shown with 
discussion. 
 
 
2 Overview of the system 
  Configuration of the proposed system is shown in Fig.1. 
A camera is set in the space that is separated by a wall or 
a partition and invisible from an observer. The space is 
denoted as an invisible region. The scene in the invisible 
region is taken images by the camera. The taken scene 
recovers in a 3-D way and is described in the virtual space 
simulating the invisible region. An observer puts on a see-
through type head mounted display (HMD), which is 
equipped with a position and orientation sensor. 
Employing the information from the sensor, the PC 
computes the view of the invisible space that could be 
seen from the observer and displays it on the HMD. Then 
the observer sees the wall superposed by the computed 
view of the invisible space, thus realizing a transparent 
view of an invisible space.  
 
 
3 Computational strategies 

In order to create a 3-D virtual space, which is a model 
of an invisible space, camera calibration is performed in 
the first place. The camera parameters are then calculated 
and finally 2-D projective transformation is defined 
between the floor in the 3-D space and the image plane of 
the camera. 
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Fig. 1 Configuration of the system. 
 

3.1 Acquiring the depth information 
In the proposed technique, a single camera is used to 

observe an invisible region. The depth information is 
acquired by the employment of 2-D projective 
transformation between the floor, the XY plane of the 
world coordinate system, and the image plane. Let us 
denote the object’s position on the XY plane in the world 
coordinate system by (Xg,Yg,0) and its projection on the 
image plane by (xg,yg). Then the 2-D projective 
transformation between the planes are given by 
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4 Flow of the procedure 
The proposed system takes images of an invisible 

region every moment and performs background 
subtraction. If some newly appeared objects are found in a 
certain frame, after some noise reduction procedures, it 
separates each object by labeling, calculates their feet’s 
position, and computes their locations in the world 
coordinate system employing Eq.(1). Once the 
coordinates (Xg,Yg,0) is obtained with the detected object, 
a perpendicular line is drawn from the point (Xg,Yg,0) to 
the optical axis, whose foot is the point P(Xc,Yc,Zc) 
discussed in the former section. Then the plane passing 
through (Xg,Yg,0) and perpendicular to the optical axis is 
specified. This plane is referred to as a layer on which the 
object is projected.  

In Fig.2, two objects located at (Xg1,Yg1,0) and 
(Xg2,Yg2,0) define the layers 1 and 2 that are perpendicular 
to the optical axis of the camera. The objects are projected 
on the respective layers in the virtual space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Location of objects and layers. 
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5 Experimental results 

5.1 Produced 3-D virtual space 
The first experiment was conducted to create a virtual 

space from the images of two persons walking around in a 
room. The environment of the experiment is shown in 
Fig.3a where two persons are taken images of their 
walking motions by the settled camera. Figure.3b 
illustrates the input images. The created virtual space is 
shown in Fig.3c, in which two persons’ images are 
correctly arranged in the 3-D virtual space. These images 
move around according to the two persons’ movement in 
the real room. 

 

5.2 Produced transparent space 
In the second experiment, transparent space is realized 

and demonstrated. In Fig.4a, the experimental 
environment includes a walking person as Human, an 
observer as User, and a partition as Wall that separates the 
Human and the User. The User cannot see the Human 
directly as the Wall obstructs the User’s sight, the 
situation of which is given in Fig.4b. The transparent 
space is realized in Fig.4c, where the Human’s model in 
the 3-D virtual space is superposed onto the real image of 
the Wall. The human model walks around the same place 
where the real person walks. Therefore, if the wall is 
removed as shown in Fig,4d, the Human model and the 
real person are situated at the same place. All of the 
performance is realized almost real-time. 

 

Z
Observer 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 
In this paper, we have proposed a novel idea of 

making an invisible place visible by the employment of a 
mixed reality technique. We have shown a system for 
taking images of a dynamical scene of a space hidden by a 
partition, creating a 3-D virtual space describing the 
dynamical scene, and displaying the virtual space along 
with the real space to an observer. In the performed 
experiment, an observer could watch a person or two 
persons walking around in a space hidden by an opaque 
partition through the partition.  

The performance was satisfactory. In fact, the system 
achieved almost real-time processing for displaying the 
scene beyond the opaque partition. The displacement 
between the displayed virtual person and the real person 
was small enough to judge his location exactly. It is noted 
that the created virtual space is a 3-D space. Although we 
have employed a single camera for observing the invisible 
space, we assume that the persons walk on the floor and 
objects are placed on the floor. In this way, we obtain 
depth information of the objects. If a person jumps up in 
the air, the system  looses his depth information. But when 
he lands on the floor again, the system well recognizes his 
exact location. 

As was mentioned above, the created virtual space is a 
3-D space. This allows an observer change his/her 
observing position. His/her view is computed every time 
he/she changes his/her observing location and orientation. 
The sensor mounted on the HMD detects the information. 
However the appearance of the virtual human becomes 
not very natural, if the observer’s position change 
becomes larger. We need more number of cameras to 
realize a natural virtual human model. 

The proposed technique may have various application 
fields. Especially it can be employed for a variety of 
safety purposes including children or aged people 
watching, pedestrians, motorcycles, or cars sensing at 
blind corners, and it would be very nice if the system 
could give alarm to those people nearby. 
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Fig. 3 Experiment 1: Producing a 3-D virtual space. 
(a) Environment; (b) Input images; (c) A 3-D virtual 

space containing two appropriately arranged persons. 
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Fig. 4 Experiment 2: Producing a transparent space. 

(a) Environment; (b) User’s observing scene; 
(c) Transparent space; (d) Removal of the wall. 
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ABSTRACT 
The facial emotion is playing a vital role in visual 
communication system. The vision system is being 
integrated to the robot to recognize the facial gestures or 
emotion. The integration of the vision system and EMG 
sensors enables designing advanced emotion recognition 
package.  The main objective of the paper is to discuss 
the various types of feature extraction and recognition 
system for face emotion and its application.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
improving all aspects of interaction between humans and 
computers especially in the area of human emotion 
recognition by observing facial expression. Ekman and 
Friesen developed the most comprehensive system for 
synthesizing facial expression based on what they call as 
action units [1]. In the early 1990’s the engineering 
community started to use these results to construct 
automatic methods of recognizing emotion from facial 
expression in still or video [2]. Human being possesses an 
ability of communication through emotion in day to day 
interactions with others. Some emotions attracted most of 
the interest in human computer interaction environments. 
The categories of emotion, as applied in human computer 
interaction are: Sadness, Anger, Joy, Fear, Disgust or 
Dislike and Surprise. In this paper, a survey on face 
emotion recognition from the last decade is presented. 
Image acquisition, feature extraction and classification 
are also discussed as connected areas of face recognition.     
 
FACE EMOTION 
Face emotion presents an abstract means of description of 
facial expressions by utilizing concepts included in the 
MPEG-4 standard. It has been used in online-gaming [3]. 
Facial animation is a great means of improving HCI 
applications and especially in computer games, since it 
provides a powerful and universal means of expression 
and interaction. A simple method of synthesizing realistic 
facial expressions using lightweight representations has 
been realized. The recognition of emotions has been 
applied in various applications. Human face may acts as 
visual interface to interact with a computer for 
communication and recognizing emotions.  An human 
arm motion model is recreated by a CRT display and by 
an industry robot [4]. Another effort is to build a human 
computer facial gesture and expression for use in robot 
application. It has the ability to track facial features in 
real time (30Hz). Kalman filter has been used in this 
recognition of facial gestures [5]. 
 
Both audio and video information are combined to get 
better recognition of emotions. These methods can  

 
classify the six basic emotions. The statistical technique 
and hidden markov model were applied in this process of 
recognition [6, 7]. The correlation dimensions for the 
electroencephalogram (EEG) in positive and negative 
emotional states are estimated. The results show that the 
correlation exponent for the emotional state is higher than 
that for the rest state even if the variation between 
subjects is considered. Discrimination is created between 
yes and no for communication via EEG, particularly for 
severely disabled persons [8]. Welfare support system is 
also developed by robot vision. Robot vision is 
constructed using a model of a knowledge, emotion and 
intention, from which welfare oriented active vision is 
realized [9, 10, 11].  Human interface of an eating assist 
robot has been developed for helping the disabled patients. 
A spoon and CCD camera are fixed on the tip of the 
robotic arm. Here, A Galvanic Skin Reflex (GSR) sensor 
is also implemented to evaluate the emotion. Such a 
spoon-feeding robot assisting a disabled patient with 
cervical vertebrae damage has been successfully 
demonstrated [12]. Physiological signals are used for 
emotion recognition. A support vector machine was 
introduced as the physiological signal pattern classifier. 
The support vector machine overcomes the difficulty of 
large overlap among clusters and large variance within 
cluster. The advantage of this system is that it requires 
shorter signal monitoring time than pervious ones, and 
thus better suited for practical use [13]. 
 
Welfare robot has been developed to support the lives of 
senior citizen. The general measurement of emotion for 
basic research is still being carried out. Rule of emotion 
measurement has been discussed and new rules for 
emotion measurement have been derived and applied. 
The results have been found to be satisfactory [14]. The 
face emotion can be also classified based EMG, vision 
system and speech. The recognition of emotions has been 
applied in various applications. The applications of 
emotions can be robot, web, online gaming, biometric 
security system etc [15, 16]. A robot, named as IFBOL, 
understands a partner’s feeling [17]. IFBOL, a Sensibility 
Technology Communication Robot, can detect emotion, 
recognize conversation, go by affection of conversation 
partner and speak with sentiment. Mental health is very 
important to lead a safe and secured life. This IFBOL 
robot is able to communicate with people upon their 
feeling and stress. This robot expresses one’s feelings 
with eyelid and eye, besides learning the habit and 
personality of the conversing partner, so as to respond to 
the partner. Robot-Assisted Activity (RAA) to provide 
physical and mental support and the emotion driven 
model for RAA have been proposed [18]. Japan 
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community feels that robots can give more support for 
senior citizens. More researchers are concentrating on 
welfare robot for aged people in many countries. The 
robot has been proposed for the aged people to feel their 
emotion and to support them. The construction of robot 
model uses hierarchical knowledge. The robot can 
perform complex actions based on the robot’s internal 
and external environmental information. Many robots are 
involved to support physically and mentally for the senior 
citizens. These robots work on the basis of face emotion 
control. Many previous works were carried out on six 
universal facial expressions or emotions. They are happy, 
sad, fear, angry, surprise and disgust. Instead of universal 
facial expressions, many people show ‘personalized’ or 
‘individualized’ facial expressions typically. A method 
has been proposed to construct a personalized classifier 
based on novel selection method [19]. Robust facial 
expression recognition system using the result of face 
detection by a convolution neural network and rule based 
processing has been described [20]. The algorithm which 
has been proposed to demonstrate the ability to 
discriminate smiling from talking is based on the saliency 
score. The sensitive system that incorporates “affects 
recognition” into computer based learning has been 
discussed [21].  Some problems of artificial emotions in 
mental therapy had been discussed from the perspectives 
of sociology of emotions, clinical sociology and the 
sociology of health and illness [22]. The physiological 
data of skin conductance and EMG interpret the emotion 
and the user’s affective states in the form of empathic 
feedback.  Facial EMG has been proposed to measure 
user’s emotional state continuously [23]. Double 
structured neural network has been applied in the 
methods of face detection and emotional extraction. In 
this two methods are proposed and carried out; they are 
lip detection neural network and skin distinction neural 
network [24].  Jaw muscle mediation plays a vital role in 
the recognition of emotion. In this, the results of a 
wavelet analysis performed on electro-myography signals 
are recorded from the cat masseter (jaw) muscle during 
hypothalamic stimulation [25]. The effects of facial color 
on virtual facial image synthesis for dynamic facial color 
and expression of smile by using an average facial image 
of 68 females are analyzed [26]. An autonomous robot is 
equipped with emotion recognition to evaluate the 
changes of both the environment and its internal state. 
Fuzzy emotion model has been created for the 
autonomous robot [27].  Several autonomous robots are 
controlled based on emotions. Facial expression was 
measured using convergent measures, including facial 
EMG, automatic feature-point tracking and manual Facial 
Action Coding System (FACS). FACS unit conveys the 
information that can inform interpretation of 
psychological states [28, 29]. This finding indicates that 
dysphoric persons have impaired interpersonal reactivity 
that is specific to happy facial displays. Empathic 
Companion, an animated interface agent that 
accompanies the user in the setting of a virtual job 
interview is explained. A character based interface that 
uses physiological signals of the user in real-time and 

address user emotions derived from those signals are also 
described [30].  A novel method of a spatio-temporal 
approach has been proposed to classify 6 universal 
expressions from visual data and use them to derive the 
level of interest using psychological evidences. The 
average recognition rate of the proposed facial expression 
classifier is 90.9% without classifier fusion and 91.2% 
with fusion using a five fold cross validation scheme on a 
database of 488 video sequence that include 97 subjects 
[31]. Temporal template method has been proposed to 
detect automatic face action recognition. In this classifier, 
the first stage consists of a general K-nearest neighbor 
(KNN) classification scheme and the second stage uses 
domain specific knowledge in a rule-based system. It has 
reached a recognition rate of 70.6% for lower face 
automatic recognition and recognition rate of 81.8% for 
upper face automatic recognition [32]. Visual data also 
play a vital role in recognition of emotion of audio-visual 
model. A triple hidden markov model is introduced to 
perform recognition. This is the first time emotion 
recognition is carried out from both visual and audio from 
video clips [33, 34]. Two studies are carried out for this 
emotion measures; they are first and second study with 16 
and 15 participants respectively. Support vector machines 
are applied to recognize emotion from multi-modal bio–
potential signals. It shows 41.7% and 66.7% recognition 
rate for 5 and 3 emotions respectively from the 
experiments results. The 5 emotions are joy, anger, 
sadness, happiness and relax. The 3 emotions are joy, 
anger and relax [35]. In the study of Affective Computing 
for Behavior- Based UI Adaption, the video-cameras and 
EMG sensors are employed for monitoring emotions [36]. 
The ongoing emotional state of the computer users is 
measured.  To provide feedback in the software design 
process on the emotional state, the facial EMG is 
measured for both verbal and performance (Joey and 
Richard Hazlett, 2005). 
  
CONCLUSION  
In this paper, a brief survey of face emotion recognition 
has been presented. The features of eye, lips, cheeks, eye 
brows, mouth and skin contraction are extracted to 
classify the face emotion. The feature extraction methods 
such as wavelet transform, eigenface, projection profile 
and gabor transformation have been considered by 
researchers. If IFBOL and RAA are implemented as face 
emotion recognition system to understand human feelings. 
Several application of robotics on the basis of face 
emotion has been recorded. A real-time face emotion 
change from one category of emotion to another has not 
been mentioned in any research. Emotion recognition can 
also be achieved be measuring brain wave, vision, heart 
rate, EMG, speech and pulse. However, vision and EMG 
were utilized in several papers. Several changes in blood 
sugar content, blood pressure, temperature and Ph value 
can occur with respect to emotion. These are yet to be 
incorporated in emotion recognition system. 
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(b) Upside down print 

(c) Missing character
Fig. 1:  IC chip marking errors

Fig. 2: An error free IC chip
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Abstract 
     In this paper, an Industrial machine vision system 
incorporating Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is 
employed to inspect the marking on the Integrated 
Circuit (IC) Chips. This inspection is carried out while 
the ICs are coming out from the manufacturing line. A 
TSSOP-DGG type of IC package from Texas 
Instrument is used in the investigation. The IC chips are 
laser printed. This inspection system ensures whether 
the laser printed marking on IC chips are proper. One of 
the artificial intelligence components the neural network, 
is used for this inspection. The inspections are carried 
out to find the print errors such as illegible character, 
missing characters and up side down printing. The 
vision inspection of the printed markings on the IC chip 
are carried out in three phases namely image 
preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. 
MATLAB platform and its toolboxes are used for 
designing the inspection processing technique. Neural 
network is used as a classifier to detect the defectively 
marked IC chips coming from the manufacturing line. 
Moments are used as feature for this inspection.  

Keywords 
machine vision, moments, backpropagation.   

1. Introduction 
     Since 1950, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
has been very active in the application of automatic 
pattern recognition; now it is used to read the printed 
characters at high speed [1, 2]. OCR is widely used in 
recognition of hand written characters and printed 
characters using Artificial intelligence techniques [1-4]. 
The OCR is applied for business card recognition [5] 
where the manual input is optional; however, by 
scanning, the OCR is able to create an easier database.  
The document reading and analysis have reached an 
important position in certain markets. The application of 
OCR in the postal automation has followed into the 
banks and industrial inspection processes [6, 7]. 

     IC chips play a vital role in electronic industries. 
Mass production of IC chips have brought down the 
price of the electronic products. Texas Instrument is one 
of the well-established IC chips manufacturing 
companies in the world market. In the Texas group, 
Texas Instrument, Malaysia TI(M), is one of the leading 
producers of IC chips in. The IC chips undergo many 
inspections and verifications to ensure a guaranteed 
quality. Quality control of IC is performed by inspecting 
the placement of die, inspecting lead dimension, 
inspecting packaging and inspecting marking of 
symbols (IC number, year of manufacture and batch 
code etc). In this research work OCR is employed to 
check the markings of the IC chips especially, the 
marking  

 

on the Thin Shrink Small Outline Packages (TSSOP-
DGG) using neural network. Figure 1 illustrates various 
marking errors that can occur during production where 
as Figure 2 shows the error free marking. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Industrial setup 
     A digital video camera is used to capture the IC 
marking images of chips coming out of manufacturing 
line one by one. These images are zoomed about 20 to 
30 times in size. Figure 3 shows the dimensions of IC 
chip. The zooming index depends on the size of the IC 
chip. Inspection module of the earlier commercially 
available industrial version checks about 7300 to 7500 
IC chips per hour. IC chips undergo on fly inspection as 
shown in Figure 4 where OCR checks any defects in the 
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markings on the ICs. If there is any defect in the IC chip 
marking, the marking inspection will check and inform 
the production inspector the classification of defect; the 
production inspector then inspects the IC chip manually 
for taking further decision. A monitor displays the 
current image of the IC chip.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3. Marking Inspection Process 
     After final packaging, the IC chips are lined up in a 
conveyor for marking inspection. The marking on the 
IC chips are captured as a movie clip by a Charged 
Couple Device (CCD) non-standard camera. Images of 
the IC chips are extracted from the Moving Picture 
Expert Group (MPEG) format. The extracted images 
undergo certain image processing techniques namely 
preprocessing [1, 6, 7], feature extraction [7,8] and 
classification using AI technique [9-12] These 
processing stages are shown in Figure 5. 

3.1 Preprocessing 
     The inspection begins with the extraction of single 
image from the moving picture. The extracted color 
image is converted into a 256 gray scale image. Then, 
the gray scale image is binarized with a threshold value. 
The binarization converts the image pixels into ‘0’ 
(black) and ‘1’ (white). The threshold value 
differentiates the foreground and background of the 
given image. Region of Interest (ROI) as specified by 
the production inspector is extracted for feature 
extraction. If the ROI is not specified, a search for the 
ROI from the extracted full image has to be made but it 
is time consuming.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2  Moments Feature Extraction 
     Feature extraction is carried out to the processed and 
cropped image. Feature extraction processing time for 
moments is 0.2610 -0.2710 sec. This has been found by 
experimental results. Moments have been used in 
recognizing the printed and hand written characters and 
are also widely used in pattern recognition.  There are 
different types of moments used for recognition of 
characters; here Central moments of binary image for 
each column of the image orders are obtained. The 
image orders can be 2 or 3. In the order 1, moments 
values are zero. On the other hand, orders more than 3 
produces smaller and smaller moments values that 
cannot be generally used for feature extraction.  
 
Let f(x,y) be an image. Then, the 2D continuous            
function of     
the moment of order (p+q), pqM , is defined as [6]. 

dxdyyxfyxM qp
pq ),(∫∫

∞

∞−

∞

∞−

=                          (1) 

The central moment , pqµ , of f(x,y) is defined as is [6]. 
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If f(x,y) is a digital image then equation (2) becomes  
   ),()()( yxfyyxx qp

yx
pq −−= ∑∑µ        (3) 

where p and q are nonnegative integer values. 
 
     The moment values are considered for extracting the  
feature. This method takes the central moments value of 
each column of the binary image.  Di, i =1,..,k is the 
central moment value of each column from 0 to k of the 
marking. Di can be computed using Equation (3). In this 
work k is taken as 25. 
 
 

Fig. 3: Dimension of IC chips 

Fig. 4: IC chips in the conveyor 
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Fig. 5: Image processing sequence 
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4. Marking Classification Using Neural Network 
     Recently there has been a high level of interest in 
applying artificial neural network architecture for 
solving many problems [9-12]. The application of 
neural network gives easier solution to complex 
problems such as character recognition. Here, neural 
network is employed to classify the character by the 
extracted features (moments). A feed forward neural 
network is proposed to identify the various types of 
illegible marking of symbols is shown in Figure 6.  The 
moments value for two different orders such order 2 and 
order 3 are considered for training. The extracted 
features are taken as input to the network model.  
 
     The Training is carried out for 10 times for moments. 
Table 1 and Table 2 indicate duration of convergence in 
seconds. The networks with each of the above 
mentioned data are trained using a backpropagation 
training algorithm. The learning parameters for 
moments are chosen as given in Table 1 and Table 2: 
The cumulative errors versus epoch characteristics of 
the training for moments (order2 and order 3) are shown 
in Figure  and Figure 8. The time and epoch details for 
moments  is given in Table1 and Table 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
    AI techniques such as neural network are applied to 
marking inspection of IC chips. The preprocessing and 
feature extraction method have been suggested for this 
inspection. A feed forward neural network has been 
developed for training and testing the samples of 
marking. Trainings are carried out for moments order 2 
and moments order 3 using backpropagation algorithm.  
Comparing moments order 2 and order 3, order 3 is 
faster for training. 
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qh = q0 = 1.0                  Input neuron: 25          Output neurons: 6        Hidden neurons: 20          
Activation function: (1/ (1+e-x))          Momentum factor: 0.87            Learning rate: 0.20 
No. of samples: 664                            No. of trained samples: 400       Training tolerance: 0.01   
Maximum no. of   epoch: 19000        Testing tolerance: 0.05   

No. Epoch Time in sec % Misclassification 
1 11251 423 0 
2 16567 624 0 
3 8832 334 0 
4 9390 352 0 
5 10010 382 0 
6 9320 373 0 
7 8597 345 0 
8 8473 340 0 
9 8414 316 0 

10 11000 420 0 

qh = q0 = 1.0                  Input neuron: 25            Output neurons: 6      Hidden neurons: 20          
Activation function: (1/ (1+e-x))         Learning rate: 0.2                      Momentum factor: 0.87   
No. of samples: 664                            No. of trained samples: 400       Training tolerance: 0.01  
Maximum no. of epoch: 14000          Testing tolerance: 0.05                                       

No. Epoch Time in sec % Misclassification 
1 7144 286 0 
2 7874 315 0 
3 7560 294 0 
4 9649 376 0 
5 9683 389 0 
6 9086 364 0 
7 10038 403 0 
8 6787 272 0 
9 9114 355 0 

10 6325 246 0 

Table 1. Data Trained for Second Order of Moments for Neural Network  

Table 2 Data Trained for Third order of Moments for Neural Network  
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Abstract 
In this paper, a technique has been developed to identify 
the face of an unknown person’s by applying eigenfaces 
and neural network.  The original image has been 
extracted and the face segmentation is implemented to 
detect irises location of both eyes. The face segment has 
been considered in this work because the processing time 
is faster instead of going for the whole image. Eigenfaces 
has been applied to extract relevant information and 
reduced some dimension from the face segment 
(grayscale). The eigenfaces values are considered as an 
input to the neural network. The backpropagation neural 
network is applied for face recognition. The database for 
this investigation consists of eight people with various 68 
face images had been used for the learning. PCA 
including implemented Jacobi’s method for eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors has been performed. 
 
Keywords: Face Recognition, Feature Extraction, 
Neural Network, Principal Component Analysis. 
 
 

1 Introduction  
 

Machine recognition of human faces is a challenging 
problem due to the changes in the face identity and 
variation between images of the same face due to 
illumination and viewing direction. The issues are how 
the features are adopted to represent a face under 
environmental changes and how the classification has 
been done to a new face image based on the chosen 
representation. 
 

Automatic face recognition systems have been 
applied in many applications such as security system, 
mug shot matching and model-based video coding. 

T.Phiasai [1] integrates PCA and moment invariant for 
varied-pose face recognition. They implement PCA for 
global feature extraction to determine the error. M.A. 
Turk and Alex P.Pentland [2] developed the eigenfaces 
further to recognize human faces and obtained some 
particular advantages over previous work. The 
advantages of this approach are that, it is easy to 
implement using neural network architecture. 
 

The extraction of face segmentation from an 
intensity image of human frontal face is to represent new 
data set instead using the whole image. The irises 
detection proposed by Kawaguchi et. al. [3] is applied to 
face segmentation. 
 

PCA is applied to find important aspects of face 
segment. Furthermore, the representation the face 
segment with less data as input for recognition phase. 
The dimensions of eigenfaces have been reduced to 
synchronize the neural network inputs. 
 

The recognition process begins with neural network. 
It has been used to determine the unknown face through 
learning classification of data calculated by PCA. Figure 
1 shows the block diagram of face recognition system. 
 

 

 
Figure 1.  Face Recognition System 
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2  Preprocessing 
 

In the preprocessing step the algorithm of [3, 4] is 
used to detect the irises of both eyes from a human face 
in an intensity images. Here, it has  reduce space used 
intensity variation to select potential area of irises 
location. Next, each pair of prospect area computed a 
cost using separability filter and Hough Transform to 
measure the fit of the pair of circles to the image. The 
proposed algorithm select a pair of circles with smallest 
cost as the eye location of both eyes. The implementation 
of the method take the center of the both irises (radius, r ) 
and expands the coordinate to extract the face segment as 
shown in Figure 2.  
 

 

  
 

3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA has been reviewed from the computational 
aspects in [5, 7 and 8] including the identification of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors using Jacobi’s method. 

 
Given the image with nm× .  m be the dimension 

and n the variables for each dimension. The original size 
of nm× changed to mm× by firstly subtracted each 
variables, n with the mean from each of the data 
dimensions, m where the new data set mean is zero [5].  

 
The next step to create the square matrix is applied 

the covariance matrix. It measured between two 
dimensions by 
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Figure 3 shows the covariance matrix where 

the ( ) ( )abba ,cov,cov = , the matrix is symmetrical 
about the main diagonal and square, mm× . The 
covariance matrix is then used to calculate the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors [6, 7, 8 and 9].  
 
3.1 Eigenvectors Selection 
 
 The eigenvectors determined useful features for the 
image ordered by highest eigenvalues. The asset of the 
eigenvectors is the eigenvalues where each of them 
associated with it. The extracted eigenvectors represent 
the combinations of the set of facial image, which 
capture most of the variability in the image and can be 
viewed as creating a lower dimensional subspace of 
regular image space [10].  

From figure 3, the eigenvalues decreases quickly as 
their number increases. The eigenvectors with higher 
eigenvalues provide more information. The all-off 
diagonals are zero except main diagonal that stored 
eigenvalues. Furthermore, the eigenvectors with lower 
eigenvalues or specific eigenvectors can be reduced 
because it only creates noise in the image [10, 11].  

 
 

 
Figure 4:  Eigenvalues matrix 

Figure 3. Covariance matrix 

Figure 2.  Face Segmentation 
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 The last eigenvectors with lower eigenvalues by the 
amount of variance found between images can be 
reduced. Here, three variations has been proposed to 
choose eigenvectors [10]. Firstly, the last 40% of the 
eigenvectors have been removed [11]. Then, the second 
variation (equation 3) uses the minimum number of 
eigenvectors to guarantee that energy e is greater than 
threshold (typically 0.9). It is ratio of the sum of all 
eigenvalues up to and including i over the sum of all 
eigenvalues: 
 

∑

∑
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==
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λ

      (3) 

 
The last variation (equation 4) depends upon the 
stretching dimension. The stretch, is for the 

thi eigenvectors is the ratio of that eigenvalues over the 
largest eigenvalue ( )1λ : 
 

1λ
λi

is =        (4) 

 
All eigenvectors with is greater than a threshold (0.01) 
are retained. 
 
 
4.  Face Recognition  
 

The backpropagation neural network is used to 
achieve our objectives to identify unknown person’s face 
[12]. The strength of the classifier depends on the data 
that it receives during training. A large number of 
training patterns would make the network stronger. 
However, need be careful not to include all patterns in 
the training set [13]. 
 

PCA value has been given as an input to the neural 
network. There are two groups (database) of images that 
are tested by neural network. They are trained data and 
untrained data. Here, three neurons has been used at 
output layer for eight persons, thus it has been set the 
target for this approach made the number of weight 
between hidden and output ( kjw ) less.  
 
 
5. Experimental Result 
 

PCA and neural network have been used for feature 
extraction and recognition respectively. These features 

have been tested with 68 different impressions from 
eight persons. Every image is an intensity image with 
plain background, the eyes of both eyes appear in the 
image and the head region about y axis is approximately 
within the interval ( )30,30 − . The eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors play a major role in PCA. The code for 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors has been developed using 
VC++. MATLAB has been used for verification purpose. 
The PCA also tested with two dimensions data in [5]. 
 

The experiment defined that the energy, e selected 
about 93% of eigenvalues and highest eigenvalues have 
been removed. However the stretch, s only choose about 
13%  started from highest eigenvalues and the lowest 
have been removed. It is possible that the first 
eigenvectors encode information that is not relevant to 
identify image, such as lighting [11]. 
 

The image size is about 480360× and the image 
size has been reduced. Irises detection has been used for 
face segmentation. Each face segment has 120 pixels of 
column and the rows between 60 to 70 pixels of rows. 
However, only 20 eigenvectors are selected to reduce 
input series and synchronized the whole pattern. Thus, 
each pattern has 12020× of pixels. 
 

 
Face Actual 

Output
Network Output 

1 0  0  0    0.000011  0.000011  0.000011 
2 0  0  1    0.000194  0.000194  0.998024 
3 0  1  0    0.000194  0.998024  0.000194 
4 0  1  1    0.000000  0.999970  0.999970 
5 1  0  0    0.998024  0.000194  0.000194 
6 1  0  1    0.999850  0.000000  0.999850 
7 1  1  0    0.999700  0.999700  0.000000 
8 1  1  1    0.999800  0.999800  0.999800 

 
In the recognition step, if mean squared error of 

network output less than error (0.0001) than the nodes 
trained are complete. 10 neurons have been used in 
hidden layer in the network. Table 1 shows the 
recognition result through the network. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, the PCA feature extraction method and 
neural network for recognition has been proposed. The 
Jacobi’s method has been performed to calculate the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This method is easy and 
reliable however the computation speeds is slow that 
restricts its usefulness to special situations when the 

Table 1: Recognition Result 
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speed is the priority. Feature extraction and feature 
selection are significant in image analysis applications. 
PCA has proven itself to have the capability to select the 
most important features amongst the set of features 
extracted.  
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Abstract 
Automatic motion detection features is able to enhance 
surveillance efficiency and quality. The aim of this research is to 
automatically recognize and detect motion around the robot's 
environment in order to equip the mobile robot with surveillance 
task or ability. The required information exactly based on the input 
obtained from the CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera 
mounted on the mobile robot. As the first step of achieving the goal, 
the dynamic nature of the robot and world setup for this research is 
stationary mobile robot and moving objects. Experiments on 
different setup environment such as different motions, size of 
moving objects and lighting conditions have been conducted. The 
‘adjacent pixels comparison’ is the proposed method to detect 
motion in this experiment. The results have verified the motion 
detection experiments operating as expected. 
 
1. Intoroduction 

Recent years, many researches have been carried out in order to 
increase robots tasks and capabilities. Application on various fields 
such manufacturing, surveillance, services, medical and even 
entertainment have contributed to high demand on robotics 
researches. Since surveillance has become important to ensure 
security and safety, the research on automatic motion detection has 
been conducted in order to equip our mobile robot with 
surveillance capability. 

The input to a dynamic scene analysis system used in this 
experiment is a sequence of image frames taken from a changing 
environment. The CCD camera mounted on the mobile robot is 
used to acquire the image. Basically, the changes in a scene are 
considered when moving objects presents or lighting condition 
changes. There are four possibilities for the dynamic nature of the 
mobile robot and world setup: 

 
1. Stationary mobile robot, stationary objects. 
2. Stationary mobile robot, moving objects. 
3. Moving mobile robot, stationary objects. 
4. Moving mobile robot, moving objects. 

However, in this experiment, only stationary mobile robot, 
stationary objects and stationary mobile robot, moving objects 

setup have been conducted. The dynamic nature of 3 and 4 will be 
the next step in this research. 

 
2. Mobile robot system description 

 The mobile robot used by in this experiment was manufactured 
by DENKEN company in 2000. The robot is 130cm high, 45 cm 
width and 50 cm depth. The whole figure is shown in Fig.1. It is 
consists of 2 drive 2 caster (2DC2W) systems. Driving wheel is 
equipped on right and left while the auxiliary caster wheel support 
for forward and backward movement. The driving wheel on either 
side is using DC motor and being equipped with the rotary encoder 
(80 Pulses Per Resolution). By counting the number of pulses, right 
and left independence driving wheel can be controlled. The 
difference of the rotation speed of right and left driving wheel 
performs steering function. The CCD cameras (EVI-G20 : Sony) 
is mounted on top of the mobile robot at 55 degrees of 
perpendicular  head directions. However, in this research we only 
use the left CCD camera. The image size used in the experiment is 
120 X 120 pixels. The image size is made small to speed up image 
processing time. Then, the image obtained from the CCD camera 
is kept by the image-processing board (FDM-PCI3: FOTORON). 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Methodology 

The method used
directly compare th
determine whether t
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Figure 1: Mobile robot 

 is to detect changes between two frames by 
e corresponding pixels of two frames to 

hey are the same. This may be the simplest or 



very low level of image processing but from the conducted 
experiments, the present of moving objects and no moving objects 
manage to be recognized within 1 second response. 

In the simplest form, difference picture DPjk(x,y) between 
frames F(x,y,j) and F(x,y,k) is obtained by : 

       
  1 if |F(x,y,j) – F(x,y,k)| > τ     (1) 
DPjk(x,y) =  
  0 otherwise 
 

where τ is a threshold. In a difference picture or frame, pixels 
which have value 1 may be considered to be the result of object 
motion or illumination changes. Picture or frame with value 0 
indicates no moving objects in the current scene. By this 
assumption the frames are properly registered.  

 
4. Image Processing 

The image taken from CCD camera is an image with a total of 
24 bits of 8 bits each of RGB. Then, the image is converted to 
monochrome image in order to ease image processing in the next 
step. Next, the edge filter and equation 1 is used to extract the line 
in order to use ‘adjacent pixel comparison’ to recognize moving 
objects and no moving objects situation in front of the mobile 
robot.  

The ‘adjacent pixels comparison’ is the proposed method in this 
research. By this method, adjacent pixels value in the frame is 
checked whether their values are within the same range. Then, if 
the pixel values are within the same range, it will mask the area in 
the frame to check whether all adjacent pixels have the value 
within the range. If the number of adjacent pixel is less than the 
threshold value it will be considered as noise. However, if the 
number of adjacent pixel is greater than the threshold value it will 
be considered as moving objects present in front of the mobile 
robot. Illustration is shown on figure 1 and figure 2 for easy 
understanding. 
 

         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         

Figure 2: No moving objects scene frame 

 
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         

Figure 3: Moving objects scene frame 
 
5. Experimental Method and Results. 

The experiment was conducted on various situations such as 
following: 

• No moving object 
• Different size of moving objects 
• Light is switch on (during day and night time) 
• Light is switch off (during day time) 
 

The results of experiment are shown in figure 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, and 15. 
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Figure 4: No moving object scene 
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Figure 5: Moving object scene, in the present of human body 
movement 
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Figure 6: Moving object scene, with arm movement 
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Figure 7: Moving object scene, with object as small as handphone 

size. 
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Figure 8: No moving object scene, with light off. 
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Figure 9: No moving object scene, with light is on. 

 

 

 
Figure 10: No moving object images. 

 

 
 
Figure 11: Moving human body images. 

Figure 12: Moving arm images. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Moving handphone images 
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Figure 14: No moving object with light off images 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 15: No moving object with light on images 
 

6. Discussions 
The technique was tested with various conditions as stated 

before. From the graph shown in figure 4, it is understood that 
when there is no moving object present, the pixel value rarely 
changing. Graph shown in figure 5 indicates large moving objects 
(human body) as the pixel value is changing rapidly. Graph shown 
in figure 6, indicates small changes as only medium size of objects, 
in this case human arm movement. While graph shown in figure 7, 
indicates only small changes as very small objects which is mobile 
phone movement.  

In addition, lighting condition is also considered which have no 
effect on the adjacent pixel comparison technique because no 
significant change is detected. However the different between pixel 
values is bigger because in the present of light, the pixel value is 
higher while when the light is off the pixel value is low. This can be 
clearly seen by comparing graphs shown in figures 7 and 8. 

 
7. Conclusions  
  Significant progress has been made toward the goal of 
automatically detecting moving objects. The demonstrated results 

show that the ability to determine that a scene change can be 
detected by different size of moving objects and independent of 
lighting condition. Therefore, the goal to increase our mobile robot 
functionality manages to become reality.  
In addition, this technique can be used not only by mobile robot 

but static CCD cameras or CCTVs in any security systems. In this 
experiment, the frame is captured twice to detect the changes. 
However, in a systems where multiple CCD cameras or CCTVs, it 
can be controlled by using master server in order to check on every 
check points of CCD cameras and CCTVs. By using this 
technique, surveillance can be done in more efficient way, by only 
focusing objects movements rather than monitoring all CCD 
cameras or CCTVs. From my point on view, this can save a lot of 
time, promote smart staff management and at the same efficient 
surveillance can be done. Nonetheless, the results to date already 
offer potential benefits in today’s remote monitoring and 
surveillance. Besides that, the technique used, can reduce false 
alarm rate. 
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Abstract 
 

Human awareness of the spatial environment and the 
way humans fit into it is a well-known phenomenon, 
which is still beyond the reach of current mobile robots 
and related technologies. Global position and orientation 
data, however helpful it might be, does not bring to a 
direct solution of the spatial awareness problem [1]. 
Indeed humans do not need and in most cases do not rely 
on global positioning data to place themselves and to 
become aware of the surrounding environment. Instead 
clues derived from the sizes, shapes, colors, textures and 
other properties of surrounding objects and their visible 
surfaces seem to play quite a significant role. Many 
advances in robotic vision have been achieved following 
similar approaches but good practical implementations are 
still to be seen. 

In this work we discuss a method for enhancing 
physical objects and their surfaces with digital data layers 
that are barely visible to the naked human eye but could 
be reliably read and decoded by mobile robot vision 
optics. In such a way an easily accessible spatial data is 
directly encoded and blended into the mobile robot 
environment. Based on it, links to object properties and 
other parameters are established and could be used for 
developing spatial awareness models for mobile robots. 

Our method can be applied to automated storage 
facilities and assembly line environments where robots 
and mobile carts are commonly used for dispatch of 
materials. The method is also suitable for educational 
purposes, where robot models can be enhanced with 
precise positioning capabilities by a simple wireless 
camera and a digitally encoded tabletop surface.  

Concluding the work, a few possible applications in 
connection with robotics, human-machine interface and 
pseudo-artificial intelligence to assist the human life will 
be briefly discussed in order to demonstrate the ample 
capabilities of the proposed method. One such example is 
a positioning method for mobile security robots and 
automated floor cleaning robots in large office buildings 
or hospitals. Another example is a human assisting 
method based on cell phone cameras that helps people 
locate themselves in large shopping complexes and 
underground. Reasonable position awareness can be 
achieved using only local data, stored on a portable device, 
with additional context related information downloadable 
from the Internet. Such a system may prove to be vital in 

saving human lives by showing emergency exits and 
providing other essential guidance in the case of 
large-scale earthquake, fires, violent terrorist attacks 
and other disasters. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays GPS technologies are the method of 
choice for securing reliable position and orientation 
data for moving vehicles on a continuous basis. 
However, when GPS satellite signals are not readily 
accessible or if a higher precision and context 
awareness is required other methods must be 
considered [1]. In this work we will focus on local 
methods that take advantage of the close surroundings 
in order to derive position and orientation data. Such 
methods are well applicable to moving platforms and 
robotized equipment in buildings and underground 
where GPS is not generally available. A typical 
example is the system by Makino et al [2], which uses a 
local position tracking system based on 1D barcodes 
painted on the corridor walls. An intelligent wheelchair 
with a video camera and a laptop computer can read 
these barcodes and extract wheelchair position data. 

When equipment is scaled down for experiments, 
modeling or education, local methods are usually 
preferred for their precision and independence. A good 
practical solution however may need specialized even 
custom designed tracking equipment. For example 
Rosenfeld et al [3] have designed a special table with 
position sensitive detectors to investigate bi-directional 
user interfaces. Two-wheeled moving platforms are 
placed on the tabletop and their positions are tracked 
based on the modulated LED signals that are emitted. 

A quick comparison between the wheelchair [2] 
and the tabletop [3] systems outlined above shows that 
the wheelchair system is self contained and uses only 
static information from the surrounding environment. In 
contrast the tabletop system is based on active exchange 
of information between the moving platforms and the 
tabletop.  

The methods that we will discuss in more detail 
here will be close to the first example, it terms that we 
will use only static information embedded in the 
surrounding environment. However our approach will 
be equally good for both medium scale motion devices 
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such as wheelchairs or robotized platforms as well as for 
downsized applications on a tabletop.  
 
2. Surface encoding 
 

The idea of painting barcodes on walls and using 
them for guidance [2] has evolved rather significantly. 
Large QR-codes [4] that can be read and decoded by 
common mobile phones are already posted in many places 
in Japan (Fig.1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Large QR-codes posted on buildings in 
Ginza and in Tokyo subway. 

 
While one can get an instant access to a link or some 

other information source through such a QR-code for 
guidance, this is clearly not sufficient for precise position 
and orientation. In fact providing position and orientation 
feedback based on 1D and 2D barcodes has some 
important limitations that are discussed in more detail in 
[5]. More specialized methods and in particular the cluster 
pattern method invented and patented by the authors seem 
to be more appropriate for surface encoding. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. A model car with a small wireless 

camera facing downwards. 
 

First let us consider a simple experimental setup 

consisting of a tabletop and a mobile car model placed 
on. Our objective will be to track the position and the 
orientation of the car as it moves. A sample construction 
of a model car with compact wireless camera placed in 
the front right seat and facing down is shown in Fig.2. 
When the model car moves, partial images of the 
tabletop under the camera can be obtained and sent over 
a wireless link to a PC for processing. 

An experimental setup of a map with an embedded 
cluster pattern and an enlarged view of the model car 
placed on the map are shown in Fig.3. Car position and 
orientation in respect to the map is calculated by 
decoding the digital cluster pattern layer embedded in 
the map. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. A map with an embedded cluster 

pattern and a detail of a model car 
with a wireless camera on the map. 

 
With a continuous video stream we have no control 

over what will be seen by the camera at the moment a 
specific frame is taken. Therefore if the tabletop were 
covered with barcodes, there would be no guarantee 
that a complete barcode could be seen unless a rather 
large and thus inefficient camera view was used. When 
clusters of graphical objects are used however, large 
components such as complete barcodes become 
unnecessary and camera views can be kept as narrow as 
possible. In Fig.4 a sample cluster pattern is shown and 
the camera view, with a fully decodable set of graphical 
objects is denoted by a solid line rectangle.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.4. A sample cluster pattern with camera views 

enclosed in sold and dashed rectangles. 
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Now suppose the camera view moves slightly to the 
right as denoted by the dashed rectangle. The column of 
clusters on the left of the dashed rectangle go out of the 
view while the column of clusters on the right of the solid 
rectangle go into the view. Accordingly the clusters that 
fall within the overlapping area of the solid and the 
dashed rectangles stay in view. For efficient decoding 
such type of cluster carpet has to provide for: 

 

1)1( xviewDecodex =  

xxviewDecodex ∆+= 1)2(  
 

where x∆  denotes the minimum, digitally encoded 
displacement in x direction.  

Purely for illustration purposes let us assume that the 
binary values 0,0,0,0,1 are assigned to the columns in 
Fig.4 from left to right. Then we will have: 

 
00000)1( 2 ==viewDecodex  

10001)2( 2 ==viewDecodex  
 

and the displacement x∆  is 1. 
Our cluster pattern encoding scheme is based on the 

above illustrated idea and handles two dimensional 
encoding simultaneously in X and Y directions [6,7]. In 
contrast to barcodes, our cluster-based approach requires 
no markers and no physical blocks but instead virtual 
blocks can be formed and used whenever necessary.  

The cluster pattern approach ensures uniform area 
coverage with no artifacts and visually disturbing 
components. This feature is quite important when the 
digitally encoded layer has to be integrated with the 
current environment. In our tabletop example, the cluster 
pattern carpet can be combined with a map as in Fig.3 or 
even differently printed covers can be prepared for 
different experiments. 

It is important to minimize the area ink coverage 
when printing the digitally encoded carpet. Our cluster 
pattern method works well with less than 1% area ink 
coverage and can be printed on transparent media. In such 
a case one transparent cluster pattern encoded sheet can 
be prepared and used with table covers that have different 
printed content. 

 
3. Feedback and links 

 
Tracking information consisting of position and 

orientation feedback can be enhanced with additional 
references. For example in our tabletop setup the cluster 
pattern enabled map carpet can be linked to voice, image 
and even video content. Voice guidance may consist of 
standard announcements similar to those given by car 
navigation systems and when the car model approaches a 
street crossing, pictures of the real crossing taken from the 

drivers seat can be shown. Further enhancements can be 
achieved by playing video clips or using augmented 
reality techniques. 

A simple, self-contained working model consisting 
of a notebook computer, USB image capture device and 
the cluster pattern enhanced map from Fig.3 has been 
implemented as a proof of concept. Our model is based 
on driver software that installs in the task tray and 
monitors the input image stream. First, incoming image 
frames are analyzed and individual graphical objects 
are identified, then clusters of graphical objects are 
formed and virtual blocks of clusters are constructed, 
and finally position and orientation data is derived 
(Fig.5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. The cluster pattern processing sequence. 
 
Obtained position and orientation data is directed 

to the standard output (Fig.6) and thus can be easily 
piped to other applications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. Cluster pattern processing results as they 

appear on the standard output. 
 
For our test implementation we have prepared 

some code that takes a line of three real values: the 
x-coordinate, the y-coordinate and the rotation angle,  
and searches in a reference table for a match. The 
reference table itself consists of area definitions and 
angle ranges with associated links. An example of a 
square area, defined by its center, width and height and 
for angle ranges pointing in up, left, down and right 
directions with their respective links is shown in Fig.7. 
Line descriptions are included in the area definition as 
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C-style comments. Areas of other shapes and with 
different parameterization can also be represented in a 
similar way. 

 
 
define_rectangle {  
  /*x y dx dy dummy*/ 
  241.8410 351.7782 13.3891 10.0592 0  
  { 
    /*begin_angle end_angle function parameter(s)*/ 
    {45 135 to_browser 1-Up.JPG}  
    {135 225 to_browser 1-Right.JPG}  
    {225 315 to_browser 1-Down.JPG}  
    {315 45 to_browser 1-Left.JPG} 
  } 
} 
 

Fig.7. A rectangular surface area definition example. 
 

4. Application areas 
  
The tabletop example as described in the previous 

chapter is fully functional and can be used for practical 
applications. Systems as the one described in [3] could be 
almost directly implemented using our tabletop approach. 
Our method however offers a distinct advantage when a 
larger tabletop is needed. In our case this will amount 
only to printing a new, larger tabletop cover or may be 
just printing and adding some patches. In contrast the 
physical size of the system in [3] is predetermined by the 
hardware specifications. More concrete tabletop 
applications in education will be explored in the future. 

Implementations for larger scale systems such as 
wheelchairs are also almost direct. Instead of having 
barcodes painted on walls as in [2] we can have the 
cluster pattern painted instead.  Given the special 
properties of the cluster pattern that make it nearly 
invisible for the human eye and allow for smooth 
blending with other printed content entire walls can be 
covered with it. May be the most convenient way would 
be to have the cluster pattern code embedded in the 
wallpaper. Since there will be no individual physical units 
such as barcodes the system can achieve higher 
granularity, better positioning and will be generally more 
reliable. Automated floor cleaning and security robots can 
also be included in this line. 

There are special circumstances where humans may 
greatly benefit from direct position and orientation 
feedback. In normal conditions humans can relatively 
easy derive the necessary position related clues from the 
surrounding environment. Usually there are well seen 
inscriptions on the walls like room names and numbers, 
signs indicating the entrances and exits, floor maps etc. In 
case of emergency such as fire or an earthquake however, 
smoke or fallen objects may obscure those signs. In such 
cases the ability to get directions based only on local 

information becomes vital and may be even life saving. 
Our suggestion is to use the cluster pattern encoding 
already applied to the walls or embedded in the 
wallpaper for position and orientation recognition. Java 
enabled mobile phones with built-in cameras are very 
good candidates for such an application. 

  
5. Conclusion 

 
We have experimented with image capture devices 

that connect to an USB port of a PC directly or through 
RF channels. In both cases all real-time image 
processing, cluster pattern recognition and coordinate 
decoding have been done on a Windows PC. Our code 
has been developed entirely in C and is in process of 
modification for other platforms. 

We are also considering porting our code to an 
integral device consisting of a CMOS image sensor and 
a DSP for local image processing and decoding. Such a 
device would directly generate a data stream similar to 
the one shown in Fig.6 and could be connected through 
a simple serial protocol to cell phones, PDAs, audio and 
video players and other equipment. 
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Abstract 
 

 We have developed an automatic piano that can 
accurately control the motion of both the keys and the 
pedal based on performance data that a user has 
elaborated for a particular piece of music. However, this 
system cannot sight-read a new piece of music, as in the 
simulation of a human being’s expressive performance. 
Therefore, we have developed a program that can 
memorize and use knowledge databases and user 
preferences concerning the interpretation of a piece of 
music.  

We analyzed performance data of performances of 
highly skilled pianists in order to observe performance 
tendencies, and found that phrases of similar patterns 
existing in the same composition were performed with 
similar expression by the same pianist. Moreover, it was 
found that the pattern of notes in the score sometimes 
influence how the expression comes out. 

 Therefore, we developed a system of inferring 
phrase expression to infer the expression from the 
patterns of the note. We evaluated the system by 
comparing performance information inferred from the 
databases with the pianist’s actual performance. 
Key words: automatic piano, knowledge database,  
music interface, user’s preference, computer music, 
inference system 
 
1. Introduction 
 

We have developed a performance system for an 
automatic piano. In this system, 90 actuators are installed 
in the 88 keys and 2 pedals of a grand piano. Those 
actuators operate key strokes and pedaling to be executed 
on the piano. (See Figure 1) 

Reproducing music with the piano is similar in some 
ways to reproducing music on the computer. Essentially, 
variations in tempo, dynamics, and so on are needed to 
arrange the respective tones in the desired way. However, 
in the case of piano music, there are 1000 or more notes 
in a score of even a short piece of music, and the editor 

must spent enormous amounts of time working with the 
arrangement in order to simulate the expressions of an 
actual performance. 

Even for the skilled computer user, it becomes 
prohibitively burdensome to reproduce a score and add 
expression simultaneously using the automatic piano and 
a computer music system. That is because the musical 
data cannot be rewritten all at once. By contrast, highly 
skilled pianists can sight-read an unfamiliar piece of 
music, even if the performance is not completely in 
accord with a specific musical interpretation. The 
computer system cannot sight-read a new piece of music; 
it cannot simulate a human pianist’s expressive 
performance. 

Therefore, in this research, we have developed an 
interactive musical editing system to edit music more 
efficiently[1]~[4]. 

This time we devised a method for inferring a 
performance from information on the score and a 
particular user’s editing characteristic for similar phrases. 
We evaluated the system by comparing performance 
information inferred from individualized databases with 
the pianist’s actual performance. 

In this paper, we describe the method of inference 
based on analytical results and its result in an actual 
simulated performance. 
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Figure1. View of the automatic piano 
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2. Musical Editing Support System 
 
2.1 System Architecture 
 

The structure of the system is shown in Figure 2. The 
user edits music via the user’s interface on the computer 
display. Also, the user can access a database that has 
musical grammar, the user’s preferences, and so on. As a 
result, editorial work is reduced and efficient editing 
becomes possible.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Format of Performance Information 
 

The parameters of performance information are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
  The automatic piano that we have developed uses a 
music data structure that is similar to MIDI. We defined 
performance information, dividing it into two categories, 
the notes and the pedals.  

The note information is comprised of six parameters 
involved in producing a tone: “Key (note)”, “Velo 
(velocity)”, “Gate”, “Step”, “Bar”, and “Time”. “Velo” is 
dynamics, given by the value of 1～127. “Gate” is the 
duration of the note in milliseconds. “Step” is the interval 
of time until the next note, and it also exhibits tempo. 
“Bar” is the vertical line placed on the staff to divide the 
music into measures.  

The pedal information is comprised of four 
parameters: “Key (indicating the kind of pedal, 
“Damper” or “Shifting”)”, “Velo (the pedaling quantity)”, 
“Time (the duration of applying the pedal)”, and “Bar”. 

 
Table 1.  The parameters of note information 

Parameter Key Velo Gate Step Time Bar
Unit - - m sec m sec m sec -

Reference 21～108 1～127 - - - -  
 
Table 2.  The parameters of pedal information 

Parameter Key Velo Time Bar
Unit - - m sec

Reference Damper or Shift 0～127 - -  

2.3 Editing Support Process with Database 
 

The procedure of the editing by the system is shown 
in Figure 3. 

Temporary music data (TMD) is the data of a piece 
of music without expression. Because expression has not 
been added, the necessary editing of the TMD is 
extensive. 

Therefore, if the user chooses, the TMD is 
automatically translated by the system into original 
music data (OMD), similar in structure to TMD; after 
that, the user can start to edit it. The automatic translation 
program uses a Score Database, Musical Rules Database, 
and Preference Database, the details of which are 
described later in the paper. The user adds editing to the 
OMD and makes slight adjustments. When editing, the 
system watches over the data the user enters and music 
knowledge is provided. Concurrently, phrases in the 
music are discovered. When a phrase with the same 
pattern as one already edited occurs in the music, it is 
automatically translated. After editing, the system 
extracts the expressions and the preferences that are 
peculiar to the user from the OMD. These expressions 
are stored in the Preference Database, which is then used 
when editing other music, resulting in improved editorial 
efficiency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.4 Details of the Databases 
 
2.4.1 Score Database 
 

  This database has symbols including notes and time 
signature rests and so on in standard musical notation. 
Symbols were pulled together in order of bars, and bar 
symbols are arranged in time series. 

This database is composed of three tables, the 
“Element table” (showing the position of the note and the 
composition of the chord), the “Symbol table” (showing 
the position of the music symbol) and the “Same table” 
(showing the position of the repetition of the phrase).  
 

Figure 2 Structure of the editing system 

Figure3. Structure of the editing system 
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2.4.2 Musical Rules Database 
 
  This database has the architecture of musical 
grammar necessary to interpret symbols in musical 
notation. This database is composed of five tables 
containing “Dynamics marks”, “Articulation marks”, 
“Symbol of Changing Dynamics or Changing Tempo 
(Symbol that affects the speed of a note or the increase or 
decrease of the volume)”, “Time signature”, and “Tempo 
marks”. 
   Analyzing a music symbol according to its usage 
allows efficient information processing by the system.  
  
2.4.3 Preference Database 
 

This database contains the expressions of the user’s 
characteristic performance. The expressions show the 
relationship between tempo and dynamic.  

The “Edit” selection in the user’s interface gives the 
user access to the parameters for expression. A user can 
edit his or her parameters, and the respective databases 
will automatically change at least one of their 
parameters. 
 
 
3. System of Inferring phrase expression 
 

As a result of the analysis, it has been found that the 
phrase in this pattern that exists in the same tune 
becomes a performance of a similar expression mutually 
by our research. Thus, we were able to develop a system 
of inferring phrase expression to infer the expression 
from the patterns of the notes.  

In the following paragraph, we describe an 
analytical result. 

 
3.1 Analytical Result 

 
We analyzed a pianist’s performance data in to clarify 

his editorial tendency. Figure 4 shows the score of bars 1 
to 7 of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata. The graphs of the 
analysis results are shown in Figure 5. The horizontal 
axis of each graph is time (in milliseconds), and the 
vertical axis is velocity (1 to 127). As a result, we found 
that similar phrases like that of the third and the fourth 
bars create highly similar expressions as shown in Figure 
5. In the following paragraph, we describe the method of 
inference design based on an analytical result. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Phrase Feature Database 
 

In Figure 5, it is found that the pattern of “Velo” 
exists in each beat. To express such a detailed 
performance feature, we constructed a Phrase Feature 
Database. Tables 3 to 5 show the composition of the 
database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure4. Bars 1～7 of “Moonlight Sonata” 

Table 3. Phrase Feature Database; Tuplet Data Table 
Parameter Summary

Index Primary Key
BarNum Number of bars
BeatNum Number of beats
Tuplet Number of notes included in tuplet
Rhythm The number in which RhythmPtn is identified
Pattern The number in which HighLowPtn is identified
TimeSig The number of rhythm sign in Musical Rules Database
Tempo The number of tempo mark in Musical Rules Database

Table 4. Phrase Feature Database; Tuplet Pattern Table 
Parameter Summary

Index Primary Key
Tuplet Number of notes included in tuplet
Rhythm The number in which RhythmPtn is identified

RhythmPtn Composition of notes in tuplet
HighLow The number in which HighLowPtn is identified

HighLowPtn Composition of "Key" in tuplet

Table 5. Phrase Feature Database; Tuplet Rate Table 
Parameter Summary

Index Primary Key
Tuplet Number of notes included in tuplet
Velo "Velo" of first note in tuplet

VeloRate1 The rate of “Velo” of second note to "Velo" of first note.
VeloRate2 The rate of “Velo” of third note to "Velo" of first note.

Step "Step" of first note in tuplet
StepRate1 The rate of “Step” of second note to "Step" of first note.
StepRate2 The rate of “Step” of third note to "Step" of first note.

Figure5. The result of analysis 
Time 
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3.3 Method of Inferring phrase expression 
 

First, the vector is calculated at every beat in the 
original phrase of the inference, and the ratio of the sizes 
of the vectors at other beats to the vector at the first beat 
is calculated. The components of the vector are Velo and 
Step. (See Figure 6) Next, the expression of every beat in 
the phrase is inferred. The user sets Velo and Step of the 
first beat of the phrase. Velo and Step of other beats are 
calculated using the ratio of the vector of the first beat. 
However, only Velo and Step of each beat can be 
calculated with this method. Then, the expression of the 
remainder of the phrase is inferred using the Phrase 
Feature Database. 
 
4. Inference Result 
 

The phrase of the fourth bar was inferred from the 
first bar of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, which 
Gerhard Oppitz performed. And the phrase feature data 
base used for the inference was made based on the 
performance of Gerhard Oppitz. Figure 7 shows the 
performance by Oppitz.  
 Figure 8 shows the performance of the fourth bar 
inferred by the system. Figure 9 is an actual performance 
of the fourth bar by Oppitz. When Figure 8 and Figure 9 
are compared, their expression is shown to be very 
similar. Therefore, it is thought that this system inferred 
effectively.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 

We developed a system of inferring phrase 
expression to infer the phrase expression from 
information on the score and user’s performance 
characteristics. Then, the system was evaluated by 
comparing inferred phrase expression to the actual 
performance of the pianist.  

Moreover, a “Phrase Feature Database” that stores 
the performance features of each pattern of tuplets was 
constructed. As a result, it became possible to express the 
features of a detailed phrase. 

In the future, it will be necessary to improve the 
system so that it can infer a phrase even if the Preference 
Database and Phrase Feature Database are made from 
performances of other tunes. 
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Figure8. Bar 4 of “Moonlight Sonata” inferred 
by our system 
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Figure9. Bar 4 of “Moonlight Sonata” by Gerhard Oppitz 
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Abstract 

 

 Communication involves exchanging 

incomplete information with others. Communication 

robots to date have been constructed to deal with 

problems of how to resolve the incomplete nature of 

information. Communication is not enriched by gaining 

large quantities of information but by clarifying 

intentions or messages that contain insufficient 

information. Communication design should reflect this 

fact. It is difficult to simulate communication, since there 

is so much background information needed to realize 

communication that cannot be controlled through 

engineering [1,2,3].  

 In this paper, we discuss a standardized 

method of designing robots capable of long-term 

communication, which we call "minimal design." It is 

unlike other industrial robot design methods. We have 

already produced such communication robots, and here 

we give explanations of them.  

 Furthermore, we discuss the importance of "in 

situ" robot design. The Latin "in situ" is a technical term 

used in biological research. It means "in the place where 

it occurs." In minimal design, a robot is designed in 

accordance with a particular situation and the user's 

preference: communication depends on the situation. 

From this viewpoint, we discuss our recent 

communication agents.  

 Finally, we illustrate by example a new 

concept for designing robot faces that is very different 

from conventional methods: it is based on a projected 

face that can be easily produced by using computer 

graphics. Some actuators and a spring-action equalizing 

device are also used in our proposed system. This 

combination of light projection, conventional actuators, 

and equalizing device is based on recent the advances 

made in robotics and screen agents. 

 

Keywords: communication robot, minimal design, 

quasi-interpersonal behavior, in situ, robotness, 

multi-bodies agents 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 A communication robot does, however, need 

an independent design methodology that fulfills its 

communication role, and this methodology should be 

simple. We named this type of robot design methodology 

the "minimal design.”  In this paper, we define a 

communication robot as one that does not necessarily 

communicate as a human does. Nor does it need to 

assume a human appearance. After discussing current 

design of a robot, we explain our innovative approach to 

designing communication robots. The most important 

feature for communication is possessing a physical 

appearance that bonds a robot to a human. In this regard, 

physical appearance is the essential characteristic of a 

communication robot rather than elaborate internal 

mechanisms. Furthermore, we stress the importance of 

“robotness” as the essence of a non-human object that 

has agency and life-likeness. 

 A robot that can anticipate cooperative work 

with a human must be designed from the perspective of 

communication ability. Human-robot communication is a 

quasi-interpersonal behavior, and we believe that a 

communication robot need not imitate humans. Instead, a 

minimally designed robot should articulate messages 

needed for human-robot communication. Many 

researchers tend to develop all-round communication 

robots that look much like mechanical  humans, but 

such robots do not bring much satisfaction. As a result, 

they need to concentrate more on the ability to inspire the 

human imagination.  

 While we are still a long way from developing 

perfect all-purpose communication robots, we can solve 

problems in human-robot communication in other ways. 

Communication can be performed by minimal 

role-sharing robots, but the biggest problem in 

human-robot communication is the sustainability of 

long-term communication. Maintaining long-term 

communication is therefore an immediate problem for 

researchers working in the field of communication robots. 

In this paper, we discuss solutions to such problems and 

show examples of our research. We also give our 

perspective for the future. 

 

2. Quasi-interpersonal nature of 
communication 

 
 When we consider the design of a robot, we 

focus attention on the quasi-interpersonal nature of 

communication. Humans generally realize that a robot is 

not a living creature. Through our field observations, we 
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have noticed that children also communicate with our 

communication robots differently from their 

communications with living organisms. Nowadays, many 

humanoid robots appear on TV programs and in 

newspapers and exhibitions, and many people expect 

humanoids to become supreme communication robots. 

However, almost all humanoids are built to move as 

humans do, not to communicate. In our opinion, a 

humanoid is not an ideal embodiment of a 

communicating agent. While body motion is an important 

part of communication, robots’ movements do not 

interact with people but with physical environments, 

whereas a human can even communicate with things that 

are certainly not alive. 

 This type of quasi-interpersonal 

communication can be found everywhere in the daily 

lives of ordinary people, but such communication does 

not continue for long. Designing good relationships 

among humans and artifacts is also an important 

consideration when designing communication robots. 

Although most robots are designed as independent 

machines, we however emphasize the importance of 

relationships. 

 Our proposed communication robots are 

role-sharing and multi-bodied. The robots described 

below increase the transparency of the referent-agent 

relationship. When a robot acts like a human, a human 

must search for the communication key from many 

communication channels. A communication robot 

developed with the minimal design approach is a 

realization of well-adapted information design. It seems 

more rational to use simple role-sharing robots in 

research on human-robot communication than using a 

single complex robot. Unfortunately, human interest in 

communication robots ended a long time ago. Robot 

researchers now need to return to developing methods of 

continuous communication between robots and humans.  

 At this point, we would like to focus on the 

original character of a robot. We confirmed the 

importance of characterizing a robot through our field 

observations of child-robot interaction. A robot's 

character strongly influences communication, and our 

distinctively designed robots have the property of 

attracting children. However, we must also point out the 

key observation that a fixed character on a robot limits 

opportunities for continuous communication. The 

stereotypes arising from mapping a robot's static 

character have the effect of restricting possible 

interpretations by subjects. Therefore, we need a robot as 

an embodied medium that can deal with various 

communication tasks. 

 

3. Robotness 
 

 We have recognized the importance of 

"robotness" for a communication robot: Robots need not 

be substitutes for carrying out human roles. They must 

support humans, or no one would accept robots as 

neighbors of humans in the near future. "Robotness" has 

greater importance in robot design than designing 

mechanical human copies. In our sense, a robot must 

behave like a robot, nor a human. Our goal of 

communication robots is an equivalence of 

communicative roles with humans rather than an 

equivalence of motion with humans. Eventually, a robot 

must exist and perform as a robot.  

 Communication robots represent one concept 

of a tangible form or realization of active media. In 

existing mainstream robots, various functions of 

representations are recognized as important. However, we 

stress the importance of embodied media attracting the 

action of others. For example, most humanoid robots do 

not prompt human touch although physical contact is a 

good way to communication needless to say, on-screen 

agents are not capable of this. Furthermore, most of these 

robots are covered with cold plastic skins, which do not 

invite touch. Furthermore, What we call communication 

robots do not appeal to the five human senses, except for 

vision and hearing. The other three senses are not dealt 

with when engineers design a communication robot. But 

vision and hearing can be handle with on-screen 

communication agents. In developing an embodied 

communication robot more attention should be given to 

the other three senses in order to maximize its potential 

advantages over on-screen agents.  

 A good communication robot cannot be 

designed by the present method of only enriching the 

functions of a robot. By applying such a method, the 

problem of lost "life-likeness" mentioned above cannot 

be overcome. In order to realize interaction with people 

over a long period, it is also an important condition that a 

robot's appearance  be attractive to humans. Norman, 

who presented various practical  difficulties in his book 

"The Psychology of Everyday Things[4]," classified the 

elements of design into instinctive design, behavioral 

design, and introspective design in his recent work 

"Emotional Design[5,6]." The ease of use discussed in 

Norman's previous work was intended only for 

behavioral design. Norman stressed the importance of 

balance among instinctive design in connection with 

appearance, introspective design in connection with the 

meaning of appearance, and action design. Moreover, he 

claimed that not only ease of use but also the attractive 

features of a design could satisfy people. For a design 

method of communication, it should be remembered that  

attractive things are better than high-performance things. 

 In this paper, we describe our efforts to design 

a continuous-communication robot  that is different 

from the products of conventional robot research. Toward 

this goal, we stress the importance of subtraction design 

and minimal design, in which subtraction is 

systematically performed based on a certain intention. 

Minimal design should not only minimize elements but 

also clarify the interface in communication, that is, the 

design should be completed after identifying what is 

essential. Furthermore, we propose a minimal design that 
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can also clarify aspects of the interfaces in 

communication, such as the type of action or the 

situational. 

 

3.1. Differences between a robot  
and a computer 

 
 According to the “Media Equation,” even a 

non-living thing like a computer express a kind of 

life-likeness[7]. However, there are differences between a 

computer and a robot. First, an embodied robot has strong 

agency that reminds one of a living thing, while a 

computer has a minute-scale sense of  agency. On the 

other hand, a computer stands for absolute accuracy and 

correctness in operation. Comparatively speaking, a 

communication robot often makes mistakes. This makes 

people realize that a robot is not always right and thus not 

perfect.  

 In fact, well engineered computer systems do 

not make an errors in their own procedures. Almost all 

errors and faults are caused in such systems through 

human intervention, such as using wrong programs or 

trying to input unacceptable types of data. A computer 

system is a symbol of infallible judgment, but a robot 

makes many errors and slip-ups just as a human does. 

The boundary line between a robot and its environment 

has much more complicated elements than an ordinary 

computer systems has. Consequently, the decisions that a 

robot makes sometimes fail. These faults do not 

necessarily indicate defects of the robot. Moreover, faults 

often compose the character of a robot. Accordingly, the 

character of a robot is often determined by human subject 

and not by system designers. 

 

3.2. Differences between a robot and a 
machine (without agency) 

 
 A machine that does not have agency is 

well-suited to many aspects of daily life. Humans feel the 

eyes of a robot, as if they are observed by the robot. In 

such cases, people feel put into a fishbowl without 

privacy. But a machine without agency does not project 

the impression of someone watching them. Humans need 

not respond or give feedback to a system without agency.   

 

4. Design Methodology 
 

4.1. Design by addition 
 

 To illustrate by contrast the subtractive design 

proposed in this paper, we call the main guiding principle 

of conventional robot design "additional design" here. In 

the design of a conventional communication robot, 

transfer equipment and a structure for voice dialog are 

added to a fixed-position, industrial-type factory robot. 

Although there are still robots that use wheels as a simple 

method of transferring equipment, bipedal robots have 

also received much research attention in recent years. 

Communication robot designers naturally assume that the 

summation of efforts toward improved robot performance 

results in good communication. Communication ability 

does not complete the design of a robot: When we design 

a communicative agent, we also need to take into account 

the relationship between humans and robots.. 

 

4.2. Design by subtraction 
 

 A design based on function curtailment could 

be called "subtraction design," as opposed to the 

methodology of function addition. As a robot designed by 

functional addition becomes more like a living thing that 

actually exists, ironically the difference between the robot 

and the living organism becomes even clearer. Such a 

problem could be avoided by adopting a design peculiar 

to the robot, not by copying the figure of a living thing. A 

clear policy is needed to determine how far a design 

should be reduced. 

 

5. Minimal Design 
 

 We discussed design by subtraction in the 

preceding section. In this section, we discuss minimal 

design, which is what we call the directional 

simplification of subtraction design. In order to 

emphasize the main point of communication, it is better 

to omit non-essential design elements. The decision of 

which design elements to omit is determined by goal 

setting. An airplane has wings but it doesn't beat the air 

with its wings. Accordingly, a rational idea does not 

always copy living things. As mentioned above, a 

minimally designed robot is not complete in itself. It is 

designed for communication with others and for initiating 

human interest in communication with it. A minimal 

design targets the principle design goals of 

communication. 

 Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, an exemplar of 

modern architecture design, said “Less is more,” which 

means a good design requires chip off non-essential 

qualities. For our purposes, no one can fully pre-design 

right answers for all communication. Every new result of 

successful communication is simply put into a set of 

“right” answers. Moreover, “right” answers depend on 

situations and circumstances. Incomplete design evokes 

human interest, and, fundamentally, a robot should do the 

things that only robots can do. Consequently, the 

unpredictable nature of the robot’s expressions in 

human-robot communication conveys a sense of 

subjectivity. All subjective understandings that are 

accepted by a person can be “right” answers. In this way 

the answers are generated and shared among a person and 

robots. Minimal design is intended to facilitate a “tabula 

rasa” that can evoke human imagination. Sometimes 

unsatisfactory situations arise from reading unwritten 

meanings that could hardly be expressed by robots, and 

this effect is similar to optical illusions. You can see what 

we do not draw. 
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5.1. Multi-bodies agents 
 

 Through our field observations, to deal with 

the absence of an absolute communication robots, we 

propose that human-robot communication should be 

conducted by two or more robots at the same time. In this 

way, each robot would have a different character. 

Moreover, such a robot would reminds people of a unique 

robot. Such a robot would form an attachment to a 

particular person. As a result, the robot could maintain 

long-term communication with humans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Multi-bodies agents Muu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Example of human-multi-bodies agents  

interaction 

 

6. “in situ” design 
 

 In minimal design, a robot is designed in 

accordance with a situation and the user's preference: 

communication depends on the situation. The Latin "in 

situ" is a technical term used in biological research. It 

means "in the place where it occurs." We stress the 

importance of incorporating “in situ” robot design in 

minimal design. A message can have various meanings in 

a given situation; non-verbal expressions also affect 

communication. However, even if communication is 

successful the first time in a controlled environment, such 

as an experimental laboratory, there is no guarantee that 

the second time will be successful. 

 A robot must be designed not to fit into various 

environments but to tune in to the relationship between 

itself and a particular user. Fitness to the circumstance or 

the environment has an influence on the duration of 

human-robot communication. We need to establish a 

fundamental theory of adequate performance for a given 

circumstance, which we call in situ robot design. The 

shapes of living things are adapted to their circumstances. 

 The “bodyplan” of living things is highly 

suggestive for in situ robot design. Thompson (1973) 

wrote interesting ideas on the concept of bodyplan[8]. He 

suggested the similarity of geometric coordinate 

transformation on fins. According to his idea, a globefish 

and a rockfish can be interpreted through a geometric 

coordinate transformation process. We divide the 

bodyplan of living things into static and dynamic aspects 

of living things. "In situ" design implies use of artificial 

and mechanical homologous organs for minimally 

designed robots. 

 

7. Proposed Design of a  
Communication Robot 

 
 A robot with physical actuators has the 

disadvantage of slow response time in comparison to CG 

screen agents. Also, in robots with moving parts, the 

weight of those parts limits response time. At the same 

time, the power-to-weight ratio of robots also limits their 

communication ability. Furthermore, unlike living 

creatures, a robot cannot change its facial expressions 

without changing prepared parts, which is certainly a 

"non-life-like" process. Moreover, living organisms are 

affected by both the genetic and epigenetic environments. 

These two problems can be solved in our proposed design 

by using a spherical screen and an LCD projector. A face 

image forms the center of recognition of "life-likeness," 

which can be seen in children's drawings[9,10]. Facial 

expressions remain the greatest unsolved problem of 

communication robots. Software processing limits the 

responses of a robot, but it is also necessary to redesign 

facial parts that incorporate sensor inputs and data 

through networks. 

 We also plan to combine the projected face 

described above with actuators used in conventional 

robots. Furthermore, we plan to incorporate the 

spring-action equalizing device implemented in our 

previous communication robot Muu. This type of hybrid 

robot doubles as a screen agent and a conventional robot. 

Therefore, the above two problems can be solved by 

using our proposed method. Blinking is a facile action 

that requires the least cost in term of bodily motion. It 

can express acceptance with eye contact to a subject. 

Unfortunately, our recent communication robot Muu was 

unable to blink. When our robots reveal emotions without 

saying any words, they need to move the entire body to 

reveal emotions. Also, blinking movements can be bound  

as symbols to short messages in communication. In 

contrast, our newly designed robots reveal emotions 

without difficulty by blinking. 
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Figure 3. Projected face of a robot 

 
Summary 

 

 Until recent times, robots have merely been 

tools for production. Now, however, people have certain 

expectations of robots as partners in communication, and 

recently many communication robots have been 

developed. Many of these robots are designed on the 

same principle as factory robots: the approach of design 

by addition. Furthermore, many robots have been created 

to imitate the shape, motion, and characteristics of living 

things, as mechanical animals. Although such robots do 

resemble living things at first glance, the differences soon 

clearly stand out. In this paper, we proposed a technique 

called "minimal design," the primary aim of which is to 

maintain communication. Based on this method, we 

stress the importance of  the “quasi-interpersonal” 

nature and “robotness” in the design of communication 

robots. Also, we showed the significance of designing a 

robot based on the relationship between the user and the 

situation. In minimal design, non-essential elements are 

omitted to emphasize the essential design elements. 

Different needs demand different types of robots. 

 To clarify the design task, we presented the 

strategy of minimal design as well as communication 

robots based on minimal design. Although minimally 

designed communication robots are dissimilar to animals 

or humans, they still remind us of animal characteristics 

in some ways; however, since they are not physically 

similar to animals, users do not expect too much. In 

addition, we suggested a useful method for robots to 

express feelings in a similar way how to characters 

express themselves in cartoons and children's drawings. 

Such robots are well-suited to long-term communication 

because of the uncertainty arising from their not giving a 

single prefixed answer in human robot communication. 

 Minimal design does not imply a sharp 

departure from exploiting the improvements made in the 

elemental technology of robotics. On the contrary, 

technology can be used to make superior communication 

robots in a minimally designed way. Through minimal 

design, it is possible to develop a communication robot 

that never bores its users. In addition, we introduced a 

methodology named "in situ design” to match the robots 

with particular used and circumstances. We will continue 

investigating robot identity and the integration of robots 

in roles involving long-term communication. 
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Abstract
We propose a novel concept toward interfaces that

can provide visually impaired persons with the chance
to recover the freedom to conceptualize their environ-
ment without depending on such conventional voice
synthesizer systems. Fourteen subjects participated
in ten experiments to provide results for evaluating
their performances to conceptualize spatial informa-
tion based on cues in “artificial-sounding” (“AS”) and
“natural-sounding” (“NS”) tones. The source of “AS”
tones was the digitized sound used by vOICe Learning
Edition, and the source of “NS” tones was a fan noise
with analogs in everyday world. Experimental results
revealed that the use of “NS” tones was essential to
improve conceptualization performances of subjects as
eventual users of novel human-environment interfaces.

1 Introduction

Recently, interest and necessity have grown in us-
ing sounds more complex than ubiquitous interrupt-
ing beeps to provide information to computer users.
An actual example of interface is the evaluated vOICe
Learning Edition [1] that translates arbitrary video
images produced by an ordinary camera into sounds.
However, like vOICe, the problem is that dimensions
(pitch, loudness, and duration) of sound themselves
have been used to represent the characteristics of the
data. This leads to the use of “artificial-sounding
tones” with no analogs in the everyday world and re-
quires extensive trials before actually using the inter-
face. We propose to break away from such typical use
of artificial-sounding tones by designing novel inter-
faces based on “natural-sounding tones” that utilize
the same user skills employed in everyday tasks such
as crossing the street. An example of such a skill is
our “built-up association” of reverberation with empty
space. All other things being equal, the more reverber-

ance in a room, the more space there is. So, this built-
up association provides a natural conceptualization of
spatial information based on user experience and fa-
miliarization with everyday sounds, that is, provides
friendly information for users without the necessity of
hard cross-modal training.

The main purpose is a novel concept of interface
to support visually impaired persons and to provide
them with the chance to recover the freedom to con-
ceptualize and interact with their environment with-
out depending on such concepts as artificial pattern
recognition or voice synthesizer systems. As an essen-
tial work background to achieve this main purpose,
we utilized our already conceived “sound visualiza-
tion” [2] function and our already developed virtual
3D acoustic environment for training the “perception
of crossability [3].”

Section 2 presents apparatus and procedure for ex-
periments. Experimental results are presented in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, conceptualization performance of
subjects hearing different tones is discussed. Section 5
presents a conclusion of this work.

2 Method

2.1 Apparatus

To generate “artificial-sounding” (“AS”) and
“natural-sounding” (“NS”) tones for investigating
conceptualization performances by subjects hearing
these tones, we used the virtual 3D acoustic environ-
ment system based on sound space processors as shown
in Fig. 1.

The source of “AS” tones is the digitized sound
used by vOICe Learning Edition with no analogs in
the everyday world. On the other hand, the source of
“NS” tones is the real sound of a fan noise that was
saved by a precise microphone.
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Figure 1: A front view of devices for generating non-
speech audio.
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Figure 2: A schematic overview of apparatus for ex-
periments.

Figure 2 shows a schematic overview of the appara-
tus used in our experiments. Each device identification
is followed by its model number.

2.2 Procedure

Figure 3 shows the upper view of a course virtu-
ally created by using the 3D acoustic environment sys-
tem. During experiments, subjects travel across the
course and must perceive changes in “aural surface”
using their auditory system. Based on our previous
work [3], appropriate reverberation and reflection lev-
els are adopted as −30dB in this virtual environment.

In Fig. 3, we have the following conditions for ex-
periments:

1. A set of four generated sounds (“AS” or “NS”
tones) constitutes a piece of wall that represents
“aural surface” of the virtual course.

1
0
 m

4 m

d

Wall ("aural surface")

Subject Traveling direction

0
.3

 m

Generated sounds

Figure 3: The upper view of a virtual course for ex-
periments.

2. The distance d is calculated as d = v.t,
where v can be 4km/h or 12km/h, and t ∈
{3.0, 3.5, 4.0, . . . , 6.0}s.

3. According to the value of angle θ, we set up the
following geometric shapes of virtual courses:

• Convergent for θ ∈ {3o, 5o, 30o}. The change
in “aural surface” is to become the course
narrow after traveling the distance d.

• Straight for θ = 0. There is no change in
“aural surface” for the entire course.

• Divergent for θ ∈ {−3o,−5o,−30o}. The
change in “aural surface” is to become the
course wide after traveling the distance d.

Fourteen subjects participated in ten experiments
for evaluating two different tones (“AS” and “NS”)
used to perceive changes in “aural surface” of these
virtual courses. All subjects had no audition problems.
No visual information was used in experiments.

Instructions for each subject before starting exper-
iments are as follows:

1. During a duration of time from 3s to 6s (each
duration is randomly defined) corresponding to
the distance d in Fig. 3, the subject travels across
a straight course in the virtual acoustic environ-
ment.

2. After spending the above duration of time, a clock
starts to measure the time interval until pressing
a key that represents a perception response of the
subject. Each pressed key by the subject repre-
sents the following decisions:

• The key “←” must be pressed when the sub-
ject perceives that the traveled course is con-
verging as shown in Fig. 4a.
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Figure 4: Types of changes in virtual courses.

• The key “↓” must be pressed when the sub-
ject perceives that there is no change on the
traveled course as shown in Fig. 4b.

• The key “→” must be pressed when the sub-
ject perceives that the traveled course is di-
verging as shown in Fig. 4c.

3. Each decision for pressing any key must be taken
as soon as possible but with belief.

Subjects performed tasks of the following two ex-
perimental stages during experiments:

• Training: Two steps were performed in this stage.
First step was to provide familiarization with ex-
istence of three types of virtual courses as shown
in Fig. 4; these courses were presented to subjects
as converged by 30o, diverged by −30o, and un-
changed; the traveling speed was set at 12km/h;
three courses for each type of tone (“AS” and
“NS”) were virtually created. Second step was
to acquire abilities for capturing necessary cues
in each type of tone and classifying the virtual
course where the subject is traveling; in this step,
subjects were asked to press the key correspond-
ing to the type of course in which they thought;
after each response, the correct answer was in-
formed.

• Testing: In this stage, each subject achieved ten
experiments (5 ones for each type of tone) to pro-
vide results for analysis of conceptualization per-
formance based on different tones. We have two
types of experiments. In the first experiment, the
subject hears “AS” tone and travels across the
virtual course with speed at 4km/h or 12km/h;
the values of angle θ as shown in Fig. 3 can be
−30o, −5o, −3o, 0o, 3o, 5o, or 30o; for each speed
we have seven different virtual courses where the
subject travels across to classify them; a total of
fourteen different virtual acoustic courses based
on cues in “AS” tone must be classified by concep-
tualizing spatial information; the order of these

Table 1: Conceptualization performances of all sub-
jects, where v1 = 4km/h and v2 = 12km/h.

“AS” tone “NS” tone
Change v1 v2 v1 v2

−30o 81% 83%
¨
§

¥
¦93% 90%

−5o 53% 70% 36%
¨
§

¥
¦80%

−3o 34%
¨
§

¥
¦60% 26%

¨
§

¥
¦53%

0o 49% 47%
¨
§

¥
¦53% 50%

3o 37% 30% 39%
¨
§

¥
¦51%

5o 53% 31% 61%
¨
§

¥
¦71%

30o 84% 87%
¨
§

¥
¦97% 93%

Table 2: Performance of subjects traveling at 12km/h;
* indicates subjects with the best performances.

“AS” “NS” “AS” “NS”
SX1 54% 69% SY 1 57% 60%
SX2 51% 40% SY 2∗ 60%

¨
§

¥
¦86%

SX3 51% 63% SY 3 49% 60%
SX4∗ 69%

¨
§

¥
¦89% SY 4 49% 77%

SX5 51% 69% SY 5 60% 77%
SX6 46% 43% SY 6 71% 80%
SX7 77% 86% SY 7 71% 80%

courses is randomly arranged to avoid the influ-
ence of learning process by subjects on perfor-
mance evaluation. In the second experiment, the
unique difference in relation to the first one is that
the subject hears “NS” tone instead of “AS”.

Subjects were divided into two groups with seven
ones: (X) composed by SX1, SX2, . . . , SX7, and (Y )
composed by SY 1, SY 2, . . . , SY 7 that performed dif-
ferent sequences of experiments in each group.

3 Experimental Results

Results from the testing stages are presented in Ta-
bles 1, 2, and 3 as follows:

• Table 1 presents results of conceptualization
process by all subjects. The average results are
categorized by type of tone (“AS” or “NS”),
course change (θ), and traveling speed (v1 or v2).
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Table 3: Best conceptualization performance from
each group of subjects.

Subject SX4 Subject SY2
Change “AS” “NS” “AS” “NS”
−30o 80% 100% 40% 100%
−5o 80% 100% 80% 100%
−3o 100% 100% 100% 60%

0o 40% 20% 20% 60%
3o 20%

¨
§

¥
¦100% 20%

¨
§

¥
¦80%

5o 60%
¨
§

¥
¦100% 60%

¨
§

¥
¦100%

30o 100% 100% 100% 100%

• Table 2 presents performances of subjects travel-
ing at 12km/h. This traveling speed was selected
by considering results in Table 1. Each rate is the
average of results corresponding to all changes in
“aural surface.”

• Table 3 presents detailed results for subjects SX4
and SY 2 that reached the best performances in
their respective groups.

After the testing stages, we asked subjects about
the tone that they thought more preferable for con-
ceptualizing spatial information. Among others, only
subjects SX2, SX7, and SY 3 chose “AS” tone. And,
we can verify that only the choice by subject SX2
matched performance result as shown in Table 2.

4 Discussion

In Table 1, we verify that conceptualization per-
formance by using “NS” tone was better than per-
formance by using “AS” tone in the most of virtual
courses. An exception occurred for virtual course di-
verged by −3o in which conceptualization performance
reached 60% using “AS” tone and setting the traveling
speed at 12km/h. Also, we can notice a considerable
improvement on performance results corresponding to
changes at −5o,−3o, 3o, and 5o when the traveling
speed was set at 12km/h using “NS” tone.

In Table 2, only subjects SX2 and SX6 suffered
decrease (respectively, 51% to 40%, and 46% to 43%)
in their performances when they heard “NS” tones.

In Table 3, we can notice that both subjects im-
proved their performances mainly in the case of vir-
tual courses converged by 3o and 5o when they heard
“NS” tone instead of “AS” one. The performance of

subject SX4 was improved from 20% to 100% using
“NS” tone in virtual course converged by 3o and from
60% to 100% in the case of 5o. Similar improvement
was reached by the subject SY 2 too.

5 Conclusion

We evaluated “artificial-sounding” (“AS”) and
“natural-sounding” (“NS”) tones as non-speech audio
means for eventual interface users to capture cues and
perform natural conceptualization of spatial informa-
tion.

Experimental results showed that “NS” tones were
more appropriate than “AS” ones to classify different
types of virtual courses by subjects traveling across
these courses and hearing those tones.

Furthermore, improved performances were verified
in tasks to perceive too small changes in “aural sur-
face” when subjects heard “NS” tones even at high
traveling speed.

Finally, we concluded that the use of “NS” tones
with similar conditions to everyday world such as re-
verberation and reflection is an essential requirement
for designing novel friendly human-environment inter-
faces.
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates self-replication and self-
organization phenomenon based on reaction-diffusion
mechanism by computer simulation. The simulation
model consists of one dimensional cell array. Each cell
contains two kinds of chemical substances - activator u
and inhibitor v - that can generate reaction-diffusion
wave, which is a spatial concentration pattern. The
cells are supposed to be divided or be deleted de-
pending on its concentrations of chemical substances.
As we tried several kinds of diffusion coefficients to
the model, in some simulations, self-replication pro-
cess and generating cell array with metabolic process
were observed. By applying division rule and apop-
tosis rule, cell arrays duplicate itself oscillating two
states, that is, self-replication process were observed.
And by applying division rule and annihilation rule, a
cell array that has stable length is generated changing
its cell components, that is, generating cell array with
metabolic process were observed. Surprisingly, these
two phenomena are realized independently of the ini-
tial number of cells.

1 Introduction

Self-replication and self-organization abilities of
multicellular organisms are one of the most fundamen-
tal characteristics that discriminate creatures from
non-creatures. As each cell contains the same genome,
this feat is realized in a distributed and autonomous
way with the absence of centralized control. However,
no matter how big progress has been made in molec-
ular biology over the past few decades, overall picture
of principles behind the spatiotemporal dynamics of
these processes is still lacking.

In 1952, A.M.Turing advocated a reaction-diffusion
mechanism and suggested that the reaction-diffusion
mechanism, which is a kind of spatial concentration
pattern, plays a key role in forming a periodic shape
on a small creature called hydra [1]. L.Wolpert sug-

gested a concept of positional information when he
thought that all identical cells should recognize their
own position in order for the cells that had identical
gene [2]. C.G.Langton built a cellular automata model
of self-replication (SRloops) on a two dimensional cell
array [3]. As the model consists of discrete internal
state with finite state automata, it is not easy to re-
late this models to the biological cell. K.Tomita et al.
created graph automata, which enable description of
dynamic topological change of cell network, [4]. They
extended the concept of cellular automata to certain
graphs of cells. This model is able to describe morpho-
logical change such as cell division or cell death. But
little attention has been given to a relation between
morphogenetic process and reaction-diffusion mecha-
nism.

2 Model
2.1 Reaction-diffusion

Figure 1: One dimensional cell array.

In this research, one dimensional cell array model
was chosen for simplification. Fig.1 is a schema of
the model. These nodes represent cells containing two
kinds of chemical substances - activator u and inhibitor
v - that can generate reaction-diffusion wave. These
two chemicals react each other and diffuse to neigh-
boring cells according to its concentration gradient.

dur/dt = +5ur(t) − 6vr(t) + 1
+Du{ur−1(t) + ur+1(t) − 2ur(t)}(1)

dvr/dt = +6ur(t) − 7vr + 1
+Dv{vr−1(t) + vr+1(t) − 2vr(t)} (2)
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The reaction-diffusion model that we use is the
same as Turing’s, which is expressed as partial differ-
ential equations (1), (2). Where, ur and vr represents
the concentration of activator and inhibitor, respec-
tively with subscript r as an identification number. Du

and Dv represent diffusion constants of activator and
inhibitor, respectively (Du = 0.7, Dv = 1.2). To the
system, Dirichlet boundary conditions were applied,
which set the chemical concentration at the boundary
to zero. The initial concentrations are set as equilib-
rium point (u, v) = (1.0, 1.0).

2.2 Cell cycle and cell differenciation

Figure 2: Cell cycle.

Since cell cycle is determined by various factors,
in this paper, cell cycle is supposed to be generated
synchronously. Fig.2 represents the cell cycle of the
model. Every cell has interphase and mitotic phase
in the cell cycle. In mitotic phase, reaction and diffu-
sion of the chemical substances take place. In inter-
phase, cells are differentiated depending on the con-
centrations (see below).

Figure 3: Cell differenciation.

Fig.3 shows cell differentiation rules. Cell division
(top) is took place when the concentration of activa-
tor becomes larger than specific threshold (division
threshold set as 1.5) in mitotic phase. The cell is
divided into two cells, and the concentration of each
chemical substance right before division is applied to
the concentration of the cell divided. Contrary, anni-
hilation rule (middle) is activated when the concentra-
tion of activator becomes smaller than another specific
threshold (annihilation threshold set as 1.0) in mitotic

phase. In this rule, the cell is deleted but the cell con-
nections of both sides are kept connected. Apoptosis
rule (bottom) is similar to the annihilation rule, which
is activated when the concentration of activator be-
comes smaller than that of inhibitor in the same phase.
The system is divided into two separate groups by the
cell deletion. Every differential equation is integrated
by the Runge-Kutta method (δt = 0.01, 1step=100δt,
1 interphase corresponds to 150 steps).

3 Simulations and Results

In the computer simulations, equations (1), (2) and
cell differentiation rules are simulated synchronously
according to the cell cycle.

concentration of activator

concentration of inhibitor

division threshold
annihilation threshold

cell array

cell ID

Figure 4: Simulation model.

Figure 4 shows the simulation model. Bars above
each cell represent the concentrations of activator and
inhibitor. The concentrations of activator is displayed
front and that of inhibitor is displayed behind. Val-
ues of the concentrations of activator is presented on
each shoulder of bar. division threshold, annihilation
threshold and identification numbers of cells are also
listed.

3.1 Self-replication process

In this model, division rule and apoptosis rule are
applied in mitotic phase. Fig.5 shows self-replication
process when we settled one cell as an initial condi-
tion. In the first stage, cell divisions are repeated two
times in mitotic phase and the initial cell grows into
8 (#1 - #4). Then apoptosis rule is activated and
four cells positioned at the center (cell 8,13 at #4) are
deleted and four cells at the side (cell 9,10,11,12 at
#4) are divided. Consequently, the system duplicates
itself oscillating between state #5 and #6.

Fig.6 shows the case that the number of initial cells
is larger than the oscillating number 10 (#7). The
phenomenon that final state converges to the state #5
and #6 are observed.
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Figure 5: A self-replication process from one cell.

Figure 6: A self-replication process from 15 cells.

Figure 7: A generating cell array with metabolic pro-
cess from one cell.

3.2 Generating cell array with Metabolic
process

Division rule and annihilation rule are applied in
mitotic phase. Fig.7 shows that the number of cells
increases and the number finally becomes to 10 ac-
cording to the cell division rule. In the mitotic phase
at state #6, four cells positioning at the center (cell
20,7,14,17 at #6) are annihilated. And other four cells
(21,22,15,16) at the sides are divided. At the end, the
number of cells is kept stable to the fixed number, 10.
The system perpetually produces new cells replacing
some old cells.

Figure 8: Generating cell array from 18 cells.

In order to investigate stability of the process, 18
cells are set for a initial state. Fig.8 shows the number
of cells finally converges to the same pattern (#6).

4 Discussions
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Figure 9: The number of cells transition graph.

In addition to the simulation 3.2, we settled differ-
ent number of cells as a initial condition and showed
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the results in Fig.9. The X-axis represents the num-
ber of passed mitotic phases and Y-axis represents the
number of cells. The figure shows that the length of
all cell arrays which start from 1 cell to 30 cells finally
converge to 10. This suggests not only that we can
settle variable numbers of cells for a initial condition
(at least 1 to 30) but also we can cut any cell con-
nections as we want which leads to generate two cell
arrays consisting of same size, 10.
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Figure 10: Exceed threshold graph.

Since patterns of reaction-diffusion waves are seem
to be unique to the length of cell arrays especially the
length is short, we counted the number of cells which
exceed division threshold and which are below annihi-
lation threshold in the first mitotic phase. The X-axis
in Fig.10 represents the number of cells, and Y-axis
represents the number of cells of which the concen-
trations are above (or below) the threshold. As the
figure indicates, When the number of cells is less than
9, the number of cells that the concentration exceed
division threshold is larger than that the concentration
are below annihilation threshold. That is, the length
becomes short in the next mitotic phase. And when
we settle the number of cells more than 11, the other
way round. This figure clearly shows that the length
of the system converges to 10.

Fig.11 represents the number of cells when mitotic
phase passed ten times in different diffusion coeffi-
cients. Initial number of cells were settled from 1
to 30 for each parameter sets. X and Y axis repre-
sent diffusion coefficients Du and Dv, respectively and
Z axis represents the number of cells. As it can be
seen, the system doesn’t always converge to one state
and though the system shows its robustness for exter-
nal disturbances in adequate diffusion coefficients, the
ranges of these parameters are narrow.
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Figure 11: The number of cells in each parameter sets.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, two fundamental organic behaviors,

that is, self-replication process and generating cell ar-
ray with metabolic process were observed by applying
reaction-diffusion mechanism on distributed space. In
self-replicaion process, a phenomenon that cell arrays
duplicate itself oscillating two states were observed.
And in generating cell array with metabolic process, a
phenomenon that a cell array which has stable length
is generated changing its cell components were ob-
served. This research shows posibilities that reaction-
diffusion system plays some roles in controlling these
vital activities of living things.
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Abstract

In order to survive in complex natural environ-
ments, living organisms have been genetically acquir-
ing various algorithms. Protozoans, for example, re-
spond to various stimuli to search for a hospitable en-
vironment. Recently, the concept of Software Biology
has been proposed, in which the algorithms of living
organisms are considered as a kind of software that
could be utilized for robot control.

Thus far, we have focused on the information pro-
cessing algorithm of Paramecium, and proposed its
computer model, Virtual Paramecium, based on bio-
logical knowledge. Virtual Paramecium can approx-
imately realize the chemotactic behavior of the ac-
tual Pramecium based on the information process-
ing model. In this paper, we report the results ob-
tained when a mobile robot is controlled using Vir-
tual Paramecium, and confirm the effectiveness of the
biomimetic control based on the information process-
ing algorithm of living organisms.

1 Introduction

In order to survive in complex natural environ-
ments, the genome of living organisms undergoes var-
ious changes, thereby forming various algorithms for
survival. Recently, the concept of Software Biology
has been proposed; this concept proposes the use of
algorithms of living organisms for control of machines,
that can adapt to environmental changes [1]. In the re-
search field of adaptive control, neural networks have
been introduced to control robots, and their effects
have already been demonstrated. However, there is
a possibility that the mechanism occurring in an ac-
tual living organism is not reflected in robot control
because the cellular characteristics that comprise the
neural network are very simple in comparison with a
living cell. Hence, developing a computational model

of unicellular organism is considered one of the effec-
tive approach for achieving robot control.

Some models that focus on the internal process-
ing system of living organisms have been proposed.
The model called E-CELL [4] has been developed by
Tomita et al. to simulate the behavior of the entire
cell based on the chemical reaction, and another model
has been developed by Bray and Lay [2] and Hauri and
Ross [3] to simulate part of the internal processing of
E. coli bacteria. Our research group has also developed
the E. coli model based on the chemical equation of
the internal processing system, and has applied it to
mobile robot control [5, 6, 7].

At present, we are constructing a computational
model of Paramecium [8, 9], Virtual Paramecium, be-
cause its internal processing system is more advanced
than that of E. coli. Further, we have confirmed that
Virtual Paramecium can reproduce the chemotactic
response of a living Paramecium [9]. In this paper, we
report the results of our study on the control of a mo-
bile robot by using Virtual Paramecium; in addition,
we confirm the effectiveness of the biomimetic control
that is based on the information-processing algorithm
of living organisms.

2 Paramecium

Paramecium can be assumed to be a discoid shape
measuring approximately 250 µm in length and 50 µm
in width; it has a uniform cilia layer on the cell surface.
The direction of ciliary beat is modified by the stim-
uli from the environment. For instance, Paramecium
accelerates their motion toward areas of low K+ con-
centration by increasing their ciliary beat frequency.
On the other hand, Paramecium exhibits an escape
reaction from areas of high K+ concentration, thereby
accumulating in the areas of low K+ concentration.
This response behavior with regard to the chemical
environment is called chemotaxis.
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Figure 1: Membrane potential change of Paramecium.

Paramecium processes information by electrophys-
iological phenomena. Ion channels and ion pumps
reside in the membrane, these proteins play an im-
portant role in maintaining the ionic connection be-
tween the interior and the exterior of the cell. In the
cell, the Ca2+ concentration is maintained at a level
lower than that of the external environment, while the
K+ concentration is maintained at a higher level. In
a standard salt solution, the membrane potential is
maintained at approximately 30 mV lower than that
of the external environment when Paramecium does
not receive the stimuli from the environment. When
Paramecium receives a stimulus, the ion channels open
and ionic flow occurs between the interior and the ex-
terior of the cell. The membrane potential is then
depolarized or hyperpolarized by the ionic flow. We
consider that the depolarization of membrane poten-
tial occurs when Paramecium senses danger in the new
environment; on the other hand, the hyperpolariza-
tion of membrane potential can be considered to occur
when Paramecium senses that the new environment is
safe. The ciliary movement is determined based on the
information processed by the cell.

3 V irtual Paramecium

Virtual Paramecium comprises three units, namely,
the sensory unit, information processing unit, and
motor control unit. In this section, we describe the
overview of each unit.

3.1 Sensory unit [9]

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the
change in membrane potential and environmental

changes. It can be considered that a compulsory elec-
trical change in membrane potential, similar to that in
the voltage-clamp experiments [10], is generated when
the ionic composition of the environment changes (see
Figure 1). For instance, the resting membrane po-
tential rises when the K+ concentration in the envi-
ronment increases, and then the potential difference
generated between the environment and the interior
of the cell decreases (see Fig. 1 A → B). An early cur-
rent is generated as shown in Fig. 1B, when the cell of
Paramecium is considered as a capacitor. Then, the
sensory unit determines the probability of the aper-
ture rate of ion channels that are opened by changed
in the environmental conditions.

First, in the sensory unit, the resting membrane po-
tential Eleak, which depends on [Ca2+]o and [K+]o, is
calculated by using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equa-
tion [10]:

Eleak =
αCaECa + αKEK

αCa + αK

, (1)

where αCa and αK are the existence ratios of the Ca2+

and K+ channels, respectively. Also, ECa and EK are
the equilibrium potentials which are generated by the
difference in the concentration of ions inside and out-
side the cell. These are calculated using the following
equetion:

Eion =
RT

cF
ln

[ion]o
[ion]i

(ion ∈ {Ca2+,K+}), (2)

where c is the ionic valency, F the Faraday constant,
R the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature.
Also, [ion]o is the ionic concentration of the environ-
ment, and [ion]i the intracellular ionic concentration.

Then, the early current Ic(t) is calculated by:

Ic(t) =
1

Rm
(Eleak(t)− V (t)), (3)

where Rm is the input resistance of the membrane in
Paramecium, and V (t) the membrane potential. A
positive value of Ic(t) means outflow of current. In
this study, it is assumed that the early aperture rate
of each ion channel is proportional to the size of Ic(t).
The early aperture ratios of the Ca2+ channel and the
K+ channel are calculated as follows:

OCa =
{

bCaIc (Ic ≥ Th1)
0 (Ic < Th1),

(4)

OK =
{

0 (Ic > Th2)
−bKIc (Ic ≤ Th2),

(5)

where bCa, bK, Th1, and Th2 are constants. The early
aperture rate OCa of the Ca2+ channel increases when
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the early current is larger than the threshold Th1 and
flows outwards (Ic ≥ Th1 > 0). Conversely, the early
aperture rate OK of the K+ channel increases when
the early current is smaller than the threshold Th2

and flows inwards (Ic ≤ Th2 < 0). Thus, the early
aperture rate of each ion channel is determined cor-
responding to the change in the environmental condi-
tions.

3.2 Infomation processing unit [8]

In this unit, the change in membrane potential and
the Ca2+ concentration in cilia are calculated using
the inputs of the sensory unit.

First, the changes in the membrane potential of
Paramecium are modeled as follows:

V̇ (t)=
1

Cm
[Ic(t)−ICa(t, V )−IK(t, V )−Ileak(t, V ), (6)

where V (t) is the membrane potential, Ic(t) is the
early current, and Cm is the membrane capacity. The
Ca2+ current ICa(t, V ), the K+ current IK(t, V ), and
the leakage current Ileak(t, V ) are given by the follow-
ing equations [8]:

ICa(t, V ) = ḡCam
5{1− (1− h)5}(V (t)− ECa),(7)

IK(t, V ) = ḡKn(V (t)− EK), (8)
Ileak(t, V ) = gleak(V (t)− Eleak), (9)

where ḡCa, ḡK, and gleak are the maximum values
of the ion conductance for Ca2+, K+, and leakage
ion channels, respectively. Equilibrium potentials for
Ca2+, K+, and leakage ions are expressed as ECa, EK,
and Eleak, respectively. Also, m, h, and n are the ac-
tivation probabilities of each ion channel. Activation
probabilities, x ∈ {m,h, n}, of each channel are calcu-
lated based on the Hodgkin-Huxley equations [11] as
follows:

ṁ(t, V,OCa) = αm(V, OCa) · (1−m(t, V,OCa))
−βm(V ) ·m(t, V,OCa), (10)

ḣ(t, V,OCa) = αh(V, OCa) · (1− h(t, V,OCa))
−βh(V ) · h(t, V,OCa), (11)

ṅ(t, V,OK) = αn(V, OK) · (1− n(t, V,OK))
−βn(V ) · n(t, V,OK). (12)

OCa and OK are the early open ratios of the Ca2+

channel and the K+ channel that are calculated by
the sensory unit. The complicated changes in depo-
larization are realized by the above mechanism.

Next, the Ca2+ concentration in cilia is calculated.
Deciliated Paramecium whose cilia are removed by

chemical treatment is utilized in order to formulate
the electrical characteristics of only the cell body. The
changes in the membrane potential are given as:

V̇ (t)=
1

Cm
[Ic(t)− ICa(cell)(t, V )

−IK(t, V )− Ileak(t, V )], (13)

where ICa(cell) is the current in the cell of the deciliated
Paramecium, and is defined by the following equation:

ICa(cell) = ḡCa(cell)m
5
(cell){1− (1− h(cell))5}

(V (t)− ECa), (14)

where ḡCa(cell) is the maximum value of the ion
conductance for the Ca2+ channel in the cell, and
x(cell)(x ∈ {m,h}) is the activation probability in only
the cell body defined by:

ẋ(cell)(t, V,OCa) =αx(cell)(V, OCa)
·(1− x(cell)(t, V,OCa))
−βx(cell)(V ) · x(cell)(t, V,OCa).(15)

By using both ICa(cell) and the Ca2+ current ICa

in the whole Paramecium, the Ca2+ current in cilia
ICa(cilia) is expressed as:

ICa(cilia) = ICa − ICa(cell). (16)

Thus, the ionic flow of Ca2+ in the cell body and that
in cilia can be separated. Finally, the Ca2+ concen-
tration in cilia is calculated as follows :

d
[
Ca2+

]
in

dt
= − 1

2F

[
ICa(cilia) + (Ip)Ca

]
, (17)

(Ip)Ca = 2F
(J̄p)Ca

1 +
(

Km
[Ca2+]

in

)3 , (18)

where [Ca2+]in is the Ca2+ concentration in cilia, F
the Faraday constant, (J̄p)Ca the maximum active
Ca2+ extrusion, and Km the [Ca2+]in at which the
active Ca2+ extrusion is at half its maximum value.
Also, (Ip)Ca is the current produced by the Ca2+ pump
which discharges Ca2+ to the exterior of the cell, and
it is assumed that (Ip)Ca is included in Ileak calculated
by Eqs. (6) and (13) for simplicity.

3.3 Motor control unit
During its movements through water, Paramecium

follows a spiral path while rotating around its long axis
[12]. This is one of the effective mechanisms that can
be employed to escape from the dangerous elements in
an environment. The proposed Virtual Paramecium
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Figure 2: Driving forces generated by ciliary move-
ments.

[9] reproduces the behavior of an actual Paramecium.
Here, we describe the motor control unit and the pla-
nar movements of Virtual Paramecium in order to ap-
ply it to control of mobile robots.

The swimming condition of Paramecium depends
on the frequency and direction of the ciliary beat. It
is easy to understand the direction of the ciliary beat
of Paramecium by considering the front of Parame-
cium as the direction corresponding to 12 o’clock on
an analog clock, as shown in Figure 2(a) [10]. As
Paramecium senses stimuli, the direction of the cil-
iary beat changes between half past six and 12 o’clock,
while it is half past four in the normal condition (see
Figure 2(a)). The swimming velocity increases when
the ciliary beat direction approaches 6 o’clock. Also,
Paramecium moves backward as the ciliary beat direc-
tion approaches 12 o’clock. The driving force F can
be resolved into the driving power Fd and the rota-
tional power Fs (see Figure 2(b)). In addition, it is
possible to determine the spiral movement in combi-
nation with Fd, which is generated by the movement
of peculiar cilia around the peristome [12].

The ciliary beat direction is regulated by the Ca2+

concentration in cilia [10, 13]. First, the ciliary beat
direction φ([Ca2+]

in
) is modeled as the following func-

tions of [Ca2+]in:

φ([Ca2+]in) = π

(
1

Aφlog10([Ca2+]in)
− 0.5

)

(
Aφ = Aφ1 ([Ca2+]in < Cφ)

)
(
Aφ = Aφ2 ([Ca2+]in≥Cφ)

)
, (19)

where Aφ1 and Aφ2 are constants that determine the
direction of the ciliary beat, and Cφ is the concentra-
tion value of [Ca2+]in when the direction of the ciliary
beat approaches 3 o’clock.

The ciliary beat frequency is regulated by the mem-
brane potential [14]. Although the steady-state fre-
quency of the ciliary beat is 10 – 20 Hz, it is increased
to approximately 50 Hz corresponding to the change
in the membrane potential. In addition, the ciliary
beat frequency decreases when the Ca2+ concentra-
tion increases to more than 102 µM. Therefore, the
ciliary beat frequency, f(V, [Ca2+]in), is modeled as
the following equations of the membrane potential:

f(V, [Ca2+]in) = f(V )− f([Ca2+]in), (20)
f(V ) = f0 + Af1(|Afreq − V (t)|)Af2 , (21)

f([Ca2+]in)=
(

fmax

1 + exp(Af3log10(Af4[Ca2+]in)

)
, (22)

where Afi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are constants, f0 the steady-
state value of ciliary beat frequency, fmax the maximal
value, and Afreq the membrane potential value during
the resting beat frequency. The driving force F is
calculated as follows:

F = a0f(V, [Ca2+]in), (23)

where a0 is the coefficient which transforms the ciliary
beat frequency into the driving force F in Parame-
cium.

By using Eqs. (19), (20), · · ·, (23), the movements
of Paramecium in two-dimensional space can be cal-
culated. The velocity of Paramecium is calculated by:

vf = −a1Fsin(φ), (24)

where vf is the velocity in the longitudinal direction
of body, and a1 is the coefficient which transforms the
driving force into vf (see Figure 2(b)). The velocity
vd, which is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, and
the turning angle velocity ωd by vd are given by the
following equations:

vd = −a2fd, (25)

ωd =
vd

b
, (26)

where a2 is a coefficient that transforms fd into vd and
b is the distance between the fulcrum of rotation and
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Figure 3: Mobile robot control system.

the point of application of fd (see Figure 2(c), (d)).
The orbital period of spiral movement in Paramecium
is defined as Tf , and the sign of Fd is inverted from
positive to negative, or vice versa, in every Tf/2 pe-
riod. Thus, it is possible to reproduce the serpentine
movement that the spiral movement of Paramecium is
projected on the two-dimensional plane.

4 Biomimetic control experiments

4.1 Control system configuration

Figure 3 illustrates the control system for a mobile
robot. The biomimetic control experiments of a mo-
bile robot were carried out according to the following
procedure. DQ-04 (TAKARA), whose length is ap-
proximately 5 cm, was adopted as the mobile robot.
This robot has four wheels in the front and rear, and
only two rear wheels on the right and left can be con-
trolled independently. In these experiments, an image
processing system was adopted for environmental mea-
surement because it was difficult to mount any sensors
on the robots. The measurement area was square (2.5
m × 2.5 m), and the two-dimensional position of a
marker on the head of the robot was measured using a
CCD camera suspended from the ceiling. The virtual
chemical environment was set as a function of the posi-
tion in the horizontal plane beforehand. The chemical
concentration was input to the sensory unit of Virtual
Paramecium every 40 millisecond. Virtual Parame-
cium processes the input information and determines
the control input to the robot. Then, the control sig-
nal was sent to the robot to realize the comparable
behavior to the actual organisms calculated by Vir-
tual Paramecium.

4.2 Cruise control of the mobile robot

The relationship between the rotation speed of the
two rear wheels in the mobile robot and its movement

can be given by the following equation:
[

v
ω

]
=

[
1
2

1
2

1
2cr

− 1
2cr

] [
vL

vR

]
, (27)

where 2cr is the length of the axle; and vL and vR are
the speeds of the rear wheels. In these experiments,
each rear wheel was controlled according to the follow-
ing equation:

[
vL

vR

]
= γ

[
1
2

1
2

1
2cr

− 1
2cr

]−1 [
vf

ωd

]
, (28)

where γ is a coefficient that transforms the movement
velocity of Virtual Paramecium into the mobile robot,
in consideration of each size. The values of vf and ωd

are calculated using the motor control model (24) and
(26).

4.3 Experimental results

The biomimetic control of a mobile robot was exe-
cuted using Virtual Paramecium. The parameters in-
cluded in Virtual Paramecium were determined based
on previous studies [9, 10].

In this paper, reactions of the mobile robot toward
the area where the K+ concentration was different
form that of the standard salt solution were exam-
ined. The results obtained when the K+ concentra-
tions of the stimulation solution were set to 16 mM
and 0.25 mM are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), respec-
tively. The left side of Figure 4 shows the trajectories
of the mobile robot, while the right side shows the time
course of the swimming velocities of Virtual Parame-
cium, which the negative velocity implies backward
movement.

Figure 4(a) shows the escape reaction of the mo-
bile robot from the area where the K+ concentration
is higher than that of the standard salt solution. Fur-
ther, the mobile robot exhibited accelerated movement
toward the area where the K+ concentration was lower
than the standard salt solution (see Figure 4(b)). Ad-
ditionally, in Figure 4(b), the escape reaction to the
area of standard salt solution is shown after cruising
in the environment with low K+ concentration for a
short duration. On the basis of above results, we con-
firmed the effectiveness of the biomimetic control that
was based on the information processing algorithm of
living organisms.

5 Summary
In this paper, the results of our study on the control

of a mobile robot by using Virtual Paramecium have
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Figure 4: Responses of a mobile robot to the virtual
chemical environments.

been reported. We confirmed that the escape reaction
increased in the area where the K+ concentration was
higher than that of the standard salt solution, and
the mobile robot attempts to continue to reside in the
area with a low concentration of K+. On the basis
of above results, we confirmed the effectiveness of the
biomimetic control that was based on the information
processing algorithm of living organisms.

In future research, our experimental results will be
compared to the control results by using the informa-
tion processing algorithm of E. coli bacteria [7].
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Abstract

We study the evolutionary dynamics of a mobility
system in which agents are able to explore the environ-
ment and to communicate between them in order to
increase the efficiency of the system, i.e. to minimize
the average time needed to reach their goal, choosing
the quickest path and avoiding the formation of traffic
jams. The agents use an evolvable pheromone-like in-
direct communication system, of which we also give an
interpretation as the average of different kinds of direct
communication.
Key words: Indirect communication, evolution of
neural networks, mobility systems, multi-agent system

1 Introduction

A town is a complex system in constant evolution.
Both the environment (the structure of the town, its di-
mensions, the road and public transportation system,
the location of the places of interest) and the behaviour
of the inhabitants are constantly changing, and influ-
encing each other. Focusing only on the mobility sys-
tem, new roads, railways and subway lines are built ac-
cording to the needs of the citizens, but the presence of
these new structures modifies the behaviour and habits
of the citizens, and so on.

In this paper we propose a simple system of agents
whose behaviour is regulated by evolving neural net-
works. These agents move on a 2D manhattan grid
that represents a town’s road system, with the con-
nected traffic problems. The knowledge of the struc-
ture of this road system is obtained through the explo-
ration of the system by the agents, and communicated
to other agents through a “pheromone-like” field.

It is our opinion that the model that we propose can
be a fruitful environment to study the evolutionary dy-
namics of a system of different interacting agents regu-
lated by a simple behavioural mechanism, and eventu-
ally the emergence of some kind of “global behaviour”.
In particular, we are interested in studying the emer-
gence and evolution of an indirect communication sys-
tem. This model could also be useful to get some in-
sight about the evolution of actual mobility and urban

systems.
It can also be seen as an attempt to understand if

some kind of pheromone-like communication could be
used to improve the efficiency of a real mobility system
and avoid the formation of traffic jams.

2 The model

2.1 The mobility system

The agents are located on the nodes of a manhat-
tan 2D network (“a town”). At each time step they
have a probability p ≤ 1 to perform just one of five
possible actions, i.e. to move to one of the four neigh-
bour sites (at manhattan distance d = 1, where the
distance between the points P1 and P2 is defined by
d(P1, P2) ≡ |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2|) or to rest on the
site they are located in. We want our town to have
wider roads, in which higher speed is possible, and nar-
rower roads. We also want to have a traffic problem,
i.e. agents should be slowed down when a great num-
ber of them is located in the same site (when we talk
about the agent’s speed, we are actually talking about
its probability p to perform an action). To achieve this
we define, identifying a site with its discrete coordi-
nates (i, j) and the number of agents on that site with
n(i, j), the probability to act as

p((i, j), n(i, j)) = w(i, j)t(i,j)(n(i, j)) (1)

where 0 ≤ w(i, j) ≤ 1 is the wideness of the site and
t(i,j) is a (eventually) site dependent “traffic jam func-
tion”, which we ask to be (not necessarily strictly) de-
creasing and to have t(i,j)(1) = 1 ∀(i, j). In particular,
we are going to use t(n) = (1/n)γ , with γ ≥ 0.

Even if we talk about “wide and narrow road” it is
clear from the definition that the wideness is related to
the site, and not to the roads, since no road is actually
present in this model. We order the wide sites in rows
inside the grid (see figure 1 for the basic structure of
the town) to simulate the presence of a road, but p has
no dependence on the direction of the motion so there
is no difference between an agent that is following a
“road” and an agent that is just crossing it.
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Figure 1: Basic structure of the town’s road system.
Thick means wide.

This is a very simple and abstract model that is,
according to our opinion, feasible to study the general
features of the interaction of a group of agents in a
mobility system. Nevertheless in building the model
we were inspired by the actual car traffic systems. A
node in the network represents a crossroad (plus some
portions of the roads leading to it). If a large number
of cars is located in the same crossroad, a traffic jam
occurs. w stands for the maximum speed that the car
can have on that (cross)road, while t is the “tendency”
of the crossroad to the formation of traffic jams.

We can also think of this model as a system of pedes-
trians, in which the wide roads correspond to public
transportation, and t is the waiting time to use it.

2.2 Communication

The way the citizens of a town learn to use its mo-
bility system is obviously quite complicated and differ-
entiated (past experience, communication with other
agents, centralized communication like news from the
radio, etc.). In our model we wanted to introduce
some kind of mechanism that could represent an av-
erage of all these processes, that could be regulated
by the agents themselves and that could be utilized
just through a local observation of the environment (to
avoid a too complex sensory system or the introduction
of memory).

We decided to use pheromone based communication
which has shown to be an efficient way to evolve com-
munities of collaborating agents [1].

We introduce a pheromone field P (i, j), gener-
ated by the same agents which drop an amount q of
pheromone every time that they cannot perform an ac-
tion, i.e. every time that “they have to wait” because
they are located in a narrow road or they are stuck in a
traffic jam. This means that if the indirect communica-
tion system emerges, pheromone should be interpreted
as “repulsive” and used to inform the other agents
about “bad places”. Pheromone evaporates according
to a coefficient ce and turns into evaporated pheromone

Pe(i, j) that diffuses with coefficient cd [1]. Agents are
able to perceive the gradient of this field, i.e. the differ-
ence with the neighbouring sites Pe(i, j) − Pe(neigh).

We could interpret this pheromone field as a “ru-
mor” that stands for the “collective knowledge” of the
urban structure, and spreads between agents. Actu-
ally in our model the rumor is spreading on the ur-
ban structure, but we can think that in this model are
present immobile and mobile agents, and the rumor is
spreading between the (not explicitly represented) first
ones. Adopting this point of view, the medium that
mobile agents are using to communicate are the immo-
bile agents.

2.3 The decision mechanism and its evo-
lution

The evolution of neural networks through genetic al-
gorithms has shown to be an efficient way to develop
agents and robots able to move in complex environ-
ments [2].

We use a fully connected neural network with 6 in-
puts (the distance from the goal in x and y coordinates
(gx − x) and (gy − y) plus the 4 “pheromone gradi-
ents”), a layer with h hidden neurons and 5 outputs
corresponding to the 5 possible actions. The action
with the highest output value is performed. The con-
nections of the networks are kept fixed during the whole
generation, i.e. there is no learning, just evolution of
connection weights and of the number of the hidden
neurons (h).

We define the fitness function in the following way.
Each agent is created in a randomly selected start-
ing point (sx, sy). If τ is the time to reach its ran-
domly selected goal point (gx, gy) (a minimum dis-
tance between start and goal is imposed), the ratio
r = (|gx − sx| + |gy − sy|)/τ is measured. If the agent
does not reach the goal in a maximum time T , r is set
to zero. The operation is repeated R times and the
average value of the ratio is the agent’s fitness f = r̄.

Since we did not know the value of h that could solve
our problem, we used the following evolution strategy,
(inspired by [3, 4]) to optimize also this parameter. We
start using different networks divided in Ns species,
according to their structure (i.e. to the value of h),
each one with an equal number of members (in each
experiment we have networks with different structure
and weights interacting and competing at the same
time on the urban structure). Tournament selection
is performed inside a single species for gs generations,
then the dimension (number of agents) of the species is
changed according to its fitness. The size of the tour-
nament is changed according to the species’s new size,
and evolution is performed again for gs generations in-
side the species’s boundary, and so on. Mutation of the
connection weights was performed adding, with prob-
ability pm = 0.05, a gaussian noise with mean zero .
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Figure 2: Evolution of the average fitness value through
generations in the case of no traffic jams.

3 Experiments

We used 4000 agents and a 50x50 grid, averaging
over R = 20 runs. Wide roads were defined to have
w = W = 1 and narrow ones to have w = N = 0.05.
The values of the pheromone parameters were q = 0.1,
ce = 0.1, cd = 0.1 (we reserve for future works the
task of optimizing these parameters through evolution,
and eventually also of evolving the pheromone drop-
ping mechanism).

3.1 No traffic jams

In a first class of experiments we used γ = 0 (i.e.
t(n) = 1 ∀n) on the whole grid. In this case no traffic
jam can be generated, and the only problem is to find
the quickest path to the goal. We first fixed w(i, j) = N
∀(i, j) and checked that we were able to evolve networks
with the maximum possible fitness f = 0.05. Then,
without introducing pheromone, we used a structure of
wide roads according to figure 1. The networks evolved
to f = 0.064 which we assumed to be the maximum
fitness in absence of further information (the fitness
attained by agents going straight to the goal). We will
consider pheromone communication to be successful if
it is able to improve this value.

The agents that dropped pheromone evolved to
reach a fitness roughly 3 times higher (f = 0.202),
i.e., indirect communication had emerged. In this ex-
periment, pheromone communication is used to mark
the narrow roads (wide roads correspond to the min-
ima of the pheromone field). The agents developed an
ability to reach the wide roads following the decreasing
pheromone gradient when they were distant from their
goal, to move on the the minima (follow the wide road)
in order to approximate the goal, and then to leave the
minima (despite the positive pheromone gradient) in
order to reach the goal when they were near to it. The
results of this experiment are shown in figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the h species’ size for the same
simulation shown in figure 2. Initially 10 species (corre-
sponding to values of h between 5 and 14) are present,
then h = 9 (green) and h = 14 (red) invade the popu-
lation.

3.2 Traffic jams in a uniform grid

We then fixed w = W on the whole grid and used
γ > 0, i.e. the agents did not have to find any “best
path” but just to avoid traffic jams.

Using γ = 1 agents going straight to the goal
performed with an average fitness f = 0.292, while
the pheromone dropping agents had an higher fitness
(f = 0.377). We tested the performance of these agents
without allowing them to drop pheromone and we un-
expectedly found that their fitness did not change at
all. Actually the genetic algorithm had developed a
network that reached the goal moving always clockwise
(in the specific case). Due to the nature of the man-
hattan metric this allowed them to reach the goal on a
minimal distance path, reducing strongly the probabil-
ity of a collision (through the introduction of a “circu-
lation rule”, i.e. of some kind of collective behaviour,
as clock-wise or counter clock-wise circulation, see fig-
ure 4). The emergence of this rule has no relationship
with communication, since it was based only on the
“distance to the goal” inputs. Actually, for this low
value of γ, the circulation rule was enough effective to
avoid the formation of traffic jams, and it prevented
the emergence of communication.

In the case of γ = 2 the agents going straight to
the goal without using a circulation rule performed
with f = 0.024, while the pheromone dropping agents
reached a (4 times higher) value of f = 0.098. If
we made them run without pheromone, i.e. without
communication, they performed with f = 0.030. This
value is quite lower than the one they had when we
allowed them to communicate, but higher than the one
attained by agents going straight to the goal. This
shows that both communication and a circulation rule
had emerged.

We tested on this experiment also the pheromone
dropping agents that we had evolved in the previous ex-
periment without traffic jams. Despite the completely
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A
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Figure 4: An agent has to reach point B from A, and
another A from B. Black corresponds to a circulation
rule that avoids collision, while red corresponds to go
straightly to the goal. Notice that the two paths cover
the same distance in manhattan metric.

different nature of this experiment, they were able to
double the fitness of the agents going straight to the
goal (f = 0.051). This happens because the agents,
trained in the first experiment to follow the wide roads
as minima of the pheromone field, result also able to
avoid the traffic jams (maxima of the pheromone field)
in this experiment.

3.3 Complete model

In real mobility systems, the greatest traffic prob-
lems occur when one of the main communication routes
is blocked due to a traffic jam (often caused by a traf-
fic accident). To simulate this problem on our simple
geometry we used the basic structure of figure 1 with
a traffic function that used γ = 1.75 for the sites with
w = W and γ = 0 where w = N (this can be inter-
preted as a rule that says that accidents, and thus traf-
fic jams, are easier to occur where the speed is high).
In this way we created a dilemma about the use of wide
roads.

In this environment, the agents going straightly to
the goal performed with values that changed strongly
according to different repetitions of the experiment,
but that where always smaller than 0.05 (between 0.035
and 0.048 in the experiments that we have performed).
The crucial point is that these values are lower than
0.05, i.e. the introduction of wide roads on which traf-
fic jams are easy to occur is harmful if they are not
used in a “intelligent” way.

We then tested with these conditions the network
evolved dropping pheromone in absence of traffic jams,
which performed with f = 0.063 (almost the same
value on each test), i.e. it was able to use the wide roads
in a way good enough to improve over the value of 0.05.
Furthermore, if we added to the road system a further
“ring” of wide roads, the fitness of the agents going
straightly to the goal decreased again (0.033-0.037),

while the one of agents using pheromone increased to
0.067.

We finally tried to evolve explicitly a network for
this problem. The maximum reached average fitness
was 0.092, but this fitness dropped to 0.060 when we
tried to extract a “best” uniform population.

4 Conclusions

We have shown that simple neural networks are able
to evolve a (pheromone based) indirect communication
system that is effective in solving both the problem of
finding a “good path” and to avoid “traffic jams” in a
simple mobility system.

We have found that a network evolved in a time-
constant environment (no traffic jams) could be effec-
tive also in the other two experiments without further
evolution, showing the effectiveness of the pheromone
communication in both the tasks of avoiding problems
(pheromone maxima) and following good paths (min-
ima). The cases with traffic jams (i.e. the environment
is constantly changing according to the behaviour of
the agents) showed the emergence of global behaviours
(“circulation rules”) and the presence of a not trivial
evolutionary dynamics (the presence of differentiated
neural networks, different in connection weights and
structure, seems to cause an higher value of the fit-
ness), which should be further investigated in future
works.
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Abstract
Evolution, learning and development are the three

main adaptive processes that enable living systems to
adapt to environments on different time scales. The
purpose of our study is to investigate the relation-
ships among evolution, learning and development, es-
pecially in dynamic environments where there is no
explicit optimal solution through generations, and the
fitness of an individual depends on the interactions
in a population. To do this, we construct a compu-
tational model using the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma
game as dynamic environments. In the model, evo-
lution and learning are achieved by a genetic algo-
rithm and a Meta-Pavlov learning, respectively. De-
velopment is handled by two alternative computation-
universal mechanisms: a tag system and a Turing ma-
chine. The results showed that almost all experiments
we conducted finally established cooperation through
evolution, learning and development, while there were
various scenarios in which cooperative relationships
were established, corresponding to the flexibility in the
respective roles of them.

Keywords: development, genetic algorithm, tri-
lateral adptation, the iterated prisoner’s dilemma, ar-
tificial life.

1 Introduction

Evolution, learning and development are the three
main adaptive processes that enable living systems to
adapt to environments on different time scales. These
processes do not occur in isolation, and interactions
among them are very complex and not clearly un-
derstood in both biology and engineering. Combi-
nations of them have a long history in the fields of
artificial life, evolutionary computation, and engineer-
ing. Also, recently, interactions between evolution and
development, so-called “evo-devo” have attracted re-
searchers in both biology and artificial life. However,
very few models combine all these three adaptive pro-
cesses, among which Downing introduced a develop-
mental process into Hinton and Nowlan’s very simple

model in which environment was static and the opti-
mal solution was fixed, and focused on the evolution of
developmental process by analyzing the feature of the
genomes arising in the process of the Baldwin effect
[1].

The purpose of our study is to investigate the rela-
tionships among evolution, learning and development,
especially in dynamic environments where there is no
explicit optimal solution through generations, and the
fitness of an individual depends on the interactions in a
population. To do this, we have adopt a synthetic ap-
proach and construct a computational model using the
Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) game as dynamic
environments. In the model, evolution is achieved by a
genetic algorithm and learning is achieved by a simple
improvement algorithm termed Meta-Pavlov. Devel-
opment is a kind of mapping process from genotype
to phenotype, and is the least understood one of the
three. We focus on two computation-universal mech-
anisms for development: a tag system and a Turing
machine, and compare them with the results of the
experiments.

2 Model

We construct a computational model in which three
processes (evolution, learning and development) cre-
ate the strategies for the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma
(IPD) game (Figure 1). The IPD game is a simple
2-player non-zero-sum game, in each round of which
each player independently chooses an action from co-
operate (C) or defect (D) without knowing the other’s
choice, and obtains the score according to the payoff
matrix (Table 1). We adopt the framework proposed
by Downing [1], while we incorporate a tag system [4]
as an alternative mechanism for development, and in-
terpret the developed phenotypes as strategies for the
IPD game. The genotype encodes both a mechanism
performing a developmental process, which is either a
tag system or a Turing machine, and an initial tape on
which the mechanism runs. The final developed tape
as a phenotype is interpreted as a deterministic strat-
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Figure 1: Evolution, development and learning in the
model.

Table 1: Payoff matrix for the Prisoner’s Dilemma
game.

XXXXXXXXXXplayer
opponent cooperate defect

cooperate (3, 3) (0, 5)
defect (5, 0) (1, 1)

(player’s score, opponent’s score)

egy of the IPD game. The action of the plastic pheno-
type is changed via a simple improvement algorithm
termed “Meta-Pavlov” [3] during a game. The average
score of each individual is regarded as a fitness value,
new population is generated by the roulette wheel se-
lection according to the scores, and then mutation is
performed on a bit-by-bit basis.

The essential point of the model is that the devel-
opmental process can determine not only the strate-
gies but also the possible amount of improvement by
learning during game play, and at the same time the
evolutionary process can determine this developmental
process (Figure 2). Individuals evolved in the model
are characterized in the space shown in this figure,
of which the horizontal axis represents the possible
amount of improvement by learning and the vertical
axis represents the level of the degree of dependence
on development. For example, evolution can generate
the individual (at the coordinate origin) that never
undergoes a developmental process, which means the
genotype-phenotype mapping is 1 to 1, and has no
learning ability, which means the phenotype has no
plasticity.

Figure 2: Individuals in the space of learnability and
developability.

2.1 Genotype

Each genotype has genotype-length bits, and is com-
posed of four fields: ratio, rule, intron, and tape. The
ratio field have 3t bits, which encodes three integers:
r1, r2 and r3, each representing the ratio in length of
the rules, the introns and the tapes, respectively. The
intron field just separates the rule and the tape field,
and is not used at all in subsequent development and
learning. The tape field is used as an initial tape on
which the developmental process runs.

In case of a tag system, the rule field encodes the
transition rules, each of which specifies the elements to
be removed from the beginning of a tape, and the ele-
ments to be appended onto the end of the tape. Each
transition rule requires (Pts+Qts)×nts bits, where Pts

andQts are the numbers of removed and appended ele-
ments, respectively, and nts is the number of bits used
to encode these elements. The tape symbol encodes
an integer between 0 and 2nts − 1. These integers are
converted to 0, 1 or 2 with nearly equal probability.

In case of a Turing machine, the rule field encodes
transition rules as 5-tuples of the form (s, x, s∗, x∗, a),
in which s is the current state, x is the tape symbol
being read, s∗ is the next state, x∗ is the next symbol,
and a is the action, that is either overwriting x with x∗,
or inserting x∗ to the immediate right of x on the tape.
Each transition rule requires 2mtm + 2ntm + 1 bits,
where ntm and mtm are the numbers of bits used to
encode a tape symbol and a state, respectively. Each
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Figure 3: An example of development in case of a tag
system.

element is expressed with 0, 1 or 2 as in the case of a
tag system.

2.2 Development

The phenotype is generated from both the transi-
tion rules for a tag system or a Turing system and an
initial tape into which developmental process decodes
the genotype.

Figure 3 shows an example of development in case
of a tag system. In general, the transition rules for
a tag system specify that a fixed number of elements
should be removed from the beginning of the sequence,
and depending on these elements, several number of
elements should be appended onto the end of the se-
quence. In the current model, both the number of the
elements removed and the number of the elements ap-
pended are fixed, and are 1 and 2 respectively. In the
example shown in Figure 3, first, 0 is removed from
the beginning of the tape, and then the rule corre-
sponding to 0 is retrieved from the transition rules.
Since 0 → 02 is included in the transition rules, 02 is
appended onto the end of the tape in this case. This
type of replacement process continues until the tape
size reaches L.

Figure 4 shows an example of development in case
of a Turing machine, which is the same as the one
adopted in [1]. The head always begins the develop-
mental process in state 0 at the left edge of the cell on
the tape. In this figure, the current state and the tape
symbol are s0 and 0, respectively, and then the rule
corresponding to (s0, 0) is retrieved from the transi-
tion rules. As (s0, 0) → (s0, 2, Insert) is included in
the transition rules, 2 is inserted to the immediate
right of 0 on the tape, and the head moves right one
cell. If the head reaches the right edge of the cell on
the tape, it is again set to the left edge of the cell
on the tape. This type of movement and replacement
process continues until either the tape size reaches L
or the number of the steps reaches max-devp-stepstm .

Figure 4: An example of development in case of a
Turing machine.

2.3 Phenotype

The final developed tape as a phenotype is inter-
preted as a deterministic strategy for the IPD game,
and it defines the next action according to the his-
tory of actions of both players, which is the same as in
Lindgren’s model [2] but is introduced plasticity as in
Suzuki’s model [3]. Each strategy is represented as a
string of 0’s (defect), 1’s (cooperate) and 2’s (plastic
action). “x” is used to express this plastic phenotype
in this paper.

A strategy of memory m has an action history hm

which is a m_length binary strings as follows:

hm = (am−1, · · · , a1, a0)2, (1)

where a0 is the opponent’s previous action (0 and 1),
a1 is the previous player’s action. a2 is the opponent’s
next to previous action, and so on. S for a strategy of
memory m can be expressed by associating an action
Ak (0, 1 or 2) with each history k as follows:

S = [A0A1 · · ·An−1] (n = 2m). (2)

2.4 Learning and Evolution

A plastic phenotype can be changed by learning
based on Meta-Pavlov during a game. Each agent
changes its phenotypes according to the result of each
round by referring to the Meta-Pavlov learning matrix
(Table 2). It does not express a strategy but the way
to change its own strategy (phenotype) according to
the result of the current round, though this matrix is
the same as that of the Pavlov strategy. The learning
process is described as follows: At the beginning of the
game, the plastic phenotype is set randomly to either
0 or 1. If the phenotype used in the round is plastic,
the phenotype is changed to the corresponding value
in this matrix based on the result of the round. The
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Table 2: Strategy matrix for Meta-Pavlov learning.XXXXXXXXXXplayer
opponent cooperate defect

cooperate C D
defect D C

agent uses the new strategy specified by the changed
phenotype from the next round on.

We shall consider a population of N individuals in-
teracting according to the IPD. Each bit of gene is
set randomly in the initial population. The round
robin tournament is conducted among strategies un-
der the condition in which the performed actions could
be changed by noise with probability pn. Each plastic
phenotype is set randomly at the beginning of games.
Rounds are repeated with the probability pf , which
is decided at the end of each round. The tournament
is “ecological”: The average score of each individual
is regarded as a fitness value, a new population of in-
dividuals is generated by the roulette wheel selection
according to the scores, and mutation is performed on
a bit-by-bit basis with the probability pm.

3 Evolutionary Experiments

We conducted 20 trials for 10000 generations in
each of the experiment with the tag system and that
with the Turing machine, focusing on the strategies of
memory 4 (m = 4). The other parameters were as fol-
lows: genotype-length = 300, N = 1000, pm = 1/5000,
pn = 1/25, pf = 0.995, t = 5, Pts = 1, Qts = 2, nts =
5, L = 16, mtm = 3, ntm = 5, max-devp-steptm = 100.

First of all, we have found that cooperation was
finally established through evolution, learning and de-
velopment in most of the trials we conducted, while
there were various scenarios in which cooperative re-
lationships were established, corresponding to the flex-
ibility in the respective roles of them. The last gener-
ation in each trial was classified into the following five
types: XX, XL, DX, DL and US as shown in Table
3, in which D represents strong dependency on devel-
opment, L represents strong dependency on learning,
X represents weak dependency and US represents the
gray type owing to instability in the boundary areas.
For example, XX represents that the average individ-
ual depended neither on development nor on learn-
ing, and DL represents that the average individual de-
pended both on development and on learning. Depen-
dency on development (D-dependent) was decided in
case that the average times of rule application in devel-
opment was more than 5, and dependency on learning

Table 3: Classification of the results by dependence on
development or learning.

Classification
Tag

system
Turing

machine

stable
D-independent

L-independent XX 0 3
L-dependent XL 1 7

D-dependent
L-independent DX 2 9
L-dependent DL 15 1

unstable US 2 0

(L-dependent) was decided in case that the average
ratio of plastic phenotypes chosen during game play
was more than 0.5, in the last generation. The aver-
age score was kept around 2.4 in the last generation
in almost all trials in L-dependent case (XL and DL),
while DX trials varied in the score from trial to trial,
and achieved the highest score, 2.6.

From this table, we see that 15 trials of 20 trials
were DL in case of the tag system. This means that the
tag system tended to work efficiently to help evolution
explore the cooperative roles of learning and develop-
ment in dynamic environments, in other words, three
adaptive processes evolved the individuals depending
on both learning and development, which could result
in the smooth establishment of cooperative relation-
ships.

Figure 5 shows an evolutionary transition of the
average score, dependency on learning and depen-
dency on development in a typical trial of DL. De-
pendency on learning and dependency on develop-
ment were calculated as the average ratio of “2”s in
all of the developed expressions (which is different
from the definition of L-dependent) and the number
of times of applying rules (in development) divided by
50, respectively. The dashed line shows the thresh-
old that separates D-dependent and D-independent.
The evolutionary scenario in this figure is summa-
rized as follows: Defect strategy spread until around
the 50th generation, which decreased the score (which
is difficult to see from this figure). Simultaneously,
partially plastic strategies (e.g. [0xxx0x0x0x0x010x])
spread in the population. Then, fully plastic strate-
gies (e.g. [xxxxxx0xxxxxxxxx]) occupied the popula-
tion, which increased the plasticity and the average
score. Around the 1300th generation, some strategies
(e.g. [xx0x000x0x0000xx]) spread, which decreased
the plasticity, but around the 1600th generation, the
plasticity increased again. Finally, some robust strate-
gies (e.g. [x00x000x000x000x]) occupied the popula-
tion. The number of times of applying developmental
rules was around 8 throughout the generations.
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Figure 5: An experimental result (tag system).

11 trials of 15 DL trials showed the similar evo-
lutionary scenario to the above described one, while
4 trials had other scenarios like the one, for exam-
ple, in which dependency on learning did not reach
such a high value and some robust strategies like
[x00x0xx00xx0x00x] evolved to occupy the population
while keeping the average score high.

As for the cases of the Turing machine, we see from
this table that 16 trials of 20 trials were classified into
XL or DX, which means that either learning or de-
velopment tended to work exclusively to build coop-
erative relationships. The possible cause of this is the
flexibility in the complementary roles of learning and
development in evolution of cooperation. Just 2 tri-
als of the 9 DX were the special case in which co-
operative relationships could not be established since
defect-oriented strategies continued to occupy the pop-
ulation.

A typical case of XL is summarized as follows:
D-dependent defect strategies spread in the popu-
lation in initial phase. However, dependency on
learning did not increase and the strategies like
[x00x00x00x00001x] finally evolved with the average
score converging to about 2.4 and with dependency
on learning hovering around 0.4. Figure 6 shows
a transition in a typical trial of DX. Firstly, D-
dependent defect strategies (e.g. [0000000100000000])
grew in the population, which decreased the av-
erage score until around the 1300th generation.
But then, “Tit-for-Tat”-like non-plastic strategies
(e.g. [0101010101010101]) spread in the population,
which increased the average score sharply. Finally,
some cooperative strategies without plasticity (e.g.
[110x000000000001]) occupied the population, so that
average score converged to about 2.6.
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Figure 6: An experimental result (Turing machine).

4 Conclusion

We have constructed a computational model using
the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game as dynamic en-
vironments in order to investigate the relationships
among evolution, learning and development. Devel-
opment is handled by two alternative computation-
universal mechanisms: a tag system and a Turing
machine in the model. The evolutionary experiments
have shown that when adopting a tag system, each in-
dividual tended to depend on both learning and devel-
opment, which often resulted in the smooth establish-
ment of cooperative relationships. While, when adopt-
ing a Turing machine, either development or learning
worked exclusively and built cooperative relationships.
These results show the flexibility in the roles of learn-
ing and development in establishment of cooperation.
Differences between the results of the two developmen-
tal mechanisms could possibly be due to the fact that
the tag system could work more efficiently to help evo-
lution explore cooperative roles of learning and devel-
opment in dynamic environments.
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Abstract

In this paper, we apply our artificial chemistry to
describing a real chemical system. The subject of de-
scription is a metabolic pathway: the oxidation of fatty
acids. We modelled the pathway using straightforward
design of molecules and reaction rules in the artificial
chemistry. The description was executed by a simula-
tor and correct behavior was observed. The qualitative
modelling and simulation are a promising application
of artificial chemistries.

Keywords: artificial chemistry, metabolic pathways,
qualitative modelling, qualitative simulation.

1 Introduction

Artificial chemistry is becoming one of the most
active research areas in artificial life field, and vari-
ous artificial chemistry systems have been built [1].
An artificial chemistry is an abstract chemical model.
It is usually used to construct virtual systems in or-
der to study behavior of various living systems and/or
necessary conditions for virtual systems to show such
behavior. We proposed an artificial chemistry based
on string pattern matching and recombination [2] and
have constructed several virtual systems including an
imaginary cell with cell cycle [3].

Recently, artificial chemistries are becoming applied
to natural chemical systems. For example, Benkö et al.
used an artificial chemistry based on graphs to produce
chemically expected reaction pathways [4]. We ap-
plied our artificial chemistry to modelling DNA com-
puting [5]. The capability of modelling natural chemi-
cal or biochemical systems will be a good property for
artificial chemistries to broaden their applicable area.

Although DNA computing uses natural molecules
(i.e., DNA) and their properties, modelling it does not
contribute directly to understanding living systems,
for it is performed in test tubes in laboratory. In this

paper, we attempt to model a system in natural or-
ganisms — the metabolic pathway of the oxidation of
fatty acids — to explore possibilities of using the arti-
ficial chemistry as a tool to model such a system.

2 An Artificial Chemistry Based on
Pattern Matching and Recombina-
tion

This section briefly explains a simple artificial
chemistry based on pattern matching and recombina-
tion of stacks of strings [2], which we are going to use
in the following discussion.

2.1 Elements and Objects

An element is denoted by an upper-case character,
or a capitalized sequence of alphabetical characters.
For example, A, B and Coa are elements. An element
corresponds to an atom or a group of atoms in nature.

An object (corresponds to a molecule or a com-
pound of molecules) is a character string or a stack
of strings, such as those depicted below.

A B C
A B A B

C D
A B C

Coa

These objects are denoted by the string notations
0#ABC/, 0#ABAB/3#CD/, 0#ABC/1#Coa/ respectively;
the numbers represent displacements of the line (in
numbers of elements) relative to the first line. A dis-
placement can be positive, zero or negative.

2.2 Patterns

A pattern matches (or does not match) an object,
and it can utilize two kinds of wildcards. An element
wildcard, which is denoted by a number such as 1,
matches any element. A sequence wildcard, denoted by
a number and an asterisk such as 2* and *2, matches
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any sequence of zero or more elements; the position
of an asterisk represents the direction in which the
sequence can extend.

A pattern is denoted in a similar way to an object.
For example, the pattern 0#A1C/ matches the object
0#ABC/; the pattern 0#*1AB/1#CD/ matches the ob-
ject 0#ABAB/3#CD/. Note that the displacements are
meaningful and that the length of a sequence wildcard
is treated as zero in the notation for patterns.

2.3 Recombination Rules

A recombination rule transforms a group of objects
into a group of objects, conserving elements just like
a chemical reaction does. It is expressed in a manner
similar to chemical formulae, but in terms of patterns.
An example rule is

0#*1AB/1#CD/ + 0#AB2*/ → 0#*1ABAB2*/1#CD/

which is illustrated as follows.

A B
C D

A B
- A B A B

C D

If this rule is applied to the objects 0#ABAB/3#CD/ and
0#ABC/, the object 0#ABABABC/3#CD/ is produced and
the reactants disappear.

2.4 Sources and Drains

Objects are kept in the working multiset. A source
is defined as an object, and it supplies objects of the
specified form to the multiset one at a time without
limit. A drain is defined as a pattern, and it eliminates
objects matched by the pattern, one at a time, from
the multiset.

2.5 Dynamics

A system is a construct 〈Σ, S,D,R, P0〉 where Σ is
a set of elements, S is a multiset of sources, D is a
multiset of drains, R is a set of recombination rules,
and P0 is the initial working multiset, which specifies
objects in the working multiset at the initial state. The
system is interpreted nondeterministically as follows.

1. Initialize the working multiset to be P0.

2. Do one of the following operations.

² Apply one recombination rule to a collection
of objects.
² Operate one source.
² Operate one drain.

3. Go to Step 2.

3 Modelling a metabolic pathway

In this section, we are going to describe a metabolic
pathway in natural organisms using the artificial
chemistry explained in the previous section. The path-
way to describe is the oxidation of fatty acids. Fat pro-
vides energy for organisms that do not perform pho-
tosynthesis. Fat is decomposed to glycerol and fatty
acids, and fatty acids are degraded to acetyl CoA in
mitochondria [6, Chapter 2].

3.1 The oxidation of fatty acyl CoA

The oxidation pathway of fatty acids to acetyl CoA
is depicted in Figure 1 [6, Chapter 2]. Shown at the top
of the figure is a molecule of fatty acyl CoA, which is
activated form of fatty acid. It has a long hydrocarbon
chain; R in the figure stands for the tail of it.

R C C C C

H H H

H

O

S CoA

R C C C C

H

H

H

H

O

S CoAH H

O

R C C C C

H H

H

O

S CoAH

O

C C

H O

S CoAH

H

C C

H O

S CoAH

R

SHCoA

R C C C C

H H H

H H H

O

S CoA

H2O

FAD

FADH2

NAD+

NADH

H+

fatty acyl CoA

acetyl CoA

(1)

(2)(3)

(4)

Figure 1: The oxidation cycle of fatty acids.

The pathway is cyclic. One cycle oxidizes the fatty
acyl CoA and produces one molecule of acetyl CoA
(at the top left of the figure). The acyl CoA loses two
carbon atoms from its chain in one cycle and finally it
becomes acetyl CoA itself.

The cycle comprises four steps of reactions ((1) to
(4) in the figure); let us look at each step.

² Step 1: Acyl CoA reacts with FAD (flavin ade-
nine dinucleotide; activated carrier). FAD gets
two hydrogen atoms from the acyl CoA and be-
comes FADH2.
² Step 2: Hydration. The product of Step 1 is hy-

drated.
² Step 3: Dehydrogenation. NAD+ (nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide; activated carrier) removes
two hydrogen atoms from the product of the pre-
vious step, making NADH and a proton (H+).
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² Step 4: Thiolysis. The product of Step 3 reacts
with CoA-SH and becomes acyl CoA with shorter
chain, producing one acetyl CoA. If no tail is left
(i.e., R is H), two acetyl CoA are produced in this
step, and the oxidation completes.

3.2 Atoms and Molecules

We design elements in our artificial chemistry as
follows. For the atoms C, H, O and S, we provide
corresponding elements C, H, O and S. The activated
carriers CoA, FAD and NAD are represented by the el-
ements Coa, Fad and Nad, respectively. Using these
elements, NADH is represented by an object 0#NadH/,
for example. We use the element Po to denote pos-
itive charge so that NAD+ and H+ are expressed as
0#NadPo/ and 0#HPo/. Furthermore, we introduce a
dummy element, X, to represent vacancy.

Depicted below are example objects: fatty acyl CoA
CH3-CH2-CH2-CO-S-CoA (left) and a product of Step 1
CH3-CH=CH-CO-S-CoA (right) assuming R is H in Fig-
ure 1. Because the latter has a double bond, two
hydrogen atoms are missing compared to the former.
The vacancies are denoted by the element X.

H H H S Coa

H C C C C
H H H O

H X X S Coa

H C C C C
H H H O

3.3 Recombination rules

The designed recombination rules are shown in Fig-
ure 2. The numbers given to the rules correspond to
the numbers of steps in Figure 1.

The hydrocarbon chain of the acyl CoA changes
its length during the process. In the rules, this part
is represented by wildcards so that they can match a
chain of any length.

Because we introduced the dummy element X to
represent a vacancy, the rules do not conserve elements
in the artificial chemistry (i.e., we relaxed a restriction
imposed by the definition of our artificial chemistry
given in Section 2.3); however, they are designed to
conserve atoms in real reactions.

The oxidation cycle described in terms of our arti-
ficial chemistry is shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Initial working multiset

We give the following objects in the initial work-
ing multiset. A number in brackets is the number
of objects of the form, determined empirically so that
the simulator (discussed in the next section) effectively
shows the process.

C C C C

H H H

H H H

O

S CoA

fatty acyl CoA

acetyl CoA

(1)

(2)(3)

(4)

*1

*2

*3

C C C C

H H H

H X X

O

S CoA

*1

*2

*3

C C C C

H O H

H H H

O

S CoA

*1

*2

*3

H

C C C C

H O H

H X H

O

S CoA

*1

*2

*3

C C

H

H

O

S CoA

*1

*2

*3

C C

H

H

O

S CoA

H

Fad

FadH H

H HO

Nad Po

PoH

Nad H

HSCoA

Figure 3: The oxidation cycle described by the artifi-
cial chemistry.

² Fatty acyl CoA [10]: below is an example object:
0#HHHHHHHHHO/-1#HCCCCCCCCCC/0#HHHHHHHHHSCoa/

² FAD [100]: objects of the form 0#Fad/.

² NAD+ [100]: objects 0#NadPo/.

² CoA-SH [100]: objects 0:#CoaSH/.

² H2O [100]: objects 0#HOH/.

4 Execution

We developed a simulator for our artificial chem-
istry. The current simulator is implemented in
Objective-C and runs on the Cocoa framework of Mac
OS X. Figure 4 shows the window of the simulator
running the description given in the previous section.
The table shows molecular species and their numbers,
and the molecule window (bottom right) shows the
form of specified species (by mouse click). In this fig-
ure, the product of the oxidation cycle, acetyl CoA, is
shown. The execution of the above description con-
sumed all the given acyl CoA molecules and produced
acetyl CoA molecules, which is the correct behavior.

5 Discussion

As Figures 1 and 3 show, this artificial chemistry
modelled the pathway in a straightforward manner.
The elements correspond atoms and molecules natu-
rally, and the recombination rules can be designed in-
tuitively from the chemical formulae and the pathway
graph. Describing chemical pathways using the artifi-
cial chemistry has significant benefits. First, a path-
way is expressed as a mathematical system, so there is
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0#*1HHHO/0#*2CCCC/0#*3HHHSCoa/ + 0#Fad/ → 0#*1HHHO/0#*2CCCC/0#*3HXXSCoa/ + 0#HFadH/ (1)

0#*1HHHO/0#*2CCCC/0#*3HXXSCoa/ + 0#HOH/ → 0#H/-1#*1HOHO/-1#*2CCCC/-1#*3HHHSCoa/ (2)

0#H/-1#*1HOHO/-1#*2CCCC/-1#*3HHHSCoa/ + 0#NadPo/ → 0#*1HOHO/0#*2CCCC/0#*3HXHSCoa/ + 0#NadH/ + 0#HPo/ (3)

0#*1HOHO/0#*2CCCC/0#*3HXHSCoa/ + 0#CoaSH/ → 0#HO/-1#HCC/0#HSCoa/ + 0#*1HO/0#*2CC/0#*3HSCoa/ (4)

Figure 2: Recombination rules for the oxidation pathway.

Figure 4: The simulator window.

no ambiguity. Second, it is executable on a simulator.
Although the current simulator does not deal with con-
centrations or energy, it still can perform qualitative
simulation. Furthermore, one can choose an arbitrary
level of abstraction: for example, CoA can be repre-
sented by an element Coa like in the description given
in this paper, or can be treated as composed of many
atoms of C, H, O, etc.; the designer of the system can
choose any level.

Other than the oxidation of fatty acids, we have
described the following metabolisms: glycolysis, the
citric acid cycle, the catabolism of amino acids, and
the urea cycle. One more useful property of the artifi-
cial chemistry is that when the union of all the systems
above (i.e., the union of the initial working multisets
and the recombination rules) is given to the simulator,
the execution shows the behavior of the composite sys-
tem.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we presented a description of a
metabolic pathway described in terms of an artificial
chemistry, and thereby showed possibility for the arti-
ficial chemistry to be applied to qualitative modelling

and simulation of chemical pathways. While there is
room for improvement in the expressive power of the
artificial chemistry, we think this is a promising appli-
cation of artificial chemistries in general.
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Abstract

This paper reports on the morphogenesis of three-
dimensional folding sheets in computer simulation. In
order to exploit the topology of these cellular sheets,
we introduced cell connection map, which can pre-
script cell connections regardless of changing the num-
ber of cells. We show that morphogenetic patterns
such as exponential growth, self-replication process
and annihilation process can be easily realized just by
observing the number of neighbors of each cell. That
means this feat is achieved in a distributed and au-
tonomous way.

1 Introduction

Multicellular organisms usually consist of large
numbers of cells, which are able to shape an organism
by an intricate web of cell-cell interactions, a process
called morphogenesis. As each cell contains the same
genome, morphogenesis relies on autonomous and dis-
tributed processes with no centralized control. Al-
though the elucidation of the molecular details of mor-
phogenesis has made big progress in biology, an overall
picture is still lacking. We hypothesize that morpho-
genesis depends on the following two conditions:

1. Morphogenesis is an autonomous, distributed pro-
cess without any centralized control for all cells.

2. In essence, morphogenesis of living things is basi-
cally understood as expanding and folding sheets.

We used these two conditions as guidelines to screen
the existing literature of morphogenetic models. Alan
Turing’s reaction-diffusion model [1] uses two chemical
substances that are able to produce spatial patterns in
space. The point of this mechanism is that in essence,
reaction-diffusion mechanisms are means of break-
ing the symmetry among homogeneous cells in au-
tonomous and distributed way. Focusing on the form
of gastrointestinal tract, H.Honda advocates that in
general the form of multi cellular system is realized as
two-dimensional sheets rather than three-dimensional

solids [3]. There exist many approaches for morpho-
genesis that can be divided into several types: Linden-
mayer grammars [4], cellular automata [5], [9], concen-
tration gradient[2], mechanical approaches [6], recur-
rent diagram networks to express the bodies of simu-
lated creatures [7], and extended grid space into graph
model [8]. However, little attention has been given to
the characteristics of form - the topology of the cellular
network.

2 Model

In our model, we choose the cell as the level of
abstraction. System consists of cells connecting each
other.

Cells differentiate depending on the number of
neighbors.

Cells divide and die (cell differentiation) depending
on the number of neighbors. This is according to the
fact that one of the possible biological mechanism as-
sumed to code the behavior of morphogenesis would
be the concentration of chemical substances that dif-
fuse into neighboring cells through channels. In other
words, its concentration could reflect the number of
neighbors.

Differentiation rules are applied synchronously.
These cell behavior rules are applied synchronously

in specific order. After specific time passes (100 steps),
all cells count its neighbors and take actions. (The def-
inition of step is prescripted below.) Once cell division
is took place, the cell is divided into four cells. This
is in order to sustain the symmetry of the cell net-
work. In cell deletion, the cell is deleted by cutting
connection to its neighbors.

Cell-cell mechanical interaction
Cells are expressed as mass points. Links between

them are represented as mechanical connections. The
mechanical interactions are expressed as spring and
damper model. Although it takes time to converge to
the form, the form of cell network topology is unique
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to each sequence. We show the parameters of the sys-
tem in Table.1. The equation of motion for the cell i
is expressed in eq.1. Where subscript i, j is an identi-
fication number of the cell.

Table 1: Sets of parameters.
Symbol Definition Value
k spring coefficient 50
l spring natural length 50
m mass 10
c damper coefficient 30
g gravity 50
a cross product 2000

mq̈i + c
∑

j

(q̇i − q̇j) + k
∑

j

(
1 − l

|qi − qj|
)

(qi − qj)

+a

∑
j

(
(qj − qi) × (qj+1 − qi)

)
|∑j

(
(qj − qi) × (qj+1 − qi)

)| + gqi = 0 (1)

The position of the cell qi is defined as a vector.
The cell that exists in neighbor of cell i is denoted as
j. Gravity is added to the system for z-axis direction
and cross-product force is also added in order to swell
the form of the sheet. The differential equation is inte-
grated by the Euler method (δt = 0.01, 1step=30δt).

Cell connection map is introduced to constrain
the form in ”a sheet”

Since cell reconnection after cell division sustaining
adequate topology is tricky, we introduced cell connec-
tion map, which prescripts relation of cell connection.
Fig.1 shows the example of cell connection map. When
cell is divided, the square corresponding to the cell is
also divided into four small squares. (”a)” and ”c)”
corresponds to ”d)” and ”e)”, respectively). Links are
connected if squares touches other squares through the
edge. As we are interested in how the two-dimensional
sheets expand, the most external cells, which exist at
edge of the connection map, are fixed in the same po-
sition. Due to this settling, the system grows like an
expanding balloon. Although many parameters are
decided arbitrarily, the most important thing here is
that once the feature of the model is decided, the form
converges to unique form.

Form can be evaluated using cell connection
map

Form of living things always relates to its function,
and it plays an important role in the evolutionary pro-
cess. But evaluating form is quite difficult and some-
times tends to be arbitrary. However, if we evaluate
the form by analyzing cell connection map, the whole
cell relations can be detected and estimated easily. We

cell

division ?

?

a) b) c)

d) e)

cell connection map

Figure 1: Cell reconnection.

introduced fitness value (F), -kind of entropy- which
is prescribed as the follow equation (2), where Si de-
notes the area of each cell in cell connection map with
subscript i as an identification number of the cell.

F = − 1
N

∑
i

log
Si

ST
(2)

We set the area of the whole map 1.0. ST represents
sum of all areas of the cell. We generalized the value
by dividing a number of cells, N. The characteristics
of this fitness value is as follows:

1. The fitness value gets larger when the distribution
of area sizes gets larger.

2. If the sum of areas are same, the larger the num-
ber of cells is, the bigger the value becomes.

3. If cell distribution is same, it doesn’t depend on
its scale. That means that the value doesn’t de-
pend on order of morphogenesis.

3 Simulations and Results

By applying several parameter sets, some funda-
mental morphogenetic process were observed.
Exponential growth

Figure 2 shows the examples of exponential growth
of the system. X-Z side view, X-Y top view, Cell con-
nection map in left to right order. (The magnifier is
changed in each view.) In the left model(seq.A), we
set rule that if the number of neighbor cells is 0,2,4,6,
or 8, the cell is divided, and if the number is more than
10, the cell is deleted. And these rules are applied one
after the other starting with division rule. The fig-
ure shows by only counting the neighbors, the system
can generate bended ”two dimensional” morphological
form from one single cell. In the right model(seq.B),
if the number of neighbor cells is 0,2,4,6, or 8, the cell
is divided, and if the number is 1,3,5,7, or 9, the cell is
deleted. This time division rule is applied twice then
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cell deletion rule is applied once starting with division
rule. Judging from the X-Y and X-Z view, the form
generated by the rule seems completely different from
that of seq.A.

seq.A
seq.B

side view top view cell map side view top view cell map

M

Figure 2: Exponential growth sequences A(left) and
B(two left blocks and right).

Self-replication, Annihilation, Stop Growth

Fig.3 shows self-replication process. In this model,
if the number of neighbor cells is 0,2,5,7, or 9, the cell
is divided. And if the number of neighbors is 1,3,4,6,
or 8, the cell is deleted. Each group keeps changing
the number of cells which consist its network one and
four generating new groups. Several model in other
parameters showed annihilation and stop growth be-
haviors. The simplest model of annihilation behavior
can be observed when we set the number of neighbors
0 for cell division and 2 for cell deletion applying divi-
sion rule and deletion rule one after another. And the
simplest growth saturation model can be observed by
settling 0 for cell division and any numbers except for
2 for cell deletion.

*4 *4 *16 *16

Figure 3: Self-replication.

A3

A1 B1

C1

A2 B2

C2

D1

M

D2

C3
C3

C3

B3

A3
A3

B3
B3

Figure 4: Detail of exponential growth sequences B.

4 Discussions

Figure 4 represents the magnification of the part
of cell connection map in Figure 2 (as marked ”M”).
After 16 cells, which are arrayed in square grid appears
(A1 and B1), this part gets rounded (C1). Once this
form is created, all internal cells have four-neighbors
thus keep dividing. And ”big” eight cells surrounding
the cells have more than at least 10cells. Therefore
these cells won’t be divided any more. This is a kind
of ”expanding bag”. And this bag can be seen at other
part of the body (A2,B2,C2, and A3,B3,C3 and so on).
This shows that the system is growing creating many
expanding bags around the body.

Figure 5 represents the same part of cell connection
map under the different condition of cell division and
cell deletion. This time, cell is divided if the num-
ber of neighbor cells is 0,2,6, or 8. Cell is deleted if
it is 1,3,5,7, or 9. Although most of the condition
are the same between seq.A and seq.B, the morpho-
genetic processes are essentially different. See the part
marked ”A”. Once this shape is created, the shape
doesn’t change any more. That means that the num-
ber of cells included in this part doesn’t change. (This
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A A

B

B

C

A

B

Figure 5: Detail of exponential growth sequence C.

is seen in other parts of sequences B and C and so
on.) This system keeps generating many ”gnarls” in
different positions. The X-Y view is shown in the same
figure. It can be seen that many gnarls are created in
the form. Sizes of each gnarl are the same.
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Figure 6: Left: Fitness value transition graph. Right:
Number of cells transition graph.

We show the number of cells and fitness value tran-
sition graph in Fig.6 in order to quantify the difference
of the characteristics of these forms between sequence
B and C. In Fig.6 left, the X-axis and Y-axis represents
steps and the number of cells, respectively, comparing
sequence B and C. As the figure shows, the fitness in
seq. B is smaller than that in seq. C although the
number of cells in seq. B is larger than that of seq.
C in each time. This means uniformity of the whole
system of seq.C par cell is larger than that of seq.B.
Hence, it suggests that many kinds of differentiation
rules are not needed in order to get complicated forms.
In other words, sustaining an adequate cell differenti-
ation rule is necessary for the morphogenesis of the
model.

5 Conclusion

These results lead to the following conclusion.

1. Several types of morphogenetic behaviors of
three-dimensional sheets can be realized in au-
tonomous and distributed way - just by counting
the number of neighbors.

2. The form can be quantified easily by evaluating
cell connection map.

Some fundamental morphogenetic behaviors are ob-
served; two types of exponential growth, self-
replication, stop growth and annihilation process.
Those models were sensitive to the cell differentiation
rules, to put it another way, sensitive to the topology
of cell connections. What we intended to show in this
paper is the abundant power of morphogenetic expres-
sion supported by the condition of spatial constraint,
and the possibility that we can evaluate complicate
forms by mapping it into other method, cell connec-
tion map.
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Abstract 

 

Artificial life platform is an emulational 
system which uses computer software to 
study the behaviors characteristics such as 
reproduction, evolution, mutation, and 
emergence of digital organisms. After 
studying the parameter and functioning 
capability of Avida, the artificial life 
platform, aiming at the asexual reproduction 
in digital organisms, We designed the sexual 
reproduction mechanism of digital 
organisms by utilizing the genetic 
programming principle, introduced the cross 
breeding mechanism of natural organisms 
into digital organisms, and designed  the 
cross breeding mechanism of digital 
organisms, so as to avoid the disadvantage 
of inbreeding reproduction. Our results 
demonstrate that sex is advantageous for 
population survival under some conditions, 
the mean fitness of surviving sexual 
populations was greater than in asexual 
population.  
 
1 Introduction 
 

Artificial life platform is a system using 
computer as tool and medium, utilizing 
software to emulate organisms features [1]. 
Tierra, developed by Thomas S. Ray, is the 
representative of this field. He introduced 
the concept of organisms evolution in 
biology into computer science [2][3]. Every  

 
 
cell in computer multiplies, mutates, and 
evolves. They all keep to survival of the 
fittest in Charles Darwin’s Evolutionism and 
fight for the resource in computer. These 
so-called cells characterized by organisms 
features are in fact programs. Therefore 
these cells are also called digital organisms. 
Afterwards, inspired by the ideas in Tierra, 
some other artificial life platforms are 
developed [4], among which Avida is the 
most influential one. 

In Avida system [5], digital organisms is 
asexual reproductive. They self-replicate 
and mutate in the process of reproduction so 
as to form organisms with different genes. 
They keep to survival of the fittest; fight for 
the memory and the resource of CPU in the 
same environment. But whether among 
animals or plants in nature, sexual 
reproduction is the most common way. 
Biologically, asexual reproduction is a 
primitive reproduction. Sexual reproduction, 
on the other hand, synthesizes both the 
advantages and disadvantages from both 
parents, so that it could partly conceal the 
hereditary defects. Compared to the 
organisms produced by asexual reproduction, 
organisms from sexual reproduction is more 
adaptable and has stronger vitality [6]. 
Based on sexual reproductive, SEBRED is 
developed. It brings sexual reproduction and 
cross breeding mechanism into digital 
organisms. This system aims at improving 
the fitness of populations, and further 
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improving the organisms features of digital 
organisms.  

 
2.The Genetic Operate Design of 
Digital Organisms in SEBRED 
 

There are various reproduction methods 
to raise up seed in nature organisms. 
Primitive monad usually raises up seed by 
asexual reproduction. But, most of plants 
and animals and human beings raises up 
seed by sexual reproduction. In sexual 
reproduction, the creature individual is 
divided into male and female. The offspring 
reproduced by sexual reproduction have 
more mutations. The offspring from sexual 
reproduction become more fit the 
environment than those offspring from 
asexual reproduction. In natural selection, 
sexual reproduction is beneficial mutations 
and fit environment.  

 
2.1 The Reproduction Model of Primitive 

Digital Organisms in SEBRED 
 

In SEBRED, digital organisms is divided 
into primitive digital organisms and 
advanced digital organisms. First of all, an 
ancestor of digital organisms begins to 
self-replicate and many offspring come into 
being. In the process of reproduction, the 
mutations of gene result in the different 
genes of the offspring. The offspring also 
reproduce a large number of offspring as 
their ancestors do. Of course different 
digital organisms has different fitness that 
even changes in different periods. Those 
digital organisms with strong fitness 
reproduce more offspring, and those with 
low fitness reproduce less.   

In the reproduction process of these 
primitive digital organisms, improved 
genetic algorithm is used. In this process 
digital organisms has experienced three 

evolutional models—digitally set fitness and 
natural selection, mutation, and self- 
replicate. These organisms have experienced 
250 generations, so their fitness has 
improved; their organisms structure 
becomes more complicated compared to 
their ancestors. This is the evolutional 
process of primitive digital organisms. We 
regard this biological species as the 
preliminary species of advanced digital 
organisms, and those organisms after 250 
generations as the advanced digital 
organisms. Biologic experiments turn out in 
biology that sexual cross is not beneficial to 
simple organisms but beneficial to the 
complicated organisms developed from 
simple organisms. Digital organisms before 
the 250th generation have never experienced 
sexual reproduction (cross or exchange), so 
they have the same way of reproduction as 
in Avida. But the difference is that in 
SEBRED, although organisms before 250th 
generation have no sexual reproduction, 
when each organism comes into being, its 
sex property randomly has two sex 
divisions—female and male. 

2.2The Sexual Reproduction Algorithm of 
Advanced Digital Organisms Based on 
Genetic Programming 

 
In SEBRED, after running 250 

generations, there will be almost 3600 
organisms. They have very different 
genotypes and chromosomes, so the 
programs (or organisms) length are also 
different. In this system, the hereditary 
individuals have two sex divisions: female 
and male. Some sexual organisms have 
come into being at random in this system. 
After the 250 generations, the reproduction 
mechanism has become sexual reproduction. 
So in SEBRED, the intercrossed digital 
organisms have different sizes (programs 
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with different length). Moreover, during the 
process of evolution, program (organisms) 
will change it’s size according to the 
environment [7]. But the string with set 
length which frequently used by genetic 
algorithm to illustrate questions has 
restrained the application of genetic 
algorithm. Lacking of dynamic 
changeability. String with set length of 
genetic algorithm has no dynamic 
changeability, so once the length of string is 
set, it is very hard to dynamically express 
the change of the state or the behavior.  

So the copulation mechanism of digital 
organisms in SEBRED adopts genetic 
programming to make two organisms 
exchange.  

In SEBRED, the advanced digital 
organisms structure adopts linear structure. 
Every digital organisms performs the 
program of its own chromosome during the 
process of evolution. When two digital 
organisms copulate, the length of their 
chromosomes is different. With the 
evolution of the species, the length of digital 
organisms’ chromosomes will change. The 
following part is about the principles and 
methods of digital organisms’ copulation: 
1.Organisms with same sex cannot mate up; 
the female individual can only mate up with 
the male individual randomly(the male 
individual can only mate up with the female 
individual randomly). 
2.Each individual mates up with four 
different individuals around with opposite 
sex., there will be eight filial individuals. 
Then choose two best ones as the filial 
individuals and add them into the 
environment, and this is sitting combination. 

If two or more qualified individuals 
participate in the copulation, the individual 
should choose the one with the highest 
fitness. But if they even have the same 
fitness, the individual should choose the 

younger one. 
 

3. The Cross Breeding Mechanism of 
Digital Organisms in SEBRED 

 
In every natural population, many 

diploidize individuals’ genomes keep high 
proportion of heterozygosity. The hereditary 
diversities usually are recessive instead of 
dominant, so it is beneficial to the survival 
of the species and makes it more adaptable 
to the environment. Just like the biological 
system of nature, inbreeding also produces 
bad offspring. Therefore the program of 
judging the qualifications of both parents is 
very essential to the selection process [8]. 

In SEBRED, the digital organisms 
involving the sexual copulation have to be 
compared. Tracing back 4 generations of 
each side, if they have the same father or 
mother in the four generations, then this 
copulation has to be abandoned and select 
other mating objects once again. But if the 
selection fails more than 10 times, select 
another digital organisms around this pair 
with force and conduct the copulation, as 
shown in Figure1. Triangle show female, 
diamond show male, the graphics of shading 
are the same pedigree. 

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Figure.1  Four-Generation Pedigree 

 
4. Fitness of Digital Organisms in 
SEBRED System  
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The factors affecting the fitness of the 

SEBRED system are different from 
those affecting Avida. So the fitness of 
digital organisms in SEBRED system 
must be reconsidered. 
  The factors which affect the fitness of 
digital organisms include merit, 
gestation time, the number of the 
“inst_David” instructions contained in 
the offspring genotype. 

 Fitness is given by the K multiply M, 
divide by the gestation time G.  
 

Fitness=K*M/G            (1)   
   

1. M(Merit)is a value indicating the CPU 
time a particular organism has earned, 
taking into account its length and the tasks 
that it has successfully completed. 
2. G（Gestation time）is the number of 
instructions an organism must execute to 
produce a single offspring. This is typically 
proportional to the length of the genome. 
3. K is a coefficient generated by 
considering both the number of 
instructions contained in the offspring 
genotype and Merit. 
 

  
2

0 011
141 1
.

( )( ) iK i e
−

−= − −       (2)   

            
i is the number of offspring 

instructions which contain “inst Divide” 
instruction. 

 
Summary 
 

This thesis is based on the digital life 
platform Avida; using genetic algorithm and 
genetic programming principles, combining 
the sexual reproduction of advanced life in 
biology, builds up the sexual reproduction 
mechanism of digital life; enriches and 

improves the life features of digital life. 
Experiments turn out that the fitness of 
digital life after sexual reproduction is 
higher than that of asexual reproduction. 
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Abstract 

Lately, in order to improve the operating efficiency of 
automatic production systems such as Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems (FMS) and Flexible Transfer 
Lines (FTL), many Numerical Control (NC) lathe 
machine tools have been used and a few automated 
programming methodologies of NC machine tools have 
been researched. The purpose of this research is to 
develop a system that automatically generates the tool 
path of the NC lathe machine tools in FTL. The GA 
methodology of our system adopts the moving points of 
the tool path as an individual. In the paper, we introduce 
two original individual expressions. One is an Absolute 
Expression (AE) and the other is the Incremental 
Expression (IE). After some simulations, a better 
machining efficiency for the cylindrical type of work 
piece obtained in this machining process has been 
acquired. It has been ascertained that our system is 
useful. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Several studies of the tool path of NC machine tools 

have already been done. Akturk et al. [1] proposed a new 
solution to solve the tool allocation and machining 
conditions selection problems simultaneously to find the 
minimum production cost. However, the tool path 
generation is not considered. Omirou [2] proposed a 
locus tracing concept which defines a geometric property 
to generate the tool path. Furthermore, research has been 
done on an adaptive tool path generation algorithm for 
precision surface machining [3]. Using this method, 
however, a high performance CPU processor is required 
for updating the tool positioning data because the next 
reference point of the path had to be predicted. In 
addition, Ko and Kim [4] proposed an iterative learning 
method and cutting parameters of the process model 
optimized through GA for the turning process. In spite of 
using a tool dynamometer for measuring the signal of the 
cutting force, it is undesirable to adopt this method  
because it cannot control the cutting depth. Shirase et al.  
[5][6] developed an expert system to improve the 
productivity in NC lathe tuning where the machining 
information about cutting parameters, tools and operating 
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time are found in an NC program using a simulator.  
In the FTL systems that consist of many NC lathe 

machine tools, where various types of raw materials are 
loaded, the development of software for an optimal 
cutting method of the NC lathe machine tools is essential. 
Because of that, the generation of the tool path and the 
decrease of machining time of the NC lathe machine 
tools are required by the machinist in order to increase 
the efficiency of the system. 

In this research, we propose an NC lathe machine 
tool path generation system by using the incremental and 
absolute style of the individual while applying GA when 
the cycle time and the product shape are given. The 
effectiveness of the system is verified by a simulation of 
both methods. 
 
2. Genetic Information of AE and IE 

 
A schematic pathway of the system that we 

developed is illustrated in Figure 1. The system is 
divided to 3 segments which consist of an input part, the 
GA simulation and NC lathe machine tools. In this paper, 
we will describe the methodology of the GA as our main 
research. The purpose of the system is to help a 
production engineer quickly to decide the necessary NC 
machine tools number under the condition that the target 
cycle time and product shape is given. In other words, 
our system is to generate the cutting path from a raw 
material to a complete work piece just by inputting the 
product shape and its target cycle time. The information 
of the product shape is used to code the genetic 
information as individual or genes in the chromosome. 

In our system, we only assume the genetic 
information in 2 dimensions of x, y axis where the 
individual is expressed as the tool path in x, y direction. 
We assume that the origin of the tool to be as ( )00 y,x  
and the arbitrary point within the tool path as ( )nn y,x . 
According to this assumption, the individual can be 
expressed as, 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }001100 y,xy,xy,xy,xInd ,,,,, LL nn=  (1)  
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In other words, the tool moves from its origin and 

generates a tool path, return back to its origin as one 
cycle. In our research, we propose that the tool paths are 
expressed by two type of individual. First, the tools’ 
origin is considered as the coordinates’ origin. In this 
method, the point on the tool path ( )nn y,x is considered 
as the point of x, y coordinates as the tool origin is (0, 0). 
For example, as shown in Figure 2, the tool path is 
expressed when it moves f mm in x direction from point 
A ( )nn yx ,  to point B ( )nn yfx ,+ . We express the 
individual as an element of tool path which represents by 
Equation (1) as the Absolute Expression (AE).   

 Second, the tool path point is expressed as the 
distances that the tool path moves. In other words, for 
any arbitrary point A ( )nn yx , , the next tool path point 
B ( )11, ++ nn yx is considered as the distances of x and y 
direction while point A still as the origin. For example, as 
shown in Figure 3, the tool moves f mm in the x direction 
from point A ( )nn yx , to point B ( )0,f . We express the 
individual as an element of tool path which represents by 
Equation (1) as the Incremental Expression (IE). Each 
individual in the population is evaluated by a defined 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fitness function that is given as, 

 
timecutTotaltimeCycleFitness −=   (2) 

 
3. Crossover of Row and Column  

 
In our research, it is difficult to adopt the conventional 

method of crossover for our IE and AE. Thus, in the 
operation of crossover, we adopt a peculiar method of 
crossover. First, as shown in Figure 4, two individuals 
are randomly selected from the rows of the population. 
Also the point of the crossover is selected randomly. 
Parts of rows of the selected individuals are interchanged. 
We define this type of crossover as the rows crossover. 

Second, as shown in Figure 5, two individuals are 
randomly selected from the columns of the population. 
Also the point of the crossover is selected randomly. 
Parts of each column of the selected individuals are 
interchanged. We define this type of crossover as the 
columns crossover. In the operation of mutation, the gene 
in the chromosome that mutates is randomly selected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic pathway of system  

Fig. 2 Tool path generation of AE 
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4. Simulation Applications 

 
The GA methodology that we developed is then 

adopted to create the tool path generation system. An 
example of manufacturing a simple product from a 
cylinder is shown. We use the system to simulate the 
machining process of a cylinder with its length is 157mm 
and diameter is 38 to a demanding product shape as 
shown in Figure 6. The NC lathe machine will cut the 
work piece from step A, B, C, D, E, F and G. The 
distance of step A and D is selected randomly, and when 
the machine finish cut step A, B and C, the material is 
reversed and the machine will began to cut D, E, F and 
G.  

The evolution parameters of GA as the simulation of 
the system runs were used as population size of 100,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
probability of crossover 0.9 and the probability of 
mutation 0.05.The tournament selection of next 
generation with tournament size 5 is used. From our 
simulation, we found that the cycle time needed to 
complete the machining process by IE is 22 cycle. 
On the other hand, the cycle time needed to complete the 
machining process by AE is 20 cycle. From the 
comparison of these results, it is assumed that in IE, the 
genetic information of each step of individual is highly 
changed and when the crossover was done to the row, an 
individual with extremely large number of cycles has 
been generated. In Figure 7, it is shown that the 
maximum fitness of AE and IE is 311.01 and 647.92 
respectively. The results shows that the AE had a better 
machining efficiency compare to IE. 
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Fig. 6 Example of tool path cutting view 
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5. Conclusions 

 
In this research, we considered the NC lathe machine 
tool path generated by the absolute and incremental 
methods. By comparing the results of each method, we 
found that the tool path generated by the AE had a small 
cycle time compare to the IE. This implies to the 
decreasing of machine quantity which means that only a 
small space of factory is needed.  Then, since that the 
cycle time is small, the machining time could be reduced, 
and improve the operating efficiency in the FTL system 
which leads to low cost production.  

Moreover, by just changing the product dimension 
using our developed GA systems, the machining 
efficiency of various shapes of product can be realized 
and it is effective with this system to generate the tool 
path of the NC lathe machine tools. 
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Abstract
Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) are very powerful

tool to solve many optimization problems which are
difficult for other methodology. But when using it,
users have to make a choice of its values of parameter
and operations to get a good performance. Many
researches investigated the influence of different
selection strategies, genetic operators on schema
dynamics and developed various GA models, but
there exists little information about hierarchical
influence of parameter on GA performance. In this
paper we will try to take a deeper look on the
influence of parameter values on the performance of
GA and relationship between them. In experiment,
two different types of functions are tested and we
find that increasing population size helps GA to find
optimal solution most and mutation rate is more
effective than crossover rate.

Keywords : genetic algorithm, parameter, popula-

tion diversity

1 Introduction

During several decades, optimization problems are
rising as one of the important issues, and GA is pow-
erful tool to solve those problems. It mimics biolog-
ical evolution to solve problems. Different from hill
climbing or simulated annealing, GA uses the current
best solution, preserves it, and also travels other pos-
sibilities [5],[6],[7]. When using GA, users have to de-
cide genetic operators and values of parameters. These
values affect performance of GA and many researches
have suggested various strategies to get good a result,
but few on hierarchical relationship between these pa-
rameters and performance.

The performance of GA can be divided into three
aspects - accuracy, convergence speed, and population

diversity - generally. Accuracy can be obtained from
fitness value of the best individual and convergence
speed can be measured by calculating slope of fitness
value vs. generation.

Population diversity is related to search space of
GA and premature convergence. Premature conver-
gence occurs when GA reaches suboptimal point and
cannot escape from that point. Several methods have
been proposed to measure population diversity. First
one is calculating the occupancy rate of ’1’ at every
chromosome, passing it through a specific threshold
function, and adding up all [1]. In this theory maxi-
mum population density and chromosome length are
exactly same. Second method is getting sum of ham-
ming distance between individuals and dividing it by
chromosome length [2]. Third one is calculating ratio
between mean and maximum values of fitness func-
tion [3]. At each generation, genetic diversity (gdm)
lies between 0 and 1 and when gdm approaches 1, this
indicates many individuals have same genetic code and
reaching its own optimal point (This does not guaran-
tee the solution of problem). We choose third method
to measure population density.

In this paper we try to investigate the performance
of GA according to three aspects mentioned above
with varying values of population size, crossover rate,
and mutation rate. In session 2, we define the condi-
tions of GA and explain test functions conducted in
this experiment. In session 3, we describe experimen-
tal results and discuss them. Finally we summarize
and conclude the work and suggest the future work.

2 Methodology

To obtain reasonable values, we use GA in following
manner.

In this paper we focus on population size, crossover
rate, and mutation rate. Therefore except these pa-
rameters, all conditions for GA are fixed. We use Sim-
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ple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) with Roulette well selec-
tion, 1-point crossover, bit flip mutation and Elitism.
The ranges of parameters are following: Population
size is 10 ∼ 100, pc=0.1 ∼ 0.9, pm=0.01 ∼ 0.4. Each
GA with specified parameter values is executed 20
times for each function.

Two analytical functions with different character-
istics are chosen.

a. Rastrigin function

f(x) = 10 · n−
∑

(x2 − 10 · cos(2πx)) (1)

The number of variables for Rastrigin function is
2 and the variable bounds for this function is [-5.12,
5.12] each. This function has global minimum value
of 0 at (0,0) and many suboptimal(minimal) points.

b. Dejong function f2

f(x, y) = 100 ∗ (x2 − y)2 + (1− x)2 (2)

The variable bounds for this function is [-2.024,
2.024] each. This function has global minimum value
of 0 at (1,1).

Figure 1: Rastrigin function

Figure 2: Dejong function f2

Fig. 1 and 2 show 3 dimensional shape of Rastrigin
function and Dejong function f2.

3 Results

Through the experimental results there exist some
common features.

Figure 3: Fitness value of Rastrigin function vs
crossover rate vs mutation rate with different popu-
lation size(10,30,60,100)

Figure 4: Fitness value of Dejong function vs
crossover rate vs mutation rate with different popu-
lation size(10,20,50,90)

At first, the increase in the population size or mu-
tation rate enhances GA accuracy. When the popula-
tion size is small, fitness values are smaller than one
with large population size and at the same time at
the same population size GA with high mutation rate
is more accurate than GA with low mutation rate.
This is because of the premature convergence. But
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too much high mutation rate decline GA accuracy.
Roughly speaking crossover corresponds to the near
area search and Mutation to the random area search.
Therefore even though with small population size, if
mutation rate is relatively high, GA has a chance to
escape from sub optimal point. But when it increases
too much GA travels search space freely and also has
little chance to converge in certain point (This should
not be the solution). It’s very sensitive to the solutions
that large population size and high crossover rate can-
not overcome (Fig. 3 and 4 show the result).

Figure 5: GDM of Rastrigin function with different
population size(from top to bottom 10,20,50,90)

Figure 6: GDM of Rastrigin function with
different mutation rate(from top to bottom
0.01,0.02,0.03,0.04,0.2)

Secondly, mutation rate and population size in-
crease population density. Mutation rate increases the
average population diversity and also population di-
versity increases as the generation grows. On the other
hand, population size increases the average population
diversity, but population diversity does not increase as
the generation grows. This is because when the popu-
lation size is large or the mutation rate is high, GA has
more chances to have the variety of individuals. Be-
sides population size cannot change individuals, while
mutation can modify the chromosomes of individuals.
Therefore the gdm of GA with high mutation rate de-
creases as generation grows(Fig. 5, 6, 7, and 8 show
the result). Crossover rate does not affect population
diversity very much.

In [4], Yuri shows that convergence speed decreases
as population size grows, but he does not include mu-
tation and elitism in the experiment. In our exper-

Figure 7: GDM of Dejong function with different pop-
ulation size(from top to bottom 10,30,50,90)

Figure 8: GDM of Dejong function with different mu-
tation rate(from top to bottom 0.01,0.03,0.05,0.15,0.4)

iment we use GA with mutation and elitism, there-
fore there is little gap between convergence speed
with large population size and one with small pop-
ulation size and we cannot deduce general tendency
with crossover rate and mutation rate.

4 Conclusion

By the results, generally population size contribute
to find the solution most and increase of mutation rate
increases accuracy and population diversity. But too
high mutation rate disturbs finding the solution.

We checked the functions with different character-
istics and there is some difference between test func-
tions. Rastrigin function has many sub optimal points
and needs larger search space, therefore it’s more sen-
sitive to change in the value of parameters. On the
other hand, Dejong function f2 needs smaller search
space than Rastrigin function, so it’s less sensitive to
change in the value of parameters.

We showed that population size affects GA perfor-
mance most and mutation rate is more effective than
crossover rate. If we can consider the function com-
plexity, we can increase GA performance more.
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Abstract
Colour quantisation tries to find entries of a colour

palette for true colour images to be displayed on hard-
ware with limited colour support while maintaining
the best possible image quality. The mapping from
true colour entries to the entries in the palette rep-
resents an np-complete problem so that colour quan-
tisation algorithms apply various heuristics in order
to derive the palette. In this paper we apply a vari-
ant of Simulated Annealing (SA) as a generic optimi-
sation algorithm to the colour quantisation problem.
Experiments on a series of standard test images show
that even without any domain specific knowledge our
SA based algorithm is able to outperform conventional
quantisation algorithms and hence to provide images
with superior image quality.

1 Introduction

Colour quantisation is a common image processing
technique that allows the representation of true colour
images using only a small number of colours and is
useful for displaying images on limited hardware such
as mobile devices, for image compression, and for other
applications such as image retrieval [11]. True colour
images typically use 24 bits per pixel which results
in an overall gamut of 224 i.e. more than 16.8 million
different colours. Colour quantisation uses a colour
palette that contains only a small number of colours
(usually between 8 and 256) and pixel data are then
stored as indices to this palette. Clearly the choice
of the colours that make up the palette has a crucial
influence on the image quality of the quantised image
However, the selection of the optimal colour palette
is known to be an np-hard problem [4]. In the image
processing literature many different algorithms have
been introduced that aim to find a palette that allows
for good image quality of the quantised image [4, 3, 2].

In this paper we apply a variant of Simulated An-
nealing (SA) as a standard black-box optimisation al-
gorithm to the colour quantisation problem. The main
advantage of black-box optimisation algorithms is that
they do not require any domain specific knowledge yet
are able to provide a near optimal solution. We evalu-
ate the effectiveness of our approach by comparing its
performance to the results obtained by several purpose
built colour quantisation algorithms [4, 3, 2]. The re-
sults obtained show that even without any domain spe-
cific knowledge our SA based algorithm is able to out-
perform standard quantisation algorithms and hence
to provide palettised images with superior image qual-
ity.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides the background for optimisation based
on Simulated Annealing. Section 3 explains our ap-
plication of SWASA, a modified SA algorithm, to the
colour quantisation problem. Section 4 provides exper-
imental results based on a set of standard test images
while 5 concludes the paper.

2 Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) was first introduced as a
general optimisation method by Kirkpatrick et al. [6],
based on the work of Metropolis et al. [7]. It simulates
the annealing of metal, in which the metal is heated-
up to a temperature near its melting point and then
slowly cooled down. This allows the particles to move
towards a minimum energy state, with a more uniform
crystalline structure. The process therefore permits
some control over the microstructure.

Simulated annealing is a variation of the hill-
climbing algorithm. Both start from a randomly se-
lected point within the search space of all the possi-
ble solutions. Each point in the search space has a
measurable error value, E, associated with it, which
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indicates the quality of the solution. From the current
point in search space, new trial solutions are selected
for testing from the neighborhood of the current so-
lution. This is usually done by moving a small step
in a random direction. In this application, small and
equally distributed random numbers from the inter-
val [−smax, smax] are added to each component of the
current solution vector, where smax is called the ’max-
imum step width’. The values for smax need to be cho-
sen from the interval between 0 and the upper limit
of the search space dimension. The decrease in error
values is ∆E. If ∆E is negative, i.e. the error of a trial
solution is less than the error of the current one, the
trial solution is accepted as the current solution.

Unlike hill-climbing SA does not automatically re-
ject a new candidate solution if ∆E is positive. Instead
it becomes the current solution with probability p(T )
which is usually determined using

p(T ) = e−∆E/T (1)

where T is referred to as ’temperature’, an abstract
control parameter for the cooling schedule. For a given
temperature and positive values of ∆E the probabil-
ity function shown in Equation 1 has a defined upper
limit of one, and tends towards zero for large positive
values of ∆E. That means, in a practical computer
application, the probability p(T ) has to be calculated
for each candidate solution and to be compared with
an equally distributed random number from the inter-
val [0, 1]. If the probability p(T ) is greater than the
random number the candidate solution is accepted as
the current solution, otherwise it is rejected.

The algorithm starts with a high temperature i.e.
with a high transition probability. The temperature is
then reduced towards zero, usually in steps, according
to a cooling schedule such as

Tn+1 = αTn (2)

where Tn is the temperature at step n and α is the
cooling coefficient (usually between 0.8 and 0.99).

During each step the temperature must be held con-
stant for an appropriate number of iterations in order
to allow the algorithm to settle into a ’thermal equilib-
rium’ i.e. a balanced state. If the number of iterations
is too small the algorithm is likely to converge to a
local minimum.

Step width adapting simulated annealing
(SWASA) [8] overcomes the problems associated
with constant values for smax by using a scaling
function [10] to adapt the maximum step width to
the current iteration by

smax(n) =
2s0

1 + eβn/nmax
(3)

where smax(n) is the maximum step width at iteration
n, s0 is the initial maximum step width, nmax the
maximum number of iterations and β is an adaptation
constant.

3 Simulated Annealing for colour
quantisation

In this paper we apply the SWASA algorithm de-
scribed in Section 2 as a black box optimisation algo-
rithm to the colour quantisation problem. For colour
quantisation the objective is to minimise the total
error introduced through the application of a colour
palette. The colour palette C for an image I, a code-
book of k colour vectors, should then be chosen so as
to minimise the error function

error(C, I) =
1∑k

j=1 lj

k∑

i=1

li∑

j=1

||Ci− Ij ||+ p(C, I) (4)

with

p(C, I) =
k∑

i=1

δai, ai =
{

1 if li = 0
0 otherwise (5)

where li is the number of pixels Ij represented by
colour Ci of the palette, ||.|| is the Euclidean distance
in RGB space, and δ is a constant (δ = 10 in our ex-
periments). The objective function error(C, I) used is
hence a combination of the mean Euclidean distance
and a penalty function. The penalty function p(C, I)
was integrated in order to avoid unused palette colours
by adding a constant penalty value to the error for
each entry in the codebook that is not used in the
resulting picture.

As can be seen from Equation 4 the objective func-
tion is highly non-linear, i.e. it has a high degree of
epistasis [1]. Past experience [9] has shown that for
this kind of optimisation problems simulated anneal-
ing outperforms other generic optimisation algorithms
like genetic algorithms [5].

For our colour quantisation algorithm we employ
a population based version of the SWASA algorithm
with a population size of 10. The start temperature
was chosen to be 100 and the cooling coefficient was
set to 0.9. The temperature was kept constant over 20
iterations and the maximum number of iterations was
set to 10000.
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Image Popularity alg. Median cut Octree Neuquant Sim. Annealing
Lenna 22.24 23.79 27.45 27.82 27.79
Peppers 18.56 24.10 25.80 26.04 26.16
Mandrill 18.00 21.52 24.21 24.59 24.46
Sailboat 8.73 22.01 26.04 26.81 26.69
Airplane 15.91 24.32 28.77 28.24 29.43
Pool 19.87 24.57 29.39 27.08 29.84
mean 17.22 23.39 26.94 26.73 27.40

Table 1: Quantisation results, given in terms of PSNR [dB].

4 Experimental results

In order to evaluate our new method for colour
quantisation we have taken a set of six standard im-
ages commonly used in the colour quantisation liter-
ature (Lenna, Peppers, Mandrill, Sailboat, Airplane,
and Pool) and applied our optimisation scheme to gen-
erate quantised images with a palette of 16 colours.

To put the results we obtain into context we have
also implemented four popular colour quantisation al-
gorithms to generate corresponding quantised images
with palette size 16. The algorithms we have tested
were:

• Popularity algorithm [4]: Following a uniform
quantisation to 5 bits per channel the n colours
that are represented most often form the colour
palette.

• Median cut quantisation [4]: An iterative algo-
rithm that repeatedly splits (by a plane through
the median point) colour cells into sub-cells..

• Octree quantisation [3]: The colour space is rep-
resented as an octree where sub-branches are suc-
cessively merged to form the palette.

• Neuquant [2]: A one-dimensional self-organising
Kohonen neural network is applied to generate
the colour map.

For all algorithms, pixels in the quantised images were
assigned to their nearest neighbours in the colour
palette to provide the best possible image quality.

The results are listed in Table 1, expressed in terms
of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) defined as

PSNR(I1, I2) = 10 log10

2552

MSE(I1, I2)
(6)

with MSE (the mean-squared error) given as

MSE(I1, I2) =
1

3nm

n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

[(R1(i, j)−R2(i, j))2 + (7)

(G1(i, j)−G2(i, j))2 + (B1(i, j)−B2(i, j))2]

where R(i, j), G(i, j), and B(i, j) are the red, green,
and blue pixel values at location (i, j) and n and m
are the dimensions of the images.

From Table 1 we can see our Simulated Annealing
approach to colour quantisation obtains the best re-
sults for three of the six images and comes close 2-nd
for the other three. Overall a mean PSNR of 27.40 dB
is achieved which is significantly better than the 26.94
and 26.73 dB obtained by Octree and Neuquant, the
two next best algorithms.

An example of the performance of the different al-
gorithms is provided in Figure 1 which shows part of
the Pool image together with the same part extracted
from the images colour quantised by all algorithms. It
is clear that the popularity algorithm performs poorly
on this image and assigns virtually all of the colours in
the palette to green and achromatic colours. Median
cut is better but still provides fairly poor colour repro-
duction; most of the colours in the quantised image
are fairly different from the original. The same holds
true for the images produced by Neuquant. Here the
most obvious artefact is the absence of an appropriate
red colour in the colour palette. A far better result is
achieved by the Octree algorithm, although here also
the red is not very accurate and the colour of the cue
is greenish instead of brown. Clearly the best image
quality is maintained by applying our Simulated an-
nealing technique. Although the colour palette has
only 16 entries all colours of the original image are
accurately presented including the red ball and the
colour of the billiard cue.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have applied a variant of Simu-
lated Annealing as a standard black-box optimisation
algorithm to the colour quantisation problem. Exper-
imental results obtained on a set of standard test im-
ages have demonstrated that this type of optimisation
techniques cannot only be effectively employed but is
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Figure 1: Part of original Pool image (top-left) and corresponding images quantised with (from left to right, top to
bottom): Popularity algorithm, Median cut, Octree quantisation, Neuquant, and our Simulated annealing approach.

even able to outperform standard purpose built colour
quantisation algorithms.
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Abstract 

The B-spline curve is often used as a method to 
draw an arbitrary curve like a hand-written figure. 
However, it is difficult to operate the position of the 
control-point for the faithful drawing. In addition, to 
arrange the control-points by hand, a lot of experiences 
needs. 

The purpose in this study is to reproduce 
automatically an arbitrary curve faithfully by using a less 
control-points. The concept of evolutional method is 
utilized for the generation of the B-spline curve. The 
detail process is as follows. The several points on the 
curve are regarded as the chromosome. The crossover is 
practiced between two chromosomes. In this study, the 
individual with the same size of chromosome is regarded 
as homogeneity, but the one with the different size is 
defined as heterogeneity. The crossover between 
homogeneities is called “sexual reproduction”. The 
crossover is not practiced between heterogeneities. The 
individual without the same size reproduce two its copies. 
This is called “asexual reproduction”. By the strategy, 
various size of chromosome evolves. For the validity, 
some hand-written curves are used to generate the 
B-spline curve. As the result, B-spline curve similar to 
hand-written curve is automatically reproduced, and it 
uses a less control-points. 
Keywords: hand-written figure, B-spline, genetic 
algorithm 

1. Introduction 

The figure is often drawn by hand at the stage of the 
idea, although it is possible to draw precisely with a 
computer. A hand-written figure gives man the relief, so 
there are a lot of hand-written fonts in the 
word-processor. The B-spline curve is often used as one 
of the methods to express a hand-written figure. The 
B-spline curve is generated based on the control-point. 
When the control-points are arranged automatically with 
the computer, the number of them becomes large. For the 
reduction of them, it is possible to arrange them by hand. 

However, a lot of experiences are needed for it. Thus, it 
is difficult to operate the number and the position of the 
control-points [1]. 

The purpose in this study is to arrange the 
control-points of B-spline automatically for the faithful 
representation of an arbitrary curve, and to reduce the 
control-points as less as possible. For them, the concept 
of the bug-type of artificial life is introduced [2]. This is 
one of the extension-models of genetic programming [3]. 

Chapter 2 explains the method to generate B-spline 
curve automatically, and chapter 3 shows the results. 
Some hand-written curves are used to generate the 
B-spline curve. As the result, B-spline curve similar to 
hand-written curve is automatically reproduced, and it 
uses a less control-points. Chapter 4 mentions the 
conclusion. 

2. Method for the generation of B-spline 

curve 

Genetic programming (GP) has been proposed 
recently[3]. Some unknown functions are discovered by 
the use of GP. The discovered functions, however, are 
often very complicated and quite different from those 
which are discovered by human. For the improvement, a 
bug type of artificial life, which is called S-system, was 
proposed [2], [4]. The concept of a sexual / asexual 
reproduction is introduced. This is very effective for 
function-search. A part of chromosome changes by 
mutation. According as the generation proceeds, the bugs 
with the function adapting to the observation data 
survive selectively, and find out the function 
corresponding with the data. 

The summary of S-system and the method for the 
application to generate B-spline curve are mentioned 
here. 
2.1 Design of chromosome 
The arbitrary curve is represented by the B-Spline curve. 
Some points [P1, P2, …] on the hand written-curve are 
extracted, and they are called passing points. The 
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control-points [Q1, Q2, …] are obtained by reverse 
conversion of passing points. The relation is shown in 
Fig. 1. From the control-points, the B-spline curve can 
be drawn. In a word, the B-spline curve can be drawn 
from the passing points. 

We define the passing points [P1, P2, …] as 
chromosome as shown in Fig. 2. Each point has the 
displacement. The target of crossover is the displacement. 
This is the same way of bug type of GA [5]. The number 
of passing points corresponds to the size of chromosome. 
In this system, the size of chromosome is not fixed. This 
is set at random at initial generation, and changes at 
mutation. 
2.2 Sexual reproduction and asexual reproduction 

Sexual reproduction and asexual one are introduced 
in this study. These are important strategy. In the 
beginning, we have to explain the concepts of 
homogeneity and heterogeneity. The difference between 
them is shown in Fig. 3. We define the chromosome with 
the same size as homogeneity, while the one with 
different size as heterogeneity. In Fig. 3, chromosome 1 
has the same size as chromosome 2, so chromosome 1 
and chromosome 2 are homogeneity. The size of 
chromosome 3 is different from the others, so we call 
chromosome 3 is heterogeneity against the others. 
Sexual reproduction is practiced between homogeneities. 
Heterogeneity cannot reproduce sexually. 

  The procedure of sexual reproduction is as 
follows. A chromosome is selected by tournament 
strategy. It looks for the homogeneity. In case that 

homogeneity exists, the chromosome with the highest 
fitness is selected as the partner. The chromosome and its 
partner reproduce two chromosomes by crossover. As far 
as sexual reproduction is concerned, the crossover 
operator is equivalent to that of real GA[2]. This strategy 
uses displacement dPi of passing point Pi for a crossover. 
It means that the target of crossover is the displacement. 
The example is displayed in Fig. 4. 
2.3 Limit of the number of homogeneities 

According as generation progresses, the number of 
homogeneities may be almost all. This is because an 
excellent chromosome survives selectively. In that case, 
it is hard for the other heterogeneity to appear even if it  
is very excellent. That is, the search is trapped in a local 
optimum. For the search being as successful as possible, 
we limit the number of homogeneities. By this strategy, 
different many species are in existence at the same time, 
and each species evolves by sexual reproduction. 
2.4 Calculation of fitness 

Fitness is the value that shows how the B-Spline 
curve expressed by the chromosome is similar to original 
curve. The fitness is high when the B-Spline curve is 
agreement with the original curve, and the number of 
passing points is a little. For them, we introduce the 
degree map. The outline is shown in Fig. 5. Fig.5(a) is 
the handwritten curve, and Fig. 5(b) represents its degree 
map. The image size of Fig. 5(a) is the same as Fig. 5(b). 
In Fig. 5(b), the evaluation value (degree) of each pixel 
is defined as follow. 

gainshiftvaluenevalulatio ×-= 255            (1) 

P1 P2 P3 P4 

Fig. 2 Definition of chromosome. 

dP1 dP2 dP3 dP4 

Passing points 

Displacement of 
passing points 

dP1 dP2 dP3 dP4 

Fig. 4 Crossover using bug type GA strategy. 

dP5 dP6 dP7 dP8 

Chromosome 2 

P1 P2 P3 P4 

Fig. 3 The difference between homogeneity and 
heterogeneity. 

P5 P6 P7 P8 

P3 P4 P5 P6 P2 P1 

heterogeneity 

heterogeneity 

homogeneity 

Chromosome 1 

Chromosome 3 

Handwritten 
curve 

Passing 
point 

Control-point 

Fig. 1 Relationship among curve, passing points and 
control-points. 
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where, shift is the distance-gap from the handwritten 
curve, gain is the constant. As understood from Fig. 5(b), 
the evaluation value of the pixel on the handwritten 
curve is 255. The value decreases as parting from the 
curve. When the value of gain increases, the evaluation 
value rapidly decreases as parting from the curve. 
   The calculation of fitness is as follows. (i) The 
B-spline curve is drawn in this map. (ii) The total of 
evaluation value of each pixel along the curve is 
calculated. (iii) The average value fitm per a pixel is 
obtained. Based on the following definition, the fitness 
fit is obtained. 

                
  (2) 

where, fitn is the normalized number of passing points, 
and kfit is a constant. This is same concept of MDL[6]. 
2.5 Algorithm of automatic generation of B-spline 

curve 
  The flowchart for the generation of B-spline curve is 
shown in Fig. 6. The summary is as follows. 
Extraction of curve: The handwritten curve is extracted 

from the image (BITMAP format), in which a 
handwritten curve is drawn. 

Generation of initial individuals: Numerous 
chromosomes with the arbitrary passing points are 
generated at random. 

Movement: By the movement, the passing point in the 
chromosome changes slightly. 

 That is to say, the values of kP  are replaced by 

kk dPP +  or kk dPP - , where kP and kdP  are 
the chromosome in Fig. 2, and k=2, 3, …, n-1, n is 
the number of passing points. This concept is based 
on Ref. [5]. 

Calculation of fitness: Base on the chapter 2.4, the 
fitness of each chromosome is calculated. 

Descendant-generation-routine: At this routine, new 
chromosomes are generated. For it, generation-gap, 

selection, crossover, and mutation are practiced. 
Generation-gap: The chromosomes of the number 
of Par are selected and they are passed down to the 
next generation. The elite strategy is adopted for it. 
Selection: An individual is selected by the 
tournament strategy. 
Crossover: The selected one is judged whether it has 
the ability to sexually reproduce. In the case that the 
selected one has the ability of sexual reproduction,  

Fig. 5 A handwritten curve and its degree map. 

(a) a handwritten curve (b) degree map of (a) 

Start 

Generation of initial bugs 

Generation g = 0 

Bug p = 1 

Movement 

Calculation of fitness 

Find the 
B-spline? 

p=Pop ? 

g=GeneMAX ? 

p = p+1 

g=g+1 

Descendant 
generation routine 

End 

N 
N 

N 

Y 

Y

Y 

Extraction of curve 

Fig. 6 The flowchart for generating B-spline curve. 

Table 1. The value of parameters for simple curve. 

Number of passing points 3, 4, …, 15 
kfit 0.8 
Gain 3 
Number of chromosomes 300 
Maximum generation 100 
Range of kdP  0, 1, 2 
Generation gap 0.5 
Crossover rate 0.5 
Tournament size 3 
Limitation of the number of 
homogeneities 

30 

Mutation rate of passing point 0.5 
Mutation rate of kdP  0.5 

 

nfitmfit fitkfitkfit ⋅-+⋅= )1(255/
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sexual reproduction is performed. In the other case, 
asexual reproduction is carried out. This is mentioned 
in chapter 2.2. 
Mutation: A part of the chromosome is changed by 
mutation at a certain rate. In mutation, passing point 
is added, deleted, or replaced in the chromosome. As 
far as displacement of passing points kdP , the value 
is replaced by the other value by mutation. 

3. Experimental results 

  For the validity of this algorithm, we practiced the 
B-spline generation in two cases of curves. 
3.1 Simple curve 
  We tried the generation of B-spline curve 100 times 
for simple curve. The conditions are listed in Table 1. At 
one trial, the B-spline curve with the highest fitness is 
obtained. Because of 100 trials, 100 B-spline curves are 
gotten. The main breakdown of the number of passing 
points is as follows. Passing points 5: 15 times, passing 
points 6: 66 times, Passing points 7: 19 times.  The 

examples are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) is the 
handwritten curve. In Fig. 7(b) and (c), the generated 
B-spline curves are drawn. In these figures, both 
handwritten curve and B-spline one are drawn. As 
understood from them, B-Spline curve is agreement with 
handwritten one. In addition, the number of passing 
points is a little. From the comparison of Fig. 7(b) with 
Fig. 7(c), the B-spline curve drawn with 6 passing points 
more agrees with the handwritten curve than that of 5 
passing points. 
3.2 Complex curve 
  Since the complex curve such as font is used in reality, 
we tried to generate the B-spline curve for the complex 
curve. We tried the generation of B-spline curve 100 
times. The number of passing points=3,..,31 and kfit=0.72. 
The conditions are the same as Table 1 except them. The 
main breakdown of the number of passing points is 
shown in Fig. 9. The examples are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 
8(a) is the handwritten curve. In Fig. 8(b) and (c), the 
generated B-spline curves are drawn. As understood 

Fig. 8 B-spline curve generated from complex curve. 

(b) B-spline in case of 14 passing 
points 

(c) B-spline in case of 16 passing 
points 

(a) complex handwritten curve 

Fig. 7 B-spline curve generated from simple curve. 

(b) B-spline in case of 5 passing 
points 

(c) B-spline in case of 6 passing 
points 

(a) simple handwritten curve 
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from them, B-Spline curve is agreement with 
handwritten one. In addition, the number of passing 
points is a little for the complex curve. From the 
comparison of Fig. 8(b) with Fig. 8(c), the B-spline 
curve drawn with 16 passing points more agrees with the 
handwritten curve than 14 passing points. 

4. Conclusions 

The purpose in this study is to arrange 
automatically the control-points of B-spline for the 
faithful representation of an arbitrary curve, and to 
reduce the control-points as less as possible. For them, 
the concept of the bug-type of artificial life is introduced. 
As the result, B-spline curve similar to hand-written 
curve is automatically reproduced, and it uses a less 
control-points. 

In the future, we should investigate the method for 
the further reduction of control-points, and apply to 
practical use. 
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Fig. 9 The distribution of passing points for 
complex curve. 
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Abstract

This paper proposes a genetic algorithm-based
method for designing an autonomous trader agent.
The task of the proposed method is to find an op-
timal set of fuzzy if-then rules that best represents the
behavior of a target trader agent. A highly profitable
trader agent is used as the target trader agent in the
proposed genetic algorithm. A trading history of the
target agent is obtained from a series of futures trad-
ing. In the antecedent part of fuzzy if-then rules time
series data of spot prices are considered while the con-
sequent part indicates the order of trade (Buy, Sell, or
No action) with its degree of certainty. The proposed
method determines the antecedent part of fuzzy if-then
rules. The consequent part of fuzzy if-then rules is au-
tomatically determined from the trading history of the
target trader agent. The autonomous trader agent de-
signed by the proposed genetic algorithm consists of a
fixed number of fuzzy if-then rules. The decision of the
autonomous trader agent is made by fuzzy inference
from the time series data of spot prices.

1 Introduction

Fuzzy rule-based systems have been successfully ap-
plied to various problems such as control [1], function
approximation, and pattern classification [2, 3]. The
advantage of a fuzzy rule-based system is its inter-
pretability. Since fuzzy if-then rules in a fuzzy rule-
based system are written using linguistic values, hu-
man users can linguistically understand the meaning
of the fuzzy if-then rules.

Recently, virtual economic markets have attracted
a great deal of attention for analyzing economic sys-
tems and developing autonomous trader agents. U-
Mart (Unreal Market as Artificial Research Test-bed)

project is one of such virtual markets where multiple
trader agents including human traders simultaneously
participate in a futures market (Fig. 1).

 

 

 

  

  

 
 

U-MART Client 

 

U-MART Server 

Internal information 

( Pos, Cash, t ) 

External information 

( S, F ) 

Trade order 

( BS, P, Q) 

Figure 1: The general view of U-Mart.

In futures markets, the price is determined based
on orders made by all trader agents that participate
in the market. Thus, it is important for a trader agent
to predict the orders of the other trader agents in or-
der to make an optimal trade decision. The aim of this
paper is to propose a genetic algorithm-based method
for finding an optimal set of fuzzy if-then rules that
best represents the behavior of a target trader agent.
In the proposed genetic algorithm-based method, an
individual represents an autonomous trader agent. A
pre-specified number of fuzzy if-then rules are encoded
into a string of binary and integer bits. First, an ini-
tial population is generated by randomly determining
each bit of strings. Then genetic operations such as
selection, crossover, and mutation are performed in
order to generate new strings. The new strings are
used to form the next population together with best
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strings in the current population. The fitness value of
each strategy is evaluated through the rate of matched
trading decision during the futures trades. That is, a
string has a high fitness value if the autonomous trader
agent generated from the string makes decision simi-
lar to that of the target trader agent. This procedure
is iterated until a pre-specified termination criterion
is satisfied. In a series of computational experiments
we examine the performance of the proposed method
using a time series data of spot prices. It will be
shown that the autonomous trader agent designed by
the proposed method has a similar behavior to the tar-
get trader agent. For example, the autonomous trader
agent makes the same decision as the target trader
agent, and the profit of the autonomous trader agent
is similar to that of the target trader agent if the ex-
perimental settings are the same.

2 Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems for Fu-
tures Trading

2.1 Handling Trading History

The trading history of the target agent can be con-
verted into a set of training patterns in pattern clas-
sification problems. Let us assume that m + 10 trad-
ing actions are included in a trading history data set.
That is, the trading history data set consists of two
time series data, spot prices and trading actions as
follows:

TH = {(st, at), t = 1, . . . , m + 10}, (1)

where TH is the set of trading history, st is the spot
price at the t-th time step, and at is the trading action
of the target agent at the t-th time step. We convert
the trading history TH into the training data TD as
follows:

TD = {xp, p = 1, . . . ,m}, (2)

where

xp = (xp1, xp2, . . . , xpn), p = 1, . . . , m. (3)

Each attribute in xp, p = 1, . . . ,m is calculated as fol-
lows:

xpi = sp+10 − sp+10−i,
i = 1, . . . , n, p = 1, . . . ,m.

(4)

The class of the p-th training pattern xp is determined
as the trading action of the target agent at the (p+10)-
th time step.

2.2 Fuzzy If-Then Rule

We use the following type of fuzzy if-then rules for
futures trading:

Rj : If x1 is Aj1 and . . . and x10 is Aj10

then action is Bj with CFj , j = 1, . . . , N,
(5)

where Aj1, . . . , Aj10 are antecedent fuzzy sets of fuzzy
if-then rule Rj , Bj is the consequent action, CFj is
the grade of certainty, and N is the number of fuzzy
if-then rules in a fuzzy rule-based system.

Each attribute in the antecedent part of fuzzy if-
then rules shows the differences between the spot
prices at the latest time and the corresponding time
step. For example, x5 represents the difference of spot
prices between the latest and five time steps before.
Although we consider only ten attributes in this pa-
per, it is possible to extend the number of attributes.
However, since the main focus of this paper is to find
an optimal set of fuzzy if-then rules, not to find opti-
mal fuzzy if-then rules, we fix the number of attributes
as ten. A modified version with more attributes is left
for future research.

As the membership functions for antecedent fuzzy
sets Aj1, . . . , Ajn, we use five fuzzy sets and don’t care
shown in Fig. 2.
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0.0

1.0  
Figure 2: Membership functions for antecedent fuzzy
sets.

The consequent part of fuzzy if-then rules can
be automatically determined by using a fuzzy rule-
generation method in [4] once the antecedent part is
fixed.

2.3 Decision Making on Trading Action

Let us assume that we have N fuzzy if-then rules
that are obtained by our genetic algorithm-based
method. The fuzzy rule-based system is used to deter-
mine the trading action such as Buy, Sell, No action.
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RNR3R2R1 RNR3R2R1
…An individual

N

 

Figure 3: A string for a set of fuzzy if-then rules.

We also assume that an input pattern x = (x1, . . . , xn)
to the fuzzy rule-based system is obtained from the
time series of spot prices. The trading action is deter-
mined by using a single winner rule where the conse-
quent part of the fuzzy if-then rule Rĵ with the max-
imum product of the compatibility and the degree of
certainty is employed:

µĵ = max
j=1,...,N

µj(x) · CFj , (6)

where

µj(x) = µj1(x1) · µj2(x2) · . . . · µjn(xn), (7)

and µji(xi), i = 1, . . . , n is the membership function of
fuzzy sets Aji, i = 1, . . . , n in the antecedent part of
the fuzzy if-then rule Rj .

3 Genetic Algorithm for Finding Fuzzy
If-Then Rules

In this paper, we use a genetic algorithm-based
method for obtaining fuzzy if-then rules. The task
of the genetic algorithm is to find an optimal set of
fuzzy if-then rules that best represents the behavior of
the target trader agent.

3.1 Encoding

An individual represents a set of fuzzy if-then rules
in the proposed method. Fuzzy if-then rules in a fuzzy
rule-based system are concatenated to form a single
string as in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the order
of the fuzzy if-then rules in the string does not have
any effect on its performance.

Each of fuzzy if-then rules in the string is divided
into two parts (see Fig. 4). The first part consists
of binary bits that show the inclusion of attributes.
That is, the value of 1 in a binary bit means that the
corresponding attribute is used in the fuzzy if-then
rule. On the other hand, the attribute is not used in
the fuzzy if-then rule if the value of the binary bit is 0.
It should be noted that whether an attribute is used in
fuzzy if-then rules is not common over the set of fuzzy
if-then rules. Since the binary bits are used for each

0 4 2 3 4253150 4 2 3 425315

1 0 0 0 1110111 0 0 0 111011

10

Inclusion of attributes

Fuzzy if-then rule

RNR3R2R1 RNR3R2R1
…

 
Figure 4: Encoding of a fuzzy if-then rule in the string.

fuzzy if-then rule, whether an attribute is used or not
depends on fuzzy if-then rules. The second part shows
the antecedent part of fuzzy if-then rules.

Note that the consequent part of fuzzy if-then rules
is determined automatically from the trading history
of the target agent after determining the antecedent
part of fuzzy if-then rules.

3.2 Fitness Function

The task of the proposed genetic algorithm-based
method is to find the rule set of fuzzy if-then rules that
best represents the behavior of the target trader agent.
In the proposed genetic algorithm-based method, we
define the fitness of a fuzzy rule-based system S as
follows:

fitness(S) =
nca(S)

m
, (8)

where nca(S) is the number of correct actions in the
training data set TD, m is the number of training
data. The fuzzy rule-based systems with higher fit-
ness value best represents the behavior of the target
trader agent, thus the fuzzy rule-based systems with a
high fitness value are favored in the proposed genetic
algorithm-based method.

3.3 Overall Procedure

The procedure of the proposed genetic algorithm-
based method can be described as follows:

Step 1: Initialization. A pre-specified number of
strings are randomly generated to form an ini-
tial population of size Npop.

Step 2: Fitness evaluation. Each string in the popula-
tion is evaluated by using the fitness function
in (8).

Step 3: Genetic operations. We generate new strings
through genetic operations such as selection,
crossover, and mutation. For the crossover op-
eration, we use rule-wise uniform crossover op-
eration where cut-points occur only between
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substrings that represent fuzzy if-then rules.
In order to select a pair of strings for one
crossover operation, we use binary tourna-
ment selection where first two strings are se-
lected randomly and then the better string
with the higher fitness value in (8) is selected
as a parent in the crossover operation. For
mutation operation, we use bit-change oper-
ation where the value of randomly selected
bits is replaced with randomly selected one.
It should be noted that only 0 and 1 are pos-
sible for binary bits whereas 0 ∼ 5 can be used
for the other bits. We generate Npop − 1 new
strings by the above genetic operations.

Step 4: Generation update. We employ so-called gen-
erational version of genetic algorithm with eli-
tist strategy. That is, the new strings gener-
ated in the previous step and the best string in
the current population are combined to form
the next population.

Step 5: Termination test. If a pre-specified termina-
tion criterion is satisfied, terminate the proce-
dure of the genetic algorithm-based method.
Otherwise go to Step 2.

4 Computational Experiments

This section shows the experimental results of the
proposed genetic algorithm-based method for obtain-
ing fuzzy rule-based systems that best represent the
behavior of the target agent.

4.1 Experimental Settings

The following experimental settings were used in
the computational experiments in this paper:

Target agent: ZCrossover
Population size: 50
Crossover rate: 1.0
Mutation rate: 1/6
The number of fuzzy if-then rules in a string: 50
Termination criterion: 5,000 generations

As the target agent in the experiments we use
ZCrossover that is an autonomous trader agent de-
veloped in Ritsumeikan University.

4.2 Experimental Results

We show the results of the experiments in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, we can see that the rate of correct actions
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Figure 5: Experimental results.

by the best string in the population (i.e., fitness(S))
increases over generations.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a genetic algorithm-
based method. The task of the proposed method is
to find a fuzzy rule-based system that best represents
the behavior of a target agent in a futures market.
Each fuzzy rule-based system is encoded into a string
with binary and integer bits. Binary bits show the
inclusion or exclusion of the corresponding attributes
in each fuzzy if-then rule and the fuzzy sets in the
antecedent part of fuzzy if-then rules are specified by
integer bits. Through the computational experiments
we showed that the proposed genetic algorithm-based
method successfully found fuzzy rule-based systems
that are consistent with the behavior of the target
agent.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel method for mul-
timodal function optimization. This method can be
thought a extension of Adaptive Neighbor Search
(ANS) by using simplex neighbor which is a technique
of Self-Organization with Sampling. The difference
between ANS and the proposed method is the way of
defining the neighbor. ANS uses Euclidian distance
based neighbor and the proposed method uses spa-
tial relation based neighbor. Through intensive exper-
iments, we confirm the robustness for scaling search
space.

1 Introduction

　 Real-coded Genetic Algorithms (RCGAs) draw
attention as general optimization methods for nonlin-
ear continuous function. In RCGAs Unimodal Nor-
mal Distribution Crossover (UNDX)[8][5] and Simplex
Crossover (SPX)[4] are widely used for crossover , and
Minimal Generation Gap (MGG)[9] is used for gener-
ation alternation model. Simply using these methods,
we encounter the difficulties of multimodality. Espe-
cially fast convergence of search points is a serious
problem. To over come this problem, island model
Genetic Algorithms are proposed. In island model Ge-
netic Algorithms, search points are divided into some
groups, and the crossover parents are limited to indi-
viduals in same groups. One of the most efficient is-
land model Genetic Algorithms is Adaptive Neighbor
Search (ANS)[10]. ANS limits the crossover parents

to search points which are near from other parents.
Recently Estimation of Distribution Algorithms

(EDAs)[6] was proposed as a model of mathemati-
cally interpreted GAs. In EDAs, we represent the
search points as a probabilistic distribution. And we
use sampling according to the estimated probabilis-
tic distribution instead of crossover. So EDAs can be
thought more general framework. Self-organization
with Sampling (SOS) is one of the EDA-based opti-
mization method. In SOS, the cost function is esti-
mated from samples drawn according to Boltzmann
distribution whose energy is estimated cost function.
Using Boltzmann distribution, we can control variety
of search points as entropy. So SOS can be thought
appropriate method for multimodal function optimiza-
tion. But SOS has one problem that it is too hard
to construct step function approximating cost func-
tion in high dimension. We therefore try to propose
computable SOS by extending ANS by using simplex
neighbor which is used in SOS for finding neighbor
search points.

In section 2, we explain ANS. In section 3, we ex-
plain SOS. In section 4, we propose a combinatorial
method of ANS and SOS. Section 5 is experiments
using benchmark problems. Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2 Adaptive Neighbor Search

Adaptive Neighbor Search (ANS) is one of the is-
land model GAs. A feature of ANS is to limit the
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crossover parents to their neighbor search points. We
can see this limitation as adaptive clustering based
on distance between search points. This mechanism
prevent fast convergence and is one way to overcome
multimodality.

Figure 1 shows the brief procedure of ANS. The fea-
tures of ANS can be seen in step 2 of the optimization
phase. In step 2, we compute neighbor search points
defined as nearest search points in Euclidean distance.
Then we apply crossover to neighbor search points and
a search point selected in step 1. In crossover we let
the search point selected in step 1 be a center of Gaus-
sian (UNDX) or Simplex (SPX).

• Initialization:

1. Put search points in feasible region

• Optimization:

1. choose a search point x0 randomly

2. Find neighbor search points x1, . . . , xM

3. Operate crossover to x0, x1, . . . , xM and gen-
erate sampling data set D

4. Alternate generation (exchange x0 for best
sample in D)

5. Jump to 1.

Figure 1: ANS procedure

3 Self-Organization with Sampling

Self-Organization with Sampling (SOS) is EDA-
based method. SOS estimates the cost function and
draws samples according to Boltzmann distribution.
Boltzmann distribution is defined as follows:

p(x) =
exp(−f(x)β)

Z
, (1)

Z =
∫

exp(−f(x)β)dx, (2)

where f(x) is energy function, β is inverse tempera-
ture and Z is partition function. Controlling the in-
verse temperature, we can control the variety of search
points and generating samples.

Figure 1 shows the brief procedure of SOS. In SOS,
we assume that the feasible region is convex polyhe-
dron. This is equivalent to assume the bounded linear
constraints. So we put the search points on the vertices
of the convex polyhedron. We call these search points

”pseudo search points” because they don’t move. Af-
ter putting search points and pseudo search points, we
decompose the feasible region into simplexes whose
vertexes are the search points or the pseudo search
points by Delaunay triangulation[7].

Features of SOS are step 2 and 3. In step 2, SOS
generate samples around a search point selected in step
1. This is ensemble of SPX. In step 3, we locally make
a sum of probabilistic density in each search point al-
most equal. In fact, this is not easy. One approxima-
tion way is explained in [1]

• Initialization:

1. Put pseudo search points on the vertices
of convex polyhedron defined by linear con-
straints

2. Put search points in the convex polyhedron
randomly

3. Apply Delaunay triangulation to search
space and generate neighbor simplex setNxi

.

• Optimization:

1. choose a search point x0 randomly

2. Draw K samples from each simplex si ∈ Nx0

according to uniform distribution

3. move x0 to make the sum of probabilistic
density in each simplex almost equal

4. Goto 1.

Figure 2: SOS procedure

3.1 Simplex Neighbor

Computation time of Delaunay triangulation,
which is used in SOS is exponential in the number
of the dimension. So we cannot apply SOS to real
problems. In this section we show a polynomial time
algorithm which is similar to Delaunay triangulation.
This method is introduced in [3] and called simplex
neighbor.

Before showing simplex neighbor, we have to know
the Delaunay triangulation using a geometric transfor-
mation. A geometric transformation which transform
a point p in d dimensional space into point p̃ in d+ 1
dimensional space is defined as follows:

p̃ = (p, f(p)), (3)

f(x) =
d∑

i=1

x2
i . (4)
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We can get a d+ 1 dimensional point set S̃ by apply-
ing the geometric transformation to a d dimensional
point set S. The convex hull conv(S̃) of S̃ become the
Delaunay triangulation. But a computation of convex
hull needs exponential time in the number of the di-
mension. So we try to use another relationship of S
and S̃ . We focus on a point xp in S and a point set
S− which is S without xp. We think of the Delau-
nay simplexes (triangles) of S−. If there is a simplex
which contains xp in Delaunay Simplexes of S−, we
can compute the simplex by solving a following linear
programming:

min f(α) =
∑

x̃i∈S̃−

αi < x̃i · ed+1 >, (5)

s.t.
∑

xi∈S−
αixi = xp, (6)

m∑
i=1

αi = 1, (7)

0 ≤ αi, (8)

where ed+1 is the unit vector directed to d+1th dimen-
sion. A vertex of the found simplex are called simplex
neighbor.

We show the mean of this linear programming. Let
a point set S̃− be points which can get by applying
the geometric transformation to S−. If there is a sim-
plex which contains xp, a line l = {x̃|x̃inRd+1andx̃i =
x̃pifori = 1, 2, · · · , d} cross at a face of the convex hull
conv(S̃−) of S̃−. Solving the linear programming, we
can find the point at which the line and the face cross.
And it’s representation is the convex combination of
points in S−. Therefore we can compute the Delaunay
simplex contains xp by solving a linear programming.
And we will be able to use this method as approxima-
tion of Delaunay triangulation.

4 Combination of ANS and SOS

We propose a combinatorial method ANS and SOS.
In island model GA, how to limit crossover parents
is important problem. ANS uses Euclidian distance
based limitation. But this limitation is not good be-
cause it is depend on the scale of search space. We
therefore propose a ANS-based method which uses
simplex neighbor of SOS instead of nearest neighbor
of ANS. So in this paper we call this method sim-
plex neighbor method and call ANS nearest neighbor
method.

We can assume a case of failure in computing sim-
plex neighbor. There are two reasons to fail. One

reason is that there is no simplex contains the selected
search point. Another reason is that the arrangement
of the search points is singular, for example, some
points are on a line or on a face. We can detect these
failure by solving the linear programming, because in
exceptional case the linear programming have no solu-
tion. Then if we detect the exception, we use nearest
neighbor instead of simplex neighbor.

5 Experiments

In this section we compare between a nearest neigh-
bor method and a simplex neighbor method. We use
two benchmark functions as follows:

• sphere function: f(x) =
∑n

i=1 x
2
i ,

• scaled sphere function: f(x) =
∑n

i=1 ix
2
i ,

where n = 5 in this experiment.
We apply a nearest neighbor and a simplex neigh-

bor to these function. We use SPX for crossover (sam-
pling) and its expansion rate is recommendation value
of [4]. The number of search points is 100 and the
Number of samples generated in crossover is 100.

5.1 Results

Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6 show relationship between the
number of function evaluations and best value of cost
function. The effect of scaling can be seen in the near-
est neighbor method but cannot be seen in simplex
method. In scaled function the performance of the
nearest neighbor method is worse. But the simplex
neighbor method stop convergence 　 half way. Ap-
plying the simplex neighbor method to 2-dimensional
sphere function, we can see the search points splitting
up into some clusters. And this is caused by the ex-
ception of nonexistence of the simplex.

6 Conclusion

We propose a novel method by combining ANS and
simplex neighbor of SOS. Through the experiments,
we confirm that the proposed method has an advan-
tage of robustness for scaling. But simplex neighbor
has disadvantage that there are cases not to find the
simplex. We can develop multimodal function opti-
mization method based on proposed method.
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A simple model of evolving eosystemsTakashi Shimaday�, Yosuke Murase?, Satoshi Yukawa?, Nobuyasu Ito?, and Kazuyuki AiharayzyAihara Complexity Modelling Projet, ERATO, JST?Department of Applied Physis, Shool of Engineering, The University of TokyozInstitute of Industrial Siene, The University of TokyoAbstratWe investigate the strutural properties of the sys-tem emerged in the eosystem model whih was pro-posed by the authors and show that the model and the�eld data shares similar harateristis. In partiular,our model suggests that the universal saling of the"spanning tree", whih has been disussed using the�eld data onsists only of less than 100 speies, an bevalid for larger sale.1 introdutionEosystem, whih shows an ine�able balane ofwide variety, is generally regarded as a result of theDarwinian ompetition. Mathematial desriptionwill be one promising path to reveal its seret. Manymodels were proposed to explain its diversity, stru-ture, and temporal or evolutional behavior. However,theoretial studies on suh omplex eosystem withmany speies have been faed with the diÆulty ofonstruting a natural model whih an yield a largesystem. For this reason, properties of large eosystemsuh as stability, struture, and extintion have beenargued separately.We have reported that our simple population-dynamis-based model an solve this frustratedsituation[1℄. In the model, interation terms betweenspeies have nonlinear form but that is sale invariantagainst the population size. What should be notedis that the system shows spontaneous growth to di-verse struture. Furthermore, the system emerged inour model reprodues the q-exponential distributionof the life span of speies evaluated from paleontologi-al data[2℄. The purpose of this study is to investigatethe strutural properties of the food web in the model.�takashi�aihara.jst.go.jp

2 ModelEquations of time-evolution of our model are,\plants" :dx1dt = Gx1(1� x1) +Xj a1jx�1x1��j\animals" :dxidt = �xi + Xaij<0 aijx�i x1��j + Xaij>0 aijx1��i x�j(aij = �aji 2 (�1; 1); � 2 (0; 1=2) G > 0) (1)where xi; aij ; G denotes the \population" of the i-thspeies measured in the unit of energy, the preying in-teration oeÆient between the i-th and j-th speies,and the growth rate of the sole produer in the systemalled \plants", respetively. The parameter � repre-sents the saturation e�et of the preying rate due tothe behavioral adaptation of the animals.2.1 Transformation of VariablesThe transformation of variables as fyig = fx1��i ghanges the equations (1) into the partly-linearizedform as follows.\plants"11� � dy1dt = Gy1(1� y 11��1 ) +Xj a1jy�1\animals"11� � dyidt = �yi + Xaij<0 aijyj + Xaij>0 aijy 1�2�1��i y �1��j (2)Then one an lassify the property of these equationsby the parameter � to the following three di�erenttypes.1. � > 1=2 : The exponent of the power in eqs.(2)takes a negative value. It is beyond the range(0; 1) whih above was assumed to guarantee theonvexity of the preying rate. We exlude this
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lass from our study sine the negative value ofthe exponent of yi in preying term of yi meansthat the speies will never beome extint.2. � = 1=2 : Interating terms are linearized. Thegrowth rate of the plants remains nonlinear.3. � < 1=2 : The exponent of the power stays inthe range (0; 1) so that the eqs.(2) maintain theironvexity assumed before. Our study in this workis foused on this lass.2.2 Uniqueness of the SolutionIt is worth stressing that we do not require arti�-ial thresholds for the extintion rule in our model.In the Lotka-Volterra model, populations of the un-mathed speies do not beome zero in �nite time butthey approah zero exponentially in time, therefore athreshold is neessary to ause extintion. In ontrast,our size-free interation auses the algebrai deay ofthe unmathed speies, so the orbits of the unmathedspeies derease to zero in �nite time. To hange thefeature of this interation term, with onserving the�nite time extintion property, additional parametersare needed2.3 Additional Rules for Extintion andMutationIn addition to Eqs.(1) our model has the followingrules of extintion and mutation:Extintion : If the energy of a speies i, xi beomeszero, the ith degree of the freedom is eliminated. Iso-lated speies are eliminated instantaneously.Mutation(Invasion) : New speies ome into thesystem randomly at time. Initial energy of the newomer is hosen to be very small: we use 10�8 as thetypial example. The number of the interations isassigned randomly in the range of (1; 2m), where m isa onstant and we take m = 5 here. The interationoeÆients are also randomly assigned in (�1; 1).3 Result: Struture of the EmergedFood WebAs it has been mentioned, the present model yieldsfood webs having large number of speies with om-plex strutures( see [1, 2℄ and Fig.1 ). The sale in-variant interation term, whih permits eah speiesto appear and beome extint independently of bare
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Time ( x10^6 [unit time] )Figure 1: A time development of the number of speiesin the system with m = 3, � = 0:4. After the initialtransient, the system size goes on utuating. Thestatistial analysis of the web struture in this studyis performed for this parameter region.sales of their population, is the key to get suh di-verse systems. Besides that, the statistial harater-istis suh as the temporal utuation, the extintionsize distribution and the distribution of the life-span ofspeies shows good agreement with �eld data. As anapproah to getting better understanding of the modeland eosystems, we here fous on the struture of theemerged webs.3.1 Degree Distribution and the Cluster-ing CoeÆientSine the food web generated in the present modelis not lattie-like, we �rst examine the following mea-sures to haraterize its topology: the distribution ofthe degree (in this ase, number of interations of eahspeies) and the lustering oeÆient[3℄. The degreedistribution of the ordinary random graph is Gaus-sian around the mean value. Another important lassreently reognized, whih is alled sale-free, has apower-law tail in ontrast. It is shown that the grow-ing and preferential attahment of nodes(interations)are the essential mehanism to evolve suh sale-freenetworks[4℄. In the present model, as in a real eosys-tems, the network (food web) is indeed onstruted bysuessive growth. There is also the ompetition whihmust reet the preferene of adding speies and inter-ations. Therefore the degree distribution is expetedto indiate the oarse-grained property of preferenein the model.It turns out that the distribution in our model does
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not have power-law tails and is well �tted by a Gaus-sian distribution. In this sense, the food web on-struted in our model is rather a random net than asale-free net. This may mean that there is no pos-itive preferene of attahing interation or the largernumber of interation makes a survival harder. It maybe also the reason that the spetrum of eigenvalues ofsale-free nets is thought to have broader tail so thatsuh net tends to break down. As to real food web,there are both arguments whih support random net[?℄ and sale-free nets [6℄ at this point.The seond measure we investigate is the lusteringoeÆients, whih is de�ned for the node (speies) ihas ki of edges (interations) asCi = 2Tiki(ki � 1) ; (3)where Ei represents the number of triangles whih in-ludes the node i [3℄. This quantity measures theorrelation between interations. In other words, itdetets loal spatiality with �nite dimension in therandom-graph-like graphs whih an be embedded es-sentially only in the in�nite dimensional spae.The average lustering oeÆient over the entireself-organized web in the present model is di�erent or-der of magnitude ompared with the one of randomgraph with same number of interations. However,the average exept for the plants and the interationsrelated to them is slightly smaller than the one of therandom net. These results mean that the trianglestruture under ompetition in the present model isfragile though lustering emerges from the boundaryonditions of the energy soure.3.2 Transportation properties of theSpanning TreeHere we fous on the transportation property[7℄ ofthe direted web. To alulate this quantity, one �rsthas to map the web into spanning tree: a looplessand onneted tree. Generally the spanning tree ofa food web is de�ned as the olletion of the shortestpaths from the plants to animals. This mapping is notunique when a speies has two or more possibilities forshortest path. In this study we de�ne the spanningtree as the olletion of the links from eah animalto its most important prey. Then we alulate Ai,the number of speies preying the speies i diretlyor indiretly via the tree for all speies. Note thatwe inlude the speies i itself into aount: A of thespeies in the top of the spanning tree is 1 and A1is equal to the number of the speies in the system.

We also alulate the sum Bi = Pj Aj , where thesummation is taken over the tree whih was used forthe alulation of Ai.The transportation property of the obtained treeis evaluated from the exponent of the saling rela-tion B / A� . This exponent � is 2 for hain-like trees(whih means the original web has one-dimensional struture) and is 1 for the star-like stru-tures (whih imply the original web is random graph).Real networks embedded in the �nite dimension hasthe exponent between 1 and 2 (3=2 for river networks,for example). It was shown that the exponent � of thereal food webs is in the range of 1:13 � 16[7℄. Thisuniversal saling is reported to hold both for the par-tial webs in the ertain food web and for the wholenetworks of the di�erent food webs (B1 against thetotal number of speies). Note that, sine the em-pirial data available are small and typially has onlythree trophi level, the validity of this \universality"is open to disussion[8℄.We evaluate the saling relation for the websemerged in our model (Fig.2). We here hoose the pa-rameter suh that the number of the speies is enoughlarge (� 1000) and the number of trophi levels isabout 7. The saling exponent for the trees withoutthe plants, whih we all animal trees, is 1.12. Thevalue is onsistent with the one estimated in the em-pirial data. Sine the animal trees still have up to 6trophi levels, this result support the universality inpreying interating system. However, the saling ex-ponent for the whole web (B1 / A�=1:0641 ) is found tobe smaller. It means that the number of the speies inthe �rst trophi level is larger than the one expetedfrom the saling relation while eah tree starting fromthose �rst onsumers shares the same topology as theempirial web. A possible reason why the model sys-tem has more speies in the �rst trophi level is thatlarge growth rate of the plants in the model. In thepresent model, we adopt a large growth rate (� 50)to prevent the system from the entire extintion dueto the shortage of the energy inow. Therefore theinterations onneting to the plants are free from theompetition among them and hene it may not sharethe self-similar topology. Assuming that the salingrelation in real food webs is valid, our result impliesthat the ompetition towards the energy and resoureintake from produers and the environment is as se-vere as the ompetition at the higher trophi levels.
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Abstract
The effect of behavioral adaptation on dynam-

ics of diversity in ecosystems is studied using the
size-free model. The behavioral adaptation will be
parametrized by value of exponent λ of the interac-
tion in this model. Two phases are observed when
this adaptivity parameter, λ, is changed between 0 and
0.5: steady and diversifying phase. For 0 < λ < λc,
where λc denotes a critical value, the number of species
reaches to a stationary value and fluctuates around
it (steady phase). This stational value diverges as
|λc − λ|−d. For λc < λ < 0.5, it grows monotonously
with fluctuation (diversifying phase). The value of λc

depends on interaction coefficient.

1 Behavioral Adaptation Parameter

An essential feature of ecosystem is its tendency
to diversify as a result of the emergence and the ex-
tinction of species in the system, which in turn is at-
tributed to the interaction among the species. Many
studies have been done to reveal that feature since
Darwin’s era. Using mathematical models has been
one way to understand it.

The most popular model of ecosystem is Lotka-
Volterra model. It describe the differential equation
of population density. Although this model has con-
tributed to understanding the dynamics of population
density, there has been few work of studying dynamics
of diversifying of species. This is because of the dif-
ficulty of making simple models in which the system
self-organize into diverse structure.

Here we adopt size-free model, which Shimada.et.al
proposed.[1] This simple model is known to be able
to yield species-rich ecosystem. Furthermore the sys-
tem shows the same statistical properties as in nature,
such as the distribution of species’ life span and the
distribution of extinction size.[2]

Size-free model assumes only prey-predator interac-
tion as inter-species relationships and focus on energy

or nutrition transportation in food web structure.
The characteristic feature of this model is non-

linear preying rate. Preying rate per unit predator
is assumed to be a function of the ratio of the popu-
lations of prey and predator, which is described as

aij(
xj

xi
)λ, (1)

where aij denotes the preying coefficient of i-th and
j-th species, xj is the population of prey, and xi is the
population of predator. λ is the exponent of preying
rate which is limited to the range of (0, 1

2 ].
Using (1), the interaction term between two species

is written as
aijxj

λxi
1−λ (2)

Preying term is limited to be convex as a function of
prey and predator. This corresponds that preying rate
saturates under the condition when prey and predator
are abundant. These saturation is not unrealistic and
will be common in nature. [3]

A possible explanation for nonlinearlity of preying
rate, which is represented by λ in this model, is the
behavioral adaptation of species.

Larger λ means larger dependence of the preying
rate on the population of the species. When λ is large,
predators are more likely to change the interaction
rate to eat the prey which has larger population more
than the prey which has smaller population. In other
words, a predator can choose to eat abundant prey
even though preying coefficient remains unchanged.
This change of interaction rate can be considered as
behavioral adaptation of predator.

For prey, even if the predator has larger population,
the preying rate is restricted not to be too large when
λ is large. This can also be considered as behavioral
adaption of prey to defend themselves from threat of
more dangerous predators. [4]

Hence λ is regarded as the parameter of behavioral
adaptation in ecological meaning. Species can change
their interaction rate, which can be regarded as phe-
notype, without changing their interaction coefficient,
which can be regarded as genotype, when λ is large.
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In this model, the system is organized by one plant
and many animal species. Plant is sole energy source
and animals dissipate energy gained from plant. Only
plant has ability to survive alone and have logistic
growth rate. On the other hand, animals decrease ex-
ponentially without interaction among species. The
equation of time-evolution of the popualtion density
is described as follows.

Plants:

ẋ0 = Gx0(1− x0) +
∑

j

a0jx
λ
0x

(1−λ)
j (3)

Animals:

ẋi = −cixi+
∑

aij<0

aijx
λ
i x

(1−λ)
j +

∑
aij>0

aijx
(1−λ)
i xλ

j (4)

In this paper, growth rate G was set to 100 and
metabolization rate ci was set to 1.

To see the dynamics of species richness, invasion
and extinction are introduced in this model.

If the population of species i(xi) becomes 0, i-th
specie is regarded as being extinct and eliminated from
the system. And the animal which becomes to have
no prey is also extinct.

Invasion is applied when all the population of the
system become stable. The initial population density
is chosen to be very weak (10−8). The number of inter-
action is selected randomly from uniform distribution
in the range of [1,m]. And the interaction coefficient is
also selected randomly from uniform distribution rang-
ing [−α, α]. m and α is the parameter of the strength
of interaction. Simulation starts from the situation
that there exist only plant in the system.

In this paper, λ is set to uniform in one simula-
tion for any species for simplicity although λ can be
variable of species like aij and can be variable of time.

We studied the effect of behavioral adaptation on
diversifying dynamics by investigating the λ depen-
dence.

2 Steady and Diversifying Phases

We carried out numerical simulation and investi-
gated the λ dependence on dynamics of diversity with-
out changing the strength of interaction coefficient.
The parameter is set to α = 1.0, m = 5.

As a result, two phases are observed as λ changes.
The first phase is observed when λ is smaller than
some characteristic value λc. Typical dynamics of di-
versity is showed in Fig.1. In this phase, the number of
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Figure 1: Typical behavior of number of species in
steady phase is shown. λ is set to 0.1.
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Figure 2: Typical behavior of number of species in
diversifying phase is shown. λ is set to 0.5.

species don’t increase and fluctuates without time de-
pendency. The system remains to be simple structure.
We call this phase ’steady phase’.

The other phase is ’diversifying phase’. This phase
is found when λ is larger than λc. Typical dyanmics of
diversity is showed in Fig.2. In this phase, the species
richness continue to increase with fluctuation.

Between these two phases, when λ ≈ λc, the diver-
sity of the system has neither trend to grow nor trend
to collapse and fluctuate widely. Fig.3 shows typical
dynamics of species.

The system has tendency to have more species with
larger λ in both two phases. λ is considered to have the
effect of stabilizing the system. The average number
of species in steady phase are plotted as a function of
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Figure 3: Typical behavior of number of species when
λ ≈ λc is shown. (λ = 0.4)
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Figure 4: Average number of species in steady phase
is plotted as a function of λ. The parameter is α =
1.0,m = 5. Estimated λc from simulation is 0.41.
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Figure 5: λc as a function of parameter of interaction
strength, α, is shown. The parameter of number of
the interaction, m, is set to be 5.

λ in Fig.4. The average number of species diverges as
|λc − λ|−d. The exponent d is about 0.6.

In diversifying phase, increasing rate of species rich-
ness also increase with λ. Near λc, it is diffucult to
measure quantitative amount because the system fluc-
tuate widely.

As R.May and others has insisted[5, 6, 7], stronger
interaction leads ecosystem to poorer-species struc-
ture. This is also true in this model. Larger m and α
make the system harder to be stable in diverse struc-
ture. The system shows different phase with m, α,
and λ. In other words λc is variable of m and α. Fig.5
shows λc as a function of α. This suggests λc mono-
tonusly increase with α. This can be explained that
λc must increase to keep the system enough stable to
diversify when m and α is larger.

Here it is considerable question that ”larger λ
means smaller interaction?”. In almost all the case,
this is not true. For example, let’s consider simple food
chain with three species like inset of Fig.6. To investi-
gate the effect of λ on the amount of interaction, the
interaction coefficients are both set to 0.5 and equilib-
rium population density is plotted in Fig.6. This sug-
gests that the amount of enegy trasportation term (the
amount of interaction) increase with λ monotnously.
This is because increase of dependence on prey’s pop-
ulation density which is larger than that of predator’s
in many cases. So in this sense, enforcement of inter-
action derived from behavioral adaptation (increase of
λ) have an effect of the system to being diverse struc-
ture. On the other hand, enforcement of interaction
derived from increase of interaction coefficient like α
and m destabilize the system as May and others had
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Figure 6: Population density of species as a function of
λ. Three species are connecting each other organizing
simple food chain like inset. Each interaction is set to
0.5. xi is the population of i-th specie.

suggested.

3 Summary and Discussions

We have investigated the effect of interaction rate
exponent λ. When λ is large, the dependency of the
interaction term on prey increase and the dependency
on predator decrease. This can be explained as the
parameter of behavioral adaptation. The system tend
to be more stable and yield more species-rich system
when λ is larger. We found two phases depending on
λ. First phase is ’steady phase’ in which the system
don’t grow and remains poor-species community. It
appears when λ is smaller than critical value λc. The
other phase is ’diversifying phase’ in which the system
continue to grow into species-rich structure. It appears
when λ is larger than λc.

Large interaction coefficient causes the interaction
term large and destabilize the system. On the other
hand, increase of λ causes the system to be stabilized
though it also causes enforcement of interaction at the
same time.

This can be understood using linear stability ma-
trix. The off-diagonal element of Linear stability ma-
trix in this model is as follows.

fij =

aijλ(x∗
i

x∗
j
)1−λ (aij > 0)

aij(1− λ)(x∗
i

x∗
j
)λ (aij < 0)

(5)

Element of stability matrix is not totally random,

therefore we can’t rigidly apply May’s argument. How-
ever we can suppose that the system have more prob-
ability of being stable when the variance of the value
of off-diagonal part is smaller.

When λ is increase, ratio of population density be-
tween prey and predator decrease. (Fig.6) Accord-
ingly factor x∗

i

x∗
j

decrease and the absolute value of off-
diagonal part of Eq.(5) decrease. As a result, the sys-
tem has more probability of being stable as λ increase.

Species’ getting behavioral adaptation is speculated
to be great importance to evolutionary process. The
effect of behavioral adaptation on evolution is ex-
pected to be investigated in real ecosystem.
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Abstract
Whether an epidemic equilibrium state is stable in

some sense or not is an important research subject in
mathematical epidemics modeling. In a homogeneous
population, the basic SIS model has the asymptotical
stability of its epidemic equilibrium solution since it
can be reduced to the logistic equation. Furthermore,
even in the basic SIS model with a non-homogeneous
population, the asymptotic stability of its epidemic
equilibrium solution is proved [1]. However, this kind
of analysis in other models with a non-homogeneous
population is not developed so much, even if it is well-
known in ones with a homogeneous population. In
addition, recent studies of complex networks have re-
vealed that heterogeneity of the link number of vertices
drastically changes epidemic thresholds. For these rea-
sons, figuring out roles of heterogeneity becomes major
topics in epidemics modeling. Thus, we have analyzed
the stability of an epidemic equilibrium solution in a
multi-type SIS model on heterogeneous networks.

Key words: multi-type SIS model, stability, scale-
free network

1 Introduction

Epidemic processes get more and more complicate
both in terms of interactions and networks. In addi-
tion to that, heterogeneity in various levels, for exam-
ple, characteristic of the pathogen, the infectious, and
region of outbreak of contagions, would prevent re-
fined data analysis or mathematical modeling to clar-
ify epidemiologically infection diseases for controlling
the spread of infection. To give a little help to this, we
consider a simple deterministic epidemic model given
by ordinary differential equation. For our aim, expres-
sions of effects of networks in differential equation are

essence since there are some well-studied simple epi-
demic models, such as SIS, SIR, and SEIR models,
to study infection diseases for a single homogeneous
group. Here, S, I, R, and E mean the susceptible, the
infectious, the removal, and the exposed, respectively.
Further, difference of threshold forms for epidemics
caused by effects of networks is an important subject.

In this direction, R. Pastor-Satorras and A. Vespig-
nani first succeeded [2]. They considered a version of
SIS models reflecting the scale-free property such that
vertex degree distributions in networks obey power-
law distributions. This is one of two common aspects
that real networks have turned out to possess by last
decade studies of complex networks. In a passing re-
mark, the other is the small-world property. They
showed that the epidemic threshold of infection rate
is zero if vertex degree distributions with finite mean
do not have the quadratic moment. In other words,
there is an epidemic equilibrium solution on such net-
works unless the infection rate is zero. Thus, an epi-
demic equilibrium state always exists on scale-free net-
works with indices between 2 and 3, which are typi-
cally observed in ever investigated real networks with
power-law vertex degree distributions. Moreover, sev-
eral authors’ contributions [3, 4] show that epidemics
always occur in various models with same networks as
R. Pastor-Satorras and A. Vespignani considered.

We are also interested in the situation where the
majority cannot sustain epidemics without the pres-
ence of the core, individuals who potentially become
infectious with the large infection rate [5]. For ex-
ample, in prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases
the core would indicate individuals engaging in risky
sexual behavior, and in SARS the core would mean in-
dividuals called super-spreader [6]. Hence, we consider
a population with two types of individuals: the major-
ity who potentially has the small infection rate and the
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core who potentially has the large one. To make calcu-
lation tractable, we only consider the susceptible and
two types of the infectious with no immunes, and do
not take into account latent period, incubation period,
and so on. We assume that infected people soon be-
come infectious, and have the small infection rate with
probability (1−p) or the large one with probability p.
In our talk, we introduce such the two-type SIS model
originally proposed for regular lattices [5]. We con-
sider this model in networks, and we show a condition
for existence of an epidemic equilibrium state, which
is locally asymptotically stable. We also show that if
the condition does not hold, a disease free equilibrium
state is globally asymptotically stable.

2 Model and Result

We introduce the following assumption on vertex
degree distributions in networks that is widely ac-
cepted in the complex network study [7].

Assumption 1. We define p(k) to be probability that
a vertex chosen uniformly at random has vertex degree
k. The probability that a given vertex with degree k
is linked with a vertex with degree j is proportional to
jp(j), which is independent of its own vertex degree
k. In other words, whenever p(k) > 0,

p(j | k) =
jp(j)∑

j′

j′p(j′)
(1)

holds independently of k.

Further, we need the following technical assumption
for mathematical analysis.

Assumption 2. There exists some positive integer K
such that p(k) = 0 for every k ≥ K + 1.

For simplicity of notations, we set p(k) > 0 for every
1 ≤ k ≤ K. We denote by 〈f〉 the expectation of f
with respect to {p(j)}K

k=1. We write q(k) = kp(k)/〈j〉
for every 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

Since we consider a population with two types of
individuals such that the majority potentially has the
small infection rate λ1 and the core potentially has the
large one λ2, we treat three relative densities sk, uk,
and vk of vertices with degree k; sk, uk, and vk are the
ones of the susceptible, the infectious among the ma-
jority, and the infectious among the core, respectively.
Along the line with [2], we consider the dynamics of

{(sk, uk, vk)}K
k=1 given by

dsk(t)
dt

= uk(t) + δvk(t) − ksk(t)
(
U(t) + V (t)

)
,

duk(t)
dt

= −uk(t) + ksk(t)
(
U(t) + V (t)

)
(1 − p), (2)

dvk(t)
dt

= −δvk(t) + ksk(t)
(
U(t) + V (t)

)
p,

where δ > 0, p ∈ [0, 1],

U(t) = λ1

∑

j

q(j)uj(t),

and
V (t) = λ2

∑

j

q(j)vj(t).

Although by nature we are supposed to replace U and
V with

Uk(t) = λ1

∑

j

p(j | k)uj(t)

and
Vk(t) = λ2

∑

j

p(j | k)vj(t),

respectively, we can obtain the more simple expression
(2) because of (1).

Let

Ω =



{(xk, yk, zk)}K

k=1 :
for every 1 ≤ k ≤ K,

xk, yk, zk ≥ 0 and
xk + yk + zk = 1



 .

Theorem 1. If
(
λ1(1 − p) + λ2

p

δ

) 〈k2〉

〈k〉
> 1, (3)

then there exists a unique equilibrium solution
{(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 of (2) such that uk, vk > 0 for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ K. For δ sufficiently close to
1, {(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 is locally asymptotically stable.
Moreover, {(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 is globally asymptotically
stable in Ω\{(1, 0, 0)}K

k=1 when δ = 1. Unless (3)
holds, a disease free equilibrium solution {(1, 0, 0)}K

k=1

is globally asymptotically stable.

3 Sketch of Proof

We first remark that sk(t) + uk(t) + vk(t) = 1 for
every 1 ≤ k ≤ K. We have that for any equilibrium
solutions {(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 of (2)

sk =
1

1 + kW (1 − (δ − 1)p∗)
,

uk = kskW (1 − p), (4)
vk = kskWp∗,
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where W =
∑

j q(j) (λ1uj + λ2vj) and p∗ = p/δ.
From (4), we have that

W =
λ∗

〈k〉

〈
k2 W

1 + kW (1 − (δ − 1)p∗)

〉
, (5)

where λ∗ = λ1(1 − p) + λ2p
∗. Notice that the right-

hand side of (5) consists of the summation of increas-
ing concave functions of W . Thus, (5) has a unique
positive solution W if and only if

λ∗
〈k2〉

〈k〉
> 1.

Therefore, (2) has a unique equilibrium solution
{(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 such that uk, vk > 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤
K if and only if (3) holds.

We consider the linearized dynamics of (2) at
{(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1:

ds̃k(t)
dt

= ũk(t) + δṽk(t) − k
(
sk(t)W̃ (t) + Ws̃k(t)

)
,

dũk(t)
dt

= −ũk(t) + k(1 − p)
(
skW̃ (t) + Ws̃k(t)

)
,

(6)
dṽk(t)

dt
= −δṽk(t) + kp

(
skW̃ (t) + Ws̃k(t)

)
,

where

W̃ (t) =
∑

j

q(j)(λ1ũj(t) + λ2ṽj(t)).

Notice that s̃k(t)+ ũk(t)+ ṽk(t) = 0 for every 1 ≤ k ≤
K.

From now on, we set δ = 1. Since we obtain from
(4) and (6) that

dW̃ (t)
dt

=
λ∗W

〈k〉

(
∑

k

k2p(k)s̃k(t)

)
,

we consider the linear dynamics

d

dt




W̃ (t)
s̃1(t)

...
s̃K(t)


 = A




W̃ (t)
s̃1(t)

...
s̃K(t)


 , (7)

where

A =




0 a1 · · · aK

−s1 −1 − W
...

. . .
−KsK −1 − KW




and aj = λ∗Wjq(j).
We will show that real parts of all eigenvalues of

A are negative. Let cj = jsjaj . The characteristic
equation ΦA of A is as follows:

ΦA(x)
=x(x + 1 + W ) · · · (x + 1 + KW )

+ c1(x + 1 + 2W ) · · · (x + 1 + KW )
+ c2(x + 1 + W )(x + 1 + 3W ) · · · (x + 1 + KW )
...
+ cK(x + 1 + W ) · · · (x + 1 + (K − 1)W ). (8)

The expression (8) of ΦA(x) shows that

ΦA(0) > 0, (9)

and the coefficient of degree K is

K∑

j=1

(1 + jW ). (10)

The expression (8) of ΦA(x) also shows that for every
2 ≤ j ≤ K

ΦA

(
−1 − jW

)
ΦA

(
−1 − (j − 1)W

)
< 0,

which implies that for every 2 ≤ j ≤ K there exists at
least one root −αj of ΦA(x) = 0 in (−1 − jW,−1 −
(j − 1)W ). Then we obtain that

ΦA(x) = (x + α2) · · · (x + αK)(x2 + βx + γ)

for some real numbers β and γ. In this expression, the
coefficient of degree K is

K∑

j=2

αj + β. (11)

From (10) and (11), we see that

K∑

j=2

αj + β =
K∑

j=1

(1 + jW ),

which together with the fact that αj < 1+jW implies
that

β =
K∑

j=2

(1 + jW ) −
K∑

j=2

αj > 1 + W > 0. (12)

When the equation

x2 + βx + γ = 0 (13)
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has no real-valued solutions, real parts −β/2 of the two
solutions are negative. Suppose that the equation (13)
has two real-valued solutions. Notice that the equation
(13) has never a zero solution because of (9). By the
fact that β > 0, there is no possibility that both the
two solutions are positive. If the equation (13) has
one negative solution and one positive solution, the
equation ΦA(x) = 0 has only one positive solution.
This and (9) contradict that the maximal coefficient
of ΦA(x) is equal to 1. Then both the two solutions
are negative. Therefore, we showed that real parts of
all eigenvalues of A are negative. In other words, the
linear dynamics (7) is asymptotically stable.

Recall that we consider the case where δ = 1 in
the linearized dynamics (6). The second and the third
equations of (6) together with the asymptotic stability
of (W̃ (t), s̃1(t), . . . , s̃K(t)) imply that the linearized
dynamics (6) is also asymptotically stable, which is
equivalent to that real parts of all eigenvalues of the
corresponding matrix to (6) are negative. By continu-
ity, this is still true for δ sufficiently close 1. There-
fore, the dynamics (2) is local asymptotically stable at
{(sk, uk, vk)}K

k=1 for δ sufficiently close 1.
To obtain the global asymptotic stability of

{(sk, uk, vk)}K
k=1 for δ = 1, we need a slight modifi-

cation to the argument in [1]. Key ingredients are the
following:

puk(t) = (1 − p)vk(t) + zke−t,

zk = puk(0) − (1 − p)vk(0),

and

psk(t) + vk(t) = p − zke−t.

By using the argument in [1], we see that unless (3)
holds, a disease free equilibrium solution is globally
asymptotically stable.

4 Conclusion

Since late 1990s, many real networks have been rec-
ognized to have the scale-free property that leads the
divergence of the quadratic moment 〈j2〉 of their ver-
tex degree distributions often times. When 〈j2〉 is so
large, according to (3) (or [2, 3, 4]), epidemic thresh-
olds become so small. Thus, even if epidemics do not
still occur, they are suppressed by a narrow margin.
For this reason, it is possible that a little rise of the
proportion of the core members causes epidemics. Es-
pecially, in the situation with δ = 1, this is inevitable
since the epidemic state is globally asymptotically sta-
ble. This suggests that decreasing the proportion of

the core members at any time might be a required
strategy.
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Abstract

Chaos suppression is a phenomenon in which a
chaotic attractor is suppressed and a periodic attrac-
tor is generated by a weak harmonic perturbation. We
assert that the phenomenon is caused by a slight shift
of a bifurcation curve. In this paper, we show that the
mechanism is applicable to the Duffing-Holmes equa-
tion with parametric perturbation in which the taming
chaos phenomenon was originally discovered.

1 Introduction

Chaos is sometimes suppressed and a periodic orbit
is generated by the second weak harmonic perturba-
tion in nonautonomous differential equations. This
phenomenon is called “chaos suppression” or “tam-
ing chaos,” and has been investigated intensively with
great interest [1]–[6]. The taming chaos phenomenon
was originally discovered in the following Duffing-
Holmes equation:

ẍ− x + β [1 + η cos(Ωt)] x3 = −δẋ + γ cos(ωt), (1)

where parameters η and Ω denote the amplitude of
a parametric perturbation and its angular frequency,
respectively. We consider the case in which the pa-
rameter η satisfies the following condition: 0 ≤ η � 1.
Parameters β, δ, γ and ω are chosen so as to generate
chaos in Eq. (1) when η equals zero. Figure 1, which
is the re-creation of FIG. 4 in Ref. [1], depicts the
behavior of the maximum Lyapunov exponent with
η = 0.03 (� 1) when the parameter Ω is varied. We
describe the calculation method of the Lyapunov ex-
ponent in Chap. 2. The maximum Lyapunov exponent
vanishes and entrainments are generated when the an-
gular frequency of the second weak perturbation Ω is
an integral multiple of that of primary perturbation ω
as can be seen from Fig. 1.

The taming chaos phenomenon has been studied by
many scientists since 1990, and it is introduced as an
effective method of taming chaotic behavior without

λ

Ω

 0
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 0  0.5  1  1.5  2  2.5  3  3.5  4

Figure 1: Maximum Lyapunov exponent � with β =
4.0, δ = 0.154, γ = 0.088, ω = 1.1, and η = 0.03. The
dotted line refers to � = 0.1017 in the unperturbed
case.

any feedback [2]–[6]. Contrary to this claim, we pro-
vide a hypothesis for the taming chaos phenomenon
caused by weak resonant perturbation [7]. According
to the hypothesis, the mechanism of the taming chaos
phenomenon is extremely simple, and taming chaos is
not exactly an effective method of controlling chaos.
The hypothesis based on our insights on the mecha-
nism of taming chaos is illustrated as follows.

Figure 2 shows a schematic bifurcation diagram of
Eq. (1), where the abscissa denotes the angular fre-
quency of the primary perturbation ω, and the ordi-
nate denotes its amplitude γ. The bifurcation curves
denoted as G and I are the saddle-node bifurcation
curve with η = 0 and the period doubling bifurca-
tion curve with η = 0, respectively. The region with
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Figure 2: Schematic bifurcation diagram of Eq. (1).

the oblique lines corresponds to the parameter sets in
which the chaotic attractors are observed. We consider
the case in which the parameter Ω satisfies the follow-
ing condition: Ω = kω, where k is a natural number,
because the taming chaos phenomenon occurs when
the weak resonant perturbation is in harmony with the
primary perturbation. What happens if the parameter
η is changed from zero to 0 < η � 1? For instance,
the saddle-node bifurcation curve G and the period
doubling bifurcation curve I move slightly to Gη and
Iη , respectively with k = 1 as shown in Fig. 2. What
happens if we choose the parameter k as two, three,
four and so on? This is not a mathematical proof,
but intuitively, it is natural to imagine that a simi-
lar phenomenon will occur as in the case with k = 1,
since the weak resonant perturbation is in harmony
with the primary perturbation; that is, it is synchro-
nized with the primary perturbation. Let us choose
an initial parameter set at the point marked with A

in Fig. 2. Chaos is generated for η = 0 since point A

is outside the entrainment with η = 0. Meanwhile, for
small but nonzero η, the former chaos changes into the
periodic orbit since point A is inside the entrainment.
This is the trick of the taming chaos phenomenon [7].

In this paper, we make a two-parameter bifurca-
tion diagram of Eq. (1) in order to verify the hypoth-
esis. We show that the mechanism is applicable to
the Duffing-Holmes equation with parametric pertur-
bation in which the taming chaos phenomenon was
originally discovered.

2 Analysis method

The maximum Lyapunov exponent � shown in
Fig. 1 is calculated using Shimada’s algorithm [8].
We transform Eq. (1) into the 6th-dimensional au-
tonomous equation (2) in order to calculate the Lya-
punov exponent, because Eq. (1) has two force terms.































ẋ = y
ẏ = x− β (1 + ηθ) x3

− δy + γφ

φ̇ = −ωΦ

Φ̇ = ωφ

θ̇ = −Ω�

�̇ = Ωθ.

(2)

The initial condition of the state variables (φ, Φ, θ, �)
is (1, 0, 1, 0) in Eq. (2).

We use the method presented in Ref. [9] to make
a two-parameter bifurcation diagram. We summarize
this method here. If we note that both forces in Eq. (1)
are periodic functions of 2π/ω, the phase plane at � =
0 and that at � = 2π/ω can be considered to be the
same. The following Poincaré map Tλ is defined as

Tλ : IR2
→ IR2

u 7→ Tλ(u) = ϕ(2π/ω, u, �),
(3)

where ϕ(�, u, �) is the solution of Eq. (1) for the initial
value x = u.

If u is the m-th periodic point of Tλ, then u satisfies
the following equation:

Tm
λ (u)− u = 0. (4)

Tm
λ denotes the m composite map of Tλ. The proper-

ties of u are classified according to the root µ of the
following characteristic equation:

∣

∣

∣

∣

d

du

Tm
λ (u)− µI

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0, (5)

where I is the identity matrix.

3 Influence of weak parametric reso-

nant perturbation

A two-parameter bifurcation diagram of the
Duffing-Holmes equation with parametric perturba-
tion (1) is analyzed in order to clarify the mechanism
of the taming chaos phenomenon observed in Eq. (1)
in this chapter. We fix parameters β and δ at 4.0 and
0.154, respectively. Figure 3 shows the two-parameter
bifurcation diagram of Eq. (1), where the abscissa de-
notes ω, and the ordinate denotes γ. The bifurcation
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Figure 3: Two-parameter bifurcation diagram with
β = 4.0 and δ = 0.154.

curves denoted as G and I are the saddle-node bi-
furcation curve with η = 0 and the period doubling
bifurcation curve with η = 0, respectively. The pa-
rameter values that generate the saddle-node bifurca-
tion and period doubling bifurcation are determined
by simultaneously solving Eqs. (4) and (5) with µ = 1
and µ = −1, respectively. The simultaneous equation
is solved by Newton’s method. The dotted regions
where the maximum Lyapunov exponent is positive
are the regions where chaos occurs in the bifurcation
diagrams. We verify that the structure of the bifurca-
tion diagram and the regions where chaos occurs are
consistent.

What happens if the weak resonant perturbation is
added to the Duffing-Holmes equation? We consider
the case in which the parameter Ω satisfies the follow-
ing condition: Ω = kω, where k is a natural number,
because the taming chaos phenomenon occurs when
the weak resonant perturbation is in harmony with
the primary perturbation. The bifurcation curves G

and I move slightly to Gη and Iη , respectively, in the
case of the weak resonant perturbation with η = 0.03
and Ω = 1.1(k = 1) as shown in Fig. 3. The behav-
ior of the maximum Lyapunov exponent of Fig. 1 is
observed at point A in Fig. 4. The bifurcation curve
G is the saddle-node bifurcation curve without weak
resonant parametric perturbation (η = 0) in Fig. 4.
Chaos is generated for η = 0 since point A is outside

γ

ω
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 0.100

 1.090  1.095  1.100  1.105  1.110

G

A
ηG (k=4)

ηG (k=3)

ηG (k=2)

ηG (k=1)

Figure 4: Enlargement of box1 in Fig. 3 (box1).

the entrainment (See Fig. 5(a)). The saddle-node bi-
furcation curve G moves to Gη(k=1) in the case of the
weak resonant parametric perturbation with η = 0.03
and Ω = 1.1. Then, the former chaos changes into the
periodic orbit as shown in Fig. 5(b) since point A is
inside the entrainment. The saddle-node bifurcation
curve G moves slightly and point A is inside the en-
trainment as in the case with k = 1 when we choose
the parameter k as two, three, or four. Therefore,
the phenomenon observed in Fig. 1 is realized by the
slight shift of the saddle-node bifurcation curve when
the weak resonant perturbation is in harmony with the
primary perturbation.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we clarified that the taming chaos
phenomenon observed in the Duffing-Holmes equation
with parametric perturbation is caused by a slight shift
of the saddle-node bifurcation curves.
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Figure 5: Attractors observed at point A in Fig. 4 with
β = 4.0, δ = 0.154, γ = 0.088 and ω = 1.1: (a) Chaotic
attractor with η = 0.0; (b) Periodic attractor with
η = 0.03 and Ω = 1.1.
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Abstract

Many sensor networks carry quantized data these
days and it is interesting problem to know how much
data rate is necessary and how we can encode effi-
ciently for estimating state of a linear system. Pre-
ceding study shows that if full information is available
at the encoder, we can estimate the state in arbitrary
precision asymptotically with finite data rate which is
determined by instability of the plant. In this paper,
we propose a new quantization method which achieves
near-optimum data rate even if the encoder is memory-
less and doesn’t know the input to the plant. This re-
sult is related to so-called side information problem in
Information Theory. We can consider that the input
to the plant is side information available only at the
decoder.

1 Introduction

Motivated by recent development of digital technol-
ogy and communication, estimation and control in the
presence of information constrains have received con-
siderable attention. This problem introduces the in-
formation theoretical view point and the question how
to choose the bits of information that would be most
useful for estimation and control. In recent years, a
number of researches have analyzed various version of
this problem ([1], [2], [3]).

In this paper, we focus on state estimation of one-
dimensional, unstable, deterministic, discrete time,
linear, time invariant system with a digital channel
connecting the sensor to the estimator. The system
may have bounded process noise. Our problem for-
mulation follows that of Tatikonda and Mitter[2]. We
consider the following linear time-invariant system:

xt+1 = axt + ut,

where xt is the state and ut is the input at time t ∈
{0, 1, . . .}. We assume that we can directly observe
the state xt but the estimator get the information of
the state only via digital link with a finite data rate.

• Encoder: The encoder at time t is a map

Et : (xt, σt−1, ut−1)→ σt,

where codeword σt takes its value in a finite set.

• Decoder: the decoder at time t is a map

Dt : (σt, ut−1)→ x̂t,

where x̂t is the estimator of xt.

We denote (x0, x1, . . . , xt) by xt and so on. We can
consider several configurations depending on which
information is available at the encoder. They are
called the Information Pattern of the encoder([2],[4]).
Tatikonda and Mitter[2] discuss two classes of Infor-
mation Pattern.

• Encoder Class One:

Et : (xt, σt−1, ut−1)→ σt.

This encoder has full access to information.

• Encoder Class Two (Figure 1):

Et : xt → σt.

This encoder has no access to the input, moreover,
no access to past observation and past encoded
symbols, that is, it is memory-less.

In both classes, the encoder and the decoder have
knowledge of the dynamics of the plant and knowledge
of the encoder and the decoder each other. Tatikonda
and Mitter[2] show that the state can be estimated
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with zero-error asymptotically for class one, but they
state, in Proposition 6.1, that it is impossible to es-
timate the state with bounded error for class two if
the encoding rate is finite. In this paper, we intro-
duce a new quantization method and demonstrate that
we can achieve zero-error asymptotically even for class
two with a finite data rate. Moreover, we can bound
estimation error even if the bounded process noise is
present.

Plant

Input ut Encoder

Decoder

Estimator x̂t

xt

σt

Figure 1: Information Pattern

2 Simple Example

We construct a simple plant and a encoder/decoder
pair to illustrate that we can determine the sys-
tem state with bounded error even if the encoder is
memory-less.

• Plant:
xt+1 = 2xt, x0 ∈ [0, 2).

• Encoder:
σt = bxtc mod 2

• Decoder: Let

x̂−1 = 0, x̂t = 2x̂t−1 + σt (t ≥ 0).

Where bxc denotes the maximum integer which is less
than or equal to x. Apparently, {σt}

∞

0 represent the
binary expansion of x0 and x̂t = bxtc. It follows that

x̂ ≤ xt < x̂t + 1.

This shows that the error |x̂t − xt| is bounded even if
the encoder is memory-less. This is a counter example
of Proposition 6.1 ([2]).

3 Main Result

In this section, we state stronger result than the
counter example in the previous section. In the pre-
vious example, we assume that the input to the plant

is always zero, but here, we allow some variable input
which is known only to the decoder and bounded pro-
cess disturbance. Moreover, we show that the estima-
tion error can vanish asymptotically with sufficiently
large encoding rate if disturbance is not present.

Let consider the following one-dimensional unstable
linear system with input ut and bounded disturbance
wt.

xt+1 = axt + ut + wt, (1)

where |a| > 1 and |wt| ≤ D. We assume that the
initial value x0 is also bounded:

x0 ∈ [x̃0, x̃0 + L0]. (2)

We define system parameters K, Lt and δt to con-
struct a encoder and a decoder as follows.

• Let K be an integer which satisfies that

K > |a|+ 1. (3)

For example, we can choose K such that

K = b|a|c+ 2.

• For t ≥ 0, let

δt =
Lt

K − 1
. (4)

• For t ≥ 1, let

Lt = |a|δt−1 + 2D. (5)

Note that these parameters doesn’t depend on ob-
servation and can be computed without memory. Now
we construct a encoder and a decoder.

• Encoder:

σt = Et(xt) = b
xt

δt

c mod K. (6)

Because σt ∈ {0, · · · , K−1}, the encoding rate is
dlog2 Ke.

• Decoder:

x̂t = b
x̃t

δt

c+

{(

σt − b
x̃t

δt

c

)

mod K

}

, (7)

where, for t ≥ 1,

x̃t =

{

ax̂t−1 + ut−1 −D (a > 1),

a(x̂t−1 + δt−1) + ut−1 −D (a < −1).

(8)
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The following theorem states that the estimation error
of x̂t and x̃t is bounded as far as (3) is established.

Theorem 3.1. For t > 0,

x̃t ≤ xt ≤ x̃t + Lt, (9)

x̂t ≤ xt < x̂t + δt, (10)

δt = γtL0 +
1− γt

1− γ

2D

K − 1
, (11)

and

lim
t→∞

δt =
2D

K − 1− |a|
, (12)

where γ = |a|/(K − 1) < 1.

Corollary 3.1. If there is no disturbance, i.e. D = 0,
then the estimation error vanishes asymptotically.

Tatikonda and Mitter[2] show that even if the en-
code has memory and knows the input, the encoding
rate must be greater than log2 |a| so that the error
vanishes. The encoding rate of the above memory-less
encoder is:

dlog2(b|a|c+ 2)e, (13)

where dxe denotes the minimum integer which is
greater than or equal to x. For large |a|, the difference
of these two rates is relatively small.

To prove this theorem, we prove the following
lemma first.

Lemma 3.1. Let x, x̃ and δ > 0 are real variables

and K ≥ 2 is a integer. If

x̃ ≤ x ≤ x̃ + (K − 1)δ,

then
(

b

x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c

)

mod K = b
x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c. (14)

Proof. Because x ≥ x̃,

b

x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c ≥ 0.

Using a basic inequality:

x− 1 < bxc ≤ x,

it follows that

b

x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c <

x

δ
−

x̃

δ
+ 1

≤

(K − 1)δ

δ
+ 1 = K.

Therefore,

0 ≤ b
x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c < K,

and
(

b

x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c

)

mod K = b
x

δ
c − b

x̃

δ
c. (15)

Now, we prove the Theorem 3.1.

Proof. Because of definition of x̃0 and L0, it is obvi-
ous that (9) is established for t = 0. We assume (9)
is established for some t, and then show that (10) is
established for t and (9) is established for t + 1.

Substituting (7) by (6),

x̂t = b
x̃t

δt

c+

{((

b

xt

δt

c mod K

)

− b

x̃t

δt

c

)

mod K

}

= b
x̃t

δt

c+

{(

b

xt

δt

c − b

x̃t

δt

c

)

mod K

}

.

It follows from (4), (9) and Lemma 3.1 that

x̂t = b
x̃t

δt

c+ b
xt

δt

c − b

x̃t

δt

c = b
xt

δt

c,

which implies (10).
For the case a > 1, it follows from (1) and (10) that

ax̂t + ut −D ≤ xt+1 = axt + ut + wt

< a(x̂t + δt) + ut + D.

and from (5) that

aδt = Lt+1 − 2D.

Therefore, (9) follows for t + 1 by (8).
For the case a < 1, it follows from (1) and (10) that

a(x̂t + δt) + ut −D < xt+1 = axt + ut + wt

≤ ax̂t + ut + D

= a(x̂t + δt) + ut − aδt + D.

and from (5) that

−aδt = Lt+1 − 2D.

By (8), we have

x̃t+1 < xt+1 ≤ x̃t+1 + Lt+1.

Finally, it follows from (4) and (5) that

δt+1 = γδt +
2D

K − 1
,

which leads to (11) and (12).
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4 Summary

In this paper, we show that we can construct a en-
coder and a decoder which can estimate the state with
bounded error even if the encoder is memory-less and
doesn’t have access to the input of the plant. This is
stronger result for encoders in class two than the result
by Tatikonda and Mitter[2]. As far as we know, this
type of quantization is new in this field and we believe
that this method gives us new insight to understand
which information bits are important for estimation
and control.

Finally, we point out some relation between our re-
sult and studies in Information Theory. Encoders in
class two has two limitations. One is memory-less and
the other is unavailability of the input. Our result
suggests that we can construct a memory-less encoder
at the expense of optimal rate, that is, we need a
slightly higher rate (13) than log2 |a| bits. This is the
same situation in source coding that we can achieve
optimum compression rate with the long block length
which requires long memory. The latter limitation has
a strong connection with problem of side information.
We can consider the input to the plant as side in-
formation available only at the decoder. In lossless
source coding, it is shown that the optimum encoding
rate doesn’t change whether side information is avail-
able at the encoder or not ([5],[6],[7]). Our result is
consistent with this because we can achieve optimum
rate asymptotically if the encoder is allowed to have
memory. The quantizer we proposed here is inspired
by bin-coding([8]). Though bin-coding is a random
coding and ours is deterministic, the idea that the
source symbols should be spread over the codewords
uniformly is the same. We should emphasize that our
result is not direct consequence of source coding with
side information. It should be noted that for lossy
source coding([9]), the optimum coding rate can be
different whether the input is available at the encoder
or not. Actually, our method can not be applied to
the case when unbounded disturbance is present([3]).

We consider that extension to multi-dimensional
system is not a problem by means of real Jordan
canonical form as [3] and [2]. Application to a non-
linear plant([10],[11]) is a future work.
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Abstract

Among passerines, Bengalese finches are known to
sing extremely complex courtship songs, with 3 hierar-
chical structures: the element, the chunk, and the syn-
tax. To elucidate the complex mechanism of the song
of Bengalese finches, Okanoya and his colleagues have
launched numerous studies based on Tinbergen’s four
questions for ethologists.

To offer a more dynamic view on the development of
birdsong learning, we first construct a model using the
Elman network with chaotic neurons, that successfully
learned the supervisor signal defined by a simple finite-
state syntax.

Second, We focus on the process of individual-specific
increases in the complexity of song syntax. We propose
a new learning algorithm to produce the intrinsic diver-
sification of song syntax without a supervisor based on
the itinerant dynamics of chaotic neural networks and
the Hebbian learning rule. The emergence of a novel
syntax modifying the acquired syntax is demonstrated.

The significance of this model is discussed.

1 Introduction

Courtship songs of passerines have been recently con-
sidered to be an evolutionary model of human lan-
guage, if taken only in terms of syntactical structure.
Among passerines, Bengalese finches are known to sing
extremely complex songs compared with its ancestor
species. The courtship song can be expressed in the form
of a finite-state syntax with three hierarchical structures:
the element, the chunk, and the syntax, based on sono-
gram analysis and the variable N-gram model [5][6]. To
elucidate the mechanism of such an increase in the com-
plexity of Bengalese finch song, Okanoya and his col-
leagues have launched numerous studies based on Tin-
bergen’s four questions for ethologists [8].

Besides these traditional approaches, there has re-
cently been an insistence to construct an abstract math-
ematical model as an analogy that would be fruitful to
understand the developmental dynamics of birdsong in
a comprehensive manner [4]. For this purpose, modeling

with a neural network is considered to be appropriate be-
cause of the possibility to implement several biological
concepts in the model structure and learning algorithm.

2 Modeling with chaotic Elman network

The following three conditions are naturally assumed
as the abstract conditions of neural network modeling.
First, we externally give the network the supervisor sig-
nal to learn, which coresponds to the song of a male
parent. Second, the network must have the capability to
generate song as a temporal sequence. Third, the net-
work must also have the capability to express stochastic
finite-state automaton, which is the class of syntax to
learn. In addition, to implement the notion of chaos
as a learning catalyst[7], which is the driving force of
the intrinsic diversification of syntax, the use of chaotic
neurons is assumed to be the fourth condition.

Considering these four conditions, we first con-
structed a model of birdsong learning based on the El-
man network [2]. The Elman network is a discrete time
system that consists of four layers: Input, Hidden, Con-
text, and Output. We used the Output layer consisting
of eight analog neurons, each one representing a differ-
ent alphabetical element that appears in the song, e.g.,
the first neuron represents element“A”, the 2nd neu-
ron“B”, . . . , and the eighth neuron represents the end
signal“=”of the song. The analog neuron is defined
as follows:

yi(t) = f(
n∑

j=1

wijxj(t) + θout
i ).

At time t, xj(t) is the output of the jth neuron of the
Hidden layer, yi(t) is the output of the ith neuron of the
Output layer, and wij is the connection weight between
the ith neuron of the Output layer and the jth neuron
of the Hidden layer. n is the number of neurons in the
Hidden layer. θout

i is the threshold of the ith Output
layer neuron, and the function, f(x), is defined as follows
with the increment parameter β:

f(x) =
1

1 + exp(−βx)
.
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To express the stochastic bifurcation of song syntax,
as we run the network simulation to generate element
sequences after learning, only one neuron among eight
of the Output layer was finally chosen to fire 1 which
represents one alphabetical element, and the rest were
set to remain 0. This winner-take-all selection is made
with a quasi-random variable and is proportional to the
analog output value, yi(t), of each Output layer neu-
ron. The eight binary outputs from the Output layer
are then copied on a one-to-one basis to the eight out-
puts of the Input layer for the next time step. This
stochastic winner-take-all feedback allows the network
to express stochastic branches of finite-state syntax and
to produce the time series of alphabetical elements. This
can be interpreted as the self-auditory feedback of Ben-
galase finches, which is necessary to maintain the song
syntax.

Each neuron of the Input and Context layer is con-
nected to all neurons in the Hidden layer, and each neu-
ron of the Hidden layer is connected to all neurons in the
Output layer. The output of the Context layer at time
t is identical to that of the Hidden layer at time t− 1.

For the Hidden layer, we used chaotic neurons that
can be taken as an expansion of the analog neuron based
on the physiological property of the giant axon of a
squid[1]. The chaotic neurons that we used in this model
were defined as follows:

xi(t + 1) = f(
8∑

j=1

υij

t∑

d=0

kd
e ιj(t− d)

+
n∑

j=1

wij

t∑

d=0

kd
fxj(t− d)− α

t∑

d=0

kd
rxi(t− d) + θhidden

i ),

where υij is the connection weight between the jth Input
layer neuron and the ith Hidden layer neuron, ιj(t) is
the output of the jth Input layer neuron at time t, and
θhidden

i is the threshold of the ith Hidden layer neuron.
The parameters α and kr are set to 0 at the beginning,
which makes the dynamics similar to that of the analog
neuron, but the influences of past inputs (outputs of the
Input layer) and outputs (outputs of the Context layer)
are controlled by ke and kf . By assuming the time scale
resolution 2k(k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) of the past influence, we
distributed the values of ke and kf among the values set
by kd

e = kd
f = 0.1, where d = 2k − 1 when k ≥ 1, and

ke = kf = 0 when k = 0. The number of neurons for
each value of ke and kf was set inversely proportional to
the time scale resolution.

We call this the chaotic Elman network model.
Using the back propagation method, the connection

weight and thresholds of the network were trained to
predict the next element of each supervisor song at
each time step, t. The previous element of each song

was used as the outputs from the Input layer for every
t. The initial outputs of the Input and Context lay-
ers at the beginning of a song were set to 0.5. Ten
thousand songs generated from the supervisor syntax
were used to train the network. As a result, the net-
work successfully learned the supervisor signal, which
was defined by simple finite-state syntax, as seen in Fig.
2. For example, from the supervisor defined in Fig.
2, Sequences such as AABBDD=, AABBCCBBDD=,
AABBCCBBCCBBDD=,· · · were generated randomly.
This stage could be regarded as the sensory-motor phase
of the birdsong development, which is considered to be
the process to acquire the song of a male parent. This
stage can be interpreted as the decrease of randomness
of the song compared to that of the male parent, as seen
in Fig. 3. The song that the network acquired corre-
sponded to the crystallized full song in the development.

3 Modeling of individual-specific diver-
sification of syntax

Second, we focused on the process of individual-
specific diversification of syntax that the song of Ben-
galese finches can go through even after the crystalliza-
tion, about 90 days after hatching, which somewhat im-
plies an internal mechanism of an increase in complexity
without the supervisor, as shown in Fig. 3. (Kawamura,
T. and Okanoya, K. in preparation, and personal com-
munication with Sasahara, K.).

As an analogy of such an intrinsic diversification of
syntax, we proposed a new learning algorithm based on
itinerant dynamics of chaotic neural networks and the
Hebbian learning rule. Setting the network in the re-
trieval mode, we increased the value of parameters α and
kr, which represent the scale and the decay by the time of
refractoriness, respectively. The increase of the refrac-
toriness of chaotic neural networks can cause network
itinerant dynamics among the learned attractors[3]. In
this model, dynamics which seem to be caused by this
chaotic wandering appeared at certain parameters, as
shown in Fig. 4. The syntax of itinerant dynamics im-
plies that the network partially follows the orbit near the
acquired attractor, but randomly slips off the learned
track because of refractoriness and returns to another
part of the attractor. During this chaotic retrieval pro-
cess, we added the modification of the connection weight
wij(between the Hidden and Context layer) and υij (be-
tween the Hidden and Input layer) according to the Heb-
bian learning rule. The Hebbian learning rule was de-
fined as follows:

wij(t + 1) = wij(t) + ε(2xi(t)− 1)(2xj(t− 1)− 1) and
υij(t + 1) = υij(t) + ε(2xi(t)− 1)(2ιj(t)− 1),
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where ε is the learning coefficient.
This algorithm can be taken as an application of the

concept of chaos as a catalyst of learning that was pro-
posed in olfactory system[7]. There is already a neu-
ral network olfactory bulb model with multiplicative
noise[9], which exhibited itinerant dynamics among au-
toassociative memories. Additional learning in this stage
was also shown to recombine memorized attractors to
produce novel ones. Our modeling has an aspect that
can be expanded to cross-associative memories.

As a result, based on the syntax acquired from a
supervisor by back propagation, some new syntactical
structures were obtained after additional Hebbian learn-
ing in the chaotic retrieval process, as shown in Fig.
5. Interestingly, the segmentation and convergence of
chunk sequences were observed. Forming novel branches
from/into the middle of supervisor’s chunks, chunks AA,
BB, and DD were segmented, and chunks BB and CC
were converged to form a novel chunk, BBCC. The
entropy measured as a Markov source increased from
1.162879 to 1.224444, which follows the notion of ab-
stract dynamics of birdsong development, as shown in
Fig. 3. Syntactical structures vary depending on the
amount of change of parameters α and kr, the learn-
ing coefficient ε, and the Hebbian learning period. If
the Hebbian learning period is too long, the acquired
supervisor syntax attractors seemed to be completely
destroyed.

4 Discussion

In this model, we demonstrated that dynamics of the
chaotic Elman network can serve as an abstract mech-
anism of individual-specific diversification of birdsong
syntax. Although two kinds of learning algorithms, back
propagation and Hebbian learning, are switched exter-
nally, the result provides the basis to construct a more
consistent model of birdsong development. There is a
recent estimate that certain neurons in the HVc nucleus
of Bengalese finches refer to the error rate of their song
compared to that of their male parent, and the HVc nu-
cleus is connected to the motor pathway that controls vo-
calization (personal communication with Nishikawa, J.).
Considering this possibility, by assuming the feedback
between the error rate of back propgation and learn-
ing coefficient ε of Hebbian learning, there might be a
possibility to construct a consistent model that can au-
tonomously reproduce several types of birdsong develop-
ment, as shown in Fig. 3.

The convergence of learning to achieve a more com-
plex syntax is a future task to be implemented in this
model. The network seems to confront the local min-
ima problem because a simple increase in the number of

neurons of the Hidden layer(n) does not guarantee the
acquisition of a more complex syntax that often appears
in the song of Bengalese finches. In the cerebrum of Ben-
galese finch, there are three nuclei, NIF, HVc and RA,
that were found to control the structure of the syntax,
the chunk, and the element of their song, respectively[6].
For anatomical and physiological plausibility and the ad-
vancement of the ability of learning, this modularity of
the brain which corresponds to three hierarchical struc-
tures of the song should be further implemented. For
this purpose, the definition or the distribution of pa-
rameters ke and kf , which represent the time scale of
the influence from the past inputs, could be reconsid-
ered.

For further research, more precise dynamics of the
chaotic Elman network need to be analyzed. Expanding
the dynamics of chaotic neural networks to a structure
with nonlinear feedback (in this case stochastic neurons)
would be fruitful becausse the brain is a system com-
posed of various types of neurons.

At the same time, the diversification of the song syn-
tax in evolutionary context is also influenced by the in-
teraction with females, so that process can be imple-
mented in the network model. The expansion will enable
to connect the level of neuroscience and ethology in this
model, aiming to find the actual degree of complexity of
the song based on social interaction, which has not been
sufficiently modeled by entropy.

Figure1. Architecture of chaotic Elman network.

Figure 2. Definition of supervisor syntax and root
mean squared error rate of learning by back propagation.
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The supervisor song consists of elements A, B, C, and D,
and chunks AA, BB, CC, and DD, with the end signal
“=”. Cutting off branches of probability less than 0.05,
the network successfully acquired the supervisor syntax.
The entropy of syntax as a Markov source after learning
was 1.162879. The number of neurons in the Hidden
layer(n) was set to 20.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of birdsong develop-
ment of Bengalese finches in terms of randomness and
complexity. Several types of development are observed.
After the acquisition of syntax of the male parent until
about 90 days after hatching, the song, 1: maintains the
acquired synax, 2: goes through the process of intrin-
sic diversification but returns to the syntax of the male
parent, 3: diversifies intrinsically and a more complex
syntax is produced. Considering the change of syntacti-
cal structure, the change of syntax entropy can be inter-
preted in two ways: as the decrease of randomness (red
line) and the increase of complexity (blue line).

Figure 4. Example of itinerant dynamics of chaotic
Elman network. After the succesful acquisition of the
supervisor syntax, the refractoriness parameters, α and
kr, are both increased to 0.25. Branches of probability
less than 0.05 are cut off.

Figure 5. Example of novel syntax after additional
Hebbian learning during chaotic itinerancy. The novel

syntax was obtained after Hebbian learning of 120 itin-
erant songs at parameters ε = 0.00001, α = 0.25, and
kr = 0.25. After the learning, parameters α and kr were
again set to 0, and the network produced a novel syntax.
Branches of probability less than 0.05 are cut off. The
entropy of syntax as a Markov source after the additional
learning was 1.224444.
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Abstract
Irregular spike sequences of cerebral cortex in vivo

are observed in numerous number of previous stud-
ies. Those spike sequences generally differ from an
entirely random sequence, and exhibit temporal cor-
relations. There are two possible origins in producing
the temporal correlation: (1) temporal correlations of
the incoming synaptic inputs; (2) neuronal integration
mechanism. The temporal correlation of the neuronal
output is produced by (1), (2), or the mixture of them.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm that dis-
criminates the origin of the temporal correlations of
spike sequences. Statistical characteristics of the spike
sequences plays a key role in this algorithm. This al-
gorithm helps classify the spike sequences by discrim-
inating their sources of time correlation.

1 Introduction

Neurons are speciallized cells that enable specific
information processing mechanisms in the brain. Neu-
rons can receive signals from many other neurons, typ-
ically on the order of 10,000 neurons. There are exam-
ples of cells that receive more inputs such as pyramidal
cells in the hippocampus, which have been estimated
to receive on the order of 50,000 inputs. The send-
ing neurons contact the receiving neuron at either at
the cell body or the dendrites. It is known that var-
ious mechanisms are utilized to transfer information
between the presynaptic neuron (the neuron sending
the signal) and the postsynaptic neuron (the neuron
receiving the signal). The general information process-
ing feature of synapses is that they enable signals from
a presynaptic neuron to alter the state of a postsynap-
tic neuron, and eventually to trigger the generation of
an electric pulse in the postsynaptic neuron.

One may think that neurons generate regular spike

sequences since the number of incoming spikes are
large and the fluctuation in the accumuated poten-
tial is expected to be small. However, cortical neurons
do not actually generate regular spike sequences, al-
though motoneurons do. Until recently, the biological
meaning of model parameters had not been throughly
examined, for example why neurons spike irregularly.

Spike production can be considered as a two-step
process. First, synaptic inputs are integrated by an
extensive and complex dendritic trees resulting in a
total synaptic current. Second, the cell emits spikes in
response to this synaptic current. A numerous num-
ber of single neuron models that can reproduce some
aspects of spiking statistics of biological neurons, such
as the probability density of interspike intervals (ISIs)
have been produced, and most of them have largely
focused on the latter.

Many biological data exhibit non-zero value of cor-
relation. What is the origin of producing temporal
correlation? There are two possibilities. First, incom-
ing synaptic inputs may cause the output temporal
correlation. In most of the previous studies, temporal
properties of inputs were taken into account. Second,
neuronal integration mechanism may cause the output
temporal correlation. We now define the terms we use
in this study.
⋄ If the dynamics is entirely independent of the

event of spike production, we identify this dynamics
as the “input”. Incoming synaptic input is the typical
example.
⋄ If the dynamics entirely depends on the event

of spike production, we identify this dynamics as the
“neuronal integration mechanism”. In this case, en-
tirely dependent means that the dynamics is reset by
every spike event. Membrane potential is the typical
example.
⋄ If the dynamics partly depends on the event of

spike production, we identify this dynamics as the
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“mixture”. This is the mixture of the input and the
neuronal integration mechanism. Dynamics as Ca2+

dependent channels which are partly dependent on
voltage dynamics is also included in this term.

We suggest an algorithm to discriminate the three
sources of temporal correlations in this study. By us-
ing this algorithm, we can classify the spike sequences
and the neurons that produces them by differences of
the neuronal spiking mechanism.

1.1 Spike auto correlation

Auto correlation is defined as a function of lag l.

A(l) ≡ 〈λ(t)λ(t+ l)〉t − f2

f2
(1)

λ(t) is the firing rate defined as the probability of a
spike event per infinitesimal unit time t, f is the mean
firing rate, and the notation 〈···〉 represents a temporal
averaging operation. The value of the auto correlation
determines the correlation of the spike sequences, pos-
itive or negative.
k-th moment of auto correlation is defined as

Ak ≡
∫ ∞

0

lkA(l)dl (2)

If all of the Ak are equal to zero, the sequence has
no correlation. If each Ak has a positive value, the
ratio Ak+1/Ak characterizes the sustaining time scale
of positive correlation.

1.2 Spiking irregularity CV

Coefficient of variation CV indicates the spiking ir-
regularity.

CV ≡
√

1
n−1

∑n
i=1(Ti − T )2

T
(3)

Ti is the duration of the ith ISI, n is the total number
of ISIs, and T= 1

n

∑n
i=1Ti is the mean ISI. CV take 1

for purely Poisson process, and 0 for perfectly regular
sequences.

2 Discriminating the sources of time
correlation

2.1 Renewal process

If the input is temporally uncorrelated, temporal
correlation in a spike sequence is generated by only
the neuronal integration mechanism. The integrated
quantities in the neuron are reset at a spike event,
so an event after a spike is uncorrelated to any event
before the spike, so called a renewal process. If it is
a renewal process, there is one-to-one correspondence
between the ISI distribution and the spike auto cor-
relation. In this case, the time scale of the auto cor-
relation must have a positive correlation to the mean
intervals, as long as the shapes of ISI are similar. We
can determine whether the shape of the ISI distribu-
tion has changed or not by measuring CV and the
other higher dimensional statistical values. Thus, the
following property is to be true.

Property 1
If the ISI distribution is constant for T̄ modulation
and Ak+1/Ak ∝ T̄ , time correlation is produced by
the neuronal integration mechanism.

2.2 Non-renewal process

From property 1, we can recognize the neuronal in-
tegration mechanism when the ISI distribution is con-
stant under rate modulation. Therefore, in the case
of the ISI distribution constant, but Ak+1/Ak does
not have a positive correlation with T̄ , there are two
possible sources of time correlation, the input or the
mixture. How can we discriminate them?

The difference of the correlation from the mixture
and the input is, whether it affects the firing rate or
not. Therefore, the ratio of the moment of auto corre-
lation Ak+1/Ak is constant when there is only the in-
put correlation[1]. If there exists a term which affects
the firing rate, Ak+1/Ak fluctuates. This property is
to be true in any case, even if the ISI distribution fluc-
tuates with rate modulation.

Property 2
If Ak+1/Ak is constant for T̄ modulation, time corre-
lation is produced by the input.
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2.3 Inconstant auto correlation

If Ak+1/Ak fluctuates with T̄ modulation, there are
two possible sources of time correlation, the neuronal
integration mechanism or the mixture. How can we
discriminate them?

The difference of the correlation from the neuronal
integration mechanism and the mixture is, whether it
resets its dynamics after the spike event or not. It is
known that the positive correlation between CV and T̄
is not produced only by the neuronal resetting mech-
anism [2].

However, the case that there is no positive corre-
lation between CV and T̄ even in the presence of the
temporal correlation by the mixture still exists. In
this case, comparison of T̄ and Ak+1/Ak make sense.
If Ak+1/Ak ≫ T̄ , the temporal correlation is produced
by the mixture. Temporal correlation produced by the
neuronal integration mechanism lasts for the spike in-
terval T̄ , since neuronal resetting mechanism vanishes
the correlation between spikes. Thus, the following
property is to be true.

Property 3
If CV ∝ T̄ or Ak+1/Ak ≫ T̄ , time correlation is pro-
duced by the mixture.

3 Algorithm for the classification

From the properties 1, 2 and 3, we can obtain the
algorithm to discriminate the sources of time correla-
tion for arbitrary spike sequences. Figure 1 shows the
algorithm.

The algorithm begins from the determination of the
correlation between Ak+1/Ak and T̄ . If there exists
only the input correlation, Ak+1/Ak is constant under
rate modulation, since the input correlation doesn’t
affect firing rate (ref. property 2).

The second determination is that whether the ISI
distribution is constant under rate modulation or not.
If the ISI distribution is constant under rate modula-
tion, one can determine whether the spike sequence is
a renewal process or not by the existence of the cor-
relation between Ak+1/Ak and T̄ . Renewal process is
only produced by the neuronal integration mechanism
(ref. property 1). If the ISI distribution is inconstant,
the measure of CV and the value of the Ak+1/Ak make
sense as in the property 3.

∝
∝

Figure 1: Flow chart of the algorithm to discriminate
the sources of temporal correlation. Arbitrary spike
sequence is classified into 3 groups.

4 Application to the experimental data

We applied the algorithm to the experimental data.
The ISI data is recorded from the gustatory cortex of
rats during taste-aversion learning experiment. The
data we analyzed was the spike sequence that exhibits
bursting patterns.

For the first step, Ak+1/Ak was inconstant with
modulating T̄ . Furthermore, the ISI distribution is
inconsistent under T̄ modulation since CV had a pos-
itive correlation with T̄ (figure 2).

These results show that the temporal correlation of
this spike sequence from gustatory cortex is produced
by the mixture according to this discriminating algo-
rithm.

Several slow inward currents have been impli-
cated in the generation of somatic bursts in corti-
cal neurons, including voltage-sensitive calcium[3] and
sodium currents[4], and a calcium-activated cationic
current[5]. Therefore, the result from the algorithm
that the temporal correlation is produced by the cor-
rrelation of the mixture is a natural result. The mix-
ture partly depends on the event of spike production,
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Figure 2: Cv under T̄ modulation

including the slow dynamics that is not reset but in-
fluenced by every spike event.

5 Conclusion

We proposed an algorithm that discriminates the
origin of the temporal correlations of spike sequences.
We confirmed its usefulness by applying to the exper-
imental data.

In the experimental studies, it is difficult to obtain
the information of the input. This algorithm helps
classify the spike sequences by discriminating their
sources of time correlation even in those cases. It is
interesting to develop this brief algorithm more pre-
cisely.
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Abstract
How neurons code information in our brain is one of

the most important themes in neuroscience. Popula-
tion rate coding and temporal coding are two common
neural coding schemes. Recent studies have pointed
out that these two coding schemes may coexist [1][2].
Experiments have revealed a massive number of gap
junctions in various regions of the brain. Neurons con-
nected with gap junctions induce synchronous spiking.
Moreover, theoretical works indicate that gap junction
induce not only synchronous activity but also a switch-
ing behavior between synchronous states and desyn-
chronous states [5]. We used information theory and
computer simulations to investigate how this kind of
switching behavior relates to the neural coding. First,
we demonstrated that even under time-varying inputs,
neurons coupled with gap junctions induced switch-
ing behavior between synchronous and desynchronous
states. Then, we used three types of mutual infor-
mation to separate the contribution of each coding
scheme from the information carried on a network. We
measured these mutual information carried in sepa-
tate periods of synchronous and desynchronous states.
Our results show that the population rate coding has
an advantage in periods of desynchronous states and
the temporal coding has an advantage in periods of
synchronous states. We found that these two types
of coding schemes emerge alternately with switching
between synchronous and desynchronous states.

Key words: Neural coding, gap junction, chaotic
itinerancy, population rate coding, temporal coding,
mutual information.

1 Introduction

Many studies in the past few decades have inves-
tigated how neurons code information. However, no
established theory fully addresses to answer this ques-

tion. One of the most plausible coding schemes is pop-
ulation rate coding, which represents information as a
firing rate averaged over hundreds of neurons. This
makes it possible to transmit a signal within a short
time and to have robustness against spike failure. An-
other plausible scheme is temporal coding, which in-
dicates that information is coded by precise tempo-
ral patterns of spikes, such as in synchronous firing.
Synchronous firing with millisecond precision has been
observed in experiments as in multi-channel recording
[3]. Many theoretical works have discussed what struc-
tures induce this synchronous firing and how these ac-
tivities are relevant to neural coding. Furthermore,
recent studies have found the possibility of the coexis-
tence of these two coding schemes which is controlled
by noise intensity [1][2].

Furthermore, recent experiments have shown a
massive number of gap junctions. These gap junctions
are specialized areas of the cell membranes connecting
neighbor cells; they induce synchronous firing [4]. In
addition to the synchronous activity, theoretical stud-
ies suggest that gap junctions induce chaotic activities
[6] and transitions between synchronous and desyn-
chronous states. However, little is known about how
this transient activity is associated with neural coding.
We have used numerical simulations and information
theory to investigate how the transitions between syn-
chronous and desynchronous states is connected with
neural coding.

2 Analysis

We investigated a neural network coupled with gap
junctions. We used a simple two-variable neuron
model called a µ-model, which is more plausible than
a one-variable neuron model like the integrate-and-fire
model [5]. The model is composed of two variables xi

and yi, where the first variable represents the mem-
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brane potential and the second variable represents ac-
tivation of some ion channels. Here we chose µ = 1.65.

dxi

dt
= −yi − µx2

i (xi −
3
2
) + I(t) + J(t) (1)

dyi

dt
= −yi + µx2

i (2)

(i = 1, · · · , N),

where J(t) is a current induced by gap junction
coupling with neighbor neurons:

J(t) =


G(xi+1 − xi) (i = 1)
G(xi+1 + xi−1 − 2xi) (i = 2, · · · , N − 1)
G(xi−1 − xi) (i = N).

(3)

In this simulation, we used a chain network of 40
neurons, where, G is the coupling constant of the gap
junctions, assumed to be identical for all connections
in the network. This kind of network shows an alter-
ation of synchronous and desynchronous states even
with a constant input [5]. In the field of nonlinear sci-
ence, several studies have examined the mechanism
of this phenomenon. However, our interest is how
this phenomenon is associated with the neural cod-
ing. We used mutual information as a measure of
efficiency of information transmission between inputs
and output spike trains. To investigate this, we ap-
plied time-varying input to this neural network and
measured how neurons carry information. We chose
the input I(t) to be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU)-
process generated by the stochastic differential equa-
tion: dI = −mIdt + σdW , where dW denotes the
Wiener process. We set the amplitude of inputs small
enough not to break alteration of synchronous and
desynchronous states. We set m = 0.05 and σ = 0.005.

Figure 1 shows the simulation results of the net-
work with the coupling constant G = 0.1 and the in-
puts specified above applied. Figure 1(a) shows the
time series of the input generated by the OU-process.
Figure 1(b) shows a superimposed time series of the
membrane potentials of the 40 model neurons. The
time series shows the alteration of synchronous and
desynchronous states even with the time-varying in-
put. Figure 1(c) shows a time series of a moving av-
erage of standard deviation of the 40 neurons’s mem-
brane potentials D(t) as a degree of a desynchrony of
membrane potentials.

To analyze how the information is transmitted on
the network, we used three types of mutual informa-
tion to determine the contribution of the two coding
schemes. The first type of information was the full
temporal information, which is associated with all pos-
sible patterns of spike occurrence in the population.

Second was the spike count information which corre-
sponds to the information carried by the firing rate of
the neural population. The spike count information
is based on the number of spikes in the population in
an arbitrarily chosen time window. Third was pure
temporal information. This is given as a subtraction
of the spike count information from the full temporal
information.

Consider a time duration T , which corresponds to
a period to apply the input to the network. Let us de-
note each input time series over the duration as si(τ).
Each time-varying input is generated by a different
random seed and indexed by i(i = 1, ..., M). Here, we
set M = 50. We ran 100 simulations for different ini-
tial states of x and y for each signal and record spike
train {ti} generated by the population of neurons. Si-
multaneously, we calculated a trial average of spike
train density of the population under the input time
series s as

r(τ ; s) =
∑

k

δt,tk

∆t
, (4)

where δt1,t2 is the Kronecker delta function (1 if t1 and
t2 label the same time bin and zero otherwise). The
index k indicates spike number and ∆t is small time
bin (we chose ∆t = 0.1). We considered a time window
of width W to measure the mutual information. The
full temporal information is given by integrating the
instantaneous information in this time window: [7]

Ifull(W ) =
∫ W

0

dt

〈
r(t; s) log2

r(t; s)
〈r(t; s′)〉s′

〉
s

, (5)

where the brackets 〈〉s indicate the average across
stimuli s. The spike count information was calculated
using a spike count in the time window as

Irate(W ) =
〈

R(t; s) log2

R(t; s)
〈R(t; s′)〉s′

〉
s

, (6)

where R(t; s) is the integration of number of spikes in
the time window W :

R(t; s) =
∫ W

0

r(t; s)dt. (7)

Here, Ifull(W ) and Irate(W ) satisfy Ifull(W ) ≥
Irate(W ). The pure temporal information is given as
the subtraction of the spike count information from
the full temporal information:

Itemporal(W ) = Ifull(W ) − Irate(W ). (8)

To investigate the difference between the coding
schemes in the synchronous and desynchronous states,
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Figure 1: A typical response of 40 model neurons coupled with gap junctions when applying the input generated by
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU)-process. (a) Times series of input applied for this neural network. (b) Superimposed plot
of membrane potential of 40 neurons. (c) Time series of standard deviation of membrane potential of 40 neurons.

we needed to categorize these spikes by whether they
were generated in synchronous or in desynchronous
states. To do this, we defined each state using the
standard deviation of membrane potential D(t). We
defined the synchronous state as D(t) < 0.1 and the
desynchronous state as D(t) ≥ 0.1. Then we calcu-
lated the three types of mutual information using the
spike trains generated in the separate periods of syn-
chronous and desynchronous states.

As a result of this calculation, we obtained the spike
count information, revealing the efficiency of the popu-
lation rate coding, and the pure temporal information
revealing the efficiency of the temporal coding. Fig-
ures 2 (a) and (b) show how these quantities depend
on the coupling constant of the gap junction. Figure
2(c) shows degrees of synchrony of the network. The
(+) sign indicates the temporal average of the stan-
dard deviation of membrane potentials. The (x) sign
shows the synchrony of the spikes. This quantity is
defined as the ratio of spikes that occurred in a short
time window around each spike to the number of neu-
rons in the network. The square sign shows the ratio
of duration of synchronous states to duration of desyn-
chronous states.

In the synchronous states, the temporal coding was
shown to have an advantage, the information carried
by the temporal coding increased as the coupling con-
stant of the gap junctions increased. In contrast, the

spike count information did not increase as much as
the pure temporal information. This was caused by
an improvement of the reproducibility of precise spike
timing, which depends on the synchrony of the neu-
rons; the synchrony increased as the coupling constant
of gap junctions strengthen.

In the desynchronous states, the spike count infor-
mation had an advantage. In population rate coding,
the amplitude of the input sequence is reproduced in
the firing rate of the output spike train. Information
carried by population rate coding increased in the re-
gion of G < 0.3. However, in the region of G ≥ 0.3,
each spike tended to synchronize and could not main-
tain the information about the amplitude. This is
because, the spike count information decrease in this
region. These results indicated that the two coding
schemes emerge alternately with the switching of the
synchronous and desynchronous states.

3 Summary

We have shown that a neural network coupled with
gap junctions induces the alteration of synchronous
and desynchronous states even under time-varying in-
puts and that two coding schemes, population rate
coding and temporal coding emerge alternately along
with the changing of these states. Our findings about
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Figure 2: Mutual information and synchrony as a func-
tion of coupling constant of gap junctions. (a),(b)
Spike count information as a measure of population
coding efficiency (bold line) and pure temporal in-
formation as a measure of temporal coding efficiency
(thin line). (a) Information carried in the periods of
synchronous states. (b) Information carried in the
periods of desynchronous states. (c) Degree of syn-
chrony. Temporal average of standard deviation of
membrane potentials of these neurons (+). Spike syn-
chrony (x). Ratio of duration of synchronous states to
duration of desynchronous states (square).

the functions examined here may contribute to infor-
mation processing in the cortical network. In cortical
neurons, ceaseless transitions of state take place as sig-
nals are received from sensory neurons and other parts
of the brain. These states may represent memory pat-
terns. This memory pattern becomes other pattern.
The population rate coding could be used efficiently
in the process of collecting signals from various parts
of the brain. Then, the temporal coding could be used
to recall a memory in the synchronous state. After re-
calling the memory, the state could desynchronize to
collect new signals again. The states-switching behav-
ior with gap junctions may contributes to such brain
functions.
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Abstract

We propose a two-dimensional neuron model using
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistors (MOS-
FET). Two-dimensional models are tractable mathemati-
cally because the temporal evolution of the variables can
be visualized in the phase plane. Our circuitry were de-
signed according to the mathematical structure determined
using phase plane analysis and bifurcation theory. Hence,
our circuitry is compact and biologically plausible. Our
circuitry can achieve class I mode without narrow channel,
class II, and I* mode when a few circuit parameters are
changed. Class I* neurons are mainly characterized by a
phase plane structure with a narrow channel and exhibit
spatio-temporal chaos when coupled with gap junctions.
We analyzed the responses to singlet pulse, and demon-
strated the threshold mechanism in class I, II, and I* modes.
Moreover, we showed that class II and I* neurons not only
exhibit periodic but also chaotic responses to periodic pulse
stimuli.

1 Introduction

Various silicon neurons that reproduce the properties
of biological neurons have been proposed to create some
new possibilities in neuroscience, computer science and
electronics. Conventionally, silicon neurons have been de-
signed according to the two major principles: phenomeno-
logical and conductance-based designs. Recently, Kohno
and Aihara proposed mathematical-model-based design
that is based on mathematical structures revealed using
phase plane analysis and bifurcation theory [1]. It allows
us to implement simple and biologically realistic silicon
neurons. Our circuitry is designed according to this design
principle.

Neurons are classified into two classes according to their
responses to sustained current stimuli: class I and II. The
firing frequency of class I neurons at the onset is asymp-
totically zero, whereas that of class II neurons is nonzero.
Two-dimensional neuron models are tractable mathemati-
cally because their dynamic behaviors can be visualized in

phase planes. It is well known that saddle-node on invari-
ant circle bifurcation produces class I excitability, and the
subcritical Hopf bifurcation class II. These bifurcations can
be generated in two-dimensional systems.

The responses to periodic pulses of squid giant axons
and the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model have been inten-
sively studied. Class II models such as the HH model
are well known to exhibit not only periodic but also ape-
riodic responses to periodic stimuli depending on their am-
plitudes and frequencies. Complex responses to simple in-
puts may play important roles in neural codings.

Our silicon neuron can achieve class I, II, and I* neurons
when a few circuit parameters are changed. The essential
nonlinearity of class I* is mainly characterized by a phase
plane structure with a narrow channel [2]. In the follow-
ing section, we describe how our circuitry was designed.
In Sec. 3, we present its responses to singlet and periodic
pulse stimuli. Finally, in Sec. 4, we make concluding re-
marks.

2 Modeling the Electronic Neuron Model

Our circuitry mainly consists of three blocks: the V-I
converter, the inverted-N-shaped nonlinear characteristics
circuitry, and the U-shaped nonlinear characteristics cir-
cuitry (see Fig. 1). We designed these blocks using en-
hanced MOSFETs, resistors, and capacitors.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of electronic neuron model.

The circuit equations are as follows:
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CV
dV
dt

= f (V )−Eµ + Istim

Cµ
du
dt

= g(V )−Kµ
, (1)

where

f (V ) = Aexp

(

B
1+ exp(−κnV/UT )

−C
κn

UT
V

)

+D,

g(v) =
F

1+ exp(−κnV/UT +G)
+Hexp

(

−I
κn

UT
V

)

+ J.

We can adjust the parameters, A to K, in these equations
by adjusting the resistances, the voltages, and the current
sources in the three main blocks in our circuitry.

A schematic of the V-I converter is shown in Fig. 2.
The source-follower, M29-M30, shifts the input voltage ac-
cording to V ′

IN =VIN +VDD−VconVI , where VIN is the input
voltage and VconVI is a constant bias voltage that we can
control. The feedback structure composed of M32-M33
suppresses the nonlinearity of the input/output (IO) char-
acteristics intrinsic to MOSFETs. The IO characteristics of
this circuit are very linear.

M30 M33

M34 M35

IoffsetVI

IconVI

RconVI

M29

M31

M32

VconVI

VIN

VDD

VSS

V ’
IN

Fig. 2: Schematic of V-I converter.

A schematic of the inverted-N-shaped nonlinear char-
acteristics circuitry is shown in Fig. 3. It mainly consists
of a differential pair, M1-M2, V-I converter, M5-M9, and
common-source (CS) amplifier. The combined output cur-
rent of M1-M2 and M5-M9 has flatter N-shaped I-V char-
acteristics. These currents are applied to MOSFET M12 as
the input voltage via resistor RsN and converted exponen-
tially. This makes the ratio of the N-shaped I-V character-
istics increase more in regions with small input voltages,
VIN . The ratio of the increase depends on the resistance,
RsN , and the current source, IsN . The output current of this
circuit represents the V-nullcline in our silicon neuron.

A schematic of the U-shaped nonlinear characteristic
circuitry is shown in Fig. 4. It mainly consists of a differ-
ential pair, M15-M18, and a scalable CS amplifier, M19-
M26. The latter consists of a V-I converter to convert the
scale of the input voltage. The input voltage is applied to
the differential pair and the scalable CS amplifier. One ap-
plied to the latter is scaled by the V-I converter. Its output

M1 M2

M3 M4

M6 M9

M10 M11

IN

IconN

RconN

M5

M7

M8

IdiffN

VconN

IbN

VIN

VDD

VSS

IoffsetNRsN

IsN

M12

M13 M14 Mstim
Vstim

Istim

Fig. 3: Schematic of inverted-N-shaped circuit.

current, IconU , is applied to MOSFET M26 via resistor RsU

and converted exponentially. The slope of output current,
ICSU , can be altered by RsU and the current source, IsU .
The output current of this circuit represents the µ-nullcline
in the silicon neuron.

M15 M16

M17 M18

M20 M23

M24 M25

IU

IconU

RconU

M19

M21

M22

VconU

IbU

VIN

VDD

VSS

RsU

IsU

M26

M27 M28

VdiffU

IoffsetU

IdiffU

Fig. 4: Schematic of U-shaped circuit.

A plot of the nullclines of our electronic neuron model
obtained using the circuit equations is shown in Fig. 5. Our
circuitry can achieve three neuron modes, namely, class I
without a narrow channel and class II and I*. These neu-
ron modes have a common inverted N-shaped V-nullcline
and different µ-nullclines depending on only two circuit
parameters, IsU and Vdi f fU .

Fig. 5: Phase plane structure of electronic neuron model.
Dashed line is V-nullcline and solid lines are µ-nullclines.

3 Circuit Operation and Characteristics

In this section, we give the responses of our circuitry to
singlet and periodic pulse stimuli. We focused on the three
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neuron modes: class I, II, and I*. We used the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method for numerical simulations.

3.1 Responses to singlet pulse stimuli

Plots of the responses to singlet pulse stimuli are shown
in Fig. 6. We stimulated our circuitry with singlet pulses of
various strengths. When the pulses were weak, the system
immediately returned directly to the resting state. When
the strength was over the threshold, the membrane potential
rapidly increased and then plunged below its resting state
before returning to it. The time interval between the onset
of the action potential and the peak is obviously shorter
than that between the peak and the desinence.

(a) Class I
mode.

(b) Class II
mode.

(c) Class I*
mode.

Fig. 6: Responses to singlet pulse stimuli.

The phase plane structure of class I mode is shown
in Fig. 7. When the system is near a saddle-node on
the invariant circle bifurcation, the nullclines of this mode
have three intersections: (S) is a stable equilibrium (resting
state), (T) is a saddle, and (U) is an unstable equilibrium.
In this case, the system has a pair of incoming trajecto-
ries: stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle. The sta-
ble manifold defines a separatrix curve (threshold), and it
results in all-or-none behaviors. When the input pulse is
strong enough to pitch the system state over the separatrix,
an action potential is generated. Its trajectory follows along
the unstable manifold and eventually returns to the resting
state. The peak voltages of action potentials are approxi-
mately constant regardless of the stimulus voltage.

The phase plane structure of class II mode is shown in
Fig. 8 . The two nullclines have an intersection: (S) is a
stable equilibrium (resting state). The ascending limb of
the V-nullcline plays a role as a threshold. However, the
membrane potential does not always overshoot if the stim-
ulus voltage is over it. Phenomenologically, Class II neu-
rons are well known to not have a well-defined threshold,
but a graded one [3]. The peak voltage of the action po-
tential largely depends on the ratio between the two time
constants, CV and Cµ .

The phase plane structure of class I* mode is shown

Fig. 7: Phase plane dynamics in class I mode.

Fig. 8: Phase plane dynamics in class II mode.

in Fig. 9 . As is the case for the class I mode, a stable
manifold defines a separatrix. However, when the stimu-
lus shifts the system state beyond the ascending limb of the
V-nullcline, the membrane potential overshoots even if it is
inside of the unstable manifold. This excitation mechanism
is similar to class II mode, and the threshold is graded in
this region.

Fig. 9: Phase plane dynamics in class I* mode.

3.2 Responses to periodic pulse stimuli

The responses to periodic pulses of squid giant axons
and the HH equations have been studied in detail. Class
II models such as the HH model are well known to not
only exhibit periodic but also aperiodic responses to peri-
odic pulse stimuli depending on their amplitudes and inter-
stimulus intervals, Tstim. In this section, we demonstrate
that our circuitry exhibits chaotic responses to applied pe-
riodic pulses in several parameter regions.
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We fixed the pulse width, W , to 0.5 msec and Tstim to 7.0
msec in class II mode and 11.0 msec in class I* mode. The
stimulus strength, Vstim, was varied. When Vstim was low,
our circuit did not fire. As Vstim was slightly increased,
nonperiodic responses occurred. A typical nonperiodic re-
sponse in class II mode is shown in Fig. 10. The trajectory
is not a closed curve but a complex pattern.

(a) Time series. (b) Trajectory in µ-
V phase plane.

Fig. 10: Nonperiodic responses to periodic pulse stimuli
(class II mode).

As we can see from Fig. 11, class I* mode also gen-
erated nonperiodic responses. We examined the responses
to periodic pulse stimuli in class I mode. However, we
did not find any parameter sets that caused nonperiodic
responses. The generation of nonperiodic responses may
need the threshold to be graded as in the case of class II
neurons. Class I* mode has this kind of threshold as noted
earlier.

(a) Time series. (b) Trajectory in µ-
V phase plane.

Fig. 11: Nonperiodic responses to periodic pulse stimuli
(class I* mode).

We focused on the membrane potential at 0.5 msec af-
ter the falling edge of stimulus current. We call this volt-
age Vdelay. Figure 12 shows return maps for Vdelay corre-
sponding to Figs. 10 and 11, and Vdelay(n) is plotted versus
Vdelay(n + 1). Both modes represent single-valued maps.
The Lyapunov exponents we estimated for the class II and
I* modes were 1.833±0.00246 and 1.691±0.00013. Note
that both are positive, which indicates that these nonperi-
odic responses are chaotic with orbital instability.

(a) Class II mode. (b) Class I* mode.

Fig. 12: Return map of Vdelay.

4 Concluding Remarks

We developed a two-dimensional electronic neuron
model using MOSFETs that can achieve the three signif-
icant neuron modes: class I, II and I*. We reported nu-
merical simulation results for responses to singlet and pe-
riodic pulse stimuli. We showed that class II and I* modes
have graded threshold mechanisms, and that they exhibit
chaotic responses to periodic pulse stimuli. Our circuitry
is compatible with standard CMOS processes. Hence, it
can be easily implemented in an analog very-large-scale
integrated circuit (VLSI), and large-scale network can be
constructed.
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Abstract 
 

This paper is discussing about a stepping 
motor, which is used to control acceleration and brake’s 
paddle of an electric vehicle. The moving angle of the 
stepping motor will decide a position of the paddles and 
also the electric vehicle itself. As a conventional electric 
vehicle, the user controls the position of the acceleration 
and brake paddle manually by pushing or releasing it to 
a desire position. In this project I used the electric 
vehicle called MINI-SWAY, which is restructured to be 
fully controlled by computer mode that play the same 
role as a user in a conventional electric vehicle. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The twenty first century will be the 

environmentally century. One of the most pressing needs 
of our life is an alternative clean, efficient, intelligent 
and environmentally friendly for urban transport system. 
Electric vehicle (EV) offer a solution for improving air 
quality, reducing the reliance on fossil fuel, and 
enhancing energy efficiency. Furthermore, electric 
vehicle equipped with artificial intelligent, intelligent 
navigation, advanced control and communication, 
positioning system can improve traffic safety and road 
utilization. The main important reasons why we are 
thinking about automatics or intelligent vehicle are to 
prevent incident happen on road and also to avoid traffic 
control such in a big city [1]. The long-term goal of the 
EV is the implementation of the Automated Highway 
System (AHS), which will include completely 
“hand-off” driving in which vehicles are fully 
automatically controlled once they enter the system. 
Achieving this goal requires significant research in 
system modeling, lateral (steering) control [2][3], speed 
control, and combined lateral and speed control of the 
vehicles. This paper is the initial step in solving the 
problem of combining a lateral control and a speed 
control of the electric vehicles. As mentioning in the title 
of this paper, a detail research on the steeping motor 
must be done in term of the stability of the system. This 
paper describes a characteristic of the stepping motors, 
which are used as a speed and brake control for EV to 
move a long a target line using a lateral control 
algorithm. The second section will introduce the devices 

that are used to control the stepping motors, which is 
played an important role that must be understand and to 
suit with a lateral control. The third section will show a 
characteristic of the steeping motors used in our EV, 
which is the result of the experiment. The forth section 
will be the conclusion and a further research related to 
the complete EV system will also be introduced. 
 
2. Devices 

 
Sensor technology will have a critical role in 

intelligent EV operation and safety. Sensors will be 
needed for lateral position, speed, and brake etc for 
vehicle control. As in lateral control, discrete markers [4] 
were introduced that shows a great promise on control 
sensing of EV. For a better image of my project 
equipments, lets introduce all of the important devices in 
general. Electric vehicle in our laboratory is composed 
of 6 ultrasonic sensor E4B-LS704 having 70cm as 
detection distance. The sensor can automatically slow 
down the speed when detecting unexpected thing. The 
host computer CPU II Celeron 466MHz does the control 
of all motors and devices connected to motor driving 
card PCI-7208 and input output port IBX-2726C as an 
interface to the controller. The NEC computer is used for 
image processing having a Liquid Crystal Display touch 
panel. These PCs are connected to hardware via 
controller card. The hardware uses are stepper motors, a 
servomotor [5]; drive frame grabber and a serial port for 
camera control. In addition 40x of chip ROM and 256 
Mbytes of RAM and 10/100m of LAN are used. A 24V 
lead acid is used as the main power supply for all motors 
and devices on the vehicle. According to this DC supply 
24V is directly used for motors, sensors and LED while 
the computer responsible for processing the image 
receives an AC 100V from AC/DC inverter. In our 
MINI-SWAY EV the steeping motor is used to drive a 
DC brush less motor to rotate a rear tire before moving. 
As a feedback to us, a rotary encoder E6C2-CWZ6C 
from OMRON is used. The rotation numbers of the tire 
is determined depending on the output pulse from rotary 
encoder to a controller board PCI-7208. The encoder is 
used as a sensor to detect the direction and the numbers 
of rotation of the rotating tire. It has a specification 100 
Pulse Per Revolution. It is means that for a complete one 
revolution of the rotary encoder will produce 100 pulses 
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as an input to a motor controller board. Figure 1 shows a 
construction of the encoder basis, which is used in our 
experimental equipment.  

 
Fig. 1 Rotary Encoder 

 
There are two stepping motors used in our EV system. It 
is needed for controlling a DC Brush less motor for 
rotating a rear tire and also for pulling the brake pedal up 
and down. In this paper, the experiment is done on the 
steeping motor, which is control, the DC Brush less 
motor only. Let see the parameters of the signal 
commands (Table 1) that we set to create an input pulse 
from a controller board to stepping motor driver. 
 

Table 1 Signal Parameters of the commands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The signal parameter as describes in Table 1 is very 
important because the changes of it will cause a huge 
changing of the tire rotation. As in the lateral control for 
a machine vision [6], the same parameters were used for 
controlling a steering angle while running on line. For a 
detail understanding, Figure 2 shows a graph related to 
the signal parameters. 

 
Fig. 2 The Relation Between Signal Parameters 

 
In combining the lateral control and the speed control for 
getting a single complete intelligent EV system dwSpeed 
(Hz) and nStep (Number of Pulse) play an important role 
that must be taken onto account. The characteristic of the 
stepping motor that drive a DC Brush less motor should 
be studied in detail to suit the condition of the lateral 
(steering) control. In my research, the main target is to 
archive a perfect steering control and at the same time 
another control strategies will be added such as brake, 
speed, signal etc in term of stability and safety of the 
system [7]. The next is a third section that will discuss the 
experimental method and the experimental result.  
 
3. Experimental method and result 
 
 In the explanation as above, the purpose of 
this paper is to find the characteristic of the steeping 
motor that drive a DC Brush less motor and running the 
rear tire of the EV. Also, that characteristic must fulfill 
the requirement or suit with the lateral algorithm, which 
is becoming the main objective of the project. To archive 
this, giving a certain pulse to a steeping motor driver was 
done in the experiment. As a feedback to us, the 
algorithm has also been studied on how to obtain the 
present situation of the rear tire after giving a certain 
pulse to a steeping motor. Later, in the next project the 
result will be an important factor in determining the 
stability of the EV by combining a lateral control and a 
speed control. The rotational speed of the rear axle can 
be deduced by taking definite difference of the rear 
encoder position, and normalizing for the number of 
pulse per revolution  as below,  n
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Equation from eq.1-eq.4 is used to determine the rotation 
of the tire in RPM. The result of the experiment is shown 
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by plotting a graph of RPM versus Time after giving a 
certain pulse to a steeping motor. Ten times experiment 
was done with a different output pulse from a controller 
board, but here I will shows one of the results with 
output pulse is 600 Pulse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 RPM Vs Time 
 
From the experiment the relation between RPM and 
PULSE was also obtained by plotting the graph RPM 
versus PULSE as shown Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 RPM Vs Pulse 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
 The characteristic of the steeping motor, 
which is driven a DC Brush less motor has been studied 
and give a good response for combining with a lateral 
control in the next project. The feedback of the running 
tire is obtained by using a sensor, rotary encoder. But a 
detail studies should be done on mechanical devices, 
which is connected from DC Brush less motor to a rear 
tire. Even a small failure happens on it, will cause a 
precision problem while comparing a desire position of 
process and a present process. Before combining with a 
steering control, which is the main objective on my 
project, a single motor control is also important and the 
experiment is planned after this. The use of control 
methodology in motor control has been discussed in a 
numbers of papers. A PID or Fuzzy control methodology 
may be applicable for controlling motor in EV. The main 
problem may be happen because the steeping motor is 
not directly control the rear tire. A steeping motor is easy 

to control because it move step by step of angle. The 
problem is DC Brush less motor. It will be discussed in 
the next paper. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose the Q-learning method
that selects proper actions of robot in unknown en-
vironment by using the Self-Instruction based on the
experience in known environment. Concretely, it has
two Q-tables, that are updated at the same time. One
is smaller, based on a partial space of the environ-
ment. The other is lager, based on the whole space of
the environment. The smaller is used for the knowl-
edge storing as self-instructing. The larger is used for
the experiment storing.

We simulated and compared the proposed method
with the simple method under conditions with several
rates of proper actions by self-instruction. As a re-
sult of the simulation, we showed that the proposed
method is more effective than the ordinaries.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose an efficient learning al-
gorithm using a Self-Instruction for an autonomous
robot. When human being encounters a known envi-
ronment, he acts based on his experience. When he
encounters an unknown environment, he acts based on
his knowledge, that is compressed his experience. In
many cases, his knowledge is effective, and he can ac-
quire his target. Even if not effective, he stacks the
experience for the next chance. We think that hu-
man being has two kinds of tables for his effective ac-
tions, which are for knowledge storing and for experi-
ence storing. We aim at making an efficient learning
algorithm by adding the human inference [Hioki:01].
The reduction on the trial frequency is important for
reinforcement learning under an actual environment.
In the researches such as [Takahashi:03] [Uchibe:04],
learning modules are arranged hierarchically. In the
researches such as [Katayama:04], the learning is grad-
ually changing based from on prior knowledge to on
profit sharing. We propose the method based on Q-

learning, that has two Q-tables for knowledge and
for experience, and updates two Q-tables at the same
time, so that the trial frequency tries to be decreased.

2 Principle

2.1 Concept

Here, we describe the proposed reinforcement learn-
ing method with Self-Instruction. The proposed meth-
ods make two Q-tables update at the same time, one
is larger for experience storing, the other is smaller for
knowledge storing. We think the following, an experi-
ence is one example in the environment, so we set the
Q-table for the experience to the whole space of the
environment, and knowledge is compressed the experi-
ence in the environment, so we set the Q-table for the
knowledge to a partial space of the environment, The
smaller Q-table (for the knowledge storing) makes the
learning finish earlier. The larger Q-table (for the ex-
perience storing) makes the learning be even in more
detail.

This research aims at the method that makes be
learned the environment earlier and in more detail
by using these two Q-tables at the same time while
switching by information entropy by each Q-table.

2.2 Materialization

Here, we materialize the concept in the above para-
graph to the algorithm of the proposed method, as
shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Set Environment: The learning environment is
prepared for a learning agent. In the environment,
the proper action is defined. The agent can know
indirectly the environment by getting rewards.

(2) Init Q-tables: The agent initializes the two Q-
tables to set each Q-value to an init value.
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Init Q-tables (2)

Set Environment (1)

Episod Loop

Update
partial Q-table(5p)

Select Q-table (3)
Partial Whole

Select Action by
Partial Q-table(4p)

Select Action by
Whole Q-table(4w)

Update whole Q-table(5w)

Until getting reward

Fig. 1 NS chart of the proposed method

(3) Select Q-table: The agent selects the Q-table with
lower information entropyH(s), out of the par-
tial and the whole Q-table, that is calculated by
Eq. 1.

H(s) =
∑
a∈A

p(a | s) log2

1

p(a | s)
(1)

where p(a | s) is a probability of selecting action
a at the state s, that is defined by the following
Eq. 2. We think that it means Q-table is effective,
that the entropy of Q-table is low.

(4) Select Action (for both Q-tables): The agent de-
cides the action by the Boltzmann selection used
generally on Q-learning. The selection probability
of action a is shown by Eq. 2.

p(a | sk) =
exp(Q(sk ,a)

T
)∑

a′∈A exp(Q(sk ,a′)

T
)

(2)

where p(a|sk) is probability of selecting action a
on state sk, k is times, T is temperature.

(5) Update Q-table (for both Q-tables): Q-value is
updated by Eq. 3. The set of equations is used
standard with updating Q-value.

Q(sk, a) ← (1− α)Q(sk , a) + α(r + γV (sk+1))
V (sk+1) = maxa∈A Q(sk, a)

(3)
where sk is current state, sk+1 is the next state, a
is selected action, r is reward, α is learning rate,
γ is discount rate.

3 Experiment

We compare the proposed method with the ordi-
nary method by simulation in the three environment.
We simulate the proposed method with the two Q-
tables, one is smaller, based on the partial space of the
environment, the other is larger, based on the whole
space of the environment, and simulate the ordinary
method with the Q-table for the partial space, and
the ordinary method with the Q-table for the whole
space. Here, the Q-table for the whole space can rep-
resent perfectly for the three environments, but the
Q-table for the partial space can represent perfectly
for one environment (case 1), half for another (case
2), not at all for the other(case 3). We verify that the
proposed method is effective in the above three cases.

3.1 Experiment condition

We simulate the methods in the environment of 20
cells arranged like a ring, as shown in Fig. 2.

 : Learning agent

Fig. 2 Experimental Environment at certain time

An agent exists on a cell. The agent can move from
1 step to 5 steps forward at a time. Each cell has
1 out of 6 colors (Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue,
Magenta), the color is changed by each unit time. The
agent gets reward, in the case that continuous 3 times,
agent’s actions are matched with the actions that are
pre-decided by the current cell and the current color of
the cell. An agent starts at a random cell. We define
an episode to be time until getting reward, and define
one trial to be 100 episodes.

The proposed method has two Q-tables, as shown
in Fig. 3. and the ordinary method has each Q-table.
We define Q-tables for the whole space and for the par-
tial space to be the following. Q-table for the whole
space: It has 3 axes, one is positions(20), another, col-
ors(6), the other, actions(5). Q-table for the partial
space: It has 2 axes, one is positions(20), the other,
actions(5). We simulate in the three types of the en-
vironments:
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Color

Position

Action Action

Position

Whole space Partial space

Fig. 3 Q-tables for the partial space and the whole
space

Case 1 : The environment is enough represented by the
Q-table for the partial space. Concretely, in this
environment, the agent can decide the optimal
action only with information of position, without
information of colors. In other words, all the op-
timal actions are decided only by the Q-table for
the partial space in the environment. We think
that Self-Instruction is perfect effective.

Case 2 : The environment is half represented by the Q-
table for the partial space. Concretely, in this
environment, the agent can decide the optimal
action at 10 out of 20 positions on the ring, only
with information of positions, and cannot at the
rest. In other words, half actions are decided by
the Q-table for the partial space, but the other
half actions can be decided only by the Q-table for
the whole space. We think that Self-Instruction
is half effective. In this case, we expect that the
proposed method is more effective than the ordi-
nary.

Case 3 : The environment is not represented at all by
Q-table for the partial space. Concretely, in this
case, the agent cannot decide the optimal action
only with information of positions, and it needs
information of the color at that time more. In
other words, no action is decided only by the Q-
table for the partial space. All the actions are
decided only by the Q-table for the whole space.
In short, Self-Instruction is not effective at all.

The Q-values are initialized to 0.0, the rewardr is
set to 1.0, the learning rateα is set to 0.9, the discount
rateγ is set to 0.005, The threshold of the learning
degree of each space is set to 0.1. The temperature T
of Boltzmann selection is set to 0.1.

3.2 Results and discussion

Here, we simulated the proposed method with the
Q-table for the partial space and the Q-table for the
whole space(PM), the ordinary method with the Q-
table for the partial space(OMP), and the ordinary
method with the Q-table for the whole space(OMW)
in each case from 1st episode to 100th. Each graph is
the average of 1000 trials.

 0

 10

 20

 30

 40

 50  100[episode]

The Ordinary method with 
                         the partical Q-table

The Proposed method with
         the whole and the partial Q-tables

The Ordinary method with 
                         the whole Q-table

[steps until reward]

Fig. 4 Case1: Self-Instruction is perfect effective.

The result of the case 1 is shown in Fig. 4. In the
case 1, the agents with all the three methods, PM,
OMP and OMW, acquired the optimal value respec-
tively. The agent with OMP converged earlier than the
agents with PM and OMW, but the agent with PW
converged almost as early as the agent with OMP. The
agent with OMP learned the environment the most
efficiently, since the partial space was optimal for the
environment. The agent with OMW learned it not ef-
ficiently, since the whole space was redundant. The
agent with PM learned it almost efficiently, since the
Q-table for the partial space is almost used, the Q-
table for the whole space is a few used. In the case
1, PM was almost as effective as OMP, more effective
than OMW.

The result of the case 2 is shown in Fig. 5. In the
Case 2, the agents with PM and OMW acquired the
optimal value respectively. But the agent with OMP
acquired not optimal value, since the agent with OMP
was able to decide only half actions and had to select
the rest half actions at randam. The agent with PM
learned earlier than the agent with OMW, since at first
the agent with PM depended on the Q-table for the
partial space. The agent with PM learned the optimal
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 40

 50  100[episode]

The Ordinay method with 
                        the whole Q-table

The Proposed method with
        the whole and the partial Q-tables

The Ordinary method with 
                         the partial Q-table

[steps until reward]

Fig. 5 Case2: Self-Instruction is half effective.

value since at last the agent with PM depended on the
Q-table for the whole space. In the case 2, PM was
more effective than the ordinary methods.

 0

 10

 20

 30

 40

 50  100[episode]

The Ordinary method with 
                          the whole Q-table

The Proposed method with
         the whole and the partial Q-tables

The Ordinary method with 
                         the partial Q-table

[steps until reward]

Fig. 6 Case 3: Self-Instruction is not effective at all.

The result of the case 3 is shown in Fig. 6. In the
Case 3, the agents with PM and OMW acquired the
optimal value respectively. But the agent with OMP
did not learned it at all, since the agent with OMP was
able to decide no actions or had to select any action at
randam. The agent with PM learned the optimal value
since the agent with PM learned the environment with
using the Q-table for the whole space without using
the unavailable Q-table for the partial space. In the
case 3, PM was almost as effective as OMW, more
effective than OMP.

We verified that PM is more effective in any case,
by simulating in the above three cases, that represent
any cases.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the Reinforcement
Learning Algorithm with Self-Instruction by using
dual Q-tables for a partial space and for a whole space.
and verified that the proposed method is more effec-
tive than the ordinaries. In the future, we will study a
method that finds an effective partial space on learn-
ing. We will expand the relation between a partial
space and a whole space to multilayer.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new method to find
an absolute position by using ultrasonic sensors. In
order to evaluate the performance, U-SAT
(Ultrasonic Satellites) is compared with the RTK
(Real Time Kinematics)-DGPS (Differential Global
Positioning System). As a result, the possibility of
using U-SAT can be discussed as pseudolites or
pseudo-satellites in the place where GPS is not
available. Experiment was performed in the case
that the mobile robot moves to the target point
using U-SAT, that is, absolute positioning method.
The performance of U-SAT is estimated from the
result of the experiment.

1 Introduction

The process of finding robot in environment is a
major concern in mobile robot navigation. To
measure the position of a mobile robot, a variety of
studies are going on and robot positioning has been
done in two basic methods. They are not only
absolute and relative positioning but also a
combination of them.
The dead-reckoning method has been widely used

as one of the methods of relative positioning.
Dead-reckoning method uses the encoded
information which gains the wheels to determine
the position of the robot. But because of wheel
slippage, mechanical tolerance and surface
roughness, this method has its unbounded
accumulation of errors. So the real position is
hardly maintained as it moves longer distance [1].
Other methods use sensors such as a rate-gyro and
a magnetic compass. A rate-gyro accumulates errors
continuously with the passage of time and a
magnetic compass does not function well at the
place where the magnetic fields vary from position
to position. For these reasons, it is hard to find
accurately the location of the robot moving far
away only by using relative positioning.
On the other hand, absolute positioning is

accomplished by using a CCD camera, infrared
light, global positioning system (GPS), and
ultrasonic sensor. Vision system by CCD camera
requires complicated signal processing to analyze

images. In addition, it is expensive and highly
depends on camera calibration and image sensitivity
[2]. Positioning by using infrared light is easy and
inexpensive. However, this method leads to
problems such as low performance and limitations
in terms of its application in an outdoor
environment [3]. The GPS can give accurate
information to identify locations. By a differential
GPS, the accuracy of positioning is also improved.
However, this type of sensor usually provides
measurements at 1-10 Hz. This sampling rate may
not be sufficient if the dynamics of a positioning
object changes relatively fast. Besides, it does not
operate well in the place where no GPS satellite
signal is available or where there are less than four
visible satellites [4]. In addition, pseudo-satellites for
indoor or outdoor places have been re-searched.
Ultrasonic ranging systems, which are similar to the
basic concept of GPS, have advantages such as low
costs and a high update rate a disadvantage is its
low accuracy which is caused by air turbulence,
humidity, temperature dependence, transmitter
misalignment and transmitter bandwidth [5]. In
contrast to the conventional GPS, it is possible to
build up cell structures in widely ramified buildings.
In the measurement of the distance using direct

ultrasonic waves, the method with high precision is
proposed [6]. Absolute positioning system using
ultrasonic sensors based on this method is
represented as U-SAT (Ultrasonic Satellites). So in
order to evaluate the performance of U-SAT, it is
compared with RTK-DGPS that is more accurate
than any other absolute positioning system. The
possibility of using U-SAT as pseudolites in the
place where GPS is not available is discussed. And
Experiment was performed in the case that the
mobile robot moves to the target point using
U-SAT. The performance of U-SAT is estimated
from the result of the experiment.

2 Concept of U-SAT

The measurement of the distance using the
ultrasonic waves is calculated with sound velocity
and the delivering time. TOF (Time of Flight) is
defined as the time difference between transmitter
and receiver. It is shown in Fig.1. The distance is
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Fig.1 Definition of TOF

determined in Equation (2) and sound velocity is
represented as a function of temperature.

2 1TOF T T= − (1)
0d c TOF d= × + (2)

331.5 0.60714c T= + (3)

Where, d is distance and c is sound velocity in the
air temperature of T.
This shows the detection accuracy of about 2mm

by the ultrasonic frequency detection method [6].
And the distance between separated transmitter and
receiver is calculated by direct ultrasonic waves.
U-SAT is based on this method. Ultrasonic
transmitters function as ultrasonic satellites and
locate on the fixed places whose coordinates are
known. So ultrasonic receivers receive ultrasonic
waves transferred from ultrasonic satellites and the
distance between ultrasonic receivers and ultrasonic
satellites is calculated. The basic idea of U-SAT is
similar to that of GPS. Although ultrasonic receivers
exist in the ultrasonic satellites, the position of
ultrasonic receiver is calculated respectively.
Therefore multiple mobile robots can be used.
In Fig.2, U-SAT consists of four ultrasonic

satellites. In order to calculate the distance using
ultrasonic waves, the time when ultrasonic satellite
radiates ultrasonic waves must be measured. U-SAT
does not inform the transmission time. So
transmission time is known by using RF signal.
U-SAT calculates the distance by measuring the
time when the ultrasonic waves is received. It is
supposed that there is no time delay during
receiving RF signal. In Fig.2, U-SAT transmitter (1)
transfers synchronized RF signals to other U-SAT
transmitters and U-SAT receiver at the period of
83ms. They receive synchronized RF signals and
find when ultrasonic waves are radiated. In
accordance with this period, ultrasonic satellites
radiate ultrasonic waves by turns and U-SAT
receiver calculates the distance by using Equation
(2). Synchronized RF signals are transferred with
the period of 83ms in order to avoid the
interference of ultrasonic waves and the influence of
the reflection of them and this period can be
flexibly regulated according to the environment.
Fig.3 shows the timing diagram for ultrasonic

receiver to be synchronized by RF signal. After
U-SAT receiver receives ultrasonic waves which
radiated ultrasonic satellites respectively, each
distance d1, d2, d3, and d4 between ultrasonic
radiated ultrasonic satellites respectively, each
distance d1, d2, d3, and d4 between ultrasonic

Fig.2 System description

Fig.3 Timing diagram

Fig.4 RTK-DGPS

waves and its satellites are calculated. The
coordinate of the ultrasonic receiver can be obtained
by L.M.S (Least Mean Square method). The
sampling time of GPS is 1Hz while that of U-SAT
is 3Hz shown in Fig.3. Since U-SAT is more
flexible and faster than GPS, it can frequently
acquire the position information.

3 RTK-DGPS

GPS is a space-based positioning, navigation, and
timing system developed by U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD). GPS receiver receives GPS signals
from more than four GPS satellites and calculates
its position real time. But it doesn’t function well
in the place where GPS satellite signal doesn’t
reach or visible satellites are less than four.
In order to increase the accuracy of the position

error, DGPS is most frequently studied around the
world. Usually, code differential positioning can
satisfy positioning accuracy of meter level, while
carrier phase differential positioning can achieve
positioning accuracy of centimeter level for the
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real-time positioning in three dimensions. RTK
realizes real-time positioning by the carrier-phase
differencing algorithm in moving. As shown in
Fig.4, its principle is that, the reference station
transmits the collected raw carrier-phase and
pseudorange measurements to the rover station, thus
the rover station can calculate the coordinate by
differencing algorithm. The accuracy of RTK-DGPS
used in this experiment is 1.6 cm.

4 System Configuration

A system configuration is shown in Fig.5 in
order to analyze the performance of U-SAT using
DGPS. Four U-SAT transmitters are located on the
four points of the rectangular in 1m height whose
length and width are 5m and 3m respectively. And
they are the ultrasonic receiver, GPS receiver, and
the turntable which is used to evaluate the position
information of U-SAT and GPS. The turntable
rotates constant speed in proportion to the voltage
and the length of the arms installed at the turntable
is 1m. GPS and the ultra-sonic receiver are
connected with the turntable by the arms on both
sides. The performance of U-SAT using DGPS is
analyzed. So the accuracy of U-SAT has been
estimated comparing with GPS.

5 Experimental Results

In this experiment, the position information of
GPS and U-SAT is respectively measured using the
consisted experimental system. Since two positions
information are represented in different coordinate
system, centers of the circle created by each
position information are accorded using
transformation.
First the GPS and U-SAT receiver is fixed and

the static position is measured during a few
minutes. Shown in Fig.6, the errors of U-SAT are
wider range than those of GPS. However the
position information of GPS and U-SAT does not
obtain the accumulative errors. Second in case the
turntable rotates the constant speed the position
information of U-SAT is compared with that of
GPS. The experiment has been implemented at
constant speed of 0.1 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.3 m/s, and
0.4 m/s. The circles of the position information
using GPS and U-SAT are U-SAT does not obtain
the accumulative errors. Second in case the turntable
rotates the constant speed the position information
of U-SAT is compared with that of GPS. The
experiment has been implemented at constant speed
of 0.1 m/s, 0.2 m/s, 0.3 m/s, and 0.4 m/s. The
circles of the position information using GPS and
U-SAT are shown in Fig.7.
In Fig.7, The errors of GPS are not influenced

by the speed but those of U-SAT are increased as
the speed is increased. Since the four U-SAT
transmitters radiate ultrasonic waves by turns, the
receiver can determine the position after U-SAT
receiver finishes receiving the signals from all four

Fig.5 Experiment configuration

Fig.6 Experimental results of the static position
(GPS: +, U-SAT: o)

Fig.7 Experimental results of the dynamic position
(GPS: +, U-SAT: line)

transmitters. Therefore the errors of U-SAT are
influenced by the speed. It causes many problems at
the high speed. To solve this problem, the sampling
time of the system should be change or more
U-SAT transmitters have to be used for faster
reception. At the above experiment, the performance
of GPS is better than that of U-SAT. However,
U-SAT shows a good performance concerning price
and has an improvement possibility through more
researches. In case that several U-SAT receivers
exist, the position of U-SAT receiver can be
calculated respectively. Therefore U-SAT is very
suitable for pseudolite system in the place where
GPS is not available. Although U-SAT is affected
by the condition of the outdoor environment, it is
more stable at the indoor environment.
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Fig.8 Configuration of the mobile robot
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Fig.9 Position estimation result of the mobile robot

6 Position Estimation of a Mobile Robot

Fig.8 depicts the configuration of the mobile
robot. Two ultrasonic receivers are mounted on the
mobile robot so that they can obtain the position
information and orientation. The localization
information is sent to PC via bluetooth. And PC
executes its trajectory tracking control. So the
mobile robot moves along the reference path in a
counterclockwise direction. As seen in Fig.9, the
reference path is situated on the four points of the
rectangular whose length and width are 2m and 1m
respectively [7].
Experiment was conducted in order to verify that

the mobile robot can move accurately along the
reference path using U-SAT. Fig.9 shows the
experimental result. A maximum translational
velocity of 0.1m/s was used for this experiment,
resulting in a maximum error of 3cm for this run.
Experimental result using U-SAT shows that the
position estimation of the mobile robot using
U-SAT is closed for closed reference path.
However, the accumulative error can be eliminated
for this method using U-SAT. The experimental
result shows good performance and is acceptable.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, the performance of U-SAT has
been evaluated using RTK-DGPS that is more
accurate than any other absolute positioning system.
Though the performance of RTK-DGPS is better
than that of U-SAT, the result of U-SAT is also
acceptable. In case of the mobile robot which

moves slowly or stops, the position information
guarantees very stable performance. In Addition,
U-SAT can be used as a proper system in the place
where GPS is not available, such as indoor area.
Finally Experiments were performed in the case that
the mobile robot moves to the target point using
U-SAT. The performance of U-SAT is estimated
from the results of the experiment. The mobile
robot can move accurately along the reference path
using U-SAT. As a result of experiment, this
method using U-SAT shows good performance and
is suitable. Absolute positioning method using
U-SAT can be applied to any indoor system that
need absolute position information. There exist many
problems mentioned above to solve such influences
of speed and environmental conditions. Many
researches are being implemented to improve the
accuracy of U-SAT.
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Abstract 
 

The high degree of automation, that until recently was 
reserved for mass production only, is applied now, with 
the aid of robots and computer, also to small batches. 
This requires a change from hard automation in the 
production line to a flexible manufacturing system which 
can be more readily rearranged to handle new market 
requirements. Safety is an important factor in design for 
robots working in this manufacturing environment. The 
issue of robot safety in an automated manufacturing 
system deals with the design of a reliable control system 
to prevent malfunctions and operator’s safety. Industrial 
robots have a wide range of potential applications in 
manufacturing systems because they are flexible and 
programmable themselves. Different robot configuration 
generates different characteristic working envelop 
shapes .The design of the work station layout and 
training of plant personnel are important. Robot 
application designers need to give more careful thought 
to persons who work within the confines of the robot 
workspace. The worker and the operator safety is the 
most important concern. The discussion follows the 
practical sequence in which one must think when 
designing a piece of automatically acting equipment. 
This paper highlights the safety issues of robots for 
human welfare in an automated manufacturing system. 

Keywords:  
Automated, Robotic design, Manufacturing, Plant 
personnel, Work safety  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The high degree of automation, that until recently was 
reserved for mass production only, is applied now, with 
the aid of robots and computer, also to small batches. 
This requires a change from hard automation in the 
production line to a flexible manufacturing system which 
can be more readily rearranged to handle new market 
requirements. The supervision of this factory will be 
performed by computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) 
system, in which the production flow, from the 
conceptual design through the finished product, will be 
entirely under computer control and management. This 
involves the steps of design, including analysis and 
simulation, documentation, manufacturing planning and 

control, including material and machine scheduling, and 
factory automation, including materials processing, 
inspection, assembly, and materials handling. The 
application of robotics in companies implementing CIM 
requires that robot system become a part of the total CIM 
concept. Implementing a CIM system enterprise-wide 
requires extensive planning, many months and hard work, 
and a substantial investment in people and their welfare, 
hardware and software. 

2. ROBOT ELEMENTS FOR SAFETY 
CONSIDERATION 

   An industrial robot is essentially a device that can 
move materials, parts, or tools from one point to another 
under programmed control without human intervention. 
It can also be easily taught to perform simple tasks such 
as pick-and-place or spot welding or painting. The types 
of servomechanisms used to control the motion along 
each axis are similar in each case. There are three basic 
components of an industrial robot for safety 
consideration: Manipulator, Controller, and Tooling. 

(i) Manipulator:  The manipulator consists of the 
base and arm of the robot, including the power 
supply, which may be electrical, hydraulic, or 
pneumatic. The manipulator is the device that 
provides movement in any number of degrees of 
freedom. The movement of the manipulator can be 
described in relation to its coordinate system, which 
may be cylindrical, spherical, anthropomorphic, or 
Cartesian. Depending on the controller, movement 
can be point-to-point motion or continuous-path 
motion. 

(ii) Controller:  The versatility of a robot arises from 
its multi-axis mechanical configuration and the 
robot controller. The ability to reprogramme the 
robot controller gives the flexibility to the robot to 
perform a wide range of actions. The controller 
contains various interfaces with both command 
devices and sensing units. The controller has to 
define the trajectory of the robot gripper with time 
and transform this trajectory, which is in Cartesian, 
into its base-frame coordinate system and finally 
into joint movements. Many of these tasks are to be 
performed in real time.  
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(iii) Tooling:  Tooling is what enables the robot to do a 
particular job. Tooling is sometimes used 
synonymously with end effectors, although the latter 
has a more restricted meaning to apply to end-of-
arm fixturing to grasp, lift, or turn. Tooling, on the 
other hand, has a broader context which can apply to 
power tools for drilling and grinding, as well as for 
painting and welding guns. Typical end effectors 
include electromagnets, hooks, vacuum cups, 
adhesive fingers, and bayonet sockets. Different 
robot configuration generates different characteristic 
working envelop shapes. The work volume refers to 
the space within the robot can operate. 

 

 

3. APPLICATIONS OF ROBOTS IN 
MANUFACTURING 

Industrial robots have a wide range of potential 
applications in manufacturing systems because they are 
flexible and programmable themselves. The use of 
sensors allows the robots to see, hear, and smell the 
environment. The robot controllers can be generally 
integrated easily into the manufacturing system 
environment and are capable of communicating with 
other programmable controllers. In hostile environments, 
such as foundries or forges, robots are often used for 
high-temperature handling, particularly in stamping 
operations. Feeding and unloading of machine tools is an 
area in which robots are used, especially with automatic 
lathes.  

Automated assembly operations using industrial robots and circular and 

linear transfer lines.

 

Welding is an unpleasant and repetitive task, and one 
for which robots are already widely used, and are likely 
to be used more extensively, due to the progress made in 
the development of sensors. The technique of spot 
welding is well developed, and is used frequently, 
especially in the motor industry. Continuous arc welding 
is a far more delicate operation, the main problems being 
to follow the joint, and find a sensor which can function 
properly near a welding torch. The market for robots in 
continuous welding is optimistic. Some manufacturing 
offer robots specifically designed for this purpose. 

Robots are also widely used for assembly, either of 
printed circuit boards, into which components are 
automatically installed, or of small systems. The scale of 
use of robot in painting operations has not been 
spectacular, even though the task is unpleasant, and 
potentially dangerous. There are however several robots 
available which have been designed solely for this 
function. 
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4. EMPHASIS FOR HUMAN SAFETY 
 

Strong emphasis is given to the following laws: 
1. A robot must not harm a human being, nor through 
inaction allow one to come to harm. 
2. A robot must always obey human beings, unless that 
is in conflict with the first law. 
3. A robot must protect itself from harm, unless that is in 
conflict with the first and second laws. 

It is, therefore, the responsibility of the designers to 
consider measures to diminish the possibility of 
accidents to both hardware and humans. A robotics 
installation is still a new occurrence in most factories, 
therefore, that some type of protective barrier be placed 
around the work envelope to prevent unauthorized 
workers from getting too close to the robot work cell and 
to restrict traffic flow in the area. Both physical barriers 
and electronic detectors can be employed. Some 
examples are: 
• Painted lines on the floor 
• Chains and guard posts 
• Safety rails 
• Wire mesh fencing 
• Presence –sensing device, with light beams forming 

a curtain across the zone of operation. 
• Breaking the curtain of light beams by operator’s 

presence sets the robot off. 
 

In addition to physical barriers, detectors such as 
electronic curtains, motion detectors, and pressure - 
sensitive floor pads can also provide protection. A 
typical robotic installation might include a combination 
of barriers and protection devices. Another approach 
states that only robots themselves are able to detect the 
approach of humans. Therefore, the solution to the safety 
problem is to provide sensor systems, which can detect 
intruders that enter the robot area while it is operating. 

 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TREND 

            Safety is an important factor in robotic design, 
from the beginning of the design to the implementation 
of the process. Specific areas of safety awareness in a 
robotic installation include types of barriers for worker 
protection, general personnel safety, and operator and 
maintenance personnel safety. The uses of robotics in the 
manufacturing no doubts will bring a lot of benefits as 
mentioned above. But the introduction of the robot into 
the work place may have a significant impact on the 
workers, management, and the organizational unit. To 
effectively use this new technology, managers need to 
identify the critical points of impact and develop 
mechanisms to effectively adjust to this new technology.  
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Abstract 

 

Rehabilitation is to make a recovery from the 
impediment as much as possible with the people whose 
normal life is difficult with the natural disabilities or the 
sequelae due to some disease or injury, and to help them 
gaining independent life as much as possible. In medical 
rehabilitation training, it is requested to establish the 
method of evaluating training effect quantitatively 
employing the motion capture technique. 

This paper proposes a method of examining a walking 
motion by asymmetry analysis. In the experiment, 
three-dimensional recovery is performed of three 
patients’ walking motions. We analyze the walking 
motions using the data obtained by the 3-D recovery. A 
normal walking motion is assumed to have equal 
variances between the angles of the right-hand side and 
the left-hand side of a human body. Hence the motion is 
symmetric. Since one of the major purposes of the 
rehabilitation training is regarded as to recover 
symmetry in human motions, examination of the degree 
of asymmetry employing the proposed technique is 
expected to contribute to evaluating the training effects 
and therefore the training strategies in rehabilitation 
properly. 
 
Keywords: asymmetry analysis, rehabilitation, 3-D 
recovery, factorization 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Three-dimensional recovery of human motions is 
applicable to the analysis and the examination of human 
motions and the technique is therefore requested for use 

in various human motions related fields. For example, it 
can be used to evaluate the effect of the rehabilitation 
training in the medical field.  

In medical rehabilitation training, it is requested to 
establish the method of evaluating training effect 
quantitatively employing a motion capture technique. It 
is, however, note very easy in a small hospital to 
introduce motion capture systems commercially 
available, because they are extremely expensive and 
need a large space like a drama studio to take images by 
multiple cameras. Operations of such motion capture 
systems are also not very easy for those who are 
unfamiliar with this field, since they include camera 
calibration. A cheap motion capture system with simple 
operation is expected in the communities that want to 
analyze human motions. 

We have developed a novel motion capture system 
based on the factorization method [1]. It allows simple 
manipulation in video image taking, as it does not have 
to perform camera calibration before image capture. We 
apply this motion capture system to a patient’s motion 
recovery and analysis in rehabilitation training. They all 
suffer from coxalgia The motion is analyzed with respect 
to the variances of the right-hand side as well as the 
left-hand side joint angles of some human portions. 
Their symmetry/asymmetry is examined to understand 
the degree of asymmetry with each patient. By the 
inspection of this asymmetry degree with a patient 
periodically, we expect that the effectiveness of 
rehabilitation training is evaluated properly. 
 

2. Technique of 3-D Recovery 
 

The developed 3-D motion recovery technique based 
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on uncalibrated cameras is briefly described in this 
section. )3(F  video cameras are fixed around an 
object with the feature points and obtain the images of an 
object. We extract the feature points 

),,2,1( TtPt L  that are observed among F video 
camera images and every sample time 

),,2,1( Ttt L . Let the 2-D coordinates of the 
feature point p on the image be denoted by 

))(),(( tytx fpfp . Then the matrix )(tW  at sample 
time t is defined as 
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where Tt ,,2,1 L .  
When the matrix )(tW  is arranged from t=1 to T, it 

is expressed by 

 )()2()1( TWWWW L .   (2) 

Subtracting the mean quantity of each line from each 
element of the matrix W, the matrix W~ is defined by 

 

,)(~)2(~)1(~

1~

TWWW

WE
Q

WW

L

   (3) 

where Q is the number of all the feature points, and E is 
a QQ  matrix each element of which is unity. 

Equation (3) results in the decomposition of the matrix 
W~  into two matrices such as 

MSW~ .        (4) 

The matrix M, an orientation matrix, contains the 
information on the directions of the light axes of 
employed video cameras, whereas the matrix S, a shape 
matrix, gives the 3-D coordinates of all the feature points 
registered in the matrix W~ . 
 

3. Recovery and Analysis of Walking Motion 
 

Three-dimensional recovery is performed of the 

walking motion of the three patients suffering from 
coxarthrosis and receiving rehabilitation training. The 
number of markers attached to these patients is 23. They 
are instructed to walk on a rectangle mat of about 5 
meters long in a straight and natural way. The video 
images of the walking motion of the patients are 
obtained by three video cameras that are placed fixed 
and distant around the patient. The frame rate is 60 [fps], 
and the measurement time is 5 seconds. The walking 
cycles within the measurement time are about four 
cycles. The images are successively taken into a PC, and 
the matrix W~ of Eq.(3) is defined from the marker 
locations on the images. The matrix W~  then receives  
decomposition as shown in Eq.(4). Figure 1 shows the 
three-dimensional recovery result of the walking motion 
of Patient A. 

We analyze the walking motions using the data 
obtained by the 3-D recovery. The employed parameters 
are the angle of a knee joint on each side, the angle of a 
hip joint on each side, the angle of an elbow on  each 
side, the angle of an upper arm on each side (See Fig.2a), 
the rotation angle around the medial axis of the body 
(See Fig.2b), and the slope of the medial axis of the 
body against the vertical line (See Fig.2c). 

We analyze two walking cycles in order to obtain 
stable walking data. The data are examined using the 
average and the standard deviation of these parameters. 
We analyze whether or not the average of each 
parameter values distribution is mutually different 
between the right-hand side and the left-hand side of the 
body statistically. The significant difference equation is 
defined by 

nm

u
LR

LR .  (5) 

The quantities R  and L are the average of the 
parameter values distribution on the respective side of 
the body. The values R  and L  are the standard 
deviation of the parameters on the respective side of the 
body. The number of frames (the number of data) are 
denoted by m and n on the respective side. In Eq.(5), 
under 5[%] level of significance, there is significant 
difference between the right-hand side and the left-hand 
side, if 96.1u  holds. Otherwise, i.e., in case of 

96.1u , there is no significant difference between 
them. 
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Fig. 1 3-D recovery result of the walking motion with respect to Patient A. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)                            (b)                           (c) 

Fig. 2 The analyzed parameters. 

 

  
(a)         (b) 

Fig. 3 (a) The angle of knee joints, and (b) the angle of upper arms with respect to Patient A. 
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Table 1 Analysis of the angles of knee joints, the angles of crotch joints, the angles of elbow joints and the angles of 
upper arms with respect to Patient A. 

 
Average 

[degree] 
Standard deviation Significant difference 

Right 151.04 11.10 
Knee joints 

Left 160.20 11.36 
○ 

Right 153.19 4.67 
Crotch joint 

Left 170.47 4.97 
○ 

Right 150.80 8.63 
Elbow joint 

Left 157.92 9.22 
○ 

Right 26.50 4.33 
Upper arms 

Left 29.98 7.59 
○ 

 
 

4. Experimental Results 

 

Figure 3 shows the change of the angles of knee joints, 
and the angles of upper arms of Patient A as time passes. 
The blue line represents the right knee joint angle, 
whereas the red line gives the left knee joint angle. 
Obviously the left knee joint angle is larger than the right 
in average. 

Table 1, on the other hand, gives the average and the 
standard deviation of the angles; angle of a knee joint on 
both sides, the angle of a crotch on both sides, the angle 
of an elbow on both sides, and the angle of an upper arm 
on both sides. We have analyzed statistically the 
significant difference of these angles between the 
right-hand side and the left-hand side. As a result, it has 
been proved that there is the significant difference 
between them. Therefore, we judge that the walking 
motion of the patient A is asymmetric. 
 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

Patient A is suffering from a disease in the left crotch 
joint. From Table 1, in regard to Patient A’s walking 
motion, it was found that the left knee joint is not bent 
enough in comparison with the right knee joint. And it 
was found in regard to the upper arms that the left arm is 
shaken more largely than the right arm. These facts 
indicate that Patient A tries to balance the walking by 
shaking the left arm wide, since the right knee doesn’t 
bend much. In this way, the patient unconsciously 

establishes the optimal walking motion under the disease, 
when walking. 

A normal walking motion is assumed to have equal 
variances between the angles of the right-hand side and 
the left-hand side of a human body. Hence the motion is 
symmetric. Since one of the major purposes of the 
rehabilitation training can be regarded as to recover 
symmetry in human motions, examination of the degree 
of asymmetry employing the proposed technique is 
expected to contribute to evaluating the training effects 
and therefore the training strategies in rehabilitation 
properly. 

The developed motion capture system has an 
advantage over others in that calibration-free cameras 
can be employed in motion capture. By the refinement of 
the proposed technique, it may possible to produce a 
motion capture system of simpler manipulation. This 
may therefore lead to wide spread of a motion capture 
technique. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we focus attention on offset that is
one of coordinated control parameters, optimize the
offsets by ant colony optimization(ACO). Finding an
optimal solution is carried out by repeating the above
procedure. Experimental results show the good co-
incidence with the solutions of traffic signal control
theories in offset. And, the offsets optimized by the
proposed method gave a better evaluation than a cur-
rent offsets under the road traffic condition of an area
of our city. In addition, as experimental comparison of
optimization methods, we applied a genetic algorithm
(GA) to the problem of interest.

1 introduction
Increasing number of vehicles in use generates seri-

ous problems such as traffic accidents and congestion.
It is deeply desired that automobile traffic safety and
smooth traffic flow are realized by appropriate traf-
fic light control. There are three types of traffic light
control: independent control handling a single signal,
coordinated control in which two or more signals on a
arterial road work in association with each other, and
area traffic control which is a two dimensional ver-
sion of coordinated control. Especially, a large effect
of traffic light control can be expected in coordinated
control and area traffic control if they go well. The
object of this study is to improve the performance in
coordinated control. The parameters of coordinated
control consist of common length, split, and offset. We
focus attention on the offset. Within the parameter-
s of coordinated control, common cycle length, split,
and offset, we focus attention on the offset. The de-
cision of offsets is defined as a combinatorial problem.
In deciding combination of offsets, the total number
of combinations of intege offsets becomes the possible
number of offsets to the power of N-1, where N is the
number of intersections. If the number of intersections
increases, the number of combinations becomes huge,

and it is difficult to find an optimal solution. There-
fore, we have to solve the problem by some heuristic
method. In this work, we optimized the offsets of co-
ordinated control by ACO. ACO is a metaheuristics
for combinatorial optimization problem. Applyingit
to several combinatorial optimization problems, e.g.
traveling salesman problem and graph coloring prob-
lem, its availability is confirmed. There are several
works of optimizing the control parameters of traffic
lights with algorithms imitating swarm behavior such
as ACO. However, it is difficult to newly apply the
algorithms into the present signal systems of Japan,
because the scale of the systems that the algorithms
assume is large. The purpose of this research is to opti-
mize the offsets of local systems having several signals
on the assumption that such optimizations are intro-
duced in existing systems in Japan.

2 Coordinated control
Two or more signals on a arterial road work in asso-

ciation with each other shown in the upper of figure 1
called coordinated control. Common cycle length and
offset are particular parameters of coordinated control.
Cycle length is a total time to complete one cycle. The
system needs a common cycle length. Offset is the de-
lay time to star the green phase between the reference
signal at the intersection 1 in figure 1 and the signal
concerned.

According to the manual of JSTE [1] , if round trip
time T of a link in overall speed is multiple integer of
cycle length C (T = nC), vehicle delay time can be
minimal.

3 ACO
ACO algorithm is shown in figure 2.
Pheromone τij(t) on route (i, j) from condition i to

j in time t evaporats at the rate of ρ, and increases to
τij(t + 1) by each ant agent k(k = 1, · · · ,m). Hence,
pheromone volume τij(t+1) in time (t+1) is calculated
by equation 1.
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Figure 1: Coordinated control(upper) and the set of
offsets(lower)

１． Initialize (initialized pheromone)

２． Loop until fulfill condition (repeat time of colony) to end

２．１ Loop until M agents end

ⅰ Selecting a route probabilistically

ⅱ Updating pheromone

２．２ Evaluating all solutions

２．３ Updating pheromone （to excellent solution of colony）

３． End. 

Figure 2: ACO algorithm

τij(t+ 1) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) +
m∑

k=1

∆τk
ij(t) (1)

4 Applying ACO to coordinated con-
trol[3]

In this paper, we optimized the offsets of coordinat-
ed control along a road with N traffic signals. For co-
ordinated control with N signals, N−1 links as shown
in the upper half of Figure 1, we restrict the offset of
each signal to integer. So, in the case where common
cycle length is the integer value C [s], the offset can
be chosen is one of C integer values ranging from 0
to C − 1. The offset of one of the N traffic signals is
fixed to 0, and for the rest of the signals the number
of combination of their offsets is CN−1 as shown in
the lower half of Figure 1. A combination of offsets
generated by ACO as a feasible solution is evaluated

by a microscopic traffic simulator CORSIM. From the
result of the simulation we calculate a cost index CI
based on Vt, Tt, Dt, and Sp as

CI =
N−1∑
n=1

{
Dt
Tt

× Vt × 1
Tt

+ K × Sp × Vt
Tt

}
(2)

where Vt is the number of vehicles that have been
discharged from the links, Tt is total time on the link
for all vehicles, Dt is the time that vehicles are delayed
if they cannot travel at the free flow speed, Sp is the
ratio of the number of vehicles that have stopped at
least once on a link to the total link trips, and K is
weight coefficient of Sp. The CI is the weighted sum
of delay and stop. So, the smaller the CI thebetter
the offsets.

The CI is used to find the best solution in the
colony at time t. The pheromone amount on the path
of best solution is additionally increased. Moreover,
the pheromone amount on the paths neighboring the
best are also increased. Let τq be a pheromone amount
on the path from the offset p at n-th signal to the offset
q at (n+1)-th in the best solution at time t. The ad-
ditional increment for the pheromone amount on the
paths neighboring the best is expressed as

τq+x ← τq+x + 0.1e−
x2

σ2 (3)

where x is the integer representing the displacemen-
t from the best offset, and σ is the standard devi-
ation of Gaussian function. In our experiments we
use σ=5.0. After the increments we limit all the
pheromone amounts to the range between lower and
upper limits preventing the ACO from concentrating
the pheromone into a specific path based on MAX-
MIN Ant System.

τmin ≤ τ ≤ τmax (4)

5 Applying GA to coordinated control
Under the same traffic condition as on the previ-

ous section, the offsets are optimized by a simple GA
according to the research [5] . The chromosome for
the GA consists of 3(N-1) bits as shown in Figure 3,
where the offset of each signal is represented 3-bit bi-
nary number.

In the case of 5 signals and 4 links in Figure 3, the
length of the chromosome becomes 12 bits. In order to
evaluate a set of offsets represented by a chromosome,
we define a fitness function. The fitness F is defined
by the inverse of CI as
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Figure 3: coding

F =
1
CI

(5)

Before starting the GA, we must generate an ini-
tial population. Each individual is generated from u-
niform random bits. In GA, after the evaluation of
all individuals of current generation, the operations
based on the genetic rules are applied to them for
the construction of next generation. As the genetic
rules, we adopt elitism, and apply crossover and mu-
tation to the individuals selected by roulette. Elitism
is a mechanism that protects the chromosomes of the
most-highly-fit population from the genetic operation.
In experiments, the top of the individuals become elite.
Crossover is the main mechanism of GA which expect-
s the more-highly-fit children than their parents. In
experiments, a parent is chosen from all individuals
based on the roulette selection at the probability pro-
portional to the F value. From a pair of parents, their
copies are made as children, and one-point crossover is
applied for the children in the probability of 0.5. The
mutation inverts each(a one of) bit in the chromosome
according to the probability of 0.1. The set of offsets
with most highly fitness at 100th generation is made
to be the best solution. The case of 5 signals and 4
links as Figure 3, feasible solution can be expressed at
binary number 12 digits. The GA optimizes the offset
of each signal in the resolution of 3 bits. So, we apply
coarse-to-fine method. That is, in the first stage we
coarsely obtain the upper 3 bits of each offset using
the GA, and in the second stage we find the optimal
lower 3 bits of the coarse offsets obtained in the first
stage using the same GA.

6 Experimental Results
First, we compare the offsets derived from the traf-

fic engineering theory [1] with those optimized by the
ACO under the traffic condition with an undersaturat-
ed bottleneck intersection. Experiments are performed
on the settings of 5 signals, 4 links equally spaced at 3
types of link length, and no turn vehicles at main road

0…Step 1

Step 2

64-71 ..C-1

64 6765 66 7068 69 71

Figure 4: coarse-to-fine

which are the simplified versions of real traffic roads.
The optimal offsets by the ACO and the offsets de-
rived from the theory are shown in Table 1 with their
CI.

Table 1: comparison with theory solution

link length,cycle length offsets by ACO CI

1000[ft],50[s] 0 16 34 32 23 145.0

1300[ft],66[s] 0 22 46 38 43 115.6

1650[ft],84[s] 0 29 56 53 49 92.7

offsets by theory CI

1000[ft],50[s] 0 25 0 25 0 171.9

1300[ft],66[s] 0 33 0 33 0 128.6

1650[ft],84[s] 0 42 0 42 0 107.0

Next, we compare the CIs obtained from the ACO
with that from the GA under the same conditions of
the above in the case of link length of 1300[ft] and com-
mon cycle length of 66[s]. The ACO and the 2-stage
GA are performed 5 times with randomly generated
initial values. In the ACO, the number of ants is made
to be 10 and the number of ant-cycles to be 10. In the
2-stage GA, the number of individuals is made to be
10 and the number of generation to be 5. In the both
of the algorithms, the total number of evaluation by
the simulator CORSIM becomes 100 times. The best
offsets by the ACO and the 2-stage GA of each execu-
tion are shown in Figure 5 and their CIs are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: comparison with CI by GA solution

CI by ACO CI by GA

117.05 124.83

117.80 125.26

118.06 134.10

118.80 135.59

119.95 139.23

Thirdly, we compare the actual offsets of the exist-
ing system with those optimized by the ACO for the
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Figure 5: comparison with offsets by GA

actual data of link length, cycle length and traffic flow
taken from an arterial road in Utsunomiya city, Japan.
Figure 6 shows the graph of offsets and CIs.
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Figure 6: comparison with actual offsets of a coordi-
nated control in a city of Japan

7 Discussion
We obtained lower CI values of solutions by the

ACO than those of the theoretical solutions in the
first experiments. These results seem to be because
the evaluation function CI includes the item of start-
ing delay which is one of the factors simulated by the
simulator CORSIM and which is out of scope in the
theoretical solutions. In the comparison of the ACO
with the 2-stage GA, the difference between the so-
lutions of the ACO and those of the GA is clear. In
Figure 5 of the results of 5 trials of both methods,
we can see the relatively convergent offsets by the A-
CO at every intersection, while the offsets by the GA
are scattered. The value of offset in each intersection
has been scattered in comparison with GA on ACO.
In addition we obtained lower CI values of solutions
by the ACO than those by the GA as shown in Table
2. From the above, it is considered that the number
of evaluations (100 times in the experiments) is not
enough for the GA to search solutions and that it is

acceptable for the ACO. Therefore, the number of e-
valuations necessary to obtain a good solution for the
ACO is smaller than that for the GA. The result of
the last experiment shows the potential of the ACO
applied to an actual coordinated control, that is, the
best offsets selected by the ACO is near to the actual
ones and the CI value of the best solution by the ACO
is smaller than that of the actual offsets.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we focus attention on offset that is

one of coordinated control parameters, optimized the
offsets by ACO, and examined the efficacy of the A-
CO for the optimization of the coordinated control
parameters. As future works, we plan (1) to improve
the ACO program such that it can be applied to co-
ordinated control under more realistic conditions, (2)
to expand it such that it can optimize the other signal
parameters of split and cycle length, and (3) to apply
ACO to area traffic control.
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Abstract
Recently, particle filters have drawn much attentions for

optimal filtering of nonlinear systems. Particle filters eval-
uate a posterior probability distribution of the state vari-
able based on observations in Monte Carlo simulation us-
ing so-called importance sampling. However, degeneracy
phenomena in the importance weights deteriorate the filter
performance, and Evolution strategies based particle filter,
in which selection process in evolution strategies is applied,
has been proposed to overcome this difficulty. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel particle filter, which combines the
ideas of Gaussian sum filter and Evolution strategies based
particle filter. Numerical simulation study exemplifies the
applicability of this approach to nonlinear filtering.

1 Introduction

Optimal filtering for stochastic systems has a lot of ap-
plications in signal processing, control system sciences and
related areas. It can be carried out by evaluating recur-
sively the evolving posterior probability density function
(pdf) with a prior pdf for the unknown state and a likeli-
hood function relating them to the observations. However,
the posterior pdf do not admit a closed-form expression ex-
cept for simple models such as linear Gaussian state space
models where well-known Kalman filter [1] can be applied.
In many realistic problems, where state space models in-
clude nonlinear and non-Gaussian elements that preclude
a closed form of expression for the optimal filters, sev-
eral approximations have been proposed. A class of filters
called Gaussian filters provide Gaussian approximations to
the filters including the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and
its variation [2], and other filters such as Gaussian sum fil-
ters [3], where the posterior pdf’s are approximated by the
Gaussian mixtures, have been attempted. Recent massive
increase of the computational power allowed to the rebirth
of Monte Carlo integration and its application of Bayesian
filtering, or “particle filtering" [4]. In this approach, pdf’s
are represented by a weighted sum based on the discrete
grid sequentially chosen by the importance sampling and

∗This work is partially supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Scien-
tific Research from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
(C)(2)14550447.

the estimates are obtained based on corresponding impor-
tance weights. We propose here a novel particle filter,
which combines the ideas of Gaussian sum filter [3] and
Evolution strategies based particle filter (ESP) [5], which
substitutes selection rule in Evolution strategies to resam-
pling in the conventional particle filter to overcome the de-
generacy phenomenon. Numerical simulation studies have
been conducted to indicate the potential to create high per-
formance filters for nonlinear state estimation.

2 Gaussian Sum Filter

Consider the following nonlinear state space model.

xk+1 = f(xk) + vk, (1)
yk = g(xk) + wk, (2)

where xk, yk, vk and wk are the state variable, observa-
tion, system noise and observation noise sequences, re-
spectively, and f and g are known possibly nonlinear func-
tions. We assume vk and wk are independently identically
distributed (i.i.d.) and mutually independent. Problem to
be considered here is to find the best estimate of the state
variable xk in some sense based on the all available data
of observations y1:k = {y1, y2, . . . , yk}. We can solve the
problem by calculating the posterior pdf of the state vari-
able xk of time instant k based on y1:k.
The posterior pdf p(xk|y1:k) of xk based on the observa-
tion sequence y1:k satisfies the following recursions:

Time update:

p(xk|y1:k−1) =
∫

p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|y1:k−1)dxk−1, (3)

Observation update:

p(xk|y1:k) =
p(yk|xk)p(xk|y1:k−1)

p(yk|y1:k−1)
(4)

with a prior pdf p(x0|y0) ≡ p(x0) of the initial state vari-
able x0. Here normalizing constant

p(yk|y1:k−1) =
∫

p(yk|xk)p(xk|y1:k−1)dxk

depends on the likelihood p(yk|xk), which is determined
by the observation equation (2).
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Since a closed analytical form solution is not admitted ex-
cept in very restrictive cases such as linear Gaussian state
space models, some approximations should be introduced.
The most common approximation approach is the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) [2], where a linearization technique
based on a first order Taylor expansions of the nonlinear
system and observation equations about the current esti-
mate is used. Another one is the Gaussian sum filter, where
the following Gaussian sum representation of the posterior
and the predictive pdf’s is used [3],

p(xk|y1:k) =
p∑

i=1

w
(i)
k|kN (xk; µ

(i)
k|k,Σ(i)

k|k), (5)

p(xk+1|y1:k) =
p∑

i=1

w
(i)
k+1|kN (xk+1; µ

(i)
k+1|k,Σ(i)

k+1|k),(6)

where N (x; µ,Σ) is Gaussian pdf with expectation µ and
covariance Σ,

N (x; µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)
n
2 |Σ| 12

exp
(
−1

2
(x− µ)T Σ−1(x− µ)

)
.

(7)
The weight {w(i)

k|k−1, w
(i)
k|k, (i = 1, . . . , p)} are non-

negative and satisfy
∑p

i=1 w
(i)
k|k−1 = 1,

∑p
i=1 w

(i)
k|k = 1.

Then, the means and covariances are updated by

µ
(i)
k|k = µ

(i)
k|k−1 + K

(i)
k (yk − g(µ(i)

k|k−1)),

Σ(i)
k|k = (I −K

(i)
k C̃

(i)
k )Σ(i)

k|k−1,

K
(i)
k = Σ(i)

k|k−1C̃
(i)T
k (C̃(i)

k Σ(i)
k|k−1C̃

(i)T
k + Rk)−1,

µ
(i)
k+1|k = f(µ(i)

k|k),

Σ(i)
k+1|k = Ã

(i)
k+1Σ

(i)
k|kÃ

(i)T
k+1 + Qk,

C̃
(i)
k =

dg(x)
dx

∣∣∣
x=µ

(i)
k|k−1

, Ã
(i)
k =

df(x)
dx

∣∣∣
x=µ

(i)
k|k

,

w
(i)
k|k =

w
(i)
k|k−1β

(i)
k∑p

i=1 w
(i)
k|k−1β

(i)
k

, w
(i)
k+1|k = w

(i)
k|k,

β
(i)
k = N (yk; g(µ(i)

k|k−1), C̃
(i)
k Σ(i)

k|k−1C̃
(i)T
k ).

(8)

In Gaussian sum filter, the mean and covariance evaluation
(8) may be tedious and time-consuming, and divergence
may occur due to the linearizations in (8) when severe non-
linearities exist in the models. To resolve these difficulties,
Gaussian sum particle filter has been proposed [6], which
will be briefly explained in the following.

3 Gaussian Sum Particle Filter

Gaussian sum particle filter assumes the posterior and
predictive pdf’s by Gaussian sum as (5) and (6) in Gaussian

sum filter instead of grid approximation,

p(xk|y1:k) ≈
p∑

i=1

w
(i)
k δ(xk − x

(i)
k ) (9)

with Dirac’s delta function δ(·) such that δ(x) = 1 for
x = 0 and δ(x) = 0 otherwise, in the conventional parti-
cle filter [4]. Here, the particles {x(i)

k , (i = 1, . . . , p)} are
generated and associated weights {w(i)

k , (i = 1, . . . , p)}
are chosen using the principle of “importance sampling.”
Under the assumption w

(i)
k+1|k = w

(i)
k|k, (i = 1, . . . , p)

the mean µ
(i)
k+1|k and covariance Σ(i)

k+1|k of Gaussian pdf

N (xk; µ
(i)
k+1|k,Σ(i)

k+1|k) corresponding to∫
N (xk; µ

(i)
k|k,Σ(i)

k|k)p(xk+1|xk)dxk (10)

are estimated through the following Monte Carlo sampling
in stead of mean and covariance update (8) in Gaussian sum
filter.
For each i = 1, . . . , p, we draw m samples {x(i,j)

k , (j =
1, . . . ,m)} fromN (xk; µ

(i)
k|k, Σ(i)

k|k), and then draw x
(i,j)
k+1|k

from p(xk+1|x(i,j)
k ). Mean and covariance are then com-

puted by

µ
(i)
k+1|k =

1
m

m∑
j=1

x
(i,j)
k+1|k,

Σ(i)
k+1|k =

1
m

m∑
j=1

(x(i,j)
k+1|k − µ

(i)
k+1|k)(x(i,j)

k+1|k − µ
(i)
k+1|k)T .

(11)

On the other hand, observation update (4) with (5) is car-
ried out by importance sampling. We first draw samples
{x(i,j)

k , (j = 1, . . . ,m)} from the importance function
q(xk|y1:k), then compute the corresponding weights by

w̃
(i,j)
k|k−1 =

p(yk|x(i,j)
k )N (x(i,j)

k ; µ
(i)
k|k−1,Σ

(i)
k|k−1)

q(x(i,j)
k |y1:k)

. (12)

We compute the estimates of the mean and covariance as

µ
(i)
k|k =

m∑
j=1

w
(i,j)
k|k−1x

(i,j)
k ,

Σ(i)
k|k =

m∑
j=1

w
(i,j)
k|k−1(x

(i,j)
k − µ

(i)
k|k)(x(i,j)

k − µ
(i)
k|k)T ,

(13)

with the normalized weights w
(i,j)
k|k−1 = w̃

(i,j)
k|k−1

/
∑p

i=1 w̃
(i,j)
k|k−1, and then update the weights by

w
(i)
k|k =

∑m
j=1 w̃

(i,j)
k|k−1w

(i,j)
k−1|k−1∑p

i=1

∑m
j=1 w̃

(i,j)
k|k−1w

(i,j)
k−1|k−1

. (14)
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Since this filter approximates the posterior pdf by a
weighted sum of continuous functions (Gaussian pdf’s)
while the conventional filter approximates it with a set of
grid points, this filter can approximate the pdf with smaller
number of summands p than the conventional filter, and
it leads smaller computation burden. However, there may
exist the degeneracy phenomenon as in the conventional
particle filter [4], that is, after several updates, the posterior
pdf’s are approximated by a single Gaussian. It leads poor
approximation and a large computation effort is wasted
in updating Gaussians whose contributions to approximate
the posterior pdf p(xk|y1:k) is negligible.

4 Evolution Strategies Based Gaussian Sum
Particle Filter

In order to reduce the effects of degeneracy in Gaussian
sum particle filter, resampling process [7] can be applied as
in the conventional particle filter.
The basic idea of resampling is to eliminate the factors with
small weights and to concentrate on the factors with larger
weights. In conventional particle filter, a new set of par-
ticles {x(i)

k , (i = 1, . . . , p)} are generated by resampling
from an approximate representation of p(xk|y1:k) given by
(9) so that Pr(x(i)

k = x
(j)
k ) = w

(j)
k , and the weights are

reset as w
(i)
k = 1/p. This filter is called as “Sequential

importance sampling resampling filter" (SIR) [7]. Resam-
pling process in SIR can be applied to Gaussian sum parti-
cle filter as follows:
A new set of Gaussian pdf’s {N (xk; µ

(i)
k|k,Σ(i)

k|k, (i =
1, . . . , p)} are generated by resampling from the set of
Gaussian pdf’s generated by (12)–(14) in the approximate
representation of p(xk|y1:k) (5) so that

Pr(N (xk;µ(i)
k|k,Σ(i)

k|k) = N (xk;µ(j)
k|k,Σ(i)

k|k)) = w
(j)
k|k.

(15)
The weights are reset as w

(i)
k|k = 1/p. We can call this fil-

ter as “Gaussian sum resampling particle filter" (GSR) [6].
Fluctuation of the computation time in GSR may become
large since the choice of particles in GSR is probabilistic.
We propose here a novel particle filter combining the idea
of Gaussian sum filter and Evolution strategies (ES) by
Rechenberg and Schwefel [8] as in Evolutionary strategies
based particle filter (ESP) [5]. ES is one of the Evolution-
ary Computation (EC) approaches, computational models
simulating natural evolutionary processes to design and im-
plement computer-based problem solving systems [9]. It
has been applied to continuous function optimization in
real-valued n-dimensional space via processes of selection
and perturbation such as recombination and mutation de-
pending on the perceived performance (fitness) of the in-
dividual structures. Mutation process, which is realized by
additive process of random fluctuations, introduces innova-
tion into the population. Then, selection process is carried
out by choosing deterministically the individuals of higher

fitness from the union of parents and offspring or offspring
only to form the parents of the next generation in order to
evolve towards better search region. Two main selection
processes have been proposed, i.e., (µ + λ)-selection and
(µ, λ)-selection. In these selection processes, λ offspring
are created from µ parents and the µ best individuals are
selected out of the union of parents and offspring, and off-
spring only, respectively.
The deterministic selection rules in ES can make the fluc-
tuations of computation time smaller, then they are substi-
tuted to resampling process in GSR to derive a novel fil-
ter, “Evolution strategies based Gaussian sum particle fil-
ter” (ESGSP). The filter implements the observation update
(4) with (5) as follows:
For each i = 1, . . . , p, ` = 1, . . . , r, samples {x(i,j,`)

k ,
(j = 1, . . . ,m)} are drawn from the importance function
q(xk|y1:k), and the corresponding weights are computed
by

w̃
(i,j,`)
k|k−1 =

p(yk|x(i,j,`)
k )N (x(i,j,`)

k ; µ
(i)
k|k−1,Σ

(i)
k|k−1)

q(x(i,j)
k |y1:k)

(16)
and normalized as w

(i,j,`)
k|k−1 = w̃

(i,j,`)
k|k−1 /

∑p
i=1 w̃

(i,j,`)
k|k−1. The

estimates of the mean and covariance are computed by

µ
(i,`)
k|k =

m∑
j=1

w
(i,j,`)
k|k−1x

(i,j,`)
k ,

Σ(i,`)
k|k =

m∑
j=1

w
(i,j,`)
k|k−1(x

(i,j,`)
k − µ

(i,`)
k|k )(x(i,j,`)

k − µ
(i,`)
k|k )T ,

(17)

The weights are then updated by

w
(i,`)
k|k =

∑m
j=1 w̃

(i,j,`)
k|k−1w

(i)
k−1|k−1∑p

i=1

∑m
j=1 w̃

(i,j,`)
k|k−1w

(i)
k−1|k−1

. (18)

We sort the set of p × r pairs of Gaussian pdf’s and
corresponding weights, {(N (xk|k; µ

(i,`)
k|k , Σ(i,`)

k|k ), w
(i,`)
k|k ,

(i = 1, . . . , p, ` = 1, . . . , r)} according to the weights
w

(i,`)
k|k in descending order. We retain the first p pairs with

larger weights, and denote them {N (xk|k; µ
(i)
k|k, Σ(i)

k|k),

w̃
(i)
k|k, (i = 1, . . . , p)}. The weights are normalized as

w
(i)
k|k = w̃

(i)
k|k/

∑m
i=1 w̃

(i)
k|k. This process corresponds to

(p, pr)-selection in ES.

5 Numerical Example

A numerical simulation is carried out to exemplify the
applicability of the proposed ESGSP filter. The following
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(a) True state (b) Observation (c) Estimate by SIS

(d) Estimate by GSP (e) Estimate by ESGSP (f) Estimate by EKF

Figure 1: Sample behavior of state and observation processes, and the state estimates (solid line: estimate, dashed line: true
state)

nonlinear state space model with known parameters is con-
sidered.

xk =
xk−1

2
+

25xk−1

1 + x2
k−1

+ 8 cos (1.2k) + vk

= f(xk−1) + vk,

yk =
x2

k

20
+ wk,

(19)

where vk and wk are i.i.d. zero-mean normal random vari-
ables with variance 10 and 1, respectively. The normal dis-
tribution with mean f(x(i)

k−1) and variance 10 is chosen as

the importance density q(xk|x(i)
k−1, y1:k). Sample paths of

the observation process and the state estimates by the par-
ticle filters (SIS (n = 50), GSP (p = 5,m = 10), and
the proposed ESGSP (p = 5,m = 5, p = 2)) are given
in Fig.1, and that of EKF as well for comparison. Particle
filters, especially GSP and proposed ESGSP filters, show
better behaviors in nonlinear state estimation, while the es-
timate by EKF cannot follow the true state.
The other choice of design parameters and evolution pro-
cesses may improve the performance, and their better
choice will be pursued.

6 Conclusions

A novel filter, Evolution strategies based Gaussian sum
particle filter (ESGSP), has been proposed by combining
the ideas of Gaussian sum filter and Evolution strategies
based particle filter (ESP). Since this filter employs the
Gaussian sum approximation of the posterior probability
distribution with the mean and covariance evaluated by
Monte Carlo sampling, it can be applied any type of non-
linear systems and non-Gaussian noise cases. Introducing

of other evolution operations and better choice of design
parameters will lead the particle filters with better perfor-
mance.
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Abstract 

 
We investigated a novel algorithm for obtaining 

molecular information based on TaqMan real time 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Two kinds of double-
stranded DNAs (dsDNAs) of 120 base-pairs (bp) and 
170-bp are chosen as the input of the algorithm, which 
reflects the output of Hamiltonian Path Problem (HPP) 
and the shortest path problem, based on Adleman’s DNA 
computing and direct-proportional length-based DNA 
computing, respectively. This study explores that after a 
combination of TaqMan real time PCR is performed, a 
step-by-step analysis is important to analyze the result of 
TaqMan real time PCR, which in turn, make extraction 
of molecular information possible. 
 
Keywords: Real Time PCR, TaqMan, Hamiltonian Path 
Problem, DNA Computing 

 
1 Introduction 

 
The innovation of the real-time polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) technique played a crucial role in 
molecular medicine and clinical diagnostics [1]. 
Examples are the quantitation of relative gene expression 
[1], detection of minimal residual disease [2], cancer 
diagnostics [3], pathogen detection [4], and quantitation 
of viral load [5]. Other applications include detection of 
genetically modified organisms in food samples [6], and 
allelic discrimination [7].   

 
Even though the use of real time PCR in molecular 

medicine and clinical diagnostics has gain its obvious 
popularity, the application of real time PCR in an 
unconventional DNA computing system is still 
questionable. In DNA computing point of view, a 
problem of obtaining molecular information is frequently 
occurs, especially in the case of molecular search, such 
as Hamiltonian Path Problem (HPP), Traveling Salesman 
Problem (TSP), and the shortest path problem. In these 
cases, for an optimal path, obtaining molecular 
information that is defined as the intermediate nodes 

between the start node and the end node, and also the 
order of these nodes is commonly required during the in 
vitro computation. Normally, in practice, two 
conventional methods: DNA sequencing and graduated 
PCR are employed in order to obtain the molecular 
information. The need for an automated, simple, and 
innovative approach for obtaining the molecular 
information is the driving force of this research. Hence, 
we propose the use of real time PCR and its associate 
algorithm in DNA computing, especially for obtaining 
molecular information. For real time PCR, several 
detection methods have been designed and developed 
such as hydrolysis or TaqMan probes, scorpions, 
hybridization probes, SYBR Green I, and molecular 
beacon [8]. In this research, TaqMan probe is chosen due 
to its capability to perform real time PCR with high 
specificity. 
 
2 TaqMan Chemistry 
 
 A TaqMan DNA probe is a modified dual-labeled of 
oligonucleotides. The 5’ and 3’ end of oligonucleotides 
is attached with a reporter and quencher fluorescent 
molecule, respectively [9] as shown in Figure 1. 
Examples of common quencher fluorophores include 
TAMRA, DABCYL, and BHQ, whereas FAM, VIC, and 
NED are frequently used as reporter fluorophores [10]. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The structure of TaqMan DNA probe. 
 
3 Real Time PCR with TaqMan Probe 
 
 The presence of dual-labeled TaqMan DNA probes 
with forward and reverse primers is important during real 
time PCR. As PCR is a repeated cycles of three steps: 
denaturation, annealing, and polymerization, TaqMan 
DNA probe will anneal to a site of DNA template in 
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between the forward and reverse primers during 
annealing step, if the sequences of the site of DNA 
template is complement to the sequences of DNA probe. 
During polymerization, Thermus aquaticus (Taq) DNA 
polymerase will extend the primers in 5’ to 3’ direction. 
At the same time, the Taq polymerase acts as a “scissor” 
to cleave the probe and thus, separating the reporter from 
the quencher. As a result, the separation allows the 
reporter to emit its fluorescent as shown in Figure 2 [11]. 
As a result of PCR, the number of DNA template 
increases exponentially and at the same time, the 
intensity of fluorescent emitted by TaqMan probes is 
increases exponentially as well. The increasing of 
amplified DNA template with respect to fluorescent 
intensity can be detected and visualized by a real time 
PCR instrument such as Rosche LightCycler® 2.0. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Sequence specific amplification detection by 
TaqMan real time PCR. 
 
4 Notations 
 

We introduce several notations in this paper. Firstly, 
agbhcidjekfl denotes a dsDNA which contains 
subsequences a, b, c, d, e, and f, consequently. The 
subscripts g, h, i, j, k, and l indicate the length of each 
respective subsequence. As such, a20 means the length of 
subsequences a is 20-mer. A dsDNA can also be 
represented without indicating the length of each 
segment as abcdef.  

 
Reaction called TaqMan(a,b,c) means amplification 

is performed using forward primer a, reverse primer c , 
and TaqMan probe b. TaqMan(a,b,c)=YES if an 
amplification is detected and the amplification graph is 
obtained. An example of amplification graph is shown in 
Figure 3 [12]. The condition of TaqMan(a,b,c)=YES is 
graphically explained in Figure 4. Note that the specific 
amplification is detected if the TaqMan probe, forward 
and reverse primers anneal to their complement 

sequences in the DNA template. On the other hand, 
TaqMan(a,b,c)=NO if no amplification is detected and 
the condition of this case is graphically described in 
Figure 5. Note that in this case, the DNA template does 
not contain complement sequences b , which is required 
for DNA probe to anneal at the specific location in the 
DNA template. 
 
5 The Proposed Algorithm based on TaqMan Real 

Time PCR for Hamiltonian Path Problem 
 

Let say the output of the in vitro computation of 
HPP is represented by a 120-mer dsDNA:  
 
a20x20z20w20y20b20 
 
where the Hamiltonian path begin at node a, end at node 
b, and the intermediate nodes are x, z, w, and y, 
consequently. But in practice, one only knows the start 
node, the end node, and the intermediate nodes. However, 
the order of these intermediate nodes is not known. 
 

The algorithm based on TaqMan real time PCR for 
this case consists of several reactions as follows. Note 
that for every reaction, the amplification output, which is 
indicated by YES or NO, is also given. 

 
 TaqMan(a,w,x)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,w,y)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,w,z)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,x,w)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,x,y)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,x,z)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,y,x)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,y,w) = NO 
 TaqMan(a,y,z)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,z,w)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,z,x)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,z,y)  = YES 

 
Importantly, real-time PCR itself does not provide 

direct molecular information as we need. In order to 
obtain molecular information based on this method, a 
series of step-by-step analysis is done to compute the 
order of the intermediate nodes, based on the results of 
previous reactions. During the step-by-step analysis, only 
the reaction with the result YES is taken into account. By 
referring to the expected output of the real time PCR, 
step-by-step analysis is performed as below: 

 
1. TaqMan(a,w,y)  = YES awyb 
2. TaqMan(a,x,w)  = YES axwyb 
3. TaqMan(a,x,y)  = YES axwyb (no change) 
4. TaqMan(a,x,z)  = YES ax(w/z)(y/z)b 
5. TaqMan(a,z,w) = YES a(x/z)wyb 
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Figure 3: An example of amplification plot obtained using real time PCR. 
 
 
6. TaqMan(a,z,y)  = YES a(x/z)wyb  (no change) 
7. Refer again to TaqMan(a,x,z)  = Yes  axzwyb 
8. Output of step-by-step analysis  =  axzwyb 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Graphical description of TaqMan(a,b,c)=YES. 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Graphical description of TaqMan(a,b,c)=NO. 
 

6 The Proposed Algorithm based on TaqMan Real 
Time PCR for the Shortest Path Problem 

 
Let say the output of the in vitro computation of the 

shortest path problem based on direct-proportional 
length-based DNA computing [13] is represented by a 
170-mer dsDNA: 
 
a20m10x20n30w20o20y20p10b20 
 
where the shortest path begin at node a, end at node b, 
and the intermediate nodes are x, w, and y, consequently. 
In this case the node z is not part of the intermediate 
nodes. But in practice, one only knows the start node and 
the end node only. Unlike HPP, information such as the 
number of the intermediate nodes, the presence or 
absence of a node in between the start and end node, and 
the order of the intermediate node are not known. 
 

The algorithm based on TaqMan real time PCR for 
this case consists of several reactions as follows. Note 
that for every reaction, the amplification output, which is 
indicated by YES or NO, is also given. 

 
 TaqMan(a,w,b)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,x,b)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,y,b)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,z,b)  = NO  
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 TaqMan(a,w,x)  = NO 
 TaqMan(a,w,y)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,x,w)  = YES 
 TaqMan(a,x,y) = YES 

 
Similar to the previous case, by referring to the 

expected output of the real time PCR, step-by-step 
analysis is performed as below: 

 
1. TaqMan(a,w,b)  = YES 
2. TaqMan(a,x,b)  = YES 
3. TaqMan(a,y,b)  = YES 
4. TaqMan(a,z,b)   = NO 
    Thus, node z is not included.  
5. TaqMan(a,w,y)  = YES awyb 
6. TaqMan(a,x,w)  = YES axwyb 
7. TaqMan(a,x,y)  = YES axwyb (no change) 
8. Output of step-by-step analysis  =  axwyb 
 
7 Discussions and Concluding Remarks 
 
 Step-by-step analysis after the real time PCR is done 
is crucial because real time PCR did not provide the 
DNA information directly. It is shown that based on this 
example, the step-by-step analysis consists of 8 steps, 
where   the      order   of     subsequences, or    molecular 
information, is updated after each step. However, it is 
also possible that the updated molecular information is 
similar to the previous updated molecular information of 
previous step. According to the expected results of real 
time PCR, after step 6 of step-by-step analysis, the final 
order of subsequences still can not be obtained. Thus, 
additional steps are required to refer to the step 4 before 
the order of subsequences can be finalized. 
 
 For the case of the shortest path problem, steps 1-4 
are importance for confirmation whether a particular 
node exist in between the start and end node. Hence, 
based on the expected output of real time PCR, it can be 
conclude that the node z is not exist in between the start 
and end node and not part of the intermediate nodes. 
After that, the steps 5-8 are performed to extract the 
molecular information of the shortest path. 
 
 A combination of TaqMan real time PCR could be 
performed for extracting molecular information, instead 
of using DNA sequencing method and graduated PCR. 
Since the proposed algorithm appears more automated 
and simple, this study strongly encourages the use of 
real-time PCR for obtaining molecular information in 
DNA computing 
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Abstract: 
 
This paper describes a methodology together 
with an associated series of experiments 
employing this methodology for the evolution 
of walking behaviour in a simulated humanoid 
robot with eighteen degrees of freedom.  The 
robots evolved in this study learn to walk 
smoothly in an upright or near-upright position 
and demonstrate a variety of different 
locomotive behaviours, including ‘skating’, 
‘limping’ and walking in a manner curiously 
reminiscent of a mildly or heavily intoxicated 
person. A previous study [5] demonstrated the 
possible potential utility of this approach while 
evolving controllers based on simulated 
humanoid robots with a restricted range of 
movements.  Although walking behaviours 
were developed, these were slow and relied on 
the robot walking in an excessively stooped 
position similar to the gait of a stooped elderly 
person.  This paper extends the previous work 
to a robot with many degrees of freedom, up to 
eighteen in total (arms, elbows, legs, hips, 
knees, etc.) and demonstrates the automatic 
evolution of fully upright bipedal locomotion 
in a humanoid robot using an accurate physics 
simulator.   
 
Introduction 
The humanoid robot is simulated using the 
Webots mobile robot simulation package 
[7,11].  The humanoid robot is broadly 
modeled on the Sony QRIO humanoid robot 
[8]. 
For each motor (or joint) a number of 
keyframe values can be defined. These 
keyframe values are passed to a separate 
existing utility; the sequence manager. The 
keyframes are values that must be reached at a 
specific point in the movement. The 
interpolation function in the sequence manager 
divides up the distance between keyframes into 
the specified number of interpolation values. 
Every keyframe must be passed through in 
turn; once the final frame is reached the cycle 
repeats.  

A genetic algorithm using the crossover, 
mutation, and selective reproduction operators 
provides the values for the individual 
keyframes.  The fitness function employed is a 
simple function mainly based on the robot 
remaining standing together with the distance 
traveled by the robot in a forward direction.  
Using this fitness function together with the 
genetic algorithm the simulated humanoid 
robot evolves sophisticated movements over 
time for up to eighteen degrees of freedom and 
four keyframes per degree of freedom.   
In order to get the robot to walk a fitness 
function based on the product of the length of 
time the robot remains standing by the total 
distance traveled by the robot was devised.  
This was later modified to reward walking in a 
forward (rather than backward or sideways 
direction) and also to promote walking in a 
more upright position, by taking the robots 
final height into account.   
The current length of chromosome is 288 bits 
comprising 4 bits determining the position of 
the 18 motors for each of 4 keyframes.  
Twenty strings are used per generation.  The 
genetic algorithm uses roulette wheel selection 
with elitism; the top string being guaranteed 
safe passage to the next generation, together 
with standard crossover and mutation. 
We consider these results obtained to 
demonstrate the utility and possible future 
potential of this approach to the automatic 
development of bipedal locomotion together 
with other complex control applications for 
future humanoid robots.  
For a good introduction to the general topic of 
evolutionary robotics see [9].  For a discussion 
on the general topic of the performance 
evaluation of bio-inspired embodied and 
simulated artifacts see [4]. For other work in 
this general area see references 
[1,2,3,6,8,10,12] We consider one of the 
advantages of our approach to be the relative 
simplicity of application and also the potential 
ease of extensibility to other control functions 
and robot bodies. 
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The Webots World 
We a mobile robot simulation package called 
Webots. It allows you to create and modify 
various robot worlds ranging from offices to 
football pitches. The package also provides 
sample controllers for the robots which range 
from two wheeled machines with no sensors to 
highly sophisticated humanoid robots with 
several sensors, cameras etc. Using the 
package you can create new robot worlds with 
relative ease as well as modify the existing 
ones. Similarly you can create and/or modify 
robot controllers. using  C, C++ or Java. 
The provided worlds are of great importance in 
assisting you in your development of robot 
controllers. Inside the robot world you can 
change the angle of the image you are see or 
move the robot to any point inside the world.  
Figure 1 shows the robot in the simulated 
world modelled for this work. 
The world also contains a facility where by 
you can try out various movements with the 
robot without having to actually program it. 
While this can be slow and at times tedious it 
is vital in understanding the robots 
functionality. A controller menu is available 
from which you can control all the robots 
joints. The joints operate in a similar (but 
simplified manner) to human joints. By this we 
mean that the knee only moves in one way i.e. 
back/forward whereas the shoulder moves in 
three ways: Up/Down, Left/Right and in 
circular motions. 
The sequence manager is an existing utility 
which gets sent an integer value corresponding 
to the sequence to be performed. Once it has 
this it reads in the servo positions from a file 
and moves the joints to the desired position at 
the desired speed.  A key feature of the 
sequence manager is the ability to use 
interpolation values. These greatly cut down 
on the amount of positions to be defined. It 
does this by taking in a series of keyframes.  
The keyframes are the values which must be 
reached at a specific point in the movement. 
The interpolation function in the sequence 
manager divides up the distance between 
keyframes into the specified number of 
interpolation values. Every keyframe must be 
passed through.   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1. The Robot walking with a limping 
gait; this can be seen in the third frame in 
this sequence, although overall forward 
motion is quite good.  Notice also the right 
arm moving forward in a steadying motion 
in frame 2. 
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The Genetic Algorithm 
A genetic algorithm was used to develop robot 
walking sequences.  The string length of the 
chromosomes is 288 bits. This encompasses 4 
keyframes representing 18 motors. Four bits 
are used to determine the position of each 
motor. There are fifty strings per generation 
and up to five hundred generations. The basic 
GA algorithm is as follows.  

• Firstly a random number generator is 
used to give random binary values to 
each string. 

• Minimum values and range values for 
each joint to be included in the 
algorithm are entered. 

• The string is broken into values for 
each four bit section giving a value of 
between 1 and sixteen. 

• The range of each motor is divided by 
the number obtained in the previous 
step and added onto the minimum 
motor value to give a set motor 
position. 

• This process is continued until all 
motors have assigned values. 

• Once the motors have their assigned 
values, a sequences file is 
automatically produced to be read by 
the sequence manager. 

• This sequence is then tested until the 
robot falls over, or a sufficient 
amount of time has passed 
corresponding to approximately 30 
seconds of ‘real’  time 

• After the robot has reached one of the 
above conditions it is reset to a 
standing position and the fitness of 
the walking attempt is calculated.This 
is done for each string in the given 
generation. 

• Once all strings have been tested the 
fitness function is applied to 
determine which strings will be 
allowed to reproduce, together with 
the genetic operators of mutation and 
crossover with specified probabilities. 
This is carried out for each 
generation. 

Roulette wheel selection was used where the 
probability of selection is proportional to the 
strings’  fitness was used, with or without 
elitism. Elitism is also used which means that 
the  top string is guaranteed safe passage into 
the next generation. These strings were also 
available for selection for crossover and 
mutation.  Two point crossover is applied with 
a probability of 0.5 and the probability of a bit 

being mutated is 0.04.  These values were 
arrived at after some experimentation. 
 
Fitness function and initial results 
The original fitness function used was based 
on the product the length of time the robot 
stayed standing and the distance travelled. This 
was determined by calculating the amount of 
movement frames the robot had travelled and 
multiplying it by the distance travelled. The 
distance travelled was computed using the 
formula for measuring a straight line i.e. ¥�
((x2-x1)² + (y2-y1)²). The points used were the 
robots initial position and the position where it 
eventually fell.  
At this stage the robot was effectively mostly 
learning to dance on the spot. Also sequences 
that walked backwards scored equally well as 
those that went forward. To remedy this, a 
weight was used to increase the value of all 
walks that go directly forward:  the fitness was 
multiplied by a factor (2.0) if it moved in the 
direction it was facing  to promote forward 
walking as it was the main goal.  
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Figure 2.  Average and maximum fitness 
 
The fitness function then was the product of 
the number of timesteps completed up to a 
maximium (800) by the distance moved from 
the starting point multiplied by two if the final 
resting position of the robot was ahead of 
where it started.   In order to promote walking 
in an upright position  the robots height was 
also taken into account. This used the Y value 
returned by the GPS sensor to determine the 
posture of the robot; the more upright the robot 
was the higher it was rewarded.   
Figure 2 shows the average and maximum 
fitness values for the robot over 500 
generations.  These figures are averaged over 3 
runs.  Each run took several days of actual 
computer simulation corresponding to about a 
week of simulated time (the simulation runs at 
about three times faster than an actual robot).   
A value over about 100 corresponds to the 
robot at least staying standing for some period 
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of time, over 500 corresponds to a walk of 
some description. We see that for about 50 
generations no walk develops, then there is a 
nice steady increase in fitness up to about 
generation 500, followed by an up and down 
pattern with a gradual upward trend.  Note that 
although elitism was employed, because of  the 
accurate physics simulation with noise etc. this 
allows for the maximum fitness to fall as well 
as rise from generation to generation.  Any 
fitness above about 800 will generally 
correspond to a reasonable walk in the forward 
direction, 1200 or above corresponding to 
quite good, stable walks.  The maximum 
fitness generated was in generation 470 of the 
second test run with a value of 1860 
corresponding to a fine forward walk with a 
slight limping gait (see Figure. 1).   
Other patterns of locomotion included 
‘skating’ , with the robot keeping one foot 
constantly in contact with the ground and 
pushing along with the other,  and walking in a 
manner reminiscent of an intoxicated person, 
with arms and legs akimbo, however still 
walking in a surprisingly effective manner.  
The simulations, while running, have provoked 
comments on the various human-like attributes 
of the walking patterns developed, especially 
in the later stages of evolution. 
 
Summary and future work 
 Using a genetic algorithm a simulated robot 
has been able to teach itself how to walk. The 
section on the Genetic Algorithm explains how 
the controller file was able to process binary 
strings in order to develop walking sequences 
through the manipulation of 18 of the 22 
motors used in the robot. 
The different evolutionary techniques used 
such as roulette wheel and elitism are 
explained. The development of the fitness 
function used to determine the best walk 
sequences has been described in a little detail. 
To our knowledge this is one of the first 
published papers to allow for the automatic 
generation of walking behaviour in a robot 
with such a large number of degrees of 
freedom.  Work is continuing on the 
development of controllers for humanoid 
robots, by extending again the number of 
degrees of freedom, and by the application of  
the techniques described here to different 
humanoid robot morphologies. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we proposes the technique of the sen-

sor data mining with multiagent approach. In the sen-
sor data mining by multiagent approach, we define the
source to which sends sensor data as agent, and sen-
sor data analyze system including sensors and mining
programs is defined as multiagent sensor data mining
system. We discuss proposed multiagent system which
is applied to the meteorological observation data and
the data of the store system of pachinko. The meteo-
rological observation data contains a large amount of
the numerical data. The meteorological observation
data also contains both of data only before and after
the data observed at the regular time and the time at
which special event is occurred. The purpose of the
data analysis is defined as to extract the observation
data of the regular time when the relation is strong to
the event of thunder or lightning. The pachinko data
composed the stream data of the number of pachinko
bolls used to play a game with each pachinko machine
and the number of balls at jackpot, etc. It is used
to investigate prevention of the user from illegal using
and a popular pachinko machine model.

Keyword:
Sensor Data Mining System, Multiagent Approach,

Metrological Data, Pachinko Data

1 Introduction

Recently, we can obtain various data easily by a
high performance of computer and the Internet. Data
mining that extracted significant knowledge from a
large amount of data become popular. The technique
for applying data mining to text information such as
Web page is developed recently though the data stored
in databases was targeted in normal data mining. In
the Internet, various time series data can be obtained.
For instance, the image data of the weather satellite

and the data of various sensors can be obtained. The
feature of these data is continuous data in the time
series.

The techniques which applied data mining from
databases are used for time series data, but some tech-
niques were improved for time series data.

In this paper, we proposes the technique of the sen-
sor data mining with multiagent approach. In the sen-
sor data mining by multiagent approach, we define the
source to which sends sensor data as agent, and sen-
sor data analyze system including sensors and mining
programs is defined as multiagent sensor data min-
ing system. The advantage of multiagent system is
scalavirity of the number of sensors. It becomes to
be able to correspond to the change in the number of
sensors easily by constructing the multiagent system.

We discuss proposed multiagent system which is ap-
plied to the meteorological observation data and the
data of the store system of pachinko. The meteoro-
logical observation data contains a large amount of
the numerical data. The meteorological observation
data also contains both of data only before and after
the data observed at the regular time and the time at
which special event is occurred. The purpose of the
data analysis is defined as to extract the observation
data of the regular time when the relation is strong to
the event of thunder or lightning.

The pachinko is Japanese pinball. The pachinko
data composed the stream data of the number of
pachinko bolls used to play a game with each pachinko
machine and the number of balls at jackpot, etc. It is
used to investigate prevention of the user from illegal
using and a popular pachinko machine model.

The advantage of the proposal approach is that it
is easy to correspond to the change in the number
of data sources. The change of the system is not to
hard even when the composition of the sensor changes.
Moreover, the data acquisition system from the sen-
sor in the remote place can be easily constructed by
constructing the system on the Internet.
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2 Sensor Data Mining using Multia-
gent

In KES2003, the multiagent technology is defined
as a technology that processed information by cooper-
atively operating two or more independent programs
(agent). [1]

Generally, multiagent technology is discuss with an
autonomous control of an individual agent, but in this
paper, we do not discuss it mainly.

A communication between agents between one to
one, one to multi, multi to multi. In this paper, we
use one to one communication by UNIX process com-
munication, one to multi by Black board model.

2.1 Agent Definitions

The definition of agent which is used for data min-
ing in this paper is defined as follows.

Query agent: Query agent receives used the
database and the data mining algorithm from a
user, and generates other agents. Query agent is
generated at each demand of a user.

Mining agent: Mining agent generates DB-access
agent, acquires data from DB-access agent, and
applies data mining algorithm. Mining agent is
generated of each applied mining algorithm.

DB-access agent: DB-access agent acquires data
from the database, and sends it to mining agent.
DB-access agent is generated of each database and
of each mining agent.

Result agent: Result agent observes a movement of
mining agents, and obtains result from mining
agents. When result agent obtains all results, re-
sult agent arrangement/integrates, and shows it
to a user.

Black board(BB): Place where results from data
mining agent is written.

2.2 Flow of System

A flow of proposed system is defined as follows.
(Fig. 1 shows flowchart of proposed system.)

1. A user generates Query agent, with setting the
used database and the used data mining algo-
rithm as its parameter.

2. The place of black board(BB) is set with Query
agent.

3. Query agent generates Mining agent, and the
place of BB is transmitted.

4. Query agent generates Result agent, and the place
of BB is transmitted.

5. DB-access agent is generated, and Mining agent
is accessed to the database.

6. DB-access agent gets data from the database.

7. Mining agent receives data from DB-access agent,
and applies the data mining algorithm.

8. Mining agent writes the result of data mining on
BB.

9. Result agent checks BB, and if all results are writ-
ten, arranges the results and presents to the user.

10. All agents are eliminated.

User

Query agent

Black board

Result agent

Mining agent
DB-access
         agent DB

Mining agent
DB-access
         agent DB

Figure 1: Flowchart of Proposed System

2.3 Feature of Proposed Method

The proposal method has the following features.
The result of data mining can be made for more

meaning result by building in the thesaurus agent as
Mining agent, and making it can access the thesaurus
database.

Query agent generates two or more Mining agent,
it becomes possible to execute data mining algorithms
in parallel. Moreover, it becomes possible that con-
structing the system and the access to the database
and the processing of data are divided by separating
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DB-access agent accessed the database with Mining
agent that processes data.

It becomes possible that the processing of each data
mining algorithm and its arrangement/integration are
separately thought by setting the agent which arranges
the result. Moreover, it becomes easy to build arrange-
ment/integration according to user’s purpose into the
system.

The system user comes to be able to construct the
system corresponding to the purpose by recycling DB
Agent and Mining Agent, and do tuning of Query
agent and Result agent.

In this paper, the black board model with the file
was handled with the interprocess communication on
UNIX, but it can be easily enhanced to the commu-
nication on TCP/IP. Then, it is possible to enhance
proposed approach to application to database that has
been distributed on Internet. The problem of proposed
approach is not using interprocess communication on
UNIX but using black board model. Writing in the
black board becomes a problem when the number of
databases and data mining algorithm used increase,
then the entire operation is influenced from the oper-
ation of the slowest agent. Therefore, the access to
database and the processing of the data mining algo-
rithm can be run parallel, but processing stops when
checking results in the blackboard. It is necessary to
consider that the maximum time is set to the black
board writing check, and the system can show the re-
sult after each agent process.

2.4 Adapt for Sensor Data Mining

The proposed multiagent system was for database
system. Then, we expanded the proposed system for
sensor data mining. In this expansion, sensor units
which are data sources treat as databases, and sensor
units have both sensor part which measurement sys-
tem and send part which send measurement data. If
the sensor units can send data for the Internet, the
expanded multiagent system can easy to construct. A
lot of recent sensor units can make network and send
measurement data for the network. So, the proposed
multiagent sensor data mining system can build into
an existing sensor network system.

3 Metrological Data Mining System

We construct the meteorological data analysis sys-
tem as one of the examples of applying the proposal
technique, and verify the effectiveness of the proposal
technique. We construct the data mining system that

does data mining collecting data on the network by
using the sensor network where the fixed point obser-
vation data has been disclosed on the Internet named
Teiten2000.[3, 4]

In Teiten2000, the information such as tempera-
ture, humidity, and the fixed point image are collected
with each sensor unit, and sensor unit preserves data
in local database. In the Teiten2000 sensor network,
the data of each local database ties on the network.
The system by which the meteorological data analy-
sis system that proposes it collects data from a local
database of each sensor unit, and does data mining
from this network. Data mining that uses the data of
Teiten2000 has already been evaluated.[4]

The agent which collect data from the sensor unit
and the agent which chooses two or more sensor data
are being constructed now. It is scheduled that data
mining from the Teiten2000 network is done after the
agents are constructed, and an effective output is eval-
uated.

4 Pachinko Data Mining System

We construct the data mining system of the
pachinko(Japanese pinball) data as an example of ap-
plying the proposal technique, and verify the effective-
ness of the proposal technique.

The data mining system of the pachinko data is
a system that analyzes the movement of the ball of
the pachinko stand in the pachinko parlor by data
mining. The sensor that examines the opening and
shutting door of pachinko stand and number of out-
put balls, the big hit(jackpot) frequency, etc. is built
in and it is called stand computer(”DaiCom”) in each
pachinko stand. Data is collected by the computer
that is called island computer(”ShimaCom”) brings
several stand computer together. In addition, the com-
puter that is called hall computer(”HallCom”) collects
the data of the pachinko stand of the parlor.

We build multiagent sensor mining system into this
system, and construct the system that in real time
moves the number of ball in data mining. It aims to
detect illegal play by the outlier analysis of the move-
ment of the number of ball, to examine the model of
a popular pachinko stand, and to analyze how for the
customer to play by using the constructed system.

While with the data mining system as a system that
collects data from the pachinko stand by the network
the system that collects the data of several stand com-
puter(”DaiCom”) directly is constructed under the
present situation. It is scheduled that the network
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where island computer(”ShimaCom”) and hall com-
puter(”HallCom”) were used for the pachinko stand
of an actual parlor to correspond is constructed, and
the multiagent sensor data mining system is built into
the system.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we proposes the technique of the sen-
sor data mining with multiagent approach. In the sen-
sor data mining by multiagent approach, we define the
source to which sends sensor data as agent, and sen-
sor data analyze system including sensors and mining
programs is defined as multiagent sensor data min-
ing system. The advantage of multiagent system is
scalavirity of the number of sensors. It becomes to
be able to correspond to the change in the number of
sensors easily by constructing the multiagent system.

We discuss proposed multiagent system which is ap-
plied to the meteorological observation data and the
data of the store system of pachinko. The pachinko
data composed the stream data of the number of
pachinko bolls used to play a game with each pachinko
machine and the number of balls at jackpot, etc. It is
used to investigate prevention of the user from illegal
using and a popular pachinko machine model.

The advantage of the proposal approach is that it
is easy to correspond to the change in the number
of data sources. The change of the system is not to
hard even when the composition of the sensor changes.
Moreover, the data acquisition system from the sen-
sor in the remote place can be easily constructed by
constructing the system on the Internet.

Each system is being constructed now. The effec-
tiveness of the system is scheduled to be verified by
constructing the multiagent sensor mining system, and
using actual data in the future.
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Abstract 

 
Graduated polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a 

method to obtained molecular information in DNA 
computing, especially in the case of molecular search for 
weighted graph problems based on length, concentration, 
and melting temperature. Graduated PCR is not new in 
the area of DNA computing. In fact, graduated PCR has 
been performed by Adleman, when he demonstrated a 
DNA computer for solving an instance of 7-nodes 
Hamiltonian path problem. We report here the use of 
graduated PCR in concentration-controlled direct-
proportional length-based DNA computing and the 
importance of graduated PCR is discussed.  
 
Keywords: DNA Computing, Molecular Information, 
Graduated PCR 

 
1 Introduction 

 
In the area of DNA computing, there are two kinds 

of methods that are useful to extract the information from 
DNA: DNA sequencing and graduated PCR. DNA 
sequencing is done by a machine called sequencer, which 
is able to reveal every nucleotide in DNA. Lee et al. [1] 
have employed this method at the end of their algorithm 
of temperature gradient based DNA computing (TG-
DNAC). Nevertheless, it seems likely that it is quite hard 
to analyze the output of the sequencer. The second 
method, which is graduated PCR, is less expensive than 
DNA sequencing and not able to reveal every nucleotide 
of DNA, but adequate to visualize the desired 
information. Moreover, the interpretation is easier to 
understand compared to DNA sequencing. Therefore, 
graduated PCR is more preferred as an extended 
protocols in concentration-controlled direct-proportional 
length-based DNA computing (CCDPLB-DNAC). 
Graduated PCR consists of several protocols, such as 
DNA extraction from a gel, polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR), and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). 
Graduated PCR, in fact, has been used by Adleman to 

visualize the computation output of Hamiltonian path 
problem (HPP) [2]. 

 
2 Concentration-Controlled Direct-Proportional 

Length-Based DNA Computing 
 
 A new hybrid approach called concentration-
controlled direct-proportional length-based DNA 
computing (CCDPLB-DNAC) has been proposed [3]. 
The hybrid approach combines two characteristics: 
length and concentration, for encoding and at the same 
time, effectively control the degree of hybridization of 
DNA. The encoding by length is realized whereby the 
cost of each path is encoded by the length of the 
oligonucleotides (oligos) in a proportional way. This 
kind of encoding is exactly the same as the previously 
proposed direct-proportional length-based DNA 
computing (DPLB-DNAC). On the other hand, the 
control of hybridization by concentration is done by 
varying the amount of oligos, as the input of computation. 
The main objective of this approach is the same as 
DPLB-DNAC, which is to compute the shortest path of a 
weighted graph in vitro.  
 
 The origin of DNA computing by concentration-
controlled can be traced back to the work by Oliver in 
which, concentration of DNA has been proposed for a 
calculation of multiplication of Boolean matrix [4]. The 
principle underlying the concentration-controlled DNA 
computing for weighted graph problems is that during 
the initial pool generation, the rate of biochemical 
reactions depends heavily on the reaction rate constants 
and reactant concentrations. Thus, as the concentration of 
DNA strands increase, the paths including them can be 
generated more frequently and the hopeful DNA paths 
can be generated with high concentration.  
 
 The experimental protocol, in fact, is almost the 
same with the previously proposed DPLB-DNAC, 
however, the difference is that the amount of oligos 
poured into the initial test tube is relatively different 
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depending on the relative concentration, which is 
calculated using Equation 1 [5], such that: 

 
  

(1) 
 

where Min is the minimum weight of the graph, Cij is the 
weight of an edge, E(Vi,Vj), and Dij denotes relative 
concentration of the corresponding edge. The relative 
concentrations can then be translated into the actual 
amount by the following equation: 

 
(2) 

 
where Aij is the actual amount of oligos for an edge 
E(Vi,Vj) and Aref denotes the reference amount. 
 
 Based on CCDPLB-DNAC, if the input of the 
shortest path problem is shown in Figure 1, the output of 
the in vitro computation is shown in Figure 2. 
 
3 Output Visualization by Graduated PCR 
 
 For the sake of explanation, the DNA molecule 
representing the answer of the shortest path V1 – V3 – V4 – 
V5 is taken again for an instance. For this purpose, it is 
important to extract the shortest band of DNA from the 
gel, and graduated PCR can be performed by running 
four different PCR operations to the solution containing 
DNA duplex V1 – V3 – V4 – V5 separately. The pair of 
primers used for every PCR reaction are 21 VV − , 

31 VV − , 

41 VV − , and 
51 VV − . It is expected that for the final 

solution containing the strand V1 – V3 – V4 – V5 with 
length of 100 base-pairs (bp), graduated PCR will 
produce bands of x, 50 bp, 75 bp, and 100 bp in 
successive lanes of a gel as depicted in Figure 3. The 
symbol x denotes the absence of a band corresponding to 
the omission of nodes V2 along the DNA duplex. This 
means that there are intermediate nodes, V3 and V4 in 
between the start node V1 and the end node V5. Therefore, 
the shortest path of the graph can be readout as V1 → V3 

→ V4 → V5.  
 
4 Experimental Protocols and Results 
 

Based on gel image of Figure 2, four DNA mixtures, 
which are the product of PCR, were subjected to PAGE 
for 40 minutes at 200V. After that, the gel was stained by 
SYBR Gold (Molecular Probes, USA) and the bands of 
DNA were viewed by a 312nm UV Transluminator. 
Quantum PrepTM Freeze ‘N Squeeze DNA Gel 
Extraction Spin Columns (Bio-Rad, Japan) was used for 
the purpose of DNA extraction from the polyacrylamide 
gel. By using a clean razor blade, the band of interest, 
which is the shortest band, was carefully excised from 

the gel. The gel slice was chopped and placed into the 
filter cup of the Quantum Prep Freeze ‘N Squeeze DNA 
Extraction Spin Column. Then, the filter cup was placed 
into a dolphin tube. The Quantum Prep Freeze ‘N 
Squeeze DNA Extraction Spin Column was placed in a -
20ºC freezer for 5 minutes and the sample was spun at 
13,000 x g for 3 minutes at room temperature. The 
purified DNA was collected from the collection tube and 
ready for PCR. A gel image of the purified DNA is 
depicted in Figure 4. After the DNA extraction from the 
polyacrylamide gel is done, four different PCR, namely 
PCR12, PCR13, PCR14, and PCR15, were ran to the 
purified solutions. The pair of primers used for every 
PCR is listed in Table 1. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: An example of the input of the shortest path 
problem. 

 
    M       1        2 

 
 
Figure 2: Experimental results of gel electrophoresis on 
10% PAGE in the case of DPLB-DNAC.  Lane M 
denotes 20-bp ladder, lane 1 is the product of POA, and 
lane 2 is the product of PCR. 
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Figure 3: Example showing a brief protocol and the expected results of graduated PCR for CCDPLB-DNAC. 
 
     Each PCR was performed in a 25 µl solution 
consisted of 2.5 µl of each primers, 1 µl template, 2.5 µl 
dNTP (TOYOBO, Japan), 2.5 µl 10x KOD dash buffer 
(TOYOBO, Japan), 0.125 µl KOD dash (TOYOBO, 
Japan), and 13.875 µl ddH20 (Maxim Biotech, Inc., 
Japan). The reaction consisted of 25 cycles and for each 
cycles, the appropriate temperature were 94ºC for 30s, 
55ºC for 30s, and 74ºC for 10s. 

 
Again, the product of graduated PCR was subjected 

to PAGE for 40 minutes at 200V and the gel was stained 
by SYBR Gold (Molecular Probes, USA). The band of 
DNA was viewed by 300nm FOTO/Phoresis® UV 
Transilluminator (Fotodyne Inc., USA) and the resulted 
gel image was captured. Figure 5 shows the gel image of 
the product of graduated PCR. 

 
5 Discussions 
 

Based on the shortest length dsDNAs, one only 
knows that the shortest path begins from V1 and ends at 
V5. However, the information does not contain the nodes 
that pass through the shortest path and the order of those 

nodes. The information regarding all the nodes in the 
shortest path and the order can be obtained by applying 
graduated PCR. By referring to the experimental results 
in Figure 5, it is proved that graduated PCR is able to 
produce bands of x, 50, 75, and 100 in successive lanes 
of a polyacrylamide gel. The symbol x denotes the 
absence of a band corresponding to the omission of 
nodes V2 along the DNA duplex. This means that there 
are intermediate nodes, V3 and V4 in between the node V1 
and V5, and the order of those intermediate nodes can be 
known. Therefore, the shortest path of the graph can be 
readout as V1 → V3 → V4 → V5.  

 
Two significant benefits of graduated PCR for 

CCDPLB-DNAC are identified. The first is due to its 
capability to show and visualize the detailed output of 
the shortest path computation based on CCDPLB-DNAC. 
The other benefit is that at the same time, the correctness 
of the proposed CCDPLB-DNAC for the computation of 
the shortest path problem can be proved. Hence, it is 
found that graduated PCR should be essentially 
incorporated in the CCDPLB-DNAC in order to improve 
the overall performance of CCDPLB-DNAC. 
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                                 1       M 

 
Figure 4: Experimental results of gel electrophoresis on 
10% polyacrylamide gel.  Lane M denotes 20-bp ladder, 
and lane 1 is the purified DNA of gel extraction. 
 
Table 1: Four sets of primers used for the graduated PCR. 
 

Solution Forward Primers (F) and Reverse  
Primers (R) (5’-3’) 

PCR12 F = AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAGGAGC 
 R = CGTGATCCCTAAACCTCCAA 

PCR13  F = AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAGGAGC 
 R = CGATACGGCATCATCTCGCT 

PCR14  F = AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAGGAGC 
 R = GCTATGGCTTGACTATTCGC 

PCR15  F = AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAGGAGC 
  R = GCACCCACCGAGACATTATC 

 
6 Concluding Remarks 
 
 In this paper, we presented graduated PCR, as an 
option to extend the protocol of CCDPLB-DNAC. Based 
on the proposed approach, the product of CCDPLB-
DNAC is subjected to DNA extraction from 
polyacrylamide gel, PCR, and PAGE. As supported by 
the experimental results, a series of bio-molecular 
reactions have been successfully carried out in laboratory. 
Further, it is showed that graduated PCR is also able to 
visualize detail additional information of the shortest 
path, such as the intermediate vertices and the order of 
these vertices in the shortest path and at the same time, 
proved the correctness of the CCDPLB-DNAC. 
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Figure 5: Experimental results of graduated PCR. Lane 
M denotes 20-bp molecular marker, lane 1, lane 2, lane 3, 
and lane 4 are the product of PCR on DNA mixtures 
PCR12, PCR13, PCR14, and PCR15, respectively. 
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Abstract 

 
The concept of direct-proportional length-based 

DNA computing is considered in order to solve a 
constraint assignment problem on an unconventional 
molecular computer. Constraint assignment problem is 
an extended version of unconstraint assignment problem, 
where a constraint that is the cost of an assignment is 
taken into account during the optimization. This paper 
shows that the complexity of constraint assignment 
problem could be reduced to a path-finding problem and 
an algorithm based on direct-proportional length-based 
DNA computing is design for searching the optimal 
assignment.   
 
Keywords: Constraint Assignment Problem, 
Optimization, Direct-Proportional Length-Based DNA 
Computing 

 
1 Introduction 

 
In the previous paper [1-2], we proposed a DNA-

based computing algorithm for solving unconstraint 
assignment problem. The objective of the unconstraint 
assignment problem is to establish a full one-to-one 
correspondence between two set E (employees) and J 
(jobs), both of which have N elements. An assignment is 
a one-to-one mapping, α: E → J [3]. The assignment 
problem is so fundamental in operations research as well 
as in engineering field. It is very useful because 
assigning n tasks to n people is a basic primitive in many 
applications [4]. 

Based on the constraint assignment problem, a 
constraint is considered that is the cost of assigning an 
element in E to an element in J, and thus, the objective of 
the assignment now is to find one-to-one correspondence 
between two set E and J, both of which have N elements 
with the lowest cost. 

Basically, from the DNA computing point of view, 
there are several characteristic of DNA that could be 
manipulated in order to solve a weighted graph problem. 
Those are length [5], concentration [6], and melting 
temperature [7]. However, a length-based DNA 

computing called direct-proportional length-based DNA 
computing is chosen and extended for the development 
of a DNA algorithm for the computation of a constraint 
assignment problem.  

 
2 Modified Graph 

 
A simple input of a constraint assignment problem is 

depicted in Figure 1. This input consists of a set 
employees, E = {a, b, c} and a set jobs, J = {d, e, f}. The 
cost of an assignment is also shown. Based on the input, 
the optimal assignment is a-d, b-e, and c-f, where the 
assignment cost is 5. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Input of a constraint assignment problem. 
 

In order to reduce the constraint assignment problem 
to a path-finding problem, the input graph in Figure 1 is 
visualized slightly different into a modified graph as 
shown in Figure 2. According to the input, it is clear that 
the nodes a, b, and c are connected to nodes d, e, and f. 
The modified graph is constructed in such as way that 
the nodes d, e, and f that belong to node a are connected 
by connective edges to node b. Similarly, nodes d, e, and 
f that belong to node b are connected by connective 
edges to node c. Lastly, nodes d, e, and f that belong to 
node c are connected by connective edges to node end. 
We introduce a node end as a stopper. The costs of 
connective edges are set to 0. According to the modified 
graph, the constraint assignment problem can be solved 
in vitro on a molecular computer by computing the 
shortest path problem employing direct-proportional 
length-based DNA computing as shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2: A modified graph. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: The shortest path as solution to a constraint 
assignment problem. 
 
3 DNA sequence design 
 
 The sequence design is exactly the same as direct-
proportional length-based DNA computing as follows: 
a. If there is a connection between V1 to Vj, where j ≠ n, 

synthesize the oligo for edge as  
 V1 (20) + W1j (ω- 30) + Vj (20) 
b. If there is a connection between Vi to Vj, where i ≠ 1, 

j ≠ n, synthesize the oligo for edge as  
 Vi (20) + Wij (ω- 20) + Vj (20)       
c. If there is a connection between Vi to Vn, where i ≠ 1, 

synthesize the oligo for edge as  
 Vi (20) + Win (ω- 30) + Vn (20) 
where V, W, and ‘+’ denote the DNA sequences for 
nodes, DNA sequences for weight, and ‘join’ 
respectively. The synthesized oligos consist of two node 
segments and an edge segment. ‘ω’ denotes the weight 
value for corresponding DNA sequences for weight Wij, 
where Wij denotes the DNA sequences representing a 
cost between node Vi and Vj. The value in parenthesis 
indicates the number of DNA bases or nucleotides for 
each segment. Table 1 lists all the oligos designed using 
DNASequenceGenerator [8] for the in vitro computation. 
  
4 In vitro computation 
 

In this research, POA is performed for initial pool 
generation. After parallel overlap assembly is done, all 
possible solutions of the constraint assignment problem 
as shown in Figure 4 could be generated. The values in 
parenthesis indicate the cost of each assignment. 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is performed to 

amplify exponentially generated double stranded DNAs 
(dsDNAs) that begin from node a and end at node end. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: All possible solutions of the constraint 
assignment problem. 
 
 In constraint assignment problem, an employee 
should be assigned only to one machine, either d, e, or f. 
In order to select only possible solutions that satisfy this 
rule, magnetic bead separation can be applied three times, 
particularly, for extraction of subsequences d, e, and f. 
Magnetic bead separation is a biotechnology tool to 
extract dsDNAs that contain certain subsequences from a 
solution. Possible solutions that survived after the 
magnetic bead separation are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Possible solutions survived after magnetic bead 
separation of subsequence d, e, and f. 
 
 All possible solutions survived after the previous 
reactions contain one-to-one assignment of employees 
and jobs with various costs. The solution of the 
constraint assignment problem is the one-to-one 
assignment with the lowest cost. The selection of that 
kind of assignment is possible by performing a method 
called gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis, in fact, is 
a method to separate and list dsDNAs according to their 
lengths, in an agarose or polyacrylamide gel. The 
separation by gel electrophoresis is shown conceptually 
in Figure 6.  
 After the gel electrophoresis is successfully done, 
the shortest band appears in the gel represents the 
solution of the constraint assignment problem. However, 
a method to extract the information represented by 
dsDNAs in the shortest band is required. Fortunately, it 
is possible to extract the information by using a method 
called graduated PCR. Graduated PCR can be performed 
by extracting the dsDNAs of interest from the gel and 
applying three different PCRs with three different  set  of  
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Table 1: DNA sequences required for the in vitro computation 
 

Nodes 
Name DNA sequences (5’-3’) Length 

a CGTCTGTCTAGCGGACCTTA 20 
b TACACCGACTACCCATGTGC 20 
c GATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGG 20 
d GTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCC 20 
e CTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGC 20 
f GAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGC 20 

end TGGTCCCAGTGATACCAGTC 20 
Complements of nodes 

Name DNA sequences (5’-3’) Length 
a TAAGGTCCGCTAGACAGACG 20 
b GCACATGGGTAGTCGGTGTA 20 
c CCATTCACCTCTCAGGGATC 20 
d GGCACACCTGTCAGTTGAAC 20 
e GCCCACTCACCACAACTTAG 20 
f GCGTAGAGGACGGGATATTC 20 

end GACTGGTATCACTGGGACCA 20 
Edges 

Name DNA sequences (5’-3’) Length 
a-d CGTCTGTCTAGCGGACCTTAGTTCAACTGACAGGTCTCGG 40 
a-e CGTCTGTCTAGCGGACCTTAACGTGCTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGC 45 
a-f CGTCTGTCTAGCGGACCTTACCGTCTTTTAGAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGC 50 
b-d TACACCGACTACCCATGTGCAGGTCGTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCC 45 
b-e TACACCGACTACCCATGTGCCTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGC 40 
b-f TACACCGACTACCCATGTGCGCGTGCTCTCGAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGC 50 
c-d GATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGGACGTGTTTTGGTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCC 50 
c-e GATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGGCTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGC 40 
c-f GATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGGGCGTGGAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGA 45 
d-b GTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCCTACACCGACTACCCATGTGC 40 
e-b CTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGCTACACCGACTACCCATGTGC 40 
f-b GAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGCTACACCGACTACCCATGTGC 40 
d-c GTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCCGATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGG 40 
e-c CTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGCGATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGG 40 
f-c GAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGCGATCCCTGAGAGGTGAATGG 40 

d-end GTTCAACTGACAGGTGTGCCTGGTCCCAGTGATACCAGTC 40 
e-end CTAAGTTGTGGTGAGTGGGCTGGTCCCAGTGATACCAGTC 40 
f-end GAATATCCCGTCCTCTACGCTGGTCCCAGTGATACCAGTC 40 

 
forward and reverse primers. After that, gel 
electrophoresis is applied again to the three different 
products of PCRs and the resultant lengths are observed. 
The conceptual description of graduated PCR is shown 
in Figure 7. If the expected product of gel electrophoresis 
shown in Figure 7 is observed, one can conclude that the 
best assignment is a-d, b-e, and c-f. 
 
6 Concluding Remarks 
 
 This research concerning with an extended version 
of DNA-based algorithm based on direct-proportional 
length-based DNA computing for solving an example of 

engineering problem, namely, constraint assignment 
problem. A constraint that is the cost for each assignment 
is taken into account in this paper. It has been shown that 
the complexity of the constraint assignment problem 
could be reduced to path-finding problem and the direct-
proportional length-based DNA computing could be 
performed for the in vitro computation. For this purpose, 
direct-proportional length-based DNA computing is 
improved by additional reactions called magnetic bead 
separation and graduated PCR. For the future works, the 
proposed algorithm will be implemented in laboratory 
experiments.  
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Figure 6: Separation by gel electrophoresis of possible 
solutions after magnetic bead separation of subsequence 
d, e, and f. 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Expected output of graduated PCR for 
extraction of molecular information of the constraint 
assignment problem. 
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Abstract 

 
In this paper, a method to do binary multiplication 

with DNA molecules based on DNA computing is 
presented. The first proposal on matrix multiplication 
with DNA has been presented by John S. Oliver. In this 
paper, the scheme of Boolean matrix multiplication, 
which has been proposed by Oliver is improved, 
simplified, and realized in laboratory experiments. 
During the in vitro implementation, parallel overlap 
assembly is employed to construct every possible path in 
the directed graph in massively parallel fashion. A test of 
the reaction to identify the existence of a path is done by 
polymerase chain reaction. After that the product of 
polymerase chain reaction is subjected to polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis in order to visualize the result of the 
computation. By analyzing the existence of the bands of 
gel electrophoresis, it is able to read the output of the 
Boolean matrix multiplication. The experimental results 
prove the performance of a mathematical calculation 
based on DNA computing. 
 
1 Introduction 

 
In 1994, L. Adleman’s [1] ground-breaking work 

demonstrated the way to use DNA molecules for 
computational purposes. This experience also 
contributed into a better understanding where to go with 
DNA machines, namely, to try to develop memory 
machines that are machines with very large memory that 
implements rather simple search operations. 

 
In 1997, a method to perform this calculation using 

DNA to represent the edges, vertices, and paths in the 
graph above has been proposed by John S. Oliver [2]. 
The method used restriction enzymes, which cut DNA 
sequences which represented the edges, vertices, and 
paths in the graph. To solve an 10×10 matrix, 100 types 
of restriction enzymes are used. However, all types of 
restriction enzymes are approximately no more than 230 
types. This method can not be used to solve a large 
matrix. Thus a method to do the Boolean matrix 
multiplication based on DNA computing without 

restriction enzymes is proposed in this paper. We carried 
out an experiment on the method.    
 

The main strategy behind the in vitro 
implementation is by representing the Boolean matrices 
and their product by a directed graph, which consists of a 
set of vertices and edges. If an element in the input 
matrix is the symbol '1', we can draw an edge that is 
connecting two vertices in the directed graph and vice 
versa. Since it is possible to construct any consecutive 
matrices and the multiplication product of those matrices, 
then it is certainly possible to do the Boolean matrix 
multiplication based on DNA computing. 
 
2 Boolean Matrix 
 

Two Boolean matrices and their product can be 
represented by a directed graph (kim 1982; Robinson and 
Foulds 1980).For example, the product of two Boolean 
matrices, X and Y and the directed graph representation 
are shown in Figure 1.  

 
In this graph, the initial vertices, “1” and “2” 

represent the row identifiers for the first matrix and the 
product matrix. The terminal vertices “A” and “B” 
represent the column identifiers for the second and 
product matrix. Based on the definition of matrix 
multiplication, the number of columns in the first matrix 
must equal the number of rows in the second matrix. The 
intermediate vertices “a” and “b” represent the columns 
of the first matrix and the rows of the second matrix. 
 Nonzero elements in the first or second matrix are 
represented by a directed edge (vector connection) in the 
graph. Connections between initial and intermediate 
vertices represent nonzero elements in the first matrix. 
Connections between intermediate and terminal vertices 
represent nonzero elements in the second matrix. 
 
  Such as, in the first matrix, the element at the 
intersection of row “1” and column “b” is the symbol ‘1’. 
Thus, we draw an edge proceeding from vertex “1” to 
vertex “b”. Again, in the first matrix, the element at the 
intersection of row “1” and column “a” is the symbol 
‘zero’. Thus, there is no edge proceeding vertex “1” and 
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vertex “a”. Similarly, we can construct edges between 
vertex “a”, “b”, “A” and “B” to represent symbols of one 
in the second matrix. Each of the constructed edge has its 
own directionality indicated by an arrowhead. 
 
  The elements of the product matrix symbolize the 
existence or nonexistence of paths made form continuous 
linkages of edges between initial and terminal vertices. 
Paths can only be constructed by proceeding along edges 
in the direction indicated by the arrowhead associated 
with each edge. In essence, one is asking if it is possible 
to form a path from each initial vertex to each of terminal 
vertices. The problem of evaluating the elements in Z 
can be reduced to determining a compete set of paths 
from the initial vertices “1”, “2” to terminal vertices “A”, 
“B”. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Multiplication of matrix and the graph 
represented the matrix. 
 
3 The Proposed Methodology and Experiments 
 
3.1  DNA Sequence Design 
 

In order to perform the calculation using DNA, 
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) of each vertex in the 
constructed directed graph is assigned with a unique 20-
mer DNA sequences generated using DNA Sequence 
Generator. As Adleman's experiment, DNA sequences of 
ssDNA of each edge connecting two particular vertices 
are represented by DNA sequences assigned those two 
vertices. For example, an edge connecting vertices “i” 
and “j” is represented by complementary sequences used 
the second half of the sequences assigned vertex “i” and 
the first half of the sequences assigned vertex “j”. 
Consequently, the ssDNA of the edge link these two 
ssDNAs of vertex “i” and “j”, making an incomplete 
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Similarly, all of vertices 

and edges are represented by ssDNAs. Nonzero elements 
in the product of two Boolean matrices, X and Y connect 
initial, intermediate and terminal vertices with edges in 
graph. Therefore these ssDNAs make a unique 60-mer 
incomplete dsDNA.  

 
  For example, three ssDNAs of vertices “1”, “b” and 
“A” are linked by two ssDNAs of edges “1b” and “bA”. 
Their ssDNAs make a unique 60-mer dsDNA. So the 
element in row “1” column “a” of the product matrix is 
nonzero. Two ssDNAs of vertices “1”, “a” aren’t linked 
because of no edge. Similarly, other ssDNAs are linked. 
 
3.2   Analysis 
 

Parallel overlap assembly (POA) [3-5] is employed 
to generate complete dsDNAs, which represent all the 
possible paths of the graph. The reaction mixture is 
called template. The template is distributed into reaction 
test tubes. The number of the reaction test tubes is the 
same as the number of element in the product matrix. 
Each reaction test tubes is represented each elements in 
the product matrix. Two primers corresponding to the 
initial and terminal vertices in the graph are added to one 
of the reaction test tubes (Figure 2). A test of the reaction 
to identify the existence of a path is done by polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR). If the two primers corresponding 
to the initial and terminal vertices of a path exist in the 
reaction test tube, the dsDNA represented the path is 
amplified by PCR. To amplify, the reaction test tube has 
a path. Thus the element in the product matrix is symbol 
‘1’. For example, if a dsDNA represented a pass that 
connects vertex “1” to vertex “A” and two primers 
corresponding to vertex “1” and vertex “A” exist in a 
reaction test tube, the dsDNA are amplified in the tube 
by PCR. The reaction test tube has a path. The element at 
the intersection of row “1” and column “A” is the 
symbol ‘1’. After that, the product of polymerase chain 
reaction is subjected to polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis in order to visualize the result of the 
computation. By analyzing the existence of the bands of 
gel electrophoresis, we are able to read the output of the 
Boolean matrix multiplication. 
 
3.3 Experimental Protocols 
 

We solved Boolean matrix in Figure 3. To generate 
all the possible paths of the graph by POA was 
performed in a 108μℓ solution containing 20μℓ oligos, 
10μℓ dNTP (TOYOBO, Japan), 10μℓ 10x KOD dash 
(TOYOBO, Japan), 0.5μℓ KOD dash (TOYOBO, Japan), 
and 67,5μℓ ddH2O(Maxim Biotech). The reaction 
consisted of 25 cycles and for each cycles, the 
appropriate temperature were as follow:  
- 94℃ for 30s 
- 55℃ for 30s 
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- 74℃ for 10s 
The product of parallel overlap assembly is called 
template.  
 

The number of reaction test tubes was four. In each 
tube added two primers corresponding to the initial and 
terminal vertices of a path, DNA amplification was done 
by PCR. The PCR was performed in a 22.5μℓ solution 
consisted of 2.5μℓ for each primers, 1μℓ template, 2.5μℓ 
dNTP (TOYOBO, Japan), 2.5μℓ 10x KOD dash buffer 
(TOYOBO, Japan), 0.125μℓ KOD dash (TOYOBO, 
Japan), and 13.875μℓ ddH2O (Maxim Biotech). The 
reaction consisted of 25 cycles and for each cycles, the 
appropriate temperature were as follow: 
- 94℃ for 30s 
- 55℃ for 30s 
- 74℃ for 10s 
  

In order to visualize the result of the computation, 
the product of PCR was subjected to polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis for 40 minutes at 200V. After that, gel 
electrophoresis, the gel was stained by SYBR Gold 
(Molecular Probes) and the gel image was captured. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Add two primers in each tubes. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Multiplication of matrix and the graph 
represented the matrix. 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: DNA sequence. 
 

Name 20-mer Sequences (5’-3’) 
a AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAAGGAA 
b GAAGCCTACTGTACTCTGCG 
c TACCCAATCGAACTGATAAG 
d CAGCCACGTAGTAGAGCTAG 
e GCCCAAGGTGCGTCAGTAAT 
f TCGGTCAACGGAGGGGTATA 
g TGGAATGGGTCAGAGAGCAC 
h GCACGAAGATAATCCGCAAC 
i ATGCCTGGCTAAAGTGAGAC 
j TAATAAATTCGTATCCACGG 

Ead TACGTGGCTGTTCCTTAAAC 
Ebc CGATTGGGTACGCAGAGTAC 
Edf CGTTGACCGACTAGCTCTAC 
Ece CACCTTGGGCCTTATCAGTT 
Efg ACCCATTCCATATACCCCTC 
Eeh ATCTTCGTGCATTACTGACG 
Ehj GAATTTATTAGTTGCGGATT 
Egi AGCCAGGCATGTGCTCTCTG 

primer a AAAGCTCGTCGTTTAAGGAA 
primer b GAAGCCTACTGTACTCTGCG 
primer i GTCTCACTTTAGCCAGGCAT 
primer j CCGTGGATACGAATTTATTA 

        
        
4 Results 
 

In each tube added two primers corresponding to the 
initial and terminal vertices of a path, DNA amplification 
was done by PCR. The product of PCR was subjected to 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The gel image of the 
result is showed Figure 4. Lane 1 was represented the 
element at the intersection of row “a” and column “i” in 
the product matrix. Similarly, other Lanes were 
represented the element in the product matrix. Lane M 
denoted 20-bp ladder. The existence of the bands of gel 
electrophoresis was observed at 100-bp on each Lane. 
Each bands differed from the shade of color. Lane 1 and 
Lane 4 were dark. The dsDNAs of these Lanes amplified. 
Lane 2 and Lane 3 were light. The dsDNAs of these 
Lanes didn’t amplify. Consequently, in the product 
matrix, the element at the intersection of row “a” and 
column “i” was the symbol ‘1’. The element at the 
intersection of row “a” and column “j” was the symbol 
‘0’. Similarly, other elements were found. 
 

5  Discussions 
 

We proposed the method to do the Boolean matrix 
multiplication based on DNA computing without 
restriction enzymes and carried out the experiment. As a 
result of the experiment, each bands of gel 
electrophoresis at 100-bp differed from the shade of 
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color. When POA was conducted, two dsDNAs 
represented paths between “a” and “i” vertices and 
between “b” and “j” vertices were generated. PCR was 
known that a dsDNA existing the two primers 
corresponding to the initial and terminal vertices of a 
path in the reaction test tube, is amplified faster than 
existing the primer corresponding to the initial or 
terminal vertices of a path in the reaction test tube. If 
dsDNA amplifies, a band of gel electrophoresis is dark. 
A band which is light doesn’t amplify dsDNA. Thus 
each bands differed from the shade of color. 
Consequently, we found, in the product matrix, the 
element at the intersection of row “a” and column “i” 
was the symbol ‘1’ and element at the intersection of 
row “a” and column “j” was the symbol ‘0’. Similarly, 
other elements were found. 
 
             M             1             2             3             4     

             
 
 Figure 4: Experimental results of gel electrophoresis on 
10% polyacrylamide gel. Lane M denotes 20-bp ladder. 
Lane 1 was represented the element at the intersection of 
row “a” and column “i” in the product matrix. Lane 2 
was represented the element at the intersection of row 
“a” and column “j” in the product matrix. Lane 3 was 
represented the element at the intersection of row “b” 
and column “i” in the matrix. Lane 4 was represented the 
element at the intersection of row “b” and column “j” in 
the matrix. 
 
 

As a conclusion, we were able to calculate Boolean 
matrix multiplication based on DNA computing without 
the use of restriction enzymes. In future, the same 
methodology will be used to perform a 10×10 matrix 
multiplication on a molecular computer. 
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Abstract

For modelling the interactions of independent
agents (only interacting via a common environment,
but not depending on any direct physical interactions
with other agents) in the globalized world, we here
consider so-called agent tissue P systems (ATP sys-
tems for short). Based on the model of tissue P sys-
tems, such ATP systems consist of cells (independent
agents) with specific programs which allow for chang-
ing the objects inside the agent or for exchanging ob-
jects from inside the agent with objects from the en-
vironment through the cell membrane. We investigate
the computational power of specific variants of ATP
systems and also discuss the special decidability prob-
lem whether or not a given ATP system of specific
type from its initial contents can ever reach a config-
uration where all objects in the system are contained
in a specific subset of the set of objects.

1 Introduction

In a globalized world, the actions of an individual
(in the following called agent) may affect not only its
direct environment, but instead also other agents in
an arbitrary (physical) distance. In this paper we
only investigate the part of interactions between the
agents which does not rely on the physical distance,
but due to the modern communication facilities, like
email, web, etc., allows for interactions independent
from the physical distance of the agents. (In what fol-
lows we shall refer to this part of the world we are
going to model as “the globalized world”.)

For modelling the interactions of independent
agents (only interacting via the environment, but not
depending on any direct physical interactions with
other agents) in the globalized world we use a specific
model of tissue P systems.

Tissue P systems first were considered in [5]; they
are a variant of membrane systems as introduced by

Gheorghe Păun in 1998 (for a detailed description see
[6], for the actual state of research see [7]).

Here we consider agent tissue P systems (ATP sys-
tems for short) consisting of cells (independent agents)
with specific programs which allow for changing the
objects inside the agent or for exchanging objects from
inside the agent with objects from the environment
through the cell membrane. The environment only
acts as a communication medium but cannot change
the objects it communicates.

The agents may carry different programs which may
be chosen to be run non-deterministically. In each evo-
lution step of the whole system, an arbitrary number
of agents may run one of its programs which we call
the partially parallel or asynchronous derivation mode
(see [1]). We may also consider the maximally parallel
derivation mode, often used in the area of P systems,
where in every cell (agent) one of the programs has to
be run, or the sequential mode where, in each evolu-
tion step, only one agent runs one of its programs.

A model of tissue P systems closely related to the
model considered in this paper is the model of P
colonies as it was first introduced in [4], where the
programs of the agents are very simple, just allowing
for exchanging two symbols between the agent and the
environment and changing a second symbol inside the
agent to another symbol at the same time.

In the generating case, even one agent with a suit-
able number of such programs turned out to be com-
putationally complete (see [2]). But in contrast to the
usual investigations in the area of P systems where the
generative and accepting power of those systems is in-
vestigated we here are interested in the time develop-
ment of our ATP systems. Special questions concern
the probability of events to happen in a given time in-
terval. Theoretically these questions may turn out to
be quite difficult, as for example even the simple ques-
tion whether a specific event may ever happen or not
may turn out to be undecidable at all. Hence, it is a
challenging problem to find ATP systems with simple
programs in the agents that allow at least for deciding
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some specific questions.
As an extension of the static variant described be-

fore, we may also consider a dynamic variant, where
agents may die or may be newly born. Moreover, as a
normal feature of artificial intelligence, the programs
of the agents also may undergo dynamic changes.

2 Definitions

2.1 Preliminaries

An alphabet V is a finite non-empty set of abstract
symbols. Given V , the free monoid generated by V
under the operation of concatenation is denoted by V ∗;
moreover, we define V + := V ∗ \ {λ} , where λ denotes
the empty word. A multiset over V is represented as
a string over V (and any of its permutations). By | x |
we denote the length of the word x over V as well as
the number of elements in the multiset x.

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA for short) is
a quintuple M = (Q,T, δ, q0, F ) where Q is the finite
set of states, T is the input alphabet, δ : Q × T → Q
is the state transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the starting
state and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. The transi-
tion function δ can be extended in a natural way to a
function δ : Q × T ∗ → Q. The language accepted by
the DFA M is the set of all strings w ∈ T ∗ that are
accepted by M in such a way that δ (q0, w) ∈ F .

For more notions from the theory of formal lan-
guages, the reader is referred to [3].

2.2 ATP Systems

An agent tissue P system (ATP system) is a con-
struct

ΠATP = (O,OT , E, B1, ..., Bn)

where V is an alphabet (its elements are called ob-
jects), E is a set of environmental objects (i.e., the
initial contents – or initial state – of the environment),
OT ⊆ O is a set of final objects, and B1, ..., Bn are
agents; each agent Bi is a pair Bi = (Oi, Pi), where
Oi is a multiset over O (the initial contents – or initial
state – of the agent), and Pi is a finite sequence of
evolution and/or communication rules. An evolution
rule from Pi changes one object from O inside the cell
(the agent) to another one, whereas a communication
rule exchanges one object from the environment with
an object from inside the cell.

A computation in the ATP system ΠATP starts with
Oi in the corresponding agent and with E and even-
tually some additional multiset as the input of the

system in the environment. Throughout the compu-
tation, a configuration of ΠATP is described by the
contents (state) of the environment and the contents
(states) of the agents.

In the sequential derivation mode, a derivation step
of ΠATP , i.e., passing from one configuration of ΠATP

to another one, means that one agent carries out one
of its programs, non-deterministically chosen. In the
asynchronous derivation mode, ΠATP may run one
program in an arbitrary number of cells (agents). In
the maximally parallel derivation mode, every agent
(cell) has to carry out one of its programs (if possi-
ble).

2.3 A Special Variant of ATP Systems -
P Colonies

As a special variant of ATP systems, we consider
the model of P colonies introduced in [4] and further
investigated in [2]. A P colony is a construct

ΠC = (V, e, T,B1, ..., Bn)

where V is an alphabet (its elements are called ob-
jects), e is a distinguished object of V (the environ-
mental object), T ⊆ V − {e} is a set of final ob-
jects, and B1, ..., Bn are agents; each agent Bi is a pair
Bi = (Oi, Pi), where Oi is a multiset over V (the initial
state of the agent), and Pi is a finite set {pi,1, ..., pi,ki

}
of programs; each program pi,j is either a non-checking
program of the form 〈a → b, c ↔ d〉, or a checking pro-
gram of the form 〈a → b, c ↔ d/c′ ↔ d′〉. In the gen-
erating case, we always assume that each Oi consists
of two copies of e. A P colony can be written as the
ATP system

ΠATP =
(
V ∗, T ∗, {e}∗ , B1, ..., Bn

)
.

At the beginning of a computation performed by
a given P colony, the environment contains arbi-
trarily many copies of e; moreover, each agent con-
tains two copies of e. At each step of the compu-
tation, the contents of the environment and of the
agents change in the following manner: In the max-
imally parallel derivation mode, each agent which
can use any of its programs should use one (non-
deterministically chosen), whereas in the sequential
derivation mode, one agent uses one of its programs at
a time (non-deterministically chosen). By using a pro-
gram 〈a → b, c ↔ d〉, an agent with objects ac inside
and with d in the environment will get the objects bd
inside and c will now be placed into the environment.
Using a program 〈a → b, c ↔ d/c′ ↔ d′〉 means to pass
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from ac inside and d outside to bd inside and c out-
side, and this should be done whenever possible; if the
interchange c ↔ d cannot be done, then we pass from
ac′ inside and d′ outside to ad′ inside and c′ outside.
Note that the first rule is always applied, and that ei-
ther the first or the second communication rule has to
be applied, with priority for the first one.

Any copy of an object can be involved in only
one rule. Using the programs in this way, with
all agents acting simultaneously or sequentially, non-
deterministically choosing the program(s) to be ap-
plied, we can pass from one configuration of the sys-
tem (represented by the contents of the agents and of
the environment) to another configuration. Formally,
a configuration can be written as an (n + 1)-tuple
(w1, ..., wn;wEeω), with wi ∈ V 2 representing the ob-
jects from agent i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and wE ∈ (V − {e})∗,
representing the objects from the environment differ-
ent from the “background” object e; eω is used as no-
tation for the arbitrarily many copies of the object e
that are always contained in the environment; the ini-
tial configuration of a system is always (ee, ..., ee; eω).
A sequence of transitions is called a computation. A
computation is said to be halting, if a configuration
is reached where no program can be applied any-
more. With a halting computation we associate a
result which is given as the number of copies of the
objects from T present in the environment in the halt-
ing configuration.

Because of the non-determinism in choosing the
programs, starting from the initial configuration we
obtain several computations, hence, with a P colony
we can associate a set of (vectors of) numbers, denoted
by N(Π), computed by all possible halting computa-
tions of Π.

2.3.1 Computational power of P colonies

In [2], P colonies working in the sequential mode with
checking programs of height at most 5 were shown to
be computationally complete, whereas when working
in the maximally parallel mode, P colonies using pro-
grams again with height 5 but without priorities on
the communication rules (i.e., without checking pro-
grams) achieve the same computational power, too.

Already one agent using checking programs is
enough to obtain computational completeness in P
colonies working in the sequential mode, which is a
quite surprising result optimal with respect to the
number of agents. If only non-checking programs are
used, even P colonies with only one agent as well as
P colonies with an arbitrary number of agents work-
ing in the sequential mode characterize the family of

languages generated by matrix grammars without ap-
pearance checking.

3 Undecidability / Decidability for
ATP Systems

The general variant of decidability problems we
consider here is the following: Given an ATP system
with specific initial contents, is it decidable whether it
ever can reach a configuration where all objects in the
system are contained in a specific subset of the set of
objects?

3.1 Undecidability for P Colonies

Can a configuration fulfilling specific constraints
ever be reached (e.g., the objects occurring in the sys-
tem all are included in a specific subset of the set of ob-
jects)? This question in general is not decidable. For
a given P colony, the question whether such a system
will ever produce anything, i.e., whether N(Π) = ∅,
corresponds with the famous halting problem (e.g., see
[3]), hence this question is undecidable.

3.2 Decidability for ATP Systems

We now consider a specific variant of ATP systems
that model finite automata, and in this framework we
consider some problems which are easily decidable.

Let M = ({q1, ..., qn}, T, δ, q1, F ) be a finite au-
tomaton. Then we construct the ATP system

ΠATP = (O,OT , ∅, B1, ..., Bn),
O = Q̂ ∪QT ∗,

OT = F ∪ Q̂,
Oi = {q̂i}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Pi = {〈q̂i ↔ qiu〉 , 〈qiaw → qjw〉 , 〈qjw ↔ q̂i〉

| δ (qi, a) = qj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, u,w ∈ T ∗} .

The programs in the agents consist of single com-
munication rules (q̂i ↔ qiu and qjw ↔ q̂i) and single
evolution rules (qiaw → qjw); as only the beginning of
the strings is changed, these rules could also be written
in the form q̂i ↔ qi and qj ↔ q̂i as well as qia → qj

which shows that the infinite set of rules Pi can be
described in a finite way.

Observe that the information processing in ATP
systems (other than in finite automata), only takes
place via the environment without any direct commu-
nication between the cells (agents), which here can be
seen as parallel processors working in an asynchronous
(sequential) manner.
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We now want to know whether the system started
with the input q1wk for some wk ∈ T ∗, 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
m ≥ 1, can ever reach a configuration where all objects
in the system are contained in OT (indicating that
all the input string(s) w1, ..., wm are accepted). This
problem is easily decidable in a reasonable amount of
time: after at most (|w1|+ ... + |wm|)∗3 steps we know
the answer. Moreover, in the affirmative case, we know
that the input string(s) have been accepted, while in
the negative case, at least one input string has not
been accepted. In fact, we even know exactly how
many input strings have been accepted by counting
the objects qi ∈ F. Hence, by just looking at the envi-
ronment, we can figure out the desired result and thus,
after a period that can easily be computed, can decide
the given problem.

4 Variants

One variant of ATP systems is taking the environ-
ment not only as a communication medium, but also
enabling it to change the objects it communicates.
Formally, this, for example, could be done by defin-
ing an additional agent (symbolizing the environment)
with its own corresponding programs.

On the other hand, as an extension of the static
variants described above, we may also consider a dy-
namic variant, where agents may die or may be newly
born, i.e., we can consider cell deletion, cell division
and cell generation. When a cell is deleted, the ex-
change of a specific element between the environment
and the cell or the evolution of an element inside the
cell may cause the death of the cell (with variants
where all the elements inside the cell also die or else
the contents of the deleted cell is added to the en-
vironment). By cell division, one cell can be repro-
duced with its whole contents and the corresponding
programs, whereas new cells can be generated with ex-
plicitly stated contents and new or modified programs.
Moreover, as a normal feature of artificial intelligence,
the programs of the agents also could undergo dynamic
changes.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced the computing model of agent
tissue P systems (ATP systems) and investigated some
decidability problems concerning questions whether a
specific event may ever happen or not in these systems.

As we have seen in the generating case of P colonies,
even simple questions may be highly undecidable, yet

for a specific accepting variant of ATP systems some
problems were shown to be easily decidable. Using
suitable representations and systems, in general also
the question whether w ∈ L can be decided for any
recursive language L. One of the most challenging
questions for future research is to find variants of ATP
systems between these two extremes of decidable prob-
lems. Another question not yet investigated in detail
in the area of P systems is concerned with permitted
and forbidden configurations (e.g., given by comple-
mentary subsets of O): Given an initial configuration,
can the systems always stay within the permitted con-
figurations, or is it possible that it may reach a forbid-
den configuration?
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Abstract 
In this paper, a new bioinformatics method for 

modeling cellular pathways is proposed based 
on graph rewriting and network reconstruction. 
The simulation result shows that the graph 
rewriting operators and networking structure are 
beneficial to quantitatively describe the 
signaling mechanism of 
GEF/GAP/kinase/phosphatase pathway 
networks. 
 
1. Introduction 

The motivation of the research work presented 
here is to study the mechanism of molecular 
computers made from molecular biochemical 
reaction and to design new bioinformatics 
simulation methods based on this mechanism for 
application to bioinformatics analysis. 
Bioinformatics simulation modeling and 
methods are more difficult than one might 
expect, even though many simulation models 
and methods have recently been proposed. It is 
imperative to design new models and to use 
them in discovering biological knowledge [1].  

As a highlighted theme in the field of genomics 
and proteomic bioinformatics, pathway modeling 
with complex behaviors due to non-linear 
interactions is one of the most important 
remaining tasks [2∼7]. For example, “pathway 
logic” [8] directly handles pathway modeling. 
The “Maude system” [11] is software that can 
realize pathway logic by adopting the function 
of “rewriting”. The software is based on 
rigorous theoretical computer science, and it is 
helpful for discovering pathways. This work has 
encouraged us to explore a formal modeling 
method for pathway analysis. 

The rapid progresses in experimental molecular 
biology are providing us much knowledge in 
theory and tools for biological cell experiments 
where many biochemical reactions are carried 
out with an enormous number of bio-molecules. 

Abstraction is not only a way to represent data 
for theoretical study but also a necessary method 
for simulation, especially in large-scale 
bio-informatics systems. From experiments on 
molecular computers, we can gain some insight. 
For example, in DNA computers, the operators 
are carried out in test tubes to accomplish 
specific computing tasks so that the relationship 
between input and output is exactly determined.  
This process acts as a kind of bottom-up 
wetware-level inference machine for synthesis 
of the biochemical reactions in vitro. Based on 
the formalization of this physically feasible 
computing process, the formal models, operators 
and algorithms extracted will be beneficial to 
extending our knowledge of mechanism behind 
the underlying biological objects verified from 
experimental data to the broader domain of 
biological systems that include the underlying 
molecules in the reactions. This knowledge 
would act as a bridge toward top-down 
knowledge discovery. 

 
2. Structural Scheme for Bioinformatics 

Toward the goal of analysis-based pathway 
simulation, this paper proposes a formal system 
defined as a type of graph rewriting to unify 
different jobs in pathway modeling, since graphs 
can provide efficient representation and related 
semantic explanation.  

Here we focus on pathway simulation. In the 
study of the signaling pathways in cells, it is 
meaningful to work out a unified formal method 
based on a molecular mechanism, where the 
mechanism of modeling bio-pathways and the 
structure of simulating pathways are consistent. 
For this purpose, a graph-rewriting method for 
pathway simulation is discussed in terms of 
corresponding formal characteristics, 
representation schemes and simulation issues. 
This is one of the efforts being made toward 
automatic analysis for bioinformatics in which 
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multidisciplinary fields can be integrated into 
computer-aided systems for bioinformatics. 
Great progresses have been made in the field of 
bioinformatics.    However, much difficulty 
would remain in integrating these fields in order 
to make breakthrough in new knowledge 
discovery based on theory and by software. In a 
word, we are trying to tackle this topic by a 
unified model -- graph rewriting -- that is 
supported by computer science theory and 
programming technology. Furthermore, we 
expect to extend this model to a powerful 
technology.  

On an abstract level, the corresponding formal 
model can be constructed as a graph rewriting 
system. Now, we define the graph rewriting in a 
formal way as:  
Let G =  < V, E>  
where  
A -- the alphabet set;  
V -- the set of vertexes;  
E -- the set of edges.  
Consequently, from the above model, we can 
derive the following writing processes on graphs:   

 
G -> G’ 

 
where G and G’ refer to the graphs. 
 
3. Simulation for Cellular Pathways 

In order to elucidate this network’s behavior 
quantitatively, we discuss an example of 
simulated pathways (Cf. Fig. 1) in which the 
atomic pathway set of Rho-MBS-MLC is 
defined as the set of {pathway of Rho, pathway 
of MBS, pathway of MLC}. In the normal case, 
the interaction-rating array (symmetric form) is 
set in an empirical way, that is, the mutual links 
are designed to reflect the reversibility of 
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of related 
reactants in the pathways. The concentration 
representation for signaling proteins of Rho 
GTPase in the set of {MLC+, MLC-, MBS+,  
MBS-} can be defined in different ways, such as 
digital, continuous or  symbolic values, where 
+ and – refer to the phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation states, respectively. In the 
simulation, initialized values of concentration 
can be set in a random way. The activation rule 
of cellular agents on quantified concentration is 
defined in the following form: IF perception 
THEN action. Here, the related threshold 
function and fitness function are defined in an 
empirical way.   
 

 
Fig. 1  Relations among the pathways 

 
The kernel of the algorithm is the mechanism of 

selection and variation by the estimation of 
interaction rating. The interaction algorithm of 
two pathways is outlined in a stochastic way by 
the following steps: 
Step 1: The probability Pp (x, t) is simulated by 
a logistics function (a = 4, X0 = 0.05). 
Step 2: The two classes of the population are 
estimated based on a uniform distribution 
assumption such that the classes are given as  
class1 ranges in [0,0.5]; class2 ranges in (0.5,1]. 
The mean m(t) and variance v(t) are the main 
measures for the two classes. The element 
numbers of the two classes are L1(t) and L2 (t). 
Step 3: Two individuals are selected from the 
class with the largest probability. 
The two pathways (individuals) are selected to 
be combined into a new pathway by the 
interaction operation. The new pathway is then 
placed in the pathway set (pool). The probability 
of a new pathway is estimated by the weight 
summation of the probability of the two 
individual pathways, and its simulated 
interacting-rate is assigned by this value.  
Step 4:  The martingale measure Mp for the 
termination is defined as: Mp = INP – ANP, 
where INP denotes the interaction rate of the 
new pathway and ANP denotes the average of 
the interaction rating of the pathway set. In this 
example, the measure is estimated by weighted 
summation of the probabilities of the two 
pathways. 
Step 5: If this measure is supermartingale 
(increased), then goto step 2. If  submartingale 
(decreased), goto next step. 
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Step 6: Stop and output the current pathway set 
as the final result. 

Because it is impossible to quantitatively 
measure all of the coefficients of biochemical 
reactions for pathways through biochemical 
experiments, in the sense of local concentration 
of the related signaling molecules, simulation is 
very important to understanding the quantitative 
effect of the interaction functions of pathways.        

Considering the importance of the interaction 
operation in the entire simulation work, let us 
select one sample from the pathway pool of the 
interacting processes. This is a snapshot of a 
randomly selected episode from the current 
moment to next moment in a continuous 
interacting process. Here we have 19 pathways 
in the pathway set. They are clustered into two 
classes whose concentrations vary at (0, 0.5] and 
(0.5, 1.0). Here, ‘concentration’ refers to the 
estimated average concentration of the signaling 
protein, such as MBS in the MBS pathway and 
MLC in the MLC pathway, which act as 
function effectors of the 
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation in the 
underlying pathway. The pathway index of class 
1 is 6, and that of class 2 is 13. Two pathways 
with larger probability than the others in the 
pathway pool, indexed as 2 and 15, are selected 
for combining to generate a new pathway.  

The new pathway is assigned an average 
concentration -- 0.493133 -- of the signaling 
proteins to connect the signaling proteins in the 
two pathways. Then, this pathway is classified 
as class 1 and its probability is estimated as 
0.853140, according to the following formula: 
 
Pr' = Pr1 * Pr1/(Pr1+Pr2) + Pr2 * Pr2/(Pr1+Pr2),  

 
where Pr' refers to the probability of the new 
pathway. Pr1 and Pr2 refer to the probabilities of 
the original pathways indexed as 2 and 15, 
respectively. We find that Pr' is bigger than the 
average probability of class 1 -- 0.184589, which 
means it is more plausible from the viewpoint of 
interaction-rating measurement.  

The termination for the interacting process is 
as follows: 

If the new pathway has a higher probability 
than the average value, the computing 
process will be continued.  
If the total allowed time or the new 
probability is lower than the average 
probability, the computing process will be 
terminated.  
As Fig. 2 (a), (b), (c) and (d) shown, the two 

states of pathways can be obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 (a) Concentration vs. time curves that 
correspond to the two states of the pathways 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 (b) Size of the signaling molecules 
 
 
 
 
 
Through analysis in theory and in simulation,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 2 (c ) Partial interaction network 
reconstructed by estimation 
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Fig. 2 (d) Concentration vs. time under the 
dynamical environment 

 
In a word, the interaction operators based on 

estimation can generate stable states of the 
simulated pathways under certain conditions. As 
a result, the proposed method is efficient.   
 
4. Conclusion 

The simulation method based on graph data- 
structure and related rewriting operators is 
discussed. Through pathway simulation in 
bioinformatics, new knowledge may emerge and 
will surely be beneficial to develop 
computer-aided system for proteomics [10].  
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Abstract 
This paper proposes a technique for recovering 3-D 

shape of the objects in remote dynamic situations 
employing mobile cameras. Since the proposed 
technique allows independent move of the employed 
cameras, 3-D recovery under various environments such 
as remote places can be realized. Our technique has an 
advantage over others in that camera calibration before 
taking images is not prerequisite to the recovery. A 
system is described that captures images of remote 
objects by the proposed motion capture technique, 
transfers the images by analog airwaves, and recovers 
3-D shape of the objects from the images. It is expected 
that this technique will improve the efficiency of image 
information transfer. In the performed experiment, a 
human walking motion captured at a remote place 
recovered its 3-D motion successfully at a laboratory by 
image transfer. 
Keywords— Motion capture, Mobile cameras, Image 
transfer, Factorization. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Three-dimensional (abbr. as 3-D hereafter) modeling 
techniques of non-rigid objects have quite considerably 
developed in recent years. On the other hand, it has 
become possible to transmit images by using the Internet, 
as long as the image of a video camera can be converted 
into digital data. Therefore it will be useful to develop a 
3-D modeling technique with video images acquired 
from mobile camera at remote dynamic situations. 

This paper presents a technique for 3-D modeling of 
remote dynamic situations containing non-rigid as well 
as rigid objects employing mobile stereo cameras. We 
have developed this technique as a new motion capture 
technique whose cameras can move around the objects 
independently. 

We have already proposed a shape recovery technique 
of 3-D non-rigid objects based on multiple uncalibrated 
cameras [1]. This technique has an advantage over others 
in that camera calibration before taking images is not 

prerequisite to the modeling. Instead, the camera 
calibration is done by employing the 2-D coordinates of 
the feature points of rigid object in the images of a video 
stream. This leads us to the modeling of any events and 
performances that need immediate understanding of the 
situation. In recent years, dynamic calibration techniques 
[2] that can calibrate the employed cameras speedier than 
the conventional techniques are employed in several 
commercial motion capture systems. However they 
actually need some preparation before starting of taking 
images even if it is possible to calibrate cameras in a 
short time. Therefore, if they are employed, a decisive 
moment may be missed after fixation and calibration of 
cameras. 

In this paper, we propose a mobile motion capture 
system that recovers 3-D shape of remote objects in an 
arbitrary environment. Moreover, in order to perform an 
efficient 3-D recovery from image data obtained at a 
remote environment, an image transfer system is also 
described. Some experimental results are shown and 
discussion is given. 
 
 
2. Proposed 3-D modeling technique 

 
In the first place, the 3-D coordinates of objects are 

necessary in order to realize 3-D modeling. This section 
shows how to obtain the 3-D coordinates of objects for 
3-D modeling. 

The technique proposed in this paper recovers the 3-D 
coordinates of rigid objects and non-rigid objects, if 
more than or equal to two mobile cameras are employed 
for motion capture. Figure 1 shows the outline of the 
image capture system.  

This system adopts a method of taking images of rigid 
objects and non-rigid objects simultaneously, while 

)2( ≥FF  cameras move in ),,2,1( Lll L= directions. 
Some feature points are put on the surface of each object. 
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We call the feature points on rigid objects as rigid 

points and those on non-rigid objects as non-rigid points 
hereafter. Camera orientations are all different through 
the camera movement from 1=l  to Ll = . Therefore 
the cameras need calibration to obtain 3-D information 
of the object. Although conventional 3-D recovery 
techniques need camera calibration employing particular 
tools, the proposed technique doesn’t have to employ 
such tools for the camera calibration. Instead it employs 
rigid points observed in the captured images. Details of 
the procedure are described below. There are two 
important phases in the procedure. 
 
2.1 Recovery of Rigid Objects 
 

The 2-D coordinates ),( yx  of the feature points in 
the image obtained from the camera whose orientation is 
l  are stored in the measurement matrix as follows; 
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where the number of rigid points is denoted by 
)6( ≥nn RR  and the number of non-rigid points by nN . 

Here at least not less than six rigid points are required to 
the calculation. Let the sub-matrix containing rigid 
points be denoted by R

lW  and the sub-matrix 
containing non-rigid points be denoted by N

lW  with 
respect to the matrix of Eq.(1). Then Eq.(1) can be 
rewritten as  

( )NR
lll WWW   = .                       (2) 

Since camera orientation changes from l=1 to L, the 
measurement matrix W  at all the observation time is 
described as follows; 
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It should be noted that the data don’t exist at blank 
elements in the matrix W , except for R

lW  and N
lW . 

Matrix R
lW  is a measurement matrix of rigid points. 

Since we assume that same rigid points are always 
tracked and taken images during image capturing, even if 
the camera moves, this matrix with superscript R 
contains the coordinates of the same rigid points. 
Therefore it is possible to transform Eq.(3) as follows 
with respect to the coordinates of rigid points; 
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=
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.           (4) 

Applying the factorization method [3] to Eq.(4), we have 
RR SMW ⋅= .                          (5) 

Thus the 3-D coordinates of rigid points RS  are 
obtained.  

Fig.1 System overview. 

Camera 1 
Camera 2 

Camera F 

: Non-rigid points 
: Rigid points 
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2.2 Recovery of non-rigid objects 
 

In Eq.(5), matrix M  is a camera orientation matrix 
at all the observation time. When 3-D coordinates of the 
non-rigid points at position l  are denoted by N

lS , the 
following relation holds. 

NN
lll SMW ⋅= ,                           (6) 

where lM  denotes a camera orientation matrix at 
position l . Therefore N

lS  is obtained as 
NN

lll WMS ⋅= +                            (7) 

by using the pseudo-inverse matrix +
lM  of lM . Thus 

3-D coordinates of non-rigid objects are given by NS . 
In this way, 3-D recovery of both feature points is 
achieved. 
 
 
3. Transferring images from a remote place 
 

The method of transferring images obtained by a 
mobile camera is important for 3-D recovery of the 
objects at a remote place. 

In recent years, it has become possible to transmit 
images by using various ways such as the Internet, as 
long as the image of a video camera can be converted 
into digital data. This leads us to obtaining images from a 
remote place immediately. Thus we construct an image 
transfer system for a mobile motion capture system. The 
protocol of image transfer includes analog airwave, 
wireless LAN, and Internet. Alternatively there is of 
course a method of storing images once into a video tape 
and mailing them to another place, we choose a more 
effective way in this study. In order to use a larger space 
efficiently for 3-D recovery outdoors, we construct an 
image transfer system which employs an analog airwave, 
although wireless LAN is also effective for some outdoor 
experiments.  

We construct the following system. Figure 2 shows 
the overview of the image transfer system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Transferring images to PC for capture 
 

The analog image output of the video camera is 
transmitted to PC with a transmitter (RG-1000w) for 
performing 3-D modeling. 

The signal is amplified and transferred by employing 
Yagi antenna (CD-x1218) that is one of the 
high-directivity antennas. The signal of the camera of 
each channel is transmitted and received with an 
individual antenna. The reception side of the antenna is 
connected to a receiver (RG-1000w). 
 
3.2 Capturing images to PC via a capture board 
 

Images of the objects concerned are captured into PC 
via a capture board. The maximum frame rate is 30 fps 
and its resolution is 480640×  pixels. The captured 
images are transferred through Internet to a modeling PC 
in a remote laboratory for recovery calculation and 
display of the result. 
 
3.3 3-D recovery from obtained images 
 

Applying the proposed technique to the obtained 
images, we finally get recovered human motions. For 
3-D expression with high reality, we create human 
models employing OpenGL. 
 
 
4. Experimental results 
 

In the experiment, a human moving motion captured at 
a remote place was modeled its 3-D shape successfully. 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the captured images and its 
3-D modeled results, respectively. In both figures, time 
proceeds as indicated by arrows. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

This paper proposed a technique for 3-D modeling of 
remote dynamic situations employing mobile stereo 
cameras. 

One of the largest advantages of the proposed 
technique is the degrees of freedom for the applicable 
situations. Some of its reasons are described as follows. 

Mobile camera  

Transmitter 

Yagi antenna(CD-x1218) 
Receiver(RG-1000w) 

Modeling PC 

Capturing PC 

Internet/LAN 

Fig.2 Image transfer system. 
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i) In the proposed system, ordinary camera calibration 
is not necessary before taking images for the recovery. 
Therefore, we can start the experiment immediately, 
which may be applicable to broadcasting of an 
accident at a remote place promptly in a 3-D way. 
ii) Even if the object concerned moves widely, we can 
also track along its moving, because the system 
doesn't have a limit with the range of motion capture, 
unlike the existing methods employed in a studio. 
In this way, the proposed technique, 3-D modeling of 

remote dynamic situations, has finally been realized. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new technique for 
tracking an object under changeable illumination. In object 
tracking that use color information, illumination change is a 
serious problem. The reason is that the color to be tracked 
usually changes, when the illumination changes. The robustness 
of the tracking performance can be improved to a large extent 
by the employment of an update-type color histogram. The 
weight imposed by the Gaussian distribution is used together 
with the update of the histogram. The Gaussian distribution is 
made from the initial color model of the object. The distribution 
near the initial color model is added to the histogram with higher 
weight. As a result, the color model can be updated with better 
accuracy. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is 
confirmed by experiments. 
 
Keywords: Human tracking, Two-dimensional color histogram, 
Anisotropic Gaussian distribution, Robot vision. 
 
1. In t r oduct ion  
 

Color is an important cue as well as shape or texture in 
finding an object in a scene. A mother can identify her child 
easily in a park among lots of children by the color of her child’s 
upper or lower clothes. A computer vision system searches for 
skin color regions in an image to extract human faces or hands 
in order to find out a human. Many studies have been performed 
until now for the purpose of detecting or segmenting objects 
from images using color information [1,2]. The difficulties of 
employing color information in computer vision problems is, 
however, it is not very stable as a feature to be detected, since it 
is normally influenced by illumination conditions caused by 
weather, time in a day, lights, shade, etc. A robust color detection 
technique hasn’t been proposed yet in the computer vision field. 

When a computer vision system performs color extraction, it 
needs to make a color model. There have been many methods 
for the color model making [3]. The employment of 
two-dimensional (2-D) color histogram on the chrominance 
space seems promising for color extraction, since it clearly 

describes the shape of color distribution. Already reported 
technique [4] employs the color histogram with normalized rg 
expression. But it is not very easy to understand the distribution 
intuitively, as it doesn’t match the human sense of color. 

In this paper, we propose a new technique for color detection 
employing the 2-D color histogram on the chrominance space. 
Illumination change of a given environment is also taken into 
account by the employment of an anisotropic Gaussian 
distribution in the modeling of a 2-D color histogram. We 
employ HSV system for color expression because of its 
popularity among computer vision researchers and the similarity 
to human sense. 
 
2. A color  t r acking system 
 

Object tracking systems normally employ shape and texture 
information in order to calculate correlation between successive 
image frames. The reason why the employment of color 
information is not very popular is that it is not robust to 
illumination change. The color information is, however, 
advantageous when a human is searched in an image, because 
the skin color is an intrinsic nature to a human.  

Illumination change occurs gradually in the time lapse of the 
day, but it occurs suddenly, if one turns on or turns off the light 
in the room or goes into a shadow/shade spot from a san light 
spot outdoors. Although both situations should be overcome in 
order to employ color in the tracking, the former is taken into 
consideration in this particular paper.  

We have developed a color tracking system based on a 2-D 
color histogram. It can track a specified color in a room with 
moderate illumination change. It achieves it by acquiring the 
changing color, and updating 2-D color histogram. Overview of 
the system is given in Fig.1. 
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PC Display

Pan-Tilt-Camera Target Object

Video

RS-232C

 
Fig.1 Overview of the developed color tracking system. 

 
 
2.1 A histogram model of color 
 

In the proposed technique, we use a 2-D histogram model 
based on parameter H and S among the HSV color space. Note 
that, both H and S are sampled by the 8bit level. Histogram H I 
of the object area is acquired from the input image by an oval 
window. However, it adds it to the histogram only when S>30 
holds. Moreover, the frequency value of H I is normalized so 
that max(H t)=255. The example of the input image and the 
histogram are shown in Fig.2. 
 
2.2 Update of the histogram model 
 

In the first place, we extract the object area using HI. At this 
time, the density value of the extracted pixel is assumed to be a 
frequency value of HI. As a result, it will have the high-density 
value with a pixel that represents the color of the object. 
Afterwards, the area in the image obtained to update the 
histogram is decided by the following procedure. 

1) The centroid C of the extracted area is calculated. 
2) The edge image is obtained from the input image. 
3) If the extracted area exists in four top and bottom of 

the centroid and right and left directions, it makes a 
starting point there and the extracted area is enhanced. 

4) The width from the centroid of the enhanced area and 
the width in the oval window used with a former 
frame are compared. If it is long,,  is multiplied. If 
it is short,  is multiplied. 

A new histogram HN(t) is acquired from the new oval 
window area decided above. The image which piles up the 
extracted area, the enhanced area and the centroid position to the 
edge image is shown in Fig.3(a) and the new oval area is shown 
in Fig.3(b). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2.3 Limitation of update area with the anisotropic 

Gaussian distribution 
 

The newly acquired HN(t) is added and the histogram is 
updated. However, it is not preferable that the color area which 
is quite different from the area of H I is added. Because there is a 
possibility that the color model of the background area is added. 
It is likely that the color change takes place around the color 
distribution of H I. Then, decentralization of each direction is 
requested in addition based on the color distribution around the 
centroid position of H I. Anisotropic Gaussian distribution H G 
given by Eq.(1) is multiplied to HN(t) as the weight. The update 
calculation of the histogram is defined by Eq.(2). 

)(2 2

22

),( f
SH

G eSHH         (1) 

IGNUU ttt HHHHH )()()1(  (2) 

IU HH )0(                  (3) 

Here HU(t) is a histogram used to extract color at frame t. The 
function fσ(θ) gives the variance dependent on the orientation 
 on the 2-D histogram. 

 
 

128 

128 0 H 

S 

Fig.2 Target image (a) and its histogram (b). 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) (b) 

Fig.3 The extracted area (a) and the oval window (b). 
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3. Experimental results 
 

The results of tracking experiments are shown in Fig.4. 
The tracking object is human clothes. In the experiment, the 
illumination of the room has been made variable. The tracking 
screen, the state of the histogram model and the appearance of 
the enhanced area in each frame are shown at each sample time. 
Note that: 9.0,1.1  

As a result, the proposed system was possible to track the 
object without losing the sight of the object, even if the 
illumination of the room changed. The background area was not 
added to the histogram model when the oval window area in the 
tracking screen included it. This is an effect of the weight 
imposed by the Gaussian distribution. Moreover, more effective 
setting of the oval window has become possible, because it 
enhanced the color extraction area. Therefore, the update of the 
histogram has been achieved with high accuracy. 
 
 
4. Discussion and conclusions 
 

We have proposed a color tracking system employing a 
2-D color histogram under changeable illumination. It is 
possible to update the histogram by adding a new color area that 
change according to the illumination. This suggests that the 
proposed technique is able to track an object in an unknown 
illumination environment. When the illumination change 
becomes larger, an integrated 2-D histogram has a large region 
on the HS plane and this may cause inclusion of various colors 
around the specified color. Then the result of the specified color 
extraction may become worse as it may contain undesirable 
noise. In the proposed technique, the possibility of including the 
undesirable noise is reduced to a large extent by making 
limitation by the Gaussian distribution around the initial color 
distribution. 

Applications of the proposed color tracking system may 
include monitoring a particular person. We know parents dress 
their small child with loud colors, e.g., a red sweater with blue 
pants, so that they can easily find out their child among lots of 
children in a children's park. The present system may be 
employed in place of the parents to monitor their child while 
they are busy chatting. 
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Fig.4 Experimental results. 
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Abstract 
The goal of this research is to develop efficient coconuts 
detection in an image. In this work, two main techniques 
have been used for solving coconuts detection and 
recognition. The first technique comes with the 
separability filter which will obtain the most possible 
points to be the coconut candidates. Next, Hough 
transform (HT) has been applied to the extracted points by 
the separability filter. This Hough transform has been 
widely applied to extract analytical features such as circles, 
lines and ellipses. The Hough transform method and 
several modified versions have been known as robust 
techniques for curve detection. In this research the 
modified version of the HT is used to detect the circular 
regions. The Circular Hough Transform (CHT) is a 
modified version of HT that will use the edge information 
to minimize the computational requirement of the HT.  
 
Keywords: separability filter, Circular Hough Transform, 
edge detection, mathematical morphology 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Coconut is known in scientific as coco nucifera and is a 
member of Family Arecaceae (palm family). Coconut is 
an important plant in the lives and economies of people 
in South East Asia like Burma, Indonesia, Philippines 
and Malaysia. In Malaysia, coconut is planted either for 
personal use or commercialize. There are varieties of 
commercial coconut that had been planted in Malaysia 
such as Malayan Tall (MT), Malayan yellow Dwarf 
(MYD), Malayan Green Dwarf (MGD), Rennel Tall, 
Malayan Red Dwarf (MRD) and Pandan.  Coconut 
provides almost all necessities of life like food, drink, oil, 
medicine, timber, thatch, mats, fuel and domestic utensils. 
For a good reason, it has been called the “tree of heaven” 
and “tree of life”. A 40 year old palm typically attains a 

height of 20-22m and an 80 year old palm may attain a 
height of 35-40m. Due to the increasing usage of coconut, 
new method had to be explored to assist the coconut 
gripping process. In this research, automatic coconut 
recognition has been done to assist the coconut gripping. 
Two techniques had been considered to solve the 
detection and recognition process, the separability filter 
and the CHT. The separability filter was introduced by 
Fukui [1] and had been used in iris detection. Meanwhile 
the CHT is a kind of HT that can extract circular objects 
from an image. The CHT had been used in several 
researches in detecting fingertips position, automatic ball 
recognition, and iris detection for face recognition [2-3]. 
The application of the two techniques for the coconut 
detection is the main contribution of this research. Figure 
1 shows the block diagram of the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Coconut recognition system 

 
2 Detecting method 
 
Images used in this paper have 320 pixels wide and 240 
pixels high. The input image is in gray scale using 
portable gray map (PGM) file format. The image had to 
be enhanced using histogram equalization. Histogram 
equalization tends to increase the contrast of the image. 
Histogram equalization produced a better result for 
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region-based feature extraction. Then, the image 
segmentation is done. In this segmentation step, the edge 
detection and mathematical morphology had been 
employed. The edge detection process is very important 
as the edge information will be used by the CHT 
technique. There are lots of edge detectors that can be 
used. Canny edge detector has been employed to the 
image and Canny can give thin edge compared to Sobel 
[4]. Beside that, the opening and closing morphology are 
employed to minimize the points to apply the template 
matching. The closing tends to close small gaps and 
removes much of the white pixel noise, giving a fairly 
clean image. Opening on the other hand tends to open 
small gaps or spaces between touching objects in an 
image. The closing has been applied first then the 
opening. The closing ‘close’ small gaps and make the 
region is clearly seen but it still consist lots of 
unnecessary information. Then, the opening took place. 
The opening will eliminate some of the unwanted 
information.   
 
After the segmentation process, both the proposed 
techniques are applied. The separability filter, describe in 
section 2.1 had been applied to the image to obtain the 
most possible coconut coordinates.  
 
The CHT has explained in section 2.2, is applied to image 
after the separability technique had been employed. When 
using the CHT, the radius r is known in advanced because 
of the coconut’s shape is peculiar feature by each other, so 
the radius r can be treated as known parameter. In this 
work, the radii for the coconut largeness have been set to 
30, 40 and 50 pixels. 
  
2.1 Separability filter  
 
The separability filter is a template-based method. The 
proposed technique will place the template of figure 2 at 
each point (xi,yi) and  then compute the separability 
between the two regions R1 and R2 in the template with 
size r. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: circle template to detect coconut candidate 
 

The circle give the local maxima of the separability η  is 
selected as the best possible coconut candidates. 
 
 
2.2 Circular Hough Transform 
 
The HT and several modified versions have been 
recognized as robust techniques for curve detection. This 
method can detect object even polluted by noise. The 
CHT was sketched by Duda et al [5]. The CHT is one of 
the modified versions of the HT. The CHT aims to find 
circular patterns within an image. The CHT is used to 
transform a set of feature points in the image space into a 
set of accumulated votes in a parameter space. Then, for 
each feature point, votes are accumulated in an 
accumulator array for all parameter combinations. The 
array elements that contain the highest number of votes 
indicate the presence of the shape. A circle pattern is 
described by Equation 1 

 
( ) ( ) 22

0
2

0 ryyxx pp =−+−    (1)
                                                                                               

where and  are the coordinates of the center and 0x 0y r  
is the radius of the circle. An example of conventional 
CHT is shown in figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: The contribution of the edge points to the 
accumulator space 

1/4r 

r

 R1 
The black circles indicate a set edge points within the 
image. Each edge point contributes a circle of radius R to 
an output accumulator space indicated by the grey circles. 
The output accumulator space has a peak where these 
contributed circles overlap at the center of the original 
circle. Modification to the CHT has been widely 
implemented to either increase the detection rate or 
reduce its computational complexity [6-8]. In this work, 
the edge orientation information is used to increase the 
CHT performance. This method was fist proposed by 
Kimme et al [6]. The use of the edge orientation 
information limits the possible positions of the center for 
each edge point. Using this method, only an arc needs to 

R2 
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be plotted perpendicular to the edge orientation at a 
distance R from the edge point. 
 
3.0 Result 
 
The best template moving is 20 pixels to the right and 20 
pixels down. The graph below has summarized the 
detection rate of 25 images that has been tested. The best 
template moving is 20 pixels with the highest percentage 
96 % is as shown in figure 4 and tabulated as in table 1. 
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Figure 4: the best pixel for template moving 

 
Table 1: percentage of the tested template moving 

 
Pixel Percent 

10 88 
15 80 
20 96 
25 80 
30 80 

 
To validate the both techniques, 30 images have been 
tested. For now, maximum voting to detect the presence 
of circular shape for the CHT technique is selected 
manually for each image. Summarized result for the 
tested images as shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: the detection rate for 30 images 

 
It has been tested for 30 images and detected 86.67% of 
coconut location. The successful detections are shown in 
figure 6-9. The error occurred when the image that had 
been captured is far from the coconut palm. 
 

 
Figure 6: coconut detection with maximum voting= 55 

 

 
Figure 7: coconut detection with maximum voting=65 

 

 
Figure 8: coconut detection with maximum voting=71 

 

 
Figure 9: coconut detection with maximum voting=68 

 
As discussed above, the coconut largeness had been 
fixed from 30-50 pixels. If the image taken from far, the 
coconut image tends to be small and difficult to be 
detected as shown in figure 10. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze neural spike dynamics of a

double feedback neural unit (DFNU). An essential empha-
sis of the DFNU is not only on its simple formulations that
can provide quantitative analytic results, but also on phys-
iological plausibility of the dynamics that is comparable
to that of Hodgkin-Huxley’s model. The results suggest
that a proportional coding of neural information on firing
frequency may not be always reasonable due to sensitivity
to noisy inputs especially for low-frequency neural firings.
On the other hand, high-frequency firings are relatively ap-
propriate for a neural informational carrier due to the reli-
ability and robustness to noisy inputs.

1 Introduction

A typical engineering neural network deals with non-
spiking or analog signals as the medium of informational
communication. In the nervous system, neural spikes are
used as the medium of communication instead of the ana-
log signals. Neural spikes can therefore be the essential
element of the mechanism for communication in brain [1].
Thus, analyzing the dynamics of the neural network with
pulse sequence is one of the approaches to investigate the
mechanism of neural signal transmission, and to construct
a biologically-plausible model of nervous systems.

Various models that include Hodgkin-Huxley’s (H-H)
model [2] and pulse-coupled neural networks [3] have been
designed to take advantage of neural spikes. Although be-
havior of these models are physiologically plausible, it is
often very hard to analyze the models’ dynamics due to
their structural and dynamical complexity. Thus, it is diffi-
cult to design and control the dynamics as well.

To overcome this problem, we have proposed a dou-
ble feedback neural unit (DFNU) [4]. An advantage of
the proposed DFNU is that the dynamics is not only suf-
ficiently physiologically plausible, but also analyzable due
to its simple formulations. We then conduct qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the firing dynamics of the DFNU in
this paper. The results suggest some new aspects that the

neural information may not be always carried by the firing
frequency due to sensitivity to noisy inputs.

2 Double feedback neural unit

The DFNU is a model to generate pulse sequences,
based on a dynamic neural unit (DNU) [5], and represented
by the following difference equations with discrete time
n = 1, 2, . . .

s(n+ 1) = y(n) + αs(n) (1)
y(n) = f (u(n)− s(n)) (2)

where u(n) and y(n) represent the input and output of the
DFNU, respectively. s(n) denotes the internal feedback
state variable and α, 0 < α < 1, is a decreasing rate of the
feedback. f is the following nonlinear sigmoidal function
with a slant β

f(x) =
1

1 + exp(−βx)
The block diagram of DFNU is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
paper, 0 ≤ u < 1, α = 0.6, and β = 1.0 × 105 unless
otherwise specified. For such slant value, the sigmoidal
function is a step function approximately. In this case, from
(2), the output y = 1 only when the input u is larger than

ã

P

P

Self-feedback

Dynamics

+

+

+

Ä

u(n)
s(n) s(n+1)

ãs(n)

f(:)

y(n)zÄ1

Figure 1: Block diagram of the DFNU given by (1) and (2).
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Figure 2: A stable pattern with k firings of inter-
vals (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) steps, Tj ∈ {T, T + 1}, j =
1, 2, . . . , k, T ∈ {2, 3, . . .}.
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Figure 3: The average firing interval Ta as a function of the
constant input u.

the state variable s, otherwise y = 0. That is, the DFNU
fires only if u > s.

Previous work [6] showed that the firing dynamics of
DFNUs with constant inputs becomes stable after progress
of enough time, namely, firing patterns of DFNUs con-
verge. A generic stable firing intervals are combinations
of intervals T and (T + 1) steps with k firings as shown
in Fig. 2. Here, the interval, T ∈ {2, 3, . . .}, and the num-
ber of firings within the stable pattern, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, are
changed depended on the input u and the parameter α in
(1). Although the firing dynamics of DFNU is dominated
by the parameter α, a qualitative relation between the aver-
age firing interval Ta =

∑k
i=1 Ti/k and the input u is not

changed regardless of α. Figure 3 shows a typical relation
between Ta and u.

3 Analysis of firing dynamics

3.1 Formulation of DFNU’s internal state for
constant inputs

For simplicity, let us consider a simple firing pattern of
k = 1 with constant firing periods T ∈ {2, 3, . . .}. Noting
that the output y = 0 when the DFNU does not fire, the
state variable s(n+1) = αs(n) from (1). Since 0 < α < 1,
s decrease every step in this case. In the stable state, the
state s thus takes a peak value spT at one-step after the
firing, and after that it decrease until the next firing. That
is, letting n = 1 denote a discrete time at one-step after a
firing, the state s(1) = spT . At the next step n = 2, the
state s(2) = y(1) + αs(1) = αs(1) since y(1) = 0 in (1)
if the neuron does not fire. Similarly, the states s(T ) at the
next firing and s(T − 1) at one-step before the next firing
are given as

s(T − 1) = y(T − 2) + αs(T − 2) = αT−2spT (3)
s(T ) = y(T − 1) + αs(T − 1) = αT−1spT (4)

In the stable state, the state at one-step after the next
firing is also the same peak value spT . Thus, s(T + 1) =
spT . On the other hand, s(T + 1) = 1 + αT spT since the
output at the next firing y(T ) = 1 in (1). Therefore, the
peak value of the state can be given by

spT =
1

1− αT
(5)

3.2 Design of firing patterns

Let us consider a constant input u for generating neural
spikes with a stable firing period T . For this purpose, the
state at a firing, s(T ) for example, must be less than the
input u, and the state at one-step before the firing, s(T−1),
must be larger than the input u. Therefore, from (3)–(5),

αT−1

1− αT
< u <

αT−2

1− αT
(6)

4 Noise resistance of neural spikes

In digital communication by using pulse signals, com-
munication can be robust to distortion of the pulse shape
since the information may not be carried by the pulse
shape, but encoded on whether the pulse exists or not at
that moment. Physiological aspects of the signal transmis-
sion at synaptic connections also suggest that the neural
information is not carried by the pulse shape, but by the
pulse frequency (period) [5].
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On the other hand, a relatively simple firing pattern re-
quires the input with extremely great accuracy for biolog-
ical information [4]. In order to generate more complex
firing patterns such as chaotic ones, the input with infinite
great accuracy may be needed. Even if the great accuracy
can be realized, such systems are too sensitive to noise [7].
In other words, if the pulse frequency by which the neural
signal may be transmitted is sensitive to noise, the neural
communication system is not robust to noise even the neu-
ral communication through spike signals is robust to dis-
tortion of the pulse shape.

4.1 Analysis of noise-resistance of neural spike
signals

Using the theory derived in the previous section, we will
now analyze robustness of spike signals to noisy inputs by
evaluating the input accuracy required for generating a de-
sired firing pattern. For simplicity, let T be a constant pe-
riod of the stable firing pattern with k = 1. In this case,
from the condition in (6)

1
α2(α−T − 1)

> u (7)

and

u >
1

α(α−T − 1)
(8)

Noting that 0 < α < 1 and thus a ≡ 1/(logα) < 0, then
from (7)

T < a logα2u− a log(1 + α2u) (9)

Since −a > 0 and 0 < log(1 + α2u) < log(1 + α2) for
0 < u < 1

T < a log u+ 2− a log(1 + α2) (10)

Similarly, from (8), by using the relation α−T − 1 < α−T

T > a log u+ 1 (11)

Finally, from (10) and (11)

a log u+ 1 < T < a log u+ 2− a log(1 + α2) (12)

Letting 1 < b < 2− a log(1 +α2), the firing period T can
be given as the following logarithmic function of input u.

T = a log u+ b (13)

From (13), dT/du = a/u. Note that the differential co-
efficient of the function is in inverse proportion to the input
u. In other words, neural spikes of a relatively larger period

or lower frequency generated by a smaller input are sensi-
tive to the input noise, while spikes of the smaller period
(higher frequency) are relatively robust to the noise.

Since firing outputs are inputs to other neurons, the sen-
sitivity to noise suggests that neural information uniformly
encoded on a wide band of the firing frequency from high
to low is not always reasonable. This implies that a propor-
tional expression of neural information by using the firing
frequency or period may not be appropriate for the model
of neural communication, although such proportional en-
coding has been widely used in many engineering neural
models. A manner of neural communication that is robust
to noisy environments seems to be more plausible as im-
portant control signals for life to survive.

4.2 Plausibility of DFNU’s dynamics

The hypothesis that a proportional encoding of the neu-
ral information by using the firing frequency is not always
reasonable is derived from the analytic results of DFNU’s
dynamics, instead of real neural dynamics. It is thus im-
portant to verify how much the DFNU’s dynamics is phys-
iologically plausible. For this purpose, we will compare
the DFNU’s dynamics with that of H-H model [2] as the
most familiar and physiologically plausible model of real
neurons.

By conducting simple simulations, we can find that fir-
ing intervals of the H-H model become smaller as the input
to the model is larger [4]. This is summarized in Fig. 4
illustrating the average firing interval Ta as a function of
the input’s amplitude Ia. Note that comparing Fig. 4 with
Fig. 3, the qualitative relation between the average firing
interval and input amplitude is the same. That is, (i) the
relation is not in inverse proportion, namely, the firing fre-
quency is not proportional to the input, and (ii) a larger in-
terval or lower frequency of firings is relatively more sensi-
tive to the input amplitude than a smaller interval or higher
frequency.

Since H-H model is a continuous time system while the
DFNU model is a discrete time system, we need a quan-
titative relation between these two models to compare the
models with each other. For simplicity, let us consider con-
stant firing periods T as calculated in Section 3.1. In this
case, the average firing period is T , and thus let T denote
the average period of the DFNU to discriminate between
T of the DFNU and Ta of H-H model. Supposing that
(Ia, Ta) � (30, 10) in Fig. 4 of H-H model corresponds to
(u, T ) = (0.2, 5) in Fig. 3 of the DFNU model,

T = Ta/2, u = Ia/150 (14)
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Figure 4: The average firing interval Ta as a function of the
input amplitude Ia.

Substituting α = 0.6 and (14) into (12),

−3.915 log Ia + 21.62 < Ta < −3.915 log Ia + 24.82
(15)

On the other hand, an approximate equation derived from
Fig. 4 is as follows.

Ta = −3.90 log Ia + 23.5 (16)

In spite of DFNU’s simple formulations that do not in-
clude detailed and explicit membrane dynamics consisting
of several ionic channels represented in H-H model, both
relations between the average period and the input are al-
most equal.

From this point of view, the simple DFNU model, ex-
plaining the logarithmic relation between the average firing
period and the input of the H-H model, is physiologically
plausible. We can therefore expect that the analytic results
of the proposed model can estimate quantitative behavior
of the H-H model and real neuron’s dynamics. A new neu-
ron model based on the results reported in this paper will
be presented at the conference.

5 Conclusions

We have studied dynamics of the DFNU. Using the sim-
ple formulations of the DFNU, we have conducted quan-
titative analysis of the model. Comparing the DFNU’s
dynamics to that of H-H model as the most familiar and
physiologically plausible model of real neurons, it has
been shown that dynamics of DFNU is also physiologically
plausible.

Note that although most engineering analog neurons
assume a proportional relation between inputs and firing

frequency, the analytic results reported in this paper sug-
gest different coding of the neural information that is more
plausible from the viewpoint of noise-resistance of neural
spikes as important control signals for life to survive. Us-
ing the results presented in this paper, we can develop a
novel informational processing tool that is robust to noisy
environments.
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Abstract 
Exploration is an important factor that influences the performance in reinforcement learning, and random factors are 
usually used to realize it.  However, the exploration that real lives are doing does not seem just random actions, but 
seems a kind of deterministic and intelligent actions using their knowledge and considering the context.  In this paper, 
the author tries to explain such explorations as a deterministic behavior and propounds a novel approach that effective 
exploration is acquired by reinforcement learning.  It is shown that an agent with a recurrent neural network trained 
based on reinforcement learning becomes to explore effectively to some extent in some simple problems. 
Keywords: exploration, reinforcement learning, recurrent neural network, context 

 
1. Introduction 

Reinforcement learning is an autonomous and 
purposive learning based on reward and punishment by 
trial and error.  The trial and error is usually called 
“exploration” and it is an important factor that has a 
large influence on the performance of reinforcement 
learning.  Usually, it is realized by stochastic action 
selections using random numbers, such as -greedy or 
Boltzmann selection[1].  However it is difficult to 
decide the ratio of the random factors in the action 
selection due to the “exploration-exploitation dilemma”. 

This research was triggered by the simple questions 
as “Do we take stochastic actions?” and “Is there a 
random number generator in our brain?”  For example, 
if we are put in an unknown maze, we try not to pass the 
same way as we have already passed, and try to imagine 
a two-dimensional map in our brain.  In other words, we 
explore the maze using the knowledge we have and 
considering the context.  When we are at a branch, we 
don’t move our fingers, jump, or go to the midway of 
the two paths, and choose one of the two paths.  From 
this fact, our “exploration” is not just random actions, 
but seems very intelligent actions.  When we don’t have 
any idea about which way we should go, we sometimes 
shoot a dice.  However, even in such a situation, the 
decision itself can be considered to be deterministic.  

Against the above interpretation, the following 
discussions can be accepted.  One of them is that that is 
the result of a stochastic action selection with a high 
probability for the action with a high action value after 
representing appropriate action values using knowledge 
and/or context.  Another is that the exploration is not 
done at each actuator level, but is the result of the 
stochastic action selection on higher abstracted space.  
Actually, abstraction of action space has been discussed 
as temporal abstraction[2]. 

It is certainly difficult to deny the possibility of the 
existence of stochastic action selection.  However, there 
seems no rational reason why stochastic action selection 
must be employed except for “the concern that an agent 
cannot explore all the unknown states without stochastic 
factors” or “easiness of statistical analysis”.  When our 
“exploration” mentioned above is considered, it is 
thought that exploration can be realized without 
stochastic factors.  If exploration is a result of 

deterministic decision making, it is considered as one of 
the actions in a wide meaning.  Then it is expected that 
appropriate explorations can be learned through 
experiences as well as the other functions.  The author 
has been thinking that the reinforcement learning is 
useful not only for the learning of actions but for the 
learning of a variety of functions including recognition 
and memory, and plays an important role in the 
emergence of our intelligence as living creatures[3].   

According to the above discussion, in this paper, 
based on the hypothesis that “exploration” by real lives 
is not realized by stochastic action selections, but a kind 
of deterministic ones, it is propounded that the actions 
that can be interpreted as exploration are acquired by 
reinforcement learning.  However, since the learning 
without using random number generator is another 
ongoing research subject, this paper is focused only on 
the acquisition of non-random exploration and random 
numbers are used for learning.  Since context is useful 
to realize effective “exploration” as mentioned above, a 
recurrent neural network is used[4].  Two kinds of very 
simple tasks are picked up, and the acquisition of 
exploration behavior is examined.  In one of them, the 
goal cannot be known explicitly, but effective 
exploration using knowledge and context is required. 
The other task is mainly focused on the acquisition of 
knowledge by explorations. 
 
2. Learning 

Here, Elman-type recurrent neural network whose 
hidden outputs are fed back to the input layer at the next 
time step is employed as the most general recurrent 
neural network.  The present observation signals st  are 
the input of the network.  The number of output neurons 
is the same as the number of actions, and each output is 
used as Q value for the corresponding action.  After 
forward computation of the output for the previous input 
signals, the training signal Qs,at 1

for the Q value of the 
previous action Qat 1

(st 1)  is generated autonomously 
based on Sarsa algorithm[1] as 

Qs,at 1
= rt + Qat

(st )  (1) 

where r  is a given reward and  is a discount factor.  
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The training signal is given only to the corresponding 
output, and the network is trained by BPTT (Back 
Propagation Through Time)[5].  The output function 
used in the hidden and output layer is the sigmoid 
function whose value ranges from -0.5 to 0.5, so the 
output of the network after adding 0.4 is used as Q value, 
and the training signal is used after subtracting 0.4 from 
the signal generated by Eq. (1). 

The learning is done independently for each episode 
(trial). Before each episode, all the hidden outputs are 
reset to 0.0, and all the Q values after reaching a goal 
are 0.0.  When the agent reaches the goal, it can get a 
reward r = 0.8, and otherwise r = 0.0 always. 
 
3. Simulation 
3.1 Exploration on branch situation 

At first, the branch situation is simulated in which 
only one of two marked states among many states is the 
real goal, but there are no information about which is 
the real one between the two marked states.  As shown 
in Fig. 1, an agent is located at the center of the 5x5 grid 
world, and two landmarks are put randomly on two 
states on the four sides of the world.  The real goal is 
chosen randomly from the two marked states, but the 
agent does not know that.  The two points that should be 
observed are whether the agent can go to one of the 
marked states by its intention and also whether the agent 
can change its moving direction after reaching the state 
and finding that it is not the real goal.  

The agent can choose one of the four actions, moving 
up, right, down, and left, and the state transition is 
deterministic.  If the agent hits against a wall, it stays at 
the same state. The agent can observe whether the state 
is marked or not for each of 9x9 grid world whose 
center is fixed at the agent location.  This enables the 
agent to catch the both landmarks wherever the agent 
exists.  The input signals to the network are 9x9=81 
binary signals.  The neural network has three layers, and 
the number of hidden neurons is 20.  The maximum 
time steps traced back through time for BPTT is 30.  
-greedy is used as stochastic action selection during 

learning.   is fixed at 0.1 and discount factor  is 0.92.  
The initial weight for each hidden-output connection is 
0.0 and that for each non-feedback input-hidden 
connection is chosen randomly from -0.5 to 0.5.  For the 
self-feedback connections, the initial weight is 4.0, 

while that for the other feedback connections is 0.0.  
The learning constant for BPTT is 0.2. 

At the early phase of the learning, even though the 
agent reached one marked state, it was difficult to go 
toward the other marked state.  Sometimes it took 
several thousands of steps to reach the real goal, but the 
number decreased as the learning progressed.  After 
learning of 100000 episodes, the agent still failed to 
reach the goal for 5 combinations of real and fake goal 
locations, but it successfully reached the real goal 251 
combinations among the total of 256 combinations.  

Successful sample behaviors for 4 combinations are 
shown in Fig. 2.  It is seen that the agent heads to one of 
the marked states at first, and then after finding the state 
is not the real goal, it changes its moving direction to 
the other marked state even though one redundant action 
is seen just after reaching the first marked state in the 
case of Fig. 2 (a) (b).  In these cases, the distance from 
the center to each marked state is the same with each 
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Fig. 2  The behaviors after learning.  ‘G’ indicates the 
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Fig. 1 The task in which there are two landmarks of 

goal, but no information about which is the 
real goal.  
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other, but when one of the marked state was moved 
closer to the center, it visited to the closer marked place 
at first as shown in Fig. 2 (c) (d) with some exceptions. 

Fig. 3 shows the change of the maximum Q value 
and the output of one hidden neuron in one trial for the 
both cases of Fig. 2 (a) and (b).  It is seen that the 
maximum Q value increased as the agent approached to 
the marked place, but once it found the marked state 
was not the real goal, the Q value went down.  However, 
it increased again as the agent approached to the other 
marked state.  In the case of Fig. 2 (a), it passed on the 
state (2,4) twice, and the observation is completely the 
same between before and after reaching the fake goal at 
the state (4,4).  Nevertheless, the Q value on the state 
(2,4) is 0.54 for the right move and 0.45 for the left 
move before reaching the fake goal, while it changes to 
0.42 for the right move and 0.50 for the left move.  This 
means that the recurrent network extracted and kept the 
information that the first marked state was the fake goal, 
and the network reflected the information to the Q value.  
The hidden neuron in Fig. 3 (b) took the value around 
0.0 at first, but once it reached the fake goal, the value 
went down around -0.4. For the other combination of 
the marked states, the same tendency can be seen in this 
neuron.  It can be considered that the neuron is 
representing the passing of the fake goal. 

 
3.2 Exploration without information of goal location 

A mouse in a maze explores effectively without any 
information about food location.  There appears to be a 
problem whether such exploration behavior can be 
acquired by reinforcement learning.  Then this section is 
focused on the exploration without information of goal 
location, and it is examined whether actions that can be 
called as exploration can be acquired through learning. 

As shown in Fig. 4, five 2x2 mazes are prepared.  
Four of them have one wall inside, and the other has no 
walls.  One of the five is chosen randomly at every trial, 
and the agent is located randomly at one of four states.  
The agent can take one of the five actions each of which 
is move to one of the four directions or stay at the same 
state.  The state transition is deterministic and if the 
agent chooses the action to move against a wall, it stays 
at the same state.  A total of 17 observation signals can 
be divided into four kinds.  The first four signals 
indicate whether a wall exists in one of the four 
directions, and other eight signals indicate whether the 
goal exists at each of eight neighbor states.  The other 5 
signals indicate the previous action that is one of the 
five actions.  Each signal is binary signal and is put into 
the recurrent network.  At the beginning of a trial, all 
the observation signals representing previous actions are 
0.  Action selection method is -greedy and  is 0.1 at 
the beginning of learning, and is gradually decreased to 
0.0 by a constant value until the end of the learning.  
This means that the agent selects its action greedy at the 
end of the learning.  The number of layers in the 
network is four and each of which has 17 (except for the 
feedback input), 20, 10, 5 neurons respectively from the 
input layer to the output layer.  All the outputs of the 

upper hidden neurons are also the input at the next time 
step together with the 17 external input signals.  The 
network is trained by BPTT with the training signal as 
Eq. (1).  The number of time steps traced back to the 
past is 10 here.  The initial weight value is 0.0 for all the 
connections from the upper hidden layer to the output 
layer, and that for the other connections is chosen 
randomly from -1.0 to 1.0.  The discount factor  is 0.9 
and learning rate for BPTT is 0.2. 

The goal appears randomly one of the three states 
where the agent does not exist after three state 
transitions by the agent action.  For example, if the 
agent is located initially at (0, 0) and no wall is detected, 
it cannot identify whether the maze is (a), (b) or (e).  
Accordingly, unless it moves, it cannot know whether it 
should go up or right when the goal appears on the 
diagonal state (1, 1).  However, if the agent moves 
beforehand and identifies the maze, it can go to the 
correct direction even though the goal appears on the 
diagonal state.  Furthermore, if the agent exists at the 
next of the inner wall when the goal appears, it has to 
move three times to reach the goal if the goal was put 
behind the inner wall.  Accordingly, it should be on a 
state that is not next to the inner wall just before the 
appearance of the goal and should remember where is 
the inner wall.    

The average time steps from the appearance of the 
goal for 1000 trials after 100000 trials of learning is 
1.35 for the four-layer Elman network case, 1.55 for 
three-layer Elman network case, and 1.57 for four-layer 
regular network case.  The optimal number of expected 
steps is 1.33.  The behavior of the agent using four-layer 
Elman network is shown in Fig. 5.  In this figure, the 
initial agent location is (0, 0), and a thick arrow or point 
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Fig. 4  Five 2x2 mazes used in the simulation 
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Fig. 5 Acquired exploration behaviors before and after 

the goal appears. 
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indicates the action before the appearance of the goal, 
and a thin line indicates the action after the goal 
appeared on the diagonal state of the agent.  In all the 
cases, the agent existed on the state that is not next to 
the inner wall after some actions before the appearance 
of the goal, and when the goal appeared on the diagonal 
state, it could go to the way that the inner wall did not 
block.  Comparing with (a) and (b), the agent went up to 
(0, 1) at first, and then returned to (0, 0) in the both 
cases, but the third action is to go right in the case of (a), 
while to go up in the case of (b) even though the 
observation signals are the same between them.  This 
means that the recurrent network memorized whether 
the inner wall existed or not on the state (0, 1), and the 
memorized information was reflected to the third action. 

Finally, in order to examine whether the state value 
increases by knowing the maze shape and it promotes 
the exploration behaviors, the maze shape is made to be 
more complicated and the sight of the goal is 
completely deprived.  Here, the shape of 3x3 maze such 
as shown in Fig. 6 is decided randomly at every trial, 
and the agent is put on the center of the maze.  The goal 
is also located randomly, but the agent cannot know the 
location.  The agent’s observation has eight signals.  
Four of them represent the wall presence in each of 4 
directions, and the other four represent the previous 
action.  The Elman network has three layers, and the 
number of hidden neurons is 30.  The initial weight 
values are the same as in the previous simulation.  The 
learning rate for BPTT is 0.01, and the number of time 
steps traced back to the past is truncated at 30 steps.   
in the -greedy is 0.1, and the discount factor  is 0.9. 

Fig. 6 shows the learning result.  Even though the 
maze shape changes randomly at every trial, the 
exploration behavior to go everywhere effectively can 
be obtained as shown in the figure with some exceptions.  
In this case, since there is certainly a goal in the maze, if 
exploration progresses and the number of non-visited 
states becomes small, the possibility to reach the goal at 
the next time step becomes large when it goes to a 
non-visited state.  Accordingly, it is expected that the 
recurrent network learns the fact, and the maximum Q 
value that is the state value increases gradually 
according to the progress of exploration.  However, the 
increase of the Q value could not be observed. 

Then the goal location was limited at one of four 
corners.  The learning of exploration behavior could not 
be obtained.  For example, in the case of Fig. 6 (a), if 
the goal is located on one random state on the four sides, 
there is a possibility to reach the goal whatever direction 
the agent goes to.  However, if the goal is located only 
on one of the four corners, there is no possibility to 
reach the goal at the next time step from the center of 
the maze.  That might be the reason that the agent could 
not learn an appropriate exploration behavior such that 
the agent goes to the left since it has been to the right 
before.  If the recurrent network memorizes the 
information about all the visited states in the maze, a 
proper state value function might be obtained.  The 
recurrent network is difficult to learn the function of a 

counter or multiple state transitions.  The problem might 
be originated from the learning ability of the recurrent 
network.  However, hereafter, more detailed analysis is 
necessary to know the cause correctly. 

 
4. Conclusion 

It is propounded that by not treating “exploration” in 
reinforcement learning as simple stochastic actions but 
treating it as a kind of intended actions, effective 
“exploration” is acquired by reinforcement learning.  
This idea was introduced in the task that the goal 
information is not clear and also in the task in which 
“exploration” is required with no information about the 
goal location, and effective “exploration” can be 
obtained to some extent by reinforcement learning. 

It is thought that this idea is deeply relating to the 
temporal and spatial “abstraction” and also to the 
“curiosity” that has a possibility to make actions emerge 
without reward.  It is desired to construct a system to 
explain these items consistently. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a new hierarchical reinforce-

ment learning (RL) algorithm to speed up learning,
to make it more robust to hidden states, and to han-
dle non-deterministic problems. This on-line RL algo-
rithm is called SSS(λ), which extended Sun and Ses-
sions’s original Self-Segmentation of Sequences (SSS)
algorithm using eligibility traces. SSS(λ) is compared
with HQ-learning, which is a hierarchical RL algo-
rithm proposed by Wiering and Schmidhuber, for par-
tially observable navigation tasks. The results of ex-
tensive simulations demonstrate that SSS(λ) is clearly
outperforming HQ-learning.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a general frame-
work for describing learning problems in which an au-
tonomous agent learns strategies for interacting with
its environment[1]. A key assumption underlying
many studies on RL is that the agent-environment in-
teraction can be viewed as Markov decision processes
(MDPs). In many domains, e.g., in mobile robotics,
in multi-agent and distributed control environments,
etc., however, it will not be possible for the agent to
have perfect and complete perception of the state of
the environment. This problem is also referred to as
the problem of incomplete perception, perceptual alias-
ing, or hidden state. And their problem can be for-
mulated as partially observable Markov decision pro-
cesses (POMDPs). In POMDPs, the mapping from
the set of environmental states to a finite set of obser-
vations is not one-to-one. Therefore, different environ-
mental states may be in the same observation. Recent
research on hidden state RL problems has been con-
centrated on overcoming partial observability by using
memory of previous actions and observations to disam-
biguate the current state[2]. Such methods, however,
require huge computational burden, and so result in
very limited applicability.

To reduce the computational complexity, several
hierarchical approaches for RL have been proposed.
Wiering and Schmidhuber have presented the interest-
ing method, called HQ-learning[3]. In HQ-learning, a
non-Markovian task is automatically decomposed into
simpler subtasks that can be solved by multiple Q
agents. Sun and Sessions have proposed a more gen-
eral algorithm, called Self-Segmentation of Sequences
(SSS) algorithm[4]. The SSS algorithm segments ac-
tion sequences to reduce non-Markovian temporal de-
pendencies and to create hierarchical structures based
on reinforcement received during task execution.

In this paper, we propose a new hierarchical RL
algorithm to speed up learning, to make it more ro-
bust to hidden states, and to handle non-deterministic
problems. This on-line RL algorithm is called SSS(λ),
which extended the SSS algorithm using eligibility
traces. Compared with HQ-learning, it is demon-
strated that SSS(λ) can outperform in a partially ob-
servable navigation task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the bases of reinforcement learn-
ing. Section 3 reviews the proposed SSS(λ) algorithm.
Section 4 describes the empirical results. Finally, sec-
tion 5 concludes this paper.

2 Reinforcement Learning

At each time step t(∈ 0, 1, 2, ...), the agent observes
its environmental state, st ∈ S, where S is the set
of possible states, and selects an action, at ∈ A(st),
where A(st) is the set of actions available in state st.
As a consequence of its action, the agent receives a
scalar reinforcement signal, referred as reward, rt ∈ R.
One time step later, the agent observes a new state,
st+1.The aim of the agent, based on its experience
with the environment, is to find a strategy or an op-
timal policy for choosing actions that maximizes the
expected discounted reward E{∑∞

t=0 γ
trt}, where γ is

a parameter, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, called the discount factor. Q-
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learning, TD(λ), and Sarsa are widely known as the
RL algorithms.

The Sarsa(λ) algorithm is multi-step version of
the Sarsa. In Sarsa(λ), on experiencing transition
< st, at, rt, st+1, at+1 >, where at+1 is the selected ac-
tion in st+1, the following updates are performed in
order:

η(s, ai) ←
{

1, for ai = at

0, for all ai �= at
(1)

δ = rt + γQ(st+1, at+1) −Q(st, at), (2)

for all si and ai

Q(si, ai) ← Q(si, ai) + αδη(si, ai), (3)
η(si, ai) ← γλη(si, ai), (4)

where α (0 < α ≤ 1) is the learning rate, η(s, a) is
the eligibility trace function, and λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is the
eligibility factor.

3 SSS(λ) Algorithm

The SSS algorithm involves three types of learning
modules:

• Individual action module Q: Each discovers a lo-
cal control policy,

• Individual controller CQ: For each Q module,
there is a corresponding controller CQ. Each CQ
learns whether the Q module should continue its
control or give up the control,

• Abstract controller AQ: It performs and learns
abstract control action, that is, selects which
Q module should be taken under given circum-
stances.

Behavior of a 2-level SSS agent which has one
higher-level controller AQ and three pairs of Q/CQ
modules is demonstrated as an example (Fig.1). The
agent operates as follows: when the system first starts,
AQ decides which Q/CQ module should be taken over
next from a starting state (Q1/CQ1 is chosen in Fig.1);
at a given time, only one pair of Q/CQ can be active;
when the CQ selects continue, the active Q will select
an action with regard to the current state that will be
affected with the environment and thus receive rein-
forcement from the environment; conversely, when the
CQ selects end, the active Q relinquishes its control,
and the control is returned to AQ, which will decide
which Q/CQ module should be taken over next from
the current point; this procedure then is repeated in
the same way.

In order to speed up learning, we extend the orig-
inal SSS algorithm using eligibility traces. This new
algorithm is called SSS(λ)[5]. The 2-level SSS(λ) al-
gorithm is listed below (we use k to denote the ab-
stract action at the higher-level and the pair of active
controllers simultaneously).

- Initialize Q, CQ, and AQ

- Repeat (for each trial)

- ηQ, ηCQ, and ηAQ are initialized to zero

- Observe s

- k ← AQ (AQ selects Q/CQ from s), s̃ ← s

- a ← Qk (Qk selects an action from s)

- Repeat (for each step of trial)

- Take action a, observe r, s′

- ca′ ← CQk (CQk selects continue or end from s′)
- Update CQk, ca ← ca′

- if ca is continue then
a′ ← Qk (Qk selects an action from s′)
Update Qk

- else (that is, ca is end)
k′ ← AQ (AQ selects Q/CQ from s′)
Update Qk, CQk and AQ, s̃ ← s′, k ← k′

ηQ and ηCQ are reset to zero
a′ ← Qk (Qk selects an action from s′)

- s ← s′, a ← a′

- until s is the terminal

We can extend the two level hierarchy to more lev-
els. In our previous paper, we implemented the 3-
level SSS algorithm[6]. In such a case, on the top
of AQ0(=Q)’s, CQ0 (=CQ)’s, and AQ1(=AQ)’s, we
introduce AQ2 for selecting among AQ1’s as well as
CQ1 that determines whether the corresponding AQ1

should continue its control or give up the control. By
the same manner, we can extend the 3-level SSS(λ)
to more levels.
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4 Empirical Results

In order to evaluate the robustness and the ability
to handle hidden states problems, we test both of the
3-level SSS(λ) algorithm and the HQ algorithm for
a partially observable maze navigation task. In this
task, the agent has to discover paths leading from the
starting location to the goal location, while the agent
has no information about maze environment.

Fig.2 shows a partially observable 26 × 23 maze[3].
Starting at “S”, the agent has to (1) fetch a key at
position “K”, (2) move towards the “door” (the gray
area) which normally behaves like a wall and will open
(disappear) only if the agent is in possession of the
key, and (3) proceed to goal “G”. There are only 11
different, highly ambiguous inputs; the key (door) is
observed as a free field (wall). The optimal path takes
83 steps.

The agent can only perceive if the four adjacent
cells are free spaces or walls. Note that the agent
can’t perceive the true state such as agent’s global
position. Therefore, many locations, from which the
agent should execute different actions, may be per-
ceived as identical.

In each location, there are four possible actions: go
left, go right, go up, and go down, which determin-
istically (or non-deterministically) cause the agent to
move one location in the corresponding direction on
the grid, except a movement taking the agent to a
wall. In that case, agent’s location is not changed.

The reward is 500 if the agent reaches the goal lo-
cation, and -0.1 otherwise.

The parameter settings for 3-level SSS(λ) were fol-
lowing: the discount factor γ was 0.97, the learning
rates were αAQ0 = αCQ0 = 0.05，αAQ1 = αCQ1 =
αAQ2 = 0.2 and the eligibility factor was λ = 0.9.
The AQ2 and AQ1 modules select one pair of Q/CQ
module according to the ε-greedy rule, where ε was
initially set to 0.1 and then linearly decreased to 0.
Q/CQ’s action choice depends on the current obser-
vation. During learning, at time t, the active CQ1,
AQ0 and CQ0 modules select an action according to
the Max-Boltzmann rule, where pmax was initially set
to 0.9 and then linearly increased to 1. The tempera-
tures were τAQ0 = τCQ0 = 0.1, τCQ1 = 0.2.

The parameter settings for HQ were similar to [3].

Each simulation consists of 20, 000 trials. In each
trial, the number of steps is limited up to 1, 000. The
trial is stopped either when agent’s goal is achieved,
or after time runs out.

S
G

K

Figure 2: ‘key and door’ problem.
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4.1 Noiseless Environment

Fig.3 shows the average performance of SSS(λ) and
HQ, respectively, over 100 simulations. The X-axis
indicates the number of trials the agent has attempted
so far. The Y-axis indicates the number of steps to the
goal. In all cases, the better the performance becomes,
the lower the curve is. The SSS(λ) agent achieved
much better results in term of the number of trials
than did the HQ agent.

Table 1 shows the performance after learning over
100 independent runs. The 2nd column is the number
of modules, the 3rd column is average path lengths
over simulations, the 4th column is the percentage to
achieve the optimal steps, the 5th column is the per-
centage to reach the goal, and the 6th column shows
average path lengths of solutions. As listed in Table
1, SSS(λ) with 5 × 5 modules could find the optimal
path at the rate of about 34%. On the contrary, HQ
with 25 modules could find the optimal path at the
rate of about 11%. It is obvious from the experiments
that SSS(λ) could usually find good solutions.
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Table 1: Performance of HQ and SSS(λ) after learning.

Algorithms Modules Av. steps (%)Opt. (%)Goal Av. sol.

HQ 9 97.7 13 99 88.6
HQ 25 99.9 11 99 90.8

SSS(λ) 3 × 3 111.5 19 98 93.4
SSS(λ) 5 × 5 88.3 34 100 88.3

Table 2: Performance of HQ and SSS(λ) after learning in the noisy case.

Algorithms Modules Av. steps (%)Opt. (%)Goal Av. sol.

HQ 9 405.3 0 88 324.2
HQ 25 458.2 0 83 347.2

SSS(λ) 3 × 3 299.0 0 86 184.8
SSS(λ) 5 × 5 192.7 0 96 159.0
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Figure 4: Estimated performance in the noisy case.

4.2 Noisy Environment

In addition to the hidden state problem described
above, we also evaluate learning performance for the
case that the state transitions are noisy; random ac-
tions are executed at 10% probability. The parameter
settings were similar with the noiseless case.

Fig.4 shows the average performance for the noisy
case. Table 2 shows the performance after learning.
In many cases, long paths were found. A little noise
did decrease performance; however, the agent almost
reached the goal in the simulations. It is obvious from
these experiments that SSS(λ) performs significantly
much better than HQ.

5 Summary

In this paper, we have presented a new hierarchi-
cal RL algorithm, called SSS(λ), to deal with non-
Markovian temporal dependencies. The algorithm has

been tested on a partially observable navigation task.
Even in a noisy POMDP environment, the proposed
SSS(λ) algorithm can usually find good solutions.
Furthermore, SSS(λ) can achieve much faster conver-
gence property than HQ in both of noiseless and noisy
environment. As confirmed by the results of our ex-
periments, SSS(λ) can be clearly outperforming HQ-
learning.
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Abstract

We have already proposed a few types of mold pol-
ishing robots which have a high relationship with 3D
CAD/CAM and can regulate the feed rate due to a
simple fuzzy reasoning. In this paper, in order to im-
prove the finishing quality on blow mold’s constriction
parts, a compact spindle driven by an electric servo
motor is first introduced at the tip of the robot arm.
The spindle can rotate with a low speed within from
0 to 3000 rpm. We also consider a scheme that can
suppress the undesirable tool slide by applying a weak
coupling control to between position feedback control
loop and force feedback control loop. The effectiveness
and promise are shown through an experiment.

1 introduction

We have already proposed a mold finishing robot
that has a high relationship with 3D CAD/CAM sys-
tems. The robot can also regulate the tip feed rate
(tangential velocity) by means of a simple fuzzy rea-
soning. In this paper, in order to improve the surface
quality around blow mold’s constriction part, a com-
pact spindle driven by an electric servo motor is first
introduced at the tip of the robot arm. The spindle has
an ability of low speed rotation within from 0 to 3000
rpm. We also consider a hybrid position/force control
scheme that has a delicate cooperation (i.e., weak cou-
pling between force feedback loop and position feed-
back loop) only in pick feed direction so that undesir-
able phenomena on tool slide can be suppressed. The
force feedback loop controls the polishing force which
is the resultant force consisting of tool contact force,
friction force due to translational motion and another
friction force due to rotational motion. The result
allows the finishing root to perform stable polishing
force control precisely following desired trajectory on
the blow mold’s constriction part.

Force sensor

Spindle

Mold

Servo motor

Figure 1: Servo spindle attached to the tip of the robot
arm.

2 Polishing Strategy

When conventional air-driven spindles are used
with a specified rotational velocity about 20,000 rpm,
undesirable over-polishing tends to occur. On the
other hand, enough driving torque can’t be performed
in the case of under the specified velocity. Besides the
detection and control of the rotational velocity and
torque are also not easy. In order to solve such prob-
lems, it is effective to drive the spindle with an electric
servo motor. Figure 1 shows a polishing spindle pro-
vided by Yaskawa Electric Corp., attached to the tip
of the robot arm via a force sensor. The position of
the servo motor is designed parallel to the spindle to
transfer the driving torque through a pulley and velt.
A ball-end abrasive tool is fixed to the spindle and ro-
tated within from 0 to 3000 rpm by the servo motor.
The spindle torque is also monitored with the servo
amplifier.

A representative polishing image using the ball-end
abrasive tool is illustrated in Fig. 2. Position of the
abrasive tool is controlled following a zigzag path gen-
erated from a 3D CAD/CAM, and concurrently the
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Figure 2: Polishing strategy considering friction forces.

polishing force acting between the tool and the work-
piece is regulated to a desired value Fd. The polishing
force vector F = [Fx Fy Fz ]T is the resultant force
among of the contact force f = [fx fy fz]T , friction
force F t = [Ftx Fty Ftz]T yielded by translational mo-
tion and another friction force F r = [Frx Fry Frz]T

generated by rotational motion, which is given by

F = f + F t + F r (1)

where each component of the vectors is composed in
base coordinate system. It is assumed that the friction
force in Fig. 2 consists of Coulomb friction and viscous
friction forces, so that F t + F r is represented by

F t + F r = diag
(
µx , µy , µz

)∥∥f∥∥ vt∥∥vt

∥∥
+diag

(
ηx, ηy, ηz

)
vt + diag

(
ηx , ηy , ηz

)
vr (2)

where µi and ηi (i = x, y, z) are the coefficients
of Coulomb friction per unit contact force and vis-
cous friction, respectively. vt = [vtx vty vtz ]T and
vr = [vrx vry vrz]T are the translational (tangential)
velocity and circumferential velocity at the contact
point.

As can be guessed, it is not easy to independently
measure f , F t or F r constructing the polishing force.
However, those resultant force norm, i.e., polishing
force norm, can be referred by　

‖F ‖ =

√{
SFx

}2

+
{

SFy

}2

+
{

SFz

}2

(3)

where the superscript S denotes the value in sensor co-
ordinate system, and the components SFi (i = x, y, z)
are obtained from the force sensor shown in Fig. 1.
Although there exist an attachment, spindle, tool axis
and ball-end abrasive tip between the force sensor and

Force 
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Control
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Force 
Feedback

Control
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Position 
Feedback

Control
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Position 
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Cartesian-Based
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Robot
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Sp : switch matrix

Fd : desired polishing force

Position Feedforward
Control Law 

Using CL Data and 
Fuzzy Reasoning

Position Feedforward
Control Law 

Using CL Data and 
Fuzzy Reasoning

Sp 

Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed hybrid posi-
tion/force controller.

tool contact point, the force control system used in
experiment has a stiff and linear property about 12
kgf/mm in case that the displacement in normal direc-
tion after a contact motion is under 1 mm. Therefore,
the system can be regarded as an almost rigid body
when the polishing force is given around 3 kgf. When
the robot runs, ‖F ‖ is controlled to Fd to obtain a
uniform surface quality.

3 Control Strategy

3.1 Hybrid position/force control with
weak coupling

In this section, a hybrid position/force control
method is proposed to realize the polishing strategy
described in previous section. Figure 3 shows the block
diagram of the proposed control system in Cartesian
coordinate space. xd and od are desired position and
direction vectors minutely obtained from cutter loca-
tion (CL) data [1]. The CL data are calculated from
the main-processor of CAM. x is the current position
at the tip of the abrasive tool obtained from the for-
ward kinematics. F is the force sensor measurement
given by eq. (3).

The key idea is a weak coupling control between
the position feedback loop and force feedback loop.
Directions to perform such a weak coupling control
are selected by a switch matrix Sp = diag(Sx, Sy, Sz).
If the position feedback loop makes interfere with the
force feedback loop, then corresponding diagonal el-
ement of Sp should be set to 1. The force feedback
loop regulates the polishing force. Normal velocity
vn = [vnx vny vnz ]T at the contact point is the manip-
ulated variable from the force feedback control law [2].
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Figure 4: Example of CL data composed of position
and normal direction components.

The position control is carried out by applying both
the feedback control and feedforward control. The
feedforward control using CL data and a fuzzy rea-
soning is used to make the abrasive tool move with a
variable velocity norm along desired trajectory, whose
manipulated variable is given by vt. Since vt is gener-
ated from the feedforward control law, the force feed-
back loop is not disturbed.

The manipulated variable vp = [vpx vpy vpz ]T in
pick feed direction is generated for position feedback
control which has an important function to exactly
move the abrasive tool with a constant pitch. Conse-
quently, high quality surfaces without irregularity can
be obtained. Finally, the summation v = [vx vy vz]T of
three manipulated variables written by following equa-
tion is given to the reference of the robotic servo con-
troller.

v = vn + vt + vp (4)

3.2 Update timing of CL data

Here, we describe how to update the current step i
of the CL data, i.e., when the next step i+1 should
be set to i, to realize a smooth feed motion. The
main-processor of the CAM generally produces the
CL data CL(i) = [pT (i) oT (i)]T as shown in Fig.
4 so as to machine a workpiece within a given toler-
ance to a designed model. p(i) = [px(i) py(i) pz(i)]T

and o(i) = [ox(i) oy(i) oz(i)]T (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l :
l is the number of steps) are the position and normal
direction components, respectively. Figure 5 shows
an image of the proposed polishing strategy where the
tool contour is efficiently utilized. One of the key
points is that the tool doesn’t go up over the situa-
tion (1) or (5) shown in Fig. 5 in order to avoid an
undesirable over polishing around the edge.

Actually, the tangential velocity of the ball end
abrasive tool is linearly calculated based on the fol-

(1)

(２)(４)

(５)

AB

(３)
X-axis

Z-axis

Workpiece

CL data

p(i)

p(i+1)

p(i -1)

Figure 5: Relation between the tool’s center and CL
data.

lowing direction vector.

t(i) = p(i+ 1) − p(i) (5)

In this case, it is very important to realize a smooth
feed motion that when the step number i should be
updated: how to decide the timing of reading the next
step i+1. After here, the following three conditions
are evaluated.
1) Detecting from the current position x(k) of tool tip
2) Considering the force measurement in normal di-
rection besides the condition 1).
3) Detecting from the sum of the manipulated variable
vt(k)
Concerning the condition 1), when the tool tip x(k)
becomes out of [p(i),p(i + 1)], i.e., x(k) goes over
p(i + 1), i is updated. However, it doesn’t work well
around the situations (1) and (5) in Fig. 5. The reason
is that a constraint caused by a contact between the
tool contour and workpiece prevents the tool tip from
going over p(i+ 1). For example, even if the tool tip
approaches to the point A in situation (5) through (4),
it can’t arrive at the point B. Consequently, the next
step is not read out.

In the condition 2) to solve the problem, the
force measurement is further considered in addition
to the condition 1). In other words, when a large x-
directional force such as |fx| > Fd is detected, then
the next step is immediately read in. In this case also,
however, an incorrect detection tends to occur. Be-
cause the force control system in the finishing robot
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Constriction part

Figure 6: Finishing scene of blow mold’s constriction
part.

is considerably high: its stiffness in the tool contact
direction is about 12 kgf/mm, so that an undesirable
spike over Fd sometimes breaks out.

Through the try and error mentioned above, the
condition 3) is now introduced. In the condition 3),
if the following equation is satisfied, then i is updated
to i+ 1.

k∑
n=ki

‖vt(n)‖ ≥ ‖t(i)‖ (6)

where ki is the discrete time when the last updating
was conducted. In eq. (6), when the sum of the manip-
ulated variable in the tangential direction, which has
been given to the servo system after the last updat-
ing, goes beyond the current distance ‖t(i)‖ between
two adjacent steps, i is updated to i + 1. Due to the
detection of the update timing by using eq. (6), the
feed motion can be smoothly carried out even under
the constrained situations (1) and (5) shown in Fig. 5.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, an experiment was conducted us-
ing an aluminum blow mold with a constriction part
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
system. Figure 6 shows the finishing scene of the con-
striction part. It was observed from the result that the
tip of the abrasive tool could move along the desired
trajectory without sliding down the constriction part.
In this case, the pick feed in the CL data was given
0.2 mm along the constriction part.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a compact spindle with a function of
low speed regulation is first introduced at the tip of
the robot arm to suppress undesirable over-polishing.
We also proposed a hybrid control scheme in which
the position feedback loop delicately contributed to
the force feedback loop only in the pick feed direction.
Consequently, fatal phenomenon concerning tool slid-
ing down disappeared and the finishing quality around
the blow mold’s constriction part could be successfully
improved.
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Abstract
In this paper, we develop a neural model that forms

categories of inputs for some practical applications
such as pattern recognition, learning, image process-
ing, and trend analysis.

The model is based on Ward’s hierarchical and K-
means clustering algorithms[1, 2], thus carries out the
category formation under an incremental and unsu-
pervised learning environment. In addition, the model
can also make use of discontinuous teach data for form-
ing ideal categories. Simulation results demonstrate
the usefulness of the model for a category formation
task.

1 Introduction

“Category” is defined as a group of people or things
with particular features in common [3]. Human au-
tonomously forms the categories from acquired infor-
mation, thus can recognize and divide various things
by using the self-formed categories. Therefore it is of-
ten said that the category formation is one of the most
important ability of human.

In this paper, we develop a neural model to carry
out the category formation. The developed model is
based on Ward’s hierarchical and K-means clustering
algorithms. Ward’s method[1] is a hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm for sequential inputs under an incre-
mental and unsupervised learning environment; hence
the model can actually self-organize an appropriate set
of clusters corresponded to human categories without
teach data such as an ideal classfication of the inputs.

In contrast, we have to consider individual varia-
tions in the classification formed without the teach
data. The classfication and recognition are depend on
a number of the formed categories; thus to manage
the number is important for the design of the ideal
classfication. The teach data can be available to es-

timate the ideal number; hence we improve on the
developed model based on the Ward’s method to take
advantage of this. Furthermore, the K-means cluster-
ing algorithms is introduced into the developed model
to manage the drastic reclassification of formed clus-
ters due to the discontinuous teach data.

In this paper, the category formation ability of the
developed model is demonstrated on a practical image
recognition task under an incremental and unsuper-
vised learning environment. In addition, the adequacy
of the formed category is evaluated by using principal
component analysis.

2 Category Formation Model

2.1 Problem Definition

In this research, a vector representation x for a
thing is defined as

x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]T ∈ <n, (1)

where xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, denote features of the vector
x, the superscript T means transpose, and n is the
number of features. For simplicity, we consider nor-
malized features value xi ∈ [0, 1].

The goal here is to make appropriate clusters corre-
sponded to the proper categories from the set X(t) of
all input vectors {x(1), · · · ,x(T ) }, where x(t) is a vec-
tor at time t = 1, 2, · · · , T . Clusters S`, ` = 1, 2, · · · , L,
can be defined as sets of things that satisfy specific
conditions depending on the set X

S` = {x ∈ X | x satisfy a condition `}, (2)

where L is the number of clusters.
The cluster S` are memorized by a set of neural

parameters {w`, r`, N `, T `} stored in the `th neuron,
where w`, r`, N `, and T ` are the center, scale, number
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Figure 1: Vectors x and clusters Sl in a vector space.

of the constituent vectors, and proper category infor-
mation such as name or number obtained from teach
data of the cluster S`, and M is the number of neurons.
If the proper category information T ` is unknown, we
set T ` = 0. In general, M is equal to L.

For simplification, we consider only a sphere with
center w` ∈ <n and radius r` as a shape of the cluster
S`, as show in Figure 1. It generally seems reasonable
to suppose that all the vectors of a same category exist
in close proximity; hence the model must satisfy that
for any vectors x ∈ X, x is in a cluster S`(x) and the
memory w`(x) in the `(x)th neuron is the nearest one
among neural networks and ‖w`(x) − x‖ is less than
the radius r`(x). That is,
∀x ∈ X, ∃`(x) ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} such that x ∈ S`(x),

‖w`(x) − x‖ = min
`∈{1,2,···,M}

‖w` − x‖ ≤ r`(x). (3)

Therefore, the center and radius of the cluster S` are
defined as

w` =
N`∑

k=1

xk
`

/
N `, (4)

r` = max
k∈{1,2,···,N`}

‖w` − xk
` ‖, (5)

where xk
` , k = 1, 2, · · · , N `, are vectors belonging to

claster S`.

2.2 Neural Structure

We explains the neural structure and recognition
process for input x of the model. In this paper, the
`th neural output for the input x is defined as

y`(x) = exp
(
−α

‖w` − x‖
r`

)
, (6)

where α is a large positive constant. If the distance be-
tween the neural memory w` and the input x is small,
then the neuron activates strongly, that is, the neural
output is large.

The recognition algorithm for the input x is ex-
plained as follow. We select a neuron c whose output
is the largest among the neural networks

c = arg max
`

y`(x). (7)

If there are some neurons c`, ` = 1, 2, · · · , that satisfy
Eq. (7), then the candidate neuron is selected ran-
domly.

Here, we introduce a boundary value, τ , 0 < τ < 1,
for evaluation of the neural output. If yc(x) > τ , then
the input vector x is within the region of the candidate
category Sc, otherwise is not within that. Therefore
we can quantitatively evaluate similarities of the input
x among the already-formed categories S`. In this re-
search, τ is defined by the following equation.

τ = exp (−αβ) , (8)

where β is an arbitrary positive constant．The output
vector Y of the model is defined as

Y =
{

wc, (yc ≥ τ),
~0, (yc < τ).

(9)

2.3 Category Formation Algorithm

In this section, we explains the algorithm to form
suitable categories autonomously from sequential in-
puts. The algorithm is based on the Ward’s hierar-
chical and K-means clustering algorithms, and make
use of discontinuous teach data for forming ideal cat-
egories.

The category formation algorithm will now be pro-
posed as follow:

1. Initialize time t = 0 and the number of neurons
M = 1.

2. Select a input vectors x(t) for a thing ran-
domly, and store it with a set X(t) =
{x(1),x(2), · · · , x(t)}.

3. Is the time t equal to 0 ? If so, go to step 4; if
otherwise, go to step 5.

4. Create a new cluster by input vector x(t) as the
following: M ← M + 1, wM ← x(t), TM ←
Q(x(t)), and go to Step 13.

5. Is the proper category number Q(x(t)) obtained
for the input x(t) ? If yes, go to Step 6; if no, go
to Step 7.
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6. Is there a candidate cluster Sc satisfied T c =
Q(x(t)) ? If yes, go to Step 11; if no, go to Step
7.

7. Whether or not at least one of the following con-
ditions holds ?

(a) M < ML,

(b) min
`
‖w` − x(t)‖ > min

`1,`2
η1 · ‖w`1 −w`2‖,

(c)





∑
` N ` > η2 ·M,

and
min

`
‖w` − x(t)‖ > max

`
η3 · r`,

where ML is an arbitrary positive integer, η1, η2,
and η3 are arbitrary positive constants, `, `1, and
`2 denote ` ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}, `1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M −
1}, and `2 ∈ {`1 + 1, `1 + 2, · · · , M}. If yes, go to
Step 4; if no, go to Step 8.

8. Evaluate influences of the input vector x(t) on the
already-formed categories S`, ` = {1, 2, · · · ,M} at
the two following cases:

CASE 1: The influences F `(t) adding x(t) to
the already-formed categories S` are calculated
by the following equation.

F `(t) =





N ` · ‖w`(t)− x(t)‖
N ` + 1

,

· · · (Q(x(t)), ·T ` = 0),
∞, · · · (otherwise). (10)

CASE 2: Any two already-formed categories S`1

and S`2 combine as a revised cluster S`1 , where
`1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M−1}, `2 ∈ {`1+1, `1+2, · · · ,M},
the cluster S`2 is deleted, and a new clusters is
created by x(t). In these case, the influences
G`1

`2
(t) are calculated by the following equation.

G`1
`2

(t) =





N `1 ·N `2 · ‖w`1(t)−w`2(t)‖
N `1 + N `2

,

· · · (T `1 · T `2 = 0),
∞, · · · (otherwise). (11)

9. Which is smaller;

min
`∈{1,2,···,M}

F `(t) or min
`1∈{1,2,···,M−1}

`2∈{`1+1,`1+2,···,M}

G`1
`2

(t) ?

If the former, go to Step 12; if the latter, go to
Step 10.

10. Select a candidate cluster Sc satisfied the follow-
ing equation

c = arg min
`∈{1,2,···,M}

F `(t), (12)

and revise T c of the candidate cluster Sc as the
following:

T c ← Q(x(t)). (13)

11. Revise the center of the candidate cluster Sc as
the following:

wc ← N cwc + x(t)
N c + 1

, (14)

and go to Step 13.

12. The combination of S`2 with S`1 revises the center
w`1 and proper category information T `1 of the
cluster S`1 by the following equations.

w`1 ← N `1w`1 + N `2w`2

N `1 + N `2
, (15)

T `1 ← T `1 + T `2 , (16)

and let the input vector x(t) be the cluster S`2 as
the following: w`2 ← x(t) , T `2 ← Q(x(t)), and
go to Step 13.

13. Reclassify all the vectors x(1),x(2), · · · , x(T ) of
the set X(t) by the K-means clustering algorithm
with initial centers, and compute the centers and
numbers of the constituent vectors for the clus-
ters.

14. Increase time t ← t + 1 and return to Step 2.

3 Character Recognition

3.1 Preprocessing of Character Images

We applied the developed neural model to a char-
acter recognition task. We prepared images of three
alphabet characters, “A”, “C”, “F”, for several font
styles and regarded the images of the same charac-
ter as patterns belonging to the same category. The
category formation was an incremental learning task,
and thus the model required to acquire categories with
sequential input of the images and simultaneously to
recognize the inputs based on already-formed under-
developed categories S` represented by a set of neural
memories {w`, r`, N `, T `}.

In this task, we prepared 15 images with 32 × 32
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Figure 2: (a)Images of three alphabet characters, “A”,
“C”, “F” for 5 font styles for learning. (b)Distribution
of the first two principal components for all the 15 in-
put images. The contributions of the two axes were
47% and 25% respectively, giving a cumulative contri-
bution of 72%.

pixels and gray-scale (8-bit) for 5 font styles as shown
Figure 2 (a). In order to reduce the computational
cost, the size of the images is compressed into 22 × 22
pixels by 2-dimensional discrete cosine transformation
(2-D DCT) method, and then let the compressed data
be the input vectors x = [x1x1, · · · , x22x22] ∈ <484 to
the model.

Figure 2 (b) shows the distribution of the first two
principal components for all the 15 inputs. Note that
inputs of same characters exist in close proximity. In
contrast, the clusters of each character separately ex-
ist. This implied that the inputs can be recognized
and divided fundamentally.

3.2 Simulation results

The goal of this simulation were to form clusters
corresponded to the proper categories. The order of
the sequential inputs was decided randomly, and the
parameters, ML = 1, η1 = 1, η2 = 3, η3 = 1, were set
experimentally.

Figure 3 showed results of the category formation
task. The model probably succeeded to form such suit-
able clusters corresponded to the proper categories as
shown in Figure 3 (a) by using only one teach data for
each character, not to mention the perfect one. The
model, however, failed in the rare cases, for example,
the typical failure case shown in Figure 3 (b). In this
case, two clusters, SF ′ and SF ′′ , were formed as to
the character F by accident. The unsuitable number
of formed categories probably depended on values of
the above parameters ML, and ηi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

Å
Å

ÅÅ

Å

wA

wC

wF
0

wF
00

wF

wA

wC

SA

SC

SF
SF

00

SF
0

S ` ` 2 fA;B;C; F; F 0; F 00g

Figure 3: Distribution of the first two principal com-
ponents for the constituent vectors x and center w of
formed categories. (a) The success case. (b) A typical
failure case.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a new neural
model for the category formation. It has been shown
that the model can self-organize an appropriate set
of clusters from character images with few teach data
and recognize the character images adequately by the
relation among an input vector and formed clusters.
However, we have to determine the key parameters
such as ML, ηi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and β by trial and error
for unsupervised formation of unknown complex cate-
gories. The development of the determination method
will be the future work of this study.
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Abstract 
Dexterous manipulation plays an important role in 

working robots. Manipulator tasks such as assembly and 
disassembly can generally be divided into several motion 
primitives. We call these "skills" and explain how most 
manipulator tasks can be composed of skill sequences. 
Skills are also used to compensate for errors both in the 
geometric model and in manipulator motions. There are 
dispensable data in the shapes, positions and orientations 
of objects when achieving skill motions in a task. 
Therefore, we can simplify geometric models by 
considering the dispensable data in a skill motion.  We call 
such simplified models "false models." This paper 
describes our definition of false models in planning and 
visual sensing and shows application to tasks performed 
by maintenance robots. 
     Key words: manipulation skill, geometric model, false 
model, planning, visual sensing  
 

1. Introduction 
For manipulation robots to be useful in several fields, it 

is necessary for a robot to achieve various tasks by using 
special techniques. By analyzing human motions in tasks 
such as assembly and disassembly, movements were found 
to consist of several significant motion primitives. We 
called these "skills" and showed that most of the tasks of 
the manipulator can be composed of sequences of skills 
[1]-[4]. That is, we demonstrated that robots can perform 

various human tasks by using the concept of skill. This 
skill level control is placed between the task level control 
and the servo level control in the hierarchy of manipulator 
control, and a programmer is able to describe a task 
program easily as a sequence of these skills, without 
taking account of the servo level control. 

Skill technique is also used to compensate for errors 
both in the geometric model and in manipulator motion. 
The move-to-touch skill can cancel model errors in the 
direction of the transition. Similarly, the rotate-to-level 
skill and the rotate-to-insert skill can cancel model errors 
in the direction of rotation. Furthermore, we can derive 
simplified geometric models by allowing for a maximum 
error or margin in a task that is composed of skill motions. 
We call such robust geometric models "false models" and 
have shown their effectiveness as follows [5]. False 
models are constructed using only the data necessary in 
planning for manipulation and visual sensing for model 
matching. Since a smaller number of data with respect to 
shapes, positions and orientations of objects are needed, 
visual sensing is easier. 

The topics of this paper are false models in skill-based 
manipulation for practical use. It is expected that 
maintenance robots for domestic appliances will greatly 
take an active part in the future (Fig. 1). Therefore, we take 
up maintenance robots that carry out repair, inspection and 
so on as practical use. The robots open and close the 
enclosure, and replace the parts (Fig. 2). Therefore, it is 
necessary for the robots to perform tasks related to a screw 
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and a bolt. In this paper, we will explain definition of false 
models and show false models throughout tasks such as 
loosening a screw and unfastening a bolt for practical use 
of our technique. Then, degrees of difficulty of executing a 
task can be derived using complexity of skill sequence and 
false models.  

The next section explains manipulation skills and the 
composition of skill sequences. The processes of visual 
sensing, geometric modeling and execution of a task are 
explained for task and skill levels in section 3. False 
models in planning and visual sensing are defined in 
section 4. Our proposed method is demonstrated using two 
examples of tasks performed by maintenance robots in 
section 5. 
 

2. Manipulation Skills 
This section explains our concept of skills. See 

References [1]-[3] for more details. 
 

In assembly and disassembly tasks, skills in which the 
contact states vary are particularly significant. In 
References [4], [6], we considered three skills, 
"move-to-touch," "rotate-to-level" and "rotate-to-insert," 
which play an important part in such tasks. 

  (1)  Move-to-touch Skill 

   The move-to-touch skill is defined as the transition of a 
grasped object P in a constant direction that continues until 
contact with another object Q occurs (Fig. 3).  

  (2)  Rotate-to-level Skill 

This skill is defined as rotation around either a contact 
point or a contact edge to match the face of the grasped 
object P with the face of another object Q (Fig. 4).  

   (3)  Rotate-to-insert Skill 
   This skill is this motion of rotating the object P obliquely 
into the hole in another object Q to insert it accurately (Fig. 
5). 

 
A specific task is composed of sequences of skill 

primitives such as move-to-touch, rotate-to-level and 
rotate-to-insert skills. The skill sequences can be decided 
by several methods. We showed a method using variations 
of the number of contact points in skill primitives [4]. 
 
3. Process of Sensing, Planning and 

Execution 
   The procedures for sensing, modeling, planning and 
execution are shown in Fig. 6. In this scheme, the planning 
of the task level is first performed, and then the executions 
of the skill level are performed according to the sequences 
derived from the task planning. See References [5] for 
more details. 

    (Step 1)  Task Level 
   At the task level, the skill sequence composing the task is 
decided. First, visual sensing of the working environment 
of the robot is performed using a vision system and 
modeling is done. Next, planning follows, and skill 
command sequences and the initial position and 
orientation of a grasped object are derived. 

   (Step 2)  Skill Level 

   At the skill level, each skill in the command sequence 
{Skill1, Skill2, …} is executed successively. Before this 
sequence is performed, the transition of the grasped object 
P to the initial state is done. We represent the transition as 
PreSkill1. 
 

4. Concept of False Models 
   In planning for manipulation and visual sensing for 

model matching, it is not necessary to use geometric 
models that express real objects completely. By 
constructing geometric models using only the data 
necessary for planning and visual sensing, it is possible to 
facilitate these processes. We call such robust models 
"false models" (FM). False models in planning and visual 
sensing are defined as follows. 
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   (i) False models in planning (FMp) are geometric models 
composed only of the necessary and minimum data for 
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shape, position and orientation to perform skill-based 
planning.  
    
   (ii) False models in visual sensing (FMv) are geometric 
models composed only of the necessary and minimum 
data for shape, position and orientation to perform model 
matching. False models in planning (FMp) are constructed 
from the data of false models in visual sensing (FMv). 

 

5. Examples of False Models 

   We will also consider several skills related to the tasks in 
the examples mentioned later. In these skills, we use a 
cross-head screwdriver and screw according to tasks as 
examples. 

  (4)  Rotate-to-bite Skill 

   This skill is a rotation around the axis of the screwdriver 
to fit the tip of the screwdriver into the flutes of the screw 
head (Fig. 7). This skill is performed with pushing force. 

  (5)  Rotate-to-loosen Skill 

   This skill is defined as an initial rotation to loosen the 
fixed screw (Fig. 8). This is performed by matching the 
axes of rotation of a part and a tool. If these axes do not 
correspond, the tool is moved to the position before 
rotation is executed. In this paper, we assume that this skill 
also includes the transition to remove an error before 
rotating. 

  (6)  Rotate-to-extract Skill 

    This skill is defined as revolutions to pull the screw out. 
The skill continues after rotate-to-loosen skill. 

  (7)  Move-to-remove Skill 

    This skill is the transition to remove the screw. 
 

5.1. Loosening a Screw Using a Screwdriver 
   We will consider the task of loosening a screw using a 
screwdriver [6]. Although there are many kinds of screws 
and screwdrivers as shown in Fig. 9 [7], we will consider 
this task by unifying the skill sequences in the following 

examples. 
   We assume that the task of loosening a screw using a 
screwdriver is composed of the following skills (Fig. 10 
and Fig. 11); Skill1: Move-to-touch skill, Skill2: 
Rotate-to-bite skill, Skill3: Rotate-to-(loosen ／ extract) 
skill (without interruption), Skill4: Move-to-remove skill. 
False models are shown in Table 1; (a): case of a 
cross-head screw, (b): case of a slotted screw, (c): cases of 
Robertson, hex-drive, clutch-drive, torx screws.  
 

5.2. Unfastening a Bolt Using a Wrench 
   Let us consider the task of unfastening a bolt using a 
wrench. 
     We assume that this task is composed of the following 
skills (Fig. 12); Skill1: Move-to-touch skill, Skill2: 
Rotate-to-insert skill, Skill3: Rotate-to-loosen skill, Skill4: 
Rotate-to-extract skill, Skill5: Move-to-remove skill. False 
models are shown in Table 2. (rv is (3 ln3・m)／π (= about 
1.049 m), which is derived by the least mean-square 
method.) 
 

A skill sequence has been considered in each example. 
However, the following can be shown in general. 

(i) The skill sequence that composes the task is not 
necessarily uniquely decided. 
(ii) False model FMp, FMv in each skill primitive is 

not necessarily unique. 
The degrees of difficulty of executing a task can be 

derived using complexity of skill sequence and false 
models. It is important to select simple skill sequence and 
simple false models for practical use. 
 

6. Conclusions 
We have shown false models for planning skill-based 

manipulation. It is possible to perform planning efficiently, 
since the false models are composed of only indispensable 
data. We also showed the application of the false models to 
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tasks which are often performed by maintenance robots. 
In the future, we will further study false models for 

various skill-based tasks and attempt to apply our method 
to real systems. 
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Abstract

The goal of this study is to develop heterogeneous
mobile robots which realize cooperative actions to ac-
complish each task in an environment. An important
part of achieving the goal is that the agent control-
ling the robots can realize suitable state space auto-
matically. In particular, domestic robots equipped low-
cost, discrete simple range sensors have difficulties of
efficient learning of environment because the devia-
tion of sensor configuration in each robot causes se-
rious problem in which the learning policies can not
be shared among them. To overcome this problem,
a new technique of constructing effective state space
with low dependence on sensor configurations is con-
ducted. The technique consists of two parts: those are
rectangle-model abstracting real environment and self-
constructing universal state environment with SOM
map. The simulation experiment results have shown
the technique gives an agent controlling an intelligent
wheelchair robot an ability of autonomous construction
of environment.

1 Introduction

For realising ubiquitous network robots and con-
structing their society,the novel technique for au-
tonomous mobile robot and agent becomes increas-
ingly significant. In this future environment with the
robots, various type of robots can cooperate and col-
laborate each other, then will emerge a new service for
our welfare.

As one of the application of the service, we have
studied an intelligent wheelchair (IWC)[1]. The IWC
is defined as a domestic mobile robot which can ex-
plore the environment autonomously, observe the state
space through sensors, and learn suitable behavior.
In order to realize the functions, an agent controlling
on IWC robot needs to acquire environmental infor-

mation through sensors and to construct state space.
However, domestic robots like the IWCs equipping
low-cost, simple, and discrete range sensors have diffi-
culty of efficient learning of environment[2].

The first difficulty is a dilemma of sensor orders
in which how many sensor can be equipped and how
many dimension of state space is required. If the sen-
sors are equipped without restriction, the rapidly in-
creasing computational cost, so called curse of order,
will be raised by using high-order and precise environ-
mental information. Otherwise, limited sensors will
raise several aliasing state in an environment called
perceptual aliasing.

Another difficulty is that the deviation of sensor
configuration in each robot causes serious problems
in which each learning policy can not be commonized
among them. This problem prevents reusing of the
learning results of a robot to other robots, and be-
comes a barrier of development of ubiquitous network
robot.

In order to solve the problems, this study has an
assumption that each robot has a different sensor con-
figuration between them. Under this assumption, in
order to realize efficient learning through the coop-
erative behavior of each robot, the communizing of
internal state between them is significant technique.

The primary objective of this paper is to propose
a simple and effective technique of partitioning state
space for efficient learning independent of sensor spec-
ification and configuration.

2 Autonomous mobile robot platform:
Intelligent wheelchair

We have been developing prototype of IWC which
is named ACCoMo (intelligent wheelchair as au-
tonomous, cooperative, and collaborative mobile
robot)[1]. Appearance of an ACCoMo is shown in
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Figure 1. The IWC has several range sensors (PSD:
Position Sensitive Detector sensors) equipped around
the frame of the platform wheelchair and moves with
a direct drive servo motor in each wheel. An agent
software observes environment as space of several di-
mensions with these sensors, and decide an action in
each step, then controls these motors. The rule set of
deciding an action from sensor inputs is called policy.
The goal of the learning of agent is acquire a suit-
able policy through exploring in the environment. In
our previous study, we have designed the ACCoMo as
an intelligent mobile robot acquiring intelligent behav-
ior with the reinforcement learning (RL); the neural
network (NN) evolved by the genetic algorithm (GA)
and their decision tree evolved by the genetic program-
ming.

However, we have encountered some problems
which have been caused by the deviation of sensor con-
figuration (the number of sensors, the type of sensors)
when the ACCoMo is applied in several environments.
One example of the problems is that each agent rec-
ognizes a state of real environment as a different state
because the accuracy and attachment positions of sen-
sors are different among each IWC even though the
IWCs have same sensors. The problem is a kind of
perceptual aliasing[3] which is caused by a lack of sen-
sor precisions. Although many approaches have been
proposed to compensate for the problem, to realize
sufficient sensor precisions is difficult problem under
real environment. Another example is that the pol-
icy acquired by an agent through the experience with
an IWC does not work in other IWCs which have dif-
ferent sensor configuration from it. These problems
cause a serious problem in which a policy is limited to
a specific hardware, and inefficiency of learning.

One possible method to have the policy in common
among agents according to various IWC is that high
accuracy and enough sensors are attached to identify
the state of real environment. However, so many sen-
sors can not be attached because IWC platform has
a limitation of attachment positions. Furthermore, so
many sensors lead so many space dimensions which
cause fail of learning , so-called curse of dimensional-
ity.

In order to solve these problems, following proposed
techniques are combined. The first part models the en-
vironment as rectangles to abstract obstacles layout,
which rectangles can be synthesized directly from sen-
sor outputs by using dimension free algorithm for one
thing.

Figure 1: Prototype of the Intelligent Wheelchair

Figure 2: IWC simulator

3 Methodology

3.1 Rectangle model representing ab-
stract environment

As shown in Figure 3 , i denotes range sensor num-
ber, l̂i denotes the output of sensor i which means the
measured distance between the sensor and sensed ob-
stacle. ĥi denotes the distance between the obstacle
and the center of rotation of the robot. Each ĥi called
hazard vector which is recognized in the agent as ab-
stract image of neighboring environment is calculated
by geometric operation with these parameters in each
step. Moreover, each ĥis are classed in valid or invalid
values with threshold. Where, the valid value means
that the sensed obstacle is in the attention distance.
Then, collecting adjacent valid vectors and surround-
ing them by rectangle as few number, these vectors are
modeled by surrounding with suitable size rectangles.
Figure 4 shows how the vectors are surrounded by the
model. As shown in the figure, this model can work
well to represent abstraction image of obstacles. This
abstraction technique can enable an agent free from
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Figure 3: Parameters for geometric positioning be-
tween a robot and walls.

Figure 4: Methodology of making rectangle from haz-
ard vector.

dependencies from various sensor configuration, how
many sensors are equiped or how much precise sensors
are required.

3.2 Constructing state space with self or-
ganization map

In order to construction state space with the rectan-
gle model as mention above, this study applies image-
based self organization technique: self organization
map(SOM)[4].

First, a 2-D image which consists of rectangles gen-
erated by the model is synthesized. The image is a
layout as if the agent looks down him/herself image
from the overhead. During exploring the environment
with acquiring various images, then clustering the im-
age into some class by SOM, the agent can construct
state space autonomously. Furthermore, in order to
construct state space effectively, each image needs to
be normalized for rotation. In particular, the central
moment is applied.

3.3 The State of the arts

Proposed technique provides mapping a environ-
mental information to the agent’s state with low de-
pendency on the sensor configuration. This enables
agent to decide behavior using common state space
among robots with different sensor configuration.

Then, this technique can represent the environment
with some simple figures in the model.

This advantage realizes robustness for noises when
the agent maps the environmental information to a
state. Furthermore, state space constructed with our
proposed technique has a topological structure.

This structure will be useful for effective learning
because the group of states in which suitable action is
similar is neighbor in each other in the map, that is
the propagation of reinforcement value can be realized
on the map.

4 Simulation Experiments and Results

Two simulation experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed tech-
nique.

The purpose of the first experiment is to verify
that the agent can construct state space through sen-
sor outputs as the environmental information. An-
other experiment makes another agent evaluate the
constructed state space, the agent which controls an-
other IWC with different sensor configuration.

As simulation environment, an simple aisle shown
in Figure 2 is explored. An agent that controls the
simulated IWC behaves in the environment and con-
structs state space autonomously.

The agent acquires ĥi as environmental information
during random exploring. Then, the agent generates
rectangle images from vector ĥ. Figure 5 shows the
example of acquiring the environment information and
modeling it.

The image is classified into a class on SOM map,
and the map is reorganized when 200 images are ob-
tained. Figure 6 shows the SOM map constructed
state space in Figure 5. Each state shows typical ob-
stacle alignment shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7 shows the mapping between environment
positions and the states, where (a) is a mapping con-
structed by the agent which has 16 range-sensors, (b)
is a observed state by the agent which has 12 range-
sensors.

The results show that the state space which has
constructed 16 sensors can be reused for the agent
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with another sensor configuration. Consequently, the
proposed technique enables the agent to constructed
generalized state space for autonomous learning.

Figure 5: The example of acquiring the environmental
information.

5 Conclusion

A new constructing technique of state space with
low dependence on sensor configurations for au-
tonomous mobile robots is proposed. The advantage
of the technique is that the state space can be con-
structed from simple, low precise sensors on domestic
robots like IWC. It enables us to realize various appli-
cation by using cooperative action within ubiquitous
network robot. In future plan, we plan to conduct the
technique to adapt effective reinforcement learning in
real environment.
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Abstract 

 
A novel distributed control ideology and technology will 

be described for management of advanced crisis relief 
missions. The approach is based on the installation of a 
universal “social” module in massively wearable electronic 
devices, like laptops and mobile phones, which can 
collectively interpret a spatial scenario language, 
exchanging high-level program code (waves), data, and 
control with other modules in parallel. This can dynamically 
integrate any scattered post-disaster human and technical 
resources into an operable distributed system capable of 
solving autonomously complex survivability, relief, and 
reconstruction problems. 

 
Keywords: critical infrastructures, key resources, 

emergency management, emergent societies, crisis relief, 
information technologies, distributed control, WAVE-WP 
model, wearable electronic devices, mobile robotics. 
 
 
1   Introduction 
 
1.1   The Grim Big Picture  
 

Millions of people are on the move, traffic jams 
everywhere. Houses destroyed, infrastructures gone, winds 
hundreds kilometers per hour, flooding and fires. No 
electricity, shortage of food and fuel, usual ties broken, 
businesses vanished, jobs lost. No central authorities or 
services, looting and lawlessness… This is becoming a 
familiar picture throughout the world, especially due to 
global warming and climate change. Katrina and Rita are 
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recent very sad examples. Earthquakes are another 
disaster area, like the recent one in Pakistan, and the 
tsunami a year before. Manmade disasters caused by 
armed conflicts and terrorist attacks are effectively 
contributing to this black list too.  
 

How to regain integrity, restore law and order, and 
assemble scattered resources for a collective survival? 
How to rebuild the damaged territory, revive the 
previous infrastructures or create new ones, and return to 
normal life? 
 

In Fig.1, a symbolic picture of the post-disaster area, 
once representing an integral organism, is shown with 
the wreckage of living quarters, organizations and 
infrastructures, also separated and scattered individuals 
and their emergent grouping.  
 

Individuals

Wreckage of regions, organizations, and infrastructures

Emergent grouping

Casual 
communications

 
 

Figure 1.  A grim picture of the disaster area. 
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Despite indiscriminate damages, the disaster area can 
still hold key human, technical, and natural resources, and 
its parts can still be able to communicate with each other 
(for example, if cellular towers, at least some of them, are 
still operating, and/or access to internet remains available). 
Radio communications, local however, can be helpful too, 
and some units in the area may have satellite phones. The 
electric grid power may still be available, and the same grid 
can potentially be used for data communications (such 
promising projects already exist). So there may be sufficient 
resources for self-survival and even self-recovery, especially 
with an external aid hurrying, but they are pretty much 
scattered and disorganized. Restoring integrity and 
coordination in the disaster area is becoming a primary goal. 
 
1.2  Emergency Management 
 

Emergency management [1], due to the increased world 
dynamics, is one of the hottest topic today. The emergency 
managers around the world are faced with new threats, new 
responsibilities, and new opportunities. It is widely believed 
[2] that the combination of novel technologies and data 
bases can allow law enforcement and intelligence 
investigators to identify potential terrorist plots, use a 
multitude of data bases that may contain hidden patterns of 
information about transactions needed to execute plots, and 
then mount preemptive strikes to stop their plans.  
 

The National Response Plan [3] establishes a 
comprehensive all-hazards approach to enhance the ability 
to manage domestic incidents.  The plan incorporates best 
practices and procedures from different incident 
management disciplines. Another prominent document, The 
National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) [4] provides 
a unifying structure for the integration of all critical 
infrastructures and key resources protection efforts into a 
single national program.  
 

However the existing efforts are actually offering yet 
another infrastructures, to be built on the same principles as 
the existing ones, i.e. consisting of specialized components 
located in certain places and communicating with each 
other, with a good deal of central control over them. Due to 
this, they may inevitably be as (if not more) vulnerable to 
attacks and failures as other infrastructures, and may 
become a burden rather than savior.  
 

Even in the relatively modest Katrina case, local 
infrastructures were indiscriminately fragmented and totally 
inoperable (while malicious ones thriving), and federal 
bodies showed clumsiness and inefficiency. The new global 
infrastructures outlined, like what we see in NIPP, may 
result in a similar performance in case of major disasters 
caused by hurricanes, earthquakes, or WMD attacks. 
 
1.3 Towards New Emergency Management 
Approaches 

 
We believe that the critical infrastructure protection, 

recovery, and relief ideologies and technologies should be 
based on quite different, revolutionary rather than 
evolutionary, principles, and they should evolve and operate 
in other time-space dimensions than the traditional 
infrastructures and forces that can harm them, in order to be 

incomparably superior and unaffected themselves in case 
of major crises. 
 

A completely different approach is being developed 
of how to penetrate into any distributed and open 
systems and establish an overwhelming power over them 
(destruction of malicious infrastructures in these systems 
being an option). Any global or local scenario we want to 
implement over any area or system is formulated in a 
special spatial control language, which is interpreted 
cooperatively in a distributed system widely using smart 
mobile program code covering the system or its parts in 
parallel. This provides spatial hologramlike algorithms, 
which dynamically exist in between system components 
rather than inside them, thus being totally unobservable 
and unreachable by conventional means.  

 

Actually, this work follows a sort of an intelligent 
supervirus ideology, with its potentially unlimited self-
penetration and self-recovery possibilities. The approach 
can also setup, at runtime, any needed infrastructures 
over scattered post-disaster human or technical resources, 
and these infrastructures can evolve and freely migrate in 
both physical and virtual worlds, self-recovering after 
damages and preserving integrity and goal orientation.  

 

This paper summarizes the technology called 
WAVE-WP that serves these purposes, outlines its main 
applications and possible implementation with the use of 
massively wearable devices. Examples of spatial 
programming of some exemplary crisis relief operations 
will be demonstrated too. 
 
 
2   WAVE-WP Model and Technology 
 

The distributed computation and control WAVE-WP 
(or World Processing) model and technology [5-7] are 
based on a higher-level language describing parallel 
distributed solutions in computer networks as a single 
seamless spatial process rather than traditional collection 
and interaction of parts (agents), while shifting these and 
other routines to an efficient automatic implementation. 
Communicating copies of the WAVE-WP language 
interpreter (WI) should be installed in most sensitive 
points of the system to be governed (like internet hosts, 
robots, troop carriers, dismounted soldiers, laptops, 
mobile phones, etc.).  
 

Parallel spatial scenarios (or waves) written in the 
language can start from any interpreter, covering the 
network at runtime and cooperating with each other in 
the distributed space. The approach often provides 
hundreds of times application code reduction and 
simplification, allowing us to concentrate on efficient 
global solutions rather than implementation details. 
 

Spreading via networked WIs, waves can create 
dynamic knowledge infrastructures arbitrarily distributed 
between the system components. Subsequently or 
simultaneously navigated by same or other waves, they 
can effectively support distributed databases, advanced 
command and control, global situation awareness, 
parallel inference, and autonomous decisions. It is 
convenient to operate in this seamless virtual world fully 
ignoring its physical distribution, whereas virtual 
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networks can migrate (partially or as a whole) in physical 
networks while being processed.  
 

Installed in advance in different components that may 
happen to be located in a disaster area, with possibilities of 
their communication using any remaining channels, WIs can 
convert the whole area (like the one shown in Fig. 1) into an 
operable self-organized system. The latter will be able to 
solve complex tasks on itself (see Fig.2), where high-level 
relief scenarios in WAVE-WP can start and evolve from any 
interpreter, covering the whole system or its needed parts at 
runtime, while establishing full control over it. 
 

WI WI

WI

WIWI

WI

WI

WI

Spatial scenario Knowledge network

Waves

Waves

Continuous 
processesWave interpreters 

 
 

Figure 2.  Converting the disaster area into an operable 
system. 

 
 
3   The WAVE-WP Language 
 
3.1   Language Basics 
 

We are considering here only the top definition of the 
WAVE-WP language, shown in Fig. 3, with details in [5, 6].  
 

wave     →   { advance ; } 
advance   →   { move , } 
move    →   { unit  act }  
unit     →   constant | variable | [ rule ] ( wave )  
variable    →   nodal | frontal | environmental  
rule     →   forward-rule | echo-rule 
act     →    fusion-act |  flow-act | application 
constant    →   information | physical-matter |  

        program-code 
 

Figure 3.  WAVE-WP language syntax. 
 

Starting from a certain position, the program, or wave, 
navigates in physical or virtual space, with successive 
advances starting from positions reached by the previous 
advances. An advance may consist of moves, which can 
develop in parallel. Moves may be data processing and/or 
space propagation expressions of units separated by acts. A 
unit can represent a value directly, as constant or variable, 
or may be an arbitrary wave in parentheses, optionally 
prefixed by a rule. Variables may be: nodal, dynamically 
associated with space positions and shared by waves; frontal, 

moving in space with control; and environmental, 
accessing the navigated environment in points reached.  
 

Rules being forward rules, coordinating spreading of 
waves or setting up special navigation contexts, or echo 
rules detailing the fusion and return of (remote) states 
and data. Acts classify as fusion acts producing new 
values from operands, flow acts moving data and control 
in space, and application acts activating alien or native 
procedures. Constants and variables may represent both 
information and physical matter; they may also represent 
program code to be created, processed or modified with 
a subsequent execution as waves, thus providing high 
programming flexibility in dynamic environments. 
 
3.2   Spatial Interpretation 
 

What follows from this language definition, is the 
unwrapping and replication of the recursive formulae, 
rather than traditional reduction, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
wave program matches, conquers, floods, covers the 
distributed physical or virtual world in parallel, 
establishing full control over the space. Each act is 
performed in the space positions reached on local data 
there, or on what is obtained and returned by other waves 
of the expression. The resultant value on any construct 
comprises all values obtained in the points of space 
reached by it. All constructs return control states, which 
are merged and generalized at higher levels with the use 
of rules for making hierarchical spatial decisions. 
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Figure 4.  Spatial evolution of waves. 
 
 

A number of successful implementations of this 
approach have been made in different countries, with 
public domain available on the internet [5]. The new, 
advanced version is currently being re-implemented and 
patented, with orientation on both software product and 
direct “wave chip”. 
 
 
4   Current and Prospective Applications 
 

Let us mention some applications of this technology 
that may be directly or indirectly helpful for the 
advanced emergency management, with more details and 
other areas presented in [5-7]. 
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Distributed Robotic Brain. WAVE-WP interpreters put 

on top of (and integrated with) the usual robotic 
functionality may effectively convert any group of robots 
into an integral spatial machine capable of doing complex 
jobs simultaneously and cooperatively. Individual robots 
may be of any type (from most advanced to primitive) 
devices, some can even fail at runtime, but the group as a 
whole may remain functional and goal-oriented.  
 

Future Combat Systems. Installed in main components 
of FCS, WAVE-WP can provide global vision of the 
territory and overall situation awareness, despite limitations 
of individual sensors and control facilities. It optimizes 
fusion and distribution of scattered targets, provides flexible 
command and control, where the CC infrastructure may be 
adaptable at runtime. 
 

Tracing Physical Objects. The technology enables an 
efficient chase of (aerial or ground) physical objects by self-
navigating and replicating program agents following them 
via computer networks. The multiple mobile intelligence, 
migrating in computer networks, provides a new level of 
flexibility for various management systems. It may guide, 
for example, the destruction of unwanted objects after 
individual investigation of their routes and behavior.  
 

Global Fighting of Network Intrusions. WAVE-WP 
interpreters installed in internet hosts and accessing usual 
management tools, can form a higher layer converting large 
volumes of raw data into the seamless distributed 
knowledge for global network analysis and optimization. 
The WI network can simultaneously discover and analyze 
viruses throughout the whole world, blocking their spread 
and inferring attack sources.  
 

National and International Infrastructures. The 
technology can effectively support vital infrastructures of 
national and international scale, solving complex problems 
in them in parallel. These may relate to politics, economics, 
demographics, weather prediction, environmental pollution, 
postal service, transport, industrial goods flow, tracing 
international criminals, and air and space defense, with 
optimized solutions without central resources.  
 
 
5   Using Massively Wearable Devices 
 

Emergency management may be fundamentally assisted 
by the massively wearable individual data processing and 
communication devices, which are expected to remain with 
individuals under any circumstances. WIs, installed in them 
(this can be done without problems, taking into account the 
existing experience of implementation of the WAVE system 
on different platforms and compactness of the language 
interpreter) can make the whole societies, especially 
emergent ones in the disaster areas, to be programmable and 
controllable in the way required, despite the scattering of 
resources and limited communications. 
 

Mobile phones, the undisputed leader among wearables, 
are expected to be the most common consumer electronics 
device on the planet [8]. By the end of 2009, some 2.6 
billion mobiles will be in regular use around the world. 
Mobiles, for example, are catapulting rural Africa into the 
21st century, making it the world's fastest-growing 
cellphone market [9]. They are enabling millions of people 

to skip a technological generation and bound straight 
from letter-writing to instant messaging. Asia is the next 
fastest-expanding market.  
 

Many also use GPS, digital cameras, portable PCs 
along with mobile phones, and there already exist 
advanced products that combine all these and many other 
features within a single piece (including also Bluetooth, 
WiFi, phone radio and TV [10,11]). 3G, or third 
generation, brings broadband for mobiles too [12]. Also, 
the recently unveiled sub-$100 laptop design [13], with 
its internet wireless access and a hand crank for when 
there is no power supply, is expected to contribute 
drastically to the unprecedented electronic integration of 
the whole world. 
 

We may assume that these devices (at least some of 
them) would remain able to communicate with each 
other during and after the disasters via the wireless 
networks, internet, radio or any other channels, and in 
the worst case even via humans (who, using voice, 
handwriting or gestures, can pass manually the needed 
code and data, with the return to an electronic WI level at 
the reception end). 
 
 
6   Emergency Management Code Examples  
 

We will consider here only elementary examples of 
spatial programming in WAVE-WP for some tasks that 
may relate to emergency management, with 
simplifications necessary for showing program code 
within the limited paper space. 
 
6.1   Spatial Counting of All Casualties 
 

Let us consider a fully distributed and parallel 
counting of the total number of casualties in the disaster 
area, on all affected regions, assuming for simplicity that 
only a single WI is available in each region or group of 
individuals (the interpreter-participant can be negotiated 
locally if more than one).  
 

The following program can be applied from any 
available WI as an entry one, which can be away from 
the disaster area (say, located in a federal center) or can 
reside within the area, as a special or emergently selected 
body or individual. (Characters #, _, ?, and ! are serving, 
respectively, as hop, aggregation, external procedure call, 
and halt acts; whereas grasp and repeat being  
forward rules , and sum as an echo rule of the language.) 
 
Farea = disasterarea; 
USER = sum( 
 direct # any _ Farea;  
 repeat( 
  grasp(Nmark == nil; Nmark = 1);  
  ? casualtiesinfo ! done,  
  any # Farea 
 ) 
) 
 

Within the identified disasterarea, assigned to 
and subsequently carried in frontal variable Farea 
(names of frontal variables must begin with F) the 
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program first hops into any directly reachable units within 
the area. Then from all these units it repeatedly (in parallel 
to all reachable neighbors) navigates the area using any 
available local channels between the interpreters (manual 
communications are not excluded too). The program enters 
nodes only once, marking each with an individual nodal 
variable Nmark (which names should start with N in the 
language), grasping nodal resources for performing an 
indivisible check-assignment sequence.  
 

This parallel spatial process forms a spanning tree 
covering (if communications permit) the whole disaster area 
via the reached WIs in it. In each WI reached by the waves, 
an external procedure casualtiesinfo (which can be 
performed manually, by humans or groups of them sharing 
the same WI) returns the number of detected casualties in 
this region. These collected numbers are then summed up in 
parallel in the tree nodes and moved up the tree in the global 
echo process, receiving finally the total number of casualties 
on the whole area, output to the USER owning the entry WI.  
 

As can be seen, the whole disaster area had been 
dynamically converted into a parallel spatial machine 
capable of solving the problem in a fully distributed manner, 
without central computational resources, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5.  Spatial counting of the total number of casualties. 
 
 
6.2  Relief Delivery to the Most Affected Region 
 

If to use echo rule max instead of sum of the previous 
program, and also lift physical coordinates of the regions 
navigated (via environmental variable WHERE associated, 
say, with GPS devices), it is possible to get the final result 
on the disaster area as the following aggregated value. The 
first part of it will give the number of casualties of the most 
affected region, and the second one providing physical 
coordinates of this region (as measured from the related WI). 
The following program records this two-value result in the 
nodal variable Nmax associated with the entry node. 
 
Farea = disasterarea; 
Nmax = max( 
 direct # any _ Farea;  
 repeat( 
  grasp(Nmark == nil; Nmark = 1);  
  number ? casualties _ WHERE ! done,  

  any # Farea 
 ) 
) 
 

Using the obtained first value in Nmax, it is easy to 
describe in WAVE-WP the assemblage of needed 
number of relief packages (storing all physical packages 
in frontal variable Fsupply). This can be succeeded by 
a direct movement into the physical location in space (by 
the second value in Nmax), distributing afterwards the 
relief packages between the suffered individuals (using 
external manned procedure distribute), as follows: 
 
Fsupply = “reliefpackage” * Nmax : 1; 
direct # Nmax : 2;  
Fsupply ? distribute 
 

In this program, : is an indexing act of the language, 
being superior to multiplication *, the latter working on 
physical matter at the left (“reliefpackage”) and 
information at the right (number of packages needed, 
same as number of casualties). 
 
6.3 The Delivery to All Regions 
 

It is easy to modify and merge into one the previous 
two programs in order to find casualty numbers 
separately on all affected regions, with corresponding 
coordinates of these regions, and then assemble the 
needed amount of goods for every region and forward all 
these to the proper destinations, with a subsequent 
manual distribution, as follows. 
 
Farea = disasterarea; 
Nall = ( 
 direct # any _ Farea; 
 repeat( 
  grasp(Nmark == nil; Nmark = 1);  
   number ? casualties _ WHERE ! done,  
   any # Farea 
 ) 
); 
Nall; N = VALUE;  
Fsupply = “reliefpackage” * N : 1;  
direct # N : 2;  
Fsupply ? distribute 
 

The needed number of packages will be delivered to 
all related destinations via the rotes available, which may 
happen to be complex, taking into account the remaining 
usable road infrastructures and peculiarities of the terrain. 
This delivery may be performed by manned vehicles or 
convoys, or by advanced unmanned mobile ground 
systems, like those described in [14], with omission of 
further details on this within this short paper. Any 
detailed delivery, including path finding and avoidance 
of obstacles, can be effectively represented in WAVE-
WP, with related examples discussed in [5-7]. The 
general picture of parallel physical delivery to the needed 
destinations may look like the one shown in Fig. 6. 

 

In a similar way, it is easy to describe and execute 
much more complex scenarios of self-organization of 
affected regions, including massive evacuation, forming 
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new emergency infrastructures, fighting malicious post-
disaster infrastructures (like looting), movement and 
spreading of communicating relief teams, cooperating with 
the self-organizing disaster area, and so on. As WAVE-WP 
technology allows us to set up a formal description of what 
was considered as predominantly human before, the relief 
scenarios can be effectively performed by any combination 
of manned and unmanned units, with humans and robots 
sharing responsibility for the key decisions in different 
space-time locations. 
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Figure 6. Delivery of the needed goods to affected regions. 
 
 
7 Conclusions 
 

A ubiquitous, supervirus-like approach for emergency 
management and critical infrastructure and key resources 
protection has been proposed, based on the universal 
distributed processing and control technology WAVE-WP. 
Effectively operating in a different space-time continuum 
than the existing systems or forces that can harm them, it 
can dynamically set up an unlimited power over the 
distributed worlds, being itself much less vulnerable to 
damages than other systems. 
 

The compactness and simplicity of relief scenarios in the 
WAVE-WP language allow us to program them on the fly, 
reacting timely on rapidly changing situations. The 
technology can effectively convert scattered human and 
technical resources into highly operable distributed systems 
capable of organizing relief missions in other systems or 
autonomously solving complex self-survivability and self-
recovery problems. 
 

The implementation of the technology can be easily 
done on any existing software or hardware platform, and the 
corresponding “social” module, as a software or hardware 
wave interpreter, can be readily installed in many wearable 
devices, and first of all mobile phones and handheld and 
laptop PCs.  
 

Massive use of advanced mobile robotics in the future 
relief missions, and its integration with manned components 
under the unified command and control, can be drastically 
simplified by this flexible control model too. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a cognitive model based on the

mammalian visual cortex, which is able to perform image
contouring by the means of extracting contour line seg-
ments as abstract objects. The line segments are organized
by their orientation and length in a three-dimensional array,
the Visual Feature Array, which allows image processing
and transformations along new dimensions, such as orien-
tation or length. Negative Filtering is the process when
the Visual Feature Array is used to reconstruct the original
contour image by redrawing the stored line segments, thus
removing noise from the image. The presented approach is
strongly based on cognitive psychology and neurobiology.
The processing model has a strictly parallel architecture in
order to mimic its biological inspirator, and to allow con-
stant time processing on a parallel computational hardware.

1 Introduction

In order to show why cognitive models can give the nec-
essary boost in computation, consider the example where a
person has to decide whether there is a cat or something
else on an image. Such a task is impossible for a computer
to perform today, yet a human can do it reliably in half a
second or less. This result is very interesting when consid-
ering that the “processing time” of a typical neuron is in the
range of milliseconds while that of a logic gate of a modern
silicon-based computer is in the range of nanoseconds. The
computational capacity of the brain thus has to lie in its spe-
cial architecture and particular information representation
and processing, rather than in the speed of its processing
elements. It is our belief that in order to step beyond the
borders of today’s computer systems’ architectures the ba-
sic way of information representation and processing has
to be changed. For new ideas we turn to existing cogni-
tive systems in biological architectures to study them, be-
cause they already bear the solutions that we are seeking
for. Hubel and Wiesel first described the visual system [1],
and suggested that iso-orientation domains are packed in
essentially linear parallel stripes, which Hubel [2] subse-
quently referred to as the “ice-cube” model. The model

of Hubel, and later V1 models [3] suggest that cells in the
visual cortex are organized in a 3D structure, where a lo-
cation on the visual field and an input stimulus preference
(e.g.orientation preference) can be assigned to each cell.
A cognitive system is implemented in a biological neural
network, where simple units of computation are connected
in a very complex structure. Our research goal is to turn
the cognitive information processing system into engineer-
ing models which can later be organized into a cognitive
psychology inspired model running on a biology related
computational architecture.

This paper introduces a model strongly based on the
cognitive functions of the visual cortex for image contour
detection. The model was elaborated on the analogy of the
mammalian visual system. Each phase from the retina to
the visual cortex is represented in the model by imitating
the biological structures and cognitive functions in orderto
perform similar image transformations and operations. In
classical image processing algorithms, such as edge detec-
tion using a sobel filter, both the input and the output are
matrices containing pixels. These algorithms thus repre-
sent a pixel-to-pixel transformation between two matrices.
Similarly to the neural networks in the cerebral cortex, the
model proposed in this paper implements a pixel-to-feature
transformation, wherefeaturerefers to a more abstract vi-
sual object, such as a line segment of a certain length and
orientation, or a line crossing. The result of the transforma-
tion is thus a feature-level abstraction of the input image.
The abstract features can also be re-transformed into the
pixel level by a feature-to-pixel inverse transformation,al-
lowing a visual representation of the feature-level abstrac-
tion. The re-transformation of features into pixels will ex-
clude noise from the result, thus it can be used as a filter-
ing technique, described later in this paper. The presented
model can be applied in many practical applications. One
of them is the Intelligent Space, detailed in [4].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed architecture of the model for high
speed image processing. Section 3 is devoted to the model
evaluation and experimental results. Finally, Section 4 con-
cludes the paper.
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2 Cognitive model of the visual pathway

A scene projected to the retina becomes a two-
dimensional image, which is transferred to the brain for
further processing. Such an image is composed of image
features like regions of a certain color and texture, their
boundaries as segments of different orientation and length.
The image features make part of more abstract features like
simple shapes, curves, circles.

The main goal of the present model is tounderstandthe
basic primitives of an image, on the analogy of the cerebral
cortex as a complex cognitive system. Theunderstanding
of a feature in biology is defined as the firing of a set of
neurons, which tend to fire when that particular feature is
presented on the input as a stimulus. In the proposed model
a feature is represented by the activation of a single neuron
instead of a set, and it is consideredunderstoodwhen the
corresponding neuron fires. The neurons of the understood
features can project their outputs to higher and lower lev-
els in the neural hierarchy. Projecting the output further
up allows the neurons in higher levels to understand more
abstract features as the composition of lower level features.
On the other hand, a neuron that projects its output to lower
levels in the neural hierarchy can be considered as anex-
pectationfrom above, and will help the low-level neurons
to understand the lower level features.

This paper concentrates on how primitive image fea-
tures are understood, and how they can be used as an ex-
pectation in lower levels.

The proposed model in this paper receives an image on
its input, which is immediately subjected to an edge detec-
tion filter. This filter is based on the receptive field char-
acteristics of the retinal ganglion cells. In the small re-
gion of the visual field which is centered around the po-
sition of the ganglion cell the afferent connections have a
relatively high positive weight, while in the surrounding
regions the synapse weights are inhibitory. The receptive
field is modeled with a 3× 3 matrix M1 with higher pos-
itive input weight values in the middle and small negative
values in the surrounding regions.

M1 =
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The output pattern of the cells with input weights ofM1

will be an edge detected image of the original image. It
is to note that at this level of neural processing the image
features understood (or represented by neural activation)
are pixels of an edge detected image, edge elements.

Going further on the visual pathway we find that the

receptive fields of the neurons in LGN are also circular like
those in the retina. This suggests that the LGN does not
add any extra image processing functionality to the visual
pathway. It rather has an important role in modulating the
input to the cortex by attention, but the exact functionality
is still a subject of research.

For the above reason we consider the retinal and LGN-
neurons as primary edge detectors, and their overall func-
tionality in the aspects of image processing is covered by
the M1 matrix in the model. The input from the cells of
such receptive fields project into the visual cortex, where
further image processing takes place.

The image representation in the visual cortex is retino-
topic, which means that neighboring regions of the visual
field are projected to neighboring regions in the cortex. The
neurons of such a region are tuned to respond to a variety of
input stimuli described by different receptive fields charac-
teristics. This implies that a vast variety of receptive fields
belong to one small region of the visual cortex, and thus to
a small region of the visual field. The variety of receptive
fields representing different visual features (e.g.line orien-
tations) can be organized along new dimensions.

After an edge detection discussed above, an edge de-
tected image is available in the matrixI where

I ∈ R
n×m, (2)

n andm representing the image dimensions.
According to the visual cortex, several different features

can be extracted from the edge detected imageI . The ex-
traction of the features begins with those having the largest
number of pixels,i.e. the longest lines. When the first fea-
ture is extracted from the edge detected imageI , the feature
pixels are removed fromI , resulting a new matrix that we
refer to asI (1). After extracting and removing thekth fea-
ture fromI (k−1) the matrixI (k) remains. Using this notation
the original edge detected image is denotedI (0). This step
is necessary to ensure that only one of many possible sim-
ilar features is extracted from the edge detected imageI (0).
Thekth feature is removed fromI (k−1) and added to a two-
dimensional matrixFk, such that

∀i, j,k : (Fk)i, j ∈ {0;1}, (3)

and the value(Fk)i, j indicates if any pixel of the detected
featurek is present in the edge detected image at the posi-

tion I (k−1)
i, j .

It is important to note that the features to extract are
ordered by the number of pixels they contain in order to
ensure that

Fk ⊇ F l ,k < l , (4)

whereFk is the set of pixels contained by thekth feature.
Since there are several image features to be extracted from
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the image, there will be a matrixF for each of these fea-
tures. We define the three-dimensional array with theF
matrices overlapped along a third dimension as follows:

V ∈ R
n×m×r (5)

For the three-dimensional matrixV we introduce the no-
tion of Visual Feature Arrayor VFA, wherer represents the
total number of visual features. By construction, the ele-

mentV i, j,k of the VFA represents if an edge pixelI (k−1)
i, j

belongs to thekth visual feature.
In the VFA each element corresponds to the response of

a cortical neuron tuned to a certain feature in a certain lo-
cation. In the VFA the features are organized along a third
dimension, orthogonal to the other two dimensions. Such
a system of visual features yields a 3-dimensional neural
array model of the primary visual cortex.

In the visual cortex there are neurons tuned to a whole
variety of visual features. The present model includes the
orientation selective cortical cells with end-inhibitionchar-
acteristics. Each feature in the VFA can thus be described
by an orientation angle and an optimal length. The possible
orientations are equally distributed with a specified angular
resolution. The angles represented in the VFA are defined
with the angleα and angular resolutionθ, such that

α ∈ [0. . .π],α = k ·θ,k∈ N, (6)

and thus the matrix elements(Fα=π/5)i, j will be values of
1 where an edge line segment with an orientation close to
π/5 is found in the edge detected image atIi, j .

The end-inhibition property of the neurons is also for-
malized in the model. An optimal lengthl of a neuron is a
length to which it gives a maximal response. The different
lengths are distributed between the shortest length and the
longest length, and their number ish. Since the line lengths
are measured in pixels, the shortest possible line segment
is 3 pixel long. The maximal length can be chosen taking
the requirements of the input image and the available com-
putational capacity into consideration. Normally this value
is between 20 and 30 pixels.

Given an angular resolution ofθ and the number of dif-
ferent length valuesh, the number of possible visual fea-
turesr can be assessed as follows:

r =
π
θ
·h. (7)

A visual featurek is thus characterized by two values, an
orientationα and lengthl . The matrix elements(Fk)i, j will
thus have a value of 1 if the edge pixel on the edge detected
imageIi, j belongs a feature with the characteristics ofk.

In the visual cortex there are receptive field characteris-
tics that actually define the visual feature the particular neu-
ron is responsive to. In order to extract the desired features

from an edge detected image, for each featurek a mask ma-
trix Rk obtained from a corresponding receptive field has to
be defined. In the proposed model the visual features are
extracted by a convolution of the edge detected image and
a matrix Rk. In the present case the receptive fields are
modeled by binary matrices instead of matrices with real
values. These matrices contain the sought feature as it may
appear on the binary edge detected image.

Consider a grouping transformation on the VFA, which
simply groups all the layers into one final layer contain-
ing all the extracted features. This transformation equals
sending the output of the VFA neuronsdownin the neural
hierarchy, and can be used to reconstruct an image by re-
drawing the detected visual features. This reconstruction
will include only the features that were extracted from the
original image. This implies that the noise (pixels not con-
sidered as the part of any feature) will not be present in the
reconstructed edge detected image.

We have introduced the notion ofnegative filteringas
the process of understanding image primitives and recon-
structing the image from them. The notion arose from the
fact that on contrary to a filtering process, the above de-
fined process adds useful information to the image, instead
of subtracting it.

3 Model evaluation, results

The proposed model has two important advantages
compared to classical solutions. By virtue of the simple but
numerous computational units (neurons) that work parallel
on the solution, the model can perform the proper activa-
tion of the VFA and the negative filtering in constant time.
This, however requires a parallel hardware implementation
of the model.

In our case only a computer simulation of the model was
available, which allowed to evaluate the functionalities of
the model, but not its performance.

The input test image used to evaluate the model is shown
in Figure 1a. This image is subjected to a primary edge
detection according to the model. The result is a binary
image of edge elements, with white dots representing high-
contrast points on the original image. This edge-detected
image is shown in Figure 1b.

The edge-detected image in our model corresponds to
the image that is projected to the visual cortex. In the
model, this image is used as the input to the neurons in the
VFA. In the present implementation 5 different line lengths
were used with the possible orientations to calculate the
values of the VFA. These lengths were 3, 5, 9, 17, and 33
pixels.

The VFA layers of two different orientations and the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Original test image (a) and the result of the pri-
mary edge detection (b)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: The segments of two different orientations (a)–
(b) and the segments of two different line lengths (c)–(d).

segments of two different line lengths are shown in Figure
2.

The union of the VFA layers yields the top-down recon-
struction of the edge detected image from the detected line
segments. The reconstruction will exclude the edge ele-
ments detected as noise noise, which was not recognized
as a visual feature (a line segment of certain length and ori-
entation).

4 Conclusion

A model for intelligent contour detection was presented
in this paper. The basic structure and functionality of the
model is based on the mammalian primary visual cortex,
which can perform edge contour extraction on an edge de-

tected image. The extracted contour pixels are clustered
into visual features which are more abstract representations
of the visual information. The features are organized into
a three-dimensional orthogonal array (the VFA) according
to their properties. The extracted features are used in two
ways: further abstraction or top-down image reconstruc-
tion. This latest adds an augmented information space to
the original edge detected image, which we refer to as neg-
ative filtering.

The VFA containing different features can be submitted
to grouping transformations, that merge layers of the VFA
according to certain rules, such as similar line length or
orientation. The grouping transformations are necessary
for further transformations, such as line crossing and vertex
detection.

The model and especially the VFA has been designed to
operate in a fully parallel manner. In the present system bi-
nary array values were used for the sake of easy hardware
implementation. An FPGA or other parallel implementa-
tion of the model yields a constant time contour detection
and visual feature extraction.
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Abstract

Multistable perception phenomena in seeing am-
biguous figures have been observed and their distribu-
tion curves of alternation durations are well-known as
the Gamma distribution through psychophysical ex-
periments. It is important and interesting to inves-
tigate its describable model for clarifying brain func-
tions. In this paper, we propose a model based on the
multilayered bidirectional associative memories and
report good simulation results on the distribution of
alternation durations.

1 Introduction

Multistable perception is perception in which two
(or more) interpretations of the same ambiguous im-
age alternate spontaneously while an observer looks at
them. Three kinds of this phenomenon, figure-ground,
perspective (depth), and semantic ambiguities are well
known (As an overview, for example, see[1]). In this
circumstance the external stimulus is kept constant,
but perception undergoes involuntary and random-like
change. The measurements have been quantified in
psychophysical experiments and it has become evident
that the frequency of the time intervals spent on each
percept is approximately Gamma distributed[2, 3].

Figure-ground reversal is an automatic process
which happens even if there is no premise knowledge
about the object form. However, the others are pro-
cesses depending on conceptual knowledge. This indi-
cates a possibility that each perceptual conflict hap-
pens similarly in the individual (different) place within
the large region from the initial vision process to the
higher cognitive reasoning process. Therefore, exis-
tence of some neural mechanism common to all is sug-
gested.

In this work, we propose a perception model of am-

biguous patterns based on the multilayered bidirec-
tional associative memory, aiming at the explanation
of the above facts. This model has two main features,
one of which is a bottom-up and top down information
(signal) flow between the lower layers and higher ones
by expansion of the bidirectional associative memory
scheme[4]. The other is a checking process of the con-
formity of the bidirectional signals. According to the
input signal from the lower level, the higher level feeds
back a suitable candidate among the stored templates
to the lower level. If the lower area cannot get a good
match, the process starts over again and lasts until a
suitable interpretation is found. We analyze temporal
behaviors of the system under this framework through
computer simulations.

2 Multistable Perception and brain
mechanism

2.1 Multistable Perception

Multistable perception (or so-called perceptual al-
ternation) is a phenomenon occurred in our brains in
which there are plural candidates of interpretations
whereas retinal input is not changed, and only one
interpretation of them arises in our brains at a time.
Interpretations are autonomously exchanged over time
and the timing of exchanges is known to be random.
This phenomenon usually occurs when we see ambigu-
ous figures, such as the Necker-cube in Fig. 1. We have
two interpretations on this cube. From psychophysical
experiments, the distribution of the perceptual dura-
tions can be obtained. It is known that this distribu-
tion follows well the Gamma distribution defined by

f(x) =
1

abΓ(b)
xb−1 exp(−x/a) (1)
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Figure 1: Frequency distribution of the duration of the
Necker cube for a subject

In Fig. 1, we also show a typical example of the dis-
tribution of the perceptual duration by seeing Necker-
cube and its corresponding Gamma distribution.

2.2 Brain Mechanisms for Multistable
Perception

The mechanism for multistable perceptions should
be functional in the wide range of cerebral cortex be-
yond primary visual cortex, since there exists sev-
eral levels (kinds) of multistable perceptions, such as
figure-ground, perspective, and semantic ambiguities.
The cortico-cortical fibers connect among areas on cor-
tex and their circuitry is uniform over it, without their
functions or locations. Information processing in neo-
cortex is performed by the interactions among areas
through fibers.

In recognizing an object in a scenery, this type of
interactions between higher-order and lower-order cor-
tex areas could be also used. Higher-order cortex re-
ceives signals from lower cortex, based on these signals
it retrieves the pattern from stored templates that is
most feasible for them, and transmits this pattern as
a feedback to lower cortex. An interpretation for the
object is achieved by making a match of information
from the higher and lower cortex. Ping-pong style of
matching process based on interactions in the brain
[5] is expected to serve as a candidate for the general
(common) neural mechanism of multistable percep-
tion. The brain mechanism proposed in [6], in which
the top-down prediction from inferotemporal cortex
confronts with the bottom-up recognition from pri-
mary visual cortex, also corresponds to this matching
process.

Figure 2: The structure of the multilayered BAM
module for multistable perception

3 Multilayered Bidirectional Associa-
tive Memory

Bidirectional Associative Memory (BAM) network
is a kind of associative memory with capability of re-
trieving input patterns from target patterns, as well as
target patterns from input patterns[4]. It consists of
two layers of neurons, U-layer and V-layer, connected
through weights. The outputs of neurons in the U-
layer are input to those in the V-layer through weight
w and the outputs in the V-layer make feedback to
the U-layer through wT , so the information flows be-
tween these layers repeatedly. The states of network
converges to the input pattern and its corresponding
target pattern by updating the states of neurons.

In this paper, we introduce a multilayered BAM
module, which allows more layers in the BAM net-
work. Figure 2 shows the structure of multiple BAM
module, the information flows from lowest layer to
highest layer and vice versa. The lowest layer of the
network corresponds to visual receptor that accepts
ambiguous inputs from outside, and The highest layer
represents interpretations for the input signals.

The connection weight between the i-th neuron in
the k-th layer and the j-th neuron in the k+1-th layer,
wij , is defined as

w[k]ij =
L∑

l=1

u[k]li · u[k + 1]lj . (2)

where u[k]li is the state of the i-th neuron in the k-th
layer, given the l-th pattern.

The state of a neuron is updated by

u[k+1]i =

{
f(x[k]i) (with p = g(x[k]i))
−f(x[k]i) (with 1 − p)

(3)

where

f(x[k]i) = tanh(x[k]i/ε),
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g(x[k]i) =
1

1 + exp(−|x[k]i/T )
,

x[k]i =
1
m

m∑
j=1

w[k]ji · u[k]j .

At the lowest layer and the highest layer of the net-
work, the ambiguous input and the candidate of inter-
pretations is fed respectively by these equations:

u[1]i(t+ 1) = αu[1]i(t) + (1 − α)F [1]i (4)
u[K]i(t+ 1) = βu[K]i(t) + (1 − β)u[K]li (5)

where α and β are called loop-input rates in the lowest
layer and the highest layer respectively. F [1] repre-
sents ambiguous input signal, which has intermediate
states between u[1]1 and u[1]2. When the states of the
highest layer are changed by Eq.(5), u[K]1 or u[K]2

is chosen as a new interpretation u[K] according to
the current interpretation of the network. The ini-
tial interpretation (at the first application of Eq.(5))
is set to the one that is more resemblant to u[K]1 or
u[K]2. The interpretation is not changed until the
counter exceeds a certain value (called upper-bound
of disagreement, Lupper). This counter increments
by one whenever the interpretation and the states in
the highest layer are different.

We prepare the patterns that contain the same
number of 1’s and -1’s and their inverse for the stored
templates for each layer. The template patterns for
the k-th layer is represented by

u[k]1 = { 1, · · · , 1 −1, · · · ,−1 },
u[k]2 = { −1, · · · ,−1 1, · · · , 1 }.

For the measurement of interpretation represented
at the highest layer, we introduce an overlap value
M(t) as

M(t) =
1
N

(
N∑

i=1

u[K]i(t) · u[K]1i

)
(6)

where N is the number of neurons in the highest(K-
th) layer.

4 Simulation Results

4.1 Experimental Setup

We explore the behaviors of our BAM module by
the computer simulations. An BAM module with 4
layers whose number of neurons in all the layers is 4,
i.e., 4-4-4-4 network, is applied. We employ ε = 10−10

and T = 0.10 in Eq.(3) in the simulations.

We run multilayered BAM modules for acquir-
ing 10,000 durations in interpreting the pattern #1
(u[K]1). The input pattern F [1] at the lowest layer
is always set to the intermediate pattern between two
stored pattern, i.e., F [1] = {1, · · · , 1}, and initial inter-
pretation at the highest layer of the network is deter-
mined by information from lower layers. The interpre-
tation is changed to another one when the number of
disagreements at the highest layer reaches the upper-
bound of disagreements, and at the same time we get
one duration of this interpretation.

We introduce Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with 0.05
of significant level for determining whether these dura-
tions follow the Gamma distribution. The parameters
of Gamma distribution, a and b, are calculated by

a = σ/µ, b = µ/a,

where σ and µ are variance and average of the duration
data, respectively. The maximum difference between
the duration data and the Gamma distribution with
the parameters a and b is defined as

Dn = max
x

|F (x) − Sn(x)|

where F (x) and Sn(x) are cumulative frequency func-
tions of Gamma distribution and the duration data,
respectively. The critical value at 0.05 of significant
level, D0.05

n , is given by

D0.05
n = 1.358/

√
n.

When Dn < D0.05
n , the duration data is regarded as

following a given Gamma distribution.

4.2 Results

First we show an example of temporal behavior of
the network as the transition of M(t) at the highest
layer in Fig. 3. In this simulation, the upper bound
of disagreement Lupper is 40, α = 0.1 and β = 0.2,
are used for the parameters. The durations for an in-
terpretation are different each other. From these du-
rations, we get frequencies and a Gamma distribution
that is most fitted to them, as shown in Fig. 4.

We perform K-S tests with respect to the results
for various β and Lupper parameters, in order to
check whether the durations from our model follow the
Gamma and normal distribution. Table 1 shows the
number of acceptance by K-S test, where the number
of trials is 10 for each parameter and α = 0.1. The
numbers without brackets in this table indicate the
number of acceptance for Gamma distribution and the
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Figure 3: Temporal behavior of the highest layer’s
state under ambiguous input
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Figure 4: Frequencies of duration data (bar) and a
Gamma distribution that is most fitted (solid line)

number with brackets show those for normal distribu-
tion. It is found that the distribution of durations fol-
low the Gamma distribution, rather than the normal
distribution.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a model scheme for represent-
ing multistable perception in the visual system. Our
model can represent interactions between the lower
and higher cortical area in the brain by introducing a
multilayered associative memory and its information
flow. From the simulation results, the durations from
our model well follows Gamma distributions that is
one of characteristics in multistable perception, thus
our model can represent the temporal structure for
multistable perception.

In the future researches, we further explore the
agreement with the cortical architecture and brain-like
computation. Moreover, a new finding was recently
reported that a shape-defining parameter of Gamma
distribution fitted to time intervals data takes a quan-
tal and natural number [7]. We are now proceeding to
investigate our model for this result.

Table 1: The number of acceptance by K-S test for
Gamma (without brackets) and normal (with brack-
ets) distributions

β
Lupper 0.1 0.2 0.3

10 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
20 1 (0) 2 (0) 0 (0)
30 1 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0)
40 3 (0) 4 (0) 4 (0)
50 3 (0) 9 (0) 7 (0)
60 5 (0) 4 (0) 7 (0)
70 10 (0) 10 (0) 8 (0)
80 8 (0) 8 (0) 5 (0)
90 9 (0) 9 (0) 10 (0)
100 8 (0) 9 (0) 10 (0)
110 10 (0) 6 (0) 8 (0)
120 9 (0) 9 (0) 9 (0)
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Abstract
In this paper we compare the performance of fuzzy

and non-fuzzy classification problems. We particu-
larly focus on the case where the cost of misclassifica-
tion/rejection is considered as the performance mea-
sure of classification systems. Computational experi-
ments show the comparative results of these classifica-
tion systems on real-world pattern classification prob-
lems.

1 Introduction

Various methods have been proposed for pattern
classification systems [1]. In many cases the classifica-
tion rate is considered as the performance measure of
classification systems. In this paper, we consider the
situation where the cost of misclassification/rejection
is necessary. Through the computational experiments
we examine the performance of cost-sensitive fuzzy
classification systems proposed in [2] comparing with
non-fuzzy cost-sensitive classification systems.

2 Pattern Classification Problems with
Cost

Let us assume that our pattern classification prob-
lem is an n-dimensional problem with C classes and
m given training patterns xp, p = 1, 2, . . . , m. With-
out loss of generality each attribute of the given train-
ing patterns is normalized into a unit interval [0, 1].
That is, the pattern space is an n-dimensional unit hy-
percube [0, 1]n. In this paper we consider a situation
where a cost of misclassification/rejection is associated
with each training pattern. That is, the task in our

pattern classification problems in this paper is to min-
imize the cost of misclassification/rejection as well as
to minimize the number of misclassifed patterns. Let
wp, p = 1, 2, . . . ,m be the cost of the p-th training pat-
tern. We define the cost of misclassification/rejection
caused by a classification system S as follows:

Cost(S) =
m∑

p=1

cost(xp, S), (1)

where

cost(xp, S) =
{

0, if xp is correctly classified,
wp, otherwise.

(2)

3 Cost-Sensitive Fuzzy Classification
System

This section describes the generation of fuzzy if-
then rules from given training patterns. Our fuzzy
rule-based classification system consists of N fuzzy if-
then rules each of which has the following form:

Rj : If x1 is Aj1 and . . . and xn is Ajn

then Cj with CFj ,
(3)

for j = 1, . . . , N where Ajn is an antecedent fuzzy set,
Cj is a consequent class, and CFj is the grade of cer-
tainty. There are two steps in the generation of fuzzy
if-then rules: specification of the antecedent part and
determination of the consequent class Cj and the grade
of certainty CFj . The antecedent part of fuzzy if-then
rules is specified manually. Then the consequent part
(i.e., consequent class and the grade of certainty) is
determined from the given training patterns.
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3.1 Fuzzy Rule Generation

Let us assume that m training patterns xp =
(xp1, . . . , xpn), p = 1, . . . , m, are given for an n-
dimensional C-class pattern classification problem.
We also assume that a weight wp, p = 1, . . . , m, is
assigned to each training pattern a priori. The conse-
quent class Cj and the grade of certainty CFj of the
if-then rule are determined in the following manner:

Step 1: Calculate βClass h(j) for Class h as

βClass h(j) =
∑

xp∈Class h

µj(xp) · wp, (4)

where

µj(xp) = µj1(xp1) · . . . · µjn(xpn), (5)

and µjn(·) is the membership function of the
fuzzy set Ajn.

Step 2: Find Class ĥ that has the maximum value of
βClass h(j):

βClass ĥ(j) = max
1≤k≤C

{βClass k(j)}. (6)

We note that this fuzzy rule generation method can
also be applied to the standard pattern classification
problems where there are no pattern weights. In this
case, the class and the grade of certainty are deter-
mined from training patterns by specifying a pattern
weight as wp = 1.0 for p = 1, . . . , m.

If two or more classes take the maximum value, the
consequent class Cj of the rule Rj cannot be deter-
mined uniquely. In this case, specify Cj as Cj = φ. If
a single class ĥ takes the maximum value, let Cj be
Class ĥ. The grade of certainty CFj is determined as

CFj =
βClass ĥ(j)− β̄∑

h βClass h(j)
(7)

with

β̄ =

∑
h6=ĥ βClass h(j)

C − 1
. (8)

3.2 Fuzzy Reasoning

Using the rule generation procedure outlined above
we can generate N fuzzy if-then rules as in (3). After
both the consequent class Cj and the grade of cer-
tainty CFj are determined for all N rules, a new pat-
tern x = (x1, . . . , xn) can be classified by the following
procedure:

Step 1: Calculate αClass h(x) for Class h, j =
1, . . . , C, as

αClass h(x) = max{µj(x) · CFj |Cj = h}, (9)

Step 2: Find Class h′ that has the maximum value of
αClass h(x):

αClass h′(x) = max
1≤k≤C

{αClass k(x)}. (10)

If two or more classes take the maximum value, then
the classification of x is rejected (i.e. x is left as an
unclassifiable pattern), otherwise assign x to Class h′.

4 Cost-Sensitive Non-Fuzzy Classifica-
tion Systems

We also examined the performance of non-fuzzy
classification methods such as neural network and
nearest neighbor classification. Both the two classi-
fication methods are modified so that they can han-
dle training patterns with misclassification/rejection
costs.

4.1 Neural Network Classification

Neural network classification systems are one of the
most well-known systems. We convert common neu-
ral network classification systems into cost-sensitive
ones. Let us assume that a neural network classi-
fication system has n input units, Nh hidden units,
and No output units. We also assume that an out-
put vector o = (o1, . . . , oNo

) is obtained by the neural
network classification system from an input pattern
x = (x1, . . . , xn). The input pattern is classified as
Class î if and only if the following equation holds:

oî > ok, for ∀k, k 6= î, (11)

For the learning of the weights of neural network
classification systems the error-backpropagation algo-
rithm is normally employed in which the following er-
ror function is used to calculate the amount of weight
adjustment:

Ep =
1
2

No∑

k=1

(ok − tpk)2, (12)

where tp = (tp1, . . . , tpNo), p = 1, . . . ,m is the target
signal for the p-th training pattern and is defined as
follows:

tpk =
{

1, if the class of xp is k,
0, otherwise. (13)
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We construct cost-sensitive neural network classi-
fication systems by modifying the error function as
follows:

Ep =
1
2
wp

No∑

k=1

(ok − tpk)2, (14)

where wp is the cost of misclassification/rejection for
xp. The amount of weight adjustment is calculated by
using the modified error function in (14).

4.2 Nearest Neighbor Classification

We use 1-NN where an n-dimensional unknown pat-
tern x is classified as the class of its nearest neighbor
training pattern xp̂. Euclidean distance is used to de-
termine the nearest neighbor training pattern as fol-
lows:

d(x,xp̂) = min{d(x,xp)}, (15)

d(x,xp) =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(xi − xpi)2, (16)

where xp, p = 1, . . . , m, is the p-th training pattern
and d(x,xp) is a distance measure between x and xp.
We also consider a modified version of the 1-NN where
the weight of training patterns is used in the determi-
nation of the nearest neighbor training patterns. In
the modified 1-NN we use a modified distance mea-
sure given by (15):

d′(x,xp) =
d(x,xp)

wp
, (17)

where wp is the weight of the p-th training pattern.
From (17) we can see that those training patterns with
large weight have smaller distance measure than the
case of Euclidean distance. On the other hand, the
modified distance becomes larger than the Euclidean
distance when the weight of a training pattern is small
(less than 1).

5 Computational Experiments

We compare the performance of the three cost-
sensitive classification methods: fuzzy rule-based sys-
tems, neural network classification systems, and near-
est neighbor classification systems.

5.1 Data Sets

In the experiments in this paper we use nine data
sets to evaluate the performance of the three cost-
sensitive classification systems. We show the data sets
in Table 1.

Table 1: Data sets.
Data set # of attributes # of classes

Breast cancer 9 2
Haberman 3 2

Sonar 60 2
Balance scale 4 3

CMC 9 3
Glass 9 7

Hayes roth 4 3
Iris 4 3

Wine 13 3

Since the original data sets do not have weights
associated with the training patterns, we temporar-
ily assign them for our experiments. For two-class
pattern classification problems (i.e., Breast cancer,
Haberman, Sonar), we consider two weight assign-
ment schemes. The first scheme is called Class-1-
focused scheme where the cost of training pattern xp,
p = 1, . . . ,m is specified as wp = 1.0 if xp belongs to
Class 1 and wp = 0.5 otherwise. On the other hand,
we specify the cost as wp = 1.0 for Class 2 training
patterns and wp = 0.5 otherwise in the second weight
assignment scheme called Class-2-focused scheme.

For pattern classification problems with more than
two classes, we assign the cost of misclassifica-
tion/rejection of training patterns by the degree of
class overlap between different classes. We specify the
weight of training patterns as follows:

wp =
N same

p

Nsize
, (18)

where Nsize is the number of selected neighboring pat-
terns and N same

p is the number of training patterns
from the same class as xp in the Nsize selected pat-
terns.

In the experiments the 10-fold cross validation tech-
nique is used to examine the performance of classifi-
cation systems on test data. In 10-fold cross valida-
tion data sets are partitioned into ten disjoint subsets.
Nine subsets out of the ten were used as training data
and the other subset is used as test data. This pro-
cedure is iterated until all the ten subsets have seen
as test data. In the computer simulation in this sub-
section we performed the 10-fold cross validation 100
times. The average results (both classification results
and costs) over the 100 10-fold cross validations are
then calculated. We also performed one-side t-test to
examine the difference between every pair of classifi-
cation methods.
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5.2 Experimental Results

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the experiments
for two-class and multiclass problems. The costs of
misclassification/rejection in (1) obtained by the three
classification methods are shown in these tables.

Table 2: Results for two-class problems.
Class-1-focused

Data set Fuzzy Neural 1-NN
Breast cancer 2.17 8.01 1.74

Haberman 4.15 8.03 5.53
Sonar 4.44 4.85 4.54

Class-2-focused
Data set Fuzzy Neural 1-NN

Breast cancer 1.76 1.44 1.94
Haberman 7.05 4.05 8.12

Sonar 4.68 5.55 4.15

Table 3: Results for multi-class problems.
Data set Fuzzy Neural 1-NN

Balance scale 4.09 2.01 0.99
CMC 22.86 39.24 25.08
Glass 1.98 5.82 1.64
Iris 0.61 9.31 0.23

Hayes roth 1.72 2.40 2.31
Wine 0.71 11.44 0.23

Then we performed one-side t-test for every pair of
the three classification methods. The results of the t-
test are shown in Tables 4 and 5. We only show the
comparison between fuzzy and non-fuzzy classification
methods (i.e., fuzzy-neural and fuzzy-1-NN).

Table 4: Results of t-test for two-class problems.
Class-1-focused

Data set Fuzzy Â Neural Fuzzy Â 1-NN
Breast cancer × ©

Haberman © ©
Sonar © –

Class-2-focused
Data set Fuzzy Â Neural Fuzzy Â 1-NN

Breast cancer × –
Haberman × ©

Sonar © ×

Table 5: Results of t-test for multi-class problems.
Data set Fuzzy Â Neural Fuzzy Â 1-NN

Balance scale × ×
CMC © ©
Glass © ×
Iris © ×

Hayes roth © ©
Wine © ×

From Tables 4 and 5 we can see that the fuzzy clas-
sification systems are better than the neural network
classifiation systems for almost all data sets. For the
comparison between the fuzzy and the 1-NN classifica-
tion systems, we can say that the fuzzy classification
systems are better than the 1-NN classification sys-
tems for two-class problems while it is not the case for
multi-class problems.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we compare the performance of three
cost-sensitive classification systems: fuzzy classifica-
tion systems, neural network classification systems,
and 1-NN classification systems. We particularly fo-
cused on the comparison between fuzzy and non-fuzzy
classification systems, that is, comparison between
fuzzy and neural network classification systems, and
between fuzzy and 1-NN classification systems. The
results of the computational experiments showed that
the fuzzy classification systems are better than the
neural network classification systems. We also showed
that the fuzzy classification systems are better than
the 1-NN classification systems for two-class problems
while the 1-NN classification systems are better than
fuzzy classification systems for multi-class problems.
Further research is necessary to investigate the reason
of these results.
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Abstract

We describe sLs-GA (Serial and List-structural Ge-
netic Algorithm) that designs control systems. Gen-
erally, the short term optimality of output is different
from long term optimality. In this paper, we describe
the characteristics of sLs-GA, which obtains not only
the optimal control parameters but also the optimal
structures of control system for the long term. We
verify experimentally that the sLs-GA is applicable,
using a target tracing problem with the physical robot
”Movable Intelligent Evolutional Computer (MieC)”.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose a Serial and List-
structural Genetic Algorithm (sLs-GA) that uses list
structures to represent the genes of agents for the de-
sign of robot control systems. The designed control
system is modeled as a Multi-Agent oriented Control
System (MACS).

In the conventional design of control systems, accu-
rate modeling or analyzing of the controlled object is
necessary to design a control system. However, accu-
rate modeling and analyzing are difficult because error
margins between the model and the actual controlled
object are unavoidable. We propose an adaptive de-
signing algorithm for the control system without mod-
eling and analyzing the controlled object. We aim at
the automatic design of an entire control system, in-
cluding the controlled object.

In our previous research, we modeled as an agent,
unknown parameters of a control system. We pro-
posed a Serially and Dynamically Separating Genetic
Algorithm (sDS-GA)[1], and applied it to optimize the
parameters of the robot control system[2]. The sDS-
GA obtained not short-term but long-term optimal
parameters under an unknown and dynamic environ-
ment. But the sDS-GA must have a pre-fixed colony
size which depends on the range of the agent’s timely
influence. In this paper, we propose the Serial and

List-structural Genetic Algorithm. In the sLs-GA, the
agents act one by one in order on a list. As a result,
the nearer agents on the list have a bigger infuluence
on each other. The sLs-GA automatically adjusts the
influence so we don’t have to consider the range of the
influence. We optimize not only the control parame-
ters but also the structures of control system by sLs-
GA. And we show that a MACS applying the sLs-GA
is designed to work stably, even if the characteristics
of the controlled object are changed unexpectantly.

2 Serial and List-structural Genetic

Algorithm (sLs-GA)

In this section, we propose the List-structural Ge-
netic Algorithm (sLs-GA) to design robot control sys-
tems.

The basic idea of sLs-GA is as follows. In sLs-GA,
control-agents are positioned as the list-structure. In a
certain period, one control-agent is chosen, according
to the list order, and it controls the system. In the
next period, the next control-agent in order is chosen
from the list, and it controls the system.

Each agent is evaluated each period. When an
agent has a high evaluation, the agent splits into two
agents, And when an agent has a low evaluation the
agent is extinguished.

We show the main routine of the algorithm using
sLs-GA in Fig. 1.

Agent loop (2)
Initialization (1)

Action (3)
Split and Extinction (4)

Figure 1: Main routine of the sLs-GA shown by NS
chart.
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The learning algorithm used by the sLs-GA is as
follows.

(1) Initialization: NA(t) agents at t = 0 are created
and positioned as the list-structure. The eval-
uation value of an agent a, EA(a, t), is initially
set to EA(a, 0) and its action determination gene,
GeneAct(a), is initially randomly chosen.

(2) Agent Loop: Every agent takes charge of the con-
trol in order for robot control.

(3) Action (Robot control by agent): The agent acts
for robot control. Details are shown in section 3.
The agent changes its own evaluation value based
on the result of the action.

(4) Split and Extinction of Agents: An agent is split
into two agents when the evaluation value by an
agent becomes more than twice the initial value
(EA(a, 0)). One split agent stays in the same po-
sition on the list, and the other is inserted at the
next position (Fig. 2(A) ). The two agents inherit
half of the original agent’s evaluation value. An
action gene is mutated according to the mutation
probability Pmut.

An agent is extinguished when its evaluation
value becomes less than or equal to zero. The
current position of the agent is omitted on the
list, and the order(the previous, the current and
the next) is changed to the previous and the next
(Fig. 2(B) ).

1 2 3

1 3

1 2 3

1 2 2’ 3

(A) Split of Agent (B) Extinction of Agent

Figure 2: Splitting and Extinction of the sLs-GA.

3 Experiment

In this section, we verify experimentally that the
sLs-GA is applicable using the physical robot.

3.1 Experimental Model

3.1.1 Physical structure of MieC

We use MieC (Movable Intelligent Evolutional Com-
puter) as the physical robot, that is a kind of auto-
nomic vehicle. MieC has two motors as movable actu-
ators, two encoders for the motors as internal sensors,
and a camera as an external sensor (Fig. 3), and has
batteries as a power supply. The traced target is one
of three colored balls, red, green and blue. These are
projected on a screen. Each ball swings by each ten
seconds. The phase between two balls is 120 degrees
(Fig. 4). It is not specified for MieC which colored
ball should be traced. MieC learns this from the ob-
tained reward.

Figure 3: Movable Intelligent Evolutional Computer
(MieC)

3.1.2 Control System for the Target Tracing

Problem

The flow of target tracing control is shown in Fig. 5.
This control flow is one of the simplest in this case.

(1) The current position of the target decided by
Switch SC ∈ {Red, Green, Blue} is solved by process-
ing an image from the camera. (2) The position com-
mand of MieC is determined by the error between the
target position and the current position. (3) The tar-
get rotation angles of the left and the right tracks are
calculated from the position command, considering the
inverse kinematic of MieC. (4) The voltage commands
to motors are determined by the errors between the
target positions and the value current positions, re-
spectively. (5) The motors are rotated by the voltage
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Figure 5: A block diagram showing the target tracking of the traced vehicle

Figure 4: Tracing Target (Balls of red, blue and green)

commands, respectively. (6) Return to (1).
In steps (2) and (4), the commands are determined

by the errors and the gains GI and GM . Here we treat
the gains GI and GM as proportionality constants, al-
though the gains have to be determined, considering
the weight and the inertia moment of MieC and the
characteristics of the motors, etc. The execution cy-
cle (1)-(3) and the execution cycle (4)-(5) depend on
the execution speeds of image-processing and motor-
control, respectively. These execution cycles are con-
sidered to determine the gains GI ,GM . Here, these
parameters GI ,GM are optimized applying sLs-GA.

3.1.3 Agent Action

One agent controls MieC during 0.1 second in the or-
der of the list. We give each agent three genes SC ,
GI and GM . SC takes one of 3 values {R, G, or B}.
GI takes one of 10 quantized values {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, · · ·,
1.8}. GM takes one of 10 quantized values {0.0, 0.6,

1.2, · · ·, 5.4}. SC shows the color MieC traces. The
agents with gene GI and gene GM can call the cycle
(1)-(3) and the cycle (4)-(5), respectively. However,
the agent cannot call a cycle before the same cycle is
completed.

3.1.4 Agent Evaluation

Each agent is evaluated by how much MieC can trace
the target during the time in its duty. An agent is eval-
uated by the following equation at the time it finishes
the control.

Evaluation = 1.0− (BP (X))2 (1)

where X is color {Red,Green,Blue}. BP (X) is the
horizontal position of the ball X . The value is -1 when
the ball X is at the left end, The value is 1 when the
ball X is at the right end,

The equation includes the effect of the previous
agents’ actions, because the current ball position is
influenced by the previous agents’ actions.

In this experiment, the number of initial agents was
set to NA(0) = 100, and the mutation probability
Pmut = 0.1.

3.2 Experiments and Discussion

In this experiment, all 100 agents act for 10 seconds.
Up to 1,000 seconds, X is Red. After 1,000 seconds,
X is Blue.

We gained the following results. The history of
the population ratio of SC ∈ {R, G, B} is shown in
Fig. 6. The histories of the population ratios of GI ∈
{0.0, 0.2, 0.4, · · · , 1.8} and GM ∈ {0.0, 0.6, 1.2, · · · , 5.4}
are shown in Fig. 7, respectively. The horizontal axes
express the time [in seconds]. The vertical axes express
the ratios of genes, respectively.
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Figure 6: The history of the population ratio of SC
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Figure 7: The history of the population ratio of GI

and GM

In Fig. 6, up to 200 seconds, SC converged on the
optimal value R. After 1,000 seconds, X is Blue. Then,
most SC are changed to B around 1,200 seconds.

In Fig. 7(B), up to 600 seconds, GM converged on
1.8. These genes are unaffected by the difference of the
tracing targets. Then the learned value of GM that is
for red ball tracing is used for blue ball tracing.

In Fig. 7(A), up to 200 seconds, GI converged on
0.4. At around 900 seconds, most GI are changed to
1.0. That result shows that the control system of MieC
adapts to the lowering of the battery voltage. When
the battery voltage of MieC lowers, motor gain GM

should be a bigger value. However, in this experiment,
GM is already maximum. For this reason, GI was
changed.

From the above discussion, it is believed that sLs-
GA can optimize not only the control parameters but
also the structures of the control system. The sLs-GA
is efficient for the optimization of a control system for
MieC as an actual intelligent robot under an unknown

environment.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we verified the effectiveness of the
adaptive design of a control system by a physical ex-
periment. The experimental result showed that the
proposed sLs-GA designed not only the optimal con-
trol parameters but also the optimal structures of a
control system for a tracing problem of a physical
robot.
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose an adaptive control algorithm to 

improve the position accuracy and reduce the nonlinear friction 
effects for linear motion servo system. Especially, the 
considered system included not only the variation of the mass 
of mover but also the friction change by the normal force. To 
adapt these problems, we designed the controller with the mass 
estimator and the compensator by observing the variation of 
normal force. 

1. Introduction 
In the general mechanical servo system, the friction 

deteriorates the performance of the controller by its nonlinear 
characteristics. Especially, the friction phenomenon causes 
steady-state tracking errors, limit cycles in the position and 
velocity control system, even though gains of the controller are 
tuned well in the linear system model. Even if the sensor is 
used higher accuracy level, it is difficult to improve the 
tracking performance of the position to the same level with a 
general control method such as PID type. Therefore, many 
friction models were proposed and compensation methods have 
been researched actively [1]. 

In this paper, we consider that the variation of mover’s mass 
is various by loading and unloading. The normal force variation 
occurs by it and other parameters. Then, we performed 
simulation to evaluate its adaptation and performance of 
position accuracy for control systems for other control systems.  

2. Mathematical modeling 

 
Fig. 1 Configuration of the considered system and each 

component 
 
The linear motion servo system with nonlinear friction and 

variation of mover’s mass can be shown as Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows 
mover’s mass 1M  is changed to 21 MM + . The system 
dynamic equation can be described by Eq. (1). 

Fu
dt

xdM −=2

2
                        (1) 

where, x  is mover position, M  is mass, u and F are 
control input(thrust force) and friction force, respectively. 
LuGre dynamic friction model F is considered the model of 
bristles reaction between two surfaces. And it based on the 

average deflection behavior of the elastic bristles. It can be 
described by Eq. (2).  

v
dt
dzzF 210 σσσ ++=                (2) 

where, z  is average deflection of elastic bristles, v is 
mover’s velocity. 0σ , 1σ , and 2σ  are  coefficient of 
stiffness, damping coefficient, and coefficient of viscous, 
respectively. 
 
The equation of bristle deflection z  and the positive definite 
function that relies on factors such as surface material 
characteristics can be described by Eqs. (3) and (4) 
respectively.  

z
vg
v

v
dt
dz

)(
0σ−=                                 (3) 

2)/()()( svv
CSC eFFFvg −−+=                       (4) 

where, CF  is Coulomb friction level, SF  is stiction force 
level, and sv  is Stribeck velocity. The steady state relation is 

0=z& , the steady state friction SSF  can be rewritten as Eq. (5). 
Fig. 2 shows the surface of steady state friction model for the 
mass, velocity, and friction force. 

vveFFF

vvvgFF
svv

CSC
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2
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2
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2

σ
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+=≈
−

        (5) 

 
Fig. 2 Steady state friction surfacel for scale factor θ  

3. Adaptive Controller Design with Mass 
Estimator 

Let assume the parameters of dynamic friction and the initial 
mover’s mass are known. But, these are change during the time 
of control because of loading and unloading. Therefore, we 
designed the mass estimator that can scale the position 
controller H(s) and constrict the estimates of the normal force 
factor more rapidly.  

Fig. 3 shows the proposed control system and the system 
equation with control is described as follows: 

FF
dt

xdMesHMFu
dt

xdM d −++−=−= ˆˆ)(ˆ
2

2

2

2
     (3) 
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Fig. 3 Control system structure with the mass estimated 

adaptive controller and compensator 
 
To design the mass estimator, it needs to assume there are not 
any more the friction and other external forces in the system by 
the ideal compensator. Then, the relation can be obtained as 
follows: 

2

2

θ
aMa

dt
xdMu ===                         (4) 

where, 2θ  is the estimates of mass, and we can know 
)(/)(/12 tutaM ==θ . Then, its estimate can be written as Eq. (5) 

and shown by Fig. 4.  

)(
)(ˆ

)(ˆ
1

2̂ tu
ta

tM
==θ                               (5) 

 
Fig. 4. Block diagram of the mass estimator for the plant 

without actual friction and compensator 
 
To analysis the convergence of the mass estimator, let define 
the estimate of system output is aa )−=ε , and the error of 
estimate is 222

ˆ~
θθθ −= . Then, ε  can be rewritten as follows: 

uuuaa 222
~ˆˆ θθθε −=−=−=                       (6) 

In order to minimizeε , the cost function is defined by  

2
)ˆ(

2
)ˆ(

2
2

2

2
uaJ θεθ −

==                         (7) 

When )( 2θ
)

J∇  is 0)( 2 =− uua θ
) , )ˆ( 2θJ  has a minimum. 

Therefore, the equation of 2
~θ  can be rewritten as Eq. (8) by 

using the gradient method. 

uuua
dt

d εγθγγθ
2222

2 )ˆ(
ˆ

=−=∇−=                  (8) 

where, )0(/1)0(2 M=θ
)  and 02 >γ . To analysis the stability of 

the whole system, it can be chosen Lyapunov function 
candidate V as follows: 
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that are 2
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4. Simulation Results 
In this paper, we performed the numerical simulations to 

verify the proposed control system about the position tracking 
control using Matlab/Simulink module. These results included 
the asymptotic tracking performances for the distance errors, 
the friction estimates, and the mass and normal force estimate, 
etc. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the results of the displacement and 
its error, respectively.  

 
Fig. 5. Distance variations(solid line) for the reference 

trajectory (dotted line) 

 
Fig. 6. Variations of the position error 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we consider that the variation of mover’s mass 

is various by loading and unloading. The normal force variation 
occurs by it and other parameters. Therefore, the proposed 
control system was composed of the main position controller 
and the friction compensator part. And a mass estimator was 
designed by the adaptive control law. 
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Abstract 
their background information, however is has to 
be made explicit for the computer. Based on the 
data mining theory, we tried to discover the 
implicit principles in the geography information 
with the consideration of the features of the 
tourism industry. 

We made study in geography data sets using 
data mining technology and established a 
semantic network with the use of implicit 
information in the data. We got implicit 
principles in geography information with 
supervised classification technology and 
unsupervised classification technology. Some 
valuable conclusions are presented. 

2 Patterns In the Geography Information 

In GIS, there is some knowledge about the 
distribution and location of the geometrical 
elements, their connections to each other, their 
accumulation in special places and so on. Those 
characteristics make the information of a data set 
complete and allow humans to interpret data. In 
order to make this knowledge to be interpretable 
by computer, we need a translation in two 
respects: first a language translation, but 
moreover a semantic translation. Those 
catalogues, which describe the meaning of a 
word and determine its sense depending on the 
context, are called ontologies. To enrich the 
ontology, our ambition is focused on teaching 
the computer to learn spatial concepts and to 
combine knowledge with higher concepts 
automatically. Some are hidden in the spatial 
data, some exist in pure geometry and most of 
them are exist in the combination and interaction 
of the spatial elements. Spatial data mining is the 
approach to extract the implicit information.  

1  Introduction 

China has large amount of tour resources and 
tourism grows up rapidly. In order to provide 
tour destination information to the tourists, 
including tour resources, facilities, tour lines, 
enterprises and products, each tour destination 
has set up GIS. But GIS provide only the search 
service of geography features to the users, and it 
can not meet the complicated semantic search 
demand. 

Semantic search in the geography information 
requires the implicit principles in the 
information. This implicit information does not 
exist in the level of pure geographical features, 
but in the level of the relationships among the 
features, their extent, density, frequency, 
neighborhood, uniqueness and more. This 
knowledge often is well known by humans with 

 
Using typical queries using search engine and 

user scenarios with spatial background, there is a 
lot of useful information stored in the 
geographical data sets. If a user wants to search 
for a hotel in the centre of the city, at least the 
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search engine has to know, where the city center 
is. This knowledge can be discovered in vector 
data, but it is usually not explicitly stored in the 
database. 

Indeed we recognize streets and houses and 
we are able to get further facts. Humans can 
locate the theater or museum by the special 
shape of this building. The interaction of the 
streets and houses and their concentration 
induces at least the information, that it is a town. 
We also can identify larger buildings in the 
upper part and distinguish them from smaller 
ones in the south. A computer can calculate these 
facts too. The big challenge is the following 
reasoning process. Humans interpret the larger 
buildings as the inner part of the town, because 
they know about old farmyards and the typical 
formation of a town. The smaller buildings 
represent a courtyard of one family house. We 
are able to locate the main street leading through 
the town as well, because of the structure of the 
settlement. Therefore humans can detect the city 
centre approximately without difficulty. 

Some characteristics of the elements can be 
determined with simple GIS functionality, such 
as to calculate an area/size or to count the 
existence of special objects. The evaluation of 
other properties, such as density, distribution or 
neighborhood is more complicated. The analysis 
of distances is an essential part to get knowledge 
of these aspects. However, the handling of 
threshold values or absolute numbers is less 
helpful, because it depends on the context, if an 
attribute or a characteristic is really specific and 
outstanding. Most of the time those values are of 
interest and shed light on something. Clustering 
algorithms can be used to identify groups of 
elements respectively to their neighborhood. 
Among clustering algorithms, those are 
preferable that do not need threshold values. 
Moreover the combination of properties and 
their calculated values raise a problem. Logic 
operations have to be extended by weighting and 
quantifiers, which depend on the importance, 

relevance, quality of the attribute values and 
significance of elements. 

 
3 Data Mining and Principles Discovering  

As mentioned above there are rules implicit in 
spatial data, however there are two different 
ways of approaching the goal of extraction 
implicit knowledge. These two kinds of 
extraction models are on the one hand, to define 
the rules a priori (association rules) and to apply 
them to the data, on the other hand, to let the 
computer find the rules by itself by exploring the 
data. Both ways can get more knowledge. The 
second case brings up unknown knowledge or 
inherent information, which may be useful to 
learn more about the data set, but can not be 
useful as well. Both methods are usually known 
as data mining and will be described and 
examined. They are discerned into supervised 
and unsupervised classification. 

3.1 Supervised Classification 

The supervised classification implies 
knowledge discovery on the basis of 
predetermined models respectively spatial 
association rules. Supervised classification starts 
from a set of classified examples for a concept to 
be learnt. From this set classification schemes 
for the concepts are derived, e.g. using machine 
learning approaches, or also Maximum 
Likelihood classification. In principle every kind 
of knowledge representation can be used to form 
a classification scheme, especially rule-based 
systems or semantic networks. We will depict 
the process by the help of decision trees. Every 
branch represents the existence of a distinctive 
classification feature. Depending on the result of 
the inquiry, the adequate branch will be followed 
further. In the end, the model leads to a 
classification into different categories of one 
issue. However the scheme includes some 
essential problems. The sequence of the 
validation of a distinctive classification feature 
is one determining factor. The need of high 
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quantitative and qualitative data is necessary to 
be able to calibrate the model. The concept of 
“city center” can be implemented by such 
method. For example, if a point satisfies such 
condition, we can define it as the center of the 
city.  

On the contrary, we could have included 
distinctive features, which do not correspond to 
the reality, and have only been valid for a small 
test data set. This implies, that the setup of such 
models has to be done very carefully, possibly 
using large test data sets in order to gain the 
information from and to perform tests for 
verification of the derived rules. Furthermore, a 
specific inference scheme has to be designed to 
apply the rules to the data, which takes the 
probability or the importance of a condition to a 
rule into account. 

3.2 Unsupervised Classification 

The method aims at leaving the process of 
knowledge discovery to the computer itself. That 
means the computer has to discover rules, 
separations into categories, similarities in data 
sets without any predefined restrictions. Since 
such rules are induced from a finite set of 
examples, they cannot be verified, but only 
falsified. Thus, there has to be a validation of the 
utility of the detected information. It may 
happen, that rules will be found, which are 
obvious and do not give further knowledge. It is 
another process of learning to distinguish useful 
and non-useful rules. 

A way to analyze geometric objects is to 
determine their characteristics and to try to find 
regularities among them. Such regularities then, 
in turn, can be considered as representatives for 
a certain class of objects or a class of objects in a 
certain context or environment. For linear 
objects or even networks of linear objects, the 
nodes are such a characteristic, including the 
node degree, i.e. the number of outgoing lines 
from the node. Furthermore, also the angles of 

the outgoing lines can be important. Different 
types of nodes can be distinguished and 
classified. 

While investigating the concept of the city 
centre with supervised models, we introduced 
the criteria of crossroads in the centre. A 
crossroad is a node with at least four outgoing 
lines, which were expected primarily in the city 
centre, as there many roads come together. The 
tests turned out in an unexpected result of this 
investigation. The condition to find crossroads in 
the city centre depends on the size of the town. 
There seems to be a rule regarding the relation 
between the structure of the centre, the spatial 
arrangement of streets and the size of the city. 

Typical structures in the city centre are shown, 
depending on the dimension of the town. In 
small towns, often a big street leads through and 
mainly TEE-junctions can be found, whereas in 
medium size cities the expected structure 
dominate, meaning that three or more major 
roads will meet in the city centre. In large cities 
the opposite trend can be observed: major streets 
will run around the city but in the centre itself 
only minor streets or even pedestrian areas will 
be located. 

The intention was to look into detail, if there 
are reasoning mechanisms to cut settlement 
areas into partitions, especially if the lines will 
meet approximately orthogonal. Among other 
things it came up, that highways will be 
represented by separate clusters with solely one 
edge (ELLjunctions), with the exception of the 
access roads. Naturally there are only a few 
intersections with highways, the parts between 
are direct polylines without branches.  

It could be one of a criteria to determine 
highways respectively to distinguish their access 
roads from their carriage-ways in data sets. It 
can be very helpful to validate further structures 
like the neighborhood of settlement areas in the 
vicinity of a highway access. 

On the basis of described processes, we are 
able to examine the data sets and the above 
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mentioned results in more detail, whereby 
supervised and unsupervised models can hardly 
be kept apart at this stage. The following factors 
could be decisive for further (supervised and 
unsupervised) interpretations: size of a single 
mesh, length of segments between nodes, 
frequency of occurrence of high-order 
respectively significant nodes, in depth study of 
the type/shape of the nodes. To get on without 
predefinition of thresholds or the preliminary 
fixing of minimal and maximal values, it is our 
aim to continue the search for broader 
regularities, for example in the combination 
between above mentioned criteria.We will 
concentrate on both ways, supervised and 
unsupervised methods. Both can support 
knowledge discovery and during the 
implementation of algorithms, both data mining 
models will influence each other. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper explains the data mining in the 
spatial database of the GIS using two classified 
methods of the data mining. Some valuable 
implicit principles are also presented. These 
principles contribute to the establishment of the 
geography information search engine based on 
the semantic net, meeting the requirements of 
the semantic search demanded by users. In 
practice, the conclusions from the data mining 
are a powerful tool by which the tourists can 
know about the destination and the prospect of 
this application will be very wide. 
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Abstract
     A neural network usually learns so as to minimize a
scalar value such as a cost function.  This scalar value is
useful for a confirmation of neural network learning
performance.  However, this confirmation may not be
correct for neural network controllers because a plant
dynamics affects the cost function. My previous paper
proposed a new tracking method of the neural network
weight change as an examination of the neural network
controller learning performance and it was applied to a
learning type neural network direct controller.  This paper
shows the simulation results when the tracking method is
applied to an adaptive type neural network direct controller.

1. Introduction

　　  Many studies have been undertaken in order to apply
both the flexibility and the learning capability of neural
networks to control systems.[1]-[3]  Learning rules of
neural network weights are usually designed so as to
minimize the error between a plant output (or neural
network output) and a desired output (teaching signal). The
essence of neural network learning is nothing but the change
of the neural network weights.  However, in order to
examine the performance of the neural network learning,
most researchers use a cost function (squared error between
the desired output and the neural network output (or the
plant output)).  This is because it is not practical to
examine the huge number of the neural network weights and
the cost function is a scalar value which is easily dealt with.
However, the neural network weight change is not always
reflected in the cost function.  This problem is especially
serious in neural network controller applications. This is
because the performance of the cost function is affected by
dynamics of the plant. My previous paper[1] proposed a new
tracking method of the neural network weight change as an
examination of the neural network controller learning

performance.  This tracking method can realize to observe
the neural network weight change directly.  It was also
applied to a learning type neural network direct controller
and its usefulness was confirmed. The learning type of the
neural network controller is useful to confirm the
characteristics of the proposed tracking method.  This is
because it is simplest and the neural network weight
changes slowly in comparison with an adaptive type
controller[2]. On the other hand, the adaptive type neural
network controller requires less convergence time.  This is
because the neural network weights of the adaptive type
controller are changed at every sampling time and we can
realize an on-line neural network controller when this type
controller can be applied to practical systems.
       T h i s  paper applies the tracking method of the
neural network weight change to the adaptive type neural
network direct controller for a second order discrete time
SISO (single input and single output) plant.  The
simulation results confirm the usefulness of the tracking
method for the adaptive type neural network direct controller.
I also obtain interesting phenomena which are not observed
on the simulation for the learning type neural network direct
controller.

2. Tracking method of neural network
   we ight  change

        This section explains the tracking method of the
neural network weight change briefly.  This tracking
method is applied to the adaptive type neural network direct
controller for SISO plant.  For this selection, an output
layer of the neural network has one neuron, the weights
between the output layer and a hidden layer can be expressed
as a vector ω  and the weights between the hidden layer and
an input layer can be expressed as a matrix W.  To
simplify, the neuron number of the input layer is equal to
that of the hidden layer.  That is, the weight matrix W is
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the square matrix.  The tracking method uses the following
steps.

(Tracking method of neural network weight change)
(1) We can derive one weight vector Γ from the neural
network weight vector ω  and weight matrix W as follows:

ΓT = [ω 1 ω n W11 W1nW21 W2n Wn1 Wnn ]    ( 1 )

where n is the neuron number both the input layer and the
hidden layer.

(2)We must define a standard vector Γ0.  Any vector, which
has same order as that of the weight vector Γ, can be selected
as this standard vector, for example, the weight vectors
derived from the initial neural network weights, the final
neural network weights and so on.

(3) We can calculate an inner product of the weight vector Γ
and a standard vector Γ0 because these vectors have same
order.  We can also calculate an angle between the weight
vector Γ and the standard vector Γ0 as follows:

X = Γ  cos θ, Y = Γ  sin θ                      ( 2 )

θ = cos-1 (
<Γ0⋅ Γ >

Γ0 ⋅ Γ
)
                          ( 3 )

Where <Γ0⋅ Γ > is the inner product between the vector Γ0

and the vector Γ, and Γ  is the norm of the vector Γ.

(4) We can draw a new weight performance on the 2D plane
by the use of X and Y in equations (2) and (3).

 

Neural
Network Plant

+

-Yd

YU
z -1

z

z-1

Fig.1 Block diagram of neural network direct controller
     for second order discrete time plant.

3.  Simulation

This paper applies the tracking method of the neural

network weight change to the adaptive type neural network
direct controller. The simulated plant is follows:  

Y(k) = - a1Y(k-1) - a2Y(k-2) 

       +U(k-1) +bU(k-2) -a3Y(k-3)+ CnonY2(k-1)    (4 )

Where Y(k) is the plant output, U(k) is the plant input, k is
the sampling number, a1, a2 & b are the plant parameters, a3

is the parasite term and Cnon is the nonlinear term. For this
simulation, a1=-1.3, a2=0.3, b=0.7, a3=-0.03 and Cnon=0.2
are selected. The rectangular wave is also selected as the
desired value Yd.   The output error ε is defined as follows:

ε(k)=Yd(k)-Y(k)                                ( 5 )

      For this simulated plant, the neuron number n in
both the input and hidden layers is 4.  The neural network
input vector I is defined as the following equation.

IT(k) = [Yd(k+1) Y(k) Y(k-1) U(k-1)]               ( 6 )

We select the following sigmoid function f(x) as the input
output relation of the hidden layer.

f(x)=
Xg{1-exp(-4x/Xg)}

2{1+exp(-4x/Xg)}                           ( 7 )

Where Xg is the parameter which defines the sigmoid
function shape.  The plant input U(k) equals the neural
network output composed as follows:

U(k) = ω T(k)f{W(k)I(k)}                         ( 8 )

The block diagram of the adaptive type neural network direct
controller is shown in Fig.1.  The learning rule of this
neural network controller is shown in the following
equations.  

Wij(k+1) = Wij(k-1)+ηε(k)ω i(k-1)Ij(k-1)

                         
×f,{ Wij(k-1)Ij(k-1)}∑

j=1

n

                                            ( 9 )

ω i(k+1) = ω i(k-1)+ηε(k)f{ Wij(k-1)Ij(k-1)∑
j=1

n

}
        ( 1 0 )

Where η is the parameter to determine the neural network
convergence speed.  We select the weight vector derived
from the initial neural network weights as the standard
vector Γ0 of the equations (2) and (3)
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Fig.4 Track of neural network weight change.
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Fig.6 Expansion of track around final stage of learning.

      There is less meaning in the cost function for the
adaptive type neural network controller.  This is because
the neural network weights are changed at every sampling
time. We usually use the plant output as an examination of
the neural network performance.  Figure 2 shows an
example of the plant output (k=1~1000).  The solid line
and the broken line show the plant output and the desired
value respectively.  As shown here, the plant output
converges with the desired value.  Figure 3 shows the plant
output (k=4000~5000) of this example.  As shown here, a
small error remains, but the plant output converges with the
desired value and whole control system is stable.  As
shown in these figures, the neural network learning seems
to be well performed.  Figure 4 shows the track of the
neural network weight change.  It is drawn by the use of
our tracking method explained in the section 2.   In this
figure, I draw a circle at the point (X,Y) of eqs.(2)&(3).
Since we select the vector derived from the initial neural
network weights as the standard vector Γ0, the neural
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network learning begins on the X axis.  As shown in this
figure, the track of the neural network weight change
separates into two trajectories as learning progresses.  The
difference between two trajectories becomes to be large and
they do not converge in this example.  Figure 5 shows the
expansion of the track around the initial neural network
learning stage. The circle is drawn and the solid line shows
the sampling time sequence.  As shown here, the track of
the neural network weights change separates after several
sampling time.  Figure 6 shows the expansion of the right
trajectory of the track around the final neural network
learning stage. As shown here, the neural network weight
change is not finished although the plant output converges
with the desired value.   Figure 7 shows an another
example of the track of neural network weight change (a3=0,
Cnon=0).  Figures 8 and 9 show the expansions of Fig.7.
As shown in these figures, the track of neural network
weight change is separated into two trajectories.  Above
phenomena are not observed in the application to the
learning type neural network direct controller.     

4.  Conclusion

       T h i s  paper applied the tracking method of the
neural network weight change to the adaptive type neural
network direct controller. The simulation results confirm
the usefulness of the tracking method for the adaptive type
neural network direct controller.  I also obtain interesting
phenomena which are not observed on the simulation for the
learning type neural network direct controller. The track of
the neural network weight change are separated into two
trajectories.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose the new method of cate-
gorizing the perceptual space using the Fuzzy ART
(Adaptive Resonance Theory) algorithm. The Fuzzy
ART, which is a kind of the neural network, is an
architecture to classify the vector. To categorize the
perceptual space is to classify the information of envi-
ronment acquired by a robot. When a robot properly
categorizes the information of environment, a robot
can recognize present situation around a robot itself.
We also demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
method by applying the function of the human body
detection to a communication robot.
Keywords: Back Propagation, Communication
Robot, Fuzzy ART Neural Network, Human Body De-
tection, Pyroelectric Sensor, Situation Recognition

1 Introduction

The technology of robots has made rapid progress. Re-
cently developed robots are able to do more complex
actions compared with traditional one. However, con-
sidering many applications of robots in the future, the
development of a well behavior based robot is desir-
able. To achieve autonomous behavior of a robot, a
robot should recognize a present situation around a
robot itself using sensors installed in a robot. Then
a robot selects a suitable behavior for the recognized
situation, and executes the appropriate action. Up
to now, the field of the artificial intelligence has been
studied from the viewpoint of acquiring an appropri-
ate action for the situation. However, the definition
of the situation needed a human’s design in order to
acquire actions of a robot in past studies.

The number of sensors installed in the robot and
the resolution quantization determine the volume of
perceptual space for a robot. Increasing the number
of sensors and improving the resolution quantization

of the sensors for the achievement of the high recogniz-
able accuracy explode the perceptual space of a robot.
When the perceptual space is exploded, we face on the
difficulty that defines each situation. Therefore it is
desirable that a robot categorizes the perceptual space
autonomously. In this paper, we propose the method
of categorizing the perceptual space using Fuzzy ART
algorithm. The Fuzzy ART has a feature which is cre-
ating new neurons. The proposed system is expected
to improve the recognizable accuracy of a robot by uti-
lizing this feature.

We demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
method by applying the function of the human body
detection to a communication robot. The human body
detection system is accomplished by the integration of
the Fuzzy ART and BP (Back Propagation). The heat
detection sensor called ‘pyroelectric sensor’ is installed
in the robot, and the human body detection is achieved
by measuring body temperature. After the learning, a
robot can distinguish a human body and an obstacle
using the integration of the Fuzzy ART and BP.

2 The Fuzzy ART Neural Network

2.1 Outline

The ART network, which is a kind of the neural net-
work, was originally proposed by Carpenter and Gross-
berg[1]. The ART network uses binary inputs. For
analog inputs the Fuzzy ART was designed[2][3]. In
this study, we use the Fuzzy ART since input is analog
value and the perceptual space is easily constructed by
the Fuzzy ART. Fig.1 shows the structure of the Fuzzy
ART used in this study. The Fuzzy ART consists of
the comparison layer, named F1-layer, and the recog-
nition layer, named F2-layer.

An input vector to the F1-layer fits a neuron in the
F2-layer. When no neuron is fitted, a new neuron is
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created in the F2-layer. The significant feature of the
Fuzzy ART is to create new neurons. Neurons in the
F2-layer have the weight vector as a template of mem-
ory pattern. The fitness is calculated by comparing
with the input vector and the weight vector in the F2-
layer. The vigilance parameter ρ (0 < ρ < 1) is a
threshold value which decides whether a new neuron
should be created.

2.2 Operation

An input vector X(0 < Xi < 1) to the F1-layer is
represented as a N-dimensional vector, where N is the
number of perceptual input of a robot. After the in-
put vector X is put to the F1-layer, the weight vector
Wi of the i−th neuron in the F2-layer is compared
with the input vector X. The weight vector Wi has
the same dimension of the input vector. The value
of selection intensity Ti, which is the level of excita-
tion of the i-th neuron in the F2-layer, is calculated as
follows:

Ti =
|X ∧ Wi|N
α+ |Wi|N , (1)

where α(0 < α < 1) is the choice parameter, and
|Wi|N and X∧Wi are defined by |Wi|N =

∑N
i=1 |Wi|

andX∧Wi = [min(X1,W1,i), · · · ,min(XN ,WN,i)], re-
spectively.

The neuron with the largest value of selection in-
tensity is selected as the best match neuron i∗, and
the fitness Ai∗ of the best match neuron is calculated

as follows:

Ai∗ =
|X ∧ Wi∗ |N

|X|N . (2)

Then the fitness is compared with the value of vigi-
lance parameter ρ. If Ai∗ ≥ ρ, then the input vector
fits the best match neuron, and the weight vector of
the best match neuron is updated as follows:

Wnew
i∗ = β(X ∧Wold

i∗ ) + (1− β)Wold
i∗ , (3)

where β (0 < β < 1) is the learning speed ratio.
If Ai∗ < ρ, which means that the input vector does

not fit the best match neuron, then the next best
match neuron is searched again. The search for the
best match neuron is repeated until Ai∗ ≥ ρ is satis-
fied as follows:

• to select the second largest Ti′ (Eq.(1)) (*)

• to calculate Ai∗′ (Eq.(2)) corresponding to Ti′

• if Ai∗′ ≥ ρ, then
Wnew

i∗′ = β(X ∧ Wold
i∗′ ) + (1 − β)Wold

i∗′ (Eq.(3))

• if Ai∗′ < ρ, then go to (*)

If there is no neuron that should be fitted in the F2-
layer, a new neuron is created in the F2-layer. The
weight vector of a new neuron is set to the input vector
as follows:

WM+1 = (X1, X2, · · · , XN ). (4)

The Fuzzy ART network is constructed by repeating
the renewal of the weight vector Wi and the creation
of a new neuron in the F2-layer.

2.3 Perceptual space represented by the
Fuzzy ART

We consider the perceptual space of a robot. The per-
ceptual space represented by the Fuzzy ART is accom-
plished using the complement coding. The extended
input vector X̂ modified from the original input vector
X is written using the complement coding as follows:

X̂ = (X1, · · · , XN︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

, 1−X1, · · · , 1−XN ). (5)

Note that X̂ is a 2N-dimensional vector. Let the ex-
tended weight vector Ŵi corresponding to X̂ be de-
noted by

Ŵi = (W1,i, · · · ,WN,i,W 1,i, · · · ,WN,i). (6)
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Here, we define the following two points p1,i and p2,i in
the N-dimentional space using the complement coding:

p1,i = (W1,i, · · · ,WN,i),
p2,i = (1−W 1,i, · · · , 1−WN,i). (7)

The perceptual space categorized by the Fuzzy ART
becomes the linear space spanned maximally by the
two points p1,i and p2,i. Fig.2 shows an example of
the two-dimensional perceptual space. We update the
extended weight vector based on Eq.(3). So, the norm
of the weight vector decreases and the created percep-
tual space expands gradually.

3 Experiment

3.1 The human body detection and a py-
roelectric sensor

We demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
method by applying the function of the human body
detection to a communication robot. The function of
human body detection is necessary for a communica-
tion robot since a robot works required tasks ordered
by a robot’s user. Many industrial applications per-
form the function of human body detection using an
image sensor so far. However the system using an im-
age sensor is too expensive to apply to the consumer
market of communication robots. Therefore we utilize
a ‘pyroelectric sensor’ instead of an image sensor as
the detection of human bodies.

The pyroelectric sensor detects the change of tem-
perature caused by infrared rays radiated from human
or animals. In the pyroelectric sensor used in this

study, the detectable distance is 1.0[m], and the hori-
zontal, detectable range is -30[deg]∼+30[deg].

3.2 Communication robot

Fig.3 shows our communication robot ‘BN-16’ used in
this study. This robot has two driving wheels installed
in both sides and a free wheel in the rear side. The py-
roelectric sensor and the infrared sensor are installed
in three directions (the front, the front-left, and the
front-right ) of the robot as shown in Fig.4. In the
infrared sensor used in this study, the detectable dis-
tance is 1.3[m], and the horizontal, detectable range is
-15[deg]∼+15[deg]. The function of human body de-
tection is accomplished by using pyroelectric sensors
and infrared sensors.

3.3 Total system

The proposed method stated in Section 2 is applied
to the perceptual space of BN-16. The human body
detection system is accomplished by the integration
of the Fuzzy ART and Neural Network that uses BP
(Back Propagation). In the human body detection
system, the perceptual space of BN-16 is categorized
using the Fuzzy ART, and each categorized space is
recognized using BP. Fig.5 shows the outline of the
system of human body detection by the integration
of the Fuzzy ART and Neural Network. Total system
consists of the F1-layer, the F2-layer, and the F3-layer.
The network between the F1-layer and the F2-layer
is constructed by the Fuzzy ART, and the network
between the F2-layer and the F3-layer is assembled by
Neural Network that uses BP. The pyroelectric sensor
detects the difference of the temperature, so we let the

0.3[m]

0.7[m]

driving wheel

pyroelectric and infrared sensors

Fig. 3: Communication
robot: BN-16

infrared sensor

pyroelectric sensor

Fig. 4: Robot’s sensors:
Pyroelectric sensor and
Infrared sensor
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input vector be

X(t) = (Ps(t− 2),Ps(t− 1),Ps(t), Is(t)), (8)

where Ps(t),Ps(t− i) are the value of the pyroelectric
sensor at time t and the value of i-sampling earlier
time, respectively and Is(t) is the value of the infrared
sensor at time t.

The output of this system is as follows: whether a
human body is detected or whether an obstacle is de-
tected or whether nothing is detected. In the learning
process, to obtain a desirable output, the neuron of
the F2-layer is created as occasion demands and the
weight vector between the F2-layer and the F3-layer
is updated using the teacher data.

The total system works as follows: the vector X
is inputted to the F1-layer. Then the fitness Ai in
the F2-layer is calculated. The output value of the
F3-layer is obtained as the product-sum of the fitness
and the weight vector between the F2-layer and the
F3-layer. The largest value in the output of the F3-
layer is the recognition result of the total system. If
the output of the F3-layer is not a correct result, the
weight vector between the F2-layer and the F3-layer
is updated to output a correct recognition result.

3.4 Results in the experiments

After the learning process, the recognizable accuracy
reaches about 90[% ], and the robot can distinguish be-
tween a human body, an object, and non-object with
high rate. Fig.6 and Fig.7 shows the perceptual space
constructed by Ps(t) and Is(t), in the early learning
stage, and after the learning, respectively. The robot

0 1.0

1.0

)(Ps t

)(Is t

Fig. 6: Perceptual space in
the early learning stage

0 1.0

1.0

)(Ps t

)(Is t

Fig. 7: Perceptual space
after the learning

can autonomously categorize the perceptual space us-
ing the proposed method. We applied the proposed
system to the robot with the function of tracking a hu-
man body to demonstrate the usefulness. The commu-
nication robot can track a human body while avoiding
obstacles in the experiments. The robot can distin-
guish between a human body and an object.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we propose the new method of cate-
gorizing the perceptual space using the Fuzzy ART
algorithm. We demonstrate the usefulness of the pro-
posed method by applying the function of the human
body detection to a communication robot. The pro-
posed method is effective as the method of categoriz-
ing the perceptual space. We have such an advantage
of the proposed method that the perceptual space of
a mobile robot is categorized in real time. The pro-
posed method is expected to be applied to the situ-
ation recognition mechanism of the controlled object
such as mechanical pets and the industrial robots, etc.
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                Abstract   
    To develop an information processing system that 
works in a way similar to primitive “thinking,” we 
designed an adaptive system with concept formation 
and primitive consciousness in a working memory. 
This system is mainly composed of concept-formation 
modules, episodic memory, and integration modules. A 
number of micro features are input into the concept 
formation modules, and converted into a small number 
of signals representing concepts. These conversions 
corresponding to recognition are formed slowly 
through learning in the entire system, and details of the 
conversion function are memorized on weights as  
average occurrence ratio of micro features. The 
episodic memory module quickly memorizes two or 
more signals corresponding to concepts that occur at 
the same time as one scene. The integration module 
selects efficient and useful concepts for the entire 
system by means of a two-cycle voting method. 
Selected concepts are sent back to the concept 
formation modules. The module that originally output 
the returned concept reversely converts them into a 
kind of micro feature signal representing an imagery of 
the concept; that is, this reverse conversion 
corresponds to recollection, and displays the imagery 
in the working memory. These virtual and dim 
imageries reproduced in a working memory and the 
mechanism of reproducing the imageries are principal 
parts of our primitive consciousness.  
 
1. Introduction 
    We have designed a multi-module neural network 
system that adapts to the environment using concept 
formation and primitive consciousness with a working 
memory. A lot of discussions about consciousness have 
been done so far. However, understanding 
consciousness still faces many problems. Haikonen has 
already paid attention to the importance of inner speech, 
and has developed an implementation method based on 
a neural network [1], but this method is not necessarily 
clear because of the structure of a main association unit 
is not concrete. Though Taylor[2] and Koch[3] 
explained consciousness in the brain after a detailed 
research of brain functions, both explanations are not 
enough to clarify a structure based on neural networks. 
Although a system with primitive consciousness must 
be capable of concept formation, recollection of 
concepts as an inverse operation of recognition, and 
association between concepts that can be controlled in 
detail, they did not consider these functions. 

    Since these functions are difficult to execute on 
current neural networks, such as the widely used 
back-propagation type, we paid attention to the 
necessity of links between nodes and devised a simple 
neural network. In this new neural network, the weight 
between nodes is changed by a similar way to Hebb's 
rule. After learning, when a link between nodes is 
necessary, the value of its weight is given as 1. When a 
link is unnecessary, it is given as 0. When the necessity 
is uncertain, it is given as #. Under the assumption that 
input signals of the modules are expressed by 1 or 0, 
depending on the presence of micro features, the group 
of weight values expresses concepts or images. By 
outputting the weight value, concepts and images can 
be recollected as sets of micro features. Combining 
concept formation and recollection functions of the 
neural network allowed us to create an associative 
memory system that can be minutely controlled.  
    The above neural networks were used to design a 
module with concept formation and association, a 
module for episodic memory, and a module for 
integration. The module for integration selects efficient 
and useful concepts for the system by using a 
two-cycle voting method that we devised. The concepts 
selected by this module are returned to the module 
which recognized the concept, and displayed as a dim 
imagery on a working memory by using the 
recollection function. The content in the working 
memory is again input to the module for concept 
formation together with the input from the external 
world. This means that the system considers the images 
on working memory to be a kind of reality similar to 
the images from the surrounding environment. 
Repeating this process, the system can adapt to the 
environment autonomously.  
 
2. Consciousness, concepts, and images 
     We assumed that our consciousness is classified 
into two displays of inner spaces according to our 
senses in daily life.  
(1) Real world and real-time spaces: This space 
displays the external environment and the state inside 
of our body. We feel this display as a reality through 
senses such as sights and sounds. Each sense is 
independent, and each space is not integrated across 
two or more senses. The system itself cannot change 
the displayed content. The content of these spaces does 
not influence an action decision of the system directly.  
(2) Thinking space:  In the thinking space, all senses, 
such as sight and sound, are integrated, and images and 
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concepts considered the most important by the system 
are displayed on each occasion. When we recall a past 
scene or imagine a future forecast, images are 
displayed. The content displayed here is information 
that has spread not in the real-time world but in the 
wide space-and-time world. Moreover, the system itself 
can change the content of the space. The display shows 
information integrated at the highest level in a system. 
The content influences an action decision of the system 
directly. The thinking space is a kind of “virtual space” 
where our thinking is displayed.      
    We think that an important part of consciousness 
belongs to the thinking space, which is therefore 
mainly discussed in this paper. However, to treat this 
thinking space independently of the usual word 
“thinking”, it is called “virtual space” in this paper. 
     
    We consider primitive consciousness to be a kind 
of virtual space with the following functions.  
 a. Useful information for the system is selected and 
generated by the integration of several senses, past 
experiences, and forecasts about the future. 
 b. The selected and generated information are 
displayed in virtual space as a dim imagery.   
 c. The displayed content influences the action of the 
system and the content of virtual space. 
 d. The system associates various concepts and images 
from the content of virtual space.  
 e. The system intentionally simulates and forecasts 
future events by operating the images in virtual space. 
 f. The system displays the system itself in virtual 
space as an image.  
   
    In regards to the above functions, images and 
concepts become important basic units. Images usually 
range widely from an extremely ambiguous image to a 
clear image. An image that is clear and general is called 
a concept in this paper. That is, the concept is treated as 
a subset of the image. Moreover, the function for 
generating and controlling images and concepts is 
indispensable in order to achieve the function of 
consciousness. In this study, we used Kinouchi and 
Inabayashi’s methods [4][5] for generating concepts 
from images and associating between images and 
concepts in a simple layered neural network.  
 
3. Configuration and functions of system 
    As shown Figure 1, this system is mainly 
composed of three kinds of modules: concept 
formation, log(episodic memory), and integration. 
Parallel stimulations are input to the system as a time 
series. The inputs from the environment are converted 
into signals of micro features by sensors and 
preprocessing.  
3.1 Concept formation module 
   This module is composed of a visual sub-module, 
an auditory sub-module, and a body sub-module. Micro 

features are input into these sub-modules, and each 
sub-module has two layer as shown Figure 2.  
 

 
The nodes on the first layer are connected with all the 
nodes on the second layer. There are weights between 
the two layers. The input, a cluster of micro features, at 
time t from the preprocessing module to the first layer 
is given by X(t) = (x1,x2,...,xi,...,xm).  Here, xi has three 
states: “1”, “0”, and “#”. When the i-th feature exists in 
image X, xi is given as 1. When the i-th feature is 
absent, xi is given as 0. The # mark shows that image X 
is not influenced by the existence of the i-th feature. In 
the basic processing mode, the first layer outputs R(t) = 
(r1,r2,...,ri,...,rm), which is R(t)= X(t), to the second layer. 
The weights of the links between the first layer and the 
second layer are given by WC

j(t) = 
(wC

1j,wC
2j,...,wC

ij,...,wC
mj). Here, wCij (0≦wCij≦1) is 

the weight of the link that connects node i on the first 
layer and node j on the second layer. The total input of 
node j on the second layer is calculated from 
   EC

j = Σ (ri  *  f(wC
ij) )  /m    (i=1,m),       (1) 

where f(wC
ij) is a step function that converts analog 

variable wC
ij to discrete variables  “1”,  “0”, and “#” 

according to the following equations. 
      f(wC

ij) = 0    (0≦wC
ij≦d),  

      f(wC
ij) = #    (d<wC

ij≦1-d), 
      f(wC

ij) = 1    (1-d<wC
ij≦1) 

The operation “*” means comparing two inputs, 
as shown in Table 1.  
                Table 1.  
  Input A     0  0  0  1  1  1  #  #   # 
  Input B     0  1  #  0  1  #  0  1   # 
  Output     1  0  d#  0  1  d# d#  d#  d# 

                                      (0≦d#≦1) 
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   Only one node j with the highest value ECj 
becomes excited and emits signal 1 to other 
modules. And it varies weights wCij according to 
the next equation, in which constant kC is a 
learning rate coefficient with a small value. 
  wCij(t+1)= wCij(t) + kC (x(t) -wCij(t))      (2) 
   As this process is repeated, wCij slowly 
approaches the average value of occurrence rate 
of xi =1, under the condition that node j is 
excited. When f(wCij) of node j equals 1, micro 
feature xi belongs to those images or concepts 
represented by node j. When f(wCij) of node j 
equals 0, xi does not belong to those images or 
concepts. And when f(wCij) of node j equal #, xi 
does not affect the images or concepts. As a 
whole, images and concepts are formed and 
memorized slowly in concept formation modules. 
After the concepts and images are formed, they 
are used for recognition and association 
between them. 
 
3.2 Integration module 
    The main function of the integration 
module is selecting efficient and useful images 
and concepts for the entire system from outputs 
of the concept formation modules and the 
episodic memory module. This function is 
formed in a two-step process on the structure 
shown in Figure 3, in which node i and node j 
are mutually connected and have links in the 
both directions. The link from node i to node j 
has a weight wIij (0≦wIij≦1). 
     
  First step: Efficient images and concepts are 
selected according to the weights determined in 
the first step. This step is comprised of 
two-cycle actions. 
 
    First Cycle: Each node in the concept 
formation modules is excited according to the  
ECj , and outputs of the modules are input to the 
integration module, and propagate to other 
nodes. Then gain of nodes j, EIj, are calculated 
by each output of node i, yi(t), according to next 
equation.  
    EIj = Σ( yi(t)・ wIij(t)) / n  (i=1,n).     (3) 
EIj shows the degree how the excitation of node j 
expected according to past selection results.  
     
    Second Cycle: Excitation of each node j is 
determined according to the ECj calculated in 
the concept formation module and EIj calculated 
in first cycle. Only several nodes exciting with a 
large value of g(EIj) + ECj are selected in the 
integration module based on modified “winner 
takes all” rule, where g(EIj) = 2EIj –1. Using 
function g, EIj  has both excitation and 
suppressing effect. Selected nodes are not only 

corresponding to concepts recognized in a 
concept formation module to which nodes 
belong but also supported from other modules 
according to coincidence of nodes excitation.   

 

   In the concept formation module, selected 
nodes act in the reverse direction, and output 
values of f(wCij) are put into working memory. 
Images or concepts represented as the weights 
f(wCij) are therefore displayed on the working 
memory, so we can feel imageries in a virtual 
space or thinking space. Using the two-cycle 
action, even when many conditions exist at the 
same time, a useful node for the system can be 
appropriately selected. Moreover, signal 
propagation in the reverse direction is a kind of 
positive or negative feedback, so this process 
sustains “attention” at the micro feature level.  
     
   Second step: The results of selection signals 
in the first step are sent to the motor module, 
and action of system is determined and 
executed in the environment. Only when yi(t), 
output of node i, equals 1, wIij  is corrected 
based on the following equation corresponding 
to the yj(t), output of node j. Constant kC is a 
learning rate coefficient with a small value.   
   wIij(t+1) = wIij(t) +  kI (yj(t) - wIij(t))  
On repeating these operations, wIij approaches 
conditional probability p(yj=1|yi=1). 
 
3.3 Log (episodic memory) module 
   The log module memorizes a group of 
concepts that the integration module selected 
each time in order of occurrence.  The group of  
concepts selected by the integration module 
corresponds to one scene of our consciousness, 
and the log module functions like an episodic 
memory. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the 
log module consisting of a two layer neural 
network with feedback. Concept-formation 
modules memorize the value of the average 
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input by using a small learning coefficient. 
However, the log module memorizes a 
momentary value of the input in every case by 
using a large learning coefficient. Moreover, the 
log module has a recollection function as well as 
a memorizing function. The log module recalls a 
similar scene to the scene memorized in the 
past, the scenes that are associated with the 
first recalled scene are recollected one after 
another, and they are output to the integration 
module.  

 
4. Total system operation 
4.1 Three-stage growth of the system 
   The functions of the entire system “grow up” 
by three-stage learning as explained below. 
   First stage: This stage corresponds to that of 
a baby in the human analogy. Only concept 
formation modules work at this time. Images 
and concepts are formed in learning without a 
teacher. The system at this time does not have 
decision ability, and episodic memory does not 
function.  
 
   Second stage: This stage corresponds to an 
infant. The integration module forms links 
based on the degree of simultaneous occurrence 
of images and concepts that the concept 
formation modules formed before. The concept 
formation modules start learning with a teacher. 
At this time, the output signal of another 
concept-formation module is used as a teacher 
signal. The system at this time has only low 
level decision ability, and the episodic memory 
does not function sufficiently. 
 
   Third stage: This stage corresponds to a child. 
High level decision becomes possible by using the 
links in the integration module with the images and 
concepts in the concept-formation modules, which 
actively learn with the teacher signal. The episodic 
memory functions sufficiently. 
 
4.2 Conscious operation in the system 
    The functions of consciousness are completed in 
the third stage. Important information selected by the 
integration module influences states of the system 

through the working memory and concept-formation 
module. When information in the working memory is 
more important than that of the stimulation from the 
environment, the information relating to the working 
memory is recalled to the working memory again. The 
circulating operation, that is, the concept formation 
module, integration module, and working memory 
execution, is a kind of association operation. In 
addition, if the log module joins this circulation, it 
becomes association based on episodic memory.  
    The concept selected by the integration module is 
output to the motor module and influences the action 
decision directly. Though the decided action acts on the 
environment through an effector (a kind of muscle), the 
sensor in the effector perceives movement, and sends 
the sensed signal to the body sub-module at the same 
time. This signal influences the integration module and 
working memory. This means that the system can 
change the content of the working memory by 
intentional action. These actions correspond to human 
intentional thinking or simulating the future.  
    Micro features of e.g. an apple are bundled and 
represented by a node in a second layer in the visual 
sub-module. When the node is stimulated, an image of 
an apple is recollected and we feel an apple in the 
working memory. Similarly, micro senses in our body 
bundled and represented by a node in a second layer in 
the body sub-module. When the node in the body 
sub-module is stimulated, an image of something is 
recollected. We expect that something felt in the 
working memory is a kind of sense of self.  
 
5. Conclusion 
    We have designed an adaptive system with 
concept formation and primitive consciousness that can 
be executed as thinking. This system uses a simple 
linkage-oriented neural network. We are now 
developing a simulation program of the entire system 
on a computer to clarify its operational characteristics.  
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Abstract
Most of the existing independent component anal-

ysis (ICA) algorithms assume that the number of
true sources is constant for all samples. In practical
situations, however, signals often have difficult non-
stationarity such that each source signal abruptly ap-
pears or disappears and hence the number of presented
sources changes with time. In this article, we propose
a novel ICA method, called Switching ICA, to address
the blind source separation with unknown and vari-
able number of sources in noisy situations. We incor-
porate a dynamical model of non-stationary sources
that may abruptly appear or disappear through time
into the generative model of noisy ICA, and the varia-
tional Bayes (VB) method is employed to realize an ef-
fective Bayesian inference for this model. In a simula-
tion experiment using an artificial dataset, our method
correctly recovers the original source signals and their
varying number, showing a superior performance com-
pared to the existing ICA algorithms in the presence
of noise.

1 introduction

Blind source separation (BSS) is the problem of re-
covering unknown source signals when only their mix-
tures are observed, without knowing the actual mixing
process. Independent component analysis (ICA) [8] is
currently the most promising approach to BSS, which
recovers original source signals by exploiting the sta-
tistical independence among them, which can be as-
sumed in many situations.

Most of the existing BSS/ICA algorithms assume
that the number of true sources is known and constant
for all samples. In practical situations, however, the
number of sources is rarely known a priori, and real-
world signals often have difficult non-stationarity such
that each source signal abruptly appears or disappears

and hence the number of presented sources changes
with time. This may degenerate the performance of
source separation without considering it.

In this article, we propose a novel BSS/ICA
method, called Switching ICA, to address the BSS
with unknown and variable number of sources in noisy
situations. We incorporate a dynamical model of non-
stationary sources that may abruptly appear or disap-
pear through time into the generative model of noisy
ICA. The generative model then becomes a kind of
hidden Markov model (HMM) in which the observa-
tion process is described as the data generation process
of noisy ICA. We employ the variational Bayes (VB)
method to derive a deterministic and computationally-
effective approximation of the Bayesian inference for
this model.

2 Switching ICA

2.1 Generative model

Let xj,t (j = 1; : : : ; d) denote observations from
d channels at time step t, which are linear mixtures
of unknown and mutually independent source signals
from n channels, si,t (i = 1; : : : ; n), plus Gaussian
noise. The probabilistic generative model of an obser-
vation vector xt = (x1,t; x2,t; : : : ; xd,t)′ is then given
by

xt = Ast + νt; (1)

where st = (s1,t; s2,t; : : : ; sn,t)′ is the source vector,
d × n matrix A is the mixing matrix, and νt is the
noise vector which is assumed to be distributed as an
isotropic Gaussian with a mean zero and a variance
¿−1.
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2.2 Source model

Each source signal si,t is modeled as

si,t = zi,tui,t; (2)

where zi,t is an indicator variable which takes zero (in-
active) or one (active), called switching variable, and
ui,t is the original signal of source i. To represent
the original signal, ui,t, we use a mixture of Gaussian
(MoG) as in existing studies [11, 4]. For simplicity, we
use a scale mixture [3] of two Gaussian distributions to
represent super-Gaussian signals with its parameters
being fixed and not adjusted by learning. Then the
conditional model of si,t given zi,t = 1 is

p(yi,t) = ½i(yi,t); (3a)
p(si,t | yi,t; zi,t = 1) = N(si,t | 0; φi(yi,t)); (3b)

where yi,t ∈ {0; 1} is a latent variable to indicate
each of the two Gaussian components, and ½i(yi,t)
and φi(yi,t) respectively represent the mixing rates
and component variances depending on yi,t. On the
other hand, the source si,t takes consistently zero when
zi,t = 0, as represented by

p(si,t | zi,t = 0) = ±(si,t); (4)

where ±(·) denotes the Dirac’s Delta function.

2.3 Markov switching

We assume a Markov process on the switching
variables. Following strictly the assumption of mu-
tual independence among sources, we assume zi,t for
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n are independent of each other. The
initial and transition probabilities of the switching
variables are then given by p(z1) =

∏n
i=1 p(zi,1) and

p(zt | zt−1) =
∏n

i=1 p(zi,t | zi,t−1), respectively, where
we assume

p(zi,1) = π
zi,1
i (1 − πi)

1−zi,1 (5a)

p(zi,t | zi,t−1) =
[
(1 − r0i)

zi,t r
1−zi,t

0i

]zi,t−1

×
[
r

zi,t

1i (1 − r1i)
1−zi,t

]1−zi,t−1

(5b)

Here, πi is the probability for initial presence of the
i-th source, and r0i, r1i ∈ [0; 1] are probabilities that
the i-th source switches from active to inactive and
from inactive to active, respectively. The parame-
ters, π = (π1; π2; : : : ; πn)′, r1 = (r11; r12; : : : ; r1n)′

and r0 = (r01; r02; : : : ; r0n)′, are unknown and esti-
mated.

2.4 Variational Bayesian inference

A Bayesian inference for the model described above
is performed by the variational Bayes (VB) method [5].
Let ξ = {st;yt; zt|t = 1; : : : ; T} denote the set of
latent variables, µ = {A; ¿} the set of observation
model parameters, and ω = {πi; r1i; r0i | i = 1; : : : ; n}
the set of dynamics model parameters. The VB
method solves a functional optimization problem to
obtain the probability distribution q(ξ;µ;ω) that well
approximates the true posterior p(ξ;µ;ω|X), where
X = (x1;x2; : : : ;xT ). We introduce the factorization
assumption: q(ξ;µ;ω) ≈ q(ξ)q(µ;ω) to allow the so-
lution to have closed forms with respect to q(ξ) and
q(µ;ω). For the parameters µ, we assume a matrix
normal-Gamma conjugate prior:

p0(µ) = Nd×n

¡
A|M0; ¿

−1Id;G
−1
0

¢
Ga(¿ |κ0;λ0); (6)

where Nd×n (· | ·; ·; ·) denotes a matrix normal distri-
bution 1, and Ga(· | ·; ·) is a Gamma distribution. For
ω, we also use a conjugate prior which is given by a
product of Beta distributions.

According to the VB method, the approximate pos-
terior for st, conditional on yt and zt, is derived as

q(st | yt; zt) =
Ã (xt; st) p(st | yt; zt)∫
dstÃ (xt; st) p(st | yt; zt)

(7a)

= Nn(st | µt(yt; zt); V̂ t(yt; zt)); (7b)

V̂ t(yt; zt) =
¡
¿A′A

®
+ V t(yt;zt)−1

¢−1
; (7c)

µt(yt; zt) = V̂ t(yt; zt) 〈¿A〉′ xt; (7d)

where Ã (xt; st) ≡ exp (〈log p(xt | st;A; ¿)〉A,τ ).
V t(yt; zt) is the prior covariance matrix for st, which
is a diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal element is
zi,tφi,t(yi,t). Note that both the prior and poste-
rior variances for a source i degenerate to zero if
zi,t = 0. The expectations 〈¿A〉 and 〈¿A′A〉 are given
by Eq. (10) below. Let l(xt;yt; zt) denote the denom-
inator in Eq. (7a). The marginal likelihood of zt is
given as

e(xt; zt) =
∑
yt

l (xt;yt; zt) p(yt); (8)

1A matrix normal distribution is defined as

Nd×n (A |M,V ,K) = (2π)−
dn
2 |K|− d

2 |V |− n
2

× exp

ţ

¡1

2
tr

č

(A¡M)′ V −1 (A¡M)K−1
ď

ű

,

where A ∈ <d×n, M ∈ <d×n, K ∈ <n×n, and V ∈ <d×d. M
denotes the mean of A; K and V are two covariance matrices
of A [10].
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which is the summation over 2n possible values of the
n-dimensional binary vector yt. Using the marginal
likelihood, the approximate joint posterior of zt for
all t is

q(z1; z2; : : : ;zT )

=
1
Cξ

e(x1; z1)Ãπ(z1)
T∏

t=2

e(xt; zt)Ãr(zt; zt−1); (9)

where Ãπ(z1) ≡ exp(〈log p(z1 | π)〉π) and
Ãr (zt; zt−1) ≡ exp(〈log p(zt | zt−1)〉r0,r1). Cξ is
the normalization term. Because Eq. (9) is a simple
HMM whose transition and observation processes are
given by Ãr(zt; zt−1) and e(xt; zt), respectively, the
marginal distributions, q(z1); : : : ; q(zT ), are exactly
calculated by the standard Forward-Backward algo-
rithm [12]. The pairwise posteriors q(zt; zt−1) can also
be exactly calculated for updating the approximate
posterior for πi; r1i; r0i which are given as Beta distri-
butions. The detail of Bayesian learning of HMM can
be found in [9]. Taking expectations with respect to
the posteriors, the following statistics are calculated:
Rss = 〈SS′〉 + G0, Rxs = X〈S〉′ +M0G0, Rxx =
XX ′ + M0G0M

′
0 and Rx|s = Rxx − RxsR

−1
ss R

′
xs,

where S = (s1; s2; : : : ; sT ). Then the approximate
posterior for A and ¿ is given as

q(µ) = Nd×n(A | M̂ ; ¿−1Id; Ĝ
−1

)Ga(¿ | κ̂; λ̂); (10)

where

M̂ = RxsR
−1
ss ; Ĝ = Rss; (11a)

κ̂ = κ0 +
d(n+ T )

2
; λ̂ = λ0 +

1
2
tr
£
Rx|s

¤
: (11b)

3 Simulations

We examined the basic performance of Switching
ICA with a dataset synthesized by the mixing pro-
cess in Eq. (1) from artificially-generated source sig-
nals. The number of mixtures and that of all potential
source signals were set as d = n = 3, and the time-
series length was T = 300. The three source signals
were generated from the scale-MoG in Eq. (3) with
φ0 = 0:5, φ1 = 2:5 and ½ = 0:25 (which were assumed
to be known) under a specific switching assumption
with an unknown mixing matrix. The switching val-
ues and source signals used to synthesize the observa-
tions are shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. The bar
graph at the top of each panel shows the value of the
true switching variables, z?

i,t for t = 1; 2; : : : ; T (? de-
notes the true value), where the white color represents

z?
i,t = 1 and the black color z?

i,t = 0. The number of
active source signals varied with time: two, one and
three for t ∈ [1; 100], t ∈ [101; 200] and t ∈ [201; 300],
respectively. We set the inverse variance of Gaussian
noise at ¿? = 6 (SNR ≈ 16:81). The prior hyper-
parameters were set at: M0 = 0, G0 = 0:01In,
κ0 = λ0 = 1×10−3, u· = w· = 0:5, and the process was
iterated 500 times to converge. The hyperparameters
in the trial distributions were determined randomly,
except that the mean parameter of the mixing matrix
M was initialized by the one estimated by an existing
ICA algorithm, in order to avoid poor local maxima.
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Figure 1: Examples of true and estimated source sig-
nals and the switching variables

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows a typical exam-
ple of recovered source signals and the switching vari-
ables. The bar graph denotes the maximum a posteri-
ori (MAP) estimate of the switching variables, where
the black color and white colors represent zero and
one, respectively. We can see that our Switching ICA
(SwICA) correctly recovered the three source signals
and the changes in their number by identifying the
active/inactive terms for each source.

We then compared our SwICA with three ICA
methods. One is JADE [6], a well-known ICA al-
gorithm which tries to minimize cross-cumulant, and
the second is an ICA using natural gradient with a
nonholonomic constraint [1] (referred to as NG-N).
It has been reported that NG-N correctly performed
BSS in low-noise situations even when some source
signals abruptly disappeared. The other one is a re-
stricted version of our Switching ICA such that the
model no longer assumes dynamics on the switching
variables (referred to as NoDyna). In NoDyna, the
switching variables, zi,t for t = 1; 2; : : : ; T , were con-
sidered as independent Bernoulli samples as p(zi,t =
1) = 1 − p(zi,t = 0) = rzi, instead of obeying the
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Markov process in Eq. (5); the n parameters, rzi for
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, were simply estimated using a conju-
gate prior given as the Beta distribution, in a simi-
lar way to learning the dynamics parameters in the
Markov process. The NoDyna algorithm used the
same setting as that of SwICA described above.

Each of the four algorithms was conducted for 50
runs, by applying different Gaussian noises and us-
ing different initial hyperparameters for SwICA and
NoDyna. To evaluate the estimation performance, we
used the following two performance measures: average
Source-to-Distortion Ratio (aSDR) and Amari’s Per-
formance Index (PI) [2], which measure the estimation
performance of source signals and mixing matrix, re-
spectively. The former was a slight modification of
the Source-to-Distortion Ratio proposed in [7], which
becomes high when the absolute correlation between
true and estimated sources for every i is high, while
it becomes low when the absolute correlation is low.
The latter evaluates the reproducibility of the recov-
ered mixing matrix up to scale and permutation am-
biguities, which is zero when the mixing matrix was
appropriately recovered.

JADE NG−N NoDyna SwICA

17

18

19

20

21

SNR=16.81

aS
D

R
 (

dB
)

JADE NG−N NoDyna SwICA
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1

1.2

SNR=16.81
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Figure 2: Comparison of the four algorithms’ perfor-
mances for 50 runs.

In Fig. 2, the left and right panels respectively show
the box-plots of aSDR and PI for the four algorithms.
We can see that the aSDR of NG-N is apparently
higher than that of JADE and the PI of NG-N is lower
than that of JADE. This result confirmed the effec-
tiveness of NG-N when the number of sources changes
with time in comparison to the standard ICA method.
It can be seen that, however, SwICA exhibits the best
performance among the four algorithms, by further
improving both aSDR and PI. Especially, the improve-
ment in PI is not shown by NoDyna, which implies the
importance of assuming Markov dynamics on switch-
ing variables.

4 Conclusion

In our experiments, the Switching ICA showed a
high performance of source separation in highly non-

stationary situations where the number of presented
sources dynamically changes over time. We are cur-
rently working on applying our method to more diffi-
cult, i.e., realistic, situations.

A major deficit of the Switching ICA is its high
computational cost. Actually the cost grows in an
exponential order of the number of potential sources,
n; then, it is intractable when n is large. This difficulty
may be addressed by assuming further factorization
on the trial distributions, as utilized in [4], or by some
Monte Carlo techniques.
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Abstract 
In this research a 2-dimensional arm motion generator 

composed of two linear motors was developed. The 
inertia, damping and/or stiffness characteristics of the 
motion generator can be changed on the real-time basis 
by properly regulating the force generated by the linear 
motors. That is, active impedance is implemented 
without actual change in the physical structure of the 
motion generator. A motor force control is carried out by 
regulating the input currents supplied to the linear 
motors. In the control system the time delay due to the 
sampling period has an adverse effect on the stability of 
the system. Furthermore, disturbances caused by 
characteristics of the motion generator exist. 

To cope with these difficulties, 2-DOF controller 
combined with the LQ-servo and H-infinity controller 
was used. This motion generator can be used to measure 
kinesthetic sense associated with the human arm and 
thus leads to developing the products for which the 
kinesthetic sense is taken into account. 
 
1. Introduction 

As lifestyles modernize, products with not only 
function in its mind but products with kinesthetic sense 
along with its function draw attention to customers. That 
is, people consider the sensibility of a product as well as 
its performance. In recent years, there are lots of efforts 
and considerations to apply this even from the designing 
and early stages of development. 

The object of this research is to develop an arm 
motion generator necessary for quantification and 
implementation of kinesthetic sense, which mainly 
relates to arm movement. In most mechanical systems, 
motion has close relations with mechanical impedance, 
which consists of inertia, stiffness, and damping. The 
arm motion generator developed in this research must 
measure the kinesthetic sense difference experienced by 
a person by alternating the impedance or must let the 
person experience the desired 'sense'. But varying the 
impedance physically is very tedious, costly, and time 
demanding. The arm motion generator controls the force 
outputs of the linear motors as to have the same effect as 
to physically changing the impedance. 

These kinds of motion generators are used in various 
flight and vehicle simulators and vigorous research of 
this continues today. However, these motion generators 
mainly use pneumatic systems to generate an entire body 
movement, and thus systems get complicated and 

manufacturing gets costly. But since the motion 
generator developed in this research only deals with arm 
movement, it makes the use of electrical motor possible, 
which brings system composing and controlling simple.  

And the similar concept of active impedance used in 
this research has been widely studied in robot 
engineering. In robotics, when a manipulator is in 
contact with an object, the relation between the force 
exerted on the object by the manipulator and the motion 
at the contact point is modeled with impedance such as 
inertia, damping and stiffness and then the appropriate 
position/force control is carried out.[1] 

The concept of active impedance in this research is 
basically the same with the impedance in robotics, but 
has many differences in application purpose and method. 
 

2. Implementation of Active Impedance 
A motion generator capable of implementing two 

dimensional plane motion is made by combining two 
linear motors perpendicularly as shown in Fig. 1. As an 
operator moves the lever with his hand to generate some 
movement pattern, displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration involved in this pattern are detected. Based 
on this information, motor driving current is regulated to 
get desired active impedance that is active inertia, active 
damping, and/or active stiffness. By implementing this 
kind of active impedance, by varying inertia, stiffness, 
and/or damping, one can measure the kinesthetic sense 
most suitable for the operator. 

This chapter will explain about implementation of 
active impedance using the motion generator mentioned 
above. 
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Fig.1. Configuration of the motion generator and concept 

of active impedance 
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2.1 Active Impedance 
Impedance in an electrical system is a measure of 

current response in a circuit to certain AC voltage. 
Electrical impedance consists of inductance, capacitance, 
and/or resistance. Impedance in a mechanical system is 
defined in similar concept as a measure of motion 
response to force applied to the system, and consists of 
inertia, damping, and stiffness. Active impedance, 
mentioned in this research, means getting the same effect 
of physically changing the impedance of the moving part 
of the linear motor with only generating proper force 
from the motor. 

Let us first consider active inertia. When an operator 
applies force F to the lever of the linear motor in which 
moving part has mass of m and no energy is supplied, 
acceleration of ao = F / m is experienced. Assuming that 
we add active inertia of ∆m to mass m of actual moving 
part, 
 

M = m + ∆m               (1) 
 
the operator must experience acceleration of a = 
F / (m+∆m) (< ao) for the same input of F. If appropriate 
current is supplied to the motor to generate force of F1 = 

∆m.a to the opposite direction of the force given by the 
operator, the net force input on the moving part becomes 
 

amamammFF ⋅=⋅∆−∆+=− )(1      (2) 
 
and so the acceleration felt by the operator is not ao but a, 
which is the acceleration earned from force F applied on 
active inertia M, even when the operator puts force F on 
mass m. In this way, active inertia larger than actual 
inertia can be implemented. 

While, given torque constant (force constant in case of 
linear motor) of the motor KT and current supply i, the 
force generated by the linear motor Fm becomes 

iKF Tm ⋅= . And supplying the current of 

Tm Kami /⋅−= ∆             (3) 
 
to the motor could generate the effect of active inertia M. 
Here, the letter m at the current stands for the current 
relating to mass(active inertia). Also, the negative sign 
means that the force generated by the motor should be in 
the opposite direction to the force applied by the operator. 
A plus sign(+) should be used as to get active inertia less 
than the actual inertia, because the force from the motor 
should be in the same direction with the force applied by 
the operator. 

Active damping C and active stiffness K can be 
presented in the same manner, 
 
2.2 Complex Active Impedance Implementation 

Inertia, damping, and stiffness do not exist in simple 
forms but rather in complex structures in actual 
mechanical systems. That is why implementing complex 
active impedance is required to let us reach closer to 
actual systems. When an operator applies force to the 
arm motion generator (to the lever connected to the 
linear motor), the motion generator also exerts the same 

amount of force to the opposite direction, as noted in the 
Newton’s law of action-reaction. This force is called 
reaction force. Thus, when the operator generates motion 
by exerting force on the lever connected to the motor, the 
operator will experience reaction to inertia, damping, 
and stiffness all in complex. Expressing this in an 
equation gives, 

stiffnessdampinginertiatotal FFFF ++=

xKvCaM ⋅+⋅+⋅=            (4) 
 

When considering a reaction of an instant, the 
complex form of the inertia, damping, and stiffness 
would not be known. But by considering that the 
reaction due to inertia be proportional to acceleration, 
damping to velocity, and stiffness to position, one can 
measure the form of time-varying reaction, which leads 
to classification of the each component of the total 
reaction.  
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Fig. 2 Displacement, velocity and acceleration due to the 

arbitrary motion generated by the operator 
 

Consider the case where an operator intentionally 
creates vibration by holding the lever of the motion 
generator as shown in Fig. 2. The velocity and 
acceleration in the figure can be obtained by using the 
basics of the measurement of the position of the linear 
motor moving part using the encoder. First, when the 
values of active impedance M, C, K which are to be 
implemented are set, additional impedance ∆m, ∆ c, ∆ k 
can be calculated by using Eqn. (4). By multiplying 
these values of additional mass, damping, and stiffness 
by the acceleration, velocity and displacement obtained 
above and then adding this value would get the force 
which the linear motor should generate. At this time, the 
total reaction felt by the operator is expressed in Eqn (5), 
but for this to happen, the motor has to generate the 
following force. 
 

 xkvcamF ⋅∆+⋅∆+⋅∆=motor        (5) 
 
To generate this force, the current that must be supplied 
to the linear motor is  
 

T
kcm K

xkvcamiiii )(
total

⋅∆+⋅∆+⋅∆−
=++=  (6) 
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3. Motion Generator System 
 
3.1 Motion Generator System Structure 

Fig. 3. shows an arm motion generator composed of 
the two linear motors, drive circuit to run linear motors, 
TMS320 DSP board used as controller, and parallel port 
connected PC used to collect and analyze experimental 
data. A voltage driven BLDC (Brushless DC) drive, 
exclusively for motors, is used to drive the linear motor. 

The main controller TMS320 DSP board can be 
operated at 40MHz speed and it carries out algorithms 
necessary to control the motor. An A/D converter 
measures analog current supplied to the motor and 
digitizes it, then sends it to the DSP, while the D/A 
converter transforms the output digital signal from the 
controller to analog voltage to send it to the motor drive.  
 

PWM
driver

DSP

Mem

D/A

A/D

Control
signal

Sensor
signal

Monitoring &
data analysis

Motor #1

Motor #2

Motion
generator

 
Fig. 3. Schematic of experimental setup 

 
3.2 Motion Generator Control System 

The force for the active impedance is proportional to 
the current supplied to the motor. But since most motor 
drivers are usually voltage-driven, the current is not 
directly controlled but it is controlled indirectly by 
controlling the voltage. That is, to supply desired current, 
the voltage of the linear motor must be controlled by the 
controller. The relation between the allowed input 
voltage u, and the current flowing through the motor i is 
commonly known as 

iR
td
idLvKu E +=−        (7) 

where L and R denote the inductance and resistance of 
the linear motor winding, respectively, and KE the back 
emf constant. Since the motion is produced by 
combination of force the operator applies and force the 
motor generates, the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration of the motion generator depends mostly 
upon the force arbitrarily applied by the operator. 
Therefore, the term KE v on the left-hand side of Eqn. (7) 
varies arbitrarily, and this is treated as a disturbance in 
the control system. In this case the plant can be 
represented by 

RLs
sG p +
=

1)(        (8) 

Since the current output for motor drive is measured 
by the A/D converter and fed back to the control system, 
the time delay of at least the sampling period T due to 
A/D conversion and computation time occurs. As for the 
linear motor, the electric time constant τe is about 

1,250µs, while the sampling period of the controller is Ts 
= 400µs. It is generally preferable that the sampling 
period be less than 1/10 of the plant time constant. 

It is interesting to investigate the effect of this time 
delay scale on the control system. First take z-transform 
Eqn. (9) then , 

 

1

1

72615.01
10784.0)(

−

−

−
=

z
zzG p       (9) 

 
roots locus corresponding to Eqn. (9)  can say that Kp 
gain is to be limited less than 16 according to gain 
limitation characteristic depending on sampling period in 
discrete system,  

To cope with such a problem, 2-DOF control system 
including internal plant and H-infinity controller, which 
is to regard modeling error, shown in Fig. 4. was 
employed in this research. Time delay mentioned before 
will be absorbed in modeling error. 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of 2-DOF current controller 

including internal plant and H-infinity 
controller. 

 
3.3 H-infinity Control Formulation 

Time delay was considered multiplicative modeling 
error ∆m in Fig. 4. before. The multiplicative modeling 
error is generally accepted as a problem related to sensor 
noise system.[2]  

A proper weight functions WS(s), WT(s) may be used 
to mixed sensitivity H-infinity control problem as 
following. 
 

γ<
∞)()(

)()(
sTsW
sSsW

T

S       (10) 

 
where S(s), T(s) is sensitivity and co-sensitivity function. 
γ is positive real number.  

Generalized plant corresponding for Eqn. (10) and its 
block diagram are as following At γ ≈ 0.14, obtained 
controller K(s) satisfying Eqn. (10) and block diagram in 
Fig. 4. [3] 
 
3.4 LQ-Servo Formulation 

LQ-servo is used to control internal plant. Though 
LQ-servo problem is a kind of trial and error, LQ-servo 
has merit to obtain control gain considering control input 
constraint.[4] In this research, control input weight 
matrix R was chosen not to over maximum motor drive 
output. 
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4. Performance of the Motion Generator 
The experimental condition is as following, when 

active stiffness, 500 N/m, active damping, 100 Ns/m, 
and active inertial, 5kg, are applied respectively, an 
operator activates the motion generator with arbitrary 
reciprocal motion. 

In the plots, Fig. 5., Fig. 6., Fig. 7., dotted lines 
labeled ref. are current corresponding to displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration respectively caused by the 
operator and solid lines are current controlled by the 
controller proposed in this research. Though a 
conventional PI controller in itself is good controller, 
gain adjust constraint due to discretization exists. 

Feed forward controller, having LQ-servo form, has 
no feed back loop and H-infinity controller to 
compensate the difference between internal plant and 
nominal plant has properties to guarantee robust stability 
against time delay characteristic, which was obstacle 
factor to give high gain in PI controller. By the reason 
mentioned before, no stability problem may occur and 
sufficient performance may be forecasted. The 
experimental results shown in Fig. 5., Fig. 6., Fig. 7. can 
back up the performance of controller proposed in this 
research. 
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Fig. 5. Following response of Current corresponding to 

active stiffness using 2-DOF controller including 
H-infinity controller (a) and conventional PI 
controller (b), respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Following response of Current corresponding to 

active damping using 2-DOF controller including 
H-infinity controller (a) and conventional PI 
controller (b), respectively. 

 
5. Conclusions 

In this research, an arm motion generator capable of 
two-dimensional movement is made by perpendicularly 
connecting two linear motors. By controlling the force 
generated by these motors on the motion generator, the 
active impedance is implemented, which has the same 
effect as physically changing the inertia, damping, and 

stiffness of the motion generator. Numerous kinesthetic 
senses relating to arm movement can be measured due to 
the ability to change the impedance, such as inertia, 
damping, and stiffness, on real-time basis. 

In this research, a 2-DOF controller was employed to 
cope with some inherent problems with current control 
of the linear motor. The control system shows reasonable 
performance on both disturbance rejection and tracking. 
This type of research can be related to virtual reality 
engineering and give a user the chance to experience 
various kinds of virtual kinesthetic senses, and it is also 
expected to be applied to mechanical structures that 
generates various forms of forces. 
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Fig. 7. Following response of Current corresponding to 
active inertia using 2-DOF controller including 
H-infinity controller (a) and (conventional PI 
controller (b), respectively. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper presents a stiffness analysis method for a 

limited-DOF parallel manipulator, which takes into account 
of elastic deformations of joints and links. A limited-DOF 
parallel manipulator is defined as a spatial parallel 
manipulator which has less than six degrees of freedom. 
Differently from the case of a 6-DOF parallel manipulator, 
the serial chains in a limited-DOF parallel manipulator are 
subject to constraint forces as well as actuation forces. The 
reaction forces due to actuations and constraints in each 
limb can be determined by making use of the theory of 
reciprocal screws. It is shown that the stiffness model of an 
F-DOF parallel manipulator consists of F springs related to 
the reciprocal screws of actuations and 6-F springs related to 
the reciprocal screws of constraints, which connect the 
moving platform to the fixed base in parallel. The 6×6 
stiffness matrix is derived, which is the sum of the stiffness 
matrices of actuations and constraints. The six spring 
constants can be precisely determined by modeling the 
compliance of joints and links in a serial chain as follows; 
the link can be considered as an Euler beam and the stiffness 
matrix of rotational or prismatic joint can be modeled as a 
6×6 diagonal matrix, where one diagonal element about the 
rotation axis or along the sliding direction is zero. By 
summing the elastic deformations in joints and links, the 
compliance matrix of a serial chain is obtained. Finally, 
applying the reciprocal screws to the compliance matrix of a 
serial chain, the compliance values of springs can be 
determined.  
 
1 Introduction 

 
A Parallel manipulator typically consists of a moving 

platform that is connected to a fixed base by several serial 
chains, called limbs. In general, parallel manipulators have 
some advantages of high speed, payload, accuracy and 
stiffness over serial manipulators. Among various parallel 
manipulators, the 6-DOF Stewart-Gough platform has 
attracted the most interests of researchers and industries, 
since all the linear actuators are under only 
tensional/compressive forces. [1,2] However, the manipulator 
has some disadvantages such as complex forward 
kinematics, small workspace, and requiring many parts.  

To overcome the above shortcomings, parallel mani-
pulators with fewer than six degrees of freedom have been 
investigated.[3~12] Limited-DOF parallel manipulators have 
the advantages of relatively simple forward-kinematics, 
larger workspace, lower inertia, and requiring less parts over 
6-DOF counterparts. A limited-DOF parallel manipulator 
costs less than a 6-DOF counterpart and, hence, it may be 
more economic to employ such manipulators for 
applications for which 6-DOF is not necessary. Among 
limited-DOF parallel manipulators, 3-DOF translational 
parallel manipulators[6~9] and 3-DOF rotational parallel 
manipulators[10,11] have been focused.  

In the beginning design stage of manipulators requiring 
high speed, accuracy, and stiffness, the stiffness analysis 
may be very essential and the most important step. For 6-
DOF parallel manipulators, various methods of the stiffness 
analysis have been published.[12~14] However, the stiffness 
analysis for limited-DOF parallel manipulators has been a 
little investigated. Among the research results, Zhang and 
Gosselin[15~18] analyzed limited-DOF parallel manipulators 
with passive constraining limbs. However, the method of 
using virtual joints is not systematic. It is well known that 
the Jacobian and stiffness matrices of a 6-DOF parallel 
manipulator are 6×6 matrices. However, it is not clear as to 
what is the best way to express the Jacobian and stiffness 
matrices of a limited-DOF parallel manipulator. For the 
Jacobian matrix, Joshi and Tsai[19] presented that a 6×6 
Jacobian matrix including actuations and constraints should 
be used in order to analyze all the singularities and to 
prevent an erroneous design.[20,21] Since the stiffness matrix 
is basically based on the Jacobian matrix, the stiffness 
matrix should contain the information on the stiffness due to 
actuations and constraints and should be a 6×6 matrix even 
for a limited-DOF parallel manipulator. 

In this work, the reciprocal screws of actuations and 
constraints are determined by using the theory of reciprocal 
screws. The reciprocal screws are the reaction forces due to 
actuations and constraints, which eventually result in the 
infinitesimal deflections of joints and links in a serial chain. 
Using the 6×6 Jacobian matrix, the stiffness matrix becomes 
the sum of the stiffness matrices of actuations and 
constraints. The joint stiffness values can be precisely 
determined by modeling the compliance of joints and links 
in each serial chain. The stiffness values of a joint can be 
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precisely determined by using the analytic or experimental 
data of bearings, and the stiffness matrix for revolute and 
prismatic joints becomes a 6×6 diagonal matrix, where one 
diagonal element about the rotation axis or along the sliding 
direction is zero. The links in a serial chain are modeled as 
Euler-Bernoulli beams. Summing the elastic deformations in 
all the parts, the total compliance matrix of a serial chain 
can be obtained. Since the total compliance matrix is 
generally singular, it is impossible to get the inverse matrix. 
Instead, multiplying the total compliance matrix by the 
reciprocal screws yields finite deflections about or along the 
reciprocal screws. From the finite deflections, the 
compliance values of springs can be obtained.  
 
2 Stiffness Analysis 
 

In this work, a limited-DOF spatial parallel manipulator 
with F-DOF ( 63 <≤ F ) is considered. As shown in Fig. 1, 
it is assumed that the moving platform is constrained by m  
number of serial-kinematic chains and each limb may have 
at most one actuator. The limbs having an actuator are 
indexed first such as Fi ,,2,1 K= , and the other limbs with 
no actuator are indexed as mFFi ,,2,1 K++= . Let the 
degree-of-freedom associated with all the joints of the ith 
limb be defined as the connectivity, iC , of that limb.[22,23] 
Each limb constrains the moving platform by iC−6  number 
of constraints, and the total number of all the independent 
constraints should be six. 

The overall Jacobian matrix for a limited-DOF parallel 
manipulator can be expressed by[19] 
 

[ ] 66×∈= RJJJ ca , (1) 
 
where the Jacobian matrix of actuations and the Jacobian 
matrix of constraints are given by[19] 
 

[ ] F
Fa

T
FaFaa

T
aaa RJ

F

×∈= 6
,,,1,1,1,

ˆˆ/ˆˆˆ/ˆ
1

SssSss L  and, (2) 
 

[ ] )6(6
,6,,1,1,6,1,1,

ˆˆˆˆ F
mCcmcCccc RJ

ii

−×
−− ∈= ssss LLL . (3) 

 
In the Jacobian matrix, ikc ,,ŝ  are the reciprocal screws of 
constraints that are reciprocal to all the joint screws, and ia ,ŝ  
are the reciprocal screws of actuations that are reciprocal to 
all the joint screws except the active joint screw, iai ,Ŝ . It is 
noted that the overall Jacobian matrix of a limited-DOF 
parallel manipulator consists of the actuation and constraint 
parts and the rank should be six. 

It is well known that the stiffness mapping between 
applied wrench and infinitesimal twist at the end-effector is 
expressed in terms of the stiffness matrix, K  
 

Dw ˆˆ δK= , (4) 
 

 
Fig. 1 Structure of an F-DOF parallel manipulator. 

(Note: a: active joint, p: passive joint) 
 
and the stiffness matrix is given by  
 

TJkJK ][=  (5) 
 
Using Eqs. (2) and (3), the stiffness matrix can be expressed 
in terms of the Jacobian matrices of  actuation and 
constraints by 
 

T
ccc

T
aaa JkJJkJK ][][ +=  (6) 

 
where ][ ak  and ][ ck  are the diagonal matrices of which the 
diagonal elements are the spring constants related to 
actuations and constraints, respectively. 

When pure force is exerted on a limb with some 
compliance, it generates infinitesimal translational motion 
along the line of the force. On the other hand, when pure 
couple is applied to a limb, it generates infinitesimal 
rotational motion about the axis of the couple. Hence, the 
infinitesimal translational and rotational motions can be 
modeled as the deflection of a linear spring placed along the 
line of the force, and the deflection of a rotational spring 
with the axis of the couple, respectively. The stiffness of a 
limited-DOF parallel manipulator can be modeled that the 
moving platform is supported by six independent springs, 
since there exist six reciprocal screws in a general case. 
Among the springs, F springs are related to the actuations 
and 6-F springs are related to the constraints.  
 
3 Compliance Modeling of Serial Chains 
 

In this section, we present a method to determine the 
spring constants related to actuations and constraints in a 
serial chain. In deriving the compliance model of a serial 
chain, the flexibility in joints and links is considered. First, 
without loss of generality, only revolute and prismatic joints 
are considered, since a spherical joint is equivalent to three 
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intersecting non-coplanar revolute joints, a universal joint is 
equivalent to two intersecting revolute joints, a cylindrical 
joint is equivalent to the sum of a revolute joint and a 
prismatic joint along the revolute joint axis, and so on. The 
compliance matrix of a 1-DOF joint is given by 
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where the axis of a joint is aligned with the z-axis of a local 
frame, and the radial direction of a joint is placed on the xy 
plane of a local frame as shown in Fig. 2. The subscripts, l  
and θ  denote the linear and rotational stiffnesses, and the 
following subscripts, a  and r  denote the axial and radial 
directions. It is noted that ∞=ac ,θ , for a revolute joint, and 

∞=alc , , for a prismatic joint. 
Second, the links in a serial chain are considered as 

Euler-Bernoulli beams, implying that the shear effect and 
inertia of rotation of the beam section are ignored, and beam 
sections stay plane and perpendicular to the neutral axis. 
Forces and moments elastically deform the tip of each link. 
The elastic deformations at the tip of a link are written as 
follows:  
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where A  and L  are the area and length of a link, E  is the 
modulus of the longitudinal elasticity, G  is the modulus of 
the transverse elasticity. xI , yI  and zI  are the moment of 
inertias about the x, y, and z axes, respectively. pI  is the 
polar moment of inertia. Then, the compliance matrix of a 
link is given by 
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Fig. 2 Compliance model of 1-DOF joints. 
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The infinitesimal twist at the ith joint or the ith link 
expressed in the ith local frame can be expressed by 
 

i
i

i
i

i
i C wD ˆˆ =δ  (10)

 
where 

i
iC  denotes the compliance matrix of the ith part 

expressed in the ith local frame and 
i

i ŵ  denotes the wrench 
applied on the ith part expressed in the ith local frame. 
Expressing the infinitesimal twist and wrench with respect 
to the moving frame (P) gives 
 

i
iP

ii T DD ˆˆ δδ =  and 
i

iTP
ii T ww ˆˆ −=  (11)

 
where the transformation matrix of screws from the ith 
frame to the moving frame is given by 
 

⎥
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⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

× R
RpR

T
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ii
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iP

i
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where RP

i
 denotes the rotation matrix from the ith frame to 

the moving frame and 
i

P p̂  denotes the skew-symmetric 
matrix representing the vector from the origin of the moving 
frame to that of the ith local frame expressed in the moving 
frame. The total deflection of a serial chain can be 
calculated by the sum of all the deflection in joints and links 
given by 
 

∑
=

=
n

i
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Therefore, the compliance of a serial chain expressed in the 
moving frame can be written by 
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Fig. 3 Compliance model of a link. 
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The joint compliance values related to the reciprocal screws 
of actuations and constraints are calculated by 
 

fx ⋅= δlc  and m⋅= δθθc  (15)
 
where 1=f  and 1=m . 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

In this paper, the stiffness analysis for a limited-DOF 
parallel manipulator using the theory of reciprocal screws 
and considering the elastic deformation in joints and links 
by the reciprocal screws is presented. For an F-DOF parallel 
manipulator, it is derived that there exist F number of 
reciprocal screws related to actuations and 6-F number of 
reciprocal screws related to constraints. The stiffness matrix 
for a limited-DOF parallel manipulator becomes the sum of 
the stiffness matrices of actuations and constraints. The 
practical values of spring constants are obtained by 
modeling the compliances of joints and links in each serial 
chain. In the further works, this analytic method will be used 
in the design optimization of a parallel-kinematic machine 
tool and the effectiveness of the suggested stiffness analysis 
method will be verified through experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
We describe a new approach to the design and real-time 

implementation of an adaptive controller for robotic 
manipulator based on digital signal processors in this paper. The 
Texas Instruments DSPs(TMS320C80) chips are used in 
implementing real-time adaptive control algorithms to provide  
enhanced motion control performance for dual-arm robotic 
manipulators. In the proposed scheme, adaptation laws are 
derived from model reference adaptive control principle based 
on the improved direct Lyapunov method. The proposed 
adaptive controller consists of an adaptive feed-forward and 
feedback controller and time-varying auxiliary controller 
elements. The proposed control scheme is simple in structure, 
fast in computation, and suitable for real-time control. 
Moreover, this scheme does not require any accurate dynamic 
modeling, nor values of manipulator parameters and payload. 
Performance of the proposed adaptive controller is illustrated 
by simulation and experimental results for  robot manipulator 
consisting of dual arm with four degrees of freedom  at the joint 
space and cartesian space. 
 
Keywords : Adaptive Control, DSP(TMS320C80), Dual-Arm 
Robot, Real Time Control, Real-Time Implementation 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
At recent there are mach advanced techniques that are 

suitable for servo control of a large class of nonlinear systems 
including robotic manipulators (P.C.V. Parks, 1966; Y.K.Choi 
et al., 1986; Y.M.Yoshhiko, 1995). Since the pioneering work 
of Dubowsky and DesForges (1979), the interest in adaptive 
control of robot manipulators has been growing steadily (T. C. 
Hasi, 1986; D. Koditschck, 1983; A. Koivo et al., 1983; S. 
Nicosia et al., 1984). This growth is largely due to the fact that 
adaptive control theory is particularly well-suited to robotic 
manipulators whose dynamic model is highly complex and may 
contain unknown parameters. However, implementation of 
these algorithms generally involves intensive numerical 
computations (J. J. Craig, 1988; H. Berghuis et al., 1993). 

Current industrial approaches to the design of robot arm 
control systems treat each joint of the robot arm as a simple 
servomechanism. This approach models the time varying 
dynamics of a manipulator inadequately because it neglects the 
motion and configuration of the whole arm mechanism. The 
changes in the parameters of the controlled system are 
significant enough to render conventional feedback control 
strategies ineffective. This basic control system enables a 
manipulator to perform simple positioning tasks such as in the 
pick-and-place operation. However, joint controllers are 

severely limited in precise tracking of fast trajectories and 
sustaining desirable dynamic performance for variations of 
payload and parameter uncertainties (R. Ortega et al., 1989; P. 
Tomei, 1991). In many servo control applications the linear 
control scheme proves unsatisfactory, therefore, a need for 
nonlinear techniques is increasing.  
  Digital signal processors (DSP's) are special purpose 
microprocessors that are particularly suitable for intensive 
numerical computations involving sums and products of 
variables. Digital versions of most advanced control algorithms 
can be defined as sums and products of measured variables, 
thus can naturally be implemented by DSP's. DSPs allow 
straightforward implementation of advanced control algorithms 
that result in improved system control. Single and/or multiple 
axis control systems can be controlled by a single DSP. 
Adaptive and optimal multivariable control methods can track 
system parameter variations. Dual control, learning, neural 
networks, genetic algorithms and Fuzzy Logic control 
methodologies are all among the digital controllers 
implementable by a DSP (N. Sadegh et al., 1990; Z. Ma et al., 
1995). In addition, DSP's are as fast in computation as most 32-
bit microprocessors and yet at a fraction of their prices. These 
features make them a viable computational tool for digital 
implementation of advanced controllers. High performance 
DSPs with increased levels of integration for functional 
modules have become the dominant solution for digital control 
systems. Today's DSPs with performance levels ranging from 5 
to 5400 MIPS are on the market with price tags as low as $3 (P. 
Bhatti et al., 1997; T. H. Akkermans et al., 2001). In order to 
develop a digital servo controller one must carefully consider 
the effect of the sample-and-hold operation, the sampling 
frequency, the computational delay, and that of the quantization 
error on the stability of a closed-loop system (S. A. Bortoff, 
1994). Moreover, one must also consider the effect of disturbances 
on the transient variation of the tracking error as well as its steady-
state value (F. Mehdian et al., 1995; S. H. Han et al., 1996). 

This paper describes a new approach to the design of 
adaptive control system and real-time implementation using 
digital signal processors for robotic manipulators to achieve the 
improvement of speedness, repeating precision, and tracking 
performance at the joint and cartesian space. This paper is 
organized as follows : In Section Ⅱ, the dynamic model of the 
robotic manipulator is derived. Section Ⅲ derives adaptive 
control laws based on the model reference adaptive control 
theory using the improved Lyapunov second method. Section 
Ⅳ presents  simulation and experimental results obtained for a 
dual-arm robot. Finally, Section Ⅴ discusses the findings and 
draws some conclusions. 
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II.  MODELING 

  The dynamic model of a manipulator-plus-payload is derived 
and the tracking control problem is stated in this section. 
  Let us consider a nonredundant joint robotic manipulator in 
which the n×1 generalized joint torque vector τ(t) is related 
to the n×1 generalized joint coordinate vector q(t) by the 
following nonlinear dynamic equation of motion 
 

   )()(),()( tqGqqNqqD τ=++ &&&                  (1) 
 
where )(qD  is the n×n symmetric positive-definite inertia 
matrix, ),( qqN &  is the n×1 coriolis and centrifugal torque 
vector, and )(qG  is the n×1 gravitational loading vector.  

Equation (1) describes the manipulator dynamics without any 
payload. Now, let the n×1 vector X represent the end-effector 
position and orientation coordinates in a fixed task-related 
cartesian frame of reference. The cartesian position, velocity, 
and acceleration vectors of the end-effector are related to the 
joint variables by 

 

)()()(),()(

)()()(
)()(

tqqJtqqqJtX

tqqJtX
qtX

&&&&&

&

+=

=
Φ=

                (2) 

 
where Φ(q) is the n×1 vector representing the forward 
kinematics and J(q) = [∂Φ(q)/∂q] is the n×n Jacobian matrix 
of the manipulator. 
  Let us now consider payload in the manipulator dynamics. 
Suppose that the manipulator end-effector is firmly grasping a 
payload represented by the point mass pM∆ . For the payload 

to move with acceleration )(tX&&  in the gravity field, the end-
effector must apply the n×1 force vector )(tT  given by 
 

 ])([)( gtXMtT p +∆= &&                          (3) 

where g is the n×1 gravitational acceleration vector.  
  The end-effector requires the additional joint torque  
 

   )()()( tTqJt T
f =τ       (4) 

 
where superscript T  denotes transposition. Hence, the total 
joint torque vector can be obtained by combining equations (1) 

and (4) as 
 

     )()(),()()()( tqGqqNqqDtTqJ T τ=+++ &&&          
(5) 

 
Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (5) yields 
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Equation (6) shows explicity the effect of  payload mass pM∆  

on the manipulator dynamics. This equation can be written as 

)(])()([]),()(

),([])()()([

tgqJMqGqqqJqJM

qqNqqJqJMqD
T

p
T

p

T
p

τ=∆++∆+

+∆+

&&&

&&&
   (7) 

 
where the modified inertia matrix ])()()([ qJqJMqD T

p∆+  

is symmetric and positive-definite. Equation (7) constitutes a 
nonlinear mathematical model of the manipulator-plus-payload 
dynamics.   
 

III.  ADAPTIVE CONTROL SCHEME 

  The manipulator control problem is to develop a control 
scheme which ensures that the joint angle vector q(t) tracks any 
desired reference trajectory )(tqr , where )(tqr  is an   n×1 
vector of arbitrary time functions. It is reasonable to assume 
that these functions are twice differentiable, that is, desired 
angular velocity )(tqr& and angular acceleration )(tqr&&  exist and 
are directly available without requiring further differentiation of 

)(tqr . It is desirable for the manipulator control system to 

achieve trajectory tracking irrespective of payload mass pM∆ . 

  The controllers designed by the classical linear control scheme 
are effective in fine motion control of the manipulator in the 
neighborhood of a nominal operating point oP . During the 
gross motion of the manipulator, operating point oP  and 
consequently the linearized model parameters vary substantially 
with time. Thus it is essential to adapt the gains of the 
feedforward, feedback, and PI controllers to varying operating 
points and payloads so as to ensure stability and trajectory 
tracking by the total control laws. The required adaptation laws 
are developed in this section. Fig. 1 represents the block diagram 
of adaptive control scheme for robotic manipulator.  

ROBOTIC
MANIPULATOR

ADAPTATION
SCHEME

+
-

+
-

+
+

rq&&

E&

rq

rq&
VP

BP

AP

CP

PP

)( tP I

E

q

q&

Fig. 1.  Adaptive control scheme of Robotic Manipulator with eight joint
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  Nonlinear dynamic equation (7) can be written as  
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pp

&

&&&&&

∆+

∆+∆=τ
  (8) 

 
where *D , *N , and *G  are n×n matrices whose elements are 
highly nonlinear functions of pM∆ , q , and q& . 

  In order to cope with changes in operating point, the controller 
gains are varied with the change of external working condition.  
  This yields the adaptive control law 
   

])()()()()([
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where )(,)(,)( tPtPtP CBA  are feedforward time-varying 
adaptive gains, and )(tPP  and )(tPV are the feedback adaptive 
gains, and )(tPI is a time-varying control signal corresponding 
to the nominal operating point term, generated by a feedback 
controller driven by position tracking error E(t) defined as 

)()( tqtqr −  . 
  The gains of adaptive control low in equation (9) are defined 
as follows: 
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where ],,,,[ 11111 abcvp ppppp and ],,,,[ 22222 abcvp ppppp  are 
positive and zero/positive scalar adaptation gains, which are 
chosen by the designer to reflect the relative significance of  
position and velocity errors E  and E& . 
 
 

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT 

A. Simulation 

This section represents the simulation results of the position 
and velocity control of a four-link robotic manipulator by the 
proposed adaptive control algorithm, as shown in Fig.2, and 
discusses the advantages of using joint controller based-on 

DSPs for motion control of a dual-arm robot. The adaptive 
scheme developed in this paper will be applied to the control of 
a dual-arm robot with eighth axes.  Fig.2 represents link 
coordinates of the dual-arm robot. 

Fig.2. Link coordinates of dual-arm robot 
 
 

Table Ⅰ Link parameters of robot. 

Mass of link(kg) Length of 
link(kg) 

Inertia of 
link(kg) 

Gear ratio of 
link 

m1 15.0067 I1 0.35 I1 0.1538 r1 1/100
m2 8.994 I2 0.3 I2 0.0674 r2 1/80
m3 3.0 I3 0.175 I3 0.045 r3 1/200

m4 1.0 I4 0.007 I4 0.0016 r4 1/75

m5 15.067 I5 0.35 I5 0.1538 r5 1/100

m6 8.994 I6 0.3 I6 0.0674 r6 1/80
m7 3.0 I7 0.175 I7 0.045 r7 1/200
m8 1.0 I8 0.007 I8 0.0016 r8 1/75

 
Table Ⅱ  Motor parameters of robot 

Rotor inertia 
(kg·m2) 

Torque constant 
(K m/a) 

Back emf constant 
(V s/rad) 

Amaturewindin
g 

resistance(ohms)

Jm1 5.0031×
10-5 

Ka1 21.4839×1
0-2 

Kb1 214.8592×
10-3 

Ra1 1.5 

Jm2 1.3734×
10-5 Ka2 20.0124×1

0-2 Kb 2 200.5352×
10-3 Ra2 4.2 

Jm3 0.8829×
10-5 

Ka3 20.0124×1
0-2 

Kb 3 200.5352×
10-3 

Ra3 9 

Jm4 0.2256×
10-5 Ka4 17.6580×1

0-2 Kb 4 176.6620×
10-3 Ra4 20 

Jm5 5.0031×
10-5 

Ka5 21.4839×1
0-2 

Kb 5 214.8592×
10-3 

Ra5 1.5 

Jm6 1.3734×
10-5 Ka6 20.0124×1

0-2 Kb 6 200.5352×
10-3 Ra6 4.2 

Jm7 0.8829×
10-5 

Ka7 20.0124×1
0-2 

Kb 7 200.5352×
10-3 

Ra7 9 

Jm8 0.2256×
10-5 Ka8 17.6580×1

0-2 Kb 8 176.6620×
10-3 Ra8 20 

 
B. Experiment 
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Fig. 3. Experimental set-up  
 
  The performance test of the proposed adaptive controller has 
been performed for the dual-arm robot at the joint space and 
cartesian space. At the cartesian space, it has been tested for the 
peg-in-hole tasks, repeating precision tasks, and trajectory 
tracking for B-shaped reference trajector. At the joint space, it 
has been tested for the trajectory tracking of angular position 
and velocity for a dual-arm robot made in Samsung Electronics 
Company in Korea. Fig. 3 represents the experimental set-up 
equipment. To implement the proposed adaptive controller, we 
used our own developed TMS320C80 assembler software. Also, 
the TMS320C80 emulator has been used in experimental set-up. 
At each joint of a dual-arm robot, a harmonic drive  (with gear 
reduction ratio of 100 : 1 for joint 1 and 80 : 1 for joint 2) has 
been used to transfer power from the motor, which has a 
resolver attached to its shaft for sensing angular velocity with a 
resolution of 8096 (pulses/rev). Fig. 4 represents the schematic 
diagram of control system of dual-arm robot. And Fig. 5 
represents the block diagram of the interface between the PC, 
DSP, and dual-arm robot.   
  The performance test in the joint space is performed to 
evaluate the position and velocity control performance of the 
four joints under the condition of payload variation, inertia 
parameter uncertainty, and change of reference trajectory.  

 

 

☺  

 

 

 

Teaching
pendant

 
Fig. 4. The block diagram of the interface between the PC. DSP, 
and  dual-arm robot. 
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Fig. 5. The schematic diagram control system of dual-arm robot. 
 

Fig.6 represents the B-shaped reference trajectory in the 
cartesian space. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results of the 
position and velocity control at the first joint with payload 4 kg 
and the change of reference trajectory. Fig. 8 shows the 
experimental results for the position and velocity control at the 
second joint with 4 kg payload. Fig.'s 9 and 10 show the 
experimental results for the position and velocity control of the 
PID controller with 4 kg payload. As can be seen from these 
results, the DSP-based adaptive controller shows extremely 
good control performance with some external disturbances. It is 
illustrated that this control scheme shows better control 
performance than the exiting PID controller, due to small 
tracking error and fast adaptation for disturbance.  
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Fig. 6. The B shaped reference trajectory in the cartesian space. 
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Fig. 7. (a)-(d) Experimental results for the position and velocity 
tracking of adaptive controller at the first joint with 4kg payload. 
 
 

 

 
 Fig. 8. (a)-(d) Experimental results for the position and velocity 
tracking of adaptive controller at the second joint with 4kg 
payload. 

 

 
 
 Fig. 9. (a)-(d) Experimental results of PID controller for the 
position and velocity tracking at the first joint with 4kg payload. 

 
 

 

 
 
 Fig. 10. (a)-(d) Experimental results of PID controller for the 
position and velocity tracking at the second joint with 4kg 
payload. 
 

Ⅴ. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
  A new adaptive digital control scheme is described in this 
paper using DSP(TMS320C80) for robotic manipulators. The 
adaptation laws are derived from the direct adaptive technique 
using the improved Lyapunov second method. The simulation 
and experimental results show that the proposed DSP-adaptive 
controller is robust to the payload variation, inertia parameter 
uncertainty, and change of reference trajectory. This adaptive 
controller has been found to be suitable to the real-time control 
of robot system. A novel feature of the proposed scheme is the 
utilization of an adaptive feedforward controller, an adaptive 
feedback controller, and a PI type time-varying control signal to 
the nominal operating point which result in improved tracking 
performance. Another attractive feature of this control scheme 
is that, to generate the control action, it neither requires a 
complex mathematical model of the manipulator dynamics nor 
any knowledge of the manipulator parameters and payload. The 
control scheme uses only the information contained in the 
actual and reference trajectories which are directly available. 
Futhermore, the adaptation laws generate the controller gains 
by means of simple arithmetic operations. Hence, the 
calculation control action is extremely simple and fast. These 
features are suitable for implementation of on-line real-time 
control for robotic manipulators with a high sampling rate, 
particularly when all physical parameters of the manipulator 
cannot be measured accurately and the mass of the payload can 
vary substantially. The proposed DSP-based adaptive 
controllers have several advantages over the analog control and 
the micro-computer based control. This allows instructions and 
data to be simultaneously fetched for processing. Moreover, 
most of the DSP instructions, including multiplications, are 
performed in one instruction cycle. The DSP tremendously 
increase speed of the controller and reduce computational delay, 
which allows for faster sampling operation. It is illustrated that 
DSPs can be used for the implementation of complex digital 
control algorithms, such as our adaptive control for robot systems. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents how it is effective to use many features for improving the speed and the accuracy of the visual servo 

systems. Some rank conditions which relate the image Jacobian and the control performance are derived. It is also proven 
that the accuracy is improved by increasing the number of features. Effectiveness of the redundant features is evaluated by 
the smallest singular value of the image Jacobian which is closely related to the accuracy with respect to the world 
coordinate system. Usefulness of the redundant features is verified by the real time experiments on a Dual-Arm Robot 
manipulator made in Samsung Electronic Co. Ltd.. 
 
Key Words : Visual Feedback Control, Robot System, Image Based, Visual Tracking,  Real Time Control. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Recently, robots can perform assembly and material 

handling jobs with speed and precision yet, compared to 
human workers robots, are hampered by their lack of sensory 
perception. To address this deficiency considerable research 
into force, tactile and visual perception has been conducted 
over the past two decades. 

Visual servoing is the fusion of result from many 
elemental areas including high-speed image processing, 
kinematics, dynamics, control theory, and real-time 
computing. It has much in common with research into active 
vision and structure from motion, but is quite different from 
the often described use of vision in hierarchical task-level 
robot control systems. Many of the control and vision 
problems are similar to those encountered by active vision 
researchers who are building robotic heads. However the 
task in visual servoing is to control a robot to cope with its 
environment using vision as opposed to just observing the 
environment. 

Most visual servoing problems can be considered as 
nonlinear control problems with the gray level of each two 
dimensional pixel array being an observation. The difficulty 
of the problem is the size and the nonlinearity. The size of 
the observation is larger than ten thousand and they have 
nonlinear interaction with each other. A few researches based 
on the stochastic models of the two-dimension observation 
are found, but most visual servoing schemes uses the 
features of the image as the observation. To manipulate 
objects with complex shapes, it is important to deal with 
complex features such as spheres and cylinders. However, 
the time extracting complex features will become too long 

based on limited hardware. Accordingly, visual servoing 
scheme which utilizes many features effectively is required. 
Furthermore exploiting the information carefully from the 
features will give robust and accurate control performance 
[2], 

Sanderson et al. proposed a feature-based approach and 
defined the Jacobian of ideal inverse interpretation which 
was considered as the infinitesimal change of the relative 
position and orientation between the camera and the object 
in the environment. 

Newman et al. proposed an adaptive control law based 
on a single input single output model and a feature selection 
criterion were proposed [1], [2].  The criterion addressed the 
choice of which feature should be used to control each 
actuator, where the number of selected features is equal to 
the number of the actuator. Feddema et al. [3], also studied 
the selection method of the features to make the Jacobian 
good condition. Real time experiment of gasket tracking 
showed that the proper selection of features is necessary to 
minimize the effect of image noise. 

Papanikolopoulos et al. [2], [3] experimentally 
examined many control algorithms including Proportional-
Plus- Integral, pole assignment and linear quadratic gaussian. 
Some adaptive control schemes were also examined in [8]. 
These approaches do not consider to use the redundant 
features which are defined as the features whose number is 
more than the degrees of freedom of the robot manipulator. 

Chaumette el al. [2] and Espiau el al. [3] derived the 
interaction matrix, and introduced the concept of task 
function. Chaumette [2] extended the task function approach 
to the complex features. Jang and Bien [10] mathematically 
defined the  “feature”, and derived the feature Jacobian 
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matrix. The authors [2] derived the image Jacobian, and used 
its generalized inverse and PD control to generate the hand 
trajectory. These schemes are based on the generalized 
inverse of the Jacobian. Redundant features can be used. 
However, the parameters to improve the control performance 
are very limited and the controllability of the redundant 
features are not discussed. 

The authors proposed a linearized dynamic model of the 
visual servo system and linear quadratic control scheme for 
redundant features [1], [3]. The controllability problem was 
discussed but the performance improvement by utilizing the 
redundant features was not presented. 

This paper presents how the control performance of the 
feature-based visual servoing system is improved by 
utilizing redundant features. Effectiveness of the redundant 
features is evaluated by the smallest singular value of the 
image Jacobian which is closely related to the accuracy in 
the world coordinate system. Usefulness of the redundant 
features is verified by the real time control experiments. To 
illustrate the accuracy of the redundant visual servo system, 
real time experiments on the Dual-Arm robot with eight 
joints are carried out. Translation and rotation step response 
with three, four and five features are examined in this 
experiment. 

 
2. System Modeling and Formullation 

 
The object image moves with the joint angle to the 

object image, which is composed of the kinematic model and 
the camera model as shown in Fig.1. Suppose that a camera 
is mounted on the robot hand and the object does not move. 
The kinematic model is a map from the joint angle to a 
position of the camera. Since the camera is on the robot 
hand, the camera position is uniquely defined by the joint 
angle θ  based on the kinematic structure of the robot. The 
camera model is a map from the position of the camera to the 
camera to the image of the object. The object image is 
generated by the perspective of the relative position between 
the camera and the object. The perspective projection is a 
map between two different representations of the position of 
the object, i.e., the representations in the camera coordinate 
system [ ]TXYZ and in the image plane [ ]Txy . 

The perspective projection with f  being the focal 
length of the lens is given by 

 
[ ] [ ] )/( zfYXyx TT =                 (1) 

 
Suppose that there are n feature points, namely 
[ ]Tiiii ZYXp = ),....,1( ni = , on an object and the 

corresponding positions in the image plane are 
[ ]Tiii yx=ξ ),....,1( ni = . Assume that the shape and the size 

of the object are known and constant (i.e., the object is a 
rigid body). Then iξ  for ni ,....,1=  become functions of the 
joint angle θ . Let us define a n2  dimensional feature vector 

by [ ]TT
n

T ξξξ L1≅ . Then the system model for n  feature 

points is defined by the map nm 2: RR →ψ  from the joint 
angle θ  to the feature vector ξ as follows: 

( ) ξθψ ≅              (2) 
 
where m  is the number of the joints of the robot. 

Since the task must be carried out in the nonsingular 
region of the robot, the nonsingular region is called the 
operation region mR⊂Μθ . We restrict the robot motion in 
the operation region. Thus the robot Jacobian J  robot is 
invertible in the working area. It is useful to introduce the 
feature manifold Μ , which is defined by 

 
}),(:{ 2

θθθψξξ Μ∈=∈=Μ nR            (3) 
 
The features on the feature manifold is called the 

admissible features. If the features are admissible, then the 
robot Jacobian is invertible by definition. In equation (3), θ  
represents joint angle. 

Differentiation of the system model yields 
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Fig. 1. System Modeling 
••

= θξ J               (4) 
where the mn×2  matrix J is defined by 
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and called the image Jacobian [12]. ARM
c J  is the robot 

Jacobian expressed in the camera coordinate system. Since 
the vector 6R∈θ&ARM

c J  is the linear and angular 
velocities of the camera expressed in the camera coordinate 
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system, J i

im

)(
 becomes the infinitesimal change of the 

position of the camera. Moreover, ARM
ci

im JJiJ )()( ≅  
becomes the infinitesimal change of the features according to 
the infinitesimal change of the joint angles. 

The degenerated features are the features for which the 
extended image Jacobian is not full rank. The degenerate 
features should be avoided because the inverse map (the map 
from ξ  to θ ) becomes singular. Thus, when the number of 
joints is m , 

mJrank =)(θ     θθ Μ∈∀                     (7) 
 

is required for all admissible features. To satisfy this 
condition 2/mn ≥  is an obvious necessary condition, but it 
is not sufficient for some cases. 

For example, consider a general six degree of freedom 
)6( =m . In this case, 3≥n  is necessary. If 3=n , 
6〈Jrank  the camera lies on the cylinder(Fig. 2) which 

includes the three points and the axis of which is 
perpendicular to the plane containing these points. For any 
attitude of the camera, J is singular. Thus 3=n  is not 
sufficient and 4≥n  is desirable. For the case of 4=n , we 
have the following theorem. 

 

Feature
Points

Fig. 2. Singular Cylinder 
 
Theorem 1: Suppose that there are four points on a plane 

and the corresponding feature vector is admissible. Then the 
extended image Jacobian is full rank if any three feature 
points out of them are not collinear in the image plane. 

Proof : Let the plane on which the four points exist be 
rqYpXZ ++= .  Then iZ  satisfies rqYpXZ iii ++=  for 

4,,1L=i . Substituting (1) into this yields 

r
qypxf

Z
f ii

i

−−
=                    (8) 

And substituting this into (6) yields 
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im =)(                 (9) 
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Then we obtain ARM
c JMNJ = , where =M  

[ ]TTTTT MMMM 4321 . It is straightforward to see that 
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Thus M  is invertible because any three feature points 
are not collinear. On the other hand, if 022 ≠+ qp , the first 
six rows of N  is linearly independent. If 0== qp , the first 
four and the last two rows are linearly independent. Thus 
rank 6=N . finally, since all features are admissible, 

ARM
c J  is invertible. Therefore, the extended image Jacobian 
J  is full rank. 

 
 

          3. Visual Feedback System 
  

For evaluating the performance of the feature-based 
visual feedback system, it is useful to discuss the ratio of the 
joint angle error to the feature vector. The following theorem 
shows that increasing the number of the feature point is an 
effective way to improve the performance. 

Let the joint error be dθθθ −=∆  and the feature error 
be dξξξ −=∆ . Define the worst joint/feature error ratio 
ER , called sensitivity, as follows: 

)(
1sup

min0|| J
ER

βξ
θ

ξ
=

∆
∆

=
≠∆

                   (12) 

 
where )(min Jβ  is the minimum singular value of J . Then 
the sensitivity ER  decreases strictly by increasing the 
number of non-degenerated features on the object. 

Let nJ  be the image Jacobian for n feature points and 

1+nJ  be the image Jacobian obtained by adding an extra 
feature point to the already existing feature points. 

Then we have 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
= ++ )1(1 n

n
n J

J
J                             (13) 
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where )1( +nJ  is the m×2  image Jacobian corresponding to 
the newly added feature point. It is straightforward to see that 

)()( 1minmin +≤ nn JJ ββ                      (14) 

The equal sign holds only if each row of )1( +nJ  is 
linearly dependent to nJ , i.e., only if 1+nJ  is not full rank. 
Since we assumed that the features are not degenerated, the 
equal sing should be dropped. Thus adding extra feature 
points strictly increases the minimum singular value. 

This theorem says that we can reduce the joint angle 
error by increasing the number of feature points. 

Linearizing the model (2) with the feature vector being 
the state vector yields an uncontrollable model because ξ  

can not move arbitrarily in n2
.R [13]. A simple way to avoid 

this problem is to map Μ∈ξ  onto the tangent space of Μ  
by using the following transformation. 

 
)( d

T
dJz ξξ −=                              (15) 

where )( dd JJ θ=  is the image Jacobian at the desired 
point[16]. Note that z  and θ  are one-to-one in the 
neighborhood of dθ . The dynamics of the feature error on 
the tangent space of the manifold Μ  is given by 
 

θθ && )(JJz T
d=                                 (16) 

Thus, for a simple continuous time control law Kz−=θ&  
with a positive definite constant matrix K  yields an 
asymptotic stability if )(θJJ T

d  is positive definite. It is 
shown that this condition is satisfied fairly large region about 

dθ [13]. 
 

4. Experiments and Discussion 
 
As shown in Fig.3, the objects are white boards with 

three, four and five black marks. Three points are arranged to 
make a regular triangle with edge length 120mm. Four points 
are on corners of a square with edge length 120mm. All 
marks are on a plane except the one of five points at the 
center of the square, which has height 60mm. Dual-Arm 
robot holds the objects and a camera(Fig.4). The world 
coordinate system ZYX ωωω −−  is at the base of the 
Dual-Arm robot. A nominal camera position is almost in 
front of the plane on which the marks exist. To avoid the 
singular cylinder(Fig.2) the optical axis and the normal axis 
of the object plane are not aligned. The distance is about 
1000mm. The features are the x  and y  coordinates of the 
center of the image of each mark. Computing their minimum 
singular values at the reference position gives 

 
35.0)( 3min == Jβ ,  

65.0)( 4min == Jβ ,                         (17) 
60.3)( 5min == Jβ                            

Thus accuracy of the position control of the camera in 

the 3D work space will be improved by using 5 features. We 
carried out many step tests to this observation. 

The first experiment is a step motion in vertical axis. 
The object is moved upward for 120mm (i.e., in Zω  
direction). The camera is controlled to keep the features at 
the initial positions. Thus the initial values and the reference 
values are the same. The object motion is considered as a 
disturbance for the plots of the features in the image plane. 
On the other hand, the object motion becomes the step 
change of the reference position for the plots of the camera 
motion in the world coordinate system. Since Dual-Arm 
robot has only 6 degrees of freedom, the orientation of the 
object changed slightly. Thus, the reference orientation is 
[2.8, 0, -1.8] degrees expressed in the Euler angles, say 

φη,,p . 
 

120mm 120mm 120mm

8 mm 8 mm
60 mm

height :40 mm

 
Fig. 3. Configuration of Feature Points 

 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental Setup 

 
Table 1. Specification of Dual Arm Robot 

Content Unit Spec. Remark 
1st Arm Deg 180  
2nd Arm Deg 450  
Z Axis Mm 150  

Workspace 

R Axis Deg ±180  
Maximum Reach Mm (350+260)  

Payload Kg 2.5 High-speed
Max. Resultant Vel. m/sec 5.4 1,2 Axis 

Plane Mm 0.05 1,2 Axis 
Z Axis Mm 0.02  Position 

Repeatability
M Axis Deg 0.05  

Weight Kg 200  
Coincident Control 

Axis No. EA 8Axis 
(4+4)  
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Fig.4. Response in Image Plane for 3 Points. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, it has been presented how the control 

performance of the feature-based visual servo system is 
improved by utilizing redundant features. Effectiveness of 
the redundant features is evaluated by the smallest singular 
value of the image Jacobian which is closely related to the 
accuracy in the world coordinate system. It shows that the 
accuracy of the camera position control in the world 
coordinate system was increased by utilizing redundant 
features. Real time experiments on dual-arm-robot were 
carried out to evaluate the improvement of the accuracy and 
speed by utilizing the redundant features. The results verifies 
that the minimum singular value of the extended image 
Jacobian plays an important role for performance 
improvement of the feature-based visual servoing. 
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Abstract 
 

We present a lateral-shearing interferometer specially 
devised for production-line inspection of aspheric lenses. 
The interferometer constitutes four right-angle prisms, 
whose relative sliding motions provide the lateral shear and 
phase shifts necessary for measuring the beam wavefront 
collimated by the lens under test. The prisms are held 
together face to face using index-matching oil, so 
environmental disturbances from external vibration and 
atmospheric turbulence can be minimized. Further, a special 
phase-measuring algorithm of least-squares is adopted to 
compensate for the phase shift error caused by the thickness 
variation in the index-matching oil holding the prisms. 
Experimental results prove that the interferometer provides a 
measuring repeatability in the order of one hundredth of the 
light wavelength.    
 

1. Introduction 
 
Optical pickup objectives used in data storage devices such 
as compact discs (CD) or digital versatile discs (DVD) are 
made in aspheric shape and fabricated in large volumes 
using the injection molding process. In this mass-
production, one critical problem is the optical testing of 
produced lenses especially for production-line quality 
assurance. The optical testing involves measuring the 
converging or collimated wavefront from the objectives to 
reveal any surface defects and aberrations. In fact, a wide 
variety of interferometric techniques are available for the 
purpose.

[1]
 Among them, the Fizeau interferometry is most 

popularly used in industry, being well incorporated with 
latest computer-vision technology.

[2]
 As the objective has 

been designed to focus the incoming parallel beam at a 
certain depth location underneath a protective disc layer, a 
blank disc plate with controlled thickness is included in the 
testing. Without the disc plate, an excessive amount of 
spherical aberration would dominate in the generated 
wavefront, leaving out other types of aberrations such as 
astigmatism and coma rarely observable. Consequently, 
three optical components of the objective itself, the disc 
plate, and the reflecting mirror should be precisely aligned 
along the optical axis to obtain accurate testing results. A 

thorough analysis of alignment errors in this particular 
double-pass interferometry reveals that 10 out of the entire 
18 degrees-of-freedom of the three components have 
significant effects on measurement results.

[3]
 For that 

reason, the testing method turns out to be a time-
consuming, laborious task even to the skillful operator and 
hardly ever applicable to the total quality inspection of all 
the produced lenses.  
 
In recent years various types of lateral-shearing 
interferometer have been investigated with particular 
intention of testing of aspheric lenses and surfaces.

[4]
 They 

all allow single-pass wavefront measurement without the 
reflecting mirror needed in the Fizeau interferometry. This 
advantage reduces necessary alignment work significantly 
and subsequent total measuring time. In this paper we 
presents a special lateral-shearing interferometer, which 
has been devised for production-line inspection of aspheric 
objective lenses. This interferometer has a high immunity 
to external vibration and atmospheric disturbance, since 
the whole interferometer is composed of four pieces of 
square prisms held together face to face using index-
matching oil. The relative sliding displacements of the 
prisms can readily generate both the lateral shear and 
phase shifts necessary to determine the wavefront to be 
measured. As a result, the lateral-shearing interferometer 
provides a great flexibility in handling various types and 
sizes of aspheric lenses. In addition, the latest computer-
vision technology can be well incorporated so that 
necessary testing operation can be implemented 
automatically in unmanned manner.  

 
2. Interferometer design 

 
The lateral-shearing interferometer configured in this 
investigation is shown in Figure 1. A coherent HeNe laser 
is used as light source. The laser beam is focused using a 
microscope objective and then collimated by the lens being 
tested. A disc plate is placed before the lens for the same 
reason as in the Fizeau interferometer of Figure 1 to avoid 
excessive spherical aberration. The collimated beam would 
be a plane wave if the lens were perfect being free from 
aberrations; otherwise it would have a distorted wavefront.  
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Figure 1. Optical configuration of the lateral-shearing 
interferometer under investigation 
 
The lateral-shearing interferometer measures the wavefront 
using four pieces of square prisms. The prisms are attached 
face to face using index-matching oil to allow their relative 
sliding motions necessary for lateral shear and phase-shift. 
For convenience, the prisms are referred to as P1, P2, P3, 
and P4, respectivel. The prism P3 is fixed stationary at 
center in the assembly, and its inclined surface divides the 
incoming beam 50:50, half the beam to reflect and the 
other half to transmit. The separated beams are then 
reflected back by P1 and P4 respectively, and combined 
together with a predetermined amount of lateral shear to 
produce interferometric fringes.    
 
The amount of lateral shear is adjusted by sliding P4 in the 
z-direction, being twice the displacement of P4. The 
direction of lateral shear in the xy-plane is also variable by 
rotating the dove prism placed between the test lens and 
the interferometer; the collimated beam swivels twice the 
angular rotation of the dove prism. Another important 
aspect of the interferometer design is that phase shifting 
necessary for effective fringe analysis is simply introduced 
by pushing P2 along the inclined surface of P3. P1 is 
constrained to move only in the z-direction. The movement 
of P2 in the x- and z-directions causes no lateral shear in 
the x-direction, but only changes the optical path in the z-
direction to induce phase shift. A micrometer is used to set 
the position of P4 with a predetermined amount of lateral 
shear. And a piezoelectric ceramic actuator is used to push 
P2 in steps during measurement to generate a series of 
phase shifts. A ball joint is inserted between the actuator 
and P2, so that P2 can slide along the inclined surface of 
P3 in the x- and z-directions while the actuator elongates 
only in the x-direction. The motion of P1 is kinematically 
guided by a set of preloaded springs to move only in the z-
direction. The refractive index of the index-matching oil is 
selected to be the same as that of the prisms. 
  

3. Phase measurement 
 
Figure 2 shows the wavefronts of the two beams involved 
in the lateral-shearing interferometry. Let the wavefront of 
one beam be represented by z=w(x,y). Then the other 
wavefront can be expressed as w(x-s,y)+d, where s is the 
amount of lateral-shear in the x-direction and d is the path 
difference between the beams along the optical axis. When 
the two wavefronts are combined, the intensity of 
interferometric fringes is obtained as  
 

I(x,y) = D(x,y) + V(x,y) cos[k(Δwx(x,y) - d)]      (1) 
 
where Δwx(x,y) = w(x,y) - w(x-s,y); k is the wavenumber, 
k=2π/λ; and D(x,y) and V(x,y) are the intensity mean and 
modulation amplitudes, respectively. The phase term 
Δwx(x,y), defined as the wavefront difference, has to be 
determined from the measured intensity of interferometric 
fringes. In doing that, there are additional unknowns of 
D(x,y) and V(x,y) as in Eq.(1), so Δwx(x,y) can not simply 
be extracted from single intensity measurement. Therefore, 
multiple intensity measurements are necessary to be made 
with different phase shifts. Let the path differences be 
varied with phase shifts such as d=do, d1, ..., dm. Then 
Eq.(1) is extended as    
 
            Iij = Di + Vi cos(φi -φj)       (2) 
 
where φI = kΔwx(x,y) and δj = kdj . For convenience of 
expression, the subscript i implies the location of (x,y) and 
j indicates the j-th phase shift.   
 

 
Figure 2. Two wavefronts involved in the lateral-shearing 
interferometry 
 
In determining φi from Eq.(2), a suitable phase-measuring 
algorithm is required. Much work has in fact been done on 
establishing effective phase-measuring algorithms, and as 
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results many novel algorithms are available.
[5] Most 

existing algorithms have their own advantages and are 
distinguished from each other by the required number and 
spacing of phase shifts. However, they all assume that 
phase shifts be exactly induced as intended. If there are 
errors in actual phase shifts due to miscalibration or 
external disturbance, no accurate measurement is 
guaranteed. In our lateral-shearing interferometer, one 
problem is that the amounts of phase shifts are not easy to 
be precisely controlled. The reason is that the index-
matching oil is squeezed in and out when the prisms are 
moved for phase shifting. Consequently the oil thickness 
does not remain constant, causing a significant level of 
inaccuracy in phase shifting. This problem can be 
overcome by adopting an adaptive algorithm in that actual 
true values of phase shifts are identified directly from 
interferograms. Here we adopt a least-squares algorithm in 
which a residual error function related to phase shift errors 
is to be minimized to determine true solutions of phase 
shifts.

[6]
 

 
The first step of the least squares phase-measuring 
algorithm is to define the differential intensity such as 
  

Jij = Iij - Ii0 = Ci(cosδj - 1) + Sisinδj            (3) 
 
where Ci and Si are obtained from Eq.(2) such as 
Ci=Vicosφiand Si=Visinφi In fact, the differential 
intensity Jij represents the variation of intensity induced by 
the phase shift δj, assuming δ0 = 0. Then, besides Ci and 
Si, δj is also treated as unknowns and determined so as to 
minimize the residual function of 
 
E = [Jij - Jij*]2 =  [Ci(cosδj - 1) + Sisinδj - Jij*2  (4) 
 
where Jij* denotes the measured value of Jij. The 
necessary conditions for the minimization of the function E 
are given by the equations of   
 
 E/ ∂ Ci = ∂ E/ ∂ Si = ∂ E/ ∂ j = 0.  (5) 
 
Adopting the special numerical method that has been 
thoroughly described by the authors in the reference, the 
above equations can readily be solved. When δj, Ci, and 
Si are obtained, the wavefront difference Δwx(x,y) is 
finally determined as 
 
 　Δwx(x,y) =φi/k = (1/k) tan-1(Si /Ci ). (6) 

 
4. Wavefront reconstruction 

 
Now the wavefront field w(x,y) is to be obtained from the 

computed Δwx(x,y). One drawback of the lateral-shearing 
interferometry is that w(x,y) can not be determined simply 
by unwrapping Δwx(x,y). The reason is that Δwx(x,y) 
represents the phase differences between w(x,y) and a 
shifted part of itself, i.e., Δwx(x,y) = w(x,y) - w(x-s,y), not 
being the phase deviations from a reference as in the 
Fizeau interferometry. Therefore, a special phase-
reconstruction algorithm is needed to estimate w(x,y) from 
Δwx(x,y). As results of recent rigorous work on the 
subject, several estimation algorithms are available and 
they may be categorized as either modal or zonal phase-
reconstruction techniques. [7] In the former, w(x,y) is 
described as a sum of modal functions, such as the Zernike 
polynomials. Then the coefficients of the modal functions 
are determined by approximating the measured Δwx(x,y) 
in terms of the sheared forms of the model functions 
considering the amount of lateral shear. On the other hand, 
in zonal phase-reconstruction technique, w(x,y) is 
computed point by point on a grid of measured phase 
difference points by the application of a least-squares fit to 
the measured Δwx(x,y). The two phase-reconstruction 
techniques are capable of minimizing the propagation of 
measurement errors of Δwx(x,y) in determining w(x,y). 
However, they require a considerable amount of 
computation especially for large size matrix inversion or 
recursive multi-dimensional steepest search. In addition, 
due to computational truncation errors, they tend to fail to 
give out precise solutions when w(x,y) is a nearly plane 
wave with small aberrations. The DVD objectives 
generally have minute aberrations whose total root-mean-
square values range within a few hundredth wavelength, so 
the problem of computational truncation errors becomes 
significant. [3] 
 
In this investigation, a simple phase-reconstruction 
algorithm with less computation is employed which is well 
suited for fast inspection of DVD objectives. When the 
amount of lateral shear s is taken small, the tangential slope 
of the wavefront may be well approximated such as 
 

)y,x(w
sx

)y,x(w
x∆≈

∂
∂ 1 .  (7) 

 
This approximation becomes more valid if the measured 
Δwx(x,y) bears no drastic changes, which is generally the 
case of DVD objectives. Recovering the whole wavefront 
w(x,y) can then be done using two wavefront slopes along 
two orthogonal directions such as  
 

 w(x,y) = ∫ ∂
∂

+
∂

∂ ]dy
y

)y,x(wdx
x

)y,x(w[  (8) 

 
in which Δwy(x,y) represents the tangential slope of 
wavefront along the y-direction. As previously explained 
in Figure 1, in our interferometer the direction of lateral 
shear is simply switched to the y-direction by swiveling the 
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dove prism by 45 degrees. Then Δwy(x,y) can be 
measured following exactly the same procedure for 
Δwx(x,y).  
 
Reconstruction of the whole field of wavefront is 
performed by integrating the measured values of Δwx(x,y) 
and Δwy(x,y) as in Eq.(8). In doing that, many integration 
paths may be taken to reach a certain point (x,y). In nature, 
w(x,y) is supposed to be a point function, thus its 
computed result should be identical regardless of 
integration paths. In practice, the errors in Δwx(x,y) and 
Δwy(x,y) tend to propagate as the integration proceeds. If 
this is the case, the reconstructed w(x,y) varies with 
integration paths and becomes inaccurate. The concept is 
that every point value of w(x,y) is determined by making 
the most of two orthogonal paths; one incremented from 
the x-neighbor point and another from the y-neighbor point. 
This is logically expressed as 
 

)}]dyy,x(w
s

dy)dyy,x(w{)}y,dxx(w
s

dx)y,dxx(w[{)y,x(w yx −∆+−+−∆+−=
2
1

                                                                           (9) 
 
This averaging is performed for every point in recursive 
manner. As results, errors residing in Δwx(x,y) and 
Δwy(x,y) are averaged out as the integration progresses.  
 
Once the whole field of w(x,y) is obtained, the aberrations 
of the test lens is identified by fitting the Zernike circular 
polynomials.[1] For that, it is necessary to fit the computed 
data points of w(x,y) in unit radius circle by rescaling their 
the x- and y-coordinates. The amount of shear is taken 
usually as 5 % the pupil diameter of the lens being 
measured. Thus interference occurs only in an ellipsoidal 
area contracted in the sheared direction, so different scale 
factors are needed for rearranging the x- and y-coordinates. 
Further, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization is needed to 
convert the Zernike polynomials to be orthogonal over the 
rescaled discrete data points.

[1]  

 

5. Experimental results 

 

An exemplary shearing interferogram obtained from DVD 

objectives is shown in Figure 3, together with its 
corresponding wavefront finally reconstructed. The level of 
total wavefront distortion of the objectives is usually in the 
range of a few hundredth wavelength in root-mean-square 
values. For phase-shifting fringe analysis, 5 interferograms 
are sequentially measured with different amounts of phase 
shift. Then the phase-measuring algorithm of least squares 
determines the wavefront difference 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
A lateral-shearing interferometer has specially been 
devised and tested for the optical testing of aspheric lenses. 
The interferometer is configured with four square prisms 
whose relative sliding motions readily provide lateral-
shearing and phase-shifting necessary for evaluating the 
beam wavefront collimated by the lens under test. The 
prisms are attached face to face using index-matching oil, 
so undesirable disturbances from external mechanical 
vibration and atmospheric turbulence can be minimized. 
Further, a special phase-measuring algorithm of least-
squares has been adopted to compensate for the phase-
shifting errors caused by the thickness variation in the 
index-matching oil holding the prisms. Measurements 
results proved that the interferometer has a repeatability of 
less than λ/100.    
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Figure 3. Experimental results obtained from a DVD objective
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Abstract 

 
The theory for a novel fault-tolerant 4-active-pole 
homopolar magnetic bearing is developed. If any one 
coil of the four coils in the bearing actuator fail, the 
remaining three coil currents change via an optimal 
distribution matrix such that the same opposing pole, C-
core type, control fluxes as those of the un-failed bearing 
are produced. The hompolar magnetic bearing thus 
provides unaltered magnetic forces without any loss of 
the bearing load capacity even if any one coil suddenly 
fails. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the 
novel fault-tolerant, 4-active pole homopolar magnetic 
bearings. 

 
 
1  Introduction 
 

A magnetic bearing system is an active control device 
that suspends the spinning rotor magnetically without 
physical contact as well as suppresses vibrations. 
Magnetic bearings find greater use in high speed, high 
performance applications such as flywheel energy 
storage systems since they have many advantages over 
rolling element bearings (Bitterly, 1997). Unlike 
electromagnetic heteropolar bearings shown in the 
previous works (2003, Na, 2005), permanent magnet 
biased homopolar magnetic bearings have a unique 
biasing scheme that directs the bias flux flow into the 
active pole plane where it energizes the working air gaps, 
and then returns through the dead pole plane and the 
shaft sleeve. Use of rare earth permanent magnets such 
as Samarium-Cobalt and Neodymium-Iron-Boron yields 
a very high efficiency when the permanent magnets are 
used as the source of bias flux to energize the air gaps 
and electromagnets are used to supply control fluxes in 
the active plane. Sortore et al (1990) and Allaire et al 
(1992) presented design methods and experimental 
verifications for permanent magnet biased magnetic 
bearings. Similarly, Maslen et al (1996) also showed 
both analytical and experimental results on the design 
and construction of permanent magnet biased magnetic 
bearings. Lee et al (1994) provides design, testing and 

performance limits of the permanent magnet biased 
magnetic bearings. Fan et al (1997) presented systematic 
design procedures for permanent magnet biased 
magnetic bearings. Fukada and Yutani (1998) studied the 
frequency response of permanent magnet biased 
magnetic bearings.                                                                                    

        Fault-tolerance of the magnetic bearing system is of 
great concern for highly critical applications of turbo-
machinery since a failure of any one control components 
may lead to the complete system failure. Maslen and 
Meeker (1995) introduced a fault tolerance of an 8-pole 
heteropolar magnetic bearing actuator with 
independently controlled currents and experimentally 
verified it (Maslen et. al., 1999). They utilized flux 
coupling in a heteropolar magnetic bearing that allows 
the remaining coils to produce force resultants identical 
to the unfailed bearing. Na and Palazzolo (2001) 
provided the optimized realization of fault-tolerant 
magnetic bearing actuators so that fault-tolerant control 
can be realized for an 8-pole bearing for up to 5 coils 
failed, and experimentally verified it  (Na et. al, 2002).  

Fault tolerant scheme applied to heteropolar 
magnetic bearings was modified and extended to 
permanent magnet biased homopolar magnetic bearings 
in Na’s work (Na, 2004). He presented the optimized 
realization of fault tolerant 8-pole homopolar magnetic 
bearings, so that the same magnetic forces can be 
realized up to any combination of 5 coils failed out of 8 
coils. However, the overall load capacity of the bearing 
is reduced as coils fail. The same magnetic forces are 
then preserved up to the load capacity of the failed 
bearing.     

 
2  Bearing Model 
 

A 4-active pole, permanent magnet biased 
homopolar magnetic bearing is analyzed. Assuming that 
eddy current effects and material path reluctances are 
neglected, Maxwell’s equations are reduced to the 
equivalent magnetic circuit for the homopolar magnetic 
bearing. The reluctance in air gap j of the active pole 
plane is;  
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R j
j µ
=                                          (1)  

where                                       
jjj yxgg θθ sincos0 −−=                            (2)   

Applying flux conservation law to the magnetic circuit 
results in one more equation. Flux to current relations on 
the magnetic bearings is described as, 

NIHR +=Φ                                            (3) 
The 4-active pole homopolar magnetic bearing utilizes 

4 independent coils each driven by its power amplifiers 
so as to obtain the flexibility of a coil failure.  

              )(11 NIHRAB += −−ς                                   (4)  
The magnetic forces developed in the active pole plane 
are described as;                                          

B
x
DBf T

x ∂
∂

=                                           (5) 

B
y
DBf T

y ∂
∂

=                                            (6) 

3   Fault Tolerant Control 
 

The 3-D magnetic field model is constructed for the 
designed homopolar magnetic bearing. A commercial 
magnetic field software (OPERA3D) is used for the 3-D 
field calculation. Two cases of currents, which are the 
normal current  cvTI ~

1 =  and the 4th coil failed current 

cvTI 42 = , are applied on the 3-D magnetic bearing 
model at the centered position to calculate magnetic 
fluxes and magnetic forces. The feedback voltages are 
simply assumed to be tvcx Ω= cos0.3 , tvcy Ω= sin0.3 , 

]/2,0[ Ω∈ πt . 12 current sets of 1I  and 2I  at 
)]6/(12.,...),6/(2),6/([ ΩΩΩ= πππt  are applied on 

the model such that the corresponding magnetic fluxes as 
well as magnetic forces should be calculated at each 
current sets. Flux distribution in the active pole plane 
driven with the current set  is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Flux Distribution Calculated  with 3-D Finite 

Element Model by Current Set 
The fault tolerant control system consists of two 

independent parts, which are a feedback voltage control 

law and an adaptive current distribution mechanism. A 
simple PD feedback control law is used to stabilize the 
system. While the feedback control law remains 
unaltered during the failure the appropriate current 
distribution matrix T  can be continuously updated 
according to the failure status of coils (Na et. al., 2002).  

The fault-tolerant control system is simulated on a 
horizontal rigid rotor supported on the 4-active pole 
homopolar bearings. The symmetric rotor used in this 
analysis has mass of 12 kg, the polar moment of inertia 
of 0.05 kgm2, and the transverse moment of inertia of 
0.36 kgm2 about the mass center. Two magnetic bearings 
are located at 0.22 m  either side of the mass center. An 
unbalance eccentricity of m5100.1 −×  is applied at both 
bearing locations with relative phase angle 90°. The 
power amplifiers are simply modeled with the DC gain 
of 1 Ampere/Volt. The sensors are also simply modeled 
with a DC sensor gain of 7874 volt/m. The closed loop 
bearng stiffness and damping can be adjusted by tuning 
the PD control gains (Keith et. al., 1990). The designed 
PD controller has the proportional gain of 60 and the 
derivative gain of 0.05. The proportional control gain of 

pK  is tuned to produce the positive closed loop bearing 
stiffness. The derivative control gain of 

dK  is tuned to 
add enough closed loop bearing damping.  

The transient response from normal operation with 
no failure to fault-tolerant control with the 4th coil failed 
for both bearings was simulated for nonlinear force 
modeled bearings at 10,000 RPM. The nonlinear 
magnetic bearings are used for a more stringent test. 
Figure 2 shows transient current inputs from the normal 
unfailed operation through failure of the 4th coil of the 
bearing A failed at 0.05 sec. The transient response of 
the displacements at the bearing A is shown in Fig. 3.  
Displacements and flux density variation at Bearing A 
remain unchanged even after the 4th coil fails, while the 
three remaining currents are redistributed via 4T  after the 
4th coil fails at 0.05 seconds. This means that any one 
coil out of four coils is free to fail while bearing 
properties such as the load capacity and stiffness remain 
invariant, if T~  is replaced by 1T , 2T , 

3T , and 
4T  shortly 

after failure. 

 
Fig. 2 Current Plot for Normal Operation to the 4th 

Coil Failed Operation 
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Fig. 3 Displacement Plot for Normal Operation to 

the 4th Coil Failed Operation 
 

 
4   Conclusion 
 

A fault-tolerant control scheme is developed for the 
permanent magnet biased, 4-active-pole homopolar 
magnetic bearings. The present work extends Na’s 
previous result (Na, 2004) such that unique fault tolerant 
schemes are realized for 4 active pole homopolar 
magnetic bearings. If any one coil out of four coils 
suddenly fails, the remaining three coil currents can be 
redistributed in a way such that the same C-core type, 
control fluxes as those of an un-failed bearing are 
preserved in the active-pole plane. 

The bias voltage linearization can be realized for the 
failed bearing in a manner such that the magnetic forces 
are decoupled by using a modified current distribution 
matrix after a coil failure. The Lagrange Multiplier 
optimization with equality constraints is utilized to 
calculate the optimal distribution matrices for the failed 
bearing.  

Three dimensional finite element magnetic bearing 
model is also constructed. The magnetic forces 
calculated with the 3-D finite element model are well 
matched with those calculated with the 1-D circuit model. 
The fault-tolerant control system is simulated on a 
horizontal rigid rotor supported on the 4-active pole 
homopolar bearings.  Dynamic simulation shows that 
very much the same vibrations as well as the same fluxes 
are maintained throughout the failure event. 
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we focus attention on the soft 
actuator that generally called artificial muscle. 
The artificial muscle can move linearly and is 
small and lightweight. Also, a basic experiment 
was done for the aim of the application of the 
dielectric elastomer EAP (Electro Active 
Polymer) as the artificial muscle. 
 
Key word: EAP, Artificial Muscle 
 
 
 
1. Introduction [1] 
 

Presently, the needs of small size and weight 
saving for actuator are increased further by the 
development of the technology.  For example, 
the miniature camera mounted in the cellular 
phone needs a small actuator. At the same time, 
the robot that mimics human begins to arrive on 
market. However, the movement of that robot is a 
little awkward motion. It is believed that the 
rotation movement by the servo motor causes the 
awkward motion of robot. Contrarily, the human 
muscle moves linearly in contrast to the robot. 
From this example, we see that the actuator which 
make a linearly movement is necessary. 

 
 
2. Dielectric elastomer EAP artificial 

muscle [2] [3] 
 

The dielectric elastomer EAP artificial muscle 
is structured to hold a soft electrode between two 
sheets of dielectric elastomer as shown in Fig.1. 
The thickness of the film is 100μm. A soft 
electrode is used to avoid disturbing the 

expansion and contraction of the artificial muscle. 
In the experiment, the dielectric elastomer film is 
impressed about 4kV. The large electric field is 
occurred between the electrodes. And both 
electrodes attract each other. In our experiments, 
the three kinds of film of silicon rubber, acrylic 
form elastomer and urethane rubber are used. 
These films occur elastic deformation, and expand 
in the horizontal direction. 

 
Fig.1  Structural drawing 

 
 
 
3. Basic experiment [2] [3] [4] 
 
The stress that occurs between the electrodes can 

be expressed by the equation (1).  
 

2
0 EP rεε=           (1) 

 
where, 
P:stress, rε :relative permittivity, 0ε : 
permittivity in vacuum, and E :electric field 
strength. 
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By the experiment, we confirm that the 
displacement of the film and the relationship 
between the electric field strength and the stress 
are correspond to the equation(1). And also we 
examined that which film among the three 
materials is suitable for artificial muscle. 
 

 
 
 
Fig.2  Photograph of experimental sample 

 
Fig.3  Structural drawing of experimental sample 

 
The three kinds of material, silicon rubber, 

acrylic form elastomer and urethane rubber were 
used as the experimental sample. Each sample 
was fixed on the acrylic frame shown in Fig.2.  
Fig.3 is the structural drawing of Fig.2. The 
reason of the fixation to the flame is to prevent 
the film from the slackening and to guard against 
the failure of the electric discharge that happens 
easily in the experiment using the high voltage. 
Conductive grease was used for the electrode. 
And the diameter of the electrode is 15mm. The 
voltage of 0V∼4kV was applied to the space of 
the electrode. The displacement of the film was 
measured by image processing from the computer. 

By another experiment, an influence to the 
displacement can be examined when conductive 
grease is used for electrode and when carbon 
powder is used for electrode. But this experiment 
is not done because material was not enough as 
for the urethane rubber.  
 
 

 
4. Experimental result and  

consideration 
 

Fig.4 indicates the relationship between the 
displacement of film and the electric field strength 
from the result of the experiment. This figure 
shows that the displacement of film increases 
according to the curve of parabola. Therefore, the 
result of the relationship between the 
displacement and the electric field strength is 
coincided with the equation (1). 
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Fig.4 Graph of electric field strength displacement 
 

And it is clarified that acrylic form elastomer 
has the biggest displacement among these three 
materials the second is the silicon rubber, and 
urethane rubber became the smallest. In other 
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preliminary experiment, we have got the result 
that the relative permittivity of silicon rubber is 
3.18 and the relative permittivity of acrylic form 
elastomer is 3.98. Supposing the relative 
permittivity of the material had a much effect on 
the displacement, the acrylic form elastomer and 
the silicon rubber would be similar of 
displacement.  

But, the result clearly shows that the size of the 
displacement of silicon rubber and the acrylic 
form elastomer is different. Therefore, it can be 
estimated that not only the electric character but 
also the mechanical character such Young’s 
module greatly influence the displacement. 
  Dose the electrode also has any effect on the 
displacement. In Fig.4, the displacement using 
powder electrode was bigger than that using 
conductive grease. When the powder electrode is 
used, the contact point of the conductive particle 
is conducting mode. But, when conductive grease 
was used, the grease exists between the 
conductive particles. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that the displacement of conductive grease is 
smaller than that of the conductive powder. 
  From these results, acrylic form elastomer is 
suitable as the material for artificial muscle. 
Because the displacements of other materials are 
small, application is limited. However, the 
conductive grease is used for the electrode 
because the conductive grease is easy to be used 
in the experiment. 
  Furthermore, by the visual observation, it is 
confirmed that the response of acrylic form 
elastomer is slower than silicon. However, the 
response time of acrylic form elastomer is about 
in one second, acrylic form elastomer had no 
problem to use as the actuator that is linearly 
motion type. 
 
5. The application example as 

actuator 
 
  In this paper, the actuator is used for the focal 
control of the lens as application example. And, 
the trial production of application was made. 

In the past, the focal  control  of  lens 
used the electromagnetic motor or the ultrasonic 
motor that consist of many machine parts. These 
motors can accurately decide the position for 
focal adjustment. While on the other hand, these 
systems need high reliability,  complex 
mechanisms and precise parts to move accurately.  
  When the dielectric elastomer EAP artificial 
muscle was used, both complex mechanism and 
precise parts are not needed. Because the artificial 
muscle can operates linearly, therefore the weight 

saving and the small sizing can be done. The 
structural and the cross section drawings are 
shown respectively in Fig.5 and Fig.6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.5  The structural drawing 
 

 
Fig.6  Cross section 

 
 
 
  The parts that fix the lens are wrapped with the 
elastomar film. And the parts are pushed up by the 
spring. Therefore, the structure is very simple. 
And, there is an advantage that the number of 
parts used decreases. However, because the high 
voltage power supply is used, it is necessary to 
pay attention to need the electrical discharge. 
  The movement for focus adjustment responds 
at once when the voltage was applied. And the 
mechanical noise and electromagnetic waves can 
be prevented. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
  In this paper, the possibility of the soft actuator 
by the dielectric elastomar EAP artificial muscle 
was researched. The basic experiment of artificial 
muscle was done. And the possibility of the 
application of artificial muscle was confirmed. 
The results obtained by the experiment were 
shown as follows.  
 
1) The displacement of acrylic form elastomer 

occurred the biggest of experiment sample. 
 
2) The acrylic form elastomer is suitable as the 

material of the application. 
 
3) The actuator for the focal control of the lens 

was produced, and the operation was 
confirmed. 
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Prediction of the Aperiodic Time Series of a Visual Target by Humans
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Abstract

It is advantageous for animals and humans to predict
changes in the environment. To uncover mechanisms for
such a prediction is one of the most important topics in
brain science.

In our study, aperiodic time series generated by an
AR process were sequentially presented by means of a
small target at a regular time interval, and subjects were
asked to predict the next target position. The result shows
that the effects of learning were not clearly observed,
while it was observed that the subjects tried to predict
the next target position based on a low-order AR model,
and some performance-improvement was also observed
through long-term trials.

Keywords
Aperiodic time-series, auto-regressive process, online
learning, prediction.

1 Introduction

It is advantageous for animals and humans to predict
changes in the environment. To uncover mechanisms for
such a prediction is one of the most important topics in
brain science. We are concerned that humans learn the un-
derlying dynamics of objects and that humans can do the
most suitable prediction when the time series from the ob-
jects are aperiodic but have hidden linear dynamics.

Shibata et al.[1] investigated the ability of prediction in
humans utilizing smooth pursuit eye movements which are
specific to primates. They conducted a task in which each
subject was asked to pursue aperiodic target motions gen-
erated by an Auto-Regressive (AR) process. Their results
suggested that subjects were capable of (1) online learn-
ing of a hidden linear dynamics in the AR process (the AR
model), and (2) performing predictive tracking similar to
the optimal filtering to some extent.

This study aims at investigating whether such predictive
ability of humans as reported by Shibata et al. works for
visual perception as well. In our study, discrete time series
was used in contrast to Shibata et al’s work using a contin-

uously moving target.

2 Methods

2.1 Visual stimulus

We used the AR process to produce the time series pre-
sented to the subjects (the left panel of Figure 1), because
the AR process is aperiodic, and then the possibility that
the subjects predict based only on memorized patterns can
be excluded. In addition, a quantitative analysis becomes
possible by using the AR process; if the optimal prediction
defined later is achieved by subjects, the distribution of the
prediction error would be close to the noise distribution that
the AR process employed. If subjects have no knowledge
about the AR model and its parameters, then the subjects
have to learn the model based on the presented time series
in order to achieve the optimal performance.

In this study, we adopted a first-order AR model as the
simplest case:

S(t) = 0.5S(t− 1) + ξ(t), (1)

whereS(t) andξ(t) denote the target position and the sys-
tem noise following the normal distributionN (µs, σs), at
timet. In this study, the meanµs and the standard deviation
(SD)σs were set to -0.4 [mm] and 18.8 [mm], respectively.

As contrasted to the task using the AR model (AR task),
we prepared a task in which the time series produced by the
corresponding AR process were shuffled (Random task), as
shown in Figure 1. The linear prediction theory tells us that
the following prediction is optimal in the AR task:

P (t) = 0.5P (t− 1), (2)

whereP (t) is the predicted position at timet. The predic-
tion error distribution in this case follows the system noise
distributionN (µs, σs).

2.2 Subjects

Two healthy male subjects (MO and TU), whose eye-
sights were normal (the subject TU had corrected eyesight),
were participated in the experiment.
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Figure 1: Target time-series of the AR task (left) and the
random task (right).

2.3 Procedure

Each subject was required to predict the target position
at the next discrete time step, but not informed about the
way to generate the target time-series. Subjects presented
their prediction by their gaze at a point on a monitor. Al-
though this study does not focus on the eye movement, we
chose an eye movement as a device for pointing out the
prediction rather than, for example, a hand movement, be-
cause one-dimensional eye movement was considered to
have higher measurement accuracy with less physical ef-
forts.

A horizontal graduated ruler was presented on the mon-
itor because subjects participated in a pre-experiment re-
ported the difficultly to gaze at a certain point without the
ruler. The ruler was presented just beneath the horizontal
location where the target was presented. The scale resolu-
tion of the ruler was 5 [mm] and the range was±65 [mm]
(view of±4.6 [deg]).

We also needed to correct the time series generated by
the continuous-valued AR process to fit the discrete-valued
scales. In this study, we took a very simple correction
method that each original position was shifted to the near-
est scale. Then, every position in the time series took one
of 27 quantized values.

A target was presented by a standard PC (DELL, Pen-
tium �-746 [Hz]) on a TFT color LCD monitor of 15.4
[inch]. Subjects sat down, and fixed their head on the posi-
tion of 80 [cm] from the monitor. To fix the subject head,
we used a bite bar and a chin rest. Eyelink� (SR Research
company) was used for measurement of eye movements,
and a sampling frequency was 250 [Hz].

Figure 2 shows one trial consisting of a pair of a fixa-
tion period and a prediction period. In a fixation period in
the t-th trial, a fixation targetS(t) appeared on the mon-
itor, and the subject gazed at the target (target gaze) until

Figure 2: One trial consisting of a fixation period of
1500 [ms] and a prediction period of 1500 [ms]. See the
text for more detail.

the target disappeared 1500 [ms] later with a notification
sound. Then, a prediction period of 1500 [ms] was started
and finished with another sound. In the prediction period,
each subject was required to predict the next target position
and keep gazing at the position (prediction gaze) until the
subject heard a sound. After a 1000 [ms] rest, the next trial
was started.

One block consisted of 25 trials, and two block types
were designed. One wasthe AR block where the time
series were generated by an AR process, and the other was
the random block where the time series were an order-
shuffled variation of the ones produced by the AR process.
Each subject took part in the experiment of 48 blocks (1200
trials) where 24 random blocks and 24 AR blocks were
randomly aligned.

Note that all time series were different in each block
with the others, due to the probabilistic nature of the AR
process, although they were generated by the same AR
model with the same noise functionξ(t).

2.4 Analysis

We conducted two types of analyses. One was to exam-
ine whether humans were able to perform good prediction
based on some learning related to the hidden linear dynam-
ics of the AR model. The other was to investigate how
much complicated model humans actually utilized.

For the former analysis, the SD of the prediction error
was used as an indicator to evaluate human’s prediction and
learning. The SDs of prediction error over trials and blocks
were defined respectively as

SDtrial(t) =
√

1/(Nblock − 1)
∑Nblock

n=1 (En(t)− µ)2
(3)
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SDblock(n) =
√

1/(Ntrial − 1)
∑Ntrial

t=1 (En(t)− ν)2,
(4)

whereEn(t) denotes the prediction error in thet-th trial
of the n-th block, Ntrial the number of trials in each
block, Nblock the number of blocks in each task, and
µ = (1/Nblock)

∑Nblock

n=1 En(t). Ntrials andNblock were
set to25 and24, respectively, throughout the experiment.
Note thatEn(t) = Sn(t+1)−Pn(t+1), because subjects
predicted the next positionSn(t+ 1) in thet-th trial.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for statistical
analysis. We detected significant difference with the con-
dition of p-value< 0.05.

As for the second analysis to investigate how much com-
plicated model humans actually utilized, AR models were
fitted to the subject’s behavioral data, and the selection of
the model’s order was performed according to the Akaike’s
information criterion [2]:AIC(q) = Ntrial ·logσ2

s +2(q+
1), whereq is the order of the estimated model. Note that
the choice of the 0-th order model means the preference of
a model with no-dynamics but drove only by a noise.

Matlab (Mathworks) and its statistics toolbox were used
for all statistical analyses.

3 Results

Figures 3 and 4 show the results ofSDtrial(t) and
SDblock(n), respectively, in the AR task and the random
task done by the two subjects.

The results show that the difference between the AR
task and the random task was not statistically significant
in most trials and blocks for both the subjects.

Because, as Figure 3 indicates, a monotonic decrease
of SDtrial(t) was not observed,SDtrial(t) was divided
into 5 sections of every 5 trial, and multiple comparison
(Scheffe’s) was used in each trial section for a statistical
analysis. For subject MO, there was no significant differ-
ence inSDtrial(t) section. For subject TU,SDtrial(t) of
solely the 4th section decreased temporarily. In short, there
was no learning effect observed between trials.

Because, as Figure 4 indicates, a monotonic decrease
of SDblock(t) was not observed,SDblock(t) was divided
into 4 sections of every 6 block, and multiple comparison
(Scheffe’s) was used in each block section for a statistical
analysis. For subject TU, a tendency to decrease was ob-
served. In short, there was a learning effect between blocks
for this subject.

The block count was collected about the AR order of
prediction time series, which was identified based on AIC
(Table 1). The block count was 0 about the identified orders
being 7th- 24th. The number of blocks with the 0-th order
was the largest for both the subjects and each task. The
rates of blocks with the 0-th, the 1st, and more than the 2nd
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Figure 3:SDtrial(t) of MO and TU. The solid line shows
the SDtrial(t) of the AR task, while the broken line
SDtrial(t) of the random task. Error-bars show 95% con-
fidence intervals.

in the AR task were each 63%, 17% and 21% for subject
MO, and were each 50%, 29% and 21% for subject TU.

4 Discussions

The results have shown that the effects from learn-
ing were not clearly observed, but some performance-
improvement was observed through long-term trials. Fig-
ure 3 exhibits wide error-bars corresponding to 95% con-
fidence intervals. These wide error-bars might be a reason
why we were not able to see the different in performance
between the AR task and the random task as well as the
decrease in errors over trials, part of which could be due to
the small number of samples. We also found that there was
no large difference between the system noise input to the
AR task and the random task, which might prevent us from
finding the difference in the subject’s behaviors between
these tasks.

Another analysis has suggested that the subjects tried to
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Figure 4:SDblock(t) of prediction error with each block.
there are the result of MO, TU from the top. The AR(solid
line) is of the AR task and the random (broken line) is of
the random task. Error-bar is 95% confidence intervals.

predict the next target position by using some dynamics,
because the0-th order was much identified in the random
task compared to in the AR task, and in contrast, the first
or later order was much identified in the AR task compared
to the random task. The retrospective reports of the sub-
jects revealed that they did not imagine an underlying AR
model nor the fact that two types of the task were mixed.
The identified order higher than the first order in the case
of the AR task may suggest that they tried to use a compli-
cated rule and/or switched their strategies, which utilized
the memory of past time-series.

Our current study is based on the Shibata et al.’s study
which examined smooth pursuit eye movements of hu-
mans. They showed that humans were able to predict the
target motion generated by a third-order AR process with
the help of online learning of the AR model. Comparing
this study to the Shibata et al.’s study, the most salient dif-
ference seems to lie on the perception of the target mo-
tion, i.e., their presented stimuli were perceived as a mo-

Table 1: The number of blocks with 0-th-6th.

the AR task
0th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

MO 15 4 3 2 0 0 0
TU 12 7 4 0 0 0 1

the random task
0th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

MO 20 2 1 1 0 0 0
TU 18 4 0 2 0 0 0

tion explicitly driving motion perception pathways in the
brain [3, 4], while, in our study, the time series were care-
fully designed not to be perceived as apparent motion [5].
Therefore, our study would suggest that perception of un-
derlying continuous motions is necessary for accurate pre-
diction and learning of discrete time series. To make sure
this conjecture will be an interesting future work.
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Abstract 
This paper provides a framework to generate robotic 

emotions during human-robot communication.  The proposed 
method utilizes dynamic systems to make continuous information 
processing for emotion generation. The synchronization and 
entrainment of the dynamic system are used for information 
processing.  The emotion generation system consists of 
discrimination, emotion and expression parts.      This paper 
describes the design of the vector filed for the continuous 
discrimination of stimuli and emotion generation. We realize 
dynamic discrimination simply by using the proposed method.  
By introducing a conditioning the emotional response develops 
over time. The proposed method is examined by the simulations 
and experiments.  The results show the effectiveness of the 
continuous discrimination, the emotion generation and the 
expression. 
 
Index Terms - Dynamics, Facial recognition, Communication 
robot, Robotic emotion, Human-robot interaction. 
 
1 Introduction 

Emotion plays a very important role in our daily 
communication. Although there are many communication 
robots, which have emotion-like responses [1], in most cases 
these responses do not react to the external stimuli that are not 
pre-programmed.  In order to make human-like emotion it is 
important that the robot develops the intrinsic emotional states 
based on the communication with human, and changes the 
response according to the intrinsic emotional state. 

On the other hand neural scientists investigate the 
information processing of emotions in the brain. The 
emotional states we subjectively experience are the end result 
of information processing that occurs unconsciously as the 
brain decodes the significance of stimuli in order to shape 
appropriate behaviour. LeDoux [2] finds that the amygdala 
structure within the brain is important in responding to 
emotions, particularly fear.  The amygdala mediates fear and 
other responses and actually processes information more 
quickly than other parts of the brain, allowing for a rapid 
responses that can by life saving before other parts of the 
brain have had a chance to react. The roles of amygdala 
structure are discriminations of stimuli, combinations between 
stimuli and responses, and generations of commands for 
responses [3]. The relationships between stimuli and 
responses are installed inherently in the human body. The 
relationship develops by conditioning from experiences.  
Information processing is performed by dynamic processes. 

Freeman [4] finds that there is chaotic dynamics in biological 
pattern recognition of the olfactory system.  

Okada et al. [5]-[7] proposed a polynomial design of the 
nonlinear dynamics for brain-like information processing of 
whole body motion of robots.  This technique allows us to 
perform dynamic information processing using the nonlinear 
dynamics network with the polynomial configuration. 
Therefore, this method is useful, not only for motion 
generation of humanoids, but also for information processing 
of the robotic emotional generation.  
     In this paper we propose a framework to generate 
robotic emotions based on the dynamics-based information 
processing with the polynomial design during human-robot 
communication. We assume face to face communication as a 
human-robot interaction.  The human facial expression is used 
as an external stimulus for the robot.  The robot reacts 
continuously to the human facial expression.  

This paper will address the following issues: In section 
2 the emotion system that we utilized is explained. In section 
3 the computation method of the vector field is described 
based on the polynomial approximation.  In section 4 the 
design of dynamics for discrimination is proposed. In section 
5 we describe conditioning of the emotion part.  In section 6 
the method of the robotic facial expression based on the 
emotional state is addressed. Then we report on the 
experimental results in section 7. Lastly, we make the 
conclusion in section 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 Fig.1 Structure of the emotional system. 
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2 Emotional Generation System 
 
     Figure 1 shows a structure of an emotional system which 
consists of a discrimination part, an emotion part and 
expression part.  The discrimination part identifies the kind of 
stimuli such as facial expressions in the environment.  In the 
emotion part the discriminated stimulus is examined the 
internal state, and the combinations between stimuli are 
generated by classical conditioning.  Lastly, in the expression 
part the expression command trajectories are generated based 
on the emotional state that is output from the emotion part. 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Making Vector Field 
 

An example of a vector field in the two dimensional 
space is shown in Fig.2. The vector filed is formed around 
arbitrary curve C. The curve C is assumed as an attractor, and 
region D is a basin of entrainment around the attractor.  The 
curve C is a function of discrete time t and consists of  

)()},(,),(,),1({ Nmt RXXXXX ∈= LL ， where 
N expresses the dimension of the state space. We make a 
vector shV  which directs from arbitrary point shX  in the 
basin D to the curve C as shown in Fig.3.  The vector is 
defined by the following equation.   
 
 
where, γ  is a constant, 10 ≤≤ γ .  We make many vectors 

)2,1( Lhsh L=V  in the basin D in this way and 

approximate them by a polynomial expression. When 2RX ∈ , 
the polynomial is as follows, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where, T

shshsh vv ),( 21=V  and T
shshsh xx ),( 21=X .  The 

values of the parameters ijij aa 21 ,  can be obtained by the 

least-squares method.  
 

 
where, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#Θ   means a pseudo inverse matrix of Θ . 
 
4 Design of Vector Field for Discrimination 
 
4.1 Discrimination using vector fields 

The discrimination part distinguishes between stimuli 
by using vector fields.  The time series data of a stimulus is 
obtained through the sensors such as a camera.  The robot has 
to identify a kind of stimuli from the time series data.  Then a 
vector field of dynamics is used.  The vector field consists of 
input dimensions and output dimensions.  Figure 4 shows an 
example of facial expression discriminations in which there 
are two input dimensions and one output dimension.   The 
axes of the input dimensions, X1 and X2, show the data of 
mouth width and eye height, respectively. We make a 
trajectory of the attractor based on the time series data of the 
facial expression as shown in Fig.5 (a). The output dimension 
indicates the symbol of the facial expression.  The output 
dimension is constructed by time series data which increase 
linearly as time (Fig.5 (b)).  Combining the input and output 
dimensions a discrimination vector field such as in Fig.6 is 
obtained.  The vector field is written by equation (4). The 
vector field with the region of the entrainment is generated by 
a polynomial design method described in the former session.  
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Fig.4 Discrimination using dynamics. 
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Fig.3 Making the vector field. 
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4.2 Stabilization 

When the input data is located in the entrainment 
region, the discrimination vector field outputs a correct 
symbol of the output dimension.  However, if the input data is 
located outside of the entrainment region of the attractor in the 
input dimension, the output signal diverges, since the vector 
field is not defined outside of the entrainment region.  In order 
to stabilize the output signal we introduced another vector 
field outside of the initial entrainment region.  The new vector 
field has an attractor located on the origin of the space as 
shown in Fig.7.  We call this space a stabilized vector field.   
     An example of the stabilized vector field is shown in Fig.8.  
The initial attractor increases in a monotone in the input space 
as an example.  The stabilized vector field whose attractor is 
located on the origin is constructed on the outside of the initial 
entrainment region. The behaviour of the discrimination space 
is examined with the sample input data.  The sample input 
data )(),( 21 txtx  is given, and the output data )(ty  is 
computed.  At first, the input signal behaves on the outside of 
the entrainment region, and then the input signal follows the 
trajectory of the attractor as shown in Fig.9(a).  The black spot 
is starting point of the state. There is no divergence on the 
output signal, and the output signal increases after the input 
signal goes into the entrainment region.   The other example is 
shown in Fig.9(b).  The input signal follows the trajectory of 
the attractor at the beginning, and then the signal changes the 
direction of motion to the reverse direction.   The output 
signal increases as the input signal increases at first, and then 
the output signal decreases after the direction changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 Emotion Part 
 
     The emotion part recognizes the meaning of the stimulus 
and evaluates the value based on the viewpoint of self-
preservation.  The meaning recognition gives a relationship 
that the input stimulus is connected to the output response. We 
design the basic relationships between stimuli and responses 
according to the biological inherent responses. Relationships 
are developed by classical conditioning.    The information 
processing of the conditioning is performed in the emotion 
part using the symbols of the stimuli which are obtained from 
the discrimination part (Fig.10).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Figure 11 shows an example of the relationships of 
stimuli and responses.  We obtain symbols of stimuli from the 
discrimination part such as )1(

dy , )2(
dy  and )3(

dy .  The emotion 
part outputs the symbols of responses, 

1z  and 
2z , related to 

the stimulus symbols.  In the figure the solid lines show the 
inherent relation that we design in advance.  The weight 
coefficients for the stimuli )1(

dy  and )2(
dy are written by the 

following equation. 
 

T)01(1 =w  ,   T)10(2 =w                 (5) 
 
The stimulus )3(

dy  does not have any relationship to the 
response at first. Now we give meaning to the stimulus )3(

dy  
through conditioning. The stimulus )3(

dy  is input first, and 
then the stimulus )1(

dy  is input.  In this case an inherent 
response 

1z  occurs. If the input-output response  

1
)1()3( zyy dd →→  is repeated, then the new relation 

1
)3( zyd →  

is generated.  Namely, the stimulus )3(
dy  is given meaning. 

 
T)01(3 =w                                  (6) 

 
Fig.6 Vector field of discrimination space. 

 

 
(a)               (b) 

Fig. 9 Examples of the stabilized discrimination space. 

Fig. 7 Stabilized vector field. 

 

  
                    (a)                                                           (b)   
Fig. 5 Attracter of input and output spaces. (a)Input space.  (b)Output space.

Fig. 10 Schematic drawing of the emotion part. 

 
Fig.8 An example of stabilized vector field. 
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We need a learning algorism for the conditioning. The 
information processing of the conditioning is performed by 
the output-dependent learning based on Hebb learning [8]. 

 
)()1( )( tbHaytH ij

j
dij +=+                            (7) 

      )()()( j
d

j
iji ytWtU ∑=                                        (8) 

))(()( tUftz iei =                                               (9) 
      )())())((1()( 2 tzHtHtWctW iijijij −−=∆         (10) 

where, )( j
dy  is a stimulus input signal to the emotion part, 

ijH  is a variable determined by equation (6), iU  is the 

internal state, iz  is an output of the emotion part, ijW∆  is a 

change rate of the weight coefficient ijW , ba, and c are 

constants. 
     We simulate an example of the conditioning by using the 
learning algorism described above.  The input-output response  

idd zyy →→ )2()1(  is repeated, where )1(
dy  and )2(

dy are the 
conditioned and unconditioned stimuli to the response 

iz , 
respectively.  The value of the constants are 

05.0,99.0,03.0 === cba  and 1.02 =H . The simulated 
result is shown in Fig.12.  The variable 1iH changes after the  
conditioned stimulus is input.  The weight coefficient 

1iw increases over time, and then the response iz  occurs by 

not only )2(
dy  but also )1(

dy . 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Expression Part 
 

The expression part generates the actual data to control 
the robotic facial expression.  Input signal of the expression 
part is the output signal from the emotion part. By using the 
emotional state we compute the output data in the expression 
part, and we combine the data of each emotion to make the 
actual trajectories of the robot expression.  Since the output 
signal from emotion part is continuous, we obtain the 
continuous trajectory of the robot expression by mapping the 
emotional state.  The function is written by the following 
equations. 
 

)()()(
i

p
i

i
i

p zgso ∑=                                          (11) 

3
,

2
,,,

)( )( ipiipiipipii
p

i zdzczbazg +++=      (12) 
 
where, )( po  is the p th  characteristic quantity for the facial 

expression.  )()(
i

p
i zg  is a mapping function from the i th 

emotional state to the p th  characteristic quantity.  is  is a 

coefficient for normalization.  The value of iz  changes 0 to 1.  
By using the equations (11) and (12), we computed an 
example of a facial expression.  We use five characteristic 
quantities for the facial expression as shown in Fig.13. Figure 
14 shows the trajectories of the characteristic quantities and 
the facial expression when 4.001 →=z , and 

0.102 →=z , linearly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
                                  (a)                                                     (b) 
Fig.14 An example of the facial expression. (a) Trajectories. (b) Facial expression. 

 
Fig.12 Simulated result of conditioning. (a)Conditioned stimulus and 
the variable, (b) Unconditioned stimulus, (c) Response, (d) Weight 
coefficient between the conditioned stimulus and the response. 

 
Fig.11 Classical conditioning of stimuli 
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Fig.13 Characteristic quantities for the facial expression. 
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7 Experiment 
 

Figure 15 shows the experimental setup for the 
emotional generation system. We use two PC's to construct a 
discrimination part, an emotion part and an expression part.  
The discrimination is performed by PC1.  The image signal 
from a CCD camera is connected to an image processing 
board (IP 5005 made by Hitachi) in PC1, and the 
characteristic quantities are obtained.  PC2 computes the 
emotion and expression parts and shows the robotic facial 
expression on the display. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.1 Design of the vector fields for facial expression 

We use four characteristic quantities for facial 
discrimination, i.e., height of eye, distance between eye and 
eyebrow, width of mouth, height of mouth.  We measure 
changes in the characteristic quantities from a neutral 
expression to another expression using the former extraction 
method, and then we obtain time series data of the 
characteristic quantities.  The time series data become the 
sample data of the attractors of the dynamics. We measured it 
five times for the same expression. We compute the average of 
the data.    The average data is approximated with fifth order 
polynomial to get a smooth curve. We use one dimensional 
data as the output signal. The output signal increases from 0 to 
1 in a monotone as shown in Fig.5.  We make an attractor in 
five dimensional vector filed.  The space consists of four 
dimensional data of characteristic quantities and one 
dimensional data of the output signal. We designed the 
entrainment region of the attractor so that the actual 
measurement data of characteristic quantities are included in 
the region.   
 
7.2 Discrimination of facial expression 

We conduct identification experiments of facial 
expressions in real time with an animated image of a human 
face.  We used four kinds of expression change from Neutral 
to four characteristic expressions of A,B,C,D as shown in 
Fig.16.  We designed four vector fields using the trajectories 
beforehand and considered it identification device for 
expressions.  We input the characteristic quantities provided 
from face image processing into each identification device 

continually.  The face image change in time series is shown in 
Fig.17.  In addition, the output signals from each identification 
device are shown in Fig.18. 

The output signal of each identification device changes 
from 0 to 1, when the memorized change of facial image 
occurs.  On the other hand, the output signal keeps around 0, 
when the facial image is not a memorized one.  We can find 
that expressions A and D are distinguished precisely, but the 
identification precision between expressions B and C is not as 
good.  As we can find in Fig.16, the trajectories of attractors 
of expressions B and C are located in closed area. We believe 
that this is the reason why the separation between B and C is 
not precise.  The problem may be solved by adding another 
dimension in the input space, so that the separation of the 
trajectories can be exactly determined.  In addition, if we can 
detect the characteristic quantities precisely, then the 
separation between B and C improves.  In our experiment we 
used a simple extraction method for the characteristic 
quantities. 

 
7.3 Conditioning and robotic facial expression 
     We conducted experiments of the robotic emotional 
generation to evaluate the proposed information processing.  
We determined the initial relationships between the external 
stimuli and the robotic facial expressions as shown in Fig.19.  
The relationships are changed by conditioning.  Figure 20 
shows the results of the conditioning between the stimuli (2) 
and (4).  The stimuli )2(

dy  and )4(
dy  are conditioned by it 

being repeated in turn.  Figure 21 shows the expressions in the 
segments AT  and CT .  In the case of segment AT , the 
expression is determined by the initial relationships.  On the 
other hand, in segment CT  the expression is changed from the 
initial relationships due to conditioning. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.16 Attractors of facial expressions

 
Fig.17 Sequence of facial expressions in discrimination experiment 

 
 

Fig.15 Experimental setup. 
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8 Conclusion 
 

We propose a framework to generate robotic emotion 
for human-robot communication based on the dynamics-based 
information processing. The proposed method utilizes 
dynamic systems to make continuous information processing 
for emotional generation. The synchronization and 
entrainment of the dynamic system are used for information 
processing.  The vector fields are utilized to make information 
processing of time series data continuously. The emotional 
generation system consists of discrimination, emotion and 
expression parts.  We realized dynamic discrimination simply 
by using the proposed method.  By introducing a conditioning 
the emotional response developed at time. We showed that the 
new computational framework was effective for face to face 
communications based on an experimental work. 
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Fig.18 Experimental results of facial discrimination 

 
Fig.19 Initial relationships between the stimuli and the expressions. 

 
Fig.20 Experimental results of conditioning. 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

Fig.21 Experimental results of expression. (a) Expression during AT . 

(b)Expression during CT . 
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Abstract
DNA memory is a recording medium that utilizes

the advantages of DNA molecules. However, only
a few article have studied the possibility of DNA
databases. In this paper, we suggest a DNA relational
database with a simple data model. We show a mathe-
matical model and chemical experimental results that
consist of data manipulation and relational algebra.
key words: DNA database, simple data model, rela-
tional algebra

1 Introduction

Recently, many papers have dealt with DNA mem-
ory, which is a recording medium that utilizes the sta-
bility and minute characteristics of DNA molecules.
Kashiwamura et al. described the use of nested PCR
to do hierarchical memory operations to construct
large DNA memory [1]. However, most DNA mem-
ory is memory as storage, and so there are insufficient
points to manage the data as a database.

Storing data in DNA molecules represent data as
arrangement of base sequences. It is easy to deal with
genome DNA in a DNA database because they can
be directly manipulated by chemical reactions. In ad-
dition, storing and processing individual genetic infor-
mation in electronic data has many problems from the
viewpoint of the protection of individual information.
Reif et al. invented a method that makes a database
of DNA molecules without changing them into digi-
tal media and retrieves the data from DNA molecules
[2]. Even in a large DNA database, the processing
time is fairly constant because chemical reactions are
fairly constant due to massive parallel reaction of DNA

molecules.
In studies of DNA relational database, Arita et

al. showed the feasibility of relational algebra (RA)
through in vitro experiments [3], and Katsányi showed
the feasibility of relational algebra with theoretical
models that consist of basic biomolecular reactions [4].
However, in their data models, one DNA molecule
is represented as the tuple of relational databases.
Therefore, such operations as the extraction of only
information of attributes will become troublesome.

In this paper, we construct a DNA relational
database with a simple data model in which one DNA
molecule stores one data. Therefore, our data model
simply extracts only information of attributes, much
easier than conventional models. We showed some ex-
perimental results that are considered important parts
and discussed possibility of practical application of the
proposed model as well as the limit of it.

2 Model

2.1 datamodel

A relation is denoted by R, and a test tube that
consists of DNA molecules representing R is denoted
by U . Given two variables i = 1, 2, ..., n and j =
1, 2, ..., m,

R(A1, A2, ..., An) = {(v(1)
1 , v

(1)
2 , ..., v(1)

n ),

(v(2)
1 , v

(2)
2 , ..., v(2)

n ), ...,

(v(m)
1 , v

(m)
2 , ..., v(m)

n )},

where Ai is an attribute value, and v
(j)
i is a element

of the relation. A tuple of attributes is denoted by
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tj = (v(j)
1 , v

(j)
2 , ..., v

(j)
n ). Given tj , we denote IDj that

stores the value of j. All data are represented by
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) with the attribute and
the tuple information shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Representation of data with ssDNA

2.2 Basic Operations

We define the basic experimental operations for
database processing and use a mathematical model
based on Reif’s RDNA model [5], which has slightly
different notation for operations than the models of
Reif’s and Katsányi’s.

• Merge(Ux, Uy): Mix the DNA molecules in the
test tubes Ux and Uy.

• Amplify(U,FW,RE): Execute amplification re-
actions for DNA molecules in test tube U with
sequence sets of forward primers FW and reverse
primers RE.

• Append(U, S,E)): Append corresponding se-
quence set S to DNA molecules in test tube U
and contain any subsequence E at the 3’ end.

For the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) in test tube
U and one of the ssDNA’s end is biotinylated, opera-
tions are following:

• Separate+(U): Extract ssDNA whose ends are
not biotinylated.

• Separate−(U): Extract ssDNA whose ends are
biotinylated.

For the DNA molecules in test tube U , operations
are following:

• Get(U,+S): Extract ssDNA that contains any
subsequence S.

• Get(U,−S): Extract ssDNA that does not con-
tain any subsequence S.

Using the basic operations, we can describe data ma-
nipulations (Insert, Delete, Update, and Select). Here,
Select means referring to one data. For selecting tu-
ples, we describe in RA operation.

3 RA Operations

In this section, we describe packaging methods for
five RA operations (Union, Difference, Projection, Se-
lection, and Cartesian product) in test tubes with ba-
sic operations. The other operations can be expressed
by utilizing these ones.

3.1 Union

Take the union of sets with two union compatible
relations Rx and Ry.

Rz := Rx ∪Ry do :
Uz := Merge(Ux, Uy)

This program can be executed by mixing two tubes
that represent Rx and Ry.

3.2 Difference

Take the difference of sets with two union compat-
ible relations Rx and Ry.

Rz := Rx −Ry do :
S1 := Amplify(Uy, ø, RE)
where RE = {IDj |j = (1, 2, ...,m),

5′ end biotinylated}
S2 := Separate−(S1)
Uz := Get(Ux,−S2)

where, IDj represents comprementary strands of IDj .
Amplify(Uy, ø, RE) operation is an extension reac-
tions. Moreover, we utilize affinity separation to exe-
cute Separation−(S1) and Get(Ux,−S2) operations.

3.3 Projection

In relation R, an arbitrary subset of {A1, A2, ...An}
is denoted by X. Create a new relation to abstract
attributes, that are assigned by subset X, from relation
R.

R′ := ΠxR do :
S1 := Amplify(U,X,RE)
where X = {Ai|i = {1′, 2′, ..., k′} ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n}},
RE = {IDj |j = (1, 2, ...,m), 5′ end biotinylated}
U ′ := Separate+(S1)

Amplify(U,X,RE) operation is a simple polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), and Separation+(S1) operation
is executed by affinity separation.
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3.4 Selection

We denote selection condition as F. Abstract tuples
that satisfy condition F from relation R.

R′ := σFR do :
S1 := Amplify(U,FW,F )
where FW = {Ai|i = (1, 2, ..., n)},
F = {IDj |PF (tj), 5′ end biotinylated}

U ′ := Separate+(S1)

PF (tj) is predicate that become true when tuple tj
satisfies condition F. This Selection program can be
executed in similar chemical operations of the Projec-
tion program.

3.5 Cartesian Product

The multiplication of two relation
Rx(A1, A2, ..., An) and Ry(A1′ , A2′ , ..., An′). In other
words, create Rx ×Ry(A1, A2, ..., An, A1′ , A2′ , ..., An′)

Rz := Rx ×Ry do :
S1 := Append(Ux, S, Ex)
S2 := Append(Uy, S, Ey)
where Ex = {IDj |j = (1, 2, ...,m)},
Ey = {IDj′ |j′ = (1′, 2′, ...,m′)},
S = {IDf(j,j′)|tj ∈ Rx, t

′
j′ ∈ Ry}

Uz := Merge(S1, S2),

here, we define f(j, j′) that returns specified value that
depends on j and j′ that distinguish tuple (tj , t′j′) that
represents the concatenation of tuples of tj and t′j′ . We
utilize State Transition PCR (ST-PCR) [6] to execute
Append(U, S,E) operation. By ST-PCR, we prevent
DNA molecules from forming complete dsDNA.

4 Experiments

We set two relations R1(3 × 3) and R′
1(2 × 2) to

verify whether we can execute RA operations in vitro.
Here, we showed experiments of Cartesian product.
We also describe ssDNA that contains Ai and IDj as
data(i, j), a set of primers that correspond Ai and IDj

as p(i, j), and transition molecule for Ri as tRi(j, j′).
In this paper, we consider 16-mer ssDNA as 1 unit

and assign these units to attribute Ai, tuple informa-
tion IDj and data element v(j)

i . We employed a se-
quence set of GC-Templates in Template Method [7].
However, since sequences of GC-Templates aren’t de-
signed to consider a thermodynamic viewpoint, some

sequences may form secondary structure in which
DNA molecule anneals with itself and may prevent
the intended experimental reactions. To solve this
problem, we predict free energy (∆G) and secondary
structure of combined sequences of GC-Templates by
Mfold [8] and generated data strands and transition
molecules. To examine the success of the experiments,
we used PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE).

For two relations (R1 and R1′), we performed
Cartesian product operations shown in Fig. 2. First,
we mixed the corresponding transition molecules with
each test tube that represent R1 and R1′ and per-
formed ST-PCR to execute Append(U, S,E). The ap-
propriately reacted data strands were 64-mer, which
we checked by measuring their length with gel elec-
trophoresis.

Figure 2: Cartesian product between R1 and R1′ and
example of ST-PCR. State molecules corresponding to
data represent strands and transition molecules to strands
that consist of IDj and IDf(j,j′). After ST-PCR, only
state molecules are extended because 3’ end of transition
molecules are aminated.

To complete Cartesian product operations, we
mixed post-ST-PCR samples and described the rela-
tion of after Cartesian product between R1 and R1′ as
R2. However, this experiment was insufficient to verify
the operation. Therefore, we executed additional rela-
tional Selection operations that extracted the elements
of tuple (t1, t′1′) from relation R2. We perfromed PCR
with forward primer mix solution (A1, A2, A3, A1′ ,
and A2′) and reverse preimer IDf(1,1′). Target bands
of data strands of relation R2 (64-mer) were amplified,
as shown in Fig. 3.

However, we could not verify whether only data
strands of tuple (t1, t′1′) were amplified from this ex-
periment. Thierefore, we executed a second PCR for
post-Selection solution. However, since R2 consisted
of 30 data strands, it’s difficult to perform and show
PCR with all primer sets. Therefore, we selected five
primer sets (p(1, f(3, 2′)), p(2, f(1, 1′)), p(3, f(3, 1′)),
p(4, f(1, 1′)), and p(5, f(2, 1′))). Assuming that Selec-
tion operation was succeeded, amplification reaction
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Figure 3: Results of Selection operation extracting ele-
ments of tuple (t1, t

′
1′) from relation R2. Bands show data

strands of R2 (64-mer) were amplified. However, amplified
data strands were not ensured as elements of tuple (t1, t

′
1′).

is observed in case of using p(∗, f(1, 1′)) and not other
primer sets. The results of the second PCR shown in
Fig. 4. The target bands of data strands (64-mer) ap-
peared in samples of PCR with p(∗, f(1, 1′)), while few
data strands were amplified with other primer sets.
These experiment results show that Cartesian prod-
uct and Selection operations could be executed. We
considered Projection operation feasible operation be-
cause the operation of Selection and Projection op-
erations use similar chemical experiments except the
primer sets. Moreover, we showed the feasibility of the
RA Join operation because Selection after Cartesian
product corresponded to Join.

Figure 4: Result of the second PCR for relation R2 and
a series of experiments corresponding to RA Join opera-
tion. We used five primer set (two target and three non-
target) described in the relation table. After the first PCR,
most data strands in the test tube were element of tu-
ple (t1, t

′
1′), data strands amplified only with p(∗, f(1, 1′)).

Moreover, proportion of data strands remained fairly con-
stant through consecutive operations.

5 Discussion & Conclusion

We proposed a DNA relational database model in
which one DNA molecule stored one data and showed

a mathematical model of data manipulation and RA
operations. A simple data model contributes to sim-
plicity of data manipulation experiments compared to
existing models. We confirmed successful data refer-
ence and RA operations in vitro and showed results of
Cartesian product operation. In experiments of Carte-
sian product, we demonstrated the robustness of our
model in terms of continuous PCR reactions. This re-
sult will be a stepping stone to continuous action of
DNA relational database.

However, to realize a DNA relational database,
many problems need to be solved. To realize reference
of database, we must check robustness for continuous
affinity separation and verify feasibility that we can
obtain tuple information using data element. In addi-
tion, the size of our database is still too small to use
bioinformatics. We must cooperate with large DNA
memory on this point. As the future work, we will
solve these problems and construct DNA relational
database system.
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Abstract

DNA tiles formed from self-assembly by a hy-
bridization property of DNA molecules have attracted
attention as a new calculation technique and new
nanostructures. When nanostructures are composed
of DNA tiles, base sequences that correctly and stably
hybridize are required. We have to design base se-
quences (the row of the base) that become such stable
tiles. In conventional research, however, sequence de-
sign that considers the structure stability of tiles can
not be carried out. The purpose of this paper is to pro-
pose an evaluation method for the structure stability
of DNA tiles.

key words - DNA tile, DNA nano-structure,
DNA computing, sequence design, free energy

1 Introduction

DNA is a double helix consisting of two sin-
gle strand DNA molecules held together by specific
bonded base pairs: guanine (G) and cytosine (C)
sticks, and adenine (A) and thymine (T) sticks. DNA
forms one spiral double strand DNA molecule from
two single strand DNA molecules when this property
acts in parallel. This complementary chemical bond is
called “hybridization.”

Winfree et al. generated DNA tile conformation by
making two or more DNA molecules meet[1][2]. Each
tile has an adhesive end called “sticky end” that asso-
ciates according to complementarity. Branched DNA
tiles with sticky ends constitute nanostructure. (Fig-
ure1)

Binary counter and silver nanowire with DNA
nanostructure have been researched [3]. Nanodevices
and smaller circuits for application are expected.

Figure 1: DNA Nano-structure made by DNA tiles

Sequences tightly bonding in tile conformation are
indispensable and must be designed to constitute DNA
tiles. Conventional research SEQUIN considers only
complementary sequences in designing sequences [4].
However, it is difficult to see that the tile is well gen-
erated because tile structure may not be stable ther-
modynamically.

In DNA computing, many base sequence design
techniques for constituting a desired structure have
been studied. An evaluation of a sequence by the
temperature at which a double strand DNA molecular
comes off to two single strand DNA moleculars (Melt-
ing temperature : Tm) or free energy (∆G) calculated
by the adjoining base is emphasized [5]. Despite that
free energy can be used as a standard of the stability of
hybridization, it has never been used for the sequence
design of DNA tiles by the above evaluation methods.

We propose an evaluation method for the structure
stability of DNA tiles, in which a thermodynamically
stabilized tile structure can be designed by hybridiza-
tion prediction based on free energy. This method
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is effective, especially, when more complicated nanos-
tructures are required and two or more kinds of tiles
are required.

2 Proposal method

We use free energy (∆G) based on the Nearest
Neighbor method [7] [8] for evaluation. Free energy
changes with base sequences because it depends on sec-
ondary structure and hybridization strength between
molecules. ∆G becomes lower as the structure (hy-
bridization) is stabilized. Furthermore, ∆G generally
becomes lower as the number of bonded base pairs in-
creases in single strand DNA molecule and between
two single strand DNA molecules.

∆G when a single strand DNA has secondary struc-
ture is lower than when it does’t have secondary struc-
ture. Moreover, if the number of base pairs is the
same, ∆G becomes lower as the number of G and
C base pairs increases because hybridization strength
when G and C hybridize is stronger than when A and
T hybridize.

We evaluate stability based on ∆G when single
strand DNA molecules have secondary structure, when
desired hybridizations react, and when undesired hy-
bridizations react.

2.1 Points of evaluation

To produce a stable tile hybridized desirably and
that doesn’t hybridize undesirably, ∆G hybridized de-
sirably is reduced, and ∆G hybridized undesirably is
heightened.

The primary consideration in designing stabler tiles
are the following two points.

1. The bond of the desirable complementary se-
quence is tight.

2. No sequence easily has secondary structure.

2.2 Evaluation items

Taking the above points into consideration, we pro-
pose evaluation items. The tile structure becomes
more stable as the value of each item becomes larger.

(1) The sum of ∆G When each single strand DNA
molecule has the stablest secondary structure

Hybridization between single strand DNA
molecules may be obstructed by secondary
structure. Because a sequence that has large
∆G cannot easily have secondary structure,

necessary hybridization between molecules for
tile construction reacts surely, and so tile can
form efficiently.

(2) The sum of ∆G when two single strand DNA
molecules mis－ hybridize for tile comformation

Sequences that hybridize undesirably may be-
come competition that obstructs necessary hy-
bridization. Therefore, since hybridization unde-
sirably must be unstable, ∆G has to be high.

(3) The sum of the absolute value of ∆G when two
single strand DNA molecules hybridize desirably

Necessary hybridization must react more accu-
rately and be tighter. ∆G has to be low. Because
this item is the absolute value of ∆G, the ∆G
becomes lower as the tile is more stable.

We need to find the sequence that increases the
value of the above items heuristically or the design
sequence by optimization.

3 Validity of evaluation items

In this section, we show that a tile designed by the
proposed evaluation items is more stable than a con-
ventional tile. We compared tiles generated randomly
with conventional tiles by our evaluation items.

We used 4×4 DNA tiles as a subject of verification
(Figure 2). This 4×4 DNA tile, which consists of one
long sequence CORE, four short SHELLs and ARMs
(Figure 3), needs the most sequences and is the most
complicated of any DNA tiles. In addition, this tile
creates a silver nanowire and arranges protein regu-
larly [3].

Figure 2: 4×4DNA tile Figure 3: The kinds of se-
quene in 4×4 DNA tile

We generated 10,000 sets of tiles randomly and then
evaluated them by the above evaluation items. At
this time, complementary bases were arranged on a
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position that should be arranged as complementary
bases for tile formation.

The length of the sequence was the same as the con-
ventional tile (Yan et al [6]) and the GC% (the con-
tents of G and C) was set to 55-65% (in conventional
work, 59%) to compare with tiles made by conven-
tional work SEQUIN.

3.1 Application to 4×4 DNA tiles

In 4×4 DNA tiles, the longest sequence CORE eas-
ily tends to have secondary structure. We examined a
distribution of CORE’s ∆G beforehand, when CORE
had secondary structure. Then, we adopted CORE,
which is in the lowest 10% of distribution when se-
quences are generated randomly.

Item 1: (I1) is the sum of ∆G when nine single
strand DNA molecules have the stablest secondary
structure.

Item 2: (I2) is the sum of ∆G of single strand DNA
molecules that mis-hybridize with each other undesir-
ably. We don’t want to allow Core and Core (and Arm
and Arm ,and Shell and Shell) to hybridize with each
other. If this ∆G is low, undesirable hybridization
reacts.

Item :3 (I3) is the sum of ∆G of single strand DNA
molecules that desirably hybridize with each other. In
this case, sequences that hybridize with SHELL (a) are
three sequences: (b), (c), and (d) (Figure 4). However,
these three sequences have to hybridize to sequences
except SHELL (a), that is , a duplication occurs. We
divided SHELL (a) into four partitions and used the
subsequences to avoid such duplication (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Before partition Figure 5: After partition

4 Results

The graph in Figure 6 illustrates the distribution
of I1 and the evaluation values of the conventional
tile (Yan et al [6]). As the value of the graph be-
comes large, sequence doesn’t easily have the sec-

ondary structure. We discovered sequences that make
the value larger than the conventional sequence.

The graphs in Figures 7 and 8 show the distribu-
tion of I2 and I3. There are also more stable tiles than
the conventional tile in each graph. In I2, Yan’s tile is
in the top 2%, so we revealed that conventional work
can design a sequence that doesn’t hybridize undesir-
ably. In I3 we revealed that sequence design based on
only complementary sequence improved hybridization
strength.

Figure 6: Distribution of I1

Figure 7: Distribution of I2

Figure 8: Distribution of I3

The value of each item was uneven. Figure 9 shows
an average of each evaluation value. The effect of I2
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inevitably, became stronger, in particular because cal-
culation time to calculate the value of I2 increased.
Based on Figure 9, weight was adjusted as the abso-
lute value of each item’s average became equal. Figure
10 shows the sum of each item weighted by the above
weight.

The results of our experiment show that we can de-
sign more stable tiles based on our three items. How-
ever, we can do so only if I2 is taken into consideration.
From this point we might proceed to examine the in-
fluence of each item with chemical experiments.

Figure 9: Average of evaluation items

Figure 10: Distribution of the sum of evaluation items

5 Summary

We proposed a stability evaluation method for DNA
tiles. Our method designed stabler sequences thermo-
dynamically. We also investigated that a sequence de-
signed by our method is expected to be more stable
than the conventional tile.

We will design a tile sequence based on our method
and actually validate that tiles will be constituted

well by chemical experiments and visualized by atomic
force microscopy (AFM).
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ABSTRACT: Small subunit (SSU- or 16S/18S-)

rRNAs were found to have a base-sequence

region homologous to the "(5') tRNAGly-spacer-

tRNACys-spacer-tRNALeu (3')" region of the

Bacillus subtilis trnD  tRNA cluster and its homo-

logue tRNA-clusters in other bascteria (such as

the E. coli trnGCL tRNA cluster). Furthermore,

the codon-interacting helix 28 region of the

ribosomal A site in both E. coli and Saccharo-

myces cervisiae SSU-16S-/18S-) rRNAs were

found to be homologous to tRNA (especially,

tRNAGly) and proto-tRNAGly. These results strong-

ly suggest that earliest peptide-making apparatus

would have been a poly-tRNA ribozymic bio-

machine.

1. Introduction

  The trnD-tRNA gene cluster of the Bacillus

subtilis trrnD operon has been proposed to be a

relic of an earliest peptide-synthesizing RNA bio-

machine for synthesizing a “trnD-peptide” (=

“NSEVM DFTYWHQBCLL”) whose amino acid

(aa) sequence is in the order of aa specificities of

the 16 tRNAs in the trnD tRNA gene cluster

( Poly-tRNA theory, See [1] ~[4] for details.).

In this paper, evolutionary origin of SSU-rRNA

from poly-tRNA structure was analyzed based on

sequence similarity analyses.

2.  Homology between 16S rRNAs and (5')

tRNAGly-spacer-tRNACys-spacer-tRNALeu(3')

region

 The(5')tRNAGly-spacer-tRNACys-spacer-tRNALeu

(3') region of the trnD tRNA cluster in the trrnD

operon was aligned against the trnGCL tRNA

cluster in E. coli,, which evidently shows strong

homology with each other (Figure 1). Since the

trnGCL cluster is widely distributed in eubacteria,

this tri-tRNA region was shared by the latest

primitive organism commonly ancestral to all of

the living biotic phyla.  On the other hand, the

SSU- and LSU-rRNAs were analyzed by Harr-

Plot similarity search, resulting in a finding that a

most similar region between SSU/LSU rRNAs

and the B. subtilis trnD-tRNA cluster (containing

16 tRNAs and spacers) was discovered to reflect   
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Figure 1.  Alignment of tRNAGly-tRNACys-tRNLeu regions in B. subtilis (BS)  trnD tRNA gene cluster

(in trrnD operon from GenBank locus BACTGTRND) and the E. coli (EC)  trnGCL tRNA gene cluster.

Asterisks indicate base-matches.

          
Figure 2. Alignment of tRNAGly-tRNACys-tRNLeu regions against eubacterial 16S

rRNAs. Base-match levels are evaluated by Pnuc(m,n) values (ref.[2]-[4])

shown in the box, meaning the probability that m or more base-matches occurs

by chance in randomly selected n-base-long alignments. Data from BenBank.
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significant homology between 16S-(SSU-)rRNA

and the GCL tri-tRNA cluster region of the trnD

tRNA-cluster. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3,

the B. subtils  tri-tRNA region shows a 53.8%

(134/249) base-match and Pnuc(134,249) = 0.28 E-

21 (See refs. [2]-[4] for the Pnuc value.). Thus the

16S-(and SSU-)rRNA region aligned against the

tri-tRNA (Fig.2) is now concluded to have been

derived from trnGCL tRNA cluster.

3.  Origin of the codon-recognizing A-site  

helix 28 of the SSU-rRNA from tRNA

  Helix 28 of the ribosomal A site is known to

have critical role in recognizing codons in mRNA,

and is a portion of the 3’ minor domain of SSU-

rRNA (ref. (5)). In the E. coli 16S rRNA, the

helix 28 is constructed by base-pairing a sequence

region, 921 /UGACGGGGGCCCCB/ 934 (over-

lined in Figure 4), with another sequence region,

1384 /CGGGCCUUGUACA/ 1396.

 The helix 28 and its vicinities in SSU-rRNAs

were analyzed for finding sequence region(s) of

rRNAs possibly homologous to some tRNA(s) or

tRNA-clusters.  Finally, the former region (E.

coli 921-934) and its downstream region was

found to show close sequence similarity to tRNA,

as shown in Figure 4.  An alignment of the bases

915-1001 of the E. coli 16S rRNA with the

tRNAGly region of the E. coli trnGCL tRNA

cluster elucidated a 50.0 % base-match (= 41/82),

and a base-matching probability by chance,

Pnuc(41,82) = 0.97 E-6.  A similar level of base-

identity was also found between the E. coli 16S

rRNA helix 28 region and the reconstructed

proto-tRNAGly.(reconstruction in [4]). The corres-

ponding helix 28-containing region of the S.

cervisiae 18S rRNA is also aligned in Figure 4,

together with the trnGCL homologue region of

eubacterial 16S rRNAs found in Figure 2.  These

results strongly tell us a genuine homology of the

helix 28 with tRNA from which the A site would

have been derived.
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.     

 Figure 3. Homologue of the tRNAGly-tRNACys-tRNLeu region of the B. subtilis trnD-tRNA cluster in the

secondary structure of the E. coli 16S rRNA. Based on the alignment in Figure 2.

    
Figure 4.Alignment of the A site helices 28 of the E. coli 16S- and the Saccharimyces cervisiae 18S-

rRNAs against the tRNAGly-tRNACys- regions from eubacterial tRNAGly-tRNACys-tRNLeu regions. Base-

matche levels are given in the Figure. See text for the overlined regions (helix 28) of SSU-rRNAs,
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Abstract

In this study� we investigated the in�uence of ge�
netic drift on the performance of a GA on the multi�
plicative landscape� We performed the theoretical in�
vestigation of frequencies of the �rst order schemata�
and calculated their changes in time by using the
Wright�Fisher model� We showed that this mathe�
matical theory reasonably predicts various quantities
including the ultimate distribution of the �rst order
schemata�

� introduction

In this paper� we study the in�uence of �nite pop�
ulation size on the performance of genetic algorithms
�GAs�� We focus on the e�ect of genetic drift by the
random sampling in the selection process� When we
apply a GA to a given problem� we choose the popula�
tion size N intuitively� We do not have any applicable
theory to guide the choice of N � If we choose a small
N to reduce the cost of calculations� there appears the
problem of genetic drift� The main part of the e�ect
of genetic drift may disappear by averaging repeated
trials� However there are several cases in which its ef�
fect remains �nite even after averaging� An example
of such cases is a GA on the multiplicative landscape�
If one uses a small N � the risk of poor performance be�
comes high by the undesirable e�ect of genetic drift�

The theoretical analysis of GAs with �nite N is
far more complicated than the deterministic approach
assuming in�nitely many N � The most representative
approach is Markov chain analysis of Nix and Vose �	
�
The Nix and Vose Markov model includes selection�
mutation and crossover and can calculate the exact
transition matrix� However� it is in general di�cult to
obtain an analytical expression of Markov process in
closed form� Furthermore the dimension of the transi�
tion matrix increases exponentially with string length
� and population size N � This makes numerical simu�
lations impossible for realistic values of � and N �

In population genetics� researchers also encountered
this type of di�culties in treating the evolution of a
�nite population by Markov chain model ��
� One of
the approaches to avoid this problem is to restrict the
search space within the �rst order schemata �
� We
apply this approach to the present problem� and con�
sider the evolution of �rst order schemata in the GA
on the multiplicative landscape with the �nite popu�
lation size�

� Mathematical Model

We consider the processes of selection� mutation
and crossover� and investigate the in�uence of the pop�
ulation size N � We use the �tness proportionate selec�
tion and uniform crossover� The population evolves in
discrete and non�overlapping generations�

Individuals are represented by binary strings of the
�xed length �� The number of genotypes is n � ���
and the ith genotype is identi�ed with the integer i�
We use the representation i �� i���� � � � � i�	� ��

The population size N is �xed� and N �Pn��
i�� Ni�t�� Here Ni�t� is the frequency of the ith

genotype at generation t� The relative frequency xi�t�
is xi�t� � Ni�t��N �

The average �tness of the population �f�t� is

�f�t� �

n��X
j��

fj xj�t�� �	�

where fi is a �tness of the ith genotype� We use the
�tness function of multiplicative form

fi �

�Y
k��

� 	 � i�k� s �� �s � ��� ���

Here the parameter s represents selection strength�

��� Deterministic Equations

The deterministic equations for selection and mu�
tation are described here� For proportionate selection�
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the relative frequency at the next time step xi�t � 	�
is given by

xi�t� 	� �
fi
�f�t�

xi�t� �i � �� � � � � n� 	�� ��

To show equation �� is under the action of selection�
we use the notation

bSxi�t� �
fi
�f�t�

xi�t��

where bSxi means the frequency xi after selection�

��� Schema Theorem

A schema H is the set of all strings with certain
de�ning values at �xed positions� It is represented by
three types symbols� ��	 and � ��
� The bits � and 	
are de�ning bits� and � is a wild card� The order of
schema O�H� is the number of de�ning bits�

We also use the notation showing explicitly the
order of schema� the positions of de�ning bits� and
their binary values� H � H�k��i�b��� � � � � i�bk�
� Here�
k � O�H�� and b� � � � � � bk are positions of de�ning
bits� In the similar manner� we use the notation for
the relative frequency h�H��

h�H� � h�k��i�b��� � � � � i�bk�
�

We will use a shorthand notation

h����i�k� � 	
� h�	k
� h����i�k� � �
� h��k
�

In this analysis� the notion of linkage is very im�
portant� and the second order linkage disequilibrium
coe�cient D is de�ned as ��


D�k�m
 � h����i�k� � 	� i�m� � 	
� h�	k
h�	m
� ���

When each gene evolves independently� a population
is in linkage equilibrium� while if there are any cor�
relations among genes at di�erent loci� it is in link�
age disequilibrium� When the population is in linkage
equilibrium� all D coe�cients are zero� D�k�m
 � ��
In this state� the frequency of genotypes i is given in
terms of the �rst order schema frequencies

xi �

�Y
k��

h�i�k�
� ���

� Deterministic Model

We consider the evolution of the GA on the multi�
plicative landscape in the deterministic model��
�

��� Multiplicative Landscape

It is natural to assume that the population is in
linkage equilibrium at t � �� and the deterministic
theory predicts that the population is in linkage equi�
librium at all generations under the action of selection
and crossover� Using equation ���� we have the average
�tness in the product form

�f�t� �

�Y
k��

fh��k
��	�s�h�	k
g �

�Y
k��

�	�s h�	k
�� ���

Then we may de�ne the �tness function of the �rst
order schemata

gk � 	 � s h�	k
� ���

To show the assumption of linkage equilibrium explic�
itly� we give

�f �eq� �

�Y
k��

gk�

The Walsh transform of the �tness function is ob�
tained as

�fi �

�Y
k��

f	 � ��	�i�k� �	 � s�g ���

Under the assumption of linkage equilibrium� we can
obtain the schema equation of the �rst order schemata
for selection� The evolution equation of h�	k
 is

bS h�	k
�t� �
�	� s�h�	k
�t�

h��k
�t� � �	� s�h�	k
�t�
� ���

If mutation is included in the GA� the evolution
equation is

h�	k
�t� 	� � �	� ��h�	k
�t� � �h��k
�t��

with mutation rate �� and h��k
 � 	� h�	k
�

� Stochastic Models

We review here the Wright�Fisher model for the
evolution of a haploid population whose size remains
constant at N � The number of the �rst genotype N�

takes the values of f�� 	� � � � � Ng� and that of the sec�
ond genotype is given by N� � N �N��

We consider the selection process of random sam�
pling� Let us assume there are N��t� � i copies of the
�rst genotype at the current generation� If we ran�
domly choose the o�spring from the population� the
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probability P �jji� of N��t � 	� taking the value of j
from the possible values of f�� � � � � Ng is given by the
binomial distribution�

P �jji� �

�
N

j

� �
i

N

�j �
	�

i

N

�N�j
� �	��

The probability P �jji� speci�es the process of random
sampling� and the future behavior of the process only
depends on its current frequencies� Thus this process
is a Markov chain� The states i � � and i � N are
absorbing states� and other states are transient states�
If the process enters either of the absorbing states�
it will stay there forever� The state i � N means
the allele 	 is �xed while the allele � is lost in the
population�

Let qi�t� be the probability that the population is

in N� � i at t� with the condition
PN

i�� qi�t� � 	� The
process is described by

qj�t� 	� �

NX
i��

P �jji� qi�t�� �		�

The generalization of the Wright�Fisher model to
the alleles with di�erent �tness values is straightfor�
ward� We de�ne the �tness values as

fi �

�
	 �i � ��
	 � s �i � 	��

We assume s � �� and i � 	 is the favorable allele�
The transition probability is given by

P �jji� �

�
N

j

�
bj �	� b�N�j � �	��

b �
�	 � s�i

�	 � s�i�N � i
�

It is to be noted that both N� � � and N� � N are
also absorbing states� and there is a �nite risk of the
loss of favorable allele 	�

If mutation is included� we modify this equation by
the analogy

P �jji� �

�
N

j

�
cj �	� c�N�j � �	�

c � �	� ��b� ��	� b�

b �
�	 � s�i

�	 � s�i�N � i
�

� Numerical Results

We carried out GA calculations on the multiplica�
tive landscape with the �tness proportionate selection�
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The crossover was included by uniform crossover with
the crossover rates � � 	� and mutation rate was
� � ����	� The string length was � � �� The cal�
culations were performed repeatedly� and results were
averaged over 	��� runs�

Figures 	 and � also show the �xation and extinc�
tion probabilities of the �rst order schema h�	k
 with
N � �� and N � ���� respectively� In the result of
N � ��� the �gure tells that about ��� of the favor�
able schema is lost On the other hand� with the larger
population size of N � ���� the extinction probability
is very small� meaning the e�ect of genetic drift is very
weak�
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Figure � Ultimate distribution of the favorable
schema� N � ��� Abscissa is the relative frequency of
the �rst order schema h�	k
�

Figures  and � show the ultimate distributions of
the �rst order schema h�	k
 at t � ��� for N � ��
and ���� These �gures suggest that the genetic drift
causes a force to push members of the population to
undesirable direction� We also note that the predic�
tions of Wright�Fisher model reproduce the numerical
results very well�

� Summary

We studied the evolution of the GA on the multi�
plicative landscape by investigating the in�uence of ge�
netic drift� Within the framework of the in�nite pop�
ulation model� the assumption of linkage equilibrium
holds at all generations if the initial state is at link�
age equilibrium� Therefore� the system is completely
determined by the �rst order schema frequencies h�	k
�
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In the GA calculation with crossover� the evolution
of the �rst order schema h�	k
 is well reproduced by the
stochastic model� The genetic drift gives undesirable
e�ect on it when N is small� The analysis of the �rst
order schema shows that this problem is caused by the
extinction of the favorable schema� �
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Abstract 

The authors have proposed the Mental Image Directed 
Semantic Theory (MIDST) and have been developing the 
integrated multimedia understanding system IMAGES-M 
as robotic intelligence. This paper focuses on the semantic 
processing of sensory and motory data in IMAGES-M, 
simulating the interactions between robots and their 
environments including humans. 
 

1. Introduction 
Recently, there have been developed various kinds of 

robots intended for practical use. We assume that robots 
suitable for collaboration with humans should be equipped 
with good capabilities for 

(C1) understanding of real environments, and 
(C2) communication with ordinary people. 

More concretely, these robots can recognize well their 
environments by their miscellaneous sensory organs to act 
appropriately by their miscellaneous actuators, and avail 
themselves of miscellaneous kinds of communication 
media such as natural language, body language, map, etc. 

For such a purpose above, we think it is most essential 
to develop a formal language for representing and 
computing semantic contents conveyed by various 
information media such as text, picture, sensory and 
motory data, etc. This kind of formal language should 
have at least a   descriptive power for spatio-temporal 
events that people or robots perceive in the real world.  

Yokota, M. ([1], [2]) has proposed a semantic theory 
for natural languages so called ‘Mental Image Directed 
Semantic Theory (MIDST)’. In the MIDST, word 
concepts are associated with omnisensual mental images 
of the external or physical world and are formalized in an 
intermediate language Lmd, based on first-order predicate 
logic while the other knowledge description schema such 
as [3], [4] are too linguistic (or English-like) to formalize 
omnisensual mental images. 

The Lmd is employed for many-sorted predicate logic 
and has been implemented on several types of 
computerized intelligent systems [1], [5]. There is a 
feedback loop between them for their mutual refinement 
unlike other similar theories [6], [7]. 

In this paper we focus on the semantic processing of 
sensory and motory data represented in the formal 
language Lmd, simulating the interactions between robots 
and their environments including humans. 

 
2. Brief sketch of Lmd 

The MIDST has modeled mental images as “Loci in 
Attribute spaces” [1], [2]. An attribute space corresponds 
with a certain measuring instrument just like a barometer, 
a map measurer or so and the loci represent the 
movements of its indicator.  

A general locus is to be articulated by “Atomic locus” 
formalized as the expression (1) in first-order logic, where 
“L” is a predicate constant. 

L(x,y,p,q,a,g,k)    (1)  
The expression (1) is called “Atomic locus formula” 

whose arguments are referred to as ‘Event Causer’, 
‘Attribute Carrier’, ‘Initial Attribute Value’, ‘Final 
Attribute Value’, ‘Attribute Kind’, ‘Event Kind’ and 
‘Standard Attribute Value’, respectively. 

The interpretation of (1) is as follows, where “matter” 
means “object ” or “event”. 

 “Matter ‘x’ causes Attribute ‘a’ of Matter ‘y’ to keep 
(p=q) or change (p ≠ q) its values temporally (g=Gt) or 
spatially (g =Gs) over a time-interval, where the values 
‘p’ and ‘q’ are relative to the standard ‘k’.”  

When g=Gt and g=Gs, the locus indicates monotonous 
change or constancy of the attribute in time domain and in 
space domain, respectively. The former is called  
‘temporal event’ and the latter, ‘spatial event’. 

For example, the motion of the ‘bus’ represented by S1 
is a temporal event and the ranging or extension of the 
‘road’ by S2 is a spatial event whose meanings or concepts 
are formalized as expressions (2) and (3), respectively, 
where the attribute is “physical location” denoted as A12. 
We think that the verb ‘run’ used in S2 must reflect the 
motion of the observer’s attention [2]. 

(S1) The bus runs from Tokyo to Osaka. 
(∃x,y,k)L(x,y,Tokyo,Osaka,A12,Gt,k)∧bus(y)  (2) 
(S2) The road runs from Tokyo to Osaka. 

(∃x,y,k)L(x,y,Tokyo,Osaka,A12,Gs,k)∧road(y) (3) 
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The expression (4) is the conceptual description of the 
English word “fetch”, implying such a temporal event that 
‘x1’ goes for ‘x2’ and then comes back with it, where ‘Π’ 
and ‘•’ are instances of the tempo-logical connectives, 
‘SAND’ and ‘CAND’, standing for “Simultaneous AND” 
and “Consecutive AND”, respectively. 

In general, a series of atomic locus formulas with such 
connectives is called simply ‘Locus formula’. 

(∃x1,x2,p1,p2,k) L(x1,x1,p1,p2,A12,Gt,k)               
• (L(x1,x1,p2,p1,A12,Gt,k)ΠL(x1,x2,p2,p1,A12,Gt,k))   

∧x1≠x2 ∧p1≠p2    (4) 
In order for complete representation of temporal 

relations, we have introduced a concept called ‘Empty 
Event (EE)’ and symbolized as ‘ε’ which stands 
exclusively for time elapsing. For example, (5) represents 
‘X1 during X2 ’. 

 (ε1•X1•ε2) Π X2        (5)  
The image model presented here is also valid for 

formalizing word concepts (i.e. coding) of actions because 
any action must be measured with sensors for its 
formalization. That is, grounding words on actions is 
equivalent to grounding words on sensations of actions 

Sensors and actuators are assumed to collaborate very 
closely in feedback or feed-forward ways in cybernetics 
and there is a hypothesis that some kinds of sensations (or 
perceptions) and actions are encoded in the same way in 
organisms [12]. If not, real-time coordination of multiple 
sensors and actuators would be impossible. ‘Mimicking’ 
may be a good support for this hypothesis. 

 
3. Systematic computation of Lmd 

The integrated multimedia understanding system 
IMAGES-M works as the main intelligence of a robot, 
employing locus formulas as intermediate conceptual 
representations through which it can integrally understand 
and generate sensory data, speech, visual image, text, and 
motory data. 

IMAGES-M is one kind of expert system equipped with 
five kinds of user interfaces for multimedia 
communication, that is, Sensor Data Processing Unit 
(SDPU), Speech Processing Unit (SPU), Image 
Processing Unit (IPU), Text Processing Unit (TPU), and 
Action Data Processing Unit (ADPU) besides Inference 
Engine (IE) and Knowledge Base (KB). Each processing 
unit in collaboration with IE performs mutual conversion 
between each type of information medium and locus 
formulas. 

The fundamental computations on Lmd by IMAGES-M 
are to detect semantic anomalies, ambiguities and 
paraphrase relations. These are performed as inferential 
operations on locus formulas at IE. 

Detection of semantic anomalies is very important to 
avoid succession of meaningless computations or actions. 

For an extreme example, consider such a report from 
certain sensors as (6) represented in Lmd, where ‘A29’ is 
the attribute ‘taste’. This locus formula can be translated 
into the English sentence S3 by TPU, but it is semantically 
anomalous because a ‘desk’ has ordinarily no taste. 

(∃x)L(_,x,Sweet,Sweet,A29,Gt,_)∧desk(x)  (6) 
 (S3) The desk is sweet. 
These kinds of semantic anomalies can be detected in 

the following processes. 
Firstly, assume the postulate (7) as the commonsense 

or default knowledge of “desk”, stored in KB, where 
‘A39’ refers to the attribute  ‘vitality’, and the special 
symbols ‘*’ and ‘/’ are defined as (8) and (9) representing 
‘always’ and ‘no value’, respectively. 

(λx) desk(x) ⇔ (λx) (…L*(_,x,/,/,A29,Gt,_)  
∧… ∧ L*(_,x,/,/,A39,Gt,_ ) ∧ …)   (7) 
X* ⇔ (∀p,q)X Π ε(p,q)    (8) 
L(…,/,…) ⇔ ~(∃p) L(…,p,…)   (9) 
Secondly, the postulates expressed by (10) and (11) in 

KB are utilized. The formula (10) means that if one of two 
loci exists every time interval, then they can coexist. The 
formula (11) states that a matter has never different 
values of an attribute at a time. 
X ∧ Y* ⊃. X Π Y     (10) 
L(x,y,p,q,a,g,k) Π L(z,y,r,s,a,g,k) ⊃. p=r ∧ q=s (11) 

Lastly, IE detects the semantic anomaly of “sweet desk” 
by using (7)-(11). That is, the formula (12) below is finally 
deduced from (7)-(11), which violates the postulate (16), 
that is, “ Sweet ≠ / ”. 
L(_,x,Sweet,Sweet,A29,Gt,_) Π L(z,x,/,/,A29,Gt,_) (12) 

These processes above are also employed for dissolving 
syntactic ambiguities in people’s utterances such as S4. IE 
rejects ‘sweet desk’ and eventually adopts ‘sweet coffee’ 
as a plausible interpretation. 
  (S4) Bring me the coffee on the desk,  

which is very sweet. 
If multiple plausible interpretations of a text or another 

type of information are represented in different locus 
formulas, it is semantically ambiguous. In such a case, 
IMAGES-M will ask for further information in order for 
disambiguation. 

Furthermore, if two different representations are 
interpreted into the same locus formula, they are 
paraphrases of each other. The detection of paraphrase 
relations is very useful for deleting redundant information, 
for cross-media translation, etc. [8]. 

 
4. Interaction between a robot and its world 

A robot is to solve some kinds of problems in its world. 
Such problems can be classified roughly into two 
categories as follows. 

(CP) Creation Problem: 
         e.g.) house building, food cooking, etc. 
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  and 
(MP) Maintenance Problem: 

         e.g.) fire extinguishing, room cleaning, etc. 
In general, an MP is relatively simple one that the robot 

can find and solve autonomously while a CP is relatively 
difficult one that is given to the robot, possibly, by humans 
and to be solved in cooperation with them.  

 
4.1 Definition of a problem and a job for a robot 

A robot must determine its job to solve a problem in the 
world. In general, the robot needs to interpolate some 
transit event XT between the two events, namely, ‘Current 
Event (XC)’ and ‘Goal Event (XG)’ as shown by (13). 

XC•XT•XG    (13) 

According to this formalization, a problem XP is defined 
as XT•XG and a job for the robot is defined as its 
realization. 

The events in the world are described as loci in certain 
attribute spaces and a problem is to be detected by the unit 
of atomic locus by the inference employing such a 
postulate as (14) implying ‘Continuity in attribute values’. 
Therefore, the problem XP in (15) is to be inferred as (16). 

L(x,y,p1,p2,a,g,k)•L(z,y,p3,p4,a,g,k) .⊃. p3=p2 (14) 
L(x,y,p1,p2,a,g,k)•XP• L(z,y,p3,p4,a,g,k)  (15) 
L(z’,y,p2,p3,a,g,k) • L(z,y,p3,p4,a,g,k)  (16) 
 

4.2 CP finding and solving 
Consider a verbal command such as S5 uttered by a 

human. Its interpretation is given by (17) as the goal event 
XG. If the current event XC is given by (18), then (19) with 
the transit event XT underlined can be inferred as the 
problem corresponding to S5. 
  (S5) Keep the temperature of ‘room C9’ at 20. 
L(z,C9,20,20,A28,Gt,k)∧ room(C9) ∧ actor(z) (17) 
L(x,C9,p,p,A28,Gt,k) ∧ room(C9)   (18) 
L(z1,C9,p,20,A28,Gt,k)• L(z,C9,20,20,A28,Gt,k) 
 ∧ room(C9) ∧ actor(z1)    (19) 

For this problem, the robot is to execute a job deploying 
a certain thermometer and actors ‘z1’ and ‘z’. The 
selection of the actor ‘z1’ is performed as follows: 
 If 20-p <0 then z1 is a cooler, otherwise 

if 20-p >0 then z1 is a heater, otherwise 
   20-p =0 and no actor is deployed as z1. 

The selection of ‘z’ is a job in case of MP described in the 
next section. 
 
4.3 MP finding and solving 

In general, the goal event XG for an MP is that for 
another CP such as S5 given possibly by humans and 
solved by the robot in advance. That is, the job in this case 
is to autonomously restore the goal event XG created in 
advance to the current event XC as shown in (20), where 

the transit event XT is the reversal of such X-T that has 
been already detected as ‘abnormal’ by the robot.  

For example, if XG is given by (17) in advance, XT is 
also represented as the underlined part of (19) while X-T as 
(21). Therefore the job here is quite the same that was 
described in the previous section. 

XG •X-T• XC•XT• XG    (20) 

L(z1,C9,20,p,A28,Gt,k) ∧ room(C9) ∧ actor(z1) (21) 
 

5. Application to robot manipulation 
The intelligent system IMAGES-M, still under 

development, is intended to facilitate integrated 
multimedia information understanding, including cross-
media operations. At present, IMAGES-M, installed on a 
personal computer, can deploy SONY AIBOs, dog-shaped 
robots, as actors and gather information about the physical 
world through their microphones, cameras and tactile 
sensors. Communications between IMAGES-M and 
humans are performed though the keyboard, mouse, 
microphone and multicolor TV monitor of the personal 
computer. 

Consider such a verbal command as S6 uttered to the 
robot, SONY AIBO, named ‘John’. 

(S6) John, walk forward and wave your left hand. 
Firstly, late in the process of cross-media translation 

from text to AIBO’s action, this command is to be 
interpreted into (22) with the attribute ‘shape (A11)’ and 
the values ‘Walkf-1’ and so on at the standard of ‘AIBO’, 
reading that John makes himself walk forward and wave 
his left hand. Each action in AIBOs is defined as an 
ordered set of shapes (i.e., time-sequenced snapshots of 
the action) corresponding uniquely with the positions of 
their actuators determined by the rotations of the joints. 
For example, the actions ‘walking forward (Walkf)’ and 
‘waving left hand (Wavelh)’ are defined as (23) and (24), 
respectively. 

L(John,John,Walkf-1,Walkf-m,A11,Gt,AIBO) ∧ 
L(John,John,Wavelh-1,Wavelh-n,A11,Gt,AIBO) (22) 
Walkf={Walkf-1, Walkf-2,…,Walkf-m}  (23) 
Wavelh={Wavelh-1, Wavelh-2,…, Wavelh-n} (24) 
Secondly, an AIBO cannot perform the two events (i.e., 

actions) simultaneously and therefore the transit event 
between them is to be inferred as the underlined part of 
(25) which is the goal event here. 

L(John,John,Walkf-1,Walkf-m,A11,Gt,AIBO)  
• L(John,John,Walkf-m,Wavelh-1,A11,Gt,AIBO)• 
L(John,John,Wavelh-1,Wavelh-n,A11,Gt,AIBO) (25) 
Thirdly, (26) is to be inferred, where the transit event, 

underlined, is interpolated between the current event and 
the goal event XG (=(25)). 

L(John,John,p1,p2,A11,Gt,AIBO)  
• L(John,John,p2,Walkf-1,A11,Gt,AIBO)• XG (26) 
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p q 

   Fig.1. Actions as temporal changes in angularities of the 
joints in an AIBO (Sony) 
 

 
 

Fig.2. AIBO behaving in accordance to the command 
‘Walk forward and wave your left hand’ 

 
Finally, (26) is interpreted into a series of the joint 

angles in the AIBO as indicated by the values ‘p’ and ‘q’ 
of ‘Angularity (A45)’ in Fig.1 and it acts as shown in 
Fig.2. 

 
6. Discussions and conclusions 

The authors formalized the performances of a robot in 
Lmd and applied it to robot manipulation by text as a 
simulation of robot-world interaction. This is one kind of 
cross-media operation via locus formulas as already 
reported [8], [11]. At our best knowledge, there is no other 
system that can perform cross-media operations in such a 
seamless way as ours, which leads to the conclusion that 
employment of atomic locus formulas has made the logical 
expressions of event concepts remarkably computable and 
has proved to be very adequate to systematize cross-media 
operations. This is due to their medium-freeness and good 
correspondence with the performances of miscellaneous 
devices, which in turn implies that locus formula 
representation may make it easier for the devices to share 
a task than macro-command representation. 

From the simulation results, we conclude that Lmd can 
be a universal language for robots. Our future work will 
include establishment of learning facilities for automatic 
acquisition of word concepts from sensory data and 
human-robot communication by natural language under 
real environments. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an associative learning

method in Hyper-Column Model (HCM). HCM is a
model to recognize images, and consists of Hierarchi-
cal Self-Organizing Maps (HSOM) and Neocognitron
(NC). HCM complements disadvantages of HSOM and
NC, and inherits advantages from them. There is a
problem, however, that HCM does not suit general im-
age recognition in HCM since its learning method is
an unsupervised one with competitive learning which
is used by Self-Organizing Map (SOM). Therefore, we
extended HCM to a supervised learnable model with
an associative learning of SOM. We have found that
an ability of HCM with the associative learning is su-
perior to the one with unsupervised learning.

1 Introduction

Recently, applications of Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) have expanded into general image recognition
such as face recognition and visual surveillance. In
these applications, there are three problems.

1. In spite of the high dimension of the input images,
the regions of object parts occupy small areas of
the whole space. Therefore, it is necessary to re-
duce the dimension to eliminate the redundancy
and to allow the network to learn according to the
region actually expanding the object.

2. The absolute dimensionality of the image region
is very large even if the redundancy is eliminated,
since images have large variations as a function of

object locale, illuminant, and so on. Therefore,
techniques to reduce the system size to a realiz-
able scale are necessary.

3. In such cases, ANNs need a very large number
of neurons. Therefore, learning methods which
depend on the initial states of the connection
weights cannot perform well, even if a network
model such as the multilayered perceptron is the-
oretically very powerful. Thus, learning methods
whose performance does not depend on the initial
states of connection weights are needed.

Tsuruta proposed Hyper-Column Model (HCM)[1]
which is a new image recognition model combin-
ing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (HSOM)[2] and
Neocognitron (NC)[3]. The learning method is quite
simple with unsupervised learning, but it is powerful
enough since it does not depend on the initial states of
the connections. In addition, HCM can reduce the di-
mensionality of general images and can perform better
than HSOM and NC, since HCM overcomes the dis-
advantages of HSOM and NC and inherits their ad-
vantages directly. HCM cannot, however, show high
ability when the boundary between categories is very
complicated, such a case that objects of different cat-
egories have similar features. Therefore, a new learn-
ing algorithm for the HCM is proposed. The pro-
posed algorithm is associative learning method, which
is very powerful to separate the similar input data
which should belong to different categories on the fea-
ture map.
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2 HSOM and NC

2.1 Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map
(HSOM)

The HSOM is a two layers of SOM network con-
nected as any feedforward neural network: every unit
in the sending layer is connected to every unit in the
receiving layer. The basic SOM defines a mapping
from the input data space onto a regular array of neu-
rons. All neurons (1 · · ·u · · ·N) are fed the same input
data I. Each neuron has a weight vector W u. When
the neurons are fed I, they are activated according to
the similarity between I and W u. In practical appli-
cations the Euclidian distance is usually used as the
similarity measure, only neuron c can be activated,
where

||I −W c|| = min
u

(||I −W u||) (1)

In the training phase, each time a training data item
is input, te winner is selected according to Eq. (1) and
is trained according to the following equations:

W u(t+ 1) = W u(t) + hcu(I(t)−W u(t)) (2)

hcu = α(t) · exp
(
−||rc − ru||

2

2σ2(t)

)
(3)

hcu is a neighborhood kernel function. With increas-
ing ||rc − ru|| and t, hcu converges to zero. α(t) is a
monotonically decreasing function of t (0 < α(t) < 1),
and σ2(t) defines the width of the kernel.

In the case of HSOM, the neurons (1 · · · v · · ·M) in
the second layer are fed the index of the winner neuron
in the first layer as input data. The training algorithm
in the second layer is same as that in the first layer
but the number of neurons M is smaller than N . This
small number of neurons help the HSOM to integrate
the features extracted in the first layer.

Characteristics of the HSOM are summarized in the
following points.

1. HSOM solves the complex region problem, when a
sufficiently dense data set is given for continuous
variation of the input data.

2. HSOM cab be a good preprocess to resolve the
dimensional reduction problem.

In case where the HSOM is used directly for gen-
eral image recognition, the following three problems,
however, arise.

1. Image recognition methods based on HSOM are
regarded as a memory-based method. Therefore,
in case where the dimension and the size of data
distribution are large, the network size increases.

2. Maps are organized according to the continuity
of data distribution in the space defined by the
distance between images using template match-
ing. Therefore, it is hard to organize maps in
cases where the distance between images does not
smoothly vary with locale and scale of target ob-
ject. In such cases, a heuristic, such as image
blurry, must be adapted or the number of training
samples must be increased so that the variations
of distance are smooth enough.

3. The recognition method is also based on the dis-
tance of images and, therefore, is regarded as one
of nearest neighbor method. Therefore, a high
accurate segmentation of target region and a nor-
malization of locale and size should be needed.

2.2 Neocognitron (NC)

Neocognitron (NC) is proposed by Fukushima[3] as
a hierarchical network consisting of several layers of
neuron-like cells. The lowest stage of the network is
the input layer. Each succeeding stage has a layer con-
sisting of cells called S-cells followed by another layer
of cells called C-cells. S-cells are the feature-extracting
cells. The C-cells are inserted on the network to allow
for positional errors in the features.

The “structural” advantages of NC are summarized
in the following two points, which can alleviate the
disadvantages of HSOM.

1. Every feature map is rather small since NC has a
hierarchical structure of divide-and-conquer type.
This characteristic resolves the disadvantage 1 of
HSOM.

2. Toward the disadvantage 2 and 3 of HSOM, NC
does not need any preprocesses of blurring nor
normalization due to its shift invariant recogni-
tion mechanism. NC, also, needs small number of
training sample data because of its learning mech-
anism.

The original NC has the following two disadvan-
tages when it is directly applied to general image
recognition. The advantages of HSOM match with
those disadvantages.

1. The learning process of NC is strongly depends
on the initial state of weight vectors, and the fea-
ture extraction does not often perform well due
to its simple competitive learning without neigh-
borhood learning.
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Figure 1: Structure of HCM

2. The shift integration layer integrates only shifted
patterns, and does not requantize feature spaces.
Therefore, its dimension reduction is not enough
for variation of target shape, which requires large
number of network neurons.

3 Hyper-Column Model (HCM)

Hyper-Column Model (HCM) is proposed for visual
recognition of objects with variations in its position,
size, and orientation[1]. HCM is a kind of competitive
neural networks with unsupervised learning. The net-
work is composed of hierarchical layers derived from
NC by replacing the unit cell plains (each C-cells and
the lower directly connecting S-cells) in NC with two-
layers HSOM. These HSOM cell plains allow features
extraction through the first SOM layer followed by fea-
tures integration in the second SOM layer, as shown
in Fig. 1. This feature integration process allows the
cell plains to integrate more features in lower number
of neurons. NC does not perform such feature integra-
tion process.

3.1 Associative Learning in HCM

The structure of HCM is similar to the one of NC,
but HCM uses unsupervised learning algorithm that is
used in SOM. In general image recognition problems,
it is known that the recognition ability with super-
vised learning method is superior to the one with un-
supervised learning method. Therefore, introducing a
supervised learning method into HCM is needed.

We introduce a method of supervised learning in
SOM proposed by Ichiki[4] into HCM. In this learning
method, we can regard the input vector as the one
which is composed of different two components; an

input part I and an associative part T . As a result, the
networks can be considered as a supervised learning
machines.

X = a

(
I
0

)
+
(

0
T

)
(4)

where a > 1 in order that the input part can affect
the information of the map more than the output part
does. The weight vector W u is represented as follows,

Wu =
(
W I

u

W T
u

)
(5)

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Condition

The input data were images of human hands which
consist of 10 categories shown in Fig. 2. Each cate-
gory has 10 images for training data, and 500 images
for test data. The size of images was 100 × 100, and
each pixel had an 8-bit gray value. The neurons in
each feature extraction layer were arranged in a ring
shape. In experiment, training data were learned by
the traditional learning (HCM) and by the associative
learning (AHCM).

4.2 Learning result

The maps generated by each HCM are shown in
Fig. 3. The horizontal axis shows the sample number.
From number 0, each 10 samples belong to the same
category. The vertical axis shows the neuron number.
HCM cannot generate one neuron cluster for the whole
of one category 1, 2, 6, 7 and 8. On the other hand,
AHCM can do it in most cases.
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(a) category 1 (b) category 2 (c) category 3 (d) category 4 (e) category 5

(f) category 6 (g) category 7 (h) category 8 (i) category 9 (j) category 10

Figure 2: Training images

(a) Traditional learning (b) Associative learning

Figure 3: Correspondence between maps of HCM and sample data in experiment

4.3 Recognition accuracy

The average rate of correct recognition of HCM was
72.5%. The images of category 7 tended to be mis-
understood as category 2. There are some overlaps
between the neurons which belong to category 2 and
category 7 as can be expected from Fig. 3(a). The
images which belong to category 9, also, tended to be
misunderstood as category 6. In most images which
were not recognized correctly, the position of thumb
was nearby the palm. We think that HCM with un-
supervised learning could not create an appropriate
boundary between category 6 and category 9 since the
images of category 9 are similar to the ones of category
6.

On the other hand, the average rate of correct
recognition of AHCM was 93.3%. The associative
learning method gave good results without decreasing
the recognition rates.

5 Conclusions

An associative learning method in Hyper-Column
Model (HCM) was proposed. In the experiments de-
scribed in this paper, the recognition ability of HCM
with the associative learning was superior to the tra-

ditional learning. However, HCM has a problem that
it runs out of neuron when the number of category in-
creases. We are now researching for reconstruction of
the network and incremental learning.
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Abstract
We describe a novel modular reinforcement learn-

ing architecture, the reinforcement learning schemata
model (RLSM), based on the schema model pro-
posed by Piaget. In our previous work, we described
the dual-schemata model, which enables autonomous
robots to obtain concepts representing their environ-
ment and/or surrounding objects incrementally, based
on sensory-motor interaction with their environment.
By applying this basic idea to reinforcement learn-
ing, we have developed an incremental reinforcement
learning architecture. The results shows that by us-
ing RLSM, autonomous robots can obtain several be-
haviors incrementally through interactions with their
caregiver, who designs various reward functions.
Keywords: Reinforcement learning, schema model,
social interaction.

1 Introduction

How can we enable autonomous robots to acquire
behaviors incrementally through natural interactions
with their environment? To give a reasonable solu-
tion to this problem in the context of reinforcement
learning is the main purpose of this paper. Here,
”environment” includes not only the physical environ-
ment but also the human caregiver interacting with the
robot. Human infants acquire a number of behaviors
through interactions with their surroundings, partic-
ularly their mothers, who interact kindly with them
very frequently. However, an autonomous robot can-
not obtain behavioral concepts incrementally through
such interactions because reinforcement learning usu-
ally requires that a reward function, which represents
a behavior that should be acquired by the robot, be
fixed during the robot’s learning phase. To overcome
this problem, we propose a novel incremental modu-
lar reinforcement learning method, the reinforcement
learning schemata model (RLSM), which enables an

Figure 1: Abstract diagram of social interaction

autonomous robot to obtain behavioral concepts in-
crementally by differentiating its behavioral concept
when it encounters an environment that has not been
experienced before. In the next section, we discuss so-
cial interaction in the context of reinforcement learn-
ing. In the third section, we describe our RLSM. Fi-
nally, we describe the results of testing RLSM under
the condition that an autonomous robot’s caregiver
sometimes switches reward functions.

2 Social interaction based on reinforce-
ment learning

Social interaction has many features on which fo-
cus can be placed. In the human cognitive develop-
ment process, the first social interactions emerge be-
tween an infant and his or her mother. The infant
learns several behaviors, which are considered some-
what meaningful and different by his or her mother,
through interaction. However, an infant cannot rec-
ognize explicit differences between various behaviors.
It may be very difficult to notice the overt differences
because they do not exist in the physical phenomena,
only in the mother’s covert intentions. Therefore, it is
important for the infant to recognize the differences of
the mother’s intentions from the series of interactions
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with his or her mother, or other caregivers.
From the viewpoint of reinforcement learning, this

time series can be represented by a series of two vectors
and a scalar: sensor vector st, motor vector at, and re-
ward signal rt. We assume that the differences in the
caregiver’s intentions are encoded in this time series
data (Fig. 1). Caregivers usually control reward func-
tions to communicate their intentions to an infant. A
cognitive development autonomous robot should thus
be able to learn several behavioral concepts by receiv-
ing corresponding rewards.

3 RLSM: reinforcement learning
schemata model

A modular learning architecture manages several
learning modules to learn dynamics and/or multiple
objective behaviors. The ”mixture-of-experts” modu-
lar learning architecture proposed by Jacobs et al.[5] is
widely used for pattern matching problems and state-
prediction problems. In the context of reinforcement
learning, Singh proposed the compositional Q-learning
architecture which extends mixture-of-experts to rein-
forcement learning [3]. In this architecture, a composi-
tional task is decomposed into several elemental tasks,
and each elemental task is learned by an expert. The
achitecture has several Q-tables, and a Q-table is con-
sidered as an expert. However, the number of experts
is fixed. Since a cognitive development autonomous
robot has to learn new behaviors incrementally, the
number of experts should be flexible. Takahashi et al.
proposed a modular reinforcement architecture [2], in
which a new Q-table is created for each interaction
context. However, the criteria are based on the envi-
ronmental dynamics, which are not related to rt, but
to st and at. Therefore, the tables do not reflect the
intentions of the caregiver who designed the reward
functions.

3.1 Basic concepts

In the context of a developmental learning, we pre-
viously proposed the dual-schemata model which en-
ables an autonomous robot to obtain an environmen-
tal model incrementally [1]. By ”schema” we mean
a term in Piaget’s developmental psychology [6]. By
extending this concept to reinforcement learning, we
developed our reinforcement learning schemata model
(Fig. 2), in the sameway that Singh extended mixture-
of-experts to reinforcement learning. A schema assim-
ilates experiences that are predicted correctly by its

Figure 2: Reinforcement learning schemata model

inner prediction function. The experiences accommo-
date its inner functions.This cyclic process is called
an equilibration process. However, if every schema re-
fuses to assimilate a novel experience, the RLSM cre-
ates a new schema for the situation which produces
that experience. This process is called differentiation.
These equilibration and differentiation processes are
the basic concepts of our schemata model.

3.2 Algorithm

RLSM is formulated based on Q-learning. The
λ-th schema has three functions: state-action-value
function Qλ, standard deviation estimator function
σλ, and Qλ’s second order statistics function Q(2)λ.
Q(2)λ is a supplementary function used to calculate
σλ. In temporal difference (TD) learning including
Q-learning, errors in the value function cannot been
observed directly, so the TD errors must be consid-
ered. Therefore, Q(2)λ is considered for the purpose
of estimating Qλ’s standard deviation. TD-error δt
and secondary TD-err δ(2)t for each λ-th schema are
calculated using

δλ
t = rt + γV λ(st+1)−Qλ(st, at) and (1)

δ
(2)λ
t = r2t + 2γrtV λ(st+1) + γ2Qλ(2)(st+1, a

∗
t+1)

−Qλ(2)(st, at), (2)

where

V λ(st) = Q(st, a
∗
t ), (3)

a∗t = argmaxaQ
λ(st, a), (4)

and γ is a discount parameter. Each function is up-
dated using these errors:

Qλ(st, at) ← Q(st, at) + αδt (5)

Q(2)λ(st, at) ← Q(2)λ(st, at) + αδ
(2)
t (6)

σ̂λ =
√
Q(2)λ − (Qλ)2. (7)
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By dividing δt by estimated standard deviation σ̂t, we
obtain a dimensionless number, Rλ

t , as the subjective
error:

Rλ(t) ≡ |δλ
t /σ̂

λ
t | (8)

R̆λ(t+ 1) = (1− p)Rλ(t) + pR̆λ(t) (9)

∼
∫ ∞

0

1
τ
exp(− s

τ
)Rλ(t− s)ds

Vλ(t) = χc(npR̆
λ(t), np) (10)

np =
1 + p

1− p , (11)

where χc(x, n) is a chi-squared one-sided cumulative
function, P (X < x), R̆λ is a temporal weighted av-
erage of the subjective errors， and Vλ is the λ-th
schema activity. ”Schema activity” means how near
the robot’s facing environment and reward function
are to the λ-th reinforcement learning schema. The
p is a parameter representing how long a schema re-
tains a previous recognition. In continuous time, time
constant τ = �t/(1 − p) corresponds to p; �t is the
continuous time for one step in discrete time.

A reinforcement learning schema decides whether
to assimilate an experience or reject it by referring
to schema activity Vλ. If all the schemata reject an
incoming experience, differentiation is inisiated and a
new schema is created. This algorithm enables an au-
tonomous robot to notice qualitative changes in a time
series of st, at and rt and to obtain novel behavioral
concepts incrementally. Significance parameter α is
set, and the probability, P (λ), with which λ-th schema
is selected is defined as

µ(Hλ) = sgn(Vλ(t)− α) (12)

P (λ) = µ(Hλ)
λ−1∏
k=0

(1− µ(Hk)), (13)

where

sgn(x) =
{

1 if x > 0,
0 otherwise

(14)

and µ(Hλ) is the truth value of hypothesis Hλ, which
means that the robot’s facing environment corre-
sponds to the λ-th schema. H0 is a dummy hypothesis
defined to simplify the equation (µ(H0) = 0).

4 Evaluation

We evaluated RLSM by using 2D simulation for the
Khepera mobile robot [7].

Figure 3: Left: simulation space; right: Khepera’s
sensory-motor system

4.1 Conditions

The simulation space and a Khepera’s sensory-
motor system are illustrated in Fig. 3. We used We-
bots, produced by cyberbotics, to simulate Khepera’s
dynamics. The square simulation space was enclosed
by walls 2 m long and 10 cm high. A light source was
located at a height of 10 cm at the center of the space.
Khepera has two wheels as a motor system, and their
rotational velocities can be set independently at each
time step. Khepera’s sensory system comprises an in-
frared sensor, a light sensor, and a GPS. Q-learning
usually requires a discrete state space. Therefore, we
divided Khepera’s x,y coordinates and its angle of di-
rection, obtained from the GPS, into six parts, and
defined 216(= 6× 6× 6) states．The action space was
also made discrete by defining five representative mo-
tor outputs: i.e. forward, back, right, left, and stop.
Forward and back move the robot about 30 cm per
step，and right and left rotate it about 60◦ per step.
The values of the infrared sensor (ds) and the light
sensor (ls) were limited to between 0 and 1. They
were used only to calculate the rewards.

We prepared three reward functions:

r1 = ds (15)
r2 = 1.5 ∗ ls (16)
r3 = 1.8 ∗ vforward, (17)

where 0 ≤ vforward ≤ 1 is the value given when
Khepera advances. These reward functions mean that
the caregiver wants the robot to face a wall, to re-
ceive more light, and to go forward, respectively. The
meta parameters for reinforcement learning were set
to α = 0.2 and γ = 0.8. The meta parameters for the
schemata model were set to p = 0.999 and α = 0.0001.

We investigated whether RLSM enabled Khepera
to obtain several behavioral concepts, i.e. reinforce-
ment learning schemata, and recall them while it was
interacting with the environment, in which the reward
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Figure 4: Top: schema differentiation process and
transition of schema activities; bottom: selected re-
inforcement learning schema

Figure 5: time course of averaged rewards after Khep-
era experienced three reward functions

functions were switched in turn. Each trial consisted
of 200 steps．Khepera’s action at each step was de-
termined by Boltzmann selection. In each trial, the
inverse temperature was set to β = 0 during thefirst
100 steps, to β = 1 during the next 50 steps, and to
β = 3 (almost greedy) during the final 50 steps. The
reward functions were set to r1 for (0 < trial ≤ 750),
r2 for (750 < trial ≤ 1500), and r3 for (1500 < trial ≤
2250). Subsequently, each reward function was used
for 250 trials in turn.

4.2 Result

As shown in Fig. 4, each schema activity, Vλ, tran-
sited successfully, and the schema, initially only one,
differentiated into three, and three behavioral concepts
corresponding to the three reward functions were or-
ganized. Each schema was selected as shown in Fig.
4, and the averaged rewards transited remaining at
a high level as compared with simple Q-learning as
shown in Fig. 5. This shows that RLSM is better
than simple Q-learning in a dynamically changing en-
vironment.

5 Summary

We have described a novel reinforcement architec-
ture, RLSM, for a dynamic environment in which
a caregiver designs several reward functions to train
an autonomous robot. Using RLSM enables a robot
to obtain several learning modules, called reinforce-
ment learning schemata, without any explicit indi-
cation except for sensor vectors, motor vectors, and
rewards, which are usually given in reinforcement
learning. This kind of constructive learning process
will enable development of cognitive development au-
tonomous robots.
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Abstract 

 
Various types of robots developed in recent years can 

play their roles according to programmed actions to 
stimuli. However, they have not yet come to understand 
such a mental function of their human partners as is called 
Kansei. In this paper, Kansei for a robot, so called, 
'Artificial Kansei' is proposed as one of the functions of a 
multi-agent mind model in the view of artificial or robotic 
individuality. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, there have been developed various 
types of robots in Japan. However, they are to play their 
roles according to programmed actions to stimuli and 
have not yet come to understand such a mental function of 
their human partners as is called Kansei. The authors have 
proposed a human mind model of human mind consisting 
of Stimulus, Knowledge, Emotion and Response 
Processing Agents (see Fig.1) and simulated human-robot 
communication based on it [1]. Besides this, we have tried 
to describe the meanings of Kansei expressions such as 
‘heart-calming’, ‘fantastic’, ‘soft’, ‘thick’, ‘grotesque’, etc 
related to visual images of crafts and to retrieve them by 
these expressions as queries [4, 5, 6]. In this paper, we 
describe 'Artificial Kansei (AK)', namely, Kansei for a 
robot as tight collaboration of Knowledge and Emotion 
Processing Agents of our mind model, and verbalization 
of Kansei information so called ‘Kansei expression’ by 
Response Processing Agent in the view of artificial or 
robotic individuality. 

 
2. Multi-agent mind model 
 

Figure1 shows the multi-agent mind model proposed 
by the authors [1]. This is a functional model of human 
central nervous system consisting of the brain and the 
spine. The basic performances of its agents are as follows. 

(1) Stimulus Processing Agent (St) receives stimuli 
from the world (W) and encodes them into mental 
images (i.e. encoded sensations) such as “I sensed 
something oily.” (if verbalized in English.) 

(2) Knowledge Processing Agent (Kn) evaluates 
mental images received from the other agents 
based on its memory (e.g. knowledge), producing 
other mental images such as “It is false that the 
earth is flat.” 

(3) Emotion Processing Agent (Em) evaluates mental 
images received from the other agents based on its 
memory (e.g. instincts), producing other mental 
images such as “I like the food.”  

(4) Response Processing Agent (Re) converts mental 
images (i.e. encoded physical actions such as “I’ll 
walk slowly.”) received from the other agents into 
real physical actions against W. 

A performance P for a stimulus X with a result Y at 
each agent can be formalized as a function by the 
expression (1).  

Y=P(X),    (1) 
where  

P: a combination of atomic performances described 
later,  

X: a spatio-temporal distribution of stimuli from W to 
St or a mental image for another agent, and 

Y : a series of signals to drive an actuator for Re or a 
mental image for another agent.  

 
 

                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
St: Stimulus Processing Agent. 

Kn: Knowledge Processing Agent. 
Em: Emotion Processing Agent. 
Re: Response Processing Agent. 
W: World surrounding human mind,  

including his/her body. 
 

Fig.1. Multi-agent model of human mind. 
 

A performance P is assumed as a function formed 
either consciously or unconsciously. In a conscious case, a 
set of atomic performances are to be chosen and combined 

W 

Re Kn St 

Em 
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according to X by a meta-function, so called, 
‘Performance Selector (PS)’ assumed as ‘Conscience’. 
On the contrary, in an unconscious case, such a 
performance as associated most strongly with X is to be 
applied automatically [8] 

 
3. Mental image description 
 

The Mental Image Directed Semantic Theory (MIDST) 
has modeled mental images as “Loci in Attribute spaces” 
[3], [7]. An attribute space corresponds with a certain 
measuring instrument just like a thermometer, map 
measurer or so and the loci represent the movements of its 
indicator. The performance of ‘Attribute space’ is the 
model of ‘Atomic performance’ introduced in Section 2.  

A general locus is to be articulated by “Atomic locus” 
formalized as the expression (2) in first-order logic, where 
“L” is a predicate constant. 

L(x,y,p,q,a,g,k)    (2)  
The expression (2) is called “Atomic locus formula” 

whose arguments are referred to as ‘Event Causer’, 
‘Attribute Carrier’, ‘Initial Attribute Value’, ‘Final 
Attribute Value’, ‘Attribute Kind’, ‘Event Kind’ and 
‘Standard Attribute Value’, respectively. 

The interpretation of (2) is as follows, where 
“matter” refers to “object” or “event”. 

 “Matter ‘x’ causes Attribute ‘a’ of Matter ‘y’ to keep 
(p=q) or change (p ≠ q) its values temporally (g=Gt) or 
spatially (g =Gs) over a time-interval, where the values 
‘p’ and ‘q’ are relative to the standard ‘k’.”  

When g=Gt and g=Gs, the locus indicates monotonic 
change or constancy of the attribute in time domain and in 
space domain, respectively. The former is called  
‘temporal event’ and the latter, ‘spatial event’. 

For example, the motion of the ‘bus’ represented by S1 
is a temporal event and the ranging or extension of the 
‘road’ by S2 is a spatial event whose meanings or 
concepts are formalized as expressions (3) and (4), 
respectively, where the attribute is “physical location” 
denoted as A12. We think that the verb ‘run’ used in S2 
must reflect the motion of the observer’s attention [4]. 

(S1) The bus runs from Tokyo to Osaka. 
(∃x,y,k)L(x,y,Tokyo,Osaka,A12,Gt,k)∧bus(y) (3) 
(S2) The road runs from Tokyo to Osaka. 
(∃x,y,k)L(x,y,Tokyo,Osaka,A12,Gs,k)∧road(y) (4) 

 
The expression (5) is the conceptual description of the 

English word “fetch”, implying such a temporal event that 
‘x1’ goes for ‘x2’ and then comes back with it, where ‘Π’ 
and ‘•’ are instances of the tempo-logical connectives, 
‘SAND’ and ‘CAND’, standing for “Simultaneous AND” 
and “Consecutive AND”, respectively. 

In general, a series of atomic locus formulas with such 
connectives is called simply ‘Locus formula’. 

(∃x1,x2,p1,p2,k) L(x1,x1,p1,p2,A12,Gt,k)               
• (L(x1,x1,p2,p1,A12,Gt,k)ΠL(x1,x2,p2,p1,A12,Gt,k))   

∧x1≠x2 ∧p1≠p2    (5) 
In order for complete representation of temporal 

relations, we have introduced a concept called ‘Empty 
Event (EE)’ and symbolized as ‘ε’ which stands 
exclusively for time elapsing. For example, (6) represents 
‘X1 during X2 ’. 

 (ε1•X1•ε2) Π X2        (6)  
The image model presented here is also valid for 

formalizing word concepts (i.e. coding) of actions because 
any action must be measured with sensors for its 
formalization. That is, grounding words on actions is 
equivalent to grounding words on sensations of actions. 

Sensors and actuators are assumed to collaborate very 
closely in feedback or feed-forward ways in cybernetics 
and there is a hypothesis that some kinds of sensations (or 
perceptions) and actions are encoded in the same way in 
organisms [7].  

 
4.  Artificial Kansei 
 

It is well known that emotion in a human can be 
affected by his/her world, namely, W in Fig.1. For 
example, a person’s evaluation of live image of an object 
(i.e. image output from St) expressed by such words as 
‘favorite’, ‘beautiful’, ‘tasty’, etc can vary depending on 
his/her emotional bias such as ‘hungry’, ‘depressed’, etc.  

Kansei is one of mental functions with emotion 
involved but has a more complicated phase than pure 
emotion originated from instincts or imprinting. For 
example, sweet jam may be nice on toast but not on pizza 
for certain people knowledgeable about these foods.  For 
another example, people can be affected on their 
evaluation of an art by its creator’s name, for example, 
‘Picasso’. These are good examples of Kansei processing 
as emotional performance affected by knowledge in 
humans. 

Therefore, Kansei can be defined as human emotion 
toward an object affected by its information for him/her, 
so called, ‘concept’, including his/her intellectual pursuits, 
traditions, cultures, etc concerning it. In this sense, Kansei 
is assumed to be reasonable among the people sharing 
such concepts unlike pure emotion. These hypothetic 
considerations are formalized as (7) and (8). 
 

IP(x)= PE(S(x))    (7) 
IK(x) =PE(S(x)∧O(x)) = PE(S’(x))  (8) 
 

where 
PE(X): Performance of Em for mental image ‘X’, 
IP(x): Mental image as pure emotion for object ‘x’, 
IK(x): Mental image as Kansei for object ‘x’, 
S(x): Live image of object ‘x’ from St,  
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O(x): Concept of object ‘x’ from Kn, 
S’(x): Unified image of live image and concept.  

 
Figure 3 shows an example of Kansei processing in our 

mind model, where perceived, induced and inspired 
images correspond to S(x), S’(x) and IK(x), respectively, 
while Fig.2 is for pure emotion with IP(x) as the inspired 
image.  

These two inspired images are to be verbalized in Re 
as ‘Fragrant!’ and ‘Appetizing!’, labeled in Fig.2, 
respectively. The essential difference between them is 
assumed to reside in whether or not they are affected by 
O(x), namely, the concept of ‘chocolate cream bread’, 
inferred by Kn from the shape and the smell. Whereas, 
pure emotion for an object can be a special case of Kansei 
processing without knowing or recognizing what it is. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Example of pure emotion 
 

 
 

Fig.3. Example of Kansei processing  
 

In the MIDST, the concept of an object ‘x’ is given 
as an integrated omnisensory mental image of its 
properties and its relations with other objects involved. 
For example, the concept of ‘chocolate cream bread’ can 
be given by (9), reading that x is bread, sweet due to 
chocolate cream, fragrant of itself, etc, where A29 and 
A30 refer to ‘Taste’ and ‘Odour’, respectively. 

(λx)chocolate_cream_bread(x) ⇔  
(λx∃y,k1,k2)L(y,x,Sweet,Sweet,A29,Gt,k1)Π  
L(x,x,Fragrant,Fragrant,A30,Gt,k2) ∧ 
bread(x) ∧chocolate_cream(y) ∧…  (9) 
 

5. Human-robot communication  
 

For comprehensible communication with humans, 
robots must understand natural language semantically and 

pragmatically. Here, semantic understanding means 
connecting symbols to conceptual images of objects and 
pragmatic understanding means connecting symbols to 
real objects by unifying conceptual images with 
perceptual images as shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig.4.   Semantic and pragmatic understanding 

 
However, humans and robots can be equipped with 
sensors, actuators and brains of different performances 
and their vocabularies may well be grounded on quite 
different sensations, physical actions or mental actions. 
And in turn such a situation may bring inevitably different 
kinds of semantics to them, so called, “Natural Semantics 
(NS)” for humans and “Artificial Semantics (AS)” for 
robots. 

For example, consider such a scenario as follows.  
…A human ‘Kate’ and a humanoid robot ‘Robbie’ 

encounter at the terrace in front of the room where a 
Christmas party is going on merrymaking. Kate says 
“Robbie, please fetch me some delicious food from the 
noisy room.” Robbie replies “OK, Kate.”…. 

 
For a happy end of this dialog, Robbie must have a 

good knowledge of Kate’s NS for Kansei and translate it 
into its AS appropriately enough to find out the real 
objects referred to by her words. In this case, Robbie need 
at least to interpret Kate’s statement as the expression (10) 
reading “If Robbie fetches Kate some food delicious for 
her from the room noisy for her (E1), then consecutively 
it makes Kate happier (E2),” or as its logical equivalent, 
the expression (11) reading “It is not the case that Robbie 
fetches Kate the food … and consecutively it does not 
make Kate happier.” Both the expressions are adopted in 
MIDST as the canonical conceptual structures of an 
imperative sentence. 

  E1 →c E2      (10) 
~(E1•~E2)      (11) 

where 
E1 ⇔ (∃x1,x2,k1,k2,k3,k4) (L(R,R,K,x2,A12,Gt,k1)•  
(L(R,R,x2,K,A12,Gt,k1)ΠL(R,x1,x2,K,A12,Gt,k1))) 
Π(L(K,x1,Delicious,Delicious,B08,Gt,k2) 
Π L(K,x2,Noisy,Noisy,B08,Gt,k4) 

∧ food(x1) ∧ room(x2)  
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E2 ⇔ (∃e1,e2,k7) L(E1,K,e1,e2,B04,Gt,k7) ∧ e2>e1. 
 

The special symbols and their meanings in the 
expressions above are: 

‘X→c Y’ =‘If X then consecutively Y’, R=‘Robbie’, 
K=‘Kate’, A31=‘Sound’, A32=‘Color’, B08=‘Kansei’ and 
B04= ‘Happiness (=degree of happiness)’. 

As easily imagined, these values of the attribute Kansei 
(B08) greatly depend on their standards (i.e. k2 and k4) 
that are most closely related to ‘Individual’ or ‘Purposive’ 
standard shown in Table 1 (see APPENDIX). 

By the way, Robbie’s task is only to make E1 come 
true where each atomic locus formula is associated with 
his actuators/sensors. Of course, Robbie believes that he 
will become happier to help Kate, given by expression 
(12) where ‘B03’ is ‘trueness (=degree of truth)’and 
‘KB‘ is a certain standard of ‘believability’. That is 
emotionally to say, Robbie likes Kate. Therefore, this 
example is also very significant for intentional sensing 
and action of a robot driven by logical description of its 
belief. 

 
(∃p)L(R,E,p,p,B03,Gt,KB) ∧ p>KB 
∧ E = E1 →c E2    (12) 
  

6. Discussion and conclusion 
 

Our mind model is much simpler than Minsky’s [2] but 
the locus formula representation can work for representing 
and computing mental phenomena fairly well [1, 3]. For 
realizing a plausible Kansei, it is most essential to find out 
functional features of Em and to deduce from them such 
laws that rule PE. The most important problems to be 
solved are how to realize the attribute space of Kansei and 
how to build its corresponding atomic performance. In 
order to solve these problems, we will consider the 
application of soft computing theories such as neural 
network, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, etc. in the future. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Table 1 Examples of standards. 
Categories of standards Remarks 
Rigid Standard Objective standards such as denoted by measuring units (meter, gram, etc.). 
Species Standard The attribute value ordinary for a species. A short train is ordinarily longer than a long pencil. 
Proportional Standard ‘Oblong’ means that the width is greater than the height at a physical object. 
Individual Standard Delicious food for one person can be too poor for another. 
Purposive Standard One room comfortable enough for a person’s sleeping may be uncomfortable for his jogging. 
Declarative Standard The origin of an order such as ‘next’ must be declared explicitly just as ‘next to him’. 
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Abstract

We describe a spoken dialogue interface to a mo-
bile robot, which a human can direct to specific loca-
tions, ask for information about its status, and supply
information about its environment. The robot uses
an internal map for navigation, and communicates its
current orientation and accessible locations to the dia-
logue system. In this paper, we focus on linguistic and
inferential aspects of the human-robot communication
process.

1 Introduction

The use of spoken language is arguably the most
natural way of establishing a communication channel
between a human and a robot. A successful implemen-
tation of a talking robot requires a good understand-
ing of many different aspects of conversation, ranging
from acoustic signals, the syntactic structure of the
language, the meaning associated it, and the under-
lying goals derived from it. This paper presents an
approach to human-robot dialogue understanding. In
the framework that we introduce, the meaning of ut-
terances of the dialogue participants and other infor-
mation of the situation are represented as logical forms
of compositional semantics, and logical inferences are
drawn to manage the direction of the dialogue from
the robot’s point of view: when to perform which ac-
tions, how to answer a question, and whether to show
agreement or disagreement towards the user’s contri-
bution.

∗This work was conducted at ICCS, School of Informatics,
University of Edinburgh.

2 Natural Language Understanding

2.1 Speech Recognition

The robot that we developed is able to communicate
with humans in spoken language, rather than typed.
In our system, we use Nuance’s speaker-independent
speech recognition system (www.nuance.com), which al-
lows language models to be specified in the GSL
(Grammar Specification Language), a form of context
free grammars. Rather than coding the grammar-
based language model in GSL directly, we use a
generic domain-independent, but linguistically moti-
vated grammar as a starting point. The grammar in
question is a unification grammar for English, which
gets translated into GSL, using the UNIANCE com-
piler [1]. We did not adopt the standard slot-filling
paradigm for semantic interpretation, but used UNI-
ANCE’s feature to employ a sophisticated composi-
tional semantics involving λ terms which are passed as
the value of a single slot for the recognised sentence.
As a result the output of the speech recognition com-
ponent is a genuine semantic representation, and no
further parsing is required before handing it over to
the dialogue manager.

2.2 Semantic Interpretation

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [5] is used
for meaning representation in the system. It is a for-
mal theory of discourse interpretation, covering a wide
variety of natural language phenomena including refer-
ring anaphoric and deictic expressions, quantified ex-
pressions, plural noun phrases, and a wide spectrum
of presuppositional expressions [3].

We use Discourse Representation Structures
(DRSs) to represent the meaning of the dialogue be-
tween user and system. There are computational im-
plementations that provide means to extend existing
linguistic grammars with DRS-construction tools that
we use to design the semantic interpretation compo-
nent. There is a standard translation from DRSs to
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formulas of first-order logic that behaves linear on the
size of the input, which gives us the means to imple-
ment logical inference.

DRT was initially designed to deal with texts, so
we use an extension of standard DRT that enables us
to cope with the semantics of imperatives and inter-
rogatives. We use a modified DRS-language covering
these extensions:

Syntax of DRSs

1. If {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of discourse referents, and
{γ1, . . . , γm} is a set of DRS-conditions, then
the ordered pair 〈{x1, . . . , xn}, {γ1, . . . , γm}〉 is a
DRS;

2. If B1 and B2 are DRSs, then so is (B1;B2). (merge
of DRSs)

In DRS conditions, DRS-action-terms are used
to deal with imperatives in dialogue, following [4].
We distinguish between atomic and composite DRS-
action-terms:

Syntax of DRS-action-terms:

1. If B is a DRS, then δB is a DRS-action-term;
2. If A1 and A2 are DRS-action-terms, then so are

(A1;A2) (sequence) and (A1|A2) (free choice).

Syntax of DRS-conditions:

1. If R is a relation symbol for an n-place pred-
icate and x1. . . xn are discourse referents then
R(x1,. . . ,xn) is a DRS-condition;

2. If x1 and x2 are discourse referents, then x1 = x2

is a DRS-condition;
3. If B is a DRS, then ¬B, 2B, 3B, ?B are DRS-

conditions;
4. If B1 and B2 are DRSs, then B1 ∨ B2, B1 ⇒ B2,

B1?B2 are DRS-conditions;
5. If x is a discourse referent and B a DRS, then x:B

is a DRS-condition;
6. If A is a DRS-action-term, and B a DRS, then

[A]B and 〈A〉B are DRS-conditions;
7. If A is a DRS-action-term then !A is a DRS-

condition.

Clauses 1 and 2 deals with basic DRS-conditions as
in standard DRT [5]. Clause 3 introduces negation,
the modal operators, and yes-no questions. Clause
4 covers disjunction, conditionals, and wh-questions.
Hybrid DRS-conditions, formed by combining a dis-
course referent and a DRS, are introduced in clause
5. Clause 6 describes necessary and possible effects of
actions, and clause 7 introduces DRS-conditions that
describe actions that are commanded.

2.3 Inference

The DRS-language used for representing the seman-
tic content is useful for dealing with various linguistic
phenomena, but there are no efficient inference engines
available that work directly on DRSs. Since there are a
couple of efficient theorem provers and model builders
for first-order logic available, we translate the DRSs
to first-order formulas for inference tasks.

The core of the translation to first-order covering
our extended DRS-language is based on the “stan-
dard translation” from DRT to first-order logic [5].
Basically, it introduces existential quantifiers for dis-
course referents, unless discourse referents are declared
in the universe of the antecedent DRSs of an implica-
tion, in which case they will undergo universal quan-
tification. Sets of DRS-conditions are translated into
a conjunction of first-order formulas. To deal with the
modal operators in our extended DRS-language, we
use the ideas of the relational translation for modal
logic to first-order formulas [6]. This means that all
basic DRS-conditions of arity n are translated into
first-order relations of arity n+1, where the additional
argument plays the role of a possible world (a state).
DRS-action-terms are translated into three-place re-
lations where the first argument denotes the current
state, the second argument describes the actions, and
the third argument denotes the resulting state. The
full translation is given in [7]. We illustrate the trans-
lation with an example.

s a x

system(s)
kitchen(x)

! δ
y

light(y)
in(y,x)

⇒

e t

switch(e,s,t)

t:
on(y)

Figure 1: Example DRS paraphrasing the utterance
“Switch every light in the kitchen on”.

Consider the DRS for Switch every light in the
kitchen on! in Figure 1. This example will get the
following first-order translation:

∃w∃s∃a∃x (possible world(w) ∧ system(w,s)
∧ kitchen(w,x) ∧ ∃v∃a (action(w,a,v) ∧ ∀y
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(light(a,y) ∧ in(a,y,x) → ∃e∃t
(switch(w,e,s,t) ∧ on(t,y)))))

We make use of two kinds of inference engines:
theorem provers, and model builders. A theorem
prover, when given a first-order formula, tries to de-
cide whether it is true in all possible models. A model
builder, on the other hand, tries to construct a pos-
sible model for the input formula. Figure 2 describes
this idea in the form of an algorithm. Step 1 illustrates
the fact that due to potential ambiguities appearing in
the utterances conveyed by the user, semantic inter-
pretation normally result in a set of DRSs. In Step
2, we make interpretation of the dialogue sensitive to
context (see Section 2.4). We start with the empty
set of interpretations (Step 3) and attempt to find
consistent interpretations for each of the DRSs (Step
4). The theorem prover and model builder work in
a complementary way. As soon as a proof is found
the model builder does not need to further attempt to
find a model because it will never succeed in doing so.
However, if a model is found, the theorem prover can
stop its attempt to find a proof, because it will never
be able to do so. Finally, the system is instructed on
how to react on the set of interpretations found (Step
5 and 6).

As the algorithm implies, the models generated by
the model builder play a crucial role in interpreta-
tion. Figure 3 shows the model generated for the DRS
of Figure 1. There are two interesting things about
models. First, the flat representations of these mod-
els (they contain no recursion, in contrast to DRSs)
ensure that they are extremely easy to process— all
quantification and boolean structures are explicit in
models. Second, the models produced by the model
builder are minimal models, and contain no irrelevant
information.

We use the model to deduce what actions need to be
performed by the robot, or to answer questions posed
by the user. For instance, in the model in Figure 3 a
desired action for the robot is to supply power to the
lights d6 and d7.

The algorithm itself is implemented on top of the
information-state approach to dialogue modelling [8],
in which an agent’s information state is updated on
the basis of observed dialogue moves, leading to the
selection of a new dialogue move to be performed by
the agent. This is realised by a set of update rules,
linking preconditions to effects. The dialogue manager
repeatedly computes the effects of those update rules
whose preconditions are satisfied by the current infor-
mation state. Preconditions are expressed in terms of
current values in the information state, while the ef-

1. Construct a (finite) set of DRSs B for a new utter-
ance with respect to the previous DRS Bold;

2. Construct a DRS C representing situational
knowledge;

3. Initialise the set of interpretations I to ∅;
4. For each Bi ∈ B:

(a) Translate the compound DRS (Bi; C) to the
first-order representation φi;

(b) Compute appropriate background knowledge
stated as the first-order theory θi for φi;

(c) Attempt to build a model for (θi ∧ φi) by
simultaneously performing:

i. Give (θi ∧ φi) to a model builder, possi-
bly resulting in a model Mi; (for consis-
tent interpretations).

ii. Give ¬(θi∧φi) to a theorem prover, pos-
sible resulting in a proof (for inconsistent
interpretations);

(d) If a proof is found cancel 4(c)i. If a model is
found add 〈Bi, Mi〉 to I and cancel 4(c)ii;

5. If I = ∅ perform a misunderstanding act and quit.
Else perform an understanding act and select a
preferred interpretation 〈Bp, Mp〉 from I;

6. Use the information in Mp to decide whether to
perform any actions. Replace Bold by Bp.

Figure 2: Update algorithm for inference-based dia-
logue management

D={d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6,d7,d8}

F(possible_world)={d1,d2,d3}

F(system)={(d1,d4),(d2,d4),(d3,d4)}

F(kitchen)={(d1,d5),(d2,d5),(d3,d5)}

F(action)={(d1,d2,d3)}

F(light)={(d1,d6),(d2,d6),(d3,d6),(d1,d7),

(d2,d7),(d3,d7)}

F(in)={(d1,d6,d5),(d2,d6,d5),(d3,d6,d5),

(d1,d7,d5),(d2,d7,d5),(d3,d7,d5)}

F(poweron={(d2,d6),(d2,d7)}

F(off)={(d1,d6),(d1,d7)}

F(on)={(d3,d6),(d3,d7)}

Figure 3: Example model
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fects will change these values. The 26 update rules in
our current system deal with establishing contact with
the user, initiating clarification dialogues (when the
recognition confidence score is below a certain thresh-
old), answering questions, acknowledging requests and
confirming or denying statements.

2.4 Background Knowledge

The interpretation algorithm in Figure 2 integrates
background knowledge in two ways: in Step 2 sit-
uational knowledge is combined with the DRS; and
in Step 4b other background knowledge is computed.
These other sources of background knowledge can be
divided in ontological knowledge, world knowledge and
knowledge linking language to robot primitives.

Ontological knowledge comprises the various rela-
tionships between concepts that appear in the ap-
plication domain. The two main relations that are
expressed are subsumption and disjointness. For in-
stance, we need to express that in all possible worlds
a kitchen is a region, and that in all possible worlds a
kitchen is not a corridor. Both can easily be coded in
first-order logic:

∀w∀x(kitchen(w,x)→region(w,x))
∀w∀x(kitchen(w,x)→ ¬corridor(w,x))

World knowledge subsumes all generalisations rele-
vant to the application domain. The so-called ‘frame
axioms’ belong to this class, and rules expressing phys-
ical laws. The frame axioms state properties of objects
when certain actions are performed. For instance, if a
robot moves from one region to another, its position
will be different, but the positions of all other objects
normally remain unaltered. Again, this can be rela-
tively easily coded in first-order logic.

Knowledge linking natural language to robot prim-
itives can be seen as a set of meaning postulates, rules
that map non-logical symbols expressing the meaning
of actions to symbols understood by the robot. Put
differently, these rules establish the interface between
the instruction language (i.e., English) and the hard-
ware of the robot. An example of such a rule is “to
switch on a device” and its translation into a DRS
(Figure 1), which is mapped to the action poweron, as
can be seen in the model generated for it (Figure 3).

Situational knowledge, finally, comprises the infor-
mation of a specific situation in time. In the applica-
tion domain of mobile robots, this typically consists of
the regions and objects that are accessible to the robot,
and the current positions of movable objects (including
the robot itself). We do not code this knowledge di-
rectly into first-order knowledge, but rather use DRSs.

This allows us to combine the situational knowledge
with the information from the dialogue, enabling to
interpret actions directly in the current situation.

3 Mobile Robot Control

3.1 Control Architecture

The control system is a looping algorithm reading
sensory input and writing motor output at regular in-
tervals. The sensory input comprises the readings of
sonars, infrared sensors, bumpers and odometry. The
sonars and infrared sensors are used for detecting oc-
cupied space and obstacles, and the bumpers notify
if the robot hit an obstacle or wall. The odometry
component measures the position and orientation of
the robot. The motor output comprises translational
and rotational velocity of the robot, and pan-tilt-zoom
information for the camera unit.

We use units called “behaviours” to implement
robot control. A behaviour has its own internal mem-
ory and uses the sensory input and motor output of
the control system. While executing, it computes the
motor output based on the sensory input and inter-
nal memory and updates the memory at regular in-
tervals. It terminates when certain conditions are ful-
filled. For example, a behaviour to move forward re-
peatedly sends velocity commands in a forward direc-
tion and terminates when an obstacle is detected or
the robot has reached a specified location.

Behaviours are described as object-oriented classes
(Figure 4 ). An instance of a behaviour class can be
created using different parameters such as speed, di-
rection, duration, or goal.

The robot needs to be able to deal with multiple
goals. For instance, the robot may receive a new ver-
bal command from the user when it is already under-
taking an action. In that case, the robot must suspend
the current behaviour and create and execute another.
In our control system, we use a stack of behaviour in-
stances to pursue multiple goals given by the user. The
control system creates instances of behaviour classes,
pushes them into the stack and deletes them when
they terminate.

The behaviour that is executed is the one on the
top of the stack. Any new command suspends the cur-
rent executing behaviour and starts a new behaviour.
When the new behaviour terminates, it is popped of
the stack and the previous one resumes execution. The
use of a stack simplifies the way the dialogue system
sends commands to the control system. It doesn’t need
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Navigate NavigateToRegion

Turn

Look

NavigateHome

NavigateToCell

Listen

Explore

FollowWall

Behaviour

Figure 4: Part of behaviour class hierarchy

send commands to explicitly suspend, resume, termi-
nate or remove behaviours to achieve multiple goals.

There are robot primitives creating simple be-
haviours such as go(Distance, Speed), turn(Angle,
Speed) and look(Pan,Tilt), as well as commands intro-
ducing complex behaviours like follow wall(Distance)
and move to region(N). In addition, sequences of ac-
tions such as seq(zoom(100), look(0, 20), turn(90, 20))
can be commanded, in which case three behaviour in-
stances are created and pushed into the stack.

3.2 Internal Map and Situational Knowl-
edge

An internal map of the environment is used to plan
a path to the target location and navigate the robot
there following the path and avoiding obstacles. There
are three layers in the map. The geometrical layer
uses an occupancy grid to represent occupied and free
space in the environment. The topological layer is au-
tomatically constructed from the occupancy grid by
subdividing the free space into distinct topological re-
gions corresponding to rooms or parts of the corridor
(Figure 5). This is possible by creating a Generalised
Voronoi Diagram [9, 10, 11].

The numbers in the geometrical map shown in Fig-
ure 5 are identifiers of topological regions which can
be seen as nodes of an undirected graph. A further
layer of representation connects the map of the navi-
gation system with a vocabulary of semantic symbols
used by the dialogue system. This is done by associat-
ing semantic descriptions to regions (Table 1). These
descriptions can be arbitrarily complex. For instance,
the DRS λp.(〈[x, y], [office(x ), of (x , y), tim(y)]〉; p(x ))
could be used to denote Tim’s office.
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10

1298
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74

11

10 12
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Figure 5: Representation of the environment

Table 1: Semantic labels

Region Description Semantic label

0 the office λp.(
x

office(x)
;p(x))

1 the hallway λp.(
x

hallway(x)
;p(x))

3, 4, 8-12 the corridor λp.
x

corridor(x)
;p(x))

6 the rest room λp.(
x

rest room(x)
;p(x))

4 Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented a talking mobile robot system,
Godot, integrating a dialogue interface and a control
system on an RWI Magellan Pro mobile robot plat-
form with an on-board PC and a laptop computer on
the top (Figure 6).

Godot is a complete end-to-end system for human-
robot communication, where users can start a new di-
alogue simply by addressing the robot in spoken lan-
guage, with the robot responding in real time. Al-
though we have not yet reached the stage of car-
rying out formal usability studies, we have tested
Godot when visitors to our department unfamiliar
with Godot have controlled its movements and its
camera with success. Another evaluation took place
over two days in the Scottish museum, where mu-
seum visitors could address the Godot in a simulated
house. This was a different environment from Godot’s
usual one (the basement of our department) but our
modular approach allowed us to quickly adapt it—
in fact we only needed to change the internal map.
In these interactions with new users we collected the
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spoken data and used that to improve the system,
by extending the vocabulary and grammar construc-
tions. We have published videos of Godot in action at
http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk/godot/.

Figure 6: Godot, the mobile robot

5 Conclusions

We have developed an effective interface between
natural language semantics and the robot control
layer, thus enabling users to refer to locations in a nat-
ural way, rather than resorting to expressions like go to
grid cell 45-66 or you are in region 12. The framework
is practically domain-independent: a change of envi-
ronment would only require a change of the internal
map and possibly a new lexicon.

Our robot employs an inference-based approach to
dialogue understanding, with the aim to find a consis-
tent semantic representation capturing the meaning
of the dialogue. If a consistent interpretation cannot
be found, we have got a signal that something is going
wrong in communication. Such a situation might arise
from disagreement or misunderstanding between dia-
logue participants. Inference also contributes to am-
biguity resolution (for instance the resolution of pro-
nouns and other anaphoric expressions) and helps find-
ing preferred interpretations. Moreover, with the help
of model building, inference can be used for perform-
ing actions and answering questions, too. The result-
ing dialogue system is formulated on an abstract level,
and is easily portable to robots in new domains or with
different applications.

Future work will address the interpretation of vague
expressions (the end of the corridor), metonymic ex-
pressions (go to the door, where an artifact is inter-
preted as a location), together with commands which
require Godot to reason and talk about its current ac-
tivities (continue going to the kitchen).
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Abstract 
In this paper, we focus on the performance of 
evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm. 
Especially, how the population size and number of 
interactions affect the quality and distribution of optimal 
Pareto solution. The performance is tested in humanoid 
robot gait generation task. The humanoid robot gait is 
generated based on two conflicting objectives: minimum 
energy and minimum torque change. The preliminary 
results show that population size and number of 
interactions greatly effect the performance of 
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm. 
 
KEY WORDS 
Actor-critic Reinforcement Learning, Genetic Algorithm, 
metaparameters. 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
In most of real world problems several objectives, often 
conflicting ones, must be satisfied simultaneously in 
order to obtain an optimal solution. Evolutionary 
algorithm is one of the most prominent class of 
metaheuristics for tracking multiobjective optimization 
problems. 

In order to solve multiobjective problems different 
approaches have been proposed. Syswerda and Palmucci 
([1]) proposed a combination of all objectives into a 
single one using different weighting coefficients for each 
one of them. Charnes and Cooper ([2]) and Ijiri ([3]) 
developed a method where the targets or goals are 
incorporated into the problem as additional constraints. 
However, both these methods require accurate 
information on the objectives, to determine the 
appropriate weights.  

Recently multiobjective evolutionary algorithm 
(EA) ([4], [5]) has been proven to give good results by 
finding better tradeoffs between different objective 
functions. However, a crucial issue is to determine the 
EA parameters like the population size, number of 
interactions, crossover and mutation probability, in order 
to improve the performance..  

In order to see the effect of these parameters on the 
performance of multiobjective EA, we considered a the 
humanoid robot gait generation based on two conflicting 
objective functions: minimum consumed energy (MCE)  
and minimum torque change (MTC) ([6]). In our 
previous works, we considered the humanoid robot gait 
generation during walking and going up-stairs ([7]) and a 
real time gait generation ([8]), where each criteria was 
satisfied separately. The results showed that MCE gait 
has different characteristics compared to MTC. MCE gait 
was similar with that of human. Another advantage of 
MCE criteria is also related to the operation time when a 
battery actuates the motors. On the other hand, due to 
smooth change of torque and consequently of link 
accelerations, the disturbance of robot stability was small 
in MTC humanoid robot gait. Based on these 
observations, it would be effective to generate a 
humanoid robot gait utilizing the advantages of each 
optimization criteria. Our method produces a set of non-
dominated Pareto front solutions from which we can 
select the preferable humanoid robot gait.  

Some preliminary results presented in this paper 
show that performance of multiobjective EA is greatly 
affected by the parameters such as population size and 
termination criteria. Especially, the number of 
interactions influences the quality of the solution and the 
distribution of nondominated solutions in the obtained 
Pareto optimal set.  
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2.  Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm 
 
In multiobjective optimization problems there are many 
(possibly conflicting) objectives to be optimized, 
simultaneously. Therefore, there is no longer a single 
optimal solution but rather a whole set of possible 
solutions of equivalent quality. In contrast to fully 
ordered scalar search spaces, multidimensional search 
spaces are only partially ordered, i.e. two different 
solutions are related to each other in two possible ways: 
either one dominates the other or none of them is 
dominated. Consider without loss of generality the 
following multiobjective maximization problem with m 
decision variables x (parameters) and n objectives:  
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where Xxxx m ∈= ),......( 1 , Yyyy n ∈= ),......( 1  and 
where x is called decision (parameter) vector, X 
parameter space, y objective vector and Y objective space. 
A decision vector a∈X is said to dominate a decision 
vector b∈X (also written as a ≻b) if and only if: 
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The decision vector a is called Pareto-optimal if and 
only if a is nondominated regarding the whole parameter 
space X. Pareto-optimal parameter vectors cannot be 
improved in any objective without causing degradation in 
at least one of the other objectives. They represent in that 
sense globally optimal solutions. Note that a Pareto-
optimal set does not necessarily contain all Pareto 
optimal solutions in X. The set of objective vectors 
corresponding to a set of Pareto-optimal parameter 
vectors is called "Pareto-optimal front". 

In extending the ideas of single objective EAs to 
multiobjective cases, two major problems must be 
addressed: 1. How to accomplish fitness assignment and 
selection in order to guide the search towards the Pareto-
optimal set. 2. How to maintain a diverse population in 
order to prevent premature convergence and achieve a 
well distributed, wide spread trade-off front. Note that 
the objective function itself no longer qualifies as fitness 
function since it is a vector valued and fitness has to be a 
scalar value. Different approaches to relate the fitness 
function to the objective function can be classified with 
regard to the first issue. The second problem is usually 
solved by introducing elitism and intermediate 
recombination. Elitism is a way to ensure that good 
individuals do not get lost (by mutation or set reduction), 
simply by storing them away in an external set, which 
only participates in selection. Intermediate recombination, 
on the other hand, averages the parameter vectors of two 
parents in order to generate one offspring. 

3.  Humanoid Robot Gait Generation 
 

During motion, the arms of the humanoid robot will be 
fixed on the chest. Therefore, it can be considered as a 
five-link biped robot in the saggital plane, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The motion of the biped robot is considered to be 
composed from a single support phase and an 
instantaneous double support phase. The friction force 
between the robot’s feet and the ground is considered to 
be great enough to prevent sliding. In addition, the 
posture at the beginning and at the end of the step is 
considered the same. 

The humanoid robot gait synthesis problem during 
walking, consists on finding the joint angle trajectories, 
to connect the first and last posture of the biped robot for 
which the CE or TC is minimal. For the MCE cost 
function, it can be assumed that the energy to control the 
position of the robot is proportional to the integration of 
the square of the torque with respect to time, because the 
joint torque is proportional with current. Therefore, 
minimizing the joint torque can solve the MCE problem. 
The cost function J, which is a quantity proportional to 
the energy required for the motion, is defined as follows: 

)Cdtττdtτ(
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1En
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where: tf is the step time, τ is the torque vector, jumpτ∆  
and t∆ are the addition torque applied to the body link to 
cause the ZMP to jump in the ne supporting foot and its 
duration time, and C is the constraint function, given as 
follows:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Five link biped robot in the saggital plan. 
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Fig.2. “Bonten-Maru” humanoid robot. 
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c denotes the penalty function vector. The individuals 
that not satisfy the constraints have a low probability to 
survive in the next generation. We consider the following 
constraints during the humanoid robot gait generation: 

• The walking to be stable or the ZMP to be within the 
sole length. 

• The distance between the hip and ankle joint of the 
swing leg must not be longer then the length of the 
extended leg. 

• The swing foot must not touch the ground 
prematurely. 

The MTC model is based on smoothness at the torque 
level. Uno et al., 1989 argue that human arm motion is 
generated based on MTC cost function. The cost is the 

integrated squared torque change summed over the joints 
and the movement. In the MTC, the objective function to 
be minimized is expressed as follows: 
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4.  Results 
 
In the simulations, we use the parameters of the “Bonten-
Maru” humanoid robot (Fig. 2). The “Bonten-Maru” is 
1.2m high, each leg has 6 degrees of freedom and is 
composed by three segments: upper leg, lower leg and 

the foot. The foot length is 0.18m. A DC servomotor 
actuates each joint. The control platform is based on 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), 
which allows an easy updating and addition of new 
modules.  

Due to difficulties of binary representation when 
dealing with continuous search space with large 
dimension, real coded GA [8] is used in this study. The 
decision variables are represented by real numbers within 
their lower and upper limits. We employed a standard 
crossover operator and the non-uniform mutation. In all 
optimization runs, crossover and mutation probabilities 
were chosen as 0.9 and 0.3, respectively. On all 
optimization runs, the population size was selected as 50 
individuals and the optimization terminated after 100 
generations. The maximum size of the Pareto-optimal set 
was chosen as 50 solutions. 

In the following, we present the results for the step 
length 0.42m and step time 1.2s. Fig. 3 shows the Pareto-
optimal trade-off front after 100 generations. We can 
observe the existence of a clear tradeoff between the two 
objectives. In addition, the obtained reference solution 
set has a good distribution (similar to uniform 
distribution). One of the interesting features of the 
resulting Pareto front is the almost exponential relation 
between the MCE and MTC cost functions. Results in 
Box 1 and Box 5 are at the extreme ends of the Pareto 
front. Box1 represents Pareto solutions with high value 
of MTC function, but low energy consumption. Based on 
the Pareto-optimal solutions, we can choose whether to 
go for minimal CE (Box 1 in Fig. 3) at the expense of a 
less smoothness in the torque or choose some 
intermediate result. If we are interested for a low 
consumed energy humanoid robot gait, without 
neglecting the smoothness in the torque change, the 
results shown in Boxes 2, 3 are the most important. The 
results in Box 2, show that by a small increase in the 
energy consumption (2.2%), we can decrease the MTC 
fitness function by around 12.1%. Also, the energy can 
be reduced by 14.5% for a small increase in the MTC 
cost function, as shown by Box 4 solution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Pareto front after 100 generations. 
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Fig. 4. Torque vector and optimal gait of different 
optimal solutions selected from Pareto-front. 
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Fig. 5. Performance of EA with 40 interactions. 

 In the following we changed the number of 
interactions to 40 while the population size is considered 
50, the same with previous simulation. The optimal 
Pareto solution is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows that 
nondominated solutions in the obtained Pareto optimal 
set are not well distributed. The fitness values of both 
objective functions are nearly the same with the results 
shown in Fig. 3. The performance of EA with 100 
interactions is slightly better for MTC cost function. 
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
In this paper we gave some preliminary results on how 
parameters such as number of interactions, population 
size influence the performance of multiobjective EA. We 
checked the performance on a humanoid robot gait 
generation task based on two conflicting objective 
functions. The results show that the proposed approach is 
efficient for solving multiobjective optimization in that 
multiple Pareto-optimal solutions can be found in one 
simulation run. In addition, number of interactions 
greatly affects the distribution of nondominated solutions 
in the obtained Pareto-optimal. In addition, the results 
show that the optimal gait reduces the energy 
consumption and increases the stability during the robot 
motion. 
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Abstract
We present a vision-based robot navigation system

in an unstructured environment. This system oper-
ates under two stages: namely online path planning
upon receiving the current image and robot naviga-
tion related to the current planned path. We make a
simulator that can simulate the minimum path upon
giving the starting and the goal point. The robot using
this system can acquire the coordinates of the planned
path and navigate along the path smoothly. The in-
tent of this project is to create a system that allows
robot to navigate in a dynamic environment in a way
that facilitates path planning and goal oriented tasks
with the minimum hardware requirements.

1 Introduction

Digital image processing [1] has been used in the
field of robotics to find out many solutions for the ro-
bot navigation problems. This is due to the fact that
digital image processing provides a rich set of features
of the environment at anytime which will direct a ro-
bot to the goal controlling the navigation behavior of
the robot in real time. Many robot navigation systems
also focus on producing a detailed metric map of the
world using expensive hardware, such as a laser scan-
ner. The system we introduce here facilitates path-
planning and does not require expensive range sensors.
Some vision-based systems [2][3] require expensive and
complicated hardware. We have to reduce the amount
of hardware so that it will not affect performances of
the navigation system since our priority goes to sys-
tem performances. The present navigation system we
have designed relies on the image data received from
the camera as the sole input to navigate the robot.
This is the highlighting point in our system.

In path planning problems, conventional vision sys-
tems have used different planning methods such as

visibility graphs, Voronoi diagram, cell decomposition
method, potential field method, etc. Some of those
methods do not give the minimum path to the goal
and when there are many sharp turning points in the
path, it makes navigation complicated. One of the
advantages in our navigation system is that we can
reduce the number of sharp turning points and guar-
antee the smooth navigation along the path.

Our navigation system is capable of identifying the
obstacle locations, shapes of the obstacles and sizes of
obstacles. It can readily make the shortest path upon
giving the goal. Introducing circular object modeling
and tangential path planning methods, we can add
additional advantages to our navigation system, com-
pared to the previous work on vision-based navigation
systems [2][3][4]. This leads to the processing time to
be small and to reduce the complexity of the system. A
vision decision agent is introduced into the navigation
system so that it can learn the dynamic behavior of
the environment. Simplicity, reliability, accuracy and
quickness of our navigation system result in a success-
ful result in a dynamic environment.

2 The Present System Overview

Our experimental setup includes a USB camera, a
test bed and a computer. Khepera miniature robot is
used in this experiment. The plan view of the robot
environment is captured by the camera and is read by
the computer where the robot is connected through
a serial line to process the captured image. The im-
age processing part of the system processes the image
for detailed information of the robot environment. In
identifying the edges of objects, Canny edge detec-
tion method is performed. To ensure faster naviga-
tion and to ease path planning, each detected obstacle
is modeled by a circle in the path planning part of
the system so that each circle just fits each obstacle.
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Figure 1: System architecture

Modeled obstacle can now be considered as circular
obstacles. To make sure safe navigation of the robot,
modeled obstacles are further expanded to keep an ad-
equate clearance between the obstacle and the robot.
The navigation system reads the coordinates of the
planned path and converts the coordinates to real axis
coordinates. The robot is then fed with the real axis
coordinates and smooth navigation could be obtained
along the planned path. The robot navigation is ex-
ecuted in parallel with decisions made by the vision
decision agent implemented to observe the changes of
the environment.

3 Architecture of Vision-Based Navi-
gation System

The present vision-based navigation system can be
split into three main parts, namely

1. Image processing,

2. Path planning, and

3. Robot navigation.

The architecture of our navigation system can be il-
lustrated as shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Image Processing

3.1.1 Image acquisition and conversion

Plan image of the robot environment is acquired
through a USB camera. Software program is set to
capture the image continuously with a given time in-
terval. The captured image is RGB image as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The RGB image is then converted to a gray
level image.

3.1.2 Morphological dilation

Dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an
image. An essential part of the dilation operation is

Khepera

Obstacles

(a)

Filled gaps in the edges

(b)

Figure 2: (a): Robot environment and (b): Edge de-
tected, dilated image

the structuring element used to probe the input im-
age. The pixels in the structuring element containing
1’s define the neighborhood of the structuring element.
Due to some light-colored, small clusters of pixels in
the image can end up with breaking edges. There-
fore the edge detected image is passed through the
process of morphological dilation to obtain the con-
tinuous edges for all the objects in the image (see
Fig. 2(b)). The size and the shape of the structur-
ing element (see Fig. 3(a)) are selected to be “3” and
“disk” respectively.

3.1.3 Morphological filling

The navigation system needs the understanding of ex-
act number of objects in the image to proceed from
the edge detection and the dilation. Morphological
dilated edge detected image shows the clear and con-
tinuous boundaries of objects. Due to the irregular
shape of the body of a particular object, it tends to
locate the edges inside the main boundary of an ob-
ject. This may mislead the navigation system that
there may be many objects than the actual number
of objects. To overcome this problem, morphological
filling is carried out in the entire dilated edge detected
image so that this filling technique will fill out all the
area inside the main boundary of each object. Mor-
phologically filled image; binary image looks similar to
the figure in Fig. 4(a).

3.1.4 Labeling the objects

Objects in the binary image are labeled so that the
navigation system can easily obtain the necessary in-
formation of the relevant objects when needed to pro-
ceed. Labeling the objects helps the system to dis-
tinguish the objects, their locations, boundary coordi-
nates and area, etc. With the fact that the pixels of
a particular object (1’s) are connected together, the
system can group the connected pixels and label con-
nected component accordingly. Each set of connected
pixel components represents the objects in the image.
Fig. 3(b) shows the method of labeling the connected
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(a)

Origin
0       0       0       1       0       0       0
0       1       1       1       1       1       0
0       1       1       1       1       1       0
1       1       1       1       1       1       1
0       1       1       1       1       1       0
0       1       1       1       1       1       0
0       0       0       1       0       0       0

Radius of the structuring element
(3)

Disk shaped structuring element 

0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0
0       1       1       0       0       1       1       1
0       1       1       0       0       0       1       1
0       1       1       0       0       0       0       0
0       0       0       1       1       0       0       0
0       0       0       1       1       0       0       0
0       0       0       1       1       0       0       0
0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0

Object no. 1

Object no. 2

Object no. 3

(b)

Figure 3: (a): Structuring element and (b): Labeling
the connected components in a binary image

components in the binary matrix of a particular im-
age. Labeling the objects in the image is shown in
Fig. 4(a).

3.1.5 Object modeling

Path planning process may be complicated if the
shapes of objects are irregular. It is desirable to make
the irregular shaped objects in the image have regular
shaped objects. Modeling of objects helps to ease the
path planning and reduce the complexity in calcula-
tion. Modeling objects as circular objects is found to
be one of the simplest methods in object modeling.
It is needed to find out the center of each object in
modeling the objects into circular objects. The center
of objects is taken as the center of the circle which is
used to model the objects. Since the objects are in
irregular shapes, exact center of an object can not be
found but the near center of an object can be found
by securing the near symmetry of the object. For this
purpose, the system finds rectangular bounding boxes
which can just fit the objects and the center of each
bounding box is taken as the near center of each ob-
ject. And this near center of an object is treated as the
center of modeling circle (see Fig. 4(a)). The naviga-
tion system is fed with these modeled circular objects
for the next stage of path planning process. Object
modeling and approximation are shown in Fig. 4(b).

3.2 Path Planning

The present navigation system uses the tangential
method to make the path planning. The path planning
part of our navigation system first identifies the clos-
est obstacle to the starting point which lies on the line
joining starting point and the goal point. It finds the
two optimum tangential points of the interested circle;
one is related to the starting point and the other is re-
lated to the goal point which give the minimum path
between the starting and goal points when avoiding
the first obstacle. At this stage, it records a part of
this path from the starting point up to the tangential
point which is related to the goal point. Between these

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bounding box

(a)

Robot path

Starting point

Goal point

Inner circle---Modeled circular object
Outer circle---Expanded edge of the circular object

(b)

Figure 4: (a): Labeling the objects in the image and
(b): Object modeling and path planning

tangential points, robot will follow the circle. And this
resultant path is taken as the first segment of the final
path. The tangential point, related to the goal point,
of this segment of the path is made as the starting
point for the next stage of path planning. This process
is repeated until the path planning part of the navi-
gation system finds the minimum path up to the goal
point. A planned path upon giving the goal point is
shown in Fig. 4(b).

3.3 Robot Navigation

We have first performed our experiment in the sta-
tic environment. Coordinates of the planned path are
in the pixel coordinates pertaining to the image axes.
And these pixel coordinates have to be converted to
the real coordinate system of the test bed to get the
exact location of the path in the test bed. To make
the robot navigate through the planned path, the nav-
igation system obtains the key turning points in the
final path and calculates the initial position of the ro-
bot, the initial direction of the robot, angles of the
lines joining two adjacent turning points of the final
path to the horizontal axis and the distances between
adjacent turning points. All measurements are made
with reference to the real test bed axis. The robot un-
derstands the distance to be traveled and the angle to
be turned in terms of the time. The robot navigation
takes place along the path shown in Fig. 4(b). Al-
though our navigation system mainly works on image
data retrieved from the captured image without any
expensive hardware, we have shown the accuracy and
simplicity of our system.

4 Dynamic Navigation

We have designed our navigation system to take
changes in the environment into account. A vision de-
cision agent is introduced to facilitate the robot navi-
gation under dynamic conditions. The vision decision
agent decides the suitable action that the robot should
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Yes

Current image

Image processing

Comparison of current image 
and the previous image

Change in image data No Continue 
navigation 

Immediate previous image data

Current image data

Safety 
region of the 
planned path 

is blocked

Safety region is
not blocked but 

alternative 
path is preferred 

Obstacle crosses
the safety region 
and moves away 

from the robot

Change is not 
significant 

enough to affect 
the planned path

Replanning Replanning Waiting Continue navigation

Vision date base is updated 

Figure 5: Flow chart of vision decision agent

undergo. The vision decision agent constitutes of im-
age comparison network which uses the priori knowl-
edge and the current knowledge of the environment to
study for possible changes in the environment while
updating the knowledge base of the environment each
time when it receives a new image. The architecture
of the vision decision agent is shown in Fig. 5. Based
on the outcome of the image comparison module, the
vision decision agent decides the three actions that
should be executed by the navigation system. Three
decisions are:

• Continue navigation: Robot navigates contin-
uously unless the safe region of the planned path
is blocked or the navigation system did not find
any significant changes in the environment.

• Waiting: The robot waits if an obstacle crosses
the safe region of the planned path and moves
away from the robot.

• Replanning: The navigation system plans an
alternative path from its current position if the
safety region of the planned path is blocked by
obstacles or the environment has changed signifi-
cantly so that the system can find an alternative
minimum path.

Navigation along the newly planned path when the
object no. 1 left the environment is shown in Fig. 6.
The navigation system executes the decision given by
the vision decision agent and guides the robot accord-
ingly until it reaches the goal point.

5 Conclusion

The present vision-based navigation system was ca-
pable of identifying the changes in the environment

Change of the 
environment
is identified  
here

Goal point

Starting point
Path before the environment changes 
Path after the environment changes

Figure 6: Dynamic path planning

while robot navigating in its environment. For ex-
ample, the system can detect when the objects move
in the environment and the existing objects leave the
environment and the new objects enter into the envi-
ronment. The proposed navigation system was able
to navigate the robot under the dynamic conditions.
The highlighting points of this work were that our sys-
tem mainly worked on the vision data and we have
used the minimum number of hardware requirements
thus allowing the system to be simple but to per-
formed well without any drawbacks. We have shown
the faster path planning method and the safer navi-
gation method by incorporating circular object mod-
eling and tangential path planning method. This has
reduced the calculation time to a considerable extent.
Thus, we have presented a vision-based navigation sys-
tem with a reduced complexity and faster response.
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Abstract
This paper describes an intelligent ubiquitous en-

vironment that is comprised of binocular vision sys-
tem and adaptive fuzzy neuro based decision-making
system for guiding a mobile robot. The integrated
binocular vision system is mounted in the environ-
ment (rather than on one single robot) so as to get
information about the whole area. This information
after analyzing and processing is distributed among
the robot units for navigation purposes. Potential field
path planning techniques including mapping and nav-
igation, allow safe navigation through the dynamic en-
vironment when carrying out dynamic target tracking
forming a robust and cohesive intelligent ubiquitous
system.

1 Introduction

Target tracking and path planning are used in
many fields such as robotics, intelligent systems, au-
tonomous vehicles, guidance systems, etc. There are
many approaches in the areas of research to fulfill the
dream of a fully functional automated moving system
in a real-time environment. This simplest form of a
tracking and guidance system can be considered as
guiding a robot to a stationary position in a static
environment. But, there will be many critical issues
to consider when the target is moving and the envi-
ronment is dynamic. According to Luo et al. [1], in
addition to the sensory detection module in a general
position based tracking system, there are many limita-
tions to address, such as estimation/prediction of the
object position from noisy sensory measurements, mo-
tion control of the tracker to track the moving object,
etc.

When the target is a dynamic object with a complex
nature of movement or target tracking is performed in
a dynamic environment, accurate detection and fast

Slave 
(Robot)

Obstacle
(Static)

Master 

Goal
(Human)

Obstacle
(Dynamic)

Obstacle
(Static)

Obstacle
(Static)

Figure 1: Target tracking in dynamic environment,
where master, central intelligent system consists of
binocular vision system and fuzzy logic decision mak-
ing.

responses are a must. These need much more advanced
features such as fast response sensors, high speed pro-
cessing equipment, etc. On the contrary, if the sen-
sors have a slower response time, the estimation is no
longer sufficient for a real-time target tracking [2].

Hence many real-time tracking systems use intelli-
gent prediction strategies based on fuzzy logic decision
making to predict the potential object position at the
next time period. Information gathered in such a way
is used to speed up the detection procedure and to
control motion parameters of a tracker device.

2 Target System

Navigate a slave (e.g. robot) to meet a goal (e.g.
human) in motion while avoiding static and dynamic
objects in the surrounding environment according to
commands issued by a master (intelligent system con-
sisting of fixed binocular vision system and fuzzy logic
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decision-making).
The environment is continuously monitored by the

binocular vision system to identify static and dynamic
objects. Here, objects like desks, chairs, standstill
humans, robots, etc. are identified as static objects,
whereas moving humans, robots, vehicles, animal, etc.
are identified as dynamic objects. Next a goal (e.g.
a human, vehicle, etc.) and a slave (e.g. a ubiqui-
tous robot, a blind person, autonomous vehicle, etc.)
are identified within this environment. Once a goal
and a slave are identified, all the other objects (static
or dynamic) in the environment will be considered as
obstacles. Continuously analyzing the changes in the
environment, master guides the slave until the slave
reaches the goal by fuzzy logic decision-making (see
Figure 1).

3 Intelligent Space

In an era of “intelligent objects”, it is also possi-
ble to think about “intelligent space”, as proposed
by Hashimoto et al. [3]. Intelligent space is an en-
vironmental system, which is able to support human
in informative and physical ways. Most of intelligent
systems interact with humans in a passive space, but
in intelligent space, an environment containing hu-
mans and artificial systems is capable of self-sufficient.
Artificial systems like sensors, cameras, etc. become
agents of intelligent space and simultaneously humans
and artificial systems like robots become “clients” of
it. Consider a situation where a robot is lacking in
sensors to navigate around an intelligent space. At
such instance it can get the necessary guidance from
the intelligent space very easily. The ultimate goal of
intelligent space is to accomplish an environment that
comprehends intentions of humans and assist them [4].

4 Position and Velocity Analysis

Position and velocity of the target, tracker and ob-
stacles (static and dynamic) are obtained in the man-
ner as illustrated in Figure 2. (Only target and tracker
are shown). Master is positioned at one end of the
concerned area, looking at the entire place. Give the
coordinates of the tracker R with reference to its po-
sition, which can simply be written as equation (1)
omitting z components considering the ground plane:

R = (x, y) = (r cos θ, r sin θ) (1)

Master

Tracker

TargetShortest distance (d)

Y

XO

T = 0

T = t

Place of meeting

RgV

RhV

HgV
β

θ

r

Figure 2: Position and velocity analysis.

Similarly velocity of each dynamic object is ob-
tained, concerning one object at a time, one after each
other. This process continues in a loop updating the
decision-making systems. Since there can be many ob-
jects in the concerned area in many sizes and shapes,
considerable amount of time can be expected to be
wasted for one round of analysis. In order to minimize
such time, simplification process is applied initially as
described below.

5 Experimental Setup

Experimental setup to check the objective func-
tionality of the software modules is shown in Fig-
ures 3 (a) and 3 (b), where Figure 3 (a) shows the
real setup while Figure 3 (b) shows more general-
ized/simplified version of the same. Figure 3 (a) illus-
trates a “target” (movable toy), “tracker” (Khepera,
programmable mobile robot for target tracking) and
one obstacle (as the first stage). The simplification
process includes the same objects (as in Figure 3 (a))
covered with specific colour top. This conversion is
used to decrease the excessive burden on calculations
involved, so that it will permit the initial identifica-
tion of “target” (in blue colour), “tracker” (in green)
and “obstacle” (in red) and later obtain the locations
of them. In this way, it will be possible to search for
colour matching/searching, without using complex ob-
ject matching algorithms.

Some results obtained from the stereo vision-
system, while trying to catch the motion of the target
are shown in Figure 4. Here the target is tracked and
its outer regions are marked with white colour and
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Toy Obstacle

Movable Robot
(a) Real situation

Tracker (Green)

Obstacle (Red)Target (Blue)

(b) Modified for simplification

Figure 3: Experimental setup to check the functional-
ity of the software modules. Real objects are covered
in special colours to make the identification and track-
ing processes more easier.

all the other surrounding area is indicated by black
colour. (Grid lines are added later for clarification).

6 Fuzzy and Relative Velocity

In the case of dynamic motion analysis, it is neces-
sary to apply relative motion mechanisms. Once the
robot starts to move, its speed and direction should
be adjusted appropriately according to relative mo-
tion. Although the main objective is to track the tar-
get (i.e. to go and meet the moving human), necessary
adjustments should be performed considering the rel-
ative motion as given by

VRg = VRh + VHg (2)

T = t1 T = t2

T = t3 T = t4

Figure 4: Tracking target.

where VHg is velocity of the target (human) with ref-
erence to the ground, VRh is velocity of the tracking
robot with relative to the human and VRg is velocity
of the tracking robot with reference to the ground.

In order to make VRh positive, i.e. the robot be
able to meet the human (in case of following the hu-
man in straight behind), magnitude of VRg should be
higher than magnitude of VHg. Also, magnitude of
VRh will decide the time taken for the meeting of the
two parties.

7 Environment with Obstacles

In an environment with continuously changing sur-
roundings, it is necessary to make the necessary cor-
rections from time to time. Once obtained the initial
calculations of the relative velocity (speed, direction
and hence by having a rough idea of time taken for
the whole tracking job), it is necessary to apply it to
the tracking device. Next it is necessary to adjust it as
time proceeds or environment changes. This may be
necessary to analyze target details as well as obstacles
in the vicinity as described as follows.

Figure 5 illustrates path planning with respect to
the obstacle position and motion. In the event of find-
ing the most suitable path in a dynamic environment,
it is necessary to consider all possible paths at a spe-
cific time. Consider the tracker position at T = 0 with
the target position at T = t (next position prediction
of the target). For quick target tracking, next position
of the target is considered with the current position of
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Path 1
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Path 2

Path 4

Tracker

T = t

Figure 5: Path selection.

the tracker. With reference to the obstacle position at
T = 0, path 1 or 2 seems to be acceptable. At T = t,
obstacle moves a little bit and path 2 will no longer be
acceptable as safe and it should be shifted as path 4
to avoid any possibility of collision. At the same time,
path 1 can be re-adjusted to path 3 making it little
shorter than path 1 to reach the target.

8 Summary

Attempt of implementing an intelligent decision-
making system has been presented for guiding an au-
tonomous mobile robot in ubiquitous environment us-
ing binocular vision system. Although much work has
to be performed in the future in this regard, much ben-
efit as well as certain parts that need improvements
had been identified as follows. Time consumed for
the studious calculations and processing of the vast
amount of software programs is a major problem in
the real time system. It has created a delay in taking
the correct decision at the specific instance of time. In
order to overcome such drawbacks, minimizing the to-
tal number of software programs or making them much
easier for processing is currently under consideration.
Application of a sense of “experience” to the central
system (i.e. to keep certain instruction for a specific
instance such as how the system responded for a par-
ticular situation in the past so as to apply them again
if a similar situation occurs in the future. So in that
case, it is not necessary to re-calculate once again min-
imizing the processing time to a great extent) is also
being analyzed.
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Abstract
Researchers are trying to construct an intelligent

system with the help of the advance in technol-
ogy. There were many successful milestones that had
passed achieving ‘humanoid robots’, that are little
closer to humans but not at whole. Although, the ex-
pectation level of the intelligence of these new systems
is still unknown, it can be fairly assumed that reaching
a goal at least up to an intelligence level of a human
being, may be a big success. In order to be more close
to the human, it is necessary to analyze the behavioral
patterns of humans in order to apply those for the
other artificial intelligent machines. Especially, deci-
sion making of humans should be thoroughly analyzed.
We humans take a decision not just thinking about the
current situation but considering many previous simi-
lar instances, simply known as ‘experience’. Will there
be any improvement to intelligent systems, if they also
have this ‘experience’? This research project discusses
the possibility of applying ‘experience’ to path plan-
ning for mobile robots in ubiquitous environments.

1 Introduction

Being a human, have you ever noticed or did you
ever consider how easy for us to walk along a crowded
pathway? Crossing at the correct place avoiding in-
coming traffic, selecting the speed, as we desired or
according to the environment are not complicated task
for any normal human. It is just another matter or day
today life styles and we do not even bother to think
about it. But how about making a robot to do the
same thing? Needless to say, it will be very compli-

cated task comprising of many analysis, calculations
and procedures.

As Simmons et al. [1] describe, recent research in
mobile robot navigation has utilized autonomous mo-
bile robots in service fields. To operate them in an en-
vironment with people, it requires more than just navi-
gation. The robots should recognize and act according
to human social behavior to share the resources with-
out conflict [2]. Sometimes, even when humans inter-
act with each other, it leads to resource conflict. At
such times humans use social rules to maintain order
[3] [4].

2 Experience Analysis

In experience analysis, the reasoner remembers pre-
vious situations similar to the current one and uses
them to help to solve the new problem. Remembered
cases are used to suggest a means of solving the new
problem, suggest a means of adapting a solution that
does not fit, warn of possible failures, and interpret
a situation. Reasoning based on previous experience
is another word for using old solutions to solve new
problems and demands. Using old cases it is possible
to explain new situations, argue new solutions, rea-
soning from precedents to interpret a new situation,
create an equitable solution to a newer problem, etc.
[5].

While analyzing the way that how people solve
problems, it can be seen that reasoning based on expe-
rience is in continuous use. For obvious cases, the way
attorneys, doctors, and mediators work can be seen.
It can also be seen using extensively in day today liv-
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ing by general public such as meal planning, shopping,
traveling, etc. Although it is imprudent to think that
old solution will be valid for the new case each time,
it can still be validated for the new case since the old
case facilitates to generate a plausible answer easily.
This reduces considerable time of processing the whole
situation once again.

3 Social Rules

As Nakauchi and Simmons [2] explained, there are
many aspects to the social rules and behaviors in hu-
man society. Among them, standing in line is one
such example for the most highly socialized and cru-
cial skills required for autonomous robots that operate
in an environment with humans. For example, at var-
ious supermarkets, grocery stores, post office, banks,
etc., humans stand in line and wait their turn. If a
person does not understand or obey the social rules,
he will not be able to get those services. This is true
for an autonomous robot. If the robot does not ‘under-
stand’ the social behaviors of humans and if it treats
the humans in front of it as obstacles, then it will never
be able to achieve its goals. Hence automated robots
should be designed to ‘understand’the social behaviors
of humans and to work in accordance to them.

4 Personal Space

Personal space can be considered as a person’s own
territory/area which is very close to his physical body.
The person feels uncomfortable if other people moved
into this area and always tries to keep it restricted to
others in the vicinity. This ‘personal space’or ‘human
territory ’has been studied in the field of cognitive
science as mentioned by Malmberg [4], Sack [3] and
many others. The shape of this space can be modeled
as an oval, which has wider space towards the direction
of one’s own eyes as shown in Figure 1. A typical
example for the effect of personal space can be seen in
many day today activities of humans such as people
forming and moving in lines. When people form a line,
in general, they keep a certain distance away from each
other people. They also usually stand so that they face
towards the person in front. These phenomena can be
described based on the concept of personal space. The
idea is that the person who is standing in line keeps
enough distance to the person in front so that person
in front does not feel uncomfortable. On the other
hand, he stands close enough to the person in front to
avoid other people cutting in the line [2].

Although the actual size or distances to the sides of
this personal space vary drastically with culture, work
performed, environmental conditions, etc., a robot
working with humans should have an understanding
of it in order to prevent unnecessary repercussions.

HumanFront Side

Personal Space Generalized 
Circular Shape

80 cm 20 cm

30 cm

Figure 1: Personal human space.

4.1 Size and distance

Personal space can be generalized to an average size
of 80 cm in front, 20 cm behind, and 30 cm in sides for
a human as shown in Figure 1. Calculating the above,
Nakauchi and Simmons [2] had assumed that the per-
sonal space of the person in front is identical to the
personal space of the subject (who is going closer).
But having different size subjects (such as different
size robots), this should be varied and adjusted appro-
priately. Consider a human, generalized to a circular
shape of 45 cm of diameter. Then these distances can
be considered as a percentage of 177.8% in front, 44.4%
behind and 66.7% in sides as the following propotion
yields:

(a dist/gcd) × 100% (1)

where a dist is average distance and gcd is generalized
circular diameter. Hence for any sized subject (robot),
appropriate personal space can be obtained by using
the above propotion.

4.2 Safe and personal distance

It is not necessary to consider this personal space
while in motion because it involves many calculations
and precautional stages. Rather, while in motion, safe
distance (sd) from the nearest object is analyzed. Con-
sider a situation as given in Figure 2. When robot
R requires travel to the human A, within a path
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where there is an obstacle and other humans. At time
T = 0, obtaining the positions of target (human A)
and Tracker (Robot R), tentative safest and shortest
path is obtained (for this, previous experiences if any
can be used for fast accessing and reducing unneces-
sary calculations to speed up the process). Then con-
sidering the generalized circular diameter (gcd) of the
tracker (robot R) at that instance, already obtained
path is readjusted keeping the safe distance. The gcd
is not a constant due to the fact that many postures
that the robot can have such as stretching arms, car-
rying some objects, etc. but as a general rule, once
calculated, the gcd can be considered as a constant
throughout an operation. This safe distance has been
considered as half of the generalized circular diameter
(i.e. if gcd = d, then sd = d/2). Once this is done,
the whole path will be considered as a strip of width
gcd+2sd or simply 2gcd in order for the robot to travel
along that path.

Now consider an instance that robot R meets a hu-
man B while traveling along the path. At such times
it is unnecessary to change ‘safe distance’ to ‘personal
space’ as this human is just another obstacle along
the path and that the robot has no intentions of in-
teracting with him. Further having a distance of sd
is enough to move along the way. (If the robot has
to consider personal space every time it meets a hu-
man, it will cause many problems due to certain space
restrictions of a particular area, unnecessary calcula-
tions involved, etc.) Finally when the robot reaches its
target human A at T = t, it needs to consider personal
space so that interaction is going to take place. Then,
robot motion is decided so as to arrange the space
around it, according to the personal space criteria.

Obstacle

Human
B

Human
A

sdgcd

2gcd
Robot R

T = 0

pd

Robot R
T = t

Figure 2: Safe and personal path planing.
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Distance

Distance 
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Feelings
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Indication 

Eye Colour

Figure 3: Two human feelings in ‘Feelings’ fuzzy
model.

5 Emotional States

Humans are full of emotions and they show them in
many direct or indirect ways even without conscious-
ness. Many such feelings are expressed in human face
and recognized by fellow companions without much
difficulty. Understanding of these emotional states
is very useful in interaction and communication with
humans. While in conversation, idea is expressed in
voice means by humans (whether the speaker really
means it or not) but the true intentions are shown by
other means of the body such as special gestures of
hands, change in face, pupil dilation of eyes, direction
of face/eyes, etc. Sometimes these gestures are used
by experts to find out the true nature of individuals.
Although specialized knowledge is required to do such
things, just by having basic instinct, ordinary people
do the interactions without much effort or rather un-
intentionally. Consider few cases as follows:

If a person is frowning, others try to get away and
nobody dares to move closer (understanding that, that
person is in anger and unable to have any deals with
him). Sometimes, the same reaction may be returned
by the viewer. In another situation, ‘smile’ indicates
the gesture of goodwill (can be misused as well). In an
event of meeting, indicate friendliness, etc., smiling is
used always. There is no doubt reaching a person with
a smile. It is always better to have a smile in return
in order to indicate the same good feeling. Although
such a behaviour is not unusual to a human being,
how about to a robot (when interacting with humans)?
Will not it be much easier and more comfortable for
us to have a robot companion that shows its feelings
as well? Even without speaking a single word, a single
gesture of the robot may represents thousand words
that we humans understand.
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5.1 Indication of feelings

In a human face, a large number of muscles support
to show many feelings. Although it will not be pos-
sible to have a similar face mechanism for a robot as
an initial stage, an indication of eye colour (shades of
different colours) and the shape of the mouth as shown
in the Figure 3 can be used to indicate basic feelings
of a robot.

Consider a situation where a robot is moving along
a pathway and a human is coming closer to it (or
rather blocking the pathway). Having a sense of ‘per-
sonal space’ (or ‘feeling’ danger to own motion or to
the self), robot can indicate its unhappy or unstable
state by indicating the colour ‘yellow’ in his eyes. If
the person continues his motion and the level of uncer-
tainty of the robots gets increased, then the eye colour
can be changed towards ‘orange’ (‘red’ can be used to
indicate extreme unhappiness).

Once the ‘unhappy’ situation is subsidized, the eye
colour can be returned back to its normal. Similarly,
happy or good feeling can be indicated by green fol-
lowed by blue. In this way, robot is capable of showing
its inner ‘feelings’in certain extinct to the surrounding
human beings.

5.2 Fuzzy and feelings

The complete system will be comprised of several
fuzzy models for initial path planning, obstacle detec-
tion, path adjustments, etc. One such module used to
anticipate the feelings due to personal space is shown
in Figure 3. The input membership functions for dis-
tance and rate of change of distance with output func-
tions for mouth indication and eye colour are shown
in Figure 4, where rule viewer for some input values
for the above system is given.

6 Summary

In this research project, giving a robot a sense of
feelings (that we humans understand) according to
certain experiences has been analyzed. The robot gets
this feeling as an experience while it moves with other
subjects including humans. Although it seems to be
easy to reach a human (for us), it is not so for an ar-
tifact such as a mobile robot. There are many other
factors that should be considered in addition to the
safe distance. They include reaching speed, angle of
meeting (such as face to face, side to side, from be-
hind), etc. and these are also should be analyzed for
a better system.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

Distance 
= 0.392

Distance 
Change
= 0.693

Mouth
Indication
= 0.424

Eye
Colour
= 0.376

Figure 4: Rule viewer for ‘Feelings’ fuzzy system.

Similar to the human nature, experience is gath-
ered in many acquaintances with similar situations and
this requires many involvements with time. Although
there may be specific instances slightly different to the
previous, having an intelligent decision-making can be
supposed to assist such times. These are currently
under consideration.
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Abstract

Network robotic systems, specially which are operated
over the Internet, are meant to be used by non-experts.
Therefore, user-friendly interfaces would provide many
advantages. In developing user friendly interfaces, nat-
ural language communication is mandatory. This paper
presents a network robotic system in which a user can
command a robot manipulator to identify and pick objects
placed on a table. Some toys are used as objects. User
may use commands such as “pick the elephant.” The ob-
jects having complicated shapes are identified independent
of their location and the orientation. To do this, two dimen-
sional object recognition techniques are extended to three
dimensional object recognition utilizing a standard feed-
forward neural network.

1 Introduction

Network robotic systems are very important in the sense
that they combine robots, which are fast and precise, with
remote control capabilities. Specially, with the advent of
the Internet, a new class of robots has emerged with new
advantages and features. During the last one and half
decades, there have been a number of Internet robotic sys-
tems. Using Internet as the medium of communication for
network robotic systems has become increasingly popular
due to advantages such as, low cost, easy accessibility, easy
maintenance, possibility of allowing public participation,
etc.

Since Internet based tele-robots are meant to be used
by non-experts and the expected user base is very high
and diverse, the human-robot interaction should be as nat-
ural and user-friendly as possible. In most existing Inter-
net based robotic systems [1][2][3][4],user interaction with
robot is via filling forms, selecting commands, clicking
with mouse, etc. In contrast, a user-friendly framework for
tele-operation using natural language commands would be
more appropriate.

Sanz et al. [5] proposed for the first time, the importance
of using natural words to refer to objects in tele-operation

systems. However, there, the authors’ concentration was
on object recognition aspects.

Online robots are controlled through a web browser.
They are different from conventional teleoperation in sev-
eral aspects. In addition to the well known problems re-
lated to time delay, supervisory control, and stability, on-
line robots need to be designed to be operated by non-
specialists around the clock via human-friendly interfaces.
Therefore, new strategies are needed to coordinate simul-
taneous users handling large variations in demand and time
delay.

In most existing network or online robotic systems, in-
put to the robot is given by filling forms or selecting com-
mands. In some recent research, integrating object recog-
nition capabilities with online robots has been addressed
[5].

2 System Overview

The network robotic system presented in this paper al-
lows the manipulation of objects of different shapes located
on a table using a sub-set of the natural language. The ob-
jects used have complicated three dimensional shapes.

User can see the table and may ask the robot to pick
any one of the toys. For example, user may say “pick the
elephant.” This kind of user interaction is important in
network or online robotic systems because it enhances the
user-friendliness. However, efficient object recognition is
one of the challenges. In [5], an object recognition systems
for online robots which was based on two dimensional in-
formation of an image was presented. The objective of the
approach presented in this paper is to integrate three dimen-
sional object identification to the online robotic system.
Considering the restrictions imposed on online robotic sys-
tems which operates over the Internet, this approach needs
to be simple and efficient.

The modules of the system are shown in the Fig. 1. They
are, image acquisition, object feature extraction, neural net-
work module, knowledge base, lexical symbol identifica-
tion, command execution and communication module. The
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Figure 1: System overview.

functions of these modules are discussed in the next sec-
tions.

3 Implementation

3.1 Experimental Setup

The system shown in the Fig. 1 has a client-server archi-
tecture. The server side consists of a PA-10 industrial ma-
nipulator and the controller, object table, three USB cam-
eras, and a PC running WindowsXP. The three cameras
were placed over, in front of, and in a side of the object
table.

The client side consists of a PC running WindowsXP
and a microphone. Voice recognition was performed using
IBM ViaVoice SDK.

Both the server and the client were connected to an Eth-
ernet network and the communication was performed using
TCP/IP sockets.

3.2 Image Acquisition

For the image acquisition DirectX technology was used.
Camera images taken from all three cameras are further
processed to extract object features. Low resolution ver-
sions of images are sent to the communication module and
they are sent to the user in order to provide 3 dimensional
details of the workspace.

3.3 Object Recognition

The challenge in object recognition is to identify ob-
ject with complicated three dimensional shapes placed on
the table. However, considering the constraints imposed
on online network robotic systems, the approach needs to
be simple and efficient. Since the object can be placed in
arbitrary orientations and in arbitrary places, the object de-
scriptors used should be invariant to rotation and transla-
tion.

Hu descriptors are well-known for two dimensional
shape recognition. They have the particularity of being
invariant to scale, translation and rotation [6]. In our ap-
proach, we have tried to approximate 3D object identifica-
tion with 2D information obtained from orthogonal camera
images. To achieve this a neural network technique was
used.

3.4 Learning

To train the neural network, first a set of training data
was collected. Each object was placed in different orien-
tations and images were taken from all three cameras si-
multaneously. Some of those images are shown in Fig. 2.
Then, those images were binarized and the first and second
Hu descriptors of the shapes were found as follows.

For a two dimensional function f(x, y), the moment of
order (p+ q) is defined as:

mpq =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
xpyqf(x, y)dxdy (1)

for p, q = 0, 1, 2, ...
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Table 1: Object representaion.

Object Descriptor
Front Up Side

H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2

Elephant-1 0.017479 0.033349 0.015421 0.029573 0.022898 0.039438
Elephant-2 0.018220 0.033008 0.014670 0.029938 0.023288 0.043842

... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Pig-1 0.016445 0.029444 0.018702 0.031850 0.018614 0.031869
Pig-2 0.014417 0.031383 0.015995 0.037169 0.016219 0.029566
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Car-1 0.015429 0.028767 0.016730 0.031066 0.050733 0.072174
Car-2 0.017421 0.043342 0.016040 0.035854 0.029486 0.046491

H1: Fist Hu descriptor, H2: Second Hu descriptor.

If f(x, y) is piecewise continuous and has nonzero val-
ues only in a finite part of the xy-plane, moments of all
orders exist, and the moment sequence (mpq) is uniquely
determined by f(x, y). Conversely, mpq uniquely deter-
mines f(x, y).

The central moments are defined as:

µpq =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
(x− x)p(y − y)qf(x, y)dxdy (2)

where x = m10/m00 and y = m01/m00.
If f(x, y) is a digital image, the Eq. (2) becomes:

µpq =
∑

x

∑
y

(x− x)p(y − y)qf(x, y) (3)

The normalized central moments are defined as:

ηpq =
µpq

µγ
00

(4)

where γ = p+q
2 + 1.

From the normalized moments of order up to three, it is
possible to derive seven invariant moments or Hu descrip-
tors. In this work, the first and second Hu descriptor, φ1

and φ2 were used such as

φ1 = η20 + η02 (5)

φ1 = (η20 + η02)2 + 4η2
11 (6)

Vectors of all six descriptors were used as the training
vectors of the neural network. For each object, sixteen
samples were collected. Table 1 shows some such exam-
ples of objects.

The neural network used was a standard feed forward
back-propagation neural network. Number of neurons in

the output layer is equal to the number of object classes.
In this case, it is three to classify the three object classes
“elephant,” “pig,” and “car.”

3.5 Results

After the network was trained, it was tested with some
test data. Test images were obtained by placing all ob-
jects on the table in arbitrary orientations and positions. As
explained above, three images were taken from the three
cameras and the Hu descriptors were calculated as before.
Some sample test images are shown in the Fig. 3.

In addition to the Hu descriptors, from the top camera
view, center of area of each object is calculated and each
object is marked with an object number. However, without
identifieng which object is the “elephant,” a user command
such as “pick the elephant” cannot be executed. For that,
Hu descriptor vector for each object is fed to the previously
trained neural network and the objects are identified. Some
test data are shown in the Table 2.

The trained neural network was tested with twenty test
images and it was found that these two object can be cor-
rectly identified with 100% accuracy. Once a user issue a
command such as, “pick the elephant,” the correct object
can be identified and picked independent of the object lo-
cation and the orientation.

4 Summary

In this paper, possibility of introducing three dimen-
sional object recognition capabilities to network robotic
systems was discussed. Although it is only a portion of the
total network robotic system, it is vital in providing user-
friendly natural language controlled interfaces.
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Table 2: Test Data.

Object Object Center Object Descriptor Object
No. x y Front Up Side Ident.

(pixels) (pixels) H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2

1 169 99 0.0172438 0.030375 0.0199281 0.041321 0.0182495 0.033830 elephant
2 196 134 0.0176682 0.034507 0.0275677 0.080579 0.0259410 0.080527 car
3 226 62 0.0179100 0.032484 0.0180720 0.032840 0.0175880 0.033244 pig

H1: Fist Hu descriptor, H2: Second Hu descriptor.

(a) Front camera view

(b) Up camera view

(b) Side camera view

Figure 2: Sample training images — elephant.

In this approach, main objective was to develop a sys-
tem which was able identify objects with complex shapes
irrespective of the object location and orientation; but at
the same time, the simplicity and the efficiency of the ap-
proach was considered. Therefore, a well known technique
for two dimensional shape recognition was extended two
identify three dimensional object by utilizing a standard
feed-forward back-propagation neural network.

It was found that once trained, the neural network could
correctly classify the objects. However, in this experiment
only three objects were used.

(a) Front view (a) Up view (a) Side view

Figure 3: Sample test images — elephant, pig and car.
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Abstract
Fundamental properties of a central pattern generator

(CPG) using Van del Pol oscillators are examined to gener-
ate some locomotion patterns for a semi-looper-like worm
robot, where such a robot adopts a locomotion of green
caterpillar as a basic locomotion pattern, but sometimes it
can realize a locomotion of looper. Assume that the robot
is composed of simple three serial links, as a fundamental
research. Several simulations are conducted for examin-
ing how to design the CPG by using inhibitory or excitory
connections to obtain a stable rhythmic response, and for
searching the design parameters to produce valid amount
of amplitude and frequency.

1 Introduction

Robots which move any narrow passage such as a tube
is considered in our study. Those robots are being materi-
alized by various mechanisms and the research is advanced
toward commercialization. The present research handles a
semi-looper type robot that can be composed of a serial link
structure that is the most simple structure. The semi-looper
type robot can realize both of the motion patterns for the
looper and the green caterpillar. We examine a method for
realizing a motion pattern generation based on a CPG for
the semi-looper type robot.

There is a Van del Pol oscillator as one of the realization
methods of an oscillator[1]-[4]. It is very difficult to de-
duce design parameters for an analysis target, because the
Van del Pol oscillator is expressed with a nonlinear equa-
tion of motion. Most of conventional research analyze the
oscillator by numerical analysis, and decide the final de-
sign parameters by trial and error when the object to be
applied is fixed. An example of its application is the gait
acquisition of leg type robots.

Also, it is known that the output of the Van del Pol os-
cillator is sensitive to a design parameter. The response is
largely changed to a slight change of parameters. The out-
put is sometimes in the inclination diverged. Therefore, the

parameters need to be designed carefully, when this oscil-
lator is applied to a real system.

We examine the influence that the design parameter in
a single Van del Pol oscillator gives to the oscillation gen-
erated in this paper. Furthermore, we discuss the influence
of connection weights for output oscillations, in which two
Van del Pol oscillators are coupled with such connection
weights. The effectiveness of the systematic design of the
Van del Pol oscillator is examined by some numerical sim-
ulations, though we need to examine about the stability
condition of Lyapnov to discuss the stability of oscillations
rigorously.

2 Van del Pol Oscillator

When some Van del Pol oscillators are coupled respec-
tively, the dynamics of ith oscillator is given by

ẍi = ai

(
b2

i − x2
ai

)
ẋi − c2

i xai + di, (1)

where xai denotes the connection variable and λi j denotes
the connection weight which are related by

xai =

n∑
j=1

λi jx j, (2)

where n is the number of oscillators. Coefficients ai, bi, ci

and di in equation (1) have to be designed in an appropriate
manner. In particular, bi is called the amplitude parameter,
ci is called the frequency parameter and di is called offset
parameter; those characterizes the shape of an output oscil-
lation.

The analysis of Van del Pol oscillator is difficult, be-
cause its dynamics include the nonlinear term which is the
product of x2

ai and ẋi. Most conventional researches discuss
the results of numerical analysis. There are no results on
the systematic design of any oscillators; parameters of an
oscillator are designed through trial and error.

Here, a single oscillator is analyzed by a numerical ap-
proach to design parameters. The amplitude parameter b
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Table 1: Conditions for the analysis of amplitude parameter
Parameters Values

a 7
d 20
b2 1 ∼ 93
c2 21 ∼ 1600

Sampling interval 12.5 [ms]
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Figure 1: Property of amplitude parameter b

is analyzed by the results of some simulations. Simulation
conditions are tabulated in Table 1. The corresponding re-
sults are shown in Fig. 1. It is found from the results that
the amplitude of an output depends on the amplitude pa-
rameter b2 and is independent of the frequency parameter
c2. The solid line in Fig. 1 is the fitted curve approximated
with a quadratic polynomial as shown by

b2 = 2.4400445 × 10−1A2 + 6.8580147 × 10−2A

−7.1860883 × 10−2 (3)

The parameter a can alter the output amplitude, but it is
more sensitive to its variation than the parameter b2. In
our check, the region of a for generating a periodic signal
is about from 7 to 55. If the parameter a is set to a large
value, then the output of the oscillator diverges. It is found
from this discussion that we have to adjust the parameter
b2 to alter the output amplitude, fixing the parameter a in a
small value.

Next, the frequency parameter c is analyzed by using
the results of some simulations. Simulation conditions are
listed in Table 2. The corresponding simulation results are
shown in Fig. 2. When the amplitude parameter b2 is fixed,
the output frequency becomes high depending on the fre-
quency parameter. Moreover, if the frequency parameter is

Table 2: Conditions for the analysis of frequency parameter
Parameters Values

a 7
d 20
b2 5 ∼ 80
c2 6.25 ∼ 6400

Sampling interval 12.5 [ms]
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Figure 2: Property of frequency parameter c

fixed, then the output frequency becomes high, setting the
amplitude parameter in a small value. Note however that,
when the amplitude parameter is set in a small value, the
output amplitude becomes small.

Considering with the application for a real system, we
may not generate desired amplitude and offset by setting
any parameters. In this situation, the desired amplitude and
offset can be realized by using an output equation

yi = kixi + oi (4)

where ki denotes an amplitude coefficient and oi denotes an
offset.

From discussions aforementioned, the design approach
of a single Van del Pol oscillator is summarized as follows:
.

1. Set parameters a and d. The parameter a is set to 7
and the parameter d is set to 20 in all simulations of
this paper.

2. Design the amplitude parameter b2 using equation (3).
Note that the output amplitude becomes large with in-
creasing the amplitude parameter b2, though the de-
signed b2 has to be readjusted.
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Table 3: Designed parameters of two VDP oscillators
VDP i ai b2

i c2
i di

VDP 1 7 24.7 334.2 20
VDP 2 7 6.08 46.2 20
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Figure 3: Output of VDP oscillator with λ12 = λ21 = 0

3. Design the frequency parameter c2 according to the
discussions of Fig. 2.

4. Adjust the output amplitude and offset using equation
(4), if necessary.

3 Connection Weights of Coupled Oscillator

The 1st oscillator (VDP1) is designed by the proposed
design approach, whose amplitude is 10 and frequency is
1 [Hz]. The 2nd oscillator (VDP2) is designed, in which
the amplitude is 5 and the frequency is 0.5 [Hz], using the
same manner. Designed parameters are listed in Table 3.
The VDP1 response is represented by x1, and the VDP2 re-
sponse is represented by x2 as shown in Fig. 3. According
to the notations of the equation (1), Fig. 3 can be obtained
by using

λ11 = 1, λ12 = 0, λ21 = 0, λ22 = 1

in equation (2). The VDP1 and the VDP2 can generate
each desired oscillation as found from Fig. 3. The effect of
connection weight is analyzed by simulation results in four
cases such that λ11 and λ22 are set to 1 in all cases; the first
case is λ12 = λ21 = 0.1; the second case is λ12 = 0.1 and
λ21 = −0.1; the third case is λ12 = −0.1 and λ21 = 0.1; and
the fourth case is λ12 = λ21 = −0.1.
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Figure 4: Outputs of VDP oscillator with λ12 = λ21 = 0.1
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Figure 5: Outputs of VDP oscillator with λ12 = 0.1 and
λ21 = −0.1

The result of the first case is shown in Fig. 4. Each os-
cillator has the same frequency as about 0.75 [Hz] which is
average value of each desired frequency. The phase differ-
ence between the VDP1 and VDP2 becomes constant. The
amplitude of the VDP2 becomes smaller than the desired
value.

Figure 5 is the result of the second case. The frequency
of the VDP1 is identical with the VDP2, as in the first case.
The frequency is about 1.3 [Hz] which is the reciprocal
value of the averaged frequency for both oscillators. The
phase lag in the VDP2 relative to the VDP1 is 1/4 pe-
riod. The trend on the output amplitude is similar to the
first case.

The frequency of the third case is the same as that of the
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Figure 6: Outputs of VDP oscillator with λ12 = −0.1 and
λ21 = 0.1

second case, as shown in Fig. 6. However, the phase lead in
the VDP2 relative to the VDP1 becomes 1/4 period. Other
characteristics of oscillations are substantially the same as
those of other cases.

Finally, for the fourth case, we have similar discussions
about the amplitude and the frequency to the first case. The
only difference from the first case is that the present phase
shift is 1/2 period as shown in Fig. 7.

From discussions mentioned above, the following
points are summarized about the sign combination of con-
nection weights in two Van del Pol oscillators:

• About the frequency: Each oscillator has the same
frequency. When the sign of λ12 and λ21 is identical,
the frequency becomes the averaged value between
the VDP1 and the VDP2. If these signs are differ-
ent then the frequency becomes the reciprocal value
of the average between the VDP1 and the VDP2.

• About the phase shift: The phase shift is 0, when
the sign of both connection weights is plus. When λ12
is plus and λ21 is minus, the phase lag becomes 1/4
period. If λ12 is minus and λ21 is plus, then the phase
lead becomes 1/4 period.

• About amplitude: The amplitude of the oscillator,
designed with smaller amplitude than other one, be-
comes a little bit small in the actual response.

As very important results, it is suggested that the phase
shift can be designed by the sign combination of connec-
tion weights.
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Figure 7: Outputs of VDP oscillator with λ12 = λ21 = −0.1

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied on the design approach to
a single Van del Pol oscillator and on the numerical anal-
ysis of coupled two Van del Pol oscillators with connec-
tion weights. The systematic design approach was demon-
strated in a single oscillator in order to generate the de-
sired oscillation. The relationship between the connec-
tion weights and the output responses was clarified through
some simulations. Results obtained here gave some impor-
tant points to design the Van del Pol oscillator.

In future works, the present results will have to be dis-
cussed with other conditions and three or more coupled os-
cillators.
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Abstract
Underactuated manipulators have some passive or

free joints in general, where the number of inputs is less
than the degrees of freedom. These systems have com-
plex structural properties, and they have to control
a lot of generalized coordinates by few inputs. How-
ever, reducing the number of actuators brings some ad-
vantages such as lightweighting, compactification and
cost reduction. We here propose a switching control
method based on fuzzy energy regions. We also discuss
the application of a logic-based approach to underac-
tuated manipulators with drift terms as considered in
this research. Then we compare a switching control
method based on a logic method with that based on
the present fuzzy energy regions. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is demonstrated with some sim-
ulations.

1 Introduction

In general, manipulators used for industry and aca-
demic laboratory have actuators to drive each joint.
Then, these actuators are appropriately controlled
to achieve the desired motion. On the other hand,
underactuated manipulators handled by our research
have some passive or free joints without actuators and
brakes. These passive or free joints cannot generate
dynamic torque at all. Due to the existence of such
underactuated joints, the desired reference cannot be
designed arbitrary, so that we cannot use the same
control approach as used for the manipulators with
fully actuated joints. To control underactuated manip-
ulators a lot of researches have been studied.[1, 2, 3].

The present authors have also already proposed a
switching control, in which some partly stable con-
trollers were designed by computed torque method and
switching low was obtained as the index of controller
directly by fuzzy reasoning. In our method, it needs to

Table 1: Definition of input torque, generalized coor-
dinates and physical parameters

Symbols Physical meaning
τ1 Input torque [Nm]
θ1, θ2 Link angles [rad]
m1,m2 Mass of link [kg]
l1, l2 Link length [m]
lg1, lg2 Distance between joint

and center of gravity [m]
I1, I2 Moment of inertia [kgm2]
µ1, µ2 Viscous coefficient [Ns/m2]

design parameters related to energy regions and gains
of some partial stabilizing controllers based on the
computed torque method[4]. It is interesting to discuss
about the energy region related parameters. In partic-
uler, we are here concerned with a logic-based switch-
ing method that has been proposed by Hespanha et
al[5]. Note however that this method was applied to
nonholonomic systems without drift terms in the orig-
inal paper.

In this paper, we thus discuss the application of the
logic-based switching method to underactuated ma-
nipulators with drift terms. Here, we compare it with
a switching control method based on fuzzy energy re-
gion. We show the effectiveness of design parameters
through some simulations.

2 Underactuated Manipulator

Figure 1 shows two-link underactuated manipula-
tor where the first joint is active and the second joint
consists of a passive joint. In Table 1, τ1 denotes the
applying torque of 1st joint, θ1, θ2 denote the angle of
each link, and the physical parameters are shown in
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Figure 1: Two link underactuated manipulator
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Figure 2: Region approximations for a logical switch-
ing

it. The dynamical model of the underactuated manip-
ulator is given as follows:

M (θ) θ̈ + h(θ, θ̇) = τ (1)

where

M (θ) =
[
M11(θ) M12(θ)
M12(θ) M22(θ)

]
M11(θ) = (m1l

2
g2 +m2l

2
1 + I1) + (m2l

2
g2 + I2)

+2m2l1lg2 cos θ2
M12(θ) = (m2l

2
g2 + I2) +m2l1lg2 cos θ2

M22(θ) = m2l
2
g2 + I2

h(θ, θ̇) = [h1(θ, θ̇) h2(θ, θ̇)]T

h1(θ, θ̇) = −(m2l1lg2)(2θ̇1θ̇2 + θ̇22) sin θ2 + µ1θ̇1

h2(θ, θ̇) = m2l1lg2θ̇
2
1 sin θ2 + µ2θ̇2

3 Energy Regions

3.1 Definition of energy

Energy is defined by using general coordinates. De-
sired joint angle of each link is θdi, and the error of
joint angle is denoted by

ei
4
= θdi − θi. (2)

Then, the energy of each link is defined by

Ei
4
= e2i + ė2i . (3)

4 Switching Control

4.1 Logic based switching

Boundary curves πi, (i = 1, 2) are defined by

πi(E1) = Ai

(
1 − e−E1/T

)
(4)

where Ai is the amplitude of πi and T is the conver-
gence ratio. It is assumed that Ei’s converge monoton-
ically when the partly stable controllers Ci are applied
for a system. The logic based switching function is de-
fined by

Î =
{
j if E1 ∈ Rj

max{i(= 1, 2) : E1 ∈ Ri} if E1 6∈ Rj
(5)

Then, the ideal energy response becomes as shown in
Figure 2.

4.2 Fuzzy energy region based switching

We design controller 1 (C1) and controller 2 (C2)
for a two link manipulator. They are used as partial
stabilizing controllers to stabilize each link. We can
define energy region by each controller.
If an exponential function is used, design parameters

of boundary curve to divide energy region are denoted
by the amplitude and the time constant. Control re-
sponses of manipulators depend on these parameters.
Such parameters need to be set in ideal way. But
it is difficult to set at once. Therefore, the bound-
ary curve is denoted by fuzzy expression in this re-
search. If a boundary curve has fuzziness denoted by
the present fuzzy reasoning, then there appears an ad-
vantage of present method in setting the design pa-
rameters roughly. We first consider a straight line ap-
proximation shown in Figure 2. After such an approx-
imation, fuzzy sets for E2 can be defined for E1 ≤ E1a
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Figure 4: Membership functions for E1 > E1a

and E1 > E1a cases as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
where E1a, E2a and E2b are the design parameters of
fuzzy sets. In order to realize ideal energy responses,
fuzzy rules are given as follows:

Rule 1: If E2 = S Then s1 = 1
Rule 2: If E2 = M and It−1 = 1 Then s2 = 1
Rule 3: If E2 = M and It−1 = 2 Then s3 = 2
Rule 4: If E2 = B Then s4 = 2

Here, a parameter It−1 which means the index of con-
troller for one-step delay, is introduced, because one-
step delayed controller must be retained in the over-
lapped energy region according to the ideal energy re-
sponse. si is the index of controller that must be used
in the fuzzy rule i.

5 Simulations

For partial stabilizing controller, set the ith link
proportional gain Kpi, derivative gain Kvi, and re-
gion parameters E1a, E2a, E2b. At this stage, the
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Figure 5: Switching control system

value of each gain is fixed, region set parameters are
changed. Actually, each gain parameter is set to
Kp1=25.0, Kv1=10.0, Kp2=25.0, Kv2=10.0. Param-
eters of fuzzy energy region (method A) are set to
E1a=4.0, E2a=1.0, E2b=3.5, and parameters of logic
based (method B) are set to T=2.5, A1=1.0, A2=3.5.
The initial state vector is set to

x(0) = [θT (0) θ̇
T
(0)]T

= [ 0 π/4 0 0 ]T

To compare the logic based switching with the fuzzy
energy region based switching, we evaluate the total
error energy of each link. The evaluation function was
applied for last 15 seconds when the control converged
to zero roughly. Results using the fuzzy energy based
switching are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, and
the results of logic based switching are shown in Fig-
ure 8 and Figure 9. Then, the evaluation function in
method A was 6.819, whereas the evaluation function
in method B was 2.525. Thus, both methods con-
verged with a satisfied condition. Note however that
the convergence result of method B is a little better
than that of method A.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a control method of underactuated
manipulator using partly stable controllers has been
designed by computed torque method. For switch-
ing mechanism, we compared the fuzzy energy region
based switching with the logic based switching. Fuzzy
energy region based switching was better in the num-
ber of switching times than logic based one. Regard-
ing the joint angle response, the fuzzy energy region
based switching was better than the logic based one.
However for the evaluation of convergence by using a
cost function, the logic based switching was a slightly
better than the fuzzy energy region based one.
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Figure 6: Energy with the fuzzy energy based switch-
ing
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Figure 7: Link angles with the fuzzy energy based
switching
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Figure 8: Energy with the logic based switching
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Transport  Devices : Devices  which  transport  the  
parts  from  one  work  cell  to  another  work  cell  of  the  
robot  ( for e.g., conveyors  and  carousels ).  

 Conveyors are the linear  type  of  part  feeders  and  
called  as  linear  transport  devices. Their function  is  to  
present  the  parts  or  objects  to  the  robot  for  
manipulation. They are used  to  transport  the  parts  
linearly  from  robot  to  robot  or  from  one  robotic  
work  cell  to  another  robotic  work  cell. They are used  
to  transport  parts / objects  for  manipulation  either  
from  left  to  right  or  from  right  to  left and are driven  
by  electric  motors  at  either  ends.  It can  be  used  for  
a  multi  robot  work  cell. 

 Example : automated  assembly  lines.  The parts  are  
approached  from  the above  with  r3  =  – i3  i.e.,  
approach  vector  opposite  to  z0  of  base.  A four  axis  
robot  is  sufficient  instead  of  a  Five  axis  robot.  The 
1st  and  2 nd axis are used  to  position  the  tool  over  the  
belt.  The 3 rd  axis places  the  tool  at  proper  elevation  
above  the  object.  The 4th axis orients  the  tool  in  the  
direction  of  the  object.  Exchange  of  parts  ( swapping 
) between  two  robots  is  not  possible.  It  is  possible  if  
the  conveyor  belt  is  driven  in  reverse  direction.  Any  
number  of  robots  can  be  accommodated  on  either  
sides  of   the  conveyor  belts [2]. 

 
Fig. 2  A conveyor belt mechanism 

 Carousels are rotary  transport  devices ( rotary  part  
feeders ).  They transfers  parts  back  and  forth  between  
two  or  more  than  two  robots.  The parts  are  
approached  from  above.  SCARA’ s  are  sufficient. A  
carousel  consists  of  a  rotating  table  with  a  central  
pedestal.  Robots  are  mounted  in  a  circular  fashion  
around  the  rotary  turn  table.  Swapping  of  parts  
between  robots  is  possible, since  the  table  can  be  
rotated  or  turned  in  the  reverse  direction.  They are 
used  to  accommodate  only  a  few  robots  since  the  
diameter  of  rotary  turn  table  places  a  restriction  on  
number  of  robots.  If  the  number  of  robots  has  to  be  
increased , then  the  diameter  of  the  turn  table  has  to  
be  increased . Then, eccentricity, i.e., balancing  of  the  
table  comes  into  picture.  Carousel  is shown  in  Fig. 2 
below. 

θ z0
z0

x0
x0

Tool
Rotary turn tablePart

CarouselRobot 1 Robot 2

Tool

Rotating
central
pedastal

Elb Elb
VEVE

RollRoll

Fig. 3  A carousel 

Part  Holding  Devices / Fixed  Tools : Devices  which  
are  used  to  hold  a  sub  part in  proper  position and 
orientation  ( clamps , jigs , vices ). 

Part  Storage  Devices :  Devices  which  are  used  to  
store  the  manufactured  parts  ( bins / containers ). 
 

2.  Design of mechanical fixture & robot 
 
 

 INRI  is  a  cylindrical  coordinate  robotic  unit  
having  its  workspace  as  a  solid  cylinder  and  has  two  
positional  axes, viz., the  base  and  the  vertical  
prismatic  motion (termed  as  the major  axes)  and  one  
orientation  axes, viz., the  roll (termed  as  minor  axes)  
which  allows  the  wrist  to  be  oriented  in  the  
direction  of  the  object.   The  robot  designed  is  
capable  of  sensing  and  picking  of  objects  and  
placing  them  in  its  work  volume in  a  particular  
position  and  orientation  with  a  high  degree  of  
precision  and  accuracy.   
 
 A  part  feeding  mechanism  for  the  robotic  
system, viz.,  a  conveyor  belt  on  which  the  parts  are  
arriving  one  after  the  other  is  to  be  designed  and  
fabricated  along  with  the  robotic  system. Though  
thought  of  this  work  as  a  technology  demonstration  
project, the  INRI  can  be  put  to  many uses  such  as  in  
assembly  operations or in the  educational  field.  There  
is  also  plenty  of  scope  for  future  enhancements  such  
as  remote  controllability  of  the  system, internet  based  
controllability  and  the  object  sensing / obstacle  
avoiding techniques such  as  using  the  computer  vision  
for  mechanical  systems.  
 
 The  entire  mechanical  assembly  of  the  robotic  
system  is  being  divided  into  three  parts, viz., Base  
assembly, Arm  assembly,  End-effector (Gripper)  
assembly, Conveyor  belt  assembly. The  entire  
mechanical  assembly  of  the  designed  and  fabricated  
robotic  system  is  shown  in  Fig.  A  conveyor  
mechanism  is  a  one  DOF  system  which is  moving  in  
a  linear  fashion  along  a  straight  line  and  is  driven  
by  a  conveyor  DC servomotor  with  a  90°  power  
transmission  and  which  has  the  same  specifications  
as  that  of  the  vertical  extension / roll  motor.   
 
 A  conveyor  mechanism  is  a  one  DOF  system  
which is  moving  in  a  linear  fashion  along  a  straight  
line  and  is  driven  by  a  conveyor  DC servomotor  
with  a  90°  power  transmission  and  which  has  the  
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same  specifications  as  that  of  the  vertical  extension / 
roll  motor.  It  consists  of  a  belt  which is  moving  on  
rollers  (in order  to  prevent  the  sag)  over  which  the  
objects  are  coming  one  after  the  other  and  is  as  
shown  in  Fig. 5.1.  The  length  of  the  conveyor  belt  
being  ( 45 × 5 ) cms. The  speed  of  movement  of  the  
conveyor  belt  mechanism  being  approx. 12 cms / min.   
The  electronic  unit  serves  as  an  driver  interface  
between  the  mechanical  hardware  and  the  computing  
system [3].  The  electronic  circuitries  designed  and  
fabricated  by  us  consists  of  the  following   sub-parts, 
viz.,  
 

1. Driver  interfacing  unit - is  used  to  drive  the  
actuators (motors) and consists  of  the  drive  power  
amplifiers  with  its  peripheral  chips such  as  the  
decoders  and  the  buffers .  The  driver  unit  consists  
of  two  L293D  IC’s , each  driver  IC  being  used  to  
drive  two  motors . The  conveyor  belt  is  driven  by  
a  FET  IRF z 44 N.  The  designed  and  fabricated  
driver  unit  acts  as  the  interface  between  the  
computer  system  and  the  mechanical  unit  (robot) 
and  was  tested  on  a  general  purpose  PCB .  

 
2. Controller  unit - which  consists  of  a  IC  circuitry 

(such as  decoders  74138, buffers  74LS245) to  give  
proper  control  signals  to  the  robotic  system  for  
satisfactory  operation.  The  data  to  the  control  unit  
comes  from  computer  through  the parallel  port  
interface . 

 
3. Sensing  unit -  to  sense  the  objects ( using  limit  

switches , etc.,. ) and  to  avoid  the  collisions  of  the  
robot  with  the  obstacles , to  find  whether  the  object  
has  been  gripped  properly  or  not.  When  both  the  
limit  switches (which  are  connected  in  series)  gets  
closed  after  grasping  the  object, a  signal  will  be  
sent  to  the  parallel  port  through  the  status  pin  
which  makes  the  gripper  motor  cut  off  from  the  
supply  preventing  further motion  of  the  gripper  and  
a  message  will  be  displayed  on  the  GUI  indicating  
that  the  object  has  been  gripped.   

 
4. Power  supply  unit - to  supply  power  to  the  

various  electronic  circuitries. The  power  to  the  
driver  cards  and  the  driver  IC’s  is  obtained  from  
the  standard  laboratory  made  regulated  power  
supply .  A  7805  regulator  IC  is  used  to  provide  5 
volts  to  the  various  IC  chips .  

 

 The  robotic  system  developed  and  controlled  by  
the  computer  employes  a  GUI  developed  in  Visual  
Basic 6.0.  VB  is  selected  as  it  is  a  simple, yet  
powerful, windows  platform  based  programming  
language,  which  provides  us  with  a  complete  set  of  
tools  to  simplify  complex  rapid  application  
development [4].  
 
 
 

3.  Software design application 
 

An efficient VB GUI was developed to do the Pick 
aNd Place (PNP) application by using the robot [5]. The 
GUI developed consists of various menu boxes, 
instructions such as File menu, motor selection list box, 
motor selected text box, direction option buttons, start 
button, Stop button, reset button, conveyor  on / off, auto 
teach facility, The run screen, single stepping feature, run 
through, code box, clear, step, run and stop (Fig. 5).  
 

START APPLICATION

DISPLAY THE GUI

SELECT THE MOTOR

IS MODE=CW

SELECT THE MODE

Perform CW motion  on
START untill s\w limit has

reached or operation is stopped
by STOP

Do  you want to EXIT
application

EXIT Application

Perform CCW motion  on
START untill s\w limit has

reached or operation is stopped
by STOP

 
 

Fig.  4  Flow  chart  module  of  software to do PNP job 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.  GUI to do PNP operation 
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5.  APPLICATION OF INRI :  PNP OPERATION 
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

 
 

Fig. 6  Robot  picking  up  the object  form  the  conveyor  
belt,  transporting  the  object  to  the  destination 
(container) & placing  the object  in the  container 

 

6.  Conclusions 
 A novel design and implementation of a work space 
fixture for a 2 DOF cylindrical robot was done 
successfully  and  the work space fixture, i.e., the 1 DOF 
conveyor belt mechanism was tested for various types of 
operations.   
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Abstract

Markov Random Field (MRF) method is used for
texture modeling. This method makes use of param-
eterized random field models. The article concerns
MRF method from two points of view: texture syn-
thesis and texture segmentation. Texture synthesis,
in general, relies on a joint distribution sampling while
the model of a random field is fully known. The com-
mon algorithms employed here are: Metropolis sam-
pler and Gibbs sampler. Texture segmentation can be
done in two ways. Assuming, that unknown parame-
ters of known distribution can be estimated and classi-
fied within regions of interest, the classification results
for all regions in the image analyzed provide the clue
for the final segmentation. The other proposition as-
sumes, that there are several reference random fields
models which are fully known. The model that fits
the best to the region of interest defines the results of
classification. Thus the segmentation comes from the
classification performed for the whole image.

1 Introduction

The method of MRF is based on the random field
model where the form of its joint and parameterized
distribution is known. This section provides some ba-
sic definitions used in the model definition (plese refer
to [1] for details).
Let field of view S be a regular, 2 dimensional, and
discrete lattice:

S = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N2} (1)

Let pallet L be a finite set of n colors: L = {1, . . . , n}.
The function x : S → L defines an image. The value of
this function for s ∈ S is denoted as xs (color assigned

to the pixel s). The neighborhood system for S is:

σ = {σs | ∀s ∈ S} (2)

where σs stands for the set of neighbors of s. The
neighborhood systems of 1st, 2d, 3rd, . . ., kth order
can be defined as in the Figure 1a). The pair (S, σ)
constitutes a graph, in which elements S are nodes,
and arcs are defined by the neighborhood system σ.
A clique c for (S, σ) is a subset of S. The clique can
contain one pixel, c = {s}, or a pair of neighboring
pixels, c = {s, s′}, or a triple of neighboring pixels, c =
{s, s′, s′′}, etc. The cliques containing single pixels,
pairs, and triplets are denoted, respectively, as:

C1 = {s | s ∈ S}
C2 = {{s, s′} | s′ ∈ σs, s ∈ S}
C3 = {{s, s′, s′′′} | s, s′, s′′ ∈ S all are neighbors}

(3)
The collection of cliques is denoted as C =
C1

⋃
C2

⋃
C3 · · · . The different types of cliques corre-

sponding to the neighborhood system of the 2nd order,
are shown in the Figure 1b).

1.1 Random field model
Let X = {X1, . . . , Xm} (m = N1 ·N2) be the family

of probabilistic variables defined on the set S, and let
each variable Xs can take a value xs ∈ L. Family X
is called a random field. The probability that random
variable Xs takes the value xs is denoted as P (Xs =
xs), what can be written as P (xs). The joint probabil-
ity is denoted as P (X1 = x1, . . . , Xm = xm), what can
be shortened to P (X = x), where x = {x1, . . . , xm}
and X = {X1, . . . , Xm}, or written simply as P (X).
Thus any image can be regarded as a realization of
a random field where pixel colors follows the random
field joint probability distribution.
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Figure 1: a) Neighborhood systems of nth order (fields
marked with 1 denotes the neighboring system of the
1st order, fields marked with 1 and 2 - neighboring
system of the 2nd order; 1,2 i 3 - of the 3rd order,
etc.) b) Cliques for the neighborhood system of the
2nd order with parameters βk, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, related to
the four different clique types.

1.2 MRF model
The joint probability distribution design is a basic

task in the MRF based texture modelling. X is called
MRF on S with respect to σ iff the following conditions
holds, [?]:

P (x) > 0,∀x ∈ X (positivity) (4)

P (xs|xS−{s}) = P (xs | xσs
) (Markovianity) (5)

where S−{s} denotes all pixels in S except s, xS−{s}
denotes colors of all pixels in S except s, and xσs

=
{xs′ | s′ ∈ σs} denotes the colors of neighbors of s.

The conditional probability P (xs | xS−{s}) is de-
fined as:

P (xs | xS−{s}) =
e−

∑
c∈A Vc(xs)

∑
x′s∈L e−

∑
c∈A Vc(x′s)

(6)

where x′s takes all possible values of colors which can
be assigned to the pixel s, and A is a set of cliques
including pixel s. Vc(·) represents the potential of a
clique c. The potentials of cliques containing more
then one pixel, in a multi-level logistic model (MML
model), are defined as follows:

Vc(x) =





ζc
if all pixels in the clique c
have the same color,

−ζc otherwise.
(7)

where ζc is a potential of a clique c. Let potential
of a clique containing a pair of pixels (a cliques in
C2) for the neighborhood system of the 2nd order,
where parameters βk, k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are assigned as in
Figure 1b), is defined as follows:

V2(xs, xs′) =
{ −βk if xs = xs′

βk otherwise (8)

To highlight that this potential depends on parame-
ters, it can be rewritten as V2(xs, xs′ , β̄), where β̄ =
(β1, . . . , β4). Finally, considering only cliques included
in C2, the conditional probability P (xs | xS−{s}) is
given by:

P (xs | xS−{s}) =
e−

∑
s′ V2(xs,xs′ )

∑
x′s

e−
∑

s′ V2(x′s,xs′ )
(9)

where
∑

s′ denotes the sum over all neighbors of s, for
which (s, s′) is a clique in C2. Using double indexing
this probability can be rewritten as follows:

P (xi,j | xS−{(i,j)}) =
e−L(xi,j)

∑
x′i,j

e−L(x′i,j)
(10)

where

L(ai,j) = V2(ai,j , ai−1,j) + V2(ai,j , ai+1,j)
+V2(ai,j , ai,j−1) + V2(ai,j , ai,j+1)+
V2(ai,j , ai−1,j−1) + V2(ai,j , ai+1,j+1)+
V2(ai,j , ai+1,j−1) + V2(ai,j , ai−1,j+1)

(11)
Thus, if all pixels in a clique have the same color, L =
2β1 + 2β2 + 2β3 + 2β4. If all colors are different, then
L = −2β1 − 2β2 − 2β3 − 2β4

2 Texture syntesis

If a model of a random field is fully known, texture
synthesis can be realized as the joint distribution sam-
pling. The common algorithms used for such sampling
are: Metropolis sampler [2, 3], and the Gibbs sampler
[4]. Both algorithms produce an image with a tex-
ture in an iterative way, starting from an image with
pixel colors generated from a palette L with uniform
random distribution function. The iterations continue
arbitrary number of times.

In the Metropolis sampler at each iteration step a
copy of a current image is generated. In this copy a
color for a chosen pixel is generated randomly from L
with uniform random distribution function. Then the
copy becomes a new current image, if the probability
obtained from a model is higher for it then for the
current image.

The scheme of a Gibbs sampler is following. For a
randomly chosen pixel at each iteration step all possi-
ble colors are tested. The color which agree the most
with a model of a random field (under condition, that
colors of the pixels in the neighborhood of the pixel of
interest are are known) is accepted as a new color.
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3 Texture segmentation

Texture segmentation can be done in two ways: 1)
by the estimation of unknown parameters of the known
random field model, followed by their classification (es-
timation method), 2) by the choice of such random
field model from a set of models, which fits the best
to the samples observed (best fit method).

In both solution an image being segmented is
scanned with a moving window. The size and the po-
sition of this window defines a region of interest con-
taining the texture. The texture is recognized by the
parameters classification (estimation method) or by
the best candidate selection (best fit method). The
position of the center of the moving window defines
the pixel in the original image, which should labelled
according to the texture recognized. The outcome of
this procedure is a segmented image.

The estimation method requires some computation
to be performed. Such computation can be regarded as
MRF parameters recovering on the base of an observed
texture, where this texture is MRF realization. Classi-
fication, that follows parameters estimation, takes vec-
tor of parameters as a feature vector. The result of the
classification is a label corresponding to the texture.

The best fit method (by means of the highest likeli-
hood function value) requires that all MRF models of
textures are known. If they are known, the result of
the method are labels, which correspond to the best
fitting texture models found. The texture models can
be supplied by an expert user (by specifying param-
eters) or build on the base od samples. The set of
samples for all distinguishable textures can be created
by cutting homogeneous regions from a test image.
Then, the parameters of the models can be recovered
in the same way as in the estimation method. After
averaging they can be used for segmentation in the
best fit method.

4 Experiments

In the experiments conducted MLL model of ran-
dom field was employed (see equation (10)). The
model was described by four parameters: β1, β2, β3,
β4. Texture synthesis method was based on the Gibbs
sampler. Parameters estimation procedure used in
the article was an implementation of kind of gradient
search algorithm, [5]. Classification of the parameters
estimated was done with the aid of artificial neural net-
work based classifier. The classifier was trained with
data provided from the reference textures models.

The results of segmentation with respect to the seg-
mentation method are shown in the Figure 3. The size

of the moving window used was 12×12, 15×15, 20×20.

5 Conclusions

Texture synthesis and texture segmentation by the
use of the MLL model of the MRF and the segmen-
tation method presented is easy to implement for the
case of artificial textures. It has been observed, that
the best fit method of texture segmentation is much
faster then the estimation method. The only step that
cost much of the computation time is the initial set of
texture model parameters approximation (if they are
not known from the begining). Nevertheless, the re-
sults of two segmentation methods are comparable.

Working with a moving window gives bad segmen-
tation result on the borders of two textures. Thus a
kind of a method that gives better accuracy in such
case should be applied.

The use of the method proposed for natural tex-
tures is not so promising. The reason is that natu-
ral textures have models that are unknown, and must
be discovered first. This brings much more difficulty
in the method application. It was tested (result not
shown) that the MLL model used does not fit to the
natural textures. For natural texture modelling please
refer to [6].
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a) b) c) d) e) f)

original parameters estimated parameters
β1 β2 β3 β4

a) 1.0 1.0 -0.5 -0.5
b) 1.0 -0.8 0.5 -0.5
c) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
d) 0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.7
e) 1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
f) 2.0 2.0 -1.0 -1.0

β1 β2 β3 β4

a) 1.08717 1.09241 -0.565433 -0.566961
b) 1.04465 -0.899957 0.558655 -0.54535
c) 0.320296 0.314226 0.288998 0.281211
d) 0.74194 1.30031 -0.843298 0.704515
e) 1.53794 1.48114 -1.6005 1.53289
f) 2.4197 2.45401 -1.24345 -1.30294

Figure 2: Synthesized artificial textures along with the parameters used for their synthesis (original parameters),
and parameters that were estimated for them (inside a moving window of the size 20×20). The images are enlarged
for better visualization.

segmented images

test image

best fit, N = 15 best fit, N = 12

estimation, N = 15 estimation, N = 20

Figure 3: Results of texture segmentation with respect to the segmentation method, where N comes from the size
of the moving window used which was N ×N .
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Abstract
This paper presents results of an experiment

with a simulated mobile robot equipped with a
psychodynamic-like controller called PreBrain-M we
have built. The theory of machine psychodynamics,
inspired by the works by Sigmund Freud, deals with
pleasure-seeking robots, where the pleasure is a vari-
able that substantially increases when a certain ten-
sion rapidly discharges. The PreBrain-M is a modular
system that contains two types of devices: tension ac-
cumulators and tension dischargers. The communica-
tion between the devices is based on time-series called
spiketrains. The most essential part of our PreBrain-
M is the circuit responsible for smart chasing of ob-
jects. Owing to this circuit the robot moves toward
anticipated location of the pursued object. The Pre-
Brain’s performance was compared with the perfor-
mance of a controller which always moves in the di-
rection it currently sees the object of chasing.

1 Introduction

The theory of machine psychodynamics, inspired
by the works by Sigmund Freud, is being developed at
the Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute
(ATR), Kyoto, Japan in the framework of the Artifi-
cial Brain Project [1]. In his work Beyond the Plea-
sure Principle Freud proposes that the course taken
by mental events is invariably set in motion by an
unpleasurable tension, and that it takes a direction
such that its final outcome coincides with a lowering
of that tension [2, p.3]. Hence, machine psychodynam-
ics deals with pleasure-seeking robots, called psycho-
dynamic robots, where the pleasure is a variable that
substantially increases when a certain tension rapidly
discharges [3]. PreBrains is the name of a family of
controllers for psychodynamic robots.

Psychodynamic architecture employs two types of
devices: tension accumulators and tension dischargers.

A tension accumulator produces a spiketrain whose
frequency is proportional to the current tension level.
The tension dischargers cause such motions of the
robot that it can get sensory patterns causing possibly
rapid discharge of a tension accumulated at a given ac-
cumulator. The corner-quitting module shown in Fig.
1 is a simple example of cooperation between a tension
accumulator and a tension discharger.

Figure 1: The corner-quitting module gets activated
when simultaneous signals come from both left and
right IR sensor, which means that the robot stuck in
the corner. In such a case a related tension is being
accumulated. Then the module’s tension discharger
sends appropriate signals to the drivers of the robot’s
motors.

Although such approach is a great simplification of
the processes taking place in a human brain it is pos-
sible that during growth of the controller’s complexity
some extraordinary features would emerge. An ex-
ample that confirms such statement is an experiment
performed by the ATR Artificial Brain Group mem-
bers that showed how easy the complex phenomenon
of the robot’s hesitation could occur when an agent
were controlled by a PreBrain in which contradictory
tensions fought for dominance [4]. The PreBrain-M
we present contains modules for corner quitting and
smart chasing of objects of interest..
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2 PreBrain-Building Platform

PreBrain controllers are being created using the
BrainCAD - a CAD-style toolkit for rapid prototyp-
ing of distributed data-processing systems. It offers a
library of ready-made tension accumulators and dis-
chargers, as well as a convenient GUI for designing
connections among arbitrary number of tension accu-
mulators and dischargers. Under the current version
of the BrainCAD, the designs can be run on multiple
stations in real-time regime in synchronous mode. The
toolkit also containins several useful, build-in modules,
a number of generic mathematical functions and a sim-
ulator of a mobile robot (for a visual observation of the
behavior of the agent controlled by the PreBrain).

The tension is a function of the sum of received exci-
tations, discharging signals, and spontaneous leakage.
In the PreBrain-M it is defined the same way as in
[6], i.e. by a set of values representing the accumu-
lation/discharge time. During every clock, which is
a PreBrain’s measure of time, each tension accumu-
lator produces a spiketrain whose frequency changes
according to the formula:

Θi,t+1 = G

Θi,t +
u
Si

+ Ai,t

TA,i,t
+ Di,t

TD,i,t

f


t - time (in clocks),
Θt - tension volume,
u - parameter determining the direction of uncon-
trolled change of tension (1 - increase, -1 - decrease),
Ai,t = (Ai,t,0 + ... + Ai,t,7) - i-th tension accumulation
signal,
Di,t = (Di,t,0 + ... + Di,t,7) - i-th tension discharge
signal,
Si - time of uncontrolled charge/discharge,
TA,i,t - accumulation time (from 0 to 1) assuming
that Ai,t contains only 1s,
TD,i,t - discharge time (from 1 to 0) assuming that
Di,t contains only 1s,
f - frequency of clocking (clocks per second).

Function G(x) will return

G(x) =

 1 x ≥ 1
x x ∈ (0, 1)
0 x ≤ 0

In PreBrain the spiketrains are used to exchange
information within the PreBrain elements. It is neces-
sary to employ such data carrier since the tension dis-
chargers could be implemented in two different ways; a
C++ client or a Pulsed Para-Neural Network module.

PPNNs are graphs composed with axons that rep-
resent delays and nodes that process received spike-
train. Although it was proved that a PPNN could
be built for every Boolean function [5], this paradigm
does not provide a natural method to synthesize more
complex arithmetical operations on spiketrains. Hence
when it is necessary (i.e. when a design requires more
than the BrainCAD library devices) the programmed
C++ modules are being used. The designer’s task is
to define a module’s output upon values read from
the input. Created functions are still operating on the
spiketrains sent to each destination module during ev-
ery clock.

An intrinsic element of the PreBrain platform is
a simulated agent representing a Breitenberg-style
robot. In its basic version the robot equipped with
a set of IR sensors that enables it to receive a signals
from the environment and two motors - each equipped
with a FCV (frequency-to-voltage) module. Since Pre-
Brain controller can only excite the motors with unary
spike trains, each FCV has a positive and negative
input and produces a positive or negative voltage de-
pending on the difference between the frequencies pro-
vided to its inputs. Hence, the speed and direction of
rotation of each of the robot’s wheels depends on the
distribution of the frequencies of the four spiketrains
sent to FCVs.

3 Motion-Corrector Module

The Motion-Correction Module (MCM) has been
written in C++ and compiled as a BrainCAD-library
module. Attached to the PreBrain together with
a handful of dedicated tension-accumulation devices,
MCM enables the robot to estimate the future position
of the object that is being chased [Fig. 2].

MCM uses the V-Green module (from the Brain-
CAD library), which simulates a camera-based track-
ing of a movement of a small green object. The output
data is an angle-range within which the robot sees the
object. The camera’s visual field is divided into five
sectors. The appearance of the object in a given sec-
tor results in an increase of a related tension (T1, T2,
T3, T4, or T5). This event implies the accumulation
of the tension Tlr or Trr (depending on the side of the
visual field where the object was detected) or the dis-
charge of all tensions (when the object was detected
in the central sector). Figure 3. shows a scheme of the
PreBrain-M and explains the role of MCM.
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Figure 3: A scheme of PreBrain-M. The controlled agent’s visual field is divided into 5 sectors related to five basic
tension accumulators (T1, T2,..., T5). When the object of interest is seen in a particular sector, a related tension
gets increased, which causes an increase of one of three auxiliary tensions - Tlr for the left side of the vision field,
Trr for the right side, and Treset for the central sector. An increase of Treset causes decrease of all the other
tensions, which results in a repeatitive work of the system. The frequency resulting from the tension accumulated
in Tlr or Trr is appropriately weakened to avoid harmful oscillations and the obtained sub-frequencies are added to
and subtracted from the positive and negative input, respectively, for both motors.
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Figure 2: Motion-Correction Module’s goal is to in-
crease the effectiveness of chasing the object of inter-
est through enabling the robot to move towards not the
actual position of the object but toward an estimated
position.

4 Experiment

The goal of our experiment was to find out whether
the efficiency of the PreBrain could be substantially
increased by a support of the tension-driven MCM
(Motion-Corrector Module).

We used the controller described in [6], which is
equipped with the circuit allowing robot to follow a
green ball by always heading straight toward it. We
also used the feature build-in the simulated robot that
records the distance between the robot and the ball in
every clock during the 30 minutes pursue. For the sec-
ond run the same initial conditions were assured but
this time MCM was attached to the PreBrain. The log
files analysis revealed that the tensions based motion-
corrector module increased the frequency of the robots
rendezvous with the ball almost twice. The research is
being continued. The next generation of the PreBrains
should be able to learn the described behaviors. The
learning should be psychodynamic, i.e. reinforced by
pleasure signals.
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Abstract

The paper presents a project for development a
railway mobile robot for inspection and monitoring of
railway tunnels. The mobile robot has to be equipped
with a number of sensors and instruments and a com-
puter system to process and store collected sensory
information. The basic set of sensors includes video
cameras, infrared cameras, railway track inspection
sensors, positioning sensors. Additional sensors and
instruments can be installed. The paper discusses
the structural and hardware layout of the mobile
robot, the architecture of robot control system and
sensory information processing and storage system.
The mobile robot functions, operation modes and
control principles are considered. The paper focuses
on advantages of automatic inspection and monitor-
ing compared to usual visual checkups performed by
a human operator. A special emphasis is placed on
the problem of reliable mobile robot positioning in-
side the tunnel using visual information.
Keywords: mobile robot, image processing, moni-
toring, defect detection

1 Introduction

A joint use of video and thermo cameras when ex-
amining constructions and equipment allows not only
to control them in optical and infrared wave bands
but promotes automation of data processing of ther-
mal imaging monitoring. This is particularly actual
for constant temperature images of lengthy construc-
tions: tunnels, bridges, reservoirs, tubings, etc.

The present article considers the development and
use of automated monitoring and diagnostic system,
based on mobile rail robot, for automated technical
state monitoring of railway tunnels, in particular the
Severo-Muisk railway tunnel. The considered system
is designed to collect and process large amount of sen-
sory and measurement data when carrying out video
and thermal-imaging inspections in the tunnel. It is
possible to add additional sensors and instruments

to the system (ultrasonic, radio-locating, etc.) and
extend a set of data parameters to be monitored.

The Severo-Muisk railway tunnel is one of the most
complex railway tunnels in the world. Its peculiarity
is not only its large length (15,3km), the most laying
depth (1km) but as well extremely adverse geologi-
cal, hydrological, seismic, and mining conditions of
the region where it is situated; moreover, there were
considerable problems and delays in the process of
its building. Dependable and safe exploitation of the
Severo-Muisk tunnel (SMT) largely depends on the
effectiveness of the measures on monitoring and as-
sessing of its technical state [1]. One of the important
methods of monitoring of the state of the tunnel is
a visual examination, i.e. examination of state, de-
fects and damages of its internal vault (destructions,
corrosion, cracks, etc.) and rail way. Valuable in-
formation of the current state of the tunnel may be
got applying the thermal imaging monitoring in in-
frared frequency range, it allows to reveal humidifi-
cation and cracks with subterranean water leaking.
Also there is a problem that is extremely important
for safe exploitation of the tunnel and it is monitoring
of the drainage system state. The drainage system is
designed to offtake water that is one of the main fac-
tors of destruction. Drainage system monitoring as
well as revealing of its defects (leakings, wet spots)
can be carried out by both visual and thermal imag-
ing examinations (monitoring of thermal springs). A
serious danger is interstices in the space behind the
lining of the tunnel, they can be revealed by radiolo-
cation approach.

2 Mobile robot for monitoring

The suggested mobile robot (Fig. 1) represents
a moving (on the rail way) autonomous platform
(truck) (1) equipped with a power unit (2) to set the
truck in motion and provide the installed equipment
with energy. The equipment of the mobile robot in-
cludes: lighting equipment (3), video cameras (4),
thermal imaging cameras (5), additional monitoring
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Figure 1: The scheme of proposed mobile robot

subsystems (6); a complex of subsystems: a) a com-
puter vision subsystem, b) a measuring data logging
subsystem and c) the platform movement control sub-
system (7); subsystems and transducers of the plat-
form positioning (8).

The obtained data are bound by location with the
use of an odometer with periodical adjustment to ex-
ternal labels. The logged information is recorded in
external media or processed in real time.

Figure 2: Architecture of the system for sensory in-
formation processing

The automated monitoring and diagnostic system
has in its structure the following components (Fig. 2):

• Video subsystems consisting of the set of video
cameras.

• Thermal imaging subsystem consisting of the set
of thermal imagers.

• Computer vision subsystem processing the im-
ages, coming from the video cameras, in real
time.

• Subsystems for comparison and matching of
video and thermal images.

• The platform positioning subsystems allowing to
bind the obtained information to the coordinates
of a monitored section of the SMT. Approximate

estimate of robot location can be obtained with
the help of platform wheel encoder sensors. The
accurate positioning is accomplished with the
help of external labels on the tunnel surface or
railway crossties. We are developing electronic
counter device in order to use crossties for posi-
tioning purposes.

• Database for storing numerical results of image
processing, thermal images, monitoring proto-
cols, and other data. The database is to store
the processing results with coordinate binding
to a definite section of the SMT.

• Digital archive of tunnel surface images.
• The platform movement control subsystems.
• Software for automated control of diagnostic mo-

bile robot, system setup and diagnostics.
• Software for visualization, processing and anal-

ysis of collected sensory data, automatic report
generation.

3 Functions of mobile robot

Visual detection of defects of the tunnel lin-
ing. Detecting of defects in the images obtained by
the video subsystem is carried out by the computer
vision subsystem with the help of image processing
algorithms (pattern recognition). The image process-
ing algorithms may be directed to detecting of typical
defects of the tunnel lining which can be detected vi-
sually. When a defect is detected the computer vision
subsystem saves its image in the archive and makes
a corresponding record in the current inspection pro-
tocol.

Temporal visual monitoring of the tunnel
lining. In order to perform this task, primarily
the system saves the initial state of the lining in the
database in the form of coordinate-bound archive im-
ages and their processing results. These saved initial
data then are used as reference data to compare with
the data of the following video inspections. If there
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are any distinctions between the current and refer-
ence data the system makes a record in the protocol
of video inspection (about the disparities found), also
an image is saved in the archive for visual compari-
son.

Temporal thermal monitoring of the tunnel
surface. The obtained thermal images are analyzed
and compared to the reference data in the database.
At the same time the thermal images are matched
to video images of the same scene. The temperature
anomalies are revealed by searching irregular tem-
perature patterns in thermal images or by comparing
averaged measurements to the reference data or data
from previous inspections. Discovered temperature
anomalies are saved in the database and logged in
the inspection protocol.

Collection of statistics. The repeating inspec-
tions will help to build a rich quantitative and quali-
tative statistics on tunnel lining conditions and their
changes over tunnel life. The quantitative statistics
will be collected for numerical analysis results. The
qualitative statistics will be collected in form of digi-
tal images archive. The statistics will help to under-
stand and predict the dynamics of the development
of tunnel conditions changes and defects.

Monitoring of railway tracks. If proper instru-
ments and sensors are installed on a mobile robot it
can be used to monitor the condition of railway tracks
inside the tunnel.

The functions of the considered system may be
expanded by installing additional sensors and instru-
ments, namely: (a) laser rangefinders for monitoring
of the tunnel lining geometry; (b) radio-locating de-
vices in order to detect water- or air-filled openings
(interstices) in the space behind the tunnel lining.

The components and software of the monitoring
and diagnostic mobile robot may become reference
prototypes for building the automated mobile robots
to monitor the state of other railway objects.

4 Operation principles and the effi-
ciency of the mobile robot

The suggested automated monitoring and diagnos-
tic system will operate in one of the following modes:

– Complete automated monitoring of the
SMT state along its whole length. The char-
acteristic feature of this mode is the large amount
of collected and processed data as well as the time
needed for this operation since the inspection is car-
ried out at slow speed.

– Complete automated monitoring of the
SMT carried out for specific sections of the
tunnel. Transition of the mobile robot into a speci-
fied section is carried out automatically at full speed.

– Multilevel monitoring of the SMT state.
At the first level the monitoring of a limited set of
parameters is carried out by an accelerated technique,
the sections for a complete monitoring are selected
automatically or semiautomatically according to the
results of this monitoring.

– Sampling monitoring of a number of the
SMT sections. The parameters and sections for
sampling are determined by the monitoring program
or in a random way.

The proposed mobile robot and its information
processing system offer the following advantages over
manual inspection procedures:

• Increasing of productivity and improving the
quality of monitoring procedures;

• Automating monitoring procedures;
• Recording of the initial conditions in the tunnel

and their temporal changes to give exhaustive
evaluation of the tunnel state at any moment;

• Automatic collection of digital images archive for
any section of the tunnel in order to help visual
assessment of the lining state for any section of
the tunnel at any time.

• Building up of the statistics and dynamics of the
parameter changes of the tunnel state during its
exploitation;

• Collected statistics can be used to analyze, as-
sess and predict tunnel conditions in order to
improve safety and perform damage and preven-
tive repairs.

• Collected statistics can be used in future re-
search and design works to build long railway
tunnels.

5 Robust and accurate mobile robot
positioning using computer vision
data

Robust and accurate positioning of the mobile
robot is one of the principal tasks of its control sys-
tem. If this problem is not solved, the monitoring
and diagnostic data collected by the robot cannot be
bound to a concrete section of the tunnel. Position-
ing system based on wheel encoders and electronic
counter for crossties can fail or receive incorrect ini-
tial data. In order to increase robustness and fault
tolerance it is necessary to develop a robust method
for robot positioning that can recover the correct po-
sition autonomously.

This task may be solved with the help of computer
vision data. The robot’s position in the tunnel is de-
fined by distance x between the robot and one of the
tunnel portals. In order to find x it is suggested [2]
to use one-dimensional particular case of probabilistic
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approach of localization:

x = H(P (x)), (1)

where P (x), x ∈ X – probability density func-
tion; H(·) – statistical estimator function (here
arg max P (x) can be used). Function P (x) is esti-
mated as a conditional probability density function
P (x|a1, . . . , aN , L1, . . . , LN ) that depends on the
robot movements ai and computer vision data Li,
obtained at specific location in the tunnel. The com-
puter vision data can be composed from the image
parameters and primitives extracted by image pro-
cessing and pattern recognition algorithms [3].

After the platform makes a movement ak the prob-
ability density function P (x) is updated by the fol-
lowing recursive formula

P (x)k =
∫
X

P (xk|xk−1) P (x)k−1 dxk−1, (2)

where P (xk|xk−1) – conditional probability density
function for movement ak that changed the position
of the platform from the coordinate xk−1 to coordi-
nate xk. This conditional PDF is calculated on basis
of an error model for robot positioning system and
sensors.

When the computer vision data Lk is received the
function P (x) is changed by the following recursive
update formula

P (x)k = µ P (Lk|x) P (x)k−1, (3)

where P (Lk|x) is the conditional probability den-
sity for obtaining vision data Lk at position x, µ =[∫

X
P (x)k

]−1 – normalizing multiplier. Conditional
PDF P (Lk|x) is derived from the results of the pre-
vious inspections, which are stored in the system
database. Expressions (2) and (3) imply that the
movements and observations correspond to Markov
assumptions, which are easily satisfied under condi-
tions of a single-track tunnel.

The considered above method allows to solve a
problem of the global localization of the mobile robot
in the tunnel. It also allows to recover correct mobile
robot position after sensor system failure or incorrect
initial position data. But the accuracy of this method
is not so high.

For accurate positioning of the robot (position er-
ror within 4 to 7 cm) it is suggested by [4] to use
local positioning technique. This technique is based
on the visual servo control [5, 6]. Mismatching be-
tween coordinates of visual landmarks on the initial
(made from the target robot position) and current
video images is used as an error signal for the servo
controller. In order to compare and match the visual
landmarks the probabilistic approach, based on [7],
was proposed in [4].

6 Conclusions

The subject of our paper is the development of
automated monitoring and diagnostic system on the
basis of a mobile robot moving on a railway tracks
and equipped with a set of sensors and instruments.
This mobile robot system is intended to monitor the
state of the Severo-Muisk railway tunnel. The struc-
tural layout, control principles and operating modes
are considered here. We suggest the scheme of a con-
trol system and the system architecture for sensor
information processing of the robot. A special atten-
tion is given to the system of the robot positioning in
the tunnel. We have succeeded in showing that the
probabilistic approach of localization with the use of
the computer vision data can be applied for solving
the problem of position estimation of the robot in the
tunnel (in case of an error or failure).
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servos are used to impart motion to the robot. A computer is 
used for the visual display of the user program.  
 

 

AC synchronous motors capable of generating a torque 
of 10 kg-cm at 60 rpm are used to drive the wheels. 
Specification of AC motor used for mobile base, arm base, 
arm shoulder are 230 V AC, 60 rpm, torque 7 kg-cm, 
weight 1.5 kg, and the specifications of the elbow motor, 
roll and gripper motor are DC Motor, 4 kg-cm torque, 0.5A 
current rating, bi-directional, 60 r.p.m. The mobile AC 
motors are mounted on the lower surface of the hylam sheet 
with the help of brackets made from aluminum in order to 
reduce the weight [2].   

 

The two wheels of diameter 12 cms, plastic made with 
a rubber tyre over it is coupled to the main driving motors 
using a chain of gearing systems and supported between 
two ball bearings. The motors are coupled to the wheels 
using aluminum shafts via the spur gears of 12 and 48 
teeth’s.  Since the hylam base has to carry the entire weight 
of the robot, it was  necessary  for  us  to  increase  the  
torque  rating at the wheel shafts. This was achieved by 
using spur hard nylon gears of 1:4 ratios.  The smaller gear 
attached to motor has 12  teeth’s  and  the  bigger  gear  
attached  to  the  wheel  has  48  teeth’s.  The  two  driving  
wheels  of  10  inches  are  placed  along  the  diameter  of  
the  circular  hylam  sheet  below  it . The  rubber  tyre  
helps  the  robot  better  gripping  of  the  surface.  
 

 Two castor wheels are used as guiders, one at the front 
and the other at the back.  A 1:4 spur gear arrangement is 
used for reducing the speed to 15 rpm and increases the 
torque by 40 kg-cm at the wheels. The arm mounted on the 
trolley has a 4 DOF and consists of arm base; arm shoulder, 
arm elbow and the arm roll motion with the grip motion. 
Worm and worm wheel arrangement is used for the 
shoulder and elbow joints because even when the arm is in 
the intermediate position, it won’t fall down and thus acts a 
locking mechanism. The fabricated length of the upper arm 
and the forearm is 24 cms and 20 cms.  
 

Base  assembly  of  the  3  axis  robot  arm  is  slightly off  
center  of  the  octagonal  acrylic  platform. It consists of 
two small circular plates one above the other (bottom  plate  
being  fixed  and  the  upper  one  rotating  w.r.t. the  
bottom) with  a  thrust  bearing  in  between  them  to  
provide  a  smooth  base  rotation  of  300° either  in  the  
clockwise  or  in  the  anticlockwise  direction. A big AC 
synchronous motor is attached at the bottom of the acrylic 
platform. A worm and a worm wheel assembly of 1:30 ratio 
is keyed to the motor shaft in the horizontal plane. A central 
rotating shaft is attached to the big rotating worm wheel. 
This shaft is extended from the bottom of the platform to 
the top circular plate and is welded at the center. Limit 
switches may be used at the extreme ends of the double 
plates. The entire arm (with the shoulder assembly, elbow 
assembly and the gripper assembly) is mounted on the 
upper rotating plate [3].  

 
Fig. 2 : A pictorial view of the designed & fabricated 

mobile OCTAGON 
 

Shoulder assembly : The shaft is fitted with a pair of 
parallel aluminum plates that move along with the shaft. 
The motion is actuated by a very compact mechanism of 
worm and worm wheel. The double helical worm is fitted 
on the motor shaft, while the worm wheel is fitted on the 
shaft, which provides elbow rotation. The speed ratio of this 
arrangement is 1:15, that is, the worm wheel makes one 
complete revolution when the worm makes 15 revolutions. 
The motor is fixed on the circular aluminum plate on the 
base assembly. To shoulder axis, 1st link of length 250mm 
is attached.  Limitation of the shoulder motion is < 90°.  
      

Elbow joint motion : The motion is actuated by a very 
compact mechanism of worm and worm wheel. The double 
helical worm is fitted on the motor shaft, while the worm 
wheel is fitted on the shaft, which provides elbow rotation. 
The speed ratio of this arrangement is 1:30, that is, the 
worm wheel makes one complete revolution when the 
worm makes 30 revolutions. The motor is fixed on the 
lower plate of the inner arm. The position of the motor is so 
adjusted that it does not obstruct the rotation of the outer 
arm. The plates of both the arms are coupled to the shaft 
with the outer arm plates inside the inner arm plates. The 
shaft moves in a pair of Brass bushes in the inner arm 
plates. Contact between the two plates is avoided by a pair 
of thrust bearings between them. The upper plate of the 
outer arm is pinned to the shaft motor. Actuating the motion 
is a AC motor; small in size with considerable torque and 
speed. The motor is light in weight (200 gm) and easy to 
control, thus making it an ideal choice for actuation. 
Limitation of the elbow motion is 120°.  
 

Gripper : The robot being a PNP-type has a gripper as the 
end-effector (Fig. 3). The gripper is of parallel jaw type, 
which works on the principle of left-hand / right-hand 
screw. These 2 jaws run on the LH / RH screw. The LH / 
RH screw is made by tapping a brass rod with LH die from 
one end and RH die from other end. This ensures that the 
gripper jaws move in the opposite direction, that is, the jaws 
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move either towards each other to grip an object or away 
from each other to release it. The LH / RH screw is coupled 
to a small DC tape motor shaft  ( 12V, 1A) via a bevel gear 
arrangement in the ratio 1:1 as  shown  in  the  Image. One  
limit  switches  are  placed  at  the  inner  ends  of  the  
finger. This  limit  switch  is  connected  to  the  controller  
card  and  is  used  to  prevent  the  further  closing  of  the  
fingers  after  the  object  has  been  gripper  properly. 
Another  limit  switch  is  attached  to  the  extreme  end  of  
the  maximum opening  of  the  gripper which  is  also  
connected  to the  controller  card. The maximum opening 
of the gripper is 75 mm [4]. 
 

    
 

Fig. 3.  Designed gripper and motor mounting 
 

3.  Electronics  Design 
 

 The mechanical set up forms the skeleton of the robot 
and what adds intelligence to it is the electronics and the 
software module. The block diagram of the designed 
robotic control system is shown in Fig. 4. The electronic 
design is divided into various sections and finally, the 
integration is done. Electronic system consists of various 
cards like the power supply card, controller card, and driver 
card, interfacing card, sensing and the feedback cards.  The 
software module is designed for maximum robot control & 
working efficiency in a user-friendly java environment. It is 
so designed that the user can have complete control over 
each movable part of the robot. Also the user can easily 
maneuver the robot & make it traverse a path towards the 
object to be picked. He / she can then manipulate the 
different limbs of the robotic arm so that the gripper comes 
closer to the object & eventually picks it up. Throughout 
this process the software interface guides the user through 
the usage of various parts of the robot & provides him with 
responses from the robot.  The robot is interfaced to the 
computer using the parallel port.  If there are obstacles in 
the path of motion of the robot, then the software takes care 
of this by initiating an alternative path around the obstacles 
making sure that the robot reaches the desired destination. 
The design of the software is kept modular and structured 
properly.  The robot can be controlled in 18 modes as given 
in Table 1.  The various electronic circuitries designed are 
 

Motor driver circuit : is the interface medium between the 
PC and the Robot as shown in Fig. 4. It is designed using 
IC’s L293D and consists of an :  
 

Input section : in the motor driver circuit which consists of 
a 25 pin D male connector which connects the driver circuit 

to the PC through the parallel port using the RS232C. The 
program sends the byte combination to energize the desired 
motors, which reaches the driver circuit through the 3-meter 
data cable to the input of the driver circuit. The i/p section 
has also a T T L short circuit prevention logic. This circuit 
is employed to ensure that the motor driver IC does not 
receive a logic 1 signal on both the CW / CCW inputs 
which may cause the motors to get stalled. The L293D has 
2 direction inputs for each motor, which should be activated 
exclusively and not simultaneously. The TTL short circuit 
prevention logic makes sure that if both signals (CW / 
CCW) for a motor are high simultaneously then input to the 
driver on both the direction lines will be Logic 0. The Ex-
OR gate output will be logic 1 only if one of the inputs is 
Logic 1. Output is then logically ANDed with the 2 inputs 
to yield the final outputs for CW (clockwise) and CCW.  
The input connector is used to connect any input signal to 
be fed back to the PC from the driver circuit. It sends them 
to the PC via the unused lines of the parallel port. We use 3 
lines from the status port of the parallel port connector as 
feedback signals to indicate Base Reset position, Elbow 
Reset position and Gripper status (limit switch) [5].  
 

Limit 
Switches

Interfacing
Circuitry

Ultrasonic 
Sensors

ADC Cards

Potentiometers

Keyboard

Controller 
Card

Display
Card

Motor 
Driver 
Card

Remote
Control 

With
Interface

Power
Supply

To all motors

 
Fig. 4 : Designed and fabricated interfacing card 

 

Output section  : consists of the dual motor driver IC 
L293D, a quad push-pull driver capable of delivering 
output currents of up to 1A or 600mA per channel 
respectively. Each channel is controlled by a TTL-
compatible logic input and each pair of drivers (a full 
bridge) is equipped with an inhibit input which turns off all 
four transistors. A separate supply input is provided for the 
logic so that it may be run off a lower voltage to reduce 
dissipation. Additionally, the L293D includes the output 
clamping diodes within the IC for complete interfacing with 
inductive loads. Both devices are available in 16-pin 
Batwing DIP packages. They are also available in Power 
S0IC and Hermetic DIL packages. The enable lines for the 
ICs are kept at logic 1 to enable all the ICs. The outputs of 
the ICs are given to diode bridges, which are used to 
interface to inductive loads [6]. The motors are connected 
across the bridges.  Electronic views are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Power supply circuit : is designed to give a 12V output at 
5A and 5V at 1A.  A 5V / 12V supply is chosen because the 
cumulative current drawn when all the motors are energized 
is around 3A. Thus as a safety measure, a 5A supply is 
selected. The power supply consists of the step down 
transformer, the filter circuit, the bridge rectifier and the 
regulator circuit. A fuse of 5 A is used to protect the circuit 
from an overload of current drawn from the mains. The 
power supply unit consists of two circuits namely, a 5V / 
1A supply employing a 78L05 IC regulator and a 12V / 5A 
supply employing a 338K IC regulator [7].  

 
 

   
 

   
 

Fig. 5  Various  views  of  the robot / electronics 
 

Mobile Arm 

Forward Arm base clockwise 
Backward Arm base anticlockwise 
Forward Left Arm shoulder up 
Forward Right Arm shoulder down 
Backward Left Arm elbow up 
Backward Right Arm elbow down 
Spin Clockwise Arm roll clockwise 
Spin Anti-clockwise Arm roll counter-clockwise 

 Arm gripper open 
 Arm gripper close 

 

Table 1 : Table to show 18 motions of  OCTAGON 
 

4.  Software  Design 
 

 OCTAGON system employs a sophisticated 
application controlling interface created in JAVA as it is a 
fantastic programming language for any application 
software development.  The developed software module for 
controlling the robot is shown in Fig. 6. The software 
module application facilitates the user interaction with 
OCTAGON and has many in built features [8]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 : Java based graphical user interface for  
maneuvering the robot 

 

 

5.  Conclusions 
 

 A mobile octagon with a 4 axes robot arm was 
modeled, simulated, designed, fabricated indigenously with 
the local available components and successfully 
implemented and is in operation. The mechanical assembly 
was divided into 3 units, viz., base, arm and the end-
effector assembly. The electronic section was done in 3 
stages, viz., power supply, controller and the driver unit. 
The robot was controlled using a GUI developed in JAVA 
in various modes. A brief kinematic analysis of the robot 
was also carried out. A number of pick and place operations 
were successfully performed by the developed robot by 
using teaching mode, manual mode and programming 
modes.  
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Designing the robotic arm using stepper motors. 
 

 This phase includes the interfacing of a pair of 
stepper motors with the computer to allow for a two-axis 
motion of an artificial arm so as to perform tasks, which 
are out of the reach of the individual. 
 

Creating a Front-End software interface or GUI. 
 

 The third and final phase of the project includes the 
creation and implementation of a user-friendly, pointing-
device compatible (mouse operable), GUI - Graphical 
User Interface. By far the most challenging part of this 
whole undertaking has been to get the devices to work 
upon interfacing with the computer. The Visual C codes 
used for development and the preliminary failures during 
the course of this project were a challenge in itself [2].  
 

 

 The Front-End Software has been designed using 
the Microsoft Visual Studio©. Using Visual C++, which 
is one of the most powerful developer tools available in 
the market today, we were able to create a good-looking 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) to allow a user to 
interact with both : The Robotic Arm & The Relay 
Controller simultaneously. This was a challenge in itself, 
as initially we were finding new ways to be able to 
multiplex the computer signals so as to operate both of 
the circuits at once.  The front-end software program 
executable called “ROBO.EXE” is used to run the 
interfaced devices. A detailed view followed by a brief 
description of each function of the interface follows suit. 
 

   
4. Mechanical design of the robot arm  

 

 As mentioned earlier, the robotic arm is made out of 
a compressed fibrous plastic material and is popularly 
known as foam-board. The foam-board used for our 
designing purpose was 3 mm thick. The whole process 
of creating the robotic arm involves the following steps : 
 
 

 First, based on the requirements of the process that 
the arm is going to be used for, the arm is designed on 
paper and also using some CAD (Computer Assisted 
Design) software. The arm needs to be simulated, its 
trajectories need to be calculated, its work-envelope 
geometry needs to be thought out before actually starting 
to build the arm. Why this needs to be stressed is 
because, we need to design the arm keeping in mind the 
needs of a disabled individual. What he / she can and 
cannot do. For the purpose of simplicity however, we 
have kept the design of the robotic arm as minimal and 
simple as possible. The following points need to be kept 
in mind while designing the robotic arm: 
 

• The specific disability / disabilities of the individual. 
(The arm may be customized according to the 
disability of the individual.) 

• The requirements and purposes the arm must be able 
to fulfill. (i.e., the maximum and minimum reach of 
the arm.) 

• The tasks that need to be performed by the arm. (such 
as lifting an object, or stirring a spoon, etc.) 

• The workspace geometry of the arm. (i.e., the 
workspace allowed to the arm due to the close 
proximity with the human operator. 

• The load bearing capacity of the actuator. 
• The environment in which the arm is subject to 

operate. 
• The budget of the individual. 
 

 It would be fair to say that depending upon the 
custom requirements of each individual, the robotic arm 
may be modified to suit the needs of the person.  The 
arm needs to be made sturdy so as to be able to handle 
the rigorous everyday chores put to it by the user. The 
actuators need to have a long life and need to be able to 
handle worst-case scenario handling conditions. 
Therefore, the materials used to construct the arm need 
to be able to handle large loads without shearing. 
However, for building our prototype, we have made use 
of a lightweight, sturdy material that is equally effective.  
First, corresponding to the design, a 1:1 template is 
traced onto the material and the material is cut at these 
traced edges. The cutout parts are then attached together 
in their specific sequence so as to create the individual 
sections of the arm. Starting from the base each section 
is attached to its corresponding sections using the 
required joint structure. The completed frame of the 
robot is now ready to be fitted with the actuators. 
 

 The actuators are attached to the arm in such a way 
that they do not hinder the motion of the arm itself. For 
this purpose, generally they are placed away from the 
work envelope of the arm itself.  Moreover, the actuators 
need to be powerful enough to be able to drive the arm 
without causing any backlash or slip. This needs to be 
taken care of especially because we do not want the arm 
to slip from its position while lifting a heavy load. The 
actuators we have used are of the digital type (Stepper 
Motors X2). Thus, a suitable drive mechanism needs to 
be implemented to run the arm itself [2]. 
 

 The robotic arm is made out of a compressed 
fibrous plastic material and is popularly known as foam-
board. The foam-board used for our designing purpose 
was 3mm thick. An important feature of the arm that 
might not appear at first sight is the mutual coupling of 
two joints; namely the shoulder and the wrist. The 
shoulder and wrist joints are mutually coupled by a 
parallel bar arrangement so as to provide compliant 
motion to the gripper when it is lifting or placing level-
sensitive objects like a glass of water or the like.  
 

 Thus, this eliminates the need to have sophisticated 
trajectory calculation for the wrist and also the need to 
place a heavy motor at that point.  The material used for 
constructing the robotic arm needed to be light and 
durable. The most suitable material we could find for 
this purpose was a fibrous plastic created by compacting 
a resin called “foam-board”. This foam board can be 
easily cut and pasted like ordinary cardboard but has the 
strength of a hard plastic. Therefore it can withstand a lot 
of shear-force as compared to cardboard. 
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 It is clear from the schematic shown in the GUI that 
the robotic arm has three degrees of freedom from just 
two axes. The two axes being the rotary axis passing 
through the base’ revolute joint and that passing through 
the shoulder’s revolute joint. Both the axes are rotational 
and hence this robotic arm can also be described as an 
RR-Robotic arm. The material used for constructing the 
robotic arm needed to be light and durable. The most 
suitable material we could find for this purpose was a 
fibrous plastic created by compacting a resin called 
“foam-board”. This foam board can be easily cut and 
pasted like ordinary cardboard but has the strength of a 
hard plastic. Therefore it can withstand a lot of shear-
force as compared to cardboard [3].  
 

 An important feature of the arm that might not 
appear at first sight is the mutual coupling of two joints; 
namely the shoulder and the wrist. The shoulder and 
wrist joints are mutually coupled by a parallel bar 
arrangement so as to provide compliant motion to the 
gripper when it is lifting or placing level-sensitive 
objects like a glass of water or the like. Thus this 
eliminates the need to have a sophisticated trajectory 
calculation for the wrist and also the need to place a 
heavy motor at that point. The arm is controlled with the 
help of a pair of stepper motors, one each for the base 
and the shoulder. The base motor has its axis vertical and 
is attached directly into the base, while the shoulder 
motor has its axis horizontal and is attached just below 
the shoulder joint.  
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Fig. 3.   Power  supply  circuitry 
 

 It was possible to use ordinary DC motors for this 
purpose with a suitable reduction ratio. But, that would 
greatly diminish the precision of the arm. Moreover, to 
avoid subjecting the arm to sudden strains or even 
locking due to limited motion of the joints, it was 
decided to use stepper motors instead.  However, we do 
make use of a DC motor for the gripper, which is being 
controlled by a relay.   

 

5.  Design of the power supply 
 

 The performance of the controller depends on the 
proper functioning of the power supply unit. The power-
supply not only converts A.C into D.C, but also provides 
output voltage of 5V, 1A DC to run the motors. Note 
that the relays operate directly on the 12V supply. The 
essential components of the power supply are 
transformer, rectifier, filters and regulators (Fig. 3). 
 

6.  Interfacing  unit 
 

 The robot is interfaced to the computer’s parallel 
port using a interfacing device. The original IBM-PC’s 
Parallel Printer Port had a total of 12 digital outputs and 
5 digital inputs accessed via 3 consecutive 8-bit ports in 
the processor's I/O space. The ports have been color-
coded for ease of reference. The Blue pins refer to the 
Output ports, while the Red pins refer to the input ports. 
The Green pins denote ground. 
• 8 output pins accessed via the DATA Port . 
• 5 input pins (one inverted) accessed via the 

STATUS Port . 
• 4 output pins (three inverted) accessed via the 

CONTROL Port . 
• The remaining 8 pins are grounded.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4.   Parallel  port 
 

7.  Relay  controller / stepper controller 
 

 The control circuit used for controlling the robotic 
arm is one of the most intriguing and complex parts of 
this entire undertaking. The task facing the designer was 
to create a circuit, which would perform a two-fold task 
for serving the purpose.  Firstly, it needed to isolate the 
low-power output-port signals of the LPT1 port. 
Secondly, it needed to be able to drive the motor after 
this isolation, which would definitely require a complex 
switching mechanism.  A schematic of the control circuit 
is shown in Fig. 5.  Here too, the signals arriving from 
the port are first isolated to disallow any stray voltages 
or currents from passing back to the sensitive computer 
port [3].  
 

 These isolated signals are then given a driving 
capability using a buffer. Subsequently, the buffered 
signals move on to the GATE terminal of an N-channel 
MOSFET. On receiving the requisite level of GATE 
voltage, the NMOS switches ON thus allowing the drive 
to that particular winding of the stepper motor.  
However, since the signal arriving from the port is in the 
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form of a square pulse, so too at the output of the NMOS 
we would observe a square pulse but of a higher driving 
capability. Now, these square pulses arrive in succession 
to the coils of the stepper motor, thus rotating the motor 
depending upon the sequence of their excitation. 
 

 The Relay Controller is intended for use mainly in 
switching applications. Initially, there were plans to 
make use of a series of 8 relays dedicated for switching 
ON / OFF the various devices, but since the robotic arm 
was making use of the same parallel port LPT1, a 
solution had to be found to multiplex the relay control 
signals as well as the robotic arm control signals. This 
was achieved by cutting down the required number of 
relays to 4. Moreover, the initial circuit proposed was 
that of a logical device controller, which made use of an 
array of combinational logic devices to switch the relays, 
as well as to sense the present condition of the relay 
(whether the device is actually ON or OFF). This idea 
was abandoned after the failure of the design during 
testing phase [4]. 

 
Fig. 5  Stepper motor controller circuit diagram 

 

 However, a new and improved version of the circuit 
was developed, to ensure fail-safe operation even in 
extreme conditions. Where the previous circuit failed to 
operate due to its complex logic involved, the new 

version of the circuit performed outstandingly due to its 
much more simpler and rugged design.  

 

 Another modification was that of the software used 
for the switching purpose. The native C-language 
initially used, was scrapped. Instead, modules of the 
software were created in Visual C++, which were then 
linked in a compiler and run in compatibility mode with 
the operating system. Each module contained reference 
to various classes used mainly for designing the front-
end of the interface. The schematic below shows the 
circuit used for relay switching: 
 

 
Fig. 4   Relay controller / switching circuit 

 

 The switching circuit is basically used for switching 
ON / OFF those devices that are connected to the supply 
through the relay. When the relay switches ON, the 
device will obtain the required drive and will thus switch 
ON. The relays used for this project have a rating of 12V 
/ 200 Ω. A transistor BC548 controls the relays, which 
perform the switching depending upon the BASE drive 
they are given. The resistors are used for biasing the 
transistor and also limiting the current to the LED, which 
displays the status of the relay. A flywheel diode is used 
to dissipate the residual EMF present in the relay coils. 
  

 A supply of 12V DC is given to the P-terminal of 
the LED, while the loose ends of the biasing resistors are 
connected to ground. Now, when an ON signal arrives 
from the port pin to the BASE of the transistor, the NPN 
transistor tends to switch ON allowing the supply current 
to flow through it. This supply current in-turn energizes 
the plunger-coil of the relay. When the plunger-coil is 
energized, the electro-magnetic coil forces the plunger to 
switch from its N/C terminal to its N/O terminal. This in-
turn allows the supply to be given to the device, which is 
connected between the terminals of the relay. The device 
thus switches ON [4].  
 

8.  Conclusions 
 

 The design and implementation of a automated 
blind navigator for the physically handicapped persons 
using mobile robots is presented in this paper.  
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3.  CONSTRUCTION   IDEAS 

 

 Two  complete  different  ways  of  designing  the  
micromouse  are  possible.  One  is  the conventional  
analogue  method  with  comparators  and  analogue  
control  of  the  motors.  The second, the  digital  way  can  
either  be  realized  by  using  digital  logic  devices  or  by  
using  a microprocessor.  The  opportunity  of  using  a  
microprocessor  is  the  easy  and  convenient adjustment  
of  the  software  for  different  tasks  and  to  increase  the  
overall  speed  without  any  change  of  hardware  or  the  
trial  and  error  method  with  a  lot  of  variable  resistors. 
 

 Therefore, we  used  a    microcontroller,  which  is  
very  fast  in  operation  and because  of  its  reduced  
instruction  set  easy  to  handle.  The  hardware  
architecture  allows execution  of  one  instruction  in  only  
one  processor  cycle,  because  the  data  and  the  address  
bus  are  completely  separated.  Also, input and output of  
the microcontroller  are  very  easy  to  use,  because  they  
can  be  directly  accessed  by  the  program.  The  motor  
control  will  be  realized  with  two  half  bridges,  which  
contain  each  2  logic  level  MOSFET’s  one  for  running  
and  one  for  braking.  These  transistors  can  be  directly  
driven  by  CMOS-Logic  devises  and  are  capable  of  
high  voltages  and  high  current.   
 

 Driving backwards was thought not to be necessary 
during  the  design  process.    For  wall  detecting,  pulsed  
infrared  sensors  are  used.  The  pulsing  of  the  sensors  
increases  their  working  distance  enormously  and  
makes  variable  resistors  unnecessary.  With  these  
sensors,  it  is  also  possible  to  read  out  wheel  
reflectors.  We  tried  to  built  up  the  micromouse  as  
compact  and  light  as  possible  for  having  sufficient  
space  for  turning  and  running  the  micromouse  
between  the  walls  of  the  maze.  Reduction  of  weight  
results  in  a  better  mobility. 

 
Fig. 2 :  Mouse  layout  -  Top view 

 

Mechanical   Construction 
 From  the  Fig. 2,   it  can  be  seen  that  the  
gearboxes  are  mounted  as  close  as  possible  to  reduce  
the  size  of  the  chassis.  Everything  on  the  chassis  was  
mounted  in  a  way  that  we  could  get  as  close  as  
possible  to  the  maze  ground  to  get  the  centre  of  
gravity  down. For  minimum  weight  the  sensor  arms  
are  build  out  of  epoxy  (the  same  material  as  the  

chassis)  and  soldered  to  the  ground  plate.  The  ball-
bearing  we  used  first  was  replaced  by  a  cloth  hanger.  
This  also  led  to  better  steering  of  the  micromouse  
because  of  the  reduced  weight  in  the  front . 

4.  Stepper   Motor   
 

 A  stepper,  or  stepping  motor  converts  electronic  
pulses  into  proportionate  mechanical  movement.  Each  
revolution  of  the  stepper  motor’s  shaft  is  made  up  of  
a  series  of  discrete  individual  steps.  A  step  is  defined  
as  the  angular  rotation  produced  by  the  output  shaft  
each  time  the  motor  receives  a  step  pulse.  These  
types  of  motors  are  very  popular  in  digital  control  
circuits,  such  as  robotics,  because  they  are  ideally  
suited  for  receiving  digital  pulses  for  step  control.  
Each  step  causes  the  shaft  to  rotate  a  certain  number  
of  degrees.   
 

A  step  angle  represents  the  rotation  of  the  output  
shaft  caused  by  each  step,  measured  in  degrees.  Fig. 3  
below illustrates  a  simple  application  for  a  stepper  
motor used.  Each  time  the  controller  receives  an  input  
signal,  the  motor  is  driven  a  certain  incremental  
distance.  Like in  addition  to  the  drive  mechanism  in  a  
printer,  stepper  motors  are  also  popular  in  machine  
tools,  process  control  systems,  tape  and  disk  drive  
systems,  and  programmable  controllers. The  most  
popular  types  of  stepper  motors  are  permanent magnet  
(PM)  and  variable  reluctance  (VR).   

 
Fig. 3  Stepping  motor (CW / CCW) used in our work 

 

 Fig. 3  above   shows  a  permanent  magnet  stepper  
motor  with  four  stator  windings.  By  pulsing  the  stator  
coils  in  a  desired  sequence,  it  is  possible  to  control  
the  speed  and  direction  of  the  motor.  The figure also  
shows  the  timing  diagram  for  the  pulses  required  to  
rotate  the  PM  stepper  motor. This  sequence  of  
positive  and  negative  pulses  causes  the  motor  shaft  to  
rotate  counterclockwise  in  90°  steps.  The  waveforms  
of  Fig. 3  above illustrate  shows how  the  pulses  can  be  
overlapped  and  the  motor  made  to  rotate  
counterclockwise  at  45°  intervals. 
 

 The  direction  of  rotation  is  determined  by  
applying  the  pulses  to  either  the  clockwise  or  counter 
clockwise  drive  circuits.  Rotor  displacement  can  be  
very  accurately  repeated  with  each  succeeding  pulse.  
Stepping  motors  are  generally  operated  without  
feedback,  which  simplifies  the  control  circuit  
considerably.  One  of  the  most  common  stepper  motor  
drive  circuits  is  the  unipolar  drive,  shown  in  Fig. 3.  
This  circuit  uses  bifilar  windings  and  four  Darlington  
transistors  to  control  the  direction of  rotation  and  the  
stepping  rate  of  the  motor. 
 

5.  BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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• As shown in the block diagram port 0 is connected to IR 
sensor module through the Schmitt trigger 74HCT14 
which is used for the TTL compatibility. 

• The Port 1 is also connected to the IR sensor module 
through the Schmitt trigger. 

• Port 2 is connected to the RF communication module 
• Port 3 is connected to the Stepper Motor through 

ULN2803 which is used as a current boosters 
 

 
Fig. 4  Block  diagram of the system 

 

Components List : 
 89C51RD2 - (2 in number) 
 ULN2803 - (6 in number) 
 Schmitt Trigger - 74HCT14 - (4 in number) 
 IR Sensors Module - (24 in number) 
 Transmitter Module  - (24 in number) 
 Resistances - 1K & 5K      
 Stepper Motor (MACT) - (2 in number)  
 9 Voltage battery 

 

Microcontroller (89C51RD2) 
 

 For controlling the micromice, we are using 
microcontroller, i.e. 89C51RD2 one for each micromice. 
89C51RD2 is a high performance CMOS flash version of 
the 80C51 CMOS single chip 8-bit microcontroller. It 
contains a 64k byte flash memory block for code and for 
data.  The 64kb flash memory can be program either in 
parallel mode or serial mode with the ISP capability or 
with the software. The programming voltage is internally 
generated from the standard Vcc pin.  

 

 

Here, we are using all the 4 ports of the controller.  
• For programming we assert the pin no 29 low. 
• External crystal is connected to the pins 18 and 19. 
• Pins 10 and 11 are used to program the controller 

serially into the flash RAM which is 64K bytes. 
• To reset the system we give high voltage to the pin 9. 
 

Block  Diagram  : 

 
Fig. 5  Overall block diagram of the system 

 

Crystal Tuned PLL Based ASK Module: 

 This module uses the technique of On-Off keyed 
modulation. Local Oscillator is based on PLL. The module 
is high performance, simple to use and miniaturized.  
 

SCHMITT TRIGGER : 
 It is used to provide TTL compatibility it eliminates 
noise. It provides 6 inverting buffers with Schmitt   trigger 
action. They are capable of transforming slowly changing 
input signal into sharply defined distortion free output 
signals.    

ULN2803 : 
 It is a current amplifier. The required current rating 
for stepper motor is 0.7 ampere per phase. One ULN can 
give current rating of 0.22 to 0.28 amperes. Thus to get the 
required rating of 0.7 amp we are using three ULN which 
are mounted one over the other. ULN2803 is a 18 pin IC 
which provides current stability and is easily available. 
 
 

SENSORS  
 The Fig. 6 shows the circuit diagram of one of the 
sensors. The IR-Diode is pulsed by the MOSFET (small 
duration pulses are given). When the IR-Transistor detects 
reflected light (which means a wall), the input of the 
comparator LM339 (very high current stability & acting as 
a comparator ) is pulled to ground and at the output of the 
comparator occurs a high impulse. The 100nF coupling 
capacitor blocks DC and low frequent signals. Therefore, 
ambient light cannot interfere.  We are using common 
anode sensors. These are infrared sensors. The number of 
the IR sensor is TSOP series IR DIODES. Voltage rating 
of IR sensor is 3.3 volt. We are using these sensors 
because it has affordable cost with good sensitivity. 
Actually, we need accuracy and not larger range i.e. the 
sensor should not sense anything beyond 2.5 cm range. 
 

Arrangement of sensors: 
 12 sensors are used in one micromice .two are at the 
front side, 5 for left stepper motor and 5 for right stepper 
motor.  Out of this 5 sensors the central one is used for the 
right or left turn. The other two sensors besides the center 
one are used to control the straight. The extreme two 
sensors normally not used and are there for corner point 
detection. 
 

Communication  Module  : 
 The communication between the two mouse is 
achieved through a Crystal Tuned PLL Based ASK 
Module. 

+ 6V Battery 

GND Battery 

Controller 
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26
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4.7k
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Fig. 6.   Schematics of one Sensor-stage 

 
 

6.  The   Software Design 
 The  software  for  the  vehicle  must  be  able  to  
drive  the  mouse  straight  ahead  and  to  turn  right  
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around  the  corner.  For  driving  straight  ahead  the  
software  has  to  control  the  motors  in  an  suitable  way.  
Therefore  a  PWM  (Pulse  Width  Modulation)  with  a  
resolution  of  16  bits  for  each  wheel  was  developed. 
The  program  has  to  check  the  sensors  in  order  to  
control  the  vehicle  by  detecting  the  walls.  During  the  
initialization  the  I/P’s  and  O/P’s  are  set.  Also,  all  the  
needed  variables  are  presetted  or  cleared  and  the  ISR  
(Interrupt  Service  Routine)  for  PWM  is  started. Then  
the  program  waits  for  the  START  button  (Input  RA2  
of  the  controller  to  be  pressed. After  that  the  
microcontroller  drives  the  vehicle  along  the  wall,  until  
no  sensor  has  wall  detection.  Then, the TURN 
subroutine  is  started  and  the  wallcounter  decreased  by  
one.  The  mouse  stops  and  if  not  all  walls  are  done,  
the  mouse  starts  with  the  next  straight  driving  
process. 
 

 The  ISR  is  called  with  every  timer  overflow.  At  
first  a  helping  counter  is  increased.  The  ISR  checks  
now,  if  the  desired  PWM  value  is  higher  or  less  than  
the  helping  counter.  If  the  desired  PWM  value  is  
less,  the  appropriate  PWM  output  is  set  to  low  and  
otherwise  to  high  level.  With  every  call  of  the  ISR  
the  timer  has  to  be  presetted  again.  The  above  
diagram  shows  in  an  elegant  way,  how  the  PWM  
actually  works.  The  bits  Q1 .. ..  Q4  represent  the  
corresponding  bits  of  the  PWM  helping  counter.  The  
ISR  compares  them  with  the  desired  PWM  and  
switches  the  outputs  high  or  low,  depending  on  the  
result  of  the  comparison. 
 

Driving  along  the  wall  : 
 Depending  on  the  sensors,  the  mouse  has  either  
to  drive  straight  on  or  to  steer  left  or  right.  The  
control  algorithm  is  a  modified  bang-bang  mechanism. 
 
 

There  are  5  different  stages : 
Stage 1: Only  mid  sensor  has  contact - drive  ahead. 
Stage 2: Mid  and  right  sensor  has  contact - drive  

slightly  right. 
Stage 3: Only  right  sensor  has  contact - drive  right 
Stage 4: Mid  and  left  sensor  has  contact - drive  

slightly  left. 
Stage  5: Only  left  sensor  has  contact - drive  left. 
 

 When  none  of  the  sensors  have  contact,  a  gap  
counter  is  decreased  and  when  this  counter  is  equal  
to  zero,  the  mouse  starts  the  stop  and  then  the  
turning  process.  The  turning  process  is  a  very  simple  
subroutine,  which  brakes  the  right  wheel  and  turns  
with  the  left  one  around,  until  the  first  (the  right)  
wall-sensor  has  contact.  Due  to  the  force  of  inertia  
and  the  wheel-slip  the  vehicle  turns  a  bit  further  and  
the  as  next  started  straight  driving  routine  adjusts  the  
car  again  straight  towards  the  wall. The Maze Logic is 
resolved using the matrix  positional coordinates. 

 
 

Two types of software’s design  
 KEIL - has simulator which contain functionally rich 
library and good support and compatibility with 89C51. 
CX51 provides the flexibility of programming in C and the 
code efficiency and speed of assembly language. It is 
ground up implementation dedicated to generating 
extremely fast and compact code for the 8051 
microprocessor.  FLASH- FLASH is the software that is 

used by us for the downloading of the program that is 
stored in the computer in to the micro controller through 
the bus called RS232. The screen shot of the software is as 
shown in Fig. 1.  

7.   WORKING  OF  THE  SYSTEM 
Micromouse   One  : 
 The  first  micromouse  is  designed  to  since  the  
magnetic  ink  path  and  propagate  along  the  same. The  
micromouse  is  composed  of  three  sensors, viz.  central,  
right,  and  left. As  long  as  the  central  sensor  is  
assorted  the  micromouse  will  propagate  straight  line  
path. If  any  one  of  the  right  or  left  sensors  gets  
asserted  the  respective  rotational  motion  will  be  
initiated  at  the  directive  stepper  motor  so  that  the  
mouse  will  take  turn. As  soon  as the  left /  right  
sensors  gets  disserted  the  mouse  will  continue  the  
straight  line  path. The  action  and  motion  of  the  first  
mouse  is  transmitted  using  transmitting  mechanism. 
 

Micromouse  Two  : 
 Micromouse  two  receives  the  signals  forwarded  
by  micromouse  one.  Micromouse  two  detects  the  
shorts  path  towards  micromouse one  by  reading  the  
position  of  micromouse one  and  traverse  it.  
Micromouse  two  is  well  equipped  with  the  wall  
sensors    with  the  help  of  wall  sensors  directing  path  
to  it  self. 
 

8.  Conclusions 
 

 Overall,  it  was  felt  that  the  project  was  successful 
in all areas; mechanics, electronics and  software. All the 
primary aims were achieved and in addition the majority 
of the secondary aims were achieved. The project tackled 
new areas of design that required innovative ideas.. Its 
construction has proved the design concepts used and with 
some minor adjustments and improvements, these could 
be taken forward to produce an even better test bed. A 
possible extension to this project has been proposed and 
concerns the processing.  An application was considered 
using the designed micromouse. 
 
APPLICATION : 
 

 The concept of our project was implemented for the 
purpose of identifying vehicles over a decided territory. 
This particular project developed as per the requirement 
put forward by the MUMBAI traffic police department 
hence the application has to be enhanced to the realistic 
implementation. As far as the implementation is concerned 
an ordinance has to be established where in all vehicles 
should be equipped through the identity transmitting 
module. The reception can be established through cells 
defined and established by private and government cellular 
communication provider. Since it is in the public interest 
the police department is into process to sanction an 
ordinance and by 2010 the ordinance will be implemented 
in full proof manner. 
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Abstract 
 

 This paper deals with  the  design, fabrication  and  
implementation  of  a  sensor interface for a Flexible 
Manufacturing System (FMS) which is capable of 
sensing the dead ends of the rail track on which the 
mobile robot system is moving and does some 
manipulation task. A provision for sensing the limits of 
the joints, the hard home position of the flexible 
manufacturing system is designed and developed as a 
project work.  The developed sensor system consists of 
limit switch sensing circuit, a reset detection circuitry for 
the mobile flexible manufacturing system, a infra-red 
detection circuitry and a ultrasonic obstacle avoidance 
circuitry, thus making the system a closed loop control 
system.  
 

Keywords : Flexible manufacturing system, Limit 
switches, Computer, Infra-red detection circuitry. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

 Sensors are feedback devices which are used to 
sense the maximum limits of various actions of the robots 
like the gripper close / open, sense the dead ends of the 
joints of a robot, thus making it very intelligent. They are 
used to sense the changes in the environment (detect the 
obstacles) and get adaptable to the environment 
(overcome the obstacle and proceed to the destination). 
There are various types of sensors such as limit switches, 
IR detectors, proximity switches, cameras, tachometers, 
thermocouples, thermistors, potentiometers, range 
sensors, ultrasonic sensors, inductive sensors, light 
sensors, hall effect sensors, gyroscopes, laser sensors, 
light sensors, opto-couplers, encoders, incremental 
encoders, positional encoders, shaft encoders, synchros, 
etc., [1].   
 
 Sensors make the robotic system a close loop 
feedback control system. Here, in our work, we have 
designed a powerful sensing system for a mobile robotic 
system, which is moving on a railway track.  In this 
work, a full-fledged autonomous flexible manufacturing 
system (FMS) is designed, fabricated and implemented 
using good sensing techniques with an artificial 
intelligence provider algorithm. Various type of sensing 
circuitries is used to make the system closed loop and 
provide intelligence to the automated system, INARMS 
which is shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 The  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  Section  2  
gives  a  brief  introduction  to  the  input  section  of  the  
sensors.  Section  3  discusses  about  the  infra-red  
detection  circuitry.  In  section  4 , the  sensor  block – 
diagram interface  to  the  robotic  system  and  to  the  
computer  is  presented.  Working  of  the  comparator  
circuit  and  the  limit  switches  is  discussed  in  section 
5.  The  obstacle  avoidance  algorithm  is  presented  in  
section  6.   Ultrasonic  sensing  system  design  is  given  
in  section  7.   The  paper  concludes  with  the  
conclusions  in  section  8  followed  by  the  references.  

 
2. Input section 

 
 

 The input card is used to give inputs to computer 
from robot. The inputs to computer are actually the status 
of various limit switches, IR detectors circuit to take 
appropriate action to stop further movement of motor and 
rather stop at that particular position. The input card 
composes of various IC’s like LM324, 74LS76, 74LS245 
and transistor, resistor and LED [2]. Transistors and 
LED’s  are used to indicate weather desired position is 
reached or not. In our circuit, we have used the limit 
switches for  
 

 
 

 

Fig. 1  The designed and assembled flexible 
manufacturing system with the sensing interface. 

 
GRIPPER :-Two limit switches are connected in parallel 
for detecting closing action and one for detection the 
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extreme limit.  In the home position, the gripper remain 
in fully opened position so that limit switches used for 
detecting extreme and goes to NO position. 
 
ROLL ACTION :- Two limit switches are used for 
detecting the home position of roll motor .In the home of  
roll motor and 90° rotation ( clockwise ) of roll motor, 
the home  roll limit switch get to it’s NO position . 
 
PRISMATIC ACTION :- Two limit switch are installed 
at extreme end of vertical extension assembly to detect 
two end limits. In home position of robo the VE goes to 
fully upward position, so that bottom limit switch of VE 
goes to it’s NO position.  
 
 In this way, two limit switches are used for 
controlling individual action of gripper, roll and 
prismatic motion. 

 
3.  Infra-red detection circuit 

 
 The IR detector circuit is used to detect maximum & 
minimum limit of the base assembly. IR circuit is also 
used for detecting forward & reverse stop point. We are 
using pair of IR detector’s to detect base minimum limit 
(0 degree) & maximum limit (180 degree ). 
 
 A pair of IR detector’s to detect forward & reverse 
stop point are used. Hence in all there are 10 inputs but 
since we are using parallel port in SPP mode number of 
inputs to computer get reduced to 5. So we multiplexed 
all the inputs such that two states of each action are given 
to two inputs of J-K flip flop, & taking single  ‘Q’ output 
[3]. 
 
 As the infrared sensor device, PZT (Lead 
[Pb:Plumbum] Zirconate Titanate) is used. This material 
has the nature that the electric charge in the surface is 
divided into the positive electric charge and the negative 
electric charge in the usual condition (Spontaneous 
polarization). The distribution of the electric charge is 
disordered when the infrared rays lash this material and 
the voltage occurs. The infrared sensor outputs the 
change of this voltage. 
 
 The infrared sensor has the kinds such as the single 
type, the dual type, the quad type. The dual type is often 
used to detect the move of the person or the animal.  The 
two identical shape elements are used for the dual-type 
sensor. And, it is put for the pole of the element to 
become opposite.  
 
 When the change of the infrared quantity occurs, 
being simultaneous with the element which was put in 
this way, because the occurring voltage is opposite, it 
denies each other and the voltage doesn't appear in the 
output. The output voltage changes only when there is a 
difference in the quantity of the infrared rays which enter 
both elements. 
 

 Because the same change occurs to both elements 
even if the infrared quantity of the background in the 
place to detect with the sensor changes, little change of 
the output occurs even if it occurs.  When the person or 
the animal crosses the sensor, the quantity of the infrared 
rays which enter both elements becomes not equal and 
the change of the voltage appears in the output.  IR 
circuit used is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Designed and fabricated IR circuitry 

 
 

4.  Block-diagram for the sensor interface 
 

 

Limit 
Switches

Interfacing
Circuitry

Ultrasonic 
Sensors

ADC Cards

Potentiometers

Keyboard

Controller 
Card

Display
Card

Motor 
Driver 
Card

Remote
Control 

With
Interface

Power
Supply

To all motors

 
 

Fig. 3. Designed and fabricated sensing interfacing card 

 
5. Working of comparator circuit for  

the limit switches 
 

 The input to computer requires proper logic states, 
that is  0 or 1. Hence, to achieve this, we have used 
comparator circuit for each limit switches [4]. The 
comparator action is achieved by connecting resistive 
bridge at input of comparator ( LM 324 ) & placing the 
limit switches in bridge arm connected to inverting input 
of comparator as shown in Fig. 4.  When the switch is 
closed  then voltage at inverting input is high then non-
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inverting input. Hence output is logic 0. But when the 
limit switch get into  it’s NO  position, then voltage at 
non-inverting is high & output goes to logic 1 , indicating 
extreme limit reach. 
 

 Consider limit switch state for prismatic motion. 
When the robot is in home position then lower prismatic 
limit switch will be in NO position & upper limit switch 
will be in NC position. Hence output of lower 
comparator will be logic 1 & that of the upper 
comparator will be logic 0.This two inputs are given to k 
& j inputs of J-K flip flops respectively. This causes 
output Q to be logic 0 indicating home position [5].  
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Fig. 4  Reset detection sensing system 
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Fig. 5  Limit switch sensing circuitry  

 

 On the other hand when VE comes to it’s extreme 
lower position then state of comparators will be exactly 
reverse of previous case. Hence, output of flip flop goes 
to logic 1, indicating / detecting extreme lower end. This 
Q output is used to signal computer to stop rack motor 
via IC 74245 buffer. In this way all the output of 
individual comparator are to   given  to J-K flip flops  & 
output Q’s of all J-K are given to computer indicating to 
take stop action’s. 
 

6. Obstacle  Sensing  Avoidance  Algorithm 
 

Here,  the  operations  are  actually  carried  out  or  
taught  to  the  robot  instead  of  just  assuming  the  
parameters.  Here  in  lies  the  advantage  of  using  
remote  control  over  the  keyboard  to program  the  
robot,  however  typing  the program  through  the  
keyboard  based  on  assumed  parameters  is  faster  
method  of programming.  If there are obstacles in the 
path of motion of the robot, then the software takes care 
of this by initiating an alternative path around the 
obstacles making sure that the robot reaches the desired 
destination.  However,  if  there  are  too  many  obstacles  
then  the  robot  may  not  reach  the  desired  position  
according  to  the  program [6]. 

 

 
Fig.  6  Obstacle  avoidance  algorithm 
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Fig. 7  Reset detection  sensing  unit  PCB’s 
 
If you drive an automobile, you know the practical 

application of the Pauli exclusion principle: Two objects 
cannot occupy the same space at the same time. What’s 
true for automobile is even true for robots. An 
autonomous robot has to keep itself from colliding with 
obstacles. Obstacles might take the form of a wall or 
post, or they may be mobile like a dog, a person, or 
another robot. 

 
Since robot can’t know the position of moving object 

in advanced, it must have some way of detecting 
obstacles in real time. Luckily, detecting obstacles 
doesn’t require anything as sophisticated as machine 
vision. A much simpler system will suffice. Some robots 
use SONAR (sometimes called SODAR when used in air 
instead of water) or RADAR. An simple system is to use 
ultrasonics. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Limit  switches  sensing  unit  PCB’s 
 

 

Fig.  9  Ultrasonic  transmitter & receiver  pair 
 

7.  Ultrasonic Sensors / Limit Switches / Pots  
 

 

 Ultrasonic sensors [7] are mounted at four points on 
the links to prevent the collision of the robot with the 
obstacles. These sensors give a signal to the computer 
through the parallel port and the computer in turn 
processes this signal and in turn avoids the collision by 
turning the arm in another direction. Limit switches are 
used at the inner surfaces of the grippers to sense whether 
the gripper has held / picked up the object or not. 
Potmeters are mounted at the joints to accurately measure 
the movement.  
 

8.  Conclusions 
 

A sensor interface was designed and installed in the 
flexible manufacturing system which is used to provide 
closed loop feedback action of  the system, thus avoiding 
collision of the system with the obstacles.  The sensing 
inputs are taken to the computer, processed and necessary 
action is taken, thus providing artificial intelligence to the 
FMS.  
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Abstract 
 

     The paper is concerned with the application of 

uncertain variables to decision making based on an 

uncertain knowledge. The system under consideration 

contains two kinds of parameters: uncertain parameters 

characterized by an expert in the form of certainty 

distributions and random parameters described by 

probability distributions. The general formulation of 

the decision problem using uncertain and random 

variables is described. The decision making for a 

hybrid system with the cascade structure is presented. 

The possibilities of the application to allocation 

problem in a complex of parallel operations are 

discussed. A simple example illustrates the approach 

presented. 

 

 

Keywords: uncertain systems, uncertain variables, 

knowledge-based systems, decision making systems 

 

 

1   Introduction 
 

     The uncertain variables have been introduced and 

developed as a tool for analysis and decision making in 

a class of uncertain systems described by traditional 

mathematical models or by relational knowledge 

representations with unknown parameters 

characterized by an expert [1–5]. In the paper [6] an 

approach for the system with uncertain and random 

parameters has been presented. The purpose of this 

paper is to extend this approach and to show how the 

uncertain variables may be applied to a class of 

complex systems consisting of two subsystems with 

different descriptions of the uncertainty. Section 3 is 

devoted to a hybrid system with a cascade structure 

containing random and uncertain parts. Section 4 

presents some remarks concerning the complex of 

parallel operations. We shall start with the short 

presentation of the decision problem based on the 

uncertain variables. Details of the uncertain variables 

theory and its applications may be found in the 

author’s books cited above. 

 

 

2   The general formulation of the decision 

problem using uncertain and random 

variables 
 

     In the definition of the uncertain variable x  we 

consider two soft properties (i.e. such properties )(xϕ  

that for the fixed x  the logic value ]1,0[)]([ ∈xv ϕ ): 

“ xx =~ ” which means “ x  is approximately equal to 

x ” or “ x  is the approximate value of x ,” and 

“ xDx ∈~ ” which means “ x  approximately belongs to 

the set xD ” or “the approximate value of x  belongs 

to xD ”. The uncertain variable x  is defined by a set 

of values X  (real number vector space), the function 

)~()( xxvxh ==  (i.e. the certainty index that xx =~ , 

given by an expert) and the following definitions for 

XDDDx ⊆21,, : 

)(max)
~

( xhDxv
xDx

x
∈

=∈ , 

)
~

(1)
~

( xx DxvDxv ∈−=∉ ,  

)},
~

(),
~

(max{)
~~

( 2121 DxvDxvDxDxv ∈∈=∈∨∈  

.)}
~

(),
~

(min{)
~~

( 2121 DxvDxvDxDxv ∈∈=∈∧∈  

The function )(xh  is called a certainty distribution. In 

the case of C-uncertain variable x , the certainty index 

that x  approximately belongs to xD  is defined as 

follows: 

)]
~

(1)
~

([
2

1
)

~
( xxxc DxvDxvDxv ∈−+∈=∈    (1) 

where xx DXD −= . The application of C-uncertain 

variable means better using of the expert’s knowledge, 

but may be more complicated.  

     Let us consider a static plant with the input vector 

Uu∈  and the output vector Yy∈ , described by a 

relation YUxyuR ×⊂);,(  where the vector of 

unknown parameters Xx∈  is assumed to be a value 

of an uncertain variable described by the certainty 

distribution )(xh  given by an expert. If the relation R  

is not a function then the value u  determines a set of 
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possible outputs 

)};,(),(:{);( xyuRyuYyxuDy ∈∈= .      (2) 

For the requirement YDy y ⊂∈  given by a user, we 

can formulate the following decision problem: For the 

given );,( xyuR , )(xh  and yD  one should find the 

decision *u  maximizing the certainty index that the set 

of possible outputs approximately belongs to yD  (i.e. 

belongs to yD  for an approximate value of x ). Then 

)(maxmaxarg]
~

);([maxarg
)(

* xhDxuDvu
uDxUu

yy
Uu x∈∈∈

=⊆=  

(3) 

where });(:{)( yyx DxuDXxuD ⊆∈= . 

     Let us now consider the system described by a 

relation ),;,( wxyuR  where Xx∈  and Ww∈  are the 

vectors of uncertain and random parameters, 

respectively. If ix  and iw
~

 are independent uncertain 

and random variables for different i, respectively then  

)(min)( ii
i

xhxh = ,      ∏=
i

ii wfwf )()( . 

For the system as a whole one may apply the following 

general approach described for one element in [4, 7]: 

1. To determine ),;( wxuDy  and 

),(]),;([
∆

wuvDwxuDv yy =⊆                (4) 

according to (2) and (3), with ),;,( wxyuR  in place of 

);,( xyuR . 

2. To find *u  maximizing  

dwwfwuvwuv

W

∫= )(),()]
~
,([E  

(version I), or to find *u  as the expected value 

)]
~
([E wu  where )(wu  is obtained by maximization of 

(4) (version II). In the next section a particular form of 

the structure and a special approach to our problem 

based on a decomposition will be presented. 

 

 

3   Hybrid system with cascade structure 
 

Let us consider the system with the cascade   

structure (Fig. 1) in which the elements 1 and 2 are 

described by the relations );,( 11 wzuR  and 

                      1u

1 2

2u

z y

 
Fig. 1. Cascade structure 

);,,( 22 xyzuR , respectively, where w is a value of a 

random variable w
~
 with the probability density )(wf  

and x is a value of an uncertain variable x  with the 

certainty distribution )(xh . Let us apply an approach 

taking into account the additional requirement for the 

first element: zDz∈  were zD  is given by a user. The 

probability that the requirement is satisfied 

)()](
~
()( 1

∆
1 upuDwPDzP wz =∈=∈           (5) 

where });(:{)( 11 zzw DwuDWwuD ⊆∈= . Then two 

cases of the decision problem may be formulated: 

1. To determine *
2u  using according to version I or II, 

with *
11 uu =  where *

1u  is the value of 1u  maximizing 

(5). 

2. To determine ),( *
2

*
1 uu  according to version I or II, 

subject to the constraint pup ≥)( 1  where p  is a given 

value. 

Example 1. Consider very simple example with 
+∈Rwxyzuu ,,,,, 21  (one-dimensional, non-negative 

variables) and the relations in the form of inequalities: 

11 2wuzwu ≤≤ ,    zxuyzxu +≤≤+ 22 2      (6) 

The elements 1, 2 may be for example production 

units, 2,1u  may denote amounts of raw materials and 

yz,  – amounts of products where z is used as an 

additional raw material for the second element. The 

inequalities (6) are reduced to 12 wuxu +  

)(2 12 wuxuy +≤≤ . Let ].,[ 21 yyDy =  Then 

)(max),,(
),(

21 xhwuuv
wuDx x∈

=                 (7) 

where the set ),,(),( 21 wuuDwuD xx =  is determined 

by the inequality 

1
212

1
211 )2(5.0)( −− −≤≤− uwuyxuwuy .      (8) 

Assume that x  has a triangular certainty distribution 

presented in Fig. 2. Let us apply C-uncertain variables.  

1

x

)(xh

1
2

1

 
Fig. 2. Example of certainty distribution 

Then, using (1), (7) and (8), under the assumption 

12 2 yy ≥ , we can obtain the following function 

),,( 21 wuuvc : 
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It may be shown that ),( 12 wuu maximizing cv  for the 

fixed value 1u  is as follows: 

12112 25.0),( wuyywuu −+=          (9) 

and cv  is then the following 

1
121121 )42)(2(),( −−+−= wuyywuywuvc . (10) 

It is easy to show that for 12 yy ≥ , (10) is an 

increasing function of 1u . Assume that mww ≤ , i.e. 

0)( =wf  for mww ≥ . Using the assumption 

011 ≥−wuy  (see (8)) we obtain 1
1

*
1

−= mwyu , and 

putting *
1u  into (9) yields 21

*
2 5.0)( yywu +=  

1
12 −− mwwy . Finally, 21

*
2

*
2 5.0)]

~
([E yywuu +==  

1
1)

~
(E2 −− mwyw . Let us take into account the additional 

requirement for the first element: ],[ 21 zzDz z =∈ , 

02,1 ≥z , 12 2zz ≥ . In this case )( 1uDw  is determined 

by the inequality 1
12

1
11 )2( −− ≤≤ uzwuz . For 

example, assume the rectangular probability density: 
1)( −= mwwf  for mww ≤≤0  and 0)( =wf  otherwise. 

Then, according to (5) 

     )( 1up  







≤

≤≤−

≥−

=
−

−−−

−−

.for0

5.0for)(1

5.0for))(5.0(

1
11

1
21

1
1

1
11

1
21

1
112

m

mmm

mm

wzu

wzuwzuwz

wzuuwzz

                         

(11) 

Now we can consider two approaches: 

1. We determine  

1
21

*
1 5.0)(maxarg

1

−== m
u

wzupu  

and by using (9) with *
11 uu =  we have 

221
1

221
*
2 5.05.0)

~
(E5.0 zyywzwyyu m −+=−+= −  

which may be used when 212 2 yyz +≤ . For example, 

for 11 =z , 32 =z , 21 =y , 52 =y , 75.0=mw  we 

obtain 2*
1 =u , 3*

2 =u  and 
3

1
21)( 1

21
*
1 =−= −zzup  

which means that the requirement ],[ 21 zzz∈  is too 

strong. For 5.01 =z  we obtain 
3

2
)( *

1 =up . Hence, *
1u  

is the decision for which the requirement concerning 

the first element is satisfied with the greatest 

probability equal to 
3

2
. 

2. For the requirement pup ≥)( 1  we obtain from (11) 

the greatest possible value 1
12

*
1 ))(5.0( −−= mwpzzu  

and by using  (9) with *
11 uu =  we have 

.)5.0(5.0)
~
(E25.0 1

1221
*
121

*
2

−−−+=−+= pzzyyuwyyu

 

 

4   Task allocation problem 
 

     The similar approach may be applied to an 

allocation problem in a complex of operations. To 

explain To explain the idea for the hybrid complex 

with uncertain and random parameters, let us start with 

the uncertain complex ([4]) containing k parallel 

operations described by the inequalities iii uxT ≤  

),1( ki∈  where iu  is the size of a task assigned to the 

i-th operation, iT  is the execution time, 0>ix  is 

assumed to be a value of an uncertain variable ix  

described by a certainty distribution )( ii xh  given by 

an expert and 1x ,..., kx  are independent variables. The 

complex may be considered as a decision plant 

described in Sec. 2 where y  is the execution time of 

the whole complex }...,,max{ 1 kTTT = , ...,,( 1xx =  

)kx , Uuuu k ∈= )...,,( 1 . The set kRU ⊂  is 

determined by the constraints: 0≥iu  for each i  and 

Uuu k =++ ...1  where U  is the total size of the task 

to be distributed among the operations (Fig. 3). The 

initial requirement given by a user is α≤T  for the 

given  α. 

 

Allocation 

Plant 

. 

. . . 
. . 

1 u 
2 u 

k u 

U  y =Τ 

 

Fig. 3. Complex of parallel operations as a decision 

plant 

 

     According to the general formulation of the 

decision problem presented in [4], the allocation 

problem may be formulated as an optimization 

problem consisting in finding the optimal allocation 
*u  that maximizes the certainty index of the soft 

property: “the set of possible values T  approximately 

belongs to ],0[ α ” (i.e. belongs to ],0[ α  for an 

approximate value of x ). 

     Now let us consider the complex consisting of two 

subcomplexes: the uncertain subcomplex described by 

iii uxT ≤  for 1,1 ki∈  and the random subcomplex 

described by iii uwT ≤  for 211 ,1 kkki ++∈  

)( 21 kkk =+  where 0≥iw  are values of random 

variables iw
~

 described by the probability density 
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)( ii wf , 11
( +kw ,..., )

21 kkw +
∆=w. The allocation 

problem corresponding to version II in Sec. 2 is then 

as follows: To find the decisions )]
~
([E* wuu ii =  where 

)(wui  are the decisions maximizing the certainty 

index that the requirement α≤T  is approximately 

satisfied for the fixed w, E denotes the expected value. 

     Let us introduce the notation 







++∈

∈
=

.,1for

,1for
)(

211

1

kkkiuw

kiux
u

ii

ii
iiτ  

In the first subcomplex iτ  is a value of iii ux=τ  and 

]
~

)([)( ατ ≤= iiii uvuv . In the second subcomplex iτ  is 

a deterministic variable and 1)( =ii uv  for 1−≤ ii wu α , 

0)( =ii uv  otherwise. For the triangular certainty 

distribution it is easy to show [4] that the solution of 

our distribution problem is as follows: 

1. If 

U
w

kk

ki i

<∑
+

+=

21

1 1

α
         (12) 

then in the second subcomplex 1)( −= iii wwu α  and in 

the first subcomplex )( ii wu  should be determined in 

the same way as for the uncertain complex described 

above with 

∑
+

+=
−

21

1 1

kk

ki iw
U

α
            (13) 

instead of U. 

2. If (12) is not satisfied then in the first subcomplex 

0=iu  and in the second subcomplex iu  may be any 

number satisfying the condition 1−≤ ii wu α  and 

Uuuu kkkk =+++ +++ 2111
...21 . 

Then the requirement α≤T  is exactly satisfied 

)1)(( =uv  for the given values iw . As a particular 

solution one may accept 1−= ii cwu α  where 

∑
+

+=

−=
21

1 1

1
)(

kk

ki iw
Uc

α
. 

In such a way in the cases 1 and 2 we obtain the 

solution )(wui  for the fixed w. Finally, one should 

determine )]
~
([E* wuu ii = .  

     The similar approach may be applied for a resource 

distribution problem, i.e. when the operations are 

described by 1−≤ iii uxT  and 1−≤ iii uwT  where iu  is 

the amount of the resource assigned to the i-th 

operations. If 

∑
+

+=
<

21

1 1

kk

ki

i U
w

α         (14) 

then in the second subcomplex 1)( −= αiii wwu  and in 

the first subcomplex )( ii wu  should be determined 

with ],0[)( iii uuD α=  and  

∑
+

+=
−

21

1 1

kk

ki

iwU
α

          (15) 

instead of U. If (14) is not satisfied then 0)( =uv  for 

any distribution u. 

 

 

5   Conclusions 
 

     It has been shown how to apply the uncertain 

variables as a tool for decision making in a complex 

system consisting of two parts: the part with uncertain 

parameters characterized by an expert and the part with 

random parameters described by probability 

distributions. The approach presented in the paper has 

been applied to the control of a production process 

described by uncertain relational knowledge 

representation and to a load distribution in a 

multiprocessor system. The approach may be extended 

for a complex computer system with distributed 

knowledge [8]. 
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Abstract: We propose a computational model of neuron,
called  firing  cell  (FC),  properties  of  which  cover  such
phenomena  as  attenuation  of  receptors  for  external
stimuli,  delay  and  decay  of  postsynaptic  potentials,
modification  of  internal  weights  due  to  propagation  of
postsynaptic potentials through the dendrite, modification
of properties of the analog memory for each input due to
a pattern of short-time synaptic potentiation or long-time
synaptic  potentiation (LTP),  output-spike  generation
when  the  sum  of  all  inputs  exceeds  a  threshold,  and
refraction.  The  cell  may  take  one  of  the  three  forms:
excitatory,  inhibitory,  and  receptory.  The  computer
simulations showed that, depending on the phase of input
signals,  the  artificial  neuron’s  output  frequency  may
demonstrate various chaotic behaviors. 

1. Introduction

The  paper  presents  a  new  approach  to  building
computational models of selected brain circuits, aimed to
develop a tool supporting an interpretation of recordings
of  electric  potentials  in  living  neural  tissue.  Such
computational  models  must  reflect  the  most  essential
properties of biological neurons and their assemblies, but,
in order  to not to increase the necessary computational
power beyond necessity, not too much more. 

We propose that, as for a single neuron, at least the
following neurophysiological facts should be covered in
an model of the discussed kind:

1. Each  input  signal  causes  some  changes  of  the
postsynaptic potential at the area of the input point;
there are typical patterns of the increment and decay
of  the  excitatory  (EPSP)  and  inhibitory  (IPSP)
potential [1][2],

2. There  is  a  set  of  commonly  accepted  neuro-
physiological  data:  time  courses,  amplitudes  of
various  postsynaptic  potentials,  action-potential
amplitude,  and  the  thresholds  for  neural  activation
causing action potentials and removing the block  of
NMDA canals [1][3],

3. If  (after  an  arrival  of  an  action  potential  at  a
particular input) the accumulated local potential for
postsynaptic  region  of  each  input  synapse  increase
beyond  the  value  of  the  local  threshold  (about
-70mV), the NMDA receptor  causes an opening of
the  previously  blocked  channel  for  an  influx  of
calcium ions [4][5][6], and thus the  phenomenon of
Long–Term Potentiation (LTP),

4. On the most excitatory neural inputs  the long-term
memories  can  be  activated,  which   results  in  an
increase of  LTP through an activation of  NMDA
receptors, 

5. The amplitude of the single excitatory postsynaptic
potential (EPSP) is not an absolute constant; indeed,
several  values  has  been  proposed  by
neurophysiologists (see Andersen [3]), 

6. Internal  weights  change  due  to  propagation  of
postsynaptic potentials through the dendrite [7].

Some properties of the real neuron such as transiently
after hyperpolarisation in refractory time and presynaptic
regulatory  mechanisms  as  reuptake  of  released
neurotransmitters we did not take into consideration. 

As  for  currently  available  simulators  of  life-like
neural circuits, they allow to simulate the circuits built of
thousands of cells, but neglect some important properties
of single cell (see Ambros & Ingerson [8]; Izhikevich [9]
or  tend  to  go  deeply  into  detailed  biophysics  and
biochemistry of a single neuron; so, in case of simulation
of  large neural networks, the complexity of the neuron’s
mathematical  description  requires  hardly  available
computational power e.g. Hines [10]; Sikora [11]; Traub
et al. [12]).

It seems to be commonly believed in the research that
a  useful neural  model  must  be of  “channel-type”  i.e.  it
must  reflect  opening  of  ionic  channels  at  the  cell
membrane  of  dendrite  as  a  reaction  to  action  potential
arrival at the synapse and opening ionic channels at the
initial segment of axon for generation and propagation of
action potentials (see Bower & Beman [13]). We propose
that in neural simulations the computationally-expensive
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model of biophysical phenomena can be replaced with a
model based on a set of three shift register and  that  no
essential  output  properties  are  lost  because  of  such
replacement. 

The  neuron  properties  we  consider  are  frequency
coding,  a  memory  of  a  single  input  value,  and  a
processing algorithm that facilitates a non-linear potential
summation. Despite  such a simplification, the proposed
model  demonstrates  such  phenomena  as  attenuation  of
receptors  for  external  stimuli  ,  delay  and  decay  of
postsynaptic potentials, modification of internal weights
due to propagation of postsynaptic potentials through the
dendrite,  modification  of  properties  of  the  analog
memory for each input due to a pattern of LTP, output-
spike  generation when the sum of all  inputs  exceeds a
threshold, and a refraction.

2. Firing Cell (FC)

The model of neuron we propose is called FC (firing cell)
and  occurs  in  three  versions:  excitatory,  inhibitory  and
receptory (in this paper we discuss only the first one). FC
consists  of  a  dendrite,  body  and  axon  (Fig.  1).  The
dendrite is a string of compartments. Each compartment
contains an input synapse. Each synapse is being checked
and after  a  detection of an action potential  the values of
the  table  of  a  certain shift  register  are  being  changed
according  to  the typical  time  course  of  EPSP or  IPSP.
Each  of the  registers is a string of data-boxes. The first
data-box of one of the registers is reserved for the actual
value of activation of the related compartment. Every 0,5
msec  of  the  simulated  time  the  actual values  of  all
registers  are  checked and  their weighted  sums  are
compared with  related thresholds.  Generally,  there  is  a
positive  correlation  between  the  weight  and  a  related
synapse’s proximity to the cell body. 

The output takes at a given clock the value equal to 1,
if and only if  the accumulated postsynaptic  potential  at
the level of the neuron’s body got at least as high as the
threshold  that  equals  -50mV.  The  axon  provides the
output signal to the compartments of the dendrites of the
destination  FCs.  The  switching  signal  is  being  back-
propagated  to  all  dendrite  compartments.  The  period
between two state  updates,  i.e.,  between  a  given  clock
and the previous clock, is an equivalent of 0.5 msec of
the  simulated  time.  When  an  action-potential  is
generated, the registers are reset to the value of  resting
potential (using  the  switching  signal)  for  and  then  the
activity  of  all  compartments  is  inhibited for  1.5 msec-
period  of  refraction.The  values  of  the  resting  potential
and threshold as well  as other initial parameters can be
input independently  for  each  neuron  before  each
simulation session.

The minimal value of the single postsynaptic potential
is  calculated  as  dividing  the  difference  between  the
threshold and the  Kalium Equilibrium Potential  -90mV
by the  number  of  inputs.  For  practical  reasons, in  first

simulations we enhanced this value for EPSP by two. The
object can then adjust all values proportionally to a given
number of inputs. 

Fig. 1. Firing Cell (FC) in the configuration used
in the experiments described in this paper.

We can consider the mentioned shift registers above
as a very short-term local memory unit  that  remembers
related events for up to 15 msec. The biological nervous
system uses them to avoid the troublesome necessity of
strict  synchronization  that  takes  pace  in  conventional
computers. Yet we should also have a memory related to
each  input.  The  memory  must  work  according  to  LTP
rule. In each state-updating cycle the program calculates
(based on actual  values in the registers and appropriate
weights) an accumulated local potential for  postsynaptic
region of each input synapse. If, after an action potential
arrival  at  a  particular  input, the  postsynaptic  potential
increase  beyond  the  value  of  the  local  threshold  (ca.
-70mV), the second register (which simulates the rise of
calcium ion content inside the cell) change and shift the
contents of their data-boxes. Thus, the function operating
on the registers  substitute  a  time-consuming solving  of
differential  equation  related  to  the  strength  of  synaptic
potentiation  versus  calcium  ion  charge.  The  enhanced
strength remains for a time calculated as power function
of the charge. 

If  after  some time an additional  charge appears,  the
period  of  the  calculated  synaptic  potentiation
substantially increases. In the same pattern we can easily
include  for  each  input  the  third  register,  which  can
simulate  the  slower  influence  of  neuromodulatory
substances  on  theirs  receptors;  however,  in  our
preliminary investigations we did not use them.

3. Experiment

We used  the  simulated  FC as  a  model  of  a  pyramidal
hippocampal cell under conditions such as in the classical
LTP experiment by Bliss and Lomo [14]. We configured
the FC in such a way that it had 13 excitatory inputs and
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3 inhibitory inputs. Two cases  were  tested.  In  the  first
case the assumed EPSP amplitude was 5mV (Fig. 2), in
the second it was  7 mV.

Fig 2.  Behavior of an untrained  FC  (a) and trained FC
(b) for EPSP 5mV.  The peaks located on the input lines
show  history  of  action  potential  arrivals,  while  the
vertical peaks above the threshold (-50mV) show action
potential  generation  by  FC.  The  zig-zag-shaped  line
between the threshold  and  resting  potential  (-80mV) is
the  plot  of  accumulated  postsynaptic  potential.  The
training of 400 msec at 100Hz was with action potential
spike trains on the 7th, 8th and 9th  input (b-thick lines).
The frequency of  action  potentials  and  the  state  of  the
long term memory associated with the related input (real
numbers  on  the  left)  increase  after  training  (b).  An
animation of 2 sec of the firing cell’s work is available at
the web page of GABRI (http://www.gabri.pl)

In  the  first  case  each  FC’s  synapse  substituted  ca.
1000  biological  synapses,  whereas  in  the  second  case
each  FC’s  synapse  substituted  ca.  1400  biological
synapses.  In  both  cases  three  of  the  excitatory  inputs
were subject to a stimulation that lasted for 400msec with
spiketrains of the frequency 100Hz.

The  results  of  the  experiment  confirmed  the
biological  plausibility  of  FC  as  for  information-

processing-related mechanisms. In both tested cases the
frequency of action-potential generation and the values of
LTP increased after the training and in the case of EPSP
amplitude 7mV the frequency were substantially higher
both before and after the training.

For   demonstration  of  regular,  periodic  or  chaotic
behavior of a spiking neuron we used the Poincare return
maps.  Our experiments  showed differences between the
neuron’s behavior before, during, and  after  the training.
(Fig.  3)  We  also  noticed  that  change  of  initial  values
implicate change  of  FC's  behavior. For  detailed
description we need further statistical calculations with
numerous simulations at various initial values.     

Fig 3. The Poincare return maps from total  simulations
time  2,5  sec.  For  EPSP  5mV  (a)  and  7mV  (b).  I(n) -
interval  between  two  subsequent spikes.  Note  the
passages between various musters of spike trains.
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4. Concluding Remarks

The  way  of  information  coding  in  the  brain  is  still  a
mystery.  Some neuroscientists  suggest  that  encoding of
information  using  firing  rates  is  a  very popular  coding
scheme used by cerebral cortex [15]. In the FC model this
idea  is  followed  thorough  elaborating  mainly  the
mechanisms that  facilitate  a  frequency-based  coding  of
information.  To  the  best  of  our  knowledge,  no  similar
solutions have  been published to date.

The realistic modeling requires a lot of computational
power.  Note  that  Amaral  &  Ishizuka  [16]  calculated
12,000 synapses on a single rat’s hippocampal neuron.

The  idea  of  representing  near  1000  biological
synapses by each of the FC’s synapse is justified by the
fact that during experiments in vivo a single electrode for
technical reasons excites simultaneously multiple fibers.
Hence,  in  information-processing  oriented  simulation
there  is  no  reason  to  calculate  separately  the  states  of
thousands of synapses. 

The  set  of  functions  employed  in  the  FC  model
should  be  a  subject  to  further  simplification  toward  a
future  implementation  in  hardware,  for  which  analog
memories and field transistors (as processing devices) are
being considered. The silicon neuron by Mahovald and
Douglas  [17]  seems  to  well  solve  the  problem  of  the
generation of action potentials. A satisfactory model must
properly  react  frequency  and  phase  of  action-potential
spike-trains.  Some  reported  solutions  e.g.  Elias  &
Northmore [18] seem to be a good step in this direction. 
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Abstract
The article presents a method of automatic map-

ping of land-cover/land-use that can be used with
aerial photographs or satellite images as sources of re-
motely sensed data. The method is based on image
segmentation technique in which local color features
are employed.

The color feature extraction is based on the concept
of chromacities, as defined within the CIE XYZ color
space, and chromacity moments, [1]. In this solution
chromacities are characterized by two attributes: the
chromacity diagram, and the chromacity distribution
histogram. The nature of both attributes is captured
by the set of moments forming the feature vector. This
vector reflects color statistics of the region of interest.

The size of the region of interest is defined by the
size of the custom window, which is moved across the
image in order to calculate feature vectors at each win-
dow’s position. The feature vectors obtained are used
for classification. Classification of the feature vectors
provides labels for the pixels defined by the window
centers. The outcome is a segmented image.

The important issues in such segmentation are fea-
tures and classifier choices. The article addresses this
problem, showing the way of feature weighting and
normalizing, and presents the classifier, which can be
successfully applied in this case. The illustration of the
segmentation proposed are results of the experiments
conducted with aerial and satellite images.

1 Introduction
Current concerns about land-cover/land-use

changes have lead to an increased demand for meth-
ods and techniques of automatic area estimates based

∗This research was supported in part by the Committee for
Scientific Research through grant 5T12E02924.

on remotely sensed data. This subject has partic-
ular interest to government agencies responsible for
economic or environmental policy at regional and up
to global scales. The solutions, including per-parcel
or per-field classification with further processing by
the use of statistical classification filters, have been
already published, [2, 3, 4].

The article presents a method of automatic map-
ping of land-cover/land-use that can be used with
aerial photographs or satellite images as sources of re-
motely sensed data. The process of mapping is imple-
mented as color feature based image segmentation.

The use of colors or multi-spectral information in
image segmentation is usually done by setting ranges
for them, and classifying individual pixels according
to the pixel range membership. Better results can
be achieved when the local statistics of analyzed im-
age are taken under consideration. Such statistics is
the base of methods using texture analysis, where the
space relationship between pixels is concerned, [5]. In
the solution proposed in this article the local statistics
of colors, which does not take space dependency into
account, are used instead. This statistic is provided
in the form of chromacity moments, [1], which serve
as features for classification ending up with image seg-
mentation.

Originally, the segmentation based on chromacity
moments was invented for the images taken as pho-
tographs in the RGB format. But there is no reasons
against its use for the satellite image segmentation.
It is enough to substitute RGB components with the
values of different spectrum channels.

2 Methods

Let I(i, j) for an image I denote the color of its
pixel at position i, j, where 0 ≤ i ≤ Lx − 1, and 0 ≤
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j ≤ Ly−1, and Lx, Ly correspond to the image width
and the image height (in pixels).

2.1 RGB to CIE XYZ conversion
There are some slightly different formulas for RGB

to CIE XYZ color space conversion. In the article it is
assumed that this conversion is given by the equation:




X
Y
Z


 =




0.607 0.174 0.200
0.299 0.587 0.114
0.000 0.066 1.111







R
G
B


 (1)

2.2 Chromacity
The chromacities, x, y, z, apart from their physical

interpretation, can be calculated as follows:

x =
X

L
, y =

Y

L
, z =

Z

L
(2)

where L = X + Y + Z. It should be pointed out,
that z value in the equation above is redundant. It
can be calculated from x and y according to the rule:
z = 1−x−y. Moreover, the value of each of the three
chromacities falls into the range [0, 1], (x, y, z ∈ [0, 1]).

2.3 Chromacity distribution and chro-
macity trace

Chromacity distribution, D(x, y), is given by:

D(x, y) = K, (3)

where K is the number of pixels with chromacities
equal to x and y. This can also be written as:

D(x, y) = card{(i, j) | I(i, j) → (x, y)} (4)

Trace of the distribution, T (x, y), is given by:

T (x, y) =





1,
if exist a pixel with
chromacities (x, y),

0, otherwise.
(5)

or:

T (x, y) =
{

1, ∃(i, j) : I(i, j) → (x, y)
0, ¬∃(i, j) : I(i, j) → (x, y) (6)

So T (x, y) is in fact the projection of D(x, y) onto the
plane x, y.

The distribution D, and the trace of distribution T ,
need to be scaled and discretized in order to calculate
the chromacity moments. Let Xs, Ys ∈ ℵ denote the
scaling factors. Let xs = Int(Xsx), ys = Int(Ysy)
represent scaled values, where xs, ys ∈ ℵ, and Int is a
function returning the integer part of its argument.

Scaled and discrete chromacity distribution and its
trace can now be expressed as follows:

Ds(xs, ys) = card{(i, j)|I(i, j) →
Xs,Ys

(xs, ys)} (7)

Ts(xs, ys) =





1, ∃(i, j) : I(i, j) →
Xs,Ys

(xs, ys)

0, ¬∃(i, j) : I(i, j) →
Xs,Ys

(xs, ys)

(8)

2.4 Chromacity moments
For the given scaled and discrete distribution with

its trace, the chromacity moments can be calculated
as follows:

Mk,l
D (xs, ys) =

∑
xs

∑
ys

xk
syl

sTs(xs, ys) (9)

Mk,l
T (xs, ys) =

∑
xs

∑
ys

xk
syl

sDs(xs, ys) (10)

where MD is used to denote the chromacity distribu-
tion moments, and MT is used to denote the moments
of the trace of MD.

2.5 Classifiers

The chromacity moments are the features that
might be classified. The simple k-nearest neighbors
method would be a good candidate for the classifier
choice, but there is a problem with a distance mea-
sure. The problem is caused by the fact, that the val-
ues of the chromacity moments depend on the order
of moments used. The chromacity moments of higher
orders have values much higher comparing to the chro-
macity moments of lower orders. Therefore the classi-
fiers utilizing a simple distance measure in the feature
space are not appropriate. To use the Euclidian norm
the chromacity moments have to be normalized, or
weighted with appropriate weights.

The next candidate for the classifier choice could be
a neural network based classifier (with a simple three-
layer, feed-forward neural network architecture). This
classifier works well, but the problem of normalization
of the chromacity moments remains.

Both classifiers mentioned in this subsection were
used in the experiments described hereafter preceded
by a kind of feature normalization.

3 Experiments

The experiments were conducted as follows. At first
a set of small reference images was prepared by an
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expert. These images were extracted from the origi-
nal images representing areas with different land cover
types. The extraction was done in such way, that each
reference image contained only one kind of a separa-
ble land cover type (i.e. it was a representative of one
class only). The reference images were processed then
in order to create the training data. The processing
was done by: moving a square window of a custom size
across the image; and calculating chromacity moments
at each window position.

The training data created contained a set of pairs:
a vector consisting of the chromacity moments calcu-
lated (input) and a vector representing the land cover
membership for each distinct class (output). The sizes
of input and output vectors depend on the number of
classes considered and the order of the chromacity mo-
ments used. Thanks to the knowledge of an expert,
each output vector had 1 at the position correspond-
ing to the class it should represent, and 0 elsewhere.
The training data, prepared separately for satellite im-
ages and aerial photographs, were used to build two
different classifiers. They were used later in the image
segmentation.

The segmentation of aerial photographs and satel-
lite images was done similarly as the training data cre-
ation. There was a moving window (of the same size
as in the training phase) and the calculation of the
chromacity moments. But this time the chromacity
moments were further classified by the proper classi-
fier built. This classification provided labels for the
pixels defined by the current window position.

The size of the input vector used throughout the
experiment was 18 = 2 ∗ 32 (for k + l ≤ 3 there is 32

possible MD moments, and the same number of MT

moments). The size of the output vector corresponded
to the number of selected classes. The scaling factors
Xs and Ys were set to the value of 100. The size of
the moving window was 20× 20 pixels.

The satellite images used in the experiments were
provided in the form of 4 spectra channels with 256
value levels, representing the same region covered by
the different land cover types. Three of the channels
were used as pseudo RGB components. The set of ref-
erence images used to build the classifier, the original
image, and the segmentation results are shown in the
Figure 2. The resolution of these images was 4 m.

The aerial photographs used in the experiments
were provided in RGB format originally. The set of
reference images used to build the classifier, the orig-
inal image and the segmentation results are shown in
the Figure 1. The resolution of these images was 0.5 m.

4 Conclusions

Calculation of chromacity moments makes no sense
for the square windows smaller then 10 by 10. But the
bigger this size is, the more extensive and expensive
the computation becomes. Moreover, the values of the
chromacity moments are getting higher and can result
in overflow errors. Thus some kind of normalization is
essential.

The normalization can be done through the division
of each moment by the moment of 0 order. This is a
good solution for the MD moments (M0,0

D is always
equal to Lx × Ly, where Lx and Ly define the size
of the moving window, and therefore can be omitted
during classification). But it does not hold for TD case
(T 0,0

D can vary and therefore might be crucial for the
classification). Another way of normalization might be
the division of each moment by the value Xk

s ·Y l
s . This

solution was successfully applied in the experiments
performed.
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grass forest1 forest2 field

original image segmented image

Figure 1: Reference images (top) and the test image with segmentation results (bottom) used in the experiment
with aerial photographs

houses gardens fields factory river forest1 forest2

original image segmented image

Figure 2: Reference images (top) and the test image with segmentation results (bottom) used in the experiment
with satellite images
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Figure 1. Scheme of fmEST algorithm. Gray boxes 
indicate the traditional procedure of EST analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) analysis is one of 
the functional genomics techniques and a mining method 
of physiological mechanisms by comprehensive analysis 
of the expressed genes. This technique is based on the 
systematical homology search of gene information on the 
international DNA databases. However, very little gene 
information of invertebrates has been accumulated on the 
present databases, and the molecular structures of their 
genes quite differ from those of vertebrate genes. A new 
algorithm for invertebrate EST analysis, termed fmEST 
algorithm, consisting of the systematical homology 
search and functional motif scanning has been developed. 
In this research, a total of 200 unidentified invertebrate 
ESTs including 100 arthropod ESTs and 100 mollusk 
ESTs were analyzed for the purpose to evaluate validity 
of the functional motif scanning for invertebrate EST 
analysis. A total of 18 and 21 ESTs were determined to 
contain the functional motif sequences for arthropod and 
mollusk, respectively. Their nucleotide lengths were 
distributed from 388 to 954 in arthropod and from 222 to 
742 in mollusk. These ESTs were obviously identified as 
any functional genes, while they did not show significant 
homology to the gene information on the international 
DNA database by BLAST homology search. Results 
suggest that the functional motif scanning is a valuable 
approach enabling to break new grounds in invertebrate 
EST analysis. 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 

Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) analysis is one of 
the functional genomics techniques and a mining method 
of physiological mechanisms by comprehensive analysis 
of the expressed genes. EST is the nucleotide sequence 
information of cDNA, a complementary single strand of 
DNA to mRNA, which is expressed in the sample tissue, 
cell and specimen. 

The molecular biologists are used to identify EST 
clones as the functional gene homologues by comparing 
their nucleotide sequences with the gene information 
recorded in the international DNA databases. Based on 
these findings, the molecular biologists can survey the 
physiological mechanisms occurred in different levels of 
animal, tissue, organ, or cell [1]. 

 

 
 

An EST dataset for analyzing the expressed genes 
usually contains from 500 to 2000 EST clones. These 
large numbers of the gene information accumulated on 
the DNA databases are well applicable to broad scientific 
fields such as medical, pharmacology, microbiology, and 
phylogeny [2-5]. To date, functional genomic researches 
about invertebrate taxa have been increasingly required 
from physiological, ecological, and evolutional interest- 
ing [6-11]. The gene information on microorganisms and 
vertebrates, however, occupy the majority of the present 
databases [12]. In addition, the molecular structures of 
vertebrate genes quite differ from those of invertebrate 
genes. We have developed a new analytical algorithm for 
invertebrate EST analysis, termed as fmEST algorithm 
involving the traditional systematical homology search 
and a new “functional motif” scanning [12]. 
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The functional motifs are functionally important 
secondary structures of proteins, such as receptor binding 
domains, immunological epitopes, and catalytic sites of 
enzymes. They are encoded by short nucleotide sequence 
(generally less than 20 nucleotides) and highly conserved 
during evolution. The functional motifs are a significant 
clue to annotate large EST dataset [13]. 

In this research, we analyzed the functional motif 
sequences from a total of 200 unidentified invertebrate 
ESTs including 100 arthropod ESTs and 100 mollusk 
ESTs, all of which showed no significant similarity to the 
known functional genes by the homology search, for the 
purpose of evaluating validity of the functional motif 
scanning for invertebrate EST analysis. 
 
 
 
2 fmEST algorithm 
 

The traditional systematic approach to EST analysis 
consists of BLAST homology search and subsequent 
CLUSTALW [14] clustering analysis of EST dataset to 
the gene information on the DNA databases. Several 
studies on invertebrate EST analysis have been reported 
that these traditional techniques enabled us to identify a 
limited part of EST dataset [6-11], because of less gene 
information of invertebrates than vertebrates on the DNA 
databases and divergent molecular structures between 
invertebrate and vertebrates genes. BLAST homology 
search therefore allows us to obtain a little information of 
the functional gene as a candidate for a certain EST clone 
having a short homologous nucleotide sequence. 

The fmEST algorithm consists of two analysis steps, 
traditional systematical approach and functional motif 
scanning (Figure 1). Following BLAST homology search, 
the nucleotide sequence of the unidentified EST clones 
was deduced to amino acid sequence and then applied to 
the functional motif search programs; InterProScan (http: 
//www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan/), PROSITE (http://www. 
expasy.org/prosite/), and Pfam (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/ 
Software/Pfam/). Subsequently, its nucleotide sequence 
was applied to CLUSTALW clustering analysis as a seed 

sequence for the annotation of the contig containing the 
seed sequence. 

For example, an unidentified EST clone (GenBank 
accession CI999386) was obtained from EST analysis of 
kuruma prawn Marsupenaeus japonicus. Although it did 
not show a significant match to the carboxypeptidase 
gene of sea hare Aplysia californica (GenBank accession 
U37755) by BLAST homology search (Score = 46.1, 
Expect value = 0.079), it was determined to contain the 
functional motifs of zinc carboxypeptidase (InterProScan 
accession IPR000834) by functional motif search. Two 
local short parts of the deduced amino acid sequences, 
PEFKYVANMHGNEV and LPSMNPDGWQ, which are 
the zinc-binding sites involved in the catalysis of carbo- 
xypeptidases, were well conserved in the prawn EST and 
sea hare enzyme gene by CLUSTALW analysis (Figure 
2). These results enabled us to annotate the unidentified 
prawn EST as a gene encoding zinc carboxypeptidase. 
 
 
 
3 EST dataset and analysis 
 

A total of 200 unidentified invertebrate EST clones 
containing 100 arthropod ESTs (50 crustacean and 50 
insect ESTs) and 100 mollusk ESTs (50 bivalve and 50 
gastropod ESTs) were obtained from the GenBank under 
the accession numbers from CI999365 to CI999414 in 
kuruma prawn M. japonicus, DT777319 to DT777368 in 
flour beetle Tribolium castaneum, DR409845 to DR 
409894 in akoya pearl oyster Pinctada fucata, and DT 
725365 to DT725414 in snail Biomphalaria glabrata, 
respectively (Table 1). 

Functional motif scanning was interactively carried 
out using InterProScan functional motif search program 
on the web (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan/), which 
is operated by the European Bioinformatics Institute. The 
option of “translation table” was set to “Standard Code” 
for all ESTs. The option of the “minimum open reading 
frame size” was set to 20, 50, 100, and 150 for individual 
ESTs. The other parameters are set to default values. 

Figure 2. Arrangement of deduced amino acid sequences of unidentified EST and sea hare carboxypeptidase gene. 

Accession No.

U37755           ------MDTSKMLS--QCVLVFAAAVAIVSYQSIEASQDTEENGSKKTESTIFFHHTYEE
CI999386         MCVHSSADTMKYCWGHVGVLLLLLVASVCVQAASVAKPGTSGNGTPSKSEFVFKHHNNEE

** *       **::  ..::    :  *. .*. **: .... :* **. **

U37755           MVSLMYEVNKACPEVTRIYNLSEPSVEKRNLTVLEITENPGVHVPGKPEFKYVANMHGNE
CI999386         LEQVLRETAEKCKDVTRLYALSEPSVRNVPLWVIEFSDNPGQHDLLEPEFKYVANMHGNE

: .:: *. : * :***:* ******.:  * *:*:::*** *   :*************

U37755           VVGKEMVLYFLVALCEEYKRGDKLANFIVSQTRVHVLPSMNPDGWQKAYKELQEKGEAGW
CI999386         VLGRELLLALAHYLCQGWKDGDEEIKKLIKSTRIHLLPSMNPDGWQLATDTGGKDYLR--

*:*:*::* :   **: :* **:  : ::..**:*:********** * .   :. 
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Table 1. Summary of EST datasets for functional motif search 

 

Arthropoda Crustacea Marsupenaeus japonicus 50 480 CI999365 - CI999414 
Insecta Tribolium castaneum 50 890 DT777319 - DT777368 

Mollusca Bivalvia Pinctada fucata 50 350 DR409845 - DR409894 
Gastropoda Biomphalaria glabrata 50 518 DT725365 - DT725414 

Accession No. Phylum Class Species No. of clones Av. nt length 

 
 
4 Results and discussion 
 

The lengths of the nucleotide sequences of ESTs 
obtained from various animals are generally distributed 
from 100 to 1000. Those of 200 EST dataset were 
distributed from 152 to 1025 in arthropod and from 147 
to 743 in mollusk. The average nucleotide sequence 
length of 50 ESTs of flour beetle was estimated to be 890, 
which was higher than other species analyzed in this 
research (Table 1). Insect taxa are the most understood 
invertebrate class in recent molecular biology [15], and 
their EST clones with long nucleotide sequences could 
be easily prepared rather than other invertebrate taxa. In 
contrast, the average nucleotide sequence length of 50 
ESTs of akoya pearl oyster was lower than the others. It 
is probably due to much less information on molecular 
biological techniques available for bivalves. 

The lengths of the nucleotide sequences of 18 and 
21 ESTs containing the functional motif were distributed 
from 388 to 954 in arthropod and 222 to 742 in mollusk, 
respectively (Figure 3). This result indicates that the 
functional motif sequences are difficult to be found in 
short ESTs less than approximately 200 nucleotides in 
length. Several studies on invertebrate EST analysis have 
reported that EST datasets generally contain from 500 to 
2000 ESTs, and approximately 20 to 30 % of these ESTs 
can be identified as any functional genes [6-11]. In this 
research, a total of 39 ESTs from 200 arthropod and 
mollusk ESTs were determined to contain the functional 
motif by functional motifs scanning (Figure 4). These 
findings suggest that at least additional 100 ESTs might 
be identifiable as any functional genes by the fmEST 
algorithm in conventional invertebrate EST analysis. 
 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
 

This research demonstrated that the functional motif 
search allowed us breaking new grounds in invertebrate 
EST analysis. However, the BLAST homology search 
program has no ability to refer to functional motifs, 
whereas it automatically deduces nucleotide sequences to 
amino acid sequences. In addition, the conventional 
automated EST annotation programs are not incorporated 
with the functional motif scanning program [16]. The 
molecular biologists thus require heavy labor for analysis 
of the functional motif sequences of large numbers of 
ESTs. A novel form of automated EST annotation system 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
incorporated with fmEST algorithm is proposed to 
inspire molecular biology for a variety of invertebrate 
taxa, which are involved in human familiar sciences such 
as agriculture, fisheries, and ecology. 

Figure 4. Proportion of ESTs containing functional 
motif in invertebrate EST datasets analyzed. 

Figure 3. Distribution of nucleotide length of arthropod 
and mollusk ESTs containing functional motif. 
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Genes to Clocks 
 

The discovery of the molecular clock – a relatively 
constant rate of molecular evolution – provided an in- 
sight into the mechanisms of molecular evolution, and 
created one of the most useful tools in biology [1-3]. The 
unexpected constancy of rate was explained by assuming 
that most changes to genes are effectively neutral — that 
is, driven by drift not selection [4-7]. 

The molecular clock is a 'sloppy' clock. The neutral 
theory predicts several sources of variation in rate of 
molecular evolution that is influenced by mutation rate, 
drift pattern, and population size. Although the molecular 
clock allows time estimates of events in evolutionary 
history, which provides a method for testing a wide range 
of biological hypotheses from the origins of the animal 
kingdom, 1) stochastic fluctuations in substitution rate of 
genes over time in lineages make date estimates impre- 
cise, and 2) variation in rate between lineages can cause 
substantial bias in date estimates. Attempts to use the 
molecular clock to date evolutionary divergences must 
account for these sources of imprecision and bias, and 
variation in rate must be expressed in confidence inter- 
vals around date estimates [8]. 

The molecular clock hypothesis is the basis of the 
modern molecular phylogenetic approach for dating and 
resolving evolutionary history. Such approach requires 
the comparison of orthologous genes. Orthologous and 
paralogous genes usually possess different evolutionary 
fates. In general, orthologs keep the same functions in 
species, but, particularly over a long time span, paralogs 
diverge functionally and may become pseudogenes or get 
lost [9]. 

The mitochondrial genome certainly represents a 
major model system in studies on evolutionary genomics 
in metazoan, because of its peculiar features, such as 
exclusive presence of orthologous genes, uniparental in- 
heritance, lack of recombination, small size, and constant 
gene content. In 800 million years (My) of evolution, the 
gene content of metazoan mitochondrial genomes has 
remained practically frozen, but an array of evolutionary 
processes has taken place; variations in the genetic code 
and evolution of codon usage, arising of compositional 
asymmetry between the two strands, rearrangements of 
gene order, changes in base composition, and lineage- 
specific nucleotide substitution rates and evolutionary 
patterns [10]. 
 
 
 

Mitochondrial Clock is Precise or Imprecise? 
 

The mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I subunit 
(COI) gene is suggested to have evolved neutrally, which 
means nucleotide alterations of this gene have occurred 
constantly. The COI therefore has been frequently used 
in resolving phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary 
history of various metazoan taxa. We first attempted to 
estimate its evolutionary constant for nucleotide altera- 
tions based on the genetic distances in the Kimura’s two- 
parameter model [11]. 

Five anthropoid organisms belonging to the family 
Hominidae (phylum Vertebrata, class Mammalia, order 
Primates) were used, because they possessed relatively 
short evolutionary history, and numerous fossil records 
revealed their evolutionary nodes. These facts indicate 
that, if an appropriate orthologous gene is employed, the 
molecular clock calculated from the genetic distances 
among these organisms allows precise time estimates of 
evolutionary events, which well correspond to other non- 
molecular information including the fossil records. 

The complete nucleotide sequences of the COI gene 
were obtained from the GenBank under the accession 
numbers of J01415 for human Homo sapiens, NC001646 
for orangutan Pongo pygmaeus, NC001645 for gorilla 
Gorilla gorilla), NC001644 for bonobo Pan paniscus, 
and NC001643 for chimpanzee Pan troglodytes. Multi- 
ple sequence alignments were performed using the pro- 
gram CLUSTAL W ver. 1.7 [12], and genetic distances 
were calculated from multiple sequence substitutions by 
the two-parameter model [11]. Distance phylogram was 
constructed by the unweighted pair group method with 
arithmetic mean using the program MEGA ver. 2.1 [13]. 

Non-molecular information indicated that the node 
between orangutan and other four species was distributed 
around 8 My ago. In addition, the node between human 
and Pan taxa, chimpanzee and bonobo, was expected to 
be 4 to 6 My ago. Comparison of these findings with the 
distance phylogram of the COI gene, 0.01 distance (D) in 
the two-parameter model resulted in corresponding to 
1.08 My (Figure 1). The D values from the nodes bet- 
ween two Pan species, human and the genus Pan, and 
Gorilla and the genera Pan and Homo to their present 
status were calculated to be 0.020 D (2.156 My), 0.046 D 
(4.998 My), and 0.055 D (5.929 My), respectively. All of 
these time estimates of evolutionary events correspond to 
non-molecular information, indicating that the molecular 
clock of the COI gene based on the genetic distances in 
the two-parameter model could be a precise evolutionary 
clock with the 0.01 D at 1.08 My. 
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Figure 1. Distance phylogram of nucleotide sequences 
encoding the mitochondrial COI gene from 5 Hominidae 
species. Numbers of nucleotide alteration indicated by 
the scale are the Kimura’s two-parameter distances. 
 
 
 
Evolution of Oysters 
 

Oysters are widely distributed throughout tropical 
and subtropical areas (Figure 2). They are benthic marine 
organisms inhabiting near-shore, shallow water, bay, and 
estuary locations [14]. The "true oysters" are more than 
100 members of the family Ostreidae, and this includes 
edible oysters, which are mostly classified in the genera 
Ostrea or Crassostrea (Table 1). 

Species belonging to the genus Ostrea generally 
live continually immersed in sea water and brood their 
fertilized eggs for various proportions of the period from 
fertilization to hatching. They can thrive in water with a 
not too thick concentration of phytoplankton. Otherwise, 
species belonging to the genus Crassostrea generally live 
in the intertidal zone and broadcast sperm and eggs into 

the sea. They thrive in water that is rich in phytoplankton. 
One of the most commercially important oysters world- 
wide is Crassostrea gigas, named as Japanese or Pacific 
oyster in English, and kaki or magaki in Japanese. 

The classification of oysters is based on the form 
and structure of larval shell, mode of reproduction, life 
history, adult shell morphology, and foot shape, but their 
taxonomic positions have never been clearly established 
[15]. There is a hypothesis available for the evolution 
and classification of oysters; all species of the genus 
Crassostrea originated from a common fossil ancestor C. 
gryphoides and have remained unchanged for about 10 
My [16]. 

On the basis of this hypothesis, the taxonomic posi- 
tions of species of the genus Crassostrea could be estab- 
lished, if an approximate molecular clock enabled us to 
estimate times and orders of their classification events in 
evolutionary history. In the following part, we attempted 
to illustrate the phylogenetic relationships of species of 
the genus Crassostrea together with those of the genus 
Ostrea by means of the data set of nucleotide sequences 
encoding the mitochondrial COI gene (Table 1). 
 
 
 
Mitochondrial Clock in Oysters 
 

For a total of 13 Ostreidae species including 9 and 4 
ones of the genera Crassostrea and Ostrea, respectively, 
nucleotide sequences encoding the mitochondrial COI 
gene were recorded in the GenBank (Table 1). As these 
sequences varied in the position and length, they were 
arranged to be 579 bp for the complete correspondences, 
and then subjected to multiple sequence alignments for 
calculation of the genetic distances in the two-parameter 
model as above. In order to date evolutionary events of 
oysters using the molecular clock of the COI gene along 
with their non-molecular information, it should be con- 
sidered whether the fossil species of C. gryphoides was 
the common ancestor of either the genus Crassostrea or 
the family Ostreidae. 

 Chimpanzee 

 Bonobo 

 Human 

 Gorilla 

 Orangutan 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Table 1. List of mitochondrial COI nucleotide sequences of oysters analyzed in this study

Phylum Class Order Family Genus Species Common name GenBank* Distribution**

Mollusca Bivalvia Ostreoida Ostreidae Crassostrea gigas Japanese oyster AF177226 1
nippona Iwagaki oyster AF300616 1
ariakensis Suminoe oyster AY632559 2
sikamea Kumamoto oyster AY632568 2
hongkongensis Hongkong oyster AY632557 3
belcheri Lugubrious oyster AY038077 4
iredelei Philippine oyster AY038078 5
angulata Portuguese oyster AF152567 6
virginica Eastern oyster AY905542 7

Mollusca Bivalvia Ostreoida Ostreidae Ostrea equestris Crested oyster AY376609 8
chilensis Chilean oyster AF112289 9
aupouria AY376630 10
angasi Australian oyster AF540598 11

  * GenBank accession number.
** Grobal distribution on Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Distance phylogram of nucleotide sequences 
encoding the mitochondrial COI gene from 13 Ostreidae 
species listed in Table 1. Numbers of nucleotide alterati- 
on indicated by the scale are the Kimura’s two-parameter 
distances. 
 

The distance phylogram of the COI gene indicated 
that the D values of the nodes between the genera Crass- 
ostrea and Ostrea, and between C. virginica and other 
Crassostrea taxa to their present status were 0.142 D and 
0.127 D, respectively (Figure 3). When the fossil C. 
gryphoides could be located at the respective nodes, 0.01 
D in the two-parameter model resulted in corresponding 
to 0.71 My from 0.142 D and 0.79 My from 0.127 D. 
Both of these values were apparently lower than the 0.01 
D at 1.08 My in case of the family Hominidae. 

It is noteworthy that the distribution areas of two 
species, C. virginica and C.angulata are isolated far from 
other Crassostrea species, which are concentrated at the 
East Asia (Figure 2). The taxonomic status of C. gigas 
and C. angulata has been often questioned since no mor- 
phological or genetic differences had ever been observed 
between the two Crassostrea species. In addition, the 
recent molecular-based research using the COI and 16S 
ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) genes as genetic makers 
concluded that C. angulata was certainly identical with C. 
gigas collected from Taiwan [17]. These facts indicate 
that only C. virginica is geographically (Figure 2) and 
genetically (Figure 3) isolated from other Crassostrea 
taxa. 

We hypothesized that the fossil C. gryphoides may 
not be an ancestor of C. virginica but a common ancestor 
of other Crassostrea taxa. Based on this hypothesis, if 
the fossil species could be located on the node between C. 
virginica and others, its D value was determined to be 
0.915 D. In addition, 0.01 D in the two-parameter model 
resulted in corresponding to 1.09 My. Interestingly, this 
value is well coincident with the 0.01 D at 1.08 My in 
case of the family Hominidae. 

The mitochondrial COI gene is suggested to have 
evolved neutrally, particularly in vertebrate taxa, but it is 
not verified in invertebrate taxa because of much smaller 
numbers of its molecular phylogenetic and evolutionary 
studies on invertebrate taxa than vertebrate taxa. In this 

 C. gigas 

 C. angulata 

 C. sikamea 

 C. ariakensis 

 C. hongkongensis 

 C. nippona 

 C. iredalei 

 C. belcheri 

 C. virginica 

 O. equestris 

 O. aupouria 

 O. chilensis 

 O. angasi 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 

Figure 2. Global distribution of Crassostrea and Ostrea oysters. 
1 – C. gigas, C. nippona; 2 – C. ariakensis, C. sikamea; 3 – C. hongkongensis; 4 – C. belcheri; 5 – C. iredelei; 
6 – C. angulata; 7 – C. virginica; 8 – O. equestris; 9 – O. chilensis; 10 – O. aupouria; 11 – O. angasi 
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article, we introduced our preliminary study supporting 
that the COI gene could have altered at the constant rate 
from invertebrate though vertebrate taxa, if C. virginica 
and other Crassostrea taxa had evolved from different 
origins. 

The complete mitochondrial nucleotide sequences 
were determined for only two Crassostrea species in the 
family Ostreidae. Those of C. gigas (NC001276) and C. 
virginica (NC007175) are, however, entirely divergent in 
length of nucleotide sequence, number and arrangement 
of genes, and structure of the control region. This fact is 
likely to support our assumption of different evolutionary 
histories between C. virginica and other Crassostrea taxa 
inhabiting in the East Asia. 
 
 
 
Perspectives in Oyster Molecular Clock 
 

Various deviations, which are caused by rate hetero- 
genety between lineages from molecular clocks, have 
been observed for most genetic markers [18]. However, 
recent approach to molecular clock calculations provides 
the potential to obtain robust temporal reconstructions by 
assuming any number of local molecular clocks within a 
global phylogeny [19]. 

In addition to the COI gene, a data set of nucleotide 
sequences encoding the mitochondrial 16S rRNA is also 
available in the GenBank for 9 Crassostrea and 4 Ostrea 
species, the same taxa as we here analyzed using the COI 
gene. Our next investigation is to reconstruct molecular 
clock calculations based on two local clocks of the COI 
and 16S rRNA genes that are suggested to have evolved 
divergently. 
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Abstract
Eukaryotic gene has exon and intron. Exon is trans-

lated into protein, but intron is not. The intron has
many unknown things one of which is so-called intron
evolution or biological evolutional process. Compar-
ing across species is a good way to make clear intron
evolution. The ribosomal protein gene involved debris
useful for clarifying intron evolution. We try to clarify
intron evolution by analyzing base sequence of ribo-
somal protein gene using classification of species by
self-organizing map (SOM). The input data is codon
frequency that is appearance of frequency of three con-
tinuous bases. We prepare two kinds of data; one in-
volves both intron and exon and the other does only
intron. We experimented for to obtain maps of classi-
fied species.

1 Introduction

Eukaryotic gene has exon and intron. Exon is trans-
lated into protein, but intron does not directly con-
tribute to protein synthesis. The intron has many un-
known things one of which is so-called intron evolution
or biological evolutional process. Comparing across
species is an effective method to clarifying intron evo-

lution.
We try to clarify intron evolution by comparing

across species. Grantham clarified the feature of codon
frequency in species gene by multiple classification
analysis[1]. And, Abe classified species based on SOM
using codon frequency, and demonstrate effectiveness
for genome analysis[2][3][4]. Those researches focused
on transcriptional region (exon and intron) , not ap-
plied to intron.

The ribosomal protein gene involves useful debris
for clarifying intron evolution[5]. For example, all eu-
karyotic have it and the coding region (exon) is saved
across species, etc. We analyze the ribosomal protein
gene for clarifying intron evolution.

We clarify whether unique information of species is
included in intron for to make clear intron evolution.
First, we make map using base sequence of transcrip-
tional region, and confirm that species are classified.
Next, we apply to base sequence of intron region.

2 Self-Organizing Map

SOM is a kind of neural networks, and it is non-
linear projection form high-dimensional data to two-
dimensional map[6][7]. It can see similarity of high-
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dimensional vector in two-dimensional map, and high-
similarity of vectors is shown cluster in map. SOM is
used by engineering, economic science and linguistics,
etc that is field of analyzing large and complex data.

2.1 Algorithm

SOM has input layer and competitive layer, and
those units are connected completely as shown in
Figure1. The input vector of n piece is assumed
to be x(n)(= x

(n)
1 , x

(n)
2 , ..., x

(n)
k ), each nodes of com-

petitive layer are shown by i(= 0, 1, .., I − 1) and
j(= 0, 1, ..., J − 1). The weight vector of each
node of competitive layer is assumed to be wij(=
wij1, wij2, ..., wijk). Figure2 shows the learning pro-
cess. In step1, the weight vectors on competitive layer
are initialized randomly. In step2, the input vector
is presented. In step3, the node on competitive layer
with weight vector that is minimum Euclidian distance
with input vector is searched. This node is called win-
ner node. The Euclidian distance is defined as follows.

E =
∑

k

(x(n)
k − wk)2 (1)

In step4, the weight vector include in area of center
on winner node are update conform presented input
vector. The weight vector is updated as follow.

w(new)
ij = w(old)

ij + α(t)(x(n) −w(old)
ij ) (2)

t(= 0, 1, ..., T ) represent iteration, α(t)(0 < α(t) < 1)
represent learning rate, and β(t) represent area of the
update. α(t) and β(t) is defined as follow.

α(t) = max{0.01, αinit (1− t/T )} (3)

β(t) = max{0, βinit − t} (4)

αinit and βinit are each initial value.

3 Classification Experiments

3.1 Ribosomal Protein Gene

This study does classification species experiments.
The used data is the ribosomal protein gene, be-
cause this gene has four effective features for intron
analysis[5].

• All eukaryotic species has it.

• Number of intron region is more than other genes.
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• The coding region (exon) is saved across species.

• Number of intron in 1-kilo base is more than other
genes.

In this paper, the input data to SOM is codon fre-
quency that appearance of frequency of three continu-
ous bases. We calculate codon frequency form base se-
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Figure 4: The codon frequency of intron region

quence of the ribosomal protein gene for experiments.
Codon frequency of each species is made tow datasets
by each methods.

Method 1: Codon frequency of transcriptional region
Base sequence of transcriptional region is cut out
every 1-kilo base as shown in Figure3. In addition,
codon frequency is calculated form 1-kilo base.

Method 2: Codon frequency of intron region
The intron regions are picked up from the tran-
scriptional region and they join, and base se-
quence of joined intron region is cut out every 1-
kilo base as shown in Figure4. In addition, codon
frequency is calculated from 1-kilo base.

Here, the codon frequency is calculated by shifting ev-
ery one base.

3.2 Experimental Conditions

The information of those dataset is as shown in Ta-
ble1. The ID in Table1 is used to identify species on
the map.

The parameters of SOM to each dataset are as
shown in Table2.

Number of pattern
Species ID Method 1 Method 2
Arabidopsis thaliana A 273 119
Caenorhabditis elegans B 66 21
Dictyostelium discoideum C 61 22
Drosophila melanogaster D 130 58
Homo sapiens E 356 306
Plasmodium falciparum F 73 24
Schizosaccharomyces pombe G 80 10
Saccharomyces cerevisiae H 102 36

Total 1141 596

Table 1: The dataset information

Parameter Method 1 Method 2
Map size 34× 34 25× 25
αinit 0.5 0.5
βinit 17 14

Iteration 100 epochs 100 epochs

Table 2: The parameters of SOM

3.3 Experimental Results

Figure5 and Figure6 shows experimental results of
each dataset. Figure5 is a map obtained in the dataset
made from transcriptional region (method 1), and Fig-
ure6 is a map obtained in the dataset made from intron
region (method 2). The displayed character on each
map corresponds to species shown in Table1. The ’-’
expresses not plotting at all, and the ’*’ expresses plot-
ting more than two species. Those results mean that
species classifies it by seeing Figure5 and Figure6.

4 Discussion

Figure5 is making map using transcriptional region,
and this map is classifies species. Therefore, transcrip-
tional region include unique information of species.
Next, Figure6 is experimental result of mapping us-
ing intron region. This map is classifies species just
like analysis of transcriptional region.

In spite of what exon region translated protein, in-
tron region do not directly contribute to protein syn-
thesis. However, as the result, intron region have
unique information of species.
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Figure 5: The result of method1

5 Conclusions

We tried to clarify intron evolution by analyzing
sequence of the ribosomal protein gene using classifi-
cation of species by SOM. The input data is codon fre-
quency. Two datasets are prepared codon frequency
of base sequence of transcriptional region (exon and
intron) and base sequence of intron region. We ob-
tained maps of classified species; one involves both
intron and exon and the other does only intron. Ex-
periment shows that base sequence of intron region has
unique information of species.

The future works are to develop method of discover-
ing for information of intron region based on obtained
map, and to compare obtained map with evolutionary
tree, etc.
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Abstract

The eukaryotic genome has regions that do not con-
tribute explicitly to synthesize protein. Those non-
coding regions occupy most part of DNA base se-
quences of eukaryotic genome. To find embedded in-
formation in non-coding region is important to clarify
evolution of species.

As a first step of research on non-coding region,
we analyze non-transcriptional region which is also
non-coding. We analyze DNA base sequences of
Dictyostelium Discoideum with 1/f noise in chaos
theory. Dictyostelium Discoideum is so-called model
organism that has been investigated worldwide.

1 Introduction

The eukaryotic genome consists of two kinds of re-
gions. One is coding region that operates to synthesize
protein. The other is non-coding region that does not
operate to synthesize protein. Most of DNA base se-
quences of eukaryotic genome are non-coding region.
For instance, 95% or more of human genome is non-
coding. To find embedded information in non-coding
region is one of the most important tasks for clarifying
evolution of species. We develop a method to find this
information using 1/f noise in chaos theory.

Li and Kaneko [4] , and Voss [5] applied the 1/f-
noise method in DNA base sequences. They suggest
the power spectrum of DNA base sequences shows
power-law scaling similar to the 1/fα noise at low fre-
quencies. The exponent α of 1/fα shows the gradi-
ent of the regression line of power spectrum. Takushi

and Miyagi [1][2][3] showed that several fractal group-
correlations exist in a partial sequence and total se-
quence of bacteriopahge φ-X174. The lengths of par-
tial sequences are 64, 128, 256, and 512 etc., because
they employed FFT with radix two. To avoid limita-
tion of 2n, we developed a FFT program with mixed
radix (2, 3, 5) that enables to analysis various lengths
of DNA base sequences.

As a first step of research on non-coding region,
we analyze non-transcriptional region which is also
non-coding. The process of synthesizing protein by
transcription of a part of DNA is called gene ex-
pression (Figure 1). In non-transcriptional region,
information to control the gene expression is in-
cluded. We analyze non-transcriptional region of
Dictyostelium Discoideum using exponent α of 1/fα.
Dictyostelium Discoideum is known as an impor-
tant model organism [6][7], because it has the simple
growth cycle.

Figure 1: The Process of synthesizing Protein
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2 Dictyostelium Discoideum

Dictyostelium Discoideum is a kind of primitive
eukaryote. Life cycle of Dictyostelium Discoideum
consists of four growth stages based on timing of gene
expression (Figure2).

(1) Vegetative stage that lives independently with
amoeboid and proliferates. (V stage)

(2) Aggregating stage that assembles in the center of
the aggregate and forms pseudoplasmodium. (A
stage)

(3) Slug stage that begins to move pseudoplasmod-
ium. (S stage)

(4) Culminating stage that forms a fruiting body
from pseudoplasmodium. (C stage)

And amoeba appears by germinating of spore of fruit-
ing body.

Figure 2: Life Cycle of Dictyostelium Discoideum

3 1/f Noise

When gradient of graph obtained by the spectral
analysis is -1, it is called the 1/f noise. The 1/f noise
is observed in natural phenomena such as flame of can-
dle, the breeze, and the classical music etc. It is said
that the 1/f noise is related to a comfort sensation.

As for 1/fα noise, if the gradient increases, an ir-
regular transition decreases. On the other hand, if the
gradient decreases, an irregular transition increases.

4 Calculation of α of 1/fα

The exponent α of 1/fα is calculated by the follow-
ing procedure.

Step1 Numeric conversion of DNA base sequences

Step2 Calculation of power spectrum

Step3 Linear regression at low frequency by least-
square method (Figure3)

Step4 Calculation of gradient (−α) of regression line
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Figure 3: Power Spectrum and Regression Line

4.1 Numeric Conversion of DNA Base Se-
quences

DNA base sequences consist of four kinds of bases;
A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), G (Guanine), and T
(Thymine). It is necessary to convert each bases into
the numerical value before Fourier transform. Each
bases are converted into complex number, because the
distance between four bases can arrange as evenly as
possible (Figure4).

• A· · ·(1 + r1) + (1 + r2)i
• G· · ·(−1 + r3) + (1 + r4)i
• C· · ·(1 + r5) + (−1 + r6)i
• T· · ·(−1 + r7) + (−1 + r8)i

rn ∈< −0.1, 0.1 >

Figure 4: Numeric Conversion of DNA Base Sequences
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4.2 Fourier Transform and Power Spec-
trum

The DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) of discrete
data fn(n = 0, 1, · · · , N −1) calculate by the following
formula.

Fk =
N−1∑
n=0

fne
−i2πkn

N (k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) (1)

fn :DNA base sequences expressed by numerical value

Next, the power spectrum is calculated by the fol-
lowing formula.

Sf =| Fk |2 (2)

FFT with mixed radix is employed to analyze various
lengths of a partial sequence.

5 Experimental Data and Method

We used DNA base sequence of Dictyostelium
Discoideum. These data were created on experiments
in Univ. of Tsukuba. Each data consists of non-
transcriptional region (2000 bases) and transcriptional
region (100 bases)(Figure 5). 2000 position is the tran-
scriptional start sites (TSS).

• V stage · · ·141 data
• A stage · · · 92 data
• C stage · · · 58 data
• S stage · · · 63 data

Figure 5: DATA of Dictyostelium Discoideum

The length (L) of a partial sequence is decided , and
the position of a partial sequence is moved one by one
(Figure 6). The α of 1/fα of each a partial sequence
is calculated. In the case DNA base sequence is M
bases, a partial sequence is from m − L + 1 to m.
(m = L,L+ 1, · · · ,M)

6 Result and Discussion

Figure 7 shows the average of α of partial sequence
in non-transcriptional region, and Figure 8 shows the

Figure 6: Movement of Position of a Partial Sequence

average of α of partial sequence in transcriptional re-
gion. The α of non-transcriptional region is larger
than α of transcriptional region. These results mean
that DNA base sequences of non-transcriptional re-
gion is more regular than that of the transcriptional
region. Average of α converge from L ≈ 500 in non-
transcriptional region.

Figure 9 shows the transition of average of α in
each growth stage (V stage, A stage, C stage, S stage)
at L = 48. In V stage and C stage, the average of
α increases in front of TSS. This increase might be
an influence of the change in frequency of appearance
of each bases in front of TSS as shown in Figure 10,
Figure 11 . However, such an increase is not clearly
observed in each result before the average is calculated.
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7 Conclusion

We analyzed non-transcriptional region of DNA
base sequence of Dictyostelium Discoideum using ex-
ponent α of 1/fα. The analyses showed that DNA se-
quences of non-transcriptional region are more regular
than that of the transcriptional region. In addition,
experiments showed that the average of α increases in
front of TSS in V stage and C stage. This paper men-
tions non-transcriptional region, but analysis of intron
will be mentioned at the conference.

Future work is to apply our method to comparing
DNA base sequences across species.
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Abstract

We propose a bio-inspired reconfigurable tracking-
camera system using FPGAs. In the system, a wide-lens
camera captures an entire image while a zoom-lens camera
tracks a target in the image magnifying it. In the current
system, probabilistic neural network (PNN) and mosaic-
processing are used for the image recognition and pre-
processing, respectively. Thanks to the FPGA-based design,
not only PNN and the mosaic-processing but other recog-
nition and pre-processing algorithms can be implemented
onto the system also to adapt the various images and tar-
gets.

1. Introduction

In order to prevent increasing number of crimes and
accidents, novel approaches are required in the video-
surveillance systems to achieve much higher precision in
the image recognition than the conventional ones. Some
new approaches, for example, using a CMOS camera-
array[1] or multiple cameras[2] have been proposed already.
In the above background, we propose an image recog-
nition and tracking camera system that can give us high
recognition-rate based on high resolution images of the tar-
gets.

The system has two features: The system is reconfig-
urable using FPGAs with which it can adapt to different al-
gorithms for image recognition and its preprocessing. And
the system is designed based on the eye-system in which
we watch a target carefully while we see an entire image
roughly. In order to mimic the eye-system, two cameras are
used in our system: One wide-lens camera captures an en-
tire image, while the other zoom-lens camera tracks a target
with a servomotor magnifying it. Moreover, we use prob-
abilistic neural network (PNN)[3] that is one of promising
neural networks as a recognition algorithm in the recogni-
tion part. The system is thus designed totally based on the

bio-inspired approach.
Thanks to the reconfigurability using FPGAs, not only

the PNN and the mosaic-processing, but other algorithms
can be implemented also in the system. Furthermore, in the
system, parameter-tuning and servomotor-modeling, which
are usually carried out offline using computer simulations,
can be done online using FPGAs, i.e., different parameters
and models can be implemented onto the FPGAs in the sys-
tem and tested automatically and quickly, so that high-speed
system-setting can be achieved.

2. Bio-inspired tracking-camera system

Figure 1 shows the system configuration. The system
is mainly composed of three blocks: Camera-block, Video-
image Recognition Block, and Servomotor Control Block.
The camera-block consists of the above-mentioned two
cameras(see Fig.2). The zoom-lens camera is controlled
with two servomotors (MS1 and MS2) that move the cam-
era perpendicularly and horizontally. An image from the
wide-lens camera is input to the PNN processor[4][5] and
the position of the target in x- and y-axis is detected in it.
The position is then feed back to the position controller in
the camera-block to train the zoom-camera on the target,
and the zoom-camera outputs the magnified high-resolution
image of the target. The magnified high-resolution image
is sent to the PNN processor again and its information or
property is retrieved in it.

The system can be applied, for example, to a face-
recognition in the video-surveillance as follows. Faces in
natural scenes are detected with the wide-lens camera and
the PNN processor, and their positions are detected first.
The zoom-camera is then trained on the faces and outputs
the magnified face-images that are candidates. Those can-
didates are sent to the PNN and are finally recognized in the
PNN compared with the face-images that are registered in
advance. In the next section, we describe the PNN and the
motor controller in details.
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Figure 1. Outline of the BI-Camera System

Figure 2. Photograph of the Camera Block

3. Video Image Recognition Block

Video Image Recognition Block mainly executes two
processes. One process is to detect the position of the
target based on the input image from the wide-lens cam-
era. And the other process is to recognize the target based
on the high resolution images from the zoom-lens camera.
Figs. 3 and 4 show a photograph of the developed FPGA
board and a detailed system configuration, respectively.
As mentioned above, PNN is currently used for position-
detection and recognition of the target. We have proposed
a PNN processor[4] and its reconfigurable architecture us-
ing FPGAs[5] already. PNN is one of the statistical pat-
tern recognition techniques, and is now applied to many real
world applications. PNN consists of feed-forward three lay-
ers, that is, a kernel layer, a summation layer, and a decision
layer. Each neuron (node) in the kernel layer calculates the
kernel functionK

(
X− Sij

)
, whereX is the input pattern

Figure 3. Photograph of Video Image Recog-
nition and Servomotor Control Blocks

(unknown pattern) andSij is thejth pattern in the category
Ci. The superposition of the kernel functions that is calcu-
lated in the summation layer constructs the estimator of the
probabilistic density functionp (X|Ci) of the categoryCi,
that is,

p (X|Ci) =
1
Np

Np∑

j=0

K
(
X− Sij

)
, (1)

whereNp is the number of sample patterns in each cate-
gory. The neuron in the decision layer selects the highest
p (X|Ci) and its categoryCi is output as the answer (i.e.,
predicted category) to the input pattern (unknown pattern)
X.

The kernel function is the kernel in the PNN as it is
named, and we adopted the uniform function

K
(
X− Sij

)
=
{

1 :
∣∣xk − (sij)k

∣∣ ≤ σ
2

0 : otherwise
(2)

(for all k, k = 1, 2, ..., n)

because it is suitable for the digital hardware implementa-
tion. The smoothing parameterσ determines the width of
the kernel function. Determiningσ, which is just the learn-
ing in PNN, is much easier than other learning algorithms
because it is the only one parameter in the network.

Fig. 5 shows a circuit block diagram of the PNN proces-
sor. An adder and a subtracter are for

(
sij
)

1
+ σ/2 and(

sij
)

1
− σ/2 in Eq. (2), respectively and they compose

the kernel function. The condition
∣∣∣xk −

(
sij
)
k

∣∣∣ ≤ σ/2
in Eq. (2) is examined with two comparators sequentially
in every componentk. The counter increases by one if∣∣∣xk −

(
sij
)
k

∣∣∣ ≤ σ/2 is satisfied for all components, while

the calculation for Eq. (2) is canceled at the RS-FF once it is
not satisfied. Finally, the number of kernels that include the
input pattern, which is equal to Eq. (1), is set to the counter.
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4 Servomotor control block

The servomotor control block controls the servomotors
of the zoom-lens camera to track the target according to the
detected position. The FPGAs in the block are used not only
to control the servomotors but also to identify the servomo-
tor feedback loop. In the case of system identification, a
signal oscillator for a servomotor input and a data recorder
for the servomotor output are implemented in the FPGA be-
cause of estimating parameters for the servomotor control
for the high-precision tracking. The measured data are sent
to a PC (host computer) and parameters are estimated. In
this estimation, we used a model as shown in Fig.6.

From Fig.6, input-output relation is expressed as fol-
lows:

θ =
β

s+ α
· 1
s
V (3)

Whereα is KTKE
RI andβ is KT

RI . Using some mesured
data to Eq.(3), we can determine optimum parameter of ser-
vomotor. After determining parameter of servomotor, re-
configuring FPGAs for control of servomotor, we can con-
trol servomotor using the same FPGAs. Using the same
FPGAs, the system do not need external oscillator and et
al., we can realize miniaturization of whole system scale.

Gain and phase properties, namely Bode plot, are shown
as Fig.7 and Fig.8 respectively. As frequency turning up,
the gain of servomotor as shown Fig.7 come down, and the
response of servomotor as shown Fig.8 gradually delay. To

research motor specification precisely such that, we could
realize high accuracy performance for zoom-lens camera to
track.

5 Conclusions

We proposed a bio-inspired reconfigurable tracking-
camera system that is equipped with a wide-lens and a
zoom-lens camera. The system is designed based on the
eye and the brain system in the organism. We discussed the
image recognition process, in which the probabilistic neu-
ral network (PNN) is used, and the motor control process
in the system in detail. Thanks to the FPGA-based design,
different algorithms for the recognition and other processes
can be implemented in the system. And the motor identifi-
cation process is also carried out using the FPGA without
any simulations that are indispensable in the conventional
motor control system. The system is now being developed
and some fundamental evaluation results will be reported at
the conference.
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Figure 5. Configuration of one PNN Processor.

Figure 6. Block Diagram of a Servomotor with
Descrete-Time Feedback
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Abstract 

Due to the development of the speech recognition which 
leads to various biometric applications, this field of research 
attracts a lot of attentions. In this paper, we use the 
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients as the speaker’s feature 
vectors and support vector machine as the training model, then 
the recognized speech is used to control the behavior of the robot. 
 The robot will be activated by the specified action which 
trained by speaker’s speech, in other words, we need to know the 
content of the speech in advance, for example stand up, sit down, 
up, down, turn left, turn right and so on. In the experiment we 
should transform our speech from analog signal to digital data, 
we use Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients as our feature 
vectors, and use support vector machine as our training model. 
The speech is trained by a computer and then stored in the ROM 
of DM642 first, During testing, the test speech will go through 
the microphone of DM642 and A/D converter, and then the 
features vectors of it is extracted. Then we compare it to the 
speaker’s model stored in the ROM, if it is successful, we will 
send the signal of the result to the control center of the robot by 
RS232 and the robot will perform the action. The better equal 
error rate of the voice, the less wrong action of the robot. In our 
experiment, the equal error rate is 0.5%, it is very effective. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
 

With the progress of the times, we have different robots help 
us to do many things in our daily life. Some robots help us with 
our housework, some robots are used to help the military, and 
some robots are used in the medicine [4]. They can not only save 
our energy, but to prevent people from some injury. In this thesis, 
we use speech technique to analyze speech data, so that the 
robots will be able to extract from a certain speaker’s speech. 
Moreover, the robots will be capable of identifying the identity of 

the commander and understanding the command. By matching 
the sentence from the speaker and the action, the robot will 
follow the legal speaker’s command. 

We use the most popular learning machine—Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) to train a model. Due to the characteristics of 
SVM that it’s easy to train and it can identify the speakers 
accurately and fast, we can take the speech features of a small 
group of people as the sample to process the training, and avoid 
the robots following other’s commands. Furthermore, the robots 
will be able to understand legal commands and to work properly 
and efficiently. 

 
 

2. Support Vector Machine 
 
2.1 Optimal Separating Hyperplane 

SVM is a method of machine learning, and is used in 
pattern classification and regression extensively. Because SVM 
can decrease training error (or called empirical risk) and testing 
error (or called risk) at the same time, SVM becomes the most 
popular algorithm in machine learning. SVM was built by Vapnik 
[6][7]. The simple binary classification problem is showed as 
follows: Given training set S={(xi,yi)}, samples in the set are 
xi∈ IRd, which belong to one of the two classes labeled as 
yi∈{-1,+1}. The goal is to establish the equation of a hyperplane 
that divides S completely (no misclassification), this means that 
we can find some hyperplane so that all positive examples are on 
one side of the hyperplane, while all negative examples lie on the 
other side. This idea is illustrated at Fig.1. If we can obtain largest 
margin in separating two classes (see Fig. 1), then we can 
decrease the test errors (risks). Due to the reason there might be 
not only one hyperplane which can be used to separate two 
classes, with the idea of margin above, Vapnik and Chervonenkis 
describe an Optimal Hyperplane (OH), which means the optimal 
hyperplane can separate two classes and have the largest margin. 
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Fig. 1 Optimal hyperplane and margin 

 
It can be probed that in this case the linear classifier that solve the 
problem is: 

f(x) = sgn{Σ α
=

l

i 1
iyixTxi+b}                           (1)                                    

where is the solve of next equation 

Minimize     W(a) = -aTl+
2
1

aTQa                  (2)                    3.1 Speech Utte

Subject to    aTy = 0 

             0≦a≦Cl 

Where (a) i = αi, (l) i =l , (Q) ij = y i y j x i T x j. It can be proved that 
there are only a few are not equal to 0, and the corresponding 
samples are support vectors. So the sum in Eq. (1) operates only 
on support vectors. B is the threshold value of classification, and 
can be calculated by and one of the support vectors. 
 
2.2 Kernel Function 
 
 
 In real occasions, linear classifiers are not suitable, because 
these problems may have inherently nonlinear structures. An 
appealing property of SVMs is that they can be easily 
transformed into nonlinear learners by the kernel technique. This 
technique maps input data into a higher-dimensional space and 
constructs a separating hyperplane there. The higher dimensional 
space is called the feature space, as opposed to the input space to 
which input data belongs. In the dual problem, calculation of 
either the optimal function Eq. (2) or the classification function 
Eq. (1) involves only the inner product (xi‧yi) of training samples. 
So only the inner production is needed for transformation to the 
high dimension space, which is implemented by the functions in 
the low dimension space, without knowing the form of 
transformation. In order not to directly calculate the inner product 
(xi‧yi), we use the following connotative kernel function k(xi, yi)= 
(xi‧yi) instead. By using kernel function to calculate data’s inner 
product value in feature space, we do not have to project data into 
feature space. In this case, the corresponding classification 
function changes to  

f(x) = sgn αiyi K(x‧x i)+b}                       (3)          

This is the SVM. 

on space to a high dimension space by inner 

e 

. S

mponents contribute to this system. The 
 verification system and the 

es: preprocess, 
feature extraction and pattern comparison. The preprocess 
st

 according 
 the al studies 

 p

{Σ
=

l

i 1
                               

ave shown that human erception of the frequency contents 
of sounds for speech signals does not follow a linear scale. 
The Logarithmic waveform appears in order to catch the 
important features in voice syllables when the voice is in 
high frequency. If the voice expresses with Mel-frequency 
scale, it is a linear frequency space under 1000Hz, above 
1000Hz it is a logarithmic space. Its analysis procedure is 
shown in Fig. 3, the operations of all parts are listed as 
follows. 

 To summarize up, the SVM first non-linearly transforms 
from low dimensi
probuction, then finds the OH in this space. 
 Different kernel functions form different SVM algorithm. 
Here are three kind of kernel function that are often used: 
• Polynomial: K(xi, xj) = (γx T

i  x  + r)d
j , γ> 0. 

• Radial basis function (RBF): K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ||xi − xj||2), γ> 0. 
• Sigmoid: K(xi, xj) = tanh(γx T

i  x  + r)   ere γ, r, and d arj wh
. kernel parameters

 Here, we use the RBF ke nel function as our method. r
 
 
3 ystem Design 
 
 

Two important co 
first components is the speech based

condse  component send the signal to control the robot’s behavior. 
These two components are described below. 
 

rance Verification System 
 
 

The system includes three important stag

age aims to remove silent parts from the raw audio signal, 
as this part does not convey speaker dependent information. 
Then in order to deal with the channel distortion or 
convolution noise that is introduced by a microphone, the 
zero’th order cepstral coefficients are discarded and the 
remaining coefficients are appended with delta feature  

coefficients [5]. The cleaned audio signal is converted to 
12th order Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) [3], 
complemented by their first and second derivatives, for a 
total of 36coeffiecients.  

 

Fig. 2 the flow of the speaker identification 
 

Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients are defined
susceptibility of people’s ears. Psychophysicto

h
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Fig. 3 MFCC feature parameters extraction procedure 
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pute the mels for a given frequency f in Hz: 

Mel(f)=2595*log10(1+f/700)                  (4) 
The last step is to transform Log Mel Spectrum into the 

time domain, which means we can receive mel-fr
strum coefficients. After transforming the speech signal 

pectrum into cepstrum, it can describe the Local Spectral 
Properties of the frame completely. 

Because of mel-frequency coefficients being a real number
so we use the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to transfor
it into time domain. The formula is a

})
2
1(cos{|})(log{|)(
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oefficients as 
feature coefficients. Coefficient of the Zer
average logarithm energy of frames. It carries less speech 
i

3.2 
 
 

rithm is preceded by 
TI-DM642 emulation board in our system, and we have 
already established various kinds of actions with 
corr

SVM hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The speech 

models are trained first and then stored in the ROM. After 

co

 

i 1
esult 

rb

columns in Arbitration Register. One is Mn(boolean) which 

e 

n, 

Fig.5 is t  exp(−γ||xi − 
x ||2),because of γis a constant, we use the method of Table 

. Result 

In our system identification test, the correction rate of SVM 
 99.67%. In speaker verification test, the performance was 

, k=1,2,…12 (5) 

We take 12 orders Mel-Frequency Cepstrum C
oth Order is the 

nformation which can be omitted [2]. 
 
 

System Hardware Architecture 

The speech identification algo

esponding sentence within the robot. After identifying 
the sentences, we will send the signal of the result to the 
control center of the robot by RS232 and the robot will 
perform the action. In this paper, we use this idea of 
hardware and software co-design to design this system, using 
DSP to execute FFT, triangle filter, and DCT program, and 
design SVM part into hardware. 

 

 

nverting the testing speech through A/D converter, FFT, 

triangle filter, and DCT, testing features would be generated

and be stored in RAM. Next, SVM hardware substitute the 

testing features and the speech models which has been 

trained into f(x) = sgn{Σ
l

α
=

iyi K(x‧x i)+b} . Then, the r

will be outputted into A itration Register. There are two 

represents if the testing speech and the original nth sentenc

are the same. Another is the correct number standing for a 

threshold value. We call it is a successful matching if Mn is 

not less than the number. If there’s only one true value in M

the testing speech will be presumed as the original sentences. 

If there are more than one true value, the control unit will 

check the correct numbers and take the testing speech with 

the largest as the original sentences. 

 Fig.4 System Hardware Architecture 

‘ 

 

Fig.5 K(xi, xj) Hardware Architecture 
 

he hardware architecture of K(xi, xj) =
j

to design the hardware of exp and γ. 
 

Fig. 6 f(x) = sgn{Σ
=

l

i 1
αiyi K(x‧x i)+b} Hardware Architecture 

 

 

4
 
 
 
is
measured in terms of the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve 
[1]. Fig.7 shows the results of speaker verification system based 
on SVM. The DET curve shows that the Equal Error Rate (EER) 
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for SVM is 0.5% 
 

Fig. 7 DET curve of speaker verification 
 
 
. Conclusion 

The advantage of our system is that our/the robot only 
llows the instructions from the correct user. Anyone who tries 

to c

eference 
] Alvin M., George D., Terri K. etal (1997). The DET curve in 

f detection task performance. Proceedings of 

ixture Speaker Models,” IEEE 

 statistical distribution properties in speaker 

N 2004. 13th 

peaker 

,” IEEE Transactions on Vol. 10, Issue 

5
 
 

fo
ommand the robot should register first or the robot will reject 

his request. The disadvantage is that we need to connect a 
microphone to the robot. In the future, we can combine the image 
processing technology and it will help us do housework, like pick 
the newspapers up, sweep the floor and so on. 
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Abstract 

The analysis of flowering situation by means of human being is very ambiguous because of individual variations. This paper 
proposes an approach for expressing the flowering situation numerically by means of image segmentation. It has been 
pointed out by several researchers that the segmentation of the region of petals from natural image is difficult. In this paper, 
we consider the case where the flower has tubular flowers. In such case, the tubular flowers must be surrounded by petals, so 
this rule can be used as a domain-specific knowledge. In this paper, it is shown that the task of extraction of the petals 
becomes easily by natural image experiments. 
 
 

1 Introduction 

 
At the present time, the flowering situation is analyzed by 
human being, which is not accurate because of individual 
variations. For example, in Japan, the situation that “cherry 
blossom are in full bloom” is defined as “80 percents of all 
flowers are in bloom (not necessary in full bloom).[1]” 
However, in practice, it is not easy for human beings to 
check this condition exactly. Therefore, certain computer 
vision-based approach is needed. 
Recently, many authors have studied the image processing 

for flower images. In order to analyze the flowering 
situations from image, it is needed to extract the region of 
each flower correctly. In the case where natural images are 
used, the flowers are seen with various sizes and shapes. 
Furthermore, the background colors are not uniform. Thus, 
simple template matching cannot be applied. For this 
problem, several researchers have proposed the use of the 
domain-knowledge about the colors of each flower [2], [3] 
and [4]. Using the domain-knowledge, the regions of 
flowers can be extracted properly. However, each flower 
cannot be distinguished if several flowers are overlapping. 
In this case, the outline of the flower that hides another one 
has weak edge. Thus several flowers form single region so 
that we cannot estimate the position and the shape of each 
flower properly. We should note that, this case is also 
difficult one even if we use the pattern matching-based 
region extraction methods. 
In this paper we restrict the species of the flowers to those 

having central tubular flower (CTF, for short). For such 
species, CTF’s can be seen separately even if the petals are 
overlapping. Therefore, by extracting CTF at first, we can 
extract the region of each flower at least partially. 
We describe the background removal, flower region 
segmentation, and an estimation of a position of an individual 
flower in Chapter 2, describe an individual flower and the total 
analysis method of a tree in Chapter 3, and describe an 
experiment method in Chapter 4. 

 

2 Preprocessing 

 
In this section, the elimination of the background, the 
extraction of the region of flowers, and the estimation of the 
position of each flower is explained. 
 
2.1 Elimination of the background 
 
In the natural images, the colors of flowers, leafs, and 
backgrounds are not unique. So the extraction of the domain 
of the flowers by certain threshold value is very difficult. 
However, it is known that the colors of flowers are limited 
to some colors. This can be used as the domain-specific 
knowledge [2] for the extraction of the domain of flowers. 
The colors of the flowers are limited to red, blue, yellow, 
white, orange, pink, and purple. On the other hand, there are 
few flowers whose colors are black, gray, brown, and green. 
Actually, on this earth, ratio of a color of a flower of the natural 
world, 33% are white, 28% are yellow, 20% are red, and purple 
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plus blue is 17%. These other colors are 2%. On the flower 
image, black and gray pixel are region of almost shadow, and a 
brown pixel is region of such as a shadow, a branch, and soil. 
Therefore, without the loss of gene racy, we can consider these 
colors by an expert skill method as background colors. 
 According to this definition, we remove a background by color 
segmentation with threshold value (See Fig. 1). 
 

  
Fig. 1 Example of background elimination (left: original 

image, right: processed image) 
 
2.2 Searches for CTF 
 
Even if we can eliminate the background regions by the 
method described above, we cannot distinguish each flower. 
This is because there may be some flowers that are hided by 
other ones. In such case, the contours of such flowers that are 
overlapped have weak edges, so the edge detection-based 
contour extraction methods do not work well.  
In this paper, we restrict the class of the flowers such as 

cosmos and sunflower having CTF. For such flowers, even if the 
petals are overlapped, CTF’s are not. Therefore, if we can extract 
CTF’s from each flower region, we can estimate the position of 
each flower. Conversely, we can expect that any non-background 
regions that contain no CTF’s are not the regions of flowers such 
as noise or other objects. The result of the searching CTF for the 
image shown in the previous section is depicted in Fig. 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Example of searched CTF 

 
2.3 Flower region extraction 
 
 Because we were able to grasp an individual flower position, 
we extract an individual flower region. And we extract an 
contour with an contour extraction filter. But we cannot extract 
an contour of a flower piled up only by this processing, because 
petal is few changes of the density. Therefore we demand an 
approximate petal region and pull a boundary line. 

 
2.3.1 Clustering in the color space 
 
In order to eliminate the non-flower region, we use k-means 
clustering method on color space. In the following, we 
assume that the range of the rate of the radius of the CTF 
and that of the flower is already known, that is,  

max

min

: max{ / }

: min{ / }

T R

T R

=

=

r

r
 

are known, where R denotes the radius of the flower and r 
denotes that of CTF. We note that this is not so unrealistic 
assumption if the spacies is already known. In this case, for 
each CTF, the region of its petal must be inside of the circle 

of radius  whose center is that of the CTF. For all 

pixels in the circle, clustering is yielded in color space. 

maxrT

If we use the k-means clustering, the choice of the number of 
clusters is very important. The number of the clusters should 
be determined according to  

 The number of the colors the flower has; 
 How much does the color of flowers change when the 

flower is shadowed.  
After clustering, pixels whose colors are far from the center of 
each cluster can be considered as the part of other objects. 
 

 
Fig.3 Example of extracted flower region 

 
Fig. 3 shows the result of the clustering of the colors in the 
non-background region for Fig. 2. We can see that the 
non-flower regions are removed properly. 
 
2.3.2 Extraction of the contour 
 
  If each flower is seen separately, the region of it is a 
connected region with similar color which contains single 
corresponding central tubular flower. Thus it can be 
extracted by smoothing and edge detection. On the other 
hand, if overlap occurs, multiple CTF’s are included in 
single region. Furthermore, the outline in the overlapping 
region has weak edge, thus extracting it is very difficult (See 
Fig. 4).  
. In this paper, the main objective is to analyze the flowering 
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situation rather than the extracting the shape of each flower 
completely. Thus It is sufficient if we can estimate for 
each flower. Before explaining the estimation scheme, we 
assume that there are no central tubular flowers that are 
completely surrounded by other flowers. If this assumption 
is satisfied, for each central tubular flower, at least a part of 
the outlines is seen as edge whose distance to the central 

tubular flower ranges in .  

/R r

min max[ :rT rT ]

   
Fig. 4 Overlapping flowers (left: original image, right: 

extracted outlines) 

Suppose that a CTF is located at 0 0( , )x y  and its maximum 

radius is . For each angle0 0r > 0 2θ π≤ < , search the 

boundary of the corresponding region of petal on the line 
segment  

0

0 0 min 0

cos
sin , .

x x t

maxy y t r T t r T
θ
θ

= +
= + ≤ ≤

 

If there is a boundary pixel, then it is the boundary of the 
petal. On the other hand, the flower and some other flower 
overlap in this direction. About all directions which has  

 
Fig. 5 Searching the outline of each flower in the 

overlapping case. 
 
boundary, the mean value of R is computed and it is the 
estimate (See Fig. 5). 
 
 

3. Flowering analysis 
 
One simple approach to analyze the flowering situation from 
image is to analyze the area of the region of background (denoted 

as ) and that of the flowers (denoted asbgS flS ). If the flowering 

progresses, the ratio /fl bgS S also increases. However, the 

correlation of these two values depends on each image, and when 
the flowering is near the full bloom, this ratio may saturates. Thus 
it may be difficult to analyze the flowering situation by this 
method. 
On the other hand, if the flowering progresses, the value 

also increases. Thus, we can analyze the flowering situation 
by analyzing the distribution of for all flowers in the input 
image. The relationship between this ratio and the flowering 
situation does not depend on each image, thus we expect that we 
can estimate the flowering situation by this ratio precisely. 

/R r
/R r

 
 

4. Experimental results 
 
We prepared four natural images of cosmos (See Fig. 6). 
In Fig. 6a, single flower is seen and it is seen clearly. In Fig. 
6b, single flower is seen too, but, not clearly. In Fig. 6c, we 
can see three flowers are seen and they overlap. In Fig. 6d, 
many flowers are seen and some of them are overlapping. 
In applying the k-means clustering method described in the 
section 2.3.1, the number of the clusters is set to 3. This is 
because we think that single flower is considered to be seen 
with three colors that are its original color, shadow and the 
color of the other flowers petal. 

We show a result of search for CTF’s and corresponding 
flower regions for Fig. 7. The percentage in the index of 
each image means how much flowers are detected correctly. 
Only circular template matching is incompetent as search for 
CTF’s. In fact, ambiguous regions with orange color in Fig. 
6b are detected. However, we were able to judge that they 
are not flower region because they have no CTF’s. 
When a flower crowds like Fig. 6d, extraction of CTF’s is 
still difficult. In addition, it is inconvenient for a search 
when a stem and a leaf interrupted the flower. We observed 
that some flowers are detected smaller. This affects the 
precision of the extraction of flower region. 
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               a                   b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               c                   d 

Fig. 6 Input images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           a (100%)            b (100%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           c (100%)            d (83%) 
 

Fig. 7 Experiment result 
 

 

5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we showed a preprocessing method for 
flowering analysis when we use a natural flower image for 
flowers that have CTF. We were able to extract a flower 
region from an input image by an experiment. In addition, 
we were able to grasp a position of an individual flower. 
However, extraction of a bud is necessary if we consider it 
to be "flowering = a bud opens" as described in Chapter 1. 
We thought about only a species of flowers that have CTF. 
It is difficult to grasp a position of an non-outstanding 
tubular flower. However, we may do grasp of a position if 
we detect a bud from observation by an animation image. 

And, it is thought that analysis precision of flowering 
improves by using an animation. 
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Abstract
Due to the advances in many application areas such

as computer animation, motion image processing, vir-
tual reality systems, robotics, and so forth, it has be-
come increasingly apparent that the study of three-
dimensional pattern processing along the time axis has
been of crucial importance. Thus, we think that the
research of four-dimensional automata as a computa-
tional model of three-dimensional pattern processing
with the time axis has been meaningful, and we in-
troduced four-dimensional multicounter (= k-counter)
automata in [6]. This paper continues the investiga-
tion about this model, and shows the hierarchies based
on the number of counters or the space allowed by
four-dimensional multicounter automata.

Key Words : computational complexity, four-dimen-
sional automaton, multicounter, nondeterminism.

1 Introduction and Preliminaries

Inoue et al. [4] introduced a two-dimensional multi-
counter automaton and investigated its basic proper-
ties. Szepietowski also investigated some of its prop-
erties [10]. A two-dimensional k-counter automaton
M is a two-dimensional finite automaton [1] that has k
counters. The action of M is similar to that of the one-
dimensional off-line k-counter machine [3], except that
the input head of M can move up, down, right, or left
on a two-dimensional input tape. In [7], Sakamoto
et al. introduced multicounter automata on three-
dimensional input tapes.

By the way, during the past about forty years, sev-
eral automata on two- or three-dimensional tapes have
been proposed and many properties of them have been
obtained [5,8]. On the other hand, recently, due to
the advances in computer animation, motion image
processing, and so on, the study of four-dimensional
information processing has been of great importance.
Thus, we think that the study of four-dimensional
automata has been meaningful as the computational
model of four-dimensional information processing [9].

In this paper, we introduce and investigate about
eight-way four-dimensional multicounter automata as

new four-dimensional computational models. An
eight-way four-dimensional k-counter automaton (4-
kCA), which consists of a finite control, k counters,
a read-only four-dimensional input tape, k counter
heads, and an input head which can move in eight
directions — north, east, south, west, up, down, fu-
ture or past. In general, when we must think about
the algorithm of four-dimensional pattern processing
by using the restricted computational resources, if the
algorithm is fine in spite of its restricted computational
resources, it will be valued highly. It is the same with
automata theory. So we next introduce and investi-
gate a seven-way four-dimensional k-counter automa-
ton (SV 4-kCA) which is a restricted type of 4-kCA.
SV 4-kCA is a 4-kCA whose input head can move in
seven directions — north, east, south, west, up, down,
or future. In this paper, we let each sidelength of each
input tape of these automata be equivalent in order to
increase the theoretical interest.

Let Σ be a finite set of symbols. A four-dimensional
tape over Σ is a four-dimensional rectangular array of
elements of Σ. The set of all the four-dimensional
tapes over Σ is denoted by Σ(4).

Given a tape x ∈ Σ(4), for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4), we let
lj(x) be the length of x along the jth axis. The set of
all x ∈ Σ(4) with l1(x) = m1, l2(x) = m2, l3(x) = m3,
and l4(x) = m4 is denoted by Σ(m1,m2,m3,m4). When
1 ≤ ji ≤ lj(x) for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4), let x(i1, i2, i3, i4)
denote the symbol in x with coordinates (i1, i2, i3, i4).
Furthermore, we define

x[(i1, i2, i3, i4), (i′1, i
′
2, i

′
3, i

′
4)],

when 1 ≤ ij ≤ i′j ≤ lj(x) for each integer j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4),
as the four-dimensional tape y satisfying the following
(i) and (ii) :

(i) for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4), lj(y) = i′j − ij + 1;
(ii) for each r1, r2, r3, r4 (1 ≤ r1 ≤ l1(y), 1 ≤ r2 ≤

l2(y), 1 ≤ r3 ≤ l3(y), 1 ≤ r4 ≤ l4(y)), y(r1, r2, r3, r4) =
x(r1 + i1 − 1, r2 + i2 − 1, r3 + i3 − 1, r4 + i4 − 1).

Four-dimensional tape is the sequence of three-
dimensional rectangular arrays along the time axis. By
Cubex(i) (i ≤ 1), we denote the ith three-dimensional
rectangular array along the time axis in a tape x ∈
Σ(4) which each sidelength is equivalent.

We now introduce a seven- or eight-way four-
dimensional multicounter automaton. An eight-way
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Fig. 1: Four-dimensional k-counter automaton.

four-dimensional k-counter automaton (4-kCA) M,
k ≥ 1, has a read-only four-dimensional input tape
surrounded by boundary symbols ]’s and k counters.
(Of course, M has a finite control, an input head, and
k counter heads.) The action of M is similar to that of
the two- or three-dimensional multicounter automaton
[4, 7, 10], except that the input head of M can move in
eight directions — east, west, south, north, up, down,
future, or past. That is, when an input tape x ∈ Σ(4)

(where Σ is the set of input symbols of M and the
boundary symbols ]’s is not in Σ) is presented to M,
M determines the next state of the finite control, the
move direction (east, west, south, north, up, down, fu-
ture, past, or no move) of the input head, and the move
direction (right, left, or no move) of each counter head,
depending on the present state of the finite control, the
symbol read by the input head, and whether or not the
contents of each counter is zero (i.e., whether or not
each counter head is on the bottom symbol Z0 of the
counter). If the input head falls off the tape x with
boundary symbols, M can make no further move. M
starts in its initial state, with the input head on posi-
tion (1,1,1,1) of the tape x, and with the contents of
each counter zero (i.e., with each counter on the bot-
tom symbol Z0 of the counter). We say that M accepts
the tape x if M eventually halts in a specified state
(accepting state) on the bottom boundary symbol ]
of the input. We denote by T (M) the set of all the
four-dimensional tapes accepted by M. A seven-way
four-dimensional k-counter automaton (SV 4-kCA) is
a 4-kCA whose input head can move in seven direc-

tions — east, west, south, north, up, down, or future
(see Fig.1).

Let L(m) : N 7→ N (where N is the set of all the
positive integers) be a function with one variable m.
A 4-kCA (SV 4-kCA) M is said to be L(m) counter-
bounded if for each m ≥ 1 and each input tape x (ac-
cepted by M) with l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) = m,
the length of each counter of M is bounded by L(m).
As usual, we define nondeterministic and determin-
istic 4-kCA’s (SV 4-kCA’s). By N4-kCA(L(m)) (re-
spectively, D4-kCA(L(m)), NSV 4-kCA(L(m)), and
DSV 4-kCA(L(m))), we denote a nondeterministic 4-
kCA (respectively, deterministic 4-kCA, nondeter-
ministic SV 4-kCA, and deterministic SV 4-kCA )
whose each sidelength of each input tape is equivalent
and which is L(m) counter-bounded. Let L[N4-kCA(
L(m))] = {T | T = T (M) for some N4-kCA(L(m))
M}. L[N4-kCA(L(m))], L[NSV 4-kCA(L(m))], and
L[DSV 4-kCA(L(m))] have similar meanings.

2 Hierarchies Based on the Number of
Counters or the Space Allowed

This section investigates how the number of coun-
ters or the space allowed (of seven-way four-dimension-
al multicounter automata whose each sidelength of
each input tape is equivalent) affects the accepting
power.

To do this, we need to consider the following sets.
For each j ≥ 1, let A(j) be the set of all the input
tapes x ∈ {0, 1}(4) such that :

(a) l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) ≥ j.
(b) There are exactly j 1’s in the first (1-2) plane of

the first cube.
(c) All the (1-2) planes from the second to the last in
the first cube contain only 0.
(d) All the cubes from the second to the last but one
contain only 0.
(e) The last cube is equal to the first.

[Lemma 2.1] For each k ≥ 2 and r ≥ 1, A(j) can be
accepted by a DSV 4-kCA(m2r) if j≤(k−1)r+1.

(Proof) We show how A(j) can be accepted by a
DSV 4-kCA(m2r) M if j =(k−1)r+1. The case when
j < (k−1)r+1 can be proved similarly. Suppose that
an input tape x with l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) = m
is presented to M. First M checks whether x satis-
fies conditions (a),(b), and (c) above (in the defini-
tion of A(j)). Let d(i) denote the position of the i-
th 1 in the first (1-2) plane of the first cube. Let
d(i)=(dR(i), dC(i)), where dR(i) is the row number of
the poisition of the i-th 1 of the first (1-2) plane of the
first cube, and dC(i) is the column number. All d(i)’s,
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for 1≤ i≤j−1=(k−1)r, are stored in k−1 counters in
groups of r in each counter. The first r numbers from
d(1) to d(r) are stored as

r∑

i=1

{
dR(i)(m + 1)2(r−i) + dC(i)(m + 1)2(r−i)+1

}

in the first counter First M stores d(1) on the first
counter, and then, using the k-th counter. M stores
dR(1) and going from one end of the first row to an-
other, multiplies the first counter by (m + 1), then
adds dC(i). Next, M multiplies the first counter by
(m + 1), then adds d(2), multiplies again, and so on.
Similarly, for each l (2 ≤ l ≤ k−1), the r numbers from
d((l − 1)r + 1) to d(lr) are stored in the l-th counter.
Then M stores on the k-th counter the position of the
j-th 1 and checks whether all cubes from the second
to the last but one contain only 0.

M assumes that the cube that contains the first 1
below the first cube is the last cube (M will reject
the input if it finds another cube below). Next, M
checks whether there are exactly j 1’s in the first (1-
2) plane of the last cube, and all the planes from the
second to the last in the last cube contain only 0. After
that, unloading the k-th counter M checks whether the
last 1 in the first plane of the last cube stands on the
d(j) position and then, using the empty k-th counter,
unloads one by one the numbers d(i)’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1,
and checks whether there is 1 in the position d(i) of the
first plane. Unloading is done in the following way : If
a number 2s(m + 1) + d(i), with d(i) ≤ m is stored on
a counter (say the g-th), where d(i) = (m+1)+dC(i),
then M goes from the first cell of the first row to the
symbol ] standing on the other end, decreasing the g-
th counter by 1, comes back to the beginning of the
row, after each two steps, and after reaching ] it adds
1 to the k-th counter, comes back to the beginning of
the row, and repeats the process until the g-th counter
is empty. At this moment M stands on the position
x(dR(i), dC(i)) of the first plane and keeps s on the
k-th counter. It is obvious that in this way all the
numbers d(i)’s can be unloaded (in reverse order in
which they were loaded) and the positions of all 1’s in
the first plane checked. ¤

[Lemma 2.2] A(j) cannot be accepted by any NSV 4-
kCA(m2r) if j > kr.

(Proof) Suppose that there is an NSV 4-kCA(m2r)
M accepting A(j) and j > kr. For each m ≥ j, let

A(m, j)={x ∈ A(j) | l1(x)= l2(x)= l3(x)= l4(x)=m}.
Any accepting computation of M reading any
x ∈ A(m, j) has to visit x(1, 1, 1, 2), x(m, 1, 1, 2),
x(1,m, 1, 2), and x(1, 1, m, 2) in the second cube. Oth-
erwise, if there is an x ∈ A(m, j) accepted without
visiting x(1, 1, 1, 2), then, putting x(1, 1, 1, 2) = 1, we
obtain the tape that is not in A(j) but is accepted
by M. Let conf(x) be the set of configurations of M

while visiting x(1, 1, 1, 2) in the accepting computa-
tions on x. For any two different x, y ∈ A(m, j),
conf(x) ∩ conf(y) = φ. Otherwise, replacing the last
cube in x by the last cube of y, we obtain the tape
that is not in A(j) but is accepted by M.

Clearly, |A(m, j)| = mCj .
Let c(m) be the number of possible configurations of M
while visiting x(1, 1, 1, 2). Then c(m) ≤ smkr, where
s is the number of states of the finite control. Since
j > kr, there exists m such that |A(m, j)| > c(m), and
there must be two different x, y ∈ A(m, j) such that
conf(x)∩ conf(y) 6= φ. This contradicts the above. ¤

We are now ready to prove the following theorems.
First we show that for every r ≥ 1 there exists an
infinite hierarchy, with respect to the number of coun-
ters, of languages accepted by m2r counter-bounded
(deterministic or nondeterministic) seven-way four-
dimensional k-counter automata.

[Theorem 2.1] For each r≥1, k≥1, and X∈{D,N},
L[XSV 4-kCA(m2r)] ( L[XSV 4-(k + 1)CA(m2r)].

(Proof) From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that for
any r ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, and X ∈ {D,N},

A(kr + 1) ∈ L[XSV 4-(k + 1)CA(m2r)]
and A(kr + 1) /∈ L[XSV 4-kCA(m2r)]. ¤

Next, we show that for every k ≥ 2 and r < k there
is an infinite hierarchy, with respect to the amount of
space allowed, of the powers of nondeterministic seven-
way four-dimensional k-counter automata.

[Theorem 2.2] For each k ≥ 2 and r < k,
L[NSV 4-kCA(m2r)] ( L[NSV 4-kCA(m2(r+1))].

(Proof) From Lemma 2.1, we have
A((r + 1)(k − 1) + 1) ∈ L[NSV 4-kCA(m2(r+1))].

On the other hand, if r < k, then (r+1)(k−1)+1 > kr,
and thus, by Lemma 2.2, we have

A((r + 1)(k − 1) + 1) /∈ L[NSV 4-kCA(m2r)]. ¤

We finally show that for each k ≥ 2 and r ≥ 1,
L[DSV 4-kCA(m2r)] ⊆ L[DSV 4-kCA(m2(r+1))]. To
do this, we consider the following sets. For each j ≥ 1,
let B(j) be the set of all the input tapes x ∈ {0, 1}(4)
such that :

(a) l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) ≥ j,
(b) there are exactly j 1’s in the first (1-2) plane of

the first cube,
(c) there is exactly one 1 in the (1-2) planes from the
second to the last of the first cube (thus, there are
exactly j + 1 1’s on the first cube),
(d) all the cubes from the second to the last but one

contain only 0, and
(e) the last cube is equal to the first cube.
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[Theorem 2.3] For each k ≥ 2 and r ≥ 1, L[DSV 4-k
CA(m2r)] ( L[DSV 4-kCA(m2(r+1))].

(Proof) For each j ≥ 1, let B(j) be the set described
above. Let j = (k − 1)(r + 1). By using the same
ideas as in the proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we can
show that B(j) is accepted by DSV 4-kCA(m2(r+1)),
but not accepted by any DSV 4-kCA(m2r). ¤

[Theorem 2.4]
(1) L[DSV 4-1CA(m3)] ( L[DSV 4-1CA(m4)],
(2) L[DSV 4-1CA(m2)] ( L[DSV 4-1CA(m3)],
(3) L[DSV 4-1CA(m)] ( L[DSV 4-1CA(m2)], and
(4) L[DSV 4-1CA(m4)] = L[DSV 4-1CA(L(m))]
for any L(m) ≥ m4.

(Proof) First, we prove (1). Let B1 be the set of all
the cubic tapes x ∈ {0, 1, 2}(4) such that
(1) l1(x)= l2(x)= l3(x)= l4(x)≥4,
(2) for one and only one i (2≤ i≤ m−1), the i-th cube
contains only 2, where m= l1(x)= l2(x)= l3(x)= l4(x),
(3) x[(1, 1, 1, 1), (m,m, m, i−1)] and x[(1, 1, 1, i+1),

(m,m, m,m)] each contain exactly one 1, and
(4) the Euclidean distance (from x(1, 1, 1, 1)) to the

position of 1 in x[(1, 1, 1, 1), (m,m, m, i−1)] is equal to
the Euclidean distance from the position of x(1, 1, 1, i+
1) to the position of 1 in x[(1, 1, 1, i+1), (m,m, m, m)].

It is an easy exercise to show that B1 is accepted by
a DSV 4-1CA(m4). Thus, B1∈L[DSV 4-1CA(m4)].

On the other hand, by using a technique of counting
argment, we can show that B1 6∈ L[DSV 4-1CA(m3)].

Next, we prove (2). Let B2 be the set of all the
cubic tapes x ∈ {0, 1, 2}(3) such that
(1) l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) ≥ 3,
(2) for one and only one i (2≤ i≤m−1), the i-th cube
contains only 2, where m= l1(x)= l2(x)= l3(x)= l4(x),
(3) x[(1, 1, 1, 1), (m,m, m, i−1)] and x[(1, 1, 1, i+1),

(m,m, m,m)] each contain exactly one 1, and
(4) the Euclidean distance (from x(1, 1, 1, 1)) to the

position of 1 in x[(1, 1, 1, 1), (m,m, m, i−1)] is equal to
the Euclidean distance from the position of x(1, 1, 1, i+
1) to the position of 1 in x[(1, 1, 1, i+1), (m,m, m, m)].
It is easy to see that B2 ∈ L[DSV 4-1CA(m3)]. On
the other hand, by using the same idea as in the
proof of (1) above, we can easily show that B2(m) /∈
L[DSV 4-1CA(m2)]. This completes the proof of (2).

Next, we prove (3). Let B3 be the set of all the
cubic tapes x ∈ {0, 1}(3) such that
(1) l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) ≥ 3,
(2) there is exactly one 1 in the first cube,
(3) all the cubes from the second to the last but one

contain only 0, and
(4) the last cube is equal to the first.

It is easy to see that B3 ∈ L[DSV 4-1CA(m2)]. On
the other hand, by using the same idea as in the

proof of (1) above, we can easily show that B3(m) /∈
L[DSV 4-1CA(m)]. This completes the proof of (3).

(4) of the theorem is easily proved by using a stan-
dard technique of eliminating a loop. That is, if
DSV 4-1CA M enters a loop while moving on a four-
dimensional tape, at most c·|Q|·(m+2)4·dlog(|Q|·(m+
2)4)e cells, for some c ∈ R, are sufficient for M to use
the counter, where Q is a finite set of states, |A| is the
cardinality of a set A, and dxe is the smallest integer
greater than or equal to x. So M counts the number
of move steps of M on the four-dimensional tape by
using the counter, and find out, if the number of move
steps is greater than c·|Q|·(m+2)3·dlog(|Q|·(m+2)3)e,
that M will enter a loop. It will be obvious that
L[DSV 4-1CAc(m4)] = L[DSV 4-1CA(L(m))] for any
L(m) ≥ m4. ¤

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the accepting pow-
ers of counter-bounded seven-way and eight-way four-
dimensional multicounter automata. Then, we inves-
tigated a relationship between determinism and non-
determinism. In these subjects, we stated only for
four-dimensional input tape which each sidelength is
equivalent. It will be also interesting to investigate
the accepting powers of ‘alternating’ four-dimensional
multicounter automata (see [2] for the concept of ‘al-
ternation’).
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Abstract
This paper describes a model neural network that can

find a meaningful structure hidden in high-dimensional
data. Suppose there aren input vectors, each of which is an
m-dimensional vector and represents features; A set of in-
puts is represented as a matrix{sji}; i = 1; ::;n; j = 1; ::;m.
Conventional Self-organizing Maps (SOM) use eachs·i as
input, and the method such as random-projection is used to
convert a set of inputs into much-lower-dimensional vec-
tors when each input is impracticably high-dimensional.
We have developed a model which has two independent
SOMs looking at data in two different ways,s·i ands j· In
learning, each SOM influences the other in which, instead
of random-projection, representation of the other SOM is
used to reduce the dimensionality of data vectors. We
demonstrate that the model is powerful enough to find a
meaningful structure, and obtain an appropriate mapping
in a much-lower dimensional space than the conventional
method.
Keywords: self-organizing maps, dimensionality reduction

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe the non-linear
mapping algorithm whose purpose is to discover regulari-
ties in a high-dimensional environment. The presentation
will be nontechnical and by example. Throughout this pa-
per, we describe our method with its application to a data
set (animal names and feature shown in Table 1), which is a
famous one used for a demonstration of the Self-organizing
Map (SOM [2]). By this, SOM and our method is com-
pared with the same data set. The idea of our method is
applied to any methods such as the Multidimensional Scal-
ing (MDS) whose input data set is represented as a matrix.

2 Self-organizing Map

The mechanism to acquire the structure of the external
world by self-organization is interesting in connection with

the study of biological systems and the study of robots.
Consider the situation in which a robot is moving around in
a room. The input from a vision sensor, such as an image,
is a function of the position and the direction of the robot.
In order to acquire the position and direction of the robot
from only the vision information, it is necessary to separate
two kinds of information, i.e., the position in the room (2D
information) and the direction (1D information), from the
higher-dimensional information, i.e., the image.

The Self-Organizing Map of Kohonen can be used to
summarize such high-dimensional information and to ex-
tract important variables. SOM consisting of a two dimen-
sional (2D) array of units is often used; it is a mathemat-
ical model that describes the formation of the functional
map in the visual cortex in the the brain in terms of a cer-
tain learning algorithm [1]. The point is to summarize the
higher-dimensional data and to extract only the two most
important variables. A 2D array is not essential: a 1D or
3D array can be used whenever necessary. Each unit re-
tains ann-dimensional vector called the reference vector.
Below, the reference vector of thei-th unit is written as
mi . The dimension ofmi is the same as that of the input
signalx given to the SOM. The learning algorithm is as
follows.

(SOM1) Initial values of the reference vectorsmi ; i =
1; · · · ;n are randomly generated, in whichn is the num-
ber of units in the SOM.

(SOM2) An input vectorx is generated.
(SOM3) The unit which has the reference vector closest

to the input (called the winner) is determined:

c = arg
i

min||mi¡x|| (1)

(SOM4) Learning of the reference vectors is performed
by the following formulas:

∆mi = αhci(x¡mi) (2)

hci = exp¡||rc¡ri ||2
2σ2 (3)
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Table 1: Animal names and their attributes

do
ve

he
n

du
ck

go
os

e

ha
w

k

ea
gl

e

fo
x

do
g

w
ol

f
ca

t

tig
er

lio
n

ho
rs

e
co

w

small 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
is medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

big 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 legs 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 legs 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

has hooves 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
mane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
hunt 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

likes run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
to fly 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

swim 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Here,ri is the position of thei-th unit in the array (neural
field), andα is a positive constant representing the rate
of learning.

(SOM5) The procedure goes back to (SOM2) and is re-
peated.

Learning occurs near the winner. It is called neighborhood
learning, andhci is called the neighborhood function. The
neighborhood function in the above formula is a Gaussian
function, and the positive constantσ determines the spread
of the neighborhood. The norm in Eq. (1) is the Euclidean
distance in the input signal space, and the norm in Eq. (3)
is the Euclidean distance in the unit array.

Let us consider a set of input data. Table 1 shows the
animal names and their attributes, which is from Ritter and
Kohonen (1989) [2] and modified slightly where there are
14 animals and 11 features. In this example, an input vector
is xi ; i = 1; · · · ;14, each of which is11-dimensional col-
umn vectors. We can look at this set of inputs as a matrix
S:











s·1 s·2 · · · s·14

s1· s1 1 s1 2 · · · s1 14

s2· s2 1 s2 2 · · · s2 14
...
s11· s11 1 s11 2 · · · s11 14











(4)

3 Dimension reduction for SOM by random
projection

In the given data (similarity or dissimilarity) matrix
S, each objectxi is represented bym = 11 coordinates,
xi = s·i = (s1i ;s2i ; · · · ;smi). Dimension reduction on ob-
jects means representing objects by a smaller number of
coordinates, sayai1; · · · ;aiR with R smaller thanm, which
in some sense retain approximately the same information
as the original coordinates. Similarly in the given data ma-
trix S, each variable or featurey j is represented byn = 14
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Figure 1:Self-organizing feature map obtained by single SOM
after 2,000 learning trials.α = 0:1，σ(t) = σi(σ f /σi)t/tmax;σi =
4;σ f = 0:5; tmax = 2000. SOM of10×10was used.

coordinatesy j = s j· = (sj1; · · · ;sjn). Dimension reduction
on features means representing features by smaller num-
ber of coordinates, say,b j1; · · · ;b jR with R smaller thann,
which in some sense retain approximately the same infor-
mation as the original coordinates.

As an example of dimension reduction, consider data
of Ritter and Kohonen (1989) [2] on 14 animalsXi ; i =
1; · · · ;n = 14 covering 3 size variables, 4 body variables,
and 4 characteristic variables, for total of 11 variablesYj .
Thus these data may be regarded as 14 rows or points, each
having 11 coordinates, that is 14 points in 11 dimensional
space. Figure 1 represent the 2D configuration of animals
which was obtained by 2D (10×10) SOM. Animals which
share the similar characteristics are located in the nearest
region. However, in the Fig. 1, the grass-eating animals
and meat-eating animals are not separated correctly.

As mentioned in the appendix of the Ritter and Ko-
honen (1989)[2], if the dimensionality of features grows,
the attribute vectors soon become impracticably high-
dimensional. It is difficult to study such a high-dimensional
space array of data directly. The dimension of the input,
therefore, should be reduced while preserving the metric
relations among inputs. Ritter and Kohonen (1989)[2] also
give a solution calledrandom-projectionmethod where
each inputxi is represented as a weighted sum of vectors
r j ; j = 1;2; · · · ;m= 11

x̃i =
m

∑
j=1

sjir j : (5)

Note that if we take the followingm-dimensional vectors:

r1 =











1
0
...
0











; r2 =











0
1
...
0











; rm =











0
0
...
1











;
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the projection produces the original data,x̃i = xi . In the
random-projection method, we taker j whose dimension-
ality is much smaller than that ofxi and each component
of r j is determined randomly, In this case, if the dimen-
sionality ofr j is still large enough, the relation distortion
in general will be small.

4 Iterative use of a pair of SOMs

In the random-projection method, a set of inputs is re-
encoded in much smaller dimensional space. In the present
paper, we look for a coding strategy other than the random-
projection. In the random-projection method, independent
random codes are assigned to features. For instance, fea-
turessmalland2-legsare highly correlated since only 2 of
14 features are different as shown in Table 1, but assigned
codes independently and randomly. Here is our basic idea
that this coding strategy must be improved so that we as-
sign correlated code to the correlated features. To fix this
idea, here we give an example.
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Figure 2:Self-organizing feature map obtained by single SOM
after 2,000 learning trials.α = 0:1，σ(t) = σi(σ f /σi)t/tmax;σi =
4;σ f = 0:5; tmax = 2000. SOM of10×10was used.

A configuration obtained by 2D-SOM in Fig. 2 is a
2 dimensional representation of features fory j = s j ; j =
1; · · · ;m = 11 where inputs to the SOM were not col-
umn vectors of the matrixS but 14-dimensional raw vec-
tors s j·; j = 1; · · · ;m. The representation shows low-
dimensional base vectorsv j = (v j1;v j2) of features where
v j ; j = 1; · · · ;m is the 2-dimensional coordinate which is
the location of the winner unit of the trained SOM. Using
this results, we can representxi in much lower-dimensional
(2D) space

x̃i =
m

∑
j=1

sjiv j : (6)

Note that the random-projection method does not reflect
dependencies among features but our method reflects the
dependencies.

Sincev j = (v j1;v j2); j = 1; · · · ;m is obtained by SOM
which receives inputs ofy j = (sj1; · · · ;sjn). If n is large,
the same problem occurs. We therefore consider to repre-
senty in much-smaller dimensional space as

ỹ j =
n

∑
i=1

sjiui : (7)

whereui ; i = 1; · · · ;n is considered to be the 2-dimensional
coordinate which is the location of the winner unit of the
SOM trained by a set of inputs̃xi ; i = 1; · · · ;n.

As described above, our model updates and refinesx̃i

andỹ j iteratively. In the remaining part of this article, we
see whether this idea works.

The problem of determining the initial states of the
model still remains. The simplest solution is this: we first
use a conventional SOM to obtain the 2D configuration of
animalsui ; i = 1; · · · ;14. We call this SOM as SOM0, and
this obtainedui asui(0) for convenience. When dimen-
sionality of xi is large, we can useui where each com-
ponents are randomly generated. With thisui(0), a set of
input vectors to the SOMY, which is a new SOM, is gener-
ated as

ỹ j =
1
k

n

∑
i=1

sjiui (8)

wherek =
n

∑
i=1

sji . After trained this SOMY with these in-

puts, we obtain the location of winner unitsv j for each j.
We call thesev j ’s asv j(1) where 1 means at time 1. With
thesev j , a set of input vectors to the SOMX, which is an-
other new SOM, is generated as

x̃i =
1
k

m

∑
j=1

sjiv j (9)

where k =
m

∑
j=1

sji . With this inputs, we train the

SOMX and obtains the 2D configuration of ani-
mal names. The 2D coordinates thus obtained are
called ui(2); i = 1; · · · ;14. Similarly, we obtain
v j(3);ui(4);v j(5);ui(6);v j(7);ui(8); · · · .

There are three 2D SOM’s. SOM0 receives high-
dimensional inputs,s·i ; i = 1; · · · ;n = 14. SOMX and
SOMY receive 2-dimensional inputs,x·i ; i = 1; · · · ;n =
14;y· j ; j = 1; · · · ;m= 11; respectively. In short, the learn-
ing procedure is as follows:

(P1) We train the SOM0 and obtainui .
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(P2) We useỹ j as inputs to the SOMY whereỹ j is rep-
resented as a weighted sum ofui ; i = 1; · · · ;n. We train
the SOMY and obtainv j .

(P3) We usex̃i as inputs to the SOMX wherex̃i is repre-
sented as a weighted sum ofv j ; j = 1; · · · ;m. We train
SOMX and obtainu j .

(P4) The procedure goes back to (P2) and is repeated.
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Figure 3: A pair of 2D SOM was used to obtain this map. We
trained SOMY 1000 times for each input (batch learning), then
with that result, SOMX was trained 1000 times for each input
(also batch learning). This figures show the result after this pro-
cedure repeated 10 times. Both SOMX and SOMY consist of
10×10units, and the learning coefficients we used wereα = 0:1，
σ(t) = σi(σ f /σi)t/tmax;σi = 4;σ f = 0:5; tmax = 1000. Reference
vectors are initialized in each repetition.

We have done the computer simulation of animal map
formation by the present method (Fig. 3) and, for com-
parison, by the random-projection method [2] in which the
dimension of a set of inputs were projected to the 2D and
5D (Fig.4) before applied to the SOM. We can see that
the grass-eating animals and meat-eating animals are sep-
arated correctly in Fig.3 (our method) but not in Fig.4 (the
random-projection method).
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Figure 4:Comparison to the other methods. Dimensionality of a
set of inputs were reduced by the random projection method[2] to
2D (upper) and 5D (lower panel) before applied to the SOM. The
grass-eating animals and meat-eating animals are not separated
correctly. Compare the results to those shown in Fig.3.

5 Summary
We have demonstrated a method which self-organizes a

map by using a pair of SOMs to which the same set of input
data was applied but in two different ways. Although we
could not justified our method here, we have already con-
firmed that it works in the other problem. As we have men-
tioned before, our method can be applied to any method
such as MDS where a set of inputs is represented as a ma-
trix.
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Orbit Control for the KEK 12GeV PS-MR by using NN algorithmHitaka Y�, Shirakata M��, Sato H��, Yokomihi M���, Kono M����Department of Control and Information System Engineering,Kitakyushu National College of Tehnology, Japan��Proton Synhrotron Aelerator Division, KEK, Japan� � �Department of Computer Siene and Systems Engineering, Miyazaki Univ., JapanAbstratAt KEK 12GeV Main Ring (PS-MR), when theleast square method is applied to orret whole beamorbit all at one, it remains unaeptable beam lossand it is neessary to adjust the loal positions of thebeam orbit by hands with the beam loss monitors untilthe beam loss is suppressed under an aeptable level.However, the orreted orbit by this way doesn't al-ways satisfy the minimum-loss ondition. In this pa-per, a new method is proposed. It fouses a fat thatthe beam loss distribution depends on the shape ofthe beam orbit, and formulates this relationship to afuntional approximation by using a neural networkalgorithm, Then, solving an optimization problem forgenerated network system, data of the beam shapewhih is more suitable for the beam loss of the ael-erator an be obtained. The desription of the systemonstrution and experimental results are presented.1 IntrodutionThe aelerator is a devie whih aelerates ele-tron, proton and many kinds of nuleus to provide highenergy. The aelerated partiles are alled "beam"and it is aelerated lose to the light and extratedto some kind of target. The aelerator an be used forphysial experiments about atomi nuleus or elemen-tal partiles, medial purposes (ex. high-energy radio-therapy), strutural analysis of the polymer maro-moleule (Protein or DNA) and so on. In this pa-per, we onsider an beam orbit ontrol problem for anaelerator alled "Proton Synhrotron (PS)" whihis in High Energy Aelerator Researh Organization,alled KEK (Kou Enerugi kasokuki Kenkyuu kikou).Figure 1 shows overall view of KEK 12 Giga ele-tron Volt Proton Synhrotron (KEK 12GeV PS). Asthis �gure indiates, this aelerator onsists of fouraelerators. These are alled Preinjetor, Linia,

Main Ring
  (12GeV)

Booster (500MeV)

Linac (40MeV)

Preinjector (750keV)

To experimental Laboratory

Figure 1: KEK 12GeV PSBooster and main ring(MR), respetively. The beamis aelerated step by step from the preinjetor to themain ring. At the main ring, the beam is aeleratedwith orbiting until the beam is given desired energyand extrated to any target. The main ring is de-signed for the orbiting beam to traks the desired or-bit. However, due to the measurement errors of thebeam position, the setting errors of the internal de-vie and the magneti �eld error, the beam distortsand strays from the desired orbit and touhes the wallof the beam pipes in the MR and losses. Thus, it isneessary to orret the beam orbit to derease thebeam loss until an aeptable level.It is known that the least square method is e�e-tive to orret the orbit distortion whih is aused bythe magneti �eld error[1℄. Beause this relationshipan be desribed by the algebrai equations. This dis-tortion is alled COD (Closed Orbit Distortion). How-ever, for the other disturbane, it is de�ient to orret
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the COD (Closed Orbit Distortion) by using the leastsquare method. Thus, it is neessary from the pointof view of the beam loss monitors in order to minimizethe beam loss.At the PS-MR, the beam orbit is adjusted by theloal bump method. The operators orret the beamorbit with the beam loss monitors until the beam lossis suppressed under an aeptable level. However, thisstrategy depends on the traditional history of the or-bit tuning and operator's experiene. Besides, thebeam orbit tuned by this way doesn't always satisfythe minimum-loss ondition for this aelerator.Note a fat that the beam loss distribution dependson the shape of the beam orbit. If this relationshipan be formulated in some way, it is expeted that theminimum loss ondition an be obtained by using somekind of the optimization methods. In this paper, anew strategy is proposed for the beam orbit tuning. Itformulates the relationship between the ontrol inputof the beam steering magnets whih deide the shapeof the beam orbit and the values of the beam lossmonitors by using the Neural Network algorithm. Andthen, for the trained network, adjusting the networkinputs (inputs of the steering magnets) to redue thenetwork outputs (orresponding to the beam loss), wewill obtain the steering input data whih will minimizethe beam loss of the aelerator. This method will bemore eÆient than the urrent orbit ontrol method.This paper is onstruted by following setions.This setion is introdution. Next setion, the detail ofnew orbit ontrol method proposed by us is desribed.Setion 3, we represent about an experiment and aresult for the proposed method. The Final setion isSummary.2 Constrution a New Orbit ControlSystem based NN Algorithm
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Figure 2: The beam orbit ontrol system.

Figure 2 shows the struture of the beam orbit on-trol system in KEK PS-MR. At PS-MR, there are 56beam position monitors, 56 beam loss monitors, 28beam steering magnets for the lateral diretion and 28beam steering mangets for the vertial diretion. Themeasured data by those monitors are aquired to CCR(Central Control Room) and displayed on CRT moni-tors or some osillosopes. In urrent orbit orretion,operators has orreted the beam orbit at eah mea-sured point of the beam position by using the loalbump method until the beam loss is suppressed underan aeptable level. This method gives a loal bumpto the beam orbit at any measured point with orre-sponding three beam steering magnets. Above proe-dure takes so muh time and the beam orbit tunedby this way doesn't always satisfy the minimum-lossondition for this aelerator.For these problem, we propose a new orbit orre-tion method by using NN algorithm. Giving somedata set of the orbit shape and orresponding beamloss distribution, the NN an be identify both rela-tionship. And then, for the trained network, we seta performane riterion for the output of the trainednetwork and adjust the network input by some kindof optimization method to minimiize the performaneriterion. Figure 3 is the idea of new orbit ontrolmethod. Figure 3 denotes that the ontrol input for
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Figure 3: The idea of the Orbit Control baed on NN.the beam steering magnets is used as the NN inputfor training and optimization. Beause for the urrentdata aquisition system in PS-MR, muh time is ne-essary to aquire the beam position data. It is knownthat a steering input pattern spei�es a shape of thebeam orbit. Thus we use it as input for the NN.
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2.1 NN AlgorithmThere are various types of neural network algo-rithms. In this paper, the BakPropagation (BP)method [2℄ is used to formulate the relationship be-tween the inputs of the beam steering magnets andthe beam loss distribution. BP method has gener-ated a lot of good results for many atual problemswhose relationships between their inputs and outputsare nonlinear or high order orretion.2.2 The Tehnique of OptimizationThough the optimization problem about the in-puts of the beam steering magnets realizes the mini-mum beam loss, it has many loal minimum solutions.Avoiding these loal minima and deriving a global op-timal solution, we take the Simulated annealing (SA)whih is one of the heuristi optimization methods.The detail of SA algorithm is desribed in [3℄.3 Experiment and ResultIn this setion, an experiment and a result for ourapproah are desribed. For this experiment, a datalogger system whih logs the beam loss data from allloss monitors and a aluulator for the neural omput-ing and the network optimization are installed. Figure4 shows an updated orbit ontrol system for this ex-periment. In this experiment, the network training
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(for output of the training data set)Figure 4: Corretion hart of the system devies.and optimization is operated o�-line.3.1 Data AquisitionFor KEK PS-MR, it is possible to orret the or-bit shape for lateral diretion and vertial diretion.

A preise orbit tuning is not neessary for lateral di-retion, beause the dimensions of the beam pipes arelandsape and there are enough learane for the beamand the pipes wall for lateral diretion. Thus, the NNis trained for a relationship between the ontorl inputfor the beam steering magnets whih deide the shapeof the orbit for the vertial diretion and orrespond-ing beam loss data.From 56 measured points of the beam position andbeam loss (1-1F,1-1D,1-2F,...,4-7D; F means fousing,and D means defousing), 9 steering magnets whihgive the bumps to the beam orbit for the vertial di-retion are hosen at the points of quarter range (2-1F
!A2-7D) to aquire the NN training data. Beausethe apaity of the data transportation of the orbitontrol system is not satis�ed to aquire the train-ing data with suÆient quantities in the limited ex-periment time (about 1 hour). At this range, sometraining data set is aquired by deiding the shape ofthe beam orbit at random (maximum 4.0 mm fromposition zero, step 1.0 mm). The restrition of themaximum range 4.0 mm is to avoid huge beam lossand the radioativation of the internal devies. At theexperiment in June14, 2004, thirty sets of the trainingdata ould be obtained for 1 about hour.3.2 TrainingThe NN for this experiment is onstruted from 7input units and 56 output units. The amount of mid-dle layer units is deided 56. The NN training �n-ished about 50 minutes, where, the error tolerane ofthe network outputs for training data was on�gured0.002.3.3 OptimizationFor the optimization of the trained network, thebest input pattern is searhed by using normal randomnumbers (average 0, dispersion 0.2). The performaneriterion for the evaluation of the solution was 1-normof the network output vetor.Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the optimization results.Figure 5 indiates an ordinal (unadjusted) beam orbitand an optimal orbit whih will minimize the beamloss. Left �gure in Figure 6 indiates the beam loss forthe ordinal orbit and right �gure is the expetation ofthe beam loss orresponding to the optimal orbit.Using the ontrol input of the steering magnets de-rived by NN optimization, the beam orbit of PS-MRwill be orreted to minimize the beam loss as the right�gure in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Expetation about the beam position.
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Figure 6: Expetation about the beam loss.3.4 ResultFigure 7 and Figure 8 show atual results in June21, 2004. Figure 7 indiates the ordinal orbit inJune14, 2004, an ordinal orbit in June 22, 2004 anda orreted orbit by using above optimization result.Left �gure in Figure 8 shows the beam loss for the ordi-nal orbit in June 22, 2004 and right �gure orrespondsto the orreted orbit. Figure 8 shows the total beamloss derease slightly. However, expeted result fromoptimization for the trained networkwas not obtained.For this result, two reasons are onsidered. First, wedidn't have enough time to obtain appropriate amountof the training data. It is a solution that eah deviesof the orbit ontrol system is update to enable morehigh-speed data aquisition. The seond reason, asshown in Figure 4, the shape of the ordinal orbit ishanged with the passage of time. For this problem,online training will be neessary to adapt the hangeof the aelerator's property.4 SummaryThe result of the experiment shows that the beamloss an be dereased slightly by using our method.
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4.2  Simulation for holding the object  
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 The case using the hand of tray type is as follows.  
Figure 7 shows the hand of the shape of sector (λis 
angle in vertical plane).  F is resultant force about 
gravity and inertia force , and the components of the 
force are Fx and Fy.  In order to prevent the object 
falling from the tray,  angle of the tray (

3θ ) is 
controlled by the motor 3 on the link 3, as follows, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7  Inertia force about hand of tray-type  
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Figure 8(a), which looks like the stairs, shows the 
angular acceleration calculated from the angular 
velocity(as shown in Fig.4). And, response of resultant 
force which acts on the object is influenced by the 
angular acceleration, as shown in Fig.8(b). Then, the 
angle changes as the shape which looks like the stairs, as 
shown in Fig.8(c). In Fig.8(d), bold lines show the 
posture of the tray. 
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In order to make the response of angle about the tray 
smooth, we have substituted the angular displacements 
of the motors 1 and 2 by the function of time as follows, 

0

( =1,2 )
n

k
j j k

k
a t jθ

=

= ⋅∑             (9).  

where, is constant values which derived under the 
condition that consumed energy is nearly equal to the 
case of Fig.4. 

jka
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(b) 
Fig.5  Relation between working time 

 and consumed energy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6 Relation between consumed energy and release point 
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Fig.8 Response of manipulator  
 

Figure 9 (a) shows the modified result which is 
derived using Eq.9 (solid line) and the same one as Fig.8 
(a) (broken line). In Fig. 9 (b) and (c), angular 
displacement of motor 3 become smooth by using Eq.9, 
whereas the difference about angular velocity of motor 1 
is small. Figure 10 shows the response of applied 
voltage of motor 3.  The consumed energy of motor 3 
becomes less than 1/4 by modification, and it is clear 
that proposed method is effective. 

0.1

0.1

0 xr

y r   40 J
  35 J
  30 J
  25 J
  20 J
  15 J
  13 J
  10 J

5  Experimental results 

In this section, experimental results shown under 
the condition that the motion space of the manipulator is 
small. Figure 11 shows an experimental apparatus, 
which is two degree of freedom model with fixed tray 
for holding the object. The parameters of this system are 
the same as given in Table 1.  The motors 1 and 2 
(rated 24 V, 60 W) are on the frame. We shall measure 
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Manipulation(Experiments of Swing and Gripper 
Throwing Control), International Journal of JSME,   
Vol. 45,  No. 1C,  pp. 267-274.  

Figure 12 shows the experimental response of the 
manipulator from initial position ( 1 2/ 4, 0θ π θ= =

23, / 4
) to 

the position of release( 1 2 /θ π θ π=

4/3

= ) , under 
the condition that the distance from origin to the point of 
arrival is x=−0.4 [m], release angle is πφ = , and the 
working time is T=0.2 [s].  Sampling time of the 
control is 0.002 [s], and feedback gain for angular 
displacement is 50 [V/rad], feedback gain for angular 
velocity is 0.5 [Vs/rad]. Experimental result of angular 
velocity (solid line), which is calculated by angular 
displacement, agree with the theoretical result (broken line). 

[2]  N.Kato, and T.Nakamura (1997), Throwing Control 
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No. 614C,  pp.3571-3576. 
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pp.1281-1285. 

[4] O.Sato ， H.Shimojima, and H.Yoinara(1985), 
Minimum-energy Control of a Manipulator with 
Two-degree of Freedom, Bulletin of JSME, Vol. 29,  
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Figure 13 shows the consumed energy of the motors 1 
and 2. The difference between the experimental result (solid 
line) and the theoretical result (broken line) are less than 
6 %. From these results, it is confirmed that modeling is 
effective. 

[5]  T.Izumi(2000), Path Planning for Saving Energy of a 
Manipulator in PTP Motion(in Japanese),  Journal of 
the Robotics Society of Japan, Vol. 18 ,  No.7， 
pp.972-978. 6  Conclusions 

[6] Boltyanski,V.G(1967),(translated into Japanese by 
Sakamoto.M), Mathematical Method of optimal 
control (in Japanese), sougo-tosho. 

The results obtained in this paper are summarized as 
follows. 
(1) For throwing motion, it has been clarified that 

trajectory for saving energy calculated by proposed 
iteration method is effective. 

 
 
 (2) In order to hold the object, it is considered that 

proposed method to control the hand of tray type can 
be used.  
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Abstract 
This paper introduces an underwater robot 

teleoperation system based on Internet and virtual reality 
model. The operator can control the action of the remote 
robot through the Internet and monitor the states of the 
robot displayed in a 3D-Graphics simulator. First, the 
technique and method implementing interactive robot 3D 
simulation based on the Java platform will be described. 
Since this real time teleoperation system is connected via 
a network communication, which is inevitably effected 
from the time delay. The system will be unstable due to 
the random time delays of the Internet. To overcome this 
problem, the research combines the event-triggered 
autonomous control and prediction method to achieve a 
moving target tracking and grasping teleoperating task. 
Another problem we have to face is losing track of the 
target. Because the teleoperation system uses visual 
feedback, cameras probably fail to collect image for a few 
samples when the target is out of view or be obstructed 
by the robot. This problem was solved with the help of 
our predictor. Experiments are conducted to examine the 
performance of the moving object tracking and grasping 
utilizing this teleoperation system and experimental 
results have verified the theoretical development and the 
validity of this proposal. 
 
Keywords: 3D monitor, underwater manipulator 
teleoperation, moving target tracking  
 
1. Introduction 

There are some places which are not suitable for 
human presences, such as deep ocean, out space, nuclear 
site, etc. However, we still have to perform many tasks in 
these places such as maintenance and construction of oil 
drilling structures in deep sea, cleaning of sites with 
radioactive spill and disposal of radioactive material in 
nuclear sites, construction of structures like the Space 
Station and retrieval of satellites in outer space. Working 
in such places, not only need humans face life threatening 
in every moment, but also cost too much to equip the 
human in order to survive in these crucial environments.  
As a solution, in many cases, these tasks are performed 
with a robot instead of a human, and the robot will do 
works according to the commands sending by a human 
operator from some remote place [1,2,3]. Such remotely 
operated robots have been used in many remote working 

sites, for example, in deep ocean, a manipulator arm 
mounted on Kaiko, well known as deepest-dive ROV 
(Remote Operated Vehicle) of the world, can achieve 
tasks like collecting specimens and settling experimental 
equipments [4]. With the increase of ocean research, such 
as investigating a sunken ship, the seabed environment 
and resource, there will be more and more underwater 
robots be put into practical use. 
Basing on this background, we developed the 
teleoperating system for an underwater manipulator, 
which can be equipped on an Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle.  
 
2.Teleoperation System Overview 

The teleoperation system for the underwater arm robot 
consists of four hardware components: a robot control 
unit, a tele-operating console, an image-processing unit, 
and an underwater robot. The underwater robot has two 
arms with 7 links, built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
Ltd Japan. The image-processing unit consists of two 
CCD cameras, a PC for processing images and another 
for transmitting position data to the operator. The tele-
operating console consists of a monitor and the robot 
control GUI. In this system, a three dimensional model of 
the robot and its environment was created using Java 3 D.  
This allows the operator to command the robot from 
remote site and observe the state of the robot via such a 
real time updated GUI. Figure1 shows the hardware 
architecture of the teleoperation system.  
 
 

         Figure 1. Hardware Architecture of the system 
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3. Programming Development 
    The project has developed a system, which use Java 2 
to connect the operator site with robot site though 
network. The software architecture of whole system is 
shown in figure 2. It is composed of three main modules. 
The main module for the operator site is known as Vessel, 
which sets up the virtual model and calls Controller1 
class. Controller1 class deals with robot unit and image-
processing unit. Since the image processing and robot 
control algorithms are developed in C programming, a 
programming interface is necessary to make the Java 
methods to call the C functions. We created PlinkRecv.dll 
and ParmController.dll and then through the Java Native 
method to call them. The virtual model is coded by using 
Java 3D API. The graphic parts of robot and its 
environment are created by CAD and transferred to *.obj 
format. These object files can be loaded by Java 
programming and reunited into Java 3D coordinate to 
represent the virtual model. Figure3 is a screenshot of the  
3D model. 
 

  
Figure3. Java 3D Model and Teleoperation Controller 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Solution for time delay 
Our real time teleoperation system utilizes a general 

network to transmit data.  That will be inevitably affected 
from the time delay.  Besides, considering that the 
teleoperation system uses visual feedback, cameras 
probably fail to collect image for a few samples when the 
target is out of view or be obstructed. As a solution for 
such these problems, the research combines the event-
triggered autonomous control and optimum filter based 
prediction method to achieve a moving target tracking 
and grasping teleoperating task.  The target positions are 
estimated through a varying gain Kalman Filter, which 
uses the past value of target trajectory to give a best 
predict about the target future position. 
 
4.1 Kalman Filter Overview 

According to R. E. Kalman’s theory [5], a system 
model is required. Here we suppose the system is discrete 
linear, so the state equation can be presented as 

)()()()1( kkkk WBUAXX ++=+ ………………….(4.1) 

The measurement output equation is 

)()()( kkk VCXZ +=  ………………………………(4.2) 

In the above equations A, B, C are matrix; k is the time 
index; X is called the state of system; U is known input of 
the system; Z is the measurement value; w and v are 
system noise and measurement noise respectively. Each 
of these quantities is vectors and contains more than one 
element.  

Although the vector X includes all of the information 
about the present state of the system, unfortunately it 
could not be measured directly. However we can use 
available measurement Z to estimate the true state X. 
Then, what criteria should our estimator satisfy? Two 
obvious requirements come to mind. First, we want the 
average value of our state estimate to be equal to the 
average value of the true state. Mathematically, we would 
say that the expected value of the estimate should be 
equal to the expected value of the state. Second, we want 
a state estimate that varies from the true state as little as 
possible. That is, not only do we want the average of the 
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state estimate to be equal to the average of the true state, 
but we also want an estimator that results in the smallest 
possible variation of the state estimate. Mathematically, 
we would say that we want to find the estimator with the 
smallest possible error variance. It so happens that the 
Kalman filter is the estimator that satisfies these two 
criteria. But the Kalman filter solution does not apply 
unless we can satisfy certain assumptions about the noise 
that affects our system. Remember from our system 
model that W is the process noise and V is the 
measurement noise. We have to assume that the average 
value of W is zero and the average value of V is zero. We 
have to further assume that no correlation exists between 
W and V. That is, at any time k, Wk, and Vk are 
independent random variables. Then the noise covariance 
matrices Sw and Sz are defined as:  
Process noise covariance  

[ ]T
kkw WWES = …………………………………(4.3) 

 
Measurement noise covariance  

[ ]T
kkv VVES = ……………………….…………..(4.4) 

where WT and VT indicate the transpose of the W and V 
random noise vectors, and E(•) means the expected value.  
Here we will not retrace the complete Kalman’s 
derivation anymore.  
The three final resulting equations are given as follows: 

[ 1−
+= v

T
k

T
kk SCCPCAPK ] …………………..(4.5) 

)ˆ()ˆ(ˆ
11 kkkkkk XCZKBUXAX −++= ++ …….(4.6) 

T
kv

T
k

T
kw

T
kk ACPSCCPCAPSAAPP 1

1 ][ −
+ +−+=

…………………………………………………...(4.7) 
In the above equations, a “-1”superscript indicates matrix 
inversion and a ”T” superscript indicates matrix 
transposition. The K matrix is called the Kalman gain, 
and the P matrix is called the estimation error covariance. 
The state estimate X̂ equation (4.6) consists of tow parts. 
The first term used to derive the state estimate at time k + 
1 is just A times the state estimate at time k, plus B times 
the known input at time k. This would be the state 
estimate if we didn't have a measurement. The second 
term in the X̂ equation is called the correction term and 
it represents the amount by which to correct the 
propagated state estimate due to our measurement. 
Inspection of the K equation (4.5) shows that if the 
measurement noise is large, Sv will be large, so K will be 
small and we won't give much credibility to the 
measurement Z when computing the next X̂ . On the 
other hand, if the measurement noise is small, Sv will be 
small, so K will be large and we will give a lot of 
credibility to the measurement when computing the next 
X̂ .  

 
4.2 Application of Kalman Filter Predictor in 

Moving Target Tracking and Grasping 
Now consider our moving target tracking system. We 

assumed the trajectory be liner and the object moving in a 
two-dimensional plane with constant velocity. Four 
signals are to be estimated: the position coordinates , 

 and the velocity vector , . The state vector of 

the system, , can be expressed as 

kx

ky kx& ky&

kX

kX = [ ]Tkkxk yyxx && ……………….…….(4.8) 

Under the assumption that the target moves in constant 
velocity, the input acceleration is 0, and then the state 
equations of the signal model are: 

xkkkk wxTxx ++=+ &1 …………………..……….(4.9) 

kk xx && =+1 ………………………………...……..(4.10) 

ykkkk wyTyy ++=+ &1 …………………..……..(4.11) 

kk yy && =+1 ………………………………...……..(4.12) 

Where T is the sampling interval. The noise term 
accounts for deviation from the assumed constant 

velocity trajectory. We can rewrite the linear system 
equations in (4.1)(4.2) as following: 

kw

kkk WX
T

T

X +
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1
………….... …(4.13) 

kkk VXZ +⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

0100
0001

.…..……(4.14) 

Here we suppose the process noise 
=[ ] is a zero-mean, white, 

stationary random variable with 
variance respectively. The measurement noise 

=[ ] also follows the same assumption given 

as variable with variance . Hence the Process 

noise covariance can be simplified as 

kW 00 ykxk ww T

22 , yx σσ

kV ykxk vv
22 , yzxz σσ

[ ]T
kkw WWES = = ………....(4.15) 
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And the measurement noise covariance become 

[ ]T
kkv VVES = = …………………(4.14) 
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With the above signal model and measurement model, we 
can make the three general Kalman Filter equations 
(4.5)(4.6)(4.7) specialize to our practical system. The 
expression as follows: 
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Now it remains only to specify the actual values taken by 
the two noises covariance , and to specify the 
values of the filter’s initial state.  

wS vS

Suppose that the signal estimate at time interval k=2, , 

is computed from the first two measurements  and . 

The two components of signal  can be estimated by 

2X̂

1Z 2Z

2X

22ˆ xZx = ……………………….……..…….. …(4.18) 

TZZx xx /)(ˆ
122 −=& ………………………..…(4.19) 

22ˆ yZy = ……………………………………….(4.20) 

TZZy yy /)(ˆ
122 −=& ……………………...…..(4.21) 

The error on this estimate is calculated to be 
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Due to the velocity is constant, we have 

Twxxxx x /][ 11212 −−== && ………….……..(4.23) 

Twyyyy y /][ 11212 −−== && ……………….(4.24) 

Considering the measurement noise the measurement 
should be 

222 xx vxZ += ……………….……………….(4.25) 

222 yy vyZ += ………………..………………(4.26) 

So the equation 4.22 can be presented as 
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The covariance matrix of the estimate error can be 
gotten as  

2P

[ ][ ] ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

T
XXXXEP 22222
ˆˆ  
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2 6.  Conclusion 
In this research, a virtual model based teleoperation 

system is developed. This experimental system includes a 
GUI in the operator side, which allows operator interact 
with remote robot by sending the control command 
through the virtual model input panel and view the robot 
state from the real time updated Java 3D model.  

 An on-line state estimate system is also explored. This 
paper presents a real time visual feedback tracking system 
to follow a moving target, predict its future position, and 
catch it. By using an optimum Kalman Filter based 
prediction algorithm, we successfully overcome the 
unavoidable time delay and achieve the task.  
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 5. Experiment Investigations and Result 

To demonstrate the maximum permissibility of the 
teleoperating system, a time-limited task is chosen. A 
small ball is used as a target. For verifying the effectivity 
of the prediction system, we make the target move along 
X-axis with a constant velocity. So the Kalman Filter 
prediction system is simplified from 4 states to 2 states, 
they are position and velocity . Before our Kalman 
Filter predictor can be implemented, specific values must 
be assigned to the noise variances , . According 

to a series of tests in using different value of 
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2
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xzσ

xσ , xzσ , 

finally we choose xσ =0.2, xzσ =10. The experiment 
result is showed in following Figure.   
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  In this paper, we use two coordinate systems. One is the 
Earth-fixed coordinate system and the other is the Body-fixed 
coordinate system. Fig.2 shows the relation between each 
coordinate system. In general, linear and angular velocities are 
represented by using Body-fixed coordinate system, but the 
transformation to the Earth-fixed coordinate system is suitable to 
observe the motion of ‘MR-X1’. 
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able to design a controller using LMI for the mathematical 
model of which includes non-linear components. However, both 
Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimal control and LMI cannot solve 
non-linear model. So in order to design a controller using these 
design method, we have to linearize the mathematical model. 
Secondly, the aim of this research is long-distance cruising for 
surge direction. However, moving toward vertical and 
horizontal direction is not the aim but to keep the condition of 
origin vicinity. In short, the role of side and vertical thrusters is to 
reduce the deviation that occurs by moving toward surge 
direction. So we considered that it is sufficiently to be linearlized 
under first-order approximation. And the last reason is that if 
many parameters are existed, “Simultaneous LMIs that depends 
on parameters” can be high-dimensions, and it is difficult to 
solve. As above, we linearized the mathematical model of 
‘MR-X1’ except the speed parameter of surge direction ‘u’. 
Linearized model is represented as follows. 

 

：Position and angle vector with the  
Earth-fixed coordinate system 

：

 n 
：Angular velocity ：Linear velocity 

x 
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)η  ：Velocity transformation matri
.2 Dynamics [5],[9] 
In this section, we derive mathematical model of ‘MR-X1’. 
llowing matrices are derived by numeric calculation or 
periment. This model has been derived as faithful to ‘MR-X1’ 
we could, but it isn’t strictly. However, robust control theory 
s a property that even if the model is different or change from 
l character a little, the system will be able to adopt them. 
erefore, it is considered that this theory can be covered these 
ors. 
The motion of underwater vehicle is represented as the 6DOF 
nlinear equation. In general, its motion can be treated as the 
tion of Rigid-body. We derived the nonlinear equation of 
R-X1’ following the method, which is suggested by Thor I. 
ssen. The nonlinear equation is represented as follows. 
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◯Matrix of coriolis and centripetal terms 
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◯Damping matrix 
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  PD linearized system is represented including only the speed 
parameter of surge direction ‘u’. Thus, the condition, which 
depends on only ‘u’, is constructed. When we make controllable 
matrix using state equation (2.8) to (2.10), it becomes full rank. 
So it is obvious that this system is controllable. Therefore, we‘ll 
be able to solve Riccati equation or inequality, and derive 
positivistic symmetric definite.  
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(2.7) 3.1 Controller Design Strategy using “Simultaneous 

LMIs that depends on parameters” 
  In this section, the control system is designed to control 
‘MR-X1’ moving toward the objective point and stopping at 
that point. If we treat this aim as regulator problem, we can 
design a control system that following the theory of ‘origin 
convergence’. So we design a controller for ‘MR-X1’ that main 
thruster is used for only straight cruising and two side thrusters 
and two vertical thrusters are used for moving to make 
deviations zero from horizontal and vertical direction. 

 
2.4 State Space Representation 

  State equation of ‘MR-X1’ is represented as follow. 

τBxuAx +=
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   The control system is firstly designed using the LQ optimal 
control. Generally, in order to design the LQ optimal control 
system for linear systems, it is necessary to solve the Algebraic 
Riccati equation by using constant matrices A and B in the state 
equation. Since the Riccati equation is solved easily by using 
some computer software, the state feedback control system can 
be obtained easily. In order to apply the LQ control theory for 
‘MR-X1’, we have to fix the cruising speed u. Therefore the 
optimality of the obtained control system is only compensated 
about the one speed. However, the obtained control system does 
not compensate the stability in other speed situations. 
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3 Controller Design for PD Linearized System 
 
  The aim of developing ‘MR-X1’ is to construct the AUV that 
it not only follows the given path but also stops at the objective 
point and keeps the point to investigate, observe and operate. In 
order to realize them, five thrusters, which equipped on 
‘MR-X1’, have to be controlled to be appropriate rotational 
speeds. In order to check the dynamic characteristic of ‘MR-X1’, 
the main thruster was only rotated firstly. Since the displacement 
toward to the heave direction occurred, to keep constant altitude, 
two vertical thrusters have to be rotated. However, vertical 
thrusters set up by heaving the inclination from the 
perpendicular. If these thrusters are rotated, ‘MR-X1’ not only 
moves the vertical direction but also changes the horizontal 
direction. Therefore, in the case of cruising ‘MR-X1’ with the 
constant altitude, these five thrusters have to be controlled 
appropriately. The present paper considers the controller design 
problem for ‘MR-X1’ to make it go straight on surge direction, 
and stop at the objective point with the constant altitude. And we 
design a control system to adopt the variation of the speed for 
the surge direction. 

  In order to solve this problem, we propose a new design 
method by using LMI, which correspond to the Riccati 
inequality. The algorithm to solve LMI has a property that can 
solve some number of LMIs simultaneously. By applying this 
property, it is considered that we can obtain the solution that 
satisfies the LMI condition under several speeds. 
  The LMI that corresponds to Riccati inequality in LQ optimal 
control on state equation is represented as (3.1). 
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  Speed parameter ‘u’ is given a
“Simultaneous LMIs that depends 
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(3.2) 

ppropriately. By solving 
on parameters”, we can 
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  The movement from the initial position to the objective point 
occurs the velocity consequently, so the control system of 0[m/s] 
cannot compensate the stability at the speed occurring, and 
‘MR-X1’ tends to diverge like Fig.3 and Fig.4. 

obtain one solution. The control input is represented as (3.2). 
The solution X satisfies LMI conditions on all speed parameters. 
This means that the obtained control system compensates the 
stability for all speed situations, which substitute for parameters. 
For LQ optimal control systems, two types of controllers were 
designed. One is the optimal gain for the surge speed 0[m/s] 
(Case1), and another is for 0.3[m/s] (Case2). The speed of 
0[m/s] corresponds to keeping the objective point. The speed 
0.3[m/s] is the middle speed of ‘MR-X1’ since the maximum 
speed of ‘MR-X1’ is about 0.6[m/s]. On the other hand, for 
“Simultaneous LMIs that depends on parameters”, we set the 
range of speed parameter between 0[m/s] and 0.7[m/s] (Case3). 
0.7[m/s] is covered the maximum speed of ‘MR-X1’. 

 
 
○Case 2 

 

3.2 Numerical Examples  

 Table 2 Requirements of simulations 

Simulation time 300[sec] 
Initial position [-100(m), 10(m), 10(m)] 
Target point [0(m), 0(m), 0(m)] 

 Fig.5 Variation in linear velocity with transition of the time 

 

 

 
○Case 1 

Starting point 

Target point 

Ending point 

 

 Fig.6 Displacement of ‘MR-X1’ in 3-D visualization 

 
 

 Fig.3 Variation in linear velocity with transition of the time    ‘MR-X1’ does not always cruise with the constant speed. 
Therefore, when speed changing occurs, the optimal gain will 
fluctuate in each case, and if we use the control system that 
derived under one fixed speed like this simulation, the obtained 
control system cannot compensate the stability at other speed 
situations, ‘MR-X1’ tends to diverge like Fig.5 and Fig.6. 

 

 

Ending point 

Starting point 

Target point 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Fig.4 Displacement of ‘MR-X1’ in 3-D visualization  
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○Case 3 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  While ‘MR-X1’ cruises st
deflections of Y-axis and Z-a
X-axis. The speed of ‘MR-X
and when ‘MR-X1’ comes 
reduced and became 0[m/s
system can control ‘MR-X1’
distance from target point. S
has effective property for de
 
4 Conclusions 
 
  In this paper, the math
Underwater Vehicle named 
JAMSTEC, was derived. A
of ‘MR-X1’, which has nat
mathematical model in orde
the aim on autonomous trac
objective point, and for this 
which was applied LQ o

controller designing method “Simultaneous LMIs that depends 
on parameters”. As the result, this new method made it possible 
to design a control system that corresponds to speed changing. 
This method has more effective performance than LQ optimal 
control system.  

This research is the one that it proves the breadth of 
robustness in the case of using LMI method about AUV. This 
time, the aim was set as position control, and on that basis, the 
reality about this aim was suggested. Furthermore, we’ll be able 
to confirmed sufficient controllability even if we linearized the 
model extremely, so it is considered that the system will be able 
to absorb little model error. Fig.7 Variation in linear velocity with transition of the time
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Abstract

This paper introduces a three-dimensional synchro-
nized alternating Turing machine (3-SATM), and in-
vestigates fundamental properties of 3-SATM ′s whose
input tapes are restricted to cubic ones. The main top-
ics of this paper are: (1) a relationship between the
accepting powers of 3-SATM ′s and three-dimensional
alternating Turing machines with small space bounds,
(2) a relationship between the accepting powers of
five-way and six-way 3-SATM ′s, (3) a relationship be-
tween the accepting powers of 3-SATM ′s and three-
dimensional nondeterministic Turing machines.

Key Words: three-dimensional Turing machine, al-
ternation, synchronization

1 Introduction and preliminaries

Synchronized alternating Turing machines were in-
troduced in [2] to study the effect of allowing processes
of an alternating Turing machine to communicate via
synchronization. Informally, a synchronized alternat-
ing machine is an alternating machine with a special
subset of internal states called synchronizing states.
Each of these synchronizing states is associated with
a synchronizing symbol. If, during the course of com-
putation, some process enters a synchronizing state,
then it has to wait until all other processes enter ei-
ther an accepting state or a synchronizing state with
the same synchronizing symbol. When this happens,
all processes are allows to continue their computation;
otherwise, the machine is said to have a deadlock. A
computation is successful if no deadlocks occur and all
processes terminate in accepting states. It turns out
that synchronization significantly increases the com-
putaional power of alternating Turing machines.

On the other hand, recently, due to the advances
in many application areas such as computer vision,
robotics, and so forth, it has become increasingly ap-
parent that the study of three-dimensional pattern
processing has been of crucial importance. Thus, the
research of three-dimensional automata as a computa-
tional model of three-dimensional pattern processing
has also been meaningful. From this viewpoint, we

introduced three-dimensional alternating Turing ma-
chine [5].

In this paper, we continue the investigations about
three-dimensional alternating Turing machines, in-
troduce a three-dimensional synchronized alternating
Turing machine (3-SATM), and investigate funda-
mental properties of 3-SATM ′s whose input tapes are
restricted to cubic ones.

Let Σ be a finite set of symbols. A three-
dimensional input tape over Σ is a three-dimensional
rectangular array of elements of Σ. The set of all the
three-dimensional input tapes over Σ is denoted by
Σ(3). Given an input tape x ∈ Σ(3), for each j (1 ≤ j ≤
3), we let lj(x) be the length of x along the jth axis.
The set of all x ∈ Σ(3) with l1(x) = m1,l2(x) = m2 and
l3(x)=m3 is denoted by Σ(m1,m2,m3). If 1 ≤ ij ≤ lj(x)
for each j (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), let x(i1, i2, i3) denote the sym-
bol in x with coordinates (i1, i2, i3). Furthermore, we
define x[(i1, i2, i3),(i′1, i

′
2, i

′
3)], when 1 ≤ ij ≤ i′j ≤ lj(x)

for each integer j (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), as the three-dimensional
input tape y satisfying the following;

(1) for each j (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), lj(y) = i′j − ij + 1;
(2) for each r1, r2, r3 (1 ≤ r1 ≤ l1(y), 1 ≤ r2 ≤

l2(y), 1 ≤ r3 ≤ l3(y)), y (r1, r2, r3) = x (r1 + i1 − 1,
r2 + i2−1, r3 + i3−1). (We call x[(i1, i2, i3),(i′1, i

′
2, i

′
3)]

the [(i1, i2, i3),(i′1,i
′
2, i

′
3)] segment of x.)

We now introduce a three-dimensional synchronized
alternating Turing machine. A three-dimensional syn-
chronized alternating Turing machine (denoted by
3-SATM) is a 10-tuple M = (Q, q0, U , E, S, F , Σ,
Π, Γ, δ), where

(1) Q = U ∪ E ∪ S is a finite set of states,
(2) q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
(3) U is the set of universal states,
(4) E is the set of existential states,
(5) S ⊆ {(q, s) : q ∈ U ∪ E, s ∈ Π} is the set of

synchronizing states (s-states),
(6) F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states,
(7) Σ is a finite input alphabet (# /∈ Σ is the bound-

ary symbol),
(8) Π is a finite alphabet of synchronizing symbols,
(9) Γ is a finite storage tape alphabet containing the

special blank symbol B,
(10) δ ⊆ (Q × (Σ ∪ {#}) × Γ) × (Q× (Γ −

{B}) × {east,west,south,north,top,down,no move} ×
{left,right,no move}) is the next move relation.
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As shown in Fig.1, M has a read-only cubic in-
put tape with boundary symbols #’s (# /∈ Σ) and
one semi-infinite storage tape, initially filled with the
blank symbols. M begins in state q0. A position is
assigned to each cell of the input tape and the storage
tape, as shown in Fig.1. A step of M consists of read-
ing one symbol from each tape, writing a symbol on
the storage tape, moving the input and storage tape
heads in specified directions, and entering a new state,
according to the next move relation δ. When a process
P enters a synchronizing state, it stops and waits until
all the parallel processes either enter the states with
the same synchronizing element or stop in accepting
states.

An instantaneous description (ID) of a 3-SATM
M = (Q, q0, U , E, S, F , Σ, Π, Γ, δ) is a pair of an
element of Σ(3) and an element of

CM = (N ∪ {0}3)× SM , SM = Q× (Γ− {B})∗ ×N,

where N denotes the set of all positive integers. The
first component of an ID I = (x, ((i1, i2, i3), (q, α, k)))
represents the input to M , and the first component
(i1, i2, i3) of the second component of I represents the
input head position (0 ≤ i1 ≤ l1(x) + 1, 0 ≤ i2 ≤
l2(x)+1, 0 ≤ i3 ≤ l3(x)+1), and the second component
(q, α, k) of the second component of I represents the
state of the finite control, nonblank contents of the
storage tape, and the storage head position (1 ≤ k ≤
|α| + 1). An element of CM is called a configuration
of M , and an element of SM is called a storage state
of M .

An ID is universal (existential, synchronizing, ac-
cepting) depending on the type of the state of the
finite control. The initial ID of M on input x is
IM (x) = (x, ((1, 1, 1), (q0, ε, 1))), where ε is the null
word.

Suppose I1 and I2 are two ID′s of M and I2 fol-
lows from I1 in one step according to the next move
relation δ. Then we write I1 `M I2 and say that I2 is
a successor of I1. The reflexive and transive closure
of `M is denoted by `∗M .

A sequence of ID′s of M , I0, I1, · · · , Im(m ≥ 0), is
called a sequential computation of M if I0 `M I1 `M

· · · `M IM . If I0 = IM (x) for some x, we call this
sequence a computation path of M on x.

The full computation tree of M on an input tape x
is a (possibly infinite) labeled tree `M

x such that
(1) each node v is labeled by some ID Iv of M ,
(2) the root is labeled by IM (x),
(3) v2 is a direct descendant of v1 iff Iv1 `M Iv2 .
(Each branch of `M

x is called a process.)
The synchronizing sequence (s-sequence) of a node

v in a full computation tree T with root v0 is the se-
quence of synchronizing symbols occuring in labels of
the nodes on the path from v0 to v. Two s-sequences
are compatible if one is a prefix of the other. If s1 and

Fig. 1: Three-dimensional synchronized alternating
Turing machine.

s2 are two compatible s-sequences, and s2 is longer
than s1, then we use s2−s1 to denote their difference.

A computation tree of M on an input x is a (possibly
infinite) subtree T ′ of the full computation tree TM

x

satisfying the following conditions:
(1) if u is an internal (non-leaf) node of the tree

T ′, Iu is universal and {I | Iu `M I} = {I1, · · · , Im},
then u has exactly m children v1, · · · , vm, such that
Ivi

= Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
(2) if u is an internal node of the tree and Iu is

existential, then u has exactly one chiled v such that
Iu ` Iv,

(3) For arbitrary nodes u and v of T ′, the s-
sequences of u and v are compatible.

If M on input x has no computation trees, then any
subtree of TM

x that satisfies the first two conditions
above must have two processes with incompatible s-
sequences. In this case, we say M deadlocks on x.
The two processes with incompatible s-sequences are
called deadlock processes and the nonmatching s-states
causing the deadlock are called deadlock states.

The longest synchronizing sequence of a node in
the computation tree T is called the synchronizing se-
quence of the computation tree T .

An accepting computation tree of M on an input x
is a finite computation tree of M on x such that each
leaf node is labeled by an accepting ID. We say that
M accepts x if there is an accepting computation tree
of M on x. Let T (M) = {x ∈ Σ(3) | M accepts x}.

We next introduce a five-way three-dimensional
synchronized alternating Turing machine which can
be considered as a synchronized version of five-way
three-dimensional alternating Turing machine [5].

A five-way three-dimensional synchronized alternat-
ing Turing machine (denoted by FV 3-SATM) is a
3-SATM M = (Q, q0, U,E, S, F, Σ,Π, Γ, δ), such that
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δ ⊆ (Q× (Σ ∪ {#})× Γ)× (Q× Γ− {B})× {east,
west, south, north, down, no move} × {left,right, no
move}).

That is, a FV 3-SATM is a 3-SAT M whose input
head can move east, west, south, north, or down, but
not up.

Let L(m) : N → N be a function with one vari-
able m. With each 3-SATM (or FV 3-SATM) M we
assosiate a space complexity function SPACE which
takes ID′s to natural numbers. That is, for each ID
I = (x, ((i1, i2, i3), (q, α, k))), let SPACE(I) be the
length of α. We say that M is “L(m) space-bounded” if
for all m and for all x with l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = m,
if x is accepted by M , then there is an accepting om-
putation tree of M on input x such that for each
node π of the tree, SPACE (I(π)) ≤ L(m). By “3-
SATM(L(m))” (“FV 3-SATM(L(m))”) we denote an
L(m) space-bounded 3-SATM (FV 3-SATM) whose
input tapes are restricted to cubic ones.

Three-dimensional alternating Turing machines
(3-ATM ′s and five-way three-dimensional alternat-
ing Turing machines (FV 3-ATM ′s) in [4] are
3-SATM ′s and FV 3-SATM ′s, respectively, which
have no synchronizing states. We use 3-SUTM
(FV 3-SUTM , 3-UTM , FV 3-UTM) to denote a 3-
SATM (FV 3-SATM , 3-ATM , FV 3-ATM) which
has no existential states. By 3-ATM(L(m)) (FV 3-
ATM(L(m)), 3-SUTM(L(m)), FV 3-SUTM(L(m)),
3-UTM(L(m)), FV 3-UTM(L(m))), we denote an
L(m) space-bounded 3-ATM (FV 3-ATM , 3-SUTM ,
FV 3-SUTM , 3-UTM , FV 3-UTM).

A three-dimensional deterministic Turing machine
(3-DTM) (five-way three-dimensional deterministic
Turing machine (FV 3-DTM)) is a 3-ATM (FV 3-
ATM) whose ID′s each have at most one successor,
and a three-dimensional nondeterministic Turing ma-
chine (3-NTM) (five-way three-dimensional nondeter-
ministic Turing machine (FV 3-NTM)) is a 3-ATM
which has no universal states. We denote an L(m)
space-bounded 3-DTM(3-NTM , FV 3-DTM , FV 3-
NTM) by 3-DTM(L(m)) (3-NTM(L(m)), FV 3-
DTM(L(m)), FV 3-NTM(L(m))). We use 3-
SAFA (FV 3-SAFA, 3-AFA, FV 3-AFA, 3-NFA,
FV 3-NFA, 3-DFA,FV 3-DFA) to denote a three-
dimensional synchronized alternating finite automa-
ton (five-way three-dimensional synchronized alternat-
ing finite automaton, three-dimensional alternating fi-
nite automaton, five-way three-dimensional alternaing
finite automaton, three-dimensional nondeterministic
finite automaton, five-way three-dimensional nonde-
terministic finite automaton, three-dimensional deter-
minnistic finite automaton, five-way three-dimensional
deterministic finite automaton). That is, a 3-SAFA
(FV 3-SAFA, 3-AFA, FV 3-AFA, 3-NFA, FV 3-
NFA, 3-DFA, FV 3-DFA) is a 3-SATM (FV 3-
SATM , 3-ATM , FV 3-ATM , 3-NTM , FV 3-NTM ,
3-DTM , FV 3-DTM) which doesn’t have storage

tape. Similarly, we use 3-SUFA (FV 3-SUFA, 3-
UFA, FV 3-UFA) to denote a 3-SUTM (FV 3-
SUTM , 3-UTM , FV 3-UTM) which doesn’t have the
storage tape. Furthermore, for any integer k ≥ 1, 3-
SATM(L(m))[k] is used to denote a 3-SATM(L(m))
such that any computation tree of M on any input
x has at most k leaves. FV 3-SATM(L(m))[k], 3-
SUTM(L(m))[k], · · · , 3-SAFA(L(m))[k], etc. have
the similar meaning. For any integer k ≥ 1, 3-
NFA(k-heads) (3-DFA(k-heads)) is used to denote
a 3-NFA (3-DFA) which has k input heads. For any
machine class C, let

L [C] = { T | T = T (M) for some M in C }
Thus, for example, L[3-SATM(L(m))] denotes the

class of sets accepted by 3-SATM(L(m))′s.

2 Synchronization versus non-synchro-
nization

This section investigates a relationship between the
accepting powers of 3-ATM ′s and 3-SATM ′s.
Lemma 3.1. Let T1 = {x ∈ {0, 1}2m×2m×2m | m ≥ 1
& x[(1, 1, 1), (2m, 2m,m)] = x[(1, 1,m + 1), (2m, 2m,
2m)]}. Then,

(1) T1 ∈ L[FV 3-SUFA[2]], and
(2) T1 /∈L[3-ATM(L(m))] for any L : N→N such

that L(m) = o(log m).
Proof: (1) We can construct an FV 3-SUFA[2] M
accepting T1 as follows: Given x with l1(x) = l2(x) =
l3(x) = 2m (m ≥ 1), starting on position (1,1,1) of
x, M first splits universally into two processes p1 and
p2. Process p2 moves its head to (1, 1,m+1) and then
synchronizes with process p1 to compare x(i1, i2, i3)
and x(i1, i2, i3+m) for each i1, i2, i3 (1 ≤ i1 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤
i2 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤ i3 ≤ m). M accepts x iff x(i1, i2, i3) =
x(i1, i2, i3 + m) for each i1, i2, i3 (1 ≤ i1 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤
i2 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤ i3 ≤ m).

(2) This proof is the same as that of Theorem 1 in
[4].

From this lemma, we have
Theorem 2.1. For any function L(m) = o(log m),
(1) L[FV 3-UTM(L(m))] ( L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))],
(2) L[FV 3-ATM(L(m))] ( L[FV 3-SATM(L(m))],
(3) L[3-UTM(L(m))] ( L[3-SUTM(L(m))], and
(4) L[3-ATM(L(m))] ( L[3-SATM(L(m))]
Corollary 2.1.
(1) L[FV 3-UFA] ( L[FV 3-SUFA],
(2) L[FV 3-AFA] ( L[FV 3-SAFA],
(3) L[3-UFA] ( L[3-SUFA], and
(4) L[3-AFA] ( L[3-SAFA]
Theorem 2.2. For any function L(m) ≥ log m,
L[3-SUTM(L(m))] = L[3-UTM(L(m))].

Proof: Given a 3-SUTM(L(m)) M where L(m) ≥
log m, we construct a 3-UTM(L(m)) M ′ to accept the
same set as follows. On input x of side-length m ≥ 1,
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M ′ simulates each process of M with a process of its
own. When some process p of M enters an s-state, the
corresponding process p′ of M ′ spawns off a process c
whose worktape contains the s-symbol associated with
the s-state and the number of s-states p has entered
so far. Since each process makes at most dL(m) moves
(d is a constant), and L(m) ≥ log m, there is enough
space to store them. Process c restars the computa-
tion of M on x and verifies that the corresponding s-
symbols in other processes match with the one stored
on its worktape. If a discrepancy occurs, M ′ rejects.
It is easy to see that M and M ′ accept the same set.

By using a technique similar to that in the proof of
Theorem 2.2, we have
Theorem 2.3. For any function L(m) ≥ log m,
L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] = L[FV 3-UTM(L(m))].

3 Five-way versus six-way

This section investigates a relationship between the
accepting powers of five-way and six-way synchronized
machines.

It is shown in [3] that three-way two-dimensional
synchronized alternating Turing machine are equiva-
lent to two-dimensional synchronized alternating Tur-
ing machines. By using the same idea as in the proof
of this fact, we can easily show that the following the-
orem holds.
Theorem 3.1. For any function L : N → N,

L[FV 3-SATM(L(m))] = L[3-SATM(L(m))].

Below,we investigate a difference betwecn the ac-
cepting powers of space-bounded 3-SUTM ′s and
FV 3-SUTM ′s.
Lemma 3.1. Let T2 ={x∈{0, 1}m×m×m | m ≥ 2, &
x[(1, 1, 1), (m, m, 1)] 6= x[(1, 1, 2), (m,m, 2)] & x[(1, 1,
3), (m,m, 3)] ∈ {0}(3)}. Then,

(1) T2 ∈ L[3-DFA](= L[3-SUTM(0)[1]]), and
(2) T2 /∈ L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] for any L : N →

N such that L(m) = o(m2).
Proof: (1) We can construct a 3-DFA M accept-
ing T2 as follows: Given x with l1(x) = l2(x) =
l3(x) = m (m ≥ 2), starting on position (1,1,1) of
x, M first checks that x[(1, 1, 3), (m,m, 3)] ∈ {0}(3).
Then, M repeats the following process from j = 1 to
m; M records the input symbol x[(1, 1, 1), (m, m, 1)]
in the finite control and checks that two symbols
x[(1, 1, 1), (m, m, 1)] 6= x[(1, 1, 2), (m,m, 2)]. If so, M
enters an accepting state. It is clear that T (M) = T2.

(2) Suppose that there exists a FV 3-SUTM(L(m))
M accepting T2, where L(m) = o(m). By using the
technique of counting argument[3,4], we can get the
desired result. ¤
Lemma 3.2. Let T3 ={x∈{0, 1}2m×2m×2m | m ≥ 1
& x[(1, 1, 1), (2m, 2m,m)] 6= x[(1, 1,m + 1), (2m, 2m,
2m)]}. Then,

(1) T3 ∈ L[3-DTM(log m)] (= L[3-SUTM(log m)
[1]]), and

(2) T3 /∈ L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] for any L : N →
N such that L(m) = o(m3).
Proof: (1) We can construct a 3-DTM(log m) M ac-
cepting T3 as follows: Given x with l1(x) = l2(x) =
l3(x) = 2m (m ≥ 1), starting on position (1,1,1) of
x for all i1,i2,i3 (1 ≤ i1 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤ i2 ≤ 2m, 1 ≤
i3 ≤ m), M repeats the following process; M records
the input symbol x (i1,i2,i3) in the finite control and
checks that two symbols x(i1, i2.i3) 6= x(i1, i2, i3 +m).
(This can be easily done by using log m cells of the
storage tape.) If so, M and enters an accepting state.
It is clear that T (M) = T3.

(2) The idea is almost the same as in the proof of
Lemma 3.1 (2). ¤

From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we can get the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let L : N → N be a function such
that (i) L(m) = o(m2), or (ii) L(m) ≥ log m and
L(m) = o(m3). Then,

L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] ( L[3-SUTM(L(m))].

Corollary 3.1. L[FV 3-SUFA] ( L[3-SUFA].
lt is easy to show that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.3. For any function L(m) ≥ m3,

L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] = L[3-SUTM(L(m))].

4 Nondeterminism versus synchroniz-
ed alternation

This section investigates a relationship between the
accepting powers of three-dimensional synchronized
alternating machines and three-dimensional nondeter-
ministic machines.

Let f : N → N be a function. The function f is said
to be three-dimensionally fully space constructible if
there is a 3-DTM which for any input tape x with
l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = m (m ≥ 1) makes use of
exactly f(n) cells of the storage tape and halts.
Theorem 4.1. For any function L(m) ≥ log m,

L[3-SATM(L(m))] = Uc≥0L[3-NTM(m3cL(m))].

Proof: We first show that L[3-SATM(L(m))] ⊆
Uc>0L[3-NTM(m3cL(m))]. Given a 3-SATM(L(m))
M , we can construct a 3-NTM(m3cL(m)) M ′ to sim-
ulate M by doing a breadth-first-like traversal of the
computation tree of M on input x of side-length m.
Each process of M is simulated until it enters an s-
state; M ′ will compare the corresponding s-states to
make sure that no deadlock occurs before continuing
the simulation. Since there are at most m3dL(m) dis-
tinct configurations of M on an input x of side-length
m, M ′ needs at most m3eL(m) space, for some con-
stants d and e, at any time to maintain the current
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ID′s of all processes of M on x. Then on any input
x of side-length m, M uses at most L(m) space iff M ′

uses at most m3eL(m) space.
On the other hand, by using same idea de-

scribed in Lemma 3.4 in [1], we can show that⋃
c≥0 L[3-NTM(m3cL(m))] ⊆ L[3-SATM(L(m))]. ¤

Theorem 4.2. For any integer k ≥ 1,
(1) L[3-SAFA[k]] = L[3-NFA(k-heads)], and
(2) L[FV 3-SAFA[k]] = L[3-NFA(k-heads)]

Proof: We only prove (1). Given a 3-NFA(k -heads)
M where k ≥ 1, we can construct a 3-SAFA[k] M ′.
Let H1,H2, · · · ,Hk denote the input heads of M .
These heads are simulated by a single input head of
3-SAFA[k] M ′ in the following way. The computation
of M ′ branches from the initial configuration in a uni-
versal manner into k processes. Note that, the initial
configuration is the only universal configuration which
occurs in the computation. The states of M ′ (in all
processes of M ′) store the simulated state of M . If the
stored state is an accepting (rejecting) state, then the
state of M is also an accepting (rejecting) one. In the
ith process, for any i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), the input head of
M ′ is at the same position as Hi.

One step of M is simulated by two steps of M ′. Be-
sides the state of M the symbols scanned by all heads
of M have to be known to M ′. Every process in the
computation of M ′ has only a part of the necessary
information. The processes can share this information
via the synchronization. The synchronizing element
consists of k components and represents the symbols
scanned by the input heads of M . The ith process,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, sets the ith component according to
the symbol scanned by the input head of M ′. The
other components are set nondeterministically. The
synchronization is successful only in the case when ev-
ery process has correctly guessed the remaining com-
ponents.

The next synchronization is necessary because of
nondeterminism. One configuration of M has sev-
eral potential successors. All of the processes of M ′

must agree on the next step of M (they must sim-
ulate the same successor of the currently simulated
configuration). The synchronizing element represents
the new state of M and the actions of the heads of
M . The successful synchronization means that all pro-
cesses choose the same element of the next move rela-
tion of M . After that, M ′ moves its heads and enters
a new state in accordance with the synchronizing ele-
ment (i.e., in the ith process (for 1 ≤ i ≤ k), M ′ moves
by its input head like M by Hi). It will be obvious
that M ′ can simulate M .

Conversely, given a 3-SAFA[k] M , we can con-
struct a 3-NFA(k-heads) M ′ such that T (M) =
T (M ′). The proof is omitted here. ¤

We next investigate a relationship betwen the ac-
cepting powers of five-way nondeterministic machines
and five-way synchronized machines with only univer-

sal states.
Theorem 4.3.
(1) L[FV 3-SUFA[2]]− L[FV 3-NTM(o(m3)] 6= φ,
(2) L[FV 3-NFA]−L[FV 3-SUTM(o(m2))] 6= φ, and
(3) L[FV 3-NTM(log m)]−L[FV 3-SUTM(o(m3)] 6=φ.
Proof: (1) Let T1 be the set described in Lemma 2.1.
By using the technique of counting argument, we can
show that T1 /∈ L[FV 3-NTM(o(m3))]. (1) follows
from this fact and Lemma 2.1 (1).

(2) Let T2 be the set of described in Lemma 3.1.
It is easy to see that T2 ∈ L[FV 3-NFA]. (2) follows
from this fact and Lemma 3.1 (2).

(3) Let T3 be the set of described in Lemma 3.2.
It is easy to see that T3 ∈ L[FV 3-NTM(log m)]. (3)
follows from this fact and Lemma 3.2 (2). ¤
Corollary 4.1. For any function L(m) = o(m3),
L[FV 3-SUTM(L(m))] and L[FV 3-NTM(L(m))] are
incomparable.

5 Conclusions

In this section, we conclude this paper by giving
two open problems.

(1) For any function L(m) ≥ log m, L[3-ATM(L(m
))] ( L[3-SATM(L(m))] ? and L[FV 3-ATM(L(m))]
( L[FV 3-SATM(L(m))] ?

(2) For any integer k ≥ 1, L[3-SUFA[k]] ( L[3-SU
FA[k + 1]] ? and L[FV 3-SUFA[k]] ( L[FV 3-SUFA[
k + 1]] ?
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Abstract
Recently, due to the advances in computer ani-

mation, motion image processing, and so on, it is
very useful for analyzing computational complexity of
multi-dimensional information processing to explicate
the properties of four-dimensional automata. From
this point of view, we first introduced four-dimensional
alternating Turing machines 4-ATM’s in [5]. In this
paper, we continue the investigations about 4-ATM’s,
and maily investigate leaf-size bounded computation
of 4-ATM’s. Basically, the ‘leaf-size’ is the minimum
number of leaves of some accepting computation trees
of alternating Turing machines. Leaf-size, in a sense,
reflects the minimum number of processors that run
in parallel in accepting a given input.

KeyWords : alternation, configuration, four-dimen-
sional input tape, space bound, Turing machine, leaf-
size.

1 Introduction and Preliminaries

Blum et al. first proposed two-dimensional au-
tomata, and investigated their pattern recognition
abilities in 1967 [1]. Since then, many researchers in
this field have been investigating a lot of properties
about automata on two- or three-dimensional tapes.
In 1976, Chandra et al. introduced the concept of
‘alternation’ as a theoretical model of parallel compu-
tation [2]. After that, Inoue et al. introduced two-
dimensional alternating Turing machines as a gener-
alization of two-dimensional nondeterministic Turing
machines and as a mechanism to model parallel com-
putation [4]. Moreover, Sakamoto et al. presented
three-dimensional alternating Turing machines in [6].

On the other hand, recently, due to the advances
in many application areas such as computer anima-
tion, motion image processing, and so forth, it has
become increasingly apparent that the study of four-
dimensional pattern processing, i.e., three-dimensional
automata with the time axis should be of crucial im-
portance. Thus, we think that it is very useful for an-

alyzing computation of four-dimensional pattern pro-
cessing to explicate the properties of four-dimensional
automata. From this viewpoint, we introduced some
four-dimensional automata[5,8].

In this paper, we continue the investigations about
four-dimensional alternating Turing machines[5], and
mainly investigate fundamental properties of leaf-
size bounded four-dimensional alternating Turing ma-
chines which each sidelength of each input tape is
equivalent. Leaf-size bounded computation was intro-
duced as a simple, natural new complexity measure for
alternating Turing machines[4]. Basically, the ‘leaf-
size’ (or ‘blanching’) is the minimum number of leaves
of some accepting computation trees of processors that
run in parallel in accepting a given input.

Let Σ be a finite set of symbols. A four-dimensional
input tape over Σ is a four-dimensional rectangular
array of elements of Σ. The set of all the four-
dimensional input tapes over Σ is denoted by Σ(4).
Given an input tape x ∈ Σ(4), for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4),
we let lj(x) be the length of x along the jth axis. The
set of all x ∈ Σ(4) with l1(x) = m1, l2(x) = m2, l3(x)
= m3, and l4(x) = m4 is denoted by Σ(m1,m2,m3,m4).
If 1 ≤ ij ≤ lj(x) for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4), let x(i1, i2, i3,
i4) denote the symbol in x with coordinates (i1, i2, i3,
i4). Furthermore, we define x [(i1, i2, i3, i4), (i′1, i′2,
i′3, i′4)], when 1 ≤ ij ≤ i′j ≤ lj(x) for each integer j(1 ≤
j ≤ 4), as the four-dimensional input tape y satisfying
the following:

(i) for each j(1 ≤ j ≤ 4), lj(y) = i′j − ij + 1;

(ii) for each r1, r2, r3, r4 (1 ≤ r1 ≤ l1(y), 1 ≤ r2 ≤
l2(y), 1 ≤ r3 ≤ l3(y), 1 ≤ r4 ≤ l4(y)), y(r1, r2,
r3, r4) = x(r1 + i1 − 1, r2 + i2 − 1, r3 + i3 − 1,
r4 + i4 − 1).

As usual, a four-dimensional input tape x over Σ
is surrounded by the boundary symbols #’s (# /∈ Σ).
Furthermore, four-dimensional tape is the sequence of
three-dimensional rectangular arrays along the time
axis. By Cubex(i) (i ≥ 1), we denote the ith three-
dimensional rectanglar array along the time axis in x
∈ Σ(4) which each sidelength is equivalent.
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We now recall the definition of a four-dimensional
alternating Turing machine (4-ATM), which can
be considered as an alternating version of a four-
dimensional Turing machine (4-TM) [5].

4-ATM M is defined by the 7-tuple

M = (Q, q0, U ,F , Σ, Γ, δ), where

(1) Q is a finite set of states;
(2) q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
(3) U ⊆ Q is the set of universal states;
(4) F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states;
(5) Σ is a finite input alphabet (# /∈ Σ is the boundary
symbol);
(6) Γ is a finite storage-tape alphabet (B ∈ Γ is the
blank symbol), and
(7) δ ⊆ (Q × (Σ ∪ {#}) × Γ) × (Q × (Γ − {B})
× {east, west, south, north, up, down, future, past,
no move} × {right, left, no move}) is the next-move
relation.

A state q in Q − U is said to be existential. As
shown in Fig. 1, the machine M has a read-only four-
dimensional input tape with boundary symbols #’s
and one semi-infinite storage tape, initially blank. Of
course, M has a finite control, an input head, and a
storage-tape head. A position is assigned to each cell
of the read-only input tape and to each cell of the
storage tape, as shown in Fig. 1. The step of M is
similar to that of a two- or three-dimensional Turing
machine, except that the input head of M can move
in eight directions. We say that M accepts the tape
x if it eventually enters an accepting state. Note that
the machine cannot write the blank symbol. If the
input head falls off the input tape, or if the storage
head falls off the storage tape (by moving left), then
the machine M can make no further move.

A seven-way four-dimensional alternating Turing
machine (SV 4-ATM) is a 4-ATM whose input head
can move in seven directions – east, west, south,
north, up, down, or future, and an alternating ver-
sion of a seven-way four-dimensional Turing machine
(SV 4-TM).

Let L(m): N → R be a function with one variable
m, where N is the set of all positive integers and R
is the set of all nonnegative real numbers. With each
4-ATM (or SV 4-ATM) M we associate a space com-
plexity function SPACE that takes configurations to
natural numbers. That is, for each configuration c =
(x, (i1, i2, i3, i4), (q, α, j)), let SPACE(c) = |α|. M
is said to be L(m) space-bounded if for each m ≥ 1
and for each x with l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) =
m, if x is accepted by M , then there is an accepting
computation tree of M on input x such that for each
node v of the tree, SPACE(L(v)) ≤ dL(m)e1. We

1dre means the smallest integer greater than or equal to r.

north south

west

east

up

down

m

m

m

m

M

storage-tape head

finite control

input head

storage tape

four-dimensional

input tape

past future

the 2nd axis

the 1st axis

the 3rd axis

the 4th axis

Fig. 1: Four-dimensional alternating Turing machine.

denote an L(m) space-bounded 4-ATM (SV 4-ATM)
by 4-ATM (L(m)) [SV 4-ATM (L(m))].

A 4-ATM(0) [SV 4-ATM(0)] is called a four-
dimensional alternating finite automaton (seven-way
four-dimensional alternating finite automaton), which
can be considered as an alternating version of a four-
dimensional finite automaton (4-FA) (seven-way four-
dimensional finite automaton (SV 4-FA)), and is de-
noted by 4-AFA (SV 4-AFA).

In order to distinguish among determinism, non-
determinism, and alternation, we denote a determin-
istic 3-TM [nondeterministic four-dimensional Tur-
ing machine (4-TM), deterministic seven-way four-
dimensional Turing machine (SV 4-TM), nondeter-
ministic SV 4-TM , deterministic 4-TM (L(m)), non-
deterministic 4-TM (L(m)), deterministic SV 4-TM
(L(m)), nondeterministic SV 4-TM (L(m)), deter-
ministic 4-FA, nondeterministic 4-FA, determinis-
tic SV 4-FA, nondeterministic SV 4-FA] by 4-DTM
[4-NTM , SV 4-DTM , SV 4-NTM , 4-DTM (L(m)),
4-NTM (L(m)), SV 4-DTM (L(m)), SV 4-NTM
(L(m)), 4-DFA, 4-NFA, SV 4-DFA, SV 4-NFA].

Let M be an automaton on a three-dimensional
tape. We denote by T (M) the set of all three-
dimensional tapes accepted by M . As usual, for each
X ∈ {D, N , A}, we denote, for example, by £[3-
XTM ] the class of sets of all the four-dimensional
tapes accepted by 4-XTM ’s. That is, £[4-XTM ]
= {T | T = T (M) for some 4-XTM M}. £[SV 4-
XTM ], £[4-XTM (L(m))], £[SV 4-XTM (L(m))],
£[4-XFA], and £[SV 4-XFA] also have analogous
meanings.

2 Results

Definition 2.1. Let L(m): N → R be a function.
For each tree t, let LEAF (t) denote the leaf-size of
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t (i.e., the number of leaves of t). We say that a 4-
ATM M is Z(m) leaf-size bounded if for all x with
l1(x)=l2(x)=l3(x)=m and for each computation tree
t of M on x, LEAF (t) ≤ dZ(m)e.

By 4-ATM(L(m),Z(m)) (SV 4-ATM(L(m),Z(m))
), we denote a Z(m) leaf-size bounded 4-ATM (L(m))
(SV 4-ATM (L(m))). Especially, a 4-ATM (0, Z(m))
(SV 4-ATM (0, Z(m))) is denoted by 4-AFA (Z(m))
(SV 4-AFA (Z(m))). Define £[4-ATM (L(m), Z(m))]
= {T | T = T (m) for some 4-ATM (L(m), Z(m)) M}.
£[SV 4-ATM (L(m), Z(m))] is defined similarly.

Definition 2.2. For any integer k ≥ 1 and for any L:
N→ R, let £k[SV 4-NTM (L(m))] = {A1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ak

| each Ai ∈ £[SV 4-NTM (L(m))]}. £k[SV 4-NFA],
etc., are defined similarly.

It seems interesting to investigate the relation-
ship between £[SV 4-ATM(L(m),k)] and £k[SV 4-
NTM (L(m))]. The main purpose of this section
is to show that £k[SV 4-NTM (L(m))] ( £[SV 4-
ATM(L(m),k)] for any integer k ≥ 2 and any L(m):
N → R such that L(m) = o(log m).

From this result, we might say that for the space
smaller than logm, a parallel machine with cooperative
processors is more powerful than a mechanism with the
same number of processors which run independently.

We first show that £k[SV 4-NTM (L(m))] (
£k+1[SV 4-NTM (L(m))] for any k ≥ 1 and any L
such that L(m) = o(log m).

Lemma 2.1. For any integer k ≥ 1 and for any
L(m): N → R, £[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] ⊆ £[SV 4-
ATM(L(m),k)].
Proof: For k = 1, the lemma is obvious. For any k ≥
2, let A in £k[SV 4-NTM (L(m))] be equal to A1 ∩
· · · ∩ Ak, where for each i(1 ≤ i ≤ k), Ai is accepted
by some SV 4-NTM(L(m)) Mi. We consider an SV 4-
ATM(L(m),k) M

′
which acts as follows. Given an

input x, M
′
first universally branches to directly sim-

ulate the actions of M1,. . .,Mk−1, and Mk on x. M
′

enters an accepting state if and only if Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
enters an accepting state, It is obvious that T (M

′
) =

A. 　 ¤

Lemma 2.2. For any integer k ≥ 1, let T [k] = {x ∈
{0, 1}(4) | ∃m ≥ k[l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) = l4(x) = m]
& (there exist exactly k 1’s in Cubex(1)) & Cubex(1) =
Cubex(2)}. Then,

(1)T [k] ∈ £k[SV 4-DFA], and
(2)T [k + 1] /∈£k[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] for any L: N

→ R such that L(m) = o(log m).
Proof: (1) For each k ≥ 1 and each r(1 ≤ r ≤ k), let
Tr[k] = {x ∈ {0, 1}(4) | ∃m ≥ k[l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x) =

l4(x) =m] & (there exist exactly k 1’s both in Cubex(1)
and in Cubex(2)) & (the symbol (in Cubex(2)) just
below the r-th 1(counting from the first plane to the
mth plane in a cube, from the first column to the mth
column in a plane, and from the first row to the mth
row in a column) in Cubex(1) is 1)}. It is easily seen
that for each k ≥ 1 and for each r(1 ≤ r ≤ k), Tr[k]
∈ £[SV 4-DFA ]. From this and the fact that T [k]
= T1[k] ∩ · · · ∩ Tk[k], it follows that part (1) of the
lemma holds.

(2) Suppose that there is an SV 4-ATM(L(m),k)
M (with L(m) = o(log m)) accepting T [k + 1]. By
using the technique of counting argument [3], we can
get the desired result. ¤

From Lemma 2.2, we can get

Theorem 2.1. For any integer k ≥ 1 and for any
L(m): N → R such that L(m) = o(log m),
(1)£k[SV 4-DTM(L(m))](£k+1[SV 4-DTM(L(m))],
and
(2)£k[SV 4-NTM(L(m))](£k+1[SV 4-NTM(L(m))].

Corollary 2.1. For any integer k ≥ 1,
(1)£k[SV 4-DFA](£k+1[SV 4-DFA], and
(2)£k[SV 4-NFA](£k+1[SV 4-NFA].

As shown in the next theorem, if L(m)≥ logm, then
a situation which differs from Theorem 5.1 emerges.
We first need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. For each X∈{D,N}, £[SV 4-XTM
(L(m))] is closed under finite intersection for any that
L such that L(m) ≥ log m (m ≥ 1).
Proof : We only show that £[SV 4-DTM(log m)] is
closed under intersection. Let M1 and M2 be any two
SV 4-DTM(log m)’s. We cosider the SV 4-DTM(log
m) M which acts as follows. M divides the storage
tape into ten tracks, and uses tracks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 to
simulate M1, and tracks 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 to simulate
M2. M first stores number 1 on track 4 and begins to
simulate the action of M1 in Cubex(1) of an input tape
x (starting from x(1,1,1,1)), by using tracks 1,2 and 3.
When M1 leaves Cubex(1) of x from some position, M
stores the number i1, i2, i3 and 2 in a binary represen-
tation on tracks 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, and stores
the position of the storage-tape head at that time on
track 5. Then, M stores number 1 on track 9 and
begins to simulate the action of M2 in Cubex(1) of x
(starting from x(1,1,1,1)), by using tracks 6, 7 and 8.
When M2 leaves Cubex(1) of x from some position, M
stores the numbers i

′
1, i

′
2, i

′
3 and 2 in a binary represen-

tation on tracks 6, 7, 8 and 9, respectively, and stores
the position of the storage-tape head at that time on
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track 10. M next begins to simulate the action of M1

in Cubex(2) of x, by using the information stored on
tracks 1,2,3,4 and 5. After that, M continues to simu-
late by turns the actions of M1 and M2 in each three-
dimensional rectangular array of x by using the above
techniques. Then M accepts x if and only if both M1

and M2 arrive at the bottom boundary symbol and
accept x. It will be obvious that T (M) = T (M1) ∩
T (M2). By using the same ideas as those in the proof
above, we can easily see that £[SV 4-NTM(log m)] is
closed under intersection. 　 ¤

From Lemma 2.3, we can get

Theorem 2.2. For any integer k≥1 and for function
L(m) ≥ log m (m ≥ 1),
(1)£k[SV 4-DTM(L(m))] = £1[SV 4-DTM(L(m))] =
£[SV 4-DTM(L(m))], and
(2)£k[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] = £1[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] =
£[SV 4-NTM(L(m))].

We next derive the main theorem of this section.
We need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.4. £[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] ⊆ ⋃
c≥0 £[SV 4-

DTM (m3L(m)cL(m))] for any function L(m): N →
R.
Proof: Let M be an SV 4-NTM(L(m)), and s and r
be the numbers of states (of the finite control) and
storage tape symbols of M , respectively. We con-
struct an SV 4-DTM(m3L(m)cL(m)) M

′
accepting the

set T (M), where c is a positive constant satisfying
m3L(m)cL(m) > (m + 2)3sL(m)cL(m)(m ≥ 1). Sup-
pose that an input tape x with l1(x) = l2(x) = l3(x)
= l4(x) =m (m ≥ 1) is presented to M

′
. Let C be

the set of possible storage states of M on x. Clearly,
| C | = sL(m)cL(m). For each i4(1 ≤ i4 ≤ i4(x)+1
= m + 1), let H(i4) be a subset of {0,1,. . .,m + 1}
× {0,1,. . .,m + 1} × {0,1,. . .,m + 1} × C defined as
follows :

H(1) = {(1,1,1, p0)}, where p0 is the initial storage
state of M (e.g., p0 is the storage state component of
the initial configuration of M on x).

H(i4), i4 ≥ 2, = {(i1,i2,i3,p) | IM (x) `∗M (x,((i1,i2,
i3,i4-1),p

′
)) `M (x,((i1,i2,i3,i4),p)) for some p

′ ∈ C,
i.e., there exists a computation path of M on x leading
to the configuration (x,((i1,i2,i3,i4),p)) just after the
input head of M has reached Cubex(i4) of x }.

M
′

simulates the action of M on x by succes-
sively generating H(1),H(2),. . .,H(i4), . . ., on the stor-
age tape, in such a way that for each i4 ≥ 1, M

′

replaces H(i4) with H(i4+1) on the storange tape.
Note that, since, by assumption, m3L(m)cL(m) >
(m + 2)3sL(m)cL(m) ≥ | H(i4) | for each 1 ≤ i4 ≤

m + 1, M
′

can store each element of H(i4) on the
storage tape. It will be easy to see that M

′
can gen-

erate H(i4+1) from H(i4) for each 1 ≤ i4 ≤ m.
M

′
enters an accepting state if and only if it finds

out that for some i4(1 ≤ i4 ≤m+1), H(i4) contains at
least one element (i1,i2,i3,p) such that 0 ≤ i1 ≤ m+1,
0 ≤ i2 ≤ m + 1, 0 ≤ i3 ≤ m + 1 and p is a storage
state whose state-component is an accepting state of
M . It will be obvious that T (M

′
) = T (M). ¤

From Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4, and by using the
same idea as in the proof of Lemma 5.5 in [7], we get
the following main theorem.

Thoerem 2.3. For any integer k ≥ 2 and for any L :
N → R such that L(m) = o(log m),

£k[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] ( £[SV 4-ATM(L(m),k)].

Corollary 2.2. For any integer k ≥ 2,

£k[SV 4-NFA] ( £[SV 4-AFA(k)].

As shown in the following results, if L(m) ≥ log
m, then a situation which differs from Theorem 2.3
emerges.

Theorem 2.4. For any integer k ≥ 1 and for any L :
N → R such that L(m) ≥ log m,

£k[SV 4-NTM(L(m))] = £[SV 4-ATM(L(m),k)]

Corollary 2.3. For any integer k ≥ 1,

£k[SV 4-NFA] = £[SV 4-AFA(k)].
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